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NHS Inducts New Members

NHS Inductees stand proud with their candles burning bright.

By Greg WaJent

In order to be eligible for
NHS, students mu t maintain a
3.1 GPA. be involved in extra
curricular activities and b en
rolled in college preparatory
classes.

At the recent Induction cere
mony, a mu ic ensemble, under
the direction of Mr. Deitemyer,
provided processional music as
the inductees and members filed
into the Little Theater. Toula 11
iopoulos then lit the Candle of
Knowledge, the symbol that the
ceremony had begun. Kelly
McNeela, president of the
National Honor Society, gave a
welcome speech and then in
troduced Mr. Edward Maloney,
the guest speaker for the
evening.

Mr. Maloney. now a state rep
resentative, talked of the impor
tance of goals and told the
inductees and members to strive
for their dreams, because any
thing is possible if they set their
heart and mind to it.

The officers then spoke of the
Cardinal Principles of NH
Leadership - Kelly McNeela,

Scholarship Michelle Konicki,
Service - Toula Iliopoulos, and
Character - Stephanie Kavanaugh.

The senior member were then
presented their pin to ymbolize
one year of service to the organi
zation. Senior memb rs are Jen
Anderson, Pearl Ander on, hris
Brown, Eric Brown, Mary ham
plain, David Damon, Deepak
Dass, Jenny Franzen, Jessica
Habich, Sara Hennessy, Toula n
iopoulos. Melissa Jodelka, Steph
anie Kavanaugh. Rich Klimson,
Michelle Konicki, John Kra
kowsky III, Steve Krueger, Nikki
Macek, Kelly McNeela, Sue
Mikowski, Jerome Murphy, Mi
chelle Orban, Jennifer Paske,
Heather Plachetka, Kim Porrey.
Jagruti Rana, Julie Raspante,
1'racy Rizzo, Jennifer Russo,
Dayna Sobczak, Steve Strum,
Christy Venhuizen, Donald Wal
lace and Christina Wojtysiak,

Next was the formal induction
ceremony for the-new members.
Each inductee recei"~ a certifi
cate of induction to the HS. They
also received a lit can(le which
represented Knowledge.

enior inductees are: Marcy

Bovarsky, Kathy Chafee, Maria
Forliano, Natmir Osmani, Jo
Cele Quigley, and Penny Roak.

Junior inductees include: Na
veen Babu, Jami Barchak, Robert
Burns, Jen Caban, Jennifer Car
ter, Andrea Clemens, Tracy
Deut cher, Annette Furgiuele,
Michele Gallagher, Claudia Gon
zalez, Leanna Gryz, Kelly Harper,
Erin Haubenreiser, Ellen Lee,
Gina Liao, Patricia Lonosky, Lisa

Malpeli, and Michael Marzec.
Also, Mazen Matariyeh, Shan

non Mindeman, Paul Mulka,
Venta Norvilas, Christen Paha
lek, Tonia Perillo, 1'racy Pine, Jill
Riley, Rick Raspante, Sarah
Ruchala, Anne Ruger, Amy
Shaar, Melissa Slade. R nae
Smith. Krista Sparrow, Luciana
Stabila, Cheryl Starmach, Gean
Styx, Joe Vorrier and Greg
Walent.

When the inductees were back
in their places, they recited the
National Honor Society Pledge.

Following the ceremony, there
was a reception in the Media Cen
ter, where the inductees and
members could be congratulated
by family, friends and faculty. Re
freshments were available, as
well as many picture-taking
opportunities.

Food drive a hu e liee
By Sarah Robert

Oak Lawn High School wa
asked once again thi year to pull
together and help those who are
hungry and ingr at need. Showing

concern and the spirit of giving,
many Oak Lawn students and
staff members showed great
prid in being involved in thi
year's Student Council Annual
Canned Food Drive h Id during

the week of November 16th. This
year's outcome of the drive was
incredible and the food donated to
Pilgrim Faith Church's food pan
try was greatly appreciated.

The drive once again started
out a a contest between all sec
ond period classes. As a reward,
the clas which collected the most
cans was given a buff t style
breakfast during their second
period.

The competition this year was
incredible and expectations were
set high. Many students and
teachers take the competition
very seriously and many wanted
the atisfaction of winning.

Two classrooms which didn't
win this year, but each donated
over 1,000 cans each were Ms.
Adomenas and Mrs. Whiteaker.
Both teachers motivated their
tudents by stressing the impor

tance of helping other and
students obviously re ponded
positively by collecting as much
food as possible

Not only did our Oak Lawn
students donate money from their
own pockets. but they w nt to
major businesses and n ighbors
a king for donations. Kim Meares

and We Syzska, two of many
stud nts who went to neighbors
for donations, had great success
collecting over 100 cans.

According to Kim, "People
were very generous and respect
ed us for taking the time to help
others. W spent a good three
hour in th rain walking door to
door, but I know it was worth it and
felt r ally good about the whole
thing."

However, this year's winner of
the second period class comp ti
tion was Mr. Hess's Calculus Hon
ors with a donation of over 2,300
cans. The students averaged 147.2
cans per student. What~ their
secret to the enormous amount of
cans ollected? Students donated
as much money as possible. John
Krakow ky and Stephen Strum,
were said to have donated ninety
dollars each and Don Wallace got
in contact with the famous

Keebler company which donated
over 500 items alone. Mr. Hess
along with th rest of Oak Lawn's
students and taf( should be very
proud of this outstanding class
which demonstrated pride for
themselves and respect for
others. Congratulations!

"Our whole goal all year wa to
see the Whiteaker domination of
the cann d food drive end," said
Strum.

Overall, 10.875 cans were
collected this year. This amount
is greater than last year's total of
9,168 and tudent Council hopes it
will continue to increase in the
years to com along with the ef
fort and involvement of the
students needed to make it poss
ible. Thank you to all those who
contributed to thi worthy cause!
We hope you had a fantastic
Thanksgiving!
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Ditka vs. Daley
D8C8IT1ber 11, 1992

By Kelly McNeela

Chicago-the Windy city, home of the hot dog, the world's tallest building, the Bears,
the Bulls, and the Sox, just to name a few. Also the home of a crabby coach and a
mad mayor.

Lately, Mike Ditka and Rich Daley have been showing similar characteristics in
their personalities. These two men have been a little annoyed to say the least. Daley has
had his hands full. First, the city was transformed into an ocean for a few days, then the
Michigan Avenue bridge just didn't want to go down. Daley's dream of a casino for the
city is probably going to be shattered after the legislature votes on it, and to top it off,
the Daley Center Christmas tree fell over when they were putting it up. What else could
possibly go wrong?

I'm sure Mike Ditka could tell you a few things. The Chicago Bearsjustcan't seem to
get it together, the media won't give poor Ditka a break, and to top his problems off, the
fans are starting to pick fights with him.

Another similarity between Ditka and Daley is their facial expressions. Whenever
you see these guys on television, you have to laugh and wonder "do they look that grum
py all the time?" Maybe the problem is that there is too much criticism placed on these
men. You know they are only human.

It doesn't matter whether you are a Bears fan or not. Or if you are a devoted Republi
can who doesn't agree with anything that Daley says. You have to give these guys credit
for the dedication and determination that they possess. They really put all of their heart
and soul in what they believe in. No matter how badly the Bears lose, Ditka always finds

Speakout

something positive to say and gives recognition and praise where it is due. Okay. so he
might have a little bit of a temper and maybe he is bold, but that is what the Bears need
right now. Heck, right now the Bears can use anything they can get. But getting back to
the point, when Ditka loses his cool and puts all his energy in telling Johnny Morris what
he really thinks (and he usually doesn't hold anything back) this should show us all of the
energy he has to give to the team. This is what, in my opinion, makes him a great coach.
So now you're saying to yourself. "Well, if he is such a terrific coach, why is their record
so terrible?" Well, I never said I had all the answers,just that you have to give the team
and Ditka credit for trying.

Rich Daley hasn't given up either for the fight to have a casino built in the Chi ago
area. He is fighting for what he believes in, which is that a casino would truly benefit the
city by creating jobs and bringing in revenue. When asked by a reporter if he was giving
up, he replied that he didn't even have his sweat suit on yet. This goes to how how much
of a fight Daley is going to put up for something that he believes in.

A lesson can be learned from these people: that you shouldn't give up because of
criticism. In fact, you should turn the criticism around and thrive on it to do better. Do it
for yourself first, then for the people who tried to bring you down and didn't show
you support.

As a follow up on some earlier statements, everyone survived the flood, someone
finally figured out how to get that bridge back down, the Christmas tree was standing in
time for the official lighting ceremony and the Bears...well, let's just say that the Bears
probably will not be shuffling to the Superbowl this year.

New student board
By Michele Cizek

DO YOU BELIEVE IN SANTA CLAUS?

"He's dead. Seriously, Santa Claus
was a woodcutter who made little toys
on Christmas for village children hun
dreds of years ago. He died a long time
ago and though he might live in all
hearts at Christmas time, the man is
dead."

- Jim Kolar

"I'll tell you later when I find out what
I get."

- Andey Clemens

As a senior here at OLCHS, I want to see things changed for others, especially the un
derclassmen, and I'm tired of watching, wondering, and waiting for things to be
done.

Here was my chance to be heard. On October 29,1992, a leadership training program
was held here at school for all officers. We played games and brainstormed ideas.
There were many games we played and all had ome importance to them. We learned
communication, listening and leadership skills through these games. They also helped
to "break the ice." After them, I felt much better and was less self conscious.
One thing which we did really stands out in my mind was when we were told to get into
groups and plan a party. It was a lot easier said than done. All people in the group were
given certain roles to play. Some were leaders, others were supposed to do anything
and others were to talk about anything else besides the party. The entire purpose was to
see what was going to happen and how to deal with other people in their group.

At the end of the day Mr. Hill came in and asked to hear our comments and concerns
about school. Our group had come up with a Ii t of about 30 items. This was my chance
to be heard. We took turns reading the list and then discussed them with Mr. Hill. One
idea that we brought up was to have a Student Board. This way we would be sure that
these concerning issues would not be put on the back burner. I never thought much
about a Student Board, but I thought it's a terrific idea and so did Mr. Hill. I was sort of
surprised that we actually have a Student Board now because of thi .It really seemed
like he cared about how we felt. In my neart, though, I wondered if things will
actually change.

Well I was about to find out. Mr. Hill scheduled a day not even a week later. I walked
in at 7: 15 a.m. and to my surprise Mr. Hill and Mr. Frigo, our superintendent, were both
there. Eleven other students and I sat and discussed many issues with them. One im
portant one was Senior memories, which we now have back. We also had an assembly
for the Girls' Varsity Volleyball partly because we complained that they along with
other teams and clubs weren't getting enough recognition. These two things are great
accomplishments and hopefully many other things will get done. I believe that we can
and actually have made a difference here at OLCHS.

Spartanite Staff

"I guess that depends on if he believes
in me."

- Brian Fuss

"Yeah, of course I do. Everybody
always claims that there is no such thing
as Santa, and it is 'just their parents.'
But, like I always say, 'Stop believing,
stop receiving.' Oh, by the way, who
would eat the cookies?"

- Christine Margaron
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By Naveen Babu

Do you know how to dress?
Pig' 3

hope not.
So what am I rattling off here? Gangs are a problem in society. They always have

been. It's when you start taking things away from the common man that he has held so
long that you should realize it's time to tackle the problem itself. Not that it's entirely up
to us, but nevertheless, my point is that we're losing what shouldn't have been taken
away in the first place. Not our bandanas, our freedom of choice.

Students, (acuity, and administration. Recently, while trying to mind my own busi
ness. I noticed something peculiar. One after one, fellow students were being picked off
and received innumerable amounts of punishment for possession of certain elements
that I hadn't realized were against school regulations. No. they were not hiding sticks of
dynamite in their socks: nor were they concealing nuclear warheads in their shirt pock
ets. And amazingly enough, it was not for having those delightful 12 inch likenesses of
the cast members of "Beverly Hills - 90210."

These diabolic delinquents were in possession oLhats. Hats?! Yes, my friends, in
utter perplexity: hats, caps, headbands, turbans, hoods, whatever the like; all the same,
the accused were ent cowering to the dean's office in hame of what they had done. So
being of a curious nature and feeling the need to procrastinate; I ventured into the
dreary depths of my locker in hopes to retrieve the school discipline code I had care
lessly allowed to be engulfed by clusters of papers, tests, and quizzes. So I sat down in
study hall with this eighteen-page list of commandments, and earnestly began to
read.

At first I questioned the objectiveness of the discipline committee for laying down
such a law that forbade students the answer to "bad-hair days." But after a while I
realized that throughout history, man has always taken off his headwear as common
courtesy to his fellow man. So I decline from arguing this rule any longer because,
well ... frankly, it's reasonable.

But."what is the deal with bandanas? First of all you have to differentiate between
normal headwear and the bandana. Caps are merely worn to authenticate their ex
istence upon one's brow. Bandanas, on the other hand, don't glorify any sports team or
represent any other teenage interest, and act as the crowning jewel of a carefully
chosen wardrobe. So why the harsh treatment?

Well it seems that these scarves promote gang-related activities. Gangs? I always
thought Butch, Alfalfa, and Buckwheat from "Our Gang" were good influences on so
ciety. Anyhow. the school feels they need this rule, because gang after gang has been
found to wear bandanas in illegal situations. O.K. Sure, but they were also wearing
pants. This as you can see is where I discovered the tip of a very ugly iceberg. Are we to
assume from this that one day we will be attending school in mere loincloths? I sure

Christmas is here

By Patricia Lonosky
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Dance.

By Tina Wojtysiak

•
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.How?

Just recently, I woke up to discover fresh snow, the first snowfall this winter,lying
upon the ground. My wonder turned to quiet awe as I remembered past winters and past
snowfalls. When I was a little girl, snowfalls made me tremble with excitement: I was
eager to build snowpeople, sled. and generally frolic on the beautiful white
playground.

This first snowfall reminds me of my eager anticipation for Christmas, I remember
assembling the tree. The giant green boughs become filled with color as the lights are
put on. Ornaments are unwrapped as though each one was a precious gift to oneself.
They are placed on the tree with great detail paid to lighting and aesthetic quality.
Then, as Christmas grows nearer, giant kaleido cope-colored packages with snowmen
gift tags begin to collect on the homemade red and green treeskirt, Often I gaze at the
simple beauty of the symbolic tree and lose myself in thought.

During the weeks before Christmas I begin my annual search for the perfect gifts.
Stores and malls are combed as I look for just the right color shirt. Handsome
decorations become mundane as I pawn over clearance rack clothes and wait in
around-the-store lines. On Christmas Eve, though, my search reimburses me, as I
revel in the sincere smiles on my family's faces.

I remember red poinsettias on the altar and white bulb lights surrounding the simple
nativity scene at midnight mass. My head feels clear and my heart restful as I listen to
the rejoiceful music and familiar story of Christmas. Sometimes, even the most
familiar ceremonies become treasured traditions that I associate with the season
of goodwill.

As I approach Christmas this year, I remember all of this and much, much more. I
look forward to the same traditions and treasured recollections and the prospect of
greeting new faces and creating new memories. While I am musing, I realize the impor
tance of Christmas. It is a way of revitalizing memories, bridging the present and the
past. Without the legacies behind me and the potential legends ahead of me, Christmas
becomes something not to be expectantly awaited, but patiently endured, It is because
of this that families carry on familiar traditions for future generations.

This is why I approach Christmas like a small child who excitably examines every
box in hopes of unveiling a hidden treasure. To them, every discovery is cherished. The
same theory presides over Christmas, small amounts of joy and generosity are
treasured and remembered for less peaceful times. To me, this is the spirit-the union
of old values and memories with new ideas and experiences to create a special, unique
memorable and joyful holiday.

Something has to be done about the selection of music at Oak Lawn dances. There are
not enough slow songs and the type of music represents only a small percentage of what
the students want to hear.

One of the biggest complaints heard after a dance is the lack of slow songs. Most of
the students enjoy dancing to slow songs, as can be seen by the amount of people on the
dance floor when one comes on. But after the slow song is over, the majority of the
dancers retreat to the punch bowl or their table. Why can't slow songs be played more,
since most students prefer to dance to them?

Another big complaint is the type of music played for most of the evening. ow,
everyone will not be completely happy, because there are so many differences in opin
ion, but isn't America a country founded on the principle of majority rule? If the majori
ty of the students want a particular type of music played, shouldn't their requests
be honored?

.Instead of a particular clu't> picking the music for the entire school, why not put it to a
vote? (After all what is more)\merican than voting?) Whichever club is sponsoring the
dance could hand out a surveY'When a ticket is bought. The survey could simply ask the
student to identify their favorite type of music. Then, by recording the results, a
favorite type of music would be identified for that particular dance. By doing this, the
DJ would know what kind of music to play the most. This would help to make students
happier and could actually lead to an increase in ticket sales.

This method also could be applied when voting on a theme song. Homeroom could be
held. and all students could vote on a theme song. This could be done similarly to the
way the homecoming court is picked. Beforehand, clubs could nominate different
songs and then the students could vote for the song they liked best. This would ensure
that the students would generally like the theme song for the particular dance.

To ensure that students will attend future dances, these changes must be made to
keep the dancers happy, If changes are not made, then Oak Lawn runs the risk of having
poor attendance at the dances.

FA-LA-LA-LA-LA

Oak Lawn students can make a difference
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artistry were not lost on them. For
some it also provided a glimpse of
the place they are thinking about
for their future college careers.

Students were also able to learn
more about classic mythology in
their tour of the Smart Gallery on
the university's campus. Mrs.
Adomenas makes a special point
of providing this experience as
they begin their reading and study
of one of the course's novels. In it,
mythology play a major role.
Having a visual support for many
of the elements mentioned in the
book provides students with
greater understanding and plea
sure.

Engl ish students
experience Shakespeare

Science Students of the Month for November: Carrie Walsh, Mark
Gronski, Chrissie Garza, Renae Ramsey, Linda Cornfield, Tonia
Perillo. Not Pictured: Jarni Clark.

Science Students
of the Month

Recently, Mrs. Adomenas' En
glish II-Honors class had the op
portunity to mix the worlds of art,
theater, and the university with
their studies. Combining a visit to
the University of Chicago campus
with a tour of the Smart Gallery
and a production of "Othello" at
The Court Theater, these opho
more students were able to ex
perience Shakespeare as he was
intended: namely, performed.

In addition, students received a
tour of the campus of The Univer
sity of Chicago and were able to
see first hand what Gothic
architecture is all about. Judging
from the various responses of
tudents, the campu 'beauty and

ne Palluck, Rachel Pratl, Jennifer
Schroeder and Katie Sullivan.

The officers for the Class of
1996 are: Jenny Redmond, Presi
dent; Laura VanByssum, Vice
President; Becky Quinn, Sec
retary; MaryBeth Drechsler,
Treasurer.

The student council represen
tatives will be: Bob Carlson,
Steven Evans, Becky Fino, Sherrie
Gallagher, Diane Kowalczyk,
Kristin Lang, Kevin McNeela,
Becky Quinn, Jenny Redmond
and Laura VanByssum.

Congratulations to everyone,
and good luck in the year ahead.

~
Freshmen officer : Front Row: (L to R) Becky QuilUl, JelUlY Red
mond; Row 2: Laura VanByssum, Marybeth Drechsler. (photo by
Toni Kozlowicz)

This year's Freshman Class,
the Class of 1996 held elections
for class officers, advisory board
members, and student council
representatives recently.

The Freshman Class Advisory
Board members will be: Ellen
Albek, Nikki Bolz, Nora Burke,
Sherry Cahill, Boo Carlson, Vicky
Corbetl. Naomi 'E'lis, Todd
Frederick, Sherrie Gallagher,
Jillian Herrmann, ~leni I1
liopoulos, Asmea Judeh, Erin
Keating, Diane Kowalczyk, Kris
tin Lang, Nicole Matuszewski,
Jackie McCaslland, Kevin
Mc eela, Tina Michalek, Adrien-

Class of ~96
elects officers

Freshmen
visit the
Dunes

By Mandy Whitchurch

On October 22, Mr. Riordan
along with Ms. Colby brought
their 1st and 2nd period science
classes on an all day field trip to
the Indiana Dunes. The main pur
pose of this field trip was to un
derstand a little better what
succession was and how it
happened.

First we aw a slide show on the
dunes. It showed us sunrises and
sunsets. Then we saw slides on
specific sand dunes in parti
cular.

The one we had climbed to the
top was called Mount Baldy. It
took us 15 minutes to get every
one up there, but we did it. It was a
hard and very steep climb. The
fun part was going down to the
beach. When we reached the
beach, we could take our shoes off
and go in the water. That is if you
were crazy. It was freezing water.
Trust me. On top of Mt. Baldy the
view was magnificent. You could
see Chicago from over on top.

After the beach we got back on
the bus and headed for m mile
trail. The only bad thing about the
trail was it went up most of the
way. When we reached the top we
were tired. The neat thing about
the trail was it went through good
examples of succession. The trail
started out as sand, then small
shrubs mainly cotton woods. next
some tree . and finally thick,
dense forest.

I think I speak for everyone
when I say, "Thanks Mr. Riordan
and Ms. olby for an awesome
field trip.

Store Hours
Tues, - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

424-6010

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

~
1anlilles
~

2 for 1 SALE
Buy One Package

Get One Package FREE
Student Prices

TANLINES
9554 1h Southwest H""Y. Oak uwn, Il60453

(708) 424-7220

BURGERS - FRIES -_COLAS

MAKE YOUR MOVE

,~.. TO CHECKERS! It,':!..
.,- '·0

America's fastest growing double drive-thru
concept is lookiing for enthusiastic individuals
to join our crew.

Checkers Restaurant offers outstanding
growth potentia~ flexible schedules, a com
petitive wage and more ... perfect for students
and housewives!

For more information contact this location:

6035 W. 95th' I., Oak Lawn

....r the Inter..dlo of 95th & MeVltilell'
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French students produce 'Dracula'
Page S

world. The longer the guests slay,
the mol' "serious accidents 0 
cur." Want to find out more? Stay
tuned to your 10 al multimedia
cable station for show times.

By Annette Furgiuele

A Class R union, a secluded
island, a host who was known for
his strange behavior in his high
school dayS. These are the el
ements that can lead to a fatal
weekend. or, as the French ay it,
Le Weekend Fatal.

The French III c1as h re at
OL HS ha finished production of
a French movie, an original tory
about Dracula. Written and
directed by Ms. Williams with th
help of Mandie Burke as assistant
director, this movie stars 13
members of the second period
French III class.

The students transformed our
own Little Theater into the house
of Vincent Dracula, the host of his
high school class reunion. They
worked on the script since the
beginning of the school year and
are proud of the results. The film-

ing took place on Friday, Novem
ber 20, with additional scenes
film d at M . Williams' house on
the 21 t. The actor and actres es
contribut d to their roles and to
the ets, all while trying to
memorize their lines and the pro
nunciation of the French words.

Th ca t, in order of appea
rance is led by laudia Gonzalez,
th faithful servant of Vincent
Dracula who ha more than a few
tricks up her sleeve. Adria Martig
appears next, informing her
friend of her unusual career a
an undertaker. The religious
order i represented by Mandie
Burke, a nun whose crucifix will
be working overtime this week
end. Rosalie LaFranco, plays an
engineer who would turn back if
he knew what she took off work

for, along with Dalphine Van
Dalen, a high school science
teacher who may have just graded

her last paper.
Instead of taking that la t plan

out of Hawaii, flight attendant
Michelle McCue decided to vi it
her old friends, a decision that
may have just put her life in
danger. Geanine Styx is a house
wife who may have escap d the
terror of her children, but not the
terror of Vincent's island. The
doctor of the house, Bob Burns, is
a heart surgeon who soon begins
to hope that his skills ar n't
needed. As a professional foot
ball player for the Bear , Rahul
Dhawan would rather be playing
Miami than be here any day. An
nette Furgiuele is a nurse who
may soon regret ever re ponding
to her invitation, while fashion
designer Sommer Ericson hope
she hasn't seen the last of Paris.
Tracy Deutscher is an inter
national accountant who may
soon be noticing a decline in
numbers.

French m cia s during the production of "Dracula", (photo by
Michele Gallagher)

The cast rounds off with Abad
Lopez, the mysterious host of a
clas reunion. As Vincent Dracula,
he owns a beautiful island
i olated from the rest of the

Forensics psyched for the season

!MEA qualifiers (top left to right): Maria Forliano, ara Marchetti;
(Bottom left to right): Anne Ruger and Rich Tomlinson. (photo by
Toni Koxlowicz)

!MEA competition held

By Kelly Harper

With strong members, the Oak
Lawn Forensic team feels it will
really have a good season this
year. Forensics is an extra
curricular activity in which team
members go to meets on Fridays
and/or Saturdays for public
speaking or acting competitions.
Everyone has to work very hard if
they want to compete well against
other schools.

The events they compete in are:
Extemporaneous peaking, Origi
nal Oration, Special Occasion
Speaking, Declamation, Dramatic
Interpretation, Humorous Inter
pretation. Original Comedy,
Radio Speaking, Verse Reading,
Prose Reading, Dramatic Duet

Acting, or Humorous Duet
Acting.

The team has been working for
a while now, but individuals have
b en putting in a lot of extra hours
recently in preparation for up
coming meets. On Saturday,
November 21, the team went to its
first m et. Although the team
didn't plac as a whole, individual
members placed well at the
Thornton Tournament.

In Declamation, Renae Ram
sey was a semi-finalist: in Prose
Reading, Kelly Harper was a
emi-finalist; in Dramatic Duet

Acting, Nick Zebio and Kelly Har
per placed fourth; in Humorous
Duet Acting, Elan Kleis and Jill
Valentin won first place; and in
Original omedy, Jill Valentine

won first place.
Tuesday, November 24 was the

SICA Novice Tournament. Plac
ing for Oak Lawn was: In
Declamation, Nora Burke and An
drea Dinaro tied for fourth place;
in Original omedy, Chris Oakes
placed first; in HDA, Rasa
Gierstikas and Sean O'Halloran
placed first; in Extemp., Brian
Hurley placed third, and Jim
Kolar placed fourth; in Vel's ,
Angela Moustis placed third: in
Dramatic Interp., Brian Kotowski
placed third; in Humorous In
terp., Jill Herrmann placed fir t.

Competing in DDA for the 1992
93 season are: Mina Gacki (cap
tain) and Elan Kleis (co-captain),
Kelly Harper and Nick Z bio and
Brian Kotowski and Dan Braun.

By Anne Ruger

IMEA or the Illinois Music
Education Association, is made
up of the music director , band
and choir, from all over the state
of Illinois. This state is broken
down into eight district . Each
district holds an audition day ,
where students auditon for the
district festival.

For band auditions, students
must play 2 etudes elected e 
pecially .for their instrument, a
scale sheet, and a sight reading
piece. The scale heet i the am
but the etudes change each year.

For the choir audition, the stu
dents must know five ongs, sing
tonal memory, sight read, and
sing triads.

After the students audition
their scores are added, and the top
point getters qualify for the dis
trict festival. There are two band
divisions, district orchestra, and

In HDA are: Elan Kleis and Jill
Valentine, Jean Lind and Bob Car
ey, and Rasa Gierstikas and
Sean O'Halloran.

Declamation performers con
si t of: Jenny Christianson, Nora
Burke, Jill Herrmann, Jean Lind,
Andrea Dinaro, and Renee
Ramsey

In Prose Reading are: Kelly
Harper, Dan Braun and Dave
Martinez.

ompeting in Extemp. are:
Brian Hurley, Jim Kolar, Ira
SUkrungruang.

In Original Oration are: Mina
Gacki, Nick Zebio and Keith
Swiderski.

In Radio are: Mandie Burke,
Jill Levickas, John Madison and
Kith Swiderski.

di trict band.
Th orchestra is composed of

all string instruments, certain
brass instruments, including
trumpet French horn, a per-
cussion ction, and certain
woodwinds, .:I'he band is com
posed of all-s ~ions, except the
strings. These include brass,
woodwinds, and percussion.

The choir, however, is dif
f rent. There is only one group, no
divisions.

There were 12 band students
and 4 choir students that au
ditioned. Of these 16 students,
four OL students qualified for the
district festival. On Saturday,
November 21, the district festival
was held at Eisenhower High

choo!. Qualifying from our
school were: Rich Tomlinson,

hoir; Maria Forliano, Clarinet;
ara Marchetti, trumpet; and

Anne Ruger, euphinium.
After the district festival takes

ompeting in Verse are: Jenny
hristianson, Angela Moustis and

Bob arey.
Original om dy onsi ts of:

Jill Valentine, hris Oakes and
Joe Herrmann.

Humorous Interp. consists of:
Renee Margaron and Jill Herr
mann.

Dramatic lnterp. has: Mandie
Burke, Brian Kotow ki, Rich
Tomlinson and Renee Margaron.

In Special Occasion Speaking:
Lisa Zekas and hris Oakes.

Mr. Dzurison i heading up the
coaching team this year. Assist
ing him this year are: Mr. Leary,
Mrs. Brucki and Ms. Donna Egan.
Regarding the t am, th a hes
have positive attitudes.

place repres ntatives from all 8
districts, go to Peoria, to discuss
the All- tate f stival. This festival
i held in Peoria in January. The
student who are juniors and
eniors and who placed in the

upper part of the section for all
districts can qualify for All- tate.
The representatives discuss the
student's di trict audition, past
involvement, and placement at
the di trict level, and from there
choose the state qualifiers.

From our district qualifiers,
two have made it to the tate level,
Sara March tti in trump t, and
Anne Ruger for Euphonium.
These two student will b going
down to Peoria to play with ome
of the best students from all over.
They will have to audition for
their hair at the state level.
When they audition, they have a
chance to make the AlI- tate Hon
ors Band, the highe t level
possible.

8901 S. 52nd Ave.
Monday thm Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For further information call:

636-2929

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application at:

Oak Lawn Youth Commission

~:r,•..
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College Corner Career Comer
Compiled by Gina Wierdak

By Brian Powers

The Making of a Winner

Chemical Engineers
Job Description: Applying the principles of chemistry and engineering to solve problems.

alary: Petroleum-Approximately $35,202; Chemical-Approximately $35,122.
Education: Bachelors degree in engineering from an accredited engineering program. Physical Sci-

ence or Mathematics may occasionally qualify for some jobs.
Job Outlook: Expected to grow more slowly than the average job.
Work Conditions: Laboratories, industrial plants, and construction sites.
Place of Employment: Manufacturing industries, petroleum refining industries, and related

industries.

Week 116
Babu, Naveen
Bielanski, Ted
Fitzgerald, Robert
Geisler, William
Krakowsky, John -2nd Time
Morrow, Richard
Norris, Susan
Psaltakis, Sam
Radulovic, Suzana
Seyller, Lori
Szyszka, Wesley
Weiss, David
Wojtysiak, Teresa

Week 117
Kurtys, Allison
McGrath, Patricia
Mindeman,Shannon
Ramsey, Renae
Rhodes, Michael
Schibilla, Dawn
Simich, Nicholas

Week 118
Chilvers, Kimberly
Christianson, Jennifer
Clemens, Andrea
Corbett, Vicky
Hense, Kevin
Kleis, Elan
McCastland, Jaclyn
Nassar, Suzanne
Sullivan, Kelly

Week 114
Aiolfi, Andrea
Clancy, Sioban
Crosby, Christina
Faro,Susan
Frale, Anthony
Jimenez, Gabriel
Paske, Jennifer
Perillo, Tonia 2nd time
Vraja, Petru

Week 115
Anders, Dan
Brezinski, Michael
Champlain, Mary
Fredrick, Jerry
Gacki, Mina
Kotowski, Brian
Liao, James
Malpeli, Lisa
Roak, Penny
Royer, Casey
Venhuizen, Christy
Wojtysiak, Christina
Zebio, Nick

A winner listens:
A loser just waits until it is his turn to talk.

A winner says, "There ought to be a better way to do it. ..
A loser says, ''That's the way it's always been done here."

A winner would rather be admired than liked although he
would prefer both.

A loser would rather be liked than admired and is even will
ing to pay the price of mild contempt for it.

A winner paces him elf:
A loser has only two speeds, hysterical and lethargic.

A loser says, "I'm sorry," but does the same thing next •
time.

A winner feels strong enough to be gentle:
A loser is never gentle...he is either weak or pettily tyran

nous by turns.

A winner respects tho e who are superior to him and tries to
learn something from them:

A 10 er resents those who are superior to him and tries to
find chinks in their armor.

Week 113
Brunner, Eric
Gallagher, Michelle
Krakowsky, John
Melander, John
Perillo, Tonia

Week 112
Clemens, Andrea
DeCarlo, Ramona
DeVivo, Jenny
Evans, David
Hageline, Scott
Mikowski, Suzanne
Murabito, Brett
Murphy, Alison
Rekart, Amy
Taylor, Amanda
Vahl, Greg
Zapata, Veronica

PRIDE students
named

Week 111
Fine, Becky
Hreish Haifa
Sherwood,Dawn
Swedberg, Tim

Physicians
Job Description: Performing medical examinations, diagnose illnesses, treat people suffering from in

jury or disease; also you must have a desire to serve the ill, and survive the pressures and long hours of
premedical and medical education.

Places of Employment: Hospitals, Doctor's office, Nursing home, and home health agencies.
Salary: $155,800 and up per year.
Education: You must be licensed by all states, the District of Columbia, and U.S. territories. You also

should graduate from an accredited medical school of 4 years.
Job Outlook: It is growing and competition for the job is tough.
Work Conditions: Long hours and irregular hours. Working day and night.

Property and Real Estate Managers
Job Description: Maintaining property-renovation or repairs.
Salary: Approximately $25,500 per year, varies on level of responsibility.
Education: Most employers prefer college graduates.
Job Outlook: Employment is projected to increase faster than the average for all occupations through

the year 2005.
Work Conditions: Lots of hours, travel depends on how far away you live from job site, hours

depend on repairs.
Place of Employment: Usually apartment complexes, condos, or management companies.

By Paula Obuckowski

A winner i n't nearly as afraid of losing
As a loser is secretly afraid of winning.

A winner makes commitments:
A loser makes promises.

A winner goes through a problem:
A 10 er goes around it and never gets past it.

A winner shows he's sorry by making up for it:

A winner says, "Let's find out."
A loser says, "Nobody knows,"

A winner works harder than a loser, and has more time:
A loser is always "too busy" to do what is necessary.

A winner knows what to fight for, and what to compromis~

on:
A loser compromises on what he shouldn't and fights for

what isn't worthwhile fighting about.

When a winner makes a mistake, he says, "I was wrong."
When a loser makes a mistake, he says, "It wasn't my

fault."

Be a Big Spender: With love,
that is. The more you give,
the less stress you will
have.

Pretend you're on Four
Wheels: You~d n~ver abuse
your car like yoU do your
body! Exercise. ~t Sleep.
Booze, coffee, and &garettes
don't reduce stress - they in
crease it!

Get a Babble Buddy: Find
someone who will listen.
Talk about your problems,
anxieties and fears without
shame.

2.

No matter who you are you'll
always have your ups and downs.
Exam time is probably the most
stressful time of the year. Alot of
pressure is put upon us to do well,
and this may be a time when you
feel stressed out and you may
need someone to talk to. Don't
worry it's normal. Just remember
that there is always somebody to
talk to. It could be a close friend, a
teacher, or even family members.
No matter where you go, if you
look hard enough there will
always be someone willing to
listen.

3.

1.

Stress Crushers

ACT
class

offered

Name: University of Michigan
Location: 520 E. Liberty St., Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104-2210
Founded: Public university established in 1817, became coed

in 1871
Director of Admission: Theodore Spencer
Telephone: 313-764-1817
Enrollment: 33,965
Graduate Enrollment: 6,415 men, 4,349 women
Application: 64% of 17,719 applicants were offered admission.

42% of those applicants as the student body.
Faculty: Instructional staff 2,691 full-time; 619 part-time; Doc

torates 90%; Bachelors 2%, Masters 8%
Student Faculty Ratio: 11-1
Requirements: Graduation from secondary school is required

20 units and the following programs of study are recommended: 4
units of English, 4 units of Math, 3 units of Science, 4 units of
Foreign Languagp., 3 units of Social Studies, and 1 unit of
History.

ACT: English 24-29, Math 24-30
SAT: Verbal 480-600, Math 570-700
Calendar: Begins mid-September and early January. Two

week summer session of 7 weeks.
Ml\iors: Engineering, Literature, Science, Art, Music, Natural

Resources, Nursing, and more.
Degrees: Doctors-Masters-Bachelors
Expenses: 1991-92 $3,845 per year (in state); $12,953 (out of

state); Room & Board $4,100; Fees and books (estimate) $660.
Financial Aid: 1991-92 aid was granted to 35% of all un

dergraduates; 90% of the aid is need-based.

By Michele izek

6.

5.

8.

9.

7.

10. Avoid Leaping Contests with
Kangaroos: Don't compete
with everybody. Set your own
standards.
Get Lost in a Dream: To
morrow's dreams take the
stress out of today's prob
lems.
Train, Don't Strain: Don't
take on more than you can
handle.
Pitty the Poor Worms: They
get eaten by birds. And big
fish gulp down little fish.
Pour out your sympathy on
those little creatures, but not
on yourself.
Don't buy the Cow to get a
Glass of Milk: Don't make big
deals out of everything. Sim
plify life. Take on a little bit
at a time.
Find your Funny Bone:
Humor melts stress.
Take Slowpoke Training:
Slow down, allow more time
for yourself.

4.

A new A.C.T. (American Col
lege Testing) preparation pro
gram is now available to OLCHS
juniors. The A.C.T. test is used for
college admission purposes, for
scholarship purposes, and as a
possible indicator of potential
success in post-high school
programs.

The OLCHS A.C.T. test prepa
ration program will be conducted
by ExcelEdge, Inc., a commercial
firm specialzing in A.C.T. test
preparation.

ExcelEdge, Inc. char~es a $105
fee for the approximately 18
hour test preparation program.
The program will be taught at
OLCHS on Wednesday evening
from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. beginning
February 10, 1993 and concluding
on March 31,1993 - the week ofthe
actual A.C.T. test. To guarantee a
seat for the program, a $105 fee
payable to OLCHS - is due by
December 11, 1992.

For additional information see
Mrs. Carlson, in Rm. 117.
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Power Hour mal\:.es a difference
By andi Kaczmark

Power Hour is a new program
institut d at Oak Lawn this year.
The idea of the program is to
create a time p riod for t achers
to meet with tudents, so that
students can get mol' help with
their school work. Teachers are
available most days between the
hours of 2:35 to 3 p.m.

The idea i to lock in a time
period when teachers can help
students with work they do not un
d rstand. The time can also be
u ed for tudents to come in to
make up missed class work or
t sts. Some teachers use th time
as a way of meeting with students
to discuss the tudent's academic
or behavioral progress in the

class. Power Hour i off I' d by
every department in the hool.

Another u e of the Power Hour
time period is that it gives the
teachers a chance to me t with
their departments for meetings
when nece ary.

Some ways that teacher try to
encourage th ir students to use
Power Hour is by putting sign up
heets in their classrooms, by

posting office hours on their
doors, by giving personal in
vitations to students, and by giv
ing extra credit to those tudents
who come in.

Most teachers are very pleased
with the way Power Hour i work
ing out. They like the one-to-one
help they are able to give the stu
dent. Working like this helps to

. break om of those formal
barriers that are created in the
las room. With athletic prac

tice beginning after Power Hour,
it allows all students a time to
me t with classroom teachers if
n eded.

At this time, it appears that
freshmen use Power Hour the
most. Upperclas men are not
used to using the program and it
will probably take some time to
remind them of its uses.

Students who have gone to
Power Hour say it has made adif
ference. They say they feel more
comfortable asking question and
that they have made up work. All
agr e that after-school help is
truly beneficial to the student and
should be encouraged.

Mr. French's tudents take advantage of Power Hour. (Photo by
Toni Koxlowicz)

Leadership training pays off
By Meli sa lade

Sports captains and club of
ficers scrambl d around looking
for an empty seat, but yet there
was always one person left stand
ing. That's the price you pay for
wearing black shoes. Oh, in case
you were wondering, I'mju t talk
ing about one of the many dif
fer nt activities that took place
during the tudent Leadership
Training Sessi n, held on October
22 and 27.

These sessions, which are co
ordinated through the Cook oun
ty Sheriffs Youth Servic De
partment, are designed to help
the Student leaders of Oak Lawn
learn new ways to try to make
everyon work togeth I' with

ease. Each session opens up with
an activity designed to get every
on acquainted with each other.
From then on, you are broken up
into groups for activitie , with
vef)lQl1e coming together at the

end.

One of the activities started off
with the question, "What kind of
leader are you?" Participants
were then asked to get into one of
thr e groups: lions, foxes, or St.
B rnards. Each group then tried
to quickly come up with the many
qualities that the animal pos
sessed. The e qualities were then
related to leadership qualities,
and a discussion of what makes a
good leader followed.

The next activity was designed
to show how difficult it is to get

things accompli hed when every
on i not focused on the task.
Each group was asked to plan a
Christmas party, but this time not
everyone was a leader. There
were people who were designated
leaders, wanderers, avoiders of
the ubject, and people who were
full of ideas, just not on the
Christmas party. After five
minutes of discus ion, each group
was asked to present their ideas.
Only a few groups were able to get
everything accomplished. Dis
cussion was then focused on how
important it is to try to keep
everyone on the right track in
order to get things done.

Next, each group was handed
an gg, a piece of masking tape,
and a sheet of paper. The task? To
drop the egg from ceiling lev I to

the ground, without the egg so
much as cracking. From cushions
to parachutes, the groups came up
with interesting ways to save the
egg. You see, this wasn't just any
egg. This egg symbolized some
thing important to your group, for
example - family, and you had to
try your hardest to k p it
together.

The final activity led everyone
to the cafeteria. Everyone was
ask d to hold hands and make a
big circle. Two Hula Hoop were
placed on oppo ite sides. With
everyone still holding hands, each
hula hoop had to go completely
around the circle. After th group
ma tered th two hoops, three
more were brought in. Not only
did each hoop have to make it
around the circle. but th pink

hoop had to go to the right and the
blue ones to the left. This activity
ex mplified the importanc of
team work.

Th final part of the day was a
qu stion-answer e sion with Mr.
Hill. This was the students' chan
ce to voice their opinions and ask
any question they may have
about chool policie . etc. Since
senior memories dominated the
conv ration, ther was a follow
up meeting to discuss this is ue.
Also, some of th students felt th
girls' ports program de rved
more recognition, as well a the
chool' many activities.

The e essions r ally do xem
plify the fact that thing can
change if you'r willing to sit
down and talk about it. as well as
listen to other point-of-view.

D.l. Juniors take field trip to the loop

..,.----------...,.

-------------------------~.

Several students were from
Chicago, Japan, Russia, Brazil
and Great Britain.

For the second half of the day,
we attended 2 sessions of our
choice. These sessions were on
topics such a: Finding Your
Voice (Speeches), City Kids
group, other countries, and mar j
other topics. The main idea w' j to
attend a session you wanted to
know more about.

All in all, the day was very en
joyable. I met people from Maine
and Russia. Ecology club mem
bers who attended included: Kelly
Sullivan, Victor Stanley, Annette
Furgiuele, Krista Sparrow, Mary
Champlain, Katie Dakuras, Adam
Pochocki, Jason Hogate, Mike
Brzezinski and sponsor Mrs.
Kachlic.

morrow Today," which in other
words means, that we children
can change our world to make it a
better place to live.

At this event, various speakers
told us what we could do to make a
difference. A musical group,
known as the "City Kids," winded
us up and got us in a learning
mood. They sang and danced to
songs that had a lot of meaning
in them.

When we did have a break from
learning, during lunch, we had a
chance to visit well-known groups
such as Greenpeace and Friends
of the Park.

Riding the Earth Train were
selected youth activists ofdiverse
backgrounds who ranged in age
from 14 to 20. They are trained
in peer-to-peer team building.

To the left: Mr. Vazzana speaks to
his honors hi tory clas at the
Chicago Historical ociety.

By Kelly Sullivan

visits Earth Train

To the right: Renae mith look on
as Mike Marzec tries to point out
Soldier Field. (Photos by Michele
Gallagher)

Ecology Club

Were you ever part of an his
torical event? Well, believe it or
not,9 OL students and one teacher
have been.

The Earth Train was an actual
train that started off in Los
Angeles on September 21st, then
went on to Oakland, then to Den
ver, and when it stopped in
Chicago, that's where we hooked
on. On September 27th, the Earth
Train pulled into Union Station.
On the 29th, we attended the all
day outing down at Navy Pier.
After this stop, the train moved on
to New York, and then on to
Washington, D.C.

The Earth Train is an event that
happens every 10 years. The main
idea is, "Youth Creating To-

Since 1868
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- A new car with a big bow on
it. (L.M.)

- I'm seeing all crazy, I need
new glasses. (M.K.)

- To go to Disneyland! (W.S.)
- Boxers and funky socks!

(W.S.)
- 1993 black Blazer with silver

chrome. (C.G.)
- $$ Money $$ (J.Q.)
- For T.W. to be with me

forever. (S.Z.)
- Don't worry S.l., I promise.

(T.W.)
- I want it to snow on Christmas

day, but have it be sunny and 84.5
degrees F! (J.P.)

- A small can of Hormel chili
(no beans), ~-pound of Velveeta
cheese, and some Tostitos (white
corn). (C.F.)

- Iwant my mutual funds' share
prices to rocket up to $200.00 per
share 0 I can sell. (R.K.)

- A new car and a coupon for a
free all-you-can-eat buffet at Pon
derosa. (A.B.)

MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!!

front seat. (J.P.)
- World peace. (J.R.)
- My own house so I won't have

to live with my brothers. (J.K.)
- A postcard from Creighton

University in Omaha, Nebraska.
(S.M.)

- Santa Claus to come to my
house with a lot of candies and
chocolate cakes. (G.L.)

- A million dollars and a
MAN!!! (H.P.)

- Awalkman. (LV.)
- For the Oak Lawn girls bad-

minton team to have an awesome
season!!! (Herman)

- A woman! (S.Z.)
- All I want is Sue's pink "killer"

pig! (M.C.)
- We want a decent guy. (The

girls in the counselor's office)
- To stop the slaughter of inno

cent animals. (M.C.)
- My engagement ring and

world peace. (K.F.)
- To figure out a way to keep the

change in my pockets if gravity
suddenly reversed itself. (M.T.)

Heather's jokes in lunch. I just
don't get it. (SA)

- A postcard from Creighton
University in Omaha, Nebraska.
(M.F.)

- I want Shane and I to be
together forever!! (Rose)

- Money!! (D.C.)
- Ashoe tree. (M.J.)
- Justin's towel! (Anonymous)
- One of the eligible guys from

work. (p.L.)
- A new pacifier. (B.T.)
- To win the lottery. (Mrs.

Cerny)
- A's on our research papers.

(Expos. 2-H, 2nd Period)
- My license and a car! (A.C.)
- Chris wrapped up in a little

pink bow; hee, hee, heel! (PR)
- My brother to come home for

the holidays. (M.G.)
- For H.P. to "find what she's

looking for"!!! (Smiley)
- Money, so I can go to

Washington D.C. in the spring.
(K.H.)

- A new car with a man in the

to find out what some students at
Oak Lawn were asking Santa for
this year. This is what they told
us:

- I want a French maid wrapped
up in a red ribbon. (I..)

- A car, my license, and in
surance. (A.M.)

- To change the color of our
gymsuits to purple paisley.
(T.N.)

- A postcard from Creighton
University in Omaha, Nebraska.
(M.C.)

- I want only the cool to wear
Converse! (T.N.)

- An A in Advanced Biology.
(A.V.)

- To be three inches taller by
New Year's. (M.S.)

- I want some of Sue's famous
Polish Oyster Crackers! (C.W.)

- A twenty-foot Gumby in a jet
black Miata in front of Marist
High School. (Anonymous)

- Front row tickets to a Bulls
game. (M.F.)

- To finally understand one of

The spirit of Christmas is in the
air. The crackle of chestnuts
roasting on an open fire, the glee
ful notes of the Christmas car
olers, and the top-of-the-Iungs,
face-turning-purple-from-Iack-of
air screams of present-less
children. We went around school

Compiled by Sue Mikowski
and Tina Wojty iak

Top Ten

By Maria Forliano

Every year around Christma ,
my dad gives my si ters and me
"the speech." (I'm sure every
body has one of these!) He tell us
how back when he was growing up
all he got for Christmas was an
orange and if he was lucky a nic
kel. He was ecstatic to get even
that. His family would go to mid
night Mas on hri tmas Eve
together (Wow, what a novel idea!)
and when they got home they
would all go straight up to their
rooms and wait for anta Claus. In
the morning, they would rush into
the living room and find that
orange in their tocking.

These stories that we hear are
boring and repeated year after
year, but did you ever stop to think
why these stories are told? The
reason is simple; nowadays the

meaning of Christmas is so dis
torted that all we think'aQout is
going to find all the presentf with
our names on them, rippinii,.lhem
open, using them once or twice,
then tossing them under our bed
and only taking them out to show
our friends.

Where has the true meaning of
Christmas gone? All Christmas
represents now is the mo t com
mercialized, selfish, and greediest
season of the year. I know a lot of
people are thinking what's wrong
with being selfish and greedy
once in a while? My answer to that
question is nothing, but why is our
society so bent on destroying
something that should mean so
much to our kids, brothers, and
sisters? Why are little kids taught
to sit on Santa's lap and recite
their lists from memory? I th

ought the reason behind Santa
Claus was to a k him for one or
two items that would make
Christmas day seem special and
memorable. Nowadays, kids are
sitting on anta's lap forfive to ten
minutes at a time telling him
every little thing they want.

Businesses today are out to
bankrupt every parent in America.
Every time the T.V. i turned on
after Halloween the American
child gets bombarded with a new
and improved doll or action
figure. What are parents to do? If
they wish to stay in their child's
good graces, they best go out and
spend hundreds of dollars on
them. If the parents do not go out
and purchase the items requested
by their loving son or daughter,
the child becomes an outcast
amongst his or her friends.

Remember what happened with
the Cabbage Patch Kids? Children
were virtually shunned if their
parents didn't fork out some big
bucks for these ugly yet adorable
babies.

Maybe we should open our ears
and listen to the stories our
parents and grandparents tell us
and realize the true meanings of

hristmas has nothing to do with
how many gifts we get.

Top 10 excuses why people haven't gone X-Mas shop
ping yet.

By Sue Mikow ki

10. There's still a lot of time left.
9. Don t have enough money.
8. Don't know what to buy.
7. Waiting for a bigger sale.
6. Don't have the time to go.
5. Can't find the right gift.
4. Don't know where to start.
3. The stores are too crowded.
2. "Christmas isn't about presents..."
1. Just because!

By Patti Lonosky

When I think of winter, I
remember the silence of the first
snowfall, wind that stings my
face, and warm woolen mittens
that itch my hands. But, when I
think of Christmas, I remember
crackling spitting fires, round,
colorful ornaments, prickly pine
boughs, and the smell of delicious
morsels cooking. My nose seeks
out turkey, stuffing, cake, ham,
polish sausage, mashed potatoes
with steaming butter, eggnog, hot
cider with cinnamon, but, most
often, baking cookies.

At my house, the cookies
gingerbread, Christmas trees,
nowfiakes, checkerboards, candy

canes, and green stars-are stack
ed on the ever important cookie
plate to be pa sed around after
dinner. Biting into the flavor
filled treats always evokes precious
memories, bits of happiness from
the past. To help others share my
plea ure in baking, giving, and, of
course, eating Christmas cookies
I have included ome of my
favorite recipes. Have the cookies
with warm milk and friends or
serv d With hot chocolate and
family. Either way. they will
delight and coerce smiles from
each of your guests' faces

Ginger Cookies
1 cup sugar
~ cup shortening (margarine or

butter)
\4 cup molasses
1 egg
2 cups flour
1~ tsp. baking soda
~ tsp. salt
1 tsp. cinnamon
~ tsp. cloves
\4 tsp. nutmeg
1~ tsp. ginger
~ cup sugar (to roll balls in)
Cream sugars and shortening.

Add molasses and beaten egg. Sift
flour with soda, salt, and spices.
Add to creamed mixture. Blend
until all ingredients are well
mixed. Refrigerate dough over
night.

Roll dough in balls the size of
small walnuts. Roll in granulated
sugar. Place 2" apart on grea ed
cookie sheet. Cookies will flatten
out as they bake.

Bake at 375 degrees for about
15 minutes. (After they puff up
and then flatten out, they're usual
ly done. Check the bottom to e
if done because the color won't
help.)

Snow Flakes
1 cup margarine
I 3-oz package cream chees£'
1 cup sugar
1 egg yolk

1 tsp. vanilla
1 tsp. grated orange rind
2~ cups sifted all purpose

flour
~ tsp. salt
\4 tsp. cinnamon
Cream margarine, cream cheese,

and sugar well. Beat in egg yolk,
vanilla, and grated orange rind.
Gradually blend in flour, salt, and
cinnamon which have been sifted
together. Put through a cookie
press to form snowflakes. Bake at
350 degrees for 12-15 minutes.
Remove at once to cooling racks.
Makes 6-7 dozen.

Amish Sugar Cookies
1 cup butt r
2 cups sugar
2 eggs
1 cup alad oil
\4 tsp. salt
1 tsp. vanilla
5 cups flour
2 tsp. baking soda
2 tsp. cream of tartar
Cream butter, sugar, and eggs.

Gradually add the rest of the in
gredients. Roll dough into balls
the lze of walnuts. Place on un
greased cookie sheets. Grease the
bottom of a glass, dip the glass in
red or green sugar. and press on
walnut- ize balls. Bake at 350
degr e for about 12 minutes or
until the bottoms of cookies are
light brown
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as the news sunk in. I'd be going
home soon. Our company is
towards the top of the list for get
ting sent back to the u.s. so I hope
I'll be home in a few weeks.

I got your Christmas present a
few days ago, but I have been sav
ing it until this morning 0 if you'll
wait a few minutes, I'll go and
open it.....Wow! It's wonderful. A
perfect fit. And it will keep me
warm for the remainder of the
time I am here. Even though your
gift is great, nothing could top the
news of the end of the war. I am so
happy that I am finally going to be
coming home. I'm sorry if I've
been repeating myself, but I am
so happy I can barely think. I must
be going now because we are hav
ing a victory party down at the
dining hall. Keep me in your
prayers, give my love to the fami
ly, and Merry Christmas!!!

Your loving son,
James

road. Pick a perfect night with
snow on the ground and "Jack
Frost" in the air. Stay in your own
neighborhood where your audi
ence will b friendly. Take along
jingle bells as your background
music. Dress warm as chattering
teeth and chills won't add to your
vocals. Pick homes that are well
lit, ring the door bell, sing from
the heart and most importantly
smile. Thank them and wish them
"Merry Chtistmas" whether or
not they offer you some form of
gratitude.

Some hints to as ure
monetary uccess:

1. Take requests.
2. Bring along a younger brother

or sister because no one can
resist a little cherubic face.

3. Use comic relief, bring along
the family dog who howls his
notes.

4. Keep singing encores.
When the night is over, donate

your funds to a charity or treat
your younger sibling carolers to
McDonald's. It is the spirit of giv
ing that is the true meaning of the
holidays. That warm feeling of
friends and good cheer will have
lasting memories for years to
come. Make this Christmas
season one to remember.

Merry Christma and Happy
ew Year!

25 December A.M.

you can see how much your
lights help.

For Christmas our company
has been invited to see Bob Hope
and all of the other celebrities
who are giving up their time to
make our holiday a little brighter.
It's truly amazing how everyone
pulls together during this season
to help one another. I just hope
that in the season of good will, our
enemies find it in their hearts to
end this ordeal. That is mine and
probably every other soldier's
wish for Christmas. And I pray
every night that our wish will
come true. Thanks again.

Always,
James

Dear Mom,
It's 2:07 a.m. The news just got

through and I had to tell you. The
war is over! Repeat, the war is
over! Late last night the enemy
surrendered and in the stillness of
morning the barracks came alive
as one by one all of the men woke
up to news of a victory. What a
truly great Christmas present. As
I stood in the darkness, watching
the first, few, delicate, white
snowflakes (yes, it actually
snowed!) fall toward the earth, I
felt a tremendous wave of relief

c)\foeQ c)\foteg
By Jen Paske

The Christmas spirit has been
sneaking up on us earlier and
earlier each year. We haven't
even had our Thanksgiving turkey
without the Christmas goose ap
pearing. Catalogs, T.V., Home
Shopping Centers, and Venture
sales have been advertising
Christmas erchandise since
mid-October.\\The season "rush"
h?s already slf!J:ted with most of
us way behind- pcimarily due to
lack of financial assets.

It is time that we step back and
realize that the Christmas joy is in
the giving of good cheer. This
cheer can be a heartfelt handshake
or a hug, a heartwarming salute of
"Happy Holidays," or a har
monious Christmas carol.

Combine all three and try a lit
tle old fashion caroling. Caroling
began with the birth of the Christ
child when the angel heralded the
event with song. That one little
song gave way to carols sung
throughout the world. Traditional,
religious and novelty tunes have
been recorded by everyone from
pop artists to symphonies. But
there is nothing sweeter than the
sound of squeaky, off-keyed
voices.

So get together with friends,
pick out your favorites, clear your
throats and take the show on the

Dear Mom,
Thank you so much for sending

me the Christmas lights, they
finish our tree off perfectly. For
having homemade ornaments on
it, our tree doesn't look that bad
and it sure makes our meal time a
little more festive. All of the guys
in my company thank you as well.
I am enclosing a picture of the
tree and all of us in this letter, so

18 December P.M.

the guys are getting together to
buy a small tree for the dining hall
and we are all going to pitch in and
make some small ornaments to
decorate the tree.

I'm going to have to be going
shortly, because we are heading
out to practice our maneuvers.
But I promise to write as soon as I
get a chance. Give my love to dad
and pray for my safe and quick
return.

Your loving son,
James

daughters often stay home all day
and bake cakes and puddings.
Other children of the family enjoy
decorating the house with palm
leaves and ferns since Christmas
weather there ranges from 87F to
120F. In other parts, Australians
like to celebrate Christmas like
the English do. All gifts are ex
changed at the breakfast table,
and then the family all attends
church services. Around noon the
family eats their Christmas feast,
consisting of roast beef or goose.
The rest of the day is usually spent
at the beach; this celebration
most likely reminds us of the
Fourth of July.

As you can clearly see, Christmas
may have the same meaning all
around the globe, but the way it is
celebrated can be quite different.
Whether it's hanging up your
stockings, parading through the
streets, it's still in celebration of
Christ's birthday.

Dear Mom,
Hello, it's me again. How are

you feeling now that Christmas is
almost here? I'm feeling kind of
sad because I won't be home for
the holidays. But other than the
date on the calendar, I really
wouldn't be able to tell that there
are only twenty-four more days
until Christ1nas. Around the bar
racks it's business as usual, noth
ing decorative to signal the
coming holiday season. Some of

Your son,
James

2 December P.M.

wouldn't give for a good home
cooked Thanksgiving dinner now.

They keep telling us that the
war won t last that much longer,
but everyday I'm here I get less
and less sure. I desperately want
to come home to you and dad but
until someone decides to end this
silly war, I'm stuck here. Give
everyone my love.

In the morning both are gone, and
the clogs are filled with sweet
meats. St. Nicholas knows of re
cent misbehavior and if a child
has been very bad, he puts him in
the servant's sack and carries him
or her off.

Christmas in Mexico is said to
be the most thoroughly and most
colorfully celebrated holiday. The

hristmas celebration in Mexico
starts on December 16th, and
ends with the Epiphany on
January 6th. In Mexico, mainly all
the gifts are hand-crafted by
families to bring in pesos to buy
their family's gift . On the night of
Dec. 16th, the celebration begins
and continues for nine nights until
Christmas Eve. On eactrof these
nine nights there is a religious
ceremony followed by the break
ing of a pinata. Christmas Day in
Mexico is a day of greeting and
visiting one's family and neighbors,
but no presents are ever ex
changed. On the eve of Epiphany
however, children place their
shoes at the end of their beds in
hopes that the three Magi will
leave them gifts on their legen
dary visit to the Holy City to see
the Christ Child. The next morn
ing, Epiphany, the churches are
filled with masses of people burn
ing incense, carrying candles, and
singing to celebrate the birthday
of Christ.

In Australia, Christmas is only
celebrated by the bush-folk, white
country folk who till the Aus
tralian bush, who are mostly En
glish. In some parts of Australia,
on Chri tmas Day there is a great
slaughtering of chickens and pigs
for the holiday feast. Mothers and

Dear Mom,
Happy Thanksgiving! I hope

this letter finds you well. Me? I am
the same as always. The guys in
my company and I just got done
enjoying our Thanksgiving feast.
Well, it's not anything like dinner
back home but compared to what
we usually get, it was great. What I

By Maria Forliano
and Tracy Nesis

By Tina Wojtysiak

Most people consider Christmas
to be a happy time of the year
when everyone gets together with
their families and has a good
time. But to the young soldiers
fighting in this war, it is an es
pecially sad time. They are not
permitted to see their families
during the holidays because they
must serve their country. These
are the letters one young soldier,
James, sent home to his mother
while he was stationed in some
foreign country, sometime in the
future.

24 November P.M.

Christmas gifts are never quite
the same as those given at other
times of the year. This is because
they are associated with a gift
giver who is always someone
mysterious and shadowy, outside
the run of ordinary human ex
perience. In the older form of the
legend he is always two-sided,
coming not only to reward the
good, but to punish the bad. This
aspect of his character is almost
entirely forgotten in England and
America, where Father Christmas,
(Santa Claus) is altogether bene
volent, but in many European
countries it is well remembered.

Epiphany is the great present·
giving season in Italy, but there, it
is Bifana, a female spirit of uncer
tain age, who brings the gifts. Her
name is derived from the festival
with which she is connected, the
Epiphany. She is thought to be
pre-ehristian because naughty
children are often warned she will
carry them away and eat them if
they don't reform. Yet, besides
this side of her character, her
coming is eagerly awaited every
year. In many cities, it is cele
brated with processions and bon
fires.

In Holland, Santa Claus is rep
resented by a man dressed in
Episcopal robes who appears on
St. Nicholas' Eve (December 5th).
He rides in from Spain on a white
horse and is accompanied by a
black servant who distributes the
gifts. Dutch children put their
clogs in the hearth and fill them
with hay and sugar for the horse.
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By Jen Christianson

So I hear you're trying to meet
that special someone. You've
been looking and looking, but you
just can't find that special person
who can fulfill all your needs.
Meeting Mr. or Miss Right seems
like a long tedious process and
you begin to wonder if it is actual
ly worth it. Well, first of all, if it is
this stressful, you are wasting
your time. Hold on, before you get
confused let me explain.

The first thing to do is to
rememberyour pride. You shouldn't
go out of your way to get some
one's attention. What I mean is
that you shouldn't join the art club
just because you have a crush on
someone in there. What if you
can't even draw a straight line.
You also shouldn't do things that

you would consider crazy under
normal circumstances. Don't
come to school with purple hair in
a vague effort to get attention. Not
that you won't get it, but you'll just
receive it in a negative way. More
or less, if you go all out to try to
impress someone else like the
two examples I've just given, you
will wind up with quite a bit of em
barrassment, not to mention a
broken heart.

What you should also do, is to
look for someone with the same
interests as you. For example, if
you like to act, and decide to join
the play, look around. There just
might be someone interesting
that could catch your eye. Ifyou're
in the Ecology Club, you might be
interested in nature and science.
If you look for someone within
this club, you're most likely to dis-

cover you have things in common.
Having the same interests is very
important in a relationship. You'll
have lots to talk about, and many
different things you can do
together. You're better off with
someone who is involved in the
same activities you are.

You should also realize while
looking for Mr./Miss Right that
the person's personality is the
most important aspect. Too many
people are misled by looks. They
only see the physical features and
refuse to look inside. I know, it's
easier said than done-to accept
someone who's not as appealing
as you'd like them to be. You just
have to stop, think, and make a
decision. Would you rather have
someone tall, dark and handsome
who can't add two plus two or who
takes forever to get a joke? Or do

you want someone fun, witty, in
telligent who you can really relate
to? He or she might not be the
"world's best looking," but they
will definitely be more fun.

So if you're on the look out for
the right person my advice is to
just go with the flow. Don't try so

Deeember II, 1992

hard, and don't worry so much.
Your someone will find you, and if
not, you will find your someone.
Who knows, maybe that person is
right under your nose and you
don't realize it. But don't.get ner
vous, just act natural and relax l

Good luck!

CWhat ~ 'tnue Qove~?

mow to gll!lI}ilJe a bad blteo{Qllp

By Carolyn Parkhill

Have you ever been in love?
For instance, girls, you met the
perfect guy. Probably tall, dark,
and handsome, he could pass for
Tom Cruise's twin brother. In
other words, your Prince Charm
ing. And guys, how about you? She
is probably the girl of your
dreams. Which means, most like
ly, Cindy Crawford!

And then it happens ...Your
paths' cross. It is like magic, a
relationship i formed, better
than you could have ever im
agined. You are like two of a kind.
You both love to go to the movies
and to eat pepperoni pizza. And
better yet, your parents just adore

By Claudia Gonzalez and
Venta Norvilas

Every time I turn on the radio,
everyone is singing about love; ...
love is a wonderful thing ... It must
be a big deal if it's given so much
attention. These days, the word
love is used very loosely. People
love your hair, your clothes, your
car, and every one just "loves" the
cute guy/gal in their lunch. But
this isn't real, true, love.

To give a definition to true love,
we would like to state that we
don't believe in "love at first
sight." You don't love the person

By Mina Gacki

Breaking up is hard to do, No
Kidding! How many of you have
ever been in love? You thought
you met the guy or girl of your
dreams, and everything seemed
wonderful. You're floating on air,
it's a match made in heaven.
Nothing could'possibly go wrong.
Until...someone says those horr
ible words, "Could we talk," "I
think we should take a break," or
"Can we still be friends?"
AARRUUGGHH!!

Okay, so the heartbreak has hit,
and it hit hard. You ask yourself,
what happened? It feels like the
world is falling down around you.
Emotions start flying, you re sad,
crabby, and angry all at the same
time. So what happens now'?

First of all let everything out,
cry, scream, don't keep every-

him, (yes, even your Daddy') and
of course his parents love you. In
fact, your relationship is so good
that your friends kid you about
acting like llu .l!~nd and wife.

Although you som~times act like
husband and wife, y\:lu are also the
best of friends. And the best of
friends give each other space
and privacy.

Sounds perfect eh? Now try
this... After a year of this ro
mance, your Dad breaks the news
to you, his company transferred
him l No, I don't mean across the
city, I mean across the country!
Now of course this news hits you
like a bomb, a expected. After a
week of tears and pleads, it is sud-

as a whole, just the physical side.
Take Beauty and the Beast, for in
stance. Belle was totally fright
ened by the way the Beast looked.
Once she got to know the real
Beast, she realized she really
loved him no matter how he
looked. Even we have to admit,
Beast is a great catch. Here's
another story as an example.
*Petunia was walking down the
hall when she saw Porky, the
gorgeous new guy in school. She
instantly fell in love with him. He
had blond hair, bright blue eyes,
and a tough James Dean type
style. When Porky saw Petunia, he

thing bottled up inside you. I'm
not going to lie to you, it is going to
hurt. You may feel shaky, scared,
alone, your stomach may even
tighten up and make you feel sick
or dizzy. The best thing to do is to
realize that other people feel this
way too. Ask a friend to come over
to help comfort you. Talk about it,
say everything you feel.

Realize that it takes time, the
worst thing to do is to hold onto the
past. Don't continuously call or
write your ex trying to get him
back. You don't want him or her to
come back for the wrong reasons.
It'll only make the next breakup
worse. Don't read and reread old
notes that your ex wrote or look at
pictures of when you were happy.
And, unless you really want to feel
horrible, don't listen to sappy love
songs or "your song." All of this
will only delay the healing

denly evident that no matter how
hard you try, it will be impossible
to change your fate.

When you finally settle down, it
will hit you like an oncoming 747,
that yOUF perfect little "Dream
World of Romance" is going to be
torn away! OR IS IT?

Now I'm not going to kid you,
your ''Romance World" is definitely
going to have to change, but not
necessarily end. Instead your per
fect little world of romance will
be transformed into the dreaded
"Long Distance Relationship!"

When the miles separate you
and your true love, it is most im
portant to remember com
munication. Perhaps, you can set
aside a certain time on certain

was overwhelmed by her beauty.
He fell in love with her long black
hair, green eyes, and red lips.
They started a relationship that
lasted two months. Why did they
break up? What happened to their
love at first sight? Their love was
superficial. Petunia liked the way
Porky looked, but when she got to
know him better, she realized that
she could never sit down and have
a serious talk with him. Porky
liked Petunia's looks, but she was
too serious for him.

If you're truly in love with
someone, you love every single

process.
The best thing to do is to get out

and do things. Go out with your
friends. Don't sit in and feel sorry
for yourself. You may not feel like
going out, but you'll feel better
once you are. If there's nothing to
do, invite some of your friends
over to watch movies and "veg out
in front oftheT.V." But ifyou real
ly want to be left alone, rent a
funny movie about breakups such
as "Better Off Dead." It'll make
you laugh about a serious situation.

Try to make the most out of
your new found freedom. Just
think, now you can openly stare at
other guys or girls, you can even
flirt without listening to your boy
friend or girlfriend complain.
There's plenty of people out there,
all you have to do is get out there
and find them.

days to talk to your "main
squeeze" courtesy of "MA-BELL."
And let's not forget about those
long-mushy love letters that seem
to go on forever.

Aside from communication,
the most important thing is
understanding. There must be a
mutual effort in both trust and
loyalty. One method to try 
DON'T ARGUE! I know that
sounds hard, but try it. A good
relationship consists of two peo
ple who can talk about and work
out their problems. If your
relationship is as good as you
think, it can survive almost any
thing, no matter how far apart you
are.

thing about him - flaws and all.
You love him even after you've
seen him with food stuck be
tween his teeth. You love him
after he's just told you the lamest
joke. True love is when you over
look flaws and look at the
positive points.

So how does love feel? Love is
when you can't be still because
there's a thrill in your heartbeat.
It's smiling, laughing out loud,
and spreading happiness all
around. Love makes rainy days
seem bright, but it also has bad
points. When that special person

There are some other reasons
that a breakup can be good. You
learn new things about yourself.
How your attitude affects others
such as friends or family mem-

To sum it up, a Long Distance
Relationship is not the end of the
world. Although it may be hard to
live without your "LOVE OF A
LIFETIME," it can be done.
Whether you are the victim of a
job transfer or a college major,
the consequences are still the
same.

On the other hand, one positive
about a Long Distance Relation
ship is what it teaches you. It
teaches you to cherish the time
you do have together and not take
anything for granted! Not only
does this help you in your teen
age years, but it also comes in
pretty handy in the "REAL
WORLDI"

cries, you cry. When they hurt, so
do you.

You can tell your partner loves
you when he tells you that you're
his best friend. Friendship in a
relationship is very important. A
good example of a couple truly in
love would be Becca and Jesse of
Life Goes On. Becca loves Jesse
because of who he is, not what he
is. She overlooks the fact that he is
HIV-positive. Not too many, peo
ple would. That's true love!

* All names and identifying
details have been changed to pro
tect privacy.

bers, and how susceptible you are
to pain or how strong you are.
Each time heartbreak hits, you
should become stronger don't let
it hold you back.
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By Tracy Heinrich

Art-a three letter word defined
as the study of drawing, painting,
and sculpture. A small word with
such a simple definition, you'd
think would come easy for many
people. When in fact, drawing a
simple picture can be a very
tedious process. However, there
is a small group of people who are
artistically inclined. Senior Chris
tina Wojtysiak is just one of
them.

Christina has taken a couple of
the art classes offered here at Oak
Lawn as electives during high
school, as well as two years of art
at her junior high and summer
classes through the park district.

During the summer her class
would paint murals at Lieb Gram-

By Cheryl Kukowski

Mr. Dominiak, the chairman of
the art and music departments,
has been teaching at Oak Lawn
Community High School since
1962. He holds a bachelors degree
from the school of the Art In
stitute of Chicago, and a masters
degree from the Institute of
Design. In addition to teaching, he
uses his skill in art in many dif
ferent and exciting ways.

One way he uses this talent is in
graphic art. He became interest
ed in graphic art about five years
ago through his daughter, who is a

mar School. These murals were of
a sailboat on a stormy sea and of a
flowing river surrounded by
trees. She started off by paying for
these classes, and ended up get
ting paid for her talent.

When Christina was a fresh
man, she entered a contest spon
sored by the Disabled American
Veterans. This contest was the
first tiJ:pe she had won a cash
prize. She went on to enter several
of the Moraine Valley art shows.
She again won cash prizes. Chris
tina's strongest area in art would
have to be drawing. In all of the
contests she entered, she drew
pictures. The pictures were based
on a central idea or theme that the
contests asked for. One of the con
tests that asked for a particular
picture ended up being one of her

computer engineer. He uses his
Amiga computer to do a variety of
drawings or graphics. Some of his
work includes a picture of a steam
locomotive, which appeared at
the Ame ExpoIncorporated, two
covers on the Ahoy Amiga com
puter magazine, and four game
graphics. Three of these games
are Capone, an action game,
P.O.W., and dungeon quest.

Various techniques are used to
create the designs. One tech
niquewould be the use of a mouse,
and another would be drawing on
the board. The mouse technique

biggest accomplishments.
About a year and a half ago Mr.

Dominiak got a call from Americana
Monticello Nursing Home. They
were looking for a student to draw
a picture of the nursing home and
the pond in front of it. The picture
will be placed on the front of note
cards. When Mr. Dominiak told
Christina about the project, she
began almost immediately.

The whole process took about
two months. She took several pic
tures of the building with her
camera. Her first completed
drawing wasn't what they were
looking for, so she then added
what they wanted and turned it in
a second time. This time she had
completed a final product. The
note cards were printed, and she
got full credit for her design. She

was used in developing the
graphic of the steam locomotive.
As seen in the graphic this was
done in the grey scale.

Mr. Dominiak enters many dif
ferent contests. This was just one
example. In order to enter a con
test, the artist sends in a com
puter disc with all the drawings,
each meeting different require
ments of the contest.

After retirement, Mr. Dominiak
plans to use his free time working
with animation. But until he can
further pursue this, he's content
with his work right now.

had once again got paid for her
work.

In the future, Christina hopes to
major in journalism, advertising
or commercial art. She plans on

entering more contests and hopes
to do more work with advertising,
hopefully something similar to
what American Monticello Nurs
ing Home wanted.

By Leanna Gryz

Naveen Babu, a junior, is one of
the many talented art students at
OLCHS. He developed his in
terest for art when he was a young
child, when there were less re
sponsibilities. Art runs on both
sides of his family. His in
spirations come from everywhere,
including television, music, and
other students. Naveen enjoys in
dustrial art, fine art, and com
puter graphics. But if asked to
choose one favorite area of art,
he'd choose airbrushing.

Naveen devotes as much time
as his schedule permits to this in
terest. Although he doesn't enter
many contests for prizes, he gets
many requests for airbrushing T-

shirts for money. His most prized
piece is a shirt worth over $100
which he spent 22 hours designing.

So far at Oak Lawn, Naveen has
taken Art I his freshman year. The
next art Class he was promoted to
was commercial art which he is
enrolled in at present. He rates
the Art Department at Oak Lawn
very highly. He likes the set up
and believes the teachers are very
knowledgeable.

Naveen plans to attend the Uni
versity of Chicago or Illinois at
Chicago. Later in life, he wants to
become a commercial artist for
one specific company. He believes
freelance is too risky. Naveen
would tell aspiring artists "Don't
be too overconfident. Always have
something to fall back on, even if
it is a job at Burger King."

By Claudia Gonzalez

What does Leon Lake have in
common with Picasso and Monet?
The three are remarkable artists.
Leon paints and does pencil
sketches. Ever since he was a lit
tle tyke, he's been drawing up a
storm. Leon, now a senior, took
Art I freshman year with the in
tention of fulfilling the pre
requisite for photography. He
enjoyed his art class so much
that he continued art education.
Sophomore year, he took graphics,
and junior year he was in Art II. In
addition, to art classes, painting
and sketching in his free time, he
takes the sport pictures for the
Spartanite.

This past summer, Leon deco
rated his room in a very unusual
way. With permission from his
parents (of course), he painted his
walls black and red. Three are
black and two are red. One black
wall has WOLVERINE (a Marvel
Comics character) painted on it.
On the other was GHOSTRIDER
(another Marvel Comics charac
ter) on it. The red ceiling has
black blotches (it looks like a
strawberry. Even his nieces and
nephews got into the act. They
dipped their hands in white paint
and put their handprints on the
ceiling fan. This whole project
took two-and-a-half months to

finish.
You're probably wondering

how he finds time to keep up with
his schoolwork. activities (such as
wrestling), social life and art, all
at the same time. This year he has
Art III and Independent Art
Workshop. He does most of his art
during these classes.

Leon doesn't sell any of his
work. This year Mr. Horejs is sub
mitting Leon's work into contests.
He saves all his projects. If you
would like to see some of his work.
his "Hand through Glass" piece
and sketch of Paul Stanley (of
KISS) is in the display case
across from the Media Center.
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season, I'll give him one thing, out
of the goodness and generosity of
my heart-umm, I forgot what it
was.

The movie, though, was very
funny and I had a good laugh out of
it. My brother didn't say much, he
seemed to be taking notes on all of
Kevin's traps-I guess he liked
it.

Using New York as a setting in
stead of the McAllister house was
a nice touch. I also enjoyed the
idiotic hotel people. Just GET
RID OF THAT CULKIN KID!

Yes, I recommend seeing this
movie, Culkin or no Culkin (don't
pay $6.50 for it, though). Take a
younger brother or sister to it-or
your bratty little cou ins who visit
you every Christmas vacation
(remember to get them each their
OWN bags of popcorn.)
STAR RATING - 01 and 12 (the
extra ih is for the good previews).

line of formal dresses, is in a very
heated dispute between the
Jessica McClintock Inc. and the
Asian Immigrant Workers As
sociation (AIWA). The reason for
the dispute is because McClin
tock's company contracted Lucky
Sewing Co. to do some manufac
turing of McClintock's dresses,
with all work paid in full.
However, it turns out that Lucky
SeWing Co. went bankrupt. In ad
dition, Lucky Sewing Co. made its
workers all Chinese immigrant
women and members of AIWA,
tolerate substandard working
conditions. Lucky also owes its
workers $15,000 in wages.

AIWA has acknowledged that
Jessica McClintock was not re
sponsible. They still demanded
McClintock pay the workers, de
spite the fact that they worked for
another company. At this point no
resolution has been made.

That concludes the gossip that I
have for you in this edition of
"Fashion Frontier"...where you're
always brought to new horizons.

decisions and often turns to a
Sagittarius for help. Capri
corns and Ubras often don't
get along at all. Something spe
cial about a Taurus catches a
Libra's eye, while Pisces are
drawn to the Libras.

An Aries will always try to
convince another Aries about
whose smarter. An Aries has
innocence and courage, which
a Leo will love. Cancer and
Aries won't stay friends for
long. Scarlett O'Hara was an
Aries.

Pisces will admire a Virgo,
and feel tension and conflict
with a Gemini. Strong friend
ship with a Taurus or a Capri
corn. Pisces are often psychic,
and compassionate. Albert
Einstein was a Pisces.

A Scorpio will never get
along with an Aquarius, and
will most likely be attracted to
an Aries. A Scorpio is well
known for their sex appeal.
mystery and ruthlessness.
Gandhi. Count Dracula and
Marie Curie were Scorpios.

few surprising parts that were
pretty funny.

2.) Another thing I wondered
was, why were the same criminals
brought back for the second
movie? I mean, it's New York
we're talking here, not Oz;
couldn't they find some new bad
guys? Yeah, I know that would've
been easier to do given Washing
ton D.C., but in New York 1 doubt
the pickings are that slim. Joe
Pesci was great, though. And so
was that other guy-Dan whatever.
And I suppose there were some
sentimental reasons for their
return (or maybe it was in the
contract).

3.) Why Mac-Mac ... that
Culkin kid (his name's too hard to
say, let alone spell), though? My
feelings for him still have not
changed since the first movie.
That child annoys the heck out of
me, but in the spirit of the holiday

sales people.
Taurus and Leos almost

always, make good enemies.
Aries has lessons to learn from
a Taurus, and Pisces often tum
to Taurus in time of need.
Adolf Hitler and Shirley Tem
ple were Taurus.

Aquarius and Sagittarius
always make great friends.
They have trouble committing
to love, but when they do it's
most likely to a Ubra. Ronald
Reagan and Jimmy Dean were
both born Aquarius.

Capricorns and Leos find
each other irresistible, while
an Aries will mo t likely drive
a Capricorn crazy. Capricorns
are down to earth, and. find
Scorpios fun to be with. Carl
Sandburg, Elvis Presley, and
Darth Vader, from Star Wars,
are all Capricorns.

A Sagittarius makes a good
class clown, and is wild at par
ties. They are optimistic, rude,
daring and fickle. They could
have love with a Cancer. Il
linois is a Sagittarius.

A Libra has trouble making

ducts kicked off its swimsuit
season. There was a book signing
party for Kelly Klein's book,
Pools, and the exclusive launch of
Calvin Klein's resort swimwear
line. Calvin Klein showed up to
help push his wife's book, as well
as his swimwear.

The "Poolside" party was held
on the manufacturer s fifth floor.
A white tiled floor was il
luminated with a blue light and a
simulated drain in the center sug
gesting a pool bottom.

Within days after the event,
sixty swimwear ensembles had
been sold. Among the top per
formers was a leopard tank at $70.
Other hot looks included a
leopard bikini at $78, a leopard
slip dress at $195, and a silver cat
suit at $450.

Kelly Klein sold sixty copies of
her book, which sold for $100 a
book. Kelly is donating her share
of the books proceeds to the Coun
cil of Fashion Designers America
- Vogue Initiative.

Jessica McClintock vs. AIWA
Jessica McClintock, who has a

This edition of "Fashion Fron
tier" is composed of the latest in
side scoop in the fashion industry.

Makers miffed as magazines
say no to scented strip ads.
There's a possibility that the

sweet aroma released in magazines
from promotional perfume scen
ted strip ads may no longer exist.
Amagazine, The New Yorker, will
no longer carry fragrance adver
tising with scented strips. This
decision was made because cus
tomers complained of premature
releases of odors before being ac
tivated. If this ban spread to other
publications, it would be horrify
ing. Since, this form of advertis
ing is extremely beneficial for
launching new fragrances, many
cosmetic companies' presidents
have agreed that no alternatives
are as cost effective and well
targeted as scented strips.

Poolside party for
Kelly and Calvin Klein.

Recently, the manufacturer of
both Kelly and Calvin Klein pro-

By Kristie Kaczmark

I must admit, I had my review
almost completely written in my
head before I even set foot in the
movie theater. I'll also tell you, it
wasn't pretty. As much as I hate to
say it, Home Alone 2wasn't as bad
as I expected it to be; actually, it
was pretty good.

I decided to see Home Alone 2
mainly because it's one of the few
movies out suitable for the pur
poses of this review (it's PG), and
because I thought of a few good
ways to badmouth it. PlUS, I had to
watch my brother, so I figured 1
could shut him up with a movie
and finish this review in one
shot.

As I mentioned before, I had my
review pretty much planned out
when I sat down to watch the
movie.

Here were my thoughts and
what occurred that made me alter
my thinking:

1.) I figured, that, like the first
one, the best parts had all been
shown in the preview; but, to my
utter disbelief, there were quite a

By Iva Palmer

cAt the uUOVLeg .

Some interesting things to
know about the 12 signs ....

Cancer can find true love in
the arms of a Pisces, or a Scor
pio, but will always find
Aquarius of the opposite sex
irresistible. Taurus' make
good friends, and Virgos make
good listeners.

AVirgo has many lessons to
learn from a Libra. Almost
always Virgos make enemies
with Gemini and Sagittarius
but there's a special sexual at
traction with an Aries. Mickey
Mouse is a Virgo.

Gemini is almost always
drawn to a Scorpio of the op
posite sex. Ubra and Aquarius
could offer romance, while
Leo will make a good friend.
Geminis also make great car

the whole time.
Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) The

more you give, the more you
get. This means the more peo
ple you arrange to exchange
with, the more gifts you're
bound to receive, Happy
holidays it will be.

Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21) Put
money concerns aside and
give lavish presents to those
you love. Even splurge and buy
some Christmas cards.

your hands.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)

This Christmas break remem
ber to get out and do some
thing. Get together with
friends and hang out at a mall,
where good things are bound to
happen. Just remember there's
more to life than Brady Bunch
Christmas specials.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Santa is ready to leave you
cookies. Make resolutions to
be naughty next year, for your
own good.

Cancer (June 21- July 22)
Bake cookies, make or
naments, and sing Christmas
songs. Okay, okay, throw on
some of your mom's Christ
mas carols and rip open a box
of Oreos. This month is sure to
be a blast at any rate.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Your
list to Santa Claus bears a
resemblance to War and
Peace. Really. can it get any
longer? Don't be shocked if you
don't get everything you want; I
don't think Hawaii is for sale.

Virgo (Aug. 22-Sept. 22) Get
together a caroling party. Let
someone else provide the hot
chocolate and warm blankets
for afterwards, while you pro
vide the fun and the laughter

NAME: Michael Riordan
DATE: April 17, 1967
MARITAL STATUS: Single - engaged to be married this

summer
THE COLLEGE I ATTENDED: Eastern Illinois University
THE CLASSES I TEACH: Biology and Environmental

Science
IF I COUWN'T BE A TEACHER I WOUW HAVE BEEN:

a lawyer
MY IDEA OF AGOOD STUDENT IS: one that works up to his

or her potential.
THE RULE I MOST STRICfLY ENFORCE IS: being on

time.
MY BEST ADVICE TO TEENAGERS IS: establish goals for

yourself and always work toward them.
MY FAVORITE PART OF TEACHING IS: getting to know

my students.
ONE THING I ENJOY DOING ON A SATURDAY IS: laying

around and watching sports.
MY FANTASY IS: win the lottery, buy season tickets to every

Chicago sports team, and travel to every corner of the earth.
I CAN'T SAY NO TO: buying CD's.
MY IDOL IS: my dad. .
MY PET PEEVE IS: not being listened to when speaking to

someone. \\
IF I WENT TO THE MOON, I WOUW TAKE: my Hanc my

Jeep, my radio and CD's.
IN THE SUMMER I: taught summer school and traveled.
I FEAR: my Jeep will break down or fall apart.
MY MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENT IS: being elected Student

Body President at EIU.
IF ICOULD TRAVELANYWHERE,I WOUW GO TO: African

safari? Australia? ANYWHERE!
MY FAVORITE TV SHOW IS: Seinfeld.
MY FAVORITE MOVIE: Star Wars Trilogy.
THE MUSIC I USTEN TO: varies greatly: AC/DC and Guns 'N

Roses to Air Supply and Madonna.
MY HOBBY IS: collecting CD's and traveling.
I DRIVE (fVPE OF CAR): Jeep Renegade.
MY FAVORITE SPORT IS: playing softball and watching

basketball.
WHEN I'M 70 YEARS OW, I WILL BE: hopefully retired

and travelling.
IF I COUW TAKE ONE EMOTION OUT OF THIS WORW, IT

WOUW BE anger BECAUSE it causes people to do and say
things they probably don't mean or believe.

Teacher Feature

By Becky Long

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Don't be surprised if a friend
turns into a little bit more this
holiday sea on. Always have a
supply of candy canes, mis
tletoe, and Hershey kisses on
hand. (And other kinds of
kisses ...)

Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jan. 19)
Like Rudolph is to Santa Claus,
so are you to your friends.
Presents pour in. Try not to
hurt anybody's feelings,
though, and don't hog the
spotlight.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You're not too old to believe in
Santa Claus. and it's not too
late to fall in love before the
big Christmas Day. Have gift
ideas ready, and plans flexi
ble.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Deck the halls, and bring joy to
the world. Rent a Santa suit
and do some good. Then hang
up a big stocking to collect
what you deserve.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Don't let the family get you
down. They can be a little an
noying at first, but they're the
ones who put Christmas dinner
on the plate, and presents in
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Girls basketball starts off right
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Carolyn Parkhill takes up the shot. (PhOto by Andey Clemens)

By Christina Matuszewski

The name of the game is girls'
basketball and when that ball is
tossed in the air, the girls have got
to scor ome points. The only
way this can be done is by skillful
dribbling, running smart plays,
shooting and scoring.

Those who have made this
year's team consist of: Jenny
Balis, Kim Chilvers, Kristy Klif
ton, Kathy Cook, Deanna De
Vries, Lisa Gonzalez, Aimee
Gricus, Karen Laurinaitis, Chris
tina Matuszewski, Carolyn Park
hill, Lisa Smallwood, Sonia Ziad,
and managers Danielle Fox and
Staci Byrne. Also a welcome to
the team is Mrs. Arneson, this
year's coach.

Practicing hard everyday is
what makes this team outstand
ing. The girls show good attitudes
as far as wanting to learn and that
is very important from Ms. Ar
neson's viewpoint. As a team, so
far, they have shown a lot of team-

work. The continuity of attitudes'
have been good and positive. Ms.
Arneson said that she is hoping it
keeps up.

She also aid, "If I could change
anything about the team, it would
be to work harder at practice and
improve on free throws."

Oak Lawn was off to a great
start for their first game on home
court. Oak Lawn won with a score
of 28-23 against Morton. Leading
the Spartans to win was Lisa
Smallwood with ten points, Sonia
Ziad with eight points, Deanna
DeVries, four points and Kim
Chilvers, Carolyn Parkhill and
Kristy Klifton with two points
each.

Also playing a good defensive
game was Lisa Gonzalez.

In the second game, against Mt.
Assisi, the Spartans won with a
score of 26-25. This was a close
game, but they were able to take
what Mt. Assisi had to dish out. To
help lead to this victory, Lisa
Smallwood scored eight points,

Kim Chi Ivers scored seven
points, Sonia Ziad had six points
and Carolyn Parkhill added five
points. Playing their best were
Aimee Gricus, Kristy Klifton,
Karen Laurinaitis, Deanna De
Vries and Kathy Cook.

Ms. Arneson said, "If they con
tinue to work the basic fundamen
tal and keep up the good hustles,
we hould have a winning season."
So far, the girls are doing a great
job. The team has high hopes for
the rest of the season.

Lisa Smallwood said, "The first
and second games were kind of
sloppy. If we worked together as a
team and practice hard, we'll
have an awesome season."

This team has potential. They
are not just an average group of
kids. Positive self-esteem and
teamwork are just some of the
good characteristics of the girls.
When you go to the games, you can
see that they have much more.

Coach Arneson said, "Out of all
the years that I have been coach
ing, I liked working with high
school students the best and also
having my own team."

Lisa Gonzalez also added,
"With the help of teammates and
fans, our team is a winning one.
There is nothing left to say but
how do you like them apples."

Soph Basketball team looks promising

Kevin Casey keeps control over the ball. (photo by Andey
Clemens)

By Kevin Hense

The Sophomore Boys' Basket
ball Team is looking better and
better everyday. The team is
coached by Pat Mayer. Coach

Mayer is looking forward to the
upcoming season.

The position of the point guard
will be filled by either Kevin
Casey, Dan Wallace, or Rahul
Dhawan. Each has an equal op-

portunity to become the starting
point guard and all three are ex
cellent players.

Brian Clifton and Dave Zdanek
are fighting for the starting posi
tion as the offguard. An offguard
is usually a guard with good shoot
ing abilities, and both of these
players can shoot well.

There are two starting forward
positions open and five player
fighting over these two spots. Pat
Clifton, Kevin Campbell, Bob
Fitzgerald, Mike Cizek, and Nick
Devivo are all trying to earn one
of the starting spots still available.

The starting center position
will be decided between two
players, Adam Osmanski and
Jason Dauner. Both players are
playing exceptionally well right
now and it will be hard for coach
Mayer to decide between these
two.

All of the ophomores are
working extremely hard to earn a
starting position. Each day after
school, the sophomores practice
with the varsity for two and a half

to three hours. They also practice
alone on Saturday for three
hours.

Coach Mayer described his
team in three words, "scrappy,
small, and dedicated." This team
may not be the most skilled, but
they hustle and fight for an advan
tage on every play. They will do
whatever it takes to win.

When Coach Mayer was asked
what he expected from this year'
team he responded, "I expect
them to work harder than they did
freshman year, never to be out
hustled by another team, and for
the team to play together and get
better with every game and prac
tice." Moving up from freshman
to ophomore basketball is a big
difference. Sophomore players
need to be able to execute plays
better and to re pond to situations
quicker. Coach Mayer expects a
lot frO{\'! his players.
Coa~~ Mayer said, "I know that

their record at the end of the
season \rill be better than their
record was fast year. They will
have to work harder as well as un
derstand how to play "Team" ba 
ketball and improve as individual

players in order for the team to
accomplish this," In order for any
team to be good, they all have to
playas a unit. Each player has to
know what his other teammates
are going to do in order for a team
to be good and the only way this
can happen is over time. The
sophomores should be a pretty
good team, because they have
already played together for one
year with the exceptions of new
comers Brian Clifton, Pat lifton
and Dave Zdanek.

"This team will never be taller,
faster, or quicker than another
team, but they will be tougher.
They hu tle each practice and
learn to playas a team. They will
make OLCHS proud," aid Mayer
boldly. "The player must func
tion as a team in order to win."

Frosh girls basketball shoots high
By Chris Franzen

As a new era of domination un
the baksetball court by the Fresh
man Lady Spartans begins, they
must keep in mind that their fate
is in their own hands, The team of
future all-stars include Ellen
Albek, Jenny Doody, Sarah Feltz,
Sarena Kriekel, Jill Levickas,
Nicole Matuszewski, Jackie Mc
Castland, Melissa Moyzis, April
Sabrava, Laura Vanbyssum, Mandy

Whitchurch, Tracy Zajac, Sara
Brown, and Becky Quinn.

When the Spartanite asked the
entire team how they thought they
would do this season they all had
similar responses. The girls-all
believed that even though they
had been together only a few
weeks they work well together
and have learned how to playas a
team. Coach Rambolt also believes
the team will be successful in
their future. She thinks that they
can go a long way, because they

already have the basic skills
needed to play the game, but now
they will have to practice hard to
become competitive with the
teams that they will face.

The team has shown a lot of
unity especially by the more ad
vanced players helping the others
to improve. They all respect one
another and no one puts them
selves above the rest. During
practice each day, Coach Rambolt
encourages them to try their
hardest, because no matter how

difficult it may seem at the time
the hard work does payoff.

Coach Rambolt says they're a
great group to work with and by
practicing hard, the girls have
realized that by recognizing your
mistakes or weaknesses, you
know what you need to improve.
Whenever they become doubtful
of their progress they are re
minded that sooner or later their
effort and determination will be
rewarded,

At press time the only result

available was a 9 point loss to
Morton on November 17. While
they're certainly not making ex
cuses, some girls admit they were
a little nervous for their first
game at the high school level. De
spite this defeat the Lady Spar
tans are anxious to play and they
feel confident about the rest of the
seaSOn.

Although they're just rookies
this team has a good attitude and
they come to each game ready
to win.

Frosh boys B-ball aims for success
By Brian Fuss

With the 1992-93 Boys' Basket
ball season about to begin, the
Spartan basketball program has a
bright outlook, One reason is th~

freshman squad who is coached
by Tom Murphy and Vince
Kasley.

After a great turnout of young
prospects at the week long series
of tryouts, the coaches had the
hard task of narrowing down the
team. The team consists of twenty
new faces. The new team in
cludes: Gary Byrne, Robert Carl
son, Anthony Colby, Timothy
Cosme, Thayer Daineh, Steve

Evans, Mark Gronski, Scott
Joseph, Ronald Kanunski, Jeremy
Keating, Joe Kerrigan, Jonathan
Marchetti, Robert Miskevics,
Matthew Mullaney, Virgil Ramirez,
Dave Duer-Rivera, Bill Schlosser,
Aaron Sink, Jim Williams, and
Eric Wirtschorek.

The team looks to be competi
tive on both the A and B levels.
Coach Kasley expects, "a winning
season on both levels."

Even though the team lacks
experience, it will have a lot of
"young raw talent." The freshman
teams made their high school
debuts at the recent Green and
White intersquad scrimmage.

The teams displayed a fast paced
attack. Later, Coach Kasley, anx
ious for the first game, comment
ed, "We have two fast paced
teams."

"The team has a lot of poten
tial," added Kasley. "They need to
practice hard and to better learn
the game of basketball."

And practice hard they have.
Everyday they practice for about
two hours. They start with a series
of ball-handling and shooting
drills. From there they move into
offensive and defensive strategies.
They usually end practice by
doing a series of sprints up and

down the court to improve their
conditioning. With each day of
practice, the team improves a lit
tle more and gets a better un
derstanding of the game. The
players are anxious to start the
season and see exactly how good
they are, and how much that they
have improved in the short two
weeks of practice.

The freshmen open up their
season in the Naperville North
Thanksgiving Tournament. They
competed against teams from
Hinsdale South, Hinsdale Cen
tral, and Naperville North. The
Spartans went into the tourney
with a positive attitude and hopes

of coming out of the tournament
with a first place title. With a lot of
hard work and concentration this
is a very attainable goal. From
there the team has no time off,
because they immediately faced
Brother Rice in their first home
game of the season on Monday,
November 30, at 3:30 in the Spar
tan Gym. At press time results of
these games were not available.

The freshmen should be es
pecially competitive in their COn
ference, possibly fighting for the
SICA North crown.

"I would say around Christmas,
they should be hitting on all cylin
ders," states Kasley.



Pine goes down state Volleyball players recognized

NFL Preview Can girls play football?

The fourth player, one of the
most mobile setters in the con
ference is Amy Valentine. Amy
could come out of nowhere and
place almost any pass perfectly
on the net. Her ability to move and
vary her sets as well as serve con
sistently earned her many honors
this sea on. Joining Macek and
other teammates, Amy was
recognized as a Player of the
Week.

All Conference Players: Jody Feltz, Michelle Konicki, and ikki
Macek. Not pictured: Amy Valentine. (Photo by Michele
Gallagher)

she was on the court. In back, sh
moved and sacrificed everytime
the ball came her way to get every
pass to target. Her spikes and
blocks hit the floor no matter how
they scrambled or reached. The
server's corner was owned as she
aced her way to her All-Conference
All-Around Player Honor. The
Southtown Economist recognized
Michelle as an All-Area player
as well.

The "Dream Team" has be
come a highlight in Spartan his
tory. After a 28-7-1 record, two
first places in the Hillcrest and
Glenbard North tournaments, and
a conference and regional title,
the team has relaxed a little and
looked back with pride and
excitement.

Four individuals were special
ly recognized with all conference
titles. Jody Feltz, who dove hard
for the digs and jumped precisely
for perfect blocks ended her
senior season with a special men
tion defensive player award.

Nikki Macek boggled minds
with her persistent serves, spikes,
and even pulled out a few sets.
With these abilities and wide
range stats, Nikki received for the
second year in a row, All
Conference All-Around Honors.
Nikki served as co-captain for the
team and received Player of the
Week honors as well as a All-State
player nomination.

Michelle Konicki, who joined
Macek as co-captain, also pulled
out of her senior year in the lime
light. Michelle managed to scare
the opponents no matter where

By Michele GallagherShe started out the season play
ing 3rd doubles with Corrine
Meyer. She finished there with a
record of 9 and 2 with a second
place win in Conference. For Sec
tiona Is she was moved up to 1st
singles and finished there with a
record of 2 and 2.

At Sectionals, Pine had a bye
into the first round. In the second
round Maria was no trouble for
her as she won 6-2, 6-1. That win
moved her into the quarterfinals
where she breezed by the Univer
sity High players 6-0, 6-3.

That victory assured Pine a trip
to state, but her dream of sec
tional champion was destroyed by
Mother McAuley 3-6, 4-6. She lost
her next match 5-7, 2-6 which
earned her fourth place.

Down state Tracy tried her
hardest, but didn't quite make it to
the finish.

In her first match she faced
Kathy Monte Cristo from Evan
ston Township. Although she lost
4-6,3-6, she played hard and didn't
let it get her down. In her next
match she lost 0-6, 1-6 to the first
singles player from Sacred
Heart.

"It's been a great season," said
Tracy, "and I hope to do better
next year."

By Kathy Chafee

Tracy Pine will be back. This
year she proved she could play
with the big boys by making a trip
down state for tenni . If all goes
well she hope to repeat the trip
next year.

By Dan Wallace and
Jim Kolar

AF.C.
Taking a look at the best teams,

the A.F.C. playoff perrenials in
clude the Buffalo Bills, the Den
ver Broncos and the Miami
Dolphins. After a good start, sur
prisingly the Pittsburgh Steelers
are leading the AF Central due
mainly to Runningba k Barry
Foster. Pittsburgh, although hav
ing a great season, probably will
not win the AFC crown largely
b cause of lack of experience in
new Quarterback Neil O'Donnel
and poor play on the part of their
wide receivers. The Buffalo Bills
should win the 1992 AF cham
pionship because of an explosive
offense led by Quarterback Jim
Kelly, Runningback Thurman
Thomas and Wide Receiver
Andre Reed and a good defense
anchored by All-Pros Corneallis
Bennet and Bruce Smith.

NF.C.
The best teams in the N.F.C.

are the Dallas Cowboys, San
Francisco 4ger's, Washington

Redskins, Philadelphia Eagles
and the Minnesota Vikin s. These
teams will all battle it oW for the
N.F.C. championship. ~e De
fending Superbowl Champions,
the Washington Redskins, are not
living up to this year's expec
tations and should be eliminated
before the NFC championships.
While starting out great, Philly's
inconsistency at quarterback has
led to a faltering offense and too
much of a reliance on their
defense.

The two teams that look the
best in the NFC are the Dallas
Cowboys and the 4ger's. Both
teams have potent offensive at
tacks. Quarterback Troy Aikmen,
Runningback Emmit Smith and
Wide Receiver Michael Irvin lead
the Dallas offense. An equally
matched offense is found in the
4ger's, led by Quarterback Steve
Young, Runningback Ricky Wat
ters and Wide Receiver Jerry
Rice. With such offenses so close
ly matched the Dallas defense
should help the Cowboys prevail
as the 1992 N.F.C. Champions.

By Cheryl Starmach

Do girls at other schools really
play football? Do they wear
shoulder pads and helmets and
knock each other down?

The e were the questions I was
asked to answer when some Oak
Lawn girls heard that schools
such as Stagg, Sandburg and
Queen of Peace had girls' foot
ball teams.

Being an enthusiastic jour
nalist and somewhat of an in
terested athlete, I went to
investigate these inquiries. The
answer I received was sort of a
disappointment.

I found out that Stagg and
Shepard do have a girls' team that
play against each other. The catch
is they only play one game - after
the guys play their Homecoming
Game. They call this their "Pow
der Puff' game and they only play
in celebration of Homecoming.

Before I spoke to anyone at
Queen of Peace, I had been pretty

sure I would get the answer I
wanted, because a reliable ource
had told me she was positive
Queen of Peace had a girls' foot
ball team who played more than
one game. So, when I talked to a
person from Peace, I was disap
pointed when I said, "Tell me
about your football team," and
she looked at me like I had
three eyes.

After I was informed that
Queen of Peace played a Powder
Puff game against themselves
before Homecoming. I decided I
would see what we could do about
setting up a Powder Puff team at
Oak Lawn, since so many people I
knew seemed interested.

1 went to Mr. Marcordes and
much to my amazement, I got th
same confused look I got from the
Queen of Peace girl. He told me
he never heard of it before when 1
went in and told him, "I'm inves
tigating getting a girls' football
team at Oak Lawn."

When 1explained to him what 1
heard and what I had been asked
to do, he recalled something

about a girls' team being on the
news, but thought it was older
girls and the team wasn't school
related. Since he really didn't
know what 1 was getting at and
thought my research was in
teresting, he said he would talk to
other athletic directors and get
back to me.

Mr. Marcordes says he sees no
probl m ifsome girls here want to
playa game before Homecoming
next year, but it would need
organization.

Oak Lawn would have to get
enough girls to play against each
other and set a date (maybe the
day before Homecoming) and a
rain date. becau e this would ob
viously be weather permitting.

Mr. Marcordes said he would
do anything he could to put the
game together, such as getting
lin markers and an announcer.

So, girls, if you want to playa
Powder Puff game, take charge
and put a team together and the
school is behind you all the way.

Surma named Coach of the Year
By Cheryl Starmach

Head Volleyball Coach urma
has recently been named Coach of
the Year by the Southtown
Economist. While she is extreme
ly proud of this award, Coach
Surma gives a lot of credit to other
people.

Coach Surma didn't play much
volleyball in high school, but her
teacher and coach in her sopho
more year influenced Ms. Surma
and sparked her love for the port.
Coach Surma says that is where
her volleyball involvement began

and has blossomed into an impor
tant part of her life.

Coach urma also gives recog
nition to Ms. Icenogle and all of
the assistant coaches she has
worked with. Ms. Icenogle worked
with this year's volleyball team
for two years before Surma got to
them and Surma believes Ice
nogle was very important to their
team development.

Most of the credit goes to the
team, says Surma. The strength of
thi year's team brought a lot of
recognition to Oak Lawn's pro
gram, which in turn, brought a lot
of recognition to oach Surma.

She said that this award came
as a shock and is quite an honor,
because in our area, "There is a
tremendous amount of good
volleyball teams with good coach
ing."

She doesn't see her award as a
personal one. She sees it as one
that is shared by all of the people
she has worked with and has been
influenced by.

The reason that this year's
team was such a special one is
because of their closeness. Surma
said, "U's not that they had more
talent than other teams. it's an in-

ternal difference." The team went
through good times and bad times
together which make it a very
emotinal season for the girls and
for Coach Surma.

Senior player Jody Feltz said,
''I'm really happy for Surm. Get
ting oach of the Year tops off the
whole eason for her and it's great
that someone from Oak Lawn was
finally recognized."

The end of the season brought
sort of a sadness to Coach Surma
and the team, but this is one
season they will never forget.

ongratulations Surm!!

R.D. wins conference race in C.C.
By Alan Buttimer

As we climb up the ladder of
our high school careers, we find
ourselves placing the spotlight
only on our varsity athl tes. Now,
as much as they de rve the fame,
especially sin they have been
here the longest, we cannot forget
to recognize the accom
plishments of our hard-working
frosh/soph athletes. A prime ex-

ample is sophomore Rahul Dhawan
(better known as RD.) who was
the conference champion at the
sophomore level during this past
cross country season. Although he
is only a sophomore, "R.D." was
competitive at the varsity level as
the number one runner for Oak
Lawn throughout the season.

With this kind of exp rience,
RD. was sure that he could com
pete in the sophomore conferen e

race as one of the top finishers,
but he was surprised when he
finished the two-mile course with
a time of 12 minutes and 12
econds ahead of the second place.

runner.
"I took a I ad early and kept it

until the end. It's hard running
alon ,but it makes you run faster,
because you're afraid of someone
catching up to you." said RD.

As for his futur at OLCHS. he

plans to continue being a part of
the basketball, track and ross
country teams for th rest of his
high school year. Just as any
athlete hopes for, R.D. will work
to be All-Conferenc his junior
year and run down state when h
is a senior. He ha already taken
the first step toward these goals
by becoming the Boy' ross
Country ophomor onf r nc
Champ.
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Girls volleyball wins Regionals

The Oak Lawn "Dream Team": (L to R) Row 1: ( eated) - Natalie
Forte, Ms. urma, Amy Valentine. Row 2: Tonia Perillo, Chrissy
Johnson, Michell Gallagher, Jenny Ru 0, Michelle Konicki, ue
Faro. Row 3: renee Margaron, Erin Haubenreiser, Lisa Malpeli,
Heather Dodaro, Angela Barajez, ikki Macek, Jody Feltz.

By Cheryl Starmach

Sectionals: it was their dream
°and they made it come true. The
Girls' Varsity Volleyball team
practiced long and hard, sac
rificed a lot of time and climb d
all the way to the top.

The girls easily clinched the
conference championship with a
record of 11-1. They took first
place in the Hillcrest and Glen
bard outh tournaments, which
helped their overall r cord oar to
28-7-1.

Thi season will go down in
Spartan history as the fir t
regional competition the Girls' V
ball team has won since 1983. The
team was also ranked as #4 in the
area by the Southtown Economist
and #9 in the state by the Chicago
un-Times.
The first regional game against

Richards could have been won in
their sleep. The girls went in con
fident and ready to demolish the
rival team and come out winners
with scores of 15-7, 15-12. This
season was also an historic one, in
that we beat Richards every time
we were challenged by them and
the Spartans hadn't beaten Rich
ards in years.

The next regional competition
was against Queen of Peace. With
the encouragement of staff,
students and parents ringing in
their ears, the team easily
defeated Peac 15-4 in the first
game. The second game. how
ever, wasn't as easy. Queen of
Peace decided to put a scare into
the Spartans and just barely won
the game, with a core of 13-15.

The Spartan were a little in
timidated by Peace then and were
trailing 4-14 in the third game.
After a time-out and time to listen
to the chants of the full bleachers
that rocked the Spartan Gym, the
girls went'out and fought for what
they deserved. The girls bolted
their hits straight to Queen of
Peace's feet and blocked their
spikes back into their faces. The
Spartans, with the help of their
fans, pulled together and defeated
Queen of Peace 16-14.

Riverside-Brookfield was the
team that reatened the girls at
Sectionals. Riverside seemed to
want the victory a much as the
Spartans and were winn rs of the
match with 15-10, 15-2 being the
final scores.

Coach Surma described the
season as incredible and fun. She
said that she hates to see it end,
but she has no regrets.

Volleyball is a team sport, but a
lot of individuals stood out this
season.

Amy Valentine and Jenny
Russo wer both noticed by the
Southtown Economi t as Players
of the Week.

Nikki Macek was the All-State
SICA North nomination and
named an All- onference All
Around Player.

Jody Feltz was named a Special
Mention Hitter.

Michelle Konicki claimed the
title All-Conference All-Around.

Amy Valentine was named an
All-Conference etter.

Coach Surma felt that some
seniors and the juniors were
under-noticed. Sh said that
Heather Dodaro and Lisa Malpeli
came a long way and gained a lot
of experience. Natalie Forte sac
rificed a lot as a hitter to set and
Tonia PerillO will b excellent for
next year.

Chrissy Johnson, Renee Mar
garon, Michele Gallagher, Erin
Haubenr iser, Sue Faro and

Angela Barajaz all contributed a
lot to the team's success.

Th volleyball team brought

back a n e of pride and a lot of
s h 01 spirit this season and they
hope to keep it this way all year.

Varsity basketball wants it all
By Michele Gallagher

From serving and stroking to
dribbling and passing, Oak Lawn's
Girls are moving into what is
haping up to be a great basket

ball season.

They started out at hom on
Tuesday, Novemb r 17th again t
Morton. Junior Erin Hauben
reiser and senior Sandy Krait led
the scoring with ten point apiece.
Erin had eight of her ten in the
first quarter while Sandy nailed a
three pointer in the third quarter.

Defensively, Oak Lawn held
strong with junior Tanya Kara
jumping for six defensive rebounds.

enior Em Balis kept the ball in
our hands with 11 defensive r -

bounds, five steals and four block
ed shots. The girls held strong to
the last second for a 42-37
Spartan victory.

On Thursday, the 19th, the girls
climbed over the hill to meet Mt.
Assisi. Strong and determined,
they did not let anything come
close to taking this victory away
from them.

Defensively, Oak Lawn ran Mt.
As isi into the ground. andy
Krait and sophomore Mandy
Smith each had four steals. Junior
Kelly Sullivan had on steal and
two defensive rebounds with Em
Balis bringing in two steals and
ix offensive and defensive re

bounds.
The offense was led by Erin

Haubenreiser who had 20 points,

six of which cam in the second
quarter. Erin also had five assists
and nine offensive rebounds.
Sandy Kraft came out with ten
points with Em Balis, Mandy
Smith and Kelly ullivan all pull
ing in six. Mt. Assisi had no chance
in the second halfwith the Spartan
girls pulling in 30 points.

Good Luck to the team: junior,
Kelly Sullivan; senior, Kathy
Chaffee; junior, Tanya Kara;
senior, andy Kraft; junior,
Michele Gallagher; ophomore.
Mandy Smith; senior, Em Balis;
junior, Erin Haub nreiser; sopho
more, Jen Pramskunas; junior,
Shannon Mindeman; and senior,
Nikki Macek.

Tanya Kara
Clemen)

off to Kathy Chafee. (Photo by Andey

Wrestlers hope to pin
opponents

Boys Swimming
dives into action

By Andrea Clemen

"Wrestling is the willingness to
learn," says Coach John Robin
son, or more commonly known
a "Robby."

Wrestlers on the junior varsity
team are sophomores, juniors,
and in some cases freshmen
working on new skills and improv
ing the old ones. Each wrestler
has his own goals in mind and
from there he work until
they're fulfilled.

The junior varsity team also
has open challenges against other
wrestlers. Unlike the freshmen,
these challenges may be against
other J.V. teammates or against a
varsity player. Each wrestler
fights for a first position on varsi
ty or a second position on junior
varsity.

Junior varsity wrestlers who
earned the right to wrestle in the
Oak Lawn versus Richards meet
were: Joel Gamgoa at 104Ibs.; Joe
Jaworski at 1121bs.; Shaun Surrait
at 119Ibs.; Mike Peccatiello at 125
Ibs.; Mike Ray at 140 Ibs.; Joe
Giglio at 145 Ibs.' Rick Raspante
at 171 Ibs.' Jeremy Spilde at 189
Ibs.; and Jerry Frederick wres
tling at heavyweight.

The Stagg Chargers and Sand
burg Eagles are two teams that
junior varsity will have as their
toughest competitor .

According to oach Robinson,
"Anything is possible if our wres
tlers work hard and stay dedi
cated this season."

By Andrea Clemens

"Wrestling is an AGGRESSIVE
sport and the first few meets will
separat~ the MEN from the boys,"
explains Coach Bill Burton.

This is what the incoming
freshmen are up for as they join
Oak Lawn's '92-'93 wrestling
team.

This season, the Freshman
Wrestling Team had a turnout of
approximately 20 kids. Many of
these freshmen came to the first
practice inexperienced and think
ing they will be jumping around
like the retired Hulk Hogan or the
Ultimate Warrior. But, as the
practices go on, these freshmen
will soon learn that wrestling is a
sport of skill and endurance.

Many of the wrestlers get their
first taste of a meet when they
"challenge" each other for the
position of their weight class. The
challenge goes like this: two wres
tlers of the same weight class
wrestle each other. The winner of
that match goes on to represent
Oak Lawn at the next meet of
that weight.

Winners of th "challenges"
representing Oak Lawn at the
first conference meet against the
Richards Bulldogs were: Jesse
Hewitt at 941bs.; Ryan Dykema at
103 Ibs.; Adam Wende at 112 Ibs.;
Chris Emiquez at 119 Ibs.; Brian
Clauson at 1251bs.; Dave Clemens
at 130 Ibs.; Todd Frederick at 135
Ibs.; Daniel Parisi at 140 Ibs.;
Scott Zack at 152 Ibs.; and Danon
Hinds at 171 Ib .

When asked who their main
competition would be, many
wrestlers responded, "Stagg and
Sandburg."

"These teams just have the
numbers we don't," says Coach
Burton. "We usually start off with
a good number of wrestlers, but as
the season goes on, th experienced
ones move on to junior varsity and
in some cases varsity."

By Kelly Melaniphy

Hey, all you Spartan fish fans!
Are you ready? Are you prepared?
Are you psyched? Are you won
dering what I'm talking about? I'm
speaking of the Boys' Varsity
Swimming! The Spartans are pre
paring to plunge into a new season
and they'll need some of you loyal
Spartans in their crowd.

At the present time, the Spar
tan Swim Team is not quite in
place, but Mr. Scarpelli, the Boys'
Varsity Swimming Coach, seems
to have a pretty good idea of who
you can expect to see swimming,
and diving at all those meets you
will be attending. Pete Mysza is a
junior and ha been on the team
one year. Pete usually swims the
50-meter freestyle race and he
dives. Matt Edquist is a sopho
more and has also been with the
team one year. Matt usually
swims the 200 and the 500.

Roger Meloun is also a sopho
more. He usually swims the free
style. Mike Mancillas is a junior
and usually swims the 200 and the
500. John Mateyack is ajunior and
usually swims the 50 free and
the free.

Mike McKeown is also ajunior.
Mike usually can be seen swim
ming the breast stroke. Bob
Pollard is the last of the juniors.
Bob can be seen swimming the
backstroke and the 1M fly. And
finally, last but not least, Mike
Radomski is the lonely senior on
the team. Mike usually swims
breast stroke and freestyle races.

Coach carpelli's goal for thi
year's season is for, "Everyone to
perform to their highest potential
and swim as well as they can."
When asked to describe his team,
Coach Scarpelli replied, "They're
determined."

Swimming is pretty different
from other sports. Everyone goes
to Conference and everyone goes
to Sectionals. Then the individual
people have to qualify for state by
their time records.

There are twelve events in a
meet. There are eleven swim
ming vents and one diving event.
The swimmers can compete in
only two relays and two individual
races. They can compete in less
than two each, but no more. There
are three relays in a meet.

For the diving event, each team
has on coach judge. There's also
on official to judge.
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Varsity Wrestlers have high hopes
Dsumlw tt, 1992

By Wendy Musielak

This year the Wrestling Team
has one tough record to try to up
hold. Last year, in case you didn't
know, our wrestling team was the
conference champion.

In an attempt to regain their
conference championship stand
ing the wrestling team practices
every day for about two hours.
Regaining the record may be a
difficult task, because the team
lost thirteen seniors after last
season.

Coaching this year's varsity
team is Coach Riley. In addition to
Mr. Riley there is also a new
assistant coach. Coach Terry Mul
renin is assisting this year. Coach
Mulrenin is a former Oak Lawn
graduate and was the state champ
in 1974. He is three time NCAA All
American from Southern TIlinois
University.

Returning to the varsity team is
sophomore Shaun Scurratt, juniors
Bill Hayes who placed 2nd in con
ference; Mike Vahl who placed 4th
in conference; Anthony Frale who

placed 2nd in conference; seniors
Rami Betouni who placed 3rd in
conference; Mike Baxter who was
2nd in conference and Leon Lake
who was Conference Champ.

New additions to this year's
team are sophomore Mike Cizek;
junior Harry Hershey, who placed
2nd in conference for junior varsi
ty; and senior Dave Damon. The
rest of the varsity team will be
determined after challenge
matches.

Although the team is rather
young, many of the juniors and
seniors have been on varsity for
two or three years.

When asked if the team would
be able to repeat, Mr. Riley
replied, "It will be hard to repeat,
but it is not out of the question.
The team has room for improve
ment; they haven't reached max
imum potential. These kids have
the skill level to improve, and
dowell."

Coach Riley said, "The team
Irns been working very hard. They
seem to want to continue to be a
successful program. The outcome

of the season depends on the
team."

Senior Leon Lake, believes,
"That the team still has to get it
together; everyone is thinking on
an individual basis not as a
team."

Anthony Frale added, "We need
more experience, and we need to
work the bugs out."

Mike Baxter and Bill Hayes
agree that the team needs more
team spirit.

Bill Hayes feel that they will do
alright overall, and the team has
some strong pOints.

Anthony Frale added, "Even
though the team is young, we'll do
pretty well as a whole team as
well as individually."

Leon Lake said, "1 set small
goals; right now I'm just looking
forward to Richards."

We hope the varsity wrestling
team repeats the title of Con
ference Champions. In order to do
that they need the fans to chip in
by showing up at the meets to
cheer on their team to victory. Dave Damon looks forward to a rematch against the Astros.

Positive attitude should bring results to B-Ball
By Dan Ellis and
Mike Marzec

If you have seen any member of
the Spartan basketball team late
Iy, you have noticed the glow on
their faces, but if you haven't it
looks a lot like the glow Moses had
when he came down from the
mount with the Ten Command
ments.

While the Spartan basketball
season might not be as important
in the whole scheme of things as
The Ten Commandments, don't
tell that to a Spartan basketball
player Kevin Hense (the walking
floor burn) who had this to say,
"People ask me what I do when it's
not basketball season; well I'll tell
you what I do. I sit at home and
stare out the window until
November when it is basketball
season."

Coach Martin is filled with en
thusiasm for the upcoming 1992
1993 Spartan basketball season.
Martin is looking for Junior Jeff
Cowart to step up and be the most
potent offensive threat. "Jeff has

the ability to score from the out
side and he runs the floor very
well," Martin commented.

He also wants Senior Dan
Burns to take control and play ball
under the basket. "Dan has to do
the scoring inside and rebound
the basketball for us."

The basketball team is a very
tight knit group. It's like one big
family atmosphere. The team
practices hard. Most ofthe time is
spent on making each guy a better
basketball player.

The focus of the practices are
on fundamentals. As Martin says,
"The kids have to learn the basics
playing man-to-man defense,
dribbling, passing, catching, and
shooting the basketball. Any of
the other things come from know
ing the basics."

He constantly tells his ball
players, "Do the best you can and
play together as a team and the
winning will take care of itself."

The team also spends time bet
tering themselves as people off
the court. Everyday Coach Martin
posts the thought of the day. The
quote is usually a life lesson that

can also be applied to basketball
and it must be memorized daily.

The basketball team is also
great academically; half of the
team is being inducted into the
National Honor Society.

The 1992-1993 basketball team
includes: Seniors Jason Draper
and Dan Burns. Juniors are Rick
Arnold, Alan Buttimer, Jeff
Cowart, Dan Ellis, Brian Fuss,
Kevin Hense, Tony Lee and D.J.
Smith.

The Spartan basketball team
kicked off their season on Novem
ber 23 at the Hinsdale Central
Thanksgiving Tournament. At
press time, the results were not
available.

Basketball is the ultimate per
formance of an athlete. Now, on
Tuesdays and Fridays these ten
athletes will be performing to the
best of their ability. Hoping to win
for Oak Lawn, the games are held
either right here at Spartan
Stadium or at other local stadiums.
So come out and cheer the Oak
Lawn Spartans on and Thank You
for your support.

D.J. Smith takes a jump shot against Eisenhower. (photo by
Andey Clemens)

Date Box Fall MVP's

BOYS VARSITY/SOPHOMORE BASKETBAll.

Fri., Dec. 11, 1992
Thr., Dec. 17, 1992
Fri., Jan. 8, 1993
Fri., Jan. 29, 1993
Tue., Feb. 2, 1993
Fri., Feb. 19, 1993

Reavis
Argo
Stagg
Richards
Sandburg
Shepard

SOPH
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00

VARSITY
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

Volleyball

Cross Country

Tennis

Nikki Macek
Michelle Konicki

Tanya Kara

Naomi Tenorio
GIRl.S VARSITY/SOPHOMORE BASKETBALL

Thr., Dec. 17, 1992
Thr., Jan. 21, 1993
Thr., Jan. 28. 1993
Thr.. Feb. 11. 1993

Shepard
Reavis
Stagg
Richards

SOPH
4:30
4:20
4:30
4:30

VARSITY
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00

Swimming

Football

Christina Crosby

Dave Marek
Thr., Dec. 17,1992
Thr., Jan. 21. 1993
Thr., Feb. 4, 1993

Fri .. Jan. 15. 1993

Boys Swimming
Richards
Stagg
Reavis

Boys Wrestling

Shepard

4:15
4:15
4:15

6:30

Soccer

Golf

Matt Meneghini

Ira Sukrungruang
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Two Business students win state competition

'Oliver'

b gins with hours of preparation.
Guys pend hour in front of a
mirror making ur their bow ti s
ar straight, while the girl keep
c ming up with last minute ''what
if's," Once the couples g t
tog th 1', it's time to show off
thos smiles and get ready for
pI nty f pictures.

Aft I' arriving at Prom, every
one enjoys looking around the
room, sing everyone else
dr sed up and ready for a good
time. ameras are seen every
where,and now i the perfect time
to get pictures of friend and their
dat s. Professional pictures will
also be available at an additional
charge. Dinner will be served
promptly at 8:00, bul after that th
night is free for dancing.

Juniors and Seniors, this is a
dance e 'pecially for you, so take
advantage of it. Make Prom one of
the best times of your life.
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By Meli sa lad

Got a dat for Pr m? Tim is
running out, 0 go ask that sp cial
someone and get I' ady for
Prom '93.

This year's Prom is going to b
held at the Palos ountry lub on
Friday ,April 23, from 7:30to~id

night. Tickets can b pur hased
from the Junior la s Advi ory
Board for $70 per couple. al s
will begin on Monday, March 29.
and end on Thursday, April 8. Thi
year's prom favors are boxer
shorts, which are perfect for all of
the po t-prom activitie. The
theme that was chosen i "Th
Search Is Over," by Survivor.

Prom is sometimes consider d
to be one of the most x iting
nights in a person's lif . For th
seniors, it has a special meaning
because it is the last dan e they
will attend at Oak Lawn. The night

This years Busin Professionals of America regional qualifiers: (Back Row, (L to R): Laura Linden, Becky
Adamczyk, Bob Balke, Tracy e is, Lucy H(lusman; (Row 2): arah Funk, Becky Secor, Kim Vaca ot pic
tur d: eh ryl Mayer, Dawn chibilla, Tom Oritz, Jenny Dorman

consid I' d among ome of the
best in tate in their event and
th y go to O.L.C.H.S. What a way
to d mon trate s me Spartan
Pride!

Th future looks bright for the
O.L. .H .. Forensics team. Head
coach Tom Dzursion said, "I'm
really xcit d about next year. It
can only get better from h re.'·

o parting will b nior mem-
b I' Mina Gacki, Brian Hurley,
Renee Margaron, ick Zebio and
Andrea Dinaro. Their support, in-
pirations, and contribution to

the team will b missed. Special
thank 'hould go to the coaches
and slaff who hav donated their
time and effort throughout th
season

event called pecial Occasion
p aking.
Just making it to state is con

sid red an honor. The comp ti
tion is fierce. This year four out of
the eleven Spartan competitors
managed to beat out some of the
best in State and place in finals.
Jill Valentine placed third in her
cv nt, O..; Elan Klei and Mina
Gacki pIa ed fourth in DDA; and
Chris Oakes took eighth in hi
vent, S.O.S.

enior captain Mina Gacki
when a ked about her team
mates performance said, "ThiS
has been the most talent d For n
sics team since rve been at
O.L.C.!!. "

These competitors are now

By Meli a lad

On I" bruary 26, 1993, lev n
comp titors on th OL Foren ics
team climb d into a bu ,h aded
down the road to Gurnee. Illinois,
this y ar's site of th Illinois
High chool Association late
competitions.

Th road to tate hasn't b en
easy. inc the beginning of thi
ye r. For nsic's leammat and
head coach, Tom Dzursion and
a i tant coach s John Leary.
Donna 'gan and John Gonzy have
been working hard in hop s of
reaching on goal. comp ting in
the state competition. Those
cho en to I' pI' sent L's R 
gional squad had to arn no les
than fourth plae in lh ir I' 

specliv event to progr s to c
tional . At cti nal only th top
three would b eho n to comp t
at th tat I vel.

This y ar I v n competitor
in fiv parate events manag d
to make il to state. Jill Val ntine,
performing an original pi ce n
titled "Rock and Roll Fairy," com
p ted in th ev nt known as
Original om dy. In reativ

port manship, Dan Braun, Jean
Lind, Jill H rmann, Andrea
Dinaro and Jo Hermann d mon
trated good sp rtsman hip to

audien e in the kit, "Po itive
Ye ,N gative No."

Mina Gacki and Elan Klei in
Dramatic Du t Acting p rformed
the pie e, "The Heidi hron
icl s' by Wendy Was I' tein.

Brian Hurley delivered an
riginal sp ch, "Man' Fatal

Flaw," in Original ratory.
In pro reading, K lly Harp I'

pre nt d The Man who Loved
Flower, by t ph n King.

nd finally 'hri Oak s in al '0

an ol'igmal piee entitl d, "My
Thr Par ntR," comp ted in th

fes ional of America.
DECA is for students who are

Two 'tud nt from ak Lawn, interested in careers in mark t
Sarah Funk and heryl May 1', ing and distribution, while BPOA
ar on their way lo an Antonio. is for those more int re ted in
Texa .The I' ason'? Bu in ss Pro- business careers. For example, if
fe ional of Am ri a. (BPOA). you were intere ted in banking or
recenlly h ld lheir lal c mp ti- real e lale,you should compele in
ti n March 11-13 at lhe Oak Brook 0 CA, while tudents who would
Hyatt. heryl May 'I', a nior. b interested in management
took sec nd place in lhe cal gory po it ions would compete for
Bu iness Law. arah Funk, a BPOA. In both organizations, the
junior. plac d fourlh in the Verbal stud nts compete in the category
Communi alions-Ext mp raneous lhat b sl fils the schooling lhey
cat gory. . are rec iving and the type of job

Becau e of their high placing. they are working at. DE A has 10
b thgirlsar now eligible t com- to 15 differenl categories, whil
p te at th nalional I v I for BPOA has 25 different categori
BPO . heryl and Sarah. a well to compete in. Each organization
a all of th oth I'm mb I' of the ha regional, state, and national
bu, in ss intern hip program, competitions.
have work d hard lhis y ar t For the Business Prof ssional
I' ach this goal and hould b of Am rica regional comp tition,
proud of their accomplishments. heryl and Sarah joined fift en of

h ryl and arah' firsl tep in their "teammates" for a chanc to
their journ y lo Nationals b gan advance to the state competition.
inAugu't.Bu ines rofes ional E1 venofthosemembersadvanced
Of Am rica is not a club that any- to state. The winpers. from
one an join. To b involved in I' gional competition are,~ ky Housman, I t pia e in Office
BPOA, you mu t b nrolled in Adamczyk, 2nd in Docume~ 1"01'- A sislant; Laura Linden, 3rd in In-
the busine inl rnship program, matting and 3rd in Business\1ath; formation Proc sing Specialist.
pon 'ored by Mr. aund r. Bob Balke, 2nd in Employm nt Al 0: h ryl Mayer, 3rd in Ver-

Stud nts I' c iv jobs, and then Skill, 3rd in Bu ines Law, 2nd in bal ommunications Exempt.,
are grad d not only on their mall Business Manag ment 2nd in mall Bu ine s Manage-
c1asswork, but th ir p rformanc T am; Jennifer Dorman, 3rd in m nt Team, and a 1st place in
on lh j b as w II. 0 P nding Office Specialist, 2nd in Proof- Busin Law;TracyN si ,2ndin
upon the type of career th stu- readinglEditing, and a 1st place in Verbal ommuni ations Ex-
d nt j 1 king int ,th Y split up V rbal ommunication PI' p; t mp., and 2nd in mall Bu in s
into two group': Di tributiv Sal' hFunk,3rdinAdmini trativ M nag m nt T am; Tom Ortiz,
Education lub of Am ri a A si tant and 2nd in V rbal m- 2nd in Data pc ialist and 3rd in
(0 E 'A l, or Bu in ss Pro - munication Extemporaneous; Lucy omputerized A counting; Dawn The par1;1nite would lik to page 4.

IForensics talent shines through I "The Search is over"
By Jim Kolar

prom's here
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To believe or
not to bel ieve

Racism on

Sesame Street?
By Kelly McNeela By Patricia Lonosky

By Tina Wojtysiak

Spartanite Staff

I'd want to b the dream woman from
Wayne's World so Garth would sing
Foxy Lady to me.

-Amy Feltz, Junior
Madonna, I like to expres myself.

-Sofia Iliopoulo ,Junior
Marilyn Monroe, be ause she was a

woman of money, sex appeal and she got
whatever she wanted!!

-Jody Feltz, enior

Letter to
the editor

incerely,
Mina Gacki, senior

Dear Editor,
This year there has been a lot of talk

about how not all activiti and sport
are treat d the same. I've been to many
of the meetings where this has been dis
cussed and I thank Mr. Hill for listening
to us.. But there is one point that has b en
bothering me. I've been on the Foren
sics team for three years now, and I have
never b en to any school, except ours,
that doesn't have the pi tures of the
State qualifi rs in Forensic on the wall.
The reason this is both ring me is
because this year our Forensics team
took eleven people to State, more than
we ever have and I wish that our school
would show as much pride for us as all
the other schools do. Is there anything
more we can do to try and mak this hap
pen? Thank you.

I'd lik to be Al Capone. The man was
a geniu (and a genius at that!) It would
be cool to live a life where you run
everything and you only have to pay p 0

pie if you want something done. Oh yah,
if I were Capone, I'd make sure my in
com taxes were paid this time.

-Dan Braun, Junior
Gumby - because he is the coole t

and EVERYONE envie him. Oh yah,
and he's flexible.

-Renae mith, Junior
Ross Perot or maybe Jesus - prob

ably Ross because he's got a lot of
money.

-Mike Marzec, Junior
Anyone of the starters on the Varsity

Basketball team because I would like to
s e what it is like to playa varsity bas
ketball game.

-Rob rt Burns, Junior
Malcolm X - so I would then learn

what it would be like to be African
American and be the pride of a
minority nation.

-Brian Hurley, enior
Cindy Crawford. Throughout lif,

people strive to attain beauty. For most,
it is a never-ending task that seem to
overshadow problems that are of more
importance. Being able to attain thi
beauty without any hassle would make
time to attend to oth r problems that
truly ne d attention.

• -Jerome Murphy, Senior
Mi hael Jackson, so I could have a

party in the backyard and go on the rides
in the amusement park, watch om
movies, and go to th zoo without I av
ing hom.

Speakout
If you could be famous for a day,

who would you be and why?

I anxiously checked my watch, again, while Piglet and Eyeore had a erious conver
sation about what to get Winnie the Pooh for his birthday on the television in front of me.
I was waiting amid many little children for my picture to be taken. The children, never
sitting for long, were playing and laughing on the floor. n little girl got the other to
play du k-duck-goos . When she left, a boy ran into th room, giving hugs to
everyone.

Lat r, (I was still waiting for my turn) I thought of how delightfully innocent the
children were, but also how brilliant. The small children didn't notic that one of th
girls was obviously poorer, or that the boy had dark skin; children only notic important
qualities like who knew how to play gam and who could climb on the plastic furniture
without falling. The prodigies saw beyond color, sex, wealth, or ethnicity; th y saw peo
ple. People who hated cauliflower, who dreamt of monster, who cri d numerous tears,
and who hoped to grow into ballerinas, firemen, and circu performers. P ople fre of
outside limitations but fill d inside with aspirations.

In reality, people aren't so enlightened. People who are different from the cast, from
the perfect mold, are ostracized and di riminated again t. Minute details of a person
become overbearing barriers almost incapable of being overpa sed. It is unfair to
blame one section of the population or to excuse or pity another for this behavior. W
are all to blame. We all must be pitied and punished and educated.

Prejudice is not inborn. It is not an instinct. Prejudice is taught, generation to genera
tion. Prejudice is the black sheep of a character, it is the fire that con umes the
good.

We can overtake prejudic . This can be achieved by education, enlightenment, and
taking risks. In order to realize the pot ntial of different people, a p rson must be ex
posed. Exposure leads to education, for it is only when we talk to, work with, and live
with other people that w can know them, treasure, di agree, or d pise them. We
learn, then, what matters is the values, characteristics, and idiosyncrasies that make a
person who he is.

In the nineties, we are trying to learn to accept. Believing in personal equality and
freedom will help us to open our minds to new ideas and people. Accepting ourselves
will enable us to accept others. Enlightenment will accompany our awareness.

If we ri k our pride and risk showing our ignorance, we can truly learn about others.
But, to I am, we must also risk showing our vulnerability. I it work it? Ye , becaus
risks lead to greater self and community awareness and greater empathy.

Trying to put equality into practice is not difficult. It has only to do with education,
enlightenment, and risk taking. If we try to practice these qualities, we will become
more open minded and less prejudiced.

When adults grow as wise as children, all people will have a better chance at achiev
ing true equality. Only until people open their limited minds will the world again
become a place for children to expand their knowledge as they grow, instead of
limiting it.

Kelly McNeela
Mina Gacki

Sue Mikowski
Tina Wojtysiak

Becky Long
Melissa Slade

Moosa Matariyeh
Al Buttimer

h ryl Starmach
Naveen Babu

Michele Gallagher
Andey Clemens, Toni Koslowicz,

Leon Lake
Tracy is

Jenn Treonis
Michele izek

hannon Bo i, Toni Kozlowi z,
Wendy Mu ielak

Mr . B. Whit ak r

•

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
FEATURE EDITOR
AS T. FEATURE EDITORS

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
NEW EDITOR
AS T. NEWS EDITOR
SPORT EDITORS

GRAPHIC EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHERS

ADVI OR

BU INE MANAGER
ADVERTI ING MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER
TYPI T

Battling the
junk mail monster

\\

Doe the media always report the truth, the whol truth and nothing but the truth?
Do s th media interfere with investigations and other types of polic business? There
are everal recent incidents that all lead to the same conclusion: that some reports
create false impres ions and may cause more harm than good.

For example, there was a recent gang-related shooting aero s the street from urie
High School. The reporters gave the impr sion that a shooting took place at Curie High
School, when in fact the murder occurred in a parking lot of a fast food restaurant. The
person who was killed wa 19 year old and had never attended Curi .When the scene of
th crime was shown on the news, Curie wa always shown in the ba kground giving the
impr sion that Curie students wer involved when they were not.

The media has also interfered with police bu ines . Recently, when the FBI was
taking out the apartment of the man uspected of bombing the World Trade Center,

new vans and camera crews flocked to the scene. They had to be told to leave for fear
that their presence might tip off the suspect.

It has been said that the media reporting on tips they had received about federal
firearms agents planning to enter the compound caus d the deaths of four of them. The
media ha been accus d of giving cult leader David Kor sh and followers the informa
tion, through broadca ts, needed to plan a surpri e attack on the agents.

Certainly reporters have their right to the First Amendment in reporting the news.
The controversy arises when their reporting alters events. The media must make
sound and ethical judgements which ometimes results in limitations for the sake of
oth r rights, freedom and protection.

I walked into my house, dropped my keys and a thick handful of mail on the kitchen
table, and got a glass of water. Returning to the table, I picked up the mail and leafed
through it. When I was done, I had three offers for credit cards, five letters from monks
and missionaries pleading for money to help some small third-world country whose
name I can't even pronounce, two mor letters from "Save the Planet" companies, to
add to the hundred I've already received, and Ed McMahon telling me that I may be
$200,000 richer. When did the mailman become a door-to-door salesman?

Th thing that r ally irritates me is that half of these places now have my name,
because some other company sold it to them. For example, about a year ago I joined
Greenp ace. A few months after I joined, I was getting letters asking me to join such
groups as "America, Alive," "The Tree People," and, my personal favorite "Save the
Goldfish." If these companie really want to help, they should get rid of the junk mail.
Instead of helping t "ave the plan t," it only adds to our troubles.

Speaking of troubles, do you realize how bad the e credit card companies are?
Everybody wants to give me a credit card, even if! can't afford one.l mean, exactly how
many credit cards do I need?1 could go on vacation to Rome, buy a new car, fill the tank
with ga ,and buy an entire wardrobe and not pay for a single thing! Of course, when the
credit card bills come, I'd have to start selling off body parts to pay for them but for now
I'm going to Disneyland!

Of course, not everyone likes California. Maybe I'll take my parents to New York.
Yeah, and while we're there, I'll just stop by the Tonight Show and see if Ed McMahon
has my check. Then I could use that to payoff my credit card debts, no problem. Wait a
second, if every person who got a letter from Ed counted on that money, America would
be the next cause to ave. Instead of "Save the Whales," it would be "Save the Yuppies,"
and the new middle-class would b composed of Wall Street wizards and Neiman Mar
cus beauty queens trying to payoff their debts to Visa and American Express.

Wake up America,junk mail has plagued us long enough. Maybe there is no easy way
to avoid the dreaded junk mail, but for now I have a way of dealing with it. I save all of
my junk mail for the entire year, and on the fourth of July, I start a big bonfire and my
family and I sit around it, telling ghost stories as we watch Ed McMahon and my $200,
000 go up in smoke. What better way to celebrate Independence Day than to free myself
from the junk mail monster. And if I do feel bad for burning him up, I don't have to worry
be ause tomorrow he'll be back.
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------Preiudice down under
By ina Ryan

"Americans think they're the best. Th y hav to be number one in everything. They
want everything of their to be better than v ryon Ise's. All Americans are snobby,
extremely rude and obnoxious," states an Australian.

Try listening to this day in and day ut for a y ar. Il may eem like no big deal but I
was being judged because of my nationality. I wa deprived of a lot of friendship
be ause of the prejudice that w r put on me.

Why is thi form of prejudi e a problem today? If w look at the world we'll see that
racism can be olved while other problems can't be solved as easily.

Why does skin color, religion and ba kground eparate people? I was brought up
believing in an equal but s parate philosophy. I respect my parents' views and beliefs,
but they are not my own.

Spending last year in Australia gave m an opportunity to meet many different typ s
of people from all over the world. I witn s d a lot of prejudice among Australian
towards American . You don't realize how up etting it i to be made fun of because of
your nationality. I'll never forget bing call d a "Yankee" and other slurs for being
American. ome of you may be wondering what thi has to do with racism and why it
bothered me so much - well I gu s you might b the reason racism is a problem
today!

All I'm asking is that we look beyond outer featur s and look at the person's inner
qualities. OLCHS has a very limit d stud nt body in terms of race unlike Richards,
Stagg, etc. Many students don't mix with other races, but when the 2:35 bell rings you'll
enter the real world.

Why do people discriminate? I often stop and ttrtnk about this question and I've come
up with a few reasons why.

1. We probably grew up in an all white neighborhood and w re taught to strive for
something between integration and separation.

2. We don't under tand a different race, therefore we are ignorant to their beliefs
and cultur .

3. Maybe something ha happened in our live which has made u hate or afraid.
If any or all of the earth ca e, we have to stop and think what if we were the "per

son" on the other side. If someone of a certain race has hurt you, you can't judg the
whol race on the basi of that one person. We must learn to tr at everyon as an in
dividual, not a a group.

Ther are bad people and good people but there i n't one race that has th right to feel
superior to another. In the 90' ,many new ideas are happening from th openness of gay
couples to int rracial r lationship ,so we might as well get used to it, beaus it's
inevitable.

Peopl often think I live in a dream world for wishing p ace in today's world, but I'm
sick of turning on the news and hearing of wars. I realize it would b a miracl if I wok
up and all nationalities were getting along. What I am asking for is that we tart to 10 k
at p ople as individual . I believe it can happen!

If everyone could make a little extra effort and top the name calling and maybe thi
world would b a b tt r place. We must accept each other's diff ren s and put all our
prejudi e aside and open our minds.

We can learn so much more from people of other races. If I wer to se 1,000 Nina
Ryan's outsid my door, I wouldn't be too excited, becau e they'd b just like her elf. If
we all have to liv in the same world then we might as w II g tth mo t out of it and
enjoy each other. We ar all individuals and human beings and deserve to be treat d
with r spect. L t's olve a problem that is easy and can be ur d with an p n
mind!!

----9021 0 cast visits O.l.C.H.S.?----
By Iva Palmer

Bet that title made you want to read this. Well, now that I've got your attention ...
Il seems lately ,that everywhere you look, you ee a dozen or so familiar faces smil

ing at you from all directions. Comforting, isn't it?

No, not really. These happy faces aren't people you're friends with, people you really
know. These grinning countenances might as well be the plastic head of your kid sister s
Barbie, for they are about as r al. ~

If you haven't already guess d. I'm talking about celebrities here.

Aah, celebrities - society's d £inition of p rfe tion. But why do we make such a big
deal over them? Why do w find th m so wond rful? And why do we all want to b
one?

Yes, ome have talent and creativity. Unfortunately, mo t don't. A good publicity
agent, a recording deal or a two-bit TV show and an appearance on MTV will take care of
that though.

Why is it that in today's world w have let celebrities take the place of what is truly
important? Why would most people rather be famous just for being related to a celebri
ty, rather than be unheard of and ding som thing for the world with substance and
meaning?

Honestly, now, what do you think intrigues people more?
(A) Exactly how many nose jobs Micha IJackson has had along with who his plastic sur
geon is.

-or-

We are a culture ba ed on worship. Most of us belong to some religion and b Ii ve in
ome superior b ing( ). Instead of worshipping people who have liberated the world or

made a great sacrificc for the good of all mankind. we choosc to follow th lives of our
entertainment industry. Today, if a child was asked to name his hero, h w uld prob
ably say pik Lee over Martin Luther King Jr.

Al 0, you may hav noticed there was more news about hicago Bear's coach Mike
Ditka being fired than there was about the firing of hundred of thou and of people
from the ar's company.

Furth rmore, Madonna' book ex, made more headlines than all th peopl d v l
ing their time to caus s like fighting against illiteracy (a plague affe ting approximat 
ly 30 million Am ric ns). Think about it, as a whoI ,our 0 i ty ar mor ab ut th
doing of one well known per on than the doings of an entire group of ordinary
p ople.

Is it right to I t th few p ople in our country with fam and fortun infiu nc our
lives and become the "hero s" of our society?

Many p ople want to look'\ike someone famous, be like som one famous and even
use the produ ts endor ed by their favorite celebrity in hopes of having omething in
common with one of these Ii~o uctioned "perfect" peopl .. ' ....

We call the movie and TV stars, the super jocks and the chart-bust rs our "hero s."
But, are th y really deserving of the public's underlying admiration?

I don't think so. A hero is (or should be, at least) someone who solves a probl m or
does something invaluable to all mankind.

(8) How many reported ca es of AIDS or HIV there are in America as well as who com
po es the noble team of doctors and cientists working on a cure.

Most likely, your answer is A. Not that tho white lab coat guys in B want their own
cartoon and action figures or anything, but you and I both know they'd probably ap
preciate a little recognition.

No, I'm not saying pay no attention to c I brities. 1 like movies and music just as
much as the next person (in fact, I wrot the movie review this month), I'm simply say
ing we take celebrities too seriously.

As far as I can t ll, celebrities haven't done anything to redeem humanity. ure
th y're fun to watch and hear about and, yes, they might give some mon y to a good
cause. In truth, though, they're no better than anyone else just b cause th y got a big
break when everyone else was working to get somewhere.

Andy Warhol once said everyone deserved "15 minute of fame."

Well. I think it's high time that some of the so-called "litlle people" out there, the "lit
tle people" who are working on some of the nation's big problems, des rv their mo
ment in th spollight.

rplebrities have had their 15 minutes already ... and I b Ii ve their time i up.

NOW OPEN!!!

One oup n Per Customer Per V,s,t

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT

$1.00 OFF
lARGE ITAUAN BEEF"
* WITH THE PUR HA E OF

FRIE & A LARGE SOFT DRINK

Deliciou$ Beef
g Suh Santlwiche$

$1.00 OFF

HOURS: 10:30 AM - 9:00 P.M Moll. - Sat.

41 Best Beef Around" Rated by Beef Lovers in the Area
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KUNG FU

No testing fees

KARATE

Oak Lawn Self Defense School

KENPO

Family Rates

9935 Southwest Highway

Stop in or call 499-0800

Use this coupon for one FREE introductory lesson.

Oak Lawn, IL
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DECA winners Cheerleading Photo Students win awards

Pride Students named

By Meli sa Slade

Member of th Distributiv
Education Club of Am rica
(DE A) recently comp t d in a
I' gional comp tition involving
south suburban schools. Approx
imately 400 students weI' in
volved in this comp tition, in
cluding seventeen tudent from

ak Lawn. The following student
pIa d in the I' gional: B ky
Adamczyk, 8th in Gen ral Mar
keting, upervising L vel; Bob
Balke, 5th in Apparel & Ac
cessories, Master Employ e
Level: Jennifer Dorman, 3rd in

We k #11
outant, Brandy

Murabito Br tt *2nd Time
Rana, Jagruti
Week #12

hilvers, Charles J.
iz k, Michael P.

Hreish, Jnara
Qazzaz, Helal
Ziyad, Marvat
Ziyad, Saed *2nd Time

Week #13
Ambrose, Michael
Babu, aveen *2nd Tim
Dass, Deepak *2nd Time
Gould, Jes ica
Jones, Randy
Knor. Donald

trauss, Amber
Strum, Stephen *2nd Tim

Week #14
Akin, Antonietta
Brown, Sara
Bruck, Pam
Dauner, Jason
Evans, teven

iglio, Maria

General Marketing, Master Em
ployee Level; Lucy Husman, 8th
in General Marketing, Master
Employee Level.

Iso: Laura Linden, 3rd in
Quick-Serve Restaurant Market
ing: Tracy Nesis, 5th in Quick
erve Mark ting; Tom rtiz, 8th

in Quick-Serve Marketing; Becky
e or, 2nd in Finan e & I' dit;

and Kim Vaca, 4th in pparel &
Accessories, Master Employee
Level.

ongratulations to not only the
winners, but DECA its If for all of
it hard work and accomplish
m nts this year!

Kaczmark, Kristina
Kaczmark, Sandra *2nd Time
Matuszewski, Nicol
Smallwood, Lisa
UnderkofJer, Bethany
W bber, Tina

Week #15
Anest, Cindy *2nd Time
Arnold, Richard
Cizek, Michael

(emens, Andrea *3rd Time
lifton, Brian
lifton, Patrick
oward, Jeff

Ellis, Daniel
Gallagher, Mich Ie
Haubenreiser, Erin
Hense, Kevin *2nd Time
Kraft, Sandra
Kraft, Sandra *:fnifr'me
Martino, Gina
Marzec, Michael \I
M arthy, Katie *2nd ime
Mindeman, Shannon *2nd Time
Miracle, Vi toria
Miracle, Victoria *2nd Time
PeriJIo, Tonia *3rd Time
Pine, Tracy

The cheerlead rs would like to
thank everyone who arne out and
upported th ir dane on Friday,

March 12. A good time wa had by
all who attend d, and be ause it
was uch a su c s ,anoth I' dance
might just b on it way.

Asp cial note of thank to all of
the chap ron who gave up their
Friday night, the administration
for allowing the danc to happ n,
and our sponsors, for all of their
dedication and hard work to make
it the succes it was.

Sandula, John
Sandula, John *2nd Time
Slade, Melissa *2nd Time
Smith, Daniel J.
Smith, Rena
Styx, Geannie
Thennan, hris
Therman, Chris *2nd Time
DOOerkofler, Bethany *2nd Time
Witek, William *2nd Time
Week #16
Anderson, Pearl
Bal, Sebahat
Briones, Jnday
Buttimer, Alan
Champlain, Mary *2nd Time
Chmura, Jessi a
Clifton, Patrick *2nd Time
Clifton, Brian *2nd Time
Dampf, Christopher
DeVivo, Jenny *2nd Time
Dinaro, Andrea
Franzen,Jenny
Furgiuele, Annette
HiI', Keri
Klahn, Chri toph I'
Kosik, Jennifer
Kozlowicz, Toni
Kozora, Paul

The following Oak Lawn Com
munity High chool photography
students have won ar a recog
nition and placement as area win
ner for their photographs in the
1992-93 I' n ti ns program spon
sored by th PTSA on a Local,
State, and ational level. These
students ar hri tine Bukovsky,
Becky Long, Renee Margaron,

orinn Myel' and Li, a Webber.

One of th students, Ms.
Christine Bukovsky, moved on to
win the District #34 competition

Matariyeh, Moosa
Moyzis, Mi hell
Nesis, Tra yann
Osmanski, Adam
Pahalek, Christin
Paske, Jennifer *2nd Time
Pinn 1', Meli sa
Rana, Jagruti *2nd Time
Riley, Daniel
Shaar, Khaled
Smith, Amanda
Sparrow, Krista
Sullivan, Kelly *2nd Time
wei, Kai d (Kevin)

Thiel, Michelle
Treonis, J nnifer
Valderrama, Rosa
W bel', Jenneth
Ziad, Sonia

We k #17
Bal ,Traci
Burke, Mandi
Fino, R b cca
Hurley, Brian *2nd Time
Konicki, Mlcha I
McGrath, Patricia *2nd Time
Tenorio, Naomi
Ziad, amia

with h I' photograph tit! d
"Breakfast At My Hou e." As a
re ult of h I' winning the distri 't,
her photograph will be on exhibit
at the Illinois PTA State onven
ti n,atth RamadaO'Hare,April
29-May 1, 1993. Then her photo
graph will be on tour throughout
Illinois at variou museums, li
brarie ,etc. Chri tine will also be
con id red for th Illinois PTA
Art rant and the Virginia and
Rob rt Florian scholarship. H r
photograph will also be nter d
into the State judging.

Observe
Earth Day
April 22nd

-
~~~
MOTORSPORT PLEX

14200 S. laGrange Rd, Orland Park, IL 60462
(708) 349~1211

FINANCING AVAILABLE

-~_._.-------~~~~~--.~--~~~

I

~ High Perfonnance

~ NEONKrr5
~ MOTION NEON
~ $299 00 INSTALLED
I 8 COLORS

1YEARGAURANTEE
lOW.GlOW

$399 00 INSTALLED
14COLORS

liFETIME WARRANlY

We specialize in:
Long Hair

and
Evening Looks

Hair Revolution
Welcomes
PROM'93

Hair Revolution
3500 W. 95th Street
Evergreen Park, IL

425-4404

Hair and Jewelry Accessories
Come see us

for your FREE consultation
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Physics students design bridges
Page S

"Oliver" visits Oak Lawn

By Annette Furgiuele

Physics classes at OL H
recently participated in a bridge
building conte t held by th I1
linoi Institute of Technology in

hicago. To qualify, stud nts had
to compete on a schoolwide lev I
to ee which four stud nts c uld
design and construct th strong
est, mo t efficient bridge .

As directed in the guid line
giv n by the hicag R gional
Bridge ommittee, bridges had to
be constructed out f cro s-
ection d bass wood, which i an
xtremely light wood. The wood

could be notched, cut or lam
inated in any mann 1', butlh final
product couldn't be paint d or
tained. Student had to d ign

the bridge to span a gap of almost

a foot, and still keep th bridge'
total weight und I' twenty-five
gram . This year's contest also
had an additional qualification of
building til bridge with a hun
dr d millimeter cl arance, as if
the d ign would allow a ailboat
mast to fit und I' th bridge.

D ign and construction of the
bridg had to allow for the loading
of th minimum weight (two
kilograms) at any of the three
loading points given in the
guid lines. Th judges would
d id whi h of th locations to
u e the day of the judging, so
stud nt had to construct bridges
equally strong at all three
point.

Ifth stud ntcould succe ful
ly omply with these qualifications,

they were eligibl to compete in
the school's bridge cont st. Win
ners of this contest th nwent on to
the South uburban Regional
Bridge contest on February 9.

Four Oak Lawn tud nts, Jim
Liao, Greg Walent, Lisa Malp Ii,
and Dawn herwood weI' S lect
ed to reconstruct their bridg for
the competition at lIT. Out f
ixty-six stud nts from a large

number of area sch 01 ,Jim Liao
placed an impressive 12th, with
his bridge having an efficiency
rating of 849. Greg pia ed 29th,
with an efficiency rating of 530.4.
Lisa and Dawn held their own
with their bridge having rating
of 405 and 364.8 respectively.

Oak Lawn congratulates th se
architects on bridg w 11 built!

Thi year' Bridge contest winner: Jim Liao, Greg Walent, Li a
MalpelL (Photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

By arah Robert

You had better believe that this
year's spring mu ical, "Oliv 1'''

will definitely be a huge ucc ss
and one to ee. It will b pre
sented April 29th-30th and May
1st at 8:00 p.m.

The Thespians, with the help of
Mr. Dzurison, play director; Mrs.
Mateer, music director; Mrs. Car
riel'. publicity and make-up direc
tor; and student directors, Mina
Gacki and Mandie Burke believe
that with hard work and dedi a
tion this play will be a hit.

"Oliver" was written and based
on Charles Dickens' novel Oliver
Twist. It tells of a young, English
boy, Oliver (played by Katie
Me arthy and Jill Valentine), who

liv s in an orphanage and is even
tually sold to a nearby funeral
direct r. Aft I' runni ng away from
the morgue, Oliver tak to the
stre ts Q{ London. There he
make a n w friend, Artful
Dodger (Chri Oake and Brian
Kowtow ki) who is a member of a
group of thieve who steal to
make their living.

This group is led by Fagan
(Elan KI is) and hi thieves in
clud :Jeff Marcinkowski, Charlie
Bat s, Kri ty lifton, Jean Lind,
Kim Meares, Jonathon Marchetti,
Tim Braun, Maria Giglio, Gary
Byrn , Rich Tomlinson, Mary
b th Drech I 1', Becky Logsdon,
Brian lauson, and Jill H rmann.

Tog th 1', Fagan and his thieves
tea h Oliver th tri ks of their
trad ,getting him involved with

many cruel people and dreadful
situations. This play proves to be
very exciting, thrilling and
dramatic.

The cast al 0 includes: Dan
Braun, Mr. Bumble; Mandie
Burke, Widow Corney; Jo H 1'

mann and Julie Quintavalle, Mr .
Sowerberry; Wes Szyszka and J ff
Marcinkowski, oah laypole;
Jenifer Christian on, harloU;
Renee Margaron and Kelly Har
per, Nancy; Jenifer chroeder,
Bet; Jason Hilger and hris
Brown, Mr. Brownlow; Brian
Hurley and Eric Brown, Bill
Sykes; and Jenni Maddrell, Mr .
Bedwin.

The effort and dedication put
into this play by the cast m mbers
is incredible. A typical w ek of

practice consists of 15 hours of
group practic ,not to mention the
count! s numbers of hours each
individual puts into learning his
lines and the way to deliver
them.

How vel', the play is not all
hard work. The aSt has alot of fun
together, and members form
many n w fri ndships. They prac
tically become family. Due to the
immensf' amount of talent this
year, many of the parts were
double- a t.

Anoth I' big part of this musical
are the talented singers and
dancers. The Chorus includes:
Beth McNerney, Linda Cornfield,
John Madison, Ira ukrungruang,
Angela Moustis, Jeremy elson,
Andrea Dinaro, Keith widerski,

hri sie Margaron, Nora Burke,

Rosa Gierstikas, Dav Martin z
and Mik Rhodes.

Dan rs includ : St phani
Kavanaugh and Mina acki
(dance captains), Staci King,
Jenny art 1', Dawn MalT n,
Tanya Tallon, Mich II Koni ki,
Michelle Orban, Jami Barchak,

olle n Hurl y and Danya
Sobczak.

Accord ing to Katie M Carthy,
"Everything's be n going I' ally
w II at pra tice. It looks lik this
i going to be a gr at play. Plan to
see th p rforman e!"

Tick ts will g on sale one w k
before th play and you 'an buy
them from any cast member or
you can ee Mr. arri I' for
them.

Mathletes finish
successful season

Student Helper

By Greg Walent

Mathlete recently fini h d a
uccessful season. In the south
uburban area, the team took an

impressive 15th pia eout of thirty
schools This wa not a bad plac
ing, considering the shortag of
comp titors. Throughout the y ar
the team had a problem with get
ting enough conte tants for ach
meet.

At the conferenc me t the Oak
Lawn Mathletes made a few good
howings. In radical equations,

the following member took first
place: Greg Walent, Joe Vorrier,
Paul Mulka and Jim Liao. The
linear equations group of ary
Byrne, Dan C rceo, Nond hit
taphraphai, Mark Gronski and
Steve Had, also placed fir t.

Th fmal group to receive the
blue ribbon" was Deepak Das ,
John Krakow ky, Gina Liao and
Dan Walla e for exponential and
log functions.

In the oral ompetition, Steve
trum took second pia e. Also

receiving s cond pIa e were Jim
Liao, Ed Palmer, Deepak Dass
and John Krakowsky also known
as the alculator team.

Mathlet s' final meet was at
Moraine Valley Community 01
lege. The cal ulating t am, com
pdf Deepak Dass, Ed
Palmer,Paul Mulka,Jim Liao and
John Krakowsky took third
pia .

Th pre al ulus team received
s cond place. They were: Pearl
Ander on, Rich Klimson, John

Krakowsky, Steve trum, Don
Wallace and Gina Liao.

A Special m ntion is mad for
Gina Liao for h I' continued suc
c ss at Morain Vall y. Last year
Gina won first place for Algebra
II. Thi y aI', Gina plac d s cond
out of seventy contestants for
the pre-calculus individual
competition.

With the add d exp rience
from this season and with a few
more new faces, Mathlet swill be
sure to improve for next ea on.

A p cial thanks goes out to
departing seniors: P al'l Ander
son, Rich Klimson, John Krak
owsky, teve trum, Don Walla ,
Deepak Dass and Ed Palmer.
Good Luck in all of your futur
plans.

By Michele Cizek

o one can go through life
without etting involved in hi or
h I' own mmunity. When tens
and adults ar working together,
the benefi~qre endle . Stud nt
governmen{ NtIs and Key Club
are prime examples. Being a 
tiv Iy involv d gives the teen a
s n e of pride, well-being, and
re ponsibility.

Te ns and adults working
together in a positive activity can
al 0 eliminate the generation gap
that sometimes exists between
these two groups. Everyone is
given a goal to achieve, regard
I ss of their age, to help the
hungry, organize a family activi
ty, or fight vandalism problems.
By combining forces to achieve
thes goals, they begin develop
ing abetter relationship with each

other. Th days of adults and
t ns struggling again tach
other ar gon ,and inst ad they
are w rking to th I' toward
d veloping a beller community.

Active participation by youth
also offers tangible benefits.
T n gain public- p aking op
portuniti by xpr sing id a in
front of larg groups. Active in
volv ment also t a h s various
decision-making skills, whil
at the same time th y pi k up
knowledge of group dynamic and
other skills u ful for future
I' feren es.

After b coming involv d, the
teens are able to err ctiv ly work
in a group, can Ii ten to th rs
with respect, and maturely I' act
to ideas given to th m. When both
teens and adults work together,
the benefits ar endless.

8901 S. 52nd Ave.
Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For further information call:

636-2929

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application at:

Oak Lawn Youth Commission

ribs· sandwiches· draft beer

•...J

Carry-Outs

Casual Dining

•

7ltO West 159th Street
Orland Park, IL 60462

(708) 429-7575

7440 S. Kingery (Rt. 83)
Darien, IL 60559

Phone: (708) 920-0211

Phone Ahead and we'll hive your Order ready,

9lt5 South Harlem
Bridgeview, IL 60455

Phone: (708) 598-2099

•

JOBSJOBS
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CJhe qUiete~t ~oom it, town
They have been expecting you.

They knew that eventually you
would show up. It won't be pos
sible for you to know what is hap
pening, so I'm going to take the
liberty of filling you in.

The beginning for you will be
when you stagger to your car. The
beginning for them will be when a
bulletin goes out on the police
radio reporting the location of a
serious accident with instructions
to "proceed at once."

You won't hear the sirens. The
ambulance and the police car will
arrive together. They will check
you over and pronounce you dead.

A few curious motorists who
heard the crash will stop their
cars and walk back to look at your
broken, bloody body.

The ambulance driver will roll
out a leather-covered stretcher.
The attendant will stuff your
hands under your belt and grab
you under the arms. The driver
will take hold of your legs. You
will be placed on a leather
stretcher and covered with a
blanket.

They will drive you to the cor
oner's office where a deputy cor
oner will wheel you over to a big

scale. Hewill remove the blanket,
shake his head and say, "Another
one."' Your clothes will be cut off
with scissors. You will be weighed
and measured.

The deputy coroner will make a
record of your injuries, cover you
up again and wheel you to a small
room with white tile walls. There
are hoses in that room. Traffic
victims are almost always a
bloody mess and they frequent
this room a lot.

You will be cleaned up as much
as possible and moved to a long
hall with several stretchers lined
up against its pale green walls. In

that hall are 41 crypts. If it has
been a slow eveningyou will have
a stretcher and crypt all to your
self. But if it's Christmas. New
Year's, or Memorial Day weekend.
you may have lots of company.
They will go away and leave you
there in the quietest room in
town.

In an hour or so, they will come
back and move you again. You will
be placed behind a large glass
window so that your wife or your
husband or your parents or a
friend can identify you.

You won't see the agony and

pain in their eyes and it's just as
well. Nor will you hear the
screams and sobbing when they
lower the sheet and ask, "Is this
your husband ...wife...son ...daughter
...brother ...sister .. .friend?"

As I was saying. they are wait
ing for you ...the police. the am
bulance crews, the coroners at the
morgue. and the morticians. They
are expecting you.

Remember this tonight, when
you toss down that last drink and
climb behind the steering wheel
of your car.

Author Unknown
Source: SADD

By Mina Gacki

Gifts. People give out millions
of gifts each year, but some are
much more special than others.
They aren't the kind that you un
wrap or buy at Toys R Us. And
each year more and more teen
agers feel the need to give this
gift.

Perhaps some of you have
heard the story of a boy who kept
giving the same gift to many peo
ple and expected it to be just as
special every time. I learned the
story through a friend and since
then it's been passed around. And
I want to share it with all of you.

Once upon a time ...there was

this boy, and he had the same girl
friend for about 4 years. On their
eightl) grade graduation he want
ed to give her a gift to show her
how much he liked her. But hewas
scared, because he had never
given a present like this to anyone
before. But he decided to give it to
her anyway, so on the day of their
graduation he gav~ .~eJ, a gold
locket. -.,

Well, they went to iifferent
high schools and about hi.\.sopho
more year he met another girl.
They dated until their senior year
and decided to go to Prom. He
wanted everything to be perfect;
he wanted to give her something
to make her remember this night

for the rest of her life. So they
went back to the hotel room and
he gave her ...a gold locket.

Within the next seven years this
boy gave away two other gold
lockets and at some point in time
became a man and fell in love. It
was for real this time. So he asked
this girl to marry him, and she
said yes. So on their wedding night
he wanted to give this woman
something so precious and spe
cial that it would prove to her his
everlasting love. So after the wed
ding he gave her...a gold locket.

But how precious and special is
that gold locket after it's been
given away four other times? The
decision is yours.

By Mina Gacki

Prom, it's supposed to be one of
the best events in your high school
years. But what if something un
planned and unwanted happens?
Such as drugs, alcohol, etc. If you
feel that your date may try to pre
ssure you into a situation that you
don't want to be in, here are some
tips to try and avoid it.

-Before doing anything that is
uncomfortable, ask yourself if
you would be doing this if it were
any other night and not Prom.

-Don't get drunk. Alcohol
messes up your ability to reason
and you may be able to be conned
into something.

-Plan an activity that involves a
group of people. The more people

there are, the harder it'll be for
the person to get you alone.

-Don't plan on staying any
where overnight. This gives the
person more time to pressure
you. The longer you are together,
the more likely things are going to
happen.

-Tell one of your friends that
you are worried so that if you're
gone all of a sudden, they'll know
to go look for you.

-If you don't want to do some
thing or you just feel uncomfort
able with it. make sure you say
NO! Don't say ''I'm not sure," or "I
don't think so." This is because if
something does happen, the per
son can say that you never actual
ly said no.

Oak Lawn

•••

Prom Gowu Purchase

A Free Garter With Each

... for that
very special night"

AND YOI In I'HOI\1

"Let Marina's dress
you right .. _

AS SEEN IN SEVENTEEN MAGAZINE

FUu.. UNE OF ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

Telephone: 708-425-1011

5207 West 95th Stt:eet

WHATS HOT FOR PROM IN 1993?
FIND OUT AT

UNIQUE SELECfION OF THE LATEST PROM STYLES

SIZES 3 to 20 plus EXPERT ALTERATIONS

•••

"The Search is Over."

on Prom Night.

Allow Life to Continue now that

Please Don't Drink and Drive

SADD'93

Kiss em good-bye,

Moms, Dads, Brothers, Sisters.

Say so long to

Best friends, boyfriends, girlfriends

No more agony for your

Teachers, Counselors, or Community.

For all those who drink on Prom,

"The Search" is truly over.

No longer will you need to search for

Love, Happiness, and Friendship because,

Along with the search,

Life too will be over.
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By Tina Wojtysiak and
Mis i Jodelka

Ahhh ...springtime. The flowers
are blooming, the snow is gone,
the birds are singing, life is great.
Or is it? Oh my gosh! Prom is only
one month away!!! Is it too late to
plan the night of your dreams? NO
WAY, JOSE' It'll just take a lot
more careful planning - and the
help of your trusty partanite
staff.

First off, the girls. (Remember
guys, it's polite to let the ladies go
first!) With only one month left
until "the big night" it's probably
too late to order the dress of your
dreams. Ifyou've already ordered
a dress, good for you (you can just
skip over this section). Now, for
those ofyou that haven't ordered a
dress, there are some alter
natives. First of all, most stores
and bridal shops have certain
styles in stock - try these first.
Next try smaller boutiques and
thrift shops. The people are usual
ly friendlier and more willing to
work with you. Sometimes you
end up paying practically nothing
for a great dress - dep nding on
your timing. Last but not least,
you can always have someone
make a dress for you. ome ad
vantages are that you can pick the
xact style and color, and you can

b pretty well assured that no one
will have the sam dres as you.

If you're worried about some
one having the same dres as you,
don't worry! The key word is ac
cessorize! Add silk flowers or pins
to a plain dress to add something
different. Be creative, express
yourself! Now, on to your shoes.

onsider comfort first, would you
prefer heels or flats? (Rem ml:ler,
certain dre'sses look better with
heels and vice versa).

Second, worry about color. Do
you want them dyed to match your

By Sue Mikowski

It will be a night you won't want
to forget. You save up your money
to make it all the more special. A
night you spend hours getting
ready for. A time to dance till you
drop. This day is April 23rd. And,
ifyou haven't already guessed, it'
prom night.

The dance isn't the only part of
prom; another part is what you do
afterwards. Whether you leave
the dance early or you leave after
the last song, most of you won't be
headingto go home. Ifyou dowant
to mellow out, you and your date
could watch rented movies at

ephe-ephom tlpg
dress? If so, allow about two
weeks to do so. Another big con
cern is your hair. Experiment
wi th styles beforehand and decide
if you are going to have it pro
fessionally done. Make an ap
pointment, if necessary.

Gloves are another accessory
that can liven up your dress. Then,
you're going to need a purse. (You
can leave the big Gucci, or Fendi,
or Coach at home - it's only one
night!) A small evening bag is
best. The last accessory and one
of the most important (just ask
any guy) is the garter. It should
match your dress as much as pos
sible. These are available from
any bridal shop, lingerie store,
and sometimes department store
catalogs. (Remember, your date
gets to keep the garter at the end
of the night!)

Now for the guys. (fhanks for
being so patient!) Finding a tux is
not nearly as hard as finding a
dress. &t you still should go as
early as possible; otherwise the
style or color you want, may be
gone. Basically, tuxes come in
black or white (although some
come in colors). The biggest dif
ference in tuxes is the jacket. Do
you want a jacket with tails? Or a
shorter style? Still popular,
however, are jackets in a "suit
coat style." The type of jacket
depends on you.

When you rent a tux you should
get everything; the jacket, shirt,
pants, studs, cufflinks, tie, and a
cummerbund or vest. Some guys
order their tie and cummerbund
in a color that matches their
date's dress. This looks especially
nice in photographs but do s cost
a little more.

You've got your dress picked
out and your date has his tux or
vice versa, so you're all set to go,
right? WRONG! How on earth are
you going to get there? Since the

your house. If you feel up to some
sight seeing, take a cruise through
Chicago in your limo or car. Head
to Buckingham Fountain or the
lake front, iftheweather is nice, to
take a romantic or friendly walk,
depending on who your date is.
Another popular, after prom ac
tivity is going for a carriage
ride.

You and your friends can con
tinue the fun with your dates the
next day. Take a trip to the zoo or
the museum to check out the
latest exhibits. If it's warm out,
you can take a boat ride out on the
lake, have a nice picnic in the
park, or go to the dunes. If these

prom is such a special event,
many couples choose to get there
in style, via a limousine. How
ever, before you rent a limousine
there are many things to consider.
Some compani s have a set pac
kage for proms, while others
charge by the hour. All companies
need a deposit, usually around
$100.

Once you d cide how many
couples are going to go in the
limousine, you can begin shop
ping around. One or two couples
will fit in a Sedan. A formal will
seat two couples with room to
spare. A stretch limousine can
seat three to five couples.

It is best to start shopping
early ,you will have a better selec
tion. If you wait too long you may
not be able to find a limousine
available for the night you need
it.

We contacted some limousine
companies in the area. Most com
panies do not charge while you are
in the dance. outhwest Lim
ousinecharges $60perhourwitha
five hour minimum. With this
package, you would have the limo
for two hours before the dance
and three hours afterward.

Classic Limousine offers a nine
hour prom package which costs
$400.

Plush Limousine offers a six
hour package at $55 per hour.

It is also important to remem
ber to add a 15% gratuity for the
driver. When you go to sign the
contract, the company will need a
deposit. Some companies ask for
a credit card to secure the
deposit. Remember to read the
contract carefully. If you are
under eight en, a parent will have
to sign.

There you have it. Prom in a
nutshell. We hope this article will
help you to make your night the
best it can possibly be. Have
fun!!!

ideas aren't your style, you could
try going to the Littl Red School
house or maybe Starv d Rock.

These are probably not the
ideas some of you have in mind
for your prom, but they are good
ways to keep it clean and fun. If
you decide to stick to your own
plans - play it safe. For those of
you going to prom, I hope your
night is memorable. For those of
you not going, that is no reason to
stay home all night. You can go
out with friends who aren't busy
that night and even join in with
some of the activities the next
day. Either way, I hope April 23rd
is enjoyable for all of you.

By Mina Gacki

Prom. AMRRRUUUGGGHHH!!
If you're Iike I am that word sends
shivers down one's spine. It's only
the biggest event of the year, next
to graduation. And here I am
without a date. What the heck am I
going to do? It's only a month
till prom.

Well, if you're dateless, like
many of the people in the school,
then maybe you're looking in the
wrong places for a date. He or she
may be right under your very
nose. I'm talking about going with
a friend.

Now I know that doesn't sound
so appealing for those of you who
are out for a romantic evening,
but for those who are just looking
for a good time, going with a
friend is a great investment. Just
think, you can be yourself the en
tire evening.

Asking a fri nd is a lot easier
than asking someone you're un
sure of. At least if a friend says no.

By Jen Paske

Although the condition cannot
be id ntifi d by the American
Medical As 0 iation, it can hav
real and definite ymptoms. The
onset occurs in the spring with
peak time at ticket sales. Victims
range from the totally committ d
to th unsuspecting. Physical
changes ~ke place. Eyesight im
proves ari\i vision becomes far
sighted. Sei~~.t voices now become
bold and clear.. -Attire and man
ners improve. ourage replaces
shyness.

As the virus, continues, anti
bodies fu e and couples form.
Length of contamination average
from acceptance to day after
plans. Some have only mild cases,
but a few com to be fatal lasting a
lifetime. Whatever the prognosis,
remember this condition is short
and the cure lingers a lifetime.

In order to make prom-phobia a
pleasant experience, some sim
ple do's and don't's should be
followed. First, prom couples
should know their financial
limitations. Living the life of the
rich and famous can't be done on

you know they'll still be there the
next day as always. Another posi
tive aspe t is that you don't have
to be all prim and prop r. This
p rson sees you every day; th y
know the real you. One of the best
things is that you wouldn't have to
sp nd 0 much money. When peo
ple go as friends, it's very com
mon for the two to split all
costs.

If you're really set on a roman
tic evening, a friend still might not
be a bad choice. A lot of strong
relationships develop from friend-
hips. Since you already know

each other on a friendly basis,You
could get to know each other on a
different level.

o here we have it, the top five
reasons to go with a friend to
prom:

1. Have a lot of fun
2. Can be yourself
3. heaper
4. Safer
5. ould change things for the

better.

an empty wallet. Doubling or ven
tripling can be lots of fun and ost-

fficient. Tux do rentals ar dis
counted if veraI guy order
tog th r. Prom dres e don't
have to be new-borrow a fri nd's
dres or omeone's bridesmaid
dre s. oordinate the color of her
cor ag to match her dress, and
gal make sur his boutonni re
matches, too. Don't get ex
travagant, keeping your plan
simple make the prom a positive
experien e that you will look back
on y aI's from now.

Since the prom is probably the
first you ever dressed formally,
don't d prive the family of enjoy
ing the sight. Let those video dads
and napshot moms get carried
away. Smile one more time for
that extra photo for Grandma or
Aunt Lucille's album. Rememb I'

that they suffered through your
formative years along side you, so
let them enjoy the moment!

Make prom night a night of
magic and stars.'

Not driving and fast cars.
Enjoy the after prom day.
Since graduation is only 51 days

away.

424-6010

100/0 OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. &Sat. 8:30-5:30~

~
2 for 1 SALE

Buy One Package
Get One Package FREE

Student Prices
TANLINES

9554 1h Southwest Hwy. Oak Lawn, IL 60453

(708) 424-7220 9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN
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College Corner Career Corner
By Gina Wierdak

am : Loyola niv rsity
Location: 6525 North heridan Road
Found d: 1870 b came coed in 1914
Dir ctor of Admi ion: Allen V. Lentino
Tel phone: (312) 915-6500
Enrollment: 15,834
Graduate Enrollment: 2,421 men and 3,447 women
Application: 78% of 3,594 applicants were offered admission.

33% of tho e applicants enrolled
Faculty: 95% of faculty holds highest degree in specific field
Requirements: Graduation from secondary school is required;

GED is a epted; 15 units and the following program of study ar
required: 4 unit f English, 2 units of math, 1 unit of cience, 1
unit of ocial sci nce, minimum 2.0 GPA required, biology and
hemistry with labs required of dental hygiene and nursing ap

pli ants: AT or A T required and a $25 non-refundable applica
tion fee

A T ompo it : 21-25
AT V rbal: 478. Math: 524
alendar: S me tel' yst m: cia ses begin in late August and

mid ,January. Two summer es ions of ix weeks. New student
ri ntation h Id in August and January.

Majors: Biology. h mistry, ommunication, English, Fine
Arts. French, G rman, Gre k. History, Accounting, Marketing,
Phi!o ophy, Sociology and Th atre

Degr es: do torates, rna tel' and bachelors
Expen es: Tuition (1992-1993) $9,824 per year; room and board

$5.154: f eslbooks (estimat ) $790
Financial Aid: In 1991-92, aid was granted to 85% of all under

graduat s; aid rang d from $500 to $4,000 a total of $600000 in
s holarships and grant were awarded to undergraduat aid
applicants.

Art Contest Winners

Military Engine rs
Job description: This job involves working with the military to design camp , buses, laboratories,

schools, and airfield bases.
alary: Military Engineers make approximately $35,000 a year and up.

Working conditions: You need to be ready to design and make maps and most likely to work day and
night on som occasions.

Education: Abachelor's degree in engineering from accredit d engineering school. Al 0 you must have
taken accredited math classes.

Places of Employment: Military bases, Manufacturing industri ,Airfield bases and related
places.

Job outlook: It is expected to grow slowly and steadily in the future.

Pediatrics
Job description: This involves working at doctor offices or hospitals. Pediatricians work with small

children and are considered a separate branch of doctors.
Salary: $142,900 and up per year.
Working conditions: This job requires you to work long hours, mayb even working days and nights

unexpectedly.
Education: You must be licensed by all states, the District of Columbia, and U.S. territories. Also you

must graduate from an accredited medical school of 4 years after your Bachelor's Degree.
Places of Employment: Hospitals, Doctors offices and Home Health Agencies.
Job Outlook: The number of jobs available is growing, but it is getting harder to obtain because of

more competition.

Surgeons
Job description: Surgeons perform medical examinations, complete urgeries anywhere on the human

body, do transplants and cure diseases in the body.
alary: $220,700 and up per year.

Working conditions: Surgeons must put in long hours. They must work day and night at times. Their
hours are extremely irregular.

Education: They must be licensed in all states, the District of olumbia, and U.S. territories. They also
must graduate from an accredited Medical School of 4 years.

Place of Employment: Nursing homes, Hospitals, Doctor Offices, and Home Health agencies.
Job outlook: The area is growing, but competition is tough.

----s.c. attends convention---
Oak Lawn ommunity High

chool proudly announce the
winner of th Moraine VaHey

ommunity all ge Art Exhibi
tion Show I' cently h Id at th

011 ge ent I' on March 12.
1993:

1st pia - B st of hool,
junior, ave n Babu. Nav en also
re eiv d Honorable Mention for

both omputer Graphics and Air
brush; 2nd Pia e :lh~ Drawing,
senior, Brian Hurley; 3~d Pia e 
Photography, senior, Jirl\,Fitzpat
rick: 4th Place - Airbrusft, junior.
Don Knor.

Art instructors includ Jim
Horejs and Penny Erickson. Mr.
Bob Dominiak serves as chair
person of the Art Department.

By Michele GaJlagher

On Thursday, January 28, 15
member of the Oak Lawn Stu
d nt oun il traveled to the

.1. A. tudent ounci! onven
tion in Naperville. The students
first listened to motivational
peakeI' Butch otter who spoke

on "Lead rship and Heroes."

They then brok up and w nt to a
variety of workshops dealing with
subjects like s If-e t m, dr am ,
and bringing out the b st in
others. The presenter were from
a variety of place ,lik eneca
Township High School and Park
side Lodg of DuPage.

After lunch. th stud nts hard
motivational sp aker Mark char-

nbroich wh e message was go
out and mak all your dreams a
reality. pon returning from the
conv ntion, those students who
atl nd d and others within the
council formed a committee and
began planning a staff apprecia
tion we k,an idea gained from the
convention. This week is planned
for th dat s of April 5-8.

SEETHE lATEST.
'. ALPINE BASS QUAKE SERIES

. AND DETACHABLE FACE PANEL
; ..:: :.;;.;.; ;. ', :~ .

UNBEATABLE PRICES!

~~
MOTORSPORT PLEX
~

14200 S. laGrange Rd, Orland Park, IL 60462
(708) 349-1211

FINANCING AVAILABLE

High Perlonnance

CARSTEREO

,-_-..----

BURGERS • FRIES •COLAS

For more information contact this location:

6035 W. 95th St., Oak Lawn

near the Int rMctlon of 95th & McYI~ke...

Checkers Restaurant offers outstanding
growth potentia~ flexible schedules, a com
petitive wage and more ... perfect for students
and housewives!

America's fastest growing double drive-thru
concept is lookiingforenthusiastic individuals
to join our crew.

MAKE YOUR MOVE

,~ " TO CHECKERS!.\-
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be because of her family's up
port. They are always encourag
ing her to be her best and they
attend all her concerts and
plays.

One of her future goals i to
ing in a choir at the coli ge level.

but she probably won't pursue a
career in it. Mandie's practice
time is limited becau e of her
other school activities, but she
sings every day fifth period with
the choir, and during her free tim
with the radio.

Although she Iik s to sing the
new music that's out now, she also
likes madrigal and classical
music. She says that the c1as ical
music takes more thought and is
more challenging. To many other
choir students. Mandie is a rol
model. They. ee her as a leader
who di ciplines herself to b the
best.

When 1 a 'ked her why she con
siders h rself a leade~. he re
sponded by saying, lhat she
considers herseU a leader because
she helps people. work hard. and
enjoys the things she devotes her
time to, and any re ults reflect
that.

ment. She is in the !MEA District
Band and has competed in many
competitions. Maria entered a
solo ensemble contest and took
1st place in a Duet with a flute.
She also plans to compete in
another Solo ensemble competi
tion in March. Between Band.
NHS, SADD, and Spartanite she
still find time to tutor other
students in Band.

Outside of school Maria enjoys
listening to music, talking with
friends and just going out.

Next year Maria will be attend
ing Eastern Illinois University
located in Charleston. There she
will be minor,ing in music and
eventually wants to pursue a ca
reer in Music Therapy. She is also
planning on playing in Eastern's
Band year round.

By Maria Foriiano

Although Mandie Burke has
been recognized in many ac
tivities, one that often gets over
looked is the part she plays in the
A Cappella Choir. This is current
ly, Mandie's third year in A Cap
pella singing as a soprano. She has
been singing for as long a she can
remember, although her fifth
grade choir at Covington was the
first actual choir she sang in.

he ays that some of her in
ter t in music tems from her
oldest brother, who was in his own
band for a long time. During her
junior year she wa awarded the
Arion ;lward. Mandie sang with
the t. Gerald's church for ap
proximately a year. When asked
who her biggest influence is, she
named the school's very own M .
Mateer, because of the direct
teaching she receives every day.

Mandie's motivation to suc
ceed runs deeper than hoping to
get an "A" on her report card. Her
motivation is simple-it's just a
love for music. She claims that
he is so committed to it. That is

part of it, but the other part could

By Michele Cizek

Marlll Forliano is one of many
who pla~s in our School Band. She
is a seni()J1and is involved in Band,
SADD, S\1ai'tlthite, and is an active
member in NHS. Maria has
played the clarinet for the past
eight years. She has played in the
varsity, pep, marching, and
symphony band. Maria sits 1st
chair in the Symphony Band
which is a well deserved honor. In
fact she has always sat in one of
the first four chairs. In order to
even make 1st Chair the student
has to audition and perform bet
ter than others who want it. Ob
viously Maria did not find this too
hard. Sitting first chair is a goal
she has set for herself that she has
successfully achieved.

That isn't her only accomplish-

By Maria Forliano

Sara Marchetti started playing
trumpet in fifth grade at Covington.
Since then she has earned the re
spect and admiration from not
only her instructors, but her peers
as well. In eighth grade, she
received the Outstanding Graduate
Award in band. Since junior high,
Sara has had a variety of awards
to go along with her first one in
cluding the Jazz Band Outstand
ing Soloist Award in 1990 and the
Jazz Band Best Soloist Award in
1992.

Sara has also been successful
at I.M.EA., making the District
Band the past three years. During
her junior year she went on to
make the All-State Honor Band,
and ended up taking first chair
there.

In her senior year, Sara was
seated first in district and went on
to the All-State Honors Band for
the second year in a row. In 1991.
she entered the Solo and Ensem
ble Contest with a solo and a trum
pet duet. Sara brought home a
first place rating in both of
them.

In addition to her in-school ac
complishments, Sara attended
the University of lllinois Band
Camp in 1992, and was seated first
chair there. The same year she
al 0 went to the C.M.I. Band Camp
where she was seated first chair
and received the Outstanding
Coronetist Award.

Sara performs outside of
school as well. For a four month
period, she played with th
Southwe t Symphony Or hestra
and the St. Xavier Brass Ensem
ble. Sara currently performs for
church functions. On February
19th and 20th, Sara performed in
the Wind Chamber Music Sym
posium Brass Quintet in Mon
ticello, lllinois. ara's future
plans include majoring in Music
Performance. She has been of
fered a full scholarship to
Northwestern, but is undecided
on where she is planning to
attend college.

Sara prefers classical music to
jazz because she understands it
more and finds it more of a chal
lenge. Her goal isn't to be #1, but
to always play the best she is able
to. Competition allows her to do
this. Her motivation is the enjoy
ment she receives out of playing
for herself and for others. Behind
her motivation and success is her
family's support and encourage
ment.

me uUugiCl(J~ o~ (0.~.
....-----------------,

two years. Last year she com
peted at lHSA Solo and Ensemble
where she and eight other
students performed "Elijah Rock."
This year he will be competing
again. Together with Rich Tom
linson the duet will be singing
"Sound the Gull Chorus." Andrea
will also be joining eight others in
a triple trio ensemble to sing
"Come Live With Me and Be My
Love." Rich and Andrea have
been working very hard on their
duet and they are hoping to earn
the highest rating.

Andrea plans on attending Il
linois tate University this fall
where she will major in Special
Education-trainable mentally
handicap (TMH) and minor in
hearing impaired (HI) and music.
After college she hopes to getajob
in Special Education and she
wants to be a strong advocate for
the rights of handicapped per
sons. She also wishes to be a
director of a community choir.
church choir, or musical director
for a community theater. She
wants to marry "a nice tax lawyer
and have mu ically inclin d
children."

Her advice to aspiring singers
is, "Overcome shyness. on
fidence i a very important part of
music. Without confidence you
really won't know what your
abilities are. Confidence is the
key-and practice."

Top 10 reasons why people listen to mu ic:
10. Music is everywhere.
9. It's relaxing.
8. You could learn from it and it's inspiring.
7. It's a more pleasant thing to wake up to (compared to an annoy-

ing ringing noise).
6. With there being such a variety, everyone likes it.
5. It's easy to do while you're working on homework.
4. Ifyou play it loud enough, it can drown out things you don't want

to hear.
3. What else would you want to dance to?
2. It doesn't make you a coach potato.
1. Just because!

By Sue Mikowski

Andrea Dinaro is a very talent
ed singer at Oak Lawn High
School. She first began noticing
her talent when she auditioned for
the play "Luann" in eighth grade.
When she didn't get the lead she
wanted, she also realized that she
had to work on her singing if she
wanted to continue it in high
school.

When Andrea was a freshman
at Oak Lawn, Mrs. Mateer tried
persuading her to join the choir
when she heard her audition for
"Jesus Christ Superstar." Andrea
didn't join th choir that year
After hearing Li a Manfredi's
powerful voice in "Hello Dolly,"
she wanted to express herself the
same way.

Andrea comes from a family of
musicians. Her mom was in
choirs while she was growing up.
Her father sang at many places
from clubs to T.Y. Her parents in
troduced her to music, but it was
Mrs. Mateer who started her off in
singing. Andrea says, "Her per
sistent encouragement and active
positiveness really gave me the
shove I need d to really get in
volved in singing on a higher
level."

Andrea has been in the O.L.
choir for three years now. She's
been in the treble choir for one
year and the A Cappella choir for

«fop 10
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CCfeachen eeJeafu/{e
friend, and may possibly lead
to omething really special.

agittariu (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
Soothe h art-broken friends,
and are for ailing pets. Con-

ntrat on school work, and
hobbie . p nd your free lime
ding omething productive,
and k ep your elf busy to
avoid the blues this month.

apricom (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Lov al rt! Someone intrigu
ing enters th picture. Careful
not to tick friend off by ignor
ing them. or dominating
conv I' ation with fantasies
and plans of fut ure love.

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
Stop putting things off. Pay
mon y back, call up old
friends, and dean your closet.
Get as much make-up work
don a you possibly can this
month. (Though that closet wi II
probably take a whol month
by its If.)

Pi c (Feb. 20-March 20)
Thi is th time to call up that
special omeon you can't stop
thinking ab ut. Be bold, be
brave, and most importantly
be charming. Ask that all
important question that's b en
on your mind.

much mol' ch ery (smiley
face he'r ).

This movi has only two
drawbacks.

1. The ending was a wee bit
·ad.

2. Between Tomei's high pitCh
ed whin, o-star Rosie Per z'
fast, Hi panic p h and Slat 1"

mumbling, you may n ed to e
thi m vi twi to get all th
dialogu . Who cares, anyway? It'
got hristian in it, remember?

1. Tak shorter showers. It saves water.
2. ut the plastic rings found on six pa ks, b cause small

animals and birds can get stuck in th m and die.
3. Turn off th light when you're not using th m; that will ave

el etricity. (Haven't parents be n tiling you to do that
anyway?)

4. Now that th wea.ther is getting b tt I' walk more, use the
car les .

5. at I meat.
6. Don't pollut .
7. e the s 'hool recy ling bin for your pap I' and tell others to

do so too. .
8. At home recycle the aluminum and th pap r.
9. D n't 1 av th water running wh n you'r brushing your

teeth.
10. Plant flow I' • bushes, and tr e .

Libra (ept. 24-0ct. 23)
Break op nth piggy bank and
run to th mall for some new
mu ic. Tr at yourself to a
Whopp 1', and inv st in some
new clothes. Now is the time to
pend, spend, spend. Money

will burn hoi s through your
pocket , through your pants,
and down to the soles of your
sho s.

corpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
Fights with the iblings drive
you to p nding mol' lime at
friend'S homes thi month. A
pal of the opposite sex is
becoming more than just a

Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) This
month i n't xactly one of the
easiest trips. Par nt make ita
rocky road and teachers throw
in pe d bump of th ir own.
But keep pushing ahead, and
before you know it love will be
around the corner.

Virgo (Aug. 24- ept. 23)
Mega-de ision on the way.
After carefully weighing the
situati n, you'll decide that
you need to d cid on th deci
sion soon' , tay out of the spot
light as best as you can this
month. .

spearheaded by a trong team of
experts that und rstand th retail
mark t. Fad d Glory answers th
ne d for a revolutionary total
sport w ar concept that works.

The total portswear concept
that Fad d lor has d veloped
will allow th m to dre severy
member of th family. Faded
Glory will offer preci ion en
gineer d denim f I' all ag group .
In addition, Fad d Glory's j ans
are pI' p rlionall siz d, to com
plim nt and flatter everyone's
body shape.

The company will sp nd $5.4
million to bring the Fad d Glory
messag dir cily to th con
urn r. The campaign is de igned

to bring th ex itement of their
new colle tion directly to the con-
umer by stablishing and rein

forcing Fad d Glory's brand
image and di tinct points of dif
ference. Atth central focus is an
imag adv rlising campaign with
a celebrity spokesp rson who will
appear I' gionally in an extensive

tian Slat I' in it. ot that he's the
only highlight of th film. but he
does g t it som bonus point .

The movi f atures Adam
(, later), a very silent busboy who
suffers an obs sswn WIth Car
oline (Marisa Tom i). a waitress
and orne h art problem of the
m di al nature too.

aroline ha m I' man prob
lem than Michael Jackson ha
had no jobs, until a romance
with Adam make h I' lif oh so

billb ard program and national
magazin s including Rolling
tone , GQ, Glamour, Vogue,

Parents, and Rcdbook, to name
a f w.

Luke P rry will tar in Faded
Glory's multi-million dollar ad
verti ing campaign. According to
RossKI in, T ativ dir ctor,"W
weI' looking for an image with
univ rsal app alto convey Faded

lory' I' al 'loth s for real p 
pi phil ophy.n Luke Perry' ac
tiv con rn for the environment
and his all-American look per
sonifi s many of the values Fad d
Glory tands for. His ever
changing pirit is expre s d
through his work on Beverly Hill
90210 and gr wth a a person best
described in a rec nt Vanity Fair
cover story.

So I' member Faded Glory
when it' tim for your ba k-to
chaol shopping for Fall '93. That

conclud this dition of Fashion
Fronti I' - wh I' you're always
brought to n w horizons.

uUOtJLe CRetJLeW

By Rebecca Long

Arie (March 21-April 20)
You're quick to agr that the
best things in life ar free. This
month is d finitely on your top
ten greats, a it will b str s
free, problem-fr e, and zit
free. Love is al 0 on th way.

Taurus (April 21-May 21)
You're doing it all this month.
Handling all your troubles, and
fixing om of your friend's,
too. Able to leap t acheI" in a
single bound! It's really no big
deal for a regular uper
person like yourself.

Gemini (May 22-June 21)
Don't get too fru trated when
little things won't go your way.
Accept that s me things ar
meant to b . Even an F on a
test ha some purpos to
serve. (Bad grade may lead to
sympathy from future love ')

Cancer (June 22-July 23)
Keep in mind that a per on i
never given a wish, without
having the pow I' to make it
come true. Go after what (or
who) you want this month, and
you have a great chance of get
ting it.

By Kristie Kaczmark

Faded Glory, the company
known for leadership in innova
tive de ign con pts for fashion
jeans in th 70's, has b n reborn
and brought ba k glory for Fall
'93. And it's guarante d to be
what's hot!

Fad d Glory brand nam wa
recently a quir d by W.. Group
L.T.D., th holding ompanyal 0
for Bonjour roup L.T.D. W..
Group will k p th h ritage of
what Fad d lory sto d for but
expand on it. Today, Faded Glory
will offer m n's, worn n's, and
children's produ ts and ac
ce sorie . Th timing i p rfeet.
The ountry is I' ady for change
and consumer ar hungry for
omething fr sh and n w. The

company is resp nding to th cost
cons ious cu tomer of th 90'
with a fashion-right produ t, on
of quality and vari ty at gr at
value.

Bringing back Fad d Glory was

By Iva Marie Palmer

Ifyou're in the mood for love. or
at lea t a go d love tory, Un
tamed Heart i for you.

Forget that-let m get straight
to the point- this movi has hris-

Pam WtJ/1TIl1JV

4823 Wtst 95th Strut

Oale Lawn, Illinois 60453

(708) 424-2200

Pam's
Flowers & Gifts

ame: Bruce'French
Birthplace: Alton, lllinoi
A trological ign: Aquarius
Marital statu : Married
I met my wife at: My la t job
College attended: niver ity of Illinois
Major/minor: MathlPhysical Science
Degree: B.S. in Math; pursuing a Ma tel's at DePaul
Year 1have been teaching: 5

la es I teach: Fundamentals of Algebra, Alg bra,
G ometry.

If I wa n't a teacher I'd b : A musi ian.
My idea of a good student i -: omeone who take pride in what

they d at all time . .".:
The most memorable gift a student ever gave me: Th ..thank

Y u.. cards I get after th stud nts have left my 'lass. \I
I can't stand it wh n: People don't take responsibilit} for

their action .
1 can't ay no to: A 0 sal
In the ummel' I will: Pursu a part-time job to h Ip finance our

first child .
My fir tear: h vy h v tt
My first paying job: K ntu ky Fri d hicken ook
My mo t unu ual tal nt i : Playing th trombon
The music I enjoy Ii tening to: Alt rnative, Rock, Classical, Big

Band, and Jazz
My fir t concert was: ang of Four
The la t good movie law: Boyz in the Hood
The la t good book I read: Th W aJthy Barber

o on would b Ii ve it if th Y aw me: Dancing
My favorite cartoon: R n & timpy
My favorite tv how: inf ld
A perfect evening to me i : Attending an outdoor con rt with

my wif ,friends, and having good food and no mosquit s
If I could be anywhere I'd b : In ancun with my wif
My hobby is: Making mu ic tapes
My favorite sports: Bask tball/ occer
My mo t embarra ing moment was when: Wh n I was a oc

eel' oach 1had to demonstrat a socc I' drill and ended up doing a
complete somer au It!

My idols are: Polic officers. They have th wor tjob .and get
th lea t respect

I wish I could: Hav mol' tim
My advice to OL teenager: 1) uccessful people know how to

balanc their lives with work and fun. You can be ucce sful and
have a go d time, although it do take some sacrifi e. 2) If no
other math concept clicks, make ure you understand the 8th
Wonder of the World-the power of compound inter t!
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Experience key to wrestlers' future

OL Swim Team
ends season

March Madness

By Al Buttimer

As far as the Spartan Wrestling
team is concerned, the 1992-93
season has been a "rebuilding
year." Although the program
hasn't changed drastically, th re
has been a transition of the coa h
ing staff.

Taking ov I' as head coach is
Mr. hris Riley. who also work. at
OL HS as a full-time substitute
teacher. He is being a si ted by
an alumnus of Oak Lawn, Mr.
Terry Mulrenin. Coach Mulrenin
relates well with the WI' tI rs,
since he ha b en WI' stling all of
his life. He was an N AA Division

By Kelly Melaniphy

Hey Spartans! Are you ready
for the second installment of the
'92-'93 Spartan Boys Varsity wim
Team legacy? Then read on to find
out how their season unf Ided.

oach Scarpelli had a lot to t II u
this time around.

It should first b said that th
outcome of this season is in no
way, shape, or form to be blam d
on the swimmers. The only
reason the record looks like it
does is because of the lack of
swimmers. There were only six
swimmers on this year's team.

Even in light of their over-all
record, there were a few me ts
that stand out in Coach Scarp IIi's
mind. These include the me ts
against Shepard, which was th
first meet, Argo, and Richards. In
each of these meets, the Spartans
took first pIa e in many of th
events, but had to forfeit certain
events because of the lack of
swimmers on the roster.

The best meet of the season in
Coach Scarpelli's mind wa prob
ably against Richards. In ev ry
event they participated, the Spar
tans took first place.

Coach Scarpelli complim nt d
these ix guys as hard-working
and determined.

II, three time All-American at
outhern Illinois University.

in e he has exp rience at all
levels he ha th ability to teach
th ba ic fundamentals to the
newer, inexperienced kids as well
a showing th older, more ad
van ed wrestlers orne difficult
yet more effective moves.

oaching at the junior varsity
lev I i John Robinson (Robby)
also a full tim sub at Oak Lawn.
And for his thirteenth year coach
Bill Burton ha oached the
freshmen and ac ording to Coach
Riley, "ha don an excellent job
of teaching the ba ics to kids who
hav no experience in the
sport."

Th ix guys on the team were:
P t Mysza, Matt Edqui t, Roger
M 10u14 J hn Mateyack, Bob
Pollard, and Mike Radomski.
There were two others that oach

carp Iii exp cted to orne outror
th t am. They were Mike Man
cillas. who had to quit due to
scheduling probl ms, and Mike
M Keown, who hurt his shoulder
and couldn't swim.

Th swimm rwho tandsoutin
oach Scarpelli's mind is John

Mat yacko John tood out because
he earned the most first places.
John u ually swims the 50-free
and the IOO-free. He also became
the team's MVP.

Th sea on ended on February
20th with ectionals where the
partan bl w Richards right out

of the water.

oach carpelli would like to
thank those who showed support
for the t am by coming to the
m et .He would also like to thank
the swim timers for all of their
help.

Hey partans, you did the best
you could with the numbers you
had. Better luck next year! Coach
Scarpelli would also like all of you
soon-to-b sophomores to come
out for the team next year.

After losing 13 senior la t
year, th team was left with thre
eniors to lead th v rsity team

this season. With such a small
varsity roster and most of th m
juniors, oach Riley's main obj 
tive wa to giv th se guy th ex
perience n ed d to be succ ssful
in the sport. Instead of having
them wrestl som on old rand!
or mol' experienced, many were
brought d wn to th junior varsity
level where th y could have th
opportunity to improv on the
mov s that they I arn ach day.

Although the team has gone
through orne changes, the pro
gram, along with their su cess
has not changed much. enior

By Dan Wallace
and Tony Reiter

For most bask tball fans this is
the most exciting tim of the y ar.
March Madness i h re and
college basketball i at its fine t.
This year's tournament will be th
most exciting and evenly match d
since 1989. You could agre that
one of six teams that had th ir
turn at number one during the
regular season (Indiana, Ken
tucky, orth Carolina, Michigan,
Duke, or Kansas) is going to win it
all. Arizona and Seton Hall, whi h
were not number one during th
regular sea on have a good
chance to win.

Although uch team a Illinois
and Vanderbilt don't have a . good
a chance as the other ,don't count
them out. Out of all th good
teams this year, we think the final
four will be Indiana from the Mid
west I' gion, Kentucky from the
Southeast region, North arolina
in the Eastand Michigan outofth
West region.

North Carolina will hav a
relatively easy tim in the weak
East region, getting to th
regional finals. incinnati, who
will play North arolina in the
finals, with virtually no hal
lengel'S. The Tar H els will hav
their hands full with the swarm
ing defense of Cincinnati, and th
three point shooting of Ni k
VanEx I, but North arolina will

Ramy Betouni was the regional
champion while Mike Baxter, also
a senior, placed in three of the five
tournaments that the team en
tered this season as well as being
the team leader in takedowns.

The third senior, Leon Lake
al 0 contributed victories when
he wa healthy enough to wre tie.
He was out much of the season
du to iUne s. Juniors Anthony
Fral and Harry Hershey both
had an impressive junior year on
the varsity level by becoming ec
tional qualifiers.

Individual win aren't the only
thing that has made this team suc-

prevail and be in the Final Four.

The Midwest region cham
pionship will come down to a very
close game between the two gr at
t am of Duke and Indiana. In
diana's road to the regional finals
will be fairly easy, with their only
challeng coming from Louis
ville. Duke however will have a
very tough game to play again t
Kansa before they play Indiana.
Laetner is not here to bailout
Duke with a miracle, so the well
oa her! Indiana team will ad

vance to th Final Four again
this year.

The Southeast was the toughest
for us to predict the outcome of
because four of the teams Kentuc
ky, Wake Fore t, Florida t. and
eton Hall all have a chance at

winning. The South East regional
final will be between Seton Hall
and Kentucky. If Kentucky can b
consi tent from three point land
th y will get the final four ap
p arance that Christian Laettner
deprived them of last year.

Another team in the Final Four
will b Michigan out of the West
region. Michigan talent will easily
take them to the regional final
where ~ey will meet Arizona.
Arizona i\~ not assured to get to the
I' gional Pin~l. They will have a
very tougn time beating Vander
bilt. Michigan's all around ath
leticism will lead them past

ces ful. A a team they've won
over half of the meets that they've
wrestled in this season. Becaus
of the small roster, it was difficult
for OL HS to ompete in the
team standings although they did
fini h with a 2-4 I' cord in the
SICA North conference. Coach
Riley hop that next year h
won't have to forf it 0 many
matche ju t b cause nobody on
the team wrestl that weight
class. As for th '93-'94 season
ther will be several kids I' turn
ing with winning I' cords on th
freshman and oph more I vels
and with good coaching and hard
work th y have the pot ntial to go
down tat.

Arizona to th ir econd straight
Final Four app aran s

In the fir t round of the Final
Four, Kentucky will b at Mi higan.
In clo e game like thi on ,fr e
throws ar a vital factor in th out
com . Mi higan' fr throw
shooting whi h ha been poor all
season will catch up with them in
this gam . K ntucky i a good
thre pint shooting t am and has
an All-Am rican in Jamal Wash
burn. Eith I' on of th tams
has a good chanc to win but w
giv th nod to K ntucky.

In the other gam ,Indiana will
prevail ov I' North arolina. This
gam will fatuI' two of the
gr atest coa h s in colleg bas
ketball. Bobby Knight and D an
Smith. orth arolina lack a go
to-guy in crunch time that Indiana
has in port llIu trated oil ge
Player of th Year albert

haney.

The National hampionship
gam b tw en Kentucky and In
diana will be a clo on. Indiana
ha a very well balanced atta k.

hris R ynold i one of th b st
defensiv play rs in the ountry
and coring threat Gr g Graham
is a good compliment to alb rt

heen y. If K ntucky go old
from th thre point lin , In
diana's aggressiv def nse should
b enough for Indiana to b com
the National hamps.

Winter Sports MVPs

Boys Basketball
Girls Basketball
Wrestling
Boys Swimming

D.J. Smith
Emily Balis
Leon Lake
John Mateyack

S&R Overhead Doors
(Our Goal is not to be Undersold)

Phone (708) 422-7677

Quality Garage Doors on Sale NOW!

OAK LAWN
RESTAURANT

PLRY IT R6Rln

S;p~'RlrS;

WE BUY - SELL - CONSIGN - TRADE ALL TYPES
NEW & USED SPORTING GOODS

We Do Quality Service
On All Your
Garage Door Needs

Call us For. ..

Free Estimates

9605 Southwest Highway

Oak Lawn. IL 60453
Z' 708-424-1040

SERVING JUST WONDERFUL FOOD FOR OVER 30 YEARS

5769 WEST 95TH STREET. OAK LAWN, IL 60453
TELEPHONE 425-4949 425-2070

OPEN DAILY 5 A.W. lO I A.M. - FRI. a: SAT. 24 HOURS
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Girls B-ball displays talent
and spirit reflected a better
record than we actually had," was
the overall reaction of sophomore
Coach Arneson who just com
pleted her first year here at Oak
Lawn with a final record of 8-13.

The girl spent their first few
weeks of Christmas vacation at
Evergre n Park working hard.
Their first game against Eisen
hower came up as a big win with
every girl contributing. Both the
games following were hard losses
within the final minutes of playing
tim giving th girls a sixth
pia e finish.

For the final game against
Richards, oach Arneson was
nothing but optimistic when sh
told the girls," 0 out and give it
your be t!" Th team consi t d of
Jenny Balis, Kim hilvers,Kri ty

lifton, Kathy ook, Deanna De
Vries, Aim Gricus, Karen
Laurinaitis, Chri tina Matus
z w ki, Carolyn Parkhill, Lisa
Smallwood, and S nia Ziad.

"Being my first team at Oak
Lawn, th y're very sp cial to me
and won't be forgotten," said
Coach Arneson.

games slip through their fingers.
Erin Haubenreiser and Sandy
Kraft led the team to an im
pressive third place finish in the
Bloom Christmas tournament,
and received all tournament hon
ors for their hard work. On
January 21 the ladies rocked th
Reavis Rams for their first con
ference victory. They found the
sweet taste of victory once again a
few days later at home versus the
Stagg Chargers.

Sandy Kraft's outside shot and
a sists earned her a Chicago
Tribune player of the week award.
The strong rebounding and inten
sity shone through and gave Em
Balis All Conference-Honorable
M ntion tatus as well as Most
Valuable Player as voted on by the
team.

Erin Haubenreiser played well
from both the outside as well as
under the boards as she was awar
ded a Chicago Tribune player of
the week honors and was voted on
to the All Conference team by the
coaches of the SICA North confer
ence.

"The team's overall attitude

Balis not only had three steals
and three assists, but she also
controlled the offensive and
defensive rebounding with ten
rebounds in each of those cate
gories.And although senior Kathy
Chafee contributed with seven
rebounds and two blocked shots,
the Lady Spartans still came up
short with a 46-61 defeat.

The next week the girls began
the state tournament at home
with a regional game against
Thornton. Em Bali led the team
in scoring with 16, while junior
Erin Haub nreiser helped out
with 13, including one thr e point
er. Sandy Kraft had an excellent
defensive night with seven steals,
while sophomore Mandy mith
put in six point and had five
assists. Balis and Haubenrei I'

also played well defen ively, each
blocking two shots and having a
combined total of nine defensive
rebounds. And with the final scor
of 64-50, the Spartan had b en
defeated and the season had come
to an end.

With a final record of 10-15, the
girls saw both wins and some

sea on prove it.
For the last conference match

up, the girls faced cross town rival
Ri hard at home. Seniors Sandy
Kraft and Em Balis I d the scor
ing for th Spartans. Kraft had 17
pints whil Balis added another
12.

Em Balis take a shot over Richard's defense. (Photo by Andey
Clemens)

By Michele Gallagher

"Although the season didn tend
really well, the girls played
hard."

Coach Davelis was right. The
girls did work hard and th statis
tics for the last two games of the

Boys Basketball looks forward to next season

Brian Fuss prepares to launch the three pointer, (Photo by Andey
Clemens)

By Mike Marzec

The '92-'93 season is over for
the Spartans who suffered a d 
feat to Thornton in the first round
of the state tournam nt. Wins are
not something that hav c me
easily for the Spartans (2-23).
Although they were within reach
several time ,they never s em d
to get a break that would catapult
them to victory.

On the up side, the young team
did have two victori s. Th y de
stroyed Argo to give Head oach
Jim Martin his first win as a Spar
tan coach which was a big relief.
They also beat Bremen during the
Lemont Christmas Tournament.
It was a thrilling overtim victory
and was a great ombined effort
by the entire team.

In conference play th Spartans
stuck in nearly every game. In
their final conference match-up,
they headed to the locker room
with an eight point lead, but were
unable to hold on till th final
buzzer.

oach Martin said he enjoyed
coaching this team. He was
pleased with their work ethic and
with 8 out of 10 players being
junior ,he's hopeful for next year.
Martin hop s his kids will learn
how to shak ff their mistakes.
He relates the problem to deten
tions. "You get one and it snow
balls." He wants hi team to be
abl to mentally put their prob
lems b hind them and continue to
improve. He believes that they
ar improving, although none
have I' ached their full potential.

The Spartan realize they have
a rough road ahead if they hope to
be successful in conference next
s a on. As power forward, D.J.
Smith says, "We have to earn the
re p ct of the SI A North Con
ference, and hop fully we can win
it. If the team wants to win the
conference, they will have to find
ome sort of killer instinct and ex

ploit other teams' weaknesses."
In the past when the Spartans
have been within reach of victory,
it seems to slide through their

hands lik sand.
Mr. Martin would like to thank

all of the fans for the wonderful
support and promise, "The Spar
tans will win more iJl '94."

Individual recognition g s out
to junior D.J. Smith who was se
lected by the SI ANorth coaches
to the All Conference Team. D.J.
always seems to be in the right
spot for the Spartans, whether it's
putting in an offen ive I' bound,
getting a 100 e ball, or ju t finding
an open spot on the floor to hit the
jump shot.

In addition, J ff owart (who
bears a striking I' semblance to
Bobby Hurley of the Duke Blue
Devils) received All onference
Honorable Mention. Jeff is able to
light up score boards eith rdriv
ing past defenders or hooting
over them. With mith and
Cowart returning next year, Oak
Lawn will have one of the best
combinations in the onference.

Special mention goes out to
Rick Arnold, who ti d two school

records with 7 three pointers in a
game, and 4 in just one quarter at
Argo. Rick was hot and just
missed a half court shot that

would have broken both I' ords.
Hopefully w 'II e more of th
sam from these thr next
season.

OL girls are back on track
By Christina Matuszewski

Now that the snow is melted
and Spring is just about here, th
Oak Lawn Girls Track Team is on
their way to som gr at
competition.

Although they are still indoors,
they are making every effort to
practice hard and get orne good
results when it com s to th
meets.

Sophomore Sonia Ziad, who is
doing shotput for varsity thi
season, is working hard to
strengthen the muscles in her
arms and legs.

Christina Matuszewski and
Nicole Matuszewski are also

working hard to improve their
strength. They will be participat
ing in shotput at the frosh/soph
level. Be ides shotput, Sonia Ziad
will also be working with discus.

For the varsity level, senior
Kim Porrey and ophomore
H ather Velman will be doing
high jump, while senior Naomi
Tenorio and sophomore Amy
Feltz are working on the long
jump. The hurdlers for the sea on
ar Kim Porrey, juniors Venta
Norvilas and Kelly Sullivan, and
freshman Jody Maslan.

On the frosh/soph level for field
events are sophomores Kim

hilv rs, Lisa Smallwood, and
Mandy Smith doing high jump.

And for the hurdle are s ph
omores Diane Didier, Lyssa
Lopez and fre hman arah
Feltz.

Varsity printers such a Kim
Porrey and Naomi Tenorio are
doing great. They are returning
champions for the 100 and 200 and
hope to do the same for this
season also. Other sprint rs that
are looking good are rinne
Meyer, Beth Vnderkofler, Kri ta
Sparrow, laudia Gonzalez, Amy
Feltz, Heather Velman and Jody
Maslan. With all th hard work
they put into practices, it will pay
off in the end.

Diane Didier, Danielle Fox,
Karen Lauranaitis, Lyssa Lopez,

Jenny Pranskunas, Sharon Skow
ron and Lisa mallwood are the
sophomore sprinters for the
frosh/spph level. The fre hmen
are Debbie Dussman and Mandy
Whitchurch.

This season since there are 0
many runners, both teams should
have a great season.

The varsity relays are run by
Kim Porrey and Terra Frederick.
And the distance runners are
Kathy hafee, Sara Hennes y,
Becky Maslan, 800 and 1600;
Terra Frederick, 400, 800; Tanya
Kara, 400: Sarah Ruchala; Cheryl
Kukow ki, 800, 1600; Sarah Rob
erts, 800, 1600; and Heather Vel
man, 400.

Th sophomor di tan e run
ner ar Kim Chilv I' , Tracy
H indri k, J nnifer Ko ik, Gina
Martino, Jill Sw ie, Julie Wenz I,
400; Meredith Sinku , 400, 800;
Kim Lyska, 800, 1600: Iva Palmer,
1600; and Mandy Smith, 800. The
fr shmen are Chri si Garza, 400,
800; Keri Hir, 400, Eleni Il
iopoulos, 400; Kathy PorI' y and
Keri PorI' y, 400,800; and Melissa
Radomski, 400.

oach tor r said, "Th s ason
hould b fanta tic, but fir t we

will have to see how they do at
their first meet." Thi y ar the
Girls Var ity Team i going to go
for anoth I' till at conference
hamp.

New faces and new challenges for boys track
By Dan Ellis

It's March '93 and I'm sure
you're thinking about the Final
Fours in college and high school
basketball or the ubs and Sox
beginning spring training. Do you
know what you're overlooking? Do
youknowwhatyou'remis ing?I'lI
tell you what you're missing, boy's
track' You said track? Yeah, I said
track. Even though it's the middle
of the winter, indoor track start d
about a month ago. Ifyou're think
ing, "Oh no!" oneed to worry, the

track team is always looking for
new talent.

"We're hort on bodies, we need
competitors. We've had three in
door meets so far and we have no
one to even run hurdles," Coach
Storer explained.

As mentioned arlieI', the 1993
varsity boys' track team is
curl' ntly involved in indoor
track. Since it happen to be cold
out ide in March, the meets are
held inside in giant field houses.
o why is there indoor track?
orne say it's conditioning for out-

door track. But if you take a closer
look, you'll find it's a totally dif
ferent story. It's almost a dif
ferent sport. The 100 met I' dash
is shortened to compensate for
the shorter track ize. Also, nor
mally shot putter throw the dis
cus. Indoor it is eliminated from
the list of event .

At pres time, th Spartans had
been in three meets. With some
winter port still in action not all
of the team memb rs were abl to
be present. The five I' turning
seniors who pulled the main load

in the first three meets are: Mike
Ambrose, who is concentrating on
the sprint events, Jamie Draper,
long distance running and three
shot putters: Husien Abdulfattah,
Mike Moran, and Roni Swei .

Coach Storer commented, "We
have good quality kids throwing
the shot this year."

Much of the credit should go to
Coach Dunne who works with the
shot putters every day.

Coach Storer highlighted one
word, "Inexperience. There are a
I t of new faces hoping to become
track stars and that is what we

ned. More bodi s, new faces."
Dan Burns, a senior who will be

meeting up with th track t am a
soon a hi varsity basketball
season is over,said this, "To com
through this eason, we'r going
to n ed senior leadership. Mo t of
the team is eith I' non-seniors or
new to the port."

The 1993 val' ity boys track
team. Aseason of high hop ,new
faces, and gaining xperience. If
you're even thinking about track,
go for it. You can only gain the ex
perienc of a Iif time.

Good luck val' ity boy track!
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Outstanding Seniors nominated

di abled
like to work with the di abled. It
I' ally mad me happy to see how
xcited th children were and fm

glad that th y get to have that
opp rtunlty"

ponsors Ms. Panice and Mrs.
Whit ak r w re happy with the
ov r-all pI' du tion of the day.
They 1.11' proud of the .H. S.
students for th ir efforts and are
I oking forward to returning to
next y ar's Spe 'ial Olympi .

Ms. Pani said, "1 thought it
was a worthwhile exp rience for
the .H.S. students. It exposed
our stud nls to situations which
they hav n vel' experienced."

Th students who volunt ered
their time for this project include:
Nav en Babu, Jami Barchak, Bob
Burns, All Buttimer, Jen Caban,
Andey lemens, Tracy Deuts
ch r, Dan Ellis, Annette Fur
giuele, Brian Fuss, Michele
Gallagher, Claudia Gonzalez,
Erin Haub nreiser, Kevin Hense,
Ellen Lee, Gina Liao, Mike Mar
zec, Mazen Matariyeh, Shannon
Mindeman, Venta Norvilas, Chris
Pahalek, Tracy Pine, Jill Riley,
Anne Ruger, D.J. Smith, Renae
Smith, Krista Sparrow, Lucei
Stabila, Cheryl Starmach, Gean
Styx, and Joe Vorrier.

Electrical Engineering. In twenty
years, he hopes to have a good job
and be happily married with
kid.

The final Outstanding Senior
Boy nomine is teve Krueger.
tev ranks 20th in his class with a

G.P.A. of 3.4. He has been in
volved in Football and Key Club.
In th fall he plans to attend the
Univer ity of Illinois-Champaign
Urbana wh re he will major in
ommuni alions.In twenty years,

h plans to b njoying li£ and
making th most of what he has.

ongratulations to the Out
tanding Senior Nominees. Also

Good Luck to all the Seniors of the
class of 1993.

N.H.S. help
By Cheryl Starmach

Sports

The National Honor ci ty has
been working on putting togeth r
various community ervi pI'
jects this year. On Thursday, Ma
6,31 juniors from NHS help d ut
with the Special Olympic h ld t
Marion Catholic High cho I in
Chicago H ights.

Students volunt ered to-;,elp
the Special Recreation children In

several differ nt athletic events.
Some of their jobs includ d
mea uring the softball throw and
long jump distance and explain
ing to the children how to perform
their events. Other volunteers
were in charge of timing the
children or simply were ther for
moral support. Everyon who
volunteered was there to cheer
these special people on to giv a
smile or hug when th child th y
were helping completed the
event.

The NBS students had a po i
tive experience that day as well.
Erin Haubenreiser said, "It was a
good day. It felt good to help those
who are less able than myself."

Renae Smith also said, "rve
always wondered what it would be

3.538. He has been involved with
Baseball, Football, and N.H.S. In
the fall he will be majoring in ivil
Engineering at the niversity of
Illinois at hampaign. Wh n he
was asked what h 'II b doing in
twenty years, he said, "Employed
in upper management of a pre 
tigious engin ering firm con
cerned mostly with the moderni
zation of the nation's roadways."

The fourth nomin e i Don
Wallace who ranks econd in his
class with a GP.A. f4.370. H has
participated in occer, T nnis,
Mathletes, and NH .S. for th pa t
four years. In the fall he will at
tend the University of Illinois at
Urbana-{;hampaign majoring in

. ..
Out tanding Senior ominees(Back row): Kim Porrey, Aziz Abed, ikkl Mac k, Don Wallace: (Front row)

teph Kavanaugh, Jen Ander on, and Christy Venhuizen. Not pictured: Brian Hurley, Jerome Murphy,
and Steve Kreuger. (Photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

~

Oak Lawn's principa~ Dr. Luka

and logically think out how to
solve probl ms." Dr. Luka ex
plains. "Our job is to make sure
that happens."

Dr. Luka also has advice for the
tudents of Oak Lawn. "Learn

fr m everything you do and
everyone you come into contact
with. Use this tim to learn from
your friends, teachers and your
interactions with others."

Oak Lawn is very lucky to have
such a dedicated person appoin
ted to this position. On behalf of
th partanite, I would like to con
gratulate Dr. Luka and wish him
well as h begins his new
po ition.

tructuring Committees, are ne
cessary in order to make this
school a more positive learning
environment. "We have to pull in
students and their ideas in order
to have a more realistic idea of
what the students need and want,"
explained Dr. Luka

When a ked about Oak Lawn's
str ngths, his response was the
students and teachers. "P opl
who com in and visit comment
on how great the student are."
Dr. Luka states, " Also, th
teachers are outstanding when it
come to working with new id as
and with students."

Speaking of new idea, Oak
Lawn is currently in th process
of creating a Mission tatement,
which is a general philosophy of
the purpose and goals of the
school. As principal, Dr. Luka
would be taking part in carrying
out these goals. He also explained
that this statement will be the
backbone of how the school's pro
gram will be restructured, so
students graduate with thinking
skills and the ability to work with
others: abilities needed in life
after Oak Lawn. "Students who
graduate must be able to com
municate their ideas with oth rs

Oak Lawn ommunity High
chool has appointed Dr. Les

Luka a Prin ipal, b ginning with
the 1993-94 school y ar. Dr. Luka
will I' plac Dr. Davi ,Assi tant
Sup rint ndcnt-lnstru tion, who
will be retiring after tw nty-two
years of s rvic at Oak Lawn.

A you may hav notic d, ther
is a chang in th till of th po i
tion, from Assistant up rin
tend nt-In tru tion to Prin 'ipal.
Thi chang i. m ant to ref! ct
more of a "community of lear
ners" spirit throughout the
school. As principal, Dr. Luka will
be working with th tud nt n t
only through th lassl'oom, but in
extra-curricular activiti s a
well. '" am hoping this atmos
phere will reat mol' clo en ss
in our chol," he xplain d, "thus
helping to create a community
of learner ."

Great I' stud nt involvement
on school committe is som th
ing Dr. Luka would really like to
see come about. He fe Is that stu
dent input and involvement on
various committ s, such as the
Discipline, urriculum, and R s-

News Feature

By Melissa lade

By Wendy Musielak Nikki plans to go to Mount Mercy
College majoring in Nursing. At

One again it is that time of the same time she plans to play
year when the Outstanding Senior volleyball. When asked what she
nomin es are announced. These would be doing in twenty years.
ten eniors weI' vot d on by their she responded, "I will be a head
peers during a homeroom. The nurse at some big hospital making
outstanding nior boy and girl lots of money'"
will b nam d at Honors ight. Kim Porrey ha a GP .A. of 3.33

The nomine for Outstanding and is ranked 32 in her class. he
nior Girl are: Jen Anderson, i involved in Tenni and Track. In

tephanie Kavanaugh, Nikki Ma ek, the fall she will either attend
Kim Porr y and Cluisty Venhuizen. Southern Illinois University or

Jen Ander on ranks 20 in h I' Grand Valley State University
cla s with a G.PA. of 3.619. She majoring in advertising. In twenty
has been involved with ophomore, years, Kim will be working for a
Junior, and Senior Ciass, N.H.. big advertising agency and married
and was a WI' tl I' It h I' fresh- with three kids and coaching
manyear. In th fall hewill b at- track.
tending l. Xavi I' Univer ity The final Outstanding Senior
majoring in Elem ntary Educa- Girl nominee is Christy Venhuizen.
tion. In twenty years he would Christy ranks 10th in her class and
like to b working as a Kindergar- has a G.PA. of 4.029. In the past
ten teacher and b married with a four years she has been involved
family of her own. in cheerleading, softball, Math-

Stephanie Kavanaugh has a letes,Frenchclub,C1assAdvisory
GP A. of 4.214, which ranks her Boards, Student Council, Presi- University of Illinois at Chicago
6th in her cia s. She is a co- dents Club, and N.H.s. In the fall majoring in the Medical Health
captain of cheerleading and Stu- she will attend Moraine Valley Profession. In twenty years he in
dent Coun il president. he also Community College and major in tends to be working as a medical
has been involved in her Class Ad- education while minorin'g:~ psy- doctor in a larg hospital making
visory Boards, and NH.S. Stephanie chology. When asked what she lots of money.
plans to aU nd Butler University would be doing in twenty ~#ars, The second nominee for Out
on an academic tuition scholarship she responded, "Hopefully 111 20 standing Senior Boy is Brian
where shewill b majoring in Pre- years I will be happily married, Hurley. Brian has b en involved
med. In twenty year she plans to have a family a nd a job teaching." in Football and the Speech team.
be running th pharmacy depart- The nominees for Outstanding He also was in the spring play
ment of a major m dical fa ility enior Boy are: Aziz Abed, Brian Oliver. In the fall he will go to lIT
and living in a suburb. Hurley, Jerome Murphy, Don and be in the Army on the ROTC

Nikki Ma Ie, th third n min , Wallace, and tev Krueger. chol r hip. Bri n will be major-
i rank d 13th in her la and ha Aziz Abed ha a G.PA. of 3.143 in in Ele trical Engin crin I
a G.PA. of 3.85. Sh has b en in- which ranks him 51 in his class. twenty y ars h will be some
volved with N.H.S., tudent Coun- He has been involved in Football, where involved in the military or
cil, Senior Class Advi orv Board, Basektball, Baseball, Volleyball, a police officer in Los Angeles.
tud nt Helper , Volleyball. Bas- and NH.s. In the fall he will either Jerome Murphy is ranked 25th

(Olban, and6b:r'~~p~i~~~ u;;;;~, ~ri~~ipn;i' aCPA Ofl

6 Faculty members retire pg.4 One Last Goodbye pg. 7 Girls' Badminton pg. 11

College Tips pg.5 Things to do this summer pg. 9 Boys' Volleyball pg. 12
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Deep Thoughts Greatest love of all
By Cheryl tarmach

by Kelly McNeela
Graduation Day is finally her for th la of'93. orne anticipate thi day with ad

ness, mo t of u with a nse of gladne s and relief. However you look upon this day,
there are several life Ie son to I' flecl on a we leave 0.1.. .H.S. and we enter college
or the work place.

All of u have I arn d to work with our pl'. W have been taught in coop rative
I arning group and through dis ussion in the classroom. On a more so ial level, we
have learned to communicate with each other in extra-curricular activities and on
athl tic teams. We have learned that we each have our own opinion that hould b I'

sp ct d. We hav learn d to listen as well as to speak. Int ra ting with p ople will
alway b an important part of daily lives, wh theI' you are ntering colleg , the
military, getting a job or getting married. Remember what you have learned {rom
others, becau e what you have xp rien ed now is a sample of what is to orne.

At one time or another in the past four year, we have all faced disappointments 
from losing a gam to not getting the grade we wanted or not being accepted or not
bing able to attend the chool of our choice. Whatever the situation was, we can all re
lat to the fling pf fru tration, but mol' important how we got through that experien-
e. The point i that you will survive through the many downfalls that are out there in

the real world. Make the b t of the situation and learn from your mistakes.

Have an open mind with other. Whether you realize it or not w hav all learned
from each oth rs' opinions, a tion and mistakes. By keeping an open mind, you will be
abl to accept others vi ws mol' readily than if you keep the attitude that "my way is
the b st way." A a result, you will b come a more understanding person. Always be
I' ady to ac ept or at least onsider a n wway of doing things or a different opinion. You
are bound to encounter many people in life that hav completely onfli ting views. It is
ea ier to deal with the p opl with an op n mind.

Over the past four years, w have all develop d an education through the variety of
classes w have taken. In other words, we have be n train d to b "book mart." It is ob
vious that we must b well educated to suc eed but lessiJbvious is the fact that we must
b aware of the so ial knowledge to survive in the human ra<!oe. We must remember the
und rlying I sons of lif that w hav learned in high schoot a well. A urvivor in the
real world is a person who applies th 3 R's. A ucc ssful~ rson is someon who
utilizes th thr R', but als relate' w II with others.

A SHORT CO RSE I HUMA RELATIO
The 6 most important words:
"I admit I made a mistak "
The 5 most important words:

"You did a good job"
Th 4 mo t important words:

"What i your opinion?"
The 3 mo t important word:

"If you pleas "
The 2 mo t important words:

"Thank you"
The I most important word:

"We"
The I ast important word: uf'

Speakout

How do you feel

about our involvement

in Bosnia?

'" believe that children are our future. Teach them well and let them lead th way.
how them all the beauty they pos ess inside."
These lines, from Whitney Houston's "Great st Love Of All" hold more truth than I

v rthoughl Our future i in the hand of the children of th world and if th yar lead
ing the way, they better have some pretty good role models. That mans my future will
depend on my hildren and how I raise them. When I really topp d to think aboutthis, I
realized just how cary that could be.

Looking at th children of today's world, I came to the conclusion that the future may
not be a bright as I had hoped. When I look into my future, I ee mys If working t n
hours a day and having to leave my childr n with a babysitt r. That means my children
run around all day doing whatever th y please, while the babysitt rtalk on my phone.
When I do pend quality time with them, I bar ly hav control. One of them wants to
divorce me while the other begins plotting my death wh n verI try to instill som
morals or dis ipline them. They imply think that mom' crabby and picking on them
again, becau e she's had another stressful work day. They are so lazy and irr sponsible,
however, that they aren't even the one's who are going to kill me - they hire a friend to
do it.

Unfortunately, thi futur of min looks really crummy. How did my kids turn out so
terrible? Who has driven them to such measur s?

Thinking a bit more deeply ab ut this, fve reached a startling conclusion. I really
haven't done my job as a parent very well. It is my respon ibility to make my children
ready to go out in the world and be all that they can be. So far, they haven't had anyone to
teach them how to share, to love, or even to play with other hildren. They have not
learned responsibility or what it means to I' sp ct. I haven't taught them well enough to
"lead th way."

Nor have I shown th m "all th b auty they po sess inside." That leaves them not
knowing what to do with them elves and with a really scary outlook on life. It's no won
der they are turning to violence to get the attention they des rve. Children an't flouri h
in the environment I have reated. They need to be shown caring, understanding, and
lov in ord I' to b anything successful. That is exactly what I have intended to
show them.

I want to have a lose relationship with my kids and attend PTA me tings. I want to
show them that they can grow up to be anything they want if they put their mind to it.
That is what will make the future of our world much brighter. I wonder if that is Whitney
i thinking every time she sings that song, b cause it certainly makes a lot of s nse
to m .

Spartanite Staff
Kelly McNeela

Mina Gacki
Sue Mikowski

Tina Wojtysiak
Becky Long

M Iissa Slade
Moosa Matariyeh

Al Buttimer
Cheryl Starmach

Naveen Babu
Mich Ie Gallagher

Andey lem ns, Toni Koslowicz,
Leon Lake

Tracy e is
Jenn Tr onis

Michele izek
hannon Bosi, Toni Kozlowicz,

Wendy Musielak
Mrs. B. WhiteakerADVISOR

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
FEATURE EDITOR
ASST. FEATURE EDITORS

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
AS T. NEW EDITOR

PORT EDITORS

GRAPHI EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHERS

BUSlNE MANAGER
ADVERTI ING MANAGER
CIRCULATIO MA AGER
TYPIST

1993-94 partanite taff(Top left to right) hris Franzen, Wendy Musielak, Alan Buttimer;
(Middle left to right): Mike Marzec, Andrea Clemens, Cheryl tarmach; (Bottom left to
right): Patti Lonosky, Claudia Gonzalez, Venta Norvilas. Not Pictured: Meli a lade,
arab Rob rts, Michele Gallagher, aveen Babu. (Photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

"The U.S. government is spending too
much time on foreign affairs and too lit
tle time on domestic affairs. I definitely
feel the U.s. should try to make pace
between Bosnia and Serbia, but that's as
far as things should go. Peace is not
going to be accomplished by sending
troops there. Before the government
gets involved with Bosnia, it should
focu on problems facing our country.
Even though we are suffering from a
depressed economy, the government
pent billions on helping Bosnia. This

money could have been spent on
shelters for the homeless, AIDS
research, health care, education, and
th war against drug and gangs in the
U. ." Claudia Gonzalez, junior

who the bad guys are anymore. A couple
of weeks ago I thought it was ju t the
Serbians, but now I see the other two
nations are killing each other too. So to
answer your question, I think we're
doing the right thing by seeking consen
sus on a policy that will hopefully lead to
world peac ." Mr. Ed Maloney, Dept.
Chainnan- ocial Studies

'I don't think enough p ople know
about it... I sure don't!" herrie
Gallagher, freshman

"I think we should avoid getting in th
way of crazy people fighting. It will turn
into another Vietnam." Kim Witkewitz,
enior

"The partans are in Bosnia?" John
Madison, junior

"I feel that we should get involved in
Bosnia. We should be involved in all
foreign dilemmas to show the world we
are th only sup rpower left." Robert J.
Bums, junior

"Is that some kind of ice cream?"
Casey Royer, senior

"I don't really know what our involve
ment is. All I know is that we have troops
there. I do feel that our government
hould spend more time worrying about

the people in this country before they
spend billions of dollars somewhere

Ise." Angela Moustis, sophomore
"What involvement? 0 far we haven't

done too much except talk to other Euro
pean nations about what should be done.
In the name of humanity the killing
should be stopp d, but, I'm not even sure
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KUNG FU

No testing fees

APRIL

Diane Kowalczyk - Biology
u Mikowski - Advan d

Biology
Amanda Gibbons - Environ-

mental Science
Ronya Zegar - Biology
Ellen Lee - Chemistry
Julie Wenzel - hemi try
Tina Michalalc - Biology

MARCH

Deanna DeVries - Biology
Dave S hadt - Biology
Jennif I' Barto z - hem-

istry

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT

$1.00 OFF
LARGE ITALIAN BEEF"
* WITH THE PURCHA E OF

FRIES & A LARGE SOFT DRINK

KARATE

Deliciou$ Beef
g Sub Ssndwiche$

Oak Lawn Self Defense School

Oak Lawn, IL

Family Rates

KENPO

Jennifer Gaskin - Chemi try
Jenny Pranskunas - Biology
Alison Murphy - Chemistry

Concept
Stephanie Kavanaugh - Ad

vanced Biology
Jim Liao - Physics
Sara Brown - Biology

JANUARY

Science Students
of the Month

Outstanding Juniors

Becky Fino - Biology
Mike izek - Biology
Tracy Rizzo - Advanced

Biology
Randy Warning - Biology
Brian Kotow ki - hemlstry
Wendy Musielak - h mis-

try -Honors

Outstanding Juniors, Tonia Perillo
Toni Kozlowicz)

FEBRUARY

Stop in or call 499-0800

9935 Southwest Highway

$1.00 OFF

HOU'RS: 10:30 AM - 9:00 P.M Mon. - Sal
.. \ .... -

"Best Beef Around." Rated by Beef Lovers in the Area

Conveniently located at
9706 Southwest Highway
Oak Lawn (708) 423-6444

ANY FOOT LONG SUB

Use this coupon for one FREE introductory lesson.

----------------------r-----------------------

One Coupon P r Customer Per VIS II One Coup II Per Customer Per VIS,I

Not Valid With Any Other Ofler Oller Expire ./30/93 Not Valid With Any Other Orrer OIfer F.xplre, ./30/93

---------------------~-----------------------

By arab Roberts

Senior students

honored

Area students were honor d
recently as the principals of the
Region VII Illinois Principals
Association held th ir annual Stu
dent Recognition Breakfast on
May 14th, at the Louis Joliet
Renai sance Center in Joliet.
Each principal within the IP A.
Region VII had an opportunity to
invite two students from the
highest grade in his or her build
ing to the event. tud nts were in
vited to attend bas d on their
accompli hments in academic
and other areas within their
schools.

tudents from OL H who
aU nd d the breakfa t with Prin
cipal Dr. Les Luka and Assistant
Principal Mr. William Hill weI'

tephen Strum and Donald Wal
lace. In addition to being honored
for their dedication to maintain
ing high academic and behavioral
standard , students heard an ad
dres by keynote speaker, Ms.
Willyte, five time Olympian, and
silv I' medalist.

The conference activities con
cluded with a special Award
Ceremony. The VI 0 winners
received gold, silver and bronze
medallions as symbols of their
achievement. They also received
other awards - tools, equipment,
prizes and scholarships - donated
by educational, labor and manag 
ment organizations which sup
port the VICA Illinois Skill
Olympics.

Oak Lawn Community High
School students Roxan Duda,
Adam Arif, Sam Elayyan and
Brian S mpek participated in the
Illinois Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America Skill Olympics
held in pringfield, Illinois on
April 22-24, 1993.

VICA is the natiOnal, state,
regional and local organization
for trade, industrial, technical,
health and personal service oc
cupations students. Its over 275,
000 members are in 13,000
chapters in 50 states and territorial
associati ns, including Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. In Il
linois, it members I' present
over 170 s ctions in 18 regions.

Voc. Ed.

Roxan Duda, Junior, finished
1st in Restaurant Services and
received a $1,000 college scholar
ship; Adam Arif, Junior, finished
1st in Fast Food Service and also
received a $1,000 college scholar
ship. Sam Elayyan finished 3rd in
Full Service Auto and Brian Sem
pek finished 3rd in the Action Skill
Competition.

At the pringfield meeting,
delegat s el cted new State Of
ficers for their Secondary and
Post-secondary Divisions, par
ticipated in legislative and leader-
hip workshops, plann d their

organizations program for the
coming year, and participated in
the VICA Illinois Skill Olympics
(VI 0). Th state-level comp ti
tion covered 61 0 cupational,
leadership and action skill areas.

• --
: ~.;.;.' ~ ., . . ' ; ~ -....; ,... -.

SEETHE LATEST.
... .~ ALpINE BASS"QUAKE SERIES

AND DETACHABLE FACE PANEL .

UNBEATABLE PRICES!

~~
MOTORSPORT PLEX
~

14200 S. laGrange Rd, Orland Park, IL 60462
(708) 349·1211

FINANCING AVAILABLE

High Perlonnance

CARSTEREO

Group Scoops
Science

mentorship
The Scienc Department c le

brated the fifth year of their Men
torship Program with the annual
I' cognition dinner on May 11.
Eight community professional
were honored for their willing
n s to share time and experi
ences with senior students.

The program i design d for
gifted senior students who are in
tere ted in pursuing a career in
ci nce. The stud nts spent time

with their mentors recording ob
s rvations, asking questions and
g nerally becoming familiar with
all that would b requir d to
become a doctor, engineer, etc.

This year's m ntor indud d
two naturalist , two nurses, two
physical therapi ts, an agri
cultural m teorologist and a doc
tor of osteopathy. The students
and professional p ople who par
ticipated during the year in
volved: Mary ham plain with
Rog I' Ga a and John 0 eil,
naturalists from the Little Red
chool Hou e; ue Mikow ki,

Jenny Franz n, a nd Jagruti Rana
with Rita uhr and Judy tanl y,
nurses at La range Hospital:
Penny Roak with Aimee imi
k wski and Meli sa Jodelka with
Kim Brines, physical therapi ts
at hrist Hospital; tephen Strum
with Jon Davis, an agricultural
met orologi t from Lehman
Brothers; Pearl Anderson with
Dr. Joseph M. Matheu D.O. who
practices in Oak Lawn. M . Jan

ul k, scienc teacher, i the
coordinator of the program.

1_.-10.-'-._-
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Faculty members retire
By arab Roberts

With the year finally coming to
an end, OL HS faces losing many
very hard-working and dedicated
teachers to retirement. They hav
each mad a great impa t at our
chool with one goal in mind 

dedicating themselve to h Iping
and guiding students to uccess
through teaching and friendship.
Each teacher has earn d their
retirement and will b greatly
missed n xt year. Tho e retiring
are: Ms. Anderson, Mr. Craig, Ms.
Dorne, Ms. Hempstead, Ms.
Hohn, and Mr. Stoy.

M . Anderson has be n here at
Oak Lawn for 29 years. She has
taught physical ducation and
health, and has al 0 been assis
tant badminton 'oach for 21
y ar .

"I have met many fin , young
ladiE' thr ugh badminton and it's
been great s eing them maturc
and become good players," said
Ms. Anderson. One f h I' great st
achi vem nt· was wh n h I' team
took 2nd in state in 1977.

Now that she is retiring, she
will I' lax and enjoy life. She plans
to pend time learning wood carv
ing, doing gen alogical re earch,
and traveling.

Ms. Anderson advises students
to take advantage of their high
school days. "Get an education,
stay in school, and most of all 
b lieve in yoursel£1!"

Mr. Craig is completing his
30th year at OL HS. He' has
taught Boys health and P.E. for
seven year , was a counselor for 3
year , and has been adean, a you
may know him, for "a thousand
years." He plans to find a part
time job after he retires, also
showing Great Danes in his
'pare time.

When asked what he'd miss the
most about Oak Lawn he replied,
"I will mis the as ociations with
the taff and stud nts (even the
one I see too often). Mo t of the
tim I still go to school rath I' than
to work. I hope I have been able to
make a positive differen e at
OL HS."

Mr. Craig believes we have a
great school and every student
and staff member can make it
even b tter. Rememb 1', "It is
better to make p ople happy
where you go, than to make th m
happy when vou go."

Ms. Dome has served Oak
Lawn for 30 years teaching P. E.,
Girls Haith, P.E.o.P.E.L, and
adapture P.E. She will greatly
miss the many friend she has
made on the staff, the students,
and the badminton team when he
retire , but she will have more
time to do the thing she enjoys
the most, and that's fishing and
traveling.

Some of her greatest achieve
ment have b en while coaching
badminton - placing 2nd in stat
in 1977, winning sectionals in
1993, and winning the first con
ference championship in 1974. "I
will also never forget teaching
oneofthe best ladies' program in
physical edu ation in the 1960's
and 70's when P.E. was fun," she
said.

Ms, Hempstead has taught in
the Business department for 31
and 1/2 years. She has taught
Clerical and ecretarial office
pra tice, Business Training and

areers, Keyboarding, Typing,
and Computers. Aft I' retirement,
she plans to move, travel. read,
enjoy her garden of flowers, and
learn to" leep-in." She will miss
her dedicated student, teachers,
and staff, and is pleased to know
that she has guided students to
gain knowledge, understanding,
and skills.

"I would like to thank the ad
ministration, fa ulty, and staff for
your support during my years at
OL HS. Without you, my reward
ing care I' wou ld not have been
possible. I encourage all students
to accept the challenge of learn
in and to prepare for the
future."

Ms. Hohn has be n at Oak Lawn
for 25 y aI's. While here, sh has
taught P.E.O.P.LE., Soph. P.E.,
and was also a dean for 10 years.
Her greatest a hievem nts in-

elude coaching her 1st girls' bas
ketball conf rene championship
team, starting girl ' camp titive
gymna tics, tea hing a girls'
lead rship program, and h rspe
cial personal memory will always
be "Benny and the Jets." She will
miss her students and her many
friends on th staff. She advise
ev ryone to be kind to one another
and love life as much as pos-
ible!

Mr. Stoy has taught at Oak
Lawn for 31 years. The classes he
has taught include: History,
Government, Social gy, and Co
operative Education After he
retir s, he plans to spend more
time playing racqu tball, biking,
hiking, traveling, reading, and
boating. He will miss the pro
fessionalism of the t acher and
staff and will never forget spon
soring the s nior trip. H wishes
all students the best of luck.

We'll miss all of you!! Thank
you for dedicating yourselv s to
teaching!! You've c rtainly made
a diff I' n e in all of our lives! We
wi h you all the best of luck!!

Student Helper Column
By Michele Cizek

As the y ar winds down so do
mo t clubs, athletics and classes,
but not the n w tudent H Ip rs.
A f w we k ago, teach I' and
pre nt tud nt Help rs nomi
nat d students who they thought
would b an asset to this group.

The students had to be good
1'01 mod Is. leaders. and b will
ing to help out with a lot of a 
tivilies including F'r shm n m
inaI'S and the first day of school.
After being select d or nomi
nated. the students had to go

through an interview" ondu ted
by Mrs. Egan or Mrs. Lbckw ad
and even ome present\ tudent
helper.

On May 11, the new Student
Help rs went through training
also done by Mrs. Egan and Mrs.
Lockwood. Th re they got to know
each other, played leadership
skill building games, role played
and had a lot of fun. Some ac
tivities that th y did involved
v ryone and th y al 0 need d to

trust ach othcr with 'om .
The new tudent Ii Ipers are

pI' paring for the first day of

school. There they will help th
fre hmen find cla se and answer
any que tions that they may hav .
Each p rson will also b a signed
to a Fr shman Seminar for the
fir t semester. While in th re they
will h Ip the counselors and also
help the freshm n with concern
they may have.

The tudent Help rs for next
year consist of: Namate Abb d,
Brian Brandt, Pam Bru k, Alan
Buttimer, Bob arey, Bob arl
son, J nnifer Chri tian on, Mike
Cizek, Pat tifton, Kathy ook,
Vicky orbett, Julie 0 Plaris,

Jenny 0 Vivo, Nick DeVivo,
Deanna 0 Vries, Amy Feltz;

Also, Annette Furgiuele, hris
si Garza, laudia Gonzalez,
Mark Gronski, K vin Hense,
Tra y Heinrich, Jill H I'mann,
Amb I' Huizenga, Asmea Judeh,

hristine Kareka, Jenny Kareka,
Brian Kotowski, Diane Kowal
czyk;

Al 0, Krintin Lang, Patti Lono 
ky, Maria Lopez, Laura Lovell,

hri sie Maragon, Adria Martig,
Gina Martino, Jody Ma lan,

hristina Matu zewski. Jacki
Mc astt,md, Kim Meares, Tina

Michalek, Tra y Milazzo, Melissa
Moyzi , Brande-Alexis Murbach,
Shannon Murphy, Takreed Na 
sar;

Also, Venta Norvilas, Adrienne
Palluck, Rachel Pratt, B ky
Quinn, Jeff Ro sow, Karla Shane,
Amanda mith, Rena Smith;

Also, Ch ryl Starmach, Katie
ullivan, Renee Szmajlo, Jennifer

Treoni . B th nderkofler, Mi
chael Vahl. icol Vall ra rica
Valentine. Laura Van Byssum,
Jo Vorrier, Randv Warning,
Adam Wende, Julie W nzel and
Becky Wenzel.

OAK LAWN
RESTAURANT

S&R Overhead Doors
(Our Goal is not to be Undersold)

Phone (708) 422-7677

SERVING JUST WONDERFUL FOOD FOR OVER 30 YEARS
Quality Garage Dogrs on Sale NOW!

5769 WEST 95rn SnEET • OAK LAWN. IL 60453
'TELEPHONE 425-4949 425-2070

OPEN DAILY 5 A.... 10 I A.M. - FRI. cl SAT. 24 HOURS

We Do Quality Service
On All Your
Garage Door Needs

Call us For. ..

Free Estimates

424-6010

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

JOBS

8901 S. 52nd Ave.
Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For further information call:

636-2929

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application at:

Oak Lawn Youth Commission

JOBS

100/0 OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. &Sat. 8:30-5:~O .
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Ecology Club attends Colorado convention

By Gina Wierdak

The Youth Environm ntal
Summit was the first of its kind,
and we hope that its message will
get through to a lot of people.

several other imp rtant Environ
mental onferences. Lou Gold is
an environmentali t who sp nt
every ummel' on Bald Mountain
and prevented half the mountain
from being logged. Gold also ex
plained the diff rence between
National Parks, which are pre
serv d, and National Forests and
he mad the public aware of the
governm nts pending decision to
allow loggers to have all th
national forests.

and you will be on your way to
coli g . It' time to move on. As a
wise one once said, "Out with th
old, in with the n W." Good lu k
with your futur end avors class
of 1993!

You Can ev n choose from
moming, day and evening
(~a$$e$ - for four- or ight
week terms.

Call (708) 974-2110 to
register today.

Get your feet wet! Summer
classes at Moraine Valley
stolt June 14 and July 12.

The guest speakers invited to
talk at Y.E.S. described their own
struggles in taking action on
world issues and how student
could help in their fforts. Some
gave sp eche that were so em
otional that it brought tears to the
eyes of those attending the
summit.

afety Engineering
Job Description: You must develop methods and procedures to

safeguard workers in hazardous occupations and al 0 help on
designing the machinery for factorie , ships, and roads for
safety.

Salary: In this job you will make around or about $29,000 and up
p I' year.

Education: Most have a bachelors d gree in engineering from
an accredited ngineering chool and licensed by th National
af ty oun il and many government agencies.
Places of Employment: Work at factori ,on ships, in the con

stru tion of road work, and saf ty worksites.
Job Outlook: Growing lowly and in the future will be

steady.
Military Police

Job Description: You hav to serv chi fly to pI' t ct military
personnel, saf guard military property and assist the command
er in maintaining discipline through the enforcement of laws, or
ders, and regulations.

Salary: Expect to be paid $30.000 per year and up.
Working onditions: You work and manag S. Army

facilities,p rovide installation security, and in time of war, guard
prisoners of war. May be working day or night shift or both and
plan to work during wars.

Education: raduate from an accr dit d police school mainly
a military police school, and must have a bachelor degre in
military police.

Places of Employment: Mainly for a military or .s.Air Force,
th .S. Coast Guard, prisons, and .. Marine orp.

Job Outlook: rowing fast I' every y ar but it will b teady in
the future.

Career Choices
By Brian Powers

Governor Roy Romer of Colorado
signed an environm ntal prot c
tion bill before Y.E.S. members.
Dr. Bernie Siegel spoke of his
book Love Medicin and Miracle •
and D nnis Weaver repeated his
speech given at The United
Nations Earth Summit in Rio and

your fa~rite cl thes (dress,
sport, pia,.,.

Although the"class of 1993 only
has a few w eks left, mak th
most of it. It is the only chance you
will have. Summer will go by fast

Things to Wildlife" at the summit.

The Youth Environmental
Summit was four days long, and
included guest peakers, small
group sessions, workshops pre
sented by both adults and students
on pecific topics, and outdoor ac
tivities such as tree planting and
hiking in Rocky Mountain National
Park. Every environmental and
world problem wa covered, su h
as Resource depletion, Native
American issues, Recycling, For st
and Rainforest De truction, En
dang red Species, The Rio Earth
Summit, Human Rights, Animal
Rights, and Ethical Vegetarianism.

mit at Niles West High School. In
addition, the four had to fill out an
application which included es
say, personal views, teacher
recommendations, and show
achievement from their 10 al en
vironmental club.

University of Notre Dame
Location: 113 Main Building Notre Dame, IN 46556
Founded: 1842, became coed in 1973
Director of Admissions: Kevin M. Rooney, M.S.
Telephone: (219) 239-5000
Enrollment: 9,683
Graduate Enrollment: 1,424 men, and 754 women
Application: "91" 42% of 8,300 applicants were offered admi -

sion, 54% of those accepted
Faculty: Doctorates 90%, Masters 10%
Requirements: Graduation from s condary school is required;

GED is not accepted. 16 units and the following program of tudy
are required: English 4; Math 3; cience 2: Lab 2: Foreign
Language 2; History 2: Electives 3; Academic 3: AT required,
A T may be substituted. Application fee $35. non-refundable.

SAT: Verbal 540-650, Math 620-720
Calendar: S mester system; classe begin in lat August and

Mid-J anuary. Short summer courses and workshops. Orientation
for new students held in late August.

Majors: American tudies/Art HistorytrheatretEnglish/
International tudies/Philosophy/ 0 iologytrh ology!Market
ing/AerospacelComput I' cience!Bio ChemistrylChemistryl
Earth Science

Expenses: Tuition (1992-93) $14,850 pry ar. Room and Board,
$3,900. Book Fees (school's estimat ) $500.

Financial Aid: "91" aid was grant d to 67% of all un
dergraduates; 53% of Frosh who applied for aid.

College
Corner

Mary, Ann tte, Victor, and
Jagruti were selected as four of
the 300 repre entatives from 40
states and 22 different countries.
In fact, the summit's organizers,
Chris and Jo Fountana, w I' so
impressed by the Ecology lub'
actions in the community that
they asked the four to present a
workshop on 'The Real Co t of

plies, tereo, clock radio, pail with carry you through the first few
handle (to carry bathroom sup- weeks of news and homesickn s ,
plies). You may want to bring quarter for firstload of laundry.
s me post I' or pictures to yearbooks, typewriter, school
decorate your room. You'll need supplies, a toothbrush contain 1',

en ugh stationary and stamps to and a fir t aid kit. Oh and of cour e

By Annette Furgiuele

Four member of the Oak Lawn
Ecology Club were selected to at
t nd the Youth Environm ntal
Summit held in Colorado. On
April 15, Mary hamplain, Annet
t Furgiuele, Jagruti Rana, and
Victor Stanley left the Windy City
for Loveland, olorado, a city
known for their love of the land on
Planet Earth.

In order to qualify for the Youth
Environmental ummit, ry E.S.),
the students had to be activ in en
vironmental issues and had to at
tend either Earth Train at Navy
Pier or the Windy ity Earth Sum-

By Michele Cizek
and Sue Mikow ki

CoQQege tipg

Graduation? Already? These
past four years of high school
have gone by faster than we
thought. It seems like just ye ter
day we were walking through the
hall of OLCHS and in just a few
week we will b walking out.

People say college will be fun
and full of n w experiences, but
hard to get used to. Best friends
you hung around with in high
school won't b around. For those
going away to college, they will be
heard from by either telephone or
by mail. It will b time to move on,
meet new peopl ,and make new
fri nds.S ure, there will be parties
to attend every week, but just
b cause you won't be alone
doesn't mean you won't be
lonely.

Most stud nts won't live at
hom . You'll be living in a dorm
with a roommat whom you prob
ably don't know. It will be hard.
You'll have to learn how to d al
with things that may bug you.
Your new 1'0 mmate might have
trange habits like sleeping up

side down from a bar like a bat.
Sh might even keep her Harley
in the middl of your room insist
ing that you will get used to it.

Okay, that may be a little un
realistic but there are things you
will have to get used to like listen
ing to their music sometimes, or
sl ping with the light on b cause
th yare still tudying. Having a
roommate may not be all that bad.
You might have a roommate that
y u get along with great and you
might even be orne best fri nd .

Going to college will mean new
andhardercla C .Youmayhave
to tak math 1021 at 8:00 a.m. and
not have another class until 2:00.
Though it may seem like you have
"fr p time" you don't. Your 0

call d "free tim "is spent study
ing, doing papers, and pulling all
nightel's during finals. Don't get
us wrong, you do have time to do
other things like go to the campus
store, hang out with friend . and
participate in ampus activities
but just not as much as in high
school.

One good thing if you are going
away to college is that you won't
hav your par nts around to
watch your ev ry move you make.
They will probably hire a py to do
that for them. If you are commut
ing. you can always use the ''I'm
18" line, but that only works 1per
c nt of the time. Living at home
can have some advantages though.
You won't be tempted to go to as
many partie and it is a go d ex
cuse to have your own car.

Well, if you are going away to
school you're going to hav to
know what to bring. We decided to
compile a Ii t for you. heets,
pillows, blankets, hangers, memo
board for your door, wastebasket,
rug, plastic bowl with lid, plates,
silverware, mugs, cleaning up-
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Overseas there was major
political upheaval in Europe. The
Berlin Wall literally fell, with
German citizens celebrating for
days. Russia also experienced
major changes as several of its
smaller countries declared them
selves independent. T he former
Soviet Union then rejected com
munism and is trying to incor
porate a market economy. The
Russian citizens, though, are
wary of change because of ex
tremely high inflation, loss of
government jobs, and a confusing
new system. With some help,
Russia will become a new com
petitor in international busi
ness.

Seniors, these last four years
have been filled with monumental
international changes. Use this
knowledge to prepare yourself for
a better future.

This was the serious year. We
knew we couldn't screw up or it
would shatter our dreams of the
future. The good thing was that we
had learned a thing or two about
school and life. We experienced
our own traumas, rumors, and
other high school difficulties and
had survived. We also knew our
way about Oak Lawn. Who to talk
to, what teachers were hard and
easy, and what we liked and hated
about OLCHS.

It was one of the most stressful
years, yet it was one of the best to
some. With Oak Lawn's football
teams success came a new at
titude around school, PRIDE
pins, a nd school spirit.

SENIOR YEAR: "Some people
come into our lives and quickly
go. Some people stay a while and
leave footprints on our hearts and
we are never ever the same." 
Unknown

Seniors, when you reflect upon
your high school years you will
see memories you wish to
remember forever and ones you
wish to forget. Your high school
memories are open only to the
way you interpret them. Inter
pretation is the ability to perceive
reality according to the impact it
has on your soul. Fear traps the
soul, interpretation of the intang
ible sets it free. Seniors, show
no fear.

COLLEGE YEARS: "Flow with
whatever may happen and let
your mind be free." . Chuang
Tzu

We existed as one big clump
and needed to work to separate
and develop our own images, per
sonalities, and friends. We hated
being called Freshmen, but we
used it to our advantage. "I can act
like a big dork because I'm just a
Benny,"I've got three more years,
so why should I try now?" But
some of us have learned that once
you've fallen into a groove, it's
very hard to get out.

For many, our freshmen year
was the best because we got to act
any way we wanted and it was ac
cepted because we were just
freshmen. It was a new and
unique experience that we all can
look back on and enjoy.

SOPHOMORE YEAR: "You
can know many things without
knowing anything." . Bhagwan
Shree lli\jneesh

As we entered our second year
of high school we thought we knew
everything. We could find all of
our classes the first day, and we
knew teachers' names. But best of
all, we weren't Freshmen any
more! When we look back,
sophomores didn't know anything
more about life than the freshmen
did; they just managed to survive
through one year of high school. It
was still just the beginning. The
hardest year was to come and we
knew it. The ACT, colleges, and
knowing this made us try to have
more fun while it lasted.

JUNIOR YEAR: "You're free to
do whatever you like, you need
only to face the consequences." •
Sheldon Kopp

seeing mothers leaving for war.
Also, here at home, the economy

hit rock bottom. Unemployment
soared and the American oeoole
became spend thrifts and
economized. Most families were
affected either directly or in
directly by joblessness. Com
panies closed down, reduced the
number of workers, or moved
locations to cut costs. Locally,
Midway Airlines shut down, caus
ing many Chicagoans left pinch
ing their pockets. Nationally, car
companies laid off thous nds of
workers because of decreased de
mand. Interest rates fell, and real
estate values plummeted.

Thankfully, the last two years
have brought back jobs and con
sumer demand. President Clinton
also seems determined to strengthen
the economy through federal
programs.

By Patty Lonosky

By Mina Gacki
and Brian Hurley

For Seniors, the last four years
have been full of many events,
experiences, and emotions, both
good and bad. But what else has
happened? While we were wrapped
up in Oak Lawn High School's
events, the world was changing,
too.

Remember former President
Bush? He was president when you
started high school. His most
notorious act was involving the
US. in the Gulf War. Was it a war
to liberate Kuwait or a war for oil?
For the first time in years,
thousands of our military de
parted to protect another country.
This included reservists both men
and women. The American peo
ple, who were always used to see
ing fathers leaving for war, now
were becoming accustomed to

Some psychologists say that by,
or during the fifth grade, our
behavioral patterns are already
established. If this is true, then
why do people change so dras
tically during the course of four
years in high school? We, as teen
agers, are always struggling to
find our niche in society and we
try almost anything to find it.

As seniors, we're reflecting on
our high school lives in perspec
tive to the surrounding world.
This article is a reflection of the
way we tend to experience and in
terpret our high school lives. Our
lives are so different that there is
not one single interpretation of
the levels of personal experiences
in high school, but there are
similarities. Each year is charac
terized by a quote which is intend
ed to open your perception to a
view which often isn't seen until
we reflect upon it. It is taken as
you interpret it. For interpreta
tion like beauty, is in the eye of the
beholder.

FRESHMAN YEAR: "We are
what we pretend to be, so we must
be careful abou~ what we pretend
to be." - Kurt Vonnegut

As we walked through the doors
our first year at OLCHS, none of
us knew what was going to hap
pen, but we had our own precon
ceptions. We knew what we
wanted other kids and teachers to
see us as, and we just assumed it
was all going to fall into place.

CRemembeftUlg the epagt
CL.4S, M If., CRe~QecttoVlg o~ .o.....c.... ,.

~"'... ,-:

Aziz Abed: I'll be working as a medical doctor in a large hospital
making lots of money, or President of the United States, or maybe
even the king of the world!

Dan Anders: I'll be a legislator in Congress.
Robert Balke: English Teacher
Marcy Bovarsky: Working as a hospital administrator.
Christine Bukovsky: Living in a commune.
Mandie Burke: Married with children and a radio broadcaster.
Michele Cizek: The first lady President of the United States and

the only one with BW.s Harley'
Jamie Draper: Working to the top of a major accounting firm in

Chicago, or opening my own firm.
Jody Feltz: Deciding whether I should drive the Lotus Espirit or

Ferrari to my ranch house in Beverly Hills, CA.
Sara Hennessy: Making mega bucks!
Brian Hurley: I think I'll either be a cop, a pilot, or be in the

military. -' •
Melissa Jodelka: An elementary school teacher, teaching

Heather's kids to be normal. 111 also have a few kids of my wn.
Jeff Keenan: I will have achieved total world domination!
Renee Margaron: 20 years from now I'll be a successful speech

therapist, while acting on stage with my husband. Hopefully, I'll
have some kids running around too'

Kelly McNeela: Running my own corporation, and investing my
millions.

Sue Mikowski: I'll be working at a hospital and living on a farm
using Mrs. Whit's Harley for transportation.

Tracy Nesis: I hope to be the only owner of a multimillion dollar
corporation sporting purple hair and Converse.

Michelle Orban: I hope to be working at a well-paying job in the
medical profession; hopefully a lab-technician or a doctor.

Jen Paske: Hopefully be married and still in good enough
shape to skate.

Penny Roak: Teaching at OLCHS, married with two kids.
Sherry Tarasevic: Hopefully be married and have a family.
Christy Venhuizen: Hopefully in 20 yrs. I will be happily married

with a family and a job teaching.
Chad Wulff: Teaching English
Terry Zoetman: n I be married with children and working. My

family would come first before work.
David Marek: Sitting on a beach in Italy or behind bars.
Pearl Anderson: I think I'm going to be a doctor who

specializes in surgery.
Stephanie Kavanaugh: Running the Pharmacy Dept. of a major

hospital in New Mexico or Arizona.
Eric Brown: Coming to my 20 year reunion.
Jennifer Anderson: Working and raising a family.
Nikki Macek: Being a head nurse at some big hospital making

big bucks!
Steve Krueger: Being part of a radio or TV station and living in

Colorado.
Mina Gacki: I'll be a very successful Speech Therapist with a

family.
Chris Brown: Probably the same as my brother.

By J.R. Siubowski

't am transferring to Loyolal"I
told some girl named Heather one
night out in the main lounge.

"Well, we are all going to miss
you," she replied with very earn
est sincerity.

This reply was not the kind of
reply I needed to hear. I needed to
hear 'Go ahead, Go for it. It is for
the best." Instead I heard, 'Well
miss you" and from a total
stranger no doubt. Well now that
total stranger is a very close
friend and I would like to tell
you why.

You see, after the first two
months of college, I found myself
hating the whole scenario. The
food was bad. The people were not
friendly. The classes were hard.
The bathrooms did not have

shower curtains. Anything and
everything was negative. I found
myself sleeping more and more to
avoid my problems. I also drove
seven hours to go home every
weekend. Consequently, I also
started to fail. Transferring
seemed like the only option. I was
going to conquer the situation by
just abandoning it. Well, thanks to
my sister Cindy, to a close the
ater friend from high school, and
to that girl named Heather, I
decided to stay. I am convinced
that this decision is the best deci
sion I have ever made.

Rudyard Kipling once wrote,
''I f you can meet with triumph and
disaster and treat those two im
postors just the same...... Now that
I think about it, this quote rep
resents the whole 1992 year. Dis
aster was not qualifying for state
in anything. Triumph was senior

awards night and graduation. Dis
aster was not being able to find a
job. Triumph was finally going to
college. Disaster was having
serious adjustment problems.
Triumph was overcoming the
problems and deciding to stay. I
think adjusting to this uncom
promising situation is my greatest
achievement to date. It is the
thing I am most proud of.

So now that I am a happy cam
per at the university of my choice,
I have a chance to reflect on my
first year. Being the psychology
major that I am, I decided to
evaluate my adjustment process .
and try to tell you where I think I
went wrong. In doing this I came
up with a compact list of three es
sential expectations every enter
ing freshman should have.

The first one is expect to be
homesick. If you are not then

great, but remember that most
freshmen go through it. For some
it is worse than others. If you ex
perience homesickness then find
someone who is experiencing the
same thing and talk to them. It is a
great way to bond. I did not expect
to be homesick, so when it hit me,
the effect was ten times as bad.

The second expectation is ex
pect to be average. Unless you are
going to a college with 250 people
total including faculty and staff,
you become one of the masses. I
was always an overachiever who
received a lot of attention. When I
went to college and was like
everyone else, it didnt sit too well
with me.B ut soon I learned to like
this thing called average and now
I would not trade it for any
thing.

The final expectation is the one
that I had the hardest time believ-

ing and accepting. Expect your
high school friendships to change
a great deal. I am not saying
forget about your friends. I know I
didn't (my phone bill was $227 the
first month). I am just saying that
it is natural for the friendships to
undergo a tremendous change
sometimes for the better, some
times for the worse. Concentrate
on making new friends.

In closing, I would like to say
congratulations to the graduating
seniors. I hope my advice does not
fall on deaf ears. Going away to
college has been the best experi
ence of my life and it can echo the
same sentiments for yours if you
know what to expect. Remember,
''I fyou can meet with triumph and
disaster and treat those two im
postors just the same..." Best
wishes and Good Luck!
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Aziz Abed: Loyola University or University of Illinois at
hicago -Medical Health Profession
Dave Anders: Loyola University - Political Science
Robert Balke: Tri-State University - English Education
Marcy Bovarsky: Moraine Valley - Business Administration
Christine Bukovsky: DePaul University - Liberal Arts
Mandie Burke: SlUC - Radio/felevision
Michele Cizek: Eastern Illinois University - English

Education
Jaime Draper: Northern Illinois University - Accounting
Jody Feltz: Central Missouri State University - Undecided
ara Hennessy: Marquette University - Accounting or Inter-

national Business
Brian Hurley: ITT - Electrical Engineering
Meli sa Jodelka: University of Illinois - Education
Jeff Keenan: Moraine Valley - Business
Renee Margaron: Illinois State University -Speech Audiology-

Pathologyffheatre
Kelly McNeela U of I in Champaign - Business Administration
Sue Mikowski: St. Xavier University - Nursing
Tracy Nesis: Moraine Valley - Business
Michelle Orban: Moraine Valley - Biology
Jen Paske: Marquette University - Dental Hygiene
Penny Roak: St. Xavier - Education
Sherry Tarasevic: St. Xavier - Music
Christy Venhuizen: Moraine Valley -Education
Chad Wulff: SlUC - English Education
Terry Zoeteman: Eastern Illinois University - Accounting
David Marek: Grand Valley State University - Criminal

Justice
Pearl Anderson: University of Chicago - Pre-med
Stephanie Kavanaugh: Buller University - Pharmacy
Chris Brown: University of Illinois (Champaign) - Ceramic

Engineering
Jennifer Anderson: St. Xavier University - Elementary

Education
Nikki Macek: Mount Mercy College - Nursing
Khaled Shaar: Eastern Illinois University - Law, Political

Science
Steve Krueger: University of Illinois ( hampaign) 

ommunications
MiDa Gacki: Eastern Illinois University - Speech Pathology

and Audiology
Eric Brown: University of lllinoi ( hampaign) - eramic

Engineering

CoQQege degti.ltotiOtm
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Aziz Abed: To all who I didn't include in my enior memori s,
thanks for all the great times, and I hope to see you all in the future
somewhere, maybe on Jupiter. Good luck to everyone,a nd take care.
I am outta here!

Marcy Bovarsky: Thanks to all my friends for 4years of laughs and
good times! Good luck and best wishes to everyone in the Class
of '93!

Mandie Burke: Thanks to all my teachers!! and Fran for 2 great
years.

Michele Cizek: SM. maybe B.W. wil110wer the price of her Harley.
Do you think she'd give us the fur coat and goggles? BW. Thanks for
everything. I'll never forget our morning "bonding" sessions. Well,I
guess it is out with the old and in with the n w! See Mary I am
graduating! A special thanks to my parents! Good Luck Class of
'93!

Jody Feltz: Amy-How 'bout our limo? Mrs. Whit, Il's over!
Brian Hurley: Dzurison - Thanks a lot! To all those who never

looked back - keep it that way! To all those who always look back,
never forget· good luck, you'll need it! Live for the moment, you will
never get a second chance.

Melissa Jodelka: To all my friends, thank you for everything, you
guys are the best. I'll never forget all of those fun times. High school
has been great, but now it is finally time to graduate. To the Class of
'93 -G ood Luck!

Jeff Keenan: All four years are full of great memories I'll hold on
to forever, and a few 111 try to forget. As for one last-goodbye; I'd just
like to say goodbye to all my friends and people who have helped me
along. Thanks everyone!

Renee Margaron: I would like to thank my Blue Star buddies for
one heck of a senior year. I love you guys and I'll mi s you next year.
Remember, Koothless is the way to be! You guys made my year 
Thanks!

Kelly McNeela: Thanks Mrs. Whit and Mrs. arlson frail of your
advice! Good luck to Kevin and Steve - only 3years left guys (H aHa)!
Good Luck to all of my friends going to college - just tak Em' ad-
vice and ''rock their "!

Sue Mikowski: To all of my friends, teachers, etc. - thanks for
everything. 111 never forget you. Thanks for the m morie ,0 LCHS.
Although it is time to move on, don't forget what you've left
behind l

Tracy Nesis: Well... Goodbye OLCHS! To all those who said I was a
freak - Thanks! Take care y'all!

Michelle Orban: To all those I met aft r I wrote my Senior
m mories especially to SK, we lead such similar lives. Good luck to
everyone in whatever you do. Friends forever J .R., MG., .K., C.v. &
CD. See ya!

Jen easke: Thanks to all my true friends for being there the last
four ye~s. And to the classes of '94, '95, and '96, make th mo t of
every scr~ol day. Before you know it you'll be outta here too. Miss
you all! • \._

Penny Roak: Best of luck to all of my friends and teachers who
have been there for me through my 4y ears at OLCHS.I couldn't have
made it without you.

Sherry Terasevic:M y high school years are now over and I'll miss
you all! Especially, Charity and Jen B. You two are the best! Hey
Chet,I love my sea Man! Jen B. wanna dance? and Mr.D. thanks for
everything, Goodbye, Oak Lawn!

Christy Venhuizen: 'Thank you," To all my teachers, counselors,
coaches, and friends.M ichelle - We must go to Rockford (fhe Clock
tower Inn). I heard they have a great wintergreen vending machine.
Friends Forever - M.O., SK, K.M., M.G., K.W.

Pearl Anderson: To all my friends,K.C., M.M.,N L., NZ .,K.s., in
cluding my best friend Kevin Sweis. You've all been there when I
needed you and I thank you for it. We shouldn't worry about saying
goodbye, we're saying hello to the rest of our lives. I love you guys.
See you later.

Stephanie Kavanaugh: I would like to say thanks/goodbye to all
the great people in Oliver whom I might have never gotten to know 
glad I did. To all my BF's· SH, TF, NM, MO, SR, KMc, AD, & EB - I
love you all- good luck! TMBG 4ever.

Eric Brown:To: the Team: We're the best! And we're gonna take it!
Aziz and Bob: 'N 0 touch!" Oliver cast and crew: You're the best! You
made this year unforgettable. The Sophomore clan: It's been great!
See ya over the summer.

Jennifer Anderson: To all of my friends - Thanks for making this
year the best! I love ya Jess! BFF. Thanks for everything Mr. Hess!
You too, Wal! We're outta here.

Nikki Macek: All the memories w/my friends, we've had plenty. I
love you! To the volleyball team: We are good! Don't call it a
comeback!

Khaled Shaar: I would like to say goodbye and I probably won't
miss or remember anyone. Have fun and a good life! Live fast, love
hard, and don't die alone. C-ya!

Steve Krueger: A little philosophy: I've done a lot of stupid things
in my life, but the stupidest things rve ever done, are the stupid
things I never did.

Chris Brown: To the volleyball team: You guys are the best team I
have ever played with. Oh yeah! And it's so pretty Rama. To Oliver
People: You helped me and my senior year w/a bang, especially my
three favorite sophomores.To Kim: Thanx for a wonderful Prom and
wonderful senior memories! Adios!

Mina Gacki: To all the friends I've had in high school, thanks for
th m mories, especially the Oliv r p ople, you made my senior
year the best!! MO and CV, I know things hav n't b n the same, but
w 'II still be Friends Forever! 011, and BH, thanks for cheering
me up.

tu~e

(0h1e Qagt goodbye

Surm

Dzurs

"Whit"

Mr. Egan

Mrs. Egan
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Amy Valentine,
Good luck next year. Thanks for

your contributions to Snowball,
Student Helpers, and DARE role
models. I'm proud of you and your
accomplishments.

Chad Wulff,
Good luck at outhern! Thanks

for your contributions to Snowball
and DARE role models.I 'm proud
of you and your accomplish
ments.

Stacie and Andrea:
Without students like you, Oak

Lawn Theatre could not continue.
Thanks for the time, effort, and
sweat.

Mr. Vazzana and
Mrs. Kothemier

Michelle Konicki,
Thanks for all your help with

N.H.S. I appreciate your time and
efforts. Good luck next year.

"Whit"
Jody, Michelle, Nikki, Amy,
Jenny, Renee,

Thanks for two great years in
girls' volleyball. I will never
forget the tournaments and
games, particularly Regionals,
and your enthusiasm and com
mitment. Best wishes for a
great life.

Thank to Junior Class Of
ficers: Sarah Ruchala, Jennifer
Caban, Ann Brearley, and Melissa
Slade for all your hard work as
representatives of the Class of
1994.

Amy Valentine,
Good luck next year.You really

made the most of your four years
at OL.!I'm sure youll do it again
in college. 11 I mis you.

Dzurs

Dzurs

Mrs. Egan

Michele Cizek,
Good luck at Eastern! Thanks

for all your help in Snowball,
DARE role models, SADD, and
Student Helpers. 1m proud of you
and your many accomplish
ments.

Brian Hurley, Chri Brown, and
Eric Brown:

Il's never too late! I'm glad you
had th opportunity to experience
O.L. Theatre before you graduated
from Oak Lawn. You've had a very
positive impact on Speech and
Theatre this past year. I'm very
pleased you got involved.

Eric Brunner:
I will be very proud to see you

walking down the aisle to pick up
your diploma. Room 263 will be
very quiet without you (and cer
tainly will not be forgotten).

Dzurs

To the enior Theatre Officers
(Jenny, Mandie, Renee, Mina):

You have had a very productive
year as officers! Many situations
have grown and changed with Oak
Lawn Theatre this year (and the
four of you are definitely a part of
that positive growth). Your en
thusia m and HUMOR will cer
tainly be missed but not forgotten.
Put Oak Lawn Theatre into a posi
tive place inyour hearts (and don't
forget your cards.)

Nikki Macek,
Good luck next year! Thanks for

your contributions to Snowball,
Student Helpers, and DARE role
models. I'm proud of you and
your accomplishments.

Mr. Egan

"Whit"

"Whit"

"Whit"

Mrs. Watland
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Mina Gacki,
'1 know and understand" all

that you have been saying. I also
know you'll be successful in all
that you do. Best wishes!

Linda Sosnowski,
After 5 straight courses with

me, aren't you glad you'll finally
get a different science teacher
next year?

Mr. D. Maloney
Stephanie Kavanaugh,

You are one of the reasons I
enjoy teaching.

Mr. D. Maloney
Kimberly Porrey,

Thanks for letting me say I
helped coach the greatest hurdler
in Oak Lawn and SICA history.

Mr. D. Maloney
Jim Fitzpatrick:

Wishing you well in all that you
do. Congrats on all your awards
this year.

Nikki Macek,
Where did those four years go??

I have enjoyed working with you in
the classroom and in activities. I
wish you every success in the fu
ture! I know you will do well, I'll
miss you. We'll all miss you.

"Whit"
Michele Cizek,

'Muchas gracias' to a super
dedicated chica! Don't forget to
take the bull to Eastern.

Mrs. Watland
Kim Witkewitz,

Best wishes to a great student
and musician, as you go off to
college. It's been a pleasure hav
ing you in class.

Dear Mandie,
Thank you for your outstand

ing job as my Student Helper this
year. I appreciate your time,
talent, and willingness to help
others be successful. All of us at
OLCHS will miss you next year.

Mrs. Carlson
Dear Michele,

Thank you for being an in
spirational, energetic Student
Helper this year. Your en
thusiasm was contagious and you
encouraged our freshmen to
follow your example and become
a vital part of OLCHS.

Mrs. Carlson
Susan Mikowski,

Thank you so much for all your
help on the Yearbook. Your ef
forts and extra time spent on this
project made the book a success.
Luck with your nursing career.

Mr. Dominiak
I'd like to thank a great group of

PEPPY seniors. Lead by Toula 11
iopouJos, these outstanding women
are Cindy Anest, Melissa Jodelka,
Michelle Thiel, Lisa Webber, and
Sam Ziad. I'd also especially like
to thank Sue Mikowski who stuck
with Pep Club through thick and
thin and thousands of locker
decorations for four wonderful
years.

Ms. Zemla

ue Mikowski and Mich Ie Cizek,
Thanks for "touching ba e'

daily. Your friendliness always
help d me start my day off right.
Good Luck next y ar. fll mi s
.vou'

"Whit"
P.S. Are you interested in learn
ing more about skiing, motor
cycles, and diets? Come back
and visit.
Kelly McNella,

Thanks for making my role as
advisor to the Spartanite and NHS
very pleasant and rewarding.
Your leadership helped us to
function as very solid organ
izations. I will miss you! Good
Luck'
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and that's exactly what you need.
Stability is your answer no matter
what the question is.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Listen to Bobby McFerrin. Be
happy; life is good and only get
ting better. Keep a positive at
titude and you'll be blissful. Be
careful not to let the day get too
routine.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)

Get your hands on some
magnifying classes. Something
that seems only a small part of
your life could turn out to be
big.

The movie Sandlot was a sur
prisingly fun and enjoyable flick.
It takes place in a small town dur
ing the 1950's. Anew kid moves on
the block and is trying to make
some new friends. So he journeys
to the local baseball diamond,
which happens to be a sand lot. He
then makes some friends playing
ball and in the process his dad's
autographed Babe Ruth baseball
gets chucked over the fence.

No problem, right. Wrong' It so
happens that there is a huge crea
ture lurching behind that fence
who is not going to give up the ball.
Legend has it that this creature
eats kids. The rest of the movie
revolves around their attempts to
get the ball back from the
creature.

This movie is a combo of
Macgiver techniques and Stand
By Me togeth rness.

By Dan Ellis

Scorpio (Oct. 23 . Nov. 21)
Give a flower to your grand

mother. Be nice. Take someone
completely by surprise and be
nice to them. Expect nothing in
return but a good feeling in your
heart.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
Play with your remote control

car. Don't worry everything will
work out. You're doing fine. Over
anxiety is not good. Take it easy.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Eat brown rice. I t's almost a

perfect food. It's nice and stable

By Iva Palmer

uUoute fteUteW
~lde~te~g ~a"dQot

This is a great movie if you like
watching action and fantasy
flicks. Th is movie stars Jonathon
Brands who plays a guy nobody
likes at school. He has dreams
just like everyone else, except
that he dreams about being a good
guy with his hero Chuck Norris.
His dreams and realities involve
martial arts, guns, knives, and the
usual bad guys. Jonathon is
pushed around at school by a
bully. He also likes this girl who is
played by Danica McKellar. He
gets fed up and finds a martial
arts teacher who teaches him the
basic skills and some other great
techniques. Finally he is chal
lenged by the bully at school to ap
pear and fight in the karate
tournament. We would like to tell
you more, but that would spoil it
for everyone.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Nov. 21)
Buy a big hat and hide in it.

Nothing will go right. Watch out or
you might trip going up the steps.
Take caution; accidents seem to
be coming your way.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
Buy some green hair paint. Do

something different. Go wild, be
bold,and good things will happen.
Break out of that shell and cast
it away.

...Things to do on a Friday night
for less than 50¢.

By Mike Marzec

long run. The bird might bring
back a diamond.

10. Stay home.
9. Put change in a pop machine,

press the coin return, and
wait for the money to drop.

8. Share a bowling game.
7. Buy a superball and bounce it

off a wall.
6. Get a loaf of bread, crumble

it up into many little pieces,
and throw it to some ducks.

5. Make a telephone call.
4. Go down town and give your

change to a street musician.
3. Buya fake ring out of a gum

ball machine and give it to
that special someone.

2. Rub your eyes really hard so
you see stars.

1. Get together with 5 other
friends who have 50¢ and rent
Monte PYthon's Holy Grail.

Cross Colors Woman
In cotton denim, twill and lycra

spandex blends the line takes its
cue from the young men's collec
tion, with the oversize pants and
jackets, but it balances the look
with sexy, body-revealing tops
and cut-off shorts.

Cross Colors Classic
This is a more traditional

men's sportswear line. It is en
dorsed by Magic Johnson, who ex
pre sed interest in becoming a
minority shareholder. In national
print ads, Johnson sports clas ic
polo-style shirts. Above crested
logo the tag reads, "In our eyes,
Magic is a classic."

Thread 4 Life entered an
agreement to open three in-store
shops featuring Cress-Colors with
the department store, Dayton
Hudson Corp. These-" in store
hops will open betwee~id-May

and July 1. They will be in two
Hudson' stores in Detroit and at
Marshall Field's in Chicago.

That will conclude this edition
of Fashion Frontier, where you're
always brought to new horizons.

Gemini (May 21 - June 21)
Put on a pair of old shoes. A

blast from the past holds happi
ness for you. Don't throw that old
shoe away, it's the most comfort
able one you own.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Take some vitamin C pills.

You'll need them. Sickness is on
the horizon, stay in for a while
and recoup.

Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)
Help a dying bird. Have com

passion for those who are not so
fortunate. It will help you in the

CJ'aghto" CJ'fto"fteft

Compiled By A Coalition
of Scientists

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Buy yourself a lolipop and

count the licks. It will give you
quality time by yourself, and you
need it. You have been running
yourself ragged. Ease up and take
a break.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Old Country Buffet is the key to
your happiness. Be diverse, have
no limitation, keep all your op
tions open, and sample every
thing.

By Kristie Kaczmark

Hip-hop is strong and it's here
to stay. Acompany called Threads
4 Life has rapidly built an expan
sive empire around the style.
Threads 4 Life m;mufactures bold
coloring and style - along with
the slogan "Clothing without
prejudice" under its main label,
Cross Colors. Threads 4 Life has
created a sportswear business
that last year racked up a
whole 'ale volume of $90 million.

But even as hip-hop i undergo
ing tran formation, so is the com
pany. The firm's men's and
women's offerings, the bright Af
rican inspired palettes emphasiz
ing black, r d, green, and yellow,
have b en replaced by muted
shades including burgundy, pea
nut butler, and moss green for
fall. Instead of colorblocking, the
new collection mix plaids with
.. gang ter stri pes." Even ross
Colors promin nt logos have been
toned down. The new look is a dif
ferent form of hip-hop. It's just
more sophisticated.

WE BUY· SELL· CONSIGN· TRADE ALL TYPES
NEW &USED SPORTING GOODS

9605 Southwest Highway
Oak Lawn. IL 60453

'Z' 708-424-10"0

High Perlonnance

NEONKrrs
MOTION NEON

$299 00 INSTALLED
8 COLORS

1YEARGAURANTEE
lOWGlOW

$399 00 INSTALLED
14COLORS

liFETIME WARRANlY

~~
MOTORSPORT PLEX
~~...~;;

14200 S. laGrange Rd, O,rland Park, IL 60462
(708) 349·1211

FINANCING AVAILABLE I

I;; = I
.-_.~~-----~-~.~~--~~~

FREE
PIZZA

~. :4":-"

Buy Any 16"
or 17" Pizza

end receive a 10"
Ch.... Plzu FREEl

ExPIres 6/30/93
W,tt\ Coupon Only

Not Vahd Wllh Other Offers--------.,.;

Located
in the

Hometown
Shopping

Center

HOURS
MUlldllY ,hrll Thur&di\Y

Il:()Ol'l.nl. 10 11:00 p.m. (~-~Pi'iZAPi.US

Friday & Si\llIrdllY I 6"3[6"."7uRAZO'<r
O1J :00 a.lll. lu Midnight

17,10 .. Ylll.A~lil

4102 Southwest Highway

PlflY IT fl6flln

SP(.lRlfS

WE DELIVER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
IlolllelOWll,

f.vt'rgrl'j·o P"rk.
1311rlMllk, Odk lawn
& ChicdgO
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eNeed a .1ob?

slides are another great way to
cool off. There are water parks
everywhere that offer a cheap
daily admission. Of course, there
is always Great America. Each
time you go to Great America ad
mis ion costs around twelve
dollars. If you plan on spending a
lot of time ther , then you might
want to purchase a season pass for
forty to fifty d liars.

Whatever you d cide to do over
the summer, ev n if it i only
hanging out at the park, make it an
inexpensive, but fun summer to
remember.

high in fat and trade them in for
something equally tasty (ok,
maybe an apple isn't as delicious
as Haagen Das), yet b tter for you
and lower in calori .Don't tarve
yourself! Besides bing very un
healthy, starving your If defeats
the whole purpo of dieting.
Whenyoudon'teat,yourm tabolism
slow d wn. Ex rcising is th b st
way to k ep in shap . Agreat part
of summer di ting i all th fr sh
summer fruits and v getable you
can nack on. These food are
tasty and full of good-for-you
stuff, and are also very low on
calories. Just rememb 1', rainbow
sherbet does not count as fruit.

Now that you know how to keep
your body fit and healthy, there's
one last thing absolutely crucial
to summer health that needs to be
mentioned! Always, always, w ar
that sunblock! With the ozone
layer deteriorating, the sun poses
a major threat to human ex
istence. A tan may look great, but
it can lead to skin cancer and pre
mature aging.

1. Center for American Archaeol
ogy is offering programs for
juniors and senior .

2. Illinois High School/Environ
mental Intern Program is host
ing an 8 week internshio for
juniors and s niors. For more
information, call 1 (800) 252
8955.

3. University of Illinois is offering
programs in Pre-engineering.
For more information, call 1
(800) 843-5410.

4. Columbia College is offering
Art Programs July 6-A ugust 10.
For more information, call
(312) 663-1600 Ext. 134.

5. Notre Dame is offering an en
gineering program for junior
and senior women.

6. Argonne National Laboratory
is offering programs in experi
ments and research.

7.ITT is offering programs for
sophomores and juniors in
terested in cience and Math.
For more information, call
(312) 567-5250.

ee your counselor for these
programs or contact Sheryl
Annen and/or Kelly Urbanczyk in
Room 204, period 6.

this good exercise, but you'll
forget all about the buffet table).
Al 0, try joining an aerobics class
or oftball team with your
friends-you'll be having so much
fun so ializing, you won't even
l' aliz you're burning off fat
and calories.

If you're a person who loves to
be active, then good for you! Try a
f w different sports this summer
for vari ty. Swimming and water
aerobics are great for those hot
ummel' ys. Get those in-line

skates out the closet and go for
a skate arou~~ the neighborhood.
Try biking, walJUng, or running
with friends. If you want to do
omething trendier (translation:

more expensive), there's always
rock climbing. And don't forget
the old stand-bys of organizing a
softball, ba eball, basketball or
volleyball game.

As far as your summer diet
goes, it all depends on your
weight. If you want to lose weight,
combine an exercise program
with a normal diet. Avoid foods

more information, contact Jill
Valentine, Kelly Harper or Mr.
Dzurison in room 272.

Northern 1llinois University is
also offering summer camps for
high school-ag ed students. Par
ticipating students stay in the Uni
versity residence halls located
about three blocks from the Foun
ders Memorial Library, Watson
Hall, and also Holmes Student
Center. Camps at NIU include
the following:
1. Engineering Technology Camp

June 27-July 2
2. Law Camp

June 25-June 30
3. Musical Arts Experience

June 20J une 26
4. Speech Camp

July 11-July 17
5.J ournalism Camp

July l1.July 17
6. Theatre Arts Camp

July 18.July 24
7. Visual Arts Experience

June 20-June 26
For more information, contact

your counselor for applications
and due dates.

Here are listings of other pos
sible Summer Camps.

game of golf is only one dollar and
fifty cents. Now if you're not an ar
cade lover, but you love night life,
there are some great dance clubs
in the suburbs. Jubilation is well
known, and Crazy Rock is the
newest to open. You do not have to
drive downtown and the cover
charge is around five dollars.
These clubs have great music and
tons of interesting people to
meet.

One classic summer activity is
going to the beach. Most beaches
are free, so the only possible ex
pen e is parking. Pack a lunch and
enjoy the sand and sun. Water-

~aDY gUmmeft dayg

About this time of year, every
one is counting down the days
until summer. As you count the
days until freedom, don't forget to
count your money.Without school
taking up your time, you need to
find entertainment. This is not
always an easy task. When you
finally find something interesting
and worth while to do, you see the
cost is not as attractive. U nfor
tunately for teenagers with no big
incomes, these days entertain
ment costs a lot. Summer is sup
posed to be the best time of the
year, so don't let these problem
frustrate you.

Most of you are sick of walking
around, and those of you that are
lucky enough to have cars are sick
of driving around. If your memori s
of previous summers include
hanging around McDonalds, Burger
King and Wendy's, fear not, more
interesting places do exi t. There
are even inexpensive places
where you can have a good time.
Everyone knows about Haunted
Trails and PGN and what they
have to offer, but are you aware of
Western Trails? This miniature
golf/arcade has great prices. A

Well, summer vacation is
almost here and you all know what
that means: long, I azy summer
days, sleeping in,and getting that
great summer tan.

That's not all summer is, or at
least it shouldn't be. The summ r
is a time when you have to stay
healthy and fit, but hav fun doing
it at the same time!

First of all, don't forget you
need exercise during the summer
months. You may not I' aliz it but
gym class keeps you fit during the
school year. If you abandon exer
cise, you'll never fit into that cute
little swimsuit or pair of trunks.

If exercise and you just don't
get along, do some things that
don't seem so much like exercise.
For example, go for a walk in the
mall, but skip the chocolate shake
and fries on your way out. Take
stairs over an escalator or el
evator. Also, dance at summer
parties and gatherings (not only is

By Iva Palmer
and Renee Szm~lo

g}(te~ded Qeaft"t~g

Do you get tired of sitting
around and doing nothing all sum
mer? Well, then Summer Camps
are for you. Summer camps are a
way to have fun in the sun and to
meet new and exciting people. If
you're interested, read on for
more information.

Here's one camp for all of you
art students. This camp is being
held at the Eastern 1llinois Uni
versity. It runs from July 11-16.
All applications are due by June
11. This program is taught by
well-known art teachers. The
total cost is $225d ue by June 11th,
and a balance fee of $30 due by
June 4th. This Summer Camp
teaches sculpture, castings,jewelry
making and many more activities.
Some lucky and artistic student
may win scholarships. For more
information, you can contact Jo
Ellen at (217) 581-5116.

For all you forensics fans, Mr.
Dzurison is planning a Forensics
Camp. It is 1 week long for a few
hours a day. Fair chances to p 1'

form are given to all students. For

By Sheryl Annen
and Kelly Urbanczyk

By Tracy Heinrich
b ds, serve food. The elderly es
p cially look forward to seeing
young face and having a vi itor to
talk to. Ifyou pI' fer working with
young kid , get involved in a big
ister or big brother program.

There are children out there who
really need attention and a role
model.

Volunte ring doesn't neces
sarily have to be work involving
people. Animal shelters, zoos and
the 0 eanarium all welcome
volunteers. These would be great
jobs for people who like animals
and want to learn more about
their car . If you are interested in
the environment there are plenty
of job to do at fore t preserves
and parks.

The volunteering program are
there, all you hav to do is donate
your tim and energy. Volunteer
ing is reatty worth the effort. As
silly a it sounds, you are making
a hange, making a difference,
helping th world. Not only are
you helping the world, but at the
am time you are benefitting

your elf. What you learn from
your experience annot be taught
in any classroom. It is l' allife. If
you want to get more out of this
ummel' than a tan - volunteer!

Volunteering opportunities in
our community - Christ Hospital
and the Oak Lawn Park District

p cial R creation Programs.
For volunteer information call:
Youth rvice Am rica 1-800-394
4972.

Pay: $2.50 p I' dog per day.
5. Camp Coun elor

How to find it: Apply at the local
park district.

Pro : You'll spend the summer
outdoor in the sun.

ons: Rowdy children, long
hours.

Pay: $600-$1,500 a summer.

6. Lifeguard
How to find it: Take a life guard

training course and CPR class.
Apply at local parks and beaches.

Pros: Great tan and no dress
code.

Cons: Horrible sunburns.
Pay: $5-$11.00/hour

7. Car Wash
How to find it: Set aside days for

car washes, and post flyers every
where.

Pros: You can blast the radio
and tan.

ons: For $6.00, you'll have to
wash and vacuum.

Pay: $6.00 a car.

8. Coat Checker
How to find it: Apply at hotels,

museums, and banquet halls.
Pros: It's not very demanding,

and you never know who'll hand
you their coat.

Cons: Lost items can terminate
your career in the coat check
business.

Pay: As high as $7.00/hour
plus tips.
9. Intern

How to find it: Contact hos
pitals, law offices, or companies
you're interested in.

Pros: You'll gain a lot of
experience.

Cons: Work can be stressful.
Pay: Nothing - $4.50thour.

10. Painter
How to find it:P la e ads in local

newspapers and on bulletin
boards in grocery stores.

Pros: You can recruit your
friends.

Cons: Rainy days can ruin your
work and schedule.

Pay: It depends on what's
being painted.

Believe it or not, there w re
groups of students that gave up
their Spring Break to work all
week without getting paid. In
stead of going down to Key West
for fun and sun, they went to West
Virginia to help social service
agencies in the area The students
repaired homes, stocked food
pantries and visited nursing
homes. This type of work is com
monly known as volunteering.

Summer is almost here, and if
your plans permit, consider
volunteering as an alternative ac
tivity. There are numerous volun
teer opportunities. All you have to
do is choose the work that would
suit your intere ts, capabilitie
and time frame. Traveling across
the country is not a necessity, just
a possibility. There are programs
that would take you down to
Florida, to help the hurrican vi 
tims, to the Appalachian Moun
tains to help unemployed coal
mine familie and to Indian reser
vations to tutor children. Par
ticipating in one of these
programs would be an unforget
able adventure. Not only would
you be helping people, but you
would also see parts of America.

If you would rather stick to the
city, volunteering opportunities
are endless. There are soup
kitchens that are always looking
for people to pass out food, clean
tabl s and sweep floor. Nursing
homes need people to clean, make

By Venta Norvilas

By Claudia Gonzalez

With vacation coming up,
everyone's trying to find ways to
earn a little extra cash, yet main
tain a social life. Finally you have
some free time, and everyone
knows time is equal to money.
What a lot of people don't realize
is that they can find jobs in their
own neighborhood .. These job
can also be fun, if you find one that
suites you.

TOP 10 SUMMER JOBS
1. Baby-sitting

How to find it: Send flyers
around your neighborhood, or ask
family members with young
kids.

Pros: Kids sleep like angels.
Little people will look up to you.

Cons: Watch out when they're
awake!

Pay: Set your own rates.
2. Errand Boy/Girl

How to find it: Offer your ser
vices to elderly people you know.
Busy working parents may also
need you.

Pros: You'll feel better after
seeing their grateful faces.

Cons: Elderly people may not
be able to pay as well as others
would.

Pay: $4.00 an errand.
3. Lawn Care

How to find it: Go to neighbors
(not strangers)and let them know
that you have experience with
watering and cutting grass, and
that you're available.

Pros: Good exercise.
Cons:l t is not your lawn so you

must be very careful and neat.
Pay: As high as $20.00 a lawn.

4. Dog Walker
How to find it: Become friends

with the neighborhood dogs. Their
owners will feel safe leaving their
dogs in your care.

Pros: You'll meet different peo
ple in the area. Soon, they1l ask
you to walk their dogs.

Cons: Dogs go wild when they
see members of the opposite
sex.
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Frosh/Soph Volleyball spikes opponents
must be able to adjust to a higher
pac d game where anything can
happen (Such as coming back
from a 10 point deficit to win a
regional championship match,
right girls?)

Overall Coach Surma is pleased
with the team's performance and
their d sire to improve and be the
best. She also hopes that, "If noth
ing lse, this season should have
taught them that any given team
can beat you at any given time so
you alway have to give it 100% on
every play." Volleyball is a game
where six guys have to playas a
unit as well a improve as a unit to
prepare themselves for the
challeng s that lie ahead at the
varsity level.

Isaacson. Leaders in the most
runs batted in category are Jeff
Whiting, Gary Byrne, Joe Umec
ker, and Chris Hook. The leading
base thieves are Jeff Whiting,
Steve Evans, and Joe Umecker.

The Sophomore team has also
b en swinging the bat well as
coach Skip Sullivan comments,
"They're fun to work with becau e
they love the game." The sopho
more team is off to a great start
with a conference record of 5-5
and 9-10 overall. Second baseman
Dave Zdanek commented, 'Were
a competitive team," while coach
Sullivan agreed by saying, 'This
year's team has worked hard and
deserves the success that they
have had."

Th team consists of: Brian
Brandt, Kevin Casey, Mike Cizek,
Brian lifton, Pat Clifton, Chris
Dyb k, Bob Fitzgerald, Jay Gut
son, Jason Kloptowski, Brian
KotOWSki, Mike Pazda, Dave
Rivera, Jeff Rassou, John San
dula, Dan Wallace, and Dave
Zdanek. According to Coach Sul
livan, work habits and attitudes
have been excellent!

onf r nce hamp

All
All
All
All
All

tat Qualifi r
tat Qualifier

Stat Qualifi r
S dional Qualifi r
S tional ualifier

onfer nce Champ and State Qualifier
Conference hamp and State Qualifier

for the confer nc title. Mark
Gronski omm nted, "We had a
good record but we could have
won a few more if we play d a
one unit." This is a skill which
Coach Surma has tri d to tea h
the guy but even she fe Is this
will only come on th varsity
level. Thi is the next step up for
these guy and they mu t develop
the skills they have now if they
hope to be comp titive as a var i
ty tearn

Coach Surma empha izes the
fact that volleyball is a complex
sport, b cau you're playing of
fense and d fens simultan ou 
Iy. She believes thi is the part of
the game which the team n eds to
prepare th ms Ive for. They

According to fr shman ba ball
Coach Kunde, this year's team is
an exciting one to wat h. This
year's team is off to a terrific start
going 3-6 in conference and hold
ing a record of 10-8 overall.

Coach Kunde credits some of
the team's success to the new
as istant Coach Kasl y. oa 'h
Kunde commented, "He helped
me keep an eye on the players and
taught the guys the basics."

This newall-star line up i
made up of Gary Byrn , Brian
Clauson, Tony olby, Jason
Couch, Steve Evans,Todd Fred rick,
Chris Hook, Carl I aacson, Scott
Joseph, Sam Jurban, Sergio Mat
till ion, Virgil Ramirez, Dave
Smith, Joe Umecker, and Jeff
Whiting.

Pitching, which has been a key
to the Spartans succe ,is led by
Joe Umecker, hris Hook, Sam
Jurban, Jason Couch, and St ve
Evans.

Offensively, the ones swinging
the bat include Jeff Whiting, Steve
Evans, Jo Umecker, and Carl

By Jim Pawelczak

Early success
frosh / soph baseball

BOYS TENNIS
Casey Royer
Bill Gei ler
GIRLS TRACK
Kim Porrey
Tanya Kara
Sonia Ziad
Heather Uelman
Jody Ma Ian
Naomi Tenorio
Beth Underkofler
Corinne Meyer
BOYS TRACK
Mike Ambrose
BOY VOLLEYBALL
Justin Szyszka
Bob McNamara
Eric Brown
Chris Brown
Aliz Abed
BADMINTO
Jenny Franzen
H idi Gough
J n Kareka
Tina Wajtysiak
Ja uti Rana

lagh r, St ve McNeela, Mike
Konicki, Bill Lyon, Bill Rhodes,
Jer my Spilde, Randy Warning,
Mik Colvin, Bob Carlson, Lou
Urquijo, Kevin McNeela, Joe
Giglio, Kevin ampbell, Mark
Gronski, and Bill Anderson.

Although not everyone saw a lot
of playing time, they were all will
ing to learn and improved their
kills. This t am has already

shown that they have mastered
the basic and are ready and will
ing to compete at the varsity level
wh re the game is even more
t am orient d.

This eason the Spartans boas
t d a 8-2 onference record, fall
ing hort only to tagg in the race

to expect. At the start, my main
goal were to have each player
I arn the basics of softball, have a
.500 win/loss record, and make
ure the girls had fun"

Coach Arneson had the task of
putting fourteen girls together,
tho e with experience in softball
and those who were experiencing
th ir fir t time u ing a mitt the
very fir t day of practice. After
many hours of dedication, hard
work. and hundr ds of laps on the
s cond floor, th t am proved
themselve when they romped on
the Reavis Rams.

"Coach brought a lot of spirit to
th t am. Sh n ver got down on
us and when he did it was ... RUN
A LAP," explains Kristin Lang.

The Freshman Lady Spartans
in lude: Theresa Steuer, Julie
Minton, Christy Falls, Effie
Triantfillou, Kri tin Lang, Carrie
Richter, hristie Evitt, April Sib
rava, arol Banialis, Laura Van
Byssum, B cky Funk, Keri Bara,
ara Brown, and Nicole Bolz.

The freshman t am ended up
with a 9-8 overall record and a 6-4
conferenc r cord.

made a lot of improvements and
their team record reflects th ir
hard work. Coach Surma com
mented that, "freshman are start
ing off high school volleyball at a
higher skill level than th y u ed
to." She believes that this is du
largely to the increa in th
sports popularity during the pa t
few years and the tart of
volleyball program in elemen
tary schools.

Coach Surma fe Is that the
main reason the team ha been
successful is becau e of the in
terest and love of the sport that
these athletes have shown Coach

urma kept a large squad made
up of: Randy Jones, Nick Gal-

the winning run. The Spartans
ended up defeating th Sandburg
Eagles by a score of three to
two.

"What makes thi gam unlike
any other game we've played is
that everyone played together a
a team. Everyone play d good
defense and we encourag d ach
other on and in th end, I think,
that is what made the difference,"
explains Shannon Murphy.

At pre s time, the ophomor
team had an I v nand nin
record with the Richard Bulldog
being their last competition.

The Sophomore Lady Spartans
include: Jean Lind.JVi ty lifton,
Tina Webber, Shannpn William,
Kristin Wunar, han\ion Murphy,
Staci Byrne, Kathy diok, Deanna
DeVries. Christine Kareka, ar
rie Walsh, Jennie Bartosz, Kar n
Zaker, Carrie Dykstra, Kim
Smiley, Jennifer Krzak, Tracey
Milazzo, Amy Reiff, and Jamie
Clark.

FRE HMAN
Putting together a freshman

team can be a handful, but first
year coach Amy Arne on has done
it. ..... being my first year oa hing
softball I really didn't know what

Nida
rt-'I}a i Cafe

8725 s. HARLEM BRIDGEVIEW, IL 60455

Tel. 708-430-RICE Fax 708-430-1418

OPEN 7 DAYS

Sun.-Thurs. 11 :00 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Fri and Sat 11 :00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Frosh/Soph tennis demonstrates skill

10% OFF

when ad
is mentioned

By AI Buttimer

As the spring sports season
winds down, the boys frosh-soph
volleyball t am is just g tting
warmed up. While most frostv'
oph t ams compete only to pre

pare themselves for var ity
team , this volleyball team is a
team of th present as well. It is
the job of oach Jan Surma to
prepare the e guys for varsity
comp titi n but success will be
nothing new to a team that w nt
16-7-0 this season.

oach urma describ the
team as bing "enthusiastic" and
"gut y" for their small ize. The
individual on th team have

By hris Franzen

Frosh/Soph softball out on top
Thi year's sophomore softball

team had a s a on that was filled
with surpris s.. They started off
with a n w coach, Mr. Mike Rior
dan, suff r d broken no es, (Kris
tin Wunar and oach Riordan)
and they learn d th ne d of
t amwork whil having fun.

At the b ginning of th 'eason
the t am et som goals. Th se
goal' w r either m t or x
ce d d. On was to b at a rival
team, th andburg Eagl . On
Wedn sday, April 21st, the Lady
Spartan beat andburg. With

and burg scoring two run in the
first and third innings, the outlook
didn't look too good. Ton of spirit
'ame from Kathy ook and the

r t of the b nch, the Spartans
play d gr at def nse. Things
w r winding down and it wa n't
until the s v nth inning that the
Spartans mad their move.
Tra ey Milazzo st pped up to the
plat and hit a triple that laun h d
th Spartan rally. Jenni Bartosz
was walk d while Kim miley
ingl d and drove in the two

runners.

part all

By Andrea Clemens

ingl s and Jeremy Marchetti 2nd
singles both made it past the first
match Friday night on May 14 tho

ne s," and we did. We had a lot of Tim Braun and John Nelson; 2nd Braun for 2nd singles 2nd plac. Then on Saturday, May 15th Tony
our games res h dul d due to doubles Ian Mc oy and Tim Tim Braun is also a good fr h- and Jeremy played two more

Your 1993 Boy' Fro tv' oph rain, 0 th next team we played osm' and la t but not least at man player. Also winning medals, match s which ended in both of
Tennis team had a gr at season. was Reavis whom we also b at. 3rd doubles Jonathan Marchetti were Ian M oy and hris Fran- th m taking third in Conference.
The boy work d hard and pra - We took our win and our 10 es a and T d Teilly. Though these zen for 3rd double 1 t plac .
tiC'ed more to b om the great a team, not as individuals. were th two basic line-ups there Our first 10 cam wh n w Ev ryone did great in luding
t am that th yare. Most of the Our line-up differed all the wer a lot of changes. played Stagg but it was a v ry two freshmen starters John
boys go to at nnis umm r camp, time but there wer two basic Next, we played Argo and again close game. Although w had lost, Nelson and Tim Cosme. Other
but that's not all. In the winter the line-ups used at the meets. One we experi n ed another triumphant our spirits were not damp r d freshmen, Rob Mi kevic , Nond
boys hav I s n very week at was as follows: 1st singles hri vi t ry. The Saturday after that and we showed it by winning th hittaphraphai, Mike 01 zewski,
th Oak Lawn Racquetball lub. Franzen; 2nd singles Tim Braun; m t we went to Thornridge for a next two meets agaiR£t hepard Brian Lappin, and sophomore
All of these things plus practicing 1st doubles, J r my Marchetti tournam nt. We took fir t at the and Bremen. Th name another Jim Kolar all did great in exhibi-
2 hour. a day during the season is and Scott Cummings; 2nd doubles tournament and also individual defeat when w play d Sandburg tion matches.
what makes them b tt r overall. Ian McCoy and John N Ison; and medal were given to Tony and we till w nt on to take first Myself and the other sopho-

I was on the t am and I know 3rd doubles Jonathan March tti Perrino for 1 t single 1st place. again in the Morton Quad. We mores thank Mr. John Leary, the
ur first game was against Oak and Ted Reilly. Tony P rrino was a very excep- played Richards for our last m et oach, who will continue to teach

Forest and it wa a good tart to The other line-up was as tional freshman who played with and were victorius once again. the freshmen to their best
the season S wh n people asked follows: 1st singles hris Franz n the Varsity team except for when Finally we had om all thi b ause he is a great coach, and is
Oak Forest about Oak Lawn they or Scott Cummings; 2nd singles the Frostv'Soph had a tournament. way to play in onference and th v ry good at teaching the basics of

.rllle.p.li.d.,.'.'O.a.k_L.aw_n.m_ea.n_.bu.s.i-_.J.e.r.em_y_M.ar_h.e.t.ti.;.1.S.t.d.O.u.b.le.s_.M_.da.l_w.e.r.e..als.•o:....:g:::i:,..v..:.en:.-....:t..:.o_T.:..i_m__s:....in....:g::..l..:.e:.:...s..::.p....:la.::.y_e_rs~, _T....:o_n.::..y",;"P_e_r_ri_n_o_l_s_t-;-t::e;;,;n;;,;n.::is:.:.... ---,

Outstanding athletes
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By Dan Ellis

The year is winding down and
summer is just around the corner.
Most people are thinking about
the beach or better yet no school,
but not everyone is. There are the
select few who have running,
jumping, and throwing going
through their minds.

The Spartans conference track
meet was held on Friday, May 14
at Richards High School here in
Oak Lawn. Other schools compet
ing in our conference were Stagg,
Argo, Reavis, Sandburg, Shepard,
and Richards. The Spartans com
peted well into the night on Friday
and came out with fourth place
in conference.

Leading the charge was Senior
Mike Ambrose capturing 1st and
2nd in the 100 meter and 200
meter respectively. Senior Roni

Sweis placed 2nd in the shot put
and discus, while Senior Mike
Moran took 3rd in shot put. The
last senior placing was Dan Burns
taking 5th in the high jump.

Other top finishers were juniors
Greg Walent, 4th in 300 hurdles
and Juseing Abdulfattah placing
4th in the discus.

Sophomore Jim Liao placed
2nd in the triple jump and 6th in
the long jump. Freshman Alex
Kreydich placed 6th in the 300
meter hurdles.

Coach Storer was satisfied with
this year's results, "Being fourth
in conference puts us right in the
middle. There are three teams
ahead of us and three teams below
uS,"'so we averaged out."

The Spartans did an outstand
ing job considering, the lack of
numbers they had in their line up.

'We still need more bodies. The
lack of numbers really hurt us this
year. We ended up bringing up
sophomores and freshmen to
run Varsity."

A stand out this season was
Mike Ambrose. He lost only one
100 meter dash in conference.
Mike then won against that same
person in the conference meet.
That is truly an outstanding feat.

Jim Liao a sophomore standout
in the triple jump and long jump
said, "We did the best we could
this season with the numbers we
had. We had some good leaders in
the seniors who took us through
the hard times. Ambrose, Moran,
and Sweis were our main leaders."

With just the Sectionals and
State left, we wish the Spartans
luck on their journey.

Senior Mike Moran launches the shot put for hi best throw at the
Conference Meet (Photo by Andrea Clemen)

Badminton goes down state
By Wendy Musielak

Do you want to watch the most
exciting game you'll ever see in
your entire life? Well, you're too
late; you've already missed the
Girls Badminton season. You've
also missed five state qualifiers.

Both teams this year were
young and talented, working very
hard in a very difficult conferen
ce. Mo t importantly was Oak
Lawn taking first in sectionals.

On May 7, Jen Franzen,
Heather Plachetka, Jagruti Rana,
Tina Wojtysiak, Heide Gough and
Jen Kareka competed in sec
tionals. At ingles Jen Franzen
Defeated Stagg and two girls from
Reavis to take fir t and qualify for
state. Heather Plachetka 10 t to

Reavis, beat Stagg, but was el
iminated in a devastating loss to
Argo.

At doubles, Tina and Jagruti
beat Stagg and Reavis, only to be
challenged by Jen and Heide of
Oak Lawn and lose in three
games. Jen Kareka and Heide
Gough beat Stagg and Reavis
befor defeating Tina and Jagruti
and taking first. Each state
qualifier received a medal for
their out tanding achievement.

Then on May 13, Jen Franzen,
Tina, Jagruti, Heide, and Jen
Kareka were off to the State Com
petition. Jen Franzen lost her first
game to Naperville Central, but
then beat Elk Grove in her second

game and Reavis in her third. Jen
then lost to Glenbard North in her
fourth game.

Tina and Jagruti played two
teams and lost.

Jen and Heide also played two
very difficult teams and lost.
Although Oak Lawn only had one
point at the end of the State meet,
they took 38th place in state. Good
Job State Qualifiers.

The varsity singles players in
playing order include: Jan Fran
zen(13-9), Tina Wojtysiak, Jagruti
Rana (8-8), Heath r Placetka,
Kari Capretz (7-8), Diane Wilson,
Traci Bale (7-6), Michelle ollet
ta, Zuleida Apaza (4-4), and Chris
tin Pahalek.

The double teams also in play
ing order were: Tina Wojtysiak

and Jagruti Rana (8-4), Heide
Gough and Jen Kareka, Jen Fran
zen and Heath r Plachetka, Kari
Capretz and Diane Wilson, and
Mary Champlain and Michele
Cizek.

Diane Wilson and Kari Capretz
took third at fourth doubles in
conference.

Other valuable players were:
Pearl Anderson and Jes ica
Chmura

The frosh/soph singles players
were: (in playing order) Wendy
Musielak (8-7), Asmea Judeh (7
9), Ana Pinon (10-5), Kristina
Trobe, Karla Shane, Jeannine
Burton, Monica Palimaka, Rachel
Pratl, Jen Bale, and Naomi Ellis
(7-6).

The doubles teams in order

from first to fifth were: Asmea
Judeh and Ana Pinon (7-5), Kris
tina Trobe and Gina Palhegyi (6
6), Jeannine Burton and Monica
Palimaka, at fourth Chris Hnat
and Paula Obuchowski, and
Wendy Musielak and Karla Shane
(2-2).

Also Ana Pinon at third singles
and Wendy Musielak and Karla
Shane at fifth doubles took fourth
place in conference.

Other key players were: Becky
Vi 0 llt, Chris zem ke, Denise
Holzle, and Gina Wierdak.

The Entire badminton team
would like to wish M . Dorne. Ms.
Anderson, and Ms. Hohn the hap
piest r tirement. Also. good luck
to Jen. H ather, Tina Jagruti.
Pearl, Zuley, Michele, and Mary.
the graduating seniors.

Strong finish by girls track

NBA Playoffs

Girls track runs for success

By Kathy Chafee

The Lady Spartans' reign came
to an end for the first time in six
years when the girls' track team
did not win the SICA North Con
ference. Argo scored 138 points
with Oak Lawn coming in a close
second with 118 points. 'The kids
did super," said Coach Storer,
"You couldn't ask for much more
out of them."

Kim Porrey shattered two
records she already held, winning
conference in the 100 hurdles
(15.7) and 300 hurdles (46.9). It
was the fourth straight year she
has won both hurdle events.

By Dan Wallace
and Tony Reiter

Eighty-two game ago twenty
seven teams had their hopes of
making the playoffs. The regular
season is very long and some
players have a hard time getting
motivated for each game. But, in
the playoffs, it is a whole new
season. Every game is important
and players leave it all on the
court, because they are in a must
win situation. Now there are eight
teams left: all of which are trying
to make it to the NBA finals.

In the Western Conference
Finals it will be the Phoenix Suns
and the Houston Rockets. To
make it to the finals, the Rockets
will have to get by the Sonics
because Seattle can't match up
with Hakeen Olajuwon. It also will
be tough to get David Robinson
and the Spurs. Phoenix has too
much depth and talent for the
Spurs to beat them. Phoenix and

Tanva Kara set a personal
record of 60.92 as she broke the
tape in the 400 dash. Jody Maslan
also posted a career-best (62.90)
as she finished third.

Sophomore Sonia Ziad set a
personal best of 108-6 in winning
the discus and was third in the
shot with a heave of 30-11. She
also took fifth in the long jump
with a distance of 14'8". Nicole
Matuszewski fleeing the shot 29-4
for fourth place and the discus 79
2 for fifth place.

The fifth first place came from
the 1600 relay foursome of Kara,
Heather Uelman, Maslan, and

superstar Charles Barkley will be
too much for the Rockets and the
Suns will move on to the NBA
Finals in a close four games to
three series.

In the Eastern Conference, the
Knicks will beat the young and in
experienced Charlotte Hornets
four games to one. The brooms
will be out in Chicago and the
Bulls will urprise everyone and
sweep past the struggling Cavs.
For the first time in two years, the
Bulls will be the underdogs going
into the Eastern Conference
Finals. This will be a hard fought
battle between the Bulls and the
Knicks, but the Bulls will send the
Knicks packing in six for no
reason.

In the Finals between the Bulls
and Suns, the Bulls will end the
Suns' brilliant season in six
games and become the first three
peat champion since the Celtics
won it eight times in the late six
ties and early eventies.

Porrey who clocked their best
time of 4:15.

The medly-relay quartet of
Beth Underkofler, Corinne Meyer,
Maslan and Kara crossed second
in 1:54 a nd the 400 relay team of
Underkofler, Meyer, Maslan and
Amy Feltz also captured runner
up honors in 52.7.

Uelman high jumped a career
best of5'O to take third. Feltz also
posted a best in the 1000 (13.0)
finishing third while taking fifth in
the 200.

The 3,200 relay team of Keri
Porrey, Kathy Porrey, Cheryl
Kukowski and Becky Maslan
finished fourth with a time of
11:06. Sarah Feltz (17.3) and Diane
Didier (52.3) also placed fourth in
the 100 and 22 hurdles respect
ively.

By Christina Matuszewski

Hey Spartan fans! Guess what?
The bad news is that since the
school year has just about come to
an end, the track team for the
frosh/soph level is over. The good
news is that the Lady Spartans
came in third place and will be
even more glorious next year.

Although they couldn't beat
Sandburg with first,an d Richards
with second, they gave it all their
best to beat the other conference
schools. Coach Storer said, 'M ost
of the frosh/soph talent was on the
varsity level. The ones that were
still there did an excellent job and
came in third in the meet. An

\\

Becky Maslan finished the 800
in a time ot'T:41 while heryl
Kukowski clocked a time of 2:45.
Kathy Chafee and Becky Masland
finished the 1,600 with times of
7:34 and 6:56. Chafee also ran the
3,200in 15:24.

The 1992 Conference champion
in the 100and 200 Naomi Tenorio
sat out with a pulled hip flexor.
She was greatly mi s d a Argo
took first and second in both,
something they would not have
been able to do had Tenorio been
able to compete.

"I think this year was both ex
citing and disappointing. We did
have 19 personal records out of
the 26 events at con.ference, a
good improvement," said junior
Tanya Kara.

outstanding throw in shotput by
Christina Matuszewski gave us
our only first place."

Many of the girls received rib
bons for placing in each of their
events. In the field events Chris
tina Matuszewski received first
place for shotput throwing 29'10W'.
For discus she earned second
throwing 73'2". In high jump
Serena Kriekel came in third with
a jump of 4'10". Lisa Smallwood
long jumped 13'3W' to qualify for
fourth place.

Running in the medley relay
Danielle Fox, Karen Laurinaitis,
Sharon Skowron, and Lisa Small
wood took third with a time of
2:11.32. Danielle Fox, Sharon

Many of the girls qualified for
state at the sectional on May 15.
Kim Porrey qualifies in the 100
and 300 hurdles. Naomi Tenorio
will be making the trip in the 100
dash. Th medley team of Un
derkofler, Meyer, Jody Maslan
and Kara qualified with a best of
1:53. The 1,600 relay team of
Maslan, Uelman, Porrey and
Kara will be going as they crossed
with a time of 4:07.

Senior Kim Porrey expressed
her regrets at seeing the season's
end, 'E ven thOugh our streak
ended we had a strong finish and
I'm really sorry to see it end."

All of the seniors, Kim Porrey,
Corinne Meyer, Naomi Tenorio,
Kathy Chafee, Sara Henessy, and
Becky Maslan would like to wish
next year's team good luck.

Skowron, Lyssa Lopez, and Mandy
Whitchurch took fourth in the 400
meter relay with a time of 57.58
seconds.

In fifth timing 11:55.88 were Iva
Palmer, Eleni Ilipoulous, Mandy
Smith, and Meredith Sinkus in the
3200 meter relay. Fourth was
given to Kim Lyska in the 3200
meter run for timing 14:29.2.

Other runners include Danielle
Fox taking sixth in the 100 meter
timing 14.6, Mandy Smith with
sixth in the 1600 meter timing
6:43.86, and finishing third in the
800 meter relay timing 2:01.5 was
Danielle Fox, Sharon Skowron,
Lyssa Lopez, and Lisa Smallwood.
Good job girls"
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Boys volleyball looks down state
Mil'( 28, 1993

By Michelle Gallagher

A perfect conference record!
That's what the varsity boy
volleyball team is carrying into
regionals with them. In all ten of
those games, the Spartans only
once went to three games against
the Sandburg Eagles. Now, their
mind is set on the Regional and
Sectional competition.

Though it may seem the boys
walked through the sea on, they
did come up against orne com
petition in their tournaments.
They tied both Elk Grove and
Lockport with scores of 15-12; 13
15 and 6-15; 15-3 r sp ctiv Iy.

During th Downers Grove
South Invitational, they found two
of their four losses for the overall
season. First to Homewood
Flossmoor in three game 15-13;
to-15; 11-15. Against Loyola, the
boys were both mentally and
physically worn d wn. With their
intensity level low, they suffered
a tough los of 15-13; 13-15; 5-15.

Th tagg hargers always
com to Oak Lawn looking for a
challenge. It's never an easy
match and they were out to prove
it. Oak Lawn took the first game,
giving up only six points. But

tagg wouldn't give up and came
ba k the second game with 12,
still too short for our team'When
they came head to head the sec
ond time, the Spartans were
pumped and mentally prepared
for the match. Not willing to be
nice guys, the Spartans only
allowed the hargers five points
in the fir t game and six in the
econd.

For the final conference match,
the boys were to face their cross
town rival ,th Bulldogs. The
boys knew they'd have to have in
tens mental attitudes, especially
bing on the Bulldogs homecourt
for the enior' last conference
matCh-up. omewhere the boys
found that extra edge and brought
home a 15-5; 15-9 win and an un
conte table conference champion
ship.

Oak Lawn's trong offen e
shone through in the 1,028 total
points they scored, with defens
staying strong to allow only 596
total points. With a 26-4-2 record
and stats like that, it didn't take
much to recogniz the boys who
led to th m.

On the offense, Aziz Abed
received All- onference setter
and Bob McNamara rec ived All
Conference Hitter. Justin Szyska
received the All-Conference De
fensive Player award for his
strong back row abilities. hris
Brown and Eric Brown each
received All-Confer nce All Around
Player award for their out tand
ing skills in all ar as of the
court.

Thi year' team, coach d by
Ms. Icenogle, con i t of: Bob
McNamara, Eri Brown, We
Szyska Justin Szy ka, Aziz Abed,
Corey Murray, John Mateyack,
and Mike Vahl.

Eric Brown works on hi
approaching.

pike a State comp tition is

Teamwork pays off for varsity softball
By Cheryl Starmach

Teamwork and a good attitud
seem to be key lements in mak
ing a team rise to th top. This
year's Var ity Girls oftball t am
possesses both of these el ments.
Their 6-7 record directly results
from this.

Outfielder Amy Valentine aid,
"We have a better attitude than in
the past," in comparing thi t am
to last year' . This goes to show
what an important attribute at
titude i, ince last y ar' r rd
wa 8-12.

oach Mayer said, "This team
works harder than a lot of teams
we've had. They're closer and

they'r not worried about them
s Iv s; they worry about everyone
el e."

The season highlight was their
gam against Sandburg, the sixth
rank d team in the state, which
end d in a partan victory. The
gam went to a nail-biting 11 in
ning (th usual is seven) with the
core at 0-0 for ten innings.

Sandburg managed to score three
run' in the 11th inning, but the

partan pull d through and after
obtaining two outs, scored four to
win 4-3. Big hitters of the game in-
Iud third ba eman Renae

Smith, catcher Jenny Russo and
pitcher Carolyn Parkhill, who had
the game-winning hit.

Lincolnway and Riverside
Brookfield, two undefeated teams,
withstood the powerful pitching
and catching of the Russo!
Parkhill duo, but not ea ily. The
Spartans held the lead into the
fifth inning of both game , but
surrendered and the victories
went to both Riversid and
Lincolnway.

Other games of the season in
clude the one against Eis nhower
where the Spartans won 11-0 and
Parkhill pitch d a no hitt r and
the Hillcrest Doubl H ad r in
which the girls swung hard, ran
fast, and strengthened their

defense to prevail 7-0, 18-17.
Russo had the game-winning hit
in the econd game again t
Hill re t and outfielder Andrea
Clemens contributed many solid
hit . The Spartans also shut out
Argo 4-0 when Parkhill pitched
h r third no-hitter of the season

The team's goals thi eason
w re to defeat all of the confer n-
e team and to capture 15 wins.

According to Mayer, the 15-win
goal certainly can be attained ee
ing that the team practi es hard
and loves competition. Mayer
said this team will not give up and
anticipates to breeze by the

r maining conference teams. At
press tim , they stand ranked 3rd
in conferenc with a 2-3 record.

Play rs claiming outstanding
batting averages include out
field r!catcher Emily Balis at
.385, Parkhill at .333 and Russo
at .425.

Th d f ns holds trong with
play rs like Erin Haubenreiser at
first ba , hristy Venhuiz n at

cond, short stop Nikki Ma ek
and outfielder! econd bas man
Tra y Rizzo.

Outfi Id rs am Ziad, Amy
Shaar and Ell n Lear all im
proving and earning more playing
time, aid Mayer.

Varsity baseball swings to a close
\ -.. \ ... -

Junior Bob Mackowiak wind up for the pitch versus the Stagg
Chargers. (Photo by Michele Gallagher)

By Kevin Hense

The Spartans are beginning to
pick up steam as th playoff.
near. The Spartan hav won
three of their last six games at
pre s time. They're I d by catcher
D.J. mith; pitcher and third
baseman, Bob Ma K wiak; and
left fielder, Don Byron. Don
Byron, who th Spartans picked
up on a tran fer from Marist, is
the Spartans I ad-off hitter.

The partans' I ading pitch r is
Bob MacKowiak. Smith is th
Spartans fourth batt r and is
beginning to hit th ball well.

Some other k y play rs for the
Spartans ar Rick Arnold, Jason
Drap r, Bob Balk , and Brian
Barnes. Rich Arnold ha play d
first base mo t of th time while
pitching a few games as well.

Jason Draper, playing econd
base, is an important defensive
key for Oak Lawn

Bob Balke is the second start
ing pitcher for Oak Lawn. Bob has
had a struggle collecting the wins
this season but played an impor
tant role this season

Senior Brian Barnes is the
Spartan ' centerfielder and prob
ably th fastest player on th
team. Brian uses his leadership
skills to h Ip control the out
field.

The Spartans have two players
platooning at shortstop. John
Marrello and Keith Bana iak ar
battling it out to see who will
b orne the starting shortstop for
Oak Lawn come playoff tim .

Jason Benedict is the Spartans'
middle man. Jason pitches th
middle innings of the games when
need d.

Other relievers for the Spar
tan are Lance Lawler, Brian
Fuss, and Kevin Hense. Brian

Fuss is also th back-up first
baseman for Oak Lawn. At third
ba , the Spartans have Kevin
Hense as th ir back-up. Abad
Lopez and sophomore Nick
DeVivo hold th other two outfi Id
position.

Two of the Spartans wins came
from teams that w re ranked in
the top ten in the area Th Spar
tan defeat d th tagg harger
and the bepard Astros, proving
the talent that thy have. One of
th bigg t halleng s th Spar
tans fac d wa th tagg hargers
whom they defeated by a s or of
3-0. This was du to the out tand
ing pitching of Bob MacKowiak
who gav up only two hits
throughout th ballgame.

All eason long the Spartans
have done the little things to
win.

Boys tennis aces another season
By Kelly Melaniphy

Bringing the eason to a close
on a high note, the Boys' Var ity
Tennis Team brought home a sec
ond place conference title. The
conference meet took place
Saturday, May 15, at Richards
High School.

Leading the way and taking Oak
Lawn's only first place individual
ly, a t the meet was the doubles
team of Casey Royer and Bill
Geisler at first doubles. At second
doubles was Ira Sukrungruang
and Jeff Keenan placing third.

Lastly, Don Wallace and Dan
Braun took third place at third
doubles. Casey Royer and Jeff
Keenan both went to the state
tournament last year. Tony
Perrino, a freshman and Brian
Wolfe, a junior who is new to Oak
Lawn this year, also played at the
conference tournament.

The team started practicing on
March I, at the Oak Lawn Raquet
ball Club. Their first meet was
March 20, at the Richards Varsity
Invitational. The Spartans battled
their way through the '93 season

with only eight players which is
just barely enough to play a
meet with.

The partan conference record
ended up at three wins and three
losses. 0 ne of their hardest con
ference experiences this year was
losing to Sandburg. On the other
hand, the Spartans came home
smiling after shutting out Bremen
on April 14. The team's over-all
record was seven wins and three
losses. Their last regular s ason
meet was at Marist on Monday,
May 17.

Coach Lawson was happy with
the over-all season this year, but
he said that it could have been bet
ter if they had some exhibition
players. Exhibition players are
players who go to all practices and
all meets, but they don't play until
after the regular line-up is
through. This helps the team out
because it gives the players in the
starting line-up a rest while the
coach changes players around.
The regular line-u p includes first
singles, second singles, first
doubles, second doubles, and

third doubles. That means that
this year all eight guys had to play
in every single meet.

Even though the team was
short of people this year, they did
have an advantage over some
other teams because they have
been taking lessons with Coach
Lawson since December. The
Boys' Varsity Tenni Team usual
ly takes lessons and practices
from December until the end of
July, when the girls start prac
ticing.
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Mardi Gras hits Oak Lawn

The Homecoming ~ourt (~ont I to r): Beth Underkofler, Tonia Perillo, Erin Haubenrie er, Amy Feltz,
Sandy Kaczmark, !Ill Valentme. (Top) Elan Kleis, Abad Lopez, Dan Braun, D.J. mith, Nick DeVivo Chri
Oakes and Pat hftolL '

By Carolyn Parkhill

Hey all you Spartans, do you
know what time of year it is?
Homecoming 1993 has arrived.
This year's homecoming fes
tivities will kick off bright and
early tomorrow, October 9. All of
the hard work put in by club mem
bers, faculty, and especially the
football players themselves will
finally payoff. This year's theme,
courtesy of Student Council, i
"Mardi Gras."

Spirit Week '93 was held from
o tober 4 through October 8. It
wa an exciting week filled with
numerous activities. The week
started off on Monday with "Dis
ney Day," ontinued with "Green
and White day," "Formal Day,"
"Mardi Gras day," and ended on
Friday with the traditional "Boxer
Shorts and Funky Socks day." To
all of those who participated, way
to show off your Spartan spirit!
And for the rest of you, better luck
in the Spring.

The 1993 activities will kick off
early with the annual All-You-

an-Eat Pancake Breakfast in the
cafeteria. How else better to start
your day, than in our own
caf t ria with a great breakfasr?
Join fellow Spartans from 8:30 -

11:30 a m in the student cafe. The
cost is only $2.

Moving right along ... The
Homecoming parade kicks off at
10 a.m. Countless clubs and ac
tivities will be displaying their
floats and showing off their school
spirit as they make their way
down 95th Street Supplying th
music will be our awesome and
enthusiastic marching band,
under the direction of Mr.
Deitemeyer. Next will be the
Homecoming Court riding in lux
ury. So make your way to the
parade and cheer on your fellow
clas mates. (Besides, rumor has
it that certain clubs will be throw
ing candy at the crowds).

The Homecoming football
games will feature our own Oak
Lawn Spartans against the Argo
Argonauts. So to the student body,
freshmen, sophomores, juniors
and seniors, let's fill up those
stands and cheer on our teams.
The kick-off for our sophomore
football team is at It am. The
Varsity game will slait.~t 1:30
p.m. Good Luck to b0\t1 the
sophomore and varsityte~ and
all the coaches. No one de-
erves it more than you.

The half-time show of this
year's Homecoming game is one

you won't want to miss. First,
there will be a formal pres
entation of this year's Homecom
ing Court. This will be followed by
a performance by the 1993 par
tan Marching Band. Half-time
will conclude with a spirited
appearance by our own Spartan
Cheerleaders.

The daylight hours are slowly
fading, and the parade and games
are over. The only thing left to do

now is to put on your dancing
shoes, and dance the night away.
The Homecoming Dance will
commence at 7:30 p.m. and last
until 10:30 p.m. This is a chance
for everyone to get together and
have a great time and let your
worries go.

Considering all the hard work
everyone has put in to this event,
it is sure to be a night to remem
ber. This year's dance will feature

a special "drop" that will add to
the night's ssence. Of course this
information is confidential, and
you didn't hear it from me. Let's
just say, if you want to know the
whole story, b there on Satur
day night

To tudent ouncil, Mrs.
Bibeau and Mr. arpell~ and all
of th oth r club and activities
involved, thank you for all your
time and fforL

Making a change to make eff re ·
OLCHS's new administrative team

Students earn Academic Letter Operation Snowball

p. 3

As you hav just read, the assis
tant principals are the foundation
of OLCHS. Without them, school
life would not be the same. They
are here to help all students and to
get all students to become active
ly involved in their education.

snowballs."
Oak Lawn is heading into its

eighth year with Snowball. It in
cludes students from Oak Lawn as
well as students from other area
schools.

As junior Wes Szyska states, "I
think Snowball is a way to express
your feelings and share them with
others. It's also a way to meet
new people."

If you would like to find out
more information about Snow
ball, or are interested in signing
up, please contact Mrs. Egan in
room 201.

for challenge and growth." She
also stated that her new position
gave her a better idea of how all
subj cts and activities tied to
gether to give her a "sense of the
big picture." The only down side
to her n w job is that she misses
teaching and dealing with stu
dents daily.

pp.4 & 5

Sports - Fall Highlights p. 7

Inside
News - Fall. Play

Feature - Violence in
the' '90s

Operation Snowball is a leader
ship program that creates posi
tive peer influence among parti
cipants. It is also a weekend that
allows teenagers to be them
selves. This year's Snowball will
be held on November 5, 6 and 7.

Snowball is a program design
ed to help teens develop respon
sible decision-making skills as
well as lift their self-esteem. The
name originates from the idea, "If
I have a positive impact on you,
you can have a positive impact on
someone else and the effect

By Rachel Pratl

co-worker, Ms. Pani e, is another
individual who is actively in
volved at OL HS. Ms. Panice has
taken over the job of assistant
principaVdirector of curri ulum.
Her new responsibilities include
restructuring curriculum and
working with teachers to develop
new courses, In addition, she is
also the person who plans teacher
institute days, approves and ad
vises teacher meetings and over
sees grants and new programs
at OLCHS.

When asked how her new job
was going, Ms. Panice said, "I con
sider this a learning year, ":ryear

What impressive docu
ment are these teachers
signing? For details, see
page 2.

The
Constitution?

Also, Kelly Melaniphy, Rebec
ca Quinn, Michael Vahl, Christine
Ward and Adam Wende.

The ceremony was a celebra
tion of the talent and hard work
put forth by the students. On the
same note, Mrs. Polito, who was
the guest speaker for the evening,
recognized that with hard work
and a love for other people, even
just one person can make a
difference.

The Spartanite wishes to con
gratulate these students on their
accomplishment and wish them
success in the upcoming year.

action.
Mr. Hill would lik to see more

student input in decision making
policies and programs at school.

When asked what he enjoys
about his new respon ibility, Mr.
Hill stated, "I like this position
better, because it puts me in
greater contact with students." As
you can tell, Mr. Hill is dedicated
to the students and their needs to
be recognized for their achieve
ments.

Mr. Hill is not the only one
dedicated to the student body. His

Lonosky, Venta Norvilas, Tonia
Perillo, Amy Shaar and Melissa
Slade.

Also, Nick Demopoulous, James
Kolar, Karen Laurinaitis, Adria
Martig, Anna Mollo, Angela Mous
tis, Wendy Musielak, Jason Owen,
Cheryl Pabisinski, Iva Palmer,
Jennifer Pranskunas, Dan Wal
lace, Julie Wenzel.

Also, Michael Audia, Daniel
Cerceo, Marybeth Drechsler,
Christie Evitt, Chrissie Garza,
Mark Gronski, Kristy Haucke,
Scott Joseph, Asmea Judeh,
Diane Kowalczyk, Jill Levickas
and Kevin McNeela.

we ks, etc.), student r cognition
and motivation programs (pRIDE
program, honors night), and he
handles public relations. He also
supervises drug and alcohol pre
vention programs. Mr. Hill's ad
ditional duties this year include
the supervision of building secur
ity and the paraprofes ionals. He
i also now in charge of upervis
ing the Deans' Office and the Dis
cipline Code.

Basically, students may go to
him if they wish to appeal a
teacher's or dean's disciplinary

By Cbri tie Evitt

On Wednesday, September 22,
forty-two Oak Lawn students
became the recipients of a very
prestigious award - the Academic
Letter. In order to be eligible to
receive this award, each student
had to meet the following re
quirements: maintain a 3.75 grade
point average for both semesters
of the 1992-1993 school year while
carrying five subjects.

This year's recipients were:
Jen Caban, Terra Frederick, An
nette Furgiuele, Kelly Harper,
Elan Kleis, Gina Liao, Patricia

There are familiar faces in new
places this year. Ms. Panice, for
mer Sci nee Department Chair
person, has been named Assi tant
Principal. She is in charge of OL's
curriculum. Mr. Hill is also assis
tant principal in charge of student
activiti s, and some new re
sponsibilities have been added to
his position.

Mr. Hill is responsible for su
pervising all student activities
and clubs (assemblies, spirit

By Erin Keating and Jill Levicka
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Oak Lawn Community High School Mission Statement
OAK LAWN COMMUNITY mGH SCHOOL

MISSION TATEMENT

- are open to and capable of aesthetic experiences and recognize their inherent value
- demonstrate skills in developing and maintaining physical and motional wellness

Purpo e of the School District
As defined by the Oak Lawn Community High chool District 229 Board of Education and
professional educators,

The purpose of Oak Lawn Community High School is
to develop in each stud ntthe capacity to think, reason, and use one's mind wel~

and
to ensure that each student develops those understandings, skills, and habits of mind that
make it possible to participate fully in the life of a multi-ethnic, multi-cullural society
operating in the context of an information-based global economy;

and
to ensure that all students achieve ma t ry in core curriculum areas as d fined by the
Slate of Illinois Goal Assessment Program

Commitment to interdisciplinary GoaJs
Interdi ciplinaryGoals are ssential learning common to all fields of study, so the Board of Education,
profe slonal educators and other school staff require students to demonslrate behaviors which indicate
an ability to:

develop and demonslrate the technological skills that make it possible to access and use informa
tion in an ever-changing world
demonstrate the basic skills:

r ading
writing
sp aking/listening
arithmetic/mathematics

develop and demonstrate the ability to think and reason
develop and demonstrate positive, effective learning habits
appreciate their own inh rent value and worth, accept their individual significance and realize that
what they do does indeed make a diff ren e
acknowledge ownership and accountability for their own statements, attitudes, and b havior as they
r late to school, home, and community
intera t with others in ways that promote mutual understanding and coop ration through respect
for th human dignity and the rights of others
demonstrate cooperative and collaborative skills to create an atmosphere for success for them
selv s and others
develop clear and reali tic expectations about their roles in all relationships - friendship, love,
marriage, parenting, and the career world
deal effectively with th ir own emotion to resolve situations in positive, productive ways
d monstrate the ability to set specific goals and the commitm nt and determination to achieve
them .,

r cognize and are sensitive to cultural differences

new vision for OLCHS

Accountability tatement
Teachers, administrators, professional support personnel, and Board of Education members accept re
sponsibility for fulfilling th purpose and student learning expectations shown in this mission state
menlln 0 doing, students, parents, and guardians will be accountable for taking full advantage of the
educational opportunities off red by the school.

Specific responsibilities are shown below:
1. STUDENTS WILL:

• help maintain a school atmosphere conducive to learning.
• cooperate with and lake an active part in the learning process.
• me t the established xpectation level of the core curriculum outcomes.

2. TEACHERS WILL:
• maintain a classroom environment conducive to learning.
• incorporate instructional slrategies that are most effective in promoting student learning.
• communicate effectively with students, parents. guardians, staff and administration.

3. PARENTS/GUARDIANS WILL:
• support faculty and administrators in establishing a school atmospher conducive to

I arning.
• take an active role, as the students' first teachers. in the educational process.
• take an active role in the moral and ethical development of their child.

4. ADMIN] TRATORS WILL:
• maintain a district and building atmosph rc conducive to learning.
• communicate effecllvely with teachers, staff, students, parents and guardians.
• make decisions that support and foster the attainment of the Interdisciplinary Goals.

5. PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT PERSONNEL WILL:
• provid referral assi tance to teachers
• sponsor programs that support the a complishment of the core curriculum and interdis

ciplinary goals.
• condu t functions dir clly beneficial to student growth and welfare.

6. SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS WILL:
• establish policies favoriable to effective education.
• provide input from and communication with community patrons.
• provide students, teachers, staff and administrators the tools to pursue district goals.

Speakout
What do you feel is the purpose

of high school?

Spartanote edltonals represenl th opinoons of indiVidual staftlllembers, not the publication Its~lf Replies to lhes~

e<hlorials ar~ welcomed and can be s nt to PARTA~ office room 204

Cheryl Starmach
Patricia Lonosky
Claudia Gonzal z

Venta Norvilas
Mike Marzec

Melissa Slade
Sarah Roberts
Alan Buttimer

Michel Gallagher
Naveen Babu

Andrea Clemens
Chris Franzen

Wendy Musielak
Shannon Bosi, hris Franzen,
Anna Mollo, Wendy Musielak

Mr . B. Whiteaker

Lisa Malpel~ Senior
"Social skills. self-discipline, meet

ing and working with people and prepar
ing for the future: these ar all reasons
for going to high school. High school
helps you to b a better person and helps
to prepare you for the future."

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
FEATURE EDITOR
ASST. FEATURE EDITORS

Spartanite Staff

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
NEW EDITOR
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITORS

Andrea Thwin, Junior
"I think the purpose of high school is

to get an education, more ideas and a
b Her prospect for the future."

ADYI OR

GRAPHICS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
BUSINE MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER
TYPI T

Jim Cornfield, Freshman
"I think the purpo e of high school is

to prepare you for the real world. It also
prepare you for some of the world'
technology that you will b u ing wh n
you get a job. If you do not graduate, you
will not b ready for a job or the real
world where you have to be prepared for
everything, even the worst."

Attention all student ! Take a good look at the top of this page. In the future, this Mis
sion Stat m nt will playa major rol in the lives of all OLCHS students, teacher ad
mi~~strato~s and s hool board m mbers. This document provide every pe~ on
afflhated With our school a philosophy and means to prepare the Oak Lawn Community
High chool student for the 21st century.

In ord r to make it in th 21st century, we will need to be able to "think, reason, and
use our minds well," as the document emphasizes. We will be living in a ociety where
we will need to get along and work with peopl from different cultural
backgrounds.

In an attempt to ensure that OL graduates receive the quality education they need to
succeed in life, a group of 12 faculty members, the Restructuring Committee, provid d
the dir ction in drawing up this document. According to Dr. Luka, principal, "American
education is in trouble. It doesn't know what it wants to be when it grows up."

Oak Lawn plans to respond to this trouble. Ultimately, the students of this school will
see many changes occurring throughout the next few years, especially in our
c1as rooms. For example, in the real world, which is what high school prepares young
people for, employees usually don't take written tests to prove their competency. Pro
motions are based on performance. Given this look at reality, where do we ever use
semester exams in life? If they don't prepare us for the real world, what benefits do they
provide?

Questions such as these are being examined by a committee, to make sure every
thing fits into and supports the Mission Statement. Eventually, the words of this docu
ment will pertain to every aspect of student life.

Abigger change hoped to be seen in the future of OLCHS is in the curriculum. Rather
than just getting by with 40 credits and being handed a diploma, the statement would be
translated into actions that ensure that every student is indeed demonstrating the abili
ty to "think, reason and use one's mind well." For example, in order to graduate a stu
dent might have to do a research project on a topic such as, "Where do homeless
children fit in public schools if they don't have an address?" Being able to think through
and to research this question clearly, and to use the technology that now is available to
us to present ideas convincingly, would be the student's documentation that he/she is
ready to graduate.

Another idea being considered is interaction b tween classes. For example, to
research Clinton s new health care plan, one might go to the health teacher to find out
what will happen to the pregnant woman who does not receive health care, because only
1 in 3 are currently treated. Then, one would need to see the social studies teacher to
receive direction in answering questions about government funding; and the English
teacher could guide the student in presenting the project accurately.

In addition, OLCHS is becoming more committed to addressing student concerns.
Administrators are asking for more student input concerning curriculum and ac
tivities. For instance, a question currently being pondered is, "Does OL HS give sports
and clubs equal recognition?" To sit down and discuss the problems with a group of
teachers and administrators who have different viewpoints, will develop students'
problem solving skills. Teachers and students will learn how to, "interact with others in
ways that promote mutual respect for the human dignity and rights of others," as the
Mission Statement suggests.

The next step is student involvement. If there is no student interaction and involve
ment, we might as well crumble up the statement and throw it away, according to Dr.
Luka, because the whole purpose is to give students the opportunity to see the impor
tance of these skill and be able to use them in a changing and complicated world.

This statement i so powerful that our teachers stood in line to attach their signature
of approval, so the least we can do as students is try to incorporate it into our daily lives
and understand what it means. Over th next few months, the Principal's Team and the
teachers will be spending time to h Ip all students better understand and implement
the OLCHS Mission Statement.

We, students. teachers. administrators, parents and community, have the respon i
bilit to ponder the que tion, "What is the purpose of high school?"

By Cheryl Stannach
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properly to the scene. He believes
this improves the blocking of
the play.

Morain Valley Community Col
lege, 10900 S. 88th St.. Palos
Hills.

Repre entatives from more
than 175 public and private
colleges and univer itie , trade
schools, and armed forces will be
available to talk with high school
tudents and their parents.

Students will also be able to use
the computerized Guidance Infor
mation System (GIS), which can
provide listings of majors and
program at various schools, as
well a listings of all schools of
fering a particular major.

Financial aid seminars will be
offered at 5.6,7, and 8 p.rn. in the

nter for Contemporary T ch
n logy, G raid R Fogel on Fami
ly T chnology Theater. Rep
r entatives from area I nding
in ·tltution will be availabJ , a
well as coun elor from par
ti ipating high chools.

For more information, call the
ollege Recruitment Office at

(708) 974-5357.

The cast of' Marathon 33.'

Week #2

College Night

Rosa Valderrama
B cky Violll
William Witek

Kevin erf
Michael izek
Michel Gallagher
Michael Herhold
Tonia Perillo
Mark Spriesch
Brian Wilkins

han Zack

ters move), because these rehear
sals are acting exercises. He likes
it when actors take risks reacting

High school students can ex
plore edu ational and career op
portunities at the ninth annual
College Career Night at Moraine
Valley Community College.

College Career Night will be
held on Tuesday, Oct. 19 from 6 to
9 p.m. in the gymnasium at

Pride Pins earned
Week #1

Pamela Bruck
Alan Buttimer
Micha I Chilvers
Patrick Clifton
Brian Clifton
Crystal Dedona
Christina Gaspar

andra Kaczmark
Maria Lopez
Jill Riley
Anne Ruger
Brian Stachovic
Troels Thim

condition of the contestants, and
tells the public everything. Eve
Adamski (Jill Valentine), is like
Mr. Dankle. he has seen many
contests and their winners. She
travels from one marathon to the
next. Mr. James (Jeremy Nelson)
is the head judge of the contest
and keeps encouraging everybody
to danc .

There is an audience that is
always rooting for the dance con
testants. They are: Mrs. Beckett
Jones (Tanya Tallon), Mittens
(Kristy Clifton), Pinky (Nicole
Peccatiello), Angel (Amy Kras),
and Melba Marvel (Pam Stoff
regen).

Other cast members include:
Kim Dinwiddie, Beezer; Beth Un
derkofler, Petro hka Patrick;
John Madison, Mr. Hinky/Forbes;
Mike Marcinkowski, Beefy Ban
croft; and Anita Spero, the Torch
singer.

Mrs. Mateer is the producer
and musical director of the play.
Mrs. Carrier is make-up director
and in charge of publicity. Jaime
Clark is the assistant director,
and Keith Swiderski is the stage
manager.

Mr. Dzurison, the director, is
taking a different approach to
directing "Marathon 33." During
play rehearsals, he has told the
actors to concentrate on refining
the character. He has given rough
blocking (when and where charac-

ner, Sugar Hips Johnson (Nicole
Rollberg); Scotty chwartz (Pat
Clifton) and Pearl Schwartz (Kim
Meares); a southern couple, Al
Marciano (Jason Hilger) and Flo
Marciano (Jennifer Christian
son): Abe O'Brian (Dan Braun), a
comedian, and his partner, the
Mick (Katie McCarthy). Bozo
Bazoo (Jeff Marcinkowski)
another comedian and Helen
Bazoo (Colleen Hurley), Rae
Wilson (Jill Herrmann) and her
partner/husband, Schnozz Wilson
(John Hunt), Banty Binks (Gary
Burns) and Robin Greenman
(Sarah Roberts), Red (Rich
Tomlinson) and Ida (Nora Burke),
two locals, and Rita Marimba
(Jean Lind) a singer finish the list
of competitors.

There are many characters that
work at the marathon. They make
sure everything goes well. Ruddy
(played by Elan Kleis), is the M.C.
of the entire dance contest. He
gives the latest information on the

Science Students
of the Month

SEPrEMBER CIE CE
Chemi try), Tina Milianti (Freshman Biology). Troel Thim
(Chemistry), Renae mith (Physics). Angel McAdam (Fre hman
Biology), Monica aJem(Environmental Science). ot pictured: Joe
Bolz (Honor Freshman Biology), Mandy Lindelof (Freshman
Biology).

"Marathon 33," this year's fall
play, is definit Iy not to be
missed. It will b performed on
November 4, 5 & 6th at 8 p.m. and
on November 7th at 3 p.m. in the
Little Theater.

"Marathon 33" is based on the
true life experience of one lady
named June Havoc, (played by
Sharon Skowron). June is a singer
who wants to do her a t, so she can
earn money. June wants to sing,
but she gets talked into competing
in a dance marathon by Mr. Dankle
(Joe Herrmann) and Patsy (Chris
Oakes). Patsy becomes her dance
partner, and the play is centered
around them.

June and Patsy are up against
some stiff competition. They have
to face people who have danced
many times, and make a living off
of these marathons. The com
petitors are: Lusty Hutchinson
(Brian Kowtowski) and his part-

'Marathon 33' waltzes its way to Oak Lawn
By Rich Tomlinson

Oak Lawn welcomes new staff
By Jim Kolar

Look who's new at chool!
OLCHS welcom d new staff
members to begin the 1993-94
school year. Nine new faculty
members and one tea her aide
have been appointed to various
positions. The certified staffnum
ber is 97, the ame as last year.

New staff replacing members
who retired and resigned include:
Dena Argionis, who holds a B.S.
from Loyola University and is
also enrolled in the chool's Mas
ter's program in curriculum and

instruction. Dena will teach
chemistry and biology.

Mary Kay Bahnaman, a new
member of the Physical Educa
tion Departm nt, will coach girls
and boys volleyball. She has
earned a B.A. in both physical
education and criminology from
Indiana State University.

Colleen Conway joins the Spe
cial Education Department assist
ing in the learning and behavior
disordered areas. he holds a B.S.
from Northern Illinois University
and a MA from Governors
State University.

Ronald Fonck r ceiv d his B.S.

in biological science from West
ern Illinois University and will
teach Freshman Biology and
Foundations of Science in addi
tion to sponsoring the Ecology
Club.

Patricia Greiman joins the
Physical Education Department
and will al 0 serve as the Varsity
Badminton oach and Assistant
Cheerleading oach. She earned
her B.S. in Education from Illinois
State Univ rsity.

Jo eph Marchese joins the ad
ministrativ staff as Dean of
Students. He earned his B.S. and
M.S. in education from Northern

Illinois Uni~ersity and is com
pleting his Ed.D. in curriculum
and up rvi ion

Patrick Mayer joins the Physi
cal Education Department after
serving 4 years as a full- time sub
stitute teacher. He will serve a
head coach for sophomore foot
ball, basketball and softball. H
received a B.S. from Northern Il
linois Univ rsity and is an OLCH
alumni.

Margaret Parent earned her
B.A. from North Central Colleg
and is the newest member of the
Mathemati s Department. he
begins h r first year as a math

t acher at OLCHS.
Virginia Tasker. another

OL HS alumnus, joins the taff as
a t acher aide for the Math
Department. She has arn d her
B.S. from Bradley University and
will work with individual students
having problems in mathematics.

Carlotta Winkel will tea h LRP
math and English in the Special
Education DepartmenL h ha
earn d h r BA from Western
Michigan University and her M.A.
from oncordia University.

Everyone at OLCHS welcomes
you to Oak Lawn.

8901 S. 52nd Ave.
Monday thm Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For further information. call:

636-2929

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application. at:

Oak Lawn Youth Commission
424-6010

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

10%OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

JOBSJOBS
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A look at vio
Causes Violence breeds paranoia Is there a solution?

By Patti Lono ky

Everyday we see the effects of violence. News stories t 11 of
assassinated hero ,violated women and dead teenagers and
children Homicid rates soared in the big city and small towns.
Innocent victims, small helples babi s and good trusting people,
fall to th ground because of stray bullets and gang war. But what
about other eff cts?

Obvious or oblivious to the public, security has st adily in
reased Each new year brings an onslaught of new police of

ficers, new se urity guards, and new defense equipmenl
ecurity is seen at schools that have metal detectors and s curity

forces, airport t rminals with metal det tors and tightening re
trictions on cu toms, and private home complete with security

systems and guns. Our public and private lives are being mon
itored constantly to ensure safety.

We, the public, often do not leave our homes after dark. We
worry about wh re we will be after the sun sets. More oft n, we
clutch our purses and we don't wear hats or certain colors. We
10 k our door and keep the windows up. We have incorporated a
sense of paranoia into our daily actions. W are afraid for our
lives.

Americans b Ii ve in equality and justice. Increasing vier
lence slowly br aks down these beliefs and reinforces pr
judices. Certain neighborhoods, certain group are feared We
are terrified they might hurt us with or without reason It is easier
to discriminate under the pretense of safety. We can rationalize
our decisions. In tead of working together to ensure "domesti
tranquility" we have alienated broad spectrums of the
population

Violence affects the quality of living every day. Be ause of
tightened ecurity, paranoia, and di tinctions of class, violence
maims our mentality as much as gru some fatalities do. What
will happen when, vjolence prevails? Either our country will
be orne completely' lice controlled or our homes and schools
and neighborhoods w'~1 not be safe to liv in The tim is now to
decrease the ff ct ftf violence by d creasing the violence.
There is no other choice if we are to have a decent and bett r
future.

th ir homes to escap the physi
cal and emotional abuse by their
parents. One six-year-old girl left
h r hom because of th phy ical
abus she'd been put through at
hom . For seven years, sh lived
with friends on the str ets of Rio
de Janeiro. Along with other
street kids, she did drugs and
roamed the streets of Rio. She
sp nt time in the Brazilian
equivalent of Juvenile Hall Two
years ago, this girl's friends were
murdered, execution style, by
death squads. Fortunately, she
remain d unharmed

Th crime wave in Brazil has
lowered tourism and put fear into
mjddl class life Everyday, more
and more youths are committing
acts of violence. Atta ks are
be oming quite common on
Brazil' beaches. Even th y're not
af anymore.

Brazil's child statute law states
that unless they are caught in the
act, children under 18 cannot be
arr sted or taken into police cus
tody. Youth crim i attributed
partly to this statute. Drug gangs
use these kids as me sengers.
They sell and transport drugs to
other gang members. Also, th y're
used to st al food and mon y from
local bu inesses. After a ting as
scapegoats, they are often ex-

cuted by gang members for
knowing too much and stealing
from them Some are victims of
cross fire.

Th killings of children has
prompted the openings of over
600 private groups and helters in
Rio. They're open to all str t kids
with the agreement that they stay
off drugs and go back to schooL
Th . agencies are not govern
ment ponsored They provide
ach person with at lea t 4 m als

a day. Advocacy groups report .
that only about 700 str et kids
sl ep through the night Most of
th m wander around 10 search of
easy targets to hit Some of these
youths benefit greatly from
groups Iik these. In one case, a

are influ nc d by those who are
close to th m, p ople they care
aboul If these people are gang
memb rs, th influence is nega
tive. Positiv influence is impor
tant, kjds have to be taught that
violence is wrong.

orne kids manage to leave
gang life, usually with the help of a
supportive adull They are taught
that violence is wrong. A positive
role model shows kids that there
is a better way of life. They are
taught that th y an succeed bet
ter in s hool or working at a real
job. Kids n ed to b taught that
they have something to livE' for.
Then they will turn away from vier
lence realizing they have too
much to los.

Kids n d a belt r environ
ment Schools, churche and com
munity ent r should spon or
programs for t nag rs. If teen
agers participat in the prer
grams, they wi II be off the streets
and asso iating with positiv
peers and role models.

There is no lution that will
solve the probl m of violence.
Starting with the youth of soci ty
would be a good tep in moving
toward a less viol nt world

CoIlar's promis to open chools
for street kids has not been acted
on Only 4 of 3,000 schools have
been open d Police are becom
ing more strict about where kids
hang out They can no longer
gather outsid plazas. Offi ial
believe this will help to lower the
crime rate.

The government is partially to
blame for th urg of youth vier
lence in BraziL The kids are
becoming unruly and noncom
pliant becaus of the lack of
government control. There's
reason to b lieve a few govern
ment offi ials are protecting hit
men in exchang for political sUfT
port rime in this country will
not end until offenders are per
secuted to the fullest extent

All nation hould join together
to combat crim . It' going to take
v ryon 's help, but it's not

impossibl . The problem of vier
I n e is ev rywhere, not just 111

Brazil. nl ss p<'ople try to make
peace and bl'lter the world,
they're just going to b come
another stal1stl('.

17-year-old male was hir d by a
hotel whil staying at one of the
half-way houses. All he had to do
is tay away from illegal sub
stanc s and return to schooL He's
proof that with hope and desire,
one can overcome any obstacl .

Brazilian citizens complain
that the government is not daring
enough to end street violen e.
President ollor do Mello is try
ing to start schools that would
ke p kids off the streets all day.
He would also like to start more
literacy programs that create jobs
for te nagers. He has even
appointed a children's minister
that will help him plan program
and con' ntrate on the welfare of
Brazil's children

Th wor t offenders, d ath
squads, still aren't off the str ets.
Approximately 48 members wer
caught in only one year. Thirty
three w r members of· the
police. Beaus they're suppos
to b look d upon. they have the
backing of prominent lawy rs and
judges. and this hasn't helped to
catch th m

Viol nee is part of society in the
'90 . Everyone is talking about
how horribl it is and how it must
be stopp d But has anyone of
fered solutions?

Many laws could be pas ed that
would r du e the opportunity for
kids to commit crimes. Strict r
gun-control laws and a national
curfew law are examples. But
these i sues are controver ial and
many people worry about infring
ment on our natural right .

One of the best solutions is to
raise kids in a way which dis
courag s th m from violenc.
The most effective prevention ef
forts concentrate on eliminating
risk factors. For example, tu
dents with learning problems
could get extra tutoring. Parents
who have trouble maintaining dis
cipline at home could get counsel
ing or th rapy.

Prev ntion programs n d to
b start d very early, in elemen
tary s hool or ven in preschooL
Waiting until the teenage year is
too late.

Expo ing kids to positive
rather than negative peer- pre 
sure is important Young p opl

By Venta Norvilas

Brazil•

By Claudia Gonzalez

Viol DC

The United Stat s is not the
only country trying to deal with
issues of violence. P ople tend to
forget that violence is a problem
fac d by many countries. It af
fects everyone whether they're
black, white, M xican or Jewish.
Youth violence, in particular, is
very high.

Many children around the
world are victims of brutal vier
lence. This is esp ially the case
in Brazil. More than 6,000
Brazilians under 18 have been
murdered over the past four
years. Drug gangs have taken the
lives of over half tho e children
The other half were killed by hit
men hired by local merchants to
rid the streets of child "crimi
nals." There are more than 180 of
these groups of hit men or death
squads. According to the Brazilian
congressional human-rights re
port., more than 70 of the alleged
103 gunmen, are police officers.
They are supposed to serve to prer
teet, not serve to kill

Poverty is one of the causes of
violence. An estimated 200,00
Brazilian children live on the
streets. They're trapped in an en
vironment of danger and brutali
ty. Because of malnutrition, 60 of
1,000 babies born yearly die. Due
to conomic factors, 7.4 million
kids haven't finished grade school
Social services hav b en dras
tically cut to pay the $120 billion
foreign debt The child-protection
agency's budg t is I ss than half
of what it was two years ago. Afrer
Brazilians have b en treated as
the lowest people of society since
th slavery days and today most of
them are street kids and over 30
per ent are adolescent murder
victims. The Brazilian govern
ment needs to invest more money
in their children's future. Accord
ing to children's advocates, poor
children make up most of th vic
tims and perpetrators.

Many of these children flee

By Venta Norvilas

On the near southwest side of
Chicago, a Polish immigrant
wearing a ox hat wa coming out
of a factory after making a
delivery. Minding his own busi
ness, he walked back to his van,
but he never made it A young
teenager stopped him by shooting
a bullet through his head

What was the cause for shoot
ing this inno ent man? Well, in
this particular case, the young
teenager had to kill the third per
son he saw waring a Sox hat for a
gang initiation But what could
have pos ibly caused a gang of
teenagers to think up such a vier
lent initiation?

This qu stlOn IS bemg asked by
many today, especially law
enforcement and public health of
ficials. Attorney General Janet
Reno has stated that youth vier
lence is the greatest single crime
problem in America today. Teen
violent crime rates are quickly
rising and t enage violence i
becoming almost normal to our
society. Is th society causing or
breeding this t nage violence?
There are many fa tors to con
sider in attempting to explain th
cause of youth viol nce.

In a spee h, President Clinton
said that teenag r on the str ets
are better arm d than the polic
men Unfortunately the Presi
dent was not exaggerating. Gang
are equipped with Vzis, AK 47's
and sawed off shotguns. Posses
sion of guns is not very hard to
achieve, nor i it uncommon Hav
ing acc to th typ of arms
just encourages violent crim s.

Psychologist and 0 ial work
ers have id ntified risk factors
that cause te nagers to be vier
lent Children who are abused or
mistreated, who witnes spouse
abuse, and who have histories of
violence in families, are more
likely to b violent If parent
have no edu ation, are unem
ployed or on welfare, the child is
more likely to grow up and be
violent School problems are also
related to violen e; for example
many young criminals are barely
literate and a large percentage
have learning di abilities.

Environment can be blamed
for playing a part in causing
violence. Surrounded by the
sounds of sir ns and gunshots and
s eing blood stained sidewalks
and weapons every day, children
become immune, numb, to vier
lence. This trauma and violence
becomes the normal way of life
for children They do not see the
bad in it anymore: they were
never taught that it was wrong.
These kids go to school and are
surrounded by a society where the
person with the biggest gun rules,
the person who ells the most
drugs is richest To these kids,
success has to do with gangs and
drugs, not education, because
these are th only opportunitie
available to th m

Typical teenager behavior is to
hang out tog ther. When teenagers
have no support from their home,
school or community, they turn to
a gang. Th gang s rves as a sub
stitute; it fill the empty space.
Their peers on the treets become
family, home, ... and role models.
This is where they learn their
morals and values. In a gang, it is
very easy for on aggressive kid
to influence oth rs to commit vier
lent crimes th y would not think
of them elves. As horrible as the
crimes ar, t nagers would
rather go along with the gang than
be left alon . This might be th
tragic reason why the young teen
ag r shot the third man he saw
wearing a ox hat
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e in the '90s
An interview with an Oak Lawn police officer

By Julie and Becky Wenzel

How terrifying is the crime rate
in Oak Lawn? How threatening
are the gangs? How safe is our
chool? We place the afety of our

live in the hand of the Oak Lawn
Police Department We were for
tunate to have talked with one of
Oak Lawn's finest officers, Mr.
Frank Raglioni.

Mr. Raglioni is the officer pat
rolling our town at midnight, and
works in the Police Department's
gang unil He became a police
man in 1977, when the economy
was down, and he needed a good,
steady job. Growing up on the
south side of town, he was really
surprised at Oak Lawn's crime
rate.

Q - How much has the crime
rate increased since 1977, when
you started?

Officer Raglioni - There's a lot
more dope crime and more
violence. Sixteen years ago, the
Oak Lawn Police Department had
no dope unil Now it's all dope. But
the figures have seriously gone
down in the past 12 months.

Q - Why is it, (the crime rate),
increasing?

Officer Raglioni - It's the break
down of the family. This alters
one's reasoning. People get des
perate, and would rather steal
than work. A greater percent of
low- income families are moving
here, who become desperate in
this way. Violence is also in
creasing.

Q - How much of the increase in
crime i due to gangS?

Officer Raglioni - Officially,
Oak Lawn has no gang problem.
However, the facts are inter
preted differently. More crime is
caused by assaults and batteries.

Q - Would you still consider the
gang population to be threatening?

Officer Raglioni - No, the active
identified gang make up a great
minority of Oak LawTl StilL there
is always an audience, and always
the wanna-bes. Gang members,
when alone, do not worry us. The
large groups do.

Q - When you come across a
crime that you feel is gang
related what do you do?

Officer Raglioni - Offenders
are immediately arrested There

is different documentation for
each case. For spray paint and
graffit~ we file a criminal damage
report We take photographs and
document each case.

Q - How many arrests, on
average, do you make a month?

L mysel~ mak about 2 or 3 a
montlt Other officers, on one call,
can make 10. So. it's hard to say;
it's always differenl

Q - Have you ever put yourself
in great dangel'?

Officer Raglioni - Yes, not
r alizing it, I have. I was cha ing
someone through backyards, then
I saw they had a weapon. I never
would put myself in danger
deliberately. Nobody would

Q - How often do you use your
gun?

Officer Raglioni - I bring it to
work everyday, but I have never
shot anyone.

Q - What can we do to make our
neighborhood and school safeI'?

Officer Raglioni - Stay in
school You will get a good edu
cation, which will lead to a good
job. Make good friends and stick
with them. I think we should know
our neighbors better. Be friendly
with them.

Thank you, Offi er Raglion~ for
giving us the scoop on our town's
safety. Although the crime rate in
Oak Lawn has recently de
creased, and the gang population
is not extremely threatening we
mu t still take caution and try
making our town as safe as
possible.

Gun control? Major cities face gang problems

Safety Tips

Don't be a victim

gangs, schools are concerned with
their students' and teachers' safe
ty. Schools are also installing
metal detectors at school building
entrances as a way to protect
them

Some people say gangs are just
a bunch of kids having fun, but
read a newspaper and you can
always find gangs in the story
lines and on the 10 p. m news.
Someone always ends up getting
hurt, caught in a gang rivalry or
even in the middle of a drive- by
shooting.

People have different mean
ings of the word gang, but if death
is the outcome of messing around
with them, then people hould
r alize that this i not a game.

jacker will strike at night hours
when he might not be seen,
although, attacks do occur in
broad daylight on deserted
streets.

To prevent yourself from being
a victim of carjacking, use good
sense and follow the e rules:

1) Drive in well lit areas or
known neighborhoods.

2) Keep valuables and purses
hidden from plain view.

3) Be aware of your sur
roundings.

4) Drive in the farthest left
lane.

5) Keep windows rolled up in
unfamiliar areas.
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According to the Chicago Police
Records, approximately one out
of every 2,000 people have been
victims tC\.carjackings. The mo t
commonl)l\ affected are high
school or college age students,
middle-ageh:\,(~'!1en,and elderly
people.

These police records indicate
that convicted carja kers are
usually male with a history of pr
vious offenses. They seek out un
suspecting motorists who look
lost or will be easy targets. An
open window is like a magnet to a
carjacker, along with loud radio
that could cover any truggle
sounds. In most cases, the car-

came up with a list of answers:
Because of family problems, they
have no on else to turn to except
their gang friends. They join
because they want to see what
they are made of. They want
everyone to know they are in a
gang, so no one will mess with
them And last, they think it would
be a "cool" thing to do. The list
goes on, but these seem to be the
main reasons.

Gangs have initiations, which is
what a person has to do to g t into
a gang. This can lead to plenty of
trouble, pain, or even deatlt

Today schools, mainly in
hicago and other big ities, have

imposed rules and regulations on
wearing hats, certain colors. or
particular cloth s. Be ause of

By Renee Szm~lo

What u ually comes to mind
when you hear the word gangs? Is
it guns, knives, fights, or even
death? These just might be some
of the many words drifting around
in a person's head right now.

Gangs are found all over the
country. The worst trouble spots
are New York, Detroit, Chicago,
and Los Angeles. There might be
gangs that do not do any harm and
there also might be gangs that
could easily hurt a IJerson. Part of
the problem depends on where
you live.

Being a gang member means
taking risks as well as risking
your own family's safety.

Why do kids turn to gangs? I

7) Don't listen when people tell
you they know a short-cul Always
take the SAFEST way possible to
your destination and be sure to
KNOW exactly where you're
going and how to get there. Also,
avoid driving through dangerous
or unfamiliar neighborhoods.

8) Don't wear gang colors, in
signia, and/or "style" (red/black,
gold/black, grey/black, etc. as
well as hats tilted in a certain
direction) or expensive shoes,
clothing or jewelry in crowded
places or gatherings or areas
where gang activity is prevalenl

9) Don't accept food or drinks
from strangers. Also, always keep
an eye on your food or drink at
parties and social functions.

10) Look under your car as
you're approaching it and into
your car once you reach il Also,
always lock your doors and try to
have your windows rolled up as
often as possible. (Safety eminar
Speaker).

If you follow this advice from
the experts, you're taking a good
fir t step to safety.

The b t way to stay safe is
using your best judgment and
common en e. If you feel som
thing that you're about to do may
be harmful or dangerou, then
just stay away from it!

By Annette Furguiele

Did you ever find yourself
crui ing down an unfamiliar,
empty street at night when com
ing home from a late party or
movie? You just dropped off a few
of your friends and now you are
searching street signs for a road
you r cognize. It could be the mid
dle of the summer and you might
have your windows open and the
radio blasting.

You may not know it, but you
are now the perfect target for car
jacking. This crime involves
someone hijacking your car and
po ibly endangering your life.

bill that would prohibit handguns
with exc iom of police, military,
target shooters, and collectors.

Americans are constantly bat
tling to be the best in the world
For once, we've gotten our wislt
In a one year period, guns in Japan
killed 14 p ople.lnthatsametime
frame, guns killed 37 people in
England Whereas in the United

tates, handguns killed 20,000
people. The American way seems
to be, if they have the right to rob
us, we have the right to shoot
them.
- Who will be the first to mass
market a plastic firearm capable
of bypa sing metal detectors?
- With 200 million firearms en
gulfing a nation steeped in gun
culture, a few more law and pre
vention program will not cut the
amount of injury and death any
time soon.

We are not saying that pro
gram and laws won't help to cut
th numb r of injuries and deaths
cau ed by guns each year. What
we are aying is that it is a very
lengthy process. It takes time for
bills to be brought to Congress's
attention each year and aren't
passed
Keeping safe
- If a handgun is kept in your
home, it should be kept locked up.
Whether it be a drawer, safe, etc.
... with the bullets kept else
where. Always keep it away from
the hands of children. Few, if any,
should know about il
- If you are ever involved in a
risky situation, get out of there as
soon as possible. Even if nothing
happens, it is always better to be
safe than sorry.
- The best way to be safe is not to
possess a gun at all It is an acci
dent waiting to happen. There are
other ways of protection.

People kill people, but guns
make it easier.

you could easily be cornered
3) Right now is a good time to

take some sort of self-defense
class (karate, judo, etc.), so that
you know what to do if you're
ever attacked

4) Some things you should
always carry with you are:
- identification
- safety spray or siren
- spare change (for telephone
calls)
- extra cash (for taxi cabs.
buses, etc.)

5) Don't drink - and if you're
drinking don't drive. Also, always
have a d signated driver if your
group plan on drinking. ever
get in the car if the driver has be n
drinking.

6) If you are ever attacked the
mo t ff ctive thing to yell is
.,Fire" (Safety Seminar Speaker)

By Iva Marie Palmer and
Alison Murphy

The best way to stay safe in this
day and age is to just avoid all of
the things that might cause you
harm; the only problem with this
is that you close yourself off from
a lot of what is enjoyable in life.

There are some ways, though,
to ensure your safety and not sti
ne or cut you off from doing things
you enjoy.

Here are just a few ways:
1) Whenwalkingouttoyourcar.

avoid looking in your purse or
fumbling with your bags. Be at
tentive and aware of what's going
on around you. Also, have your
keys ready before setting out to
your car.

2) If walking alone, avoid any
deserted halls. allevs etc. where

By Marcie Farano and
Katie Sullivan

The Second Amendment states:
.. A well-regulated militia, being
necessary to the security of the
State, the right of the people to
keep and bear arms shall not be
infringed."

By right of the Constitution,
anyone21 or older can legally buy
a gun. The Federal Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
is obliged by law to grant a dealer
license to virtually any non- felon
who asks for one. It is much harder
to get a li ense to operate a sp ed
boat on the he apeake Bay. to
become a substitute teacher in

ew Jersey, and get a California
driver' lic nse, than it i to g t a
Ii en e to own a gun.

If statistics are true. we are not
very safe. Statistics show:
- More than 60.000 people have
been killed in the United tate
with guns in the last five year.
- Atotal of34,000 applications for
licenses to sell guns were submit
ted to the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms; only 37
were denied The Bureau's of
ficials have neither the money nor
the time to audit the applications
properly.
- Firearm attacks on family
members and intimate acquain
tances are 12 times more likely to
result in death than are assaults
using other weapons.
- When a woman killed with a
gun, the victim was five times
more likely to be her spouse, an
intimate acquaintance, or a mem
b r of her family than to be a
stranger or a person of un
determined relationship.
Facts you should know:
- It is possible in the near future
that a mass movement to ban
guns will occur.
- A senator will re-introduce his
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Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
The sun has already come out

for you but listen to the rest of An
nie's album because it's pretty
good too; it just doesn't get the
same recognition
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

Smell orne flowers; they'll be
dead soon and then you'll be sorry
you didn't take the time to smell
them If you're alergic a quick
sniff shouldn't hurt too bad
Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept 22)

Go fishing, but don't expect to
catch a five-pound bass on your
first trip. We can't all be bass mas
ters the first day oul
Libra (Sept 23-0ct 23)

When you're walking through
the mall, say Hi to grumpy looking
people; maybe it will cheer them
up. If not., you'll probably feel
better.
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov, 21)

Sometimes you have to pull
your car over, swallow your pride
and look at a road map - don't
worry, no one will think any less of
you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 21)

If you're playing ping-pong and
you're winning pretty easily don't
b afraid to give that ball a good
whack.

1993
NOVEMBER 5,6,7
For. Registration

Information
Contact OAK LAWN

YOUTH COMMISSION
636-2929

Compiled by a group of
scientists.

Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Take a different route to schoo~

it's just the change of pace you
ne d Just make sure you get to
class on time.

Taurus (April 20- May 20)
Shut your TV off and think for20

minutes a day. After a couple of
decades, you could really save
some money on electricity.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)

Open up your drapes and look
out the window; there's a whole
world out there.

OAK LAWN
OPERATION

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Don't let your mouth be like a

leaky faucet always running and
very annoying.
Leo (July 23- Aug. 22)

Make sure you turn off the oven
when you're done, because having
a house is a good thing.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
Solve your own problems; don't

expect the thundercats to come
and save you, because their show
was cancelled and they're only
cartoons anyways.

Either way, escape from mon
otonous everyday life is provided.
You could either be thinking,
"Wow, if only I had it so easy," or
"Gee. fm glad that's not me" or
maybe just .. Aren't they a little
old-looking for high school?"

The problem comes when, for
you. television is no longer just an
escape, but LIFE I mean, here
you are watching a bunch of well
built, white- toothed overall at
tractive people, who have come to
be considered ideal by our socie
ty. It's been proven that all this
"perfection" can lead to insecuri
ty, especially in teen-agers. You
start to wonder why you aren't as
smart., popular, witty and as ad
mired as these people.

And maybe, maybe it's just not
even going to be in your script., or
maybe - maybe you're just
watching and living television too
much to realize il

melodramatic nightmare.
For example, on one show a girl

will be incredibly upset, because
she has to choose between two
gorgeous guys who are madly in
love with her (or vice versa). Or
maybe sheJhe has to write a class
president acceptance speech and
just doesn't know what to say. On
another show, the lead characters
alternately have to deal with drug
abuse, suicide, teen pregnancy,
etc. on a regu lar basis, yet be com
pletely normal and unfazed in
time for the prom episode.

By Iva Palmer

NAME: Joe Burdi
BIRTHPLACE: DesPlaines, IL
ASTROLOGICAL SIGN: Virgo
MARITAL STATUS: Single
COLLEGE ATTENDED: University of Illinois at Chicago
DEGREE: Master of Arts-History
YEARS I HAVE BEEN TEACHING: Two
CLASSES I TEACH: I'm a full time sub, but I am certified to

teach social studies.
IF I WASN'T A TEACHER fD BE: A police officer
MY IDEA OF A GOOD STUDENT IS: One who respects him

self or herself, respects others, and learns from the mistakes
they make.

THE MOST MEMORABLE GIFT A STUDENT GAVE ME
WAS: An appreciation plaque from the class I taught last year.

I CAN'T SAY "NO" TO: A Good Excuse
IN THE SUMMER I: Sleep, eat, and try to catch up on the things

I was too busy'to 'do during the school year.
MY FIRSTC~ 1971 Chevy Nova
MY FIRST PA\'ItIIG JOB: Shakey's Pizza Parlor
THE MUSIC I MoST ENJOY USTENING TO: Jazz, Rock,

Classical
MY FIRST CONCERT WAS: Jimmy Buffet
THE LAST GOOD MOYlE I SAW WAS: "The Fugitive"
THE LAST GOOD BOOK I READ WAS: Gabriel Marquez

Love in the Time of Cholera
NO ONE WOUill BELIEVE IF THEY SAW THAT: I am a

teacher
A PERFECT EVENING TO ME IS: Doing anything as long as

the company is good.
IF I COUill TRAVEL ANYWHERE IT WOUill BE: To

Europe
MY HOBBY IS: Weightlifting
MY FAVORITE SPORT IS: FootbalVwrestiing
FAVORITE PlGOUT FOOD: Pizza
I WISH I COUill: Remember the day I was born.
MY ADVICE TO TEENAGERS: Don't be in such a hurry to

grow up.

treachetr eeJeafutre

Remember the good old day ,
the time when you were younger?
All you worried about was miss
ing your cartoons. Ah, the bliss of
coming home from school or
awakening early on a Saturday
morning in order to watch sadistic
little mammals in constant battle
with one another. The simplicity
of it all was so grand And you
n ver had to worry about losing
your favorite characters to con
tract revisions, because whether
a piano was dropped on their
head, their buddy pushed them off
a cliff or blew them up. they were
back before your mom could say,
"You're too close to the tele
vision"

Now that you've grown up, pro
gressed further in the game of
life, you're a teen, an adolescent., a
young adult, and different things
demand your time. Sitcoms and
prime time drama You know
what I mean - those lovely works
of art., where, no matter how bad
the problem oCthe week may be, it
can be solved all in the matter of
30 to 60 minutes with plenty of
time left over for a dozen com
mercials, some snappy one-l iners
and a subplol

Why do we watch these pro
grams, though? To escape from
our dull everyday lives, of course.
Think about it - the shows on
television either have us live in a
smiley- faced fantasy world or

By Mike Marzec

me tow~

that o~beft£

Lt aQQ

10. How to count up to the num
ber even in Spanish, which
really helped out on the first
day of Spanish l

9. If you're in the jungle and
you are an antelope, the last
thing on earth you want to
see is a big lion charge up
behind you.

8. People can run a perfectly
fine television station with
out commercials as long as
after every show you say
"This show was brought to
you by ...." and every couple
of months beg for money.

7. If you're going to eat a
cookie, you better have a
throat., because if you don't
you'll end up like Cookie
Monster spitting cookies
everywhere.

6. The Degrassi Junior High
theme song.

5. Alligators are really nice
creatures who don't want to
hurt anyone, but occasional
ly they can get a little
cranky.

4. Don't live in a garbage can;
it won't bring happiness.

3. When you come into your
house put a different pair of
shoes on, take your jacket
off and put a sweater on and
say, "hello neighbor."

2. Dino aurs aren't as in
timidating when they sing,
dance, and tach a valu
able lesson

1. 1,2. 3,4, 5, 6. 7, 8. 9, 10, 11,
12.

By Deanna Devries

"Sweet Home Chicago" is the
place that all teens go to have a
good time. Chicago does indeed
offer great forms of entertain
ment, which range from shopping
malls to sporting events.

North Pier is a mall that suits
all teenagers. Whether you like to
shop, shoot some pool, or even
play miniature golf, North Pier of
fers it all! The mall is located near
the lake, which makes it even
more appealing. While you stroll
through the mall, Lake Michigan
is in clear view. When you build up
an appetite, food can be easily
found. If you like the great taste of
fast greasy food, the eatery is for
you. If you seek a little more for
mal atmosphere, the mall does
have some nice restaurants in it.

If you are looking for pizza,
Chicago pizza is the best in the
country. Gino's East's awesome
deep dish pizza makes your taste
buds dance. The place is known
for the hundreds of customers'
signatures that decorate the
walls. There is another place
called Chicago Pizza and the Oven
Grinder that makes one of the
best pizzas ever. The crust of the
pizza is on top. It is eaten like a
piece of pie. It is highly rec
ommended.

So as Jake and Elwood would
say, "Come on, don't you want to
go back to the same old place,
'Sweet Home Chicago.'''

trap tretl
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Cross country team

shows improvement

Girls X-Country team
shows promise

By Mike Manec

When some people think of
cross country they immediately
stop and wonder. After all, who in
their right mind wants to run
three miles, much less run it at a
race pace.

But cross country is more than
all of that It's man against man,
team against team along with
grass, mud, gopher holes, trees
and huge puddles. Finishing a
cross country race is extremely
exhilarating and exhausting as
any member of the '93 Oak Lawn
Cross Country team can tell you.

Despite an injury plagued
season, the boys' cro s country
team boasts a five and four record
at press time.

According to Coach Leary, "In
juries suffered by the squad' top
two runners Junior Rahul Dhawan
(R.D.) and Senior John Hunt has
kept the team from fulfilling its
potential."

Coach Leary also states, "Six
other runners have been in con
tention for the team's top 7 spots
including seniors Brian Fuss,

Alan Buttimer, Jamie Fisher, and
Greg Walent and juniors Jim
Silney and Chris Bax.'

In most cross country meets
there are roster spots which make
up a team. The Spartan cross
country team doesn't send the
same seven guys each race; in fact
because of the heated battle for
the seven roster spots on the Spar
tan team, numbers 3-8 usually ran
the three mile course within a
minute of each other.

Coach Leary said, "The team
has a shot at advancing to Sec
tionals and winning most im
proved trophy at rete-Monee if it
can enter both of these important
races at full strength."

The Frosh/Soph team coached
by Mr. Riordan also enjoys a 5-4
record (at press time) primarily
by efforts of sophomores Tim
Braun, Steve Smith and Greg
Flynn along with freshmen Bob
Hovanes and Mark Dykstra.
Freshmen K vin Hoover and Jeff
Sullivan'1m out th re t ofth ros
ter. All the memb rs of the Spar
tan cross country team run with
pride.

By Kevin E. Hense

The future for the Lady Spar
tans looks very promising. The
girls' cross country team is young
and although they do not have a lot
of experience, they've worked
hard and have made a lot of prog
ress so far for this season. Senior
Tanya Kara and Kelly Sullivan
provide a good base on which the
juniors and sophomores can learn
and build on.

Senior John Hunt chases down his
opponent at his meet at Bull
Frog Lake.

The top three runners for the
Spartans are Senior Tanya Kara
and Juniors Iva Palmer and Kim
Lyska. Kristy Clifton and Julie
Wenzel look very promising for
the year to come.

The youth of the team is rep
resented by sophomores Naomi
Ellis, Keri Hir, Eleni Illiopoulos
and Jody Maslan. These four
sophomore provide a good foun
dation for the Spartans for the
years to come.

The girls practice approx
imately three limes a week and
compete against other schools in
meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays
after chool and also on Saturday
mornings. The girls compete with
other schools by running a course
which is 2.2 mile long. The course is
usually run through the forest
preserves. The course is set up
through hills and other rugged
ground and a lot of the time courses
may be wet and muddy.

One me t, which was hosted by
Eisenhower, was run through a
cemetery. The race was run
through Cedar Park Cemetery in
Alsip. The runners were led by a

pace car which was a hearse with
a yellow flashing light on top. As
the Spartans crossed the finish
line they were rewarded with an
apple. So those of you who don't
think cross country can be excit
ing, are wrong!

The Spartans record overall is 4
and 6, and 0 and 1 in conference, at
presstime, but the Lady Spartans
are up against tough teams such
as Stagg and Sandburg. Coach
Kunde would like the girls to
finish as high as possible in con
f renee. They are working toward
being one of the top three or four
teams in SICA North. Coach
Kunde also wants the girls to con
tinue to improve as the season
progresses.

oach Kunde said, "I've been
very pleased with the progress
and work effort we have shown so
far. This is one of the hardest
working groups I've had. The
record may not show it, but we are
laying th groundwork for after
this season and with our youth th
future looks good." Coach Kunde
is very proud of this group of
girls.

Program builds with new coach
By Chris Matuszewski and
Wendy Mu ielak

If one wanted to describe the
Spartan swimmer and divers in
two words, they might choo e
spirited and hard working.

Leading this group of girls is
Coach Schultz and Coach Novak.
Besides the coach s. th re are
five helpful captain. Th y ar :
s nior Christina Crosby, junior
Colleen Mick and Alison Murphy,
sophomore Becky Quinn and
freshman Naomi Martig. The
coaches and the team work for at
least 2-3 hours a day perf cting
their dives or strokes.

As of press time the Varsity
Lady Spartans were 0-2, but they
came close to defeating Shepard
with a score of 81-88. The Frosh/
Soph team is 1-1.

Taking fir t for the Varsity
Spartans was r lay team Sara
Brown, Chris Crosby, Julie San
filipp and Julie Deplari , Melissa
Radomski in the 100-yard free
style and Julie Deplari for her
diving efforts.

Earning first plac on the
Frosh/Soph level wa Carrie
Richter in the 50-yard free tyle
and the relay team of Sara Wende,
Shelly Grebel, Kim Tamosaitis
and Bethany Block.

On ptember 11 th, three Oak
Lawn divers participated in the
Andrew Diving invitational. To
qualify Naomi Martig at the
fro h/soph I v I n eded to learn
six dives, while at th varsity level
Julie Deplari and Adria Martig
needed to p rfedll dives. Adria
Marlig put the partans on the
board placing 24th out of 54
divers.

Betw en oach Novak, Julie
o pi ri nd Adria Martig, the
freshman divers are beginning to
learn the correct format for
diving.

Adria Marlig aid, "The fresh
man divers hav a lot of potential

and are really learning fast"
A per onal goal for each of the

divers is to beat their best score,
while the swimmers try to beat
their best time.

Julie Deplaris said, "A team
goal would be for everyone to en
courage ach other to do their
best."

Laura Lov II added, "I think
we'll be a ucce ful team,
b caus we are trying our best to
b com dominant through hard
work."

oach hulz believes, "If the
team continue to work together
and push s each other, we will do
well in conference."

The coaches believe that their
str ngths come in with the large
number of versatile girls on the
team. Ea h of these girls is quite
capable of swimming different
races on both the varsity and
froshlsoph I v l Swimmers who
demonstrate this are sophomores
like B cky Quinn and Melissa
Radomski.

oach Novak said, "The Oak
Lawn Lady partan wim Team i
enthu iastic and spirited."

om upport th swimm rs
and divers against on of th ir
toughe t opponent , Stagg on Oc
tober 14 at Oak Lawn. Good
Luck girls!!!

lady Spartans wreak havoc on SICA North Tennis

Fall Highlights

--------------------------------~
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: Orland Driving School
I can put you in the driver's seatfastJ!
I

I Enjoyable 2 and 4 week courses begin soon.

Good driving skllls are no accident.
$1 ~ OFF coupon good at:

14600 S. LaGrange • Orland Park· (708-460-6622)
3552 W. 95th St.• • Evergreen Park • (708-425-7111)

$15 COUPON NOT
GOOD WITH OTHER
OFFERS. LIMIT ONE.
THIS COUPON WST
BE PRESENTED BY
THE FIRST CLASS

SESSION,

Gina Wierdak.
The girls' record may be 6-0,

but with combined individual
r cords they are 56-9.

The Spartans defeated Hins
dale South 4-1, Tinley Park 5-0,
University High 5-0, Chicago

hristian 3-2, Richards 5-0 and
Reavis 5-0.

These smashing Spartans also
captured the Thornridge tourna
ment for Oak Lawn.

We invite all of you out to see
these girls win some more
matches.

experience of watching the girls'
freshman! ophomore tennis team
practice and get ready to crush
their next opponents. At pres
time, the team was 6-0, and 2-0
in conference.

The members on this amazing
team are Heather Bale, Keri Bara,
Lisa Bazian, Chris Czemske,
Christy Falls, Rachel Funk,
Chrissie Garza, Jill Herrman,
Nicole Matezewski, Melissa Moyzis,
Lisa Perveneck, Amanda Pop
ham, Kathy Porrey, Keri Porrey,
Kris Porrey, Lisa Sherman and

Frosh/soph

phrase, oach Theisen replied
surprisingly quickly with "Learn
ing to fly." He said his reason for
choosing this was "We have
talent, we're refining our skills,
and we ne d the outward con
fidence it take to win. This young
team will do this!"

This reporter had the fortunate

By Daryl Gorney

Benedict rank d th 8th lading
passer in the hicago area

Boys Cro s Country - Oak Lawn
d feats Evergre n Park to climb
ab ve th .500 mark.

Girls Tenni - Tracy Pine boasts
an 8-1 record at pr 55 lIme.

at the first singles position, and
Theresa Steurer, a sophomore,
who is playing second singles,
both stand out as individuals.
Tracy's record stands at eight
wins and one loss, while Theresa's
record is seven and two.

The starting line-up as a whole
has also been doing very well.
Doubles Kelly Harper, Jami
Barchak, Chris Matuszewski, Kim
Meares, Kelly Melaniphy and
Jillian Panos are the current
starters.

Other doubles teams are Kim
Chilvers, Anna Mollo, Teri Wo
jtysiak, Shannon Bo i, Wendy
Musielak, Jill Swiec and Kris
Trobe. The team is also proud to
welcome Diana Stulgys, an ex
change student from Germany.

Coach Theisen is expecting
everyone in the starting line-up to
get seeded for Conference. Tracy
Pine is expected to go to Sec
tionals once again. "I'm hoping
she'll finish in the top 50 in the
state," says Coach Theisen.

When asked to describe his
team with a meaningful word or

Varsity Football - SeDior Ja on

Girls Volleyball - Lady partan
tak fir t in the Glenbard outh
tournament

Soccer - partans win th cross
town classic with style over
Richards 4-0.

By Kelly Melaniphy

The Girls' Varsity Tennis Team
has burst into the '93 sea on seek
ing revenge. This young team is
bound and determined to wreak
havoc on the SICA North Con
ference teams.

The Spartans have won six of
their initial nine meets. With this
overall record, Coach Bill Theisen
is very enthusiastic about the
season and the girls' overall
talent

Coach Theisen commented,
"The team is doing very well.
Those girls are definitely carry
ing on the Oak Lawn tennis tradi
tion." The Spartans' conference
record is showing their winning
style at three wins and two losses,
beating Richards, Reavis and
Argo. The team has also crushed
Tinley Park, Chicago Christian,
and University High. Their only
10 ses were served to them by
Hinsdale South, Stagg and hep
ard.

Tracy Pine, a senior and form
er State qualifier, who is playing
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S.occer season starts out strong

record is 4 wins and 3 losses at
pre s time. They are coached by
Mr. Tom Eastman

Soccer is a great sport, so why
don't you come on out and take
pride in being a fan and give your
team some support.

By Dan Ellis

It's the fall sports season in
high schools all across America.
It's football season. Well, sure it
is, but it's also soccer season.

It all started on August 16, the
first day of practice. The Spartans
were looking ahead to a great new
'93-'94 season. There was the
usual new group of freshmen but
there was also one new senior, a
foreign exchange student, Troels
Thim. He was welcomed with
open arms and has been a vital
part of the team this season.

The Mighty Spartans opened
the '93-'94 season with 3 straight
wins. The Spartans beat Chicago
Christian, Lemont and Nazareth
After falling to Tinley Park in a
close match up (nobody's per
fect), the Spartans shut down the
cross-town rivals Ri hards, the

score being 4-0. The Spartans
received good all-around playing
from everyone.

.Some standouts were defen
ders Alex Kreydich, Pete Novak,
Lou Radulovic, Pete Uraja and
receiving his first career shut out,
goalie Dan Ellis.

The Spartans then fell to Sand
burg, Oak Forest, Argo (ya gotta
let urn win sometimes). After los
ing three in a row the Spartans
said "Hey, let's win and win big!'
That's exactly what the Spartans
did beating the Braves of Bremen
by the score of 8-1.

The Spartans overall record is 5
wins and 4 losses and 1 win and 3
losses in conference at press
time. Another Spartan soccer
milestone was the win against
Richards. It was the first con
ference win in the history of soc
cer at Oak Lawn being in its 5th

season.
The Spartans have received a

well rounded response from the
offense this year. Goals have been
scored by Ryan Dykema, Wesam
Hamed, Jim Kolar, Alex Krey
dich, Troels Thim, Mike Vahi and
Dan Wallace.

Dan Wallace had this to say,
"To have a good team you need to
work as a team out on the field.
Having seven guys involved in the
offense shows that we share the
ball and are not concerned with
individual stats."

When asked about the season
Varsity Coach Ray Valdez said,
"We're getting better. It takes 3-4
years to build a good program. We
also have been in an indoor league
during the winters. That has
helped us a lot."

The soccer season is barely
half over and will probably finish

Defensiveman Pete Novak deters the efforts ofShepard High chool
in a recent conference match-up.

the year with the best record ever.
What is to come in the years
ahead? The Spartans are a young
team, having only 5 seniors.

Speaking of the future, how
about th frosWsoph team They're
off to a good start also. Their

Volleyball teams dominate the conference
By Michele Gallagher

Deja-Vu. That's what anyone
who had attended the volleyball
season opener would have said.
That's what Coach Surma was
saying, "The girls keep my blood
pressure up that's for sure."

Psyched and interested in
showing Queen of Peace that last
years regional match was not just
luck, the Lady Spartans came out
quick. The first game held every
one strong with a 17-15 Spartan
victory. Losing the econd game
15-10, and coming out in the third
game with a 10-0 deficit, many
were ready to head for home.
Then, the Spartans showed a bit of
a rise and before anyone knew it,
they went from 13-4 to 13-10 with
senior Lisa Malpeli serving six in
a row. Seniors Natalie Forte and
Heather Dodaro's strong hitting
and precision blocking k pt the
team up and they came home vic-

tQtious finishing the third game
15-13.

A week later the team paid a
visit to the Rams and once again
put doubt in the focus. Losing the
first game 15-13 and being down
in the econd game 13-5 with
Reavis serving, not many had
hope. Senior Tonia Perillo and
Junior Tracey Milazzo came into
serve strong to finish out the
game 16-14 with Milazzo con
tributing 7 service points includ
ing the game winning point. With
their momentum high, and their
attitudes high, the Spartans came
out to win the third game 15-9.
Senior Tonia Perillo had a strong
setting game which helped senior
Natalie Forte and Junior Mandy
Smith to pull out some outstand
ing hits.

As of press time, the Lady Spar
tans have taken second place in
the Glenbard North Tournament
losing to Rolling Meadows and

First in the Hillcrest tournament
beating Tinley Park 15-7, 15-13.
As Coach Surma put it, "They
were team efforts." Both tour
naments depended on the bench
coming in strong defensively.
These players included Kelly
VanDuren, Jenny Pranskunas,
Sonia Ziad, Melissa Gadja. Amy
Feltz, Michele Gallagher, Amy
Reiff, Diane Didier and Jenny
Bartosz.

Frosh/Soph
By Marija Jurcevic and
Dawn Starmach

Dynamic is the word to de
scribe this year's sophomore
girls' volleyball team. With a 2-2
conference record, this team has
the potential to reach its goals of
attaining the conference title.

"To win the hampionship is
always our goal," said Coach

Michaels. "Other than that, we
hope to come in as high as
possible."

This close knit group of girls
always play together and each
contributes 100% in every game.
According to Michaels, her Spar
tans don't have any weaknesses.
They only fear the Eagles of
Sandburg and the Stagg Chargers.

Losing to the Eagles twice last
year kept the team from being No.
1, bUt, "As long as we play our best
all season and we all do the job,
we'll win."

The sophomore team consists
of: Ellen Albek, Traci Ballard,
Laura VanByssum Sherrie Gal
lagher, Becky Funk, Sarah Feltz,
Jackie McCastiand, Chrissie
Maragaron, Diane Kowalczyk,
Ana Pinon, Asmea Judeh, Kristin
Lang, Nicole McCastiand and
Brandi Piper.

This year's freshmen volley-

ball team is exactly that - a team.
Alot of height and dedication also
compliments the team.

According to Coach Bahnaman,
the girls are competitive and
maintain a positive attitude that
has resulted in a 3-0 conference
record.

"This is my first team. They get
along well and have the potential
to be a great team. We win and
lose as a team," said Bahnaman.

All of the freshmen have in
dividual strength, but Mandy
Zeien, Jeanine Dreschler and
Barb Antol are among the strong
est according to Bahnaman.

The rest of the team includes:
Jaime Topol ki, Ca ey Bennett,
Sheri Si vetsen, Donna Wasik,
Jenny Tyzenhau , Val Neubauer.
Tina Miliant~ Niki Raspovich,
D nis Fasano, Chris Infusino
and Juli Valentine.

Practice is key to golfers' success
\ .

By Chris Franzen

The golf season is over and the
team survived some difficult
losses. This group of determined
golfers had the positive attitude
necessary to improve with each
game.

The older players needed to
perfect their game while the new
golfers needed hints on their

technique and approach to the
game of golf. Most people look at
the game of golf as being pretty
simple. Until you've attempted it,
you can't imagine the challenge of
hitting a little white ball into a cup
that's placed several hundred
yards away with sand pits and
hills in your way.

Chris Zeien commented, "I was
very disappointed (about the

season)." This seemed to be the
attitude of most of the team. The
biggest factor of this season was
the stiff competition that they
faced.

Individuals such as Ira Sukrun
gruang, Brian Wolfe and Joe
Vorrier all tallied impressive
scores but they couldn't match up
to the well-improved teams of the

ICA North conference. Other
contributing golfers were Chris
Zein, Randy Somer etl., John
Kimson, Chris Franzen, Brian
Clauson and John Faro.

Coach Gates labels this team as
being "determined". He was
aware that this group didn't start
out with the skills necessary to be
conference champs, however

they did have the attitude nec
essary to improve and develop the
things that they have learned this
s~ason in order to make a run at
the conference title next year.
Coach Gates believes that golf is a
game that these guys won't stop
playing after high school, but in
stead they will go on for the rest of
their lives using the skills
learned now.

Varsity football looks to annihilate the Argonauts

Senior Abad Lopez brings down an Eagle during their game
against Sandburg

By Cheryl Starmach

The arch rival of this year's var
sity football team are the Argo
Argonauts. Not only do the Argo-

nauts possess 200 pound linemen,
but they also challenge the Spar
tans on their Homecoming Day.

At press time, Argo stands at 1
2 overall, while the Spartans are

a1O-5. "They won't be pushovers, I
can tell you that much," said
Coach Robinson. He has seen the
enemy play and claims that the
Argonauts have got some nice
running backs, and good lin men.

Though the Spartans lack a
"senior group with four years of
varsity experience," they've got
the 8th leading passer in the
Chicago area on their side,
Jason Benedict.

Quarterbacks and receivers
seem to be the force behind the
Spartans this season. Benedict,
quarterback, will be focusing on
throwing the ball, and receivers
Abad Lopez, D.J. Smith, Don
Byron and Pat Clifton hope to
catch it.

In a dual with Oak Forest, the
team played strong, but fell to the
Bengals33-20. Benedict threw 240
yards while Lopez and Smith each
caught a touchdown pass.

Some outstanding play has
come from sophomores Steve
Evans and Dave Rivera-Duer,
who were pulled up to the varsity
level. "The sophomore team
would dominate if they had

them," said Robinson. In the
tough SICA North conference,
Robinson said both are getting
tough-on-the-job experience.

The Spartans were defeated by
both Tinley Park and Richards,
but nonetheless, hope to attain
their goals. "We strive to play
mistake-free football, exciting
football and we want to win,"
Robinson said.

As of press time, the word that
describes the team would be
"scrappy," because they are not
big, nor fast. However, they are
also not afraid to come and hit you
according to Robinson.

Frosh/Soph

By Tom Cronin

The sophomore Spartan foot
ball team got off to a rough start in
its conference opener at Rich
ards. They started with a dazzling
touchdown on their first posse 
sion. But Richards scored almost
nonstop after that, as they went on
to defeat the Spartans 48-6.

Coach Mayer's thoughts after
the game were, "We knew that
Richards would be a tough com
petitor, but our team does have
strengths to build on. Our passing
game with quarterback Carl
Isaacson and Bill Schlosser at the
receiver spot is one of our
strengths."

Probably the most significant
s tback to the sophomore Spar
tans has b en the small roster.

Things were looking dim for the
freshman squad as well as the A
team lost 44-0 and the B team lost
24-0 in the conference opener
against Richards. After the game
Coach Lockwood commented,
"We just faced our toughest com
p tition. We have strengths in the
number of players who have
experience."

Coach Lockwood's goal for this
team was simply to become a bet
ter football team. The Spartans
proved what they're capable of
when they defeated the Sandburg
Eagles in the fin a) week of
September.
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NHS inducts 42 members

gave the stud nts a chan e to
thank teach rs as well as parent

nd friends for coming to the
erem ny.
The partanit would like to

congratulate th m mbers of the
Nati nal Honor S i ty for their
h I'd work and d di ation to th

h I a w 1l a th ommuni y.
~()od luck in y ur future ~

d av rs.

Musielak. Iva Palmer. arolyn
Parkhill, Matthew Roberton.
arah Roberts, April herwood.

Heath I' Velman, 8 cky Viollt.
Dan Wallace Carrie Walsh, Julie
Wenzel, Tere a Wojty i k and
Rosario Yngson.

Aft r the ceremony, guests of
th memb r who aU nd d the in
du tion weI' invited to attend a
reception in the M dia Center. It

Amy Shaar, President of National Honors ociety, induct new member ,Jeremy Marcheui at the November
15th ceremony.
Jenny Devivo, Rahul Dhawan,
Sherlyn Doran, Amy Feltz, Chris
topher Franz n, Tracy Heinrich.
andy K czmark, Jame Kolar,

Jennifer Kosik, Karen Laurin
aitis, Jam Liao and Jeremy
Marchetti.

Also, Adria Marlig, Gina Mar
tino, hri tin Matu zew ki,
Brian M Ivin, Anna Mil, Tim
Monahan, Angela Moustis, W ndy

scholarship. Cheryl Starmach,
s cretary, d fined service, while

laudia Gonzalez, trea urer,
sp ke of character.

The second year memb rs
were then re ognized and pI' 
sented with their pins. As each
member wa called, their futur
plans were ann unced. These
eniors were: Nav en Babu, Jami

Barchak, Rob rt Burns, Alan But
tim 1', Jennifer Caban, Andrea

I men , Tracy Deut cher. Dan
i I ELLis, Terra Frederick, Ann tt
F'urgiu ie, Brian F'us , Mich 1
Gallagher, laudia Gonzalez,
Leanna Gryz, K lly Harper, Erin
Haubenreiser, Kevin Hens ,
Ellen Lee and Gina Liao.

Also, Patricia Lonosky, Mike
Marzec, Mazen Matarieh, han
non Mindeman, Paul Mulka,
Venta Norvila, hri tin Pahalek,
Tonia Perillo, Tracy Pine, Rick
Raspante, Jill Riley, Sarah Ru-
hala, Anne Ruger, Amy Shaar,

M Ii sa Slade, D.J. Smith, Rena
mith, Krista parrow, Luciana
tabila, Cheryl tarmach, Gean

nine Styx, Joseph- VOi(ier and
Gregory Walent. .

The new induct es w\e for
mally introduced by receiving a
lit candle repres nting the Candle
of Knowledge. Thes new memo
b rs ar : senior -Jennifer Kar ka
and hris Therman. Juniors
J nnif r Barto z, Robert Car y,
Kimb rly Chi Iv r ,Brian Jjfton,
Kristy lifton, Micha I Colvin,

cott ummings, Julie Deplaris,

On ovember 15, forty-two
student were induct d into the
Spartan hapter of th National
Honor So iety. The e students
I' ceiv doneofthehighe thonor
a high chool student can
I' ceive.

In order to be eligible to
b come a m mber of NH ,a tu
dent mu t be a junior or senior,
hold a cumulative grade point
average of at least 3.1, and how
involv ment in extra-curricular
activiti .

The indu tion cer mony began
with the lighting of the Candle of
Knowl dge by Claudia onzalez.
Aft rth pro essional, a welcome
was xtended by Amy Shaar,
president of the NHS.

Th gue t peak I' for th eve
ning wa Dr. Luka, principal of
Oak Lawn. Through the use of
quotes, Dr. Luka was able to com
municat to the students the im
portance of an education, to strive
for the college diploma as well as
the high school diploma.

Aft I'DI'. Luka's sp ch, the of
ficer introduced the cardinal
prin ipl s of the ational Honor
Society. These principl serve as
the foundation and basis of NHS.
Each officer lit candle, sym
bolizmg on of the cardinal prin
cipl ,and gave a short p echo

Amy haar, pre ident, spoke
about I ad rship. K vin Hense,
vice-pI' sident, talk d about

By Meli sa Slade

Holiday Food Drive a success
with a donation of 2,488 cans. The
students averaged 88.86 cans per
student. What were their trat
egies in colI cting such an enor
mous amount of cans?

Kevin Hense, D.J. Smith, Brian
Fuss, and Rick Arnold were said
to have started a class colle tion
of money. They then went and
purchased over 800 cans with the
aid of Al Buttimer.

Terra Fr drick and Mike Mar·
zec went door to door collecting
cans for over three hours! Ms.
wetz along with the rest of the

Oak Lawn staff and tudents
should b very proud of this
outstanding clas which demon
strated pride for themselves and
respect for others. on
gratulations!!

The tud nt Council would like
to thank everyone who con
tribut d to thi worthy cau . And
to those classrooms who didn't
win the contest we ask you to keep
in mind th true purpos of the
food drive and the hundred of

fortunate than you.
Now let's get going and start

working on our can collecting for
next year's driv and break this
year's grand total of 10,148 cans!
W hope you had a great Thanks
giving!

Thanksgiving Canned Food Drive Winner. M. wetz Spanish-4
class, po es for a picture before their breakfast. (photo by Toni
Kozlowicz)

families you help d to have a
nicer Thank giving. Though orne
of you did not get th atisfaction
of winning the contest, winning
isn't everything. You should be
sati fied with knowing that you
help d to feed many people less

easonopens itForen ic

a contest b tween all second
period classes. As a reward the
class which coli cted the most
an was given a buffet style

breakfast during their second
period.

Two classrooms that collected
ov I' 1,000 cans each were Mr.
Burdan's and Mr. Astrauskas'.
Wh n asked how they motivated
their students to collect such a
large number of cans, both replie
were the same. Th students did it
th mselves, using their money
and their own time. They mo
tivated each other.

Anna Mollo, a student from Mr.
Astrauskas's clas went door to
door collecting ov 1'100 cans. Her
fellow classmates, Dan Wallace
and Teri Wojtysiak, went to large
companies for donations. Mr.
Burdan's class had a ratio of 76.73
can per stud nt with Jeremy

pilde donating ov I' 50 cans!
However, this year' winner of

the econd period class competi
tion was Ms. Swetz's panish clas

By Sarah Roberts

Imagine, if you will, a mountain
of cans. To be more exact, let's
make that this year's grand total
of 10,148 cans collected. Now,let's
imagin the endless number of
families the cans will feed this
Thanksgiving. If you help d con
tribut to this year's drive, you
should feel proud and a little
touched by all the effort put forth
by your f llow clas mates. Once
again this y ar Oak Lawn students
pulled t g ther to help tho e in
need, truly making thi year's Stu
dent ouncil Annual Canned Food
Drive a success!

The food collected was donated
to many church food pantries in
cluding Pilgrim Faith, Church of
the azarene and Wesleyan
Church. They greatly appr iated
the large donations and would like
to p rsonally thank everyone
who contributed.

As tradition here at Oak Lawn,
the drive once again started out as

By Jim Kolar

La t y ar eleven competitors
on the Oak Lawn For nics Team
climbed into a bus and headed
down th road to Gurn , Illinois,
the sit of the Illinoi High School
Association State comp titions.

This year, Forensic' team
mat s, Head Coach Tom Dzur
sion. and as i tant coa h s: John
Leary. Donna Egan, and John
Gonzy all have high hope' of send
ing mol' participants to state and
o far th O.L. Forensics team is

off to a gr at start.

In case you're wondering,
"What exactly does one do on the
OL. Forensics Team!", here's
your answer. ompetitors com
pet in a choice of 13 separate
events of spe ch and acting:
Humorous Duet Acting, Dramatic
Duet Acting, Humorous Inter
pI' tation, Dramati Interpreta
tion, Special Occasion Speaking,
Original Comedy, Prose and
Verse peaking, Extem
poraneous Speaking, Radio and
Impromptu Speaking, and 0 c
tarnation and Original Oratory
peaking.

Once a competitor has chosen

his or her event the work begins.
Competitor will practice an
average of 2 hours a day to make
his or her piece perfect. At a tour
nament the competition i fierce,
as a competitor may face UP to 70
rivals all tying for a numb I' one
place.

At the O.L. Forensics team's
fir t tournament, everyone dem-
onstrated partan pride. Th
team placed 7th out of more than
27 schools competing. Thi was
just the way the team want d to
start out th y ar and it looks like
Oak Lawn is going to hav a
great season.

The Varsity members of OL.
Forensics team include: Elan
Kleis, Jill Valentine, Brian Kot
owski, JilI Herrmann, Kelly Har
per, Bob Carey, Jean Lind, Jenny
Christianson, Chris Oakes, Katie
McCarthy Joe Herrmann, Jim
Kolar and John Madison.

The Novice team inCludes:
Sarah Roberts, Gary Byrne,
Naomi Martig, Liz Yur cisin. Jeff
Marcink wski, Joe Bolz, Mike
Marcinkowski. Christy Clifton,
Tim Braun, Sharon kowron,
Mandy Wagner, Jason IIilger. Pat

lifton, Mike Man illas, Kim
M ar . Kim Toma itis, John
Oake , Dan Sullivan, Nicol Pec-

citilIo, Colleen Hurley and Amy
Kras.

La t year head coach Tom
Dzursion was quoted as saying,
''I'm really excited about next
year. It can only get better than
this." Well next year is here and it
s ms that the 1994 O.L. Foren-
ics team is something to get ex

cited over. Because of hard work
and d dication, these OL .C.H.S.
students have omething to be
proud of. The road to state
qualifications ha just begun but
the O.L. For nsic team is pre
par d and determined to make
it there.
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Leave the media alone!
By Cheryl tarmach

[h you think it was right

for Michael Jordan to retire?

\,

The Beavis and Butthead

Michael Jordan will never, ever lose
his love for the game. It's done too much
for him. Com back, Mik . You ow it to
th fans and you ow it to th game of
basketball.

By Alan Buttimer

Does that m an that you wouldn't be
happy having all of Jordan's money?

Micha I Jordan is a quill r. Now don't
get me wrong, [ happ n to have the ut
most respect for the man and I sincerely
believe that h was/i th greatest
basketball player to v I' walk the face
of this earth.

However, when the going got tough,
Michael got going - to th golf course,
pos ibly to gamI away 'ome of the
$3.25 million pry ar whi h he is still
getting paid ev n though h is retiring
(not to mention his s veral other sour
ces of income). Now I know what you're
saying. "Money can't buy happiness."

Many people come to Jordan's de
fense saying that h simply lost his love
of the game and his sens of ompetition
or challenge. Whoa! Hold the presses.
stop the phone, w 11, you get the point.
That's absurd' The game gave Michael a
car er. a life, an NCAA tille, two
Olympic gold medals. th NBA 'hampion
ship. scoring tilles, all-star status, dunk
contest champion hip and league MVP
honors just to nam a f w of th awards
he earned in exchang for taking on the
horrible responsibility of having mil
lions of peopl wanting to "Be like ...
you."

By Iva Palmer

When Michael "Air" Jordan retired
from his game in Octob 1', I cri d. [
kn w, just like other Bulls fans that the
t am would n ver be th am without
Jordan and hi amazing a rial f at .
in r dible hang time and his winning
ways, y t things change and so doe lif ,
so I accepted the news, how v 1',

reluctantly.
We have to face th fact that another

player like Jordan is not likely to om
around again in thi lifetime or ever. We
just have to be happy that Chicago wa
lu 'ky nough to have him and hope that
th rest of the Bulls learned om thing
from his strong leadership and guidanc .

We can't b mad at Jordan for I' tiring
or the fact that the Bulls probably won't
gain another title this year. The man f It
the need to I' tire. It was his own 'hoic
and he should be free to make the sam
choice as any other player might mak .
Som wish to know the reasons behind
it, but that i Jordan' bu ine salon .
Perhaps he qu it becaus all too oft nth
media invaded his private life and h
could never relax. Reporters weI' 'on
tanlly in his face asking him things like
how h thought his gambling or his
father' murder would affect his game.

ouldn'l the media just prai him for
what good he did, instead of turning his
private life into a series of candalou
public affairs?

Now, the Bulls fans and the team alike
must a cept life A.J. (after Jordan).

Jordan deserved to go out as the tar
he was, rather than retire after an "off"
season and be remembered as a faded
hero.

Still, I an't help but hop h '11
orne back.

Mayb it all boils down to a question of values. Perhaps w should b more interest
din th national defi it than who Madonna's latest lover is. Or maybe the passing of

the Brady Bill is more important than the divorce of harles and Di. ould it be that a
n w law on gang activity would b mol' beneficial for us to kn w than whether or not
Michael Jackson has had his skin bleached? I wonder if the-mc4a would adjust to thos
I' qu ts, if we showed an interest in th m????

What is your favorite Christmas

cartoon/movie and why?

Speakout

Hav you heard? Oprah's wedding is off, her book i on hold, and he 10 t 40 pounds
through starvation. Micha I Jordan is in gambler's anonymous and on his way to pro
fessional golf. Joan Esposito is pregnant with Hora e Grant's baby.

Exa tly what i it that fascinat s us about these rumor ? Why do we love to hear
about the lives of celebrities? Why is it that we tune into the n w when the preview
speak of murders and cannabolism? Where do we g t this junk from?

Well, th media brings it to us. For some strange reason, though, th media is looked
down upon for delivering exa tly what it is we want to hear.

Th publi frowns on the media for prying into the lives of citiz ns to get astory. Yet,
when I' porters don't do that, th publi still is unhappy, b cause they didn't get the in-
ide coop. Take the Jordan situation for example. People want d to know Jordan's

motivation for retiring, yet were disappointed with reporter for prying into his private
life aft I' his father's d ath. Th m dia is put in a no-win ituation. It can never please
th public.

Th job of the media is to inform the public of the events in th world. Reporters fill
us in on issues that will directly affect our lives like NAFTA and linton's health care
I' form. However, this isn't the kind of new that attra ts viewerslr ad rs.

We almost force the m dia into "tricking" us to watch th n ws or pick up a news
pap r. None of us would watch if w kn w that the biggest news of the day happened to
b that Jim Tilman's weath I' prediction wa accurat . Yet, if we heard that Hillary
threw a plate at Bill's head, w would b interested.

0, why does the m dia have such a bad reputation? It does its job. It informs the
public, truthfully, yet inv stigat stories that we're inter sted in. The wonderful world
of journalism does all it can to make th public happy! Reporters know that if it bleeds,
It lead . They answer the public's I' qu sts.

By Cheryl Starmach

Beavis and Butthead should be
banned! They are an insult to any in
telligent adult and an awful influence on
children. Their vulgarity, bad manners,
au9 "cool" image ar toma h-turning.

How does MTV get away with saying
these nose-picking d linquents are
funny? They have pushed all other car
toons aside and now almost every kid in
the country knows B avis and Butlhead.
They are crude, destructiv , cruel to
animals and are fascinat d by death and
hicks. Fire is their favorite toy.
They are so funny that one five-year

old boy, who happ n d to b a die-yard
fan, lit his hous on fir and killed his
two-year-old sibling as a I' suIt of
mimicking this "funny" show.

By whose definition ar these boys
funny? If thi i funny, I'd hat to see
hysterical. Th y ar no Barney or Big
Bird, characters who teach children
good manners and sing lullabys. Times
have d finitely hang d if this is what
we are calling funny.

Most OL HS students say that Beavis
and Butthead are so funny b cause they
are 0 tupid. Why ar we so into mind
Ie s humor? Ar w too til' d to think?
Ar we merely lazy and want to I' lax by
plopping in front of th TV to be enter
tained by stupidity? How can we
measure our valu s in thi way? Are
Beavis and Butth ad tru represen
tations of typical high chool students?
Do high school stud nts value fire, call
ing school staff memb I' "names" and
blowing up cats?

If this is what stud nts value these
days and if this is humor to th m, I arr
a harned to b a student at this tim .

controversy

By Renee Szml\ilo

Making us laugh is what they're
known to do best. Wearing their
Metallica and Ac/DC T-shirts, these two
can really make us beg for more.
Wheth r they're making fun of music
videos or blowing up small animals, we
should realize that th se ar only at
tempts to make us laugh at the
ab urd.

Teen-agel's and young adults are the
bigg t vi weI' of this show and unles
th y're crazy. they wouldn·t be stupid
n ugh to follow in the footsteps of th

non-realistic characters. They watch
B avis and Butth ad, because, wh n
prop rly viewed, the antics are simply
an escape from reality. It provid s sim
pi fantasy.

As for the little kids, th program
mers have now changed the tim of
Beavis and Butthead to a much lat I'
vi wing time. It's the parents re ponsi
bility to make sure what their kids are
watching is appropriate. Now that the
sh w is on at 10:30 p.m.. kids hould b
tuck d away, a' well as their parents'
worri s.

What this controversy boils down to is
whether or not programmers should b
allowed to show Beavis and Bullhead. I
b liev it's not the programmers re
sponsibility. They just put th show on
and hop that it gets great revi ws. Th y
don't control the kids who watch thi
program. It·s the parents job to do that.

ophomore Mark Gronski
"My favorite Christmas movie is 'A

Miracle on 34th Str et,' becaus it shows
the tru meaning of hristmas."

enior Mark Murphy
"My favorit Christmas program i

'Rudolf th Red-no ed Reindeer,'
because I was forced to watch it ever
since I was a littl boy."

Junior Kelli VanVuren
"My favorite hristmas movi is Tim

Burton's 'Night Bef I' hristmas:
b caus I've seen all th oth I'
Christmas movies too many times. It's
om thing new and d finitely dif

fer nt."

Fre hman Jeanine Drech ler
"My favorite hristmas movi is

, croog d,' because I like the way
harles Dickens' 'A hristmas Carol'

wa switched to a more humorous mod-
rn day comedy."
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Perillo nam~d "High School Hero"
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Cheryl Starmach
Patricia Lonosky
Claudia Gonzalez

Venta Norvilas
Mike Marzec

Melissa Slade
Sarah Roberts
Alan Buttimer

Michele Gallagher
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Chris Franzen

Wendy Musielak
Shannon Bosi, Chris Franzen,
Anna Mollo, Wendy Musielak

Mrs. B. Whiteaker
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Hometown
Shopping

Center

Illt. .. t'lJLAM,!

Senior Tonia Perillo is featured as Channel
5' High School Hero of the Week. (Photo by
Toni Kozlowicz)

HOURS
Munday Ihru Thur~day

II :00 a.l\1. 10 11 :00 p.m.
Friday & Sntur<lllY

11 :00 a.l\1. 10 Mldnl!!ht

4102 Southwest Highway

someone school officials could
feel proud to have represent their
school. According to Mr. Hokin,
"Tonia far exceeded these qual
ifications, and her selection was
greatly influenced by varsity
coach, Jane Surma's, recommen
dation, her season's perform
ance, and by praise from other
area coaches.

Tonia is an All-Conference Set
ter, led the team in assists, and is
the team co-captain. She has a
4.176 G.P.A. and ranks 7th in a
class of 308. In addition, Tonia is
active in the National Honor
Society, Key Club, was named an
Outstanding Junior Girl, i a Peer
Helper, President of the Student
Council. and a recipient of the
Academic Letter Award for High
Honors.

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN
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the high school, program coor
dinator, Brad Hokin, indicated
that students are selected who
have a minimum 3.0 G.P.A., is a
starter in a varsity sport, and is

By Sarah Roberts

ber, Lisa Zekas and Beata
Szmajlo.

SADD

Did you know that December is
"National Drunk and Drugged
Driving Prevention Month?" Well,
SADD made it known by holding
an awareness this past week. Ac
tivities included: The distribution
of MADD red ribbons to local
business, faculty, and students,
and the selling of "Just Say No"
candy in the cafeteria. The red
MADD ribbons are commonly
tied onto car antennas and are
meant to give a new meaning to
"Let's tie one on."

Rachel Pratl, Tonia Perillo,
Karla Shone, Crystal Watt, Kari
Capretz and Terry Atkins played
an important role in making this
week a success and hope they in
creased awareness about the
danger of drunk and drugged
driving.

That's why our
customers keep
coming back, Our
quality-rated
<..Irycleaning gives your
clothes new life.
Keeping you happy
and coming back is
what we're all about.

We do it
right
the first
tin1.c.

PHONE
708-636-0622

PRE-PAYMENT IS REQUIRED
~F. A lIIemher 01 the International Fahricare Institute,

I I the association of professional drycleaners and launderers.

HOURS:
MON.-FRI.

7 A.M TO 7 P.M.,

SATURDAY
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LAMAR CLEANERS
9835 S. PUlASKI ROAD

EVERGREEN PARK

CHICAGOUWD'S LOWEST PRICES

By Sarah Roberts

Porn Pons

Oak Lawn Community High
School senior, Tonia Perillo, was
recently recognized by Channel 5
as a High School Hero.

During a recent interview at

This year's Porn Pon squad per
formed at the boys' home basket
ball games on Dec. 7 and 10. They
will now continue to perform
throughout the season at all home
games, while preparing for com
petition scheduled to take place
Feb. 20, at Argo High School.

This year's squad is also trying
to do a little more community ser
vice work. The Spartanettes will
be involved in a Santa Ietter
writing project, sponsored by the
Sun-Times that benefits needy
children.

The members of this year's
1993-94 Porn Pon Squad include:
Jami Barchak, Colleen Hurley,
and Jenny Reger (captains), and
Linda Cornfield, Sheri Doran,
Chrissy Johnson, Stacie Joritz,
Anne Lundeen, Jamie McKenna,
Michelle Oganeku, Nicole Roll
berg, Brenda Skaritka, Keri
Sonetz. Renee Szmajlo, Tina Web-
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illinois State Scholars recognized
Science Students

of the Month

01.. th rows a snowball

The Illinoi tudent Assistance
Commission recently announced
the 1994-95 Illinoi State Schol
ars. Of this y ar's cholars, 21 are
students at OLCHS. A!though pro
gram participation by high schools
is voluntary, nearly all participate
and Illinoi ' top students elect to
have test score and high school
class ranks sent ISAC for con
sideration in the popular pro
gram. About 10% of Illinois' high
chool seniors are designated

State Scholar and receive a er
tificate of Achievement for the
accomplishm nt.

In order to enter the competi
tion, high school students must
take the A T and/or SAT ex
amination between eptember 1
and June 30 of their junior year of
high school and have the score
sent to ISAC. Generally. selection
of Scholars is based on a combina
tion of their te t scores and their
class rank at the end of the junior
year. Nearly all will continue
their education after high school.

tate scholars include:
Naveen Babu
Michael Boyle
Dan Braun
Robert Burns

Terra Frederick
Annette Furgiuele
Leanna Gryz
Kelly Harper
Kevin Hense
Joseph Herrmann III
Elan Kleis
Patricia Lonosky
Paul Mulka
Venta Norvilas
Tonia Perillo
Tracy Pine
Amal Shaar
Melissa Slade
Anna Van Dellen
Dawn Volakaki
Gregory Walent

October cience Students of the Month are: (From left to right) Jerry
Downing, Biology; Heather Evans, Freshman Biology; Tina
Michalek, Chemistry; hri tine Ward, Chemistry; Kevin Hen e, Ad
vanc d Chemistry; Andr a Moritz, Phy ics. (Not pictured) Mandy
Lindelof, Freshman Biology.)

DECA
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•

•
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Imports

On Monday, November 29.
eight students represented Oak
Lawn at the tate Fall Leadership
Confer nce for Business Profes
sionals of America. This ev nt
was held at th Hyatt Hotel in Oak
Brook, lIIinoi . During the con
ference, officer for th state
as 0 iation of Business Pro
fe ional w re elected. Oak
Lawn student Sarah Funk and
Jennifer Dorman were campaign
ing to be a tate officer.

variety of career-related sub
jects. Students from nineteen
other schools al 0 participated.

'11" CD
'7" TAPE

Posters •

5420 W. 95th 51.
Oak Lawn, IL 60453

Bus. Professionals

The Bu iness Internship cia s
is involved with two vocational
student organizations: Bu iness
Profe sionals of America and
Distributive Education tub of
America (DE A). Each of the
organization has activities at the
local. area, state, and national
level.

Areas 6 & 25 DECA held their
annual Fall onference at the
Holiday Inn in Harvey, Illinois on
Wedn sday, November 10, 1993.
Eighteen students from Oak
Lawn High School attend d. Dur
ing the conference, th stud nts
listened to presentation on a

T-Shirts •

Over so titles on sale
'I t 99 CD & '799 Cassette

PI lONE: (708) 636-0189

1- - - - - --I

r-----------------------.I COUPON I

1$2.00 OFF
I Any CD excluding used &sale
I Expires 2/1/94

Al 0 Ron Mathi. arri
McGrail, Kristopher O'Brien,
Lisa Perveneckis. Jennifer Pran-
kunas. Rachel Prat!, Becky

Quinn, Jenny Scott. h ri Sie
verts n. Aaron Sink, Dawn Star
mach, Jennifer Treonis, Jennifer
Tyz nhaus, Randy Warning,
Donna Wasik, Rebe ca Wolf, An
drew Zaghlul and Mandy Zeien.

time was had by all.
The following OL H tudents

were Snowball participants:
Terry Akins, Lisa Marie Bazian,
Rita Brandt, Vicky orbett,
Marybeth Dreschler, Naomi
Ellis, hristie Evitt, arah Felt.
Shelly Gebel, Mary Gron ki, cott
Jos ph, Erin Keating, Chris
Margaron.

outstanding group of teens who
were trained and prepared to
facilitate these activities. These
t en staff m mbers included
Mike Ciz k, Michele Gallagher,
Jeff Rossow, Kelly Melaniphy,
Jenny Schroeder, and Cheryl

tarmach. Oak Lawn Community
High School Science teacher,
Mike Riordan, erved as adult co
director and Physical Education
teacher, Mary Kay Bahnaman,
participated as an adult staff
member. • ...

The participants 'r'eturned to
the Oak Lawn Youth w-nmission
on Sunday afternoon to their
eagerly awaiting parents. The
weekend came to a close with a
final presentation to both the
te ns and their parents. A great

SEETHE LATEST.
ALpINE 8ASS:~QUAKESERIES

AND DETACHABLE FACE PANEL.. ~.;.... . ..':' , .".. . : ;.; ; :; ..

-

CHRISTMAS
UNBEATABLE PRICES!

~~
MOTORSPORT PLEX
,...~.;

14200 S. laGrange Ad, Orland Park, IL 60462
(708) 349-1211

FINANCING AVAILABLE

High Perlonnance

CARSTEREO

Thirty-seven OL students par
ticipated in the Oak Lawn Opera
tion nowball Weekend held at
Camp Hoov r. in Yorkville, Il
linois, th we kend of November
5-8.

At th Snowball weekend,
students engag d in constructive
discu sion about many of the
issues that affect their lives every
day and to encourage participant
to remain "drug free." Through
large group pI' sentations, mini
workshop and mall group dis
cu sion ,th participants dealt
with issue such as ubstanc us
and abuse, communication in th
family, eating disorders, stereo
types, sexuality and many others.

The participants were I d
through th s activities by an
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By Erin Keating

On October 13, tudent from
District One met at Oswego High

chool for a choral/band comp ti
tion. The qualifiers from this
competition were to sing or play
an instrument in a music festival
held in Oswego on ovember 20.
The music fe tival i all d Il
linois Music Educators A ocia
tion (lMEA). Mr . Mateer and Mr.
Dietemeyer assisted OL tudents
in preparing for this event. There
were two divisions of IMEA that
Oak Lawn student parti ipated
in - choru and band.

In the choral divi ion, six mem
bers from Oak Lawn qualified.
They are Tim Braun (tenor),
Marybeth Dreschler (first so
prano), Joe Duffy (tenor), hristie
Evitt (first alto), Keith Swiderski
(bass), and Rich Tomlinson
(bass).

In order to qualify for the fes
tival the tudents were to mem
orize. five ongs and sing parts of
them, sight read, sing major,
minor, and diminished chords,
and d monstrate tonal memory.
Tonal memory i singing a series
of notes aft r they have been
play d on a piano. Upon complet
ing th above the tudents w re
judg d and th qualifiers went on
to sing at the IMEA festival.

In the band competition four
students qualified for the festival.
They are: Jennifer Balis (flute),
Joe Herrmann (tuba), Ellen Lee
(flute), and Anne Ruger (eu
phonium). The requirements for
their auditions at the competition
were to play notes from a scale
sheet, a sight reading, and two
contrasting etudes. Contrasting
etud s ar two different heets of
music that the students have

never seen befor and hav litlle
time to practice. After the com
pletion these students were also
judged and the qualifiers went on
to play at th IMEA festival.

On ovember 20 at Osw go
High School, thes tud nts per
form d along with many other in
District One. Thank to the hard
work and dedication of the
students and their directors, the
1993 IMEA music festival wa a
great succ s.

As Christie Evitt said, "It was
hard work, but it really paid off.
I'm glad I got the experience of
working with 0 many others who
share my love of music." The fes
tival was very enjoyable and
showed the musical talent of all
those who participated. on
gratulations to everyone who
qualified for the festival!

!MEA Qualifiers: (Top row I to r) Christi Evitt, Mary Beth
Dreshsler. (Middle row I to r) Jenny Bali , Ellen Lee, Ann Ruger.
(Bottom I to r) Rich Tomlinson, Jo Herrmann. (photo by Toni
Kozlowicz)

Students attend DNA conference
By Jill Levickas

On October 14, everal science
students went on a field trip to a
DNA confer nee. The student
from Miss Colby's Chemistry
Honors class, and four students
from Mr. Maloney's Advanced
Biology attended this event with
Ms. Panice, as istant principal.
This conference was held in honor
of the 40th anniversary of the dis
covery ofthe double helix which is
the structure of DNA. This double
helix was discovered by Jam s
Watson and Francis Crick.

From 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

students listened and took notes
on aseries of lectures given by
various scientists. The lectures
were about the history of DNA,
present research with DNA, and
the possibilities in the future.

One of the lectures, given by
Howard M. Temin from the Uni
v rsity of Wisconsin Medical
School, was about the genetics of
retroviruses. His work hopefully
will find a way to help those with
AIDS, (acquired immune de
ficiency syndrome).

In the evening, the students
also attended a banquet where the
guest of honor was James Watson.

The stud nts listened to a speech
by Watson. Many of the students
were surprised to learn that
James Watson had a very average
life before his discovery with
Francis Crick. In fact, h was not
even as well to do as the students
at Oak Lawn.

There were also everal poster
exhibits on display. Thes ex
hibits were excellent visual aids
in seeing some scientific ideas
being applied to everyday living.
Many of the people who made po 
ters were there to answ r any
questions people had.

All of the students who at-

tended this field trip had a very
enjoyable time. They received a
first hand look at the application
of things they had learned in
science classes. Very few other
students had the opportunity to
attend the conference. Most of the
p ople who attended were dis
tinguished scientists or adults
working in science related fields.
Some of the lectures stretched the
intellectual capability of the
students, but most were under
standable.

The overall outing was a suc
cess. The students learned a lot
about DNA and genetics. It al a
gave them a chance to meet orne

famous scientists and socialize
with people working in the many
fields of cience. Some students
even received James Watson's
autograph. Ms. Panice was glad to
have been abl to attend this once
in a lifetime opportunity, and was
happy she had th opportunity to
take student with her.

Wh n a student learns some
thing from a textbook, it doesn't
mean v ry much. It's wh n a stu
dent I arns and sees the conn c
tion to daily lif that he/she
rem mb r. Th fourteen stu
dent will probably never forget
th field trip th y took on October
14, 1993.

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application at:

Oak Lawn Youth Com.mission

JOBS JOBS
.~ •

ribs· sandwiches· draft beer

Casual Dining

Carry-Outs

Phone Ahead and we'll have your Order rndy.

7440 S. Kingery (Rt. 83)
Darien, IL 60559

Phone: (708) 920-0211

8901 S. 52nd Ave.
Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For further information call:

636-2929 •

9115 South Harlem
Bridgeview, IL 60455

Phone: (708)598-2099

7110 West 159th Street
Orland Park, IL 60462

(708) 429-7575

•
;-.---------------------------.----~I • • I
I I Need wheels? I I
I • • I

: Orland Driving School I

: can put you in the driver's seatfast!!

: Enjoyable 2 and 4 week courses begin soon.

Good driving sldlls are no accident.
$1:S OFF coupon good at:

14600 S. LaGrange • Orland Park· (708-460-6622)
3552 W. 95th St., • Evergreen Park • (708-425-7111)

$15 COUPON NOT
GOOD WITH OTHER
OFFERS. LIMIT ONE.
THIS COUPON MUST
BE PRESENTED BY
THE FIRST CLASS

SESSION.

--------------------------------~

JOE'S
ITALIAN

VILLA
PIZZA RESTAURANT

87th & HARLEM SHOPPING CENTER
"ONE OF THE BEST"-CHICAGO TRIBUNE
Thin Pizza. Pan Pizza, Stuffed Pizza

Homemade Pastas

r--------------------------,I 25% OFF PIZZA WITH THIS COUPON I
I I
I DINING ROOM ONLY I
I I
I WEEKDAYS ONLY MONDAY THRU FRIDAY I
I I
L I

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11 :00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M.
SUNDAYS 2:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.

We Deliver 599-1431
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In our da~
~

Generation X
By Julie Wenzel

We've been called busters and
slackers by ociety's pessimists.
Known as Generation X, we're the
Generation that will soon be
managing and governing the na
tion. We are the ones who will
develop cures for AIDS and can
c r. Yet many are fearful of our
country's destiny, soon to be in the
hands of us X'ers.

Generation X includes all those
between their middle teens and
late twentie. We're the only
generation who has been destined
to do worse than our parents, in
our case, the ·'boomers." Being
dumped onto us, is a poor econ
omy, a huge d ficit, 'and an en
vironment in great need of repair.
The boomers are saying we can
not olve these problems to which
they have significantly con-

tributed, because of ignorance
and lack of responsibility. This is
just an attempt by the boomers to
diminish our expectations and to
give reason to why they messed
up 0 badly.

Contrary to what the boomers
had hoped, X'ers display much re-
ponsibility, and had displayed

thi I' sponsibility at an earlier
age than the boomer . Boomers
grew up at a time when most
mothers stayed home to raise
their children and fathers worked
to support the family. Mothers
were able to cook, clean, and shop
for them.

We X'ers have grown up at a
time when both par nt work to
support the family. X'ers had to go
out and do the grocery shopping
and prepare dinner. X'ers have
also b en affected by th increase
in divorced and separated par-

ents. Generation X, searl' d from
their parents' divorces, will be
very responsible when commit
ing to marriage.

Still, the boomers are saying
the planet is doomed to be falling
into our hands. Maybe it's becau e
$100,000 and four years of college
won't ensure us X'ers of a job.
Generation X has been over
look d in the job market. Have we
not always been told that if we
worked hard and got good grades,
we would be successful?

Instead, we're working hard,
and even those who earn high
G.P.A.'s are watching the window
of opportunity rapidly shut. The
careers we have been striving
aft I' are still cramped by th thir
ty and forty somethings. Genera
lion X, society's leftovers, are left
with jobs we're 100% overqual
ified for.

What can a generation with
nothing claim as its own? Genera
tion X takes pride in its grunge
look and its music. Grunge, a good
word to describe a generation
looked at so pe simistically, it
almost mocks the boomers cul
ture, taking the long hair, old flan
nel shirts, torn sweaters, worn
jeans, and work boots and creat
ing a uniqu and original style.
One of the be t aspects of th
grunge look is that it is asexual,
displaying the belief of equality
and the lack of sexism among
X'ers. Generation X listens to a lot
of alternative music like Nirvana,
where the lyrics display young
anger and fru tration.

Watching their dreams die, and
being shot at with accusations by
a generalion eager to find another
to fail mi erably, has wounded
our generation with fear, and

made many X'ers insecure. We
X'ers must hold on tightly to our
dreams and await our time to
shine. We must carry each other
and overcome our fear and in
security of th future. The real
battle has ju t begun.

Even though we have been
alienated and OV rlooked by the
boomers, we can use our anger
and strength, and show this
generation all hung up on their
revolution and rebellion, what a
true revolt i .

Generation X is challenged
with great problems they did not
create nor contribute to. How
ever, with big dr ams, determina
tion, strong hearts, and nothing to
lose, we will achi ve greatness,
and we will accomplish our
goals.

Teens contribute to societ}'s needs
By Patricia Lono ky

Generation X. Where teenagers
fil in, suppos dly. Is lhe de
s ription accurate? Do young peo
ple only want materialistic goods
to please them elves? Are they
self-centered and unwilling to
help others without pay? No.
Many young people have per
formed some community service
Jnd olhers perform it on a
rt'gular basIs

Voluntet'rlng tllne 10 benefit
lhe public well being IS not a
novel concept to I Ilwrkans In
the earliest days. neighbors came
togl'ther to sev. quills, to build
barn:. to help wilh SiCK or rhild
bl'aring familieS and to protect.
During the Independence years
groups of Americans formed
militia and servlcc groups to help

with the fight against the
English.

Americans have formed the
Red I' s and settlement houses
to h Ip in times of n d. During
the ivil War, the ReO.: Cross
nul's d and comforted lhe Wound
ed. Volunteers witnessed l) ody
s en s in order to b nefi the
caus . Likewise, in the spirit of
the country, citizens I' ached out
to Immigrants to assist lhem in
butldmg new lives by providmg
job training, language lessons,
and oth I' a slstam'l'

Hoo_'l'vcll also harnessed tillS

energy b,' creatilW the Civilian
ConservatIOn Corps dUring the
Great Depre:sion Thl.' allowed
unemploy d people to work and
fmd a new sense of purpos '

K 'nnedy rose on the fame of hIS
great quo'tation, "Ask not what

your country can do for you, ask
what you can do for your country."
H encouraged the Peac Corps,
Volunte rs in Service to Am rica
(VISTA), and community proj ls.

Similar to past adminis
trations, ongress has pass d the

ational and Community Service
Act of 1990. This allows young to
old p ople to volunteer tim ' and
elwrgv to . trengthen th counlry
It WIll fund scholarship. and oth I'

benefits to young adults who com
mil a substantial amount of
time.

The government ultimately.
profits from the e programs
bccau!o1e of the benetlt: servlcP el
lells SenalOl Erlward 1\1 Kennedy
in Phi Delta Kappan states that
young \mencan, "arC' better
prepared to be citizens .better
ducated and more con·

fidenLwill have valuable x
perienc in m ting the needs of
their c mmunities."

Presid nt Bill Clinton has aid
about volunteering, "There's
nothing wrong wilh America that
can't b fixed with what's right
with America."

Studie have shown that young
people who perform service help
themselves as well as others.
,orne effects found are greatl'r
open-mll1dedn SS, improved abil
ity to analyze problems, greater
SOCIal responsibility and self es
teem, growth in moral develop
ment, and more complex pat! rns
of thought

Studies hav' al:o founrl thd
90 ( of 14-1 i Vl'ar olds who Wl're
asked to voluilteer did Most rpal
ize th posil ive side of helplIlg
others.

Amy Shaar, s nior, states,
"P ople giving up their free time
to help other - that's cool. It helps
becaus in man ca es where
volunteering i needed - thos
who need help have lost hope 
volunteer show th se p ople that
th re are people out there who
care."

Another local volunteer. Teri
Wojtysiak, junior. gives her opi
nlOn on serVIl'e work. "I like
volunleering because It IS ,onw
thing I choosl' to do. nol some
thing I'm told to do. I choose to
bccau' I enJoy helpmg people"

So, to all those who claim
(; neration.' is the "lost genera
tum" obsl'n'l' also thl' good works
o! young adults They may bl' Jll'

certain in their own lives, but the~'

slill know the value III !pndlllg a
hand

Life is expensive NAFTA: From debate to approva

By Venta orvilas

With lhe expenses tudents
face thes day', it's obviou why
mo t tudents have jobs. OLCHS
students sp nd $46,400 per week
in the Oak Lawn business area
That averages to about $14.50 a
week per stud nt.

tudent have a variety of ex
penses, ranging from insurance
and phone bills to 0 and hair
cuts. Th pric of all these ex
penses seems to b increasing.
The bus far never fails to ri e.
Gas prices ar gradually increas
ing with Clinton' gas tax. Even
music is mol' exp nsive sinc
CDs cost five dollars more than
tapes. And why can't we buy a de
cent pair of gym h e for under
sixly dollar?

On the averag , young people
spend the large t amount of
money on food, if tudents buy
lunch in our caf teria, they will
end up spending about three
dollars a day. This alone adds up
to fifteen dollars a week. If
students work, they have less
time to make and eat food at
home. For this reason they are
more likely to buy fast food. Food
is also included in enlertainment
costs. On we kend going out to

at is popular. Unfortunately
trendy restaurant do not have
thr e dollar sup rvalu m als

The e day entertainment
price ar unb Ii vably high. It i
not urpri ing that a lot of p opl
just stay home and rent movies.
To go out and se a new I' leased
movie would cost ven dollars.
Buy some popcorn and pop and
your total is ten dollars. To go and
see a movie is cheap compared to
going to a concert. The Depeche
Mod concert last 0 tober sold
tickets that co t about thirty
dollars. The l-shirts sold there all
cost over twenty dollars. Thi one
night of entertainment would cost
over fifty dollars.

Another form of entertainment
for young people is dance clubs. A
lot of the clubs charg ten dollars
to get in. Of cours if you have a
fly 1', or are wearing certain
theme clothes, the club generous
ly I' duce the pric to eight.

As a working student, I often
find myself calculating how many
h urs I work to pay for my ex
p ns s. With a minimum wage
job, thirteen hour of work are
need d to pay for a concert. Thir
te n hour of work for thr e hours
of ent rtainment just does not
make sense to m .

By Chris Evitt

On Wednesday, ovemb I' 17,
after 20 hours of debOlt over
sev raj days, NAFTA wa pass d
by th Hous vote of 234-200. It
was then voted on by the enate
and also pa sed by a vote of 61-38.
The North American Free Trade
Agreement, or NAFTA, creates
th world's largest fr e trade
zon It involves 370 millIOn peo
ple living in the United lates,
Mexi 0, and anada. But what ex
actly will NAFTA do?

First of all, NAFTA int nds to
eliminate trade barriers b tw n
the orth American countri s
over a 15-year period, Thi ould
mean, as President Bill Clinton
and Vi -Pre ident Al G I' pre
dict, many created jobs for
American.

The opposition, including Ro s
Perot and consumer advocat
Ralph Nader, proj ct that th
passag of NAFTA will cause
major job losses for America. Ac
cording to the Economics Policy
In tilut ,the three states with th
mo t vulnerable jobs are alifor
nia, Michigan, and Texas. They
will f el the negative effect of
NAFTA, supposedly, first.

The possible effects of NAF'fA

have all' ady been previewed
through th FTA. The FTA, (Fr
Trade Agr ement), i a form rly
pass d agr ment between lh
United tate and anada. ThiS
Free Trade Agreement caus d
many job los s for Cana s.
This IS because shrewed ana
dian busin ss s wanted to tak
advantag of low I' costs in th
American trade market. Op
ponents of NAFTA are afraid that
more Canadian and American
businesses will move south to
benefit from low costs, as was the
case with the fVfA

Other int ntions of NAFTA ar
that it will promote fair comp ti
tion betw n North American
countrie , The North American
Free Trad Agreement would
also attempt to increase cross
border trade investm nt oppor
tunities. Sinc 1986, Mexico has
begun to lel down ils trad
barriers with the United tat s,
exports to Mexico have tripled
equalling mol' than $41 billion.
This is why NAF'fA support rs
are predicting uch favorabl
results du to NAFTA's pa age,

Y t, ince th booming two
way busin ss is already under
way, som say NAFTA will not
have much conomic effects at all

on ither M XICO or the US. Also
th y say, it is lik Iy that AFTA
will hav only modest effeds on
Canada. Be ause Canada already
has a Free Trade greem nt wilh
the United, tates. and Canada'
trade with MeXICO IS presently,
and likely to I' main minimal.

The North Am rican Free
Trade Agr em nt also seeks lo
prot d copy rights, b a means of
resolving disputes, and s t up a
framework for future coopera
tion. It is hopeful that these favor
able effecls will occur, due to the
fad that so many n gative effect
hav been for seen.

One major flaw in the NAFTA
proposal is that th re is an " s
cape clause." This allows any
country to withdraw with six
months notice. This would leave
the two remaining countries in a
rath I' awkward situation making
all of this debate and controversy
a wa te of time and ffort.

As of November 4, th American
public was poll d on their re
actions to NAF'TA. Th resulls
sh wed that 46% weI' opposed
versus the 38% who favored the
agreement. D spite th se num
b rs, the North American Free
Trade Agr ern nt was pas ed and
i scheduled to tak ffect on
January 1, 1994.

"the power to transform ourselves and our world dwells in the nightmarE

we have the courage to confront and the
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ldage ...
Waves of immigration A hand shake

brings peace·1
By Kelly Harper

In less than a century, Ameri a
has changed from a nation of
segregated cultures to one striv
ing to achieve unity. She has been
called a "univer al nation." This
land is not one which seeks to
r ward only a specific group of
peopl or a spe ific nationality.

urrently, th re are some His
panic, African-American, and
Asian U.S. citizens holding politi
cal office. The change from a
country of severe discrimination
to one of acceptance and as
similation has generally been
both peaceful and harmonious
for all.

In the time of the Great Im
migration period of the late 1800'
and early 1900's, mainly Eu
ropeans striving for a better lif
composed the population of new
comers. They came from north
ern Europe and, later. eastern and
southern Europ . to .

Researchers believe in the
"push and pull theory" related to
immigration. This states that peo
ple are pu hed by circum tances
of their native land. For instance.
the Potato Famine of Ireland
pushed villagers to migrate to
America. Immigrants are also
pulled by attractive prospects of a
new land, uch as better employ
ment opportunities and a greater
chance of survival.

These people had a greater
chance of making their dr ams
reality, as there were no im
migration laws until 1875. Anyone
and everyone, except convicts
and prostitutes, was welcome to
take that ri k of coming to
America.

Today,-immigration laws im
pose quotas and restrictions on
U.S. newcomer. Possible im
migrants have nothing more to
d pend on for a "ticket" to

America, (a visa), than good
luck.

These fortunate present day
immigrants are no longer mainly
from European countries. Since
1974, four out of five immigrants
originate from Latin American
countries (Mexico, Spain, Cuba,
Puerto Rico) or Asian countries
(China, Korea, Japan, India).
These "new" immigrants pres
ently make up about eight percent
of the U.S. population.

Immigration has undergone a
complete transformation within
100 year. Once looked down
upon, those who leave all curity
and life th y have known behind in
search of bettering their posterity
are now admired for their
courage. Those who choose to up
root th mselves do not have a
hard of a time assimilating as
their predecessor did. Because
of the strength of thes people,
Ameri a i truly a "melting
pot."

By Amy Shaar

A group of soldier break down
the door of an un uspecting
house. The woman s reams. The
men stand to protect their homes.
One oldier drags the woman to a
room in the back, while the other
soldier beat the unarmed men,
killing one. In the back room, the
shrill screams of one of th
women can be heard for blocks; so
with one quick thrust, a blade si
lence her for go d. At the exact
same time a young innocent
Jewi h girl is killed. No one is vic
torious tonight.

Unfortunately, since the 40's,
th e cenes have become very
common. The armed Jewish
soldiers fighting the Palestinian ,
who were also arm d, but with
stones and pebbl . We, here in
Am rica, hav b come all too

familiar with scenes on the news
.and headlines in the papers. This
war was unbelievable - so brutal,
so many casualties ... Did you
ever think it would or could come
to an end? Well, believe it or not
it did.

On September 13. 1993 many
Arabian and Jewish familie at
around th TV.. filled with hope
and, at the sam time, consumed
with fear of what was to come. On
thi faithful day, a war, which
began so long ago, was about to
come to an nd. There was tension
throughout th speeche, but in
the end, after all the promi es
were made, all th papers sign d,
one hand reached out to its once
enemy and both came down in
unity. One handshake between the
PLO and Israelis brought relief
and happiness. One handshake
brought a long awaited peace.

OL students experience many cultures
Compiled by Claudia Gonzalez

By Trac} Heinrich

Recently I interview d five OL
studE'nts who have eIther lived or
visited in a foreign country I
ask d them how living in the
U.SA as a teen compared to lIv
ing in a foreign country. Here are
some of their re ponse

Kathy Zubek r members h I'
poor and struggl ing homeland.
SIlt' rnov d from Poland La the
lJ SA about then y ars ago. She
rem mbers how over rowded the
apartm nts weI' ,and how if you
want d to move you had to regi 
tel' at the housing department. It
usually took six years for them to
find you a place to live. Kathy al a
remembers how ('oca Cola and
fruit were consider d luxuri .
Finally she I' members how
demanding h I' t achers weI' ,
and how kids in Poland were ex
p ct d to know th ir chool
I s 'ons almo t a year b for kid
of the same age here were exp c
t d to. She believes that living in
Am rica is filled with endless
opportunities.

Chris Majchrowicz was also
born in Poland. He has only liv d
in America for approximately
eight months. The first thing he
noticed was that teens start work
ing as young as fifteen year old.
In Poland, most don't start work
until they are eighteen. Teens are
also not allowed to drive until they
are seventeen. Fast food res
taurants are car ely found in
Poland. Familie always sit down
to home cooked meal .Finally, h
d finitely agrees with Kathy on
the amount of hom work given
each night. He feels that much
more was expected from him in
Poland, but he is very happy in

Amenca.
IIamde assar was born 111 th('

U.S.A., but h vacation 111 Pal
estine for three months He
claims that life in America IS

more stres ful than life in Pal
estine. He observed that th re is
more time for families to spend
together. rath I' than working and
paying bills. Hamde lik it here.
but would rather be living in Pal
estine. Unfortunately for him, he
has only b en taught how to write
and speak in English.

Diana tulgys was born in Ger
many. and ha lived in America
for about four months. She claims
that Germany and the U.S. are
very much alike, however, teen
agers don't start working as early
as teens in the U.S. do. Teens in
Germany spend a lot of time
together just having fun.

Last. but not least Chungchi
Gina Liao was born in Thailand
and has lived in the U.S. for about
three years. Sh rememb rs tak
ing tests veryday in chool, and
doing an overwhelming amount of
homework each night. She also
remembers that being polit
wa n'tjust a nice g sture. it was a
rule. One thing she truly lik s
about America i that everyone is
innocent until proven guilty. In
Thailand, if you tell the truth and
your answer is something that
they don't want to hear, then your
answer is wrong. One thing
Chungchi misses is all the places
that teens could go and have fun
together. She also notices that
family values and traditions are
emphasized heavily in daily life in
Thailand. Finally, she likes
America because here we live in a
country which is free and filled
with opportunities.

arne:
Year:
Home ountry:
Differences between U.S.
and home countn' in ...
Music

Fashion
chool

People

Teenage recreation:

Changes undergone
inee coming to U. .:

Motivated to study in
U.. b cause:

Reward of being
foreign exchange
student:

If given the opportunity
again, where they'd be a
foreign exchange student:

Changes in Denmark
& Germany:

Troels Thim
SenIOr
D nmark

Amencan Illusic IS popular
Disne\'land After Dark & The
Sandman arp two popular
Danish band.
dres. same
They havl.' 10 years of
primary. 3 y ars of coil ge,
and thl.'j go on 0 school that
specializes 111 tl\) Ir maJor.
Troels has had ~years of
Physics and has ha both
German and English

Amencan are very
fnendly and funny
They "hang out" and
go to clubs.

At hom h has 2 sisters,
12 and 20. Every 3 months,
he'll change host families
in the U..

1. Learn English better

2. Needs English to tudy
m di ine in Denmark.

3. M d school books ar
in English.

1. Learned about diff rent
cultures
2. Ind pendence
3. Meet a lot of peopl

Although he loves hicago,
he'd try the West Coa t.

They're becoming mol' modern
like other ountries. Th re
aren't any political change
now.

Diana tulgys
Senior
Germany

TIlt' Illost popular musk i:
'\mel'lcun

drE'ss same
After th 4th grade. they tak a
test to change schools. In 10th
grJdc th y take a test that
d t rmin 'whcth rth y're able
to go on to the highest level of
school Most. chools don't have
security, deans' offlc 's or dre, S

cod s 11th, 12th & 13th graders
can 'mok . Wh n lat to class, they
automatically rec ive detentions.
Am ricans are helpful and
friendly. Germans are distant.
Th y go to youth bars, (drinking age
IS 16) or discos. Ther are no chool
sponsored clubs but th re ar cum
munity-sponsor d clubs.

Famili s are very diff I' nt yet
v ry nice. She has a 14"year-old
sister in Germany

1. Learn more about the culture.
people, language, country.

2. Freedom in America.

3. Wanted to ee for herself what
sh 'd heard about .S.

1. English progr ssing

2. L arn about different people.
3. Ind pendence

Italy b cause Italian have a dif-
f rent lifestyle and language. Th y
Take life easier than Germans or
Am ricans.

Their presidential elections are com
ing up next year. Th biggest
change is unification. "Even if
the wall doesn't exist anymore, th
wall is still in the hearts of the
people." - Diana

IS we struggle to make real." - Jill Nelson
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By Katie Sullivan

Physical Therapist
Job Description: Help people overcome disabilities caused by muscle, nerve,joint, and bone diseases,

or injury.
Salary: Physical therapists employed in hospitals or clinics may earn from $20,000 to $24,000 a year.

Federal government employees bring in around $19,000. Federal employees in supervisory positions may
earn around $40,000 annually.

Work Conditions: Work in pleasant surroundings. If making outside calls, therapists can encounter any
kind of environment. 40-hour weeks to be expected. Weekend or night appointments may need to be
scheduled to fit patient's life.

Education:
(1) 4-year bachelor's degree and
(2) 12-24 month certificate courses for students who hold bachelor's degree.
(3) courses leading to master's degree for students with bachelor's degrees and requisite

backgrounds.
Places of Employment: Hospitals, clinics, rehabilitation centers, curative workshops, nursing homes,

private practices, government employment.
Job Outlook: Demand fairly high through the year 2000.

Physician Assistants
Job Description: Skilled medical workers under the direction of a physician. They do medical tasks

usually carried out by physician.
Salary: $30,000 - $40,000 a year
Working Conditions: Work long, irregular hours or they may work 40-hour weeks.
Education: Similar to medical student. Physician assistant must continue to learn throughout their ca

reer. To maintain certification, a person must complete 100 hours of continuing medical education credits
every 2 years.

Place of Employment: hospitals and doctors' offices.
Job Outlook: popular an up and coming field.

Architect
Job Description: Architects design structures such as buildings and bridges.
Salary: Typical starting salaries are between $17,000 and $30,000.
Working Conditions: A regular business day, plus overtime to meet schedules or complete work. 16

hour day not uncommon.
Education: College curriculum offered by an accredited school of architecture is five-year program

that results in a professional degree of Bachelor of Architecture. There is also a six-year program leading
to a Master of Architecture.

Places of Employment: Architectural firm
Job Outlook: There are more openings in the field. Fewer people will be seeking an architectural

degree.

Name: lllinois Wesleyan University
Location: 1312 North Park
Founded: 1850
Director of Admissions: James R. Ruoti
Telephone: (309) 556-3031
Graduate Enrollment: none
Application: 45% of applicants accepted by essay, school

record, test scores
Faculty: 178; 136 with doctorates or other terminal degrees
Student/Faculty ratio 12 to 1
Requirements: Upper 25% of their class; 3.0 minimum C.P.A.

is required; Must graduate from accredited secondary school;
CED may be accepted; 15 units of credit are needed; 4units of En
glish, 3 each of Natural Science, Mathematics, and Foreign
Language, and 2 units of Social Science. There is no
application fee.

ACT Composite: 26 or above
SAT: Verbal: 530 Math: 630
Calendar: 4-1-4; Summer session
Majors: Accounting, Art History, Biological Sciences, Chemis

try, Elementary Education, English, Foreign Language,
Humanities, Mathematics, Medical Laboratory, Technologies,
Nursing, Physics, Political Sciences, Pre-Medicine, Psychology,
Secondary Education, Sociology, Theater, Design

Degrees: BA, BS, BFA
Bachelors: Bachelor of Science
Arts: Bachelor of Fine Arts
Expenses: Tuition $11,150.00; Room and Board $3,695.00;

Books and Supplies $400; Other Expenses $550,
Financial Aid: 85% of Freshmen, 85% of continuing students

receive some form of aid; 88% of grants, 92% of loans, 86% of jobs
based on need; 385 enrolled freshmen were judged to have need;
All were offered aid.

Scholarships .. ~\

American Legion Auxiliary National President's Scholarships
Amount: $1500.00 - $2000.00
Fields: Open to all students whose parents are Veterans of

WWl, WWII, Korean War, or Vietnam War who are high school
Seniors.

10 awards per year
Deadline: 3/15

Amvets National Scholarship Program
Amount: $1000.00 per year
Fields: Open to high school children or grandchildren of an

American Military Veteran.
Applicants must demonstrate financial need, academic

achievement, and be a U.S. Citizen
Deadline: 6/1

For more scholarship ideas see "The Scholarship Book"
Fourth Edition by Daniel J. Cassidy or the Counselors office
Room 117 for more details.

College tips
9605 Southwest Highway Oak Lawn. IL 60453

By Rachel Pratl

As you continue the journey
through high school, you should
be aware of one big decision that
will affect your life forever. Am I
going to college? Nowadays
college is a very important part of
life. The technology and changes
of the 90's will make training past
high school a necessity. There are
more reasons for attending
college than for not. By attending
college you will not only prepare
yourself for a career, but also
make you a good addition to our
society because the children of
today are tomorrow's leaders.

A major part of planning for
college is to get in touch with your
counselor. A counselor can go
over every aspect of college with
you. One main reason students
don't think they can further their
education is because of money.
This assumption is entirely
wrong. In the counselor's office
they have files and books of
scholarships. You should never
rule out any school because of the
price. Hundreds of scholarships
are offered each year and these
vary in amounts. They can be
from a hundred dollars to thou-

sands of dollars. No matter how
little, every amount helps.

Beside the financial aspect,
some students are discouraged
from attending college because
they think they are not eligible for
financial aid. This is not true. You
do not need to be poor to qualify.
You just need to show you are in
need of aid. You are usually elig
ible for financial aid that is equal
to your demonstrated financial
need. Try and take advantage of
every possible type of aid.

As you prepare for college, you
should always remember to get
your applications in on time. Pick
as many colleges as you like,
check them out, send in your ap
plication and see what happens.
Always remember you need to be
on top of the game. If you like a
college, don't wait until after the
deadline is over to apply. Do it in
advance. Colleges like well-rounded
students, so get involved.

Always remember you can do
anything you want. Don't let any
thing or anybody stand in your
way, because you have a right to
the best education possible. Take
advantage of it or somebody
else will.

COMICS
COMICS

COMICS
AND

PAPERBACK TRADING COMPANY
882~S. RIDGELAND AVE.

OAK LAWN,IL
(70S) 598-S442

Oi scount on monthly order
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th holiday eason would d epen
and his h art would open to
oth rs.

I've learned agr at lesson from
dear old anta. omebody some
where worked hard to mak tho
things whi h mak my life asier.
Ju ta antan v rg t thankyou
cards three days aft I' hri t
mas. neither do th cleaners, the
plumb 1', or the cam ra repair
man. Who's to say Santa will
alway be so und I' landing?

About two months ago, tores
all aero s th country began their

arch for the "right man." Of
cours th y want d him to be jolly
and fun and mayb a littl bit
plump. Hi smil bright and his
ey s ch ry. Many men applied
and many w I' hired. But only
one stor got th I' al anta ... The

anta with the heart of gold!

For people to stop criticizing
everything other p opl do and
just lik a h oth I' for what th y
ar . Bob arey, Junior

World pea e ... no on th other
hand how about just a box of Twin-
ki . Kevin M • Ia, Sophomore

tra bourgh Pate d faie gra 
10,000,000 Ibs. hateau Mouton
Roth hild 1967 - 10,000,000,000
cases ottish moke almon·
2,000,000,000 sid s Blue Point
Oyster on th Y.! h 11 - 12,000,
000,000 dozen Davidoff "M!1r
gaux" uban 'igars (Th se ar for
m - moking is bad for
young tel's.) - 2 boxes and family
and friends to njoy th warmth,
che 1', and spirit of hri tmas
with all the p ople of the world.
Mr. Astrauskas (Mr. Astrauska ,
Isn't that mol' than on wi h?)

W II all that I can say is that my
wish would b for all your wish s
to com true, thos listed here
and thos in your h arts. Have a
Merry hristmas and a I [appy

w Year.

holding a large snowball fight?
For those people who like the

indoors, how about starting a cozy
fire and renting a few good flicks
like the Muppet Christmas Carol,
Home Alone I & n, The Christmas
Story, or even an old movie like
Miracle on 31 t treet and eating
warm butter d popcorn while
watching them. Keep on th look
out for New Year's Eve parti s. I
hope everyone has a af and fun
Chri tmas Break.

Thinking of going away for one
day or the weekend with your
friends to the nearest ski slopes?
The slopes range from beginner
to advan ed, but the bunny hills
are the greatest. The best places
to lry skiing are Alpine Valley or
Wilmot. Tobogganing down the
hills in the forest preserves can
take your breath away, as well. So
can ledding with your family or a
whole bunch of friends.

Now, for you fishing freaks,
why don't you try ice fishing? Be
sure to dress up real warm. If you
really want to have fun why don't
you try building a snowman or

timidne s and bitterness and
spread some warm greetings lik
a mile and a "Merry Christmas,"
to other'. Julie Wenzel, Junior

That my mom's baby will be
h althy and grow up in asafe, drug
fre nvironmenl. Jennifer
Pesavento, Fre -hman

JYR on my doorstep with 13 I' d
roses and a kiss on hi lips.
IMP, Junior

For Beavis and Butthead to be
taken off the air. Anita Spero,
Freshman

To b five feet tall. Cheryl Star
mach, enior

That anta would ride up to my
house in a big 1957 Cherry Red

h vy onvertible. J.S., Junior
I wish there were miniature

purple elephants with blue army
boots dancing in my yard on New
Y ar's Day. Nond Chittaphraphai,
Sophomore

For Santa to get stuck in my
chimn y, oIg teveryone'spre
ents. Dan Kearney, Junior

A n w car. Mark Gron ki,
ophomore

Sadly though, it is seldom that
p ople show their appreciation
for his mastery and dedication.
With no recognition, no reward,
this man continues where others
would have quit. He continues to
sati fy hi ustomers and console
his own self esteem.

Then hi day came. He was
asked to banta in a local store.
For him, the opportunity came to

e what it was like to be someon
so highly regarded. For the chil
dren, th chance to have their
lives touched forever. His smiles
were pure gold and his laugh
genuine. He brightened their eyes
with hop and sweetened their
thought with kind words. And
though this would be for only a few
hour ,th joy and pride he'd re-
eive from the experience would

last a lifetime. Taking no money
for hi time, his under tanding of

MOCHA CHOCOLATE
I cup milk
I teaspoon instant decaf
feinat d 'off
2 teaspoons chocolate syrup
Whipped ream
1 Hersey's chocolate bar

Heat milk, coffe , and syrup
over medium h at in a sau epan
until it starts to boil. Pour into a
glass and top with whipp d
cr am. se a veg tabl p el I' to
make chocolat shavings for
garnish.

ing for others. Angela Moustis,
Junior

For everyone to be happy!!
Mr. ullivan

My hristma wish is to fall
madly and de ply in lov with a
tall, dark and handsome guy pre
ferably over 6' 11 ". (and to re
store the ozon layer!) Kelly
Sullivan, Senior

To get a sports car. Joe
Kerrigan, Sophomore

To have an undefeated I' ord
this tennis s ason!! Tim Cosme,
Sophomore

To get Bulls tickets and b abl
to meet the Bull . Krista parrow,
Senior

To get an A or B in Math and
Gym. Crystal Webber, Fre hrnan

For everyone to truly be happy
on hristmas. Jill Levickas,
Sophomore

For people to look beyond
physical featur sand ay "Merry
Christmas" and really mean it.
Kim Li zka, Junior

Food for v ryone. Torn ronin,
Freshman

For people to over om th ir

bowl, beat with a hand mix I' at
high sp ed for 5 or 6 minut s.

Coat cooki s using a pastry bag
or spatula. Makes 48 cooki s.

By Renee Szm~lo

By Michele Gallagher

Not only is Chri tmas a time for
gift-giving, but it' also a time for
having fun. If you put your mind to
it, I bet many of you can think of
some great ideas of what to do,
but, just in ca e, I'm here to give
you some fun ideas of my own. I
know half of you ar going to be
sleeping the vacation days away,
but the other half - why don't you
just grab tho e ice skates from
your closet and hit the ice arenas?
Ice rinks can be found anywhere
including the Oak Lawn Ice AI' na
or, better yet, go downtown.

Father hristma, Old aint
Nick, Santa laus. He is what
causes two hour lines in th malls
from the day after Thanksgiving
to Christma Ev . Til' d old men,
in hats and suits, holding scI' am
ing kid and painting on a mil ,
acting as if they ar jolly.

This y aI', I met the I' al
anta Claus.
Not far from here, a man its

day aft I' day fixing oth I' p ople's
dreams, th ir happy times, th ir
sad times. AJI y ar long he its
pulling apart and putting tog th I'

trink t that bring p ople
memorie to look back on for
year to come.

Dan repairs am ra . Day aft I'
day he its in a ba em nt working
conscientiously to fix the "mem
ory makers."

I w"ish that I was 30 again!'!
Mr. erney

An extra week off school!
Jeremy Keating, Sophomore

To hav a v ry happy Christ
ma with my family and friends
ant! to try to make other people
happy this hri tma. Mandy
Wegmer, Fre hman

I wish I won the lottery. Mr.
Lawson

That Jenny & I have many great
tim s. Rich, Junior

For people to see hristmas for
what it really is. Not just a two
w ek vacation. Kimberly Tamo
saiti , Freshman

To hav my desk cleaned by
anyon by Christmas Eve. Mrs.
Carlson

To be able to go to Mexico. Ana
Pinon, ophomore

An "A" in trigonometry. Adria
Martig, Junior

I wish for a T.V. and telephone.
Adam Wende, ophomore

For veryone to realize that the
matei'Tal things ar n't important
and th only real, true gift you can
giv is your compassion and car-

2 gg whites
'A t aspoon cream of tartar
In a large bowl, pour boiling

wat I' ov I' butter. Stir to blend.
Add brown sugar and molasses.
Mix them w II and set a ide. In a
m dium ize bowl, stir remaining
ingr di nts tog th r. Add dry
mixtur towet mixture, and blend
w II to form a dough. Wrap dough
in plastic wrap. R frigerate for
one hour.

Preheat oven to 375 degrees
•ahr nh it. n a floured surface.

1'011 out dough to a thicknes of tA
inch. sing cooki cutters. cut out
shap ,and pia e on a lightly
gr as d ookie sh t. Bake ten
minut . L t co I b for icing.

Th icing is made by mixing all
ingr dients in a large bowl with a
hand mixer on medium peed for
2 minutes. ing a double boiler,
h at mixtur until ju t warm.
Remove from heat. In a large

jokes that ar so old only your
great-grandparents would under
stand. v rail your family is just
plain nuts.

Th actual m al time goes
rather moothly. Except for the
ouple drinks that weI' spilled,

th dog choking on a bone under
the table. and th forgetful
grandma who said the Pledge of
All giance instead of saying
grac. Afterwards, playing a
game of Pictionary is traditional.
Two teams are formed and guess
which team you end up on. The
on with all the weirdos. it's
rath I' hard to distinguish be
twe n a bird and a tree when you
play with them.

"Why can't I just have a normal
family lik everyone else?" you
ask yours If. Relax. You are not
th only on with crazy relatives.
Most people in the United States
have families just like yours.
Don't I t them get to you. Let the
holidays be a time to sit back and
laugh at everything that happens.

Watch your aunts, uncles, and
grandparent torture your other
iblings. Next time when rela

tive are coming over, be pre
par d to an weI' their questions
without actually revealing any
thing. Make a gift list, hide the
food b fore meals, and try playing
a different game.

The n xt episode of "The Satire
Family" could end up worse, a
I ng 10 t relative could be found.

GINGERBREAD OOKfE
OOKIES:

tA cup boiling water
1 stick of butter
Y.! cup brown ugar
Ih cup of mola s s
3 cups all-purpo e flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
I teaspoon salt
IY.! teaspoons ground ginger

By Becky Wenzel

ICING:
2\4 cups ift d confection rs'
sugar

Do you rem mber wh n you
were little making up your wish
lists for Santa Claus? W II,
whether you are lor 100, you still
have a de ire for all your wi h
to come true. Oak Lawn High
School student and faculty m m
bel'S aren't any different. H re is
what some of them wished for.

Peace! Anonymous
To per uade Mr. torer not to

retire, and w get onf I' nee
back. The Track Team

For Chemotherapy to work for
my grandfather. Jen Redmond,
ophomore

To stop the rumors in th
school!!" Anonymous, enior

That all childr n receiv at
least one pres nt. Espe ially d p
rived children. Shannon Bosi,
Junior

That all my friends and loved
ones have happy, healthy and ful
filling liv s. La senorita wetz

To get a pride pin!!! Anony
mous

With thing so wild around
hristmas, it's nic to sit hom

and I' lax with a cup of hot choco
late and cookies. These treats are
guaranteed to brighten up th
gloomiest day. Th y're even b t
tel' when shared with that
sp cial omeone.

By Wendy Musielak

By Claudia Gonzalez

Delightful, joyous, and che 1'

ful. Just a few feelings you get
when you think about th holi
days. Unfortunately, that is not
always how they turn out to be.

The great, big holiday meal
are one of the best things about
this time of year. A 20-pound
turkey crammed with stuffing,
mashed potatoes, gravy, corn,
bro coli, homemad br ad, fudg ,
and pumpkin pie mak th
dinner complete.

As the house fills with the warm
aroma of all this food being
cooked, you cannot help but want
todig in right away. You gotog t a
peek at the turkey and find your
dog has already done so. h has it
on the floor, torn into two, and he's
not going to stop eating. Now you
have to run out and get Kentucky
Fried, and pray your guests
won't mind.

That's the other thing, your
guests. You have your nosy aunt
who usually gives you great gift ,
but wants to know anything and
everything about your social life,
because she doesn't have one of
her own. The cousins, who are
spoiled rotten by everyon ,break
your stereo, take your dessert,
and steal the attention you are
getting by your one and only 'cool'
aunt, who always knows how to
cheer you up. Your uncle who
thinks he is the world's greatest
comedian, will not stop cracking
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By Mike Marzec

Aries (March 21-ApriI19)
Get your holiday shopping
done early, 0 you can sit down
and watch other p ople in the
mall go crazy about a week
before Christmas.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
Mak sur you water your
plants. During winter, air
could g t really dry, but over
watering uld b another
problem. Keep a healthy
medium.

G mini (May 21-June 20)
Don't b afraid of squirrels,
som times they an make a
weird freaky nois but they're

generally harmless creatures.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) 

If you forget what you're going
to say, don't say, "Oh well it
probably wasn't important
anyway." Instead try to re
member, what you say is
important.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Do
something nice for all your
friends it will trenglhen your
relationship and make it
ea ier to borrow money down
the road.

Virgo (Aug. 23- ept. 22) 
Try tying your shoelaces with 2
loops. Not only is it just as ffi
cient as one loop, it allows you

to br ak out of your normal
routine and dare to be dif
ferent.

Libra ( ept. 23-0ct. 22) 
Take some advice from "Blind
M Ion" and watch orne pud
dles colle t rain. Everything
you do doesn't have to be ac
tion packed. Just kick back and
lake life in the slow lane.

Seorpio (Oct. 23- ov. 21) 
Every on e in a while a tlike
Mork from Mork and Mindy.
It' a great way to r lieve
stress, and that will make you
happier. Just remember not to
try to fly anywhere in a big egg,
it' not oin to work.

Sop Sen

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Find a spider in your house
and name him something cool
like Borris, or maybe Freddy
and make him your ins ct
friend. He doesn't have to b
your best friend, just a friend
with a little different p r
spedive.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
- Put all your hanger facing
the same way in your clo et
and organize your drawer. A
little order i just what you
need. Beside you may hock
your mother into asking Santa
for something sp ial this
year.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)
[f there is a big ugly, bad mon
ster in your dreams kill him. It
is time to lake the bull by the
horns and stick up for yourself.
Then maybe you could dream
about flying or something.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
Waterproof your deck and
home because water damage
could be costly. Think ahead to
the future. It may save you
tim and money in the long
run, and make your life a little
bit easier.

AME: Mary Kay Bahnaman
A TROLOGI AL IGN: Arie
MARITAL TATU : ingl

OLLEGE ATTE D' D: Indiana tate University
DEGREE: BA: riminology/P.E.
YEARS I HAVE BEE TEACHING: One

LA E I TEA H: P.E., Popel
IF I WA 'T A TEA HER, I'D BE: A musician
MY IDEA OF AGOOD TUDENT IS: A hard work r. One who

has fun and laughs at his/h r own mistakes.
I A 'T AY NO TO: Pizza and small children
IN THE SUMMER I: Work security at the World Music

Theatr
MY FIRST CAR: '77 Cutlass Supreme
MY FIRST PAYlNG JOB: Tinley Park Park District, Day

amp ouns I r
THE MU I I MO T E JOY U TENTNG TO: la sic Ro k
MY FIRST ONCERT WA : Journey
THE LA T GOOD MOVIE lAW: "The Three Musketeers
TilE LA T GOOD BOOK I READ WA : "The Firm"
oONE WOUill BEUEVE IF THEY AWTHAT: I'm totally

addict d t soap operas
A PERFE T EVENT G TO ME I : Going out with friend and

shooting pool or darts
IF I OUill TRAVEL ANYWHERE IT WOUill BE:

Australia
MY FAVORITE PORT I : Voll yball
MY MO T EMBARRAS ING MOME TWAS WHE : I was at

a w dding and I ailed th groom the bride's old boyfriend'
name

MY IDOLS ARE: Micha I Jordan and Chri Ever tt
I'D GIVE ANYTHI G TO MEET: Bette Midler and Michael

Jordan
F VORITE PIGOUT FOOD: Pizza and Ribs
I WI H I COUill: Sing in a band
MY ADVI E TO TEE AGERS: Have fun and be nice to every·

on ; you nev r know who may b your boss one day.
IF YOU WERE AN ANIMAL WHAT WOUill YOU BE: A

s al

Alt rnativ is not anything
glamorous in its If. Its popularity
is only du to the reaction of the
publi ". And it i that part of the
public that wants a liWe some
thing diff r nt. ,om thing that
isn't so a ily identifi d; some
thmg they can plunge into and get
lost in once in a while.

Th r will, however, always be
thos who dislike it becaus it
st als th Ibow-room of th ir
own music. And there will always
b those walking around aiml ss·
ly in 'und s rved flannel' who still
have not found their own source of

uphoric harmony. But the bot·
tom lin is that alt rnative music
is h I' to stay and whatever flows
through your head-set. whether it
be hard-core rap, h avy metal, or
alt rnative itself. keep on listen
ing. 'cause it will always be
there.

slipp ry, butth re are no report
of major injuries at press time.
Watch for lonely gummy bear
encru t d on your shoes. As for
ov rail atmosphere, the audience
commenting and coaching the

hara t rs is quite amusing. Peo
pi 5'9" and over space betw en
rows i n't very ample. so be wary
of limit dig room.

Bremen: Kind of far, but three
of four s reens feature Dolby
sound. for those special dollar
date. Better parking. Re
laurant and mall are "at one"
with the theat r. Low refreshment
pric " Ticket booth in mall,
which i bad only if it's crowded
and you're claustrophibiac. Shows
are 'old out quickly. Floor i not
quite as dangerous as H.C. No
omm nts or stage directions are

given to actors, a minus. Taller
p ople will be glad to vote; leg
pa e her i great enough to

allow for your knee not hitting
your nos (causing unsightly
bruising). Also features a nice, but
limited game room. If the movi
didn't satisfy you, the people
her will.

th ir ju tifi d label . Bands such
as Minn apolis' tunesmith Soul
Asylum and hicago's silvery elo
quent mashing Pumpkins who
had b en around for at least a
decade had been ignorantly
asked, "Hey, wher have you
guys been?"

B assur d that all these bands
fit th alt rnative category only
be aus th y fit no other, just as
San Di go's Stone l' mple Pilots
ar only riding the grunge-wav
for what is th ir own distinct
music. AT na fillers such as U2
and R.E.M. produ e absolutely
di tinct music, but are alternative
b cause of that distinction.

By Iva Palmer

Can you r coli cl th days of
the '80 wh re as you turn d on
MTV, you could watch 10nG,:haired
band don skin-tight leath r ma
terials, xpose th ir chests and
dominat th teen pref rence for
music? Admit it, at the tim we
would have lik d to hav b en a
part of that sub ulture that tun d
in to the likes of Bon Jovi, now
ridiculed by Beavi and Butthead.
But the days of such bands are
over (maybe som on should J t
Bon Jovi in on it).

As rap, pop, and other forms of
music have sustained th ir pres·
ence prominently; that weak,
materialisti , soft-metal "stuff"
befitting th imag d scrib d
abov has fad d. Rising from the
ashes of its almost unpr nounced
burial comes forth what r fus s to
be d fined and dubbs it· If vagu 
ly"alt rnative" allotmg it· If th
least form of structure.

Where did It 'orne from'l Tak
your pick. Th starting line-up of
heavy hitt rs spans the nation
from coast to coast. It can b
d termined that th . eaW trio
Nirvana I d th way two y.cars ago
a they blast d th ir way in with
"The Sm II of Tn. pirit." The
five-man band P al'l ,lam trail d
closely behind and was soon
passed th torch a . they gave ris
to th grung mmd·s 1.

Two mor , aW groups, Alice
in hains and Soundgarden,
whose prior affiliation had b n
with that of metal, wer given

By Naveen Babu

With hristmas losing in. f w
can afford extravaganc like
paying $4-6.75 to se a movie we
may not even enjoy, the situation
true of many nameless theater .
Who cares if th pop orn has
real butter?

Why not go to the "dollar
show?" Two in our area are
Bremen (15Q66 . Oak Park Av .)
and Harl~~ orners (87th and
Harlem). Bremen i $1.00 b for 5
and $1.50 after, whil H. . wait
till 6 to rake you for two more
quarters. Ticket sales at both end
15 minutes into th movi . Now,
the good and the bad of b th:

H.C.: Six screens, all with very
good picture and ound. Parking'
bad, because cars may b towed if
they are park d out f th sh w'
lot, which i often crowd d. Aft r
show dining is close-by. R fr sh
ments aren't very xp n iv . Th
ticket booth i out ide, so lin
aren't fun in sub-zero weather. It's
best to arrive a little early,
because shows are often old out
on Friday and Saturday nights. As
far as the flo r goe , it's a liW

Things A Reindeer Would ay
If He ould Talk
10. I think gun control is a

gr at idea.
9. I'm dr aming of a White

Christma ... becau e
th r " a thr hundred
pound man with a bag full
of millions of toys. It's
pr tty hard to get a sleigh
to accelerate without
snow.

8. H w come anta g t to
stop in at verybody'
house, feasting on milk
and c okies while we tay
up fr zing on the roof?

7. Com on Santa, let's go
home arly and s e if we
can catch the end of ,.A
Christmas tory."

6. Look down there by the
Laundromat! I that
Elvis?

5. Let's g t anta some Slim
Fast and a pass to the
II alth Club this Christ
mas.

4. I'm sick of all those does
who just want to be
around m because I'm
on of anta' reinde r. 1
want om on to lik me
for me. Som deer can be
so shallow.

3. Santa I don't mean to run
your busin ss but why
don't we move to Mexico.
The elv s union i getting
paid way too much, plu
it's a lot warm r down
there.

2. Santa could you scratch
my ba k ". a lillie over ...
Yeah, that feels good.

1. Sur 'om tim s I want to
quit my job, but when I
think of how much happi
ness I bring to the
children, it keeps me
going.

By Mike Manec

many nights spent waiting for a
T.V. show to come on, and they
never do. I'm ur it's happened to
many p opl . Most fath rs just
stare b wild red atth T.V. look
mg at th flick r th n back at the
T.V. f cling onfu ed and be
tray d

If one good thing did orne of
thi tation wit 'hing foolery, it is
tho e annoying black and white
fuzz tations have b n removed.
I'v hard orne peopl say they
miss tho e stations the most.

ffii"gg a ltfJYdeeJt WCX1Qd

sa~ ~ he couQd taQ/Q

.,

pan 1. MTV is now in the 50'.
where C-span used to be and
channel 11 is now chann I 11.

Confused yet? It's all quit logi
cal now. but I'm sur this is not
how most people felt the first cou
ple of weeks thatth cabl com
pany decided to play mind games
with us.

At first, it eemed like the
remote batteries were going
dead, but then we found out th
cable company r programm d
the station . Th re have been

It' Thur day night. You'r all
r ady to watch your favorit T.V.
sh won stati n 4, whi h i really
call d hannel5 B . You turn to
the tation, but wait". to your sur
pris stati n 4 is n long r han
nel5; 4 is now . .A.; you know the
old 23, whi h is now th Spanish
stati n.

hannel 5 i n w officially on
tation 5. R member chann 1 11,

WTTW hicago therwi e known
as good old tation 38 - it' now C-

By G an tyx
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Oak Lawn students run 26.2 miles ... for fun
By heryl Starmach

While most of us dr s d up
and went trick-or-treating on this

.past snowy Hallow n, thou ands
of others ran 26.2 miles in the

hicago Marathon. Of tho e
thousands, a few of them w re
from OLCHS.

Alan Buttimer, a enior, and
junior Rahul Dhawan su ssful
Iy completed the race. They en
dured the blizzard-like w ath I'

conditions and lived to t II about
it.

Despite the numbness he felt
arly in the race (the third mil ),

Alan kept running and fini hed in
an impressive four hours and 22
minutes. The most he had run

prior to th marathon wa 12
miles in cross country practice.
His only (orm of training was
practice that usually only onsis
ted of eight mil .

Though he said h would n vel'
do it again, he said, "I feel really
proud to say I ran a marathon."

At the start of th race, Alan
claims to have felt an amazing ad
renaline rush knowing he had 26.2
miles ahead of him. At about the
19 mile mark, however, Alan hit
his wall - th point in th race in
which a runner fe Is like giving
up. Approaching th fini h lin ,
Alan felt like h doubled his pace
and passed other runners as a
result of a major psychological
boost.

"I knew then that I was going to
finish," he said.

At the finish line, Alan heard
the announc I' bellow, "Yes!" and
he was greet dlikea elebrity.As
tears of joy fell down his cheeks,
he stumbled to his family, who
were soaking wet from the snowy
conditions. and chuckled, "I had
fun, did you?"

Alan's motivation for running
the marathon stems from his
completion of two triathalons. He
saw th marathon a the next step
up. Whil Alan s s the tri
athalon as virtually nothing com
pared to the marathon, h urges
others to try it. As for the
marathon, ''I'll never do it again ...
I overcam th challenge and

have nothing left to prove."
Rahul "RD." Dhawan, how

ever, said he might do it again, but
will probably try a half marathon
first. H compl ted the race in
und I' five hours. His training
con isted only of cross country
pra tice al o. Hi goal was to
finish th ra and to challenge
himself. "If I could do this, I
thought I could do virtually any
thing," h aid.

At the start of the race, RD.
didn't believe that it was real. It
just didn't s em possible when he
woke up that cold morning that he
was about to run a marathon.
How vel', b cause he had om
fri nds who doubted him, he went
out to prove himself.

RD. hit his wall at about the 20
mile mark. At this point, he h ard
nothing and tun d out everything
that went on around him in order
to finish. He kept the same steady
pac all throughout the ra e and
when h saw older peopl still
running, h pushed himself v n
harder to keep running.

At the finish line, RD. f It
I' Ii ved. "It wa more pain that I
have v I' exprienced," he said. "I
literally had to pick my leg up to
st p onto a two-inch curb.

"It was a good experience, but I
don't think I would have done it if I
knew what I would have to go
through to do it," RD. said.

Frosh/Soph basketball looks to pass opponents

By Kevin Hen e

The Sophomore Boys Ba ket
ball team is beginning to come
together. The Spartans will be
missing two of th ir I' turning
player from last year. Dave
Rivera and Bill Schlesser, two key
player for the team, ar out
with injuries.

The Spartans ar looking for
Aaron Sink and Virgil Ramirez to
step up and help fill th void I ft
by Rivera and Schlosser. Aaron
Sink is a forward who can shoot
from the outside or take a de
fender off the dribble. Virgil

Ramirez is a very strong post
player who can tak up a lot of
space down low!

Two player to watch for the
Spartans~ teve Evans and Ron
Kaminski. Steve Evans is the
Spartans' point guard. He can
shoot from the outside, p n trate,
and make som s national
pass s. Evans is the typ of player
who can make his t ammat s look
good.

Ron Kaminski can play the for
ward or guard position. Kaminski
is one of the Spartans best de
fensive players. He is never
afraid to get on th floor and battl e

for a loos ball.
The Fre 'hman boys basket

ball team is starting to get the
hang of th Oak Lawn system. The
Spartan ar learning what the
basketball program expects from
them. The players are getting to
know the offen e and defenses.
The Spartans have two very good
shooting guard in Ryan March
and Ray Orbin. Both players have
range and can ho t from any
where. The Spartans have teve
Jaral and Blak uneen in the
position.

Freshm n play on Saturday
mornings at 9 a.m.

Jeremy Keating tries to deflect teammate Brian
ing the partan' Green and White gam

Spartan athletes skate for Park District
By Marcie Farano

Many recreational activities
are offered through th 0 k Lawn
Park District. One of th se ac
tivitie is ice skating. Th Oak
Lawn Ice Arena, 9400 . K nton,
off rs classe for all ages and
ability levels. Three of th stu
d nts at OLCHS have b en par
ticipating in this program for
several years. They are Cydney
ta ik (a junior), Justin (Jay)

Sta ik (a freshman), and myself
(Marcie Farano, a sophomore).

Cydney has been skating since

she wa five years old, her sister
Jay start d skating at age 4. I
started later at age ten. We all
skate five days awe k about three
hours per day. The hundreds of
hours of practice we have put in
over the years have been worth
while, because ea h of us has at
tained a high level of skating
proficiency.

We are all involved in two
organizations called I. .LA.,
which is short for Ice Skating In
stitute of America and U..F.S.A.,
United States Figure Skating

Association. In I.S.I.A., the levels
are fre style one through free
style ten, but in U.S.F.S.A., the
levels run Preliminary through
Senior test.

Cydney is in (l.S.I.A.) freestyle
eight and (U.S.F.S.A.) Juvenile or
Novice. Justin and I are both in
freestyle seven and in Pre
liminary skating.

Ice skating is not only a sport,
but a very competitive sport. The
three of u have competed in
many local comp titions over the
years. However, Cydney and I
have competed in competitions

allover th U..
Cydney skat d in Canada twice

while I hav skated in Texas for
two national competitions and
onc in olorado. Jay is hoping to
skate in anada this winter along
with her sister Cydney.

Ice skat rs ar never satisfied
with their~ rformances. We're
alway tri'lng for perfection. We
set som goals for ourselves. Cyd
ney would li~ 0 continue passing
U.S.F.S.A. te ts~- Jay said she
would like to catch up to her sister
in kating, and I would like to pa s
my freestyle eight test in January.

We will practice extra hard to
p rf t th maneuvers at our
I v I , so we can achiev our
goal. dney, Jay, and I enjoy ice
skating b cause it is good exer-
i ,fun, gives you confidence,

and allows you to strive to b
your b t.

Thi sport i very physically
demanding, but it's also reward
ing. If anyon is looking for an ac
tivity to participate in, I would
re omm nd checking out some of
th lasses Oak Lawn Ice Arena
has to offer. You can call (708)
857-2210 for more information.

Frosh/Soph girls shoot for early success
By Kelly Melaniphy

Their ability is way above that of
average freshmen. The team ha
started the season with a winning
record. They are 2-0 so far (at
press-time) beating Morton and
Rich East. Coach Schultz is hop
ing that these girls will b conten
ders for the Conferenc hamp
ionship by the end of the season.
Their positive attitudes and
strong desire to win will hop fully
help them get there.

There are a whopping 22 girls
on this years team. Th curl' nt

starters include Barb Antol,
Jeanine Dreschler, Kris Porrey,
Debbie Whiting and Mandy
Zeien.

Other players include: Patty
Batastini, Lisa Bazian, Brandy
Boss, Heather Evans, Denise
Fasano, Rachel Funk, ara Gries
baum, Shirley Hunt, Chris In
fusino, Lisa Lyng, Tina Milianti.
Lisa Perveniki ,Pam toffregen,
Jaime Topolski, Kristyn Wil
liams, Sara Wils nand L ita
Ziad.

The sophomore hav gott n
off to a slow, but st ady start for

their season. Th Lady Spartans
are improving and Coach Arneson
is very optimistic about this
team's futur .

Coach Arneson's goal for the
season is to win at least half of
their games. he is hoping that the
girls' defensive and rebounding
skills will give them an edge in
reaching thi goal. Ac ording to
Coach Arneson, the team's
strengths are pi ntiful; for exam
ple, they are very aggressive,
have positive attitude, and have
a great de ire to win. Coach Ar
neson summed up her expec-

tations for the s ason in a mere
six word : "Play hard, be proud,
have fun."

There are twelv girls playing
on thi year's team: Sara Brown,
Jenny Doody, Rasa Gierstikas,
Serena Kriekel, Jill Levikas,
Nicole Matuszewski, Melissa
Moyzis, Val Neubauer, Ana Pinon,
Becky Quinn, April ibrava, and
Mandy Whitchurch.

It looks Iik thi season will end
up being very successful, so come
out and s e your Lady Spartan
blow the competition away'

It's a weekday, after school, in

Gym 10. Over the sounds of
cr eching shoes' and swishing
nt, one can hear the sounds of
victory echoing off the walls,lead
ing the Lady Spartans to strive for
the best. If practice makes p 1'

fe t, then the grueling two to three
hour practices are just about
enough for these aspiring girls.
Th yare the Freshman Girls'
Basketball team, and they are
about to rock the SI A North

onferen e.
According to Coach chultz,

this year' team i full of talent.

Spartan swimmers prepare for season
By Michele Gallagher

The great eight. That's one
thing that Coa h carp IIi hope
to be calling his swim team by the
nd of this season.

This season has tart d off with
the t am experiencing a f w set
backs. To begin with, on the first
day of practi th re weI' only
sev n guys at th pool. "W will
only be able to swim at the varsity
I v I. Plus, we haven't any
divers," remark d oa h car-

p llionhisviewsofthefirstdayof
practice. "We haven't got any
sophomores eith I' so w 'II be
having the freshmen swim in the
sophomore conf renc .'.

Returning for on last s ason in
th Spartan p 01 ar s niors John
Mateyack and Bob Pollard.
Mateyack was last year's most
vaulable wimmer and WIll s rYe
as thi year's co-captain. J hn will
be swimming th fr styl. Two
year letterman and co-captain
Pollard has com ba k and will be

comp ting in both th breast
stroke and butterfly.

Junior Matt Edquist has come
out thi season swimming dis
tance with th 200 and th 500 yard
freestyle.

Ron M loun, also a junior, will
be swimming th 50- and 100-yard
sprints as w II a the freestyle
I' lays.

When asked about the outlook
for the team in th future, Scar
pelli said, "We're 10 king good'
We've had a 400 percent improve-

ment on the fr shman I vel since
la -t y ar." This ba ically comes
down to th four fre hmen who
cam out this s ason.

As istant oa h hari hi-
howski has b n working them

hard, so they'll b able to meet up
with th tough competition they'll
be seeing on the sophomore
level.

Tim Chavosky i training to
swim th Individual Medley
which is a combination of all
four strokes.

K vin Hoover, Stan Mikosh,
and Ron Bradbery are all working
on their fr estyle while Kevin and
Stan put in a little extra time to
pick up th backstroke and th
breaststrok .

As of press time, the Spartan
hav not yet competed but are
moving into a tough season. "I'm
looking forward to a good y ar.
The guy ar good and working
hard," oach arpelli aid. Be
ur to b at the pool to charge

thes wimm rs up on January 6
as they swim against Argo.
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Boys B-ball looks to turn program around

enior Brian Fu s launches a thre -pointer during the pre-sea on
Green & White game. (photo by Andey I mens)

By Mike Marzec

The attitude of the Oak Lawn
Spartan Basketball team can b
summed up by off-guard Brian
Fuss' t-shirt. The hirt reads,
"Basketball: the Ultimate Vic ."

Every Spartan bask tball play
er is in love with the game. ount
less hours are spent by each
member running up and down th
floor drenched in sweat, som 
times smiling b cau e of the
euphoric feeling he get playing
basketball. At other tim s, a
crazed look of determination fills
his eyes as he ets his sights on
victory. To the Spartans, bask t
ball is not just some small part of
life. Basketball i lif. Every
thing else is trivial.

This year the Spartan will try
to turn the tides on their losing
ways, but as Coach Martin admit ,
"This year should b an improve
ment. You don't go from th bot
tom to the top in one year; it's a
gradual proc ." The Spartans
aren't going to gauge their u
cess on whether or not they win
their conferenc .

The past couple of years the
Spartans haven't had th easiest
time acquiring wins. The key will
be to put som thing in the win

column. The Spartans would be
enthralled with a .500 season.
They need to turn the program
around, surprise some people,
and learn how to win.

This year the Spartans are ex
pected to make a great improve
ment. All conference D.J. Smith
and Honorable mention Jeff

owart are coming back for their
3rd year up at the varsity level
along with five other returning
eniors. This is essentially the

same team it was last year except
that it's one year older, better, and
wiser.

oach Martin beli ves, "Al1
seven of our seniors are leaders. '
D.J. mith can post up and core,
and he I' bounds like a man
po essed. Jeff Cowart can do it
all. He's got speed, quickness,
court vision, and a good hooting
eye. Kevin Hense is the on-court
coach. He knows all the play and
what everybody is supposed to be
doing, and wherever you see a
loose bal1, you find Kevin a few
feet away diving for it.
-prian Fuss is the shooter. He's

th three man. Rick Arnold also
has an eye for the three pointer
and hold a pair of school records
to prove it. Alan Buttimer is very
vocal on the court and applies a lot

of pres ure on the ball. Al is never
afraid to drive to the basket.

Adam Osmanski (junior) should
give the Spartans a little ome
thing extra under the basket, and
Junior guard Kevin Casey wil1
provide the Spartans with his bas
ketball sense and court vision
coming off the bench.

The Spartans are in their third
year being coached by Mr. Martin,
o his system is no longer the

"new system." Th partans hav
Coach Martin's fast break and of
fense implanted into th ir minds.
They know it as w II as their
name. The partans want to push
the bal1 up th court and g t it to
the wing. Hopefully this will make

partan games very exciting.
The partans are going to run

and gun and throw up a lot of three
pointer. Plu they are gomg to
play hard-nosed pres ure defen e.
This hould make all the games
fast paced, because the Spartans
don't want to get bogg d down in a
low post battle, where most often
the other team wil1 have the
size advantage.

Fortunately for the Spartans,
they are not in a Conference
where a great emphasis is put on
low post play. Most teams in th
SICA North wiJI try to push the

ball up court for easy baskets.
The Spartans want the OLCHS

gym to become the place to be for
home games. They'll do every
thing humanly possible to make
the gam exciting. The cheer
leaders and Porn Pon squad will
captivate audiences during half
time. All that will be needed will

be th support of loyal Oak Lawn
fans to make th gym rock.

Mr. Martin and the rest of the
Varsity Boys Basketball Team
want p opl to pack into the gym
like sardin sand b an electrify
ing audienc . And with your sup
port th partan will turn this
program in a winning direction.

Girls B-ball jumps to a great start

Junior Amanda mith guard her opponent during the Thanksgiving
Tournament. (Photo by Andey I mens)

By Christina Matu zewski

The winter season is here and
the basketball season ha started
for the Lady Spartans. Running,
sweating, and working hard is
what these girls do at practice.

But all of thi pays off when the
girls take home victories.

This year the Oak Lawn Spar
tans, at the varsity level consist of
seniors Erin Haubenraiser,
guard/forward; Shannon Min
demen, guard; Krista Sparrow,

forward; and Kel1y ullivan,
forward.

The juniors that made th team
are Kim hilver, forward; Dean
na DeVries, guard; Karen Laurin
aitis, forward; hristina Matu 
zewski, guard; Carolyn ParkhiJI,
forward; Jenny Pran kunas, guard;
Lisa mallwood, guard; Mandy
mith, guard; Kelli VanVuren,

forward; and Sonia Ziad, guard.
And they are led by head coach

Chuck Davelis and the new assis
tant coach Mr. O'Donnell.

As of pres -time, the Oak Lawn
Lady Spartans record is 2-0, non
conference. On Tue day, Novem
ber 16, Oak Lawn had taken a
tremendous victory against Mor
ton. At the sound of the buzzer
Carolyn Parkhill scored 2 point
to tie in the fourth quarter.
Because Oak Lawn was excited to
tie, their ambition to win was even
greater. They kept the game going
at a steady pac , but the core
once again was ti d at 65-65.
Everyone was nervous. No one
knew what the outcome would be.
Thinking they would play for
another 3 minutes, the buzzer
sounded and a basket was made

by Erin Haubenraiser.
The Oak Lawn Lady Spartans

won their fir t game of the season.
ontributing to this win was Erin

Haub nraiser, Kel1y Sullivan,
Krista Sparrow, Kim hiIvers,
Karen Laurinaitis, Carolyn Park
hill. Lisa Smal1wood, Mandy
Smith, Kelli VanVuren, and Jenny
Pranskunas.

The second game against Rich
Ea twa also a victory. Winning
by 20 points, the Spartans cleared
the floor. ontributing mostly to
the team was Mandy Smith with
18 points and Lisa Smal1wood
with 17 points. Erin Haubenraiser
ha~ 16 rebounds and 6 assists,
white Krista parrow also played
a gr~C!~ game.

This year there are three teams
that are Oak Lawn's toughest op
ponents. Mr. Davelis says that
they are Sandburg, Argo and
Shepard.

A few goals that Mr. Davelis has
for the team is to win at least 20
games and to be in the fight for
conI rence champs. Of cour e,
this means beating Shepard, Argo
and Sandburg. In order for the
team to reach this goal, the team

has to work hard, improve the
ov rail play, and have d ter
mination.

Kelli VanVur n says, "I noticed
after a few pra tice that the team
worked really w 11 togeth r. I can
not wait to g t into onference
games to e how we comp l ."

One word u' d to d cribe the
team is "d termined." Mr.
Davelis add that, "Quickness and
unity are th strengths of the
team. The w aknesses ar that
they are not agreat shooting t am
and d fen e has to improve."

Kelly ullivan says, "I think we
are going to hav a gr at s ason if
w all work tog theI' as a team.
And if we learn to pa to one
anoth I' and look down the
court."

The team is working hard so
far, but many key injuries are
hurting the team. "Other people
have to I' alize they can also con
tribute to the t am," Mr. Davelis
adds.

B at the next hom game on
Thur day, Decemb 1'16, at 6 p.m.
in gym 10. They play Stagg. You'll
like what you see!

Date Box

By Alan Buttimer

According to oa 'h Burton, it's
v ry simple; th more wre tiers
you have, the better the team will
b .

Just to give you an idea, last
year the team onsi ted of 13 peo
ple, while this year the program
saw an outstanding 35 guys join
wre tling, and most are already in
shape becaus of involvement in
fall ports. oach Burton beli ves
that, "This team has a lot of pot n
tial. These are th greate t num
bers that I've seen in the last ten
years."

When ateam ent rs ameet only
the b t will be given the oppor
tunity to wrestle. This has helped
th ntir t am improve as they
comp t v ry day at practice for
th chance to wrestle at m ets.

W '11 find out wh n th y fa e
kids from chools such as Stagg or
Sandburg who all' ady have ex
p ri nc wrestling before ent r
ing high school.

Ray, Nick Bougas, Dave Martinez,
John Kieler, Rich Gonzalez, Rick
Raspante and Rob Carlson.

With th help of oach Riley,
oach Mulrenin, Anthony Frale,

J rry Fredrick and Harry Hersh y
the team should do well in
conference.

oach Riley said, "The team is
real optimistic about succ sS.
Th yare hard workers. They want
to do well. There are a lot of young
guys as well as several returning
wrestlers. The program is moving
in a positive direction."

oach Riley also believes, "Our
team goal would be to win at least
75% of our dual meets and for at
least halfof the team to qualify for
ectionals. Beyond that it is up to

th individual wrestler."
Harry Hershey said, "A per

onal goal for me would be to do
th be t I can."

Jerry Fredrick added, "My goal
would to be conference champion
and to qualify for sectionals."

Anthony Frale agreed by add
ing, "My goal would b to tak con
fer n e, make it, and place in
tate."

Wrestlers have experience
Frosh/Soph

By Wendy Musielak

When one wants to see strong
leadership qualiti in a ports
team, they may want to look at the
Spartans' varsity wI' tling tam.
These talented wre tl rs hav
many trong senior leader and
two gr at coach s to guide th m
to a succes ful sea on this year.
The head varsity coach is oach
Riley and he is assist d by oach
Terry Mull' nino

As of press time th WI' stling
team had not begun their 'eason,
but they were looking forward to
tough confer n e opp n nts such
as Sandburg, Stagg and Reavis.

This year the team is compo ed
of several returning talented
wr stier. Anthony Frale and
Harry Hersh y were se tionaI
qualifier last year. Th y al 0

have Jerry Fredrick who was a
Greco Roman Junior National
qualifier and wr tled in re
gionals last year.

The other hard working wres
tlers include: Mike izek, Ed
Hoglund, Dave leman, Aiymen
Judeh, Bill Hay s, Mik Vahl,
Shaun Surratt, Joe Giglio, Mik

DATE TIME OPPONENT
F1U., DE . 10 7:30 P.M. ANOBURG
F1U., JAN. 7 7:30 P.M. ARGO
FlU.. J 21 7:30 P.M. SlIEPARD
TUK, FEB. I 7:30I'.M. IUCIIARO
mI., FEB. II 7:30 P.M. REAVIS
ntl., FER. 18 7:30 P.M. STAGG

TlIR., DEC. 16 6:00 P.M. ST GG
TIUl, JA . 20 6:00 P.M. SA OBURG
TIUl, JAN. 27 6:00 P.M. ARGO
TUK, FEB. 8 6:00 ".M. HEPARO

TIJR., JA .6 4:1~ I'.M. ARGO
TIIH., JAN. 27 4:1~ P.M. SANDBUHG

TlIIl, DEC. 16 6:30 P.M. REAVI
FRI.,JA . 14 6:30 P.M. STAGG

BOY WltE. 'TLI G

SPORT
BOYS BASKETBALL

GIHI..5 BASKE'ffiALL

BOYS SWIMMI G
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Forensics' dedication pays off

Departing this year will b
enior members Elan Klei ,Kelly

Harper, Joe Herrmann, olleen
Hurl y and John Madison. Their
support, inspiration and con
tributions to the team will be
gr ally missed. Special thank
should go to the coaches and staff
who d nated th ir time and effort
through ut th a on.

ing" by Kate Daniel .
Elan Kleis delivered an original

speech, "Engarde' in Original
Oratory. His peech dealt with th
Generation X is ue.

In Declamation, haron kow
ron presented a spe ch called,
"What you shar is what you get,"
which dealt with th importanc
of communi ation.

Foren ic tate qualifiers haron Skowron, Elan Kleis and Jill Valentine. Not pictured: Jim Kolar and
Brian Kotowski.

Union?" This may sound difficult,
but according to Jim, "Practice
makes perfect. On e you get used
to it, it doe n't seem so bad."

Just making it to state is also
consid red an honor. In Verse
R ading, Brian Kowtoski p r
formed two diff rent poetry pro
grams entitled "Supermarkets"
by t Minke and" ot ing-

enough, you will get ther ."
Jill Valentine obviously worked

hard enough and demonstrated
the qualities she spoke of,
because she took fir t plac in
Original Comedy, performing a
piece entitled "Decisions, Decisions"
relating to jobs; and first place in
Humorous Interpretation per
forming "Sleeping Beauty of
Coma." Jill is the first person in
OL forensic history to become a
double state champion. on
gratu lations, Jill!

Elan Kleis and Sharon kowron
placed 3rd in Dramatic Duet Act
ing, performing "Death and the
Maiden" by Apriel Dorfman for
the state meet.

Elan and Sharon both agree
that, "the key to DDA is chemi 
try. You have to work together.
Not only do you have to know your
character, but you have to be your
character and react together like
your characters would in real
life."

Jim Kolar placed 8th, in the
tate in his event, ~xtem

poraneous Speaking. I~ this
event, speakers are given their
topic and time to prepare it at the
me t. In Jim's final round, he had
45 minutes to prepare a six
minute speech answ ring the
question, "What should the U.. do
to ncourage demo ra y and fr e
market trade in the former Sovi t

By arab Roberts

"Foren isis like a sport. It
takes d dication, sacrifice, a love
for what you're doing and a sense
of comp tition," says forensics
member Jill Val ntine.

It's true, for n ic ompetition
can be fi r e, making state
qualification quite an accom
pli hm nt. Th road to state isn't
an easy one.

Foren ics h ad oach Mr.
Dzurison and as i tant coaches
Mr. Leary, Mr. Gon zy and Donna
Egan hav b en working hard to
help the team reach its goals.
With hard work came uccess.
This year five competit rs from
OL, in seven diff rent areas,
made it to state, held February 18
in Poria, Illinois.

BeCor making it to the state
competition, competitors mu t
make it through regional and
sectional . Thos cho en to r pre
sent OL' regional squad had to
earn no I s than fourth place in
their event to advan e to ec
tiona Is. At ctional, only the top
three in each event are chosen to
advance to tate comp tition.

According to har n kowron,
"You have to t your goals in the
b ginning of th eason. If you
want to ompete in state, you have
to k ep telling your If how bad
you want it. If you work hard

Business students qualify for state competition

Bu ine s tate qualifiers Natalie Schull, Angie Zaker, Linda Pacheco. Middle Row (R to L) arab Funk, Doug
Kowalewski, Michel1e McCue, Sandra Green, Annette Mrowca Bottom: Tom Walczyk. (Photo by Toni
Kozlowicz)

By Mark Gronski

On Wednesday, January 5,
students from the Business In
ternship I and II classes par
ticipated in the Busin ss Profes
sionals of Ameri a Area VI com
petition. Sev n students have ad-

vanced to the state level of com
petition, with the chance of ad
vancing to the national level of
competition.

Business Professionals of
America, (BPOA), is not a club
that anyone can join. To be in
volved in BPOA, you must be en-

rolled in the business internship
program, ponsor d by Mr. Saun
ders. Through the program.
tudents receive jobs, and then

are graded on their job per
formance as well as their class
work. The students join two
groups of competition: Business

Professionals of Am rica and
Distributive Education lub of
America (DECA). BPOA is for
students interested in bus in s
careers, while DECA is for those
who are interested in care rs in
marketing and distribution.

At the recent competition held
at the enter for Contemporary
Technology at Moraine Valley
Community College, Oak Lawn
students emerged victorious.

Twelve winners w re announ 'ed
from the Busines Professional
of America program at Oak Lawn.
These students compi! d a to alof
fifteen awards. Taking home first
place awards were Elizab th
Gonzalez, Sandra Green, Kim
Housman, and Linda Pacheco.

Second place finishers in
cluded: Annette Mrowca, Natalie
Schull, and Tom Walczyk.

Also receiving a se ond place
award was the Small Business
Management Team con isting of
Sarah Funk, Sandra Gre n,
Michelle McCue, and Annette
Mrowca. Students receiving third
and fourth place award were
Lucy Housman, Doug Kowalewski,
and Angie Zaker.

Among the students who com
peted, Oak Lawn' successes
came in the areas of Verbal om
munication ,Payroll Accounting,
Information Praces ing Sp ialist,
Entrepreneur, Data A sistant,

omputerized Accounting, and
Economic Awarenes .

Representing Oak Lawn at the
stat BPOA competition are:
Elizab th Gonzalez, Sandra Green,
Kim Housman, Annette Mrowca,
Linda Pacheco, Natalie Schull,
and Tom Walczyk. The competi
tion will be h ld at the Hyatt
Reg ncy in Oak Brook on March
17-19. tudents will have the op
portunity to qualify for the
national conference to be held in
an F'rancisco, in May.

On F bruary 11, the DECA
tudents ompeted in their regional
omp tition at South Suburban

College. Oak Lawn competed with
about twenty area schools and
once again emerged victorious.
Placing first in Retail Merchan
dising was Tom Walczyk. Taking
second place for Oak Lawn were
Ann tte Mrowca on Finance and

r dit and Michelle McCue for
Apparel and Accessories-Super
visory.

Angela Zaker took fourth in
Retail Merchandising; Sandra
Green sixth in Finance and
Credit, and Sarah Funk seventh in
General Marketing-Supervisory.
On March 10-12, Tom, Annette,
and Michelle will attend the state
DE A competition in Spring
field.

Congratulations and Good Luck
to all who continue to compete.

Spring Musical

Bridge Contest
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From a munchkin's perspective
By Cheryl tarmach

It has been a problem for me as long as I can remember, but I have finally come to real
ize that it will plague me for the re t of my life and I can ac ept it.

Being 18 year old and trapped in a 12 year old's body creates a real probl m for me. I
walk around with a tiff neck from being forced to look up when speaking to someone over a
high counter, but that isn't the worst of it. I have difficulty with things like reaching the top
shelves in tores. Literally, I climb th lower helves in grocery stores to reach the box of
cereal I need, if I can't seem to jump high enough to reach it. I don't understand why every
thing has to b so high! uldn't we lower helves to accommodate the n ds of the ver
tically halleng d?

This problem translate into other areas of life as well. Fun isn't even fun as a result. Im
agine waiting in the two-hour lines at Great America on a hot July day, eager to experi
ence this year's new ride. Now imagine being measured by the person working the ride,
be au you 'I' only 4'11" whil your friends laugh and ask if you would rather go to
Kiddieland. The humilitation of being a legal adult, yet turned away from a roller coaster is
devastating. ouldn t som thing b done to spare little people this embarrassment?

Sports aren't even very enjoyable to the undersized. Though always picked last on
ba ketball teams, I would love to play the center position and do the jump ball to start the

Thanks for the assemblies

game. Unfortunately, I am always denied thi privilege because of my ize. Why not have
lhe two horte t players jump? That would workjust as well. It ometimes gets frustrating
too, when I'm ignor d on the court. You know, I n vel' touch the ball, becau e I can't pos i
bly shoot from down her .

If it i n't bad enough to be considered no good at port ,it's terrible that the fa hion in
du try won't even let me look good! Hneglects the petite too. Sure, some jeans are tailored
height-wise, but what about everything lse? lothe seem to be made to look nice on
normal-height people, but left for the munchkins to hem and tailor.

H' a good thing that I'm a fairly rational person and can accept this kind of treatment
from society. If I weren't I might resort to drastic measur s, like tar and feathering the
gro ery store owner or making my own clothes that read, "What vel' happened to 'all
men are created equal'?" If that doesn't work though, I can always do what I'm b st at and
punch them in the knee .

Speakout
Which famous person do you

admire most and why?
By Carolyn Parkhill

turning blue?

Something to ponder:

Spartanite Staff

Dan Braun, enior: I don't I' ally ad
mil' anyon. Sure. some p ople s m
reJlly cool, lik Bono, Jerry einfeld,
Dei n Sanders and Harvey Keitel, but J
wouldn't say I admir them. I would just
lik to hang out with them and mayb
spong some ca h off them. Never
mind. 1admire Mr. Moonier o. Jwould
rath I' people admir me. Wa that
arrogant?

Julie Valentine, Fre hman: Th per
son I like who is famous is Bob

amuelson, bccaus he represent dour
country on th .S.A. Olympi ' volley-
ball team.

If our school colors are

green and white,

why is everything

Usually, an editorial consi ts of a person complaining and stating facts, so hop fully
a change will 0 cur. For two years now, I have juggled with the idea of writing an
editorial hoping that a pep a sembly f I' ev ry sport season would be held. Now though,
I have discovered that my editorial i no longer needed because Mr. Marcorde , our
athletic director and Mr. Hill have planned them for each season. So, as an athlete and
student h re at OLCH ,I would like to thank you on behalf of the athletes who represent
Oak Lawn Community High School with pride.

I've decided that I would change the style of my editorial and convert it into a type of
student sp ak-out. Hopefully, thes id as and comments will show just how much pep
as embli mean to stud nt-athletes. -' \

Senior voll yball player Michele Gallagher supports tho fUea of pep assemblies in
every season to the fullest. She feels that the assemblies "pump up" athletes, especially
if they have a gam that night. Michele also aid that it "makes u feel like you have the
whole chool behind you."

Another senior athlete, ba ketball play I' hannon Mindeman, supports the idea of
three pep assembli s a year. Shannon feels that "everyone deserves to be re ognized."
Also, she feels that "more peopl will come to the games if they know who is on
the team."

Junior football and baseball player Bob Fitzgerald simply replied, "definitely,"
when I ask d him if he agr ed with the proposal. Bob agreed that it definitely "psychs
you up." H al 0 f els that, "Everyone d serves their time in the spotlight and these
assemblies encourage ju t that."

Junior softball player Kristin Wunar thinks that pep assemblies for every season will
b "a great experience for all the athletes." She al 0 feels that these "pride en ourag
ing" events should b held at the b ginning of the season, "This way the encourag ment
will last from the first game to the last."

Coach Kasley, a three-sport coach, fe Is that "All teams should be treated equaL" It
is clear to see that by having the e assemblie , that will be accomplished.

ophomore teve Evans, a varsity football player, enjoy th recognition the fall
athletes receiv . However, as a ba eball and basketball player, he feels that some
thing is missing. "Sometimes pring and winter sports do b Her than the fall sports and
they don't get recognized."

A both a bask tball and softball player, I agree with all of th above. The winter and
spring port athletes work just as hard at practic as do the fall athletes. (Tru t me, I
know.) In other words, th e athl t s shouldn't mi s out on their spotlight becau e the
s ason changes. Beside if there are mol' pep assemblies, maybe all the stud nts in
OLCHS will get pump d up.

In closing, I would once again like to thank all of the administrators. coache and
athletes for all of their hard work in repr senting OLCHS. Thisju t shows how students'
wi 'hes can be granted if they try hard enough.

Lett rs to the Editor

A loyal Bon Jovi fan

speaks out

Sp(lrtanlle l'dJinnal~ r<'pr<'~l'nl tht' npJnlOn~ nf IlJdlVldual sl,lff llwl11bers. nnl tht' pubht'allOn ItSl'1f Ilephes In Ihese
l'<IItnnals art' Wt'I"ol11l'd and ran bl' "I'nl tn SI'ARTANITE nffll'e r<Klfn 204

Dear Editor,
Whil reading the D emb I' 10. 1993

issue of the partanite, I was disturbed
by the article "Mainstr am Alternative
Musi ." The article stated that groups
like Bon Jovi were a thing of the past.
That simply is not tru . [ know for a fact
that Bon Jovi i still popular. When the
group came to th World Music Theater
this summer, many people I know from
work, including myself. went. My boy
friend's and my song is "In Th s Arms"
by Bon Jovi. If the gr up isn't popular,
how could il have held a cone rt? Next
time a wriler expresses an oplllion, h
had better be able to back it up with
more facts.

Yours lruly,
A loyal Bon Jovi fan

~

~ette/(g to

me SdltOft
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Oak Lawn 'checks' the competition
By Tim Braun

La 'l years OL H Che sTarn
(yes. Oak Lawn do have a chess
t am) finished a very disappoint
ing ea on. Having your coach out
with an injury really hurts a team.
With only fiv teady player, the
team seemed to be 10 ing game
aIt I' gam , and finished an a 
tounding dead last in state com
petition. This year though. thing
have changed. After the 10 s of
only one senior, the team has
about 11 can i t nt players. The

team has totaled about4 wins and
4 losses, tying for econd in the

I A North conf rence. Th yalso
took eighth overall in this y aI's
frosh-soph stat ompetition.

This year's team consists of:
seniors Paul Mulka and Brenna
Murphy; sophomore Tim Braun,
Mike Daly, Steve Had, Kith
Wi herek, Matt Fiedler, L n Kaz
mierczak. Jill Levickis and Jenny
DeVivo; and fre hmen John Kay
and Dan Kazmierczyk.

At the State Frosh-Soph com
p titi n, Keith Wi h rek fini hed

fir t in his division and Tim Braun
took third in his. Stev had
fini hed seventh and Mike Daly
end d 17th. Oth I' finishers were
John Kay in lIth, Matt Fiedler and
Len Kazmierczyk tied for 29th
and Dan Kazmi rczyk tied for
30th. Only one point separated the
8th place Oak Lawn team from 7th
and th team wa five point away
from 5th place, showing that the
camp tition wa extr mely cI e.

oach Olson would like to
finish the next few meets strongly

and conc ntrate on next year. Th
team will only b losing two
seniors, I aving the team in x
cellent shape.

"Our top six bards are soph
omor s. If they can compete this
w II against juniors and senior,
we should have a very strong
team in the n xt two years,"
Coa h Olsen said. "W were lucky
enough to have a very strong t am
that wa primarily fr shmen and
sophomores. This was a very good
year, but next year will b
great."

We seem to b looking at a
conf I' nce-winning chess t am
in th n xt few year . "If you ever
feel like playing a game or ven
want to I am how to play chess,
stop in th media cent I' and talk
to u ," 01 n said. "We'd lov to
have you and I'd enjoy the chance
to play against some n w players."

0, if you're bor don Tue day'
and Thursday at 3 p.m., stop in
the m dia center cia room 107
and play a game against Mr.
Olsen.

Prom '94 hits
Oak Lawn

Fiddler Fiddles on
Oak Lawn's roof

(L to R) Mike Diani, cience Foundation ; Luci tabila, Advanced
Biology Honors; Ellen Lee, Physics; Jennifer 0 Vivo, Chemistry;
B cky Viollt, Advanc d hemi try Honor; Kevin Palmer, Fr h
man Biology. ( ot pictur d - Tim Lewis, cienc Foundations and
ena Zayyad, Environmental cience)

Science Students
of the Month

Z' 708-424-1040

Burke), and Shaindel, Motel's
moth I' (Anne Lund en).

Th chorus includes: Anthony
Con tantine, Jo Duffy, Joe
Jaworski, Paul Mulka, Kith
Swiderski, Marija Jurcevic, Julie
Quintavalle, Kelly Harper, Col
leen Hurley, J an Lind, Jon
Oakes, Mark Dykstra, ean
O'Halloran, Amy Kras, Kristy
Clifton, Becky Quinn, Marybeth
Drechsl I' and Kim Tomosaitis.

Th dancers includ : Tanya
Tallon, Naomi Martig, Traci
Ballard, Suzanne T rell, Jenny
Schrod 1', Tonia P rillo, Gean
Styx, Nicole Pe cati 110, Kelly
Melaniphy, Dani lie McGiver and
Gina Mc iv r.

Th as i tant dir dol'S for this
play are Corinne Dornan and J olm
Hunt. Th produ er and mu ical
director is Mr . Mate r. Mr. ar
riel' is in harge of make-up and
publicity. Also Mr. D itemyer,
the or h stral dir ctor, along with
some band stud nts, provid th
scor .

Mr. Dzuri on, th director at
Oak Lawn. will make "Fiddler" a
smashing su cess' Tick t can be
purcha d from any p rson in the
cast. Everyone must see it'

Oak La......n. IL 60453

JOBS

Szyszka and Bob Fitzgerald).
Perchik, a young student (Brian
Kowtowski and Steve Thomson),
warns Tevye of a conflict, in the
next village. Tevye wants Perchik
to teach his daughters, so he go s
home with him.

Later on, Motel, a tailor (Pat
Clifton and Jon Rowsey), trie to
propo e to Tzeitel, but fails. A
Tevye goes walking one evening,
he me ts the Constable (Ja on
Hilger). The Con table says that
ther i a demonstration against
the Jews in Anatevka. In a plot
twist, Tevye tells olde a wild
story that the butch r's first wif .
Fruma- arah (Jill Herrmann),
will kill Tzeitel. They decide on
anoth I' man. Chava walks into
th tailor shop one day, and a
group of Russian taunt h r.
F'yedka, a fellow Ru ian ( hris
Oakes and Tim Braun), tells them
to top. F'yedka turns out to be
Chava's match.

Other characters in "Fiddl I' on
th R of' are: Mordcha, an inn
keeper (Matt Boyle), the Rabbi
(Joe Herrmann), Mendel, th
Rabbi' son (Gary Byrne). Av
rahm, a booksell I' (John Hunt),
Nachum, a beggar (Jeff Marcin
kowski), ~randma Tz itel (Nora

JOBS

9605 SOuth......est High......ay

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application. at:

Oak Lawn Youth Commission

890I S. 52nd Ave.
Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For further information call:

636-2929

M-F 11-8 p.m.
Sat. 10-6 p.m.
Sun. 12-5 p.m.

By Rich Tomlinson

WE BUY • SELL· CONSIGN . TRADE ALL TYPES
NEW & USED SPORTING GOODS

Th spring musical this year, is
thc classic, "Fiddler on the RooL"
It will be performed on May 5, 6,
and 7 in the vening, in the
Auditorium Gym.

"Fiddler" is ba ed on a coil c
tion of stories, "Tevye's Daugh
ter ," written by hoiem AI
eichem. The musical has one
me sage to get across, and that is
maintaining a caring family and
community life, no matter how
bad the situation is. "Fiddler"
take place in a Jewish village in
Anatevka, Ru sia, in 1905. The
musical evolves around Tevye, a
dairyman (Elan KI is), his wife,
Golde (Sharon Skowron), and
their five daughters, Tzeitel (Jen

hri tianson and Anita Spero),
Hod I (Kati M Carthy and
Nicol Rollberg), hava (Kim
M ar s and Sarah Roberts),
Shprintze ( tacie Joritz), and
Bielke (Kri tina aputo).

Early in th musical, Tevy ,
daught rs go to se the match
maker, Yente (Jill Valentin ).
They want to marry the men of
th ir dr ams. T"lcitel's match is
the butcher. Lazar Wolfe (We

'94 a big ucces. The theme that
was chosen is "In Your Eyes," by
Peter Gabriel. This year's prom
favors will be picture frames.

In order to make prom an ven
greater success, students ar
remind d that all school rules
regard ins smoking or alc h I
po session and/or u 'e applies to
all students and guests. Any
violators of these rules will be
subje t to disciplinary actions.

Th Junior Class Advisory
Board will be lling tickets in the
Junior/Senior lounge sometime
in April. At this time, the pri of
th tickets has not been deter
mined, so listen to the announce
ment for more information.

Juniors and eniors, this is a
dan e especially f I' you. so take
advantage of it. Make Prom on of
the b st times in your life!!'

By Erin Keating

Attention all Juniors and
S niors: Start aving your money
now, because Prom '94 is on its
way!

This year's Prom will be held at
the Palos Country lub on Friday.
April 29, from 8:00 to midnight.
Dinner will b served at 9 p.m.
and will be followed by an ev ning
of dancing. If you want to make
Prom '94 a night to remember,
N d Beauty Photographers will
b taking profe ional pictur at
the dance for any interested
students.

Prom has always been some
thing to look forward to, and this
year is no exception. Mrs.
Kotheimer, Mr. Vazzana. and the
Junior Clas Advisory Board have
b n working hard to make Prom
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This year .A.D.D. is really try
ing to make themselves a more
prominent club at Oak Lawn High
School. This year S.A.D.D. Aware
ness Week i scheduled for April
11-15. S.A.D.D. has planned many
fun activiti s for this week, but
they will remain a surprise.

S.A.D.D. members not only
want to make you aware that there
are many people who die in drink
ing related acid nts, we want you
to see that you or someone 10 e
to you could become a victim. It is
a known fact that one person dies
every twenty-three minutes from
a drinking related accident.

S.A.D.D. members want to h Ip
Oak Lawn tudents realize and
comprehend the consequences of
driving drunk. If any of our efforts
this year will change one person's
mind about driving or letting a
friend drive while intoxicated,
then all of our hard work will hav
paid off.

Our theme is "Friends Don't
Let Friends Drive Drunk" pi a e
always k p this in mind. Would
you rather hav them angry with
you for one night or would you
rather b at y ur friend's funeral.

By Rachel PratI

SADD

woman knew such language and
then used it."

Mandy Zeien, freshman: "I
think what she said was good. As a
freshman it's not a top priority.
but it's still omething we need to
be aware of."

A sp cial thanks to Michelle
Gallagher and Tonia Perillo for
making it p sible to see Mr .

hields. Also if you need any
further information you can call
Maureen at (708) 636-5437 or (708)
636-5060 (9:00 -'4:00 P.M.)

only thing I didn't like about it was
sh didn't ay one positive thing
about ex. For example she n ver
mention d that it's a physiologi
cal need. It's obvious there are
more bad points to good, but
children ne d to be educat d
about both points to form th ir
own de isions. This will teach
them responsibility and in
dependence."

Becky Fino, sophomore: "I was
surpris d at her directness. Who
could of ever thought an older

Career Corner

Definition - Professional who aid adults and
children with sp ech and hearing defects
by identifying and evaluating their prob
lems and providing treatment. Spe ch
pathologists specifically work with prob
lems in speech disorders, while audiolo
gists work with hearing disorders.

Requirements - A master's degre in peech-Ianguag
pathology or audiology is required in
most states for simply a beginning job in
this field. Undergraduate training for
this area should include anatomy, biol
ogy. physiology, physics, and other
related courses such as linguistics or
phonetics. It is also b neficial to have a
ba kground in chi Id psychology and
mental hygiene.

Relat d occupations - Occupational therapist, physical thera
pist, recreational therapist, and rehabili
tation couns lor.

Earnings - In the early 90's hospitals and medical
centers paid a starting alary of $22,500 a
year. Experienced workers received a
yearly average of $28,000.

By Christie Evitt

Speech-Language Pathologi t & Audiologist

wa direct, intimidating and gave
adequate information."

teve Evans, sophomore: "She
really got her point acros in a
positiv manner."

Jennifer Gangloff, freshman: "I
feel that she taught a very serious
me sage, but made it humorous
and worth listening to."

Vic Lampa ona, senior. "I think
that everything she talked about I
learned in the 7th grade. he
wasn't educational."

Nick Kononelas, junior. "The

Shields: Direct, Open & Honest
though more and more teenagers
are engaging in it. Mr . Shields
made it easy and got her point
across clearly. KID TAY OUT

F BED!!!! Here are some res
ponses to Mrs. Shl~'s pres
entation.

Brian Brandt, junior.' feel she
had a lot of valuable info mation
teens should take seriously."

Jackie McCastIand, sopho
more: "She made me think of
what' going on at school."

Jill Valentine, junior. "I f It she

Compiled by Shannon Doherty

College Corner

Name: Valparai 0 Univer ity
Location: Valparaiso, Indiana
Setting: 45 miles south east of hicago, pop. 25,000
Established: 1859, affiliated with the Lutheran Church
Total Enrollment: approximat Iy 3,757
Tuition: 11,300 per year: room 1,790; board 1,300; Fees!

• books 920
Financial Aid: 75% undergraduates, 79% enrolled freshmen
Director of Financial Aid: Parvish Singh M.B.A., Telephone:

(219) 464-5015
SAT: 440-560 verbal; 510-650 math
ACT: 23-29
Requirement : 4 units of English, 4 units of Math, 3 units of

Science,3 units of Foreign Language, 2 units of Soc. Studies and 1
unit of History

P AT: recommended
PLA : recommended
Director of Admissions Recruitment: Karen Foust
Student/Faculty Ratio: 14 to 1
Calendar: mester System cla ses begin late August
Curriculum: Baccalaur ate degrees offered
Majors: ex. ursing, Journali m, Communications, 0 ial

Work. Accounting, Theatre, Musi , EI ctrical Engineering

by Rachel Pratl

In January, guest peaker,
Maureen Shield , talked to th
students and faculty about s x
and their feeling about their own
sexuality. Mr. hields, 52, and
founder of th ourage Program,
talked to the students on their own
level. Mr. Shield used th
students' language to relate and
have a positive effect on the
students. Nowadays, ex is such a
hard topic t talk about even

12. P.H.-2 AJ1.
nai} Ji,-nn

OPEN '7 DAYS A WfU
Weekdays:

12 P.H.-1 A.H.
Weekends:

Rack'em Up Family Billards
S43' w. 12?tt~, CReSTWOOD, IL

RACK'EM UP FAMILY BILLARDS FEATURES 19 FULL
SIZE POOL TABLES. THE VERY LATEST IN VIDEO
GAMES. SIX DOLLAR AN HOUR RATES NO MAnER
HOW MANY PLAYERS • WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS
LADIES NIGHT, ALL UNESCORTED LADIES PLAY FOR
HALF PRICE. VISIT US FIVE TIMES AND PLAY THE
SIXTH TIME ON US • WE HAVE OVER 1000 OF THE
LATEST HITS IN OUR CD JUKEBOX • WE ALSO HAVE A
SNACK SHOP FOR YOUR REFRESHMENT.

"Rack·czm Up··
THE PLACE TO BE tft

Art You Looking For fi Place To Havt Fun???
A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN SHOOT POOL, PLAY
DARTS, PLAY PINBALL, AIR HOCKEY, FOOSEBALL,
AND OTHER VIDEO GAMES, A PLACE TO LISTEN TO
REALLY LOUD MUSIC!!!

Comv Visit Rack'vm Up Family Billards!

• T-Shirts

No Limit
Excluding Sale Items & Used

Expires 4-10-94

ALL
CASSETIES
$1.00 OFF

5420 W. 95th SI.
Oak lawn, IL 60453

• Used CD's

CROWDED HOUSE
Together Alone

$11.99 Compact Disc
$7.99 Cassette Tape

PI lONE: (708) 636-0189

Posters

Expires 4-10-94

ALL
CD'S

$2.00 OFF
No Limit

Excluding Sale Items & Used

----------------T---------------
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Physics students build bridges

Bridge Building contest winner : Amy Reiff and Toni Kozlowicz.
pictured Jen Siroky.

ported by the mass of the bridge.
The winning bridge at Oak Lawn,
built by Toni Kozlowicz, had an ef
fi iency of 843.8%. Other top
fini hers included: Jennifer Siroky
(765.5%), Scott Steurer (758.9%),
Amy Reiff (718.5%), and Chri
Zien (651.8%).

All of the tudents who par
ticipated spent countless hours of
time and effort on their bridges,
showing their Oak Lawn PRIDE.

ongratulations to Toni and Jen
nifer on their accomplishments,
and to the other Physics students
for a job well done.

. .-
'AND

allow a ping-pong ball to pa s
through it, without allowing the
ball to escap from the side or
bottom of the bridge. Other re
quirements were: maximum
width was 100mm, maximum
length was 400mm, and the max
imum weight no more than 30
grams. Also, the bridges mu t be
constructed by the basswood
given to the students by Mrs.
Halwax.

The winner of the contest wa
the bridge with the highest ef
ficiency, which was measured by
dividing the load the bridge up-

PAPERBACK TRADING COMPANY
8825 S. RIDGELAND AVE.

OAK LAWN,IL
(70S) 598-S442

Discount on monthly order

By Jill Levickas

COMICS
COMICS

COMICS

On February 22, two students
from Mrs. Halwax's Physics
c1asse , Toni Kozlowicz and Jen
nifer Siroky, attended the annual
bridge-building contest at the Il
linois Institute of Technology
(lIT). The e two girls were asked
to go. because their bridges
receiv d the top two places in the
competition held at Oak Lawn.
The bridge contest took place in
January.

Each year, the rules for qualify
ing bridges change slightly. This
year the finished bridges had to

Ms. Williams French III class in their dramatic debut "The Dr am Maker" (Picture by Toni Kozlowicz)

Jacques LeBlanc. The film aired
on hicago Cable hann I 19 in
January and on Oak Lawn's Mul
timedia channel 43 in February.

Ms. Williams, writer, director
and producer of the film, wa very
pleased with the out orne. "The
acting was superb! The p ople at

hicago able Access and Oak
Lawn Multim dia were really
impr sed!"

Besides acting, a f w students
a serted themselves in "the
behind the scenes" activities.
Jer my Keating and Gary Byrne
were the student director with
a sistance from Scott Jo ph and
Kim B i vert.

A tremendous amount of work
went into the production (Le. the
s hool location shots took 11
hour to film!) Ms. Williams feel
thi xperience gives the tudents
a chance to "really get into a
French character and a situa
tion." She also feels that it helps
tud nts to memoriz the lan

guage, sp ak it fluently and "ham
it up" on T.V.

A few obstacles made filming
tough this year, as in th pa t.
Giggle invaded the stand lines
w re forgotten as the tudents
tri d to "express themselves as
true Frenchmen." But th overall
production was professionally
done. Ms. Williams thinks that her
French III class can be justly
proud ofFabricante de Reves, the
culmination of many years of
French study!

dreams come true

French III makes

Fabricante d Reve (Dream
maker), was the late t production
of Miss Marilyn William' multi
tal nted French III class.

The movie, whi h took seven
w eks to produce, tars Tina
Michalek as Claire, the Dream
maker. The co-stars in Iud dKim
Boisvert, Scott Jos ph, Jenny
DeVivo, Iva Palmer, Dawn Vo
lakakis and Jenny hristiansen.

Other characters were played
by Erin Keating, hri tine Ward,
Karen Krzystof, Jer my Keating,
D ni e Hozle, hri ie Garza,
Laura Lovell, Bill tr low, Steve
Thomson and Gary Byrne.

The story t II about a high
chool girl ( lair ) who discovers

that she secretly has the p wer to
give dreams. In doing so, she
de ided to give good dreams to
h r friends, such as becoming the
President of th United tates or
reigning as Homecoming Queen.

When Claire can't resist temp
tation. she uses her newfound
ability and gives nightmares to
h r enemies.

In the end, Claire' enemie,
through a eance, gang up for
revenge and our starlet must
change her ways or be put through
the same horrible fate of night
mares.

Filming took place at the North
Avenue Beach, in Lincoln Park, in
Ms. Williams' home, and in the
Little Theater. The film crew con-
isted of Ms. William and a crew

from Chicago Cable Access: Jeff
Rollins, Donna Lewis and

424-6010

•
Carry-Outs

Casual Dining

ribs - sandwiches· draft beer

7110 West 159th Street
Orland Park, IL 60462

(708) 429-7575

9115 South Harlem
Bridgeview, IL 60455

Phone: (708) 598-2099

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

100/0 OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED •

7440 S. Kingery (Rt. 83)
Darien, IL 60559

Phone: (708) 920-0211

Phone Ahead and we'll have your Order ready. •9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN J
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up" s 8/30194
With Coupon Only

NOI Valid With Other Otters

FREE
PIZZA

Buy Any 16"
or 17" Pizza

.nd r.c.lv. a 10"
Ch•••• Plna FREEl

..._------;

is pre ented at the Chicago The
atr .

With performances only going
through April. Jo eph would b
the one thing I would be sure to
hav tick ts for. Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
wa truly a d light to sit through.
After per onally seeing it twice, it
was just as njoyable the second
time as the first. The singing,
dan ing, mu ic, lights (speaking
of lights, Andr w Bridge, who is
the lighting designer for Jo eph
probably p nt mol' time, thought
and money on the lighting than
most p opJe p nd on sleeping.
It's truly a ight to se .) costum s,
mak up, you name it.

All th se components corne
togeth I' to make a moment you
won't forg t. You know how some
tim a r ally good commercial
comes on, or you're watching th

ational Anthem being sung at
the uper Bowl and you get goo'
bump. W II, to make my point,
th I' ar tim s when they're clo 
ing a number and it sounds so
great, you'r in total awe, and you
can't h Ip but to get goosebumps.

Although tick t prices may b
exp nsive for the average te n
agel' ($30 and up), it is worth it. It's
a night you'll never forget.

HOURS
Monday Ihru Thur~dl'lY

II :00 a.m. 10 II :00 Jl m.
Frld"y & Sl'llurtilly

II:()() a.m. 10 Mldnighl

4102 Southwest Highway

By Dan Ellis

Andrew Lloyd W bber's new
production of Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
brings you on show-stopping
numb I' aft I' another. This pro
duction starring Donny Osmond
started its p rformances at the
Elgin Th atre in Toronto, anada
on the 18th of June, 1992. The
mu ic was written by Andrew
Lloyd Webber. orne of his other
works include Cats, Jesu Christ
uper tar, Phantom of the Opera,

Evita, Tell me on unday, Star
light Expres and Aspects of
Love, Th lyrics for Jo eph were
written by Tim Rice. The last of
the credits go s to the director
teven Pimlott.
Jos ph got start d in the sum

mer of 1967. W bb rwrotea"pop
cantata" with lyrics by Rice for
the school choir of St. Paul's
Junior hool at olet Court.

The fir t performance was at
the Old Assembly Hall, Colet

ourt, Hammersmith. It lasted 15
minut . In 1970, th first amateur
production of Jo ph took place in
the United Stat s at a college in
New York. Th fir t Broadway
performanc did not take plac
until January 27, 1982 at th
Royal Th atre. And now the play

CCfechtlicoQon COneam
JfLght

THE LAST GOOD BOOK I READ WA : The Firm
NO ONE WO LD BELIEVE IT THEY AWTHAT I made our

quilt bedspr ad
MY FAVORITE CARTOON: The Far ide
A PERFECT EVENING TO ME I : A teak dinner and a

how
IF I 0 LD TRAVEL ANYWHERE IT WOULD BE:

Au tralia
MY HOBBY IS: rafting
MY FAVORITE SPORT IS: Badminton
MYMO TEMBARRASSINGMOMENTWA WHEN:ltripped

over the guard rail in the parking lot my first week here
MY IDOLS ARE: Jan Madden (my high s hool P. E. Teacher 

who balan es work and family and till has so much
enthusiasm)

I'D GIVE ANYTIDNG TO MEET: Mi ha I Jordan
FAVORITE PIGOUT FOOD: Chip & Salsa
I WI H I COULD: Sing on Broadway
MY ADVI E TO TEE AGERS: Always b tru to yourself and

believe in yourself
IF YO WERE AN ANIMAL WHAT WOULD YOU BE:

Cheetah

Lo at d
in the

~~Mi~":"""----~y::iiiiillirHometown
Shopping

Center

W DELIVER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
Ilomelown,
Ev~rgrl't'n P.uk,
OurlJllnk, Oak Lawn
& ChkdgO

By Mike Manec

10. Hey, you want a tictac. It
freshens br ath better
than ertz and it's only a
half of a calori and it
13 te 0 fr sh and minty.

9. Is it tru that alligator
are the lose t living rela
tive to th dinosaur and
are million and millions
of years old.

8. What brings you to hicago?
Ar all tho swamp mos
quitos just to much for
you?

7. What do you think about
Michael Jordan playing
baseball? 1thought he quit
ba ketball to be with his
family.

6. Do you know the T enage
Mutant inja Turtles?

5. Did you see that Johan
Olav Koss in the Olym
pics? Man that guy was
an animal'

4. What beautiful t eth you
hav !

3. Is it hard to s with your
eyes spread so far apart
and how do you manage to
keep your eye open
und I' wat r? Do sn't
that hurt?

2. Do you know Kari. .. Kari
Jacob on. he drinks
Milk, she gets a lot of at
tention. From m she gets
total att ntion.

1. You're not going to eat me
are you?

CCJOp CCJet1
tJhittgg to (Io~

to 011

c.AQQigotOh

$15 COUPON NOT
GOOD WITH OTHER
OFFERS. LIMIT ONE,
THIS COUPON WST
BE PRESENTED BY
THE FIRST CLASS

SESSION.

AME: Patricia Gr imail
BIRTHPLACE: Oak Lawn
ASTROLOGICAL SIG : Scorpio
MARITAL TATU : Married
COLLEGE ATTENDED: Illinois State University
DEGREE: B.S. in Education
YEARS I HAVE BEEN TEACHING: One
CLASSES I TEACH: PEOPEL Training, JR/SR Physical

Education
IF I WASN'T A TEA HER I'D BE: Social Worker
MY IDEA OF AGOOD TUDENT IS: Someone who tri hard

and is respectful
THE MO T MEMORABLE GIFT A TUDE T GAVE ME

WAS: A thank you card for helping her through a tough time
I CAN'T AY "NO" TO: Chocolate
IN THE SUMMER I: Work on projects at home and RELAX
MY FIRST CAR: Ford Tempo (1986)
MY FIRST PAYING JOB: Cashier at hild World
THE MUSI I MO T ENJOY USTENING TO: Anything but

Rap & Heavy Metal
MY FIRST CONCERT WAS: REO Speedwagon
THE LAST GOOD MOVIE I SAW WAS: The Fugitive

to do harm, they'r on the Ie s
traveled path.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23)

When the whole world ms
down on you, ju t remember
you're North of the equator which
means you're above most of the
world. If you till don't fe I good,
jump and realiz you're down on
the world, it's not down on you.
corpio (Oct. 23- ov. 21)

Plants don't m yeo :rhat i what
'eparates them frort'! 'the animal
kingdom. Sure, plant could be
beautiful, but who wa to be a
plant? It would be a pI' tty boring
existence staying in on pot all
the time.
agittariu ( ov, 22-Dec. 21)
Buy a new pillow and eat an

apple on a daily basis. It will give
you that added en rgy you ne d
for your hecti life.
Capricorn (Dec, 22-Jan. 19)

Don't get annoyed with the coo-
00 bird in th coo-coo clock,

because all he does is tweet every
hour. It's your own fault if you
hear him all the time. Don't tak it
out on the bird. H just do his
job.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

A long journey will do you well.
But, before you leave, make sure
your car is in prop I' working
order if you haven't had your oil
changed in the last 3,000 mil .
That ought to be tak n care of.
Drive carefully though, be ause
thi harsh winter has put many
pot holes on the road.
Pi ce (Feb, 19-March 20)

If everybody e ms to b rain
ing on your parade, chanc s are
you picked the wrong day to have
a parade. With today's t chnology,
th weather could b predicted
fairly accurately. All you have to
do i take the time to watch the
news.

--------------------------------~

By Mike Manec

Aries (March 20-April19)
Whatever you do, don't tar at

a mirror lock. Not only is it wast
ing valuable time that could b
pent doing something produc

tiv ,but it also leads to vanity and
nobody likes a vain per on.
Taurus (April20-May 20)

Don't cry over your snowman
that melted with th spring thaw.
The snow that turn d to water will
ventually evaporate and go back

up to the clouds only to g train d
back down to Earth, helping to
keep th cosystem balanc d.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)

If you still have Hallow n
candy in your hous , now is the
tim to get rid of it, b cau with
th warmer weath I' come ants,
which will flock to your candy and
pretty oon you'll have an ant
farm in your candy sta ·h.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Quit flipping through th T.V.
station . Find the show you want
to watch and leave it on. If you'r
on tantly flipping, you'.. bound

to miss something and th n you'll
b di appointed.
L 0 (July 23-Aug. 22)

Water your cactu es. Ev n
though th y can go a long tim
without water, they can't wait
forever especially now during the
dry season. Chances ar you're
negl cting your I' sponsibility
and you don't want those astus
to di .
Virgo (Aug, 23-Sept. 22)

When traveling in a for st and
confronted with two paths it' not
always b st to take th less
traveled one, because th se days
you don't know what kind of wac;
ko are lurking in a forest and
chances are if they ar int nding

.--------------------------------~

•

1 Need wheels? e'
I Orland Driving School I

can put you in the driver's seatfast!!

Enjoyable 2 and 4 week courses begin soon.

Good driving skills are no accident.
$1 ~ OFF coupon good. at:

14600 S. LaGrange • Orland Park· (708-460-6622)
3552 W. 95th St., • Evergreen Park • (708-425-7111)
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Swimmers beat the odds
By Jim Kolar

The 1994 Winter Olympics have
seen the emergence of a number
of U.S. athletes who have become
heroes. Heroes because they have
overcome the odds stacked
against them and put forth that
extra effort needed. Here at
OLCHS we have our own heroes.
The boys Spartan swim team has
beaten overwhelming odds of
their own and proven that they are
also champions.

The season started off with the
team experiencing a few set
backs. To begin with, the team has
only four varsity members. With
four swimmers, the maximum

amount of swimmers in a tourna
ment Coach Scarpelli can fill is
eight. Teams with a full roster are
able to' fill the maximum amount
of 30 entries. Besides having only
four varsity swimmers, the team
has no divers.

At a tournament swimmers
compete in individual events for
team points. With only four varsi
ty members, the Spartan swim
mers demonstrated true sports
manship, dedication and team
work by actually recording two
conference wins over rivals
Richards and Argo.

The 1994 Spartan swim team is
led by this year's co-captains Bob
Pollard and John Mateyack.

Two-year letterman, Pollard
competed in both the breast
stroke and butterfly. Pollard's
leadership and maturity pre
vailed throughout the season and
helped create a strong sense of
team unity.

Mateyack was last year's most
valuable swimmer and 2nd of all
swimmers in overall victories.

Junior Matt Edquist competed
in distance, swimming the 500
y<!rd freestyle. Edquist has made
considerable progress this season
and this progress was reflected in
his leading all swimmers in
overall individual victories.

Junior Roger Meloun is the
final swimmer to complete the

fearless four. Meloun has also
demonstrated a lot of progress
during this season and set new
personal records.

The sophomore team was
coached by assistant coach Shari
Chichowski. Freshmen Ron Brad
bery, Mike Leonard, Jim Leipart
and Stan Miklosh worked hard to
compete on the sophomore level.
Freshmen Kevin Hoover and Tim
Chavosky, in addition to sopho
more competition, swam in a
number of varsity meets.

Coach Scarpelli and the Spar
tan swimmers would like to thank
managers Alison Murphy and
Sarah Wende for their support, as
well as Mr. Astrauskas and Mrs.

Bibeau for their support and
time sacrificed.

When asked to sum up the
season, Coach Scarpelli said,
"This team has made incredible
progress not only in the Spartan
pool, but in the levels of maturity,
teamwork, and cooperation. They
felt the need to succeed."

Though the 1994 OLCHS boys
swim team might not receive
those Reebok, Wheaties, or Dis
ney endorsements, these swim
mers demonstrated true heroics
in the pool. They are examples of
what we can achieve with a lot of
determination and hard work, and
a little Spartan pride. Great·
season, guys.

Frosh/Soph Boys B-ball comes out on top

Upcoming games

of Spring Season

Frosh / Soph Wrestling

Time
4:00
5:30
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:15

record was 2-10.
"This team's biggest problem

this year was its defense, but at
the end of the year, they picked up
the defense and played good team
ball," says player, Virgil Ramirez.

The toughest competition was
Shepard, because of their fast
team and good defense.

Although this team was not
number one, it did have some
strengths. The strength and inten
sity of the team was the offen e.

Now, it is time for the sopho
mores to prepare to win next year.
As Ramirez put it, "Offense wins
games, but defense wins'cham
pionships."

Toward the end of the season,
the team did get better and prac
ticed hard to improve.

Marty Whitten finished second
in the Junior Varsity conference
while Dominic Rokosz finished
third in the Junior Varsity
conference.

Dave Clemens, a sophomore,
finished fourth in regional com
petition. The toughest opponent in
the conference was Shepard. The
freshman wrestlers had their best
record in ix years.

Individual standouts were Marty
Whitten, Jorge Castillo, Al Baker,
Dominic Rokosz, Jason Surratt,
and Damian Rodriguez.

The freshmen who placed in
the last tournament of the year
were Jason Powell, Marty Whit
ten, Damian Rodriguez, and
Dominic Rokosz.

With this type of winning
experience and talent at the
Frosh/Soph level, the future of the
wrestling program at Oak Lawn is
looking strong. Thanks to Coaches
Burton and Burdi for their time
and efforts!

Date
Tues., March 29
Thur., April 21
Tues., April 19
Tues., April 19
Tues., April 26

Thur., March 31
Wed., April 22

record and St. Gerald's ended at 0
12 last year. Kasley combined the
players from these teams to form
a record of 16-6.

"This team, having the best
freshman record has promising
hopes for the future," said Blake
Cunneen.

Kevin Melvin said, "As our
coach would put it, basketball is a
simple game."

By Daryl Gorney

SOPHOMORES
The Sophomore boys basket

ball team's season wasn't as good
as they would have liked it to be.
The team finished its season with
a record of 3-23. Its conference

Headlocks, a pin, and some
cheers begin! If you attended an
Oak Lawn Frosh/Soph wrestling
meet, that's what you would have
seen and heard.

Dominic Rokosz, a freshman,
explained the season in this way,
"We had a lot of inexperience
going into competitive wrestling.
But because of Coach Burton
everyo~had at least one win, and
everyon improved from when we
first started."

ed onto the sophomore team.
These talented girls definitely
benefitted from their own deter
mination and spirit in a big way,
going on to have more wins than
losses by the end of the season.

Judging from the records of
these two very talented teams,
next year's girls' basketball
season should be a very exciting
one!

Opponent
St. Rita

Sandburg
Sandburg

Stagg/Richards
Argo/Sandburg

Sandburg
Richards

By Tom Cronin

The freshman boys basketball
team season has been surprising
ly exceptional. The freshman B
team has an overall record of 13-9
and an excellent conference
record of 7-5. The Ateam has been
doing sensational as well, as it had
an overall record of 18-6. Its con
ference record was 7-5.

At the beginning of the season,
Coach Ka ley and the freshmen
had two major goals. First, they
wanted to playas a team. Second,
they wanted to win conference.
Although the team did not achieve
its second goal, it mastered the
first quite well.

The freshman team had many
strong points. "Some of the
strengths of this team are offense,
shooting and free throws," says
Coach Kasley. He also comment-

ed on the great players on the
team. A few of the players that
really stood out included Ray
Orban, Ryan March, Steve Jaral
and Mike Walker.

Two of the schools that Coach
Kasley regarded as tough com
petitors were Argo and Sandburg.

According to Kasley, this team
turned out to be a "very big sur
prise." In fact, McGugan and Sim
mons each finished with a 3-13

season, the freshman girls lost
four players. These four included
Barb Antol, Jeanine Drechsler,
Denise Fasano, and Mandy
Zeien.

The four girls were put onto the
sophomore team. The remaining
18 girls were, says Coach Schultz,
"Very determined to do their
best," even though three of their
original starters had been draft-

Team
Boys' Varsity Baseball
Boys' Volleyball
Boys' Tennis
Boys'Track
Girls' Track
Girls' Badminton
Girls' Softball

1993-94 season. Commonly dubbed
by Coach Schultz as "the Fan
tabulous Fresh" these girls have
really lived up to their name. The
freshmen played their hearts out
to gain an overall record of 12
wins and 10 losses. The girls also
made their way to a Conference
record of 6 wins and 6 losses.

About halfway through their
long, three and a half month

Frosh-Soph Girls B-ball
Ron Kaminski looks for the open man.

By Kelly Melaniphy

After a long and exhausting
season, the Girls Frosh/Soph Bas
ketball team is finally taking a
rest. Rounding out the season on a
high note, the "Super Sopho
mores" won their last game
against Shepard, on February 8.
With an overall record of 10 wins,
11 losses, the Lady Spartans came
a mere one game away from
reaching their team goal of win
ning at least half of their
scheduled games.

The girls held a Conference
record of 4 wins, 8 losses, with
their toughest opponents being
the Stagg Lady Chargers. Stagg
was, according to Coach Arneson,
such a tough opponent because,
"They play incredibly intense de
fense through the entire 28
minutes of the game."

One of the many winning
moments of the season was when
the girls took second place in the
Christmas Tournament at Ever
green Park. They only missed the
first place trophy by about 2
points in an over-time loss
against Richards.

Leading the way through these
winning moments was Sara
Brown. According to Coach Ar
neson, "Sara Brown brought the
team strength and togetherness.
She also showed a high level of
hustle and hard work."

Overall, the team's spirit, pride
and dedication helped make this
season a successful one.

FRESHMAN TEAM
The freshmen have had a great



Wrestling for a title

State qualifier Bill Hayes

By Wendy Musielak

The varsity wrestling team
ended the season with a bang after
their extremely good finish at the
Regional meet. Th team finished
with a state qualifier and a few
individuals who placed in Re
gionals. And the best part is that
despite losing some of these very
talented wrestlers to graduation,
next year's varsity wrestling team
has a very bright future since
many sophomores and juniors
wrestled at the varsity level.

Bill Hayes clinched a first

place finish at Regionals, to'
qualify him for the state tourna
ment. He wre tied tremendously
at t~e state meet, winning two
matches, but being defeated in
the quarterfinals because of in
jury default. Great job. Bill!
OLCHS is proud of you.

Jerry Fredrick was the runner
up at Regionals at his weight
class. Harry Hershey placed sec
ond at Regionals, and Rob Carl
son brought home third place for
the Spartans. Dave Clemens also
did a terrific job, placing fourth at
the Regional meet.

Together, the team placed third
in conference. The Spartans had
three conference champions.
Seniors, Harry Hershey, Jerry
Fredrick and Bill Hayes all
brought home first place honors
at their respective weight classes.
Sophomore Jesse Hewitt placed
second in conferen e in his divi
sion. Senior Anthony Frale also
aided the Spartans by taking third
in conference. Also, Rob Carlson,
senior, sophomore Brian Clausen
and junior Shaun Surratt helped
the Spartans by placing fourth in
theifindividual weight classes.

The team also participated in

several invitationals, and was
very successful. Anthony Frale
placed first at the Hinsdale In
vitational. Harry Hershey took
third at the Oak Park Invite and
fifth at the River Forest tourney.
Dave Clemens placed fourth at
the Oak Park invitational. Also,
Jerry Fredrick captured third
place at three invites. He took
third at Glenbard West, Oak Park
and River Forest meets. He also
placed fourth at the Hinsdale
tournament.

Rick Raspante and Dave
Clemens both had a winning
record for the season, while
Shaun Surratt wrestled in over
30 matches.

With these outstanding achieve
ments, it is not surprising that
Coach Riley is pleased with the
outcome of the season.

Although oach Riley was
happy, he did add, "we did not
reach our goal of winning 75% of
our dual meets because of in
juries and inexperience. It is
tough for any team to compete at
the varsity level when the team
lacks exp rience. I would have
liked to have had more experi-

ence, but next season we should
have more success.

''Even though we lacked experi
ence, we brought it together at the
end of the season."

The team's success can be par
tially accounted for by the work of
their outstanding coaching staff.
The team was led by head coach
Riley. He was assisted by Coach

Mulrenin, Coach Burton and
Coach Burdi.

Besides the coaching staff, the
seniors and returning varsity
wrestlers also led the team to its
success, showing the younger
wrestlers what it takes to do well
in conference.

Congratulations on a job well
done guys!

Varsity girls B-ball finishes respectably

Senior B-ball fights for

The season officially ended on
February 15, when Oak Lawn
played the Reavis Ram in
regionals. After beating Reavis
twice before, Oak Lawn 10 t. It
was a painful experience, becau e
the whole team was psyched to
beat them and wanted to advance
to sectionals.

Thanks also to Mr. O'Donnell.
"He did a good job for us. It is good
to have him as part of our staff,"

oach Davelis said.

Congratulations to Mandy
Smith and Erin Haubenreiser for
claiming all-conference honors.

Teammates D.J. Smith, Jeff
Cowart and Kevin Hen e await
the rebound versus Luther South.

The girls know what to do with the
ball once they get it.

Kelly Sullivan said, "Although
towards the end of the season we
lost a few, I felt we worked better
as a team. I'm going to miss Lady
Spartan basketball."

Next year, Coach Davelis plans
to improve defense and get more
p ople involved. He adds that he
will b looking for someone to
take Erin Haubenreiser's spot.
She has been on the varsity team
for four years and will be greatly
missed, along with the other
seniors Kelly Sullivan, Krista
Sparrow and Shannon Mindeman.
Good luck to them.

\

climb out of the conference cellar
by beating Stagg twice.

One of the highlights of the
eason came at the last home

game of the season. It was the last
time the seniors put on a white
uniform and played on their home
court. There was a lot of emotion
involved as the seniors and their
parents were honored. As the
game got underway there was ex
citement in the air, and after scor
ing in the opening seconds, the
Spartans never looked back a
th y cruised to a 59-48 victory.
This would eventually be the final
win of the season, but would be
very valuable to a team that
struggled, but learned what it
takes to win.

• •a winning season

they also improved their confer
ence record.

Coach Davelis said that the
team is good, because it has more
depth than last year. One of the
biggest factors is its quicknes .

played all four quarters in all of
our games."

The Spartans blew a few big
leads when they seemed to fall
apart during one of the four quar
ters. Oak Lawn showed what they
were capable of when they took
the conference champions from
Shepard into overtime but fell
short in the final seconds.

Oak Lawn's record was 8-16
overall, 3-8 in conference. This
season showed much improve
ment over the last two. Only two
years ago, the team had no wins,
and last year they managed only
two. This year the team showed
vast improvements by chalking
up eight victories.

Also, the Spartans managed to

Coach Davelis adds that, "We
still did not do a swell as we want
ed to do, but the team is taking a
step in the right direction. They
are just going to keep improving
for next year."

The girl on the team have what
it takes to win, it is only a matter
of their skills and using what they
know. They have great dedication
and team spirit.

By Cbristina Matuszewski

Now that it is March, it means
that the season is over for the
Lady Spartans. To some it may be
a feeling of relief, but to most it is
a feeling of disappointment,
because the team does not want it
to end. The Spartans want to keep
on playing ball.

The Oak Lawn Lady Spartans
did a great job this year. Their
overall record was 15-10 com
pared to last year's 10-15 record.
Although Coach Davelis would
have liked the team to win at least
20 games, he still thinks they did a
good job. Not only did the team
improve their overall record. but

To help the Spartan cause were
five other returning seniors from
last year. They were AI Buttimer,
Dan Ellis, Kevin Hen e, Rick Ar
nold, and Brian Fuss, all of which
had Varsity experience.

Throw in junior Adam Os
manski, who started half of the
games this year, and junior Kevin
Casey com ing off of the bench, the
Spartans looked to have a pretty
good nucleus.

During the eason, the Spar
tans had some moments of
brilliance but they just couldn't
show consistency.

Coach Martin said, "This was a
good season but not as good as it
could have been if we would have

enior Erin Haubenreiser takes
the inside shot against tbe Lady
Mustangs of Evergreen Park.

By Dan Wallace

Oak Lawn's varsity basketball
season could be looked at in two
ways. First one could say that the
team was successful, because
they did so much better this year.
Others might say that the Spar
tans didn't live up to their poten
tial. For this team both were
true.

With two players starting on the
varsity level for the third year in a
row, the outlook was good. D.J.
Smith (all-conference last year)
and Jeff Cowart (all-conference
honorable mention last year) had
the experience and talent to lead
the team to victory.

Jordan takes a swing at baseball
By Cbris Franzen

There is a man who is a basket
ball legend yet he left the sport of
basketball. The whole country
was in awe that after Michael Jor
dan led the Chicago Bulls to three
World Champion hips, he retired.
Still everyone was shocked even
more when Jordan said he was
going to have a try at baseball.
Some didn't think Jordan was ac
tually serious because no one
thought Jordan could play any
thing but basketball.

Jordan was serious about try
ing his luck at baseball and for the
Chicago White Sox. On Feb. 15
Michael Jordan went with the Sox

to Sarasota, Fla. for training
camp. For the first few days Jor
dan was hopeful and doing quite
well. Jordan was fast enough and
fit enough and he could even play
the field well enough, but could
he hit?

The first day Jordan was up
against real pitching he didn't do
so bad, and he even had a few good
hits. He fir t faced Jose DeLeon,
just one of the White Sox relieving
pitchers. Jordan took 16 of 30
pitches and of his hits, four were
possibly solid hits. The first day,
oddly enough, was his best, but
even DeLeon said they were
"bad pitches."

Th second day of real pitching

(which was worse than the first)
was pitched by Dennis Cook. This
time was not as good as the first
but Jordan still was not dis
couraged. Cook threw som good
pitches, but some people say it
was because he was distracted
and that is why Jordan didn't do as
well as he could have.

Whereas Jose DeLeon was kind
and Dennis Cook was distracted,
McCa kill threw some nasty
material clearly with a purpose.
Jordan knew his third test would
be the hardest and hit only 2 hits of
the 29 pitches well. Only one hit
would have been a good solid hit
and four others were fair and all
six balls were grounders. After

the day was over, Jordan was a bit
discouraged, but he said no mat
ter what happens, he will have
given it his best shot.

Why did Jordan decide to try
out for the White Sox? Maybe Jor
dan needed something to do
be ides golf, but that is not what
he said. Jordan said that even as a
boy it was his dream and his
father's that he play baseball.
Even though he hated the publici
ty he got when he played basket
ball, he now gets even more of it.
So I don't know why Jordan is
playing baseball but I feel that if
it's what he wants to do, then let
him, because if a man can learn to
fly, he can do anything he wants.
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Outstanding Seniors named

(lrR) Bottom Row: ClaudiaGonzalez, Mike Boyle, Tonia Perillo; 2nd Row: Jill Riley, Jennifer aban, Michele
Gallagher, Amy Shaar; 3rd Row: Naveen Babu, Joe Herrmann, D.J. Smith, Dan Ellis, Rick Raspante; Not pic
tured: Jami Barchak, Gina Liao, Elan Kleis, Dave Roessler. (Photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

By Chris Matuszewski

This year a total of 16 boys and
girls were nominated to be Out
standing Seniors. All seniors
voted for the outstanding boy and
girl in a recent homeroom. The
winners will be announced at
Honors Night on June 9.

The nominees for Outstanding
enior Girl are: Jami Barchak,

J nnifer Caban, Michele Gal
lagher, Claudia Gonzalez, Chung
chi (Gina) Liao, Tonia Perillo, Jill
Riley and Amy Shaar.

Jami Barchak ranks 15 in her
class with a G.P.A. of 3.7. She has
been involved in Tennis, Track,
N.H.S., Presidents Club, Theatre,
Class Advisory Boards and Acap
p lIa Choir. She was also captain
of Pom Pons. J ami plans to attend
the University of Illinois at
Chicago majoring in business.

Jennifer Caban has been in
volved in Student Council, N.H.S.,
Key Club, Class Advisory Boards,
and Shield Staff. She plans to at
tend Illinois State University ma
joring in Biology.

Michele Gallagher is ranked 22
in her class and has a G.P.A. of
3.6. She ha been involved in
Volleyball, Basketball, Softball,
N.H.S., Student ounci!, Spar
tanite, Yearbook, S.A.D.D.,
DARE., Snowball, Class Ad
visory Boards, and Student
Helpers. Mich Ie plans on attend
ing Illinois State Univer-
ity majoring in Elementary

Education.
Claudia Gonzalez has a G.P.A.

of 3.381 and is ranked 32 in her
class. She has been involved in
Student Helpers, Track, Spanish
Club, Key Club, and Youth-in
Government. Claudia was also a
N.H.S. treasur r, Spartanite As-

sistant Feature Editor, and
French Club President. She plans
to attend the University of Illinois
at Chicago and have a double
major in Political ience/In
ternational Studies.

Chungchi (Gina) Liao has a
G.P.A. of 3.7. She is involved in
N.H.S., Mathletes, Art Club, Ecol
ogy Club, and International lub.
Gina plans to attend the Universi
ty of Illinois at Urbana-Cham
paign majoring in Electrical
Engineering.

Tonia Perillo ranks seventh in
her class with a G.P.A. of 4.179.
he is involved in Volleyball,
.A.D.D., Student Helpers, N.H.S.,
lass Advisory Boards, DARE.,

and Snowball. She was also Stu
dent Council President, Yearbook
Editor, Key Club President, and
was in the spring play Fiddler on
the Root Tonia will attend the
University of Illinois Rl'8,joring in
social work. . ,

Jill Riley has a G.P.A. of 3~ and
is ranked 31. She has bee in
volved in Tennis, Cheerleading,
N.H.S., Key Club and Class Ad
visory Boards. Jill plans to attend
Northern Illinois University ma
joring in Nursing.

The final nominee is Amy
baar. he is ranked numb r one

with a G.P.A. of 4.41 . She ha
been involved in Tennis, Basket
ball, Swimming, Spani h Club,
Mathletes, Forensics, and Photo
Club. Amy is also Pre ident of
N.H.S. She plans to attend Loyola
University majoring in Pre-med.

The nominees for Outstanding
Senior Boy are: Naveen Babu,
Michael Boyle, Dan Ellis, Joe
Herrmann, Elan Kleis, Rick Ras
pante, Dave Roessler and D.J.
Smith.

Naveen Babu ranks 22 with a

G.P.A. of 3.85. He is involved in
Spartanite, Yearbook, and Art
Club. Naveen plans to attend the
Univer ity of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign majoring in Biology.

Michael Boyle has a G.P.A. of
3.8 and is ranked 44. He plans to
attend t. Xavier Colleg major
ing in Biology.

Dan Elli ranks 39 with a G. P.A.
of 3.28. He has been involved in
Soccer, Basketball, N.H.S., lass
Advisory Boards, and Symphony,
Jazz, Marching, and Pep Band.
Dan also participated in th
Marathon '33 and the Fiddler on
the Roof orchestras. He plan to
attend Millikin University m jor
ing in Music.

Joe Herrmann has a G.P.A. of
2.6 and is ranked 95. He is involved
in Ecology Club, Dramatics,

Thespians, Forensics, and March
ing, Varsity, Pep, and Symphony
Band. Joe plans to attend Eastern
University majoring in Mu ic
Education.

Elan Klei ranks 13 in his class
with a G.P.A. of 3.8. He has been
involv d in Wrestling, T nnis,
Dramatics, For nsics, and TIl atre.
Elan plans to attend Northwes
tern University majoring in Pr 
law and Theatre.

Rick Raspante has a G.P.A. of
3.167 and ranks 45. He has been in
volved in Volleyball, Wrestling,
and N.H.S. Rick plans to attend
Purdue University in Calum t
majoring in con truction.

Dave Roessler has been in
volved in baseball. He plans to at
tend Moraine Valley and tran fer
to Northern University. Dave will

be majoring in bu iness man
agement.

The final nominee is D.J.
mith. He is ranked 42 with a

G.P.A. of 3.2. He has been in
volved in Football, Basketball,
Baseball, lass Advi ory Boards,
N.H.S., Key lub, Presidents
Club, and Student Council. D.J.
plans to attend Iowa State Univer
sity and major in Aerospace
Engineering.

These 16 seniors have been
nominated as Outstanding Sen
iors. They have all shown their
OLCHS PRIDE during their years
at Oak Lawn. partanite would
like to congratulat all of the
nominees, and wish all of the
graduating seniors the best.

Mr. Hill named principal
By Jill Levickas

The OLCHS District 229, Board
of Education appointed Assistant
Principal William C. Hill, as prin
cipal, effective beginning the
1994-95 school year. Mr. Hill will
replace Dr. Les Luka who
assumed the Superintendent's re
sponsibilities on May 2nd, follow
ing Superintend nt Dominic

Frigo's retirement on April 29th.
Mr. Hill will be in charge of the

school, mainly in the day to day
operations. He will also handle
student recognition and motiva
tion programs and some dis
cipline problems. Mr. Hil1's other
responsibilities will be to coor
dinate the academic ex
tracurricular programs, and also
to help students and staff mem-

bers become more involved in
making school decisions.

When asked how he felt about
his new position, Mr. Hill replied,
''I'm excited." He went on to say,
"There are a lot of talented stu
dents and staff willing to become
more involved in school activities
and school decision making." Mr.
Hill also said that he hopes to be a
"catalyst" for improving com-

munication within the school.
Mr. Hill plans to help recognize

and motivate both students and
staff for their hard work and
accomplishments.

He feels that by getting every
one involved in the school,
students and staff will develop
more Oak Lawn PRIDE and
spirit. Alongwith school spirit and
PRIDE, Mr. Hill hopes to create a

more "positive learning atmos
phere" by supporting both stu
dents and staff in projects and
ideas they may have, and by as
sisting all groups in working
together for greater academic
achievement and participation in
school activities.

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate Mr. Hill on his new
principal position.

News Feature Sports
Student Council How did 1993-94 Boys Frosh/Soph

Elections pg. 3 affect you? pg. 6-7 V-Ball pg. 10

Harmonious
Mock Wedding pg. 5 Horoscopes pg. 9 Varsity Softball pg. 12
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By Cheryl Starmach
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The never-ending cycle

Spartanlt e<litonals represent the opiniOns of indiVIdual staff members. nollhe publication its If Replies to these
edItOrials arc welcomed and can be sent to PARTANITE office room 204

By Wendy Musielak

When I look back at the past seventeen years of my life, I cannot believe how much
has changed. Every aspect of my life has changed in some way or another. Some
times I cannot quite understand why when things are going so good they have to
change. I finally adjust to the world around me and then suddenly everything is
different.

Maybe I should explain what change is to me. Change means the normal things in
your life taking on a new aspect. In my life, it occurs almost daily. It may be a little
meaningless change or a drastic one that will take time to adjust to. Either way
change is important to keep life interesting.

Many people, including me, don't want to accept it. The major reason why I don't
want to accept change is I fear I will lose all that I have now. But the fact is without it,
I would never grow. I don't mean physically, I mean emotionally, socially and in
tellectually. Everyone grows through changes. When something goes wrong, I'll cor
rectit.

One of those changes in my life that has helped me grow is the change from Mid
dle School to High School. When I began high school, I was expected to grow up and
mature. I needed to take on more responsibilities. I was expected to do homework
and study. I was petrified and over-stressed. But after some time I began to adjust,
and grow intellectually. I gained knowledge and learned things I had never learned
before. But the change to high school did more than just help me grow intellectually.
I developed socially and emotionally. I began to go out more. My curfew was ex
tended and I was independent. I started driving (BEWARE). My friendships became
closer than in previous years. With all these wonderful things, I began to feel more
confident with the things I did and so I grew emotionally.

Once I entered my junior year, I noticed my whole world changing. In school
everyone started working harder in order to prepare for college and the ACT. This
year was the one colleges were going to look at, so it had to be a good one. Everyone
was determined to do their best and to top it off most of us had jobs. We now had
more school pressures and less time. At home, I gained even more responsibilities
and the discussions I held with the adultsmmy family were actually meaningful. As
we became juniors, we separated from our cliques. People began to accept people
for who they were and stopped judging those they did not know. I can say I am
pleased with my life right now, but I have no idea what my senior year or college
holds for me. I can always look back to my change to high school and know things
worked out okay.

I have decided that change is a fundamental part of my life, and it is ssential for
survival in this world. Although I am reluctant to accept the changes around me, I
have come to the conclusion that change will eventually turn out for the b st. I can
not avoid changes, because change is a never-ending cycle that keeps life exciting
and meaningful.

Goodbye senior editors - Top to Bottom: Al Buttimer, Cheryl Star
mach, Naveen Babu, Patti Lonosley, Venta Norvilas, Melissa Slade,
Michele Gallagher, and Claudia Gonzalez. Not pictured: Mike Mar
zec and Andrea Clemens.
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Kelly Sullivan, Senior
If the world ended tomorrow, I would

do everything possible in one day. I'd eat
all fattening foods, go sky diving, ride in
a plane, drive a truck, spend all my
money so it isn't found later, and say
goodbye to my loved ones so they would
always remember me.

Speakout
If you knew the world

was going to end tomorrow,

what would you do today?

Thanks Oak Lawn

Matt Wilhelm, Freshman
If the world was going to end

tomorrow, I would steal my dad's credit
card and buy a brand new '94 Camaro.
Then I would go to the Bulls game, run
out onto the floor during play, steal the
basketball and hit a three pointer in
front of everyone. Then if ecurity didn't
catch me, I would run out and pick up
ome girls in my car.

My last editorial for the Spartanite. The last time ru get to annoy all of OLCHS by
asking people to buy a paper after 40 others have already attacked. The last chance
I've got to g t a cut cleared for being IN a class. The last morning I've got to endure
"Good morning Oak Lawn." My last weeks of high school.

They will be missed, but it's time to move on. Looking into the future, I have to
admit that I want to get out of here and fast. The stress of senior year has been a bit
overwhelming (who came up with the idea that senior year was all fun and games
and a "blow-off'? That person sure set me up for a big disappointment.) With all of
the mail that makes all campuses look alike and the brochures that guarantee I'll
feel at home there, I thought I was seeing double and triple. And, of course, everyone
I know has given me the "best" college advice.

Senior year is anything but a blow-off. It has been a year of tough decisions and has
involved a lot of growing up. I have never understood why seniors leave OLCHS and
are so happy to get out, but now it makes perfect sense. Sure, Oak Lawn is a great
school and a fun place to be, but this year has done me in. I'm ready to move on.

Howev r, I don't regret a minute of high school. I believe that these four years
have been the best years of my life (so far, I'm now told that the college years are bet
ter) and have definitely prepared me for the real world. It's funny that when I was a
freshman, they told me that the purpose of high school was to do just that, but I never
r ally paid it much attention.

Educationally, I am 100% more intelligent than I was injunior high, but that isn't
the real rea on high chool was SO important. It taught me a lot about people,
myself, how to behave in social situations, how to be comfortable with myself. It
helped me to grow up into a person who can make reasonable choices and decisions.
High school really taught me how to survive as an adult in a scary society. How did it
do that? Did it happen over night? No, that's why I believe we're here for four years.
Was I hit over the head with a magic wand? No, Ijust grew up (obviously not vertical
ly as I so subtly stated in my last editorial). I'm not sure how it happened.

There are so many things that contributed to the maturation most of the other
seniors and myself have experienced. First off, I believe that OLCHS has a great
academic program. It was a real challenge at times, yet this is exactly what made
me learn how to problem-solve and think more critically. More importantly though,
I learned how to ask for help when I needed it and to admit that I couldn't be a super
woman who did everything on her own. In the working world, I know that one cannot
work independently in most cases and still do what is best for the company.

I also feel that OLCHS has a fantastic extracurricular. and sports program. These
activities not only taught the importance of teamwork, 'but also taught me that I
should be happy with my accomplishments and to push IT\Vself to be the best I can
be. My work on the paper, with the help of Mrs. Whit, especi ly taught me that if you
set your goals high enough and do everything you can to achieve them, you will suc
ceed. Determination can get one far in the work place. Though one may lack skills,
an employer can usually pick out a hard worker who will get the job done with a bit of
training and hire her/him rather than someone who will simply do the job and go
home. That extra effort may make a big difference.

Finally, I believe that the OLCHS teachers are the greatest. My favorite ones are
those who really cared whether their students understood and took extra time to
help them, the ones who asked how you were today and really cared how you
answered, the ones who truly know what it means to be a friend to a student rather
than treat them like teenage punks. Those are the teachers that made us feel good
about ourselves; they contributed a great deal to our self-esteem. To them, I want to
say thank you; you know who you are. You will never know how you have enriched
your students' lives by all you've taught us through your support.

I guess my point is, yes, senior year is a stressful one, a scary one, and an exciting
one, but wh n I really sit down to think about all that I went through to get to this
point in my high school career, I can endure it for a few more weeks. The lessons I've
I arned and that I will carry with me to college and throughout life, are well worth
the senioritis that I am now suffering with.

Thank you, OLCHS for truly preparing me to move on.
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Student Council elects new members

Valerie Neubauer and Denise
Fasano. The lone nominee for
Treasurer was Jeanine Drechsler
and Vice-President candidates
were Tina Miliante, Niki Ras-

By Marybeth Drechsler

Elections for Student Council
representatives were held on
April 28th. Also held on this day
were elections for the classes of
1995, 96 and 97.

Each nominee for a Student
ouncil position was introduced

to his/her classmates. A current
Student Council member also ex
plained the changes being made
in the organization. ome of the
aforementioned changes in
cluded adding new dimensions to
the organization. Student Council
will not only organize social ac
tivities for the student body, but
will also provide student reJr
re entation in student govern
ment. The Council hopes to hold
meetings with the individual
class advisory boards and hold
open meetings once a month to
promote the idea that all students
can get involved in decisions af-

fecting the entire school.
During the class officer elec

tions, students from each grade
level were introduced to the pros
pective candidates and list ned to
campaign speeches.

In the junior class, the three
students running for the office of
Secretary were Nicole Arevalo,
Michael Colvin and Meredith Sin
kus. The candidates for Vice
President were Jeff Marcinkowski
and Rahul Dhawn; and the five
prospectives for the reign of the
senior class were Kathy Cook,
Brian Kotowski, Chris Oakes,
Heather Uelman and Robert G.
Carey Jr.

On the sophomore level, there
was only one candidate for the of
fice of Treasurer, Jillian Herr
mann. The candidates for Vice
President were Scott Joseph,
Rebecca Quinn and Adrienne
Palluck. The class of'96 nominees

(L-R) Jenny Kosek and Kim Liszka vote for class officers. (Photo
by Toni Ko lowicz)

for JCAB President were Gary
Byrne, Mark Gronski and Jenny
Redmond.

Finally, for the freshmen class
the candidates for Secretary were

New officers
Class of '97
President: Mandy Zeien
Vice-President: Niki Raspovich
Secretary: Denise Fasano
Treasurer: Jeanine Drechsler

Class of'96
President: Gary Byrne
Vice-President: cott Joseph
Treasurer: Jillian Herrmann

Class of'95
President: Chris Oakes
Vice-Pres.: Jeff Marcinkowski
S cretary: Nicole Arevalo

povich, Pamela Stoffregen and
Crystal Volakakis. The class of'97
nominees for their sophomore
class President were Beata Szma
jlo and Amanda Zeien.

Mr. Frigo retires as superintendent
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individual. He puts people at ease
when they talk to him."

Upon retirement, Mr. Frigo
plans to spend time with his fami
ly relaxing and traveling. He has
three children and four grand
children. He also has a home in
Michigan where he may spend
ome of his leisure time.

Mr. Frigo put 21 quality years
into Oak Lawn and on behalf of all,
the partanite would like to thank
him and wish him well in all of his
future endeavors.

of major school policy and 2) any
physical confrontation between
students.

Oak Lawn' goal in u inJ! the
""-v,,.r~.aI611l Lli jJt: 'j(H t!:'auca-
tion program. For her last six
y ars at OLCHS, Mrs. Polito has
been the director of the Pupil Per
sonnel Services and Special
Education. With her retirement
time, she would like to take time
to relax and travel with her
husband.

Mrs. Polito said that the best
thing about OLCHS is the students.
"My greatest reward is when for
mer students introduce me to
their children."

Mr. Hess has taught at Oak
Lawn for 31 years. He has taught
Advanced Algebra, Calculus.
Fundamentals of Algebra, Al
gebra I, General Math and Practi
cal Math. Mr. Hess has also been a
football, wrestling and Mathletes
coach here.

On behalf of the student body,
the Spartanite wishes all of you a
happy retirement.

-
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Mrs. Polito has been at Oak
Lawn for 25 years. For her first
four years here, she served as a
counselor and developed Oak
Lawn's first Special Education
program for students with learn-

OLCHS has begun a Peer
Mediation program. The purpose

........ - r-- J"'- ••- -- ----

reach your dreams," he said.
Mr. Storer ha been at Oak

Lawn for 31 years. He has taught
Algebra I and Honors, Plane
Geometry and Honors, Practical
Math anlt Physical Education. He
has coac~~d Boys Cross Country,
Boys and 'Girl Track and fresh
man, sopho'mtlre and varsity
football. With his retirement
time, Mr. Storer plans to golf,
referee football, plant trees and
loaf.

"The student-athletes at Oak
Lawn have been terrific. I have
enjoyed working with them and I
hope I have been able to con
tribute to their ability to suc
ceed " Mr. Storer said.

Located
in the

~~WijP--=----~E1J~jij.rHometown
hopping

Center
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ing of the building and life safety.
By law, IGAP ordered changes to
be made in the curriculum and he
responded to those changes as
well.

According to his co-workers
and friends, Mr. Frigo cares a lot
about education and the school's
best interests.

In summation of Mr. Frigo's
work as superintendent, "He
played a part in opening up some
of th decision-making process
and encouraged people to take
part in the life of our school," said

$15 COUPON NOT
GOOD WITH OTHER
OFFERS. LIMIT ONE.
THIS COUPON KIST
BE PRESENTED BY
THE FIRST CLASS

SESSION.

selor in addition to serving as an
Administrative Assistant for the
school in community relations
and student activities. He was
also Special Education Depart
ment Chairman. He has served as
Superintendent for the past
eight years.

Mr. Frigo played an instrumen
tal role in various changes that
have occurred in OLCHS during
his years here. All restructuring
a tivities began under his guidance.
He also had a hand in the
departmental mergings, remodel-

Ms. Zemla, who worked under Mr.
Frigo when he was Special Educa
tion Department Chairman "That
could be his legacy."

As any good leader does, Mr.
Frigo took time to listen to others
and used those ideas to make
decisions during his years here.

"He's a very patient and kind
person," Mrs. Schiavitti his sec
retary of 16 years said. "He's very
concerned about students. He
always has been."

Ms. Zemla also added, "I think
he's a very personable, friendly

Faculty members InYRa~h~IPratl
supported him throughout the Mr. Borkowski has been at Oak
year. "They've been good friends Lawn f r 31 years. He ha taught
and rll miss them," he aid. World History, U.S. History,

M . Groth has been at Oak American Government and tate
Lawn for 27 years. She has taught and Local Government. During
Health and Adaptive Physical his years here, he has coached
Education. She has also coached baseball. He intends to work
girls tennis and basketball. With around his house and yard for the
her retirement time, Ms. Groth first year of his retirement and
will spend time at her houses in contemplate.
Florida and Minnesota. he will When asked what he'd like to
also b working elsewhere for a say about his many years at Oak
few years. Lawn, he replied, "I enjoyed

Ms. Groth said, "This school is teaching and coaching at OLCHS
as good as you make it. The for the last 31 years. The kids and
students and teachers working the community are great. The
together can make it one of the time went by fast."
best in the area. Be positive." Mr. Brown has been at Oak

Mr. Gates has been at OLCHS Lawn for 26 years and has taught
for 30 years and has taught Auto Mechanics, Carpentry, Draft
Drivers Education and Physical ing, Graphic Arts Metal Shop,
Education. He has also coached Small Engines and Wood Shop.
golf and basketball. With his re- With his retirement time, he
tirement time, he intends to stay plans to work as a real estate aJr
busy. praiser and would like to spend a

'It's been an enjoyable 30 lot of time sailing.
years, but I am now looking for-
ward to pursuing other interests," "It's important that young peo-
said Mr. Gates. pie set goals for themselves and

--------------------------------~

By Erin Keating

As the 1994 school year comes
to a close, Oak Lawn High School
will be saying goodbye to many
dedicated and hard-working faculty
members. These people have
brought a lot of pride to OLCHS
and have earned a great deal of re
spect. We wish them all a very
happy retirement.

Retiring this year are: Mr.
Dominiak, M . Groth, Mr. Gates,
Mr. Borkowski, Mr. Brown, Mrs.
Polito, and Mr. Hess.

Mr. Dominiak has been at Oak
Lawn for 32 years. He has taught
Art I, 2 and 3, Commercial Art,
Photography, Ceramics and
Sketching and Drawing. He has
sponsored the Shield and has also
coached chess. With his retire
ment time, Mr. Dominiak will
design computer graphics for ar
cade games with his daughter and
her partner.

Mr. Dominiak would like to
thank all the wonderful teachers,
staff and administrators who have

After 21 years of service,
OLCHS will lose Superintendent
Frigo to retirement at the close of
the school year.

As Superintendent, Mr. Frigo
was the chief executive officer of
the school and provided leader
ship in developing, achieving and
maintaining th b st possible
educational programs and ser
vices for Oak Lawn students.

For 30 years, he has worked
either as a coach, teacher or coun-

By Cheryl Stannach

._-------------------------------~
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JOBS

AND

Tom Davis - Science Foundations; Naureen Dadoni - Freshman
Biology; Alicia Gentile - Biology; Damien Rodriguez - Freshman
Biology; Brenna Murphy - Physics; Amy Shaar • Advanced
Chemistry/Honors; and Ms. Sulek - cience Department
Chairperson.

congratulate all of the students honor du to th ir outstanding ef
who have b en chosen for this forts in science.

JOBS

The Spactanite would like to

The Oak Lawn Youth Commi.ssion is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application at:

Oak Lawn Youth Conunission

Students who have b en named
Science Student of the month
should be very proud of their ac
complishment. In rder to
become a scienc student of the
month, a science teacher must
nominat you. The nomination
may be for a number of reasons,
including exceptional classroom
work, marked improv ment and
high test scor s in a science
cla s.

Science Students
of the Month

PAPERBACK TRADING COMPANY
88255. RIDGELAND AVE.

OAK LAWN,IL
(708) 598-8442

Oi scount on monthly order

By Jill Levicka

COMICS
COMICS

COMICS

8901 S. 52nd Ave.
Monday thrri Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For further information call:

636-2929

A goal of thi program i to
recognize outstanding science
student and also to encourage
students to become involved in
science. According to Ms. Sulek,
Science Department hairperson,
this program has also emed to
promote cooperation and com
munication between science
teachers. Ms. Sulek said that
some teachers allow students to
help in choosing nominees.

International

Club

The International Club had its
last field trip of the year on April
23rd. Club members visited the
Gold Pyramid in Wadsworth, Il
linois and then toured the uneo
Mansion in Libertyville.

The Gold Pyramid is a private
home modeled after the Egyptian
pyramids and filled with Egyptian
antiques and reproductions. The
Cuneo Mansion was built between
1914 and 1918 and purchased by
the Cuneo family in 1937; it
served as their residence until
1991 when Mrs. Cuneo died. The
home features Italian religious
paintings from the 15th and 16th
centuries and rugged European
country furniture, all of which Mr.
Cuneo favored. Mrs. Cuneo pre
ferred 18th - 19th century French
furniture and tape tries.

For lunch the club split into two
groups orne of th members ate
from an Indian buffet at the
Peacock Inn while others lunched
at the Hou e of Hunan (Ctun e)

16. 1994: Terry Atkin - 1st place,
Custodial Services; Amanda reed!'

o metology; Joe Gre n, Full
S rvice Auto: Jeanine Grobarek,
Co metology; Ed Hoglund - 1 t
place, Fast Foods; Kri tina
Kaczmark, Cosm tology; andra
Kaczmark, Cosmetology; andy
Klimson - 1st place, Restaurant
Service; Bonnie Mackey, Cos
metology; Mishel Rangel, Cos
metology; Hugh Ryan - 2nd place,
Residential Wiring (Hugh re
ceived an $11,800 scholarship to
U.T.I.); and Laura anchez - 3rd
place, Prepared Speech, Extem
poraneous Speech.

dent helper. When asked how she
felt about this honor she aid,
"Whoa! This was a great surprise.
I felt like the biggest oddball out
of all the nominees. Could every
one hear my heart pounding?
Thank you. Continue to rock."

Pat Clifton has a G.P.A. of 3.0
and is ranked 70th in his class. Pat
plans to attend Indiana University
and has participated in football,
basketball, baseball, forensics,
theater, Student Council, junior
and sophomore class. He is al 0 a
student helper -aad a peer
mediator. .,

On behalf of the entite student
body, the Spartanite wou'rtllike to
congratulate you both!

By Vicky Corbett

Julie Wenzel and Pat Clifton
were named Outstanding Junior
Girl and Boy at a recent Assem
bly. They were nominated by
faculty members on the basis of
outstanding achievement in aca
demics or extra-curricular ac
tivities. Then the junior class
voted on who they thought was
most deserving of the award.

Julie Wenzel has a G.P.A. of 4.3
and is ranked second in her class.
She plans to attend college but i
undecided as to where. Through
out high school she participated in
basketball, track, cross-country,
French Club, National Honor

ociety, partanite, and is a tu-

By Erin Keating

traini~g-~d hi;~~h;;;hi~ rather than someone who will simply de
home. That extra effort may make a big difference.

Finally, I believe that th OLCHS teachers are the greatest. My fc
those who really cared whether their students understood and too
helD them, the ones who asked how you were today and really

Choir

VICA

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate the following tu
dents who participated in the Il
linOIS Association of Vocational

lubs of Amenca's Leadership
Conference and Skills Olympics
held m pringfield, IL on April 14

Julie Wenzel and Pat Clifton are the '93-'94 Outstanding Juniors.

Outstanding Juniors

By Marybeth Drech IeI'

Oak Lawn High choot's A ap
pella and Treble choirs travelled
to the Great America theme park
on April 22 and 23 in Gurnee, IL to
participate in the annual Six Flags
Music Fe tival. Choirs and bands
from all over the state of Illinois
and neighboring midwestern
states were on hand. Each chool
p rformed either Friday night or
during the day on aturday for a
panel of judges who are music
professionals. These judges rated
and critiqued each group and then
provided a mini-workshop in
which one of the judges gave
technical suggestions on how to
improve the performance of each
pecific choir or band.

The Oak Lawn choirs spent the
night at the nearby Ramada Inn in
Gurnee and returned to the theme
park the next day for awards and
leisure time on the rides. Awards
were presented according to the
number of points accumulated in
categories such as intonation,
balance, technique, dictation and
musical effect.

A Cappella choir received gold
medal rating with an impressive
80 points and Treble was award
ed a silver medal with 68 points.
Congratulations Oak Lawn choirs
and Mrs. Mateer!
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OLCHS holds mock wedding

new editors

Spartanite appoints

prepared for them." She would
like her students to be able to look
back upon the wedding ten years
from now and say "Hey - I learned
that!", and use the experience to
their benefit.

Mark Murphy, the groom,
changed his opinion already.
When asked if the wedding
changed his mind on how he
planned to get married, Mark re
sponded, "Definitely. ['m going to
elope, so I don't have to pay so
much money!"

On behalf of the Spartanite, I
would like to congratulate Ms. Ar
neson and her Adult Living class
on a wedding that was a great
exp rience for all who were
involved.

of major school policy and 2) any
physical confrontation b tween
students.

Oak Lawn' goal in u ing the
P er Mediation program i to give
students a chance to solve proh
I ms with their minds rather than
with their physical strength.

The following students have
been selected as peer mediators:
Tim Braun, Kevin Cambell, Bob

arey, Rudy havez, Mike Cizek,
Kri ty Clifton, Pat Clifton, Naureen
Dadani, Jennifer DeVivo, Jen
nifer Gaskin, Jo Giglio, Mark
Gronski and Cassie Hernandez.

Also, Jill Herrmann, Asmea
Judah, Marija Jursevic, Jim
Kolar, Toni Kozlowicz, Kathy
Kubiatowski, Tim L wis, Owen
Lynch, Dawn Marren, Gina Mar
tino, Angela Mou tis, Wendy
Musielak, Carolyn Parkhill, Rachel
Prat~ Becky Quinn, Jennie Ralston
and Randy Warning.

Anyone who has any questions,
comments or referrals, contact
Mr. Hill or Mrs. Egan in Room 201
or one of the peer mediators.

education students printed the in
vitations the Art students de
signed. Photography students
were on hand to take pictures of
the ceremony and reception, and
the music was provided by the
band and choir. Mrs. Greiman's
fifth hour P.E. cla ,with the help
of Mr. Hill, prepared dance
lessons for the students involved,
which included the jitterbug,
polka, and th waltz, while Ms.
Tulisiak's pecial education stu
dents did various service jobs
throughout the event.

Ms. Arneson wants the students
to use the wedding in future ex
periences. he holds a philosophy
that "You'r going to have to face
things in Iif , whether they're
good or bad, and you have to be

J

Natalie Prisco and Mark Murphy. (Photo by Venta Norvilas)

By Rachel Prall

OLCHS has begun a Peer
Mediation program. The purpose
of peer mediation is to attempt to
resolve problems between students
with minimum intervention by
adult personnel. Mediation sup
ports the'purpose of discipline by
seeking ~o resolve problems
rather tha to punish.

Student -were nominated by
teachers wh ~It they had the
maturity and respect of other
students to be peer mediators.
The role of a peer mediator is to
try to help students who have a
dispute reach a compromise. This
program will hopefully be used as
an alternative to the dean's office.
Also, perhaps, it will help to
reduce the number of detentions
and suspensions, and improve
peer relations and school climate.

Students may be referred for
Peer Mediation by any school em
ployee, another studen~ or parent.
Any topics of dispute are appro
priate for mediation with two
major exceptions: 1) any violations

program
New Peer Mediation

students enrolled in Adult Living
covered. The unit dealt with
studying the commitment be
tween th two people as they
marry, as well as all of the hard
work and preparation that goes
into planning a wedding. The
students had to follow a budget.
The tudents called around to dif
ferent local businesses pricing in
vitations, bridal bouquets, and
catering services. Several stu
dents attended bridal shows to get
ideas on the cost of a wedding
gown and bridesmaids' dresses.
Part of their assignment also in
cluded pricing a honeymoon vaca
tion for the newlyweds.

The students also learned a lot
about themselves as a result of
the wedding. Having such a small
class helped them out. They
learned the importance of work
ing together as well as being able
to depend on one another.
Everyone had to contribute in
order for the wedding to be a
success.

The cia s also asked the other
departments to assist in the wed
ding plans. Students from Ms.
Surma's English classes wrote
the vows and the toast to the new
couple, while the Industrial

Apicella and Bridget Curran, and
the maid of honor, Kal'i apretz,
assisted .Katie Walsh and Joe
Steppie, the flower girl and ring
bearer, up the aisle as the bride
followed on the arm of the father
of the bride, Mr. Hill.

The couple exchanged vows,
pledging to be "companions for
life." Their vows consisted of
sharing ideals and life-long
value, as well as agreeing to help
each other with their homework.
After exchanging rings, the cou
ple shook hands and were pre
sented to the guests as man and
wife. Photographers were on hand
to snap pictures of the happy cou
ple and the bridal party as they
flowed down the aisle to begin
the reception.

The reception, complete with a
d.j., was enjoyed by all who
attended the wedding. Ms. Holak's
Food Service class catered the
wedding, which included veggie
platters, croissant sandwiches,
and, most importantly, a five-tier
wedding cake. Afterwards, the
festiviti~continued as the guests
lingered around to dance and chat
about the day's joyous fes
tivities.

The mock wedding was a unit

By Melissa Slade

Spartanite editor '94-'95. Top to Bottom (left to right) Julie Wenzel, Iva Palmer, Toni
Kozlowicz, Tracy Heinrich, Jill Levickas, Erin Keating, Kelly Melaniphy, Wendy
Musielak, Tom Cronin, Daryl Gorney. Not pictured, Chris Franzen, Becky Quinn. (Photo
by Toni Kozlowicz)

Wedding bells could be heard
throughout OLCHS as Ms. Ar
neson's Adult Living class united
students Natalie Prisco and Mark
Murphy in a mo k w dding on
Thursday, April 14. The cere
mony was attended by members
of the school board, the prin
cipal's team, the media, parents,
and the students of Oak Lawn
Community High School.

The wedding, which took three
months of preparation, went off
without a hitch. As the special
guests were seated by the
usherettes-Kristy Aco ta, Mi
chelle Colletta, Cindy Maynard,
Danielle Williams, and Michelle
Witzel, a seven piece brass en
semble along with members of
the choir provided background
music.

The lector, Teri Guariniello,
gave a welcome and the cere
mony began. Mr. Astrauskas, the
officiant, took his place at top of
the aisle next to Mark Murphy, the
groom, and Brian Mohr, the best
man, as the en emble began the
familiar chords of "H re Comes
the Bride."

The bridesmaids, Collette
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Melaniphy how she felt about making the
transition from writer to editor she replied,
"It was pretty easy for me, because I have
been watching the editors for the past two
years." Although, this trandition may be
easy for some, it might be a challenge for
others. However, the old editors feel that
the new staff will be a success.

When we asked former editor-in-chief
Cheryl Starmach how she felt about the
new staff she answered, 'Tm confident that
we are leaving the Spartanite with compe
tent people and that the publication will be
as great as it was this year."

Remember, the partanite is always
open to new writers. If you have a flair for
writing and th urge suddenly grabs you to
join a new activity, join the Spartanite.

As the end of the year draws to a close we
would like to wish all the graduating
seniors a fond farewell and our warmest
gratitude for making the Spartanite the
outstanding paper that it is.

Saying good-bye was not easy, esp cially
for the former editor-in-chief Cheryl Star
mach, who wants to leave the new staff with
this last request, "Everybody better take
care of Mrs. Whit for me."

By Vicky Corbett and Naomi Ellis

For the students gathered at the April
21st meeting, it was a tension filled mo
ment as they awaited the announcement of
next year's Spartanite editors. The stu
dents obtained these positions by filling out
applications stating which area they
thought they were best suited for. Then the
former editors reviewed the applications
and made the decisions based on their pre
vious knowledge of the student's ca
pabilities.

The newly chosen staff combines with
old staff for this last issue of the Spartanite
for the '93-'94 school year. New staIf mem
bers include: editor-in-chief, Wendy Mu
sielak; news editor, Jill Levikas; assistant
news editor, Erin Keating; feature editor
Julie Wenzel; a sistant feature editor,
Tracy Heinrich; entertainment editor, Iva
Palmer; sports editor, Kelly Melaniphy;
assistant sports editor, Becky Quinn; photo
editor, Toni Kozlowicz; business manager,
Chris Franzen; circulation manager, Tom
Cronin; and layout manager, Daryl
Gorney.

When we a ked veteran writer Kelly
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Like it, love it,
hate it, change it

Beware: It's a

How did 199~

way students spend their evenings.
Many guys don't let their girl
friends go out at night. Junior Lisa
Zekas says, "My boyfriend used to
walk and pick me up to go places
after the first rape." But is it real
ly safe for anyone to be outside at
night? Maybe fm just paranoid,
but a rapist is a little more
threatening than the killer rac
coons and vampire bats I used to
run away from at night.

The big question on most
people's minds is how can we be
safe from the rapist or from being
attacked in any way by a stranger?
Well, first, teenagers shouldn't
really go out at night after curfew.
Though that may sound dorky and
uncool, curfew was set for the
benefit of all teens. The police
have enough problems with night
duty; drunk drivers and other
crazies, that they don't need to
deal with teens on the streets
alone.

Also, if it's absolutely necessary
to go outside after dark, don't go
alone. Travel with a buddy
because one man is less likely to
attack two or more girls and guys.
And finally, be cautious, don't be
anywhere you don't need to be,
because the last thing we need is
to have one of these attacks that
are hitting home, hit you.

It seems to him, that just as
many kids are out after dark,
breaking curfew, as before the
assaults.

By Marybeth Drechsler

Going out alone at night has
brought on a whole new bout of
terror for many residents, mainly
teenage girls, of Oak L&wn. This
past fall there was a case in which
a sexual assault was committed
way too close to home. Besides
this incident, two other assaults
occurred, lacking in sexual con
tact, where girls were attacked by
a man they didn't know. Though
the incidents are reportedly not
related to each other, it's time for
Oak Lawn residents and students
to relate them to themselves.

What do you do when it's not
safe to walk out alone on the very
street you grew up on? Do you run
in the other direction when an un
usual or unfamiliar face saunters
up your block? Many teenagers
are afraid to even run outside to
grab the late newspaper alone.
Many believe it's not fair that
these unfortunate incidents have
destroyed the peace in our
neighborhoods.

Have teenagers changed their
nightly habits since these attacks?
Oak Lawn Police Officer Bill
Villanova, says no. "I hav.en't real
ly seen a difference in the way
teenagers act," says Villanova.

In contrast to this, Oak Lawn
freshman Denise Fasano said, "I
don't go out alone. I always stay in
big groups at night." .

Maybe the change here is the

Dave Martinez: I would make
littering legal so we could keep
garbage out of our landfills and
into our streets where it belongs.

Angela Moustis: People's at
titudes. There wouldn't be any
stuck-up people or people who
spread rumors. People who con
cern themselves with everyone
else's life, but their own are
pathetic. They need to get a life of
their own and stop spending that
time on other people's lives.

Matt Roberton: I wouldn't
change anything because the
world is going to end in the year
2000. So what good would change
be?

Sumar Zegar; If I could change
one thing I would change the fight
ing going on between people in
countries, because they're killing
innocent people and putting
others into danger. And if they
would stop the fighting and just
listen to what people are saying,
maybe, just maybe, they could
settle things down, and just treat
everyone equal, how they would
like to be treated, and just every
one could be friends.

Dan Sullivan: I would change
the end of "Reservoir Dogs" so
that Mr. Pink would live and be
able to star in a sequel.

Bob Pollard: rd bring back
disco.

Kim Liszka: People's stand
ards. People are too competitive
and try to be better than others
way too often. Congratulate and
be happy for people's accom
plishments, don't try to out-do
them.

Sharon Skowron: When you
first hear this question, you think
of tons of changes that need to be
made and how they could be done.
The problem with this is how ma
jorly every occurance affects
everyone in some way or another.
My theory is that ABSOLUTELY
EVERYfHING HAPPENS FOR
A REASON! Sometimes it takes
longer for you to realize what the
reason is, but it always comes up.
Even the most naive and simple
statement like, "I wish everyone
was nice to one another," besides
being extremely unrealistic might
also have the opposite effect. If
there is no bad...how do we know
what is good or not? If we don't go
through some tough period in our
lives... how can we appreciate or
even identify the happy times?
Basically instead of ragging on
what needs to be changed, we
need to just love and appreciate
everything the way we have it
because it all goes by too fast and
it can be taken away from us at
any time!

Bob Carey: I would change
people's names every other day
because it would be funny to see
everyone walking around asking,
"Who am I?"

Gloria Chavez: I would change
the way some people think about
having a baby. Some people only
think of how cute the babies are
when new born. They don't think
of when the baby cries, wants to
eat, whines, and screams in the
middle of the night. This leads to
babies being found in dumpsters,
alleys, and babies being thrown
against the wall, out windows, etc.
Also they have to take in con
sideration of how much a baby
costs with hospital bills, bills for
clothes, food, etc. This way people
wouldn't leave kids home alone in
dog and human waste, as what
happened in the case of the
parents who left their children
home alone. If people would look
into child care before having a
baby, this wouldn't be hap
pening.

Iva Marie Palmer: Just one? I
suppose I should be serious and
think of a world alteration that
would improve the way we live
today. That being the case, I wish
we could all stop worrying about if
we'll be successful in the future.
Life on Earth is short and we
should just enjoy ourselves as
much as we can right NOW, with
no concern for what we may have
to put up with later. Live your
dreams now, while you still have
the freedom of your youth.

Michelle Casey: I would love to
say fd like to change the violence
to peace and poverty to plenty, but
that wouldn't be very original. I
think we should change the way
adults look down on kids. We are
constantly reminded that we are
the leaders of tomorrow, yet we
are looked upon as a pain. I think
more time should be spent in pre
paring us for the future. Being
treated like babies only makes it
worse. If we are treated with
maturity, we will respond posi
tively. I think this is a realistic
change.

Lisa Mazany: Iwould change all
the prejudice into peace for all
people, no matter what color or
nationality you are.

Daryl Gorney: I think I would
change the costs of everything.
Everything is too expensive now
a-days. You go the mall, or some
thing, and they charge around $20
for a pair of pants. Prices just
keep rising and pretty soon no one
will be able to afford things.

Erica Gonzalez: If I could
change one thing in the world it
would be the school year... to 6
months of school and 6 months
of vacation.

Adria Martig: I would change
the laws of physics so we could
travel to other planets and other
star systems.

Rasa Gierstikas: I would change
the fact that people test animals
for medical use-' an"d vanity. I
would give stupid p~ople their
own island. \\

Claudia Gonzalez: I would end
ignorance!!!

Brian Wilkins: All the poverty
stricken families in Oak Lawn so
that they could be like everyone
else. I would do this because there
are so many poverty stricken
families in Oak Lawn and they
need money and help more than
we do, including medical, finan
cial, and family aide.

Val Neubauer: I would change
all the violence going on in the
world. Every night I turn on the
news and I am disgusted. All I
hear is "drive-by shooting... kill
ing a2 year old," "a boy gets raped
at 8 p.m. in the suburbs." I wish all
the violence in this world was
gone and I wouldn't have to worry
about being outside after 9 p.m.
Everyone has to worry about
being raped, killed, kidnapped,
anything by anybody.

Lena Zeidan: The racism in the
world. Itwould be a better place to
live if there was no racism.

Otto Seyller: I would eliminate
the government because it is so
corrupt and unjust.

Compiled by Julie Wenzel

lchange /'chany vb 1: to make
or become different: MODIFY,
TRANSFORM 2a: to give a dif
ferent position, course, or direc
tion to b: REVERSE 3: to replace
with another; also: SWITCH 4: to
put fresh clothes or covering on 5:
to shift one's means of con
veyance: TRANSFER 6: to un
dergo transformation, transition,
or substitution 7: to put on dif
ferent clothes 8: to give up one
thing for something else in return:
EXCHANGE. (Webster's Dic
tionary)

Who said it, Plato or Socrates,
that "the only thing permanent is
change"? Change is so necessary
for our existance, constantly oc
curring. Some students ponder
the question: "If you could change
one thing in the world, what would
you change and why". Here are
their deepest thoughts...

Keith Nichols: fd make the six
ties be every decade!

Jim Kolar: I would change the
weather. It would only rain or
snow on assigned days and late
at night.

Jim Biesiada: I would get rid of
pollution, so that people would
live longer. The earth would last
longer also.

Bill Marek: I would change the
killing of animals and abuse of
animals. The animals don't do
anything to you, so why do some
thing to the animals?

Mike Colvin: My Spanish
grade.

Nikki Bolz: To arrive at peace is
practically impossible and to
change my wealth status would be
selfish. But to be able to change
society's attitude and outlook on
life just enough to walk through a
park with a feeling of safety and
security.

Rahul Dhawan: I would change
people's way of judging people by
their color.
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~htening world

~94 affect you?

Cruel and unusual punishment?

for the past fourteen years. Dur
ing this time, the bodies of 33 men
and boys have been found to be
killed by John Wayne Gacy. It has
taken fourteen years for his death
sentence to be carried out. Just
recently on May 10th at 12:58 a.m.
he was killed by lethal injection.
The biggest controversy has been
whether or not the death penalty
is favored. The media has talked
to a lot of people about the death
penalty and in this particular
case, whether it was right. The
majority of people at OL who
commented said that it was right
in this case, and that if a person
kills someone, then that person
also deserves to die. Those who
were against it basically said that
it isn't right to take someone's life
away because of a crime they've
committed. Gacy took 33 lives;
therefore he lost his rights. As for
now, the sentence has already
been carried out. Now, it's up to us
to make sure that this is what we
want in our future.

Through the comments that I
received about these three cases,
it is my belief that no one will ever
be able to forget about Lorena
Bobbit, Nancy Kerrigan, Tonya
Harding, and John Wayne Gacy.
We, as America's future can only
hope that regardless of the effect
the media has had on us, we will
take what we have learned from
these controversies, and use it to
our advantage.

more stupid than others. Not
everyone is freaking out over this.
Chances are, those who are going
to extremes, have the I.Q. of a
carpet.

Bob: Finally, agreement at last.
I just don't want people thinking
that it is a good solution to a prob
lem. People say he was the voice
of our generation. If that's true, I
feel sorry for our generation.

Dan: He was our voice for quite
some time. And when he was, he
was a good one. Even though he
killed himself, that shouldn't take
away what he stood for. He helped
us realize the pain. Just because it
got to him doesn't mean we should
drown with him.

Bob: He wasn't a good voice. He
obviously always had this some
where on his mind. If he couldn't
deal with the pain, he shouldn't
have started singing about it. He
knew he wouldn't be around to see
where he was taking us. He has no
right being called a "voice" or
"role-model." He always planned
to leave us.

their readers felt that he de
served everything he gets. They
feel that he should be able to ac
cept the consequences of his
crime. Just because he is an
American doesn't make the
American laws follow him to
other countries.

This is a topic that affects every
American. In the United States
the laws and punishments are
easy to bypass. Americans need to
understand that American laws
don't apply everywhere else.
Sometimes the punishment of
other countries are harsh, but that
is how they make their society
work. What happened to Michael
Fay was unfortunate, but most
Americans say well deserved.

When traveling to other coun
tries Americans should remem
ber their manners or they could
be in serious trouble. It may cause
them to realize what a great coun
try America is.

other. Most teens tend to agree
that this case will never be
forgotten.

This year has also brought
about a different twist to the Win
ter Olympics. Women's figure
skating has been watched in
tensely by more than 50% of the
U.S. population. Unfortunately, it
wasn't because we wanted to sup
port our U.S. figure skaters. The
majority of us were interested in
seeing who would take home the
gold. Would it be the beauty,
Nancy Kerrigan, or the beast
Tonya Harding? Well, as we all
already know, neither one did.
The majority of the U.S. wanted
our hero to be Nancy, while a slim
percent of the population was in
favor of Tonya. Throughout the
course of competition, all of us
seemed to forget about all of the
other talented skaters and as
sumed that either Nancy or Tonya
would win.

We can thank the media for this
attitude. Through the media.
Tonya was portrayed as the poor
little girl with a bad childhood.
Nancy was seen as the wholesome.
headstrong girl who best rep
resented America. Instead of
starting competition between the
two girls, we should have suppor
ted both of them and who Knows,
maybe Nancy wouldn't have been
attacked and then she would have
had a better chance of winning the
gold medal.

This last case has been going on

his first attempt. Twice isn't a
mistake. He wanted to die, that's
why he wrote a song about it.

Dan: His mistake was his sick
ambition to do it. He didn't seek
any help and went off on his own. I
think he was just engulfed by his
depression and didn't want to find
an alternative way out.

Bob: So now, everybody feels
sorry for him and he's this great
guy? I don't think so. Personally I
hate CObain for what he did and I
do not TRourn him.

Dan: fm.not mourning him. I'm
mourning' 1M loss of a great
source of music. He took that
away from us. I can't say I hate
him for it. He gave it to us, he has
the right to take it back.

Bob: I never said you mourned
him, but many do. A girl carved
his name into her arm. That's
sick. He could have changed
things in his life. Nothing is per
manen~ except this. Nice choice.

Dan: People have a right to
mourn his death if they knew him.
As for that girl, she's a moron.
People are different, some are

certain number of lashes with a
long bamboo stick. The caning is
done by a martial arts expert.

Americans did not want to see
Fay get tortured. They said it was
cruel treatment and he should not
have to endure that kind of pain.
The young American, however,
did receive his sentence reduced,
however, to 4 lashes. Only a cou
ple weeks later, another Ameri
can man was arrested for the
same crime and given the same
punishment.

Some Americans are now say
ing that maybe we should be hard
er on criminals. If the puniSh
ments are bad enough, people
would refrain from committing
the crimes. There are still those
who feel sorry for the young man.
They are the motherly types who
wouldn't want that to be their
child. This is a small percent of
the population.

According to the Chicago
Tribune on March 29, 1994, 99% of

In his heart shaped box

Media's mindgames

•••

By Tracy Heinrich

During the past year, the press
has had an enormous effect on
just about everyone. The media
has been in the hot seat for some
time now. It seems as if every day
an eye opening story comes along.
For example, the Lorena Bobbit
case, the Kerrigan and Harding
story and now the execution of
John Wayne Gacy. All three
stories have been covered con
tinuously by the newspapers and
television. Now it's time to look at
the effects that these three stories
are having on America's future
leaders, us.

First of all, there seems to be a
difference of opinion amongst
guys and girls at Oak Lawn about
the Lorena Bobbit case. From my
random sampling at O.L.C.H.S.,
most guys tend to agree that
Lorena shouldn't have gotten off
with temporary insanity, regard
less of whether or not her husband
was guilty. On the other hand,
most girls agree that she was tem
porarily insane and that Lorena
was bound to snap sooner or later.
The difference of opinion, how
ever, stops here. Both sexes
generally agree that Lorena
should have been sentenced to
some time in jail and that both she
and her husband should spend
some time with a psychologist,
because neither one seems to
have an understanding of how
humans should relate to each

By Dan Braun
and Bob Carey

Kurt Cobain's suicide has af
fected those who have heard of
him in many different ways,
either by putting their own life
into perspective or by contem
plating the foolishness of the act
itself. The following, is a discus
sion involving two conflicting
viewpoints on Cobain's death.

Dan: The main thing I see
wrong about his suicide is he left a
wife and child behind him.

Bob: How can you justify
suicide? Now other people are
thinking of it just so they can be
more like him.

Dan: I'm not justifying any
thing. Granted, suicide is selfish,
and it is stupid, but that doesn't
negate Kurt's work when he was
alive and make him a moron.
Everyone makes mistakes; unfor
tunately this one was a little
more permanent.

Bob: Obviously, he had some
time to think about it. Perhaps
while he was in the hospital after

In the United States every
crime has a certain penalty.
Americans know that if they break
a law they have to suffer the con
sequences but they also know that
there are many ways to beat the
American justice system.

In other countries there are
also penalties for every crime,
but it isn't quite as easy to beat
their systems. Many times Ameri
cans have broken the law in other
countries and paid a huge price.
Americans have spent years in
jail cells that are 6 feet by 8 feet
and have nothing but a cot and a
bucket.

Recently a young American
Michael Fay, 18, went to Singapore
and was arrested for spray
painting expensive cars and other
forms of violence. The punish
ment for this crime is caning. This
is when the criminal is given a

By Angela Moustis

men(on the streets) is increasing.
So, everyone must take heed of
the warnings.

Perhaps one of the saddest
parts of this issue is that there is
no one left to trust. Besides
strangers, respected church of
ficials, dates, boyfriends and ac
quaintances are all potential
rapists. Rapists have an un
quenchable desire for power (not
sex), and every man is capable of
sexual assault, regardless of his
rank in society. All one can do is
use his or her best judgement and
remember the warnings:

Avoid:
Being alone
Being out late
Deserted side streets
Large parks and parking lots
Wearing suggestive clothing
Carrying a lot of packages
Walking near parked cars, thick

trees or bushes, darkened alleys
or doorways

Taking shortcuts

By April Sherwood

We've all heard the warnings.
Our parents and teachers con
stantly remind us to travel in
groups, stay in well-lit areas and
be extremely cautious. Arape oc
curs every six minutes. We should
pay attention to their warnings.
Three out of five victims of rape
are 17 years or younger. The es
timates are alarming; approx
imately fifteen million women
are sexually assaulted each year.
It needs to be known that it's not
just women anymore. The num
ber of men being raped by other

It's a frightening world. Aworld
in which we can't walk the streets
alone and feel safe. A world in
which people are unable to trust
each other. Sexual abuse and
assault are too common; they're
everyday words which, nowadays,
don't have a very shocking effect.
And no one is safe, not even the
guys.
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College Corner Summer Programs
By Sumar Zegar

Arizona State University
Location: Temple, Arizona
Established: 1885 as a co-ed institution.
Total Enrollment: 43,635 students.
Tuition: $7,284 per year. Room and Board: $4,680. Estimated

Fees for Books: $766.
Financial Aids: 58% undergraduates; 40% freshmen.
Director of Financial Aid: Kate Dosil
Telphone Number: (602) 965-4045.
S.A.T.: Verbal-449; Math-514.
A.C.T.: 17-36.
Requirements: 4 units of English, 3 units of mathematics, 2

units of lab science, 1 unit of social studies, and 1 unit of
history.

Director of Admission: Susan R Clouse, MA
Student/Faculty Ratio: 20: 1.
Calendar: Semester system; classes begin late in August and

mid-January.
Curriculum: Baccalaureate degrees offered.
Majors: Journalism, dance, accounting. design science.

management. and physical education.

By Shannon Doherty

It's spring time again, and that
means school is almost out and
summer is around the comer.
Some people have so much to do,
they always seem to wish that
there were another couple weeks
of vacation. For those whose sum
mer highlights include watching
all those great rerun on late night
television, perhaps a summer
program is an idea.

Instead of being a couch potato,
or just lounging by the pool, get
out and enjoy the nearby colleges
which have programs for high
school students. Moraine Valley
Community College has many
classes geared toward teens.
Some classes being offered are
art classes and also writing
classes. For more information
just call (708) 974-4300 and ask
about the summer youth pro
grams.

Those who feel like doing a lit-

tie more may want to look into an
overnight program during the
summer. Michigan Tech. Univer
sity has a one-week long program
where students are able to choose
their own activities. Some ac
tivities include mountain climb
ing, theater workshops, photog
raphy, and environmental searches.
For more information stop by the
guidance counselor's office.

Another overnight program is
being offered at Milwaukee
School of Engineering. There are
three one-week programs offered
that will explore careers through
han d s -0 n Iabo rat 0 ryex
periments, lectures, and demon
strations. There is even a special
one-week program for females
looking into engineering careers.
For more information call 1-800
332-6763 and ask about the sum
mer programs.

The Oak Lawn Park District
has some new athl tic activities
for sports lovers. Some sports

programs offered such as sand
volleyball and softball leagues
allow people to make their own
teams. To find out more about
these activities call 857-2225 or
get the summer catalog.

OLCHS also will be running
some sports programs this sum
mer. Athletes will be able to train
for and play their favorite sports.
This just might help give student
athletes the edge in their team
sports next year.

For some, money may be a
must this summer. Saving for a
car, college, or just in need of
some pocket cash, those who want
summer jobs are hunting now. In
ternships at public offices such as
the village, or in a lawyer's office
are offered to teens over sixteen

Whatever happens, try not to
spend the summer inside. There
will alway be late night reruns,
but not always a chance to have
fun. Have a great summer.

Scholar hips * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

board meeting

Students hold village

Call (708) 974-2110 today to apply or for
more information.

in Oak Lawn.
The offi ials sitting in the audi

ence were Mayor Kolb, Village
Manager Joseph Faber, Village
Clerk Jayne Powers. and Trustees
Cyril Holesha, Michael Walsh,
Marjorie Ann Joy. and Bill
Keane.

Youth in Government was
started to expose high school
students to local government and
to influenc them to get involved
in Oak Lawn government. Hope
fully, th y will learn of the great
benefits Oak Lawn has to offer
and decide to raise their families
here.

"I learned that government is
really complex and it takes a lot of
people working together to ac
complish a task," stated Kelly Sul
livan, a participant.

"I know now that more people
are involved in government than
just the people up there," added
Jami Barchak, who acted as
village manager.

Those involved in the program
were Trustees Diane Stulgys,
Claudia Gonzalez, Michael Boyle,
Brenna Murphy; Village Manager
Jami Barchak; Village Clerk
Tammy Nebelski.

Also. Police Chief Tracy Pine;
Fire Chief Kelly Sullivan; Public
Works Commissioner Mike Man
cilla ; Director of Administrative
Service Tanya Kara; and Nick
Simich, cott Steurer. Chris Ther
man and Shane Zack, observers.

The "mock" Village Board
meeting was televised May 16
20th, at 6:30 and 10:00 p.rn. on
Cable TVs "Outlook," Channel
43.

On behalf of all those who par
ticipated, I would like to thank Mr.
E. Maloney and Mr. Hill for the
time they put into making this
program a success. Also, I would
lik to extend my gratitude to the
Village Manager's Office for mak
ing this experience possible.

perience conclud d with the stu
dents assuming the roles of
village president (Mayor), trus
tees, and police. fire, and public
works commissioners, and con
ducting their own village board
meeting.

On Tuesday. May 10th. at 3
p.m., the students met at Village
Hall to discu s the board's agen
da. Several issues came up at the
meeting including recycling,
street lights, and teen recreation

To help you succeed, Moraine Valley offers:

• college/university transfer programs

• short-term career training for immediate
employment

• academic and career advising

• job placement assistance

• convenient. flexible scheduling

• affordable tuition

r ~ rj Moraine Valley
r~ ~ ~ Community College

10900 South 88th Avenue
Palos Hills. Illinois 60465-0937

Thinking about what you're going to do after
graduation? Get a job? Go to college? No

matter what you have in mind, think about

making Moraine Valley Community College
a part of your plans.

by Claudia Gonzalez

For the past several weeks, a
group of Oak Lawn students have
participated in a Youth in Govern
ment program through the village
of Oak Lawn Manager's Office.
Through this experience, the
students were exposed to village
facilities, village board meetings,
and face-to-face meetings with
village officials.

This positive learning ex-

By Sumar Zegar

Education Communication cholarship - foundation is offer
ing scholarships to outstanding students. EXPIRATION.: 6/1/94

George Washington Awards - will present 5 or more qJalified
tudents with awards ranging up to $20,000. Recipient~~must

volunteer 20 hours of public ervi e within one year from tM date
th award is made. EXPIRATIO : 6/1/94

Teacher Shortage cholarship - are available to qualified
tudents. EXPIRATIO : 8/1/94

Korea Society - is sponsoring an essay contest on Korea. Es
says are judged on interpretation of the topic, style. grammar and
originality. EXPIRATION: 6/6/94

Polish-American Community - will award (7) $500
scholarships to students of Poli h or Slavic descent. EXPIRA
TION: 6/15/94

OLin L. Livesey cholarship - is awarding students $500
scholarships. Awards bas d on the family's expenses and ap
plicant's overall potential for success. EXPIRATION: 6/1/94

George Washington Award - is offering five college bound
seniors ranging up to $20,000 for students volunteering 20 hours
in public service program for disadvantage. Send a elf
addressed envelope to: 1994 George Washington Award, P. O. Box
820, Sudbury, MA 017716-0820, EXPIRATION: 6/1/94
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5) "Wanna start a mosh pit?"
4) "Got any spare change?"
3) "Oh boy, oh boy! I thought I'd

never meet you but here you are!
You know, I think I know you 
from a previous life or something
- yes, yes, it's all coming back to
me! Yes, yes, I was an ocean wave
and you were the tiniest grain of
and. Do you remember it, too?

Here put on thi traditional
Vulcan warrior costume and we
shall commence with formal in
troduction rituals."

2) (coming from someone's
parent) "My, you'r a sweet young
thing aren't you? You know. you're
ju t the perfect boy/girl to go out
with my darling little (child's
name) Whaddaya think? I have
pictures?"

And the numb r one pick-up
line to u e (or run from) this
summer

I) "Hi"

the naturally reserved Capricorn,
but the One who picks your in
terest this summer is no Creep. So
Come Undone and your love life
will be a Bed of Rose.

Aquarius (January 20-February
18)

Feeling Low? Is your Crystal
Ship of loving f eling a little
fragile right now? Well, that Un
forgettable Fire from last sum
mer will make a reappearance
and Happy Day Are Here
Again.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)
When it comes to love, you have

no Patience just remember Some
Days are Better Than Other.
Don't think you Can't Get No

atisfaction just because of past
relationship exp riences. Soon,
you'll be telling everyone Love
Rescued Me.

not going to ay anything. Just
watch it.

2. Dazed and Confused - It was
just extremely funny and gave me
gr at ideas on how to bennie in
coming Freshmen.

3. Real Genius - I can never turn
down a viewing of this classic.

4. Monty Python and the Holy
Grail - The name says it all.

5. Total Recall- Arnold chwar
z negger's best, set on Mars.

6. Heavy Metal - An older car
toon movie about a green orb,
need I say more?

7. The Star Wars Trilogy - So it's
not one movie; sue me.

8, 9 & 10. Heather. Ferris
Bueller's Day Off and The Break
fast Club - All good to remember
the days of high school.

11. The Burbs - Tom Hanks and
a cul-de-sac. What a combo.

12. Midnight Run - A little more
obscure, but just as good as the
rest.

13. The Adventures of Ford
Fairlane - Leave me alone, I
thought it was funny.

14. Rear Window - Alfred Hitch
cock's classic with Jimmy Stew
art in a wheelchair.

15. Gunmen - I haven't seen it
yet, but it has Patrick tewart and
o nis Leary in it so it has to be
good.

Th se five show and fifteen
movie should keep you busy If
you must watch television. but I
till do not recommend it: it's not

good for your eyes. Go outside or
do something u ful; that' what
I'll be doing.

By Iva Palmer

10) "You like movies?" Me, too.
Especially ones I can relate to 
Fatal Attraction and The Crying
Game are my favorites."

9) "Could you help me? I've
been having recurring dreams
about galloping paisley lizards
and I just can't figure out their
deeper meaning."

8) "Did you ever stop and think
what the world would be like
without the Home Shopping
Club?"

7) "Did you know that if you
play the aturday Night Fever
album backward it says 'Leisur
suits are styli h and non-flam
mable' and 'Di co is the dance
of suprema y?'"

6) "Me Tarzan. Y u Jane'"

Top Ten Pick Up Lines
To Use (Or Run From)

This Summer

and soon life will be Just like
Heaven.
Scorpio (OcWber 24-November 22)

You Don't Have to Live Like a
Refugee, Scorpio, you're always
running from love and retreating
into your Heart haped Box.
You'll meet a great love mate this
summer so let them into your
Soul Kitchen and Cook Up that
Thing Called Love.
Sagittarius (November 23-De
cember 21)

There'll b Hot Times in the
Summer when an old flam
comes back pleading All Apol
ogies. Since you Still Haven't
Found What You're Looking For,
Breakdown and crack your heart
of stone and you'll find Love of a
Lifetime.
Capricorn (December 22-January
19)

It's hard for anyone to Disarm

~e ~~Qy ~eagO~g to
\ ". \ ... -

VUIt~ O~ qjoult V.CV.
By Bob Carey

Over th summer, you may feel
inclined, if nothing better comes
up, to watch television. I would,
not so regretfully, have to advise
against this. This is only, of
course, becau e I am not a huge
fan of the TV itself. There are
times that this invention should
be turned on; however, and that is
what I am here for - to help you
know when to do it.

The only time, in my opinion,
that a television show should ever
be turned on, as if it is one of the
fol1owing, complete with quick
reason for reference:

1. Mad About You - Character
interaction like you wouldn't
believe.

2. Wings - Great characters and
something different.

3. Seinfeld - The best and fun
niest show in TV history!

4. Frasier - It gets better every
show and was entertaining
enough to begin with.

5. Star Trek: The Next Genera
tion - Much better than the
original star Trek and with a dif
ferent cast.

Besides T. V. shows, however,
there are movies; and while going
out to see new movies is alway
okay. there are some movie that
I believe everybody should ee if
they haven't already. If you hav
een them. ee th m again The

fol1owmg IS a list of fifteen movies
and a brief something about
them:

1 Reservoir Dogs - Sorry. I'm

• T-Shirts

guys, going to the beach and
parties.

Angela Moustis - Coming into a
lot of money, so I don't have to
work, and having all the schools in
the world burn down so that I can
travel around the world for
three months.

Naomi Ellis - Travel around the
world and party a lot.

Julie Wenzel - My Ultimate
Summer experience would be to
travel all over the planet, to ab
sorb all the cultures in Asia, Eu
rope, and Africa like tho e
granola pancakes from "Ie Pepe,"
to catch a few U2 concerts, and
sing"One" with Bono, to build and
live in a castle by the sea, to rid
through the desert and dance
under a Joshua tree, and maybe
become a vampire.

"My Way or no way" you're learn
ing this ummer that You Can't
Always Get What You Want. Don't
worry, though, becaus love
works in Mysterious Ways and
you'll be in the Heartland soon
enough.
Virgo (August 23-September 22)

This summer, your Virgo
picky-choosiness pays off. You'll
meet someone who's perfect (In
Your Eyes, anyway) and together
you'll Fe d The Tree of love in
your own private Paradise City.
Libra ( eptember 23-0ctober 23)

Libra, you're quite the 20th
Century Fox this summer, wh n
you become involved in a Bizarre
Love Triangle. Don't let deci ion
making get you Numb though. In
tuition will tell you the way to go

KHPTAlKING

TAOU: IT BACK

HIQH HOI'ES

ca.<GBACK
TOL.I'E

PINK
FLOYD
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• Used CD's

Nick Kononelos - Trying to
lounge as much as possible, and
doing whatever makes you feel
good.

Kelli Bax - Moving to the
North Pole.

Rachel Pratl - Enjoying life,
having fun being young, and
drinking Pepsi.

Lou Urquijo - Not having to
think about school, andju t party
ing with my friends.

Therese Stumpf - A week in
California, and the rest of the
summer in Australia.

Dan Braun - I would like to save
the whales, eat super burritos
until I puke, sleep a lot, have a
conversation with God, and
mayb drive to Arizona.

Diane Kowalczyk - Meeting

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
tand in the Plact> Where You

Liv then Take a Walk on the Wild
Side. As an Air sign, nothing
seems to hold your attention for
very long. Sacrifice your Pride In
the Name of Love and you'll be
Walking on the Sunshine thi
summ r'
Cancer (June 22-July 22)

Down On the Corner, Out in the
Streets - It's summer every
where, Moonchild and you're in
your glory! Don't Ii ten when a
love candidate tells you to Cut
Your Hair or Walk this Way. No
one's gonna have you Under their
Thumb. hake It Up Baby and get
the HE PECT you deserve.
Leo (July 23-August 22)

Although you're u ed to saying

PI lONE: (708) 6 6-0189

Expires 7-1-94

ALL
CD'S

$2.00 OFF
o Limit

Excluding ale Items & Used

$11.99 Compact Disc
$7.99 Cassette Tape

Posters

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Things have b en fairly Helter

kelter right now, but the end is in
ight. Ask your Main Squeeze
hould I Stay or hould I Go? You

need ornebody to Love who can
keep your Aries flame burning
and soon YOU'll find the one to
Light Your Fire.
Taurus (April20-May 20)

Hey Earthchildren! If you
Desire the best summer ever,
look no further. When Love
Comes to Town this summer
YOU'll be Slow Dancing On Top of
the World. Throw caution to the
wind and Go with it Baby!

Compiled by Iva Marie Palmer
with a little help my friends (in the
music busine s) ...

----------------,---------------

By Becky Wenzel

The most excellent summer of
your life might just be this one.
Many of you may not know exactly
how you are going to accomplish
this, so here are a few ideas given
by your peers when they were
asked:

What is your idea of the
Ultimate ummer1

Eleni Iliopoulos - Lounging on
the beach with Brad Pitt, feeding
me grapes, and getting a tan.

Adrienne Palluck - Making
mega bucks doing absolutely
nothing, and being on a deserted
island with servants that will do
whatever I tell them to do.

Diana Stulgys - Sun and a lot of
fun with my friends.
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Badminton smashes the competition
By Mike Marzec

"Wshh-Wshh-Wshh," that's prob
ably an unfamiliar sound to most
people, but that is about as close
as the Engli h language can come
to describing the sound a birdie
(shuttlecock) makes if you hit it,
according to team captain, Kari
Capretz. But she is probably being
just a little bit too modest.
because usually when a birdie is
near a Spartan Badminton team
member, it shrieks in terror
because the Lady Spartans do not
fool around when it comes to bad
minton. These girls hit the poor
birdie hard.

The badminton team seems to
be becoming the hicago Bulls of
Badminton. They are consistently
sending girls to state each year.
Coach Greiman in her first year,
filled some pretty big shoes by
taking over for some legendary
coaches who retired last year, but
she just didn't fill the hoes, she
made them a ize or two bigger by
having an even better team than

last years state qualifying team.
Coach Greiman had them

working on fundamentals from
the beginning of the year. "They
needed to improve their footwork
early in the year and we did a lot of
work with game situations," ac
cording to Coach Greiman.

The team obviously picked up
their game because six girls went
to state for first doubles, Heidi
Gough and Jenny Kareka; at sec
ond doubles, Viane Wilson and
Kari Capretz. First singles was
Michelle Colletta and second
singles, Asmea Judeh.

The Spartan doubles teams
were so good that the first and
second doubles teams played for
first place against each other at
the Sectional qualifier tourna
ment.

The Spartans worked to achieve
their success. As Coach Greiman
put it, "They always stayed late
for practice and worked hard."

Kari Capretz, team captain,
points out, "It wasn't all hard
work; we had a lot of fun." Kari,

along with co-captain Jenny
Kareka, provided leadership for
the Spartans on and off the court
as Kari says, "We had a mission to
go down state from the beginning
of the year and we accomplished
that mission."

oach Greiman doesn't make
the Spartan success seem as easy
as Kari, she said, "In the begin
ning of the year we needed work
on basics and strategy, but toward
the end of the year, the doubles
team especially, became more
comfortable and stronger and
were able to outwit their op
ponents."

The Spartan badminton team
finished thirty-seventh out of
fifty-four at the state tourna
ment.

Jenny Kareka and Heidi Gough
won their first match and as Kari
Capretz said, "We had fun just
being down there." The Spartans
seem like they will become a fre
quent attender of the Badminton
State Finals. Coach Greiman is
probably in a very small group of

Badminton State Qualifiers (lr R, top row to bottom row) Jenny
Kareka, Heide Gough, Kari Capretz, Diane Wilson, Michelle Collet
ta, Asmea Judeh. (Photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

elite coaches who managed to Greiman, will build a badminton
bring their team to State in their dyna ty and win the state cham
first year as head coach. Hopeful- pionship for many years to
Iy, the Spartans led by Coach come.

Frosh/Soph baseball storming to take 1st
By Daryl Gorney

Spring means warmer weather,
and warmer weather means that
it's time, once again, for Spartan
baseball. This year has been
favorable for the freshmen and
the sophomores here at OLCHS.
Both Coa h Kasley and Coach Sul
livan agree that Sandburg is the
team to b at for Oak Lawn.

At press time, the freshmen
had a record of 13-4. Their Con
ference r cord was 6-1. The
Freshmen starters are: pitcher.
first ba e, and right field Ray
Orban; cat her Ron Brasel; left
field Ryan March; center field
Ken Macak; pitcher and second
ba e Jason Popp; second ba e and
third base Matt Jurkovic; pitcher

and right field Tim Wilson;
pitcher and third base Jim
Leipart; shortstop Ron Brongel;
and first base Kevin Palmer.

Since no team's starting line-up
can win on their own, they get help
from a strong Jlj:ln h, including
Dominic Rokosz, '.J~on Walker,
Adam Blatchford, B«b Yeadon,
and Tony Fett. .~

Coach Kasley's goals for the
season are to win at least 18
games, and be a fundamentally
strong team. The Spartans w re
first in their Conference at press
time. With strong pitching from
Ray Orban, and with the help of
players such as Ron Brasel, who
was leading the team in home
runs, the Spartans will undoubt
edly take Conference.

The freshmen are not a slack
ing team. There are many players
who stand out in Coach Rasley's
mind, such as Ron Brasel, Jason
Popp, and Ryan March. Also, with
pitching talent such as Jim
Leipart and Tim Wilson, the
freshmen seem to have a great
deal of success ahead in the next
four year . These freshmen put in
an exciting season for fans by, at
one point, winning seven games in
a row. These players are definite
ly headed for Conference Champs.

The ophomores also had a
sea on to remember. The smash
ing sophomores are 16-4 on the
season. With a Conference record
of 6-3, the Spartans seem to have a
promising future ahead. Coach

ullivan has put together a great

team for Oak Lawn, and he hold a
great deal of respect for all the
players, but particularly the start
ing line-up.

The line-up includes: center
field Jason Pollard, shortstop Jeff
Whiting, pitcher and third base
Dave Rivera, pitcher and third
base Chris Hook, second base and
third base Brian Strelow, pitcher
and first base Todd Frederick,
catcher Gary Byrne, left field Carl
Isaacson, and right field Scott
Joseph.

Coach Sullivan also built a
strong back-up bench in Tony
Colby, Sam Jubrain, teve Ramal,
Brian Clauson, Len Kazmierczak,
and Sergio Matti II ion.

Coach Sullivan's team could go
straight to the top with pitching

from Chris Hook., who has a 6-1
record, Dave Rivera, who has a 6
2 record, and Sam Jubrain with a
3-1 record (at press time). Also,
the Spartans could go far with
talented hitters like Jeff Whiting,
Dave Rivera, and Jason Pollard,
who are leading the Spartans in
hits. With team players like these,
look for the sophomores to
finish first.

Coach Sullivan's goals this
season are to get better every
game, and try to win at least twen
ty games. He said, "It's been an
enjoyable season. We have had a
lot of team effort and great de
fense all season." According to
Sullivan, defense and pitching are
th t am's strengths. while their
main weakness is that they need
more offense.

Frosh/Soph volleyball serves up a great season

Mark Gronski going for the game set.

By Becky Quinn

Nine sophomores and seven
freshmen make up the most
dynamic fro h-soph boys volley
ball team OLCHS has ever had.
"Excellent," "Powerful," and "In
credible" are ju t a few words that
the members of this team would
use to describe themselves-not
to be modest.

The captains of the team are
Bob Carlson, a defensive player,
and Randy Warning, outside hit
ter. Other members coached by
the well experienced Ms. Bahna
man include four middle hitters:
Rick Golden, Don Katula, Steve
Jaral. and Tim Lovell. There are
four out ide hitters: Mike Combs,
Nond hittaphraphai, Lou Uriqui
jo, and Joe Havanes. The four
d fensive players are John Faro.
Tony Giglio, Steve McNeela, and
Nick Gallagher. The teams's two
setters are Mark Gronski and

Kevin McNeela.
Although the boys frosh/soph

team was a bit mentally shaky and
nervous from the start, their
current conference record is 6-1.
The volleyball team played great
games against some tough op
ponents. They nailed both Sand
burg and Stagg to the floor. In a
recent tournament at Marist, the
team placed second defeating
Mather, Richards and mw other
teams. Freshman Stev Jaral
feels that team unity has a lot to
do with their successes and
failures.

Standing out from the rest of
the team are four exceptional
members. Captain Randy Warn
ing is one of them. tarting as an
all around player, th n a middle
hitter, Warning is presently an
outside hitter. Warning ha a
tremendous power and energy in
every one of his hits.

Tim Lovell and Steve Jaral are
both freshmen middles with

outstanding abilities. The middle
hitter position calls for many
qualities: awareness, quickness,
and most importantly, constant
thinking. Both Lovell and Jaral go
above and beyond these require
ments.

Coach Bahnaman feels that
volleyball is an up-and-coming
sport, and her boys make up one of
the most skillful teams around.
Ri k Golden-along with every
other team member and Bahna
man-feels that they could very
easily take conference. "We have
the setting, hitting, and defensive
power any team could want," said
Mark Gronski, "All we need now is
more energy and intensity."

Mark Gronski is the fourth
member of the boys volleyball
team to whom much credit goes.
Gronski's excellent setting and
leadership skills, energy, and con
sistency make him a huge benefit
to the team.

Frosh/Soph softball leagues above the competition
By Tom Cronin

The Sophomore Girls' Softball
team blasted its way off to a win
ning season. The Sophomore girls
have a very impressive record of
14-6. This team also has a con
ference record of 4-3.

According to Coach Riordan,
thi team's strengths were its
team spirit and its work and sup
port for the team. Coach Riordan
also commented on the team's
strong hitting and power. This
great offense I d the team to win
many of its games by the
"slaughter rule."

Also, two of the players who

stood out in Coach Riordan's mind
were the team's pitcher, Keri
Bara and its catcher, Jeanine
Drechsler. Players Sara Brown,
Kristin Lang, and April Sibrava
stood out for their offense.

This team was highlighted by
its offense and had good pitching.
However, Coach Riordan said
that his team was set back by its
defense. "This team has many
errors in the field that it needs to
improve on."

In Coach Riordan's mind, the
team's toughest competition was
Sandburg. Also, Coach Riordan
said that Stagg looks to be a
tough competitor.

Coach Riordan had two goals
that he et at the beginning of the
season. His first goal was to win
ten games before conference. His
other goal was to be within the top
thr e conference teams. The
team successfully conquered its
first goal. Whether it accom
plishes its second goal is yet to be
determined. Overall, Coach Rior
dan thought this team had a great
sea on. oach Riordan's thought
on the team was "A group that
made hard work enjoyable."

The freshman team is also
doing very well with a record of 7-
9. Its conference record is 1-3.

According to Coach Arneson,

the team's winning attitude, fun
attitude, and team spirit were the
team's strengths. Also, one player
who really stood out in Coach Ar
neson's mind was Rach I Funk.
"She is a strong pitcher who gives
this team a boost," said oach Ar
neson. However, Coach Arneson
thinks the game is won by the
whole team.

Although this is an excellent
team, it wa h Id back by its lack
of consistency. Another weakn ss
of the team i that it i a young
team and is still learning.

Coach Arneson had three goals
at the beginning of the s ason to
strive toward. They were to have

at least a .500 record, to learn the
basic fundamentals, and to have
fun. According to Coach Arneson,
the team is learning to use the
basic fundamentals and have
fun.

Coach Arneson also comment
ed on some of the competition.
Th competitions the team found
toughest were Homewood-Floss
moor and Sandburg. Coach Ar
neson al 0 looks to Stagg for a
tough game.

A a whole, Coach Arneson con
siders her team very successful.
"They show good team effort and
it was a good learning ex
perience."
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Girls track sprint through season

Staci Batastini, Tina Milianti,
Lisa Lyng and Barb Antol took
second place in the medley relay
and fourth in the 400 meter relay.
Keri Hir, Adria Palluck, Julie
Minton and Eleni llioupoulos
came in third place running the

By Christina Matuszewski

The Lady Spartan track season
seemed to go by faster than the
girls could sprint.

On Saturday, May 7, the SICA
North conference was held at
Argo High School. The Lady Spar
tans took sixth place. This finish
may be explained by the number
of injuries and the lack of runners.
Even with the cold and rain, the
team did well.

Despite the loss of the confer
ence title, many individuals did a
great job placing in their events.
Coach Storer said, "The team did
very well this year. We improved
and the shot and discus throws
went up, which is great."

One of the good things about the
team is that the runners work
hard to improve on their events,
whatever they may be. Kelly Sul
livan said, "I think that our season
went well considering all the in
juries and problems we had.
Most everyone improved their
times, distances and heights and
worked harder to accomplish
their own personal goals."

The varsity medley placed
third with a time of 1:55:82. The
runners for this event were Beth
Underkofler, Amy Feltz, Tanya
Kara and Jody Maslan.

The 3200 meter relay was run
by Terra Frederick, Sarah Ru
chala, Chrissie Garza and Cheryl
Kukowski. They came in sixth
place with a time of 12:05.94. In
the 400 meter relay, Oak Lawn
placed fifth. Kelly Sullivan, Beth
Underkofler, Serena Kriekel and
Heather Uelman ran the event.
Th y recorded a time of 55.58
seconds.

In the 100 and 300 hurdling
events, Jody Maslan earned two
conference titles. With times of
16.03 in the 100 and 48.84 in the
300, Jody blew the rest of the con
ference away. Being only a fresh
man, she could be the next Kim
Porrey.

Running the 100 meter dash,
Tanya Kara took fifth place with a
time of 13.39. Finishing right
behind her, in sixth was Amy
Feltz timing 13.72 seconds.

In the 800 meter relay, Oak
Lawn came in fifth place in
1:59.53. Beth Underkofler, Kelly
Sullivan, Heather Delman and
Terra Frederick competed in
this e nt.

The third first place finish for
the team was Tanya Kara running
the 400 meter dash. Her time was
61.25 seconds. She also ran the 200
meter dash in 27.17 seconds. She
placed fourth in this event.

Oak Lawn's final race was the
1600 meter relay. Participating
were Shirley Hunt, Terra Fred
erick, Heather Delman and Jody
Maslan. They took third place
with a time of 4:27.67.

Diane Didier took fifth place in
shot put, throwing a distance of 30
feet nine and a half inches. In dis
cus, Christina Matuszewski took
fourth place. She threw 92'7".
Heather Uelman placed fourth in
the high jump. Her height was
4'8".

The girls plan to get back where
they belong next year, that is to be
number one in conference again.

Amy Feltz said, "Everyone had
a lot of dedication on the team, but
it showed on individuals more
than a team."

The team would like to add that
they will miss Coach Storer, since
he is retiring. He has helped many
out in his years at OLCHS and was
very successful. Good luck to him
in the future.

"There weren't many girls who
joined the team this year, but with
the girls we did have, our perfor
mances were excellent," Heather
Uelman said. "This couldn't have
happened without our whole
team's hard work and dedication
or without a coach like Mr.
Storer."

Track tate Qualifiers: (lrR) Tanya Kara, Jody Maslan, Amy Feltz,
Beth Underkofler. (Photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

On the frosh/soph level, Oak 3200 meter relay.
Lawn placed third. Sarah Feltz took first place in

Barb Antol took fourth place in the 100 meter hurdles and second
the high jump. in the 300 meter hurdles. Tina

Milianti took first place in the 100
meter dash. Lisa Lyng placed sec
ond in the 200 meter dash and
Adria Palluck took fifth in the 400
meter dash. Staci Batastini, Lisa
Lyng, Barb Antol and Debbie
Dussman took fourth in the 4 x
2.

Boys track outruns the competition
By Lorielle Wiatr

"It was the best of times, it was
the worst of times." I don't really
think Charles Dickins had the
Spartan's boys track team in mind
when he wrote this phrase, but
that's exactly how their season is
going. With injuries affecting all
areas, holding practices rain or
shine, cold or freezing, meet or no
meet, the boys track team has en
dured through all and has put a
good effort into this year's 1994
track season.

The boys track team, consisting
of Husein Abdelfattah, Chris Bax,
Mike Colvin, R.D. Dhawan, Tony
Frale, Joel Gamboa, Phil Hienz,
Jim Liao, Dave Martinez, Dan
Palmer, Nick Simich, Greg
Walent, Chris Zeien, Tim Silney,
Matt Mullaney, Steve Novak, Dan
Parasi, Mike Vahl, Adem Wende,
Matt Winchell, Mark Buettner,
Jon Bailie, Joe Bolz, Blake Cun
neen, Erice Eduist, Kevin Hoover,
Jeff Hense, Pat Jesse, Tom

Kubicki, Justin Laskowski, Brian
Liszka, Bill Marek, Brian McCor
mick, Andy Nee, Josh Patton,
Ashraf Rabah, Gerritt Schoening,
Dan Whitting and Andy 2aghulul

The coaching staff includes
Coach Storer (Head Coach and
Sprint and Relay Coach), Coach
Michaels (Long Distance Coach),
Coach Murphy (Middle Distance
Coach), Coach Maloney (Hurdle
and High Jump Coach), Coach
Robinson (Discus and Shot Coach)
and Coach Lockwood (Pole Vault
ing Coach).

The varsity team is in high
hopes of getting out of their losing
streak before conference. "They
(runners) have good desire and ef
fort," states Storer. "Our field
events are doing excellent."

In shot and discus Coach Robin
son relies completely on Husein's
top throws of 52'8" in shot and 147'
in discus. "All my varsity have im
proved one of their throws, one
way or another."

When asked how they will hold

up at conference Coach Storer re
sponded by saying, "Husein
(senior) will take shot and discus;
he has got a chance of going to
state. The runners will also im
prove their time. We're hoping to
bring home awards, but we're
mainly just going to do our
best."

This years frosh-soph team
has proved their worth, with
losses only to Sandburgand Stagg.
"The team is made up of a majori
ty of freshmen," says Storer. "The
best we've had in a long time," he
added. "This being Coach Robin
son's first year coaching shot and
discus at Oak Lawn, he was
awarded nine new freshmen to
train. "They started out knowing
very little, some almost nothing,
but they're a great bunch and
they've made a lot of progress,"
states Coach Robinson "but on
the positive side, there is a very
good outlook ahead for these
freshmen." Robinson also said
that he's looking forward to what

next year brings with the new
freshmen and the more experi
enced ones.

So how is this team going to do
at conference? "We're looking to
get in the upper level," states
Storer. Good hopefuls to look for
will be Andy Nee (freshman), in
the mile and two mile; all the
relays, Joe Bolz (freshman) and
Jeff Hense (freshman) to place in
shot; and for Brian McCormick
(freshman) and Dan Whitting
(freshman) to place in discus.

The~ are a lot of records I
didn't r&ntion, but together as a
team all these records, times, and
people wtll\hopefully bring home
many conference awards. Con
ference this year for boys track
was held on Thur day, the 12th of
May, at Carl Sandburg High
School. (Results were not avail
able at press time.)

Coach Storer (the head coach of
the Oak Lawn Spartans Track

Team) will be retiring after this
school year. He has been dedicated
to coaching the boys track as
assistant coach for 19 years, and
he has also been head coach for
boys for 3 years. In this time, he
has shown Oak Lawn many win
ning track teams and runners. We
really appreciate all his hard
work and dedication and we hope
he will have fun in his spare time
and maybe catch up on a little of
his golfing skills. We also hope
that our new head coach will give
us the pride and determination we
received from him.

Along the south entrance walls,
among other areas, young and old
view past and pre ent Spartans
who have excelled in their par
ticular sport or perhaps have
broken a record concerning that
sport. This years Spartan Boys'
Team is going to show that they
can get th ose records. They'll try
to add ome new faces, some new
times, and some new records to
that great wall of fame.

Varsity baseball swings into action

Rick Arnold calls out the plays from first base.

By Naomi Ellis

When you hear the crack of the
bat and the cheer of loyal Spartan

fans this spring, who else could it
be but Oak Lawn's Varsity Base
ball team? The mighty Spartans
are 2-6 in Conference and hold an

impressive 10-11 record overall
(at press time).

The Spartans have been able to
achieve their season goals only
through a whole team effort. As
Brian Fuss commented, "Good ef
fort by one person does not
guarantee success. It has to be
good effort by all."

The Spartans are headed by
Coach Borkowski and assistant
Coach Dempsey. The seniors, in
cluding Rick Arnold, Keith Bana
siak, Jason Benedict, Don Byron,
Brian Fuss, Lance Lawler, John
Marrello, and D.J. Smith, have
made their last season at Oak
Lawn quite a memorable one.

Although there are eight valu
able seniors leaving the team,
Coach Borkowski has many
talented juniors to carry on the
Spartans' good name and positive
attitude into next year. These
juniors include Brian Brandt,
Kevin Casey, Mike Cizek, Brian
Clifton, Pat Clifton, Nick Devivo,
Chris Dybek, Bill Strelow, and
Dave Zdanek.

The Spartans' first, and pos-

sibly their best, game was against
the Richards Bulldogs. The sweet
taste of victory was close at hand
by the ninth inning of the game,
with the Spartans leading 12-1.
They were led by Brian Brandt
and great pitching from Rick
Arnold.

Every team has its ups and
downs, its winning streaks and its
losing streaks. Losing to one of
their toughest opponents, the
Sandburg Eagles, by scores of 16
oand 7-4 was a frustrating defeat,
but it forced the team to work
together and practice harder.

The Spartans may have been
losing 7-0 against the Sl Laur
ence Vikings, but they did not give
up. As D.J. Smith stated, "You
can't give up on the field just like
you can't give up in life." With this
thought in mind, the Spartans
made an awesome comeback,
winning the game 12-10. This vic
tory was not made possible by
only one or two players, but it was
a team effort.

Obviously, the dedication of the
team has paid off, because the
Spartans easily defeated the
Stagg Chargers 9-2, achieving

their first seven runs in the third
inning. Numerous outstanding ef
forts were made by Rick Arnold,
Nick Devivo, D.J. Smith, and
Bill Strelow.

Baseball is not just a sport, it is
a learning experience. It is not
just physical strength, but coor
dination and intuition. As Brian
Clifton said, "Baseball is a think
ing game."

No matter what position you
play, every player is an asset to
the team. As Rick Arnold put it,
"Everyone plays an important
part in the team's success." The
team may indeed have their ups
and their downs, but they ays
come together in the end: en
asked to describe the team one
word, Bill Strelow respond with
the word "unity."

Considering their wins and
10 se , this season has b~o an
average one, but it is a se QIl he
pla~ and their fans wn ot
soon forget. When you tak into
account the attitude of the players
and the team's spirit, you realize
that they have accompli hed
much more than any other team
could possibly hope for.
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Varsity Softball continues to win
May 27, 1994

Boys Tennis aces all opponents

Natalie Forte stretching for the catch.

By Christie Evitt

Do you want to see some gut
wrenching, pulse-racing competi
tion? Then come out and see the
Lady Spartans Varsity Softball
Team in action.

This spring has gotten off to a
great start in regards to this group
of Spartans. Up until conference
play, the girls had an impressive
13-0 record. Due to this feat,
Coach Pat Mayer and a sistant
Coach Mike Gryzelack had to face
the razor and make a sacrifice.
Why? The two coaches, before
even playing a single game,
bargained that without a loss, they
should shave their beard/mus
tache. The girls met this goal, and
as you can plainly see, the
coaches both kept up their end of
the bargain,

This year's var ity squad is a
very young team. There are a
mere four seniors, a whopping ten
juniors, and a lone sophomore.
The basic battery is made up of
all-conference pitcher and team
captain junior, Carolyn Parkhill,
and the sole sophomore, catcher
Christie Evitt, The infield b hind
Parkhill is a solid defensive team
which she relies on to help pre
serve wins.

Starting at first base is senior,
• Erin Haubenreiser. Natalie Forte,

senior, provides sp d and fancy
footwork at the second base
position.

The short-stop spot is properly
filled by senior, Renae Smith.
Junior, Amy Reiff rounds off the

infield taking her position at the
"hot-corner."

The outfield is a mix of dif
ferent combinations of the re
maining players, but most often,
senior Andey Clemens controls
right field. The rest of the outfield
is where the majority of the
juniors are stationed. Staci Byrne
and Deanna DeVries are com
monly the starters, but Melissa
Gajda and Kim Smiley also take
the two outfield spaces. Kim
Chilver, Kristy Clifton, Jean
Lind, and Kristen Wunar also
make their presence known
defen ively.

Once beginning conference
play, the Spartans were rudely
awakened by stiffer competition
than they had previously faced
during the pre-season. Their first
opponents proved to be a strong
barrier that the Spartans seemed
to struggle with. They dropped
two to the cross-town rivals,
Richard Bulldogs, but not with
out giving it their alL The first
gam was a lO-inning pitcher's
duel ending in a 2-1 Richards
win.-

The second game of the series
was the Friday night Cross-Town
Classic. Once again the Bulldogs
barely topped the Spartans with a
1-0 victory, The phenomenal
defensive display by the Richards
third baseman Marlene Dunleavy
was the game winner for the
Bulldogs.

Next on the agenda was yet
another great competitor, the
fifth ranked Sandburg Eagles,

The first battle was a home show
down. The Spartans played a great
all-round game, The team came
together to reach their first con
ference win 3-0. Going into the
second game with a 1-2 conference
record, the Lady Spartans aimed
to even it up to 2-2. They fell short
of this goal losing to the Eagles 7
O.

It seemed as though the inten
sity and sparkle formerly dis
played had diminished.

The Reavis Rams were next in
line for the Spartans, The series
was split, each team taking home
a win, The first game ended in a 3
2 Oak Lawn victory, The second
was another tough game, but the
win went to Reavis 3-2.

The Spartans bOiJnced back
during their next series with the
Argo Argonauts. The Spartans de
feated Argo 10-1 and 24-1.

Still on the conference sched
ule (at press time) are the Amos
Alonzo Stagg Chargers. The state
ranked Chargers shou Id be a good
match for the also ranked Oak
Lawn girls.

Also up are the Shepard Astros.
With only 4 conference games
remaining, the Lady Spartans are
still setting their sights high. The
girls are aiming to go into the
playoffs with an 8-4 record.

Recently there was a new addi
tion to the varsity squad. Fresh
man Jeanine Drechsler, normally
the starting sophomore catcher,
was brought up due to a team
shuffle, Christie Evitt, due to ill
ness was temporarily out, so Staci

Byrne went behind the plate,
Drechsler often takes the center
field spot for the Spartans.

Coach Mayer's philosophy
remains the same as it was at the
season's start. He developed the
way the Spartans spell success,
with the "three-D's." Desire,
determination and defense have
become the motivation for the

team. When asked if the girls had
fulfilled their original goal and
his expectations, he replied, "We
have reached our fir t going 10-0,
but we also wanted to beat every
one in the conference at least
once, We couldn't do that with
Richards, but we still have a
chance at Stagg. The chance of us
having over-all 20 wins still
exists,"

boys tennis team has won Con
ference. The Junior Varsity also
produced three conference cham
pions: Tony Perrino in singles,
and the team of Tim Braun and
Tim Cosme in doubles,

The Junior Varsity team has
also had a very good year with a
record of 5 and 4. Leading the way
was Tim Braun in first singles,
Ted Reilly in second singles, and
Tim Cosme in doubles; all soph
omores. Cosme has played doubles
all year with such partners a Rob
Miskevics and Tim Braun, Others
on the team include freshmen
Eric McHugh, Kevin McDermott,
Thitipol Leckpul, Matt Wilhelm,
Nick Franek and Anwar Matarieh.
The team was very excited about
wins over such teams as Shepard
and Sandburg, but was very disap
pointed by losses to such teams as
Reavis. Braun and Reilly both had
great wins over Oak Park and

By Tim Braun

The OLCHS Tennis Team has
just finished their season, and
now heads towardS sectional
competition. Leading the way on
the varsity team is the first
doubles team of Senior Dan
Braun, and Junior Ian Mc oy,
with a record of 5 wins and 3
losses. At second doubles is the
team of seniors Brian Woulfe and
Troels Thim with a record of 3 and
6.

Sophomores John Marchetti
and Matt Chap took the spot of
third doubles, finishing with a
record of 9 and 2. Ira Suk
rungruang started at first singles
for the whole season, finishing up
his senior year with a record of 3
and 6. Sophomore Tony Perrino
fills the final spot of second
singles with a record of 6 and 3.
Exhibition players on the varsity

level include Jeremy Marchetti,
Jim Kolar, Scott Cummings and
Chris Franzen.

The tennis team has enjoyed
their share of victories both in
duels and in tournament play. The
Spartans enjoyed victories over
such teams as Hinsdale, Tinley
Park, Shepard and Riverside
Brookfield. Most tournaments
have been rained out this season,
but the team did attend the Mor
ton tournament, in which the
Spartans took first. This was due
to great playing by Sukrungruang
who took third, Perrino, who took

cond, and the team of Woulfe/
Thim, who took third.

The Junior Varsity team swept
the Morton Junior Varsity Tour
nament winning 7 out of the avail
able finishing places. The Junior
Varsity also took first place in
Conference competition, making
this the first year ever that the

Varsity volleyball -

Sandburg, and the team of Braun!
Cosme defeated the strong team
from University High.

Coaches Leary and Lawson
believe the team has been doing
very well, but still could be doing
better. "They have great poten
tial," says Lawson, "but they can
do much more, which we will see
in sectionals." With sophomores
Perri!l9J Marchetti, and Chap
playin{J\ Varsity this year, and
Braun, ~9.sme, and Reilly playing
next year~ ,Leary believes that
next year will be a great year for
the Spartans. Add to that the
juniors who will be seniors next
year, and the Spartans have an un
beatable force.

So with the season almost at a
close, the Spartan Varsity team
heads for sectionals. The roster
for sectionals is still very grey, (at
press time) but the team, no
doubt, will be the best that OLCHS

set to kill

has ever seen, Congratulations to
the Conference-winning Spartan
Junior Varsity team, and good
luck to the Varsity. The Spartans
look back on a successful year,
and look forward to an even
better one,

Wes Szyska practices his jump erve.

By Mark Gronski

Listen! Can you hear it? The
cheers are getting louder, the
crowds are getting bigger, the

PRIDE is growing stronger as the
boys varsity volleyball team
blasts off into a new season With
superb passing, incredible set
ting, and dynamic hitting, this

squad is one to be reckoned
with.

Coached by Ms, Surma, this
year's team has a total of ten
players, six of which are returning
from last year's state finalist
team. They include outside hit
ters Justin zy ka and orey
Murray, middle hitt rs Wes Szys
ka, and Kevin ampbell. and
defensive specialists John Mat
ayack and sophomore Bill Lyon.

Other members of the team are
setter Joe Giglio. outside hitter
Michael Konicki and newcomer,
middle hitter Dave Gabriel.

Three memb rs of this year's
Frosh/Soph team also play for
Varsity during tournaments. They
are freshmen middle hitters
Steve Jaral and Tim Lovell, Mark
Gronski, a sophomore etter who
started out the season on the var
sity level, but now play during
tournaments.

"The team is very young and
talented," said oach Surma,
"and they are improving on their
cohesiveness each day." The key
for success to this year's squad
is communication.

When talking with team mem
ber Corey Murray about thi

------

year's squad, he stated, "We need
to walk our talk and when we com
municate with each other we do
just that." With communication,
the team can fulfill Coach Sur
ma's expectations of a confer
ence championship and hopefully
a state championship,

Well it's time to focus on those
who make the team what it i ,the
players, First of all the co
captains: Corey Murray, Justin
Szyszka and Wes Szyszka. These
three individuals all have club ex
perience and the ability to play all
around, making the team that
much stronger, Next up it's out
side hitter Mike Konicki. Mike
al 0 has club experience and
plays all around, bringing the
team his exciting play. Kevin
Campbell, a middle hitter, is
another member of this squad.
Although a little inexperienced,
Kevin is developing into a fine hit
ter, Newcomer Dave Gabriel
rounds out the offensive power of
this team and is showing a lot of
potential. The rest of the team in
cludes Bill Anderson, Bill Lyon,
and John Matayack whose defense
will excite the crowd. The final

member of the team is the setter
Joe Giglio. Joe is an experienced
setter who is very consistent.
Coach Surma stated, "If we can
set well, our hits are like scud
missiles."

Speaking of scud missiles, the
team started out with a bang. At
the Marist Tournament, they
received a second place. From
there the varsity t am placed
fourth at th Naperville Tourna
ment and fifth at the Downers
Grove Tournament. They began
their quest for the conf rence title
by defeating their first thre op
ponent and currently have a con
ferenc record of 4-1. (at press
time) Overall the Spartans cur
rent record is 15-7

Recently Coach urma attend
ed a coaches meeting for sec
tional seedings. This meeting
resulted in a second seeding for
the partans for Sectionals, Team
members were very enthused and
are excited to play the rest of the
season, This year's Varsity Vol
leyball team is one to watch out
for! Good Luck to the partans for
a successful sea on on their jour
ney for a Stat Championship.



SPART ITE
Oak Lawn's Homecoming Court named

L-R, back row, Chris Oakes, Nick Devivo, Pat Clifton, Brian Clifton, Randy Warning, Jeff Whiting,
Gary Byrne, Front row: Julie Wenzel, Katie McCarthy, Sandy Kaczmark, Jill Valentine, Sarah Feltz,
Marybeth Drechsler, Becky Quinn. (Photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

By Jim Kolar

Hey all you Spartan ! Home
coming 1994 has arrived. A the
week winds down, students are
frantically rushing around com
pleting final preparations on noatc;,
decorations for the dance, and
everything else that goes along
with this traditional event each
year.

But for the 14 studentc; selected
to the 1994 Homecoming Court,
this Homecoming will be extra
special. This year's members of
the ourt were nominated by OL
organizations that felt their nomi
nees had offered .ome ouLc;tand
ing contributions to the school and
community of Oak Lawn. The
competition was stiff, some 68
nominees competed for the 14
position , demon trating the qual
ity and excellence of OL student.
The final choices for thi year'
Homecoming Court were then left
to be decided by the student body.

Here is a short presentation of
each of the honorees as well as
some of their thoughts on being
selected:

Senior Boys
Brian and Patrick lifton,

son ofGorge and haron Clifton,
were nominated by Student oun
dl and ~ rensics. This is Brian's
first appearance and Patrick's sec
ond appearance as member of the

ourt. Brian plays on the varsity
football, basketball, and baseball
team . Patrick is involved in tu
dent ouncil, Thespians, Foren
sics, and plays for the varsity foot
ball and baseball teams. Patrick wac;
also the recipient of last year's
Most Outstanding Junior Boy
award. Mutual Feelings: "Excited!

Great!"
Nick Devivo, son of Nick and

J anne Devivo, was nominated by
Senior lass Advisory Board. Nick
served previously on the 1993
Homecoming Court and i cur
rently involved in Student Coun
cil, tudent Helpers, Seni r la s
Advisory Board, and plays for Oak
Lawn's varsity basketball and
baseball teams. Feelings: "Pretty
excited!"

Chris Oakes, son of Patricia
Barnes and Robert Oakes, were
nominated by Thespians. This will
be Chris's second appearance on
the Homecoming Court. Chris is
currently involved in The pians,
Forensics, Student Council, and
Senior Class Advisory Board.
Feelings: "Cool, [ made it."

Senior Girls
Sandi Kaczmark, daughter of

James and Claudia Kaczmark, was
nominated by the Junior and Fresh
men Class Advisory Boards. Sandi
served previously as aO\e'qJber of
the 1993 Homecoming Court and
is currently a member of on,. var
sity cheerleader squad an1i in
volved in N.H.S. Feelings:
"Shocked! Could not believe it!"

Katie McCarthy, daughter of
Ross and Carol Mc arthy, wa
nominated by Student Council.
This will be Katie's first appear
ance on the Homecoming urt.
She is currenLly involved in tu
dent Council, Forensic ,and The 
pians. Feelings: "Shocked!"

Julie Wenzel, daughter of Ber
nard and Joanne Wenzel, wa
nominated by French Club. This
wiH be Julie's first appearance on
Homecoming Court. She i cur
rently involved in N.H.S.,

partanite, Student Helpers, Fo-

rensics, and Cro s Country, and
was also the recipient of last year's
Mo t Outstanding Junior Girl
award. Feelings: "I wac; initially
shocked, really surpri ed!"

Jill Valentine, daughter of
James and Su an Valentine, wac;
nominated by Foren. ics. Thi will
be Jill's second appearance on
Homecoming Court. She i cur
rently involved in Thespians and
Foren ic in which he captured
th tate champion hip in ea h f
her events. Feelings: "Very ex
cited! Had a great time la t year.
Very honored."

Junior Boys
Gary Byrne, on of Gary and

Su an Byrne, was nominated by
Student Council. Gary is currenLly
involved in Student Council. The
ater, Junior Class Advisory Board,
and baseball. Feelings: "Over
whelmed!"

Randy Warning, son of Jack
and ArveHa Warning, was nomi
nated by Key Club. Randy is cur
rently involved in volleyball, Stu
dent Council, Key Club, and Jun
ior Cia s Advisory Board. Feel
ings: "What am I doing up there?"

Jeff Whiting, on of Ron and
Julita Whiting, nominated by
Sophomore Cia s Advi ory Board.
Jeff is currently involved in both
~ tball and b,. ebal!. eelings:
"Surpn ed!"

Junior Girl
Mary Beth Drechsler, daugh

ter of Richard and Mary Drechsler,
was nominated by the Sophomore
Class Advisory Board. Mary Beth
is currently involved in
cheerleading, theater, and the Jun
ior Clas Advis ry Board. Feel
ings: "Really excited. I screamed!!"

Sarah Feltz, daughter of Nick

and Kathy Feltz, wa nominated
by Key Club. Sarah is currently
involved in Key Club, Student
Council, Track, and Volleyball.
Feeling:" xcitcd! Unbelievable!"

Becky Quinn, daughter of
Phillip and Carol Quinn, was nomi
nated by th Junior Class Advi
ory Board. Becky is currently

involved in wimming, Theater,
Spartanite, and Student Council.

lin s:" finitely Thrill d!"
A you might have already

summed up, the merite; of each
member of the 1994 Homecom
ing ourt really hine through. In
addition to their responsibility of
representing the student body at
the Homecoming Dance, each
member will be honored at a lun
cheon and will ride in the annual
parade. Congratulations, members
of the 1994 Homecoming Court!

Homecoming activities kick off
By Daryl Gorney

What' the one thing that stu
dents look forward to when com
ing back to school? Homecoming!
That's right feHow Spartans,
Homecoming 1994 has finally
arrived. Student Council is led by
officers Wes Szyszka, president;
Katie McCarthy, vice-president;
Deanna Devries, secretary; and Pat
Clifton, treasurer and sponsors Ms.
Bibeau and Mr. Scarpelli. The
Council chose "Spartan in the
City" for the theme of this year'.

Homecoming. Everybody is get
ting ready for thi big event. The
activities leading up to Homecom
ing kick off with Spirit Week,
which this year ran from October
3 through 7.

First of all, Homecoming will
take place tomorrow, Saturday,
October 8. Starting off the action
packed excitement is an All You
Can Eat Pancake Breakfa. t for $2
that will be held from 8:30-11 :30
a.m. (Beverages and extras avail
able at an additional co t). After
you get done eating, rest up for the

traditional march down 95th Street.
Extracurricular clubs' hard work
on the floats will be a sight to see
at the parade which will step off at
lO a.m. at 51 st Avenue and pro
ceed down 95th Street. The parade
will feature the Homecoming
Court, Spartan Marching Band,
cheerleaders and all the other stu
dent organization. The Grand
Marshall will be former Superin
tendent Dominick Frigo.

The sophomore game led by
Coach Chilvers will begin at 11:00
a.m. Between the Sophomore and

Varsity games, prizes for the floats
will be awarded. Cash prizes are
given out to the Most OULc;tanding
Float and the Best use of Theme.
Fifty dollar prizes are given for
the best float in each category,
while twenty-five dollars i given
to the runner-up. All prizes are
donated by the Oak Lawn Cham
ber of Commerce.

Then at 1:00 p.m. our Oak Lawn
Varsity Spartan football team led
by Head Coach Robinson will take
on the Stagg Chargers. The half-

time show will feature the Spartan
Marching Band; the pre entation
of the Homecoming Court, and this
year's Homecoming Queen and
King. As in the pa t years, the
Thespians are sponsoring the
Hospitality Room in the teacher's
cafeteria during the afternoon fes
tivities.

After the big games, everyone
should get ready for the Home
coming dance. The dance com
mences at 7:30 p.m. in the Audi
torium gym. Homecoming only
comes once a year,. 0 get involved.

Science Labs remodeled
By Jill Levicka

The school year is definitely
here, and along with the new year
there are new and improved ci
ence laboratories. A total of five
rooms were remodeled. Room 263
is the new chemistry lab, 268 and
272 are for science foundations!
biology, 274 is special education
science, and room 282 is physics.

The renovation of the five rooms
meant restructuring most of the
science hallway. The plan for the
new labs was a two-year project
that started during the 1992-93
chool year, when Ms. Panice wa

the science chairperson. Since then,

Ms. Sulek has become science
chairperson and continued the lab
project.

Mrs. Halwax, Mr. Riordan, Ms.
Colby, and Mr. Maloney all
sh wed their Oak Lawn PRIDE
by supporting the pr ~ect and
pitching in with ideas. Another big
contributor was Mr. Bob eymour,
head of maintenance. His knowl
edge of the building was very
helpful to the design of the lab.

Tea hers spent a lot of time
re earching the science laborato
ries. Many of them visited other
schools to see other labs. The
designs were formulated by the
staff with their knowledge gained

from their research, and also from
the teachers' past experiences. The
North Central Accreditation Or
ganization gave recommendation
for the science labs to be brought
up to current standards.

The new laboratorie will open
doors for Oak Lawn students. The
new labs are larger, and conform
to current safety standards such as
the addition of a safety sh wer to
room 263. The cience department
also ha purchased a portable
handicapped accessible lab tati n.
Hopefully, the new labs will give
Oak Lawn students an even big
ger edge, and a broader spectrum
of science skills and concepts.

Lisa Rojas and Christie Ward try out the new science labs. (photo
by Tom checkel)
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Are rules necessary? Acknowledgement
By Wendy Musielak By Angela Moustis

Spartans Speak Out

Havc you ever noticed that when we start a new school year, there are so many new
rules? You think that it can't get any worse, and it does. You have to sign in and out
of cIa es, can't go to the nurse, and before you can go on a field trip all of your teachers
mu t sign a form. How many time have you declared that Oak Lawn is a jail?

Well considering how I felt, I thought I do ome research. I figured there should be
some reason for the new rule. I thought if I talked to the admini trators, Board of
Education members and the Oak Lawn Police Department, I might find something out.
And I was right. The Board of Education and administrators have plenty of reasons for
implementing new rule, and turning Oak Lawn into a maximum ecurity prison is not
one of them.

The main reason for the new rule i our safety. Now you are probably saying, our
school i safe and I'm old enough to take care of myself. Who need these rules? Let's
face it, we are safe in the chool and pretty much in the community as a whole, but rules
have to be made in order to obtain and maintain the status of being afe.

Imagine a school that has no rules or expectations. Instead of sitting in the classroom,
you are free to get up and walk out anytime you please. Picture the hallways .... a bunch
of kid with no restraints or acceptable forms of behavior. Picture the chao. You
couldn't use the bathroom or reach your locker safely.

Imagine a community with no rules or regulations. Fear would keep you from leaving
your house. You couldn't attend your favorite music group's concert. You couldn't go

ut with your friend. No movies, No pool halls, No miniature golfing, and No other
type f social gatherings.

To avoid those kind of problems, our chool and community implement rules to keep
us safe. Our school takes a proactive approach to obtain afety. Proactive means doing
something before it happens. They do this by having paraprofessionals on a schedule
to monitor the halls and limit passes. We are required to sign in and out of class when
not arriving or leaving with the bell. School officials plan to enforce a dress code, act
on rumors, hear out complaint and regulate guests who entcr the chool. All to see that
wc are attending a safe school.

The administrators, also, attend meeting to stay informed of problems the community
is facing. The community also actively participates in our well being. Oak Lawn has
laws to protect us such as the school safety zone which regulates the peed limit and
allows tricter penalties for people who commit crimes within one hundred feet of thc
s hool. PoLice intervention is al.o po ible for our afety.

What I am trying to tell you is although we feel we_dQn't need or like the rules and
re tri tions, we don't have any reason to complain. We ar~ safe and isn't that what's
important? \I

Student Council
takes on new role

Have you hugged a friend today? How about someone you barely know? OK, maybe
not hug them, but hake their hand, give them a smile, breathe in their general direction?!
What is America coming to? Pcople are afraid to be nice to each other. Lf a strange person
said hello to most people today, they would think that the person was crazy.

I know this because I've done it. Yes, I've gone out and said hello to people I have
never seen in my life. Mo t often the reaction I get is a look like I'm a raging lunatic,
and I . hould be put in a home for the mentally and emotionally unstable. Now there
are a few people who do appreciate kindness and the acknowledgement of being human.
Some people actually ay hello back and walk away with a smile. If y u can make a
stranger mile, you will see what true self-gratification i .

I gues it's hard because there are so many weirdos walking around, but that is also
part of the joy. You will realize that most people are not psychopaths. We just auto
matically assume that everyone we are not acquainted with is crazy. Thc reason why
we think this is becau e that is all that has been taught to us. People who are good and
kind are not portrayed in the news and media. That is why you have to go out and find
the good and kind people.

You never know. You could meet someone that turn ut to be your best friend or
even your soul mate. Just think, did we know everyone wc know now when we were
born. Of course not. We have met them throughout our lives. As a whole people are
not crazy. Not only would you realize that not everyone is a nut, you could help someone
else realize that there is hope for mankind. You may even changc a person's life. After
all, everything we do affects the lives of others.

So go out and say hello to the people you see walking down the street, or at school,
or at work, or at the mall. After all,

"He who has no fire in himself, cannot warm others." Anonymous.

school has an idea, he has a better
opportunity to be heard by approaching
the advisory board.

This year Student ouncil is going to
take more of a governmental role and
attitud towards things.

Vice-President Katie McCarthy said,
"Hopeful1y students will take advan
tage of the opportunity."

Trea urer, Pat lifton added that this
year he hope tudents will be allowed
more input, on all the is ues.

After talking with the Student Coun
cil officers, in my wn opinion, I feel
things might run a little smoother. I feel
that way because tllis year it will be
students talking to students. Last year
stud n might have felt a little intimi
dated, because they had to talk to their
As istant Principal.

Student Council is a very bu y orga
nization, and sponsors, Mrs. Bibeau and
Mr. Scarpelli are very busy organizing
all their activitie.<;. So as you probably
can tell the Student ouncil members
and pon ors have to be re ponsible,
hard workers, who get the job done.

By Becky McNaughton

Hey, Oak Lawn! Do you know
what's happening with your Student
Council? Well if you don't, here' the

oop. The officers are: We Szyszka,
president; Katie McCarthy, vice-presi
dent; Pat Gifton, treasurer; and Deanna
D Vries, secretary. After speaking with
some of them, I found out that thi year's
C uncil will be operating differently
from last year.

Last year if students had a problem
or concern. they would go directly to
Mr. Hill. Mr. Hill at that time was as
sistant principal. This year, tudenlS will
bring their ideas, concerns, problems,
and que tion to their class advisory
board. If the advi ory board feels the
concern is legitimate, they can direct the
issue to the Student Council, where a
group of tudent repr entatives from
each class will Ijsten to the proposal or
concern and determine the appropriate
action.

We.<; Szyszka said that if anyone in

will be collected once a week. They are
then reviewed by the principal' team,
and po sibly the Student Council as
well. If the student has a reasonable
question or suggestion, the student will
be contacted for further detail . That i
why putting your name on your sugges
tion i very important.

The only thing Mr. Hill asks of the
students is that the is ues are real and
serious. He asks that you not enter some
thing that uggcsts a three-day vacation
for no reason or a four-hour lunch. Take
advantage of thi offer: Speak out for
Spartans!

By Margert Webb

If you've ever had any suggestion or
comments about our school, your time
to peak up has arrived. Mr. Hill has et
up a tudent sugge tion box in the
school's student cafeteria. Thi box will
be available to any tudent who has any
questions, concern or sugg tion, re
garding extra curricular activitie or
'chool policies.

Here' how it works: studenL'> write
down their question or omment and
name (optional) on a piece f paper.
Then they put it in the box, where they

Oak lawn's Student Government
Student Council

Advisory Boards
OFFICERS:

WES SZYSZKA: PRESIDENT SENIOR CLASS JUNIOR CLASS SOPHOMORE CLASS
KATIE MCCARTHY: VICE PRES.

OFFICERS:DEANNA DEVRIES: SECRETARY OFFICERS: OFFICERS:

PATCLllTON: TREASURER
CHRIS OAKES: PRESIDENT GARY BYRNE: PRESIDENT MANDY ZEIEN: PRESIDENT

Barb Antol Scott Joseph
JEFF MARCINKOWSKI: VICE PRES. SCOTT JOSEPH: VICE PRES. NIKI RASPOVICH: VICE PRES.
GINA MARTINO: TREASURER JILL HERRMANN: TREASURER DEN~EFASANO: SECRETARY

Nicole Arevalo Brian Kotowski NICOLE AREVALO: SECRETARY CHRISTIE EVITT: SECRETARY JEANINE DRECHSLER: TREASURER
Stacie Bieryla Diane Kowalezyk
Brian Brandt Kristen Lang Brian Brandt Dawn Marren Ellen Albek Diane Kowalczyk Barb Antol Val Neubauer
Gary Byrne Jeff Marcinkowski Bob Carey Katie McCarthy Traei Ballard Jacki McCa:stland Stacy Bieryla Joyce Olsen
Staci Byrne Naomi Martig Rudy Chavez Ian McCoy Jeannine Burton Rudy Moser Mike ChiIvers Dominic Rokosz
Bob Carey Jaclyn MeCa Hand Kim Chilvers Shannon Murphy Dan Cerceo Sean O'Halloran Heather Evans Jennifer Scott
Mike Chilvers Gina Mclver Jenny Chri tianson Iva Palmer Vicky Corbett Monica Palimaka Lori Gibson Pam Stoffregen
Brian Clifton Tina Milianti Kristy Clifton Amy Reiff Marybeth Drechsler Adrienne Palluck Amanda Henning Beata Szmajlo
Nick DeVivo Chris Oakes Pat Clifton Tom Scheckel Naomi Ellis Becky Quinn Dan Katula Jaime Topolski
Jeanine Drechsler Becky Quinn Scott Cwnmings Meridith Sinkus Christy Falls JenRedmond Terry Little Jennifer Tyzenhaus
Heather Evans Niki Ra povich Nick Devivo Sharon Skowron Sarah Feltz Aplil Sibrava Anne Lundeen Melissa Vancheri
Denise Fasano Jenny Redmond Deanna Devries Mandy Smith Mark Gron ki Aaron ink Bryan McConnack Crystal Volakakis
Sarah Feltz Brian trelow Rahul Dhawan Dan Sullivan Kelly Hazzard Brian Strelow Tina Milanti Jaime Whooley
Becky Funk Renee zmajlo Bob Fitzgerald Renee Szmajlo Eleni Iliopoulos Katie ullivan Ninile Mondello Andrew Zaghlul
Mark Gronski Laura Van Byssum Tracy Heinrich Heather Udman Asmea Judeh Randy Warning Jennifer Moust
Jill Hemnann Crystal Volakakis Sandi Kaczmark Dave Zdanek
Stacie JOrliz Mandy Zeien Jim Kolar
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Oak Lawn welcomes new staff

Chorus Line comes to OL

By Sumar Zegar

There are a lot of new faces at
Oak Lawn. A total of 18 new teach
ers and other staff have joined the
Oak Lawn crew. So everyone in
the school might get to know them
better, the Spartanite would like
to introduce them.

Mr. Kasley is teaching P.E. I.
He is coaching football, baseball,
and boys basketball. When Mr.
Kasley was asked how he liked his
new position, he replied, "It's
great! So far it has been going
smooth. I am taking it one day at
a time."

Mr. Atkins is teaching Fresh
man Biology, Biology, and Ad
vanced Biology. He is the assis
tant boys basketball coach. Mr.
Atkins said that he likes the stu
dents because they are "down to
earth and fun to teach." He also
added, "The staff is great."

Mr. Click teaches U.S. History
Honors, U.S. History, and Sociol
ogy. Mr. Click feels OLCHS is a
quality school, and he enjoys
working with the students and
staff.

Miss Schlaepfer is a Chemistry
and Science Foundations teacher.
She said, "I have a positive view
of both curriculums. It seems this
approach will encourage more stu
dent involvement."

Miss Tadych teaches Science

Foundations and Biology. She is
an assistant coach for girls
cheerleading. Her view of OLCHS
is, "It's. a big change from teach
ing Jr. High School, but everyone
has been very polite and helpfuL"

Miss Machavina is teaching Art
I and Clay and Sculpture. She is
presently helping with the con
struction of the sets for the fall
play A Chorus Line. Miss
Machavina said that everyone
seems very supportive. She also
stated, 'The kids are good and have
a lot of talent."

Miss Persson teaches Geom
etry, Algebra, and Fundamentals
of Algebra. This spring, Miss
Persson will be the freshman as
sistant softball coach. When asked
for her thoughts, Miss Person re
plied, "I enjoy working with all
my students. They have taught me
a great deal these past few weeks.
I have been impressed with how
much the OLCHS student body
takes PRIDE in their school.
OLCHS is a great place to be, and
I'm looking forward to an out
stan<ii.Jl8 year!"

Ms. Kestler teaches P.E. , and
one PEOPEL class. She is coach
ing freshman girls basketball, and
girls varsity soccer. Ms. Kestler
said, ''I'm having a great time here!
People have been very friendly to
me."

Mrs. Damisi is the school psy-

·chologist. She evaluates students
and tests for learning problems.
Mrs. Damisi also works with stu
dents to promote self esteem and
self confidence. Mrs. Damisi's
thoughts of Oak Lawn were very
positive. She said, "The great
mixture of ethnic backgrounds in
the student body is nice. The staff
is pleasant and enjoyable to work
with."

Ms. McCarthy is one of the
social workers at OLCHS. She
helps students who are having dif
ficulties dealing with issues that
make it hard for them to partici
pate in school. Ms. McCarthy's
view of Oak Lawn so far was that
the students are great, and every
one is very nice and very friendly.

Mrs. Habich is a counselor at
OLCHS. Some of her duties in
clude scheduling courses, helping
seniors with post-high chool
plans, and helping new students
adjust to OLCHS. She is in charge
of the ACT test at Oak Lawn.
When asked what she thought of
Oak Lawn, Mrs. Habich replied,
"I think that OLCHS is an out
standing school and I am proud to
be a part of it. I respect the admin-

istrators and the teachers and the
jobs they are doing. I am ejoying
getting to know the students and
staff because people are what make
a good school."

Mrs. Turney is also a new
counselor. Her job includes aca
demic counseling, personal coun
seling, and also career counseling.
She also is in charge of OLCHS
testing programs such as the PSAT,
the PLAN, and the freshman en
trance exam. Ms. Tumey said that
everyone has been super friendly,
and have helped her to answer all
of her questions.

Mrs. Edstrom is a dean at Oak
Lawn. She is in charge of student
attendance and student discipline.
Mrs. Edstrom said that OLCHS
tudents and staff are extremely

friendly and helpful. To her, Oak
Lawn is truly a "community of
friends."

Mrs. Lahart teaches Algebra
1, Fundamentals of Algebra, and
General Math. She thinks the stu
dents of OLCHS are cooperative
and eager to learn. She feels the
staff is very dedicated and profes
sional. "I enjoy working with all
of them."

Mr. Ivezich is teaching Alge
bra I, Fundamentals of Algebra,
and Math Applications. His
thoughts of OLCHS are, "Great!
No problems, and the students
seem very nice."

Mrs. Dickinson teaches World
History and Government. Mrs.
Dickinson said that the teachers
and administration are marvelous,
very friendly, and very helpful. She
says that "the building and library
are great, and the student body
could compete with any other
schooL" She feels everyone here
is willing to try new things. Mrs.
Dickinson also said, "The seniors
here are more realistic about their
future and are already making
plans."

Ms. Welch teaches P.E. at Oak
Lawn. She is also the swimming
coach.

Ms. Hickman teaches Algebra
I, Fundamentals of Algebra, and
Geometry. She is also the Assis
tant Badminton coach.

1h: Spartanite would like to
welcome the new staff to OLCHS.
Hopefully, it will be an enjoyable
and interesting year for all of the
faculty and the students.

Spartanite Staff

Group Scoops
By Marybeth Drechsler tap-dancing Mike (Chris Oakes); Tom (Sean O'Hailoran), and Butch

4-foot ten Connie (Naomi Martig); (Joe Bolz).
Step, kick, kick, leap, step, touch Sheila, the older woman (Jill Val- The members of the cast of this

... AGAIN! Yes folks, it's that time entine); and stand-up comedian production are very excited about
once again for Oak Lawn Com- Bobby (Pat Clifton). how well the play is coming along.
munity High School's annual fall Also included are the insecure "It's a lot of hard work, but it's
play. This year' production, un- and not-quite-pretty Bebe already paying off," says Christie
der the direction of Mr. Tom (Marybeth Drechsler/Christie Evitt.
Dzurison, produced by Mrs. Bar- Evitt), ditzy Judy Turner (Anita Scott Joseph agrees, ''I'm really
bara Mateer, and choreographed Spero), out-going Ritchie (Tim having a lot of fun."
by Mrs. Cassie Daws, is A Cho- Braun), Val (Jennifer Director, Mr. Dzurison also
rus Line. Christianson), eager fir t-timer adds, "This cast is very talented.

A Chorus Line is the story of Mark (Brian Clifton/Scott Joseph), They can sing and dance; it's a
a director, Zach (Aaron Sink), who secretive Paul (Brian Kotowski), real positive beginning."
holds a very unusual type of au- and the choreographer Lisa (Nicole Oak Lawn's upcoming produc-
dition for his Broadway produc- Rollberg). lion of A Chorus Line opens
tion. The plot revolves around this Miss~g someone? Of course, Thursday, November 3rd and runs
audition and all of the unique for an a"dded plot twist, Zach's each night that weekend through
characters who "try-out." From the fonner )over Cassie (Sharon November 5th at 8:00 p.m. and
flustered Kristine (Kim Meares) Skowron) Is'orr hand, after falling November 6th at 7:00 p.m. in the
and her supportive husband Al from stardom, to audition for a Little Theater.
(Jonathan Rowsey) to gutsy Diana chorus part. Ticket prices are $3 for students,
(Katie McCarthy), each specific The show also has nine chorus $4 for adults and can be purchased
character has his or her own story members including Tricia (Char- soon from any cast member.
to tell. ity Benevelli), Olga (lillian There's a ton of singing, dancing,

The complete cast of characters Herrmann), Vicki (Chrissie and fantastic acting in this show
consists of the shy Maggie (Sarah Margaron), Blanche (Nora Burke), - omething for everyone. Come
Roberts); athletic Don (Bob and Lois (Tammy Fear). Also, Roy out and enjoy this year's fall
Fitzgerald/Jeff Marcincowski); (Jon Oakes), Frank (Gary Byrne), musical.

\~"J -------.....----
.~ COMICS

COMICS
COMICS

International

Club
By Rachel Pratl

International Club offers stu
dents a chance to familiarize them
selves with different cultures. The
International Club has participated
in many interesting activities. Last
year the members held a bake sale
and an international luncheon.

Also they visited immigrants'
homes from many different time
periods, such as 1914, 1890, and
1860.

This year the members are plan
ning to visit an Egyptian pyramid,
see Austrian Lipizzan horses, and
do many other exciting things. If
you want to get involved with the
International Club, contact Ms.
Leable or Ms. Dibrito.

good experience for people who
would like to work in education or
many otherjobs related to the field.
Contact the coordinator, Ms.
Eckert if you have any questions
or would like to get involved.

By Erin Keating

The purpose of Ambassador
Club is to help students acquire a
better understanding of people
with special needs. The club's
meetings are held on Wednesdays
in room 12. Ambassador Club
participates in Homecoming and
integration activitie , and they also
go on two field trips during the
school year.

The club coordinates with the
PEOPEL training class and is a

Group Scoop is a section of the
newspaper that promotes and up
dates different clubs. It gives in
formation on who to contact if you
would like to join the club and
also infonns about various meet
ings and activities. This year the
Group Scoop will promote a few
different clubs each issue. The
selected clubs for this issue are:

Ambassador

Club
By Erin Keating

Spartanite editorials represent the opinions of individual staff members, not the publi
cation itself. Replies to these editorials are welcomed and can be sent to SPARTANITE
office room 204.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
FEATURE EDITOR
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER
LAYOUT EDITOR
GRAPIDC ARTISTS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
TYPISTS
ADVISOR

Wendy Musielak
Julie Wenzel
Tracy Heinrich
Iva Palmer
Jill Levickas
Erin Keating
Kelly Melaniphy
Becky Quinn
Toni Kozlowicz
Chris Franzen
Tom Cronin
Daryl Gorney
Kim Cizmar, Dan Sullivan
Tom Scheckel
Anna Mollo, Mandy Wegner
Mrs. B. Whiteaker

AND

PAPERBACK TRADING COMPANY
8825 S. RIDGELAND AVE.

OAKLAWN,IL
(708) 598-0442

Oi scount on monthly order
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Lutfi Latif, Amanda Lindelof,
Anne Lundeen, Naomi Martjg,
Eric McHugh, Lisa Perveneckjs,
Pamela Stoffregen, Daniel Whit
ing, Matthew Wilhelm, and
Amanda Zeien.

First time recipients received a
large patch; second and third year
recipients received Chevron pins;
and fourth year recipients received
a pin, a cemficate of acmevement,
and a plaque to be awarded at
Senior Honors Night.

The Spartanite would like to
extend our sincere congratulation
to these studenL<; for earning uch
a high honor.

For All Juniors and Seniors!

Important dates
By Holly Lisitza

For all juniors and seniors ACf testing will be occurring through
out the school year. The dates of the tests are li ted below. ACf test
date are:

October 22, 1994
December 10, 1994

February 4, 1995
April 8, 1995
June 10, 1995

*Mrs. Carlson suggests that juniors take the test in April and retake
the test in June.

College representatives will be coming to vi it with seniors through
out the school year. As for October and November the dates that
reps. will be visiting arc listed below.

Oct. 12, 1994 - Marion College 9:30 a.m., St. Peters, Jersey ity
8:30 a.m.

Oct. 17, 1994 - Drake University 10:00 a.m.
Oct. 18, 1994 - Iowa Wesleyan College 9:00 a.m.
Oct. 19, 1994 - Augustine College 1:45 p.m.
Oct. 20, 1994 - Mt. Mercy, la 11:00 a.m.
Oct. 24, 1994 - Elmhurst ollege 8:55 a.m.
Oct. 25, 1994 - S.I.U. 12:00 p.m.

Daniel Cerceo, Marybeth
Drechsler, Christie Evitt, Chrissie
Garza, Mark Gronskj, Jillian
Herrmann, SCOll Joseph, Asmea
Judeh, Diane Kowalczyk, Jill
Levickas, Robert Miskevics,
Rebecca Quinn, Jenny Redmond,
Ted Reilly, Michael Vahl, Laura
Van By urn, Amy Wagner, Adam
Wende, and Rebecca Wenzel.

Also, Sophomores Jennifer
Bulow, Michelle Correa, Michelle
Cozzi, Thomas Cronin, Blake
Bunneen, Shannon Doherty,
Jeanine Drech ler, Dawn Dugdale,
Heather Evans, Julianna Grover,
Liala Hasan, Daniel Kazmierczak,
Tracey Koeppen, Thomas Kubickj,

HIGH PERFORMANCE
CAR AUDIO SYSTEMS • CAR ALARMS • PAGERS
CELLULAR PHONES • ACCESSORIES

College

Night

Students earn Academ ic letter
By Chris Ward

Fifty-nine students, ranging
from sophomore to seniors, were
rewarded for their hard work with
an academic letter on September
22. To receive this honor, students
must have attained a 3.75 G.P.A.
(high honors) for each semester.
They must also carry five subjects
all year.

This year's recipient were:
Seniors Robert Carey, Nick
Demopoulos, Julie Deplaris,
Sherlyn Doran, Jennifer Ga<;kin,
James Kolar, Karen Laurinaitis,
Adria Martjg, Anna Mollo, An
gela Moustis, Wendy Musielak,
Iva Palmer, Sarah Roberts, Dan
Wallace, and Julie Wenzel.

AI 0, Juniors Michael Audia,

Aircraft mechanics

Hairdressers and Cosmetologists

Career Corner
Compiled By Holly Lisitza

What they do: They do hairstyles, hampoo, cut, tyle, Lraighten
and color hair. Cosmetologists do facial treatments and give mani
cures.

Work environment: Usually work 40 hours a week or more,
including evening and weekend. They work in clean pleasant
urroundings.

Where they are employed: Work in beauty salons, unisex salons,
barber shop. , or department store . A lot of hairdres ers own their
own busines es.

Career ladder: Hairdresser, hairstyli l, or cosmetologist to man
ager to run your own salon.

Education: Must graduate from a state-licensed cosmetology school,
pass a physical exam and be at least 16 year old. Some school
courses that may be helpful are math, chemistry, health, art and
business.

Salary: At least $14,400 a year.

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

424-6010

What they do: They inspect aircrafts' fuselage, wings, and tail for
cracks, metal corro ion, and distomon; and also adju t control cable
to the proper levels of tension.

Work environment Usually they work 40 hours a week, including
evening, overnight and weekend shifts. Aircraft mechanic tend to
work in hangars and outdoors.

Where they are employed: Most aircraft mechanic work in air
lines, for aircraft assembly firms, and Federal government agencies.
Some have independent repair shops and are usually found near
large cities and airlines main stop..

Career ladder: Aircraft mechanics, to lead mechan1~,:tp lead in
spect r, to hop supervisor, to executive positions.

Education: Federal Aviation Administration certified tr~ school
or the Armed Forces. School cour. es that are useful are math, physics,
chemistry, electronics, computer. and mechanical drawing.

Salary: At lea t $13,000 a year.

College Career Night will be on
Wednesday, Oct. 19 from 6 to 9
p.m. in the gymnasium at Moraine
Valley Community College, 10900
S. 88th Ave., Palos Hills.

Representatives from more than
160 public and private colleges and
universities, trade schools, and
armed forces will be available to
talk with mgh school students and
their parents.

Financial aid seminars will be
offered at 5,6,7, and 8 p.m. in the
atrium located in Building L. Rep
resentatives from area lending in-
titutions will be available, as well

as counselors from partjcipating
high schools.

For more information, call
Moraine Valley's College Recruit
ment Office at (708) 974-5357..-----------------.-----------------,

100/0 OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

JOBS

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

JOBS

FREE
SUB-BOX
with the purchase
of 2 subwoofers!

• Bazooka Tubes From $99.00

70" 349·1211

• Absolutely unbe"t"ble ,rites!

• Pagers from $69.00

• Alpine AM/FM CD
with detachable face
only $349.00 (while supplies last)

~-
Motorsport Plex
14200 S. LaGrange Rd.
Orland Pork IL 60462

Free sub-box offer expires December 15, 1994

Alpine
Sony
MB Quar'
Precision Power
Bazooka
JL Audio
MTX
Code Alarm
Ungo
Audio Forms8901 S. 52nd Ave.

Monday thm Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For fllrther information call:

636-2929

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application at:

Oak Lawn Youth Commission
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OUR GENERAliON DEFINED
Our Goals: Our Worst Nightmares:

Compiled By Renee Szmajlo Compiled by Tom Cronin

NAOMI MARTIG: There are
a lot of bad nightmares, which I'd
love to tell ya ometime, but Idon't
really feel like exploiting myself
to 3,000 people. So I'll give you
one of my sort-of-bad ones ... r
had a dream that my mother died.
I always thought I would never
need her and that r was so inde
pendent, but I was wrong, obvi
ously. You never know how much
you rely on someone until they are
gone. In my dream, when my mom
died my whole life went downhill.
I became a mess. You might think
that thi is not a bad dream, but
when you finally wake up, you
wonder if this would really hap
pen.

DAVE McCANN: The Cubs
ever fini h flfSt.

TOM CRONIN: My worst
nightmare would be seeing the
baseball season continue, and the
Cubs finishing in last.

ANNE LUNDEEN: That my
real parents are Ronald McDonald
and Shannen Dougherty.

SCOTT JOSEPH: Everyone
need. to I ve and be loved. I need
a solid education, I need to have
friend that care about me. The
most important thing though i. to
have fun at everything and to laugh
a lot. Oh, and pizza. Thin crust.
And definitely music. Last but not
least ... Taco Bell Mild auce.

TEVE McNEELA: Beautiful
women, Simon and Garfunkel, The
Beatie, Green Day, Aerosmith,

hocolate Chip Cookie Dough Ice
ream, sugar, good times, love,

sugar, Endless Summer, b dy
boarding, ugar, soccer, a warm
bed and a cold pillow, parties,
ugar, dancing, a year supply of

vitamin C, long trips, romance, hot
dates, and lot. of sugar.

BECKY QUINN: SunOower
seeds and Swamp Ophelia. People
who love to dance, but can't. Good
books and relaxation. And then
the little things, like loyal friends,
true love, and the all around en
.i ym nt f Being.

JULIE MINTON: I work,
therefore spare time is a stranger.

SHERRIE GALLAGHER: In
my spare time 'love to write poetry
and short stories. Thi is my pa 
sion in life. I don't do it often
because I don't often have spare
time, with school and work, and
all. Usually, I keep all that I write
to myself, but [know ometimes
that my mom sneaks into my room
at night while I'm sleeping and
reads all that I had written-(it' in
a little book). I guess I don't really
mind that much. One time I wrote
a poem for a special friend when
she wa feelin' kind of down about
her relationship with another per
son. She told me he loved it, and
it made her smile. That's what
makes me smile.

CHRIS OAKES: I have three
answers. The flfSt, sitting around
a fire in the forest while playing
my acoustic guitar and drinking
- Pepsi. The second, think about
what my favorite thing to do in my
pare time would be. The third, I

don't have any spare time so don't
ask!

MICHELLE COZZI: My
mom and my si ter joining forces
and ornehow gaining power over
this world.

MANDY ZEIEN: My worst
nightmare, huh? Well, I really hate
those bad dreams when someone
is behind you, chasing you and
your legs won't move when you
try to run! It cares me!

RICH BARANOWSKI: My
worst nightmare is waking up one
day and finding out that all sports
have been cancelled. EEEEEEk,
what a nightmare.

HEATHER EVANS: The
Bulls trading BJ. Annstrong.

JULIE GROVER: My worst
nightmare would be being outside
in a tornado or if the world ended.

TOM SCHECKEL:
appucino Mocha.

Our Favorite Things ·T0 Do:

KATIE TRUTY: My worst
nightmare I ever had was Michael
Jackson chasing after me with a
knife. I don't know which was
more frightening, the knife or
Michael Jackson.

BETH NEVILLS: A room full
of spiders. YUCK! PAUL SULLIVAN: RAMBO.

Our Nourishment:
Compiled by Vicky Corbett

RANDY WARNING: Air,
water, food, volleyball.

CHRISTIE EVITT: What do
you mean? Food? Well, besides
the ba ic food pyramid, (thank you
Ms. Jenkins), I need to relax. Time
to just be with my friends or even
alone. Whatever it is I feel like. Oh
yeah, I almo t forgot about the
good stuff: warm fuzzies, musi ,
gorillas, Wojo's, slurpee runs,
weird nicknames, and definitely
scrunchies.

TIMMY BRAUN: The 44 oz.
Super Big Gulp Slurpee from 7
I I. Pina lada navor. Mmmmm.

JOD MA LAN: I think you
need for lkoplc to care about you,
to care h()w. you feel and to actu
ally considet'your feelings when
they do something that affect you.
Or else, how can you have self
worth, and feel good about who
you are?

VI KY CORBETT: I need
desert survival kit, pixie stix, and
U2.

ERIN KEATING: Love! I
think everyone needs somebody
to love, even if it's an impossible
dream

Compiled By Rasa Gierstikas

MIKE DUDECK: In my spare
time I am heavily involved in my
band. I play many types of guitars
and writ most of the music. I al 0

do a lot of reading, among my
favorite authors are Tolkein,
Tolstoy, Poc, and King. Overall,
I'd say music i my calling and I
spend a lot of time and effort re
searching it, learning about it, and
experimenting with it.

SARA BROWN: Relax after a
long day of school and sports
activities.

DAVE MORPHEW: Stare up
into the tars and wonder what'
going on up there, or else I think
about joining Forensics.

RA A GIERSTIKAS:
H ERLEAD, and afterwards roll

around in enormou piles offritos.
SEAN O'HALLORAN: Well,

I basically do the same things Ra a
docs in her pare time.

ANDREW ZAGHLUL: I draw
funny pictur S of people and how
them the picture so it will make
them embarrassed.

•.. .

•
•

IVA MARIE PALMER: To
run the Boston Marathon, to
skydive over the Mojave desert, to
see the sun rise over the Atlantic
and see it set over the Pacific, to
visit the pyramids of Egypt and
the tropics of Africa, to float on
The Dead Sea and walk on the
moon, and in the nearer future ...
to find a homecoming date.

JIM KOLAR: TO SURVIVE!

~ () I,VAN

\

BREANNE MURPHY: My
poetry book and 0 player.

JEANINE DY KMAN: My
grandma's ring. The ring was left
for me when she passed away.

MELIS A MOYZIS: My most
pri7..ed possession i my tennis
racquet. It has brought many
laughs al ng with many confer
ence WIl1 .

ELENI ILiOPOULO : My
hairbrush because otherwise my
hair would be nappy and gross
and I'd have a bee colony and
they'd sting me and stuff!

THERESA STEURER: My
cat Ching- hing Steurer because I
have had him, since I was I and
1/2 years old. [can't even remem
ber a time without him. He sleeps
on my bed with me every night
and I can't fall a.lecp until I know
he's there.

TINA MfLIANTI: Anything
Taz I own is sacred. Anything that
my boyfriend ha given me.

ANA PINON: I value sports.
They are a lot of fun and they keep
you busy.

STEPHANIE KOSEK: My
mo t prized p ss sion is the
binder of letters from my cousin.
We've been best friend. all our
live. and have written each other
for the last 10 years. I've saved
nearly every letter, which basically
states every event that has taken
place. Yeah, I'd say that' my mo t
prized po session.

VAL NEUBAUER: When I see
another person smile and r made
that smile come upon their face. I
love it!

JENNY TYZENHAUS: A
good joke, a baby, or seeing a
GOOD looking guy.

NICOLE ROLLBERG: When
everything works out, when [
THINK I'm in love, and when r
think I did a good job on ome
thing important.

MARK GRONSKI: People in
general and day without home
work.

SUZY MITCHELL: My two
cats make me smile, they can be so
wacky.

JULIE WENZEL: I can't help
but smile when I read myoId
diaries, daydream during long car
rides, realize the healing power of
chocolate chocolate chip ice cream,
listen to WJGW radio, dance with
my little sisters, attempt cartwheels
at 3:00 a.m., hop for plastic cloth
ing, and bathe in The Jo hua Tree.

DAMIEN DEIST: Stupid
jokes, stupid things.

DAN SULLIVAN: Laughter.

Our Prized Possessions:

Compiled by Tracy Heinrich

NICOLE CHOLEWA: When
someone appreciates something
that [ do or say.

IRENE CICIORA: No vio
lence, being with friends, equality
between people, seeing our swim
team win, and seeing OLCHS
school spirit!

DANIELLE LADD: When
ever I am with my boyfriend he
make me smile.

MEGHAN MURPHY: Being
with my friends.

RACHEL ZEBIO: When my
friend imitates people in movies.

TERI HEINRICH: Watching
the Atlanta Braves.

TAMMY FEAR: Believe it or
not, coming to school make. me
smile! r love seeing all my friends
everyday. Be ide, smiles are free!
(Share them!)

TINA MILIANTI: My boy
friend, and when my dad and
brothers try to be tough and flex.
(not to mention good jokes)

SHANNON ROONEY: Ev
erything! Hey they don't call me
smiley for no reason.

STACI BYRNE: My goal are RENEE SZMAJLO: To be-
to go to college, be a high school come something in life that's fun
teacher, and get married. Also and exciting and that involves
become rich and be happy the rest making ton of money. Also, to
of my life, by giving some of my hopefully go to Cancun without
money to people less fortunate than anyone else backing out - (S.M.
I. and T.W.)!

DEANNADEVlR.ES:Well,as COREY MURRAY: My goal
of now my goal i to have as much is to be able to earn a living from
fun as possible my final year here playing volleyball so rwould never
at OLCHS! have to get a job.

TIM LEWIS: I want to go to SHANON WILLIAMS: To
college and get a good job and have as much fun as I can and to
never ever get married. become a ocial worker, get mar-

JENNIFER BARTOSZ: To go ried, and have 10 kid .
to Notre Dame and major in busi- BOB CAREY: To drink wine
ness or to the University of Miami with meat, game, or cheese. Or
and become a Marine Biologist or perhaps, just be a darn famous
a doctor. millionaire.

JAYME POLICKEY: I'm DAN SULLIVAN: My goals
going to join the army 0 I can are to get my band's act together
have my own dog tags. and to get to Europe someday.

DANIELLE FOX: Go to the JEFF MARCINKOWSKI: To
army with Jayme and get kicked get our band off the ground, and
out for stealing dog tag . then ge signed with a big, mega

DIANA WROBLEWSKI: To corporation. Then I gue s I'll help
pass ninth grade, pas high school, out Dan's band.
make it into the Anny when I'm MIKE COLVIN: My goal is
18; then go to Notre Dame and simply to make it through each
become an architect. day.

What Makes Us Smile:

Compiled by hri and Nicole
Matuszewski

KRISTIN WUNAR: My most
prized possession would have to
be my dog, Copper. opper was
given to me by my boyfriend, so
sh means a real lot to me.

ADRIENNE PALLUCK: My
most pri7..ed possession i. n't a
possession itself, but an ability 
an ability to be able to do some
thing. Maybe it i. to read, r h Ip
one another, or even to have the
ability to see or hear. My most
prized possession involves every
day life that we take for granted.

CHRIS FRANZEN: All the
people I love.

BECKY VIOLLT: My most
prized posses ion i a black heart
shaped ring my boyfriend gave me
for no reason last year.

SAM WENZEL: All the cool
people that I know, (like my sister,
Julie), and my friends.

SUZY MITCHELL: I have a
c Ilection of little trinkets on my
helves. Whenever I go . ome

where I get a little omething and
add it to my collection.
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have droned on about things that
I just made up a I went along
(including the moose thing) that I
am not even sure that I agree with
if I gave it serious thought. And
even though, the title of the article
is, "Why Tom hates fashion" and
neither Tom or fashion has been
mentioned, I thought this would
be more fun. Anyway, anybody
who knows me or has at least ecn
me knows that I am the last person
that should be writing about fash
ion. In other words, I just figured
I would compromise; and this is it.
The next paragraph is dedicated
solely to Tom and fashion.

Fashion in the 90's has been al1
over the board, ranging from the
"Seattle grunge" look of flannel
and boots to the "hippie" wear of
tie-dyes and bell-bottom pants. So,
to see what is what in the fashion
world, r asked Oak Lawn's very
own Tom Scheckel what he
thought about fashion in the 90's.
His reply: "It stink !"

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Lately, you've been quite the
Daydream Believer, bUl you can't
let your Longview into the future
get. Out of Control. You'll dis
cover the Sweet Sweet fruits of
success if you just put a Little more
concentration on the Right Here,
Right Now.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
It seems that the Chains of Love
have brought you to Cryin' re
cently. If you feel your love inter
est is monitoring Every Breath
You Take, Now More Than Ever
is the time to tell them to Kiss Off.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - It
seems you're giving a certain
someone you'd Like to get Closer
to Too Much Information about
tu.v Amazing you find them.
What It Takes to gain A Little
Respect and Unbelievable arlmi
ration from this one is 'strategic
use of your Mysterious Ways.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
Don't let your ex Linger on your
mind for too much longer. Stop
thinking It's The End of the
World, and Don't Cry anymore
Bitter Tears. Start Runnin' Down
a Dream you've had for a while,
and a Good Thing wil1 come along
soon.

J-
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - We

Hate It When Our Friends Be
come Successful with the
Lovecats we've taken a liking to.
The Heart of the Matter i that
Everybody Hurts and you have
to remember that Some Days Are
Better Than Others, and the better
ones are coming soon.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - It's
hard to find Happiness in Slavery,
Virgo, and you've been working
yourself Crazy. So give into
Temptation, f§:> Footloose, and
start Rockin' the Casbah every
once in a while (to find the nearest
Casbah, check your local Yellow
Pages).

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Li
bra, although you've been busy,
telling those little white Lies to
weasel your way out of things is
Kind of a Drag. From now on,
rely on the Policy of Truth before
your friends start to Add It Up
and you have to make some seri
ous Confessions.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
What You Need right now is to
Have a Heart and discover that
Thing Called Love. You can't
always let your true feelings re
main Superunknown-showing
your Sweet Emotion will make
you much happier.

than nonnal mortals can possibly
fathom. Most everybody with a
dog tries to leach it to do stupid
tricks by cocrcing it with bone or
stick-shaped treats. This kind of
behavior, in which we think of
ourselves as god-like figures of
ultra-importance, has to stop!

If one topped to think about it,
he would realize that we are only
a thread in the grand quilt of ex
istence. We are born into the world
with no knowledge and the knowl
edge that we gain is given to us by
people who were also born into
the world with no knowledge and
so on and so forth. How could we
possibly know everything (or any
thing for that matter?) How do we
know that we are more important
than the junebug or the dog? We
do not. We have only gu~scd this
because we, being ego-maniacs,
one and all, have all agreed,
amongst ourselves, of course, that
we are that way.

The real question then becomes:
what is this article about? Sure, I
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By Bob Carey

Once, while in Canada, my car,
including family was attacked by
three angry moose. And while
none of my family was seriously
injured, the experience proved to
me one thing and one thing only,
never tea e a moose (or three
moose for that matter) with choco
late cake. I did not have any choco
late cake and I did not tease any
moose; however, I am certain that
the thought crossed my mind for,
at least, the slightest amount of
time. I mean, why wouldn't it?
Under normal circumstances, it
would probably be funny to tease
a moose wi th chocolate cake, don't
you think?

I find that most people have a
tendency to use the power that they
have over less intelligent or smaller
creatures for evil purposes. For
example, people barely ever watch
their step when walking down the
street to avoid stepping on ants or
junebugs or the like. More insectal
deaths are caused by this behavior

Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
Nothing Compares 2 U on the
social scene right now, because
You Got the Look, Moonchild!
With all that's happening right
now, a Bizarre Love Triangle will
ensue, so Open Your Heart to
the one who gives you A Whole
Lotta Love.

Aries (March 21-April 19) 
Every Word from your Fire-y
Aries mouth might get you a rep
as a Creep with the other Girls
and Boys, so Stop Whispering to
avoid some serious Times of
Trouble.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
Right now, you're behaving Like
Someone In Love, probably be
cause you are! Pay no Mind to
the Loser who thinks he can tell
you how things work when Two
Hearts Beat as One - this
Lovesong is all yours to compose.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) -It's
natural Human Behavior to Wish
fer 100% Pure Love, but your
constant Dreams of it arc turning
you into a total Basket Case.
Don't Stop Believing, but Stop!
putting all your time into your
romantic visions.

J-
By Iva Palmer

'94
didn't do Fight for Your Right to
Party). During their hit "Sabotage,"
(one of the greatest videos of all
time, I might add), the mash pit
which was at least 20 feet in diam
eter, disappeared in a cloud ofdust.
The highlight of the show, how
ever, was when Q-Tip of A Tribe
Called Quest came out to perfonn
"Get it Together" with the Beasties.
It was truly a Kodak moment (no
endorsement implied).

Smashing Pumpkins perfonned
well, but were far from entertain
ing. It was obvious that a year of
touring had taken its toll on singer
Billy Corgan. Worth mentioning,
however, was a giant screen play
ing martial arts and other film
loops. It was a very inventie te~h

nique.
Overall, it was a very interest

ing and overpriced event. And with
the exception of having to it in
the sun and an unfortunate alter
cation with Lollapalooza Manage
ment, 1enjoyed myself. I have one
tip, though, for those of you going
to future Lollapalooza: if you plan
on eating or drinking anything,
bring lots of money.

By Tom Scheckel

NAME: Krista Machovina
BIRTHPLACE: Langley Air Force Base, Virginia
ASTROLOGICAL SIGN: Aquarius
MARITAL STATUS: Single
COLLEGE. ATTENDED: University of rtLinois Urbana

Champaign
DEGREE: Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art Education (concentration

in painting)
YEARS I HAVE BEEN TEACHING: 3 years
CLASSES I TEACH: Art I, Clay & Sculpture
IF I WASN'T A TEACHER I'D BE: ... A starving artist
MY IDEA OF A GOOD STUDENT IS: one who always works

hard and tries.
THE MOST MEMORABLE GIFT A STUDENT GAVE ME

WAS: actually from a whole clas when I completed student teach
ing, my cia s gave me a huge pillow on which each of them had
colored a picture with fabric crayons.

I CAN'T SAY "NO" TO: a good bar of chocoW~ •
IN THE SUMMER I: Take college courses, visit my (amily in

New Jersey, swim and get tan \\
MY FIRST CAR: 1973 white VoLkswagen Bug ~

MY FIRST PAYlNG JOB: Grape juice stand, second grade
THE MUSICIANS I MOST ENJOY LISTENING TO: REM,

Billie Holiday, B b Mould
THE LAST GOOD MOVIE I SAW WAS: Four Weddings &

A Funeral
THE LAST GOOD BOOK I READ WAS: Where Angels Fear

to Tread by E.M. For lcr
NO ONE WOULD BELIEVE IT IF THEY SAW THAT I:

went to the Beastie Boys concert at the Aragon Ballroom & was one
of the oldest people there.

MY FAVORITE CARTOON: The Far Side
A PERFECT EVENING TO ME IS: One in which I have no

work to complete or worry about.
IF I COULD TRAVEL ANYWHERE IT WOULD BE: Swit

zerland
MY HOBBIES ARE: painting, growing plants
MY FAVORITE SPORTS ARE: Horseback riding, football

(ll1ini), water polo
MY IDOLS ARE: Joan and Gary Machovina (my parents) Georgia

O'Keeffe (the painter)
FAVORlTE PIGOUT FOOD: Chocolate Caramel brownies
I WISH I COULD: learn how to dance well
MY ADVICE TO TEENAGERS: Believe in yourself and your

power to make changes in yourself and your world.
IF YOU WERE AN ANIMAL WHAT WOULD YOU BE: A

dolphin

For those ofyou who have never
heard about LoJlapalooza, it's es
sentially a concert featuring eight
or nine groups from different
musical backgrounds. The feature
artists thi year were the Beastie
Boys and Smashing Pumpkins.

Other acts included the Breed
ers, George Clinton and P-F All
Sears, L7 Nick Cave and the Bad
Seeds, A Tribe Called Quest, and
the Boredoms; a Japanese group
whose music can best be described
as bizarre.

This year ticket prices also in
cluded a Second Stage featuring
lesser known acts, an "Electric
Tent" filled with 21 st century tech
nology, an arts and crafts fair and
"Reverend Horton Heat's Spoken
Word Revival Tent." Spoken
Word seems to mean either poetry
or mindless ranting.

On the Main Stage, the Beastie
Boys stole the show. In addition to
performing songs off of their new
album m Communication, they
devoted a large portion of the show
to previous albums (and no, they
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Girls' tennis in the swing of things

Missy Moyzis goes for a double handed play against Stagg as Chris
Matuszewski looks on. (photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

By Jaime Topolski

The future of the Varsity tennis
team looks very promising at t1Us
time in their Conference. The var
sity tennis team has started off their
season with a winning record of 5
2 in the SICA North Conference.
They are keeping the Oak Lawn
Spartan tennis tradition alive.

Coach Bill Theisen said that so
far, they have been doing well in
their ftrst couple of challenging
meets. The members on this amaz
ingjunior dominated team hope to
be even bigger and better next year.

Leading the girls with Coach
Theisen are co-captains Christina
Matuszewski, a senior, and Theresa
Steurer, a junior. The team works
very hard at practices and games
to pursue and keep up their win
ning record. The girls practice
approximately three time a week
perfecting their maneuvers and
compete against other schools in
meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays
after school. The many hours of
practice that the whole team has
put in have been worthwhile, be
cause everyone on the team has
attained a high level of tennis skill.
This group of determined tennis
players have the positive attitudes

necessary to improve with each
game.

Coacn Theisan also added en
thusiastically that they have a good
chance of qualifying with good
standing down to the state tour
nament. He is expecting their ftrst
singles and flrst doubles players to
qualify. If they keep up their fan
tastic winning streak, their chance
of qualifying down state will be
higher.

Oak Lawn's ambitions of win
ning are great. Junior Kelly
Melaniphy says, "The team t1Us
year is very experienced and re
ally talented." She also added that
every one of the players has im
proved since last year.

Tills year the team is composed
of many returning talented tennis
players who have contributed to
the tremendous 5-2 record. They
are: Christina Matuszewski, Jill
Panos, Theresa Steurer, Melissa
Moyzis, Chrissie Garza, Kim
Chilvers, Kelly Melaniphy, Christy
Falls, Amanda Popham, Shannon
Bosi 3Qd Teri Wojtysiak.

This year's varsity tennis team
is a group of very talented players
that will go far with their tennis
careers. Congratulations to the
Lady Spartans tennis teams and

best wishes on a winning season.

By Nicole McCastiand

It is the third set and the score
is tied at six all. The next serve by
the Spartans determines whether
they win the championship or sink
to the bollom. As the players take
their places to play, the tension
builds. Nervously, the Spartans
serve the ball and watch impa
tiently as it lands between the two
players on the opponent's side. The
Lady Spartans have won the match
due to a perfect serve. The crowd
goes wild. This is all the excite
ment you have been missing while
the Lady Spartan tennis teams have
been playing their way to the top.

The Frosh/Soph team has been
doing tremendously with a record
of 4-2. The whole team has put a
great amount of effort and time
into practices and games to come
t1Us far. Some key players that have
contributed to all these wins are
first singles, Rachel Funk. Rachel
thinks the tearn is talented and has
a chance to take Conference t1Us
year. Anwaar Judeh, second
singles, has also helped the team
in many successful wins.

Although singles is very diffi
cult, doubles can be ten times

worse without teamwork. The
Lady Spartans doubles teams have
shown a lot of teamwork and that
is why they have so many wins.

First doubles Lisa Bazian and
Heather Bale t1Unk they have been
winning because they practice
hard, concentrate, and have a good
coach.

Second double Tina
Zwirkowski and Teresa Skupian
work well together. Third doubles
Melissa Domres and Katie Bazian

have won many games due to their
great teamwork.

Joann Statkus and Shari Hera
also help the team with their vari
ous wins. Other contributing play
ers include Melanie Donnahur,
Michelle Donnahur, Lori Gibson,
Becky McNaughton, Rita Murphy,
Melanie Neumann, Katie Powell,
and Jenny Rau. Mr. Lawson, the
coach of this very talented team,
t1Unks the future of t1Us team looks
excellent.

X-country runs towards victory
Gierstikas, and Eleni U1iopolous.
Through grueling practices and
hard fought meets, these girls give
their all for Spartan Pride, 0 show
some support for our Lady Spar
tans cross-country team.

Both cross-country teams have
only nine meets left in the season.
these include head-to-head duels
against such teams as Evergreen
Park, Argo, Sandburg, and An
drew. The team will also compete
at several invitationals at schools
like Tinley Park and Crete Monee.
At each of these invitationals, there
are an average of 24 schools, with
an average of more than 250 run
ners.

are fighting for a spot on the top Spartan pack, despite missing four Martin.
five varsity team, as well. Bob weeks of training.
Hovanas, Matt Wilhelm and Jason Coach John Leary has set a goal Their other competitors proved
Porys all show contention for the to advance several individuals into to be a tough barrier, causing the
top five spots, and will definitely sectionals in October. He says, "In Lady Spartans to stumble. Losses
be something to watch next sea- a dynamite conference of seven to Reavis, Rich Central, Illiana
son. schools, we're right in the middle, Christian, and Oak Forest have

Seniors Ian McCoy, Mall which is always better than last." sparked the desire of the running
Roberton, Chris Montoya, and As Leary always says, "The best Lady Spartans to be victorious in
junior Steve Smith round out the gang in town is the gang you run upcoming meets.
rest of the varsity ro ter. These with." Though the team would like to
runners deserve much credit for The coach of the Lady Spar- consist of girls from all grades, the
pushing the team to where they tans, Mr. Kunde, recently stated classes represented by the team are
currently are. John Silney, Mark that the team "Wishes to maintain currently '95 and '96. This year's
Dykstra, and Kevin Hoover fill out a spot in the center of the confer- varsity i,Cam's top three runners
the rest of the sophomore roster, ence." That is exactly what the are seni6,f Kim Lyzska, senior Iva
with strong finishings from Silney girls' cross-country'team has been Palmer, ~d junior Jody Maslan.
and Dykstra. doing. With a record of five wins Other seiUprs who make t1Uer

The team also had some well- and four losses, Kunde's girls have presence known are Kristy Clifton,
appreciated new arrivals. Rich defeated the non-conference teams Julie Wenzel, and Carrie Walsh. The season will end with the
Rors, Bill Wilson, and Jason of Chicago Christian, Eisenhower, Rounding out the team are the Conference meet on Oct. 15 and
Walker are keeping up with the T.F. North, Rich South, and St. juniors Naomi Ellis, Keri Hir, Rasa Regionals on Oct. 22.

Girls' volleyball an array of experience

By Tim Braun and
Christie Evitt

The 1994 cross-country season
is well under way for the Spartans
t1Us year. The team has had a very
successful season, with a 6-3
record over schools such as Chi
cago Christian, Eisenhower,
Reavis, Rich Central, Saint Mar
tins, and T.F. North. The Spartans
gave up only 3 wins to such power
houses as Oak Forest, TIliana, and
Rich South.

Leading the team is four-year
veteran Rahul Dhwan. Battling for
second all season are senior Tim
Silney, juniorTim Braun, and new
comer sophomore Gene Boerema.

Finishing off the top five line
up is four-year veteran Chris Bax.
There are three sophomores who

By Mark Gronski

It's that time again, and the Lady
Spartans are back in the swing of
things. Tills year's varsity team had
a rocky start, but are confident they
will improve and be a team to
reckon with. When talking with
Coach Surma about her expecta
tions and concerns for t1Us squad
she stated, "We need to improve
our team concept and be depen
dent on the team not just a single
player." Coach Surma believes
that if the players will improve on
t1Us concept, they will ri e to the
occa ion.

Although the team's conference
record is 1-5, they're overall record
is 8-5. They have already met one
of Coach Surma's expectations, an

expectation of being above .500,
hopefully maintained throughout
the season.

Well, it's time to focus on play
ers who make up t1Us squad. The
usual starters for the varsity team
are: setter Amy Feltz and hitters
Tracy Milazzo, Diane Didier, and
Mandy Smith.

In the back row, dazzling us with
the defense are Melissa Gajda and
Amy Reif.

Rounding out the rest of the
offensive power are middle hitters
Ellen Albek, Laura VanByssum,
and Jackie McCastJand, outside
hitters Sara Feltz and Becky Funk.

Finally what would a game be
without exciting plays from de
fensive specialist Asmea ludeh,
and the expert selling of Kri tin

Lang.
Coach Surma's game plan for

this year consists of rotating as
many players as she can to give
everyone playing time. She also
believes that all her girls are of
equal strength.

When asking a few of the play
ers about this year's team, Amy
Feltz responded by saying, "We
are enthusiastic during the first
game, but need to increase mo
mentum for the second."

To wrap it up, t1Us year's team
may have started out slow, but are
definitely improving.

Frosh/Soph Volleyball

By Val Neubauer

The sophomore team, coached

by Ms. Mary Kay Bahnaman, is
having a great year so far. In
conference play, they are 4-1, the
only tough loss going to Stagg.
Coach Bahnaman wants this ex
perienced volleyball team to start
developing skills for varsity.

Those experienced players are
(starting with the starting six): Barb
Antol, Jenell Murray, Denise
Fasano, Jeanine Dreschler, Jenny
Tyzenhaus, and Mandy Zein.

The rest of the team includes:
Julje Valentine, Nichole
McCastland, Jaime Topolski, Val
Neubauer, Niki Raspovich, Chris
Infusino, Sheri Sievertsen, and
Beata Szmajilo.

The newest member of the team
is freshman, Jenell Murray, an
excellent defensive player and
outside hitter. Coach Bahnarnan

has been heard saying lately, "The
future of this program is in the
hands of this team!"

The freshman team is doing a
great job for Oak Lawn. Coached
by Mrs. Michaels, the girls are
enjoying playing volleyball and
also working hard. The girls have
a present conference record of 3
2. They also earned fourth place in
the Maria tournament. The players
on the freshman team are (starting
with the starting six): Breanne
Murphy, Danielle Milazzo, Tiffany
Byrne, Cheryl Sullivan, Rachel
Kolar, and Natalie Mannerino.

The other players include, Mary
Paquerela, Jamie Bousman, Katie
Jonker, Jeanine Dyckman, Jeanine
Fernandez, Shelly Shue, Kristin
Stroud, Tracy Mentgan, Jeanette
Lemrise.

golf team t1Unk otherwise.
Everyone really likes golf. They

think it is fun and challenging. Dan
BaJich, who is new to the team this
year, says, "My favorite part of
golf is seeing how far I can hit the
ball." If you are the least bit inter
ested in watching the golf team in
action, then you should come to
one of the meets. The Oak Lawn
goLf team's home course is Palos
South. If you can come out to
watch the team, it would be greatly
appreciated.

Did you ever see the multi
colored socks, fuzzy hats, and
baggy pants that some golfers wear
on televi ion? Well, if you are on
the Oak Lawn golf team, you don't
have to worry about those outfits.
No uniforms are needed to com
pete in golf meets. Although many
people may find golf boring or too
easy, the players on the Oak Lawn

Each meet, which lasts around
two hours, consists of a challeng
ing nine hole course. Four teams
of two players, each from the two
different schools, make up the
whole meet. The total scores from

Golf aiming to win
been coaching for over 25 years. players time to work on their driv- each of the four teams are added

The golf season started on Aug. ing shots, and their chipping shots. up, and whoever has the lowest
17, the first day of golf camp. At The various meets that the team score, wins the meet.
this camp, anyone interested in attends are held at Stony Creek,
joining the golftearn could attend. Palos, Westgate, and Hide-A-Way
No previous experience in golfwas Golf Courses, as well as many
needed. The only thing needed was other local golf courses.
golf clubs and, if possible, a pair
of golf shoes. Once the team was
formed, practice began. Everyday
the team takes a bus to Stony Creek
Driving Range and golf course.
Each practice, which averages
around one and a half hours, gives

By Tom Jodelka and
Pat McLoughJin

The 1994-1995 Spartan Golf
season is in full swing. Tills year
the team consists of 15 members,
nine of which are new to the team.
The season is off to a slow start,
with the Spartans record being 1
win and 7 losses.

The win was against argo at
Stony Creek. The coach of the golf
team is Mr. Robert Gates. He has
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Girls' swimming laps the rest
team has a new coach this year.
Her name is Allison Betz and this
is her first year at Oak Lawn
Community High School. She
swam competitively for )0 years,
and she was a State Qualifier.

Miss Betz had 3 years of coach
ing experience for high school. She
ab olutely loves coaching, because
she likes seeing student swimmers
improve, and coaching helps her
to be more involved in the school.

The girls Frosh/Soph swimming
team consists of 13 students.
Eleven of them have never swam
in a team competition before.

oach Betz said that they are
improving very well. They eagerly
participate, and they have a good
team spirit.

The girL Fro h/Soph swimmers
are Julie Russo for 100 breast
stroke, Con Kaecht for 50- and
lOO-frccstyle, Lisa Mateyack for
50 free tyle, Donna Wasik for 200
1M, Tracy Mathias for 200 free
,tyle, Lee Mcle for 200- and 500
freestyle, Lori Wiatr for) 00 butter
fly, Danielle Durling for 50-free
style and IOO-backstroke, and Lisa
Moretti.

So far they have won 2 meets and
10 t 2.

oach Kathy Welch. Coach Welch
not only won a swimming scholar
ship to college, but also was the
State Champion in college for the
50-yard frcestyle. She is a former
coach from Stagg and Sandburg.

The team and Coach Welch have
set several goals for themselves.
They want this year to be a build
ing year, working their way up to
the top. oncentrating on indi
vidual goals is al 0 a major ambi
tion. ") want each person to try,
no. to achieve, her life-time be. t
this year," says Coach Welch.
OLCHS's new coach is also going
to put a heavier emphasis on div
ing. With the support of her team
mates and Coach Welch's train
ing, Debbie Dussman is devel p
ing into a top-notch diver.

All in all, the 1994 girls swim
ming seal n has turned out to be
quite a challenge. Everyone is
showing a lot of enthusia. m and
great team effort. No swimmer
stands out above the rest, each one
is fantastic. ". hope our competi
tors know what they're up against
thi year," ays Sara Brown.

Frosh/Soph Swimming
By Michelle M. Correa

The girls Fresh/Soph swimming

Denise Holzle, Julie Sanfilipp,
Adrienne Palluck, and Michelle
Gebel, all swimming breastc;troke,
backstroke, and freestyle. The
team' lone diver extraordinaire,
Debbie Dus man, is also a junior.

Three freshmen and one sopho
more add a tremendous amount of
power to this year's Lady Spartan
Swimming Team. Chris
Mensching, Amy Attivis imo, and
Nicole Baird are all-around swim
mers. They race in anything from
the 50-yard freestyle to the 200
yard individual medley, a combi
nation of every stroke. Katie
Downey swims the lOO-yard back
stroke.

Recogni7ing the experience of
the team's new members, this sea
son is looking to be the best that
OLCHS wimming has ever had.
Off to a great. tart, their Confer
ence record is I win, I loss. The
swimming team gave Reavis quite
a challenge, but came out a few
points short. Without dampened
spirits, the team went on to blow
the Shepard Astros completely out
of the water.

And who, might you ask, is the
extraordinary coach leading this
year's team to victory? None other
than a champion wimmer herself,

hour practice. All of this yardage
and hard practice adds up to 32,500
yards (1,300 laps) per week, and
that doesn't include Saturday prac
tices-:-

The dedicated athletes that make
up this team are led by co-captains
Sara Brown and Becky Quinn,
who both swim butterfly. Other
juniors include Melissa Radomski,

Girls Swimming team, practicing their way to a victory. (Photo by
Tom Scheckel)

By Becky Quinn

What does the number 6,500
mean to you? Well, to the Lady
Spartan Varsity Swim Team, it
means "yards per day." for those
non-swimmers out there, that's
260 grueling laps of freestyle,
breaststroke, backstroke, and
butterfly in each 2 and one-half

Football gears up for Homecoming
By Lori Wiatr

"Hail our loyal Spartans, fight
ing all the way! Winning praise
and glory, march to victory!" Yes,
it's football seac;on again. It's time
for cheerleaders, fans bundled up,
and the roar of the school ong, as
our mighty Spartans tep on the
field.

The Spartan Varsity Football
team consi. tc; of Steve Evans,
Vellore Caballero, Kevin Camp
bell, Jeff Whiting, hri Lyng,
Brian Stachovic, Corey Murray,
Carl Isaacson, Brian lifton, Bob
Fitzgerald, Brian Kotowski, Bill
Strelow, David Rivera-Duer, Dan
Parisi, Mike Colvin, Sergio
Elizalde, Joe Huebl, Shaun urrat,
Mike Whiting, Dan Palmer,
George Rojas,

Also, Virgil Ramerez, Sean
Murphy, Chris Kuchyt, Ron

Kaminski, Bill Schlosser, and Bill
Lyon, with team captains Mike
Ray, Pat Clifton, Brian Brandt, and
Mike Cizek.

The Spartans are headed by
Coach Robinson, Coach Evans,
Coach Mayer, and oach Murphy.

At press time, the Spartans had a
Conference record of 0-2, but they
are looking at consistent improve
ment in the up-coming games.

The major question right now is
how will they match up against
the Stagg Charger at this year's
Homecoming? "We'll give them a
good fight. We beat them last year
at Homecoming and we'll try our
best to beat them thi year at ours,"
stated Coach Robinson. "We just
need to tay healthy and al 0 focus
on the mental a pects of it" This
year's Homecoming is tomorrow.
Come out and cheer on our mighty

Spartans as we defeat the Stagg
Chargers. Kick-otT time is 1:30
P.M. at Oak Lawn.

Soph Football
By Tina Milianti

This year's Spartan Sophomore
football team consists of 42 play
ers, 2 managers, and 3 coaches:
Head Coach hilvers and assis
tant coaches Mr. Sullivan and Mr.
Dempsey. The Sophomore record
thus far i I win and 3 losses.

The team is into effort, and you
can see their enthusiasm when
they're on the field. Coach Sullivan
comments, '1'he Sophomore Spar
tans are getting better each week,
they play well, but mental mis
take are what truly kills the team.
Their offense and defense need to
stay consi tent."

#61, Dan Whiting, says, "We
have a lot of talent. All we have to

do is learn how to use it. Our last
thrce games weren't played as well
as all of us could have played. I
think our season will end up pretty
successful. "

Mr. hilvers comments on the
team, '1'hi season has started off
slow with a 2-3 record. But all
three teams we 10 t to are 4-0. The
offen e has been a strong point of
our team, led by a solid line and
good passing attack. Our defen e
is led by a strong passing rush,
which has started off slow but is
coming along. Expect us to come
on strong in the second half of the
ea ~."

Win, all these comments in
mind, sure to come out and
catch the'rest of the Spartan's
games.

Frosh Football
By Lori Wiatr

They may be last, but they ar
definitely not least. Oak Lawn
Freshman football is certainly n t
a team to be overlooked. The
Freshman team consists of about
50 kid and is broken down into
an "A Team;; and a "B Team."
The "A Team" hac; a record of2
1-2 and the "B Team" has a record
of 0-2.

The coaching staff i headed by
oach Lockwoocl, with Mr. Mar

cordc ,Mr. Ka ley, and Mr. Burton
assi ting.

The other main reason that the
freshmen are doing so well is that
the majority of the player. come
from the Oak Lawn Outlaws. "It'
a big help to the future of Oak
Lawn when the majority of the
players coming up are already great
football players," Coach R bin. on
states.

was asked the same question, he
replied that, "The team is doing
well, though we do need to work
on our defense." His goal for the
team is to play "very intensely at
100 percent, regardIe s of the
outeome of the game."

Despite a slow start, the Spartan
Frosh/Soph Soccer team is start
ing to mcet, and even exceed their
expectations for the season. Good
luck in your upcoming games,
Spartan !

teve McNeela shows his soccer skills against Chicago Christian.
(Photo by Tom 'checkel)
tice, more determination, and the
leader hip of co-captains Ron
Brasel and Tim Lovell, the boys
will have a few more successful
games.

When asked what hi goals for
the end of the season were, Coach
Eru tman said, "I would like them
to become more competitive on
the field." The occer team can
easily achieve this goal by getting
more practice in game situations.

When co-captain Tim Lovell

By Sara Brown

The Fro h1Soph Spartan Soccer
team has had a big challenge so far
this season. With a Conference
record of one win and four losses,
and a season record of three and
eight, these guys have really had
to truggle to come out on top.

The team consists of sopho
mores John Faro, Jim Biesiada, Bill
Bousman, Nick Franek, Pat Jesse,
Dan Kazmierczak, Justin
Laskewski, Adam Blatchford, Jim
Cornfield, Jorge Castillo, and Chet
Haraburda.

Freshmen Ryan Melling, Mike
Prepelica, Jim Ruzich, Nick Hnat,
Phil Maslan, Eric Biesterfield.
Frank Ocampo, and Jeff Rowan
also add to the team's success. All
are led by team captains Tim Lovell
and Ron Brasel, both sophomores,
and Coach Eastman.

'1'here are many boys on the
team, some who have played be
fore and some who have not, so
we have to work together and help
each other out," tated Coach East
man. "The boys are improving day
by day on how to bring the ball up
the field fa ter and with more
control, as well as improving on
their pas ing kills," Coach Ea t
man added. with some more prac-

to start playing at a young age, so
they gain some knowledge on the
concept of soccer and will be
highly skilled by the time they
reach the high school level.

Coach Valdez said, '1'he team
has made a lot of improvements
aside from what their record says."
He is proud of the time and effort
they have put in this year.

However, on every team there
are a few who go beyond what is
asked, a few who are truly dedi
cated, and have strong persever
ance. Therefore, it was no surprise
that, when Valdez was a ked who
stands out, the names of Dan
Wallace, Alex Kreydich, Bob Carl
son, and Mike Vahl were the fLrst
names to cro s his mind. These
guys have given more than their
share of time and energy to the
team.

What can be expected from next
year's Boys Varsity Soccer Team?
Alex Kreydich, the team's assis
tant coach is dreaming of a State
Champion hip, while others, like
Adam Wende, want to set their
goals at winning 50% of their
games.

One thing that is agreed on by
all is that next year's Conference
season, the Oak Lawn Spartan
won't be 0 generous to their
opponents!

Soccer starts a successful season
Frosh/Soph SoccerBy Nikki Bolz

Boys Varsity Soccer has im
proved greatly. They arc climbing
to new heights and taking on new
challenges. With a l-and-3 Confer
ence record at press-time, they are
aiming for one of Oak Lawn
Soccer's best seasons.

"So," you ask, "What makes
this year more successful than the
past?" Well, with improvements
in ball handling, moving the ball
down field, and ball control, the
Spartan are posing more of a
challenge to, for example, the
Richards Bulldogs, smashing them
6-0.

Defensive players Louis
Radulovic, Petru Vraja, Alex
Kreydich, Adam Wende, and
goalie Mitch Goslin don't give
their opponents much of a chance
to score.

Offensive players Mike Vahl,
Steve McNeela, Kevin McNeela,
Bob Carlson, Dan Wallace, Jeff
Rossow, and Jim Kolar are ag
gressive and showed no mercy to
Tinley Park, killing them 5-0.

Soccer is played through bal
ancing the mental and physical
aspects of its team members. Coach
Valdez emphasized the need for
the mental part of the game, as
well as the physical in order to be
successful. Valdez encourages kids
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NHS inducts 64 students

RabuJ Dhawan gives a candle of knowledge to Nick Devivo.

By Erin Keating

On November 9th, the Oak
Lawn chapter of the National
Honor Society, coordinated by M .
Panice and Mrs. Whiteaker, in
ducted 64 new members. Thirty
two second year members were
also honored at the ceremony.

Being inducted into National
Honor Society is a high accom
plishment. Katie Sullivan, junior,
aid, "I am proud to be part of

such an honorabl~ organization."
To be considered for membership
a student mu. t be a junior or a
senior, hold a 3.1 cumulative grade
point average, and participate in
several after school activities.

After meeting these require
ments, an application is submitted
and approved by members of the
faculty council. This year's mem
bers are Mrs. Carlson, Mrs.
Klusendorf, Mr. Marcordes, Mr.
Murphy, and Mr. Sullivan. Finally
after being approved by the fac
ulty council, an acceptance letter
is sent home with an invitation to
become a member of NHS, and to
attend the induction ceremony. The
tudents chosen as members for

the 1994 National Honor Society
were:

Juniors: Wendy Beers, Tim
thy Braun, R bert arion, Daniel
Cerceo, Matthew Chap, Vicky
Corbett, hri tina Czem ke,
Marybeth Drechsler, Debra
Dussman, Ryan Dykema, Naomi
Elli, hristie Evitt, Marcie Farano,
Todd Frederick, hrissie Garza,
Mark Gronski, Kelly Hazzard,
Jillian Herrmann, Denise Holzle,
Christine Jacobsen, Scott Joseph,

Asmea Judeh, Leonard
Kaczmierczak, Erin Keating,
Diane Kowalczyk, Serena Kriekel,
Kristin Lang, and Jill Levickas.

Also, WiHiam Lyon, Nicole
Matuszewski, Kevin McNeela,
Steven McNeela, Kelly Melaniphy,
Tina Michalek, Robert Miskevics,
Rudy Moser, Melissa Moyzis,
Adrienne PaJluck, Daniel Parisi,
Rebecca Quinn, Jenny Remond,
Jennifer Schroeder, Jacqueline
Selmeister, April Sibrava, Stephen
Smith, Brian Strelow, Kathleen
Sullivan, Steven Thompson,
Michael Vahl, Laura VanBys urn,
Christine Ward, Adam Wende,
Becky Wenzel, Jeff Whiting,
Matthew Winchell, and Ronya
Zegar.

Seniors: Nichola Devivo,
George Kelleher, Karen Krzystof,
Kimberly Liszka, Kim Meares,
Jennifer Pranskunas, Samar
Shehaiber, and Richard
Tomlinson.

The second year senior mem
bers also honored -~~ Jennifer
Bartosz, Robert Carey, Amanda
Carlson, Kimberly ChiI , ,Scott
Cummings, Julie Deplaris, Jenny
Devivo, Rahul Dhawan, Sherlyn
Doran, Amy Feltz, Tracy Heinrich,
Sandra Kaczmark, James Kolar ru,
Jennifer Kosik, Karen Laurinaitis,
James Liao, Adria Martig, Gina
Martino, Christina Matu zew ki,
Brian Melvin, Anna Mollo, An
gela Mou tis, Wendy Musielak,
Iva Palmer, arolyn Parkhill,
Matthew Roberton, arah Roberts,
April Sherwood, Rebecca Viollt,
Dan Wallace, Julie Wenzel, and
Tere a Wojtysiak.

The induction ceremony began

with James Kolar, treasurer, light
ing the Candle of Knowledge. Thi
symbolizes the eternal light of
knowledge. Each member lit his
candle from this one. Following
this was the processional and a
welcoming speech by NHS pre i
dent, Rahul Dhawan. The mem
bers were very honored to next
have Mayor Ernest Kolb of Oak
Lawn, and Mayor Donald
Roberton of Hometown, as guest
speakers. Both of th men gave
very uplifting speeche and ex
tended their congratulations to the
new inductees.

After the guest speakers, offic
ers Rahul Dhawan, Robert Carey,
Tracy Heinrich, and Jame Kolar
introduced the four Cardinal Prin
ciples of the National Honor So
ciety. Leadership, Scholarship,

Service, and Character are the basic
principles that every member
should strive to uphold. The in
ductees were asked to recite the
National Honor Society pledge
which state that each member will
be loyal to their school and will
maintain and encourage the high
standard of the four Cardinal
Principles.

After the ceremony was over
and each member had received
their certificate or pin and a candle
lit from the Candle of Knowledge,
a rece sional was played. All
members and guests were invited
to stay for a reception in the Media
Center to congratulate all mem
bers.

Now that this year's induction
is over Ms. Panice and Mrs.

Whiteaker have many plans for the
National Hon r Society. Aside
from having to meet service hour
requirements and maintain a 3.1
grade point average, many other
projects are now underway for the
members. Some have already par
ticipated in services such as, tutor
ing, ushering for various school
activities, and completing commu
nity service h urs. A lot of hard
work and dedication goes along
with being a m rober.

Everyone from the Spartanite
would like to congratulate all the
members on thi great accomplish
ment. We would also like to en
courage you to keep up the hard
work and continue to bring pride
to OLCHS.

Food Drive •
IS a Great Success

By Samar hehaiber

As the holiday are approach
ing, people are thinking less about
them elves and more about oth
ers. Oak Lawn High School ha.
helped those who are less fortu
nate by supporting a food drive. It
was a huge succes..

Both the students and staff
showed their PRIDE by donating
their time and effort to this year's
Student Council canned food drive.

The food d nations were scnt
to Pilgrim Faith hurch, Church
of the Nazarene, and the Church
of St. Louis de Montfort. To make
donating more fun, there wa. a
competition to see which 2nd
period class would donate the most
cans per student. It was a tough
competition, but everyone felt it
was for a good cause.

At the top was Ms. Rumel'

c1as , and classes corning in sec
ond and third were Mr. Riordan
and Mr. Robinson. Ms. Rumel, was
extremely proud of her students.
Her thirteen students d nated 726
cans, a ratio of 55.84 cans per
student. Each student in her fre h
man math class donated at least
ten cans.

According to Ms. Rumel, "Stress
was building up, but they knew it
was for a noble reason."

Top donators were Sarah
Bourban who collected 138 cans,
and Mark Seitsma who collected
I 14 cans. 'They both were very
hard at work, collecting cans be
e re and after school," stated Ms.
Rumel.

Mr. Riordan's c1as took sec
ond place. They collected 986 cans,
a ratio of 44.81 can per student.
He n ted that participation was
greatly recognized, the donated
cans were more than Mr. Riordan

expected. "I am very happy and
proud of my second period class,"
said Mr. Riordan.

Mr . Bibeau, who came in fifth
place, and is one of the Student
Council sponsors, was very proud
of the job well done. "Helping
needy farnilie in the Oak Lawn
community made a great differ
ence." Her class collected 461 cans,
a ratio of 17.07 cans per student

She al 0 noted that a reception
for the winning department was
held, and a breakfa t for th win
ning class. Ms. Rumel was
awarded the traveling trophy.

The top three departments were
Special Education with 12.42 cans
per student, English with 9.12 cans
per students, and Physical Educa
tion with 8.21 cans per students.
Overall 7,40 I cans were collected
this year, and the total number of
participating students was 1,293.

Ms. Rumel's econd period Thanksgiving can drive winners. (Photo
by Thni Kozlowicz)

Students
Make Movie pg. 3 Christmas Wishes pg. 7 Coaches Corner pg. 10

Mock Wedding pg. 5 Horoscopes pg. 9 Wrestling pg. 12
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Greed destroys baseball/hockey seasons

Speakout

Who do you think is at fault for the
baseball and hockey strikes and why?

Wendy Musielak
Julje Wenzel
Tracy Heinrich
Iva Palmer
Jill Levickas
Erin Keating
Kelly Melaniphy
Becky Quinn
Toni Kozlowicz
Chris Franzen
Tom Cronin
Daryl Gorney
}(jm izmar, Dan Sullivan
Tom Scheckel
Anna Mollo, Mandy Wegner

. Mrs. B. Whiteaker

ISSUE: It's not fair that money from
the Booster Club goes to the boys
athletic programs and not the girls.
RESPONSE: This statement is
incorrect. The Booster club provides
support to both girls and boys sports.
Examples include an LCD Projector,
used by girls VB and boys FB; green
chairs, a green table for use by both girls
and boys teams; and a message board
which announces both girls and boys
athletic events.

to loitering and vandalism during this
time. These problems are virtuaDy non
existent since the closed lunch has been
adopted by the Board of Education.
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ISSUE: Can we have an open lunch?
RESPONSE: Several years ago parents
expressed their desire to have a closed
lunch. Students were cutting classes
after lunch or arriving to classes late. In
addition, businesses throughout the
community expressed concerns related

ISSUE: The student parking lot gate on
Austin Avenue should be open. This will
prevent students from being late to first
period.
RESPONSE: The gate was closed on
Austin Avenue for safety and security
reasons. Theft and vandalism are down
considerable and it is easier for our
security staff to patrol with only one
entrance/exit.

Student Suggestion Box:
Responses from the

Principal

Spartanjte editorials represent the opinions of individual staff members, not the publi
cation itself. Replies to the e editorials are welcomed and can be ent to SPARTANITE
office room 204.

By: Tim Braun
For the past two months I've been spending my Tuesday nights surfmg

through the Television stations. Although the "90210" re-runs and "aD new"
"Saved by the BeD College Yean" seem very tempting, it's not what I'm looking for.
I have been aching to see a professional hockey game, in any form. I'm so desperate
to see a hockey game, that I've actually tuned into the Wolves once or twice. Now
because of a group ofstubborn hockey players, I can't get what I want. In case you
haven't heard yet, the NHL is on strike. But I'm not the only one who's upset.
Thousands of hockey fans are in the same situation that I am, as well as baseball
fans, not to mention a recent scare to basketball fans and a rather large strike by
football not long ago. Whose fault is this? In my opinion, it aD points to the players.

First let's look at the problems we have. No doubt the owners did screw up.
By creating too many expansion teams, owners burdened themselves with million of
dollars In debts. Baseball has trouble getting the prime-time coverage that the NBA
& NFL get, and hockey has about no coverage at all with its limited Sports channel
contract. The basi<: issue has always been money. The NUL and NBL keep dishing
out more and more money for salaries, bur keep getting less income from
merchandise and T.V. contracts. The players keep asking for more money, but the
teams don't have the income to back it up.

True, the major problems are the fault of the owners, but the solution are
up to the players. Profit sharing and salary caps are the only logical answer. Profit
Sharing between the different clubs within a sport would strengthen each team
equally, allowing each team to advertise and earn extra money for itself. Salary caps
would limit the amount of money a player could receive. This would, at the worst,
lessen some of the money the highest paid players would receive. For instance, poor
old Wayne Gretl.ky might get $24.5 million instant of his full $25 miUion, but it
wouldn't cut most of the players' salaries. A salary cap would only put a limit on
how much each player COULD make, so that no players were paid an e cessive
amount that would hurt the club. The NBA began profit sharing and a salary cap
way back in the late 70's when hockey and baseball were in the stone-age, and
extremely unpopular. Now basketball makes the most money in merchandise out
ofthe top four sports, has the largest farm base, and the most prime-time coverage.
Why Is this, you ask? Because basketball solved it's financial problems before
deciding to expand and or give absurd raises.

So, what has been done by the owners, can only be un-done by the players.
I believe that the strike is the players fault because they need to see that these
changes are to help the clubs stop struggling into existence, and do what they were
created to do, play a game.

Spartanite Staff

Jennifer Pranskunas, Senior
I believe the hockey and

baseball strikes are the result of
selfish players. These men are
already getting paid to playa game
they love. They should be happy to
play for what they are already
making. There are a lot of people
in the minor and international
leagues who would play
professional baD for free.

Naomi Ellis, Junior
I think that the players are

at fault for the strikes. They have
enough money as it is. If they were
true players the amount of money
they made wouldn't matter. The
only thing they'd care about would
be playing baIL I believe the
players selfishness and greed began
the strikes.

By: Wendy Musielak
It's going. It' going. It's gone. That's right both the baseball season and the

World Series are gone and most likely the hockey season and the Stanley Cup won't
be seen either. How could this happen? How could the baseball season end in
August and the hockey season not start up at all?

The main reason for the abrupt stop of the baseball and hockey seasons is
the owners. For years, the owners have created monetary problems. They created
careless expansions and have wasted money over the years. And now that the
players are asking for a pay increase, the owners are panicking. The owners
thought salary caps would solve the problem. They figured the players would help
cover up all the mistakes they have made in the past. But that was not the owners'
only goal They wanted to destroy the players' union. The owners figured that if
they destroy the union, they'd be able to have more power, and next time
negotiations came along, the owners would be able to say "jump" and the players
would have responded, "How high? ."

But the price that the owners and players are paying is small compared to
that of the faithful fan. The owners have stopped us from being able to turn on a
baseball or hockey game. We are the ones who couldn't watch the World Series and
probably won't be able to see an NHL game, let alone the Stanley Cup. Isn't it
amazing how quickly the owners forgot about the fans? Do they even know we exist?
It surely doesn't seem like it. How easy was it for them to forget that the fans paid
for the stadium and·their profits? Did they see the fans stopping them when they
raised ticket prices? No! Fans still went to the games and purchased overly-priced
souvenirs. Fans have more dedication to both the NHL and MLB than both the
owners and players combined. So maybe the players and owners lose money, but the
fans are the ones who lose the most.

Now, some of you are probably thinking why should you blame the owners
for doing this, the players are greedy. Well, I'll give you that much. Sure the
players are greedy, but the owners don't have a right to destroy the union. They also
shouldn't e peel the players to cover up their mistakes. But truly, it doesn't matter
who is at fault, because the bottom line is you can't watch hockey or basebaD games.

The only thing fans can do now Is hope that the owners and players will
grow up a little and reach some sort of agreement. HopefullY, this wiD occur before
the beginning of next year's hockey and baseball seasons. That way you'D be able
to watch your favorite sport live, Instead of relying on movies I~ The Mighty Ducks
and Rookie of the Year for your source of entertainment. ~
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'French Movie Is A Dream Come True'
By Tom Cronin

Miss Williams' French HI class
is performiog in its second annual
production of Fabricante de
Reves (Dream Maker).

This year's production of the
movie stars Lori Treonis as laire,
the "dreammaker." Other cast
members with major parts include
Nildci Bolz, Matt Wilhelm, Naomi
Ellis, Katie Sullivan, and Carly
Nicosia.

The story is about a girl named
Claire. When discovering that she
had the power to control people's
dreams, Claire gives good dreams
to her friends and zaps her foes
with nightmares. In the end, her
enemies team up and make laire

change her ways, or she will ex
perience nightmares.

This movie ould not have been
made po 'sible, however, without
the crew. Student, Steve Had pro
vided the sound. Daryl Gorney,
helped Miss Williams by assum
ing the role of "student director."
Also helping a an lli sistant direc
tor was Katie ullivan.

Helping to film this movie was
Josh Eckhardt of Columbia Col
lege. The greatest recognition, of
course, goes to the producer/di
rector, Miss Williams.

The entire cast and crew put in
lots of time for this movie. The
memorization took six weeks and
the studenLs rehearsed two to three
times a week. LoLs of time went

into filming, as well. The movie
was filmed at the North Avenue
Beach, the track outside the school,
the Little Theater, and inside Mis.
Williams' home.

Miss Williams was very pleased
with and surprised with the final
result. She was also very surprised
at how the students turned into
actors once they were in front of
the camera. Although giggles and
chuckles increased toward the lat
ter part of the filming, Miss Wil
liams thought the movie was a
good way of making everyday
French useful.

Frabricate de Reves is set to
appear later this year on Oak
Lawn's Multimedia Cablevi ion
and Chicago Cable T.V.

Ms. Williams and the French 3 actors of Dream Makers. (photo
by Toni Kozlowicz)

Forensics Season Begins

Bradley winners: (l to r) Anne
Lundeen, Christie Evitt, JiU
Valentine, Jenny Christianson,
Aaron Sink, (bottom row) Jim
Kolar, Joyce 01 on, haron
Skowron, John Rowey, Kim
Tamo aitis, Bob arey. (photo
by Toni Kozlowicz)

Call us For. ..

Free Estimates

Phone (708) 422-7677

\ ..
• '.-(Our Goal is not to be Undersold)

'~S&R Overhead Doors

Quality Garage Doors on Sale NOW!

We Do Quality Service
On All Your
Garage Door Needs

the team took 5th place overall at
the Thornton Turkey Tournament.
These competitions are just a be
ginning for thi talented group.
They are looking forward to fu
ture tournaments and hope to con
tinue with their success.

The thirty member of the O.L.
Foren ics team are: Chris Oakes,
Pat Clifton, Jenny Christianson,
Bob Fitzg rald, Sharon Skowron,
Jill Valentine, Katie McCarthy, Jim
Kolar, B b Carey, Jeff
Marcinkow ki, Liz Yurcisin,
Aaron Sink, Scott Jo eph,
Marybeth Drechsler, Tim Braun,
Jill Herrmann, Jenny Schroeder,

hri tie Evitt, Rachel Zcbio, Sa
rah Wende, Amy Kras, Joe Bolz,
J n Rowsey, Naomi Martig, Nicole
Peccal 110, Anita Spero, Kristina

aputo, Anne Lundeen, Kim
Tomasitis, and Joyce Olsen.

This year's forensic's team has
a great amount of talent and dedi
cation. hristie Evitt, a junior
member, believes that "Everyone
is working together to benefit the
team." They have proved this to
be true with their succes es at the
tournaments as well as their deter
mination to do their best.

The partanite would like to
offer our sincerest congratulations
on the beginning of a great year
and we wish you the best in the
future.

By Chris Ward

Practice. The thirty member of
Oak Lawn's Forensics team cer
tainly know the meaning of that
word. Under the direction of Head
Coach Tom Dzursion, they pend
several hours a day perfecting their
speeches and making sure they are
the best they can be.

What exactly is a "forensics
team?" To begin with, forensics is
basically a speech team. ompeti
tors have thirteen different events
to choose from. They are: 'xtem
poraneous, Original medy,
Original Oration, Verse, Special
Occasion Speaking, Radio peak
ing, Dramatic Duet Acting, Dra
matic Interpretation, Impromptu,
Humorous Duet Acting, Declama
tion, Prose, and Humorous Inter
pretation.

After choosing his or her event,
the competitor practices daily, in
hopes that their hard work will be
reflected when they perform the
judges at the tournament . Oak
Lawn's Forensic team has com
peted in three competitions so far
and has impressed the judges with
their original sen e of creativity
and talent.

At their first meet at Downers
Grove South, Oak Lawn finished
with several winners.

On Saturday, November 19th,

424-6010

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN
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Art student wins poster contest

Jill Levickas (Photo by Toni
Kozlowicz)

Saturday Scholars is a very good
program. It costs 2S dollars to
attend if pre-paid, and 30 dollars
if paid at the first lecture. Perhaps
more Oak Lawn students will be
able to attend the spring series.

Sonya Ziad

aturday Scholar is a good
program, even though it's n Sat
urday mornings. The lecture are
on a variety of ubjects, from
advancements f replacement
medicine (transplants) to unsolved
math problems. This keep' every-

ne interested during the one and
one half hour lectures.

2nd Place, Rick Champlain,
$2S0 cash scholarship, SO pound.
of Brach's candy; Sth Place, Dawn
Svane, 10 pounds of Brach's
candy; and 10th Place, Kathy
Zubck (part of a 3-way tie), 10
pounds of Brach's candy.

The prizes to the firsl and sec
ond place winners will be pre
sented at the press conference with
Mayor Daley, where Brach's will
officiaJly announce details of the
parade. Prizes for Sth and 10th
place will be mailed to the stu
dents at their homes.

strength and diversity of the com
petition:

Wende, along with myself attended
Saturday Scholars.

For tho e who don't have a
career chosen, Saturday Scholars
offers a chance for students to hear
about various cience and math
related careers. This can be very
helpful in deciding what career to
go into.

By Jill Lcvickas

onia's not the only winner from
OLCHS. The following students
also placed within the top ten 
no small feat considering the

I recently attended Saturday
Scholars. For those who don't
know, Saturday Scholars i a lec
ture series on Saturday mornings
that high school tudents can at
tend. The lectures are given by
professional in math and science
fields. There are five lectures in a
series, and two erie every year.
The next set of lectures is in the
spring.

I'm not the only person from
Oak Lawn who has attended at
urday Scholars. This year, Erin
Keating attended two of the lec
tures. Last year, Jenny DeVivo,
Mark Gronski, James Kolar, Becky
Quinn, Becky Viollt, Adam

OL student attends
Saturday Scholar program

OL student Sonia Ziad is the
flfst place winner of the 1994
Brach' Holiday Parade poster
de ign contest! Her creative, origi
nal design was selected from over
nearly ISO entries.

As first place winner, onia
received a $SOO cash scholarship,
100 pounds of Brach's candy and
her po ter will be printed and dis
played in all 3,SOO crA buses and
trains as well as in all Chicago
Public Libraries.

\\

Science Students
of the Month

Science Students for the month of October include: (1st row) Gary
Byrne, Chemistry; Dan Cerceo, Physics; (2nd row) Luis Gonzalez,
Biology; Elizabeth Yurcisin, Chemi try; Ken Krakowski, Adv.
Biology; Mike Vahl, Adv. Biology; Dawn Dugdale, Topics of Sci·
ence. Not Pictured: Tony Baldea, Honors Biology; Nicole Swedberg,
Biology; Majdi Yasin, ci. Found.

Science Students for the month of September include: (I to 4) Dawn
Gebbia, Topics of Science; Mike Diani, Biology; Stan Sieczka,
Science Foundations; Nicole Baird, Biology; Adam Clardy, Science
Foundations; Danielle McIver, Biology. Not pictured AprU Sibrava,
Physics; and Corey Murray, Chemistry.

FREE
PIZZA

Buy Any 16"
or 17" Pizza

and receive a 10"
Cheese Pizza FREEl

Expires &3(}95
With Coupon Only.

\ Not Valid With Other Offers. J
~----...,...

Tracey Koeppen

HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday

11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11:00 a.m. to Midnight

r-p~Z:~US
RESTAURANT

636-7200
87th & PULASKI

4102 Southwest Highway

Voice of Democracy
contest winner announced

The winner of the Voice of
Demoeracy contest from OL this
year is Tracy Koeppen. A winning
student from each of the area high
schools is honored by the Johnson
Phelps chapler of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars in Oak Lawn for
writing and pre enting a speech
thal is enlCred into an area contest.
The them for this year' conlest
wa.. "My Vision for Am&rica."

From lh area conte t, a regional
winner i cho en for a State wide
conte t. Tracy is a ophom re and
i. enr lied in the h nors curricu
lum in Mathematics, Science, and
Engli. h. he ranks 6th in a class
of 386 students with a grade point
average of 4.083 on a 4.0 cale.

WE DEUVER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
Hometown,
Evergreen Park,
Burbank, Oak Lawn
& Chicago

(.708) 636-7200 L~~a~~
:;~ \\G.... ." Hometo~

~P'" ~ '" Shoppmg
,fi Center

DINE-IN
PICK-UP
DEUVERY

ONLY

$34900

(Wh'" Ivpptl•• La..,

MOTORSPORT PLEX
(

HOLIDAY SPECIALS!
• ALPINE AM/FM CD WITH

DETACHABLE FACE

HIGH PERFORMANCE
CAR AUDIO SYSTEMS • CAR ALARMS • PAG RS
CELLULAR PHON S· ACC SSDRI S

• REMOTE CONTROL CAR STARTERS
'29900 In.talled (Molt Cars) (~~

•Whistler RadarILaser Detectors •
From *9900

• Many more in~ltore specials
•Ab.olutely Unbeatable Price'

• HolidlY HOUf. 
Mondly-ThurldlY 9:00AM-8:00PM
FrldlY 9:00AM-1:00PM
S,turdlY I ':DOAM.S:OOP~..u~~_
~\ft fit \ ..,~~
~e~\~ Motorsport Piex
~ 14200 S. LaGrange Rd.

708 349- J2 J J Orland Park IL 60462
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Second annual mock wedding held

Choir prepares

for holiday concerts

Joy Fernandez i escorted by Mr. Hill at the 1994 mock wedding. (photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

Ms. Arne on really knows how to
make learning fun for the entire
school. A big congratulations goes
out to Ms. Arneson and her class,
and aU the students, teachers, and
others involved in making the
second annual mock wedding at
Oak Lawn High a big success. We
hope the annual tradition will be
held for many years to come.

MATHlETES

By Mark Gronski

Are you gifted in math? Do you
like to challenge your mind? If the
answers to either of these ques
tions is yes, come join Oak Lawn's
very own Mathletes team.

Mathletes compete in five math
competitions throughout the year.
There are many different catego
rie in which students may com
pete. Orals, written, and construc
tions arc just a few of the wide
range of choices. ontact Mrs.
Wessel or Ms. Halwax if you're
intere ted. Don't forget to bring a
pencil!

school teams of five members each
compete in tournaments in which
they answer a large range of ques
tions. These questions are based
on anything from pelling to trigo
nometry, or music to religion. If
you are interested in any of these
topics, contact Mr. Olson or Ms.
Heskin to join Scholastic Bowl.

AND

The wedding was a huge suc
ce s and a lot of fun. People talked
about as if it were a real wedding.

Mr. Marks and his printing stu
dents created the invitations. Ms.
Icenogle printed the many pro
grams. Desmond's Tuxedo of
Chicago Ridge donated the tux
edo.

SCHOLASTIC BOWL

Occasion Speaking; Robert arey,
3rd place Special Occasion Speak
ing; Jenn Christiansen, 2nd place
Verse; and Aaron Sink/Sharon
Skowron, I st place Dramatic Duet
Acting.

Jill Valentine also took 2nd place
for the Jay Jansen Oratory conte t
winning a $4,000 scholarship for
her first year at Bradley.

The team overall placed 5th in
this four state tournament.

ongrats!

By B~y Quinn

Do 'jOY know who wrote the
rOO Pr}de and Prejudice?
What' the square root of 18? Can
you name the fourth president of
the United States? If you c.Ul an
swer these questions, then you
could be a valued member of
OLCHS's Scholastic Bowl.

Mr. Olson and Ms. Heskin are
the pon ors of thi club, which is
very similar to Jeopardy. Two

rangementc;. Mrs. Mateer's choir
sang a beautiful en emble.

Mr. Horjs and his photography
students captured the memorable
experience on film.

Mr. Saunders and his lntro to
Microcomputers clas created a
multi-media project. M . Greiman
and Ms. Bahnaman and their P.E.
classes provided the dance lessons.

Group Scoops

By Marybeth Dreschler

COMICS
COMICS

COMICS

FORENSICS

PAPERBACK TRADING COMPANY
8825 S. RIDGELAND AVE.

OAKLAWN,IL
(708) 598-8442

Oi $Count on monthly order

Over the weekend of December
2 and 3, the Oak Lawn Commu
nity High School Forensics team
made their way to Peoria to par
ticipate in the Bradley University's
annual speech tournament.

During the course of the team's
two-day stay, the participants com
peted in three round of each of
his/her individual events. Accord
ing to their scores from these
round, 14 of Oak Lawn's team
members advanced to the semi
final rounds. From the e emi-fi
nali ts, many of the students made
it to the final rounds.

Placing in the top six in their
events were: Jill Valentine, 6th
place Oratory; Kim Toma itias,6th
place Verse; Jim Kolar, 6th place
Extemporaneous Speaking; Anne
Lundeen/Jonathan Rowsey, 5th
place Humorous Duet Acting;
Anne Lundeen, 5th place Special

dents put forth great effort, and
created a succe sful wedding. The
larger class got the work done
faster, 'but unfortunately made the
work more complicated. The class
has doubled since last year.

The class first starts by choos
ing the roles for each student. This
year the bride and groom were Joy
Fernandez and Pete Panagiataros.
The position of usherettes was
filled by Stacy Batistini, Kim
Dinwiddie, Jayme Polickey, Karia
Shane, and Erica Valentine.

The elected bridesmaid was Sara
Peterson and bestman, Pete Ficano.

The groomsman POSition was
filled by Bob Kaminski. The wed
ding was so elaborate, it included
a nower girl, Chri tina astillo,
and ring bearer, Daniel Walsh. Mr.
I-UJI and Ms. Icenogle were the
groom's parent.,. Mr. Murphy and
Ms. Panice were the bride's par
ents. The lector was Jackie Sad
dler, and the officiant was Mr.
Astrauskas. Tho e students who
elected to videotape the ceremony
were~ Bruek, Mrs. Spirakes,
Julie Popik, and Becky Viollt.

The next order of business was
to include other classes for school
involvement, help, and to make
the event more enjoyable for ev
eryone. Ms. Holak and her food
service class acted as caterers. Ms.
Surma and her English class wrote
the wedding vows and the toast to
the newlywed.

Ms. Tuli iak and Ms. DeBrito
and students helped with various
serving jobs.

Mr. Deitemeyer and his band
performed wonderful mu ie ar-

members are advised to come early
for this concert, becau e seats go
fast. For their last concert, the
Acappella choir, goes to the Oak
Lawn Hilton where they perform
for the Oak Lawn Chamber of
Commerce. This concert i on
December 21.

Each ch ir performs about 15
to 20 minutes worth of music. They
sing known carols and a medley
of others. Since the Treble choir
and Acappella choir are two dif
ferent choirs they ing different
songs. The Treble choir will be
performing a medley called
"Snow! A Winter Celebration."
This medley include song uch
as Winter Wonderland, Jingle
Bells, leigh Ride, Hey Santa,
Awake, Awake: A Joyous Noel,
and others. The Acappella choir
will be singing a quobilet which is
a mix of ilent Night and Oh, Holy
Night. Other songs are: Angels
Carol, a contemporary carol; Sing
Noel, based on the French carol;
and Ya viene la vieja, a Spanish
carol, sung in Spanish.

Credit i to be given to Ms.
Watland for teaching the choir the
Spani h for the song.

While working with the high
school students, Mrs. Mateer also
works with the Simmons Middle
School choir. The Simmon choir
also perform a Christmas concert.
This concert is on December 7 at
7:30 p.m. in the gym at Simmons
chool.

Mrs. Mateer is very pleased with
all the hard work and effort shown
by her choirs, and is looking for
ward to the hristma concerts.
"In the end," Mrs. Mateer said,
"there's a good feeling of family
in the choir. Everyone works hard
to create a good program."

By Mandy Wegner

"Here comes the bride." This
song, traditionally played for wed
dings, was heard ringing through
the halls of Oak Lawn Commu
nity High School on Thursday,
November 13, as Ms. Arneson's
Adult Living class held its second
annual mock wedding.

The marriage of the happy
couple, Joy Fernandez and Pete
Panagiataros, occurred in gym 101
throughout the day. The wonder
ful joining of these two people as
they start a life together as mock
partners throughoUlthe reo t of their
lives was witnessed by parents,
members of the school board, the
principal's telU11, the media, and
students involved in the partici
pating classes.

The hope is that this experience
will help students prepare for the
future. If not for their own wed
ding, the tudents will be sure to
have a friend, relative, or neighbor
who will get married. This event
helped them to receive at least a
basic knowledge of the prepara
tion, time, money, and other griefs
that weddings can impose on
people.

Ms. Arneson believes that this
is a fun way to study the subject.
She also feel that this i a fun way
to teach students practical realities
that will most likely be used in
future years. The goal she ha set
for this activity is for students to
comprehend a basic knowledge of
how a wedding is run.

According to M . Arneson, this
year's excited, enthusiastic, stu-

By Holly Lisitza

Like the usual Christma holi
day, there's snow, trees, lights and
little elves; but, of course, the
holiday wouldn't be complete
without the carols. Each year, it's
tradition from the Oak Lawn
Acappella and Treble Choirs to
have their annual hristmas con
certs. Each concert is performed,
also, with the Oak Lawn band.

Mrs. Mateer said that the hrist
mas concerts are like "the frosting
on the cake." After 3 month of
practicing, Mr . Mateer and the
choir members look forward to
their concerts.

hoir i a cia , not a club, here
at Oak Lawn. tudent in the
Acappella h ir practice everyday
during 5th period. While the Treble
Choir practices everyday during
6th period. One hour a day i n't
enough, though. Once a week,
during 4th period, different sec
tions of the chorus have what's
caJled section rehearsal. "We work
really hard to accomplish good
music, and try to have fun along
the way," Mrs. Mateer said.

After long weeks of rehearsal
the 25 member Treble Choir and
34 member Acappella choir per
form 5 concerts. December 6, their
first concert, is given for the area
nursing homes. The second con
cert, on December 9th, i at the
annual Christmas tree lighting
ceremony. As a special treat for
the junior high students, on De
cember 14th the Acappella choir
performs at different junior high
.chool.

On December 20, at 7:30 p.m.
the choirs give a formal perfor
mance at Oak Lawn High School,
in gym 101. Students and family
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College Corner By Carrie Fox Career Corner
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Compiled by Margert Webb

Compiled by Monica Palimaka

try talking to a<; many people as
you can.

Now about questions. It can't
be stressed enough to get all of
them answered while you're there.
So, what do you ask? When you
talk to people ask them things such
as: "If you had to do it all over
again, would you still choose this
college?" or "What do you like
most, least?" "Is the food good?"
or "How easy is it to get !.he classes
y u want at registration?"

When your college vi. it is over,
try writing down your impre sion
of the college while it is till fre h
in your mind.

Another factor to keep in mind
is money. If you and your family
will not be able to support !.he full
cost for your education, then you
should apply for financial assis
tance.

From here it' filling out appli
cations. Remember, tart early so
you have plenty of time before
deadline.

mation. Most addres. es can be
found in college guide book or at
!.he counselor's office.

For each college you inve. ti
gate, you might want to keep a
folder with notes. Knowing the
"good" and the "bad" poinL" might
help your decision later.

While your search is still going
on, why not visit some college
campuses. This might help you get
a feel for what kind of school you
want to go to. Will it be a big
school, or maybe you might pre
fer a smaller scho I. The most
important thing is to plan your visit
ahead with the college admission
office.

During your visit explore as
much as you can and get all your
questions answered. Try to meet
someone from the admi . ion of
fice and take a campus tour. Talk
to students. You may be thinking,
"Yeah righU" but they're the first
hand ources. People'. views about
college can be very different,

By Monica Palimaka

Amount: $500
Fields: Open to students in a south suburban high school, graduating in the Spring of 1995, attending

college in the fall of 1995, having a G.P.A. of 2.0/4.0 (c) or above, and involved with school, community
or church activities.

5 AWARDS
Deadline: February I, 1995
Selection criteria: Applicants will be judged on extracurricular activity and a written essay.
For more information, call 748-6600. For an application, end a elf addre sed-stamped envelope to:
South Suburban YWCA
ATTN: S holarship Committee
4343 W. Lincoln Hwy.
Matteson, IL 60443

Scholar hip

Accountant
Job description: Accountants prepare and analyze financial report !.hat furnishes up to date information

for bu inesse , government agencies, and o!.her organizations.
Place of employment: All businesses, indu trial, and government organization use !.he service of

accountants. They work moslly in urban areas where many accounting firms and central office of large
busines e are found.

Salary: $18,000 to $50,000 per year
Job outlook: The demand for skilled accountants is expected to increase.
Work conditions: Desk jobs and heavy work loads during tax sea on.

Model
Job de cription: Models are used to demonstrate and sell a wid variety of goods and services..
Place of employment: Almost any community, but big cities provide a larger number of modeling

·ob.
Salary: Depending on !.he location - $15,000 to $50,000 per year
Job oullook: Modeling can be a stepping stone to o!.her careers in fashion.
Work condition : Strict weight and height Limits.

Veterinarian
Job de cription: Doctors of veterinary medicine diagnose, treat, and control disease and injuries of

animals.
Places of employment: Veterinary jobs can be found in local animal ho pita! .
Salary: $24,000 to $40,000 per year
Job oullook: Employment opportunities are excellent.
Work condition: Long and irregular hours and exposure to injury, disease, and infection.

Compiled by Monica Palimaka

'Where Should I Start?'

South Suburban YWCA Scholarship

"Where are you going to col
lege?" If you haven't heard that
que. tion a1rcady, you probably will
oon. Where do you begin to find

the college that's right for you?
To ch 0 e a college, you do not

have to consult anyone but your
self. Knowing your interests, abili
ties, dreams, goals, and rea ons for
altending college will help your
college choice.

A great way to begin your col
lege que t is to make a list of
colleges that interest you. Already
you've started to narrow down the
kind of education and college you
want. This can help you begin to
. el ct the chool !.hat meet your
requirements. If at !.his point you
are still lost, check wilh yourcoun
selor, parents, friend , and college
guides for reliable information.

After you've made your list of
college and universities, !.he next
step would be to send for infor-
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CHICAGO AREA

The Chicago Chepter of Executive Women Inlemallonallnvltea you 10 enler the competldon for h....

1995 EXECUTIVE WOMEN IHTERNATIONAL
SCHOLARSIIIP PROGRAM

NAME: The University of Texas at Austin
LOCATION: Austin, Texas
ESTABLISHED': 1883
TOTAL ENROLLMENT: over 48,000
COSTS: tuition: $6,105 for 2 emesters, room & board: $4,420

(on campus) $5,850 (off campus), Books and supplies: $650
SAT: 1100-1200+ (1100-1190 individual) (1200+ priority)
ACT: 26-29+ (26-28 individual) (29+ priority)
REQUIREMENTS: 4 units of English, 3 units (4 are recom-

mended) of Ma!.hematics at the level of Algebra 1 or higher, 2 units
of lab science (3 are recommended), 3 units of social studies, 2 units
of !.he same foreign language (3 are recommended)

MAJORS: Architecture, Bu iness administration, Communica
tion, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, Natural Sciences, Nursing,
Pharmacy, Social Work, Reserve Officer's Training Co~s.- \ .,

Created to encourage, motivate and IlSsist college bound high school
juniors pursuing a career in bu.'iiness or profe.'isinnal field nf.dudy

NAME: Loyola University of Chicago
LOCATION: Chicago, lllinois
ESTABLISHED: 1870
TOTAL ENROLLMENT: 2,229 men; 3,458 women (full time);

1,406 men; 2,394 women (part time)
APPLICANTS: 4,916 applied; 3,345 accepted; 1,180 enrolled
COSTS: Tuition: $9,930 for 2 semesters, room & board: $5,L54,

Books and supplies: $700; other expenses: $1,400
SAT: verbal 430-540 math 460-490
ACT: 21-26
REQUIREMENTS: Class Rank and ACT are mo t important.

High School curriculum: 4 units of English, 2-4 units of Mathemat
ics, 1-2 unit of lab science, 1-3 units of social studies, 4 units of
a foreign language.

Enter .. lIIk... ArM I..... ..t wIo
•coIote Il!Ielonlif I

n... -':
~ fllST run S3,000
~ IUNNEl1 UP (21 Sl,SOO N.

t! ..IIIff. 1!11 THIID ruu 6,000

t6 ","",,"'"
'It(JJJ}for Information and details on how you can enter the competition, contact[lEW[] your school counselor to see if you meet prequaliflcations.

EXEOOTM wou N Each competing sludant and sponsoring teacher
~PAOlI"'" will be guests of Ihe The Chicago Chapter althe
CUICAOO cw.I'ffll Msy, 1995 Awsrds Banquet. • (One Studenl per school)

8901 S. 52nd Ave.
Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to 5: p.m.

For further information call:

636-2929

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission is
interested in helping high school Juniors

and Seniors find jobs.
To apply, fill out an application at:

Oak Lawn Youth Commission

JOBS JOBS
•

' Need wheels? I'
• Orland Driving School •

can put you in the driver's seatfast!!

Enjoyable 2 and 4 week couraes begin soon.

Good driving skills are no accident.
$1:S OFF coupon good at:

14600 S. LaGrange • Orland Park· (708-460-6622)
3552 W, 95th St., • Evergreen Park • (708-425-7111)

$15 COUPON NOT
GOOD WITH OTHER
OFFERS. LIMIT ONE.
THIS COUPON MUST
BE PRESENTED BY
THE FIRST CLASS

SESSION.
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came apparent that the older the
person is, the better they under
stood Christmas. For example, all
of the kids that I talked to, ranging
in the ages of 3 to 6 years old, told
me that we have Christmas because
Christ was born, or because it's
cold out or my favorite one was
because my teacher told me to have
it.

As the ages went up, the re
spon es got better. The 7th through
12th graders that I talked to agreed
that we have Christmas to spend
time with our family. Finally, mo t
adults agreed that we have Christ
mas to celebrate the birth of Christ,
to give gifts of love, and to be
merry.

So, it seems as if thi story has
a happy ending after all. Yes, it'
true that at one time or another
through the hustle and bustle of
the season, one can lose sight as to
what's really important. In all that
we ourselve may give, may there
linger some hidden glint of the
greater love that gives the celebra
tion of Chri tmas its real meaning.

To try harder and to do better in
school and work a hard as I can
in achieving this goal ory
Adams.

My New Year's resolution is to
A) stop swearing, B) Choose my
own friends by my own principles,
C) I will improve my skill both
as a tudent and as a volleyball
player-Jenny Tyzenhaus.

To 10 e weight and develop
muscle so I do not look like a Brillo
Pad on the beach-Mr. J. Horejs.

To learn self-di ciplin ean
O'Halloran.

u\few gjeO/l'g CRegoQuttOl~g
Getting an "A" average in every

class teve Pohancek.
Mine is to buy a new pair of All

Stars. I think myoid ones have
just about had it-Jenny Moust.

Mine is to be kinder to my sis
ters and not be so mean to them
when I'm having a bad day-Jim
Biesiada.

course, the majority of New Year's
re olution are broken on January
econd. Whatever the case, New

Year's resolutions are tradition, 0

why not maJce one? Here are the
resolutions of some Oak Lawn
students who already have:

The same resolution I made last
year! To stop procrastinating and
get in better shape-Barb Antol.

I'm going to break 30 seconds
in the 50 free and wim more
races-Josh mok.

in school-Mary Pasquarella.
To do a lot better in all my

classes with at least a B or C av
erage becau e I me sed up in the
beginning of the school year
Rami Abed.

To try to stay awake in all my
classes-Andrew Zaghlul.

To make Sectionals for Cross
Country and to qualify my team
for Sectional Bob Hovanes. To cut down on fattening food

To do better in Spani h class- and to try to be a little more ma-
Nicole McCastIand. ture-Jaclyn Hollis.

I will try to eat a low-fat, low- To top speaking French. Tiens,
To gain weight and get all A's cholesterol diet-Carrie Smigla. j'aime Ie francais-Bob Carey.

cA g[~t o~ ~ove
over this tradition. Santa, having tree eagerly waiting to be opened, for example. After Thanksgiving
the fa test air traveling device were not there out of love. Unfor- and all through December, the
known to man, is able to give tunately, the gifts were not from malls are packed like no other time
pre ents to every boy and girl in the heart, but from the wallet. of the year.
the world in one single night. Who can blame the people of Every year, it seems as if the

In exchange for his gifts, Santa today for briefiy losing sight of Christmas eason starts earlier and
only asks that you believe in him the meaning of hristmas. At earlier. Stores bring out Christmas
and that you behave all year. times, it can be difficult to keep decorations and merchandise ear
Apparently, Santa is able to tell if one's mind on track when every- lier each year, becau e this in tum
you are good or bad, because he thing from buttons to Corvette lures people into their stores to look
sees and keeps track of what we're are being advertised. It's always around. Many of these people then
doing all of the time. interesting to watch t.v. during go on to buy something. Many

In the ancient Grecian times, November and December. Every families spend such an enormous
anta would probably be treated station is filled with hours and amount of cash on presents, that

as the gods of that time were hours of advertisement. Every toy, they can't afford to pay their bills.
treated, because he is able to do car and piece of jewelry has its De pite the enormous attempt
what no other common man can own unique commercial set up to made by stores to lure people away
do. Through the years, Santa's brain wash everyone, no matter from the real meaning of Christ
primary concern was to spread his how old you are. These overrated mas, it seems to me as if their plan
gifts of love and joy to all. People commercials tell us that if we buy has failed. On the surface, it may
of the world loved this idea of this product for someone we love, seem as if their attempt has worked,
spreading love and joy through the that person willlovc us even more. and for some, it may have, but I
exchange of gifts so much, that These items are sworn to give us found out that for the most part,
they too started buying gifts to give happine s, power, status, and most people are stiU giving presents of
to loved ones. importantly, love. Store are so love.

Everything seemed to be going eager to sell their products, that Since the start of the Christmas
fine until the love usually given sales people tell u anything to pcr- season, I have randomly been
with each present disappeared. suade us into buying their mer- asking people of all ages, what
Instead, the gifts sitting under the chandise. Take a look at the mall, hri tmas means to them. It be-

"I want to become a better per
son." "I want to forget about my
ex." "I want to get in shape by
:Sweating to the Oldies' every
day."

By Tracy Heinrich

By Iva Palmer

It's that time of year again. The
time when even the grumpiest
people seem happy. The time when
every child has a star in his eye
and a song in his heart. It's a time
to believe; to believe in love,
miracles, and the one and only
Santa Claus.

Beneath the lighted Christmas
tree lie piles of wrapped presents.
Curious hands reach for them and
the children seize their own with
innocent greediness. On this holy
day, before we tear at the deco
rated packages, let us take a mo
ment to remember the meaning of
presents on Christmas Day. A gift
given at Christmas time symbol
izes the love that Christian bring
to one another, in the name of One
who loved them all.

The wisemen were actually the
ones who started this tradition of
gift giving. When Jesus was born
in Bethlehem, the wisemen came
bearing gifts of love. Somctime
after the wisemen, Santa Gaus took

It seems that the new year sym
bolizes a time of personal change,
self-improvement and a low-fat
diet. We make promi e to our
selves in the form of resolutions.
These "I resolve" statements may
la t and end up beneficial. Of

By Chris Ward

Everyone has a pecial wi h for
Christmas (some more obviou
than others), and 1 was given the
opportunity to have some of these
wishes revealed to me. And now
I am ready to share these wishes
with you.

Jennifer Pranskunas - A full
ride to U of I Champaign-Urbana.

Rich Tomlinson - To be able to
wateh "Interview With the Vam
pire" all day long, if I wanted to.

Jill Herrmann - An endle s
supply of Bonnie Bell Lip
Smackers, lxnay on the vanilla.

Erin Keating - I wish for Keanu
Reeves under my X-mas tree in a
big red bow. Ofcourse, it wouldn't
hurt if Brad Pitt was with him.

Tim Braun - I would like pro
fe sional hockey to go off strike
and I want the IHL to actually have
a good year.

Carolyn Parkhill - To know
what college I'm going to attend
and how I'm going to pay for it.

Marybeth Drechsler - An all
expense paid trip to Sheboygan
and world peace.

April Sibrava - Immortality of
everyone 1 love and care about
(including myself). Besides the
gushy stuff, I want a Monte Carlo
SS, school hours to be hortened,
and an endle supply of money to
blow irrationally.

Christie Evitt - A tennis racket,
roller blades (iu t to make some
one el e happy), and LESS

TRESS. Oh yeah, it aI 0 better
snow on X-mas!

Mike Vahl - To win a confer
ence championship in soccer and
track and a car that actually starts.

Jacquie Selmei ter - To be able
to drive my awesome new Mus
tang!

Kris Caputo - I wi. h for a
computer and lots of games.

Becky Viollt - A romantic
evening in front of the fireplace
with my boyfriend. Snow would
be a plus.

Chris Oakes - 1 wish for a box
of toothpicks so I can vacuum my
living room rug.

Jeff Marcinkowski - 1wish for
a can of Baked Bean ... I like
Beans!

Karen Zaker - To have my boy
friend come back from alifornia
so we can spend X-mas together.

Vince Powers - To get my 1995
Formula with T-tops.

Annette Xiarhos - To go to
Hawaii for a month with my
friends and my boyfriend.

Laura Van By urn - To see
everyone put aside other people's
differences and just accept people
for who they are on the inside, n t
for who they are on the outside.
Material items, such as nice clothes
or social status, don't mean a thing,
it's what's on the inside that counts.

Mary Newren - Money, money,
lots of money!

By Deanna Bauman

The crisp cold air is blowing,
awaiting the year's ftrst snowfall.
The lights are blinking on and off
down the streets, the decorations
just outside the hou es are amaz
ing sights to see. Groups of people
walk up to each house singing

hristmas carols to brighten up the
season's pirits. Christmas is here
once again and so are the fun-filled
events enjoyed by all people.
Everyone has different ideas of
what they'll be doing over the
holiday hri trnas vacation:

Chris Inman, sophomore:
"I'm going to a family reunion in
Arizona and visiting the Grand

anyon."
arah Bourbon, freshman:

''I'm driving around with my fam
ily looking at Christmas decora
tions."

Mo;. Mateer: "I'm staying home
and enjoying my family and do
ing .ome cro s-stitching."

Angela Frank, junior: ''[' m
vi iting with my brother that's back
from the Navy."

Suzanne Terrell, sophomore:
"I'm going sledding with my two
be t friend and driving downtown
to go ice skating."

Andy Scott, sophomore: ''I'm
spending time with my family and
my girlfriend."

Jenny Krzak, senior: ''I'm sit
ting in front of my flIeplace cud
dling with my boyfriend."

Missi Bauman, freshman:
"Spending time with my family
and friends."

Kevin Campbell, senior: "Win
ning the basketball tournament in
Lemont!"

Jason Dougim, freshman:
"I'm going to proposc to my girl
friend!"

Mike Cizek, senior: "I'm go
ing to work and visit my relatives
on Chri. trnas Day."
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Dear Sally:
Advice to Students

rather than fight it out. A follow
up meeting is also available. The
participants have an opportunity
to expre whether the agrccment
reached is working or not.

According to Mr. Hill, princi
pal, student fighting has sub tan
tially dropped since we began the
program.

I also asked a few of the peer
m diators their opinions on how
well this program has been work
ing. Their re pon e. arc prelly
positive. Senior Carolyn Parkhill
believes that, "It' going really
well. veryone who has b en
going, has gollen the help they
need. It works."

Junior, Mark Gronski eems to
agree. "The mediations I have been
involved with have really worked
out well." "[ wi h more people with
problems would feel more open to
go to mediations," said Jill Herr
mann, a junior member.

[ incerely hope this program
will cau e a decline in violence in
our school and community. [f you
are someone you know has a dis
pute with another student, and you
want to olve it without violence,
eontact either Ms. Egan or Mr.
Murphy.

Some countries who do cel
ebrate the hristmas holiday do so
in a different manner than tho e in
America. In [taly, the season be
gins on the 17th of December and
ends on the 6th of January.

[n Sweden the holiday lasts a
month. Germany's preparation
begins on the eve of December
6th which is called SI. Nick's Day.
On that night children set their
socks or shoes out and in the
morning wake up to small gifts
placed in the shoes.

The weather during the season
is sometimes different also. In
Australia, Christmas comes in the
middle of summer usually on one
of the hottest days.

In Poland, people usually make
thing. called oplatkis. Oplatkis are
a lot like crackers but have small
nativity scenes stamped on them.
They exchange these as you would
exchange hristmas cards but in
stead of ending wishes you usu
ally give a wi h.

In [reland the father of the fam
ily place. a candle in the window
on hristmas Eve and a child lights
it. This signals for a priest to come
by the house and say a mass and
bless the home and family.

In any way you are celebrating
this holiday eason I hope it's a
merry one. So Nodlaig Mhaith
Chugnat, Froehliche Wiehnachtne,
Boze Narodzeine, Feliz Navidad
or in other words just plain Merry
Christmas.

ESTS. The mediators ask each
person what they want out of this
e sion and why.

Step 4: CREATE WIN-WIN
OPTIONS. In thi step, the peer
mediators explain the brainstorm
ing rules. They are:

Say any idea that comes to mind.
Do n t judge or discuss ideas.
Come up with as many ideas as

po sible.
Try to think of unusual ideas.
Step 5: EVALUATE OP

T[ON . The mediators take the
idea from the previous step and
ask for opinions from each per
son.

Step 6: CREATE AN AGREE
MENT. In this final stage, the
mediators a k the disputants to
make a plan of action and each
party is asked to summarize the
plan in his own words. The me
diator then shakes hands with each
person and asks if they would like
to share a handshake too.

According to Ms. Egan, the
sponsor of this organization, the
disputing parties have always
reached an agreement by the end
of the session. She feels it is im
portant to talk out the conflict,

(church) and pray to Allah, who is
their god. On that day older rela
tives usually give the younger ones
money or other gifts. Following
the ceremony is somewhat of a
shopping fair where items are laid
out on tables for people to buy,
Some Muslims travel to a grave
yard where dead relatives are re
spected, and sweets are given as
an offering.

Another holiday that is cel
ebrated like Christmas is Hanukah.
Hanukah is the Jewish festival of
lights. The holiday is eight day.
long and this year began on the
28th of November and lasted until
the 5th of December. Lorielle Wiatr
remembers when she was younger
and spent Hanukah with her grand
parents who are Jewl!;h. Each day
her grandfather would light the
Menora, a holder of eight candles,
and say "really big and long
prayers," as Lori recalls. On those
days Lori would receive small
homemade things, usually candy.
Most people of the Jewish religion
get a pre ent on each of those days
instead of on hristmas.

Some people do not have such
a celebrated holiday. For example
Hindus do not believe in Christ
mas at all and have nothing as
clo ely related as Muslims and
Jewish people do. This goes the
same for Buddhi ts and Jehovahs
Witnesses.

By Chris Ward

How many times have you een
a fight break out over a stupid
misunderstanding? Well, [ can
honestly say I've seen plenty.
However, with the addition of a
group of students called Peer
Mediators, these fights may some
day disappear.

WhatexactJy i Pccr Mediation?
It is an opportunity for the con
flicting parties to get together and
talk out the pr blem. There are six
steps that the mediators follow
when conducting a meeting:

Step 1: AGREE TO MEDI
ATE. First, the mediator explains
the rules to the two parties and
makes sure they agrcc to them.
The rules are that each person gets
his chance to explain his side of
the tory. Then, the two parties,
with the mediator's assistance, will
cooperate to solve the problem.

Step 2: GATHER POINTS OF
VIEW. The mediators Ii ten to
each side, summarize what both
parties said, and clarify the com
ments made by asking how they
felt and if they have anything to
add.

Step 3: FOCUS ON lNTER-

Holiday Fudge

2 packages (16 squares)
semi-sweet chocolate
I can swcctened condensed
milk
2 tsps. vanilla
I 1/2 cups chopped walnuL')

By Shannon Doherty

Peer Mediation:
How Does It Work

I ean just imagine the perfect
Christma Eve setting. A tall tree
decorated in lights and ornaments
passed down from generations. A
family opening presents, singing
and laughing of Chri tmases past.
Going to Chri tma Eve serviee at
church and waking in the morning
to gifts from my mom, dad, and
grandma. Yet is this, my ideal
Christmas, true for everyone?
What about the people who do not
celebrate as I do. This was an
interesting thought. It made me
want to find out what the equiva
lent holiday of hristmas for other
backgrounds is, and what do they
celebrate instC<1d. [t a] 0 posed the
que. tion, How do you celebrate
Christmas?

Christmas is not celebrated by
all. [n fact it is just another day for
some people. Liala Hasan, who is
Muslim respects the Christian
holiday even though she does not
celebrate it. Instead, their religious
equivalent is Eid. Traditionally on
Eid most Muslims go to a mosque

Microwave chocolage and milk
on high for 2 to 3 minute, or until
chocolage is almost melted: Re
move from microwave and stir
until the chocolate is completely
melted. Stir in vanilla and walnuts.
Spread in grea. cd 8 inch pan.
Refrigerate until firm.

my dad when he pa e out. I feel
like I should be out having a blast,
but I find myself getting more and
more depressed as the eason ap
proaches. How would you handle
this lack of holiday cheer?

incerely,
Lo t & Alone

Dear Lost & Alone,
First of all you need to under

stand that you don't have to be
happy and cheerful during this
eason. In fact, holiday depre sion

is very common. Many people see
the images of the perfect holiday
and become depressed when they
don't fit the stereotype.

Much of your depres ion could
stem from family problems. For
example, having an alcoholic par
ent is never easy. Even if your
Dad is not ready to admit he has
a problem, there are people who
can help you deal with things. Mrs.
Egan, Oak Lawn's substance abuse
coordinator, is one person you can
talk to who can help you get
through these rough times.

There are many hotlines and
organization for people with imi
lar problems. You can also talk
with Ms. Risden or Ms. McCarthy,
Oak Lawn's social workers. If you
have a problem talking to a pro
fessional, then try to talk to some
close friends. "Cet them know that
you feel this way' ~d if they are
your true friends, t.J¥:y will stand
by you. Just remerr'lber that you
are not alone. There are many
people out there going through the
same thing and many people are
prepared to help.
Dear Sally,

Lately it seems like everywhere
I go, someone i go siping about
me. Rumors follow me every
where. None of them are true, yet
I still find myself feeling ashamed
and alone more and more. Many
of the people [ hear spreading these
rumors are actually tho e [ was
counting on to be there for me.
What can [ do?

Sincerely,
A hamed

Dear Ashamed,
Keep in mind that people will

say what they will, but focus on
who you really are and who you
want to be. If you haven't done
anything, there is no reason to feel
ashamed. While nothing hurts
more than to see a "friend" tum
her back on you, you have to take
this opportunity to see which
"friends" are actually worth your
time and loyalty. Try not to feel
alone, because if they weren't real
friends, you're better off that way.
Also, consider Peer Mediation with
those who are giving you the most
grief. Good Luck!

Heat oven to 375 degrees. Mix
butter, shortenings, egg and flour.
Next blend in flour and salt. Then
divide dough in half; blend food
coloring into one of the halves.
Shape one teaspoon of each into 4
inch ropes. Place ropes side by
ide, press together lightly, twist.

Place on ungreased cookie heet.
Curve top ofc kies. Finally, bake
for 9 minutes. Make 40 cookies.

Candy Cane Cookies

We created the following lelters
as hypothetical ituations that could
be common for many teens. Our
advice is based on our con ulting
with Mrs. Egan and Ms. Risden.
Mrs. Egan is the substance abuse
coordinator for our chool and Ms.
Ri den is our school ocial worker.
Ms. McCarthy is our other school
social worker. [f you have prob
lems that you would like help with,
you can speak to one of the., e three
ladies. Everything will be kept
c nfidential and they arc always
ready to help.

Dear Sally,
My parents recently got di

vorced and my mom moved to
Minnesota. They keep fighting
over custody of me and the judge
said I'm old enough to decide for
myself. I love both of my parents
very much. My friends are all here,
but I was closer to my mom than
my dad. What do you ugge t I
do?

In cup softened bulter
In cup shortening
I cup confectionary sugar
I egg
1/2 L~p. almond extract
I t p. vanilla
2 1/2 cups flour
I tsp. saIL
1/2 tsp. red food coloring

By Angela Moustis
and Dawn Marren

Sincerely,
Tom

Dear Torn,
Before you even start to make

a decision, you need to realize that
the problems are between your
mom and your dad. [ would sug
gest talking to both of them about
the positive and negative aspects
of living with each of them with
regard to school activities and
social support system. Many times
children who have to make a de
cision like this feel guilty when
they choo e one parent over the
other. You have to decide what
would be the best thing for you
right now. Do you feel that it would
be best for you to be with your
mom or with your friend in a
familiar environment? The good
thing about this being your deci
sion is that you can change your
mind. The most important thing is
to keep communication open with
both of your parents and let them
know that you love them equally.
Divorce is not easy for anyone
involved. Your parents may even
realize that some of their fighting
is childish when they ee you take
a mature approach to the situation.

Dear Sally,
With Christmas coming, every

one is getting happy and excited
except me. My family was never
big on the holiday cene, so I never
saw the big deal in it. It was al
ways just an excuse for my dad to
get drunk more often. A lot of my
friends have huge family gather
ings, but I end up cleaning up after
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Aries (March 21-April 20)
Your boundless creativity, energy,
and passion indicate that a Leo
would be your perfect match.
Leo's romantic and entertaining
nature captivates you! Relationship
rating: Better than cookie dough.
Smile-y days: April I I, Sept. 23.

Taurus (April 2l-May 21)
Falling for a Virgo is good for
you, Taurus. Virgo tends to your
need for love and affection, and
you are bonded by your similar
logical practical thinking. Relation
ship rating: A true Kodak moment.
Walking on Sunshine days: Feb.
19, Aug. 31.

Gemini (May 22-June 21) You
live in perfect harmony with a
Libra mate. Your Gemini person-

ality, intelligence, and talkative-ity
are accented by Libra's own social
butterfly-ness. Relationship rating:
Happiness like this can't even be
found in Saturday morning car
toons. Happy-go-Lucky Days:
March 19, Dec. 17.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
You're sensitive and emotional
and so i Scorpio. Both of you are
loyal, making the foundations of
your relationship unbreakable.
Relationship Rating: As warm and
cozy as hot chocolate and thermal
underwear. "Have a nice day"
days: April 18, Sept. 3.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 23) An Aries
is an ideal mate for proud, atten
tion-loving Leo. An Aries wiIJ give
you the prai e and admiration you
crave, but has enough self-confi
dence and ego of their own to
intrigue you. Relationship Rating:

You'll like eeing the world in
Technicolor. (The question is: digi
tal or Dolby?) Warm fuzzy Days:
Jan. 29, Oct. 30.

Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) You
will find the most happiness with
a Taurus. As a Virgo, you are very
critical and analytical and while a
Taurus does share these traits with
you, they are also very uninhib
ited and intense and bring out your
sometimes concealed emotions.
Relationship Rating: Better than
making snow angels. Days to tum
cartwheels for: Sept. 6, Nov. 29.

Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) You,
Libra, are versatile, restless and
talkative, making you and Gemini
a well-matched couple. You '11 hold
Gemini's interest with your con
stant need for excitement...you'U
float through change...together.
Relationship Rating: Does "Dy
namic Duo" mean anything to

you? Zip-ed-di-do-da days: June
19, Nov. 30.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) You
and Cancer are well-paired-you
both have emotions as your end
all controllers. Your usual suspi
cious nature is eased by Cancer's
loyal ways and loving attention and
devotion. Relationship Rating:
Minty-fresh, for sparkling smiles.
Too good to be true (but they are!)
days: July 18, Aug. 15.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
You are very open, curious and
impulsive and your craving for the
unusual leads to an odd pairing
with a Capricorn. This is a good
thing, for you are intrigued by
Capricorn's reserved nature and
enjoy the challenge of bringing
them <.'ut. Relationship Rating:
Better than old vinyl records. Uto
pian Rate Romance days: March
11, Sept. 23.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
You have a tendency to be reserved
and serious (too much so, at
time )-a Sagittarius mate helps

you find true happiness. Sagittarius
believes in living life to the fullest,
and shows you how much fun it
is to take a break from routine for
a little adventure. Relationship
Rating: Cuddlier than the Snuggle
Bear. Made-for-Television days:
Feb. 8, Sept. 15.

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
You are interested in figuring out
the way others think, Aquarius, so
there's no one better for you than
the ever-changing Pisces. Pisces is
very sensitive, even moody, at
times, and your way of finding out
exactly what is on their mind is
something you both enjoy. Rela
tionship rating: Sweeter than Pixie
Stix. Caffeine-Can't-Do-This
Days: Feb. 28, Dec. 3.

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20)
Your complex sensitivity intrigues
the ever-questioning Aquarius.
You appreciate Aquarius' nuturing
and caring ways. Relationship
Rating: More fun than the circus.
Happiness like this isn't allowed
days: April 7, Sept. 19.

I have unlocked the mystery ...
GRITS!!

1 very well could have finished
my search there, but my heart
egged me to continue on. What
could southerner possibly do dif
ferently than northerners that
would cause them to say "git"
instead of "get," and "think on it"
instead of "think about it?" Then
the answer came to me. It had to
be something they eat. Something
of an acquired taste that only true
southerners would consume, there
fore producing within them an
accent.

By Julie Wenzel

After extensive thought, tedious
calculations, and many slcepne s
nights, I have finally found the
answer to one of the world's great
est mysteries. It was not easy, but
I discovered ... THE ORIGIN OF
THE SOUTHERN ACCENT.
Before I tell you why southerners
say such things as "we was wantin
to," "fixin' to leave," "I don't
rightly know," and the heart
wrenching, ear stabbing "y'all," let
me take you on the journey of how
I made this amazing discovery.

Initially, I thought that it was
some sort of disease you inherit

Yankee Theories on Southern Speech
geneticliny from your parents. This you draw nearer to the equator, area, whereas the south had not
theory was quickly disposed of causing the tongue muscles to relax experienced such waves of irnmi
when I met people, given birth to and enabling the voice to jerk and gration.
in the north by northern parents, reach high pitches. As much as I
who had developed a southern liked picturing my neighbors walk
twang after living in the south for ing around with melted brains, I
a few years. This led me to believe feared that mine too, may one day
it was still some sort of disease, melt, and tossed the theory.
maybe pertaining to your geo- Then I began to think more
graphical location. I was quite intelligently. The southern accent
happy when this theory was ruled could be the result of different
out after meeting people, originally European settlers colonizing in the
from the north, who had never South than in the North, as well as
developed an accent living in the the effect slaves had on the lan
south. guage in the South. Also,language

I then began to blame their slow in the North had been greatly in
speech on the heat. Maybe the brain fluenced by the floods of irnmi
is liable to weat or even melt as grants who had moved through the

NAME: Michael Click
BIRTHPLACE: Memphis, Tennessee
ASTROLOGICAL SIGN: Taurus
MARITAL STATUS: Married
COLLEGE ATTENDED: Marshall University
DEGREE: B.A.lJ.D.
YEARS I RAVE BEEN TEACHING: 3
CLASSES I TEACH: U.S. History/Sociology
IF I WASN'T A TEACHER I'D BE: unemployed
MY IDEA OF A GOOD STUDENT IS: one who tries

I CAN'T SAY ''NO'' TO: I can always say no.
IN THE SUMMER: I relax
MY FIRST CAR: One that didn't run
MY FIRST PAYING JOB: Tutoring
LAST GOOD BOOK I READ: The Great Shark Hunt, by

Hunter Thompson
MY FAVORITE CARTOON: TAZ
A PERFECT EVENING TO ME IS: seeing a concert or Bulls

game
IF I COULD TRAVEL ANYWHERE IT WOULD BE: the

Milky Way
MY FAVORITE SPORT IS: Basketball
MY MOST EMBARRASSING MOMENT WAS WHEN: I

realized I was short
MY IDOLS ARE: People who succeed against the odds
I'D GIVE ANYTIDNG TO MEET: My double
FAVORITE PIGOUT FOOD: Bacon
I WISH I COULD: fly
MY ADVICE TO TEENAGERS: Be Yourself

• T-Shirts
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Oak lawn, IL 60453
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By Kelly Melaniphy

Winter Alternatives

In my view. ..
All that we stand for

So this winter, if you're longing
to be outside with Mother Nature,
catching the gleam off snow cov
ered hills, then skiing and
snowboarding are the sports that
will appeal to you.

half-pipes (100m - long groomed
snowboard run, that looks like a
wide bobsled run), and the exu
berant 180 degree and 360 degree
jumps that let you soar over any
white snow-bluffs that stands in
your path.

This sport is also expensive.
Good quality snowboards run
anywhere from $700-$800, and
that's not including boots or
snowgear. But before you jump
into it, make sure that the slopes
you plan to visit allow the sport.
Many places have abandoned
snowboarding and only allow
skiing.

360-rotation and cutting you off.
Even though it looks fun and is a
rush-feeling sensation, one has to
consider the cost of skies, not to
mention poles, ski boots, and win
ter in ulated outfits.

If the traditional skiing doesn't
fit your expectation, and you long
for new and thrilling experiences,
then snowboarding is the new
exciting, up and coming, alterna
tive sport. Snowboarding breaks
off from the traditional skiing,
because in snowboarding it's one
board instead of two skis.
Snowboards are made out of the
same fiberglass material as skis,
but are slightly trickier.Lo balance
weight. Snowboarding is a mix
ture of the dare-devil stunts of
skateboarding and the graceful
style of down-hill skiing. The
exciting, dare-devil part of this
sport begins with the constant side
to-side swaying motion through

Snowflakes gently fall on the
big hills of the north, and the of
ficial skiing and snowboarding
season has begun.

Skiing, the traditional outside
winter sport, is still popular from
the young to the old. Men and
women, boys and girls alike gen
tly zigzag back and forth across
the snow-covercd hills, sending
ca cades of snow after them.

The traditional straight skiing
has altered toward the new jumps
and slopes. Skiing has even gone
to the extreme with dare-devils
jumping out of planes. I'm not
saying skiing has totally flipped,
but it is taking a big step in that
direction. The traditional skier has
no need to worry, because not all
skiers will try new things. There is
still time to head down those
slopes, without someone doing a

In the halls of Oak Lawn, as in the halls of any high school, there can be a myriad of conver ations
and communications going on at one time. From people discussing what they got on this test or that
report card, to what people did last weekend, and what is in store for next weekend, there is always the
constant drone of school life.

One such conversation can, and often does, include the sports programs at Oak Lawn. More often
than not, the students end up making fun of our sports. Before jumping on this situation as an attack
on "all that we stand for," we should realize that, in all probability, we have all made fun of anyone
of Oak Lawn's many sports, from a to z, from badminton to wrestling. So, the question in this situation
really is not How one could say such things, for we've all at least thought them, rather why are these
statements made?

On the subject of the past successes, or past failures, of Oak Lawn's teams, it would be easy to dismiss
them as lacking ability, but this is definitely not the casc. The athletes at Oak Lawn are very talented;
therefore, such an argument would be unacceptable. Is it possible that our teams might not do as well
a'i some other schools, because they do not have the support of the students; because they get ridiculed
for losing, and made a joke of when they win? Is it possibly linked to self-esteem, where they start
believing that they can't do it, and suddenly, no matter how talented or practiced, they really can't?

I have fallen into this trap. The psychological part of tennis is often more important than the physical.
While playing Sandburg this year, I came to the conclusion that most of the reasons for our constant,
losing battle against Sandburg is not necessarily that they are so much better than everyone else. We
have almost been trained, since before freshman year, that we cannot win against schools like Sandburg
unless we are phenomenally talented. This is not true.

After corning to this conclusion, my partner and I took to the court to begin. I am not going to lie and
say that we went out there and came back victorious. We went out and fought as hard as we could, but
in the end, we were beaten out by a small difference in talent, and the ever-present, often ever-annoying
to opponents, "Sandburg Groupies," who come out to cheer on the teams. This just goes to show that, no
matter who you are, or where you are, you will always need the support of the people around you.

In order to get to the bottom of any mystery, one has to ask a lot of questions. Another question is:
Why does the school song at Oak Lawn end with the words "for Oak Lawn High's alright" (besides
that it rhymes with "white")? It's a nice tune, but if Oak Lawn High is just "alright" to its students, we
have no hope of achieving the things we were sent to high school to accomplish. We are supposed to
be learning about pride, self-esteem, ourselves, and what it means to keep your head up, no matter what.
These are important life lessons. If we, the student body, represent Oak Lawn, and Oak Lawn High's
just alright, then everything we do here is going to be just "alright," when it should be the best we can
do.

The point is, everyone has a talent, and that all you need to be a champion is the support of the people
around you, and the belief in yourself. And, though it's true that not everyone can win it all, it is true
that setting attainable goals for yourself is a good start in getting there. We can all win, but we can't
get there alone.

By Lorielle Wiatr

Compiled by Michelle Correa

Coaches Corner

NAME: Doreen Kestler
BIRTHPLACE: Chicago
AGE: 22
ASTROLOGICAL SIGN: Cancer
SIBLING: One younger brother
MARITAL STATUS: Single
COLLEGE ATTENDED: DePaul University
DEGREE: Bachelors
PRESENTLY RESIDING AT: Morton Grove
SPORTS PLAYED IN IDGH SCHOOL: Vo!1~yb.all, Basket-

ball, Softball ' .. ,
FAVORITE SPORTS: Volleyball & Basketball ~\

CLASSES I TEACH: Physical Education r...
I HAVE BEEN TEACIDNG: 4 months
I DECIDED TO BE A TEACHER AND A COACH: I decided

to be a teacher and a coach because I like sharing what I know with
other people and I like helping them.

I COACH: Freshman Girls Basketball and Varsity Girls Soccer
MY MOST IMPORTANT POSSESSION: A necklace given to

me by someone very special
FAVORITE FOODS: Cheesecake, Lasagna
FAVORITE MOVIE: True Love (No one has ever heard of it)
LAST GOOD BOOK I READ: The Stand
FAVORITE SUBJECT: Human Biology, I like learning about

the way our bodies function
FAVORITE FREE-TIME ACTIVITIES: Going out with

friends, working out, playing sports
DO YOU LIKE O.L.C.B.S. SO FAR: Yes, Students are great,

I get along well with everyone, and I really love meeting new people.
FUNNIEST MOMENT: Picking -on Robbie
WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD

STUDENT: One who puts out his best effort and tries hard.
MY MOST EMBARRASSING SPORT MOMENT: It hap

pened at a very important basketball game, I shot the basketball in
the opponent's basket.

ARE YOU EXCITED ABOUT THE UPCOMING SOCCER
SEASON: I am very excited. This will be Oak Lawn's first year and
we are building the program, trying to find talent for the future
seasons.

MY THREE WISHES ARE: (I) I wish I could be rich and
famous; (2) I wish I would NEVER EVER get wrinldes; (3) and
most importantly to have world peace.

MY ADVICE FOR O.L.C.U.s. STUDENTS IS: No matter how
hard things get in school, stick with it and always try to improve
yourself.

Not a sport, you say?
By Christie Evitt

Let's playa word game. You'll
have a few words given to you
and you need to find something
that they all have in common.
Ready? Strength, coordination,
cooperation, strategy, team, and
skirts. Hmmm. Are you still think
ing? Here' a little help.
Cheerleading. Surprised? Many
people might be (except for the
skirt part).

Cheerleading is no longer the
frivolous charade it was in the past.
In fact, cheerleaders today are not
necessarily the blonde, blue-eyes,
twiggy, stereotypical girls they
used to be. So forget all of the
misleading things you've heard
about cheerleading and cheerlead
ers, in fact forget everything. Let's

start from scratch.
Today's cheerleaders are hard

working, generally powerful girls
(and guys in many places) who
work together to provide a spec
tacle for crowd at basketball,
football and many other sporting
events. This is not the extent of
their purpose.

The biggest issue surrounding
cheerleading is the debate over
whether or not this athletic activity
is a sport. Many people say that
cheerleading is not a sport because
the squads don't compete for any
thing. This definitely is not true.
There are many competitions and
tournaments for teams to compete
in for trophies and other such
awards. Also, people argue that
cheerleaders are not athletes.
Wrong, yet again. Cheerleaders in

many colleges spend four to six
hours a day practicing, weight-lift
ing, and learning routines. Many
of the participants lift anywhere
from three-fourths their body
weight to more than their body
weight above their heads in the
form of other people.

Truc, the cheerleaders here at
Oak Lawn Community High
School do not spend four to six
hours a day practicing, but they do
spend that much time or more per
week practicing and preparing. Our
cheerleaders, under the direction
of Ms. Patricia Greiman, provide
us all with exciting half-time and
sideline routines at all of the home
and away football and basketball
games. They also prepare routines
that may include dances and other
components to help out with pcp

rallies, parades, and assemblies.
Recently a select group of the

Spartan Cheerleaders participated
in a competition for which they
practiced extra hours. They
planned a new dance and a series
of cheers and stunts to show off
their talents. Though the girls just
missed placing, they and their
coach, were all very proud of their
accomplishments. This was the
flfst competition the girls and
Coach Greiman have ever at
tended.

This group of talented and dedi
cated girls works very hard to bring
pride and school spirit to the halls
and bleachers of O.L.C.H.S. The
squad which often works' as one
unit can be broken down into the
Freshman-Sophomore squad and
the Varsity squad. Each set of girls

elected their own captains on the
basis of skill as well as personality
and leadership ability.

The captains for the Freshman
Sophomore squad are Meghan
Masino and Angie Cartalino, while
the Varsity squad is headed by
Meredith Sinkus and Marybeth
Drechsler.

The stunts, dances, chants, and
cheers put together by the squads
are not only entertaining but
strenuous as well. So the next time
you're sitting in the stands of a
football or basketball game, rather
than going to get a hot dog at half
time, stick around to see the final
results of these girls' efforts. Also,
appreciate the hard work and extra
hours these girls put in for your
entertainment and to help take our
teams to victory.



Girls' Swimming finishes on top
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(Top to bottom) The winning
girls swimming relay team of
Chris Mensching, Amy Attivis·
simo, Nicole Baird and Meli sa
Radomski. (Photo by Toni
Kozlowicz)

this team are partly due to the
experience and talent of Coach
Welch. She herselfwa~ once a State
Champion in college wimming,
and can easily relate to the hard
work and the dedication needed to
succeed. The future looks bright
for the e talented girls, according
to Welch. "We will be building
towards a tronger team with hope
fully more swimmers. The um
mer team that is planned will help
this team reach their goal. The girls
are hard workers and will do well
in the years to come."Of course the achievements of

Well, as you know, hard work
and persistence always pays off.
At the lHSA sectionals, the team
did a great job. Many accomplish
ments and goals were finally and
succes fully reached. The 200 yd.
medley relay received a medal for
their time of I:54:39. Those who
competed in this event in the sec
tional competition included hris
Mensching, Nicole Biard, Amy
Attivis imo, and Melissa
Radomski. Nice job girls!

feels that these swimmers have
come a long way, and de erve a
lot of recognition.

During the eason, two very
difficult school records were bro
ken. Freshman hris Men ching
astonishingly broke a record that
stood ~ r eleven years, the 100 yard
breaststroke, with a time of I: 16.7.
The 200 yd. free relay record was
broken with a time of I:54.39. This
exceptional relay team consists of
Melis a Radom ki, Nicole Baird,
Amy Attivis imo, and Chris
Mensching. Congratulations girls!

Sara Brown, a co-captain on the
team, i very impres ed with the
way the team competed, consider
ing that there were many newcom
ers. "The new swimmers did great
for their I t year out, and the
varsity team did great as a result
of their hard work."

"Alright girls, warm up; 20 laps,
Go!" These words are all too fa
miliar to the Lady Spartans swim
mers. For the past couple months,
they've been working hard (6 day
a week, two and a half hour a
day) to prepare themselves for the
lHSA ectionals. Through their
determination and dedication, they
were very succe sful in compet
ing at the meet.

The swimming team consists of
many strong swimmers, including
junior co-captain Sara Brown and
Becky Quinn, Melissa Radomski,
Adrienne Palluck, Debbie
Dussman, and Deni e Holzle.
Sophomore Lori Wiatr, and re h
men Lee McIe, Nicole Baird, Amy
Attivissimo, and hris Men.ching.

Kathy Welch, the team's coach,

By Barb Antol
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Frosh/Soph Basketball hoops it up
By Tina Milianti

This year's Sophomore Girls
Basketball team consists of eleven
hard working girls, led by starters
Pam Stoffregen, Rachel Funk, Tina
Milianti, Heather Evans, and the
now injured, Debbie Whiting.

They are joined by team mem
bers Patty BaL:'lstini, Lisa Bazian,
Shirley Hunt, Nicole Novosel, Sar<1
Griesbaum, and Val Neubauer.
The girls have a non-conference
record of one win and two losses,
and a onference record of 1-0.

The Sophomore Basketball team
is very strong in their enthusiasm.
The girl ' quickness helped them
win their first conference game
against the Richards Bulldogs,
during which Debbie Whiting dis
located her right shoulder. The
team will mi s her dynamic pres
ence on the floor for the next six
weeks.

The team's few weaknesses
include the small number of play
ers, and their ball-handling skills.
Ball handling is not quite up to par
yet, but the team feels that that will
work itself out in time.

Coach Lynne Schulz states that,
"We will have a tough time in our
conference this year, but we can
definitely do better than a .500
season. This team of eleven girls
can do just about anything, if they
set their minds to it, and really go
all out." In the beginning of their
season, the girls were asked to play
in a varsity tournament with the
Junior Varsity team. The team was
not very successful in the touma-

ment, but they played well to
gether.

As a team, the girls are pulling
together to show each other their
way on the coun, in the hopes that
through teanlwork, they can all
improve. They are keeping each
others' spirits up even if they are
not winning their game. Every
player comes out of the game with
an accomplishment.

n the other side of the story,
this year's Freshman girls team has
19 strong-playing, talented girls.
Led by Shanna Blaze, Rachel
Kolar, hri Men.ching, and the
two injured starters, Cheryl
Sullivan, and Jenell Murray. JeneU
was also hurt during the girls' ftr t

onference game against Richard .
Jenell is only expected to be out
for a short period of time. heryl
broke her arm during a Junior
Varsity game. She will, mo tlikely,
be out for the re t of the season.
The team's other fourteen players
are: Michelle Donahue, Tahnee
Spatafore, Mary Pasquarella, Jamie
Bousman, Vicky McMahon,
Michelle Ortiz, Teresa Skupen,
Jeanette Lemu e, Diana
Wrobelewski, Jenny Smith, Becky
McNaughton, Nicole Hansen,
Nicole Beisiada, and Maureen
Scanlan.

The girls hold a Conference
record of 1-0 and a non-confer
ence record of 3-0. Coach Doreen
Ke tler says, "This year's fresh
men team has a tremendous
amount of talent. So far, we are
undefeated in and out of our Con
ference. We know we'll be up
against a lot of tough teams in our

Tony Baldea shooting a free
throw during a recent game at
Richards. The Spartans were
victorious.

Conference, but we are al 0 con
fident that we can compete strongly
again t these teams."

The Freshman girls who also
played in the last J.V. game did a
good job and worked hard all the
way to the end. The Freshmen and
Sophomores are both strong, com
petitive, and lethal teams, and they
should have good fini hing records
at the end of the eason. All the
girls who were injured in the ea
son so far will hopefully recover
quickly and heal, possibly return
ing before the end of the season.

We'd like to wish the Fre hmen
and Sophomores the best of luck
during the rest of the season.

By Daryl Gorney

The weather outside is getting
rough, so why not stay indoors
and warm up while watching the
Oak Lawn Freshmen/Sophomore
Boy Basketball Team beat the
competition. At pre time, the
Freshmen "A" Team is 3-2 over
all, and 1-0 in conference. The
Freshmen "B" Team is off to an 0
2 start overall, and 0-1 in confer
ence. This team plans to rebound
quickly.

According to the fre hmen "B"
team coach, Coach Atkins, "We
have room for improvement; the
guys are working hard, they're
very intel1igent, t1ley have good
team work with lots of potential in
them."

In tlleir nrst game here at Oak
Lawn, both freshman teams lost.
The "A" team fell to Luther South,
while th "B" team feU to
Ei enhowenin a close, hard-fought
game with i. core of 44-36.

When talkins to Coach Atkins,
he said that the main strength was
that the team was working hard,
while its weakness lies in size and
some lingering inexperience. Some
of the key players, in his mind, are
Bill Gaynor, Brian Williams, and
Jim Ruzich from the "B" team.

He al 0 thinks highly of Aaron
AJtenburger from the "A" team,
though he thinks everyone is do
ing a great job.

The somewhat invincible sopho
mores are starting out the season
with the determination to win a
title, as they are 5-0 overall and 1
o in conference.

Coach Mayer aid his expecta
tions are that he hopes the team
can win twenty game, do well in
conference, and for his team to
beat a team coached by one of the
best, Landon Cox. Coach Mayer
also thinks his team has a good
shot to take it al1 in the SI A North
Conference.

One of the reason why the
sophomores are where they are is
because of their 54-50 victory over
Reavis in their season opener. The
key players on this team are Ryan
March, Ray Orban, Jon Baikie,
Steve Jeral, Bill Bousman, and Tim
Wilson.

According to Coach Mayer, the
sophomore team's main strengths
arc the team offen e. They score a
lot and quickly, and they are a good
shooting team. Th team's main
weaknesses are that they need a
little more h Ip in rebounding and
in team defense.

When I attended a sophomore
ba~ketball game two weeks ago,
what I ob erved is everyghing
Coach Mayer said about the team.
The talent that lies in the players
on the Freshmen/Sophomore Boys
Basketball team is in one word
"fabulous."

Frosh /Soph Wrestling looking good
By Bryan McConnack

Ready? Wrestle! And so another
season of Frosh/Soph Spartan
wresiling begins. So far, so good.

The Sophomore wrestling team
is being coached by veteran wres
tling coach John Robin on. Coach
Robinson sums up hjs team in
aying that, "Right now, we're
IOking good and I'm extremely
eased with the overall effort. We
U be right in the middle of the
'. conference race this year."

Wel1, Coach Robinson should
be pleased. At pres time, his team
had an impres ive record of five
wins and two losses, and has sev
eral wrestlers with winning
records.

The Sophomore wresiling squad
also has such advanced wrestlers
that four of them wrestle on the

varsity level. Sophomores AI
Baker, J on Surrat, Jorge Castil1o,
and Dominic Rokosz al1 compete
regularly on varsity.

Sophomore wrestler Eric
Edquist had this to say of the team:
"The team is looking great from
top to bottom and the intensity is
building up daily. I think we'll
fini h the season well." The Sopho
more squad has already proven
Eric correct. The inten ity i vi
ible in such wre tier as Andy
Zaghlul, John Bethke, and Mike
Diaru, who put in a tremendous
effort day in and day out.

The Sophomore wrestling squad
enjoyed a successful freshman
sea on last year as they were con-
tautly in conference competition.

Those succe ses were largely due
to the freshman team coach, Mr.
Burton, who provided the squad
with a great beginning.

The Sophomore squad stood out
o much that four new sophomores

joined wrestling this year. Dan
Whiting, Ash Ralah, Eric McHugh,
and Jim Biesiada are all new wre 
tiers, and as a matter of fact, Jim
Biesiada is presently a varsity
wrestler.

In wre tling, perhap. the most
exciting wrestlers to watch are the
heavyweight , and this year the
Sophomore squad boa ts two great
ones in Jason Surratt and Bob
Panogiotidis. Jason i a Varsity
wrestler, and Bob takes the J.V.
spot. Watching these two wrestlers
is always very exeiting.

Sophomore wre tlerTerry Little
said, "We're improving each day
and the improvement i a notice
able one." This improvement
shows through in such wrestlers
as Mike Bums, Josh Patton, and

Tony Giglio, who are all wrestJing
quite well right now.

Well, there's no doubt that
Coach Robinson's Sophomores
are looking good. All the dedi
cated wrestlers are providing for a
bright future for Oak Lawn's
mighty wrestling program.

Freshmen
Coach Burton leads another

excellent freshman group into
SICA North competition this year.
Coach Burton said, ''I'm very
happy with this group. They work
very hard and do well in compe
tition. I expect us to be high in the
race for Conference this year."

Coach Burton has reason to be
impressed. His fre hmen have a 2
o record, at pre time, and they
simply slaughtered their SICA
North rival, the Richards Bulldogs,

beating them 77-6. A fan in the
crowd was heard saying, "I haven't
seen a defeat like this in a long
time. This is a very tough fresh
man team."

It's no wonder why the Fre h
men are so good. They have a
veteran wre tIer, Daniel Prorok
leading them into competition. Dan
stated that, "We are wre tJing very
intensely right now and, although
we have tough competition ahead
of u , I think we'll come out on
top."

The Freshmen team also has
several other excel1ent wrestlers.
Tom Creech, Mike Hyna, Jason
Kolk, and Brad Koeppen are all
doing fantastic, and lame Bukow-
ki i tearing up the competition at

heavyweight.
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The few, the proud, the Varsity Wrestlers

Jeff Whiting working to pin hi opponent (Photo by Tom checkel)

By Jim Kolar

Hey Spartan fans! Although pro
hockey and baseball athletes are
still on strike, for the Oak Lawn
Community High School Wres
tling Team there have been no
vacations. Weeks before their ac
tual first meet, the mighty Spartan
Wrestling team is already working
hard to achieve the level of perfor
mance they will need to ucceed in
tough conference competition.

The Spartans are led by Head
Coach Bill Burton. Coach Burton
has been involved in the
O.L.C.H.S. wrestling program for
the last 15 years, lending his con
siderable experience toward mak
ing each team a success. This year
he is supported by 3 assistant
coaches: Coach John Robin on,
Coach Nick Wit on, and Coach
Joey Gilbert (I st four-time filinois
Wre tling Champ).

It is not uncommon for the
wrestlers to practice 2 to 3 hours

a day. Practices include warm ups,
weight-lifting, jogging, and mas
tering the various moves that a
good wrestler will need on the mat.
Wrestling requires equal amounts
of coordination, good reflexes, and
strength, as well intense concen
tration and good strategy. This
makes wrestling a difficult, chal
lenging port.

Each wrestler is assigned to a
weight clas ba ed on his indi
vidual weight. These weight
classe will then determine which
wrestlers may compete again t
each other. Although the wrestlers
will then compete individually
against each other, their ub equent
loss or victory will count toward
team tallies. The team with the mo t
successful wrestlers will be
awarded the winner of the meet.

The 1994-95 O.L.C.H.S. Var
sity Wrestling Team is led by 2
seniors: Michael Ray and Shaun
Surratt. Because this year's team

i relatively young, both seniors
will have to demonstrate leader
ship and serve as role models for
the other members of the team.

This year, II Juniors have been
cho en to wrestle at the var ity
level: Brian Clauson, Dave
Clemens, Dave Gajas, Jesse
Hewitt, Carl Issacson, Len
Kazmierc ak, Jason Lurie, Bill
Lyon, Steve Novak. Adam Wende,
and Scott Zack.

Five out tanding Sophomores
have also been selected to take part
in varsity competition: Al Baker,
Jorge Castillo, Tony Giglio,
Dominic Rokosz and Andrew
Zaghlul.

According to Coach Burton,
"We have a young team this year,
but I am looking forward to seeing
some of the junior-varsity mem
bers stepping up and competing
on a varsity level. We need to work
hard and give 100% of our effort
consi. tently throughout the sea
son." If plans proceed as they are

predicted, and potentials are met
and surpassed, then some serious

conference contenders will have
emerged.

Varsity basketball back with vengeance
By Mark Gronski

From the practice floor to the
game floor, playing hard is the
name of the game for this year's
Boys Varsity Basketball Squad.
The Spartans are coached by first
year Head Coach Rich Panovich,
who brings to the team 18 years of
coaching experience, as isting the
head coach at Mount armel High
School. In talking with Coach
Panovich about this year's squad,
he was very optimi tic. Coach
Panovich's expectation for the
season is simply to play hard and
as a team, which at this point in the
season he is very pleased with.
Panovich also tated, "The team
need to perform to the maximum
and the wins will fall into place."

The Spartan basketball team
consists of many well experienced

players who provide a great mix improving their skills on a daily far it has developed a well bal
of talent. Kevin Casey, senior basis, getting prepared for game anced team.
guard stated, "We are more of a time. A usual practice for the What would all this practice be
team, and are playing well again t Spartans consists of drills such as without playing the game? That's
more competitive opponents." This ball handling and shooting. Spar- right, it's time to talk about the
statement is only one of few col- tans al 0 scrimmage, which pro- intense action of Spartan ba ket-
lected when speaking with thi vides the team with some game ball game . Although the Spartan
high spirited team. situations. have gotten off to a rocky start in

When talking with Nick Devivo, conference, losing to cross town
a Spartan guard, he said, "We have Varsity ba ketball occasionally rival Richards making the record
a lot of spirit and great potential of use the weight room for strength 0-1 in conference, the varsity team
winning more games." training. Whcn talking with a few will never give up.

Senior forward Kevin Campbell team members about practice their The Spartan's overall record is
suggested that the team is doing a re pon es were similar. They felt 2-3 and they have been playing
great job of playing together. With practicing hard every day was intensely in their games. When
players like the e, Spartan basket- sometimes difficult, but a neces- talking with team members about
ball undoubtedly has potential for sary part of trengthening the team. their game performance, they were
a successful season. The varsity squad is an energetic overwhelmingly satisfied.

In order to achieve this success, team, and according to Coach Throughout all their games, the
the Spartan need to work at their Panovich are heading in the right Spartans have been executing their
practices. This year's team exhib- direction. Practicing i a key fac- play correctly and playing well as
its this determination every day. tor for the Spartans in developing a team. This varsity exhibits a lot
The Spartans work 100 percent every member of the team, and so of';epth from both the starters and

Shooting for the stars

the bench, but only one weakness
can be applied to the team. The

partans do an excellent job of
maintaining their momentum and
motivation through three quarters,
but need to step it up a knotch in
the fourth.

The leam' energy has already
sparked a couple of successes. In
a tournament held at Oak Lawn,
the Spartans finished in a fantastic
econd place. Upcoming for the

squad, during the Christmas break
is the Lemont Christma Tourna
ment. The Spartans will travel to
Lemont to take on many talented
teams. Varsity basketball i con
tinuing to improve and is a team
full of enthusiasm and determina
tion. Good luck to the Spartans on
their upcoming games and their
journey for a succes ful season!

Lisa Smallwood hoots at the free throw line against Richards on
their home court (Photo by Tom Scheckel)

By Christina Matuszewski

It i the start of a new season
and the Girls Varsity Ba ketball
Team is hot on a new trail. if you
thought they were good last year,
wait until you ee the senior domi
nated team this year.

To start off the season, Oak
Lawn beat M rton 52-49 and Rich
East 55-49. At the Richard
Thanksgiving Tournament, Oak
Lawn managed to take third place
by defeating T.F. South and Crcte
Monee. Although losing to An
drew 42-68, the team saw good
performances from Mandy Smith
with 12 point, Kelli VanVuren

with 10 points and 8 rebounds,
and Barb Antol with 8 rebounds.

Good efforts were also given
by Li. a Smallwood, Kim Chilvers,
Sara Brown, and Karen Laurinaiti .
Many Smith, with 21 points, and

hris Matuszewski, with II points,
led the Spartan to victory.

Deanna DeVries said, "We work
really well together a a team.
Sometimes it takes awhile to get
into the rhythm, but once we do
we're unstoppable."

Oak Lawn's record, at press
time, is 5-2 overall and 0-1 in
conference, 10 ing only to
Richards.

oach Davelis adds, "We are a
strong team with good leadership,

but we have to work on our de
fen e and our hooting ability. We
hope to be in the fight for the
conference championship and win
eighteen to twenty games."

The team consi ts of seniors
Kim hilvers, Deanna D Vries,
Karen Laurinaitis, Chris
Matuszewski, Lisa Smallwood,
Mandy Smith, and Kelli
VanVuren.

Juniors' are Barb Antol, Sara
Brown, Serena Kriekel, Jill
Levickas, Nicole Matuszewski,
Anna Pinon, and April Sibrava.

Come out and watch the next
game as Oak Lawn plays T.F.
North on January 3, at 6:00, in
Spartan City.

Boys' Swimming making a splash
By Tom Jodelka

"Swimming is not as easy as it
is cracked up to be," said swim
mer Ken Huizenga upon being
asked about the Spartan swimming
and diving team. Ken aI 0 added,
"It takes a lot of time and effort to
be the best that you can be." if you
ask any member of the Spartan
Swimming and Diving team if
the e quotes are true, they will
probably agree 100 pereent.

Most people see swimming as
something you do to relax at the
beach, or something you do to cool
off on a hot ummer day. In other
words, people sec wimming a

leisure activity. Rarely does any
one see swimming as a fast, com
petitive sport.

In order to prepare for thi port,
the Spartans have to practice. Prac
tices arc held everyday of the
school week from 3 to 6 p.m. after
school. These practices, and the
Saturday practice are mandatory.
There is also an optional morning
practice which is held Monday
through Friday from 6:45 to 7:30
a.m. What do the Spartans do at
these practices? You will be sur
pri ed. The Spartan must do 20
laps of each troke, freestyle, back
stroke, breaststroke, and butterfly.
For anyone out there that still

thinks thi i easy, wail, there'
more. The Spartans also must do
20 laps of just kicking, and 20 laps
of "pulling." "Pulling" is the term
which refers to swimming with just
your arms. All together, this equal
120 laps of swimming a day. All
of those lap equal 3000 yards.
Three-thousand yards is about 100
football field .

This year the Spartan Swimming
and Diving teams have two coaches
who will bring them to victory.
They are Mrs. Kathy Welch and
Ms. Alii on Betz. As of press time,
the Spartan have not had a meet.
Their flISt meet was Friday, De
cember 2nd at Reavis. Results were
not available at press time. At this

meet, and all of the meets, the
Spartans compete in a variety of
events. The events are the 50, 100,
200 and 500 meter freestyle, a
well a 100 meters each of the
brea tstroke and butterfly. 100
meters equals 4 laps in the pool.
There is also an event called the
individual medley which i 100
meters each of all four stroke .

The divers of the Spartan team
also compete at the meets. The
divers have perhaps the mo t dif
ficult task of and amount of flips
and turns in a dive. If that is not
enough of a challenge, the divers
have to cnter the water with the
smallest plash they can, or else all
of the acrobatics of the dive don't

mean much. The Spartans must
perfect a number of difficult dives.
A dive called the one and a half
back, has the diver doing one and
a half backwards nip and turns
into a dive. Another dive, the one
and a half front, has a diver doing
one and a half forward flip. The
inwards dive, calls for a diver to
have hi back facing the pool. The

diver then must jump toward the
diving board, once again with a
perfect entry. The 1994 partan
swimming season will hopefully
be succes ful. if anyone wants to
join next year, follow the words of
Josh Smok, "Swimming is a good
sport to go out for because no one
gets cut."
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Oak Lawn Says Hello to 'Bye-Bye'

Under the direction of Mr. Dzurison, students practice their part for "Bye-Bye Birdie." (photo by
Toni Kozlowicz)

By Jeannine Burton

It' that time of year again. The
tudenlS are preparing for the
pring musical, "Bye Bye Birdie."

The play will be performed on
May 4th, 5th, and 6th at 8:00 p.m.,
and a matinee will be performed
at 3:00 p.m. on May 7th in the
Auditorium Gym.

The director Mr. Dzurison will
be a sisted by Steve Millies. The
producer and musi al director is
Mr . Mateer. The make-up and
publicity will be handled by Mrs.
Carrier. Mr. Deitemyer and mem
bers of the band will provide the
core. The wift move will be

choreographed by Ca sie Dawe .
The setting i the 19505 in Swect

Apple, Ohio. Conrad Birdie, (Scott
Jo eph and Jon Row ey), is an
Elvis-like singer who has been
drafted into the war. Before he
leave, his producer, Albert Peter
son, (Aaron ink and Chris
Oakes), and hi love interest/sec
retary, Ro ie Alvarez (Sharon
Skowron and Katie McCarthy),
decide to hold a contest for Conrad
to give one of his fan one la t
kis.

Albert's mother, Mae Peterson,
(Jill Valentine), i trying to epa-

rate Albert and Ro ie, 0 he hires
a exy ecreLary, Gloria (Jill Herr
mann and Nora Burke). The win
ner of the contest is Kim MaCafee,
( arah Roberts and Stacie Joritz).
Kim's steady, Hugo Peabody
(Brian Clifton and Gary Byrne),
i angry and jealous of Conrad
Birdie.

Kim's immediate family in
cludes her father, Mr. MaCafee,
(Pat Clifton and Jeff Marcin
kow ki), her mother, Mrs.
MaCafee, (Chri tie Evitt and Jen
Christianson), and her ister,
Randie MaCafee, (Kristina Caputo
and Casey Bennell).

Kim' best friend, Ursula
Merkle, (Kim Meare and Charity
Benevelli), is alway there to up
port Kim. Mrs. Merkle, (Becky
Quinn), is Ursula' mom.

Kim al 0 has a group of com
panions that are always with her.
They are: Helen (Nicole Rollberg),
Nancy (Marybeth Drechsler),
Margie (Anita Spero)~.l~eborah
Sue (Julie Roberts), anq Alice
(Ann Lundeen). \

The mayor, (Bob Fitzgerald),
feci out of the potlight when
ever onrad i around. Hi wife,
Edna, (Julie Wenzel), i taken by

onrad; he think he's cute.

Just as every high chool has a
"nerd," Sweet Apple's i Harvey
John on (Sean O'Halloran). Hi
father, Mr. Johnson, i played by
Bill Strelow. The bartender,
Maude, i played by Tim Braun.

The choru consists of the Sweet
Apple Teen who include: Mel
is a Bauman, Al Baker, Adam
Blatchford, Mark Dykstra, Kim
Kill, Amy Kra ,Kelly Melaniphy,

Joyce 01 en, teve Thompson,
Kim Tam aitis, Margert Webb,
and Christina Zwirkowski. The
adults in town are: Deanna Bau
man, Joe Bolz, Mike
Marcinkow ki, Chrissy Margaron,
Chris Ward, and Mandy Wegner.

The dancers are captains Na mi
Martig and Pam Stoffereg nand
include Rachel Kolar, Danielle
McIver, Jamie McKenna, Shan-

non Murphy, Debbie Sterna,
Kristin Stroud, Cheryl Sullivan,
Suzanne Terrell, Heather Uelman,
and Tina Webber.

Jill Herrmann says that, "We
have a fanta tic ca t and thi show
is gonna fly!" Ticket can be
purchased from any ca t member.
Keep that fir t weekend in May
free, becau e thi i going to be a
huge succes .

Physics Bridge Winners Announced

Prom Date announced

PRIDE Pin Recipients
Ethnic Diversity at Oak Lawn

Karen Laurinaitis breaks her bridge.

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate Mall and all the other
physic tudent for a job well
done. All the time and effort put
into this project brought a lot of
pride to OL HS.

following direction and taking
good measurements. It also allows
the phy ic tudent to be creative
and to d omething different 
it gives the tudent a brand new
experience to learn from."

This year prom will be held on
Friday, May 12, at the Grand Ball
room of the William Tell in oun
tryside.

No excu e ! Prom is uppo ed
t be one of the 1110 t w nderful
nights in your high sch I career,
so d n't even think of not going.
None of this, "What are we going
to do afterwards?" or "Who can
I go with?" and "What am I going
to wear?" Prom can be a great
enj yment if you just go with a
friend and be yourself. What you
do after prom is all up to you. The
evening can be ended on a Chi
cago lakefront crui e, or th
cheaper way, a walk al ng the
lakefront. Get a group of friends
together and enthu iastically plan
ahead. Planning ahead will keep
you fr m gelling tuck driving
around Oak Lawn without orne'
ort of destination.

At least destine yourself as a
prom goer and party safely and
memorably!

the bridge in grams by th rna
of the bridge in grams. The win
ning bridge at Oak Lawn was built
by Malt hap with an effici n y
of 805.4~.

Other top qualifiers includ :
Kri~ty Clifton (492.7%), Karen
Laurinaitis (382.8%), Jeff Whit
ing (364.2%), and Julie Deplaris
(361.9%).

Mr. Halwax, who was in
charge of the physics bridge con
test, felt it was a succes. he aid,
"The bridge contest is a good way
to emphasize the importance of

pg. 6-7
pg. 9

pg. 10
pg. 12

pg. 4
pg. 8

the next. The 1995 bridge wa
required to be between 300 and
400mm long and have a rna no
more than 25 gram . It also had to
be built to allow a 40mm diameter
pipe to pass thr ugh the bridge.

The bridge mu't have a mas
no greater than 25 grams, must be
no longer than 450mm, no taller
than 140mm, and no wider than
80mm. They had to be constructed
with bas wood.

Aftcr mecting the above require
menLs, the bridge were judged on
their efficiency. Thi was found
by dividing the load supported by

everyday "glam" of baby tee and
jean or the Oannel, doc marten
mixture either. Thi time it' for
mal. A in PROM FORMAL.
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So it' that time of year again
to get glamor u ! No not your

By Monica Palimaka

On February 28, Matt Chap, a
student in Mrs. Halwax' Physic'
class competed in the annual
bridge building conte t at the 11
linoi Institute of Technology
(TIT). Matt was chosen for thi
because his hridge earned fir t in
the OLCHS bridge contest held in
the cafeteria in January. A total of
72 students participated in the
contest.

Each year the bridge conte t
rules change 0 that bridge arc
never the arne from one year to

By Erin Keating
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In Defense of the
Forever Child

State cuts funding
What will be next?

By Wendy Musielak

On February 12, the destiny of South Cook County School was altered, when
Governor Edgar signed into effect the Tax Cap legislation. What thi mean to Oak
Lawn C mmunity High School is the school will 10 e about $1.5 million. It also means
that the school will receive 5% or the rate of inflation, whichever i' Ie s, from now
on. Maybe this doesn't mean much to y u, but the re ult of thi might mean a whole
I t.

When you really want something but don't have the m ney, whal happen? That'
right, you don't get it! Well, the same thing can and may happen at Oak Lawn. We
want extracurricular activiti ,but if we d n't have the money we might not be able
to have them. Some activities will be cut back, while others will be eliminated or maybe
there will have to be a fee to participate in them. The arne could happen with sport .
Perhap there won't be any fre hman level sports or maybe there will be only Varsity
sports, or maybe the port will be eliminated all together.

The effect won't only hurt our extracurricular activilie , it'll also affect academic
programs. Class sizes could d ub/e, instead of a tually having individual attention,
you '1\ ju t be a number. And to top that all off, programs uch a art, music and Indu trial
Education may be. threatened. And if all thi or any of thi occur, it will al 0 affect
tea hers. With less program and larger cia es, less teachers will be needed, thus some
teachers may 10 e their job .

Are you concerned yet? You'd beller be. Do you feel it i right for your education
to be denied, because the state won't give us the money that i rightfully our? Well,
I don't' agree with it, bUI I'm graduating, so it won't hurt my education.

You're the ones who need to talk to your parents and you're the ones who need to
do omething! I sugge t y u talk t your parents about this. We may not be able to
change the legislation, but we houldn't let thi occur WitJloUt a light.

See Ms Egan in RID. 201
for Dlore inform.ation.

Now thai we're "all grown up," mo t
of these innocent childhood que ti n have
ceased to spill from our lips. But just
because we are suppo edly adults, just
beeause we've come to understand ome
comm nchildhood bewilderments docsn' t
mean that we know everytlling.

The best pan of being a child is know
ing that we don't know anything. As
children, we rcali/.e that w need to know
tllings - so we ask questions. If we grow
older and think Ihal we know enough, tllal
ii'S time 10 lOp asking questions, we SlOp
learning, and leaming i what life i all
about.

We are never old: we are always chil
dren. II sounds cnv.y, but it's true. We
should think of age in ternlS of the Ear1h,
rather than in lernlS of our lifelimes. TIle

arth has been around for billion of years
and will be around for, probably, billi n
more. Even if we were 10 live for two
hundred year , we'd still be mere children
in comparison to the life of the Earth.

In our lifetim s, we can never know all
tllat the Earth, the sun, the moon, the stars
and the galaxies have come t know,
why hould we stop asking questions? Too
many events have ccurred, 100 many
people have lived, too many ideas have
been thought in the Univers 's time for us

to understand all of them.
The hands of ur lives can only pick up

a many grains of knowledge before we
are pulled away from the sand. Our grasps
can only hold so much - we cannot fit
all of time int our small palms. There will
always be omething left for us to di 
cover, to understand, and Ihat is why each
and every one of us should live in a state
of childlike wonder.

By Iva Palmer

The first semeSler has passed; the ch I
year i m re than halfway through. For
seniors, it's closing time, the end i near.

The way I phrased that makes gradu
ation ound like our impending doom. Of
course, it's not. II's merely a transilion
inlo another pha 'e of our lives. Leaving
high chool means moving into adultJlood,
or, at leasl, our own individual cOIll.:ep
ti n of adulthood.

I'm ure we're all wondering what we
will make of our future. Will we have the
career we desire? Who will we marry?
How many kids will we have? Will we be
able 10 lurn our best and brighte I dreams
into realities?

As much as I wonder about tJl future
my. elf, it i. not what I choose 10 addre
in writing tJlis. As important as the future
is, tJlere can be no fUlure without tllere
first being a past. A we grow older. we
live in tlle here and n w, selling our fo
cuses on what's to corne. If we grow away
from the e habits, and look to the pa t
every now and then, we di over the one
virtue we held in our childhoods - one
characteri tic crucial to gelling the mo t
out of our hon live here on Earth.

Think back. Do you remember when
you were younger? Do you remember
make believe and dreams of faraway
places?

Do you remember your insatiable thirst
10 under tand? How about the endI s
questions 10 which you subjected your
eld rs - "Why is the sky blue?" "H w
do birds fly"," "How do all those people
fit inside of the TV?"

Spartanite Staff
back Joy or Joke?•

IS

By Tim Braun

When:

The NHL

Spartanite editorials represent the opinions of individual staff members, not the publi
cation itself. Replies to these editorials are welcomed and can be sent to SPARTANITE
office room 204.

Thi eason, the NHL i back, but to answer the que tion in the hearts of many, Why?
After resolving recent onnicts between the NHL Players A sociation and the team
owners, the league has decided on an abridged 48-game season, in tead of the u ual
84. The players also had only about one week to prepare for the sea on.

This shortened schedule has found me to question the validity of thi year's season.
Experts agree that the early start of the season, without a pre-season, forced clubs to
play minor league players in major league games. This bought major league players
some time, until they were ready to play real games, but unfortunately wasted the first
two weeks of game . Mo t of the game , e pecially opening night for the Hawks, were
down right embarrassing. Als , the premature beginning of the season has forced far
too many injuries, becau e player haven't had sufficient pre- ea on time. This denies
fans a decent hockey game for even longer for two reason..

First, the loss of better players slow the game down, and second, player play with
a fear of being hurt, and don't play to their fulle t potential.

The e few results of the h rtened sea on have cau ed major problem for the NHL.
Fast-paCed, deserving teams like New Jer ey, Vancouver, and M ntreal have not been
able to get a start. Less de erving team, such as the New York I landers, Calgary, and
Tampa Bay have simply had a good start, and are in po ition much better than they
deserve. One thing is for sure; the teams that can take most advantage of this situation
are the team we'll see in the tanley Cup Finals. Mark my word. : Detroit vs. Pitt burgh
for the Cup!
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By amar Shehaiber

International
Club

The International Club will hold
its first International Week during
the last week of March. On March
27 through 31, there will be a bake
. ale and a luncheon.

The bake sale will be held in
the cafeteria on Tuesday and
Wednesday during 4th period and
5th. The luncheon will be held in
the cafeteria on Thur day during
4th and 5th.

Both sale will be provided by
various countries like Germany,
Italy, France, Austria, Middle East
Arabia (Pale tine, Jordan, Egypt),
Hungary, Hawaii, Poland, Mexico,
the Philippine and Sweden. In
ternational Club participants will
be preparing food in one of the
fo d cla e as part of an internal
field trip.

Ethnic clothing and other ma
terials used by different countries
will b displayed in the Library
throughout the week.

The International student arc
very proud of this week and are
working very hard toward it.

ood luck to the [nternational
Club and to their sponsor. Mrs.
DiBrito and Ms. Lcable.

ph to conte t with the theme "Pic
ture Perfect." We already com
pleted 2 previou photo contest .

If you are interested in thi.
extra-curricular club. top by room
240 after chool and talk to Mr.
Horej , the photo club ponsor.
Dues are $7 for the year, and $4
en h seme ter.

Do you lik to take picture?
All you have t d i have am'
type of camera and you can join
the OL H Photo Club.

We went to the Monticello
Nur ing Home in December to
make ornaments for the elderly.
We ar')currently involved in a

\~

By Daryl Gorney

By Tom Cronin

Mathletes

Photo Club

Limits, rational expressions, and
y tem' of equation . Those ar

three of the many math topics Oak
Lawn's mathlete have been work
ing hard at thi year. Thi' year'
talented math team is coached by
Mr . Halwax, Mrs. Wessel, and
Ms. Parent.

Thi year at the conference
meet, our mathlete fini hed in an
impre ive third place out of six
schools.

On the wriuen competiti n,
many students achieved a perfe t
ten ut of ten point at lea tone
time this year. These tudent are
senior Jim Liao; junior, Mark
Gron ki, teve Had, and Jill
Levicka; s phomores Tracey
Koeppen, and Tom Kubicki; and
freshmen, Ken Tregoning and
Anwaar Judeh.

Other competition were calcu
lator and gr up competitions. Plac
ing high in ornl competitions were
Tracey Koeppen, Tom Cronin, and
Jill Levickas.

Mathletc i. available to all
students who are intere ted in
math. The mathlete coache and
·tudents arc looking forward to
another challenging sea on.

'Pegasus'
By Katie Truty

----Group Scoops----

Do you like to read or write
poetry? Have you heard of Pe
gasu ? Pegasus i the club for you,
if you enjoy and appreciate po
etry. Pega us i 'pon 'ored by Mr.
Robert Meek. who' a1 0 a coun
selor.

The club meets every other
Thursday, when the member turn
in their p try and di cuss club
issue . The major is ue the club i
planning i the poetry reading.

This reading i the fir t of it
kind for Pegasus. Hopefully, it will
be a success. The plan is to have
each member write live poem that
they would like t have read to the
audience. Then, after chool one
day, student, parents and faculty
alike can come and listen to the
tudent show off their intellec

tual abilitie . These poems, like
any other, hould be "clean"
poetry, with no profanity or vul
gar ituation in the de cription .
Mr. Meek i "very optimistic"
ab ut the whole thing.

ince Pegasus has just finished
with all of the registration,the club
now has more time to concentrate
on the poem. "[t's hard to get
kids to read and write poetry,"
said Mr. Meek, "But I'm really
proud of everyone. veryone does
great work."

Pegasus is always accepting
new member and looking for
more poems t put in the Poet's

orner. Take a look at the Poet'
orner utside f R m I 17 for

a glimpse at the late t work of
the group.

For a complete copy of poems,
wait for the book of poems Pe
ga u puts out in the pring. The
book is sold f, r 50 cents. Mr. Meek
believes, "Vou don't have to be a
geniu to understand and appreci
ate poetry. You ju t have to have
an open mind."

Science Students
of the Month

cience Students for the Month of ovember: clockwise, Kris
McHugh, Jenny Burn , Jeff Hense, Cheryl Sullivan, Jason Owen,

had Heda, Christa humard, and Sarah Bourbon (Not Pictured:
Julie Ballard)

Science Students of the Month for February: Back Row: Left to
Right - Joe Munno, Chris Mensching and Wajeeh alah. Front
Row: Left to Right - colt Cole and Tracey Koeppen.

Science Students of the Month for January: Back Row: Left to
Right - Mary Pasquarella, umar Zegar, Samar hehaiber, Rita
Atieh, Chris iIIi and Matt Chap. Front Row: Nadine hehaiber,
Michele Matera, and Christina Zirkowski.

#iD~ri~ilB~~~
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When you're in the market to buy or ell your
home, call Kevin O'Brien at Doris Brown

Realty for the professional service and expertise
you want and need to get the job done.

Specializing in B verly, Evergreen and Oak Lawn O.L.C.H.S.
9901 S. WESTERN AVENUE, CHICAGO, IL 60643 • (312) 445~350 Class of '79

Deliuery Euery Where - Euery Day
• Fresh Flowers • Sympathy Expressions • Gift Baskets

- Expert Wedding Design -

55th Court & Southwest Hwy., Oak Lawn, IL
(708) 636-7996

Weekdays 9:00a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sun. 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Oak Lawn Youth Commission
8901 S. S2nd Ave.

The Oak Lawn Youth Commission
is interested in helping high school

Juniors and Seniors nnd jobs.
To apply, J1H out an application at:

424-6010

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. &Sat. 8:30-5:30

JOBSJOBS

Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to S p.m.

For further inforlDation call:

636-2929

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN
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PRIDE Pin recipients named
By Chris Ward

Everywhere you go in Oak Lawn Community High School, you can find students going out of their way to help others. These actions are
often recognized in the form of a gold pin with the words PRIDE inscribed on it accompanied by a congratulatory certificate of merit.

Each week, a select few are given this award for displaying Personal Responsibility In Daily Effort. The recipient receives his/her award from
Mr. Hill with a per onal congratulations and handshake. (* denotes second time; ** third time)

S&R Overhead Doors
(Our Goal is not to be Undersold)

Phone (708) 422-7677

Quality Garage Doors on Sale NOW!

DeVivo, Jamie
Gonzalez, Kevin
Gorney, Daryl·
Kos, Robert
Little, Terry·
Matera, Michelle
Pasquarella, Mary
Petroski, Rhea
Poorman, Amber

The member of the
Spartanite would like to

extend our incerest
congratulation to each

and every student who at
Oak Lawn School who

has done something extra
to help make our school

the best it can be.

Call us For...

Free Estimates

1/23/95
Edquist, Eric
Rokosz, Dominic

2/24/95
Baranowski, Rich •
Castillo, Jorge
Daineh, Alunad

1/16/95
Little, Terry

12/5/94
HaJeern, Hayfa
Ga par, Cecelia
Radomski, Melissa

Sievers, Kelly
Sinkus, Meredith
Strelow, Bill
Strelow, Brian
Szyszka, Wes
Ward, Joe
Weidel, Chris
Whiting, Jeff*
Zdanek, Dave

1/9/95
Forsyth, Charles
Gorney, Daryl
O'Brien, Sean

12/12/94 12/19/94
Atieh, Rita
Bruck, Pamela
Cichowicz, Joe·
Rivera-Duer,Dave··
Stachovic, Brian·

We Do Quality Service
On All Your
Garage Door Needs

11/21/94
Bourbon, Sarah
Bowadi, Jame!
Bram, David
Brandt,Brian•
Connell, Kri ta
Correa, Michelle
Dauner, Jason
David, Matt
Evans, Steve
Frederick, Todd·
Gallegos, Jenny
Grygiel,Ray·
Habich, Joshua
Heintz, Phil
Hoover, Kevin·
Hutson, Dwayne
TIiopoulos, Eleni
Jubran, Sam·
Kenealy, Jerry
Karcka, Steve
Liepart, Jim
Lorenz, Bridget
Neaves, Janet
Patrick, Jamie
Prepelica, Mike
Rivera-Duer, Dave·
Shane, Karla
Sietsema, Mark

/~-

9/12/94 Warning, Randy. Miskevics, Rob
Cizek, Mike P. Ziad, Sonia Moser, Rudy
Clardy, Adam Zubek, Kathy Moyzis, Missy
Cunneen, Blake Muehlhausen, Dan
Ocampo, Franco Perveneckis, Lisa
Whiting, Daniel 10/24/94 Palimaka, Monica
Zayyad, Sena Baker, AI Palluck. Adrienne

DeAngelis, Rebecca Popham, Amanda
9/19/94 Tomlinson, Steve Rivera-Duer, Dave
Gronski, Mark Yurcisin, Elizabeth Sherwood, April
Palluck. Adrienne Whiting, Jeff
Quinn, Becky llnl94 Wiedel, Chris
Smith, Mandy Baird, Nicole Zebio, Rachel
Warning, Randy Baranowski, Rich
Urquijo, Louis Biesterfield, Eve 11/14/94

Bolz, Joe Didier, Diane
9/26/94 Brandt, Brian Dyckman, Jeanine
Albek, Ellen Burns, Mike Fasano, Denise
Cummings, Scott Casey, Kevin Fox, Danielle
McCalip, Shawn Cerf, Kevin Grygiel, Ray
McCoy, Ian Heda, Tom

llnl94 Hoover, Kevin··
10/3/94 Chilvers, Mike Jur~o~~, Julie
Chavez, Rudy Cichowicz, Jeff Mathias,'Tracy
DeVivo, Jennifer Ciciora, Irene Mitchell, {)uzy
Hoover, Kevin Cozzi, Michelle Parkhill, &'olyn·
Lurie, Jason Czemske, Gary Sanfilipp, Julie
Parkhill, Carolyn Diani, Mike Stachovic, Brian
Prat!, Rachel Dybek, Chris Stalzer, Chris
Sandula, John Franzen, Chris Trobe,Kris
Sievertsen, Sheri Frederick, Todd Wegner, Craig
Smok, Josh Gonzalez, Luis Williams, Kristyn

Gui, Kim
10/10/94 Isaacson, Carl
Champlain, Rick Jubran, am ~

Clifton, Brian Kazmierczak, Dan
Davis, Matt Kearney, Paul
Hoover, Kevin· Kelleher, ~rge
Hullet, Josh Koeppen, Tracey
Jones, Randy Kolar, Jim
Sandula, John· Marcinkowski, Mike
Svane,Dawn Matuszewski, Nicole
Szyszka, Wes McHugh, Chris

·11
/

/ / /
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Deciding on Moraine Valley
A Parent Night

Wedne day, April 26
7 p.l1l.
Fine and Performing Arts Center· Dorothy Menker Theater

I flgh s( hool stud('nls ,1I1d th('11 parC'nts ,11(.' invlt<'d [0 join us April 2() to Imd
out why thousands of studC'nts (k( ide' Mor,lint' VJIIC'y (or11lllunity ( ollege is
right for th m. You CJn [,11k 10 Id< ulty and ,1dlllmistrators about ,\( JdcnllC pro

gral1lS In bu~in<' ~, health S(l('1l( " Industli,ll technology, public SerVI«', and
uniV<'rsity transler. TI1('re will also be presentations about finan< ial aid, gC'tling
t,lIted at Morain' Valley, and r('sour(es ,md services to help studC'nts SU(

ceC'd. Plus, (urrent Mor,li,l(' V,1lky students will shart' firsthand inforlll,lIlon

about what ii's like to ,1tlC'nd the (oll('gt.

Moraine Valley hopes you will take advantage of this opportunity to 1(',lIn

more about the coil ge's progrdm., and .,C'rvi«'s.

all (708) 974-5355 tor more det,lils.

IF ~ r~ Moraine Valley .
,.J ~ ~ Community College
10900 outh 88th Avenu • Palo!> I fill!>, Illinoi' • 6046 -0937
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College Corner Career Corner
By aomi Ellis

Dentistry
Job Description: Dentistry is a branch of the healing arts and

sciences devoted to maintaining the health of teeth, the gums, and
oft tissues of the oral cavity.

Place of employment: In practice, industry, government, dental
societies, national scientific organizations, and educational in titu
tions.

Salary: $24,000 to about $50,000 a year.
Job outlook: A larger number of dentists will be needed in the

year ahead if all egments of the population arc to have access to
the care they need.

Work conditions: Long, irregular hour and exp ure to di ease
and infection.

Pharm
Job de 'cription: Pharmacy is a career centered upon knowledge

of science and medicine.
Place of employment: In practice, clinics, hospitals, residential

pharmacies, scientific organizations, and educational institutions.
Salary: $15,000 to $50,000 a year.
Job outlook: Pharmacists will be needed more in the upcoming

year.
Work conditions: Long, irregular hours.

By Samar hehaiber

n, Communication , and

of science, mathematics,

~~!.!..!<!!.!.!!<J!.!!>l.'- College-preparatory curriculum and A T is required.

By Naomi Elli

Scholar hips

Purdue University - is offering scholarships to minority students (African American, Hi panic, or
American Indian) who rank: in the upper 20% of their class.

Western Illinois University - is offering a variety of cholarships to students ranking in the top 25%
of their clas or with a 3.00 G.P.A. and ACT of 21 demonstrating need.

Fashion Design cholarship - is offering $5,000 awards to seniors seeking career in fa hion design.
Expiration: 4/1/95.

American Federation of Teachers - i offering an $8,000 cholarship to AFr's members children.
The student must be pursuing a career in labor, education, health, or government service. Expiration:
3/31/95.

National Federation of Press Women - is offering scholarships to women pursuing career in
journalism. Examples of published high chool work hould be included with application. Expiration:
5/1/95.

Multi-Cultural Awareness
Seminar Held

Financial Aid
For College

F.A.F.C.
$6.6 billion of Financial Aid from the

private sector has gone unclaimed
each year. That is enough to give
every student in the U.S. $600.

Fox Valley Center • Yorktown Shopping Center
Hawthorn Center· Northbrook Court· Woodfield Mall
CW ago Ridge Mall • Orland Square Shopping Center

Stratford Square Shopping Center· GolI Mill Shopping Center
North Riverside Park Mall • River Oaks • Southlake Mall

CODlp-Tech
4921 W. 95th Street

Oak Lawn, IL 60453
(708) 346-0401

Fax: (708) 346-0471

Grades Are Not Always A Factor
Some aid is granted because of what you
Or your parents have done. Sometimes,
promising to work for a company after

graduation or performing some duties while
in school is the requirement. Age does not

matter. In fact, lots of scholarships go to the
over 25 age bracket.
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Mr. Maloney, Social tudies
Department hairperson, felt the
Institute raised a con ciou ness of
how different cultural back
ground affect students' learning.
He al 0 feels it's a teacher' re
span ibility to make students m re
aware of the people and world.

M . Lcable, English teacher and
International Club sponsor, agrees,
but added, "We shouldn't dwell
on our differences, but in tead
emphasize the similarities of all
people."

outs from the speaker providcd
some objective facts. Also, an
Arab-American talked ab ut her
culture. This allowed first-hand
Arab-American culture to be
shown to teachers, The main pur
po e of this Institute wa to pro
mote under tanding. The hope of
the administration i that through
knowledge and under tanding
connicts can be avoided. Since
ignorance breeds violence, Ms.
Batmangelich hoped that all teach
ers left with "accurate informa
tion."

By Jill Levickas

On Institutc Days at Oak Lawn
Community High choot, students
receive a day of sleeping in, relax
ation and fun. The teachers, how
ever, are required to att nd a full
length chool day for meeting .
The meetings these faculty mem
bers attend are often centered
around a major topic that is of
major concern to the entire choo!.

A recent Institute was held to
make teachers more aware of how
students' culture affect their
learning. Thi In titute also went
along with the OL HS Mis ion
Statement which states that Oak
Lawn High School i dedicated to
educating without discriminating
against student' cultural back
ground. The Mis 'ion goes even
beyond just notdi criminating, but
also to try to under tand every
culture, and prepare all students
for the future.

In order to address the goals of
the Mission Statement, two speak
ers gave presentati n at the Insti
tute. Their goal was to provide
teachers with a complete multi
cultural awarene . andra D. Bat
mangelich and John E. Wood
from the University of Chicago
Center for Middle Eastern Studie
were the two presenter. Mr.
Woods is a Professor of Middle
Eastern Hi tory and Ms. Bat
mangelich is the Director of the
Educational Outreach Project.
Together, they presented teacher
with ome of the custom of Arab
American culture. The Arab
American culture was cho en a
an example due to the growing
population of Arab-American stu
dents at OLCHS.

The teachers received a lot of
information on the culture. Hand-
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•In
Confessions of the Dreamer

By Julie Wenzel

If I were to recommend a time
and a place to daydream, it would
have to be in the passenger seat of
a car, next to one of tho e close
friends you can always easily
engage in deep conversation, on
an open highway, accompanied by
great traveling mu ic. The atmo
sphere is beautifully complete if
the two of you are beneath a huge,
red, lazy sun itting in a sky full
of pale gold, orange, and purple
shades. I believe no fear can creep
up on the human spirit, nor any
pain leak into the strong hearts
that venture into such graceful
moments.

The hopeful energy felt after a
long, perfect daydream is addic
tive. I alway get such a feeling of
exhilaration after a daydream. I
feel like I can take on the world.
I've been told that I "think too
much," but I'd keep my head in
the clouds anytime to be able to
feel that life's possibilities are
endless. I can imagine myself as
an accomplished traveler with
volumes and volumes of journal
entries and photographs. Within a
malleI' of econds, I can dream of

my life as a teacher, an astronaut,
or a p ychologist.

To daydream is to temporarily
e cape from the complications of
daily life. I'm ure that exce sive
daydreaming may be hannful in
that one can 10 e a sense of real
ity. On the other hand, those who
do not allow their imagination to
run wild can only become unmo
tivated, ad people. Young adults
are constantly portrayed as dream
ers because of their determination
to make something of them elves.
Having their flawless futures
within reach opens the door to
dreaming, (whereas adults are
firmly seated in the real world
through their experience and
children perceive life through
Saturday morning cartoons).
Young adults however, are at the
milestones in their lives where the
po sibilities of what they may
become are open road . It is here
where fate unfolds. How can one
not daydream about thc future and
what it hold for oneself? Men
tion "the future" to anyone on the
brink of creating his or her own
and he or he will be enthralled in
vivid daydreams for hollrs.

Daydreams arc one dl. life's

perfect pleasures. They are com
pletely individual and private, and
can never be stolen, thrown away,
or used up. Another great thing
about daydreaming, is that even if
you arc caught in the act, your
accuser cannot know what it was
you were daydreaming about.
Whether you were imagining de
vouring the fresh bag of Cheetos
on your kitchen counter, fantasiz
ing over that irresistible someone
who catches your eye in the halls,
or deciding which cities you are
going to travel to first when you
embark on your future voyages,
only you know.

Dreaming is what we're all
about. Take that away, and we are
left in this frustrating transitional
state where there is a wall holding
us back from making our mark in
the world. Our dreams are our
motivation. They help us in seek
ing out our goals and discovering
who we are.

In concluding my article, I find
myself daydreaming about how I'd
like to go for a drive and dream
out loud with one of those close
friends I mentioned earlier. I hope
this article reached someone out
there. Never give up on your
dreams.

- Sui/iVAN -

Open Your Eyes

It's amazing what you can see if
you just open your eyes.

By Bob Carey

The actual problem with the
world today, and this is the sorry
truth, is that people do not know
what they really want. They sim
ply do not have their priorities
traight. You may be curious as to

what] mean by straight priori tie .
You may think that whatever it is
you really want to do is your
priority, and that i true. How
ever, it is also true that, without
ome erious recon ideration as

to what we really think is impor
tant, there will not be all that much
left to think about.

First of all, is it more important
to be distant and efficient or per
sonal and less effective? In today'
society, computers are taking over
the way in which people com
municate and interact with each
other. While this method of con
ducting busine s is definitely more
effective and simple, it allows

people less opportunity to get to
know each other properly. People
feel that computer communication
is going to be the wave of the
future, but if that is so, we may
10 e out on the essence of person
ality and individuality. Without
actually talking to somebody, it is
impossible to get to know who
they really are.

What people seldom think about
i that their decisions everyday,
no malleI' how insignificant they
may eem, have an effect on the
things around them. When people
react to new innovation, that leave
out personality, with open arms,
they are asking for trouble. ]1'
manufacturers and companies get
the impre sion that people like this
form of "communication," they
will continue to expand the hori
zons for a world where nobody
knows each other. People have to
start realizing that only they can
stop these things from happening.

Computer aren't the only ex
ample, however. People never give
serious thought to the environ
ment. They recycle if it is conve
nicnt and otherwi e there is no
thought about it. The government
doesn't even care. If it did, hair
spray, nonbiodegradable products,
and cigarclle would all be illegal.
These items arc doing the environ
ment no good and nothing is done
about it. Why? Because people like
smoking. So what? I'm orry if
you like it but who cares? There
are more important things than
your addictions. If people opened
their eyes, maybe they would re
alize that they are not the center
of the univer e.

People place too much impor
tance on things that, in reality, have
absolutely no substance. Even I
am guilty of thi . No one is im
mune. Who really cares if OJ did
it or not? Who cares about what
happened on Melrose Place? It's

just a '90' generation soap opera.
What effect is it going to have on
you?

The reality is lhat people have
to find out what is important, and
soon. I know we're young. but we
won't be forever. Now is when
we have to decide whal is impor
tant to us. My personal priorities
in life are to do anything and every
thing I can thaI will help me feel
fulfilled when I'm done. Your
priori tie. may differ from mine
and there is nothing wrong with
that, but you do have to know
whal they arc. Maybe they arc
short term priorities like gelling
into college or passing that biol
ogy test, and maybe they arc long
term one like mine, but you have
to know what you want before
you can strive to get it. ]1' we don't
get our priorities lraight now, then
we never will, and that is some
thing that we cannot let happen.

By Tracy Heinrich

Try to gues who I'm describ
ing. A person of any age who ha
a heart and therefore likes to help
others. This person, or more appro
priately, these people, spend a lillie
or a lot of their time doing things
they enjoy. These people can be
considered the backbone of a com
munity. They are like Santa's lillie
elves only mo t of us don't rcalize
all of the work they do. No com
munity would be pI' ductive or
completc without the extra help
ing hands that resident lend to
their park districLs. These hands
belong to those who voluntecr their
time and effort to hclp others.

What docs this have to do with

the students at OLCHS? Well, let
me tell you it has a lot to do with
us primarily for two reason . Num
berl. Our community would fall
apart without dedicated volunteers,
and Number 2. Every senior faced
with going to college is faced with
the question, "What have you done
for your community?"

First of all, don't think for one
minute that you have to be an adult
to volunteer, because teens are
very important to the community.
There is a lot that you can do for
others. Teen can voluntccr and
be a part of holiday mini camps,
Leprechaun luncheons, and Tree
Trots. If you like to work with
disabled adults and children, you
could bc a swim aid, a bowling

aid, or you could be a ba eball
buddy. If you're concerned about
the environment, there arc Earth
Day and Arbor Day clean-ups. The
Lillie Red Schoolhou e and the
Wildlife Refuge al 0 have a vari
ety of activities planned for the
summer months. Without volun
teers for these activities, they
would all fail.

Quite obviously the most im
portant reason to volunteer would
be so you could have the oppor
tunity to help others. but if you're
a hard person to motivate, then
think of the advantages for your
sdf as well. For example, many
colleges and cholarships require
a certain number of community

ervice hours in order to be ac
cepted or rewarded money.

Having community ervice
hours is important to colleges and
scholarship committees, because
it shows them that you care ab ut
the welfare of others and not just
yourself. These hour also show
them that you are a well-rounded
malure student, because otherwi 'e
your volunteer work would have
been a failure.

Aside from the volunteer'
benefits. I would have to say that
the person being helped or the
cause benefits the most. Take for
example, all of the programs avail
able to di abled people. Without
volunteers these people would not

receive all of the help that they
need. To the e pc pic, volunteer
open a whole new world to them.
NOI only do they receive the help
that they need, but they al 0 make
a lot of friends. These pecial
friends make each day a little
brighter.

0, the next lime you're walk
ing through your town admiring
the clean and beautiful parks and
supporti ve recreation areas, re
member the volunteers who made
this environment possible. If how
ever, the environment doesn 'tlook
so good, then don't hesitate to call
your park district and ign up,
because every helping hand makes
a difference.



hould refocu your attention on
the teacher.

Just because there are students
out there who are always a chap
ter ahead in chemistry class, can
name all the species of insects in
Latin and actually appear to know
more than the teacher does, doe
not mean that they consume brain
hakes or super vitamins. It im

ply means that you are a teenager
growing up in the '90 , while they
are from a different planet. Actu
ally, its a matter of making a
choice. That is, how much are you
willing to sacrifice? When the
realization ink in that to win at
the game of chool, you must
acrifice a lot very few people are

able to type out of that comfort
ably, conformed line of what is
con idered normal from their own
group.

Those individuals who carry
around a neat, leather bound plan
ner and maximize their tudy hall
time are a constant fa cination to
me, a elf admitting daydreamer.
I always wonder how they find
the trength to hold their heads up
during that discussion on the ben
efits ofItalian architecture. Some
time I watch their every move
ment to ee if they ecretly do eat
Wheatie or take mart pills. What
do I di cover every time? That
they don't do any of the e things
but they are maste at the foreign
concept of hard work. To these
rare individual r applaud you.

A Parallel World
By Vicky Corbett

In a parallel world students
would give teachers detentions for
giving a lengthy lecture in a na al
monotone on the ethics of crop
rotation. They would also force
teacher to kick that annoying
habit of giving homework. Right
after nap time, we would go to our
next class the fundamental of
underwater basket weaving fol
lowed by all you ever wanted to
know about tropical fi h ... but
then again I did ay a parallel world
not a perfect world.

To all the less than perfect tu
dents out there I ympathize with
your ab ence of mind during al
gebra clas and that overwhelming
desire to talk through the
announcements. Doe it mean that
you are less of a student? Ofcourse
not. It ju t means that your mind
tend to wander a bit. Here is a
brief checklist of warning sign
that mean you are not paying
enough attention to the teacher:
you have started to drool, you have
counted how many time the per
son behind you has kicked your
chair, you have molded the gum
under your desk into the Statue of
Liberty, you have thought of in
teresting names for that band you
are going to start, or you have
figured out who would eat first if
you were tranded in thi cia .
Be aware that if you catch your
self doing any of the e thing you

and we u ually have little to how
for it. Some think the world i
against them and some think it'
for them. It's neither. We can just
take what we get and make the
most of it. We need to be careful,
so we don't overlook the positive
or ponder on the negative.

I think we need to find what we
want and figure out what we can
get reali tically, and work towards
that goal. Finding it seems to be
the problem though. Eddie Veder
put it best when he said, "Restles
oul, enjoy your youth." Don't
tre s yourself out but don't let

anyone make up your mind for
you. Don't listen to me if you don't
want to. I'm just pUlling in my
two pence. I say it's a slow ride,
take it easy.

sell it and none of u know where
to find it.

Through some eye, the future
look hopele s; living at home with
a part-time job and a Moraine
Valley class schedule that includes
Astronomy 1 and an Introduction
to metal working, (so they regis
tered a few months late). Some
people look ahead with great ex
pectation .

They've been accepted to
Northwestern and know exactly
what they want to do for a living.
A for the rest of us, we sit and
wait, debating whether or not to
do that magazine article in P yche
cia tomorrow and wondering
how to spend the rest of the night.

Day tum to weeks and weeks
tum to month . A pattern i formed

Big Picture
fDazdamiConjud

by Dan Sullivan

You, me, us, everybody; We it
around at home, in the car, at the
woods, wondering what to do,
where to go and with who, if
anybody. The weekends are too
long, too short, too busy, too free
and sometimes we end up with a
headache on Sunday. We've been
to every pany, rented every movie
and have eaten every burrito
Nonhern Illinois has to offer. Now
what?

Is this it or are we missing
something? Maybe we hould be
checking out that certain college
or tudying for that big te t on
Monday. Maybe we hould get
that job and pay for that ear. But
where' that car going to take u
and do we want to go there? Why?
Do we want another four years of
school? It seems, ometime, that
we're always preparing for the
next step, which is preparing for
the next step. My legs are tired.
Maybe I'm just lazy.

Even orne people in college
don't know what they want to do.
They go to chool and have a job,
but always seem to show up on
the weekends. You know the type,
as do we. Are they a step ahead
or a tep behind? Maybe they're
example of whom not to pattern
our lives after, but hey, at lea t
they're doing omething. Then
why are they back here on Satur
days?

Because they're till confused.
No one can eem to figure out the
secret of life, becau e they don't
teach it in a classroom, they don't
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How Popular is Real{ty?
By Shannon Doherty

What do you think of the media
in today's society? For tho e of
you who do not know what the
media is, let me tell you. The
televi ion, the radio, the newspa
per, and magazine are all a part
of what we call the media.

How many of you can actually
live without the television, the
radio, or the magazines you re
ceive each month? I can guess not
many will ay they can. Truth
fully, who would want to? There
are so many great show , like
Seinfeld, and good mu ic, that
sometime the media lures you
into their firm grasp.

Sitcom and other things you
opt to watch are one realm. What
about tho e programs like the new

that you can't avoid? Lately it
been about a man who did or did
not kills his ex-wife and a by
stander; or a woman who drowned
her own children after plcaing for
people to "find her babies." What
kind of effect are these scandal
playing on people.

Now instead of little children
seeing 0.1. Simpson a a football
hero or the man in movies, he
become a killer in their eyes. The
new paper and magazine ee to
it that everybody knows of the
weekend drive-by-shootings, but
tend to neglect anything positive
that i going on in the world. The
ad thing i , is that thi is reality,

and reality eems to be very popu
lar and viciou right now.

The media plays an amazing

part on what ociety's pereeption
of reality is in this country. There's
a very large cary purple dino aur
teaching kids that the world i just
swell. Sorry Barney, but you see
the world is full of anger and
hardship. The only swellness is in
TV land. Sure there are orne
shows that you watch and really
enjoy, and the tabloid crack you
up. The stories about a woman
giving binh to a 200-pound baby
with amazing picture is a great
way of grabbing people's atten
tion, but i this reality? Is this the
way of howing people what the
world i really like? It's not that
everything you hear or ee ha to
be a great bore and nothing can be
fiction or fantasy but gi ve a little
leeway on what separates fact from
fiction. The myth that television

\ ..
promotes violcQt;C r ee as ju t
that, a myth. Whereas some people
see it differently. Some believe
that people feel a certain way, TV
just ignites those feelings. When
you show a murder trial on tele
vi ion, it is not TV promoting
violence it is reality promoting
violence.

Not only does the media play
on people's mind, but also on
their emotions. The Mi s America
pageant i just an example. Pag
eants like the e hould be banned,
and many people would agree with
that tatemenl. Why must you be
judged on your body to get a
scholarship and make a career for
your elf? If we made deci ions in
that manner, there would be a lot
of smart people out of a job and
pretty Barbie-like figures with no

brains becoming pre ident and
taking over the world. Young adult
women in particular are getting
the impression that you must be
perfect to become anything in this
world. Self-esteem i a major part
in ucceeding and the pageants are
playing on people's morale.

The thing is, that the media is
seeming to control our lives. For
orne of us, it takes over our minds

and makes reality look like a
movie you pay money to ee. For
others it' ju t another part of a
daily schedule and nothing is taken
as eriou ly a it wa meant to be.
People ee it as a refuge from their
own lives and ju t a way of relax
ing. For all of you everywhere
just remember one last phrase in
remembrance of the media ...
"they're here!"

Zero-Tolerance Law Targets Teens
By Angela Moustis

On Saturday, August 13, 1994,
Governor Edgar signed a bill into
law. This law in question is the
zero-tolerance policy. The purpo e
of the law i to decrease the num
ber of minors who drink and drive.
The way it works is by penalizing
anyone under 21 for having a
blood alcohol content of .0 I or
higher. For a fir t offen e the
penalty is a three month su pen
sion of the minor's driver's licen e.
A econd offen ere ults in a one
year uspen ion. Of course, these
penaltie are doubled if the of
fender refuses to take a sobriety
tet.

There are many great points to
this law. If teen are worried about
losing their licenses, they will be
less hasty in choosing to drink and
drive. After all, driving is the fITst
sign of real freedom that we have.
Thi will lower the rate of alco
hol-related traffic death . Great!!
Fewer people will die, but how
many of those deaths are actually
from underage drinkers?

The answer i 14.9%. That
mean that the other 85.1 % of
alcohol-related traffic deaths are
from legal drinkers. My que tion
i why re trict the law (0 nly
minors? ure, orne live will be
saved, but there will still be a large

number of people dying. Just
becau e someone can go into a
store and buy alcohol, it doe. n't
mean that they are more capable
of driving while intoxicated.

The laws should n t be more
lenient on adults just because they
can legally drink. They are till
breaking the law by choosing to
combine drinking and driving. Dan
Vock of the Chicago Tribune put
it best when he said, "It' like
telling a child it's OK to steal
candy just not too much." Drink
ing and driving is against the law
for everyone, so everyone should
be punished equally for breaking
the same law.

According to June 18, 1994's
Chicago Tribune, the reason teens
should be pecially targeted i
becau e we are "inexperienced
drivers experimenting with alco
hol and more prone to rambunc
tiou behavior." This arne article
contradicts this statement by tat
ing that more than half of all al
cohol-related fatalitie are cau ed
by driver between the ages of 21
and 31. Why are we the one who
are pr ne to more rambunetiou
behavior? I personally know teen
ager who are more mature than
many people over 21. The e
people arc 0 quick to judge u by
our age, yet they are the arne
people who fight for equal rights

for themselves.
My point is that the zero-toler

ance law i wonderful and it could
ave a 101 of live. The only way

it can really be ucce ful, though,
is by expanding it to all people of
all ages. It's time the government
started enforcing laws that actu
ally help u ,and top i suing tick
ets for J-walking. It i understand
able that many minor who drink,
and e pecially tho e wh choose
to al 0 drive, will be up. et by thi
law, but think of all the people
you love that it could be aving.
Everyone know the laws and their
consequences, '0 you should ac
cept the consequences when you
hreak them.
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By Persiana Simenova

Bulgaria is a small country in
Europe. The country is bordered
by Romania to the north and the
Black Sea to the east. In the south
is Turkey and Greece and to the
west there is Macedonia and
Yugo lavia.

Bulgaria ha many mountains
and rivers. They grow sugar, beet,
sunnowers, tobacco, grapes, cot
ton and rice. The winters arc mild
and nowy. The summer is dry
and hot. Winters are wanner in
the western half of the country
because of the mountains.

Rose are one of Bulgaria's
most valuable cr ps. Thousands
of varieties are grown in the fa
mous Valley of Rose'. Many of
Ule ro es are grown for their oils.
It takes more Ulan 200 pounds of
roses to produce one ounce of rose
oil. The oil is extremely expen
sive, and is used in making line
perfume.

Sofia, Ule capitol, is filled with
monuments and museums devoted
to the past and present. There arc
also parks, gardens and tree-lined
boulevards. The young people in
Bulgaria are just like the young
people in the U.S. They wear the
same clothes, buy the ~amc candy,
and drink the samc soda. Bulgar
ian teen~ also listen to the 'ame
types of music. There arc CD
players and televisions. [n Bul
garia, you can't drive until you're
18. When you're 18 you gct your
passport.

In Bulgaria, there isn't Father's
Day or Valentine's Day. On June
I, however, there is Children's
Day. On this day, children receive
presents, and sometimes we arc
dismissed early from school. Chil
dren who have died in a car acci
dent are also remembered on
Children's Day.

The schedule for Bulgarian
school is that for Ule lirst semester
we have classes in the morning,
and during the second semester
we have classes in the afternoon.
School is harder in Bulgaria. We
learn a lot more, and the tests are
much more difficult. You have to
tudy becau e there is no way to

cheat. This i good because you
Jearn a lot more.

each oUler very well, the wedding
proceeds.

The ceremony is similar to that
of the we tern culture. The two
have their wedding at a banquet
hall with a band, flowers, cater
ing, etc. The bridesmaids consist
of the groom's and bride's sisters
or relatives and the best men con
sist of the bride's and groom's
brothers and other relatives. You
could have 20 or more bridesmaids
and best men not including the
parents of the couple. The bride is
howered with jewels and chains

of dollar bills. During the cer
emony, a penny is placed in the
bride's shoe by her father. Thi
indicates that it is the last penny
he'll spend on her. After the cer- .
emony, the couples leave for their
choice of a honeymoon.

My eulture is full of my teries
and puzzles to be put together, but
I will never trade them in for
anything more special.

Currently the Arab culture is
depending on the western mod
ernization, and it might cau e some
problems in the future, but it will
never affect my U.S. life.

My favorite holiday though is
probably Christmas. I receive
many presents, and I get to be
with my family.

Another Mexican tradition are
Catellions. The e are coming out
parties for girls. When a girl i 15,
he has this big party, ort of like

a wedding (except she doesn't get
married) to celebrate that she is
becoming a woman.

Although I never went to chool
in Mexico, they are similar to the
Catholic schools. Students wear
uniforms from pre-school on. The
children in Mexico, however,
don't have to go to school. Many
families are too poor to send their
children to school.

Mexico is similar to the U.S.,
however, it also has many special
tradition that make it unique.

the United States is a very gener
ous country with kind, loving
people. But, knowing Ulat this is
not my country, I always feel an
agonizing pain, and a speck of
hope that someday I will return to
my country. I love the way our
people stick together in happy or
sad times.

I till learn Arabic, so I will
never forget my language. I al
ways read the holy book, Quran,
and write long papers on every
topic that concerns me.

A lot of people a k about mar
riages in my culture. Marriages
differ from each country, but the
way it goes on in the Arab culture
is that the girl i not allowed to go
out until she's engaged. A boy
who has een her or known her
before, goes to the father and asks
for her hand in marriage. Engage
ments follow if the father agrees
and the girl likes the per onality
of the person. If not, she can refuse
him. During the engagement,
which can last up to 2 years, the
couples must always be chaper
oned by another adult. Not my
kind ofa fun date! If the two know

kinds, spicy and weet. The sweet
tamales are made with rains and
peanuts. There are also mild ta
males, which aren't as spicy as
spicy tamales. For the New Year,
benuelos are eaten. Benuelos are
nour tortillas spread out nat like
pizza dough. The benuelos are then
fried and can be topped with let
tuce, tomatoes, chicken and beans.

Another ob ervance we follow
is for Our Lady of Guadalupe
(Mary in the Catholic religion).
She is the saint of Mexico. We
remember her by saying the ro
sary.

EI Dia De Los Muertos, the Day
of the Dead is November I. This
day is for remembering our rela
tives who have died. [t is very
similar to Halloween, because we
eat sweets and wear mask .

the life you're living and the for
tunes you have that others might
not have. At the end of the holy
month, the Moslems celebrate Eid
AI Fitr, a holiday celebrated to bid
Ramadan a farewell until the next
year.

There are only 2 major holi
days in the Moslem culture, Eid
AI Fitr which last three days and
Eid Al Duha which lasts four days.
Eid Al Duha celebrates Al Haj.
The Long Journey of Muhammad
to the house of God, Allah, which
is located in the Kaaba in Saudi
Arabia. On those holiday , Mos
lem worshippers go to the mosque
for prayers. After prayers, fami
lies gather around celebrating at
each oUler's houses. Children re
ceive presents and money, and the
adults receive the happiness on
their children's faces. Feasts are
made, donations are given to the
homeless, and sacrifices of cer
tain animals (cows and heep)
would end the long lasted celebra
tion.

I have pent 12 years in Arabia
and only 4 years in the United
States. I could positively ay that

I am from a country that has not
een peace for a long time. My

ancestors were born in it, realiz
ing that they had a quest for being
on this earth. That que t is fight
ing for their freedom until the day
they die.

I am from several cultures. My
grandparents were born in Pales
tine (Israel), my parents were born
in Lebanon, and I was born in the
oil-rich country, United Arab
Emirates. All of these countries
are located in the Middle East.
Palestine is known as the "holy
land," since all of the religion
were born there.

My culture relies on my reli
gion, which is Islam. Islam devel
ops the rules which must be ob
served in the Arab culture. One
rule is that the Arab culture cele
brates holidays based on the
Moslem religion. Ramadan, the
holy month of fasting, makes a
person think of those who are less
fortunate. It makes you think of

ing and preparing special food .
Most of these traditions are done
during holidays.

Pinatas are a large part of
children's birthday partie. They
are made from papier-mache,
which is a mixture of cardboard,
glue, and newspaper and can have
any kind of hape. The pinatas
can be filled with money, candy,
gum and little toys. Once it is
filled, it is hung off the ground.
Children are lined up shortest to
tallest and each child hits the
pinata. When the pinata breaks,
all the children race to scoop up
Ule goodies that were inside the
pinata.

Christmas and Year Year's Day
are two other holidays that Mexi
cans celebrate. At. Christmas, ta
males are made. There are two

Palestine
By Samar Shehaiber

Students share diverse cultures
to promote understanding

Bulgaria

Burma

Mexico

By Aeindra Thwin

By Jorge Castillo

The country I am from is
Mexico. It is located just south of
the U.S. border. The major reli
gion of the people of Mexico is
Catholicism.

There are many Mexican tradi
tions. Some include pinata mak-

By HoUy Lisitzka

"America is a melting pot," and
so is Oak Lawn. What !his means
is that Oak Lawn is a place where
different students of different
cultures, nationalities and belief
come together to form our learn
ing community. OLCHS has many
different cultural groups, includ
ing Arabian, Mexican, and Afri
can American, to name a few.

Different cultures allow us the
opportunity to learn from each
other, and to become familiar with
different ways of life. Experienc
ing a variety of cultures together
in a mall community such as
OLCHS will hopefully help ev
eryone relate better in the bigger
community of the real world.

Mr. Murphy, as istant princi
pal, believes, "The first step i to
educate ourselves to better under
tand the diverse culture in which

we live. It is only when we our-
elves have examined our own

feeling and beliefs that we can
hopefully be uccessful in partici
pating in a multi-cultural society."
A multi-cultural society brings
different understandings which
make each culture different from
the next.

The following e says are from
tudents of OLCHS with different

cultural backgrounds. They will
tell what their culture is and how
it is unique. The students also will
expres how their culture ha been
"melted" into American society.

I am from the town of Yangon,
the capitol of the Union of
Myanmai (Burma). Burma is situ
ated on the peninsula of Indo
China. It is 3 times the size of the
United Kingdom. The population
is over 40 million. Burma is often
called "The Land of Pagodas."
This is becau e it would be diffi
cult to find a town or village
without a pagoda. A main resource
in Burma is agriculture.

There are fe tivals throughout
the year based on religion, sea
sons, and Burma's ociety. One
festival is the "Thingrjan", which
means change. In other words, it's
the Bunnese New Year. Thingrjan
starts on the 13th of April and
lasts 3 or 4 days. People pour water
on one another during the festival
for relief of the intense heat.

They also throw water in order
to wa h away the impurities of the
old years and to welcome the new
year. There are parades in the
streets with decorated noats. There
are also skits and dances per
formed all over the city.

Many weddings take place
during the winter months when it
is cooler. After they are married,
most young couples live with their
parents. The parents don't mind.

I like living in the U.S. very
much. There is a lot more free
dom here.
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AND

NAME: Maggie Parent
BIRTHPLACE: Naperville, IL
ASTROLOGICAL SIGN: Gemini
MARITAL STATUS: Single, soon to be married (in June)
COLLEGE ATrENDED: North Central College
DEGREE: BA
YEARS I HAVE BEEN TEACHING: 2
CLASSES I TEACH: Fundamental of Algebra, Algebra and

Geometry
IF I WASN'T A TEACHER I'D BE: A biological resear h

scientist
MY IDEA OF A GOOD STUDENT IS: one who hows up daily

to clas with all of their materials, pays allention, and ask que tions.
THE MOST MEMORABLE GIFT A STUDENT GAVE ME

WAS: A plaque about teachers.
I CAN'T SAY "NO" TO: Chocolate.
IN THE SUMMER I: teach uromer school, play with my niece.
MY FIRST CAR: Plymouth Sundance.
MY FIRST PAYING JOB: Secretary for a Paving Company.
THE MUSIC I MOST ENJOY LISTENING TO: sound track

to "The Last of the Mohicans."
MY FIRST CONCERT WAS: the Doobie Brothers.
THE LAST GOOD MOVIE I SAW WAS: In the Name of the

Father.
THE LAST GOOD BOOK I READ WAS: Outbreak.
MY FAVORITE CARTOON: Baby Blues.
A PERFECT EVENING TO ME IS: listening to music with my

fiance. )
IF I ~ULD TRAVEL ANYWHERE IT WOULD BE: to

Germany.\ ..
MY HOBBY IS: craft .
MY FAVORITE SPORT IS: Running.
I'D GIVE ANYTHING TO MEET: Adrian from "Highlander"

the TV Show.
FAVORITE PIGOUT FOOD: Dorito.
MY ADVICE TO TEENAGERS: Have fun (but not too much),

study hard so you can be uccessfullater, and don't worry aboutlitLle
things.

IF I WAS AN ANIMAL I'D BE: A bird.

PAPERBACK TRADING COMPANY
8825 S. RIDGELAND AVE.

OAKLAWN,IL
(708) 598-8442

Di scount on monthly order

47% James Dean
37% River Phoenix
16% Neither

IF YOU COULD SEE ONLY
ONE MORE CONCERT,
WHO WOULD IT BE?

1st: Pearl Jam
2nd: Green Day and REM
3rd: Nine Inch Nails and Boyz
II Men
4th: Nirvana
5th: Garth Brooks

CELEBRITY YOU'D LOVE
TO BE FOR A DAY

Ist: Julia Roberts, Michael Jor
dan, Kurt Cobain, OJ. Simpson
2nd: Tom Cruise, Winona
Rider, Courtney Love, Drew
Barrymore, Madonna

CELEBRITY YOU'D LOVE
TO DATE
Boys

I L: Kathy Ireland
2nd: Elle McPhear on
3rd: Sharon Stone

Girls
Ist: Brad Pitt
2nd: Keanu Reeves
3rd: Tom Cruise
4th: Christian Slater
5th: Johnny Depp

WHO WOULD YOU
RATHER MEET?

49% Kurt Cobain
38% Jim Morrison
13% Neither

COMICS
COMICS

COMICS

60% Brandon Lee
26% Bruce Lee
14% Neither

BEST RERUNS
1st Brady Bunch
2nd: What's Happening
~ All in the Family &
MAS,H.
4th: I LOVE LUCY

BEST CARTOON
1st: Animanjacs
2nd: SI!lYrfi
~ Scooby Doo & ~
~
4th: Bobby's World

I'D RATHER BE
42% A Ulttooed Teenage Su
perhero from Beverly Hills
38% A Mighty Morphin Power
Ranger

8% Neither

FAVORITE FAST FOOD
RESTAURANT

1st: Taco Bell
2nd: McDonalds
3rd: Burger King
4th: Checkers
5th: Super Burrito

BEST PLACE TO BUY MU·
SIC

I st: Best Buy
2nd: Wind
3rd: Musicland
4th: Coconuts

BEST MALE CLOTHING
STORE

1st: DJ
2nd: Gap
3rd: Structure
4th: Merry Go Round

FAVORITE MALE VOCAL·
1ST

1st: Eddie Vedder
2nd: Kurt Cobain
3rd: Trent Reznor
4th: Garth Brooks
5th: A three way tie between
Bono, Tom Petty and Jim
Morrison.

FAVORITE WEEKEND AC·
TIVITY

1st: Going out with friends
2nd: Parties
3rd: Sleep
4th: Shop
5th: Movies or Dancing

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO
A RAVE PARTY?

66% No
33% Yes

HAVE YOU READ ANY OF
ANNE RICE'S VAMPIRE
CHRONICLES?

64% No
26% Yes

HAVE YOU SEEN THE FILM
INTERVIEW WITH A VAM·
fIRE?

50% No
40% Yes
10% No respon e

"On Bended Knee"-Boyz II
Men (4)
"Far Behind"-Candlebox (4)
"Footsteps"-Pearl Jam (4)

FAVORITE BAND
1st: Pearl Jam
2nd: Nirvana
3rd: Green Day
4th: Nine Inch Nails
5th: Aerosrnith

FAVORITE RADIO STATION
1st: QI01, with 37% of the vote.
2nd: B96
3rd: A tie between WCKG and
103.5
4th: 106.3
5th: WXAV (88.3)

FAVORITE FEMALE VO
CALIST

1st: Mariah Carey
2nd: Whitney Houston
3rd: Courtney Love
4th: A tie between Sheryl Crow
and Madonna.
5th: A three way tie between
Natalie Merchant, Melissa
Etheridge and Sarah McLaugh
lin.

BEST FEMALE CLOTHING
STORE

1st: Gap
2nd: Contempo
3rd: Merry Go Round
4th: Expre

WHO'S BETTER
41 % Beavis & Butthead
30% Ren & Stimpy
20% other

8% Neither

By Iva Palmer

FAVORITE FLICK
1st Place:~
2nd Place: The Crow
3rd Place: Forrest Gump
4th Place: Interview with the
Vampire
5th Place: Dumb and Dumber
Other Popular Responses
(OPR): Hi2her Learning. £\ili2
.Ei£ti.Qn. The Mask and Illi<
Breakfast Club.

FAVORITE TV COMEDY
I t: Seinfeld, Ulking 25% of the
vote.
2nd: Home Improvement
3rd: Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
4th: MMin
OPR: The Simpsons. Married
with Children

FAVORITE TV DRAMA
1st: ER, with 23% of the vote.
2nd: My So-Called Life
3rd: A tie between Party of 5
and NYPD Blue
4th: All My Children
5th: Melrose Place
Most Creative Responses:
Infomercials and The OJ.
Simpson Trial

FAVE ACTOR
1st: Brad Pitt
2nd: Tom Hanks
3rd: A tie between Jim Carrey
and Christian Slater.
4th: Jack Nicholson
5th: Kevin Costner
OPR: Tommy Lee Jones and
Tom Crui e

FAVE ACTRESS
I st: Meg Ryan
2nd: Julia Roberts
3rd: Derni Moore
4th: A tie between Sharon Stone
and Jodie Foster.
5th: Winona Ryder
OPR: Drew Barrymore and
Michelle Pfeiffer

FAVORITE TYPE OF MUSIC
I st: The all encompassing "al
ternative" took an astonishing
41 % of the vote.
2nd: Rock
3rd: Rap
4th: A tie between oppo ing
tastes of Country and Indus
trial
5th: Pop

We asked, and you answered.
Without you, our vision would
have been left an ungraspable
thought, but you gave us the fuel
to tum it into something concrete.

What was it that we wanted to
know? What did Spartanite set out
to discover? In a ense, we wanted
to study you-the student body
of OLCHS.

What beller way to undersUlnd
you than to ask you questions
about your favorite things-what
movies you relate to, who you
dream about, what songs allow
your spirit to be tran lated into
dance? Well, here's what the 187
students surveyed had to say:

FAVORITE SONG
The vote for this was allover

the place. It seems that each of
you feel most in tune with your
own special song. Songs receiv
ing more than three votes were:

"When I Come Around"-Green
Day (Six Votes)
"Buddy Holly"-Weezer (5)
"Better Man"-Pearl Jam (4)
"Self-Esteem"-The Offspring
(4)
"Basketcase"-Green Day (4)
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Coaches Corner St. Patty's Players

Ode to Financial aid

imilar to body checking in
hockey. As in hockey, ometime
this leads to fights. If any fight
occur during the game, the play
er involved are ent out of the
game and cannot be replaced.
Their team mu t play short
handed for the rest of the game.
The game are fa t paced with
plenty of action, which make
them very popular and enjoyable
to watch.

Both of these games are for
amateur and are not played pro
fessionally. Mo t countie in Ire
land have team in both port.
They compete with the goal of
winning the "All Ireland," which
i the ame a the uper Bowl in
America.

waist like a belt and provides sup
port for the body. Mountain climb
ing boots even have little gloves
that look like spikes. Thi helps
them get better traction on the
area they're covering.

This sport is mo t common
outdoors, and i well known near
the Rockie and the Appalachians.
where there are better climbing
sites. Many national parks allow
mountain climbing a long a na
ture isn't de troyed. orne even
have guide that climb along with
a chain of people connected at the
harne s by rope . Of course, with
modern technology and people
having such bu y live. an indoor
ver ion wa created.

becau e of its coverage on "Wide
World of Sport ." The ball u ed
in hurling looks ju t like a ba e
ball and player u e a 42" stick
called a "hurley." Just as in Gaelic
football, the player mu t dribble
the ball by bouncing it off their
hurley tick.

In both of the e Iri h sports,
players do not wear protective
equipment, though helmets that
are very imilar to tho e worn in
hockey are becoming more popu
lar in the game of hurling becau e
of the danger of being struck in
the head with a hurley. It i illegal
to tackle an opponent in either
game, but there is con tant ag
gressive phy ical contact. Player
are allowed to block opponents
u ing their houlder, which i

By Lori Waitr

Rock climbing i not just for
the outdoor rugged type anymore.
It has drawn quite a large follow
ing outdoor a well as indoors
by reproducing rugged mountain
walls.

Climbing to the Top

Have you ever tried the adventurous sport of "Rock

Not much equipment i needed,
but what i u cd is strong and very
durable. The most important
pieces are the rope and harness.
The rope u ed i made of web
about 250-300 trands of nylon at
it cone, surrounded by brightly
colored half-cotton half-nylon
weave. The rope attache to a har
ness, which goes around your

By Pat McLoughlin

Many American people who
know about and enjoy sport
know very Little about ports in
different countrie . For in tance,
Ireland ha sports that are differ
ent than American port ,but they
are ju t a exciting. They include
Gaelic football and hurling.

Gaelic football, which i the
mo t popular port in Ireland, and
hurling, which i the Irish national
port, have many similaritie . Both
ports have 13 players on a team

and they play on a grafield about
150 yard long by 85 yards wide.
There are goal po ts at each end
of the field that re emble goal
posts in American football except
there i a net under the eros bar,
which i similar to a soccer goal.

For a team to core, they mu t
drive the ball into the net for 3
points or over the eros bar for I
point. Just a in occer, there is a
goalie protecting the net. Both
ports are played for two 3-minute

halves with a 10 minute half-time,
just as in soccer. The clock does
not top except for serious injury.

Gaelic football was fust played
in 1885. The rules are almost the
same a in Australian football, but
it has orne features of rugby,
occer, volleyball, and ba ketball.

The Irish people believe it i a fast
and tough game just Like any
American sport. Many people
believe Gaelic football could be a
more popular port in America
than occer. The ball u ed in Iri h
football looks Like a soccer ball,
but it is a Little bigger. The players
may u e their hands to pa s, catch,
and run with the ball, but they
must bounce the ball off their toe
into their hand every three step .
This is called "dribbling."

Hurling, another Iri h sport, is
considered the world's fa test
ground game and was fu t played
in the II th century. It is similar to
ice hockey. It actually doe have
a following in the United State

the student write to the college
coach. In any ca e, the f1J'St tep
i to narrow down the college
choices enough, so that the tu
dent i n't paying more for po t
age than he'll be paying for tu
ition.

Then, start writing semi-per-
onal bu ine letters to the

coache at the e college . In thi
letter, the student hould give the
usual stati tics, including name,
addre s, what port they play, and
what they want to major in. It i
also a good idea to list any out-
tanding award or record , aver

ages (i.e., batting averages, the
student's vertical, ace per game,
etc.), height and weight if appli
cable, other high school activitie
that the tudent participated in, and
possibly a napshot. The tudent
hould try to keep this flfSt letter
hort, even with all thi informa

tion.
Going on from there, the tu

dent will most likely get some
thing back from every college they
sent away to, whether it be a letter
to prompt further corre pondence
with the tudent, or a letter thank
ing the student for their intere. t
but saying that the chool already
has people in mind. In the' case of
the chool wanting further corre-
pondence, the student's counse

lor could undoubtedly help the
st;.tdent in deciding what package
would be be t, and where to go
from there.

port that they hould know. For
the mo t part, only Divi ion I and
Division III schools offer money
for athletes. Division I schools
include the Big Ten, and Division
1lI schools include the smaller,
more local chools. Thi money
i not easy to obtain. College and
universitie have pecific criteria
for their team member .

Being on a college team u u
ally take much more work than
being on a high chool team. They
generaIIyare in orne kind of train
ing year-round. In ea on, play
er will do a lot of traveling, more
for Division r than lII, but till
enough that mo t students want
to be tutored. Mo t of the athletes
people see playing for Divi ion I
chools are on full or partial schol

ar hip . Preciou few make it onto
the e team. Walk-on generally
play exhibition or second string
for at least their first year.

Most Division III . chools do
not have a tual "athletic scholar-
hips," but they do give their ath

lete extra grant and loan money.
It takes a great deal of kill and
dedication to make it on a team in
college, but it i not completely
impossible. Don't be di couraged,
you'll never know if you don't
try.

To begin the proce s, the ideal
situation would be that the stu
dent's high school coach knows
the college coach. That way, the
coaches will be able to talk before

Name: Mr. Atkins
Birth Place: Keno ha, WI.
Age: 24
Astronomical ign: Sagittarius (December 6)

ibtings: 3 Brother
Marital Status: Single
CoUege Attended: t. Xavier College
Degree(s): Bachelor in Science
Presently Residing In: Unincorporated Hinsdaie' '.:,
Sports Played [n High chool: Basketball And Ba~bal1

What You Coach: Freshman Boy Ba ketball ~

Favorite Sport: Baseball
What You Teach: Science
What's Mo t Important To You? My family
Favorite Foods: Burito and Cashew Chicken
Favorite Movie: Last Good Book You Read: Just Do It (Spirit
of the NIICE Corporation) Or Pelican Brief
Favorite Subject: Animal Behavior
Favorite Free-Time Activities: Reading Quality Material while
li tening to clas ical music or working out
Characteristics or A Good Student? Organized, Doe Thing
Ahead Of Time, and A ks Questions
Mo t Embarrassing Moment? When I took a tudent out in the
hall, and got locked out of my own classroom and had to knock to
get back in.
''My Three Wishes:" (He Only Ha One) For World Peace

Mr. Atkins

Walking down the front hall of
Scholarship Row, that infamou
money market where high chool
junior and eniors pend mo t of
the last two year of their high
chool career, one might see a

sign posted on the wall. This ign,
while small, is brightly colored
(See that glimmer of color in the
di tance? That's your career beck
oning to you.), and ay the fol
lowing:
Attention Oak Lawn Athletes

Now is the time,
For no time is better,

Time to start sending out
Those scholarship letters.

Scholar and athlete,
Boy and girl,

It's time to compete
For the money that's yours!

omy, i n't it? It may ound
trange, but it hit the mark. Many

athletes, in the midst of filling out
academic cholarship applications,
end up overlooking the athletic
cholar hip that are available.

Though it may eem almost im
po ible to obtain one, about one
in every one hundred high chool
tudents end up getting orne

money in exchange for some of
the tudent' time given to the
team. Besides, students will never
know if they are capable if they
don't try.

Before tudents even tart, there
are a few thing about college

By Kelly Melaniphy



ReviewBasketball

Adam Osman ki shoots 2 free throw after a hepard" player
foul" him. (photo b Toni Kozlowicz)

during their game.
The girls entered the Chri tma

Tournament at Evergreen Park
and took 2nd pIa e in the on 0
lation Bracket. M . Schultz said,
"Our 2nd time around in our
conference game we played
much better. Their ambition to
play, commitment, and po itive
attitude kept them going, and led
to improvement in the 2nd half of
the ea on."

OPHOMORE GIRL
With a 10-12 record overall and

a 4-8 conference record, the
ophomore Girl Ba ketball Team

wa just one game away from
reaching one of their goals for a
.500 ea on. The tarting line-up
included Rachel Funk, Tina
Milianti, Val Neubauer, Nicole

ovo el, and Pam Stofferegen.
Their main goal was team work,
and everyone made a difference

$"rlInife $pom

Coach Daveli aid, "All seniors
did a good job on contributing to
the team. Barb Antol, a opho
more, was a good rebounder for
us, and Sarah Brown gave a nice
effort al 0." The Girls 10 t in the
Ist game of tate tournament to
Maria 61-45, but they played hard
games.

VARSITY GIRL
The Girls' Varsity Basketball

Team had an overall record of 11
14, and a conference record of 2
10. Kim Chilvers, Karen
Laurinaitis, Chris MatcLewski,
Lisa mallwo<Xl, Mandy mith,
and Kelli Van Vuren wcre lhe
lnrters for the team.

Rebounding eemed to be the
main strength of the team. The
Varsity team took 3rd in the
Richards Tournament, and 4th
place in the Bloom Tournament.

•In
with their performance and so am
I."

SOPHOMORE BOYS
Coach Mayer and the Sopho

more Boy , Ba ketball team fin
i hed in 3rd place in the SICA
North Conference with an overall
record of l8-6 and a conference
record of 6-6.

Jon Baikie, Bill Bousman, Steve
Jeral, Ryan March, Ray Orban,
and Tim Wi! on are orne of the
players who make up the starting
line-up. Coach Mayer aid that the
team had the be t offen e of the
entire SICA North conference.
Their main weakness was defen e,
and Coach Mayer said they gave
up a lot of point. "This eason
ha been very succe ful. We had
a lot of fun and we had a lot of
clo e, exciting games where we
won by one or two point ."
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By Daryl Gorney

VARSITY BOYS
They set the school record of

33 free-throw in a row and have
an overall record of 10-13 and 5
6 conference record. Who are
they? They are the Varsity Boys'
Ba ketball Team! With Adam
Oman ki, who averages 18.5
point per game and 9.5 rebounds
per game; and Kevin Ca ey, who
averages II points per game, and
5 a i ts per game; and the great
teamwork, the Varsity team had a
very ucces ful ea on.

Though Oak Lawn 10 t both
game to Richard during the
regular eason, the team played
tough. Coach Panovich said,
"Prior to the start of the sea on we
were underestimated, but the play
ers weren't discouraged; they were
committed, and they are plea ed

Wrestling with Regionals

Boys Volleyball on a Mission

Regional winners Dave Clemens, Jorge Castillo, Brian
ot pictured Jason uratt. (photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

team did a great job with the media
last year, but is going to try to
relieve orne of the pre ure for
this year' team.

Another ob tacle the team needs
to overcome i being able to play
together. According to Coach ur
rna, the team ha strong individu
als and need to play a a olid
unit like 18 t year. Thi year the
Spartans have the highe t number
of players trying out for the team.
A for expectation ,Coach Surma
wants to di cus the ea on with
the team and develop comprehen
sive goals.

The bigge t challenge for the
Spartans i obviou ly repeating as
tate champion . For tho e of you

who like trivia, there ha n't been
a team in the hi tory of Men's
Volleyball to repeat a tate cham
pionship. This year's team is full
of talent and excitement and is
ready to tart their mission!

Some of Coach Riordan'. goals
for this season include having a
winning ea on, howing good
team pirit, becoming competitive
in Conference. He believe the
team' Conference is very tough.
[n fact, the three toughe t upcom
ing competitor are in the team'
Conference: Richards, Stagg, and

andburg.
Being very valuable to the

Sophomore team will be Ra hel
Funk, the starting pitcher. Coach
Riordan al 0 feels that the team's
high hope ,team pirit, and en
thu iasm are some of the team's
trength .

At press time, ~e team' main
weakne lie in the fact that they
have yet to get a olid idea of
which player will be playing at
which po ilion . Thi will prob
ably work itself out oon enough,
because the team was ju t recently
e tablished, and they have not had
much of a chance to practice to
gether.

This team is very promi ing.
Coach Riordan's thoughts on this
team are that it i very pirited and
has a lot of upcoming talent.

Still another Lady Spartan soft
ball team showing promise for 8

successful season is the Freshman
team. Coaching this year's Fresh
man team are veteran Coach Ar
neson, and newcomer Coach
Persson.

Coach Arne on ha many goals
for this year's Freshman team.
One i to learn more about the
rules and fundamentals of oft
ball. Also, Coach Arneson would
like to have a uccessful season
and see the team have a lot of fun.

Although Coach Arne on feels
Oak Lawn' fre hman team will
be the be t, he looks for Stagg
and Sandburg to be tough com
petitor .

the mo t important thing to aide
in the succes of this team.

Talking about succes ,it's now
time to get the scoop on the
coaches for this year's team. This
year's var ity coaches are Head
Coach Jane Surma and Assistant,
Mary Banhaman who took the
team to a State Championship.
Now they are back for another
run at it. In talking with Coach
Surma, she feel very optimistic
about the sea on. The big que 
tion asked was how well will this
quad play with the pressures of

being tate champs? Coach Surma
ays the Spartans have earned the

re pect of other teams, but they
will still be out gunning for the
OLCHS Team.

A for the pre sures from re
porter and other media corres
pondants, Surma feels that they
will be one of the first obstacles
to overcome. She believes that the

Up) to Bat
,~

By Tom Q-onin. ' .. -
If you are looking for a hard

working team that i showing a
lot of promise, look no further
than Oak Lawn's own varsity soft
ball team. The var ity team look
a if it i going to have another
out tanding sea on.

Coach Mayer's goals for the
ea on are to win at lea t twenty

games, win conference, and to
compete "down tate." As this
team attempts to reach these goals,
the player and coaches know that
their mo t challenging competi
tors will be Stagg, Sandburg, and
Richard.

One reason this team i so
promi ing i becau e of its pitch
ing. The foundation of this team's
pitching staff is found in Carolyn
Parkhill, who e pitching helped
to win twenty-one games last year.
AI 0, Coach Grzelak's work with
this team is very valuable.

The team also has a strong
offen e. One valuable hitter is
Staci Byrne, who had a batting
average of .300 last year. Other
offensive standouts include Amy
Reiff and Christie Evitt.

If the Lady Spartan Softball
team has any weak points, one
may be that it lacks experience at
a few key po itions. One aspect
of the game that the team is work
ing hard toward is powerful de
fen e. Coach Mayer believes that
this tearn is hard-working and very
enthu ia tic.

The Sophomore are also show
ing a lot of potential, and they are
already working toward another
explo ive season.

the quad need to playa a team
and exhibit orne leader hip. In
further discu ing the team uc
cess, Bill believes that although
the team displayed tho e charac
teri tics la t year, they need to be
the foundation of this year' tal
ented squad.

As for my elf, author and team
member, I feel the team need to
playas if a State Champion hip
wa n't won. By doing thi , orne
of the pres ure is relieved, and we
can then foeu on practicing and
playing hard everyday, which is

with experience Jason Kolk (IS
O) and Dan Prorok (25-1).

The whole team contributed to
the winning season. Even the guy
that didn't wrestle helped by be
ing at practice and filling in all the
spots.

Many wre tlers even dropped
weight to fill an empty weight
class.

Perhaps the team' greate twin
came against the Richards Bull
dogs, beating them with a team
score of78-6. That's what got the
team rolling and gave them the
confidence they needed against
every other team.

James Bukow ki and Nick
Jelcic came onto the team later in
the year to help the team keep a
full line-up. James filled the open
spot at heavyweight and Nick at
171.

the core of the team remains in
tact, hoping to uceeed once again.
Accompanied by a wide range of
talent and experience, the Spartan
Volleyball team is one that oppo
nent will fear.

Whether opponent will fear
them or not, the Spartans must
overcome the pre sure of being
" tate Champs." Being the "Best"
takes a lot of hard work and de
termination, but the team is ready
to face the challenges. When talk
ing with returning tate champion
team member Bill Lyon, he feels
that in order to achieve ucce ,

By Brad Koeppen

The fre hman wre tling team
took conference for the first time
in about 10 years, with a record
of 5-1. The freshmen had a full
line up for most of the season and
that wa a big help in winning
conference.

The team was led by five wres
tlers with outstanding freshman
records: Tom Creech (22-1), Mike
Hejna (17-4), Eric Lyons (19-5)
and the two freshman wrestlers

ence he took 3rd at 152 pounds,
and in regionals he took 3rd at
171 pounds. This year the varsity
team had a new coach, Joe Gil
bert. He was a four-time state
champ who was one of the many
influence to Brian and the varsity
team.

It's just about that time, when
the gymnasium begin to fill with
roaring fans, as the Spartan Vol
leyball Team takes the court. Com
ing off an extremely succe ful
season, this year's team ha a
different aura about them. Actu
ally, it's more of a MISSION, a
mi sion to recapture the tate
champion hip title!

As the day progress, the ex
citement about thi volleyball team
is growing immensely. The quad
has only 10 t a few players, but

By Mark Gronski

By Kevin Woloszyn

Thi year' wrestling ea on
went exceptionally well for many
rea on . Four of the e reasons are
Jorge Castillo, Ja on Surratt, Dave
Cleman , and Brian Clau sen.

At the end of the ea on, Jorge
wa wrestling in the l03 pound
weight cla ,which wa where he
did his best wre tling. At the
beginning of the eason, he was
wrestling in the 112 pound weight
clas , but he felt that the guys in
that class were too tall for him.
Toward the end of the ea on, he
dropped to the 103 pound cIa
and tarted winning more. He wa
shocked when he won Confer
ence, because, he said, he had
never won a tournament with 0

much intensity before. In region
als, his coaches aid that he had
a very good chance to win. The
wre tier he beat in the final had
beaten him earlier in the sea on,
and becau e of thi ,Jorge felt very
proud of his accompli hment at
regionals.

Jason Surratt wre tIed heavy
weight for the Varsity Team. At
the beginning of the ea on, he
was not expecting to make it as
far as he did. He feels that all the
hard work that the coaches had
the team do paid off in the long
run. In Conference, Jason wre tled
on the Varsity team and placed
third, which qualified him for
sectionals.

Another winner i Dave
Clemens who wrestled at 135
pounds. He feels he did well, but
he also thinks he could have done
a lot better. In regionals he took
3rd place qualifying for sectionals.
Unfortunately, he was injured at
ectionals.

And finally, Brian Clausen did
pretty well, too. Brian think that
taking judo since he was seven
has helped him a little. In confer-
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New Era for OLCHS Soccer

Girls soccer takes a running start. (photo by Toni Kozlowicz)

By Jaime Topolski

Yet another sports season is
here and a new port is being in
troduced to all female students
who want to participate. This is a
chance for all girls who want to
test their soccer kills and see if
they can become part of the new
team.

Indoor Soccer has just wrapped
up their pre-season games which
were played at the Oak Lawn
Pavilion. With Ms. Kestler coach
ing basketball and soccer at over
lapping times, it was difficult to
schedule practice slots to get ready
for their games; therefore the pre-
ea on wa n't outstanding, but it

tested their abilities.

Coach Kestler believes, "Much
progress has been made and even
though they haven't won every
indoor game, they do play with a
lot of dedication." She also added,
''The games were a good prepa
ration for the outdoor feel of the
game. A lot of members of the
team haven't played before, but
good practice time for them will
advertise to me how much they
want to play and win."

Congratulations to all the la
dies who participated in the first
season of indoor soccer. Good
luck to all players who are joining
outdoor soccer and hopefully we
will see you out on the field for
next year's season.

Outdoor Soccer
By Nicole McCastiand

Soccer is defined as: A form of
football in which the ball is pro-

pelled toward the opponents' goal
by kicking or by striking with the
head or any part of the body, other
than the shoulders or arms, with
the goalkeepers being the only
players allowed to use their hand
and arms in deflecting or carrying
the ball.

In plain English, soccer is an
exciting and healthy new sport
coming to Oak Lawn Community
High School. It's not just any
soccer though; it is girls outdoor
soccer. This year Oak Lawn will
be introducing for the first time
an all girls soccer team. Although
for this first season the soccer team
will not be in a conference, the
ladies are determined to try their
hardest to defeat all of the teams
they play against.

What these ladies lack in expe
rience, they make up in effort and
determination. Many of the future
Lady Spartan soccer players are

conditioning for the upcoming
sea on. A normal day of condi
tioning consists of running the
mile, which, as most of us know
from gym class, is not easy, and
working out in the school's fit
ness room. Dee Judd, a future
Lady Spartan occer player said,
''The conditioning we do may not
sound hard, but it takes a lot of
will power to get a good time for
the mile."

The expectations of this team
are good. This sea on is going to
be a learning experience for all of
the new players and for the
coaches. Many players are hop
ing for a good team thi year so
that they will be prepared for
conference next year. Oak Lawn
is very proud and excited to have
a girl outdoor soccer team. So
whether you're on the team or
not, come on out and cheer for the
new Lady Spartan Soccer Team
this spring!

Track, On the Run
By Chrisina Matuszewski

The gun goes up, the trigger is
pulled and the runners go straight
for the top. That i where thi
year's Oak Lawn Lady Spartan
are headed. That's right, the track
season has begun and all are look
ing forward to making it to state
and trying to get conference wins.
All it takes is some hard work,
determination, and spirit.

With the help of Head Coach
Murphy, Coaches Lockwood,
Maloney, Michaels, Murphy,
Robinson, and the new distance
coach, Ms. Gausman; the Lady
Spartans will have plenty of tal
ent. All of the athletes have
worked hard to get where they are

and the coache can be proud of
that.

On the var ity level there is only
a running count of eleven girls,
and of the e eleven, nine are re
turning var ity letter-women.
They are senior Diane Didier, in
the hurdles, sprints, relays, and
hotput; enior Amy Feltz, in long

jump, sprints, and relays; junior
Chri sie Garza, running middle
distance; junior Serena Kriekel,
doing high jump and prints; se
nior Cheryl Kukow ki, in middle
di tance; and senior Kim Liszka,
in di tance running.

Also on var ity are junior Jody
Ma lan, doing hurdles and relays;
enior Chri Matuszewski in

shotput and discu s; junior Nicole
Matuszewski, in hotput and di 
cu ; junior Adrienne Palluck, run
ning middle di tance; and senior
Heather Uelman, in high jump,
relays, and the 400 meter race.

The main goal for the season i
to regain the conference champi
onship and to place in the top 10
in Sectionals. But to reach this
goal the track team will need orne
more girls, to complete the team.
Another goal i to qualify a many
people for state as they possibly
can. Last year there were five girls
who went down tate, and the
coaches hope even more will go
this year.

Head Coach Murphy hope
there will be Ie s injuries than la t

year. He hope to avoid injurie
such as pulled muscles by adding
a new exerci e to the warm-up.

One good thing about the team
i that they are going into the new
ea on with a good attitude. Coach

Murphy said, "There will be a lot
of individual work needed and at
the same time, I want a team ef
fort. That's where the glory i ."

Coach Murphy would like to
continue Oak Lawn's winning
tradition in field events. Oak Lawn
is well respected, and i well
known throughout the South
Suburb . He would al 0 like to
improve the distance running, and
now with the new di tance coach,
Coach Gausman, things should be
haping up.

As for the ophomore team,
they consist of Patty Bata tini,
Stacy Demonbreun, Donna Estes,
Lori Gibson, Sara Griesbaum,
Amanda Henning, Jeannette
Lemri e, Li a Lyng, Chris Men
sching, conference champ Tina
Milianti, Debbie Whiting, and
Shirley Hunt.

With a lot of new recruits, the
ophomore team hould be a hit.

All they need now is a little prac
tice and hard work to put their
abilities to use.

Come to the Oak Lawn Lady
Spartan next meet on Thursday,
March 30, where the outdoor ea-
on begin its cour e. The time is

at 4: 15 at Andrew High School.
The only home meet i April 18
at 4: 15.

Hello Birdie
By Wendy Musielak

What is better than a repeat? A
three-peat, of course. For the fir t
time in years, the Oak Lawn Var
sity Badminton team has a chance
to take sectionals for the third time
in three years, not to mention send
ing several players to tate.

Sounds easy, right? Wrong!
Coach Greiman has a tough first
year record to break and he ha
to do it without the outstanding
seniors from last year.

Coach Greiman said, "This will
be a year for rebuilding due to so
many graduating seniors last sea
son. But I'm still looking forward
to a competitive season, because
I see potential in many players."

In order, for the team, to pre
pare for thi rough road ahead,
the badminton team has begun
conditioning regularly. Coach
Greiman's philosophy is if the
team is tronger then the team will
be more competitive. After the
conditioning, comes the practic
ing of foot work, form, and shots.
Practices will be held everyday
for two and a half to three hours.

All of this i to reach the team'
ultimate goal of winning ectionals
and sending everal players to
state. But that isn't the team's only
goal. The fir t goal is to beat
Andrew and then destroy Sand
burg, Shepard, and Lockport.
Once that i achieved, the team
will work to accomplish more
goals.

Some varsity player expected
to contribute to achieving the e
goals are: senior, Christine Kare
ka and Wendy Musielak; juniors,
Jeanne Burton, D nise Holzle,
Asmea Judeh, who was a state
qualifier la t year, Monica Pali
maka, and Ana Pinon; and sopho
mores, Corine Kaehr and Joann
Statku.

On the frosh/soph level a new
coach ha arrived. Coach Hick
man, who played badminton at
Reavis, will be working with the
fre hmen and sophomore girl
develop their skills and make them
the best po ible team they can
be.

Like the var ity team, the frosh/
soph team will be conditioning

and ntacticing regularly to reach
irnilar goal . Some players that

are eX~~d to help them reach
their goals are: sophomores Li a
Bazian, Heather Bale, Melis a
Domras, and Sheri Heda; and
fre hmen, Anwaar Judeh, Rachel
Kolar, Ellen Malfeo, and Patti
Malfeo.

Combining the excellent coach
ing, outstanding player, and gru
eling practices, the Oak Lawn
Badminton team should be able
to reach their goal .

Come out and support Oak
Lawn's Badminton team at their
fir t home meet March 27th. The
Spartanite would like to wish the
whole team luck in reaching their
goals.

Anna Pinon practices a badmin
ton shot. (Photo by Jennifer

hroeder)

Boys Swimming goes the Distance
By Becky Quinn

From the moment the Spartan
Swimming and Diving Team
splashed into the water in early
December, they have done noth
ing but improve in their kills,
times, accuracy, and mo t impor
tantly, attitude to win. The OLCHS
wirnmers beat Spartan rivals the

Richards Bulldog in Sectionals.

Coach Kathy Welch believe
that thi year' team has come a
long way. Two new coaches and
many new swimmers and diver
made the difference that helped
thi team uccecd.

One of the outstanding factor
that contributed to the accompli h-

ments of the Boy Swimming and
Diving Team was the big "A"
...Attitude. Thinking positively
and with confidence gave the team
the push they needed to succeed.
Coach Welch feels that they were
a very dedicated team, wimming
a hard at practice a a meet. The
team a a whole performed
extremely well together and also
individually. Many, if not all, of
the Spartan Swimmers achieved
their be t times ometime through
out the ea on. The perseverance
and dedication paid off in per-
onal victories.

One of the e victories included
Fre hman Joe Shavo ky' break
ing the Boys' Fro h/Soph School
record of 107.01. This record wa

held since 1985, in the 100 But
terfly, and was finally beaten by
Joe in Sectional with a 103.33.

Rich Gracia, a Spartan Diver,
had a high core of 162.45. Thi
sea on being Rich' fir t, hi core
wa a great achievement.

Divers Mark Buettner and Gene
Boerema al 0 had an exceptional
ea on. Coach Welch think that

the e team members show incred
ible promi e for the years to come.

Sophomore Kevin Hoover al 0

had an accomplished sea on. His
swimming time dropped im
mensely in the free tyle and back-
troke event, giving Hoover even

more promise for the year to
come. In conference, Kevin placed

fifth in the 100 yd. backstroke
event (that' four lap ).

Tim Shavo ky, sophomore,
performed well at the conference
meet also. This being Tim's ec
ond year competing, he placed
third in the 200 yd. free tyle (8
laps), and second in the 500 yd.
free tyle (20 laps!) Kevin and Tim
will be a large part of the founda
tion of next year's Boy' Swim
ming team, with their skill and
spirit for wimming.

An outstanding sea on was had
by the Spartan Swimming and
Diving Team's newer members.
Starting the season off with no
knowledge whatsoever of swim
ming, the fre hmen of the team
were quick to learn. After rna ter-

ing swimming kills, they im
proved their limes and style dflily,
impre ing everyone. In confer
ence, the freshmen 400 yd.
Free tyle Relay (four people wim
four lap each) placed fifth. This
relay included Nick Richter, Pete
Bene, Ken Huizenga, and Josh
Smok.

Anyone who is intere ted in
joining the Boy , Swimming and
Diving Team will be welcomed
with open arm next ea on. There
are al 0 opportunities to join
Spartan Guards, an Oak Lawn
Community High School Life
guarding Team. It i likely that
OLCHS will have an Age Group
Swim Team thi Spring. Thi i a
club wimrning team for men and
women.
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Students earn Academic Letter Award

HoUy Lisitza receives her Academic letter award.

Shannon Doherty, Katie Downey,
Jeanine Drechsler, Anthony Giglio,
Julianna Grover, Nancy Gryz,
Tracey Koeppen, Thomas Kubicki,
Lutfi Latif, Anne Lundeen, Jaime
Nelson, Pamela Stoffregen and
Cry tal Volakakis.

Class of1998- Anthony Balden,
Jennifer Burns, Jo eph Chavo ky,
Scon Co me, Jeanine Dyckman,
Thomas Jodeika, Anwaar Judeh,
Rachel Kolar, Holly Li itza, Eliza
beth Maloy, Michelle Matera,
Tracy Mathias, Suzanne Mitchell,
Rita Murphy, Melaine Neumann,
Beth Nevill , Michael Raglione,
Wajeeh Salah, Nadine Shehaiber,
Tere a Skupien, Jennifer Stepek,
Diana Wroblewski, Rachel Zebio,
Anthony Zoeteman and Christina
Zwirkoski.

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate all of the e tudents
on a job well done. Keep up the
good work and Good Luck!

Dr. Luka, superintendent; and Mr.
Hill, principal. Pupil PersonneV
Special Education chairperson,
Mrs. Lockwood was thi year's
guest speaker and Mr. Murphy,
A istant Principal, announced the
names of all the awardees.

Following the ceremony was a
reception in the Media Center.

taff, family members and students
were able to grab a pecial treat
willie as ociating with other.

The awardee of the Academic
Letter were: Class of 1996 
Michael Audia, Daniel Cerceo,
MaryBeth Drechsler, Christie
Evitt, hrisse Garza, Mark Gron-
ki, Jilliann Herrmann, Scott Jo
eph, Diane Kowalczyk, Jill

Levickas, Kevin McNeela, Steven
McNeela, Daniel Pari i, Rebecca
Quinn, Ted Reilly, Michael Vahl,
Laura VanEy urn and Amy
Wagner.

Class of 1997 - Jo~eph Bolz,
Thoma Cronin, Blake Omneen,

\\

Spartans kick off Homecoming '95

By Patty Seminetta

On September 21 the 7th Aca
demic Letter Awards Assembly
wa held in the Little Theater of
OLCHS. Fifty-nine students re
ceived the prestigious award. The
award, an eight inch letter similar
to the Athletic Letter with the word
"Honor" embroidered acros it,
was presented to sophomores, or
fir t year recipien pf the award,
for maintaining a 3.75 grade point
average (High Honors), while
carrying five subject for both
seme ters during the 1994-95
school year. Second, or third year
recipient of thi award re eived a
chevron pin.

To congratulate recipients for
their achievement were Board of
Education members, administra
tion and faculty. To welcome the
taff, family members and students

were District 229 Board of Edu
cation Pre ident Mr. Lyle Lake,

By Holly Ll itza

Ye Spartan, iti that time once
again. The time wh n the ch I
year is officially kicked-off and
Spartans show their true colors ...
Homecoming 1995. There's just
one day left to put the fini hing
touches on float , prepare decora
tion for the dance and everything
else that goes with the tradition of
Homecoming.

This year, Student Council
Officers: Jeanine Drechsler, presi
dent; Stacy Bieryla, vice-president;
Many Zeien, ecretary; and Barb
Antol, treasurer, under the guid-

ance of Mr. Bibeau and Mr.
Scarpelli, Student Council Advi-

, and Mr. Mwphy, A i tant
Principal-Student enviue Drrec
tor, have cho en October 14 for
Homecoming '95 with the theme
"Spartans under the Big Top,"

Spirit Week, October 10-13,
kicked off Tuesday, October 10,
with an all school pep as embly
where students howed their Spar
tan Pride by participating in en
joyable activities. As the festive
week of dre s up days and lunch
room activities winds down, Oc
t ber 14 approaches.

Saturday, Homecoming '95

kick off at 8 a.m. with an All
You-Can-Eat Pancake breakfa t
for $2 (beverage and extr avail
able at an additional ). The
br akfast will be served from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m. in the student
cafeteria.

The annual Homecoming parade
will step-off at 10 a.m. at 51 st
Avenue and proceed west on 95th
Street to the Warren O. Keneipp
Athletic Field, located just we t of
the high school. The parade will
feature the Homecoming Court, the
Marcillng Band, cheerleaders and
other tudent organizations. Till

year' Grand Mar hal will be Mr .
Joyce Martin, chool nurse who
retired la t year after 21 years at
OL H .

The sophomores, led by Coach
Chilvers, will get underway at 11
a.m. Between the ophomore and
varsity games, prizes for floats will
be awarded. Once again the The 
pian are pon oring a Ho pitality
Room in the Teachers Cafeteria
during the afternoon festivities.

Led by Head Football Coach,
Robinson, The Spartans will ho t
the Eisenhower Cardinal in a
varsity football game that will

begin at 1p.m. The half-time how
will feature the Spartan Marching
Band, the H mecoming Court and
the presentation of t1Us year's
Homecoming King and Queen.

Homecoming doe n 't end when
the last WID tle i blown at the end
of the fourth quarter. Oh no. To
end Homecoming is the event
everyone ha been waiting for, the
Annual Homecoming Dance. The
dance will commence at 7:30 p.m.
in the Auditorium Gym.

Breakfast, parade, football
games and a dance, enjoy Home
coming '95.

Homecoming Court chosen

News .

nated by Senior Class Advisory
Board. Meg is currently involved
in Cheerleading and Key Club.

Mandy Zeien, daughter of
William and Alli on Zeien, was
nominated by Sophomore Clas
Advisory Board. Mandy is cur
rently involved in volleyball, Stu
dent Council, and Junior Cia
Advisory Board.

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate everyone elected to
the Homecoming Court and hopes
everyone enjoys Homecoming '95.
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White Water Rafting, Spartan Style
Football Gears Up for Homecoming

OL's Mission Statement
Fall Play

So What Did You Do Last Summer
Another Band?

Kimberly Baikie, was nominated
by Pep Club and S.C.A.B. Jon is
currently involved in football,
Student Council and serve as a
peer mediator.

Junior Girls
Stacy Bieryla, daughter of

Edward and Sharon Bieryla, was
nominated by Cheerleading. Stacy
is currently involved in Cheer
leading, Student Council, and Jun
ior Class Advi ory Board.

Megan Masino, daughter of
Ron and Peg Masino, was nomi-

Cheerleading, theater, Forensics,
Senior Class Advisory Board,
Thespians, N.H.S., and Student
Council.

Becky Funk, daughter of Bruce
and Kathleen Funk, was nominated
by Junior CIa Advisory Board.
This will be Becky's first appear
ance on the Homecoming Court.
Becky i currently involved in
volleyball, softball, Key Club,
Senior Clas Advi ory Board, and
Student Council.

Becky Quinn, daughter of Pill I
and Carol Quinn, was nominated
by French Club. Thi will be
Becky' econd appearance on the
Homecoming Court. Becky i
currently involved in wimming,
Student Council, Snowball, Stu
dent Helpers, Ambassador lub,
Spartanite, N.H.S., and Key lub.

Junior Boys
Jon Oakes, on of Robert Oakes

and Patricia Barnes, was nomi
nated by Forensics. John i cur
rently involved in theater and
Foren ic .

Dan Whiting, on of Ronald
and Julita W1Uting, was nominated
by Student Council and N.H.S.
Dan i currently involved in Stu
dent Council, Junior lass Advi
sory Board, and football.

Jon Baikie, on of Donald and

enior Cia s Advisory Board,
N.H.S., Student Council, and base
ball.

Aaron Sink, son of John and
Marilyn Sink:, was nominated by
Theater. Tills will be Aaron's ftrst
appearance on the Homecoming
Court. Aaron is currently involved
in Foren ics, The pians, theater,
and choir.

Jeff Whiting, son of Ronald
and Julita W1Uting, was nominated
by Junior Clas Advi ory Board.
This will be Jeff econd appear
ance on the Homecoming Court.
Jeff i currently involved in base
ball, Ambas ador Club, N.H.S.,
and Senior Class Advisory Board.

Brian Strelow was also nomi
nated to the Homecoming Court.

Senior Girl
Traci Ballard, daughter of

Debbie Ballard, was nominated by
heerleading. This will be Traci'

ftr t appearance on the Homecom
ing Court. Traci i currently in
volved in Cheerleading, Key lub,
and Senior CIa Advi ory Board.

MaryBeth Drech ler, daugh
ter of Richard and Mary Drechsler,
was nominated by Foren ics. Thi
will be MaryBeth'. c;econd appear
ance on the Homecoming Court.
MaryBeth is currently involved in

By Holly Lisitza

Homecoming i a tradition com
mon to many illgh schools. There's
the annual parade, football games,
and, of course, the dance, but al 0

a major part of tIU tradition are
the participants.

Each year a group of juniors
and seniors are nominated, by stu
dent organization ,for Homecom
ing Court. From that group of
students 8 seniors and 6 juniors, 7
boys and 7 girls, are nominated.
Tills year a total of 70 people were
nominated to be chosen for the 14
po itions of Homecoming Court.

To meet nomination require
ments each tudent had to be a
student at Oak Lawn for one full
chool year, have at least a "C"

average, and be nominated by a
student organization. On Tuesday,
October 3, the tudent body voted
for who they wanted to fill the 14
spots of Homecoming Court. The
1995 Homecoming Court honor
ee are:

Senior Boys
Scott Joseph, on of Scoll and

Pam Jo eph, was nominated by
Foren ic .Thi will be Scon's first
appearance on the Homecoming
Court. SCOl! i. currently involved
in Thespian , theater, Forensics,
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The Greatest Welcome Back

Show On Earth Oak Lawn
By Kelly Melaniphy By Kelly Melaniphy

What do you think of the new Contract of Understanding?

Spartanite Speakout

Will someone please tell me why OJ. Simp on has been the top story in every news
cast in the country for a year and a half running? Is there no other news to report? Is
the war in Bosnia over already? Doesn't the seemingly high rate of children being
murdered in the area disturb anyone? Was Congress not in session today? Isn't there
anything good to report?

Orenthal James Simpson, as we all know, was found innocent of murdering his ex
wife and her friend. As we also know, everyone in America seems to have an opinion
on his case and is on an affectionate first-name basis with a man who, for the most
part, they've never met.

Whether or not he's guilty isn't the point. The point is that we Americans have let
the media turn the gruesome murders of two innocent people into a complete circus.
And for what? We let it go on, because Simpson is a celebrity, plain and simple. There
are thousands of murder cases being heard in hundreds of court rooms every day, but
the other don't include celebritie , so we don't care.

Why do we care so much about what celebrities do? It could be passed off as an
uncon cious effort to concentrate on someone who is having a worse time with his life.
But why is it always a celebrity? There are so many "normal" people who are having
a very hard life. Why don't we focus on them? Maybe people don't show an interest
in the problem of "normal" people, because we think that if something can happen to
our clo est friends, the same thing could happen to us. It is easier to concentrate on
someone we don't know, and never will know, so the tragedy can't touch us.

Even so, why should our friend OJ. grab the headlines every day? There are UN
soldiers fighting in Bo nia for a cause that most Americans know little about. There
were at least 4 ca es of child abduction and murder within the last month in the Chicago
area. Still, the "Trial of the Century" nabs the top spot in every news cast.

And who named it the "Trial of the Century," anyhow? Are our priorities so out of
place that we don't remember more important cases in this century? I'm having a hard
time believing OJ. outweighs landmark cases such as-Roe vs. Wade. All the ca es
leading up to the start of the Civil Rights Movement have implkted America much more
than the Clark vs. Cochran fiasco could ever hope to. \

In short, we've been taking everything the media tells us gospel, and that's not
the way it is. There are so many thing that get lost in the shuffle of sound bites and
testimonies. Il gets lost becau e we let it get lost. All the other news that's been going
on for a year and a half got lost becau e we let it. Will he go away soon? I doubt it;
he has too much to gain by staying in the spotlight. In the meantime, it's up to us to
start eeking out the real news again.

"Good morning, Oak Lawn High chool. Today is Friday, Oct. 13, and here are your
student announcements .... " Does this sound familiar? Well, if it doesn't sound familiar
to you now, it will soon. This is the sound of a new day at Oak Lawn Community
High School. Welcome back to reality, everyone!

It's the tart of a new year and there' nothing we can do about it, 0 let's get our
moaning and groaning over with now. 0, we haven't een you in a while, how was
your summer? Well, stop thinking about it. It's over and done, so we should be thinking
of how to make thi chool year a great one. Whether you want to get involved in clubs
or sports, get a job, or be a pectator, you better get going on it. The first quarter is
almost over! Thi school year has a lot of new thing in store for u , including new
faces and new paperwork.

The new paperwork is in the fornl of a Contract of Understanding. The new idea
behind the old contracts i that all students who are involved in performance, competi
tive, and leadership activities must now sign them. The contracts, up until now, were
reserved for athletic. The contracts basically ay that the student signing it won't bring
discredit to himself or the school. The procedure and rule surrounding these contracts
are explained in more detail on page 5. The new faces are, of course, all our new teachers,
and Mr . KJusendorf as the new a sistant principal. We wish them a good year.

Well, Oak Lawn, we're at the start of yet another new year, and it' up to u to make
this one the best ever. Good Luck! ..... and this has been Kelly Melaniphy saying 'have
a great year.'"

'96 and YouElection
By Tim Braun

It's only October, but the "fat cats" in Washington are getting ready, and since half
of us will be voting next November, we should be getting ready. To make thing simpler,
voters hould know the candidates.

For tho e of you who fell a leep in government class, the main group of candidates
are: the Democrats, the Republicans, and the Independents. Democrats are generaJly left
winged liberals who promote a strong centraJ government. They are usually for increased
spending for Medicare, and other such programs. The main democratic leader is Bill
Clinton. Clinton gets a lot of heat from the public, but he has good prospects for a second
term. Hi stands to save Medicare and grants to college tudents have made him very
popular among young and old, but very unpopular in between.

The Republicans are the exact oppo ite of the Democrats. They're generally right
wing conservatives and mainly uppercla s voters. Among the ranks of the Republicans
are Newt Gingrich, and Phil Graham, but the most popular seem to be Bob Dole. Dole
speaks highly of reforming Medicare and balancing the budget. Phil Graham speaks of
the same things, but hasn't done much. The only real problems with Dole are, fir t of
all, hi speeches are unmotivated. He speak of facts and figure, not the American way.
He hasn't caught on to the idea that the American people won't elect a president solely
on the basis of his view of abortion or immigration. They want a president who will
make them feel good. Secondly, he's just 0 old!

The most unpredictable group i the Independent. Among their ranks are Ross Perot,
Colin Powell, and John Forbes. Each of these three has the potential to run, but it is
unlikely that any will fini h the race. Ross Perot was humiliated earlier this year at a
convention, and after his hasty entrance into the '94 race, the American people were
given the chance to see who he really is.

Forbes is another classic case of a rich man who gets bored of his money and throws
it away on a presidential race. His nomination would be a waste of space on a ballot,
and his campaign would be slightly less humorous.

This year's fore-runner of Independent candidates is Colin Powell. Powell ha an
excellent PR record, omething that America hasn't een in a long time in a president.
He is neither too left- or right-winged, and has the tatus of a military war hero.

The Democrats have always been ecure with Clinton, the Republicans are most likely
to go with Dole, and Powell look trong as an independent. The races of Forbes and
Perot will probably only take votes away from the Republicans, and give them to Clinton.

Jill Levickas, senior
I think they're fair. When you join

an activity, you are becoming a repre
sentative of Oak Lawn. The idea that
you are to be an example doesn't seem
unreasonable. The argument that the
contracts are unfair because the school
can't watch you 24 hours a day is silly.
When you sign your name, that hould
mean that you gave your word as a
person, and wouldn't go back on it
anyway. Aside from that, the things
you promise not to do when you ign
the contract sh uldn't be done any
way, such as drinking and drug . And
if tho e people who ign the contract
choose to break their word, the rest of
us students shouldn't be concerned.
They're hurting themselves and their
own integrity, and it' none ofour busi-
ness.

Yes, I believe the Contract for Under
standing is fair. Athlete have been re
quired to sign the contract for many
years. I believe it is fair that students
involved in competitive extracurricular
activities are now al 0 required to sign
the pledge. I think some students be
come uncomfortable when they are
asked to serve as role models and up
hold certain standards of behavior.
While it is true that some students are
not comfortable in this leadership po
sition, the fact remain that others rec
ognize the tudent as a representative
of the school. Pride in our school and
a positive image in the community
begins with the behavior of each and
every one of us.

Mrs. Egan,
Student Assistance Coordinator

Spartanite editorials represent the opinions of individual staff members, not the
publication itself. Replie to these editorials are welcomed and can be sent to
Spartanite office room 204.

Spartanite StaffScott Joseph, senior

I think the contracts are a good idea
if they were possible to enforce. How
ever, they are very unrealistic. FDITOR·IN..QIIEF
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Oal~ Lawn welcomes
new staff

Mrs. IGusendorf named
Assistant Principal
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OL's Mission Statement
By Hotly Lisitza

Hello Oak Lawn Spartans. I'm Holly Lisitza a fellow tudent and
reporter for the nit .

What I've been n ticing lately is every time I walk into a clas ,
somewhere on a wall there is a framed document titled, 'The Oak Lawn
Mission Statement." Thi document looks pretty impres ive and if
you've ever tried to read it, it has some very sophisticated language
explaining what OLCH lands for and i all about. But I ask what
exactly i this Mission Statement? What does it have to do with you,
me, or anyone?

The Oak Lawn Mis ion Statement defined by the Superintendent Dr.
Luka, "Is the overall guiding plan for our school." Thi eems imple
enough, but looking at it more carefully, it seems to be a very powerful
document. The Mi sion Statement read as a list of goal and expec
tations the ch I di trict has for OLCHS.

The Mission Statement is broken into three parts. These three parts
arc: The Purpose of the School Di trict, ommitment to Interdis
ciplinary Goals, and an Accountability section. For thi first is ue of
the Spartanile I wantt touch on the first part of the Mis ion Statemenl,
namely the Purpo e of the School Di trict.

One of those purposes i "to develop in each student the capacity
10 think, reason and use one's mind well."

Dr. Luka said, 'This means to be criti al and creative thinkers." I
can see many applications of this idea for the future. There are many
problem in sociCly 10 olve. For instance, racism, inequities in the work
place, and environmental concerns to name a few.

The second part read , "To ensure that each student develop tho e
understandings, skills, and habits of mind that make it possible to
participate fully in the life of a multi-ethnic, multi-cultural society
operating in the context of an infonnation-based global economy." It
may look long and confusing, and at first it is, but as I ab orb these
words I begin to understand them.

Sociely is changing. The United tates, itself, i a "melting pot"
where difference nationalities, races, traditi n , and belief: come to
gether. At Oak Lawn, students become familiar with people who are
of different races and nationalities, and learn to get along with them
and their differences. Like a box of crayon, each color is different but
unique. Together the c lors make omething beautiful. Accepting others
and working togeth r can make society bener and life richer.

The world is changing and technology is becoming more wide-
prcad. Students must become more familiar with the modem tech

nology to make il outside of chool and in the work area. Part two states
that to become a member of society, to enter the real world, students
must be familiar with two things: technology and life-styles.

The third part of the Mis ion Statement states, ''To en ure that all
students achieve mastery in core curriculum areas as defined by the
State of Illinois Goal Assessment Program."

Dr. Luka aid that this means that each tudent must master even
areas oflearning: LanguageArts, Mathematic, Biological and Physi
cal ciences, ocial Sciences, Fine Arts, and Physical Development
and Health. The way students show they have ma tered these. even
(7) areas i through a series of tests called IGAP testing, which are
tests created by the State of lllinoi Goal Asse sment Program.

The MISSion ::>tatement doesn't top here, but I do for now. In each
issue, 1 will touch on different parts of the Mis ion Statem nt. To
comprehend it better, I will be doing inve tigative reporting on the
Mis ion Statement and will gel the opinions and understanding of
others. Look for further interpretation on the students' responsibilities
in realizing the ideas of the Mission Statement in our next i ue.

By Jill Levickas

There is a familiar face in a new
place thi year. Mrs. Klusendorf,
former Mathematics Department
Chairperson, has been named
Assistant PrincipallDirector of
Curriculum. She replace Ms.
Panice, who has left Oak Lawn
and is now As istant Principal at
Plainfield High School.

Mrs. KIusendorfhas been at Oak
Lawn for twenty-five years. She
started here a a mathematic in
structor. The fact that he tarted
as a teacher hould help her relate
to teachers a well as students.

Mr . KIu endorfs new re pon
sibilitie include the long range

By Marybeth Drechsler

A new school year and orne
new faces, Oak Lawn students and
staff members are beginning fre h
- fre hman that is. This 95-96
school year has some fre hman
faces in the faculty from teachers
to aides to nur es. The Spartanite
would like to give our readers the
scoop on who's new and their
views on OLCHS thus far.

In the counseling office:
Mr . Angelo has the po ition

of ociaJ worker. She's a graduate
of U of I at Chicago, Chicago State,
Western nlinois, and SI. Xavier
Universities. Originally from Chi
cago, she' been married for 13
years and has two children. She
feel that Oak Lawn has "great
students and a dedicated profes
sional staff who are all very
friendly."

Mrs. Barry is our new chool
psychologist. She attended college
in Winona, Minnesota and ob
tained her master's degree at
Governors State. For fun, Mrs.
Barry coaches soccer at SI.
Barnabus. She has three daughters
and reside in Beverly. She "loves
OLCHS," and feels that everyone
has been extremely friendly."

planning and enactment of the
School Improvement Plan, the
illinois Goal Assessment Program,
the Curricular and Instructional
Components of the Restructuring
Movement and District's Mis ion.

She plans to focus on building
po itive coalitions both internally
and externally that support the
Mission Statement and the direc
tions e tabli hed from it. Her pri
mary goal is to help tudents in the
learning proce . She feels students
must be prepared to enter a rapidly
changing ociety where knowledge
is increasing far faster than stu
dents can learn it.

She aid, "What becomes im
portant i learning to learn, learn-

In the nurse' office:
Mrs, O'Brien is the chool

nurse. She received her bachelor's
degree in nursing at St. Xavier and
is also pursuing a master's of
education from there as well. She
lives right here in Oak Lawn and
has three children. In regards to
her opinion of OLCHS, she say ,
"Everyone is real friendly and
helpful."

Mrs. Kubajak is in the po i
tion of as i tant nurse or health
aide. She earned a bachelor's of
science in nursing from STU in
Carbondale. She was born in
Kentucky and has lived in Ten
nessee. pe ha three children and
enjoys reading, needlepoint, and
gardenint:- She feels that Oak
Lawn is full Mhelpful and friendly
people.
In the Science Deparbnent:

Ms. Schultz teaches chemistry.
She anended Prairie State and U
of I at Chicago, and is currently
working on a master's at Gover
nors State. M . Schultz resides in
Mokena and likes to roller blade
and ice skate. She feel our staff
is supportive and that the students
are hard-working.

In the Math Department:

Miss White teaches Algebra
Honors, Geometry, and Honors

ing to communicate, and learning
to produce." Then Mrs. Klusendorf
went on to ay, "All curriculum
and in truction i designed around
authentic learning demonstrations
in which quality student perfor
mance can be achieved by all stu
dents." She al 0 hope to assist the
teaching staff in enhancing a posi
tive learning environment in which
all students can be succe fulleam
ers.

Spartanite would like to ex
tend a sincere congratulations to
Mr . Klusendorf. She has been an
as et to OLCHS, and we are cer
tain she will continue to bring
PRIDE to Oak Lawn for years to
come.

TriglPre-Cal. She earned a B.A. in
math from St. Mary's and a
master's at the University of Mis-
ouri. She grew up in Michigan

and is engaged to be married in
July. She enjoys biking, skiing,
and horseback riding. To Miss
White, Oak Lawn High School
students and staff have very posi
tive attitude I

Mr. Sirota teache Fundamen
tal of Algebra, Algebra I, and
Geometry. He attended U of I at
Urbana and at Chicago. He enjoy
participating and viewing many
athletic events including oftball
at the OL Park Di triCl. He is
"impressed with the work ethic of
both students and staff' here at
OLCHS.

Mrs. Kirkman returned this
year to teach Algebra, Geometry,
and Math 1 after being an aide last
year. She graduated from ISU,
Governors State, Northeastern IJ
linois, and Moraine Valley for
college. She is married and has
two children. Mrs. Kirkman likes
to read and do crafts. She loves
Oak Lawn High and feels "every
one is so friendly."

The Spartanite would like to
extend a big w~lcome to our new
taff, and our wi hes for aU the

best of luck with the rest of the
school year.

WE HAVE LOVE LETTERS!
Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon, & Sat. 8:30-5:30

424-6010

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

}atnes&Sons, Ltd.

6240 West 95th Street
Oak Lawn, IL 60453

(708) 599-0004

Each letter $4.50
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Group Scoops

Club officers elected

By Jill Levickas

Shield

By Jill Levickas

Scholastic Bowl

The an wer is: Students who
like Trivial Pur uit, Jeopardy, and
competition. The que tion is: Who
are Scholastic Bowl member?

Mr. Olson and M . Heskin,
sponsor of Oak Lawn's Schola 
tic Bowl Team would like to cor
dially invite any student to join.
The practice are held Wedne 
day in Room 107 (Media Center
cia room) and the competitions
are held from January to April.

You don't have to be in honors
cia e to join, but come willing to
learn and have fun. The topics and
questions are very broad, from
science to play and sports. There
is probably a topic for almo t any
interest. Any questions? See Ms.
Heskin or Mr. Olson for more
details.

Tr

SCOll Jo. eph

Mike Vahl

Chrissie Garza

Leila Ziad

Matt Chapp

Michelle Correa

Luis Gonzalez

Lisa Perveneckis

Jon Rowsy
also Naomi Martig (Officer)

Fran Furgiuele

Katie Sullivan

Lisa Sherman Jill Levickas

Becky Wolf Jenny Hessling
al 0 Hande Akinici (Activities Director)

Brian Ramel

Anita pero

Lee Mcie

Marybeth Drechsler

Adrienne Palluck

Katie Truty

Michelle Carrea

Becky Funk

Michelle Ortiz

Gui Kim

Jeff Whiting

Sarah Wende

Tim Braun

Eileen Pannaralla

Tina Michalek

Tracy Koeppen

Naomi Elli

Michelle Fierro

Nikki Matuszewski

Shannon Doherty

Jennifer Schroeder

Ken Tregoning

Lisa Perveneckis

Mark Gronski

Shari Hcda

Steve Ramel

Mike Daley (Captain)

Gary Byrne
Jill Herrmann
Jr. officers Jon Rowsy, Ann Lundeen, Danielle Mclver, Casey Bennett, Julie Robert

Cheryl Sullivan Leila Ziad Fran Furgiuele

Aaron Sink Christie Evitt Kim Tamosaitis

Juliana Grover

April Sibrava

Steven Had

Becky Quinn

Jennifer Pesavento

Chri sie Garza

Jody Maslen

Rachel Prall

Len Kaczmerczak

Irene Ciciora

lub

Ambassador Club

Art Club

Ecology Club

Foren ics

Bowling

Chess Team

Dramatics
(Thespian)

French Club

Key Club

MallJlete

NHS
Pegasus

Pep Club

Photo Club

SADD

Scholastic Bowl

Spanish Club

By Jill Levickas

This year's Student Council
officers are: Jeanine Drechsler
(Pres.), Stacy Bieryla (V.P.),
Mandy Zeien (Sec.), and Barb
Antol (Treas.). Student Council
Advisors are Mrs. Pam Bibeau and
Mr. Vern Scarpelli. This is not
just another club. Thi group's role
is to serve a our tudent govern
ment, trying to bridge the gap
between administration and the
student body.

Student Council

Helping Student Council are the
cia s advisory boards. F shmen
will elect an advisory bo d and
officers later on in the year (around
November).

The Sophomore Class officers
are: Jenny Burns (Pres.), Dan
Prorok (V.P.), Chris Mensching
(Sec.), Abby Pitcher (Treas.).

Junior CIa Advisory Board
officers are: Mike Chilvers (Pres.),
Naomi Martig (V.P.), Dan Whit
ing (Sec.), and Jeanine Drech ler
(Treas.).

Senior CIa s Advisory Board
officers are: April Sibrava (Pre .),
Tina Michalek (V.P.), Marybeth
Drechsler (Sec.), and Katie
Sullivan (Trea .).

AU of the e organization are
trying to make student life at
OLCHS more enjoyable and uc
cessful. If you have any sugges
tions or problem , contact your
class advisory board and they will
bring your concern to the Student
Council.

S.A.D.D.
By Jill Levickas

Students against driving drunk
(SADD) is sponsoring a Red Rib
bon Week from October 22 until
the 27. There will be a reminder
on October 22 to remember Red
Ribbon Day.

The week winds down on
Friday' Wear Black Day, to re
member those who died due to
driving drunk.

Ms. Egan is the sponsor of
SADD. Her room is 229, and
SADD i always looking for inter
ested students to join.

Yearbooks will be on sale the
week of November 13-17 during
lunch periods in the cafeteria. The
co t for a yearbook is $30, and all
checks hould be made payable to
OLCHS.

Yearbooks will not go on sale
again until the pring, when the
price will be $35 while supplies
la l.

This year's Shield editorial staff
include: Holly Li itza, Chri Ward,
Erin Keating, Lisa Perveneckis,
Chris Stalzer, and Julie Sanfilippo

A yearbook i a great keep ake
and rememberance 0 don't forget
to reserve your copy. Any ques
tions? See M . Colby in the year
book room 237.

French Club (708) 430-1800

.......

1(iIfamey Castfe
Banquets

Weddings - Showers - Dinner Dances
Banquets for any occasion

Seats 50-700 8055 W. 103rd Street
Ample Parking P.alos Hills, IL 60465

nothing but French. That's right,
while the French Club members
were on the field trip, they onJy
poke French. M . Williams felt

the experience wa most interest
ing and fun.

Anyone who has taken or i
taking a French clas who might
be interested in other fun activities
similar to this, should contact Ms.
Williams.

French Club recently went on
an interesting trip. Ms. William ,
the French Club sponsor, took the
students to Navy Pier. While they
were downtown, French Club
member rented bicycles and rode
around Navy Pier. They also ate
lunch, and went on the new ferris
wheel at Navy Pier.

This might not seem difficult.
Well what if the members spoke
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PAPERBACK TRADING COMPANY
8825 S. RIDGELAND AVE.

OAK LAWN, IL
(708) 598-8442
Discount on monthly order
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'The Crucible ~ comes to Oal~ Lawn

sign conduct contractStudents

Herrmann added. "The how has
a lot to do about every day life.
We have a fantastic hard working
cast, and Authur Miller will live
again."

The Crucible's cast includes: (Seated, L-R) Anita Spero, Anne
Lundeen, Pam Stoffergen. (Standing, L-R) Gary Byrne, MaryBeth
Drechsler, Jon Row ey, Scott Joseph, Jill Herrmann, Dan Cerceo.
(Photo by Jennifer Schroeder)

Salem, it's about things that hap
pen in the 1990's. Therefore, the
audience will be intrigued by this
compelling show."

Senior cast member, Jill

ris): Jill ian Herrmann (Tituba),
Sean O'Halloran (Francis Nurse),
Chri tie Evitt (Rebecca Nurse), Jon
Oakes (Giles Cory), Nick Vitacco
(Ezekial Cheever), Brian Strelow
(John Willard), and Chris Ward
(Sara GoodlMartha Corey).

This play is a must see for
anyone who enjoys dramas or
plays. The play is running from
November 2nd-5th. It will be pre-
ented in the auditorium theater.

Make ure to buy your ticket be
cause thi one will sell out quickly.
Tickets will go on ale a few weeks
before the play tarts.

For three days a week the cast
practices three or more hours. They
say they have a lot of fun, and the
other drama members become like
another family to them.

Mr. Dzurison the play director
said, "The students are working
hard on a complex script. Even
though the show takes place in

Elizabeth (Anne Lundeen) fifes
Abigail, Abigail (Antia Spero) and
her friend (Casey Bennett,
Danielle McGiver, Amy Kras,
Julie Roberts, Joyce 01 on, Beth
K.reydich, Naomi Martig, Tammy
Fear, Pam Stoffregen, and Abby
Pitcher) accuse Elizabeth and even
tually other of being witches.

Rev. Parri (Scott Joseph), Ab
igail's uncle, Deputy Gov.
Danforth (Gary Byrne), and the
Putnams (MaryBeth Drechsler and
Dan Cerceo) support Abigail and
her friend in their tories.

Abigail then accused John Proc
tor of being a witch himself. in
stead of saving Elizabeth, he find
himself at his own trial. Rev. Hale
(Jon Rowsey) one of his friend,
defends him in front of Judge
Hawthorne (Steve Thomson).
Judge Hawthorne believes the girls
only so he can keep his job.

Additional actors and actresses
include: Jenny Bum (Detty Par-

By Amanda Ault

Thi year OLCHS Thespians,
and theater members are pre ent

.ing the dramatic play The Cru
cible. The play has already gener
ated lots of interest from the school.
Auditions were well attended, and
the ca t is an excellent one.

Mr. Dzurison, the play director,
along with Mrs. Mateer, the music
director, and Mrs. Carrier, the
publicity director, will help the
students give their be t perfor
mances. The as istant director for
thi play is Tim Braun, and the
student director is Melissa
Bauman.

The Crucible is based on a true
incident in 1692 called the Salem
witch trials. This story tells how
the affair of a young farmer named
John Proctor (Aaron Sink) and his
wife Elizabeth's servant girl,
(Abigail Williams), leads to 19
innocent people's hangings. After

By Breanne Murphy and
Allyson Policky

This year, students participat
ing in athletics and high profile
extra-curricular a tivities must sign
a contract of understanding. The
contract consi ts of five rule that
the students are expected to fol
low. The e rule are I. Students
are not to pos ess or use tobacco
(including smokeless tobacco). 2.
Students are not to posse s or u e
alcoholic beverage . 3. Students
are not to posses or u e any ille-

gal drug or controlled substances.
4. Students suspended for a period
of 5-1 0 day for any major infrac
tion will be ubject to the con e
quences pre cribed. 5. Students are
not to engage in any act that brings
discredit to the school. Many stu
dents were actually urprised when
they heard about the new policie
on contracts.

Jenny Bums, Sophomore Cia s
president, ays, "I feel that the e
contracts are a good idea, becau e
they look out for the well being of

the chool and its student ."
However, Mandy Zeien, a vol

leyball player, says, "It really will
be hard to enforce the rule and
keep up with what students are
doing 'wrong' in and out of
school."

The extracurricular code of
conduct has been in effect for many
years. However, this is the flfSt
year it has pertained to activities
other than sports.

After some faculty members
checked out many other chool

and their contracts, three main
ideas were devi ed as a basi . The
flfSt is the matter of equality. For
example, let's say a student was
on volleyball and an officer of a
class advisory board, and he was
caught drinking. Previously, he
would have only been suspended
off the volleyball team. Now, that
person has to suffer the conse
quences from both activities.

Then three categories were es
tablished to decide which clubs
would have to sign the contract.

These categories are performance,
competition, and leadership. Stu
dents who are in clubs that de
mand these qualitie are naturally
held to higher standard . They
represent Oak Lawn more than any
other clubs do. Therefore, they are
looked upon and noticed more than
other student .

Mr. Murphy, A istant Princi
pal, aid, "Of course what our
students do is brought back upon
the chool itself, but we do care
about our student and their well
being."

4102 Southwest Highway

FREE
PIZZA

r-p~~~us

63s6~7200 II
87th'" PULASKI I

I
I
I
I

Buy Any 16" I
or 17" Pizza I

and receive a 10" I
Cheese Pizza FREEl I

I
Expires 12131195 I

With Coupon Only.
, Not Valid WI1h Other Offers. J
~ """t

HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday

11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11:00 a.m. to Midnight

Located
in the

Hometown
Shopping

Center

WE DEUVER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
Hometown,
Evergreen Park,
Burbank, Oak Lawn
& Chicago

DINE-IN
PICK-UP
DEUVERY

WIN MONEY
FOR YOUR
SCHOOL OR
ORGANIZATION!

~~OakCawn Tark District~~

55th Court &
Southwest Hwy.

(708) 636-7996
Oak Lawn, IL

Delivery Every Where - Every Day
-C¢>-Fresh Flowers -c¢>-Sympathy Expressions

-C¢>-Gift Baskets
- Expert Wedding Design -

AT 857-2200

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT LORI OR VINCE

BEST SCARE STATION - $250
2ND PLACE $150
3RD PLACE $75

Sat, October 28th Wo1fe Wildlife
3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
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family and put up with the utter
embarrassment you may actually
have a good time. The moral of
the story is give your family the
benefit of the doubt. Remember
it's only for a week or two, then
you are back home having real
fun.

Vacationing with family can
sometimes be disastrous or ex
tremely embarrassing. The most
important elements to bring on a
family trip are a good spirit and
attitude. If you start the trip out
moping around and dodging the
camera, you will most likely have
a terrible time. On the other hand,
if you try to get along with your

a lecture-like tour of the ancient
handrails of the Medieval Times.
Sunglasses are a definite must to
have, especially on the beach.
Wearing sunglasses gives you the
opportunity to casually check
someone out without seeming too
obvious.

enjoying all the family fun. Re
gardless of the situation head
phones are a necessity that you
mustn't go without.

Another essential item to bring
is a good book. The book can take
you away from the headphone
scene. Novels are al 0 good time
wasters, such as a hard core
Stephen King book, especially if
you are stuck in traffic or on a
delayed flight. Nonetheless, a book
can be very useful and even fun.

Sunglasses are always a must
on vacation. Sunglasses can be
used to avoid contact with icky,
strange people. They are also good
if you want to takl~ a nap during

of some sort can be pretty handy.
They are quite u eful when your
parents start to sing old tv show
theme songs or when your younger
sibling has a temper tantrum, be
cause you refuse to play Barbies.
The biggest killer of all is your
Grandmother's "so-called" music,
where you hear more cratche on
the record than the actual music
itself. All of that is somewhat
bearable compared to boring tours
on the fashions of cave women.
Headphones are also good if the
power goes out in the hotel, or if
you are hiking, or even if you are
driving across country. Head
phones offer an escape to your
own world, so you're not stuck

So, you couldn't wait for sum
mer to come. You thought you'd
go to the beach, see a few con
certs, and hang out with your
friends. Instead of experiencing a
fun filled summer, you're stuck
out in a far away place day dream
ing of how much fun your friends
are having without you. Family
vacations do not have to be disa 
trous. Once you've recovered from
the complete and utter shock,
you'll realize it's not for an eter
nity. There are always certain
things one must not forget when
vacationing.

Once on vacation headphones

--------CSO what W£U !:IOU
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By Naomi Ellis

By Jeanine Burton

As I think back to those warm
summer days, I remember some
of the great bands that passed
through Chicago. Some of those
shows included, R.E.M., Lolla
palooza, and Hootie and the Blow
fish.

In June, R.E.M. came to the
Rosemont Horizon for three sold
out shows. This was their first
world tour in five years. Luscious

Jackson opened for the band.
R.E.M. got such a good response
that they came to the New World
Music Theatre with Radiohead on
Sept. 22 for another 'Shaw. All of
the show featured ma~y songs
off their newalbum,~ such
as, "What's the Frequenc) Ken
neth," "Strange Currencies," and
many others.

Of course, the show would not
be complete without R.E.M. clas
sics like, "Losing My Religion,"

'This One Goes Out to the One I
Love," and they ended the shows
with "Its the End of the World as
We Know It." their shows were
full of energy and kept the crowd
going.

Another great show this sum
mer was Lollapalooza. This year
the founders of Lollapalooza were
not concerned with drawing big
name acts, they were concerned
with regaining the festival's origi
nal, inJepcndcnt spirit. Lollapa-

looza is all about variety, and that
is what this year's lineup repre
sented. The performers were: The
Mighty-Mighty Bosstones, The
Jesus Lizard, Beck, Sinead
O'Conner, Pavement, Cypress
Hill, Hole, and Sonic Youth was
the headliner.

All the bands were excellent and
each one brought a different style
of music to Lollapalooza. Not only
did great bands perform on the
main stage, but the second stage

had some talented acts also. Some
of those bands were: Doo Rag,
Possum Dixon, Poster Children,
Yo La Tengo, and Coolio.

Hootie and the Blowfish also
came to town this summer, with
opening act Don Dixon. The band
was promoting their flISt release,
Cracked Rear View. Hootie kept
the crowd going with hit singles
like, "Let Her Cry," and "Holy
My Hand."

By Jill Herrmann

Think back to the last day of
school last year. What did you do?
I went to chool, turned in my
I.D., collected my $5, and went
out to breakfast with my friends.
One group of students did some
thing completely different. They
boarded a plane to London.

Me. Tom Dzurision, graduates
Chris Oakes, Jeff Marcinkow ki,
Sharon Skowran, Jill Valentine,
Katie McCarthy, Jenn Christ
ianson, Nicole Rollberg, Sarah
Roberts, and seniors Scott Joseph
and Aaron Sink were the lucky
travelers. They spent the first three

days in London, England. While
there, they vi ited Buckingham
Palace and saw the traditional
ceremony of the Changing of the
Guards. All tourists try to get the
Buckingham Palace guards to
laugh or smile. People who know
Jill Valentine would like to think
that she was the one to succeed at
this task. Despite all of Jill's ef
forts, Sharon Skowran was the only
one who was able to break down
their solemn walls.

The group spent the next seven
days traveling through England's
countryside. They stayed in the
small city of Chimpingcampden.

By van, they journeyed to see other
sights of England, such as Burton
on the Water, Stratford-on-Avon,
which is Shakespeare's birthplace,
and Blenheim Palace, Winston
Churchill's birthplace. Before
going back to London, the group
stayed at a bed-n-breakfast in Line
Reagis. They finished up the last
two days of their adventure back
in London.

Besides sight seeing and going
on other tourist outings, the Ameri
cans also experienced some ev
eryday English customs. The stu
dents saw numerous plays at both
small theatre and large auditori-

ums. They all saw a major produc
tion of "Oliver'" A good thing
about the trip to England is they
were able to break up into small
groups and choose specific shows
or sights.

Besides the time change, there
were other differences that our
students had to become accus
tomed to. Their dollars had to be
changed into pounds. The people
acted much more friendly and open
than they do here. Also ttre En
glish definition of many things is
different than the American defi
nition. At the first restaurant they
went to, they quickly learned that

the foods were not always like what
they were u ed to. After ordering
hamburgers, they were surprised
to be served sausage wafers with
hot mustard. Me. Dzurison said
that even by the end of their stay,
when they felt they knew what
they were doing and fit in they
"still stuck out as Americans."

Even though the group saw
many sights and had numerous
new experiences they would never
forget, there was still more to see
and do. Aaron Sink said, "Every
twenty feet there is something you
can spend the whole day at." The
students loved the trip and will
remember it forever.

--------CSO what au !:lOW
By Christie Evitt

While most people at Oak Lawn
Community High School are us
ing weekends and days off for
vacations to exotic places or to
visit family, many seniors and
select other students are treking
across the country to visit college
campuses. Yeah, I know, why
would anyone want to go to school
when you are off of school? Well
in all honesty, it is in your best
interest.

College visits may just be the
most integral part of choosing a
college. On paper, colleges can be
narrowed down and may even have
similar characteristics, but after
visiting you may make your choice

simple. By talking to faculty you
can get a feel for how they treat
and value their students. Perhaps
more important is talking to stu
dents on campus. This way you
get a student's perspective and can
find out all the "ins and outs" of
college life on that particular cam
pus. With these opinions and a
general feel for the college, you
will hopefully be able to make a
good choice.

Now, how do you go about
making one of these visits? You
can always drop by a campus and
give a self-guided tour, but by
doing only thi , you may be miss
ing out on a lot. A better idea is
to sort through that ocean of col
legemail and find the Admissions

Office phone number of the school
you would like to visit. Give them
a ring and ask about visiting. They
will probably be delighted to hear
from you and be able to set up
appointments with an admissions
officer and a fmancial aid consult
ant.

Another way to visit a college
and get [lIst hand experience is to
stay with a current student. There
are usually a few kids at each
school who volunteer to be Stu
dent Ambassadors. Often, you can
stay in their own dorm and attend
classes with them. This way, you
get a real ta te of the school'
personali ty .

Yet another way to get involved

in a college visit is to attend an
Open House. This is a day set aside
for perspective students and their
parents. These open houses con
sist of a general tour of the cam
pus, a question and answer period
and a sampling of each depart
ment. This may be the most com
fortable way to visit a college.

Before your visit concludes, be
sure you see everything you want
to see and talk to everyone you
want to talk to. Make sure to talk
to someone in the financial aid
department and also people in·the
fields you are intere ted in. These
meetings may need to be sched
uled at the time you originally
make the appointment, e pecially

if you intend on seeing athletic
coaches, or other specific people.

So as your high school career
progresses, do not forget to plan
ahead. If college is in your future,
make sure you have got all your
due dates in order and schedule
your visits early. Open houses and
other programs fill up quickly.

Here are a few thoughts I would
like to leave you with. Fir t, al
ways keep an open mind. You
neyer know what can happen.
Second, as your mailbox get
stuffed with more college mail by
the day, stay organized. Third, try
to know what basic characteri tics
you want from the tart. And fi
nally, I wish you all happy hunt
ing!
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One of the 800 rooms of Raven Site Ruin.

By Vicky Corbett

While the rest of us were sitting
at home in our air conditioned
houses this summer, Kelly Mel
aniphy, our own editor-in-chief,
was digging up artifacts from
ancient civilizations. Kelly took a
two day road trip across six states
to Springerville, Arizona, a little
town near the New Mexico bor
der. This is where the White
Mountain Archaeological Center
is located. She spent a week at the
center experiencing the field work
of an archaeologist or anthropolo
gist.

Kelly's day would begin with
breakfast at eight. After breakfast
she went out to the site to do some
digging. The name of the site
which is located on the center's
land is Raven Site Ruin. The pre
historic pueblo has more than 800
rooms and was occupied as early
as A.D. 1000 through A.D. 1450.

Here she used a trowel, small
broom, and dustpan to unearth

objects such as animal bones,
pottery shards, a spear point, egg
shells and sea shells. She also
placed clumps of dirt in a sifting
tray and then had to break up the
dirt so the artifacts could fall
through.

After a lunch break at noon she
returned to the site for a couple
more hours of digging. The end of
the day was spent in the lab. At the
lab she washed artifacts and tried
to reconstruct the original pots
from the pottery shards collected.
She had to learn how to fill in the
gaps with a plaster mixture. Other
techniques she learned were
curation, restoration and preserva
tion. After dinner was free time,
which Kelly usually used to go on
hikes.

Kelly's favorite experiences at
the site were either finding the
spear point or the hike through a
petroglyph canyon. After fmding
nothing but pottery shards and
shells all week, on Friday she
found the spear point. This is a

relatively big find for a novice and
the group was excited. The spear
point is made out of flint and is
around 11,000 years old. It wa
originally used by nomadic Indi
ans as a spear point and then later
was picked up by an Anasazi
Pueblo tribe and used as a knife.

The hike through the canyon
was another highlight. A pet
roglyph is a drawing which has
been chipped into the rock. The
altars there are still used as a cer
emonial area by the Zuni Indians.
The hikers got to see some offer
ings the Indians had placed on the
alter such as feathers and semi
precious rocks.

Raven Site Ruin is privately
owned by Jim and Carol Cunkle.
They recently created the program
that Kelly went on for funding
purposes. She stayed on site, at the
center. Her accommodations were
included in the original price. The
other participants were mostly
older than she except for some of
the volunteer students, but she still

had fun and enjoyed herself im
mensely.

Kelly became interested in go
ing to Raven Site, because she
hopes to pursue a career as an
anthropologist. Although she en
joyed doing the field work, she
would also like to do some mu-

seum work. She feels that, ''The
trip was beneficial in helping me
to decide to become an anthro
pologist." If you have similar in
terest she recommends going to
Raven Site or checking out a dif
ferent site, like the one sponsored
by Governors State University in
University Park.

By Bethany Hatstat

Ahh. The joys of summer va
cation. Sleeping until 7:30, build
ing parachutes and submarines,
visiting water treatment plants?
This may not sound like your idca
of summer vacation, but for one
Oak Lawn student, that's ju t what
hers consisted of.

"Check this out," were the first
words out ofJill Levickas' mouth.
She bursts inlo the room with a
tangled pile or wires and lights. I
stare in awe as she explains, to a
dumbfounded and confused me,
what this thing is, "It's a stop
watch I made."

I'm impressed.

During her summer break, Jill
spent a week at an engineering
camp at Southern IIlinoi Uni
versity, among others. This is the
one she chose to talk about, how
ever, because, "It's very general
and suited to many people's inter
ests."

Just looking through the notes
she hands me throws me into a
whirlwind of confusion. "I know
I wouldn't make it through a week
at this place," I tell her.

"It's reaJly not that difficult,"
she responds. She tells me about
the neat projects and intere ting
field trips she took while at camp.
These included testing different
objects in a wind tunnel, visiting

several biotechnology plants, and
building a toy out of Legos? ''That
was really fun," she assures me,
as if I had a doubt.

She also had the opportunity to
see how water was purified, defi
nitely something that need to be
practiced at SIU. ''The water was
yellow!" she exclaim, "It was
gross. "

A senior here at OLCHS, Jill
has wanted to be an engineer for
many years. When I ask her, "Why
an engineer?" She replies, "I've
always loved to build things. r
build models and dollhouses. I also
love math." So that' what Jill
spent her summer doing. Math.
That's not all, though.

She and her group of compan
ions also got to survey land, see
a pharma utical plant, learn how
genetic en ineering is done, and
learned how-a road is built. This
included survC'y-inp the land, mix
ing the usphall, am] learning how
ground soil can afleel road build
ing.

This all took place while living
in a "huge room!" in the college
dorm. "The campus was nice,"
Jill says, "with the exception of
the yellow water and the cafeteria
food. It's worse than school
food!" She thought that the whole
experience was worthwhile and
educationally fulfilling. She also

got the chance to meet people from
aJl over. "It definitely broadened
my horiwns," Jill adds with a big
smile, "and it also looks great on
college applications!"

So for those of you who are
interested in becoming an engi
neer of any type, or working in a
field that involves math of any
sort, maybe you should think about
investing the small amount of
money in something more than
special cable channels during the
summer. As Jill puts it, "It was
definitely worth my while. I got to
learn 0 much and meet so many
different people. 'It was great!"

Another club which spends it
time doing community service is
the National Honor Society. Also
the Ecology Club donates their
time to the environment. There
fore if you join one of the e clubs,
you will get ome opportunities to
do community ervice.

Doing community service is
very beneficial for others and
your elf. We all need to lend a
hand to create a ociety where we
can all count on one another, be
lieve in each other and, most
importantly, put hope and faith in
the lives of us and others.

donation . All of the money made
went back to the community.

Did you know that a few of the
clubs right here at OLCHS are
dedicated to our community? Key
Club is strictly volunteer work.
They ju t did the Kiwanis Peanut
Day, where members stood at
various intersection and asked for

fo~ thi~ 'Jaff?----------
1!£ndin9 a dfand

you may have or serve as a fun make someone's day a little bit It is impossible to be bored with
learning experience as well. brighter and you will feel like a all of these choices.

Why not give something back better person. Othertypes of volunteering you
to the community after it has given can do for the park district are
many of us so much for the past Volunteers are needed every- office aides, open gym chaperones,
fourteen to eighteen years? where to assist with various envi- birthday party activity aides,
Churches, schools, and park dis- ronrnental projects. Trash and seed Thanksgiving and Christmas ac-
trict all need our help, e pecially collection, weed pulling, and brush tivities, environmental project,
with the colder weather coming. removal are a few examples of the fund raisers and more. The hours
The holidays are just around the work you can do to keep Oak Lawn are aJways reasonable, because you
corner and you can help many clean. Help is always needed at get to pick them. You can bring
familie without a warm meal or the Wolfe Wildlife Wetlands and family and friends to give a hand.
gifts by volunteering at a local the Chicago Ridge Prairie. There
church or shelter. For Thanksgiv- is an Oak Lawn Environmental
ing and Christmas, there are many Task Force which takes on many
food drives and a hortage of issue like water, floods, forests,
people to help out. Gifts are also planting, fi hing, gardening, and
collected for poor children and erosion. You can contact the Oak
families. These usually need to be Lawn Park Di trict for more infor-
wrapped, and labeled. You can mation on any of the above areas.

By Beeky Wenzel

Now is the time to start volun
teering. Many, if not all colleges
search through applications look
ing for the well rounded student.
Someone who has achieved above
average in their academics, is in
volved in the athletics, and other
groups or clubs, and someone who
takes part in his or her community
is ideal. Even if you just want a
way to be more involved make
new friends, or have a fanta tic
time, this is the way to do it.
Volunteering is offered in many
service learning project, special
events, and ongoing programs.
Donating some of your free time
can help you fill any requirements
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By Jill Herrmann

"We're putting the band back
together." "We're on a mi sion
from God." - John Belushi and
Dan Akroyd as Joliet Jake and
Elwood Blues in h lu s

r h
"Hey ... We're getting the band

back together." - David Spade
in the 1-800-COLLECf commer
cial.

"We've got a rockin' band and
we're playin' ju t for you!" 
Barbie and the Rockers' theme
ong, perfonned by Barbie and

the Rockers.
Listen up, or just look around.

Everyone and their brother are

tarting a band, or helping with a
band, or sometimes playing with
a band. I can name at least seven
local band off the top of my head.

Why is everyone starting up a
band all of a udden? I can come
up with three po ible reason .The
first, the wonderful camaraderie
of being in a band. The unity of
the members, the sharing of ideas,
bass lines, and punch line. And
isn't it fun to ay, "Hey, I'm in a
band!" It's ju t like when you're
a kid and you told your parents
and iblings to watch you "put on
a how." They watched while you
danced and turned cartwheels
around the living room, wearing
far too much make-up (for a even

year old), a sparkly leotard, your
mother's high heel (which were
quickly kicked off and forgotten),
and your feather boa (for a finish
ing touch) to Di ney's "Splash
Dance." What? Y u can't relate?
Boy, you are a deprived child.

Reason #2. You want t be cool.
You and a bunch of your friends
think it would be really cool to
start a garage band ound kind of
like Stone Temple Pilots. (Yuck!)
Or you feel like you have as much
right to rip off Johnny Rotten and
make a lot of money like Green
day. You want to thrash around
your garage with a constant ton
nage of feedback until the neigh
bors complain and the dog, Adolf,

whom you buried in the back yard
when you were 9, comes back to
life.

I've heard that if you are a guy
band with a girl drummer or fe
male bassi t you're coolnes will
just ab ut d uble. Then maybe
you'll get a record deal with Vir
gin Record , I land Records, or
Reprise Records. Then you'll be
rich and popular, and cheerleaders
will want your autograph. Or if
you're really lucky, you can get a
buzz-clip on MTV.

The third and final reason. You
have a great idea for a new type
of band. You have real talent. You
think you'll have an original ound
and will be an a set to the mu ic
world. You know some truly cool

people who'd be fantastic to be in
a band with. Not becau e they can
play obnoxiou Iy loud, but because
they can write intelligent poetic
lyrics and were alternative before
alternative was the nann. If you
fit into thi category, please put
your band together. Play out. Be
hard. Fill the airwaves. If you
don't, someone in the second
category will.

I'm not going to claim that one
band is great and another is not.
Wh would listen to me anyway?
If you're going to do something in
this w rid, have a reason. Have an
effect on people. Don't start a
band, r do anything else for that
mauer, becau e it's the thing to
do.

.LlU'"-,nJ",,s (April 20 - May 20) 
You can be calm and tranquil but
sometimes too many activities and
too much homework will . tress
you out. Take a day and just it in
front of your TV and relax.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20) 
You are very outspoken and con
fident. Us Ihese traits, Gemini, 10

ask Olll Ihal pcr~lIn you've hilt!
your Cyl' Ull. You'll never know if
th Y like YllU if you don't ask.

n' 'r (June '2\ - July 22) 
Perk up your ordinary life by doing
something wild and creative. Be
careful y u don't take it too far
th ugh. you could get hun.

Pisces, you have two people who
want to go out with you. Make it
clear which one you like or you
could lose them both.

i (March 21 - April 19) 
Watch yourself, Aries. You have
a bad temper thi month. Remem
ber n t everyone can live up to
your expectations 0 CHILL
OUT!!

Anyone." This ong is rapidly
climbing the charts on both the
billboard and MTV music status.
Many will notice the star in the
music video i the popular Carter
actre, laire Danes, recently
kn wn for her movie "How To
Make An American Quilt."

The bands Live and Soul Asy
lum are two of the most popular
alternative bands of 1995. This i
shown by the music charts and
popularity among friends. The
summer tours are winding down
and band are getting back in the
studios, 0 watch for new CDs
from all your favorites.

r IM~nth'"
1 Unlimited 1
1 $6.00 1
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and use your gootl judgment and
common sense.

Saa:ittarius (November 23 
December 24) - Something you
had planned later this month could
go down the tubes, but you're
creative enough to try s mething
new. Pay attention to the urge to
spend all your cash. Remember
there are only 73 more days until
Chri tmas and you might want to
ave up for gifts for your friend

and family.
Ca ric rn (December 22 

January 20) - A romance might
lizzie fast, but, don't worry it's
not the end of the world. Your
friends will be with you around
late October or early November
when y u need them the most.

A ari (January 21 - Febru
ary 19) - You're feeling powerful,
use it for your s hoolwork and
self-cnnlidcncc. lIme time around
early Novemher will be the right
time to catch up on the family
scene.

Pi.. . (February 19 - March
20) - You arc a very lucky person,

it takes to be considered rock but
also have that certain tyle to be
known as alternative. Whether you
like it mellow or loud, the variety
of music thi CD contains makes
it one you'd want to own.

Soul Asylum came t with a
new CD thi ummer called "Let
Your Dim Light hine." This CD
has mu ic fr m hard rock to soft
rock and everything in between.
The single, "Misery," was already
popular be~ re the CD was even
released. "Misery," the first song
on this disc, i one of the quieter
tunes that Soul Asylum has. The
newest song released i a single
from the "Let Your Dim Light
Shine" CD is called "Just Like

1995 is the year for alternative
rock band . From bands like Col
lective Soul and Soul Asylum to
Live and Hootie and the Blow
fish, alternative ha become a
favorite for mu ic lovers of all
ages.

Live's "Throwing Copper" is
the econd CD and a chart topper.
The CD itself was at number one
for a while and i till elling. Four
of the songs on this 13-song di c
have also topped the charts.
"Lightning Crashe " is one of the
more mellow song from the band.
"Selling the Drama," "I Alone,"
and "AllOver You," have what

a great movie with even better
music by "The Drovers."

The movie, "School Ties," not
only has an excellent cast of char
acters but al 0 a really great story
line. Set in the 19508, a boy gets
a football scholarship to a Catho
lic prep school for senior year so
he can get into Harvard. Every
thing is great until his classmates
find out he's Jewi h and are anti
semetic.

Then there i Shakespeare's
comedy, "Much Ado About Noth
ing." The title i really what the
movie is about. The dialect and
cast of character , which include :
Denzel Washington, Keanu
Reeves, and Emma Thomp on, are
what really make the movie en
joyable to wat h.

By Lauren Caster

By Carrie Smigla and
Margert Webb

l&2 (July 23 - Augu t 22) 
Leos like to be the center of atten
tion. This month, try to go about
this in a good way. Don't tell
everyone your problems to get
sympathy; it will backfire.

Vir 0 (August 24 - eptember
23); - You Virgo are very self
disciplined, but don't be too hard
on yourselves. This month spell
energy, so use it, whether it' for
your new found hobby or trying
to keep your pea e in study hall
with 95 otller people around you.

Lib (September 24 - October
23) - You're friendly to ju t about
everyone, Libra, 0 you'll have no
trouble linding a date for Home
coming. Thi month shows par
ties and fun. (Can you ay con
certs and excitement?)

Scorpio (October 24- N vem
ber 22) - This month you can
accomplish anything you want. A
friend may put pressure on you (0

try something new. Just be patient

A movie that is based on the
boardgame "Clue," is hilarious to
watch. Its ca t of characters por
trays each of the boardgame char
acters and go through a murder
case as you would in the game.
This is a definite mu t see, that
ha some crazy scenes and even
crazier lines.

And last is the movie "Imme
diately Family." This has a really
great story line and is a wonderful
movie. It stars Glenn Close as a
wife unable to get pregnant who
decides to adopt. The urrogate
mother (Mary Stuart Masterson)
and the wife become friend and
go through orne very trying mo
ments. "Into the Mystic," one of
the songs in the movie, by Van
Morrison is really good to Ii ten
to.

Another movie, that many will
not know is, "The Thin Man."
"The Thin Man," was made in
the 1940s and takes place in New
York. Nick and Nora Charles,
along with their dog, A ta, are
detectives and get into orne very
sticky situations.

"Say Anything," is a great
move about an over-achiever who
is deeply loved by an average guy.
Not only is the movie good, but
so is the soundtrack with Peter
Gabriel's "In Your Eyes."

Aidan Quinn tars in the movie
"Blink" about an lri h girl who is
blind and witne se a murder. It's

By hannon Doherty

Name: Andrea White
Astrological Ign: Capricorn
Hometown: Steven ville, Michigan
CoUege Attended: S1. Mary's College, Notre Dame, Indiana

(undergraduate); Univer ity of Mi souri, Columbia Mi 000 (gradu-
ate school). • ~ \.:,

Years teaching: 3 at college level and 1 at high school level.
Marital status: Engaged to be married on July 27, 19~6.
Car: A 1994 Saturn SC 2.
Favorite musical group: Phil Collins/Genesis.
Best Vacation: Hawaii- December '94· January '95.
First concert: "When r was in junior high, my mom took me to

see Kenny Rogers'"
Position teaching: Mathematics, (Geometry, HonoFS Algebra, and

Honors Pre-Calculu .)
Favorite book: "Without Remorse"
Favorite movies: "When Harry Met Sally" and "With Honors."
If I had one wish ... For all my friends and relatives to be happy

and healthy.
Advice to students: Alway do your absolute be t and put 110%

into everything you do.
I! I could change one thing in the world: I would aboli h the

ilJegal use of drug and alcohol.

As the weather gets cooler and
the days grow shorter the outdoor
are not the best location for activ
ity. After awhile the mall gets
boring as does television. If that
i the case, try renting one of these
ten videos that will suffice for the
gray weather.

My first pick i " ircle of
Friends." This just recently came
out on video and is a great movie
to rent. The plot is very clo e to
real life except for the fact that
Chris O'Donnell i one of the co
stars. The Qther star is newcomer
Minnie Driver (who had to gain
40 pounds for the role). It is et in
the outskirts of Dublin, Ireland and
is a true love story with orne very
funny lines and a really great
ending.

The second movie is "The Hand
That Rocks The Cradle. " The title
is very deceiving, but the movie
is full of suspen e. The events
leading to the climax are what
really make the movie. By the end
you cheer when the villainous role
of Rebecca DeMornay is finally
dissolved.

A third choice is "Stella," tar
ring Bette Midler. This is about a
relationship between a daughter
and her mother, that for many will
cut close to home. It i a definite
girl movie that leaves you with a
tear in your eye.
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College Corner Career Corner
Compiled by Michelle Cronin

Important Dates

Name: Ea tern Illinois University
Founded: 1895
Location: Charle ton, IIlinoi

etting: Rural
Total Enrollment: 9,161 full time, 845 part time
Co ts: $1,902 for state re idents, $5,706 for out-of -state re ident .

Room and board $3,066.
New Student Profile: 12% of freshman ranked in top tenth, 38%

in top quarter, 85% in top half.
Requirements: College-preparatory curricil'lum and either ACT or

SAT required.

Name: University of Illinoi Champaign
Founded: 1867
Location: hampaign-Urbana, IlIinoi.
Setting: Urban
Total Enrollment: 25,422 full time, 9 I I part time
Costs: Tuition in- tate re idents: $2,760 out-of- tate re ident :

$7,560. Room and board $2,794
New Student Profile: 52% freshman ranked in the top tenth, 88%

in the top quarter, 99% in the top half. Average ACT compo ite 27.
Financial Aid: 36% of fre hman and 41 % of all undergraduates

receive aid
Requirements: College-preparatory curriculum and either ACT or

SAT required.
Extracurricular Activities: Athletic (Division I), ocialorgani

zations, and other tudent activities

The II th Annual Col1ege Ca
reer Night will be held on Wednes
day, October 18th, from 6 p.m. to
9 p.m. in the gymna ium at Mo
raine ValIey Community Col1ege,
10900 South 88th Avenue, Palo
Hills.

Repre ntative from more than
160 public and private college and
univer ities, trade schools and
armed force will be available to
talk with high school tudents and
their parents.

Financial aid seminars will be
offered at 5, 6, 7 and 8 p.m. in
Gerald R. Fogelson Family Tech
nology Theater, located in the
Center for Contemporary Technol
ogy. Representative from area
lending in titutions will be avail
able, a well a coun elors from
participating high school .

For more information, call
Moraine Valley's College Recruit
ment Office at (708) 974-5357.

College
Night

• 60465-09 7

ology students towards the attain
ment of cour e objectives con"
tained in the syllabus. The stu
dent will be observing, di cuss
ing, and comparing the tructure
and proce es of various organ
i m in a manner that was never
before possible due to time and
financial constraints.

For example, one tudent di 
secting one pig with the u e of !hi
equipment provide for a "group
dis ection" with teacher facilita
tion of student learning while av
ing both money and time. AI 0 the
use of thi technology directly
support tate goal for learning a
outlined ~ough our Mi ion
Statement\\llIld the UIinoi Goal
Assessmen~ .~rogram.

Spartamte-.W.ould like to con
gratulate all of the faculty who
showed the Spartan PRIDE and
dedication.

Wednesday, Nov. 15
7 p.m.
Fin and P rforming Arts nt r

High s h 01 tud nt and their parent are invited to join u Nov. 1 to find
out why thou ands of students d ide Morain Vall y ommunity 011 g is
right for th m. You an talk to fa ulty and administral rs about a ad mi
programs in bu in s, h alth sin e, industrial technology, publi rvice,
nd univ r ity transf r. Ther will lob pr ntation about finan ial aid,

g tting t rt d at Morain Valley, and r sour and servi to h Ip tud nt
u c d. Plus, urr nt Morain Vall y tud nts will shar firsthand inform

ation about what it's lik to aU nd the coli ge.

M rain Vall y hop s you will tak advanlag of this pportunity to I am
m r about th 011 g , programs and s rvi

Deciding on Moraine Valley
A Parent Night

all (708) 974-5355 for mor d tail .

r ~ V~ Moraine Valleyr~ ~ :. Community College
10 00 South 88th Av nu • Palo Hill, Illin

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Job description: People who deal with the creation, improvement, and protection of the community

and environment. Provide facilitie for living, industry and transportation, including large buildings, roads,
bridges, water-supply ystem, and other engineered con tructions.

Work environment: Depending on the pecific job, an engineer might have to be at a road construction
site, in an underground water- upply sy tern (sewer), or at the site of a building being constructed. The
environment vary, but 40+ hour work weeks are likely.

Where they are employed: Many private corporations a well a the U.S. Department ofTran portation.
Career outlook: There will be a good demand for civil engineer, especially those with good com

munication and computer skills.
Education: A four year degree in Civil Engineering or a master's degree in Civil Engineering. Some

high school course that may be helpful are math, phy ics, chemistry, computer, and mechanical drafting.
Salary: Starting from $29,500 and up.

CON ERVATION WORKER
Job description: People who urvey forests and other wooded areas. Db erve plants and animals in

the environment.
Work environment: U ually 40 hour work weeks, but the hours can vary with the eason and weather.

Travel can be frequent.
Education: A high school degree and I to 2 years of college education are required.
Salary: Starting from $17,000 and up.

PHOTOJOURNALIST
Job description: Take picture that deal with news events, interesting places, or a visual aid to a story.
Work environment: Generally 40 hour work weeks, however, different employers may set different

or irregular hours.
Education: A bachelor's degree is usually required.

alary: Starting from $22,500 and up.

By Jill Levickas

Science Department
receives grant

Over the summer, Ms. Icenogle,
M . Sulek, Mr. Maloney, M .
Tadych, and Mr. Riordan with the
invaluable assistance of Dr. Luka,
superintendent, wrote to To hiba
for a grant to obtain a video mi
croscopy di section sy tern
(YMDS).

In late September, thank to
the e dedicated teachers, OLCHS
received a letter from the To hiba
America Foundation saying that
Oak Lawn will receive a grant for
$5,500 to be used for the purchase
of the VMDS and science tarf
training on the use of the equip
ment.

The grant will go towards pur
chasing a VCR, Micro cope Moni
tor, Camera Macro Lens and other
equipment. The purchase of !hi
technology will facilitate 450 Bi-

A.CT. testing wilI begin on
October 28, for Junior and Se
nior, with a co t of $17.00.

For any more information on
test or test date contact a coun
selor in The Guidance Center,
room 117.

Compiled by Stephanie Boyle

Compiled by tephanie Boyle

Name: Marquette Univer ity
Location: Milwaukee, Wi consin
Established: 1881
Affiliation: Independent; atholic; Je uit
Campus size: 80 acres in downtown Milwaukee (urban)
Total Enrollment: 11,000; 8,000 undergraduate
Average Class Size: 35
Co ts: Thition range from $13,320-$13,960 per year; Average

Room and Board $5,100
New Student Profile: mean freshman elas rank: top twenty percent;

Middle 50% AT: 1040-1240; Middle 50% ACT: 23-27
Financial Aid: More than two third of 1994 fre hmen received

need-ba ed cholar hip
Requirements: College-preparatory curriculum and either ACT or

SAT required

Attention all Junior and e
nior . For the month of October
and November college repre enta
tives will be vi iting OLCH in
the counselor' office, room 117.
To vi it with any college repre-
entative you must obtain a pa

24 hours prior to the college
repre entative' visit.

The following colleges will be
visiting in October:

Oct. 16-North Park at9:30 a.m.
Oct. 18-MacMurray at 10:30

a.m.
Oct. 19-Beloit at 9:00 a.m.
Oct. 20-North entral at 9:00

a.m.
Oct. 25-Carrol at 1:00 p.m.
Oct. 26-Bradley at 9:30 a.m.
Oct. 27-Michigan State at 8:00

a.m.; Marnmouth at II :30 a.m.
Oct. 30-Loyola at 8:30 a.m.;

Knox at9:55 a.m.; Mary Mount at
1:00 p.m.
For the month of November:

Nov. 3-Illinois Benedictine at
9:00 a.m.; Illinoi Wesleyan at
10:00 a.m.

Nov. 6-Purdue at 10:45 a.m.
Nov. 9-Chicago State at 9:00

a.m.
Nov. 28-Western Illinoi at 9:00

a.m.
Reminder that on November 15

the Big Ten schools wilI be visit
ing. More col1ege wil1 be vi iting
OLCHS throughout the school
year.

For alI Juniors and Senior,
P.S.A.T.INMSQT, A.C.T., and
other important te t are coming
up in the month of October and
November. Te t and date are
li ted below.

P.S.A.T.INMSQT will be on
October 24, for Juniors, with a
cost of $8.25.
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Coaches Corner All-American Sport

Two Cheerleaders named
VCA all-stars

Name: Rick Tustin
Birthplace: Evergreen Park, Illinois
Birthday: November 27
Marital Status: Single
College Attended: North Central College
Sports You Played in High School: Football, Baseball, Swim-

ming
What Do You Coach? Football, Ba eball, Swimming
Favorite Sport: Football
Favorite Food: Chine e and Italian
What Music Do You Like to Listen To? A Ii ttle "Of everything,

except rap -. ,
Favorite TV Show: ER \I

Last Good Movie You Saw: Apollo 13
Favorite Subject: Math and History
Hobbies: Sports
What Are Your Characteristics of a Good Student? Re pectful,

active, and dedicated
What Advice Would you Give Teens: Take advantage of the

opportunities offered to you at Oak Lawn. Before long, they will be
gone.

By Christina Infusino

"Peanuts, popcorn, hot dogs."
Remember those sayings? Every
one used to be thrilled to hear
baseball logans, such as, "You're
out." Baseball was once one of
life's great thrills, and hopefully
will be in the near future.

Ever since the notorious base
ball strike, fans have discontinued
showing their enthusiasm for base
ball. Many still love the game,
including myself. Personally, I love
screaming at the umps and rooting
for our home team. The famous
ba eball strike began in June or
July of 1994 and ended in about
April of this year. Many of us know
a little about these heart-breaking
facts. The baseball players moaned
and groaned because they were
"under paid." Well, it must be nice
to go on strike until you receive a
raise of a couple million dollars.
We would most likely be put away,
if we asked our employers for a

By Michelle Cozzi

It's homt<coming game. The
Spartans are down by 1 touch
down. Basically everyone has
given up hope. Everyone, that is,
except for one group of girls. The
group that never gives up hope.
The group that keeps spirits up
until the very end. That's right,
we're talking about the Oak Lawn
cheerleaders.

million dollar raise. Sometimes I
think the major leaguers are crazy.
For instance, take "The Big Hurt,"
Frank Thomas, who already has a
salary of over $25 million, like
many other . If they had ome
sense, they would take some
money from their paychecks and
use it on charities or for the needy.

I don't know about you, but I
feel ba eball ju t isn't the same.
Does it really matter who is the
highe t paid? Anyway, I like the
game for the game itself, and I am
sure others feel the same way. Our
home team, the Chicago White
Sox, is sure not what it used to be.
Last season, they were in first
place, possibly looking toward the
World Series. Now, mo t of the
time, the minor league looks bet
ter. They still do have ome great
players, including Frank Thomas,
Robin Ventura, Ozzie Guillen, and
Tim Raines. They even have some
great youngsters, like Ray Durham
and Lyle Mouton. At one point,

the Sox had a great designated hit
ter, John Kruk, who retired a few
months ago.

Hey, tho e Cubbies really had
a great season going, finishing
close to a wild card spot. Earlier
in the season, they were in first
place, and yes, I am talking about
the "Chicago Cubs." They also
have some great ballplayers, like
Mark Grace, Sammy Sosa, Todd
Zeile, and Randy Myers. A job
well done for the Cubs, consider
ing the strike. Don't forget Ken
Griffey Jr., Kirby Puckett, Jose
Con eco, Cal Ripken Jr., and other
homerun hitters and great ball
players.

If anyone has really compared
this season to last, there is a major
difference at the tadiums. La t
season, the seats were packed, but
since the trike, the seats are nearly
empty. The strike hurt the game,
it hurt the fans. For all you true
baseball fans, keep supporting the
game, and maybe next season, the
odds will change.

Sporting
the Rapids

Golf swinging into action

Stacy Bieryla, junior, practices the newly reinstated Basket Toss.
(Photo by Nicole Baird)

of the coaches and cheerleaders,
this move was reinstated this year.
Coach Greiman, on behalf of her-
elf and the cheerleaders, would

like to thank everyone for their
cooperation at this year's Kick Off
dance. "Il was a big success" she
says. Al 0 during her interview
Mrs. Greiman wa asked what the
main goal of the cheerleaders is.
She responded, ''To try to promote
school spirit and good portsman
ship."

Golf is hard in all perspectives,
but I think that trying to concen
trate is the hardest. If I don't con
centrate, I don't hit the ball like I
want to. I hope that I am an inspi
ration to other girls who want to
come out for the golf team."

The Varsity Team consists of:
Ray Grygiel, Josh Smok, Chris
Beyer, Tony Russo, Dan Balich,
Pat McLoughlin, Brian Clausen,
and Jim Kenealy.

The Spartan Golfers have taken
home 4 victories this year and are
expecting even more in the future.
Six of these 8 tremendous players
will go on to Regionals this year.
Spartanite wishes them the best
of luck.

This year 2 OL cheerleaders
have qualified for this honor. Stacy
Bieryla (Jr.) and Amy Simenas
(Soph.) now have the opportunity
to visit London where.all UCA
All-stars will meet and compete.
The girls will spend many weeks
practicing numerous routines.

One "move" that the cheerlead
er use in their routines is called
the basketball toss. This move was
eliminated last year because of too
many injuries, yet to the surprise

Spartan Golfers, "but to my sur
prise, my team' playing is excel
lent. The golf team this year has
done the best the team has done
in 10 years." With skill and sweat,
the team is hoping to take confer
ence within the next 2 years.

"Many of our players have not
been medalists, but this year we
had one player with an ~xcellent

score of 38, Chris Beyer!" Coach
Eastman feels very confident in
this year's young team.

"Being the only girl on the team
is fun," stated Kristin. "It is also
a different experience to interact
with guys. Most sports are either
for women or men, so being on a
coed team is a new experience.

The OL cheerleading squad is
made up of 14 varsity girls and 12
frosh! oph. These 26 girls work a
lot harder than most people real
ize. They practice everyday (ex
cept Tuesdays) and perform at
every basketball and football game.
Besides just working throughout
the school year, many girls attend
summer camps in order to get
ready for tryouts.

Tryouts for the following year
are held in the Spring, and for all
of those incoming fre hmen they
are held in the summer. The girls
aren't the only ones who work
hard. Mrs. Greiman, assisted by
Ms. Betz, spend their time coach
ing the girls. Although being a
cheerleader involves a lot of work,
it also has its rewards. Be ides
being able to wear those cute outfits
on game days, the girls al 0 have
the chance to qualify for UCA
AlIslars.

By Josh Smok

A new school year means a new
sport season, but most importantly,
a new and improved golf team.
With diversity, high expectations,
hard work, and new players, the
OLCHS golfers are swinging into
action.

One of the first girls in Oak
Lawn's history, Kristin Ulrich,
came out for golf this year. This
was a surprise and delight to the
whole team. Kristin has developed
into one of the' best golfers on the
Fro h-Soph Team with an out
standing average of 55.6.

"I thought our golf team
wouldn't do too well this year,"
stated Mr. Eastman, coach of the

water safely. Just for comparison's
sake, my dad and I were capable
of doing moderate threes on an 8
man raft with one guide.

The rides offered by Mad River
ran for two hours. Two types of
trips are offered. The differences
(between the trips is basically how
much energy and money you are
willing to part with. The eight
man trips require six paddlers, two
observers, and one guide.

The paddling on one of these
smaller rafts is much more diffi
cult and energy expending than
on the larger boats. Also, the
chance of the raft flipping over is
much higher on the smaller boats.
On both trips, you are briefed on
how to safely rescue someone who
has been tossed from the raft, or
how to make it safely to shore when
you have been tossed. Both rides
are equally beautiful for sight-see
ing, and something worth remem
bering.

In locations such as Wyoming
or Colorado, rafting businesses
like Mad River are popping up all
over. They all talk about how
experienced their taff i ,and how
invigorating their rides are, but
basically you can go by word of
mouth from the locals. There are
trips that take a week or longer,
and you live on the riverside, but
I uggest that you take the two
hour plunge before the two-week
plunge. Oh, and among the new
lingo you'll be learning: "Shut-up
and paddle!"

By Christie Evitt

Ah ... mountain-fresh air, mule
deer running the fore t, lush green
trees as far as the eyes can see ...
and five days in a car with my
two, um, favorite adults, my par
ents. Oh, of cour e, I love them
and all, but in Wyoming it take
nearly a whole day car ride to go
see a stinkin' moose!

In case you've never done it, let
me tell you, it wasn't any walk in
the national park. As I said, things
started to get old, so we decided
to hake things up a bit. My dad
and I took the plunge, literally.

After driving three year to get
into town, which consisted solely
of a Target, a Baskin Robbins,
and nine billion tourists, we found
"Mad River Boat Trips." Upon
further investigation, I found it
wasn't like the Windella Boat
Rides downtown, it was heart
pumping, body-soaking, life
threatening WHITEWATER
RAFTING. Now, if you know me,
I'm not exactly a laugh in the face
of death daredevil, but the next
day, there I was floating down the
Snake River, paddle in hand.

This spon is great for anyone.
'There are five levels of rapids,
which you arc informed of before
you commitLO the ride, the lowest
being one, and the highest being
five. The levels are determined
according to a few thing, includ
ing maneuverability, water level,
and experience needed to ride the
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Frosh/Soph Football Rushes to Victory

Spartans on the Court

The Spartans sophomore football team defeats Argo. (Photo by
Jennifer Schroeder)

By Tony BaIdea

With a promising record of 5
2-2 last year, the Freshman Spar
tan football team was already look
ing forward to their next year. Now
as sophomores, they are looking
to go undefeated and to win the
new SICA Orange conference.
Coaching the Spartans thi year is
head Coach Demp ey, along with
a sistant coaches ChiIvers and
Sullivan.

Coach Sullivan feels that the
Spartans are succe sful because the
teammates are very confident in
each other's abilities. "We have
players who look forward to going
to practice every day, and they
give 100 percent effort con is
tently. They have a good attitude,
and they are winners," says Sulli
van.

However, Coach Sullivan
wishes that there were more play
ers on the team, so that orne play
ers would not have to play both
offense and defen e. There are not
as many players on the team this
year as there were last year, 0 an

By Franco Ocampo

The Girls Var ity Tennis team
is on the move again. Led by coach
Thiesen, the girls have a record of
5-0 in conference, and 8-2 overall.
This team may win Conference,
and maybe even Sectional. So keep
an eye on them as they make their
way to the top.

The girls have gone undefeated
so far and have won almo t all of
their singles and double matches.
The team has a lot of experience
in eniors Melis a Moysis, Chri tie
Evitt, Nicole Matu rew ki, Chri ty
Fall , Theresa Steurer, Chrissie
Garza, and Kelly Melaniphy.

The team also has three junior :
Lisa Bazian, Melis a Dornres, and
Heather Bale; and one freshman,
Tracy Dengler. With a Lineup Like
that, you can only expect the be t.

Right now, the team i at the top

injury to a player in a key position
would be. critical.

Leading the Spartans are full
back/middle linebacker Tom
Creech, quarterback/strong safety
Tacho Gamino, tailback/outside
Linebacker Nick Jelcic, offensive
lineman/middle linebacker Dan
Prorok. free afety Greg Slade, and
offen iveldefen ive Lineman Brian
William .

La t year, all of the SICA con
ferences were realigned based on
the enrollment of the chools. In
the new SICA Orange conference
thi year are Kankakee, Argo,
Richard ,Hillcrest, Crete-Monee,
TF South, and Eisenhower. Of
the e schools, only Richard and
Argo were in Oak Lawn's confer
ence la t year.

The ophomore Spartans started
off their year impre sively, by
defeating Tinley Park by a score
of 22-0, in a nonconference game.
The following week, they defeated
Oak Fore t 26-0, in their last game
before ~ir conference ea on
began. Their first two conference
game proved to be no challenge,

of its conference. Coach Thiesen
predicts victory, and thinks that
orne of the girls may even go

down to tate competition. Every
one on the team plays with heart,
and they are helping to make the
Oak Lawn tenni team be one of
the be t in the tate. The coach
al 0 predicts the team to finish in
the top 30 in the state.

Thi ca on will be a great way
to end the eniors out on a high
note. To win conference and may
be even sectional would be a dream
come true for the e girl .

For the girl to win they need
support, 0 go out and cheer on
your girl varsity tenni team.
Expect to see the how of a life
time a they attempt to beat one
team after another. And who
knows? Maybe they are unstop
pable.

Pay clo e attention also a girls

as the Spartans defeated Kankakee
34-16, and were victoriou against
Argo with a score of 34-6.

The most important game of the
Spartan's year came against our
cross-town rival, the Richards
Bulldogs. Richards handed the
Spartans their only conference loss
last year, so this game was a chance
for revenge. The game was a ee
saw battle until, with two minutes,
thirty seconds remaining, Tacho
Gamino threw a touchdown pass
to Brad Koeppen to eal up an 18
14 Spartan victory. This wa the
first Oak Lawn football team to
beat Richard since 1972. Con
gratulations sophomores, and good
luck in winning the conference
title.

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
The Fre hman Spartan Football

team is headed this year by Coach
John Lockwood. The three assis
tant coaches for the freshman team
are Rich Evans, Jim Hood, and
Rick Tustin.

Although the team is off to a
slow start, Coach Lockwood be
Lieves it can tum thing around.

tenni prepares to lake off in the
years to come. They should be a
force to be reckoned with, with
future star like Heather Bale,
Melissa Domre ,and Tracy Deng
ler. They should help in ure a long
and succes ful future for Girl
Tennis.

Frosh-Soph
By Scott Co me

The Fro h/Soph girl tenni
season has begun and high expec
tations have already been set. This
year, the team is participating in a
new conference in which they are
considered the favorite.

The team started off by edging
Tinley Park 3-2, and then cru h
ing Oak Fore t 4-1. They also went
on to demoli h the Conference
tearn of Bolingbrook by the core
of5-0, and de troy Chicago Chri -

"As our players gain more expe
rience as football players, we will
see major improvements as they
progre ," said Coach Lockwood.

The team's lack of experience
is what he feels is its main weak
ness. Many of the players on the
freshman leam have had no previ
ous experience playing for an
organized football team. Also,
there are Ie s players on this year's
team than there were on last year's
fre hman leam. In fact, there is not

tian and Romeoville (another con
ference team).

Coached by Mr. Lawson, the
team i looking forward to a great
Conference run. Playing the de
manding singles positions are Tina
Zwirkowski at 1st Singles and
Anwaar Judeh at 2nd Singles.
Rounding up the Doubles are Jenny
Rau and Katie Bazian at 1st
Double ;Teresa Skupien and Kristi
Hoagland at 2nd Doubles; and
Michelle Matusrewski and Karen
Ro ow at 3rd Doubles.

Melanie Neuman, Kim Goss,
and Becky McNaughton contrib
ute to the team by playing as al
ternate or by playing in exhibi
tion mate s.

Beside oominating in confer
ence, the tea\tJP3§ also been doing
well in toumaments. The team won
the Reavis Tournament. Taking
first at the tournament were: An
waar Judeh at 2nd Singles; Katie

even a "B" team this year.
A very positive quality that the

team po sesses is their enthusiasm,
which they how during all prac
tices and game . Some of the key
players on this team include Zeke
King, Ryan Burrbridge, and John
Probst. Coach John Lockwood
feels that every player on the team
is contributing a much as they
can to help the team. Good luck
Spartans as you move on to higher
level of play.

Bazian and Jenny Rau at Fir t
Doubles; Teresa Skupien and Kristi
Hoagland at 2nd Doubles; and
Michelle Matuszewski and Karen
Rossow at 3rd Double. Tina
Zwirkow lei took 2nd at I. t
Single . The team also took third
in the Marian Catholic Quad
Double Tournament.

Taking econd in the tourna
ment were Tere a Skupien and
Kri ti Hoagland at 2nd Dougle .

Capturing third place were the
teams of Anwaar Judeh and Tina
Zwirkow ki at 3rd Double , and
Melanie Neumarm and Kim Go
at 4th Double .

Taking fourth was the team of
Katie Bazian and Jenny Rau at 1st
Doubles. Katie Bazian and Jenny
Rau also took fu t at 1 t Doubles
in the Lincolnway Tournament. At
press time, the team' record wa
5-2 overall, with a 2-0 Conference
record.

Cross-Country Teams prepare for Conference
By Pat McLoughlin

The Oak Lawn Spartan ' Boy
Cross Country Team arc off to
great starts. They have been run
ning great and have won orne
fantastic meets. You can come out
and see the Spartans run at the
Cooky Wood in the Cook County
Forest Preserve.

The sophomore team run a 2
mile race and the varsity team runs
a 3 mile race. Both team have
shown a lot of improvement since
the beginning of the eason and
are improving daily.

The Boys Cro Country Team
is a very hard working group of
guys. Back in June when every
one had just got out of chool, this
team was still training. They
trained and ran every other day all
summer. Then on Augu t 18, the
Spartans came together to tart the
regular season. They trained ev
eryday for the real purpose ofgoing
to the conference meet.

To train, the boy work very
hard. Every day that they don't
have a meet, they are outside run
ning. To start off the day they run
4 miles around Oak Lawn. Then
they go on to the track and run
sprints for the final part of the
race. Finally, they go into the
weight room and work out to build
up their muscles.

In a couple weeks the Spartans
will be going to the conference
meet. They will try to bring home
the Conference Trophy to Oak
Lawn High School. "Members of
the team find it a real honor to run
in the Conference Meet," says Jim
Carpenter of the ophomore team.
I[ you want to ee the Spartans
you will have to go all the way out
to Bullfrog Lake in the Forest
Preserve.

Both of the team have 101 of
great runner . The Sophomore
team is led by the only 2 opho
more Tom Wezbanowski and Jim
Carpentar.

The Var ity has 7 great runners
who are Ja on Porye ,Tim Braun,
Bill Wilson, Steve Smith, Kevin
Hoover, Mark Dykstra, and Bob
Hovanes.

A major difference between
running on a track and running
cross country i the terrain that a
runner must run over. Not only
doe a cro country runner follow
a path, but it is al 0 important for
a runner to watch where they are
running. Cross country running is
much harder than track and can
al 0 be very dangerous. The path
can have slippery leaves and fallen
log that a runner could trip on
and sprain or break an ankle. One
runner did. Bob Hovanes hurt his
ankle on the cour e and i now out

Bill Wilson do in on the fin
ish line at a recent cro country
meet. (Photo by Jody Maslan)

for the rest of the ea on.
The 1995 Boys Cross Country

Team i a great team and is led by
the 2 captains Steve Smith and
Tim Braun. Their record is 6-5
and we hope to ee them win
conference.

By Jody Maslan

Over the meadow and through
the wood, it's the 1995 Lady
Spartan's Cross Country team.
They may not be headed for
grandma's hou e, but they may be
headed for a Conference champi
on hip, according to Coach Kunde.
With a great new group of young
runners, the girl have a chance to
win a title that hasn't been Oak
Lawn's for a while.

The Lady Spartans have nine of
thirteen meets under their belts,
and have a lot to show for it. They
have been running excellently. At
the Tinley Park Invitational on
September 23, the sophomore level
Spartans took home the winning
trophy. Just a week before that, at
the llliana Quad, the running Spar
tan took home a second place
honor, missing fust by just a hair.

The top runner for the Lady
Spartans right now is Sin'ead
Gallen. She i currently a fresh
man, but one wouldn't be able to
tell by how quick she runs. She
ha finished with very low times
in each of the meet . She is ex
pected to lead the girls to their
winning trophy.

Lori Gibson, a junior, i also
adding to the uperior team this

year. Although it' her fust year
on the team, he i doing excel
lently, finishing only a step behind
Gallen.

Jeannette Lemrise, a ophomore,
had a small injury at the beginning
of the season. She is getting back
into the swing of things, and is
doing shockingly well for being
injured. She hould be ready by
Conference time. She i also new
to the team.

Nichole Fri ke, Renee Buerger,
Katy Ingalls, and Gina Roger are
all freshmen. They're running
great, and contributing tremen
dously to the winning team with
their speed and positive attitudes.

The returning Spartan from the
previous years include the seniors
Naomi Ellis, Eleni Hiopolous, Keri
Hir, and Jody Ma Ian. Their ex
cellent leadership, a well as their
running, are guiding the new re
cruits to the way of a win.

All of the girls are doing a great
job and having a lot of fun, too.
Jeannette Lemrise ay, "It is a
barrel of laugh ." Coach Kunde is
really excited about the sea on and
knows the girl have a shot at the
champion hip. They till have a
lot of hard work to do, but they're
on their way. Good luck, girl !
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Spiking to Success

Junior Barb Antol successfully passes the ball to her teammate in
a recent game against Bolingbrook. (Photo by Jenn Schroeder)

By Mark Gronski

With stiff competition ahead of
them, nothing is holding back this
year's Girls Volleyball Teams
from reaching the road to success.
From the freshman squad all the
way to varsity, the players are
determined to accomplish their
goals.

Young, great potential, positive
.... These are just a few words that
first year Varsity Coach Mary Kay
Bahnaman uses to characlerize her
team. Although the team has suf
fered some et backs with injuries
10 key players Nicole McCaslland
and Barb Antol, Bahnaman has
called upon sophomore Breanne
Murphy in hopes of bringing the
leam back to its level of intensity
and performance.

One of the major concerns
Coach Bahnaman's is faced with
is adapting to the transition from
the sophomore level to varsity.
This year's squad has members
who have played logether for three
years, and although Coach Bahna
man ees this as one of their major
advantages, he's keeping an eye
on how well these players are
making the transition into playing
as one cohesive group.

Throughout this season Coach

Bahnaman and the team are deter
mined to prepare both mentally
and physically for every game and
to' finish in the top three in their
conference. By practicing hard
every day, Coach Bahnaman is
accomplishing this, as well as
preparing her team for the next
season.

But until next season, thi year's
quad is ready to bump, et, and

spike. A total of 13 players, many
with a lot of experience, are ready
to take the court. When talking
about positive aspects of the quad
with teammates Sarah Feltz,
Denise Fasano, and Niki Ra
povich they stated that the team is
extremely positive and over
flowing with pride.

On the other side of the net,
goals for the team were also dis
cussed with co-caplain Mandy
Zeien and leammate Barb Antol.
When asked, whal do you feellhis
team needs to build on, Barb re
plied that, "In order for us to play
well we need 10 work on becom
i~ more mentally prepared for
games."

Mandy Zcien added, "We nced
to play with enthusiasm, but we
also nced to have fun."

Currently the Lady Spartan
have an overall record of 8-7 and

arc al 0 2-0 in conference. With
determination and enthusiasm
working hand in hand, this varsity
squad is ready to climb uphill.

Frosh-Soph
By Rachel Kolar
and Cheryl Sullivan

This year's Frosh/Soph Girls
Volleyball team is determined,
hopeful, and hardworking.

First year Coach Kestler has
spent many hard weeks develop
ing the Freshman team's skills. The
team is made up of sixteen play
ers, with eight starters. The start
ers are Kelly Burke, Gianna Hardt,
Kristi Hazzard, Jennifer Jaral,
Jessica Melander, Kelly Scanlan,
Corey Dignan, and Anne Pas
quarella.

Though they graduated from
different school last year, the girls
have come together to playas a
team. Coach Kestler state , "The
freshmen are hard workers who
can get the job done if they put
their minds to it. We have a lot of
talent on this team. However, we
need to work on our mental tough
ness in practices and games."

Working just as hard as the
freshmen, the sophomores can

barely wait for their Conference
season 10 begin. Kim Caprelz,
Rachel Kolar, Natalie Mannerino,
Danielle Milazzo, Breanne Mur
phy, and Cheryl Sullivan are the
six starter working together on
the court. On the sidelines, giving
the team the coaching and encour
agement they need, is Coach
Cheryl Michaels. Both the leam

and Coach Michaels are working
hard in the hopes of taking Con
ference.

With positive attitudes, this
year's Lady Spartans are on the
road to a promising future. Spar
tanite would like to wish all the
Lady Spartans success throughout
the rest of the season. Keep up the
good work, ladies.

Football Gears up for Homecoming
By Andrew Zaghlul

Well, another year of rough and
tough varsity football is upon us.
With the '95 season well under
way, the leam is faced with a few
questions. Will this year become
another football season of old, or
will this team accomplish what
Oak Lawn has failed to do in the
past four years.

Seniors Dan Parisi, Steve Evans,
Carl Isaacson, Joe Huebl, Bill
Schlosser, George "Cookie" Rojas,
and Bill Lyons lead the team.

The team's juniors well make
up for the disadvantage of only
eight seniors being on the rosler.

With people such as Jon Baikie,
Ron Brongel, Dan Whiting, and
Jason Surratt coming off good
seasons as sophomores, they may
fill the roles of leading players on
this year's varsity leam.

The Spartan running game has
been lacking in offense the past
couple of years. A new fresh team
of players is handling the respon
sibilities of blocking backs. Joe
Huebl and Jon Baikie fill these
responsibilities.

Other position players are Ja
son Surratt, Dan Whiting, Bryan
McCormack. Dan Parisi, and Joe
Bolz. They also will be blocking
for quarterback Ron Brongel, a

junior who will be passing to a
barrage of quick-running wide re
ceivers, Carl Isaacson, Bill Schlos
ser, Blake Cunneen, and three-year
varsity wide receiver Steve Evans.

The well disciplined defense is
led by seniors Dan Parisi, Steve
Evans, Joe Huebl, and Bill Schlos
ser. Juniors Dan Whiting, Tony
Giligo, Josh Patton, and Jason Sur
ratt fill up the rest of the spots.
Ken Macak, Carl Isaacson, and
Tim Wilson watch for passes in
the secondary. Competing with
teams like Richards and Argo,
stopping the run and picking off
passes will continue to pose a
problem for the Spartans.

Thi year is very different from
other years here at Oak Lawn. Our
Spartans have moved into a new
conference. The name of the new
conference i SICA Orange. On
October 14, the Spartans will take
on Eisenhower for the homecom
ing game. The fInal game here will
be on the twenty-first of October
against Tinley Park.

"We just have to adapt to the
kind of football brought with this
new conference. We've been used
to the run down your throat kind
of &otball for the past twenty
year~. ·With schools such as Rich
ards and Sandburg, they would run

for four or five yards, and all that
would be left would be a cloud of
dust, unlike this conference where
it i more explosive," were head
Coach Robinson's thoughts on the
new conference. ''They all go for
the big plays and have a quicker
offense with more speed on the
outside."

Coach Robinson feels very
optimistic about success on the
varsity level in the future. With an
undefeated sophomore tearn, the
future looks bright for Coach
Robinson and his Spartans. We
wish them the best of luck in the
years to come. As Robbie puts it,
"Purgatory's over baby'"

Spartan Swimmers Make a Splash

The varsity swim team led by
senior captains Becky Quinn and
Adrienne Palluck along with head
Coach Welch, still has quite a
season left to swim.

Mensching, Allivissimo, Melissa
Radomski, and Denise Holzlc. The
200 free relay team of Sara Brown,
Holzle, Allivissimo, and Men
sehing took fourth place.

The Frosh-Soph team did excel
lent with a 112-50 victory over
Reavis al. their firSI meet. The
frosh-soph team i led by captains
Sabrina Beeck and Lee Mcle and
new coach Ms. Machovina, who
teaches art here al OLCHS.

Gabriella Eberhardt, and Lee
Mcle; and finally, the 200 free
relay of Eberhardt, Koca, Jackie
Gebel, and Jill Jurkowski.

On Sept. 23 at the Hillcre I
Varsity Invitational, the girls
proved themselves worthy of
medals wilh their top perfor
mances. Amy Altivissimo went
home with two first place medals
for the 500 free tyle and 100
breaststroke. Chris Men hing won
2 medal also. One was for her
first-place finish in the 50 frce and
the other for her second-place in
the 100 backstroke. The Medley
Relay Team took a fifth place
finish. Swimming Ihe relay were

Amy Altivissimo in the 500 free
slyle, which is 20 lap . The 400
free lyle relay team, consisting of
Chris Mensching, Sara Brown,
Denise Holzle, and Amy
Altivissimo, took second place.

The Freshman-Sophomore team
also did well swimming against
Andrew. There were a number of
top finishers. Jessica Keea took
the single first-place for the Spar
tans in the 100 freestyle.

A number of girls placed ec
ond. They include: Nicole Garrett
in 100 breaststroke; Jill Jurkow
ski in 100 backstroke; Je sica Koca
in the 50 free; 200 Medley Relay
Team of Koca, Mary Chap,

Going for the Goal

These girls are in great shape.
Afler three grueling hours of prac
tice everyday after school. you
better believe that Ihey're in great
shape. Not only docs the OLCHS
Swim Team swim, but they lift
weights, run, and play out a rough,
high-intensity game of water polo
in their daily workout.

On Thursday, Sept. 21, the girl
competed against Andrew. Al
though they suffered a los of 112
54, the girls accomplished many
victories as well. Taking first-place
finishes were: Chris Men ching
in the 100 bUlterfly, which is 4
laps, and the 100 backstroke; and

By Adrienne PaUuck

This year's girls swim leam has
started off on the right foot. With
two conference meets and one
invitational tucked under their
be1ts, this team has already showed
no mercy. You can expect to hear
more about the OLCHS Lady
Spartan Swimmers, due to the long
season, which doesn't end until
the third week in November with
the Slate Competition.

This may be the beginning of
their season, but the girls are al
ready showing top performances
and are closing in on last year's
PRs.

By Daryl Gorney

The 1995 Boy's varsity soccer
leams led by first-year coach, Ed
McNally was 1-6-1 overall, and 1
3-1 in conference (at press time).
This year's tearn was made up of
10 juniors, II seniors, and I sopho
more.

According to Coach McNalley,
the season turned out to be a dis
appointing one, because the play
ers were adjusting to a new system
of play. Some of the key offensive
players included center midfielder
Alex Kreydich, forward Mike
Vahl, center forwards Bob Carlson

and Steve and Kevin McNeela.
Stopper Pele Vraja, and fullback

Matt Chap are a couple of key
defensive players for the team.

The varsity leam also has a lot
of potential to be a contending
soccer team. The players proved
this in two hard fought key games
against two tough teams Argo and
Eisenhower. Coach McNally said
that this team has the ability to
play like contenders. Many of their
games have been close, where they
lost by a goal or two.

The team is working on learn
ing the field system, and learning
how to utilize space on the field.

They also need to play well off the
ball, not just with the ball.

The strong points of the team
include having a good ethic for
learning, good individual ball skills
among the leam members, and a
fair number of players with expe
rience.

Frosh-Soph
By Kevin Woloszyn

The Oak Lawn Spartans' Fro h
Soph Soccer Team had a tough
eason. They have been plagued

by injury throughout the season,
but still remain confident that they

can bring home more victories the
second half of the sea on.

Some of the team's best players
have been moved up to the Varsity
level for some games. Even with
out some of these excellent play
ers, the team has managed to suc
ceed in playing some outstanding
games.

Led by Co-captains Ryan
Melling and Nick Hnat, the team
has put forth a great effort. They
play with all they've got and know
the meaning of the word "team
work."

The efforts put forth by fresh
men Brian Carlson, Mike Haak,

and Tom Swiatek was a reason for
such a fanta tic game again t the
Reavi Rams.

Goal keepers Carl Novak and
John Tylka also had an excellent
game shutting out Reavis.

With the retirement of Coach
Eastman, who is now the Spartan
Golf Coach, the OL Soccer Team
is now under the direction ofCoach
Turek. Coach Turek feels that the
Fro h-Soph Team has greatly
improved since lasl year.

Improvement can be een in
playing style and the skills the
players used against Argo, who i
2nd in Conference.
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SPART ITE
Students attend Medieval Faire

Dan Whiting and Kristen McHugh show off their Medieval costumes. (Photo by Tony Giglio)

By Sherri Gibson and
Melanie Neumann

On Friday, November 17, a
Medeival Faire and banquet wa
performed here at OLCHS. The
Faire was compo ed of different
c1as es (Mrs. Adomena , Engli h
2-H; Ms. Holak's Home Econom
ics-Food Service; Ms. Haliwax,
Honors Physics; Mrs. Dickinson's
World Hisl ry I; Ms. Mach vina"
Art I,) Th spians' and Mrs.
Mateer's Choir. tudents dres cd
in medieval co tume. and acted as
though it were medieval times.

The purpo e of the Medieval
Fair was to have an interdiscipli
nary lesson, to show how, together,
classes tie into each other. The
Medeival Fair was a good choice
to display such a lesson.

The World History class con
tributed their knowledge of the
Middle Ages and Medieval period,
wh.ile Physics Honor displayed
weaponry.

Engli h 2-H contributed litera
ture and topical reports on the
different aspects of the Medieval
period, while the Fine Arts c1a s
displayed Medieval art, calligra
phy and de ign. The Home Eco
nomics class prepared and erved
a delicacy of Medieval foods.

To perform Medieval entertain
ment, the The pians performed
skit, the Choir En emble sang
Medieval ong, and the band
prepared Medieval music. To
gether, the clas e worked to make
the day a great ucces.

The day started with the Faire.
This gave the participating classes
a chance to experience what the
Medieval times were really like.
Also, during econd and third
period, other c1as es were able to
visit the Faire and get a feel for the
medieval period.

At the Faire there were many
different booth and presentation .
The e di played common medi-

eval practices, including medieval
weaponry, music, herbal medicine,
and a trology. Besides the booths,
were presentations by the Thespi
an and a puppet show by Amber
Poorman and Laura Henke.

When the Faire ended, the par
ticipating students proceeded to the
medeival banquet. To tart the
banquet there was traditional fan
fare played by Shawn McCalip,
Julie Valentine, Paul Sullivan, and
Paul Piwowar. The fanfare was
followed by the royal proce sion
that included: Lady Joan (mistress
of ceremonie ), Lord and Lady of
the Castle (Mr. Hill and Mrs.
Adomenas), honored gue ts (Mrs.
Klu endorf, Mr. Murphy, and the
department chairs), Ladie -in-wait
ing, their gentlemen, and the jest
er . The jesters for the day were
Francine Furgiele and Amy
Attivissimo.

When everyone wa seated and
ready to eat, Lady Joan w~~t over
appropriate behavior for the Me
dieval period. There wer~~rules
such as no picking your feeth,
putting your feet on the table, or
wiping your hand on your beard.
Everyone seemed to follow the e
rule nicely, except for the jesters,
who howed exa tly how not to
behave. The main hock to many
of the tudents was that there was
no silverware or eating uten ils
during the medieval time. Every
one had to eat with their hands.

While students were eating their
fir t course, oup, many other
th.ing were taking place. First there
wa a toast to the ladies given by
the Lord of the Ca tle, and then a
toast to the lords given by Lady
Joan. After the toa ts, the choir
en emble, compo ed of Marybeth
Drechsler, Jeanine Drechsler,
Christie Evitt, Cheryl Gorman, Jon
Rowsey, and Tim Braun, sang "0
Ble sed Lord," and "Ju Me Leve
un Bel Maitin," ong from the
15th century.

Next the physics c1as conducted
a presentation on Knights and
weapons. Steve Had said, "It was
interesting to see how physics
played a role in the medieval times,
even if back then no one knew it."

The econd course of the meal
was the reli hes. These were served
at the time that the king and queen
were announced. The medieval
faire and banquets crowned king
and queen were Ken Huizenga and
Lee McIe. After the king and queen
were announced, the Ladies-in
waiting and the King's gentlemen
were announced. They were then
entertained by the telling of
"Gawaine and the Green Krught,"
by Lady Joan.

After the story, everyone wa
erved pocket bread to eat wh.ile

Ii tening to "The Twelve Days of
Chri tma," (sung by Kristen
Franek, Sarah Terell, and Claudia
Guzman), and waLCh.ing a puppet
show and ballad, "The Wooing of
Sir Keith," performed by the En
gli h 2-H cla s. (Participants were
Joe Munno, Tacho Gamino, Katie

Powell, Anwaar Judeh, Michelle
Ortiz, Jeanette Lemrise, Laura
Henke, Amber Poorman, Lee
McIe, Fran Furguiele, Amy
Attivissirno, Kristen McHugh,
Jamie Jo eph and Abigail Pitcher).

The fourth, and main, course of
the meal wa then served; ch.icken
and vegetables. During th.is course,
Patty Seminetta, Lauren Ca ter,
Hanah Shehaber, Nicole Garrett,
and Michele Cronin performed a
short, yet funny, skit based on
Robin Hood.

After the main course was
cleared away and apple turnovers,
wafers and fruit cups were served,
the final pre entation took place.
The The pian performed a comi
cal kit with the actors and ac
tresses taking a teacher's name and
putting the dialogue in Medieval
tone. This performance (by Gary
Byrne, Anita Spero, Tim Braun,
Anne Lundeen, Jon Rowsey,
Daniell Melver, Julie Roberts,
Tammy Fear, Aaron Sink, Scott
Joseph, and Jill Herrmann) left
everyone laughing.

To end the day, there were two
la t performances. A short skit,
'The Unicorn in the Garden," by
Dwayne Hutson and Franco
Ocampo, and a traditional joust
ing tournament performed by Mike
Dixon and Tom Keating. Ken
Huizenga, the king, aid, "I really
enjoyed being the king, and th.i
wa an experience I will never
forget."

A lot of time and re eareh was
put into this Medieval Faire. Stu
dents, and teachers alike, put in a
number of hour and had to do a
number of as ignment to prepare
for the faire, such as research
papers, a coat-of-arms, and mak
ing costumes. Mrs. Adomena
complimented the faire by saying,
.. eeing the enthu iasm and
demon tration by the students of
what they learned was a treat.
Parents support and enthu iasm for
the project, as well, helped this
project be a succe sful learning
experience." The Medieval Faire
and banquet was a complete uc
cess and accomplished all it in
tended to.

Students share •In holiday spirit

Mr. Riordan's second period Freshman Biology class won the Can Food Drive with 56.84 cans per
studenL (Photo by Becky Wenzel)

By Patti Seminetta

Well Oak Lawn, the annual
Holiday Drive ha come and gone,
and thank to all of your generou
donations, 4,873 can of food were
collected. The food wa distrib
uted to three food pantrie in the
local area. The food proceeds were
di tributed by Pilgrim Faith
Church, Church of Nazarene, and
St. Louis de Montfort. Because of
your generous contributions, many
families had food this holiday
season.

In charge of this year's food
drive was the Student Council
under the guidance of Student
Council pon ors Mrs. Bibeau and
Mr. Scarpelli. The food drive ran
from Monday, November 13 to
Friday, November 17. A conte t
was set-up between these dates to
encourage the student body of
OLCHS to bring in as many cans
of food a po ible.

The object of the conte t was to
average the highe t number ofcans
per student in the student's second
period class. The cia that raised

the most number of cans per stu
dent was Mr. Riordan's. Each stu
dent averaged 56.84 can of food.

Coming in second place was Ms.
Zemla' class. The cla s raised
47.75 cans of food each.

Coming in th.ird place was Mr.
A trau kas's clas ontributing 35
cans of food per student.

A pecial recognition hould be
given to Brian Mcyer , who par
ticipated in this drive by contrib
uting 292 cans of fo d. For rai ing
the mo t number of can , Brian
received a Roller Blade jacket.

For winning the contest, Mr.
Riordan's c1a wa rewarded wi th
a buffet style breakfa t during
second period. There to congratu
late them was Mr . Bibeau; Mr.
Scarpelli; Mr. Murphy, Assi tant
Principal; and Mr. Hill, Principal.
The students were pre ented with
a Certificate of Merit, and a pride
pin for all of their hard work. A
trophy was presented to Mr.
Riordan wh.ich is to be placed in
hi classroom.

A conte t wa also held during

lunch to give student another
opportunity to win something. II a
student contributed a can of food
then he/she received a raffle ticket.
Drawings for the prize were held
during tudent lunch periods.

Over fifty prize were givert out.
The prize ranged from gift cer
tificates to McDonald to CD' and
movie pa ses.

The partanite wishes to thank
everyone who took their free time

to help all of tho e in need! Thank
to your generou contributions a
difference wa made in the lives of
many familie th.i holiday sea on!
Congratulations on a job well
done!



Normal? What's That? The Gift Game

By Kelly Melaniphy By Jill Levickas

With the holiday eason upon us, there are often news stories about bouts of holiday
depre sion, what they're about, and how to handle them. Often, the e stories tell us
that our dy functional families are the cause of this depres ion. What these tories don't
give us, however, is some kind of definition of "dysfunctional,"

What is a dy functional family? How do we know if we have one? Maybe the mo t
important que tion, though, i what is a "normal" family, and how do we get one?

I get the feeling that only a select few actually know the an wers to the e que tion ,
and that they're not about to divulge their valuable information to u . (I think the e
are the ame people who know what a quark looks like, are holding the HfV vaccine
for ran om, and I think they even know where Jimmy Hoffa i .) Let' ay, for argument's
sake, that they're holding thi information at an arm' length, so that we can di cover
it for our elves.

It seems to me that all the e expert see a "nonnal" family in old 1950's television
show . The expert eem to believe that a family can only be "normal" if Mom, Dad,
son, and daughter live together, eat together, have fun together, and never fight. If thi
is "normal," then normal doesn't exi t. If normal doesn't exist, we shouldn't strive to
be normal, because we're just etting ourselves up for failure. Besides, normal i boring.

So whether your family is more often deemed perfect, dysfunctional, or somewhere
in between, normal is a relative term. We need to lose the perfectionism, or maybe it's
conformity, that tells us that we have to be normal. Relax! It's the holidays, and we
have a two-week vacation coming up. Sit back and enjoy it; enjoy the time you spend
with your family in the next few weeks. If you accept them the way they are, they might
do the same for you. Have a happy holiday, Oak Lawn, and I'll see you on the other
side of the New Year.

Seven Angels Cros ing is now a well known title given to a railroad cro ing where
on Wednesday, October 25, a school bus traveling to Cary Grove High School was
hit by a commuter train traveling at 60 mph. Five students died in the initial crash and
six were taken to local hospital . Two of the six taken to the hospitals died the next
day.

It wa 7: II a.m. when thi tragic accident occurred. There were at least 35 tudents
on the bus, on their way to another day of choo\. That's exactly what they were
probably thinking - just another day.

Thi a cident was heard allover the world. People from Japan heard about the
accident and called to how their sympathy. People everywhere tried to how sympathy.
At the site of the accident, there were flower, cro ses, ribbons, balloon , and po e
ions. The 10 s of even young students affected people everywhere.

There are 0 many que tion that need to be answered in regard to this a cident. Why
did it happen? Who, if anyone, is at fault? For many students outside of the Fox River
Grove community, the mo t prevalent question being a ked is "Why hould I care?"
For one thing, we hould care becau e the people who died were our peer , and they
died without reason, and without warning. We should care becau e it reminds u that
we are not immune to anything just because we're young.

Secondly, and perhap mo t importantly, we hould u e the event after the cra h
as an example of how we should be. This holiday season i going to be very difficult
for those who are mourning the deaths of the seven students. Though it will be a difficult
time, they will get through it by supporting each other, and communicating, and being
there for friends and families. They're doing all these things now, just as they've been
doing them ever since the accident.

Seven Angels Crossing is now open again, and it takes a great deal of courage for
the students who were involved to get up every morning and drive across tho e tracks
again. These students' courage, compassion, and love for their friends makes them
excellent role models for the rest of u . We need to see that, when there' a problem,
it's so much easier to fix it when we work together.

Usually when December come around on the calendar, you're wishing family and
friend "Happy Holiday and a Happy ew Year." Thi i the ea on for "Peace on
Earth, and good will toward men," but ometimes, thi i the wrong definition for the
holiday season. Some of the people in thi country really don't care, becau e they are
only looking out for them elves or their family. In my opinion, thi i wrong. Take
the homeless, for example. Many elf-righteou people are thinking, "I'm not homeles ,
so why should I care?" They should care b u e it could happen to anyone, anytime.
Instead of snubbing those who are Ie fortunate, we hould donate food to shelters.

Also, give a thought to the homele who have children with them. They can't provide
gifts for them, so consider donating some old toy, or even newer ones. Or if you don't
want to do that, take a ride to your closest Salvation Army and drop off some clothe
to bring some happiness into their lives a well. We don't have to do this only at this
time of the year, we can volunteer our ervice anytime.

I'm not telling you to change your tradition for the holidays, but I'm a king you
to do a little extra for people less fortunate than yourselves and to give a little more
courtesy to people and maybe we can all have some true holiday pirit.

Chri tmas is a time for remembering the birth of Chri t, a time for peace on earth,
and a time for goodwill toward people. The pirit of Chri tma gift giving was
originated when the three wise men brought gift to Je u . Giving gifts at Christmas
is a lovely entiment, but when "gift giving" becomes "give me gift ," the whole
meaning of Christmas and giving gifts i forgotten. This theory of "give me gifts" has
become a part of my family. Therefore, my extended relative houldn't exchange
Chri tma gifts.

Buying gift for relatives is a large expen e. The problem i that if I buy a present
for one relative, I have to buy a pre ent for all of my relative. For example, I bought
a and ca tle culpture for my aunt for Chri tma . If my other aunt, whom I didn't buy
a gift for, knew about the and ca tIe, he would have been angry. In order to keep
peace, I had to give my aunt the pre ent in private before Chri tmas and keep it a secret.
My relatives also get offended if they pend more on the gift they buy than the gifts
they receive. For example, I have two cou ins, and my family always give them money.
They don't believe in giving money, 0 they give me gifts. They usually don't get as
much money back as they spend, so they get mad.

Another reason my relative houldn't exchange gifts i becau e nobody ever gets
useful gifts. For example, last year I got an underwear box (claimed it wa a jewelry
box) and a facial sponge with oap gel. My mother got a yellow leep hirt with purple
shorts that had neon flowers on them. The e gifts weren't u eful or thoughtful, becau e
my mother doesn't wear loud clothes and I don't put my underwear in a box. The only
way anyone ever gets what they want is if they ay exactly what they want and what
store it is in. That is the only way people ever get u eful gifts.

When my relatives exchange gift, it doesn't promote Christmas pirit. Mo t of the
time everyone rips open the presents and make a fake I-really-like-this face. Then a
few weeks later, they complain about the gift . For example, my cousin received money
in a card one year, and my other cousin received a mall gift certificate for the same
amount. EveD though it was the same amount, the one with the gift certificate com
plained that she didn't receive cash. Thi i ju t one example of my family's Christmas
whining. When I received the underwear box, at home I complained about getting such
a useless gift. Instead of ju t enjoying the time together, giving gifts seems to make
family get-togethers unenjoyable.

Not exchanging Christmas gifts will olve all problems, both financially and spiri
tually. The financial problem would be olved beeau e there would be no presents to
buy. The spirit of Christmas could be further enjoyed, becau e there would be no gift
to get in the way of the joy of being together with loved one on the holidays. Perhaps
some of the money could even be u ed to help tho e in need during the Christmas
season.

Christmas is a time for family and sharing, but in my family the idea of gift giving
doe n't promote the Chri tma pirit, it de troy it. Therefore, it would be better if my
family just got together and enjoyed each other's company and not exchange gifts.

Our Spirit?Where's
By Daryl Gorney

CrossingAngels

By Holly Lisitza

Seven

Spartanite Speakout Spartanite Staff
IF YOU COULD HAVE ONE WISH
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON, WHAT
WOULD IT BE AND WHY?

Katie Truty, sophomore
My one wish would be to ee a peace

ful holiday eason. I mean it's the season
for forgiving, right? So why is it the
holidays cause us to take our tre s out
on each other and make them harder to
appreciate?
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OL's Mission Statement OL Students learn

Oak Lawn welcomes

different countries
By Holly Lisitza

Hello Oak Lawn. Holly here! In the last issue (October 13) of the
Spartanite I began my year long investigation of the Oak Lawn
Mission Statement, which i now in every classroom and office in
the school. Here's a mall recap of what the Mi ion Statement is
as a whole. The Mission Statement is a list of goals and expectations
the school di trict has for OLCHS.

First, what are the re ponsibilities stated in the Mi sion Statement
for the student . The Mis ion Statement has three major re ponsi
bilitie set for the tudents as follows: "Student will (1) help main
tain a chool atmo phere conducive to learning, (2) cooperate with
and take an active part in the learning procc s, and (3) meet the
established expectation level of the core curriculum outcomes." But,
what doe all thi mean?

The first re pon ibility, to help maintain an atmo phere conducive
to learning, may mean omething different to each tudent who reads
it. To me it mean that we mu t all work together and not think one
person i less important than the other. On the other hand, treat
everyone as you wi h to be treated, consider other ideas and thoughts,
and make chool a fun place to learn. Sophia Faridi, fre hman, said,
"I think a way to create a well set learning atmo phere i to eliminate
all distractions, such as ridicule from other, exce ive pres ure, and
unfit behavior for learning." This brings a good example to mind;
if I were to cause a major di turbance in the cla s by talking out of
tum or acting in an irre pon ible manner learning couldn't take place.
"In order to make school a place of learning, we must first secure
the balance between people," aid freshman-Dave Webber. "Bridge
our differences, then proceed with immersion, not only in core subjects,
but with human nature, culture, and our ways of life. We have to
touch base with the differences between us, and then move on to the
learning proces ," he added.

The second part is to cooperate and take an active part in the
learning process. I think what is meant is that through working as
a group, and every one taking an active role in the classroom, learning
can be made easier, and a fun experience. Cathy Strom said, "I think
this means that tudent have to want and try to get involved in
classroom di cussion . AI 0, to contribute to their fullest in the things
they are learning about." One thing to remember i that on the court,
at a meet, or in the cIa sroom there i no 'T' in team. Working
together and working hard will make the learning proce s better and
students will get more out of chool. Kristy Hazzard states, "I work
together with my cla mate, get motivated and give 100% of my
idea, thoughts, and opinion . In tum, hoping others will al 0 get
motivated and that, a a whole, we end up learning more than
intended."

The third, and final re pon ibility of the tudent, to meet the
established level of the core curriculum outcome, i pointed at how
well students prepare for the IGAP (State of Dlinois Goal Asse sment
Program) te t and under tand the seven (7) areas of learning. If you
forgot, or don't know what the seven areas of learning are, they are
Language Art ,Mathematic ,Biological and Phy ical Science ,Social
Sciences, Fine Art and Phy ical Development and Health. Many
may have heard of the "recognized" areas of learning as being
reading, writing and arithmetic. Well, these are basic skills that
everyone must have, but the tate also says that there are more than
the e three basic kills of learning. All seven areas of learning are
very crucial to, and are considered, the basic skill of learning.
Through IGAP testing we, the students, show we understand and
have mastered the seven area of learning. When I fir t heard of this
test I thought it wa a te t that I needed to spend much time studying
for, but, really, it i a te t of one's common knowledge, an exami
nation to ee how well and how much students learn over a period
of two to three year .

Dr. Luka, superintendent, says, 'These seven areas are what define
us as human beings." To Patty Serninetta it is important for students
to know the seven area of learning, because in the "real world" you
have to know the basic skills to survive. These seven areas of learning
are important to make it in the "real world," but also to understand
basic concepts of life. They are also important if you plan on gradu
ating and going on to college.

•In
By Breanne Murphy

During the 1994-1995 school
year, two tudents traveled to two
different countrie , to live as for
eign exchange tudents. Amanda
Gibbons, a enior, lived in Gavle
and Valbo, Sweden. Becky Fino,
a senior, lived in Catania, Italy.

Amanda Gibbons has always
wanted to vi it another country.
She got her chance when the Oak
Lawn Rotary Club sponsored her
trip to Sweden. She lived in Gavle
for eight month and Valbo for
three and a half months. During
these 11~ months, Amanda lived
with three families. She lived with
the Gustafs ons for 5~ months,
the Runvald for 21/2 months, and
the Akerstedt for 3~ months.
During thi time, she realized how
different family life is, compared
to how it is here.

The school Amanda attended
was Borge Skolan, in Gavle. Swe
den's educational system has gym-

Foreign
By Jill Levickas

Oak Lawn High School i a host
school for three foreign exchange
students. These tudents are all here
to experience life in the United
States. Although they will not
receive any academic credit for
their year here, they all agree thi
is an opportunity of a lifetime.

Malin Eneqvist is from Got
land, Sweden. She is staying with
Linda Steam , and her trip wa
sponsored by the Massachusetts
based Educational Foundation for
Foreign Study.

There are only 60,000 people in
Malin's hometown. Malin says that
it's great living here, but she misses
her friends. The school system in
the U.S. is much stricter than in
Sweden, according to Malin. She
said there i "no detention" and
the chedule is more flexible.

In Sweden there are also free
colleges and universities.

As far as fashion goes, most
teens in Sweden wear Levis 501.
She believes the malls in the U.S.

nasi urns, in tead of high chools.
The e gymnasium consi t of three
levels, 17 year old (first level), 18
year old ( econd level), and 19
year old (third level). Her cla es
con i ted usually of about thirty
people. The actual courses are the
same a here, yet he didn't have
the ame clas each day. Amanda
had 10-20 minutes between each
class, and 30 minutes to an hour
for lunch.

Traveling to another country i
bound to be filled with many
memories. Amanda's most memo
rable, was eeing 13 countries and
the families that she lived with.

Becky Fino was also a foreign
exchange student last year, who
went to Catania, Italy. She went
through a program called, The
American Field service. Becky
only lived with one family for the
time she was there. Her family
con isted of a mother and her two
children.

Becky attended Galileo Galilei

Exchange

are great, and they are much
cheaper than in Sweden.

Malin aid that learning Engli h
wasn't that hard, mainly due to the
fact that in Sweden children learn
both Swedi h and English ince
fourth grade.

Lorenzo Oleotti is from Milan,
Italy, and he is staying with the
Fino family. Lorenzo is one of
eight st1.lJients from Italy visiting
the Chicago area. He has visited
the U.S. l1efore, and would like to
attend colJe~e -in the States. He
hopes to follow in his father's
footsteps and become a dentist.

Lorenzo's transition to the U.S.
was made much easier by Becky
Fino. Becky went to Italy as a
foreign exchange student, and her
knowledge of Italian makes it
easier for Lorenzo to communi
cate. Lorenzo has had six years of
English; however, he said that
wasn't the same language that is
u ed in the States.

Lorenzo works at a disco back
in Milan, and he misses his friends
and food. He said that there is a

High School. The clas es Becky
t ok were, math, Latin, English,
philosophy, French, and history.
The chool system is very differ
ent from here. Students stay in one
cla room for the five year of high
school, while staying with the same
people all year. Education is very
important to students in Italy, and
is taken very seriously.

Being a foreign exchange tu
dent al 0 left Becky with many
memories. Her most memorable
experiences were being on her own
and traveling through Europe. This
experience made Becky become
intere ted in International Studies,
which he plans on majoring in, in
college.

Both Amanda and Becky highly
recommend being a foreign ex
change student to anyone who is
interested. It's a valuable experi
ence, that can leave you with a
new outlook on life. As Amanda
stated, "The world becomes a
smaller place."

Students
great cultural diversity in the U.S.
and it makes life quite intere ting.

Ana de Queroz is from Recife,
a coastal city in Brazil. The Oak
Lawn Rotary Club pon ored
Ana' trip. She was staying with
the Bortollini family, but every
three months she changes host
families. She said this adds to the
excitement of being here.

Ana came to the U.S. knowing
no English. She said that she re
ally enjoys trying new thing, and
thi was a great opportunity. Ana
is u ed to the city life, as her
hometown is quite large as well.
One difference between Recife and
Chicago is the weather. It is usu
ally very warm, so people gener
ally wear summer clothes all year
long.

Ana does feel welcome, but she
misses her friends. Ana plans to
become a journalist, although she
isn't completely sure.

The Spartanite would like to
welcome the e students to the U.S.,
and we hope their stay is plea ant.

experieoee the Worl.t
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(708) 430-1800

• Study Abroad

Center for Cultural Interchange
a nonprofit organization

athleen Baader 708/377-2272

• Host an International Student

1(iffarney Castle
Banquets

Weddings - Showers - Dinner Dances
Banquets for any occasion

Seats 50-700 8055 W. 103rd Street
Ample Parking Palos Hills, IL 604659058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

424-6010

Store Hours
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French III performs Dracula
By Tony Myslinski

The French III movie wa an
overall succe s this year. This
year's film, entitled "Le Weekend
Fatale," was a French interpreta
tion of Dracula.

Many worked on thi project,
but none more than Ms. William ,
the French teacher. M . William
wrote the script, directed, and pro
duced the fUm. The film equip
ment was rented from the Chicago
Cable Acces Corporation, where
Ms. Williams is also a member.
Ms. Williams used her own equip-

ment from her own video bu i
ne s, M&M production , for the
editing of the film.

The students, also, did a lot of
work. Some stayed at school until
after 7 p.m. taping. All the tu
dents in French III participated in
the performance. Some had major
parts with 30 line to memorize.
Two students, Francine Furgiuele
and Julie Grover, who are not in
French ill helped by playing role .
Francine played the major role of
the maid. Michelle Ortiz and Kevin
Wolozyn also played central roles
in the film.

While most of the cenes were
filmed in the Little Theater here at
Oak Lawn, some scene were
filmed on Chicago's lakefront.

Even for tho e of you who don't
"parLezfran~ais,"you hould till
watch the movie when it i on
Cable TV, becau e it i pretty
funny. Listen to the announce
ments for the exact date and time
that it wil1 be aired on our local
cable access TV channel.

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate everyone who worked Ms. William's French 3 class performs "Dracula." (Photo by Jen-
on this fUm. nifer Schroeder)

Bands prepare for a busy year
By Katie Powell

Here at Oak La~n Community
High School, there is much talent
that we, as students, have to be
proud of. For instance, the sopho
more football team, Forensics, and
our academic achievements. Some
times, though, the music depart
ment is one branch of talent that
is overlooked. Band isn't consid
ered a club, but in fact a class. The
band, which is made up of a wide
variety of students, is a major
contribution to the school.

Technically, there is not just one
band. In fact there are two main
bands, the Symphony and Varsity
bands. Varsity band is the class
that incoming freshman band

members are automatically en
rolled in. To be enrolled in the
Symphony band, at the end of the
school year, a student, currently in
Varsity band, has the opportunity
to audition for a place on the
Symphony band.

The difference between the two
bands is not only the music played,
but the skill of the players. The
Varsity band plays relatively
simple music which helps tudents
improve their technical skil1s, and
sight reading skill . The Symphony
band plays more ady~ced music
that is longer in length a.opposed
to the Varsity band, w 0 play
shorter pieces. Each band, cthough
different, practices hard and pre-

pares for concerts, which they have
one about every six weeks.

Besides these two main bands
are four different band that branch
off of the two. The e bands are
Marching band, Pep band, Jazz
band, and Graduation band. These
bands are not split, like the way
Varsity and Symphony are. Any
one from either of the two bands
can be involved in the other four
bands, in which everyone works
together.

Marching band takes place dur
ing football season, and lasts the
entire first quarter of the school
year. The Marching band consists
of every single band member, and
each member is graded. Not only
does Marching band perform at

football games. but, also, in pa
rades, and assemblies, such as Pep
rallies.

Pep band is also made up of all
the band tudents. In Pep band, the
music played is different from that
played in band class or during
Marching band. Pep band plays
pop rock music from the 60's and
70's. This band performs at bas
ketball games, and plays all
through ba ketball season. They
use a majority of brass instruments,
such as the trombone, trumpets and
a percussion section. Practice for
Pep band is one day out of the
week. unlike Varsity, Symphony,
and Marching band which are, and
were, everyday of the week.

Jazz band, also performs at
concerts and enters Jazz festivals.
Graduation band is brought to
gether at the end of the year, and
everyone in band (except for e
niors) practice and perform at the
graduation ceremony. The band
plays the usual "Pomp and Cir
cum tance," as well as a few other
songs to spice up the special gradu
ation day.

Mr. Dietemeyer, band director,
explain the importance of the band
members cooperating with one
another, "When many students are
preparing for a concert of music
there needs to be a tremendous
amount of cooperation and col
laboration. It is not enough to play
your own part in i olation."

Choir performs Annual Christmas Concert
By Allyson Polickey

The Christmas holidays have
finally arrived, bringing the u ual
lights, trees and caroling back in
season. As tradition, the Oak Lawn
Acappella and Treble choirs, with
the band, showed their holiday
spirit with the performance of their
annual Christmas concert.

Mrs. Mateer, choir director here
at Oak Lawn, felt that both, the

Aeappella and Treble, choirs were
well balanced. She said, both per
formed matereial that' a challenge
to sing but at the same time nice
to listen to. Mrs. Mateer and the
choir members look forward to
their concert each year.

Choir is taught as a class and is
not considered a club. Although
the choir works hard, Mrs. Mateer
tries to make the learning experi
ence fun.

On December 19, at 7:30 p.m.,
the choir performed here at Oak
Lawn. Students and family mem
bers were invited to come and lis
ten to the holiday mu ic, as well
as spend time with family and
friends.

The Acappella Choir performed
traditional Christmas carols, as well
as a few others. They entertained
the audience by performing "Come
One and Come All," "Carol.of the

Bell," "Star of Glory," "What
Sweeter Music," "Together at
Chri tmas," and "Home for Christ-
mas."

While the Acappella Choir per
formed Christmas carols, the
Treble Choir performed music
relating to their theme, Snow.

The Treble Choir performed
"The First Snowfall," "Snow
Carol," "Jingle Bells," "Every
bodies getting Ready," and "Carol

Festival." When the Treble Choir
performed their fa t song, both
choirs performed their traditional
song, "White Chri trna ," with the
Symphony Band.

Mrs. Mateer is plea ed with the
hard work hown by both choirs.
"Holiday music is alway exciting
to perform," said Mrs. Mateer.
"Christmas is a time of year that
we are able to share our music
with many audiences, bringing
pleasure to many."

"Eight Hours Before Midnight"
4-7PM

Oak lawn Park District Ice Arene
9320 South Kenton Questions? Call 857-5173

Your party will include
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Students attend 10th Annual Snowball

to58 inducted

By Holly Lisitza

What do warm fuzzies, and
wich hugs and the banana song
have in common? Snowball. On
November 17, 18 and 19, Oak
Lawn student, a well as students
from Richards, Mother McAuley
and Brother Rice, attended the
Tenth Annual Operation Snowball
at Loredo Taft Field Campu ,
Northern lllinois University, Or
egon, lllinois.

Snowball is an organization for
students that is based on drug and
alcohol prevention and leader hip
training. The organization began
in 1986, when two young men
went to ITI, another drug preven
tion/leadership training workshop,
liked what they were taught and
shown and wanted to share with
others. They named their organi
zation Snowball, hoping that it
would continue to grow and
"snowball" as the years went on.

The Snowball workshop i one
weekend each year and has be
come very ucce sfu!.

Mini-workshop ,general es
ions, guest speaker and activi

tie are held each year. Mini-work-
hops are performed by the stu

dent staff for student to meet
others in mall groups and discus
serious matters about one' elf.
Mini-workshop are held for those
who want to talk about divorce,
hyness, grief, or being your elf,

to name a few. The e help the
participants break out of their shells
and be themselves, and also talk
about matters that are on their mind
and affect everyone.

General ses ions are held for
everyone at Snowball. Here thcre
is discussion about drugs, AIDS,
sexuality, depre ion, and being
yourself. Any guest speaker that
may be attending Snowball is seen
at the general sessions. This year's
guest speakers were from Health

•Works Theater, and Maureen
O'Hara. The Health Works The
atcr did an educational, yet funny,
performance about AIDS, called
The Wizard of AIDS. Maureen
O'Hara poke about ub tance
abu e and the family, and gave a
going home ession before clo 
ing on the la t day.

What many participant like the
best about Snowball is the small
group e ions. Everyone is put
into a mall group of about 7-10
people. In thi group there is di 
cu sion about general e ion and
activities performed at Snowball,
but also talk about life and the
world. During small group you can
talk about anything, such as your-
elf, drug , alcohol, views on cer

tain topic , anything goes. Small
group isn't all talk, though, there
were also little games played, such
as creating a monster, twizzle and
the human knot. These games
taught Snowball participants to

work with other and showed how
well things can be done when
everyone takcs an active part.

One of the main things at Snow
ball wa warm fuzzies. Warm
fuzzies are ju t pieces of yam that
you give to someone with a com
pliment and hug. When someone
did something good or said some
thing nice, a warm fuzzy wa
given; or when omeone wa ad
or felt bad, a warm fuzzy was also
given. The idea of warm fuzzies
made others feel cared about, and
all warm, because others knew how
they felt and wanted to show that
they cared.

Michelle Correa said, "At Snow
ball, you meet new friends and
learn how to be yourself around
others." Snowball gives teens the
opportunity to be themselves and
see how other feel about different
aspects of life.

Mark Gronski, teen director at
Snowball and a senior here at

NHS

Lori Gibson assembles her
wellness wheel. (Photo by Jenni
fer Schroeder)

OLCHS said, "Snowball does
omething different for everyone,

and is a great experience for any
one."

By Daryl Gorney

The Spartan Chapter of the
National Honor Society inducted
58 new members on November
8th. In order to achieve this status,
a student mu t be a junior or se
nior, hold a 3.1 cumulative grade
point average, and participate in at
least two extra-curricular activities.

Once these requirements have
been met, an application is sub
mitted and approved by members
of the faculty council. This year's
member include Mrs. Carlson,
Mrs. KJu cndorf, Mr. Marcordes,
Mr. Murphy, Mr. Sullivan, and
Mrs. Whiteaker.

Finally, after approval from the
faculty council, an acceptance let
ter is sent home with an invitation
to become a member of NHS, and
to attend the induction ceremony.

As the ceremony began, Michael
Vahl lit the Candle of Knowledge.
Following the proce sional, Presi
dent Becky Quinn extended a wel
come to the guests.

Afterwards, gue t peaker Sgt.
Jim Spallina from the Oak Lawn
Police Department talked about the
positive direction the members of
NHS were taking by becoming part
of thi organization, and aid they
hould be proud of them elves for

this accomplishment.
Then each officer lit a candle

ymbolizing one of the cardinal
principles, and gave a hort speech
explaining the meaning of each
one.

Becky Quinn, president, spoke
about the fir t cardinal principle,
leadership. Naomi Ellis, vice-presi
dent, talked about scholarship.
Adrienne Palluck, ecretary, ex-

plained service, and Mike Vahl,
treasurer, defined character.

The 1995 National Honor Soci
ety inductees include:

Juniors Hande Akinci, Barbara
Antol, Joseph Bolz, Ronald Brad
bury, Kri tina Caputo, Michelle
Correa, Michelle Cozzi, Thomas
Cronin, Blake Cuneen, Shannon
Doherty, Kathleen Downey, Jean
ine Drechsler, Heather Evans, John
Faro, Deni e Fasano, Nicholas
Franek, Lori Gibson, Anthony
Giglio, Daryl Gorney, Julianna
Grover, Nancy Gryz, Liala Ha an,
Bcthany Hatstat, Shari Heda, Jcf
frey Hen e, Kevin Hoover, and
Chri tina Iofu ino;

Also, Craig Jensen, Deanna
Judd, Daniel Kazmierczak, Tracy
Koeppen, Thomas Kubicki, Lutfi
Latif, Anne Lundeen, Naomi Mar
tig, Carri McGrail, Jamie McKen-

na, Tracy Meyer, Eileen Pannaral
Ia, Lisa Perveneckis, Jennifer Pesa
vento, Tiffany Pohlman, Beata
Rutkowski, Anita Spero. Joanne
Statkus, Pamela Stoffregen, Kim
berly Tamosaitis, Crystal Volaka
kis, Sarah Wende, Daniel Whit
ing. Lorielle Wiatr, Matthew
Wilhelm, Sumar Zegar, Lena Zeid
an. and Amanda Zeien.

Seniors Traci Ballard, Nond
Chittaphraphai, and Tracy Riley.

The second year members were
honored by receiving their chev
ron pin that repre ent one year of
ervice. They include: Timothy

Braun, Robert Carlon, Daniel
Cerceo, Matthew Chap, Victoria
Corbett, Chri tina Czemske. Mary
beth Drechsler. Debra Dus man,
Ryan Dykema, Naomi Ellis, Chri 
tie Evitt, Marcie Farano. Todd
Frederick, Chrissie Garza, Mark

Gronski, Kelly Hazzard, Jillian
Herrmann, Denise Holzle, Scott
Joseph, Asmea Judeh. and Leonard
Kazmierczak;

Also, Diane Kowalczyk, Serena
Kriekel. Kristin Lang, Jill Levick
as. Nicole Matu zewski, Kevin
McNeela. Steven McNeela, Kelly
Melaniphy. Melis a Moyzis. Adri
enne Palluck. Daniel Parisi, Rebec
ca Quinn, Jenny Redmond, Jenni
fer Schroeder, Jacqueline Selmeist
er. Brian Strelow, Katie Sullivan,
Steve Thorn on, Michael Vahl,
Laura Vanby urn. Christine Ward,
Adam Wende, Jeffrey Whiting,
Matthew Winchell. and Ronya
Zegar.

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate the members and new
inductees on thi great accomplish
ment. Good Luck on your future
projects and keep working hard.
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or The Merriest Of Moments

COLLECTION

It's a whirlwind season of wonder. So many things to do, loved ones to see
and special times to treasure. Too often, this

magical season seems to end too soon.

Precious Moments holiday gifts are beautiful ways to make the moments last.
From the spiritual to the lighthearted, our gifts add something special to
your holidays. Figurines, ornaments, housewares, and so much more. All

inspired by this joyous season.

Our Precious Moments holiday gift selection is waiting for you.
Don't waste a moment. See us today.
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aware Df 'ViDXin
Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health on male workers
expo ed to high level of
dioxin, they howed decrea e
in testosterone and increa e in
cancer. The study found that
there was a 46 percent increase
in cancer deaths among men
exposed to dioxin for more than
one year. The men were
exposed to the chemical 20
years prior to the study.

The American Forest and
Paper As ociation expre ed
alarm when the Environmental
Protection Agency wanted to
cut the dioxin emission level
to immeasurable levels. To
clean up dioxin, 33 mill would
be forced to clo e and 2l,500
jobs would be lo t. They
estimate that $1 billion has
already been spent in reducing
dioxin contamination. Well, I
guess you just have to ask
yourself, what is more impor
tant, job or the world?

di ca e called chick-edema in
the bird . Among the chemicals
found, dioxin, was not the most
prevalent, but it was by far the
mo t potent of the chemicals. In
fact, the chemical i 0 potent
that it ha become the tandard
for a rating system called, toxic
equivalence, by which all others
are measured. [f a group of
chemicals is found to be similar
to dioxin, it is then simply
referred to a "dioxinlike."

However, there is good news.
"The level of dioxin and
dioxinlike chemicals in the
environment are lower now than
they were 20 or 30 year ago,
but the level arc till unaccept
able," according to the Environ
mental Protection Agency.
While cienti t still debate the
exact degree of threat that
dioxin po se se , cancer is till
a major concern and all agree
that the chemical is not safe. In
a study done by the National

~antJersDf the
oil contaminated with the
chemical was sprayed on
unpaved roads, in trailer parks
and on fields in everal loca
tions throughout Mi souri a a
way to hold down du t. Within
a matter of day , there were
reports of hundreds of dead,
wild birds, chickens, horse ,
dogs and cats, all attributed to
dioxin.

Dioxin also has been found
in the Great Lakes area. A
early a the 1970's deformities
have been found in the wild life
which live there. Mainly birds
were the mo t noticeably
affected. The egg of many of
the fish-eating birds did not
hatch and the ones that did had
twi ted beaks, crooked legs,
deformed claws and poorly
formed feathers. Biologists
looked to the chemical entering
the lake from agricultural
runoff and industrial 'O'aste.
They discovered that- 01&,
chemicals were causing a \\

By Victoria Corbett

It is the most potent cancer
cau ing chemical ever te ted. It
causes deformities in infants,
and internal bleeding. It i the
rea on people abandon towns
and unfortunately nearly
everyone living in today's
ociety has been exposed to it.

It is a toxic chemical known as
dioxin.

Dioxin is a chlorine-ba ed
chemical that re ultS a a by
product of chlorine bleached
paper, herbicide and hou ehold
cleaners. It al 0 can enter the
air through diesel exhau t and
fly ash from incinerators. The
hazard of dioxin fIrst howed
up in herbicides in the 1950's,
but people did not pay attention
to these early warning . Then
Agent Orange, which contained
dioxin, began affecting the
health of Vietnam War veterans
and people made the link to the
toxic chemical. In the 1970' ,

Qive a ~DLher 1VaLUre
By Bethany Hatstat

It's that merry time of the
year once again. 'Tis the sea on
to deck the hall , jingle some
bell and stay up waiting for
old Saint Nick. But with the
sudden arrival of Jack Frost and
the blanket of snow covering
the ground, many environmental
problems not apparent during
the rest of the year come a
caroling.

For tarters, our traditional
love of tho e weet melling
greens, Chri tmas trees, have
created a big problem. Every
holiday eason thou ands and
thousands of pine trees are
chopped from fore ts in states

like Oregon, Washington, and
Penn ylvania and are hipping
all over the country. We aU
know about the problems that
have arisen from tearing down
fore ts in the rest of the world,
so why do we contradict
ourselves and cut down our
own? A simple solution to thi
waste of a necessary resource is
to inve t a small amount of
money on an artificial tree. Not
only can you reuse this tree
every year, but there are no
messy pine needles to clean up,
no appy trunk, and no trim
ming of the tree to make it fit
through the door.

Another environmental
concern that occurs every

Chri tmas season is the in
creased amount of air pollution.
Statistics show that the weeks
before and after December
twenty-fifth are the most
traveled days of the year. This
i caused by the gargantuan
number of Christmas hoppers,
plus tho e familie traveling
over the river and through the
woods to Grandmother's house.
The den e weather conditions
can sometimes create a bubble
around the country that makes it
extremely difficult for exhaust
fume and other harmful vehicle
emissions to escape the atmo
sphere. The obviou result is
dirtier air for us to breathe, plus
soiled now, not something

many of us would like to build
a snowman with. The solution
to this problem is merely to cut
down on the amount of unnec
essary traveling. Instead of
jumping in your car to go to
the mall, bundle up and take a
stroll through the winter
wonderland. Not only is it a
great way to get exercise, but it
sure beats trying to beat the
present shopping traffic mad
ness.

The final main environmental
problem brought about in the
winter i the polluting of the air
by less obviou sub tance like
spray-paint snow and gas
heaters. Even though each of
these things individually won't

cau e much harm, if every
person uses them, the atmo
sphere around us will surely be
de troyed. To avoid hurting the
atmosphere, try using other
decorations around your house
such as tatic cling window
decoration or, of course, lights.
Al 0, nothing is cozier on a
cold winter's night than
snuggling up by a warm fire in
the fireplace instead of using
other types of heaters.

So make this winter a special
season by becoming an environ
mentally aware citizen. By
following these hints, you can
be sure that mother nature will
absolutely love the gift that you
give to her.

forget the ~Drthern LfDrest
By Naomi Ellis

You can feel the gentle
breeze on your face, a you
walk through thi amazing and
beautiful place. You don't have
to travel to another country to
experience this natural high; it'
right here in the U.S. But how
much longer will it be here?
People have engaged in
missions to ave the rain
forests, but what about fore ts
in our own country, such a the
Northern Forest?

The Northern Fore t tretehe
for 26 million acres from Lake
Ontario's eastern shore through
most of northern New England.

Nearly two-hundred and fifty
specie of trees have made the
Northern Forest their home.
However, since the early
European settlers arrived, trees
and animals have not lived in
peace. For hundreds of year
the e animals and trees have
been rudely awakened by the
wailing cry of chain saw and
the thundering of trucks.

Logging has taken over much
of the forest. Since the 1850'
the Northern Fore t ha n't
known peace. In 1850, 30
percent of Maine and nearly 70
percent of Vermont's beautiful
forests had been cut. Nearly,

five decades later, all of the
region tall trees had been
completely cut down. By the
1970's, new technology
invented environmentally
destructive logging machine,
leaving little organic material to
repleni h the oil.

Approximately 85 percent of
the Northern Forest is privately
owned, not leaving much hope.
Mo t of the owners are com
mercial firm commined to
growing tree for pulp. A
privately owned fore t means
n t enough regulation. Owner
tend to think more of pulp
price and company benefit,

and less of the desperately
fading environment.

In response to the much
unregulated fore t, in 1988
Congre s authorized a Northern
Forest Lands Study to examine
possible ways for balanced
con ervation. The council made
several recommendations, but
left much of the dirty work of
regulating logging prices up to
the states. Not accomplishing

.much, the report wa at lea t a
wake up call for many. The
response of Congre wa a
light hope of a promi. ing

future.
The problem facing many

today is how to conserve
wildlife, while till upporting
the needs of America. Many
believe the government should
form committees to look into
tricter regulation of the forest,

and that the re pon ibility of
con ervation hould not rely
solely on the shoulder of the
government.

One-hundred years from now
the Northern Forest could be
gone. Much of our oxygen
supply would vanish with the
di appearance of the forest.
People need to be concerned
with our environment. Other
wi e, if we continue at thi rate
we will be left with nothing.
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do not directly affect our
drinking water, but they still
cause harm. Oil spills ruin
beache and kill birds and
marine life.

There are several ways that
people can reduce the pollution
that we put into our air and
water. Some home remedie
such as using hydrogen perox
ide or soybean oil can clean up
our water. Hydrogen peroxide
can be used in tead of chlorine.
Hydrogen peroxide ha the
same cleaning power as
chlorine. oybean oil can be
u ed to clean water. Ju tone
and a half quarts of soybean oil
pumped into the ground around
a well can clean 10,000 gallon
of water. The oybean oil feeds
bacteria that breaks down
nitrate into nitrogen ga . The
nitrogen get into the water
from exces ive fertilizing.

The environment i in a lot
of trouble, but there are ways
that ociety can take action to
correct the problem. Even you
can do your mall part to help
out the earth.

pDllu"tiDn
and even kill the plants.

Another type of pollution that
harm plants and animals is
water pollution. The pollutants
that affect water come from
industries, farm , and sewage
systems. Many indu trie dump
waste into bodies of water each
year. Wa te from farm include
fertilizers and pe ticides. The e
materials drain from field into
bodie of water. Sewage
ystems carry waste from

homes, office and indu tries
into the water. Many cities have
wa te treatment plants that take
out most of the harmful
material from ewage, but the
water is till not totally clean.

Natural cycle al 0 work to
remove harmful chemicals.
Some type of bacteria can
break down chemicals and tum
them into nutrients, or into
substances that will not harm
fi h or plants.

Another major pollutant is
oil. The main way that oil gets
into the water is because of oil
tanker accidents. Since these oil
pills occur in the ocean , they

pollution by pouring ton of
gases into the atmo phere each
year. Mo t air pollution comes
from car , and the moke tack
from factories. Each time a fuel
is burned, it end some type of
pollutant into the air. Many of
the pollutants are colorless
poisons hidden in thick black
smoke. Weather conditions can
help reduce the amount of
pollutant in the air. Wind
scatters pollutant. Thi help to
disperse the particles over a
larger area, so one area i not
clogged with smog. In many
areas, e pecially large citie ,
there is so much pollution from
cars and factories sj)Cwed up
into the air that the weather
cannot dispose of all the
poisons quick enough.

Pollution has a very harmful
effect on our health and also the
health of plants. Particle can
get into eyes and lungs which
can cause irritation. These
particles can even settle into our
lungs and cause cancer or
pneumonia. Many of the e
poisons restrict plant growth

By Jeannine Burton

For several decades, people
havt. been taking the earth for
granted. People in our society
dispose of chemicals and other
harmful pollutants into the air
and water everyday. No one
seems to worry about the long
tenn effects or the people,
plants and animals that are
being harmed as a direct result
of pollution. Society is causing
these problem and it is not
going to change. People are too
used to the convenience which
cause pollution. People are not
going to give up driving their
cars for the benefit of the earth.
Factories discharge materials
that are harmful to the earth,
but stopping thi would mean
that people would lose their
jobs, and we would not have
many of the materials we have
today.

Air pollution turns clean,
odor-free air into hazy, smelly
air that kills plants and damages
the health of animals and
people. People cause air

~ecognize "the importance of recucling

Bave -che Chris-cmas

By Becky Wenzel

It's another Sunday evening,
and the last dish has been
wiped and put away. I slowly
open my front door and am
immediately struck by the cold,
crisp air of winter. I run
barefooted, with an armful of
recyclables that have accumu
lated on the kitchen counter, to
the curb to add to our recycling
bin before the early morning
pick-up.

Dreaming of open fields full
of flowers, my alarm sounds the
next morning. Ahh! It's only
Monday. As reluctant as I am
to get up, I know I must. On

thi particular day of the week
omething magical happen

though. A I transport my
brother, hi friends, and myself
to school, I see that I am
sharing the road with, THE
RECYCLING MAN. He drives
down the street in his enor
mous, cumbersome truck,
shaking the ground like an
earthquake. We recognize the
power he has to save the
universe. I follow him to school
and watch as he picks up the
recyclables from the school. I
wave goodbye and sadly tum
and enter the building for I
know there i so much more to
take that he's missed.

The rest of my day i routine.
First, second and third period
are, undoubtedly, very intere t
ing and educational, but when
fourth period, good old lunch
comes along I feel almost free
again. It is a wonderful time to
sit and eat, and talk with my
friends. I walk into the cafete
ria, picking up some plastic
utensils and a bottled drink or a
can of soda and enter the food
line and try to figure out what I
will be eating. By poking my
head through the bodies in front
of me I see, HOh boy! Buttered
noodles and tater tots! They are
my favorite. One large noodle
and tater tot please. Could you

put that on a Styrofoam tray?
Thanks."

I have n~r really asked for
the Styrofoam'tliy, (or the
noodles and tater tots for that
matter), but herein lies a
question I sometimes ponder
during fourth period. Why in a
chool with such high standards

do we lack the ability to recycle
in the cafeteria? Mo t of us are
not aware that the styrofoam
that we are eating off of is
de troying the planet. The
tyrofoam trays are absolutely

non-biodegradable. In 5,000
years, someone will dig up one
of our immense landfills and

di cover the million of trays
we u ed, a new tray for every
student, every lunch period,
every day, every year. ure the
pia tic fork, knive ,and poon
can be recycled, but have you
een a recycling bin in the

cafeteria lately? On average,
each person throwaway sixty
pound of pia tic. Ninety-three
billion bottle and can are
thrown to wa te a year.

Maybe it i time for u to
start throwing orne letter in
that ugge tion box we have
heard 0 much about. Then
when the Recycling Man return
he will be much happier.

-Cree
By Jillian Herrmann

It is officially Chri tma time.
Lights, decorations, and of
course, trees are in abundance.

I can't say that I have ever
had the experience of dres ing
in all my winter apparel,
hopping in the wagon with my
family, and traveling to a
Christmas tree lot to choo e an
evergreen to stand proudly in
my living room. In my house,
somehow the artificial tree
magically transports itself from
the attic and as embles itself in
the living room. I have never
had a real Christma tree and
never really wondered why. But

being a part of an environmen
tally conscious generation, r am
not very upset by the fake tree.

Approximately 35 million
trees are harve ted each year,
for the soul purpo e of Chri t
rna . The largest producer of
Christmas trees, Kirk Corpora
tion has farm all over North
America. One of the largest
farms, located in central
Wi con in, i over 10,000 acres.
That' a lot of tree . A lot of
environmentali t are question
ing the chopping down of trees
for decorative and entertainment
purpo e . Several city Chri tmas
di plays are already using
artificial tree in tead of real

trees.
The tradition of buying a real

tree might not need to end,
however, for fear of de troying
native forests; becau e for every
Christmas tree cut down two
more are planted in it place.
Also different recycling pro
grams for the tree will be
started in January. Some of the
recycled trees will be used to
help prevent and dunes
ero ion. They al 0 will be put
into lake and stream for the
fish to u e as home or ne t or
the trees could be used a
ground mulch.

Other problem with a real
Christma tree, be ide feeling

guilty, are that you could
happen to be allergic to the

large amount of dust and mold
that accompany an evergreen
tree. People who suffer from
asthma or have ea ily irritated
airway and sinu es are some
time subject to the e types of
reactions. Some symptoms are
watering eyes, neering,
headaches, heavy conge tion or
even full blown a thma attacks.
Doctors ugge t decongestants
and aspirin or simply buying an
artificial tree. Another problem
with a real tree i that they are
me sy. As the tree begins to dry
out it will continuously drop
needles, which can be a real

problem for your vacuum
cleaner.

r am by no means saying that
the real Chri trna tree hould
be done away with. I personally
love the way they look and
smell. They are as much a part
of the holiday as Santa Clau
and family gatherings. If some
people would rather have an
artificial tree becau e of the
co t, me s, and environmental
concern involving a real tree
then, that is their tradition.
Whatever the case may be, let
the Chri tmas tree that land in
your home repre ent beauty and
memorie and not a topic of
controversy.



Career Corner Science Students

Students attend Saturday Scholars

Compiled by Tina Zwirkoski

Psychologist
Job description: The tudy of human behaviors and mental proce ses to under tand and explain

change in people's bahavior. Psychologi ts study a per on' thought, feeling and behavior.
Work environment: Comfortable office, and work hour may vary from time-to-time. Traveling may

also be required to attend conferences and/or conduct research.
Work employment: Some have private practice, others work in ho pital ,nur ing homes, and chools.
Education: High chool diploma, Bachelor's degree, Master' degree and, generally, and Doctoral

degree.
Salary: $17,000 to $67,000 per year.

Recreational Therapist
Job description: Employ medically approved activities to treat or maintain the physical, mental and

emotional well-being of patients. Help individuals build confidence, ocialize effectively and remedy the
effects of illness or disability.

Work environment: Comfortable offices, and recreational room. Recreational therapi t often lift and
carry equipment, and participate in activities. Hours may be 40 hours per week and include weekends,
evenings, and holiday .

Work employment: Hospitals, nursing homes, public fajlitie and orne are self-employed.
Education: A Bachelor's degree, and Associates degree.
Salary: $15,000 to $25,000 per year.

Dental Hygienist
Job d crlptlon: Provide dental care and teach patients how to practice good oral hygiene. Dental

hygienist examine teeth and mouth for the presence of diseases or abnonnalities.
Work environment: Clean, well-lighted offices, and usually work 2-3 day a week. Some may work

in more than one office. Work may be full-time, part-time, evening, and weekends. Safety gear must
be worn, such 'as goggles and a surgical mask, to protect themselves from infectious diseases.

Work employment: Private dental offices, public agencies, school systems, hospitals or clinics.
Education: Graduate from dental chool, pass dental exam and receive a license from the state.
Salary: $15.20 to $17.50 an hour.

Science

of the Month

The October Science tudents of the Month include: (First Row)
Monica Dommer, Biology; Wajeeh alah, Chemistry. (Second Row)
Adam Wende, Advanced Chemistry Honors; Joe Munno, Chem
istry; Mike Audia, Physics. (Third Row) Paul Kos, Biology; Joe
Rohacik, Freshman Biology Honors; Bill Korab, Freshman Biol
ogy. (Not Pictured) hannon Doherty, Advanced Biology; Dennis
Clemmens, Science Foundations.

By RacheaJ Kolar
and Anwaar Judeh

Recently, we attended Saturday
Scholars at Naperville North High
School. For tho e who don't know,
Saturday Scholar is a series of
lecture on Saturday morning .
Here high school tudents can
attend lecture given by profes
sionals in the math and science

fields. There are two series every
year, each having five lectures
apiece. The second series of lec
tures will be starting in the pring
at Glenbard East High School.- .

We were not the o'~y people to
attend Saturday Schol~ from Oak
Lawn. This year there ~ere about
10 other students that attended with
us: Joe Chavosky. SCOll Co me,

Mike Dixon, Jeanine Dyckman,
Pat McLaughlin, Tony My linski,
Beth Nevills, Michelle Ortiz, Sh
annon Rooney, Sam Wenzel,
Kevin Wolo zyn, and Rachel
Zebio. Also attending, was veteran
Jill Levicka .

Though Saturday Scholars is
early on Saturday mornings, the
lecture are quite intere ting. The

lectures cover a variety of topics,
from Windows 95 and the Micro
soft Network to True Gho t Sto
ries of Chicagoland. Throughout
the one and one half hours, it seems
that everyone is interested in the
speaker and their topic.

At Saturday Scholar, variou
topics of Math and cience are
discus ed. For tudents who have
not cho en a career, thi give them

a chance to get a taste of these two
interesting fields. This program can
help tudents decide what career
they would enjoy pursuing.

Saturday Scholars is intere ting
and a worthwhile program. Though
it co ts between $25-$30, hope
fully more Oak Lawn students will
join u in the spring at Glenbard
Ea t High School.

Group Scoops
Ault, Stephanie Boyle, Li a
Brandt, Renee Buerger, Amanda
Campbell, Lauren Ca ter, Lind ay
Edqui t, Sophia Faridi, Melissa
Fogarty, Kri tin Franek;

Al 0 Nicole Garrell, Claudia
Guzman, Gianna Hardt, Jill Jur
kowski, Jessica Koca, Michelle
Montoyo, Amber Nellie, Kelly
Scanlan, Patricia Seminetta, Eliza
beth Vogel, Kristi Walsh, Lauren
Ward, and Michelle Wasik.

This year's officers for the Class
of 1999 will be: Beth Kreydich,
president; Deanna Gomez, vice
president; Julie Braun, trea urer;
and Katie McDermott, secretary.

This year's student council rep
resentatives will be Stephanie
Boyle, Julie Braun, Renee Buerger,
Kim Capretz, Sophia Faridi,
Kristin Franek, Deanna Gomez,
Gianna Hardt, Jill Jurkow ki, Beth
Kreydich, Katie McDennott, Me
lissa Piwowar, and Lauren Ward.

55th Court &
Southwest Hwy.

(708) 636-7996'
Oak Lawn, IL

Mr. Saunder , who lead both
DECA and BPOA, is quite opti
mistic about the coming year.

The 1995-96 officers are: Saba
hat Bal, president; Tracy Riley,
vice-president; Dawn Gebbia, trea
surer; and Shpre a Osmani, ecre
tary.

Earlier this fall DECA members
went to a fall career conference.
Students attended seminars regard
ing various business-related careers
while at the conference. Hopefully,
this experience will help these
students to learn what career might
be of interest to them.

Freshman Class
The Freshman Class elected

officers, advisory board, and stu
dent council representative on
November 21.

The following tudent have
been appointed to the advi ory
board: Chri tin Achter, Amanda

Distributive Education Clubs of
America (DECA) and Business
Professionals of America (BPOA)
are beginning their season.
BPOA's first competition is Janu
ary 10, and DECA's fir t compe
tition is February 2.

By Jill Levlckas

Delivery Every Where - Every Day
-<}Fresh Flowers -<}Sympathy Expressions

-<}Gift Baskets
- Expert Wedding Design -

DECA and BPOA

they have ucceeded in putting at
lea t five competitors in the finals
every time. The mo t fruitful tour
nament was over the weekend of
December 9 and 10. At the Thorn
ridge Tree Tourney, twenty pieces
made it to the finals! Their contin
ued success seems apparent.

So as you can see, this year's
Forensics Team has surely gotten
the year started right. Ifyou would
like to ee them in a performing
atmosphere, see Mr. Dzurison in
room 274 or a Forensics member.

both averaged about 200 per game.
The basic theory behind the team

is this: "If someone's got a good
game going, you don't fool
around." According to Mr.
Moonier, the kids all have "good
leadership and competitive spir
its," and "when one person does
well, we all do well." Yet most of
the people in bowling also have
other things to do. It's still pos
sible to be in bowling and be in
baseball or softball. The team has
a done fine job this year. Great
job, Oak Lawn!

Forensics

By Christie Evitt

"Enjoyable, rewarding, and
dedication." These are the fir t
three words that come to mind
upon hearing the word Forensics.
Well, maybe not to your mind, but
to the mind of Jon Rowsey, Foren
sics Treasurer and probably to any
participating on this year's Foren
sics Team.

The team is one similar to many
others at Oak Lawn and though
you may not see them practicing
in the Spartan Gym or lifting in
the weight room, they can be found
at all hours in hallways, class
rooms, and stairwells doing their
own kind of "working out." They
work very well with each other as
well as with their individual
coaches. The speech teammates
spend their practice time watching
and helping each other write and
perfonn their individual pieces.
This team is one that works to
wards the goal of a productive as
well as enjoyable and comfortable
atmosphere.

This team is certainly one of the
most successful teams here at
OLCHS. They have already com
peted in two novice tournaments,
and four varsity tournament where

Bowling
By Katie Truly

A mistake was made in the
last issue of the Spartanite.
The officers of Key Club are:
Monica Palimaka, pre ident;
Naomi Elli , vice president;
Jeannine Burton, treasurer;
Michelle Cozzi, secretary. We
regret the error.

Correction

Strike! But this time a strike is
exactly what you're hoping for.
This is bowling, and according to
Mr. Moonier (ponsor), Oak
Lawn's bowling team has some
pretty good stuff. Every Monday
and Thursday after school, bowl
ing meets and goes to practice.
Practices are at Arena Lanes, at
4700 W. 103rd Street and Cicero
Avenue. Bowling season goes
from the fir t Monday of October
to the last Thursday of February.

There are about 25 people in
bowling, and as of December first,
Oak Lawn was in third place
amongst the teams we play. The
other teams: Argo, Marisl, Rich
ards, Eisenhower, and Shepard, are
all worthy opponents, but Marist
seems to be the favored winner.
On the days the team plays con
ference games, usually Thursdays,
the concentration level goes up.

It costs ix dollars for people to
practice, and leftovers from the
overall amount are used at the end
of the season to pay the score
keeper and get pizza. But the goals
of the team are to bowl as well as
po sible and take conference.

Some high cores this year were
Don Hall with a 630 scratch series
against Ei enhower, with backup
from his teammates with 618
scratch series with an average of
about 200 per game.

Steve Rammel and Jason Walker



By Tom Cronin

My day was turning out very
well. I had the day off work, and
no homework. It was the first day
in a long time where rwas able to
relax. I was ready to check if there
was anything good on TV when I
found my four-year-old brother,
Matt, watching his favorite pro
gram. I quickly changed the chan
nel.

Once I changed the channel,
Matt complained, "Mommy said
that I get to choose what to watch
on TV!"

I quickly went into the kitchen,
where mom was preparing dinner,
to protest. "Matt watched TV all
the time," I said. "This is the only
day I can watch TV. Why does
Matt always get to watch what he
wants?"

"Because he's just a kid," she
replied. "Little kids don't think in

the same way that you do. I be
lieve that Matt should watch what
little quality television there is to
offer."

"Then what can I do if r can't
work, do homework, or watch
TV?"

"Why don't you buy Matt a
present?" she asked.

"That's not a good idea," I
answered. ''1'm too young to go
Chri tmas hopping, and Matt
doesn't deserve a present from
me."

"I have had enough of your
smart comments," she began. "You
have a job, from which you're
earning money. Therefore, there's
no reason why you can't buy Matt
a present. Also, as I told you be
fore, Matt is only a child. It would
give you great pleasure if you
would at least buy him a pre ent."

"I have better things to do than

buy a pre ent for Matt."
"You know," she began, her

temper rising. "You don't have to
buy anything for Matt. However,
I strongly sugge t that you do. He
doesn't ask for too much. I've
never seen such greed in you be
fore. I once read about someone
like you. His name was Scrooge."

"If you want to compare me to
an old man who ju t sits around
and count his money, then you
can," I said. "I'm not even nearly
as miserly as Scrooge."

After that, I decided to leave for
a while.

Soon, I was driving, with no
clue as to my de tination. When I
was near the mall, J decided to go
in, and po sibly do a little Christ
mas shopping.

When I entered the mall, there
were people everywhere. To bring
Christmas spirit into the mall,
Christmas carols were being play-

ed over the speakers. However, the
people themselves didn't appear
to be in the Christmas spirit. The e
people looked as if they bought
presents only becau e they had to,
not concerning themselves with
whether or not their loved ones
would get their Christmas wishes.

Since looking at people rushing
from store to store wasn't very
appealing, I decided to look at one
of the true ymbols of Christmas,
the Christmas tree. I was over
whelmed by the tree's beauty,
which reminded me of how the
Christmas tree looked in my house
when I was a child. It was as if the
angel at the top of the tree was
singing to me.

At the bottom of the tree, I
noticed pre ents, which brought
back so many memories of Christ
mas. I remembered ripping open
that colorful paper, and finding

what I had wished for. It reminded
me of Chri tmas as a child. Then
I realized how important receiving
a present must be to Matt.

When in the toy store, I found
what Matt had been wishing for.
As I was purchasing the present,
something happened inside of me.
For the first time in my life, J felt
the joy of giving. As I walked
through the mall, I felt orry for
tho e who had forgotten the true
meaning of Christmas. Before
leaving the mall. I took one last
look at the tree, as I thanked the
angel at the top for inspiring me to
seek out the true meaning ofChrist
rna.

As I walked through the snow,
and back to my car, I couldn't help
but think of the joy involved in
Christmas. Finally, I was about to
experience a truly merry Christ
mas.

By Tom Jodelka

I rated these five Christmas
movies on a scale of I star to 5
stars. One star is a lump of coal,
which is the worst Christmas gift
that could be received. Two stars
is a Chia Pet, which is a below
average gift. Three stars is a pair
of socks, which are ju t an average
gift. Four stars is a CD player,
which is a great gift, but it needs
a little something more. Five stars
is a 1967 Ford Mustang, which i
the best gift.

White Christmas· I gave this
movie 2 stars. It is a lot like a Chia
Pet. Both appeal to omeone who
is a different age than 1. A Chia Pet
appeals to younger children, and
"White Christmas" appeals to older
people. There are only about 15
minutes worth ofChristmas related

events in this Christmas movie. J
recommend this movie, if you need
to occupy your grandparents this
Christmas.

It's a Wonderful Life - I gave
this movie 3 stars. It was actually
pretty good. The movie i like
socks, becau e ocks are practical,
but are nothing pecial, and in my
opinion, this movie really i n't that
special either. I gues it will ap
peal to me when I am a withered
old man, and have learned to ap
preciate a gift of ocks.

The Santa Clause - This 3 star
movie has some funny moments,
but it isn't as good as was adver
tised. "The Santa Clau e" is a lot
like socks. When you first receive
socks, you think of how soft and
warm they are, but the next time
you wear them, the magic isn't

there. After watching ''The Santa
Clause" once, a second viewing
won't be that magical.

A Christmas Story. The time
less tale of Ralphie and his relent
less pursuit of a Red Rider BB
Gun earns 4 stars. Much like a CD
player, "A Christmas Story" needs
a little something extra. If you just
get a CD player, you'll also need
CD's. But, if you already have
CD's, the playing of them will put
you in a great mood, just like "A
Christmas Story" does.

National Lampoon's Christ.
mas Vacation - If you haven't
seen this 5 star movie, consider
yourself severely deprived. This
movie is one of the funniest mov
ies I've ever een. It is a lot like
a 1967 Ford Mustang because they
both are a lot of fun, and in my
opinion, they're both classics.
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By Amanda Ault

Christmas ..... That word brings
back memories. Like chestnuts
roasting over an open fire. Calling
the fire department. Explaining to
your parents that, "You were only
trying to have ome Chri tma
spirit." Your parents telling you
never to cook over an open flame
again, and putting the grill under
lock and key. "Till you're 21 they
say." Well enough of that already.
I hit the holiday halls at OLCHS
to survey some people about their
Christmas memories.

And now for the flf t annual
Christmas Memories Survey re
sults. There are three categories a
memory can fit into. Happy memo
ries, the ones where you got the
gift you really wanted (no, not the
one where someone kidnaps your
sister. I know it's at the top ofyour
list, but that doe n't count.) Good
memories, ones that happen every
year that you really enjoy. And
finally there are the funny memo
ries. These rare storie that happen
in lots ofpeople's house ,but only
a few tell them to their friend .
Yes, this would include lighting
the candles on the tree, and then
lighting the tree, which is fortu
nately flame retardant.

In the category of "Happy," the
flfSt runner up is Tori Grochow-

ski. "All of my Christmases have
been pretty much the arne, except
for one that happened four years
ago. It was Christmas night. I was
at my best friend, Stacy' , house.
We watched one of my favorite
movies, 'National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation,' a couple
times. We laughed 0 hard. It was
one of the happie t Christmas
memories."

Now for the moment that you
all have been waiting for (but not
for a long time) the winner of the
1995 Chri tma Memory Survey
in the category of Happy is,
Anonymous. We as the press have
the right to keep our ource anony
mous. "Running down Christmas
morning, opening the door to wake
my parents up, and a puppy came
running out to greet me."

In the next category, "Good,"
our flfSt runner up is Katie Truty.
"For the pa t two years, five of my
best friend have gathered to cel
ebrate Christmas with just us girls.
We goof off, take silly pictures,
decorate a tree, and exchange gifts.
Two of them have moved, but we
still get together. I hope the tradi
tion continue ."

Now, for the winner of the 1995
Christmas Memory Survey in the
category of "Good" is Shari 8OOa.
"For as long a I can remember,

my little brother, Tom, would al
ways wake up before the crack of
dawn to see how many presents he
got and to give each one a hearty
shake. He would then come back
into our room, and give me a hearty
shake, begging me to help him
wake up mom and dad. Well, we'd
be excited, merry children going
to our parent's room to wake them.
Yet each year they'd make us wait
an hour. Finally, la t year, we all
slept way past noon. But ofcourse,
it was the ame deal [wait an hour]
only at a later time."

In our la t category, "Funny,"
our flf t runner up is Anonymous
II. "Last year my cat, Tigger,
started to climb our 8 foot Christ
mas tree. He got about half way up
before he looked down. He got so
scared he stopped climbing. We
had to pry him off the tree."

Last but not least, our winner
for the 1995 Christmas Memory
Survey in the category of "Funny,"
is Lauren Caster. "It was the flfSt
year we had our puppy, so it was
his flfSt Christmas, and his flfSt
Chri tma tree. He constantly was
taking off ornament and eating
them. Once, after my family caught
him with an ornament, we chased
him through the hou e. He dove
under the tree, the tree fell over,
and landed right on the puppy. No
one was hurt but the dog tayed
away from the tree after that."

By Lori Wlatr

'Tis the season to give and to
receive, and ifmusic is a gift you'd
like, then this is the season for it.
Two special CDs that stick out this
season are the 1993 Boyz II Men
Christmas and last year's A Very
Special Chrisbnas 2.

If you're a Boyz II Men fan you
probably already have this or it's
on your wish list to complete your
collection. Then again you might
be looking for a good Christmas
CD with oulful harmony. In any
of the cases above, this CD is a
plus. This quartet of men combine
their rich harmony with their own
Christmas melody. The turnout i
a CD with new songs that make
you fall in love with the season.

If you like traditional Christmas
songs and like giving to a good
cause the A Very Special Christ·
mas 2 CD is an es ential. This CD
combines the traditional carols with
a modem upbeat version. The
ro ter combines such an array of
artists from Run DMC to Bonnie
Raitt and Charlie Brown. This is
the perfect CD for any person who
just doe n't like one kind of artist

or type of music. On the tradi
tional note, this CD packs the
favorites like "I'll Be Home For
Christmas" and "We Wish You a
Merry Christmas" with the mod
em artist to create a perfect tradi
tional CD for years to come.

This CD doesn't only get a
number one spot for its music and
artist combination but also for the
foundation this CD raises money
for. When you buy or give this
CD, a portion of the money goes
to the Special Olympics Founda
tion. So now you're not only giv
ing the gift of music, you're giv
ing the gift of hope to a Special
Olympic participant.

Sure these aren't the only CD's
for the sea on, but these are the
one with the best reviews. The
gift of giving i definitely in the
air and 0 are the soulful harmo
nies. These CDs aren't only per
fect to give away to a friend but
also to buy for yourself, so you
can be jamming while baking
cookie. Then again, don't take
my word. listen for yourself, and
get in the spirit. Have a great
holiday season.



vironment. You can't help but have
a good time. You're surrounded
by people your own age who've
al 0 come to have a good time.
I've seen every type of per on
there. Everyone fits in. The dance
floor i filled with sweating kids
with smiles on their faces. Or, you
can just sit at the table or booth
and ju t absorb it all.

To find out what's going on at
Off The Alley, you can either call
at 798-2252 or look for an ad in
the nIinois Entertainer.

Off The Alley is located on the
corner of Dixie Highway and
Ridge Road, behind The Record

wap in Homewood. Door open
at 8:00 on Fridays and 7:00 on
Saturdays.

The cover charge is always the
low price of $6, which is less than
what you'd pay for ga after a night
of aimlessly driving around or
hopping from one Denny's to
another.

Unfortunately, there are talk
shows out there that do not live up
to watchable tandards and are just
taking up airspace when something
entertaining like "Maury Povich"
(yeah, right) could be on. This ea
son brought almost 20 new talk
shows, who knows what next TV
season will bring or possibly the
next fifteen year . Maybe there are
orne aspiring "Jenny Jones" or

"Geraldos" out there craving for
media attention and filled with new
topics not trite to America.

on "The Partridge Family,"
The two foreigners are "Gordon

Elliot" the Briti h man on FOX
who gets very excited when a fel
low Brit is on his show, and "Cris
tina," the Hispanic version of Joan
Rivers.

The most annoying of all in my
opinion is the "Regis and Kathie
Lee" how. The e two portray an
overbearing Carnival Cruise mom,
and her wheat-thins endorsing side
kick.

The results are in, though. Mo t
of us unfortunately, like talk hows
and daily look forward to eeing
them.

and count to ten. You'll feel more
relaxed and be able to talk in a
ensible manner.

Virgo (Augu t 24-September
23) Leaping lily pad ! Be careful
of tho e pre ents that move. You
may be in for a big surprise.

Libra (September 24-0ctober
23) You have to tart making
decisions. Your indecisive nature
is holding you back. Make that
decision of what to wear on Christ
mas, red or green?

Scorpio (October 24-November
22) Break out in ong and sing
your favorite Christmas carol at
lunch, but beware of flying food
and barking dog .

Sagittarius (November 23-De
cember 21) Surpri e are around
every comer, but not necessarily
good ones; be cautious. Don't rush
into anything without considering
all of the angles and po sibilities.
After you've checked it out, and
everything still looks good, go for
it, the surprise could be great.

Break out of your normal routine
and try omething different. Open
a box of cereal from the bottom
and get the prize rlf t.

Taurus (April 21-May 21) If
you meet a little green man this
holiday sea on, don't be paranoid
that it's a Martian. It may be one
of Santa' elves trying to find his
way back to the North Pole.

Gemini (May 22-June 21) You
have a twin out there, 0 go and
find hirn/her (it may be that spe
cial ometme.) Al 0, you've been
being very generous lately, but
careful. Your friends may be tak
ing advantage of you.

Cancer (June 22-July 23) Ifyou
ee Mommy kissing Santa Claus,

take advantage of the opportunity
to tell Santa how good you've
been. You'll be glad you did on
Christmas morning!

Leo (July 24-August 23) You've
got to learn how to control your
self. The next time you're tempted
to lose your cool, take a deep breath

We don't see many of the shows
becau e of school, or they are on
too late at night or too early in the
morning. There are rea ons why
we don't ee the e. Many of the
shows are opinionated, prejudiced
and display a sub tantial amount
of critici m, for example "Rush
Limbaugh."

I uppose the strangest part (and
annoying) of talk hows are their
host. I've never een 0 many
former TV and movie tars trying
to get on the talk show bandwagon
trying to make some type of dif
ference in society. There's "Gab
rielle," who left being Andrea on
"90210" to talk on FOX and
"Tempestt," who is Vanessa from
"The Co by Show," Ricki Lake,
who ha been in a number of
movie like "Hairspray" and got a
new image and now hosts one of
the most popular talk shows for
generation X (scary).

There is also former singer
Carnie Wilson ("Carnie") of "Wi1
son Phillips," who did not get a
new image. "Danny!" Bonaducci
made his stardom of talk on The
Loop, FM but original!,t was the
sarcastic homely-looking redhead

club. Now I know what you're all
thinking, "Dance Club? That's not
for me." Off The Alley i the place
for everyone.

Off The Alley is a great place
for anyone to look into, becau e
they hold different nights for dif
ferent kinds of mu ic. Friday night
are u ually hosted by DJ NilZ. If
you like house/techno music then
thi is for you. Saturday nights are
a bit different. The music may dif
fer depending on which Saturday
night you go. Some examples of
the nights are SKA night, punk
night, and death metal night.

I usualiy go if I know that a
band I like or have seen before is
playing. However, I've also gone
ju t to go. I recommend this. You
can discover new bands and hear
mu. ic you may not alway Ii ten
to. I've never gone and not had a
good time.

This is partially due to the en-

Talk shows are not new at all,
in fact, "Donahue" has been on
since before most of us were born.
This leaves most of the hot topics
already taken, causing new ho ts
to fish for strange occurrences,
unbelievable titles, and many dif
ferent ways to do a makeover,
(many, many different ways).

Some of the shows are enter
taining and orne so ridiculou they
leave you to the point of tears. The
topics of Sally Jes e and Jerry
Springer are known to do this.
Others are really intere ting like
"Oprah" and "Mike and Maty"
(which replaced the old "Home"
show).

By Shannon Doherty

By Jen Schroeder

Capricorn (December 22-Janu
ary 20) Happy Birthday Capricorn!
A year of new adventures lay
ahead. Be a daredevil and try a
new sport. You might realize that
parachuting in' t a scary a you
thought. You might like it so much
that you'll want to do it again.

Aquarius (January 2l-February
19) Things that are normally easy
for you, may become difficult. If
you put in some extra effort, things
will work out. You may even find
that with a little effort, the out
come is better than normal.

Pisces (February 20-March 20)
Being independent will come in
handy, e pecially if you feel a if
you are being controlled by some
one lately. Ifso speak up and voice
your feelings. Tell them that you
are your own person with your
own opinions.

Aries (March 2l-April 20)

In ca e you haven't noticed, talk
shows have become a large part of
the daily dosage of trash on the
television. In all, there are almost
thirty talk shows airing daily and
nightly on your TV. This could
consist of anything from impor
tant information, like the "Today"
show, to the unreal phenomenons
of a person's life on "Jerry Spring
er."

dVot an Off tk: waftpk
By Jillian Herrmann

It's Friday night. You've been
waiting for this event for five days,
and now it's finally arrived. The
weekend. But now that it' here,
there's nothing to do with it. You
don't have enough gas money to
drive around the neighborhood for
six hours. All of your cohorts'
parents don't want you hanging
out at their houses anymore and
you can't hang out at your hou e
(not that you want to with your
little si ter barging in on you and
your friend every two minute ).
La t but not least, you've been
permanently removed from all the
local Denny' .

After going through all the tor
ment and agonjzing phone con
ver ation that I'm ure you can
all relate to, I've found a olution:
Off The Alley. Off The Alley is a
small, underage, alternative dance

mix of soft music and rock that
gives the Smashing Pumpkins a
sound all their own. Yet it can still
fit under the category known as
"alternative."

Along with the two discs: Dawn
to Dusk, and Twilight to Star
light, you also get a book of draw
ings and of course the book with
the words to the songs, so every
one can sing along.

With Christmas right around the
comer Mellon Collie and the In
finite Sadne s i a great gift to give
and even better to receive.

Name: Georgia Ha h
Birthplace: Champaign, D.
Marital Status: Married
College Atteaded: University of Dlinois at Urbana-Champaign
Degree: Bachelors in Teaching of Spanish
Years I Have Been Teaching: 6
Classes I Teach: Spanish I and n
If I Wasn't a Teacher I'd Be•.. In Finance
My Idea of a Good Student Is: Someone Who Always Tries
The Most Memorable Gift a Student Gave Me Was: A ceramic

mask from Mexico
I Can't Say ''No'' To: Chocolate
In the Summer I: Work at Interlochen Arts Camp in Interlochen,

Mi.
My First Car: 1982 Ford Mustang
My First Paying Job: Lifeguarding
The Music I Most Enjoy Listening To: Classic-Rock
My First Concert Was: Elvis, Years Before he Died'
The Last Good Movie I Saw was: The Shawshank Red mption
The Last Good Book I Read was: Among Schoolchil en
No One Would Believe IfThey Saw That: My Hou e is potle s,

since my desk is always a disaster
My Favorite Cartoon: Peanut
A Perfect Evening To Me Is: Going out for a Great Dinner with

my Husband
If I could travel anywhere it would be: the Galapagos Island

in Ecuador
My Hobby is: Collecting Pig
My Favorite Sport Is: Ba ketball
I'd Give Anything to Meet: Lance Johnson and Michael Jordan
Favorite Pigout Food: Nachos or Popcorn
I Wish I Could: Go on a Long Wann Vacation
My Advice to Teenagers: Work Hard! Don't undere timate the

importance of what you're doing right now.

By Lauren Caster

Well, it's frnally here! The CD
that Smashing Pumpkins fans have
been waiting for! Mellon Collie
and the Infinite Sadness is the new
double CD from Billy, James,
D'Arcy, and Jimmy. One of the
most popular songs from the band
is "Bullet with Butterfly Wings,"
It has been #1 on the music charts
for weeks. Other songs that are
popular and rising on the charts
are "1979," "I Believe" and "Zero,"
The songs on these CD's are the
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Coaches Corner New NHL franchise

Pam Pan Squad

By Kevin Woloszyn

In recent years the NHL has had
many new franchises. The most
recent additions include the Mighty
Ducks of Anaheim and the Florida
Panthers. Another brand new
National Hockey League are the
Colorado Avalanches. Unlike the
Mighty Ducks (who were named
after a movie) the Avalanches are
unknown to many people. How
ever, they are a very powerful team,
so powerful that it is hard to con
sider them a new team. The Ava
lanches are currently one of the
best teams in the NHL.

In years before, the Colorado
Avalanches were known as the
Quebec Nordiques. Last year,
Quebec was second in record,
being beaten by only the Detroit

Redwings. Both of these teams
were favorites for winning the
Stanley Cup. Since the Nordiques
moved to the U.S. and became the
Avalanches, many improvements
are obvious in the team.

One of the MAJOR improve
ments has occurred because of the
team's new location. The Ava
lanches now have a great home
advantage. If you have ever been
to Colorado, you know how thin
the air is. According to some
Colorado players, when you play
hockey there, you feel dizzy after
a while without a line change. The
Avalanches have become used to
the air and can playa better game
than the visiting teams.

Another improvement can be
seen in last year's playoff MVP,
Claude Lemieux. Why New Jer-

sey let him go is a mystery that
may never be solved, but the
Avalanches were smart enough to
sign him. Lemieux is a major help
to the team.

Goalie Jocelyn Thibault is also
becoming a contributor to the team.
Having spent his last few years
sitting on the bench watching
Stephane Fiset play, he finally had
the chance to prove his outstand
ing talent on the ice. In last year's
playoffs Thibault was just as good,
if not better than Fiset.

All of these advantages and
excellent players plus center Joe
Sakie and winger Valeri Kamensky
- and many other hockey stars 
have made Colorado a strong fa
vorite to win the Stanley Cup this
year.

Alternative Sports

Golf Brian Clauscn
Girl's Swimming Chris Men ching
Girl's Tennis Thcresa Stcuer
Boy's Socccr Mike Vahl
Boy's Cross Country Jason Porycs
Girl's Cross Country Sin'cad Gallen
Football Carl Issacson
Girl's Vollcyball Laura Van Byssum

Fall Sports
MVPs Named

addition to their regular basketball
game schedule.

"This year we're trying to
achieve a new look and style. We
have new uniforms and are hope
fully going to perform a dance this
year with the cheerleaders. Come
out to any home basketball game
to support your fellow Spartans
and watch us rock the house," Mrs.
Kanofsky says.

Well now that you know who
and what the porn-pons are, how
about going to see them perform?
Good luck to the 1995-96 Pom
Pon squad from all of us here at
the Spartanite.

The Porn Pons perform their
routine to "Cotton Eyed Joe."
(photo by Tony Giglio)

Huizenga recently earned fIrst
places in the 100 yard fly and the
100 yard breaststroke. Benes and
Smok were a part of the relay team
that brought the Spartans ahead of
the Bulldogs to win the meet.
Coach Welch has high hopes for
Jason Skinner. Although Skinner
is new to the team, Welch feels
that he has the capability and the
talent to easily learn the eleven
dives needed for the champion
ship meet.

Tim Chavosky, Kevin Hoover,
and foreign exchange student
Lorenzo Oletti are the Spartan
Varsity Swimmers. Chavosky
hopes to take the school record in
the 500 yard free (20 laps), and is
on his way to achieve his goal.
Kevin Hoover, who swam through
out the summer, has already seen
two first places - one in the 100
yard backstroke and another in the
100 yard freestyle. Hoover and
Chavosky were also part of the relay
that beat the Richard Bulldogs.
Oletti is another new swimmer.
Both Welch and Tustin are very
impressed with Oletti, saying that
he has a "natural feel for the water"
and a ton of potential.

Overall, the Boy's Spartan
Swimmers are off to a great start.
As Coach Welch aid, "They are
working for their best time and
are building up to be a great team."

•sWimmers

All three coordinated the home
coming football game dance. They
don't only perform for football
games though. They are at all
varsity boys home basketball
games. They practice two hours a
day two or three days a week in
order to do a three-minute routine
at the game on Friday. They prac
tice at home, so that they remem
ber the dance much better. The
girls on the squad will tell you that
it is not as easy as it looks. They
say that you can't just jump into
it; it takes a lot of hard work and
dedication.

For their coach, Mrs. Kanofsky,
being a coach is a lot of fun. "In
high school," she said, "I was
captain of Porn-Pons my senior
year." When she went to college,
she did not become involved in
their porn squad. She really missed
all the team work and fun that she
had while on her high school
squad. She decided to come back
and be) the sponsor of the
Spartanettes.

She sa)l",. "I still have a lot of
fun learning \aOO performing the
routines; just ask the 18 ladies
themselves." As a team, the girls
compete once a year. This is in

them. In only the second week of
the season, the varsity team swims
an average of 6500 yards, which
is 260 laps. The Frosh/Soph team
goes about 5500 yards - 220 laps.
Mind you, these are per day aver
ages, including all four strokes:
freestyle, breaststyle, backstroke,
and the dreaded butterfly. The
Spartan Swimmers practice three
hours a day, six days a week. What
does all this hard work lead to,
you ask? According to Welch,
Tustin, and the team, every lap is
worth it.

This year's freshmen Joe Barr,
Mike Barr, Oscar Barrena, David
Gorman, Aaron Kriekel, Jeremy
Mayer, and David Weber are im
proving daily. Since all of them
are new to the wide world of
swimming, they are working on
some basics: learning strokes, flip
turns, and starts. An outstanding
performance has already been seen
in Aaron Kriekel, who swam
freestyle events in the Richard's
meet. According to Coach Tustin,
each of the freshmen has the po
tential of becoming a great swim
mer, no one stands above the rest.

Pete Benes, Ken Huizenga, Josh
Smok, and diver Jason Skinner are
the sophomores of the Spartan
Swim Team. With previous swim
ming experience, Bene ,Huizenga,
and Smok are already making
some waves.

Spartan

By Amanda Ault

Porn Pons. Is it the same thing
as cheerleading? What do these
talented ladies do?

There are many differences
between porn-pons and cheer
leading. The cheerleaders are the
ones who cheer for games, per
form lifts, and do gymnastics. Only
sometimes do they add dance rou
tines. Even in these, they incorpo
rate the lifts and gymnastics.

The girls on the pom-pon squad
do not cheer or do lifts. They use
the rhythmic patterns in music to
dance to. Sometimes when they
dance, they use the porn pons. Even
though the state of Illinois does
not consider porn-pons a sport, the
girls on the team say it should be
considered a sport.

"I would definitely consider
pom pons a sport. Even though
it's not as hard as volleyball or
football, it till takes a lot of prac
tice and hard work," said Michelle
Oganeku, senior captain.

Michelle i only one of the three
captains on the squad. Even though
she is the senior captain, Ann
Lundeen, and Amber Poorman, the
junior captains help the team out.

By Becky Quinn

Close your eyes and imagine
yourself in a large room. The air
is nice and toasty and the soothing
sound of the trickling water sur
rounds you. You take a deep re
laxing breath ." and suddenly
sputter on the noxious odor of
CHLORINE.

If you haven't guessed it yet,
I'll tell you. You've just imagined
yourself in the Spartan pool - fully
occupied by the Boy's Swim
Team. That trickling water you
thought your heard was actually
the splish-splash offourteen swim
mers finishing the last lap of their
600 yard warm up.

The Spartan Boys Swim Team
is made of one senior, two juniors,
four sophomores, and seven fresh
men. Of the fourteen swimmers
which includes the Spartan diver,
Jason Skinner - nine of them are
new to the pool scene. But, after
watching the Oak Lawn Swimmers
beat our greatest rivals the Rich
ard Bulldogs on December 1, you
couldn't have guessed that. You
probably wouldn't have guessed
that practice had begun only six
days before the meet either.

With Mrs. Welch coaching the
Varsity team and Mr. Tustin coach
ing fro h/soph, the Spartan Swim
mers have their work cut out for

Most interesting place visited:
Basketball Hall of Fame, Spring
field, Massachusetts.

Hobbies: Golf and Reading
Favorite Song: 40's and 50's

music
Favorite color: Red
Favorite car: My Toyota
Something that makes you

laugh: Reruns of "Mash" and "I
Dream of Jeannie"

Best Subject in High School:
History.

Advice to teenagers: Keep
control of yourself.

By Michelle Fierro

When you think of sports you
think of basketball, football or
volleyball. But in this day and age,
there are alternatives. One that
comes to my mind is paintball.

"What the heck is paintball?"
May be the question you're asking
yourself right now. It's kind of
like playing GJ. Joe war games.
You get a gun filled with little
balls of paint. You separate into
teams of 10 and you each try to get
each other by shooting a paintball
at an opponent. The most people
left on a team by the end of the
given time wins.

You may be wondering where
you might go for a game of
paintball. There's one place in
Sheerwood that's pretty pricey. It
was $20 apiece plus extra for extra
paintballs. Some believe it's worth
it. It gets the adrenaline going, and
you seem to have fun. So if you
would like more info., call 744
9425.

Name: Mr. O'Donell
Birthday/sign: April 16, 1927

Aries
Nationality: Irish and German
Marital Status: Married
Children: 5 children and 7

grandchildren oldest daughter is
Mrs. Welch

What college did you attend?
St. Joseph in Indiana. Masters
degree in education from Michi
gan State.

Why do you coach basketball:
I have coached for 44 years and
enjoy being with young people.

By Mandy Wegner

Imagine this ... you and your
friends are making plans for the
weekend, but you can't find any
thing different to do. Well, here
are two fun and exciting activities
to try; downhill skiing, and paint
ball.

If you ask anyone who does it,
they'll say downhill skiing is a
fast-paced, exciting, and thrilling
ride. In reality, you put big poles
on your feet and push yourself
down a hill. Sounds fun? Sure.
Dangerous? It can be.

There are many places to ski,
unfortunately none are nearby.
Cascade Mt., Powderhorn, and
Indian Head are a few places in
Wisconsin and Upper Peninsula
Michigan. The cost without skis is
about $30 for a day. If you are
looking to buy skis, they are around
$100-$600 but they can be rented.

Some good tips from juniors and
long-time skiers Julie Russo and
Kim Kill are to keep both feet on
the ground and make sure the hill
is easy enough if you are a first
time skier. If you fall a lot, dress
warm!
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.Wrestling season begins
By Andy Zaghlul

Ready ... Wrestle! When you go
to a meet, that's what you'll hear
the refs say. However, when you
go to a Spartan home meet, you'll
hear that, and you will also hear,
"1,2,3, pin, Winner: Oak Lawn."

Yes, another year of Oak Lawn
wrestling is here, and Oak Lawn
is getting ready for what they think
will become a successful wrestling
season. Coaching the Spartans are
Head Coach Bill Burton, Assis
tant Coach Nick Wilson, Assistant
Coach John Robinson, and Assis
tant Coach Bob Meek.

With over fifty students on all
levels, it does not eem that Oak
Lawn has a small wrestling squad.
In actuality, the team is not that
large. "We lost 32 athletes from
last year, and the only concern is
depth because we have none of it,"
says Head Coach Burton. "But at
this time," continued Coach Bur
ton, "All wrestlers are healthy.

Now we are more concerned with
an individual on how he wrestles,
and try to help him with any prob
lems he may have."

The Spartans will do their best
this season, but it is important to
keep everyone together, because
numbers have lifted the Spartans.
Without certain wrestlers, weights
are left open, and that gives the
opposition six points for every
open spot. So the only way to fix
the situation is to put people where
they can wrestle.

Leading the varsity team are
seniors Brian Clauson, Dave
Clemens, Steve Novak, Adam
Wende, Scott Zack, and new re
cruit Jeff Henja; and juniors Jorge
Castillo and Jason Surratt. With
Jorge Castillo as 94-95 Conference
champ and Clemens, Clauson,
Zack, and Surratt going to
Regionals, with the exception of
Clemens who went to Sectionals,
Coach Burton is trying to improve
on that example set by last year's

squad, and is trying to get them all
ready for Sectionals, possibly even
State. Also, with sophomores Mike
Henja, Jason Kolar, Eric Lyons,
and Dan Prorok on Varsity, hope
fully going to Sectionals and State,
may be in OL's future.

In store for the Spartans are some
tough gutty competitions with our
arch rivals Bolingbrook, Argo,
Richards, and Reavis. Oak Lawn
ha wrestled each of the e teams
for at least 30 years. Thi will be
the deciding factor on which pro
gram will be superior to the other
in conference. The Spartans will
ho t these teams at home, with
Richards here on January 12 at
6:30 p.m. and Reavis at home at
6:30 p.m.

We would like to wish Coach
Burton the best of luck this season
and many seasons to come. We
hope to see some of our Spartans
bring home the gold!

Dave Clemens gets set for the blow of the whistle at a triangle meet
here at Oak Lawn. (Photo by Tony Giglio)

Shooting to victory
By Tom Cronin

A new basketball season has
begun here at Oak Lawn. The Boys
Varsity basketball team is coming
out in full force to crush the com
petition. That's right Spartan fans,
if you want to see some exciting
basketball, come out and cheer the
Spartans to victory!

At press time, the record of the
Spartan varsity basketball team
was 2-3. At this time, the team's
main weakness was rebounding.
However, through hard work and
practice, this determined team is
beginning to improve on its re
bounding skill , which is paving
the road toward victory.

One driving part of this team is
its quality coaching staff. Head
Coach Rich Panovich, and Assis
tant Coach Vince Kasley have high
hopes for this talented team. Coach
Panovich is hoping for the team to

improve over last year's team (lO
IS) by putting its quality defen
sive skills to work.

In order for this team to be
successful, Coach Panovich feels
that the team needs to use its
strengths to its advantage. Some
of this team's strength include a
consistent effort, and good shoot
ing and offensive skills.

This excellent team's starting
lineup consists of guards Ryan
March, Ray Orban, and Steve
Evans; and forwards Jim Williams
and Bill Schlosser. At pre s time,
a starting center had not yet been
named.

This team has also received
invaluable help from its bench. The
bench, which has made important
contributions to the team, consists
of guards Kevin Melvin, Ron
Kaminski, and Bill Bousman; for
wards Mike Walker, Eric Wirt
schorek, Adam Blatchford, and

Mike Audia; and centers Thitipol
Leckpul and Dan Katula.

Because the Spartans are work
ing hard on their basketball skills,
Coach Panovich feels that this team
has a chance to become very com
petitive in its conference. Coach
Panovich feels that the team is,
"Improving day by day." If this
team continues to succeed, this
Spartan basketball team may have
a very successful season.

By Scott Cosme

SOPH BASKETBALL
Baldea, Balich, Altenberg,

Slade, McLernon, Cingrani ... if
those names aren't familiar to you
now, they will be by the end of the
basketball season. Despite a rough
2-3 start, the Spartans have now
cleaned up their act and are ready
to demolish any foe.

The Sophomore basketball team,
led by Coach Mayer, is working
one thing: Defense. Coach Mayer
feels, that at the Sophomore level,
the main way to win games is
defense. So, daily the team runs
defensive drills and is constantly
improving.

One can not forget, though, the
many offensive threats on the team.
The leading scorers after the first
four games were: Greg Slade (10
PPG), Aaron Altenberg (9.5 PPG),
Tony Baldea (9 PPG), and Dan
McLernon (5.5 PPG).

Other players on the team are
Dan Balich, T.J. Cingrani, Jim
Ruzich, Scott Co me, Joe Munno,
Ryan Henry, Steve Joyce, Joe
Hub~h, Eric Biesterfield and
Mike i>ixon.

The ~iu!l4 though, has had one
major set back. Due to a knee

Injury, Tacho Gamino couldn't
play for part of the season's begin
ning. He also contributes to the
team by being a male cheerleader.

FROSH BASKETBALL
The Freshman A tearn started

off the eason in 1-4 lump. The
record, though, does not reveal the
talent on this team. Behind
Coaches Atkins and Demp ey, the
team is looking forward to a
brighter future. Leading the team
in scoring in the first four games
were: Ryan Burbridge (8.5 PPG).
Jason Bjork (7.75 PPG), Bob
Groos (7.5 PPG), Ed Thullen (5.75
PPG), and Ken Braa ch (4.25
PPG).

The Fre hman B team also
started the season in a 1-4 lump,
but has the taste of victory on its
tongue. So come out and cheer on
your fellow Spartans.

Lady Spartans face off against the competition
By Christina Infusino

Hey all you basketball fans.
Forget Jordan, forget Hardaway.
and forget Shaq, because the Lady
Spartans are dribbling their way to
victory. Leading the team to vic
tory are varsity Coach Chuck
Davelis and junior varsity Coach
Doreen Kestler.

The Lady Spartans are on the
right track. With an early record of
1-3 (at press time), they plan to
face up with their toughest oppo
nents within the next couple of
weeks. These opponents include
Sandburg, Morton, and Joliet. 'The
tough schedule will help us in the
long run," Coach Davelis stated.

This year the Spartans are
shorter, but they are the speed
demons of Oak Lawn. Speed is
the key to success. The whole team
is not short though, with the tallest
being Val Neubauer at 6'0", and
econd tallest being Barb Antol at

5'10".
This team is very young, con

sisting of seven juniors, five sopho
mores, and one freshman. This
team works very hard, and has lots
of potential according to Coach
Davelis. Barb Antol is the only
player with real var ity experience.

As the team moves into the
season, defense will be a neces
sity. Coach Daveli says offen e is
balanced, but defense still needs
work. Also, the team's major goal

is improvement, and they plan to
accomplish this goal game by
game.

Compared to past teams, this
year's team plans to get better as
the season goes on. Coach Davelis
says this team is special because
of their positive attitude, hard work,
team spirit, helping one another
out, and they definitely have the
potential to be good. Everyone acts
as one, and they all stand out
equally. Each player stands out in
her own way, and when they com
bine skills, the girls shine. The baby
of the team Kathy Krzak says, "It'
fun, hard work, and I have to work
hard to maintain my position on
the team."

As I sat and watched the girl
practice, they started out with
stretching, shooting around, and
having great positive attitudes.
Coach Davelis walks around and
helps each girl pinpoint her diffi
culties. As he encourages them,
their skills improve. Coach Davelis
knows what he is doing. He knows
which plays and drills will be used
in the games. He also points out
each factor, which will be needed
to have a successful game, and
hopefully a successful victory.

As 1 watch the girls during their
practice, which consists of many
different basketball drills, 1can see
how they concentrate and work
hard. They push themselve to do
their very best. "I think we are

very skilled and talented, but need
to click and work together," says
Val Neubauer.

And now, the line-up for the
95-96 Lady Spartan Varsity Team:
Number II Rachel Kolar; 13
Mandy Zeien; 23 Rachel Funk; 25
Sara Griesbaum; 31 Cheryl Sul
livan; 33 Shanna Blaze; 35 Pamela
Stoffregen; 41 Jenell Murray; 43
Val Neubauer; 45 Chris Men
sching; 51 Barb Antol; and 55
Kathy Kryzak.

From what 1 can see, these la
dies have the possibility and po
tential to end up with a great record.
They are very enthusiastic, hard
working, energetic. Why don't all
you Spartan fans come out and see
for yourself. Their smiles and skill
won't let you down. To Coach
Davelis, Coach Kestler, and the
varsity team, good luck with your
season, and keep the positive atti
tudes and hard work up.

Frosh-Soph
By Stephanie Boyle

The Freshman and Sophomore
Girls' Basketball Teams are off to
a great start. The eason has just
started and the girls are ready to
go, and we can all expect to hear
about the OLCHS Lady Spartans
in the future. Their season lasts
from the middle of November till
the middle of February.

Coach O'Donnell says the
Freshman team is "fast." He also
says that, "The girls have a high
desire to play." The Lady Spartans
work hard. With visits to the fit
nes room and all the practice time
the team puts in, they are getting
better every day.

Some star players are the two
point guard : Melissa Piwowar and
Cheryl Banasiak. Other individual
stand-outs include: Kristin Franek,
Leah LaFemnia, Anne Pasquerella,
Kelly Burke, Michele Mat
uszew ki, Carrie Biggane, Amy
Ott, and Cathy Wilczek.

Coach O'Donnell al 0 says that
the girls need to work on their
defense and shooting. They will
reach thi goal with practice and
games.

With a record so far of 2-2, the
OLCHS Lady Spartans are work
ing hard for upcoming matches
with Joliet and Stagg. The sopho
mores are also geared up for the
season. They have a good attitude,
ambition, and they are willing to
work hard.

Coach Schultz says, "They are
a great bunch of girls. If determi
nation could win games, I'm sure
they would be undefeated." A goal
for the team is to come out 50/50.
If the ladies keep a positive atti
tude and work hard, this goal can
definitely be obtained.

''There are no individual stand

Cristina Mensching practices her
shot. (Photo by Becky Wenzel)

outs," Coach says. ''The girl all
do their best."

The forwards include Jenny
Jaral, Maureen Scanlan, Michelle
Ortiz, Diana Wroblewski and
Tracy Mentgen.

The guard are Tahnee Spat
afore, Jamie Bousman, Nichole
Hansen, Mary Pasquarella, Teresa
Skupein, and Jeanette Lemrise.
Come watch both teams play.
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'Guys and Dolls' rolls to OLCHS

finds Adelaide and assure her that and Joe Jonavjak.
Nathan was at the Mission. To find There is a pecialty group of
out how it all end , you'rc going dancers who are called the Hat Box
to have to see the play. girls which include: Marybeth

Other talented cast members Drechsler, Jill Herrmann, Joyce
include the chorus members: Patty Olsen, Julie Valentine, Meghan
Seminetta, Lisa Brandt, Michelle Ma ino, Cheryl Gorman, Tammy
Montoya, Veronica Espinosa, Jes- Fear, Kristen Stroud, Jessica
sica Wheller, Sophia Faridi, Jenny Vasquez, Amy Kras, Abby Pitcher,
Bums, Debbie Sterna, Jaimie To- and Julie R berts.
polski, Katie Powell, Rita Murphy, Acc rding to Marybeth Drech-
Rachel Zebio, Brenda karitka, ler. ''The play is a big re pon i-
Cheryl Sulivan, Jason Kilk: bility, and I'm looking forward to

a fanta tic sh w." Frail tho e
interested, ticket are available
from any cast member. So, you
better get them while you can,
beeause tickets for this how will
be ing fast.

AI 0, Sara Grei baum, Mike
Marcinkow ki, Ray Metzger, Joe
Bolz, Jon Oake ,Dan Cerceo, Tim
Braun, Nond Chittaphraph i, An
drew Z8ghlul, dam Blatchford,

The cast of this year's Spring Musical, ''Guys & DoDs." (photo by Jennifer Schroeder)

full swing down in the ewer where
Harry the Hor e, (Gary Byrne),
Big Julie, (Dave Rivera), Sky and
other gamblers make a bel. If Sky
lose, he h to pay a $1,000 to all
of the pcople, but if he wins, all
the gamblers mu t attend the prayer
mecting at the Mission.

At the prayer meeting held by
General Cartwright, (Bethany Hat-
tat), and the rc t of the Salvation

Army, ( hristie Evitt, Becky
Quinn, Amy Oil, Jason Rowsey,
Beth Kreydich, Melissa Bel ic,
Dave Webber, and Anwar Judah),
the gambler reveal that Sky lost
the bet to Nathan. Sarall th n rushe
oft to find ky, bu in ·tead he

a date with Miss Sarah. Sky knows
that getting a date with her will be
hard, but he accepts the bet any
way.

While on his way to the Mi 
sion, Sky overhears that the Mis
sion i going to be closed, unless
more people start coming to the
meetings. Having this information,
Sky knows that Miss Sarah won't
be able to refuse his offer, if she
will go to Havana, Cuba with him.
Sarah agrees, although she knows
of no reason why Sky is doing
this.

In Havana, Masterson convince
Sarah to drink a native concoc
tion; thinking the whole time it i
only a milkshake. Sarah drinks. 0

many that she becomes drunk, and
starts a fight with another girl,
(Stacey Bieryla), who flirts with
Sky. By the time the two arc back
in New York, they ha"C, fallen in
love, but when they get back to the
Mi sion, Sarah discover that
Nathan ha been u ing the is
sion as a place to gamble the whole
time. Not realizing that Sky didn't
know, Sarah becomes very angry,
and thinks that Sky took her to
Havana only so Nathan could do
hi gambling.

In the next act, the game is in

By Patty Seminetta

Well Oak Lawn, it' that spe
cial time of year again when the
theater puts n it annual spring
musical. The play ch sen for this
year is Guys aDd Dolls. Opening
night is May 2, and the play will
run through May 4. All of the
performances will be at 8:00 p.m.

For all of those w~o arc unfa
miliar with Guys and Dolls the
plot has two love stories. Nathan
Detroit, (Aaron Sink), a small time
New York ity gambler, and Mi s
AdeJaid, (Anne Lundeen), a
nightclub singer and dancer, have
been engaged for fourteen years,
but every time the two arc about
to get married, Nathan's gambling
gets in the way.

The second love story involves
ky Masterson, (Scott Joseph and

Nick Vitacco), a big time gambler,
and Miss arah Brown, (Anita
Spero and Pam Stoffregan), one of
the girls who works at the" ave
a Soul Mission."

Nathan, and his buddies Nicely
Nicely Johnson, (Jon Rowsey), and
Benny, (Sean 0' Halloran), must
raise a $1,000 to pay for a place
(0 gamble. To get his mon y,
Nathan bets. ky that h can't get

Prom Physics Bridge Contest a success

International Weel~

MicheUe Oganeku breaks her bridge at the 1996 Bridge Building
Contest.

By Holly Lisitza

Well OLCHS, it' that time
again. Time for spending money,
fancy dresses, tuxedo rentals, and
long limo . You've gue ed it, it'
PROM time once again.

This year's prom will be held
on Friday, May 17th at the Will
iam Tell in Countryside. Spon ored
by the lCAB, the dance will be
held from 7:30 p.m. to midnight,
and will have the honor of being
DJ.'d by Spinning Di c. The
theme for thi year's prom i pend
ing on the eniors' vote.

All those who think Prom is just
another dance, have another thing
coming. This i the most formal
event of the year. So, tho e of you
who don't have a clue what to
wear stay tuned to the announce
ments for new a to when the
annual prom fashion how will be
held.

By Daryl Gorney

Crystal Volakakis, from Mrs.
Halwax's second period physics
class, attended the annual bridge
building contest held at the Dlinois
Institute of Technology (lIT) on
March 19th. Crystal was cho en to
attend the contest, because she took
I t place in the building contest
here at Oak Lawn.

This year, qualifying bridges had
to be constructed to the following
requirements: a maximum weight
of 25 grams, a minimum length of
300rnrn. but a maximum length of
400mm, a maximum height of
15Omm, aminimum width of50rnm,
but a maximum width of 8Omm, a
mid-span clearanceofat least80rnm,

and a IS' diameter pipe had to fit
through the entire bridge. Also, the
bridge had to be constructed from
bas wood.

The winner of the contest was
determined by the bridge that had
the highe t efficiency. This was
found by dividing the mass held
by the bridge by the rna of the
bridge.

Crystal's bridge had an effi
ciency of580.2%. Both second and
third place finishers came from
Mrs. Halwax's third period class.
They were Steve McNeela
(512.3% efficiency) and Ryan
Dykema (484.4% efficiency).

The partanjte would like to
congratulate the people whose time
and effort made thi an interesting
bridge contest.

•
IS

•commg soon
By Holly Marie Lisitza

OLCHS has 0 many clubs and
so many ann uncements each day
that ometime you may miss a
few. If y u listen carefully, you'll
hear a special announcement about
the International Club's Annual
Internati nal Week to be held at
the end f this month.

International Club, pon red by
Ms. Leable and Ms. Di Brito, mects
on Tuesdays. Thi i a club that
prom tes awareness and under
standing of different cultures. To
further understand cultural differ-

ence club members have gone on
some interesting field trips. On one
field trip, members went to a
museum exhibiting artwork pro
duced "behind the Iron Curtain."
This artwork had just recently been
admitted to the U.S. Afterwards
tudents sampled various cuisines

of either Thai, Italian or Mexican
origin.

Another field trip the Interna
tional Club took was back in
December, when they toured a
house built in the 1860's, in Ga
lena, Illinois. The house was that
of Uly es S. Grant's and it wa
decorated in historical Christmas

fa'hion.
At the end of the year, they hope

to go on another field trip to an
utdoor mu eum in Eagle, Wis

consin. The museum i an old fann,
built in the late 1800's or early
1900' , that will be set up to rep
r sent different countrie and how
Ii~ was during certain time peri
ods.

The Club also will host an In
ternational Week to be held from
March 26th to 29th. "International
Week," M . Leable explained, "i
to prom t hool wide awareness
or differcnt culturcs hcre at

OLCHS." Some activities that will
be held during International Week
are a bake ale on March 28 and
luncheon on March 29.

At the bake sale there will be
different ethnic sweets that wi11 be
available to both studenu and fac
ulty. At the lunchcon, there will be
foods from all around the world
prepared by the members of the
Club. Both events will be held in
the tudent cafeteria for all stu
dents, teachers, and administrators.

Also, on April 2, the Interna
tional Club will be holding a multi
cultural fair. Members from the

Fren h, Spanish, and International
Club will be participating. Any
tudents interested in participating

in the fair can contact M . Mateer,
M . Egan, or M . Di Brito.

M . Di Brito and M . Leable
h pe that through these activities
students will become aware of the
different cultures in today's soci
ety. The partanite wishes the
International Club good luck as
they prepare for their upcoming
events and would like to encour
age others to get involved in Inter
national Week and try all the dif
ferent foods and sweets that will
be ·crved.
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Harmless chip
or censorship?

A reflection on

By KeUy Melaniphy

By Shannon Doherty

To respect omeone is to regard them and con ider or be con iderate of them. An easier
definition of respect is the age-old golden rule: Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you. However, respect does not necessarily mean being a nice as you possibly
can to a per on and always agreeing with them.

In my opinion, respect is omething you give to someone who has earned it. Earning
respect is not always the easiest thing to do. You often need to di agree with a person.
When your opinions differ, no one should be right or wrong. There is no black or white
in re pect; it is a gray area and two people have to meet halfway on it.

Respect does require you to understand that a person's 9pinion is worth considering
without letting any emotions get in the way. Emotions often escalate when opinions differ
making it the hardest part to follow. Opinio~ don't always have to be expre sed verbally
either. The style of a person's clothes, his insight on friends and other relationships, music
and religion are all major ources of a pending difference of opinion.

I'm sure everyone has had a disagreement with someone at one point or another. These
fights might be caused by the lack of respect, but more likely by miscommunication.
Sometimes your mind wanders and is thinking of one thing, but your mouth is saying
something el e you don't mean. A person could perceive thi incorrectly and become
offended. Another example of miscommunication is getting a dirty look from someone.
You feel as if you did something wrong or they are angry with you, instead of considering
he or she might have had a bad day. I'm sure less disagreements, arguments, and miscom
munications would occur if the guidelines of respect are followed.

Lastly take into consideration how large a role respect plays in friendships and other
relationships. This characteristic is often overlooked in a person. What needs to be realized
i that respect is something positive to have for someone, and in return, they will respect
you also.

Splffl"if8 Etliforill

Speakout

HoUy Marie Lisitza, sophomore
Like many others, I admire my par

ents, but the person who I look up to and
admire is Martin Luther King Jr. He
opened up a whole new world for people
everywhere, especially here in the United
States where we are the melting pot.
Martin Luther King Jr. was a great man
who stood up for what he believed and
knew was right. He gave his life, in a
sense, for others. He fought for what he
knew was right, that we are all equal and
no one race, sex, or religious group should
be treated differently from the others.
We all deserve the same rights and privi
leges; we are all created equal.

Who do you admire most and why?

Spartanite

By Katie Truty

Athletic Funding
P,/82

Jeannie Adair, freshman
There is nothing ordinary or average

about someone who volunteers for the
Peace Corps. These remarkable people
dedicate their time to helping others less
fortunate than them in the Third World
countries. Unlike so many of us, mon
etary and material possessions have little
or no place in their universe of generos
ity. Their fulfillment in life doesn't come
from buying a new CD every week or
always having the trendiest clothes, but
instead, by helping others. By educating
people in agricultural and technological
skills, they are changing peoples' lives
for the better and making the world a
nicer place to live. These unselfish hu
man beings have earned my respect and
have proven their worth to humanity.

The sports at Oak Lawn have always been a big part of the chool. But exactly how
big a part? Games of all sports are attended, some more widely than others, by students,
faculty, and parent. The e people support the ports physically and mentally, but who
supports the tearns financially? I it the parent, the tudents, chool, or a combination of A few weeks ago, a controversial telecommunication bill was pas ed in Congress. It
all three? was,.an.d is, controve~ial, ~ause it included a mandate for the much-debated v-chip. The

How is it decided which team gets what amount of money? Could it be the number v-chIp IS a programrrung deVIce that will go in all televi ions to help parents, for in tance,
of people, or by the publicity of the sport? By the success of the sport? Why does it seem block out shows that they don't want their kids to see. The bill also included new rules
that some teaIns have to pres their members for money, while others don't seem to need for inte~et u~ers. Profanity and thing of an obscene nature are now prohibited, even in
any money at all? Most importantly: I the way the financial aid distributed fair to every electroruc mad. The e two issues are being debated in offices, homes, and chat rooms
team? across the country. The strange thing about this debate is that, though everyone seems to

After the finances are given to the teams, how is it decided where and on what it will have an opinion about the bill, most people don't seem to know very much about it.
be spent? Which is more valuable to the tearn, uniforms or equipment? How i money This telecommunications bill ordered that, by the year 2000, all television manufactured
split to fulfill the need of the various teams? in the United States must co.ntain the v-chip. The thought of this technology being used

Well, thanks to Mr. Marcordes, we have answers to the e que tions. He aid, to protect our future young kids from the sex and violence that is being shown on network
"Funding for athletics is provided by tax dollars, along with help from the Athletic TV isn't. what concerns me. It actually sounds like a good idea. What does bother me,

Booster Club. The Booster Club provides a number of general benefits to the program though, IS the question of who will be deciding what is suitable for our kids. While it's
in the form of video equipment, chairs signs, awards, etc. Every person in a sport also true that the people will get the power to ultimately decide for themselves, the government
has a financial commitment. Participants usually purchase their own upplies, and per onal wants to instate a ~ew TV rat~ng system. The rating system is what a lot of people are
equipment such a shoes. The school provides almost everything else that is needed. Teams concern~ about. Ftrst, they'd h~e to know who will be deciding these ratings. ]f Congress
that want uniforms, other than the ones provided by the choo!, must pay for them has anythIng to say about the ratIngs, then they will change their standards every few year
themselve . Other 'frill' items are also paid for by the individual. as Congress changes hands from Democrats to Republicans. If the country needs ratings

"Each winter, head coaches have the opportunity to request the upplies, uniforms and for our TV shows, then the standards should remain the same, and Congress should have
equipment that they feel will be needed by their teams for the next school year. In the nothi.n~ to do with it. Also, this law only applies to the United States, while many of our
past, funding, for the teams was based on need. What was really required by the different teleVISIons are manufactured over eas. What is the point of making a law that is impossible

to enforce?teams was u ually approved.
"However, this year, due to the anticipated tax-cap, the athletic budget was modified. The issues behind the internet laws are basically the same. The government now, after

Purchases of uniforms were virtually eliminated, with only a small amount of money set the net ~as .been !n use for year w.ithout supervision, wants to regulate it. The tele
aside for emergency uniform purchases. Next year, we will again receive funding to commumcatlOns bIll says that profamty and obscene behavior is now prohibited on the
purchase some uniforms. internet. Who decides what is obscene? A great many people were outraged at the clause

"Some programs do get more money than others. Football, for example, is the most that outlaws any mention of abortion. While they are right, such a rule would be an outrage,
expensive sport. Safety is our most important consideration when determining the amount that part of the .law. was a mistake and will s?on be corrected. Apparently, it is part of
of money allotted to the different sports. It cost over $200 to equip one player in football. a law f~om earher In the century when abortIon was offensive to the vocal part of the
Fortunately, this equipment can be used for many years. populatIon, and that law proclaimed abortion as an obscene subject. The fact that the

"The amount of money provided for our different sport programs is not a renection of government thinks that they can regulate conversations, e-mail, web pages, and bulletin
the importance of the program. All of our programs are important. Some of them have bo~ds now, after years of total freedom, is almost funny. It would be an impossible task.
been very successful in terms of victories and participation: Some sports, including some It IS also wrong to think that e-mail is any different from U.S. mail when it comes to
of the most ucce sful, have very small budgets. Thi ma,Y'be the re ult of the minimal people's rig~ts. It is against the l~~ to ~mper with the U.S. mail in any way. Why should

. . f h th f'~ mIl\) that change Just because the mail IS gOIng through the phone lines? By the same token,
~u~~~~~;ar:~lrements 0 t e program, e type 0 um o'_',needed, and/or the number we, as Americans, are given the right of free speech, including our phone conversations.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~yshouW rules su~uniling ~mail m the conversatiom in the ChM rooms be any
dIfferent than normal phone conversations?

There are still a lot of unanswered questions surrounding this controversial bill. These
questions shouldn't only be for our parents to ask. Because the details of this law won't
be worked out for at least a few years, they are our questions to ask. The decision that
the Congress is making now will affect us and our children more than they will affect
tho.se making the decision. We should be the ones asking the questions and demanding
senous answers. The government will never know what we want if we don't tell them
ourselves.

Tim Braun, senior
I most admire Microsoft founder Bill

Gates. He's worth $16 billion, owns a
home managed by the most powerful
computer in the world, and owns hi own
island. He could date any woman in the
world, and has the money to buy any
thing. If that's not admirable, I don't
know what is.

Christie Evitt, senior
I guess I'd have to say that I don't

admire anyone in particular. The people
I admire are those who have enough self
confidence to stand alone against the
crowd, to stay true to what they believe
in.
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The Teachers rok

OL Mission Statement Science Students
of the Month

By Holly Marie Li"itza

Hello Oak Lawn! Holly here,
and I'm ready to continue with my
mission to explain the Oak Lawn
Mission Statement. In the la t i 
sue of the SparUinite, I touched
on the part of the Mission State
ment dirccted toward the students.
To help get a better understanding
of what re ponsibilities students
have in accomplishing the goals of
the Mission Statement, I had asked
a few students what the Mission
Statement meant to them. Now, in
this i sue of the Spartanite I will
touch on the responsibilities teach
ers have in accomplishing the goals
of the Mission Statement.

According to the Mission State
ment teachers will, "maintain a
classroom environment conducive
to learning, incorp rate instruc
tional strategies thaI arc most ef
fcctive in promoting student learn
ing, and communicate effectively
with Ihe students, parents, guard
ians, staff and administration."
These responsibilities may sound
familiar to tho. e set for the stu
dents, but what do they really
mean?

How can teachers maintain an
environment condu ive to learn
ing? There arc many different
methods thaI teachers may usc to
conduct a class that students will
pay attention in and can relate to.

"One style teachers are using,"
Dr. Luka, Superintendent, aid, "is
ealled 'student active' learning."
In other words, I ss lccturing in
class and more hand on activities.
Such hand n activity include
working with technology, comput
ers, and doing problem solving
activitie .

Mr. Deitelllyer explains, "I try
to teach my students to become
independent Ic.'U1lers and think
ers. It is easy to run a class in
which the teacher is the center of

attention and the source of all the
answers and infonnation. But when
the class ends, or the teacher is no
longer around, can the stud nt
think for themselves amI apply the
subject content to actual life situ
ations successfully?

"A class that empha izes stu
dent independence and tudent
empowerment is more challeng
ing and frustrating to teach, but in
the long run, the results arc more
substantial. Students wh are truly
independent become successful in
the subject area with or with
out the teacher. This, for me,
connects to the philo ophy found
in the Mission Statement," he
added.

We can relate to this by looking
at the way two different classes
arc taught. In one class the teacher
hand. ul work heets and students
arc dependent on the teacher for
answers. While in the other class,
the teacher allows the students to
work in group ,speak their minds,
and work with material to get a
better understanding of the subject
they are learning. In the end the
class that had more "hands on"
leaning will be more independent
than the cia s that hung on every
word the teacher had to say.

What types of instructional strat
egies d teachers u e to help pro
mote tudents learning? Each
teacher uses different trategie to
help student learning. ome think
it is beller to tc.1ch by u ing com
puters, problem olving, or inter
disciplinary activitie . Mrs. Ado
mena aid, "I vary in tructi n by
incorporating trategie /rnethod
ologies, like alternative asse s
ments and cooperative learning,
within both traditional a well as
interdisciplinary and thematic
unit ."

M . Zemla added, "I think most

teachers try to create an atmosphere
where students feel comfortable
wilh each other and comfortable
with the experimentation, risks and
work necessary to learn. "I've felt
most successful with activities that
allow students to utilize their
strengths, work together, and ex
periment with new thing on the
computer. I also think when stu
dents sec their growth and learn
ing, that provide motivation for
the next activity."

The Mission Statement al 0 asks
teachers to communicate with oth
ers effectively. Teachers commu
nicate to tudents by making ure
they under tand what they need to
know. Mr. Burdan said, "When
communicating to tudent I al
ways try to communicate my 'ex
pectations.' What I expect from
them personally (behavior and
effort), in their work (quality and
accuracy), and in the classroom
(come prepared each day and ome
to learn). I believe the students in
my classes know what I expeel."

Tea 'hers also communicate with
the administrators lelling them
know what they need to provide
the best learning opportunity.
"When working with my col
league ," Mr. Burdan added, "we
will dis u the problem or task
we need to olve; detennine our
objectives; plan our procedures;
and c n ult with each other while
we work on the task, and jointly
implement our solution."

The Mi sion Statement has sct
re p n ibilities for all th . e in
volved with the well-being of
OLCHS and its tudent. "The
tea hers," Dr. Luka said, "do very
well looking after student and
letting the admini tration know
what is needed."

The partanire would like to
thank all the teacher at OLCH
for th ir hard work and concern
for the tudent.

November Science Student of the Month. (First Row L-R): Patty
Maleed, Biology; Nabed Sobhy, Freshman Biology Honors; Ronya
Zegar, Advanced Chemistry Honors; Karen Biggane, cience Foun
dations. (Second Row L-R): Sergio Elizalde, Advanced Biology; Joe
Barr, Science Foundations; Jason Doguim, Chemistry Concepts.
Not pictured: Joe Boh, Honors Physics; Tony Baldea, Honors
Chemistry.

........,....,..--

January Science Students of the Month. (Seated) Jon Rowsey,
Physics; (Standing L-R): Elizabeth Vogel, Freshman Biology; Jer
emy Lamb, Freshman Biology; Kristi Walsh, Freshman Biology.
Not pictured: Dawn Racevice, Biology; Thm Kubicki, Advanced
Chemistry Honors; Tracy Mathias, Chemistry; Tina Zwirkowski,
Chemistry.

February cience Students of the Month. (First Row L-R): Ferrie
EI-Ramahi, Freshman Biology; Debbie Dussman, Chemistry; Jenny
Kumrher, Science Foundations. (Second Row L-R): Kelly Melaniphy,
Physic , Katie Downey, Advanced Chemistry Houor. ot pic
tured: Rob Koss, Biology; Paul mitb, Chemistry; Mandy Kutsulis,
Science "Foundations; Joe Mroz, Science Foundations; Casey
Bennett, Advanced Biology.
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Mathletes take 2nd • conference

MitCh 22, 1996

Mathletes tate Qualifier Jason Matusiak.

By JUI Levickas

Malhletes is an extracurricular
activity where students from Oak
Lawn compete against tudents
from olher chools in various math
related topics. Every meet ha two
written competition for each
grade, two written group compe
tition , and one calculator compe
tition. In each of the above men
tioned events, students are given
problems to complete in a certain
time limit. The problems are graded
and the team's total i computed.
Allhough individual scores are
tabulated, it i the team total that
counts in lhe competition.

Beyond the written competi
tions, there are oral competitions.
In oral , one student i given a
topic prior to the meet, and he/she
prepares before hand. On compe
tition night, lhe student i given
two or three questions and ten
minutes to prepare: The tudent
must then explain how to work lhe
problems to two judges. The judges
are eilher teacher or parents from
different chools, and lhey judge
the student on how clearly lhe
problem are explained and how
accurate the questions are an
swered.

This year Oak Lawn's Malhletes

team brought home econd place
in conference. The team took fIrst
place in four events, and four sec
ond place fini hes.

Individually, four student
earned perfect core . Tom Cronin,
junior, had three perfect score ;
Jill Levicka , senior, had two per
fect scores; Sergio Elizalde, enior,
had one perfect core; and Craig
Jensen, junior, had one perfect
score.

Every team member played an
important role in Oak Lawn's
second place victory at Bremen.
Stephen Had, enior, placed fIrst
in the Oral competition, and Sergio
Elizalde, senior, placed second in
anolher Oral competition. The
senior team including Len Kaz
mierczak, Steve Novak, and Chris
Miller helped with a first place
finish in Logs and Exponents.

The junior team brought home
a first place flni h in Radical
Equations and second place in
Quadratic Equation . Special ef
forts were made by Pam Strof
fregen, Jen Pe avento and Tom
Kubicki.

Sophomores including Gui Kim,
Fran Furgivele, Scott Cosme, Mike
Dixon, Amber Poorman, and Ken
Treoning showed strong finishes
wilh a econd place in Inequalities

and Factoring.
The freshman team also helped

the team wilh a second place fin
ish in Linear Equations. Bill Korab,

Jason Matu iak, Dave Weber, and
Ali Zeidan all played an important
role in bringing home an OL sec
ond place victory.

Spartanite would like to con
gratulate the Oak Lawn Malhlete
team. Their effort ha truly brought
PRIDE to Oak Lawn.

Half-credit ·-courses offered at OLCHS
\\

Science Mentorship

Microcomputers
By Jill Levickas

This year four students partici
pated in the Science Mentorship
Program. Mrs. Sulek, Science
Chairper on, designed this pro
gram for seniors who are inter
ested in pur uing a career in the
science field. These tudents ap
ply to the program, and if accepted,
are assigned to a mentor from a
field in which lhey are interested.
The student are then expected to
spend at least twenty hours out
side of chool with lheir mentor
observing himlher at work. The
cla s meets everyday during lunch
study hall, and the tudent dis
cuss experience and career plan .

Jill Levickas was paired up wilh

Brian Slemp at UNO-VEN Oil
Refinery. Brian is an engineer, and
work at lhe refinery planning and
perfecting the procedure of refm
ing crude oil. Jill hope to become
a civil engineer and found lhe
experience very rewarding.

Rudy Moser, who hopes to go
into physical lherapy, was paired
wilh Julie Kincaide, a physical
therapist at Chri tHo pital. When
he was wilh his mentor, Rudy had
lhe opportunity to help Julie with
orne patients. Rudy aid that many

of the patients lhey aw were older
and thi made the lherapy very
important to keep lhe patients flex
ible. Rudy eemed to enjoy lhe
experience, and till would like to

major in phy ical lherapy.
Adam Wende went to Cargill

Hybrid in Aurora. There he met
Sheila T. Grygiene and many olher
people who work wilh lhe genet
ics of seeds. Adam would like to
go into genetic research and lhis
opportunity for him was invalu
able. While he wa there, Adam
explored many different depart
ments of lhe plant, from produc
tion to lhe te ting centers. Allhough
Adam wa only able to spend three
days at Cargill, it was unforget
table.

Ronya Zegar was paired wilh
Dr. Lubomyra Maleckyj Kazan
iw kyj, a phy ician and surgeon in
Oak Lawn. Ronya wa allowed in
to many of lhe examining room
(with the patient' permission) to
ee the doctor at work. Ronya i

familiar wilh thi environment as

she ha been volunteering at Christ
Ho pital for years. Ronya enjoys
helping people and hope to be
come a physician.

Introduction to

By Jill Levickas

Oak Lawn offers a half credit
course in lhe business department,
Introduction to Microcomputers.
The cla s meets during tudent'
lunch tudy period. During lhe
semester class, students gain ba ic
computer knowledge by hands on
instruction and experience. Thi
year almost twenty students par
ticipated in lhe class taught by Mr.
Saunders.

Mr. Saunders feel the class is
valuable for all tudents no matter
what career lhey are planning to

The Science Mentorship pro
gram only accepts eniors and an
application can be obtained from
Ms. Sulek.

pursue. Thi is due to lhe fact lhat
lhe world i becoming very com
puter oriented. Steven Had, a e
nior at Oak Lawn, enjoyed the class
and aid, "I learned a lot about
computers, and it wa fun at the
ame time."

Introduction to Microcomputer
i available to intere ted students
in the 1996-97 school year. The
clas i open to any sophomore,
junior, or senior who ha taken at
least one emester of typing and
more information can be obtained
by contacting Mr. Saunders, or M .
Icenogle, Dept. Chairperson.

Who decorates your locker?
By Amanda Ault

Have you ever approached your
locker and noticed a sign of appre
ciation taped on it? Most likely
you have. Did you ever wonder
where it came from? Wh put it
lhere? No, it's notlhe shoemaker's
elves, but lhe dedicated members
of lhe PEP club and Ms. Zemla,
lheir spon or.

The PEP club is a group of tu
dents who are enlhusiastic and who

want to promote chool pirit. The
one thing lhe club is mo t popular
C r is the igns that many people
lind on their lockers, but they do
so much more lhan that. Besides
showing tudents and taff that lhey
are appreciated,lhe PEP club helps
with Homecoming activities, lhey
answer phones during the Park
Lawn Phone-a-lhon, and di trib
ute candy to people on honor roll.

The Club operate out of room
108, Ms. Zernla' s room, and meets

every Friday. Currently there are
around 40 members involved in
the club, and m re active mem
bers of the club can be found in
Ms. Zemla's room, after sch 01
more than two times a week. Other
members often take their work
home wilh lhem 10 getlhe job done.

The officers of lhis year's PEP
club are Pre ident Chrissie Garza,
Vice-President Nikki Matu zew
ki, Secretary Michelle Correa, and

Treasurer Leila Ziad.
Ms. Zemla said, ") am very

proud to be pan of a group that
pends a lot of time and effon

recognizing people. I would espe
cially like to congratulate this
year' senior officers." A lot of
time and effon is put in by mem
bers who have to color sign ,write
names and locker numbers on the
signs, and actually take the time to
lind lhe lockers to hang the signs
on.

Tracy Mathias aid, "When PEP
Club decorates locker , it encour
age fellow tudents to get involved
and to do well."

The PEP Club is n t a new idea
at OLCHS. It was once a national
organization that was disbanded
and eight years ago chool rein-
tated the club. The Spartanite

would like to lhank the PEP Club
for all their hard work and recog
nition they give to the school.

Class of 2000 will meet new Graduation Requirements
By Tina Zwirkoski

The incoming fre hmen next
year will have some new gradua
tion requirements. The class of
2000 will be required to earn 42
total credi lS in tead of the 40 cred
its currently. The proposals for lhe
two course for lhe students of lhe
class of 2000 were first presented
to the Curriculum Committee on
November I, 1994.

Upon their recommendation of

acceptance, Superintendent Luka
referred lhe proposal of expanding
lhe graduation requirements to
include Keyboarding and Fine Arts
to the Educational Development
Committee (EDC). On September
20, 1995, the EDC made its rec
ommendation to the Superinten
dent. Board Approval lhen fol
lowed.

The requirement for graduation
will include I credit (1/2 unit) of

Keyboarding/Computers and 1
credit (1/2 unit) of Fine Arts. These
requirements are es ential addi
tions to the educational founda
tion required of lhe students of the
twenty-first century.

Students will have options in
fulfilling lhe e requirements. If a
student enrolls in the full year of
Typing/Computer ,the Keyboard
ing/Computer requirement for
graduation is fulfilled.

Anolher option is to pass lhe
school developed Proficiency Test
in Keyboarding/Computer; thereby
excu ing lhe student from 'lhe
Keyboarding/Computer gradua
tion requirement. Mo t students
~ill enroll in lhe Keyboarding/
Computer erne ter course. Thi~

course will provide students lhe
kills needed to acce s information

in lhe world.
The Fine Arts Department is

defmed by illinois as a core cur-

ricuJar area. The 1/2 credit require
ment in Fine Arts will serve as a
part of every student's need for a
well-rounded education. Most stu
dents will enroll in lhe Discover
ing Art and Mu ic course. Stu
dents enrolled in a full year of
Var ity Band, Choir, or Art 1 will
fulfllllheir requirement for gradu
ation.

This addition to the graduation
requirements supports Oak Lawn

(Continued on page 5)
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Forensics takes 6th • State
By Kevin Woloszyn

The 1995-1996 Forensics Regional Tham. Front Row (L-R): Anita
Spero, Beth Kreydich, Tammy Fear, Jessica Wheeler, Naomi Martig,
Joyce Olsen. Back Row (L-R): Pam Stoffregen, Scott Jo eph, ean
O'H.aJI.oran .Tim Braun, Aaron ink, Anne Lundeen, Jon Rowsey,
Chnstle EVItt, Dan Cerceo, Jill Herrmann. (photo by Jenn
Schroeder)

"'2nd in Regionals
*4th in Scctionals
*Ist in Regional

*2nd in Regionals
*3rd in Scctionals
"'State Finali t
*I st in Regionals
"'5th in Scctionals
"'3rd in Regionals
"'2nd in ectional
"'4th in State
"'4th in Regional
"'3rd in Scctionals
"'4th in tate
"'3rd in Regionals
'" I st in Scctionals
"'State Finalist
*Ist in Regional

Jill Herrmann

Tjm Braun

Naomi Martig

Naomi Martig

Anne Lundeen

Anita Spero

Tim Braun

Tamara Fear

Extemporaneous Speaking

Prose Reading

Declamation

Impromptu Speaking

Verse Reading

Oration

Special Occasion Speaking

Well OL HS the Forensic' team did it again. They made a big win for this year. Actually more than
just one big win. The Oak Lawn Forensics team has become conference champs, regional champs, ectional
champs, and took sixth place in the tate competition.

All 13 competitors qualified f r the regional competition. Of the 13, seven advanced to the sectional
competition, and from tho e even, five went on to the state competition.
Competitors included:

Humorous Interpretation

open to ae thetic experience and
recognize their inherent value."

Mrs. Klusendorf, A sislant Prin
cipal, in charge of curriculum, feels
the addition is a mu t for students
preparing for the future, and be
lieve a high chool should be a
place for exploration and enjoy
ment through learning.

Graduation continued from page 4

Community High School's Mi 
sion Statement. The Commitment
to Interdisciplinary Goals as con
tained in the Mission Statement
tate the desire to develop stu

dents to "use the technological
skills that make it possible to ac
cess and use information in an ever
changing world," and also to "be

'" Ist in Regionals
"'I t in Sectionals
"'4th in tate

"'3rd in Regional
"'4th in ectional
"'2nd in Regional

"'I t in Regional
*I st in cctionals
"'3rd in tate

Jon Rowsey and
Aaron Sink

Aaron Sink and
Seotl Joseph

Christy Eviu

SCOll Joseph

Jon Rowsey

Dramatic Duet Acting

Dramatic Interpretation

Radio

Humorous Duet Acting

Original Comedy

"'I t in Regional
*2nd in Sectionals
"'6th in State

The ar ni would like to congratulate all the members of the Foren ics team. Job well done and
good luck next year.
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Are you feelir

By Victoria Corbett

Some tudents share their solu
tions to the problem of how to
deal with stress.

Anne Lundeen: I take things
one at a time. I deal with this first,
then I deal with that next, and so
on. You can't let everything pile
up on you and then try to plow
through it. You have to take things
calmly, try to find the humor in a
bad situation, and realize that what
ever happens, it is not the end of
the world. Do what you have to
do, then figure out what you can
leave till tomorrow. In my expe
rience procrastination i not a sin,
iti nece ary for survival. Always
leave time to relax. You are a hu
man being, not a machine. Listen
to your favorite CD, call a friend,
watch a TV how, and only con
centrate on that. Then when you
have calmed down go deal with
the problem again. Mo t impor
tantly lighten up! Don't take your
self too seriou ly.

Jen Redmond: As a senior, I
have managed to eliminate stress
from my life. How you a k? I ju t
put thing into per pective.

Rebecca Funk: I put on ome
mellow music and just let it drain
out of me. It works! Try some
Cowboy Junkies or Mazzy Star.

Natalie Genslinger: I draw or
talk to my pets when I feel stres ed
out.

Tim Braun: I blow thing up
on my flight simulator.

Jason Doguim: I make a joke
out of what is bothering me by
drawing a stupid picture or mak
ing a stupid song up.

Steve Thompson: Play my
guitar.

Val Neubauer: I try being
po itive and not negative.

Ryan Henry: One of the easi
est ways to relieve stress is by
meditating.

Brian Powers: I go dancing.
Robert Gonzalez: I usually take

a walk to cool off.
Marcie Farano: I talk to one of

my friends about my problems and
ask them for advice. If that doesn't
work., I eat a lot of chocolate and
rent a romance movie.

Christy KoaO: I don't. It stays
inside my head. I should explode
any day now.

Aaron Altenburg: I go outside,
tum on the radio and play ba ket
ball for a while.

Mike Mollo: I relieve my stre s
in positive ways, like by playing
football or lifting weights.

Naomi Ellis: I usually try to
sleep more when I am tressed out,
and I try not to keep it bottled up
inside.

Beth Kreydich: When I am
stressed out, which is often, I talk
to a friend or eat or sing or eat!

Frank Cano: When I get
stressed out I like to play the guitar
or play a sport I like.

Karen Rossow: I tum on a
funny movie or talk on the phone.

Chrissie Garza: i"try to relax
and do something fun ''''ith my
friends. \'

Nicole Konopinski: One way I
relieve stress is by talking to some
one.

Agnes Kornas: I go to my room
and try to forget everything and
just relax.

Steve Macak: I stand there and
think about the problem. Any
action I think of doing I say to
myself, "how will that help?"

Tracy Buettner: I just have to
get away. Maybe I will go for a
walk or call a friend, anything to
get my mind off my problem .

Jennifer PontreIli: If I am
having a bad day, I talk on the
phone with my friends and have a
conver ation; that make me feel
better.

Kevin Stewart: I go play guitar
and if that doesn't work I just keep
playing until it does.

Mr. Witowski: Exercise!
Alanis Morissette: Do Istre s

you out? My sweater is on back
wards and in ide-out. And you say
how appropriate!

Jeff Sullivan: I play basketball
and sometimes I even shoot better
when I am stressed out.

Christina Nevarez: I go for a
walk or turn the radio on full blast.

Nora Musa: I talk to my friends,
and if that doesn't work I lay ir
bed and listen to music.

By Victoria Corbett

When you are a teenager, you
make choices all the time. If you
are influenced by your friend to
do omething y u feel uncomfort
able about, thi is peer pres ure. I
am sure everyone has experienced
peer pressure at one time or an-
ther. You know what happens.

Everyone is ding omething that
you don't want to do and you are
itting there trying to look incon

spicuou and blend in with the
poLLed plant in the corner. ooner
or later, everyone tarts to notice
that you are left out and talks you
into doing omething that you
really would rather not do.

Peer pre ure happens in many
situation, notju t the obvious ones
that everyone thinks of, like the
choice of drinking at a party. Peer
pre sure can be your friend dar
ing you to say hi to that cute guy
in your chemistry class. Maybe you
just like to admire him from afar
and really did not plan on having
any kind of verbal exchange with
him, but now it's a matter of av
ing face. ince your friend dared
you to say hi to him, you are now
obliged t do it or be called a
"chicken." Although this situation
may be harmless, there are a lot of
ther ways that peer pres ure is

harmful.

By Becky Wenzel

Relax, you'll feel better. This is
the one and only answer to ...
"Ahh! How can I deal with all the
stre s of school, work, family and
friends? hould I just forget about
all of it or try to cope?"

Sure it would be ea y to forget
about your re pon ibilitie , but
then you must face the con e
quence . In tead, why not use
meditation to cope and bring more
pea e and happine s to your body
and mind?

Meditation can help cure many
of the health problem cau ed by
stress. Headache will occur Ie s
often and blood pressure will go
down, You will experience little
anxiety; and even in omnia, can
be cured.

Rea[ relaxation i very simple
to learn. First of all, you must find
a chair you feel completely com-

Falling in with the "wrong"
crowd is an example. I thi really
the right place for you to be? This
type of crowd definitely doe n t
have your be t interests in mind.
This is the type of crowd that will
u e you to go along with what they
want and then have nothing to do
with you. This is the type of crowd
to talk about you behind your back
and then be your best "buds" when
they find out that your parent arc
going out of town for the week
end. This is not true friendship no
matter how "cool" or fun they
seem to be. You pr bably get in
trouble more often now that you
hang around with them and are
just dismissing it becau e of all the
fun you are having. Well, the e
type of friend will not stand the
test of time of a true friend.

Stress plays a big part when
dealing with peer pressure. Stres
is the influence of force on you. [t
is easier to go with the flow and
do what everyone el e is doing
than to go against the grain and do
what you know is right. There are
all sorts of tre sors on you: par
ents, chool, work, ports, activi
ties, etc. and you do not need to
add to that already long list, stress
from your friends. There i no way
to avoid peer pressure. Even if you
got rid of all of your friends you

fortab[e in. (Hopefully, it is not in
the middle of a three-ring circu .)
You need a quiet room in your
home, a place outside, or even the
back of a cia room. Put your feet
flat on the floor with your hands
placed upon your lap. After about
one minute with your eyes clo ed,
let your mind begin to aya imple
word or phrase. A one yllable
color or number are good w rd
to choose. If any thought anive
in your head, forget them and im
mediately return to your word. But
you don't have to repeat it-eon
stantly. Let it come and go, and
even change speed. Focus all of
your energy and attention on it,
but don't concentrate too hard.
You want to ease the stre s, not
create it.

After doing this a few times,
you should feel yourself slipping
into and out of a state of complete

would probably still be exposed to
it from other areas of your life.
The stres of trying to get
everyone's approval can lead to
eriou problems such as eating

di orders, depression or even sui
cide. The e are very serious prob
lems and hould not be dealt with
alone. Remember that you can
always tum to parents, teachers or
a counselor.

If someone is pres uring you
into one of these ituations, you
need to be able to say, "No."
According to Helping Hand News
~, it take a combination of
everal qualitie to ay no. The e

qualitie include: a po itive atti
tude that validates your position,
an ability to stand behind what you
believe in, inner strength, aware
ne s that the con equences of giv
ing in are not worthwhile, know
ing that those who are trying to
force you to do something against
your will do not have your best
interests in mind, confidence, and
elf-respect. When you are in a

potentially harmful ituation try to
remember ome of the e and know
that it i not worth it.

Peer pre sure will probably al
ways be part of your life and that
is OK, if you have a healthy atti
tude and know how to say "No."

relaxation. Everything will be
come easier for you at this point.
You will be more focused and
efficient in all of your ta ks, large
or mall. Meditate before a class
room presentation, a long road trip
into the mountains, before you go
to bed, and when you wake up.

ome people exercise to rei ieve
tres ,but why do it the hard way?

You can sink into a different level
of con ciou nes while rolling
around in the gr . for five min
ute. You won't react the same
way to things that bothered you so
mu h. Your family will be amazed
that when you're with them, you
are actually smiling, because
you're happy!

So the next time you go, "Mh!"
let it be of the variety, "I just
lipped off my shoes, stretched

out my body, and meditated,
Ahh."
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Stressed out?

SPllllllile F"llIre

By JiU Herrmann

Auugghh! I must remain in all
extra-curricular activities! I mu t
do lots of community service! I
must finish college applications! I
must be accepted by college ! I
must fill out scholarship fonns! I
must remember to mail completed
cholarship fonns! I must get a job

to pay for the future! I must find
time to go to work, de pite all other
activities! I must fmi h my home
work! I must under tand physics!
Am I the only senior who wa
stupid enough to take "real" classe
senior year? I must find a date to
the prom! (No, I can put that off
till later.) I mu t put gas in the car!
I must find and kill the cast of
Friends! I must take the clothes
out of the dryer before they shrink!
I must fall a leep! It's 1:00 a.m. I
must finish my re earch paper! I
mu t stop thinking! I must fall
asleep!

Is it just me, or do these thoughts
go through the minds of other
seniors every night? Not that I want
to wish misfortune onto my fellow
graduates, but I hope I am not
alone. If I am, what am I doing
wrong?

It can't be senioritis, it's too early
for that. It must be senior tre s.
And yes, most eniors do suffer
from it. Stress is most often as 0

ciated with being overwhelmed, a
time of decision making or a time
of great change. We are experi-

encing all of these things. Even if
you are not college-bound, thi is
still a time to prepare for change,
and to leave your world, though
you may not admit to liking, you
are at least accustomed to.

Our predece sors had to deal
with this stres ; we hould have
anticipated it and had a plan of
attack all worked out. Even though
I am constantly surrounded by
stress, and those who know me
will testify that I am stres ed out
a lot, I do believe that I have found,
if not a solution, then some helpful
ways to make senior stress a little
easier to deal with.

First, take a tep back and think
about all the thing you have to do
and all me places you have to be.
A good idea i to get a planner or
calendar and write down impor
tant deadline . This should help to
make thing a little less confusing
and overwhelming. It will al 0 help
you to remember important date .

Second, prioritize. Figure out
what you have to do first and what
can wait till later on or tomorrow.
Prioritizing al 0 mean thinking
about what i really important.
Even though it may not eem
important now, ten years from now
you may be sorry for watching re
runs of Melrose Place instead of
filling out cholarship applications.
You will certainly have enough
time to watch Melro e Place then,
considering that you are working
in the electronics department of

K-Mart.
Third, if you are really desper

ate and are throwing your hands
up in de pair, ask for help. Dry
your tears, take a liule break, and
ask for help. A lot of people have
been through what you are going
through. Ask former graduates
how they got through it all. Go to
your counselor and fmd out when
the college visitors are corning that
you hear about on announcements.
(Yes, it's alright to admit to listen
ing to the announcements. After
all we are eniors, we set the stan
dards.) Accept the fact that you
cannot carry everything on your
shoulders, and ask for assistance
and advice. If you can learn from
someone else's rni takes, why
make the same mistakes yourself?

Fourth, take a break. If you are
completely swamped with no end
in sight, you need to stop and come
up for air or else you might end up
drowning. Don't quit, just cool
down once in a while. The best
way to deal with stress is not to let
it become stressful. Realize the
importance of what you do, decide
what you want to do, then do it
with pride and happiness.

Think about it. We are eniors,
we are almost done with high
school. We are stepping into a
whole new world, with a whole
new set of rules. It can be over
whelming, stressful, even cary,
but others have gotten through it
and lived to tell about it.
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By Jamie QuintavaUe

In everyone' life there are
events that are tre ·sful. For many
teenagers the transition from jun
ior high to high chool is one of
them. There are everal differences
between the two, from the number
of students to the ize of the school.
For ome, the e differences can be
intimidating. Some might be in
timidated by their new classes and
teachers and there is always that
fear that you won't make any new
friends. The mo t frightening thing
to many freshmen are the rumor

of benny torture.
The difference in school ize,

clas e and teachers came a a
urpri e my first day. When I

walked in and took a look at my
new school, I was worried. I
thought for ure I would 10 e my
way. One thing which relieved
orne of the tress that day was

that there were phomore, junior,
or senior Student Helpers to give
me and all freshmen a tour of the
school. They helped us find our
way through the day. Finding my
classes was a nap. If you were
ever 10 t or un ure, there wa a1-

ways omeone there to help. So it
was still somewhat tre ful like
all new experiences, but not as bad
as it could have been.

I did nOl experience the stres
of making new friends when I got
to high hoo!. Making new friend
wa ea y. When I went to my
c1as e almo t every teacher had
students introduce them elve or
had an activity where I worked
with omeone I didn't know. The
idea here was to get everyone
acquainted with each other. To
many, the best way to make new

friends is t~jGin various activities
like club anti pons. They are fun
and WOrtll the effort and often work
as a way to relieve tre s.

Another tre f being a fresh-
man was the fear of being bennied.
I thought I was going to be bennied
every day. It was nothing like I
expected. I thought we would be
relentlessly teased and made to d
embarras ing thing . I oon found
out that the extent of it was being
called "FRESHMAN" and hear
ing the occasional clank of pen-

nies being to sed our way. It wa
nothing to be worried about.

Academically, chool work can
be stre sful if I have trouble with
something or do not understand,
but I can always get extra help
from a tea her during power hour.
The learning environment at Oak
Lawn is et up with the 'tudent in
mind.

The tran 'ition is easy for some
and stressful for others. Overall,
you have to prep.are yourself to
face new experiences, challenge,
and ideas.

By Bethany Hatstat

tre s is around us almost every
hour of the day, from the time we
truggle to get up in the morning

to the time we lay our heads on
our pillows with a sigh of relief.
Stres is often times worse for high
chool students and especially at

thi time of year, when eniors are
gelling ready for college, and
GPAs are worked for even harder.
But ometimes it i hard for lU
dents to find an outlet for their
stres and even more seriou prob
lems can arise. There i ,however,
an expert at our chool who of
fered her opinion about stress and
various ways to deal with it in a
sensible manner.

Janet Barry has only been the
p ychologist here at Oak Lawn

since the beginning of this year,
but she has helped many student
deal with their problems including
tre s. When I asked her what he

thought about stress, he aid,
"Stress can motivate us to try new
things and accompli h our goals.
However, too much stres I not
good and can exhaust your ability
to 'bounce back' from the di rup
tion of your life. It is important
to recognize the igns of too much
tress and utilize technique to

relieve that tre ..

Of cour e that made perfect
sen e to me, but my next question
demanded more details. "How can
a person recognize the signs of too
much stres ?"

Ms. Barry replied, "The main
ign arc headache, difficulty

sleeping, nervousness, digestive
problem, irritability, tense
mu cles in the neck and back, tired
ness, la k of attention, and over
eating. If you're experiencing any
of the e ymptoms, you hould
definitely try to get orne help for
your tress."

And finally at the end of our
interview he offered a list of things
to do to deal with stre s. Ms. Barry
recommended, "Have fun with
school; it houldn't be a tressful
as students today make it."

Here i her list of thing to do
and not to do to help deal with
tress.

What to do:
I. Get regular exerci e.

2. Eliminate moking.
3. Eliminate or reduce caffeine

in your diet.
4. Maintain a healthy diet.
5. Get as much leep as you need.
6. Learn a relaxation technique

and practice it regularly to
increase your ability to stay
calm.

7. Have an "escape" activity,
hobby or pa time you can use
strictly for relaxation on a
regular basis.

8. Seek help forcontinuingprob
lems that arc causing you to
feel anxious, frustrated or wor
ried.

9. Prioritize your gals 0 that
you can work on one at a time
and not become overwhelmed.

10. Develop a support network of

people who care about you and
whom you care about.

II. Be positive, learn to laugh
especially at yourself.

12. Learn to say no.
What's not to do:
1. Don't use alcohol or other

drugs.
2. Don't regres negative feel

ings. There are appr priate
ways ofdealing with anger and
frustration. eek help if nec
e sary.

3. Don't compare yourself to
others. Everyone i different.
Be yourself.

4. Don't get tre ed about stress.
Do what you can do and d n' t
worry.

Follow the e simple sugges
tions, and your life will be more
tress-free and enjoyable.
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Name: Butler University
Founded: 1855
Location: Indianapolis, Indiana
Setting: uburban
Costs: Tuition - $13,130 per year; Room and board - $3,440;

Books - $400; other neces ities - $1,260.
Requirements College-preparat ry curriculum, either AT or ACT.
Total enrollment: 3,860 full-time, 327 part-time.
Financial aid: 80% of fre hmen, and 80% of continuing students

receive financial aid.

Name: Univer ity of Notre Dame
Founded: 1842
Location: South Bend, Indiana
Setting: Suburban, mall city
Costs: Tuition - $16,840 per year; Room and bard - $5,865;

Book - $590; other neces 'itics - $600.
Requirements: A college-preparat ry program, and SAT.
Total enrollment: 10,470 full-time, 137 part-time.

ew student proflle: 98l?! had a high chool GPA of 3.0 or higher;
2% b tween 2.0-2.99, and 100l?! submitted SAT scores.

Name: Indiana Slate University
Founded: 1865
Location: Terre Haute, Indiana
Setting: Urban campus in mall city
Costs: Tuition - in- tate $2,750 per year, out-of- tate $6,725 per

year; Room and board - $2,958; Bo ks and upplies - $400.
Requirements: Rank in top 50% or high chool cia s, 20 course

units, AT or ACT.
Total enrollment: 9,879 full-time, 2,904 part-time.

ew tudent proflle: 27% had a high chool GPA of3.0 or higher,
59% between 2.0-2.99.

By Breanne Murphy

Accountants
Accountants prepare, analyze,

and verify financial report that
give up-to-date information to
managers in all busine s, indus
trial, and government organiza
tion . The four major fields of
accounting are public, manage
ment, government accounting, and
internal auditing. Accountants pre
pare financial report according to
the public disclosure requirements
of different stock exchanges. They
al 0 review company operations,
evaluate their efficiency, effective
nes , and compliance with corpo
rate policies.

Accountant work in offices, but
public accountants may visit the
offices of client while conducting
audits. They also travel to perform
audits at clients' busine se ,firms,
or government facilities.

Most accountants work a 40
hour week, averaging a salary
anywhere from $5,300 (part-time)
to $80,000 a year. Thi salary i
dependent on the type of degree
and position a per on holds.

Sociologists
Sociologists tudy human soci-

ety and social behavior by exam
ining the groups and ocial insti
tution that people form. They also
study the behavior and interaction
of groups, trace their origin and
growth, and study influence of
group activities on individual
member . It is a rule that ociolo
gists work in one or more pecial
fields. Some of these are criminol
ogy, urban studies, education, and
social psychology. Sociology gen
erally includes a lot of reading,
research, and writing.

A rna ter's degree in ociology
is the minimum requirement.
However, a doctorate i e ential
for many senior level in titution ,
fum , corporations, and agencies.
Al 0 with a Ph.D. comes more job
opportunities. In 1990, the aver
age wage for a sociologist was
$41,200. The starting salary for
tho e with a master's degree was
around $25,700 a year, and for
tho e with a Ph.D. was $31,000.

CollegelUniversity Faculty
College and university faculty

teach and advise over 13 million
college students. They al 0 study
and meet with colleagues to keep
up with developments in their field.

Faculty are organized into depart
ments ba ed on the subject or field.
Often, they teach many different
courses in their department. Fac
ulty may give lectures to everal
hundred student and supervi e
students in laboratories. They keep
up with change by reading litera
ture, talking with colleague , and
participating in professional con
ferences.

Most college and univer ity
faculty are divided into four major
ranks: professors, associate profe 
sors, assistant professors, and in
structors. A few are lecturers. In
general, faculty members have
flexible chedules. It is required
for them to be in class 12 to 16
hours a week. The employment of
college and university faculty is
expected to increase as fast a any
other occupation through 2005, as
enrollments in higher education
increase. Salaries rorfull-time fac
ulty on nine-month contracts is
about $43,700. The average for
the profes or was $56,200; for
associate professors it wa
$41,800; for assistant profe ors it
was $34,600; and for instructor,
$26,100.
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By Katie Powell

Spring i hcrc and there i mu ic
in the air! Thursday, March 14th
wa the annual OL choir conccrt,
however this timc there wns a littlc
twist to it.

Along with the OLCHS Ch ir
were the immons Middle ch I
and Homctown Choir participants.
The Trcble choir ung "Alleluia"
by Mozart, "Caro Mio Bien" by an
Italian composer, "It was a Lovcr
and his Las ," and "Song of
Spring."

Meanwhilc, thc A app lIa

Choir ang "Ercv Shcl Sho hanim"
(a Hebrew love ong), "Sing I' r
Joy," "Keep your Lamps" (a spiri
tual ong)," anclU " by Mozart,
"Fc tival San tu ,," and "Heaven
Are Telling" written by Haydn.
Thc girls of the A Cappella Choir
ang "I'm Goin' Up a Yonder,'

and the boy sang "Vive I' Amour"
an extremcly lively ong.

The final 'ong included the
Trcble, A Cappella, Simmons, and
Hometown hoirs. The choirs
worked togethcr to sing "J am your
Child." Mr . Mateer aid, the fo-

cu of thi concert i to introducc
traditional chorus music, and to
display the music of various artists
of thc Classical Period."

If you rni sed this concert, an
upcoming concert will be hcld on
Wednesday, April 3. This is thc
ncxt band concert. Thrc bands will
be performing: The Var 'ity Band,
Symphony Band, and Thc Jazz
Band. The Varsity Band will per
form ~ ur ong entitled "High
lights from Carmen" written by
George Bizet, "Dorian Rhapsody"
written by Elliot Del Borgo, "Three

Rivcr March" by Steve Hodge,
and "Windsor Chronicles" writtcn
by James Swearingen.

The ymphony Band will per
form "Thc Invincible Eaglc" writ
tcn by The King of Marchcs, John
Phillip Sou a; "River of Life"
written Stcvcn Rcinekc; and "Wi/:
ard of 01. Fantasy" arrangcd by
Hac Id Arlcn. The e ongs also
will be performcd at thc Annual
IHSA Band Contest to bc held on
SalUrday, April 20.

To get away from the typical
concert arrangemcnt, thc Jazz Band

al 0 will play three or four songs
to lightcn the atmosphcrc. This
timc they will play the infamou
''Tuxcdo Jun tion," "Swcct Gc r
gia Brown" (a.k.n. the Harlcm
Globctr llcrs thcme song), a livcly
Latin tyle s ng "No Pcppcrs, No
Tomatoes" and finally "Prairie
Dance," a samba.

Li~tcn to morning announce
mcnt for furthcr information on
the concert' time and location.
The partanite wi hes the band
all thc best of luck and cncouragcs
all students and staff to attend this
concert.

Change •
IS good •

Moraine Valley Community College can help you make the changes you want to make.

Moraine Valley offers:

College/univer ity transfer program
horl-lerm career training
ademi and areer oun cling

Job pia 'm nt a . istan e
Flexibl h duling
Affordable tuition

r ~ r~ Moraine Valleyr~ ~ ~ Community College

You can get a two-year dcgre' and transfel- to

anoth r 011 g ,or get the career skill you need to

succeed by enrolling at Moraine Valley. And you

won't be 10 ked into an xp Ilsiv' four-yeal- 011 g

or I rae\<: hool, or trapp d in a dull job.

You'll change a lot aftcr graduation. Let Moraine

alley help you I 'gin the transformation. To apply

for admission or get mOl:e information, pI asc call

(708) 974-2110 (lTfroD 708-974-9556).

10900 South 88th AH'IlUC • Palo lIill~, IlIill()i~ 60465-0937
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, ,
you oughta know

this month is silver.
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov

21) Life: You've been feeling a
bit burned out lately, keep up a
good fitne routine. You'll be
back to your old self in no time.
Love: a di agreement with your
other half may have you
bummed; Ju t hang on. Your
lucky color for thi month i
burgundy.

Sagittarius (Nov 22
Dec 21) Frien hip: You'll do
something nice for a bud thi
month and they'll appreciate it.
Life: A super - active month is
ahead, go with it. Your lucky
color for thi month i teal.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan
19) Love: Your ex may be the
center of your attention now,
but don't forget your current
love. Life: A huge heap ofhome
work and chores will have you
busy this month. Your lucky
color for thi month is light
blue.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb
18) Friendship: A bummed out
bud will come to you for help,
be there for him or her. Life:
You'll be a little tight on cash
this month, but getting a new
job could work wonder. Your
lucky color for thi month is
yellow.

and projects thi month; study
hard, you'll do fine. Your lucky
color for this month is purple.

Cancer (June 22-July
23) Love: The person you've
had your eye on will finally ask
you out. Life: Finish that
project you started. Your cre
ativejuices will be flowin'. Your
lucky color for thi month is
dark red.

Leo (July 24-Aug 23)
Friend hip: A friend will take ad
vantage of your generosity, be
careful not to get taken for
granted. Life: Your sense of
humor will help you get through
the tough time this month.
Your lucky color for this month
is white.

Virgo (Aug 24-Sept
23) Love: an interesting Capri
corn will make a uprise appear
ance this month. Be careful,
don't get in too deep. Life:

You're feeling a li ttle hostile this
month. Set aside a day to relax.
Your lucky color for this month
is black.

Libra (Sept 24-Oct 23)
Frienship: Your bright person
ality will bring a new friendship
into your life. Life: Your new
found source of cash will help
buy you something you've had
your eye on. Your lucky color

By Margert Webb

Pisces (February 20
March 20) Love: Ready, or not,
here comes a hot romance.
Don't be afraid to expre s your
feelings. Friend hip: You'll be
come clo e friend with a per
son that you haven't known
long. Include him or her in your
plans. A good color for you this
month is forest green.

Aries (March 2 I-April
20) Life: coworker or ibling
confides in you; don't be too
quick to judge. Friend hip: Plan
some fun adventures with your
friends this month, get out and
have a blast. A good color for
you this month i blue.

Taurus (ApriI21-May
21) Love: You'U meet a person
who is very different from you,
but they say "opposites at
tract," so go with it. Life: You've
been the "invisible child" lately
around home, try to spend some
more time with your family. A
good color for you this month
is brown.

Gemini (May 22-June
21) Friendship: A close friend
may feel left out, becau e
you've been uper busy; try to
make more time for them. Life:
You'll have tons of homework

Clwo

Name: Karen Wessel
Birthplace: Harvey, illinois
Astrological sign: Aries
Colleges Attended: Indiana University, BA; De Paul University,
MA; National Lewi University, CAS
Years I Have Been Teaching: 12 and 1/3 year
Classes I Teach: Advanced Algebra-Function, Stati tic , and
Trig-AP Calculus
If I wasn't a Teacher I'd Be: This is what I alway wanted to do.
My Idea ofa Good Student Is: One who works hard
The Most Memorable Gift a Student Ever Gave Me Was: A tuffed
gorilla with a sign "It's a jungle out there."
I can't say "no" to: chocolate
In the summer I: walk, read, do needlework, work on my hou e,
and travel.
My First Car: 1961 Dodge Comet
My First Paying Job: Water Safety Instructor at a high chool
pool
The Music I Most Enjoy Listening To: Clas ical
My First Concert Was: Chicago Symphony
The Last Good Movie I Saw Was: Suspicion ofGuilt-Barbara Parker
My Favorite Cartoon: For Better of for Worse
If I Could Travel Anywhere It Would Be: By the ocean.
My Hobby Is: Needlework
My Favorite Sports Are: Basketball and Tennis
My Most Embarassing Moment Was When: I broke my fmger.
My Idols Are: women who are both aggre sive and caring.
I'd Give Anything To Meet: All people are interesting.
Favorite Pigout Food: Ben and Jerry Chocolate Brownie Yogurt
I Wish I Could... relax more.
My Advice To Teenagers: Work Hard.

ClW2E in to tfu.. talk

By Tom Jodelka

Top Ten Ways To Get Rid of the
Winter Blahs

10. Do your homework. (only
as a last resort)
9. Watch the Bulls game, and
find out which color of the rain
bow Dennis Rodman's hair is.
8. Have a snowball fight with
your friends. (don't worry, we
know you didn't put that rock
in the iceball on purpose)
7. Rent the movie Grease, and
invite your friends over to try
and sing the songs while doing
the dance as well.
6. Make a Top Ten List.
5. Ask the almighty Ouija Spirit
its opinion about world i sues.
4. Put on shorts and a flowered

Hawaiian T-shirt. Try to recre
ate your favorite scene from
Baywatch. Buy some sand from
the local hardware store, fill the
tub with water, and drop in
Baywatch Barbie and Malibu
Ken. It's so lifelike, you'll be
amazed.
3. Make a snowperson. Be cre
ative too. Not all snowpeople
have carrot noses and an ob
session with brooms.
2. Call up the P ychic Friends
Network and ask Dionne and her
psychics how much longer they
think winter will last. All it takes
is a telephone and an open mind.
I. Curl up in your favorite chair,
next to a crackling fire, with a
warm cup of hot chocolate, and
read the latest issue of

Spartanite.

By Lauren Caster

In the past, more and
more women have become tar
in the mu ic busine s. They
have number one ongs, record
selling in the million, and old
out concert .

If you turn on the ra
dio there is a good chance
you'll hear the ong "One of
us," by the singer Joan
Osborne. So far it' the only
release from her di. c; "Reli h."
From the one song that i always
being played, most people think
that she only sing on the reli
gious ubjects. Well, they're
partly right. There i the ong
"Ok Tere a" and of cour e "One
of us" but not even half of the
songs on this 12 ong disc have
a religiou theme! By the title
of such ongs a "Dracula
Moon", it's ea y to ee the reli-

giou theme i not there. Ifyou
need to compare this blond
haired, nose pierced, arti t's
sound to that of anyone else,
she would come close t to the
music of Sheryl Crow. The mu
sic ha a rl1fdium beat, and you
can even urltler tand the words,
but good look under tanding
the meaning 01 most of the
song, (As if any other ongs
today can be understood!) I
recommend this record for those
of you who like mu ic a little on
the mellow ide. And if you like
her voice, you might like to
know he ha contributed to the
oundtrack of the new movie

"Mr. Wrong."

On almo t completely
oppo ite cale is the loud
sounds of the disc "Jagged
Little Pill" by none other than,
the one, the only Alanis
Morisette. The ftr tong, "You

Oughtta Know" literally hot to

number one on the chart . The
types and style f the ng
on thi record vary. Some, like
"You Oughtta Know" are loud

but get a little mell wer such

as "Hand in my Pocket,"
which, by the way, ha al 0

reached number I of the mu ic
chart. Both video ~ r the two
song have al 0 topped video
chart . Both the ong and vid
eos have won thi ri ing star
quite a few awards and have

gotten her a lot of nomination .
And speaking of nominations,
the Canadian native is nomi
nated for eight awards in
Canada's version of our
Grammys.

But Alani ' and Joan
are only two of the great new
women making it big in the mu
sic biz. A few others are
Courtney Love with Hole, Tori

Amos, and Natalie Merchant.

By Jillian Hermann

Who are the big
names in music? Over the past
few years the answers have
been Pearl Jam, REM, U2, Nir
vana, Red Hot Chili Peppers,
and Smashing Pumpkins. Sure,
these bands are still popular, and
I have nothing against them. In
fact now Hootie and the Blow
fish and Blues Traveler can be
added to the list, but 1 believe
that there are many people in
music being overlooked.

Most would say that
modem-day rock has been in
fluenced by the Beatles, Led

Zeplin, The Doors, Pink Floyd
and The Rolling Stones. What
ever happened to Aretha
Franklin, Janis Joplin, and Carol
King?

As far as name recog
nition goe , Melissa Etheridge,
Madonna, Sheryl Crow, and
Janet Jack on receive some
credit when their albums are re
leased, but they make up only a
small fraction of the female art
i ts in mu ic today. 1 believe
that there are many talented
women being forgotten about
simply because of their gender.

According to SJlln
Ma2azjne's 1995 Reader's Poll,

Alanis Morrisette was named
best new artist. But, unfortu
nately, because of "You Aughta
Know" people see her as a bit
ter, crazed, man-hater. People,
mainly men, feel this way about
many of the up-and-coming
women artists and therefore dis
regard them.

Women are not ju t
writing alternative, ear perking,
happy songs. They have be
come stronger and experimen
tal. Sonic Youth, who did not
merely have the token female,
but also headlined this year's
Lollapolooza, have been climb
ing peaks, creating peaks of

their own, and climbing those
too. For the past twelve years,
seven albums, Kim Gordon,
Sonic Youth's bassist, has been
receiving applause (unfortu
nately not as much as she de
serves) from both men and
women everywhere.....and it's
about time.

P.J. Harvey and Bjork
have likewise gone into the ex
perimental realm and are light
ing the way for future song writ
er. Kim Deal of the Breeders
and originally of the Pixies (as
well a her new band the Amps)
mu tal 0 be given some credit
for where music is headed.

And along with ex-

perimental, is L7, the female rock
altemetive band, and Oak Lawn
females listen to this. Two of
the members of L7 are from the
Oak Lawn area. In fact, one of
them worked at the White Castle
at 95th and Cicero. So ju t imag
ine what you can do.

No matter what mu ic
you prefer, what tation you lis
ten to, who your favorite band
is, or what gender you are, there
is a wide range of extraordinary
music all around you. Female
musicians create a great deal of
this music and should be given
some credi t..... or at least a
chance.
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Coaches Corner The winning attitude

Compiled by Daryl Gorney

Taking
the dirt road

Name: Jodi Persson
Birthday: Apri128, 1972
Marital Status: Single
College Attended: University oflllinois
Degree: B.S. in secondary math education
Classes I Teach: Algebra, Geometry, and Advanced Algebra
Sports I Coach: Freshman Softball
I Coach Freshman Softball because: I enjoy working with
students on a different level and athletics is a big part of my life.
Did you play Softball in high schooVcollege? Yes. I played all 4
years of high school and I played 1 year at U of I.
My inspiration to teach came from... my high school teachers
and my parents (who are both teachers).
My favorite Sports teams are••• The Bulls, The White Sox, and
The Bears.
My Hobbies are••• working out and shopping.
My favorite Sports are••• Softball, and Basketball. _', •
The Last good movie I saw was.•. Mr. Holland's Opus -.,
HI wasn't a teacher I would be.•• a pharmacist \\
My best advice to give students who are or want to get in~lved
in athletics is... Always listen to your coach and teammates
because the lessons you learn from being on a team (conununi
cation, work ethic) will carry with you into adulthood and make
you a better person.
My advice to teens for the future••• 1) The banner in my room
says it a11- "The most important tool for success (in life) is the
belief that you can succeed. 2) Be persistent in the pursuit of

your dreams.

Frosh/Soph

The Fro h/Soph team placed
second in conference last year and
still has a lot of great talent re
maining. The Sophomores of the
team are led by Scott Cosme, the
only returning starter from 1a t
year's team, Josh Smok, Jim
Kenealy, and Ken Tregoning.
Fre hman Matt Moyzis j also one
of Coach Leary' main prospects.

So, there have been a number of
recent changes in the NBA. With
new, rising stars, and basketball
legends, the Bulls have many chal
lenges. Hopefully, the Bulls can
overcome these challenges and
bring a championship to Chicago
this season.

traded, and have signed with dif
ferent clubs. Now, the Orlando
Magic, Seattle Supersonics, and
Houston Rockets have emerged as
strong team. These teams will be
major threats to a possible Bulls
championship.

Some players have also come
out of retirement. Retirement is an
important decision in basketball
that needs to be made at the right
time. In the NBA, many players
haven't retired at the right time.•
Michael Jordan retired to pursue a
career in baseball, but soon de
cided to return to basketball.

When it comes right down to it,
it's all attitude. Maybe one day
your team will sit down and have
a chat about what will make you
a little bit better. Maybe an eight
letter, three syllable word, rhym
ing with latitude will be brought
into the conversation. Maybe not.
Who knows, you may already be
on YOUR way to a state champi
onship.

that the administration would edit
right out of this article. When told,
"The word TEAM has no I in it,"
these people say, "Yeah, but there
is a ME." Bad attitudes create bad
teams with bad sportsmanship, and
a whole lot of "Me"s.

Does your team work together,
help each other build skills, and
pull through tough games with
spirit and pride? Or do you criti
cize teammates, care only about
winning, ditch practice, and blame
others when your team is seventh
place out of a seven-school con
ference?

uch as Mary and Ann Pasquarella,
Michelle Ortiz, and Melissa Madi
son.

Coach Kestler commented, "1
plan on building a strong team,
and 1 believe tllat we are able to
defeat the various teams that we
lost to last season." The Coach
also said that she always has an
eye open for talent, if anyone is
interested in girls soccer.

The best of wishes from the
SPARTANlTE for Coach Kestler
and the Girls Soccer Team. Look
for some major progression in the
win column.

or in the pool.
You don't need cientific stud

ies and statistics to tell you what
a positive or negative attitude can
do to any sports team. Just take a
look around. What teams work
together, develop friendships, set
goals, and think posi tive? I'll name
a few for you: the Chicago Bulls,
the 1994 Spartan Boys' Volley
ball team, and the Dallas Cow
boys. All three of these teams
worked together, worked hard, and
their work paid off. The Bulls won
three championships, the Cowboys
won the Superbowl, and we all
know about the '94 Spartans who
took first place in the state. Com
pare these teams and their accom
plishments to other teams that have
been not-so-successful in the past,
and I bet that you'll find a big
difference in attitude.

New additions to the team in
clude Steve Geisler, Nick Franek,
Kevin McDermott, and Anwaar
Matariah. With such a talented line
up, Coach Lawson believes that
Oak Lawn is now the dominant
team in the new conference and
expect conference champion on
all divisions on both "\'arsity and
FroshiSoph levels. Var ity kicked
off their season with the Richards'
Invitational.

The teams that lose, ironically,
care only about winning. They're
the teams made of ball-hogs, big
mouths, and a bunch ofother things

However, there have been many
changes to other basketball teams.
Many players have been drafted,

Coach Kestler believes they will
have a successful season because
they have more talent on thi year's
learn, they're building their size,
and the athletes po sess good at
titudes. These characteristics are
evident in up and coming athletes

Toni Kukoc has made a number
of important plays during crucial
points in games. Rodman has con
tributed by bringing a sense of
unity to the Bulls, and by making
many rebounds. He h~s been par
tially responsible for the success
of the Bulls. With the addition of
these new key players and the re
emergence of Michael Jordan, the
Bulls are very likely to bring home
another championship trophy.

After John Paxson retired,
Horace Grant and BJ. Armstrong
signed with other clubs, and Mi
chael Jordan temporarily retired,
the Bulls were left with a number
of holes to fill. The Bulls did an
excellent job of filling those holes
with players such as Toni Kukoc
and Dennis Rodman.

eludes five freshmen, eleven
sophomores, five juniors, and three
seniors. Even though this is only
the second year of girls soccer,
Coach Kestler will have some help
directing traffic in the field from
Sara Brown, Mary Pa quarella,
Michelle Ortiz, Debbie Whiting,
Amy Simeno. , and Nicole Novo
sel.

This past year, the National
Basketball Association has cap
tured the attention of many in the
sports world. Some of the high
lights of this basketball season have
been the success of the Chicago
Bulls, and the re-emergence of
ba ketball greats Michael Jordan
and Magic Johnson.

This season, the Bulls are at
tempting to win a record 70 games.
Whether or not the Bulls achieve
this goal, the '95-'96 Bulls still
stand to be one of the greatest teams
in basketball history.

Many people who haven't been
keeping up with the Bulls may
think that this is practically- the
same team that won three consecu
tive championships. If you have
been thinking thi , you are wrong.
Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen
are the only current Bulls who were
on the Championship teams.

By Tom Cronin

By Scott Cosme

After finishing third in confer
ence and second in sectional last
year, the boys Varsity Tennis learn
is ready to rna h any foe this year.
Returning starters from last year's
team include Tony Perrino (State
Qualifier), Matt Chap (State Quali
fier), Tim Cosme (State Qualifier),

Tim Braun, and Rob Miskevics.

By Daryl Gorney

With Coach Kestler's guidance,
the Girls Soccer Team is on the
way to a successful season at Oak
Lawn.

According to Coach Kestler, the
team is going to improve their basic
skills and work on becoming more
aggressive on the field. By accom
pli hing this, the girls hope to fin
ish the eason above .500. To
achieve these goal the team has
been lifting weights and building
strength.

This year's Soccer Team in-

Notes on the NBA

By Becky Quinn

Tennis team prepares for season

Soccer starts new season

Hey sports fans! How are things
going on the other side of the print?
As a reward for reading OLCHS's
fantastic student newspaper, I sug
gest we have a little fun and play
a game. Basketball? Baseball?
Golf? Nah...I'm thinking some
thing along the lines of a word
game.

Right now, I'm thinking of an
eight letter word with three syl
lables. Any guesses? OKAY, I'll
give you a hint-it rhymes with
latitude. Me you still stumped?

Well, the word is ATTITUDE.
"What does attitude have to do
with the sports?" may be one of
the questions in your mind right
now, so I'll make it easy and tell
you (I know, I know, not as much
fun as a word game, but some
people may be losing patience.)
EVERYTHING. Besides knowing
what a sport is, attitude is the most
important factor on the field, court,

When a person races,
he takes many risks. He should
try to avoid such injuries. With
out the proper equipment, a
racer can be in great danger.

There are many manu
facturers ofdirt bikes. The main
distributors are Honda, Yamaha,
Suzuki, and Koasaki. A rider is
lucky to ride for one of these
companies, because almost ev
erything turns out to be no cost.
Riders also get sponsored by
other companies like Wrangler,
Oakley, Camel, telephone com
panies, Dunlop, and others.
The sponsor help cover the
rider's costs.

There are many races
held year round. The easier or
beginner races don't have a
name, but motorcross is a name
for the more experienced. Races
are held coast to coast.
Motorcross and Supercross are
held in almo t every state from
as far as Florida to Washington.
To race in any state, you can
contact any dirtbike dealerships
or the IMDA association. Prize
money can range anywhere
from, $50 to $50,000 or more.

Before starting racing,
take precautions. Don't jump
into it because you can get hurt.
But, if you are really interested,
go for it!

By Christina Infusino

Does riding your bike
in mud sound like fun to you?
Well, maybe to some, but oth
ers wouldn't care too much.
There are a lot of people who
do ride around in the mud pro
fessionally, and those are
dirtbike riders and racers. These
people start at the age of about
90r 10.

Some people may think.
dirtbiking sounds like a piece of
cake, but believe me, it isn't. My
brother thought he would win
his first race last summer. Actu
ally, he did come home with
something- a sprained arm and
a sore body. This kind of racing
takes more than one race to be
good. It takes lots of time, hard
work, and dedication.

Motorcycle racing or
dirtbike racing started in the
early 20th century. Today, there
are over 1000 motorcycle clubs
across the United States.
Dirtbike racing has become a
popular sport.

There are special out
fits to wear in this sport. These
outfits are sort of aero s be
tween jogging suits and nylon
suits. The rider also wears
goggles, helmets, gloves, chest
protectors, and boots.
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Track teams have a head start
Girls' Track

By Stephanie Boyle

The Lady Spartan runners are
off to a great start. The season has
just started, and the girls are geared
up and ready to go. So, we can all
expect to be hearing about these
ladie in the future.

Coach Lockwood says that ifhe
could describe the girls on the team
in one word, it would be "tough."
He al 0 say that he is looking
forward to the experience, since
he hasn't coached the girls before.

The way the girls are working
I am sure he is not the only one
looking forward to the new track
season. The Lady Spartans lift
weights in the fitness room and
run every day. They are also en
couraged to practice in their free
time. The girls acrifice and are
very determined, skilled athletes.

The senior runners include: Jody
Maslan, Serena Kriekel, Nicole
Matuszewski, and Eleni Iliopoulos.

The juniors are: Tina Milianti,
Lori Gibson, and Stacy Demon
breun;

Sophomores: Chris Mensching,
Janelle Murray, Jeanette Lernri e,
Laura Hanke, and Sebrena Beeck;

The fre hmen are: Renee Bur
ger, Sinead Gallen, Gina Rodgers,
Jenny Jaral, Kathy Wilzcek, Corey
Dignan, Kristine Wilson, and
Kathy Krzak.

Some of the team's goals are to
maximize each performer's capa
bilities, to achieve a successful re
cord, and to end some of the girls
down state. Lockwood believes
that they can reach these goals with
hard work and dedication.

He added that the team's tough
est opponents will be Richards and
Argo. With senior leadership and
magnificent team cooperation.
these opponents may not tum out
to be so tough.

Everyone is looking forward to
a very productive and fun season.
Come and ee the Lady Spartans
in action.

Boys' Track
By Serena Kriekel

And here's the start of the race.

The men of Oak Lawn are taking
the lead. As they cross the finish
line, it's Oak Lawn by a no e. Oak
Lawn wins another State Champi
onship.

This is exactly what boys track
is aiming for. That's why these
men are running everyday after
school, trying to gain speed and
strength. The Spartans are still
trying to perfect their running,
jumping. and throwing skills. This
is only the beginning of the eason
and they are showing major signs
of improvement.

There are 29 men that make up
the team. The lineup includes
sprinters Mike Curran. Blake Cu
neen, Bob Hovanes. Matt Mul
laney, Steve Novak, Tim Lewis,
Paul Smith, Carl Novak, and Steve
Swartel.

The next group of this soon-to
be-world-famous team is the long
distance runners. Chris Amato,
Jason Doguim, Eric Edquist, Phil
Maslan, Jason Poreys, Pat Jesse,
Dan Stefie, Mike Vahl, Adam
Wende, Ashraf Rabah, and Chad
Zeilenga make up the second part
of the team.

And last, but not least, are the
field events. This includes jump
ing and shot put. Ashraf Rabah
and Ray Metzger are jumping to
new heights in the high jump. In
long jump. Joe Hovanes and Paul
Smith are competing for first place.

In one of the hardest events. pole
vault, Matt Mullaney, Steve No
vak. and Carl Novak are trying to
perfect their performances in this
difficult event.

In the strength events. shot put
and discus. there are six men try
ing to throw their way into the
record books. These men are Jeff
Hense, Brett Hill. Zeke King, Jo h
Patton, Bob Vallera. Andrew zag
hul, Joe Bolz, and Brian McCor
mick.

Coach Lockwood summarizes
his goals for the sea on in just a
few sentences. One of his goals is
to "maximize each athlete's po
tential." After the athletes reach
their potential, Coach Lockwood
hopes to have as many people as
possible place in Conference, and

Bryan McCormack practices
shot put. (Photo by Tony Giglio)

have at least one individual or one
relay go to state.

Coach Lockwood and the boys
track team hope to get more sup
port as the team tries for the State
Championship. Let's be there at
the fmish line with them when they
win,OLCHS.

Badminton team looks for successful season
By Amanda Ault

Look up in the sky. It's a bird,
it' a plane. no, it's.... It is a bird,
and it' headed straight for you!
You raise your racket and hit the
bird over the net to score a point.

OK, so it may not be that dra
matic, but badminton is an inter
esting port to watch or play. A
with most sports, badminton has a
Fro h1Soph team and a Varsity
team. Unlike some sports at
OLCHS. badminton i only offered
for the girl .

On Tuesdays and Thursdays the
Lady Spartans play their games. A
match usually takes around two to
three hour . During that time, ten
ingles and fifteen doubles games

are played. The best two out of
three games are recorded.

In order to prepare for their
eason, orne of the girls took

advantage of the pre- eason con
ditioning that was offered. The
girls met in the school's fitness
room and trained to get ready for
a tough season of competition.

Coach Kanofsky believes that
thi year's toughest competitors for
the Fro h1Soph team will be An
drew and Sandburg. She also com
mented, "We should be a really
strong team thi year, with 25
returning players, 3 of which
played at tate last year."

Mrs. Greiman, the Varsity
coach, has many goals for this
year' Varsity Team. First. she
wants them to do better than they
did la t year in the Conference
Tournament. She al 0 wants them

to do well in Sectionals and end
a few players to the State Finals.

Our Var ity team's toughest
competitors this year are Andrew
and Lockport. Mrs. Greiman said.
"We are a more experienced and
older team this year, and we hope
that it will lead us to a successful
season."

The most promising singles
players on the Varsity team are
Asmea Judeh, Ana Pinon, and
Rachel Kolar.

The doubles players that look
the be t for this eason are Asmea
Judeh and Ana Pinon, Rachel
Kolar and Anwaar Judeh, Jeannine
Burton and Joanne Statkus.

So all you Spartans out there,
come and see our badminton team
play many good opponents. The
team travels to games and hosts
some games as well. There'll be
food, fun, and spectacular prizes.
Maybe not! But you can count on
some great plays and action.

Lady Spartans take t~..e field
" \ ..... -

By Christina Infusino

As spring approaches, the Lady
Spartan softball teams are prepar
ing for the sea on. With their first
game coming shortly, they are
working hard to tart the eason
with victorie .

Even though it is a young team,
the Varsity has the attitude and
defense to win conference. The
seniors include Christie Evitt,
Becky Funk, Kristen Lang, and
Carrie Richter;

Juniors. are Casey Bennet, Jean
ine Dreschler. Denise Fasano, Ra
chel Funk, Chris Infusino, and Niki
Raspovich;

And the Sophomores are Natalie

Mannerino, Danille Milazzo, and
Shelly Shue.

Coaching the Var ity Team is
Mr. Mayer and Mr. Gryslak, who
are ready to take on the competi
tion.

The toughest teams will be
llliana Christian. Homewood-Floss
moor, Stagg, Sandburg. Richard ,
Lincoln-Way, and Joliet.

These ladies have the skills to
defeat the e teams. "If the other
team can't score, we can't lose,"
ays Coach Gryzlak. With the right

attitudes and hard work. Varsity
will start on the right foot.

"We work hard for our goals.
Everyone wants to win and work
to improve everyday," said Coach
Mayer.

SOPHOMORES
Also preparing is the ophomore

team. ''The e girls work hard, are
dedicated and always make it to
practice," ay Coach Riordan.
Po sessing re ponsibility, positive
attitudes, and teamwork, each girl
stands out. With strong pitching,
and good offen e, these girls are
ready to win conference.

The eason is packed with tough
competition like Joliet, Stagg,
Sandburg, Lincoln-Way, Richards,
and Reavis. Coach Riordan and
the team are ready for the chal
lenges that lie ahead.

''The team is enthusiastic and
the season will be fun filled," says
Tammy Fear. Other team mem
bers include Melissa Bolek. Jean-

ine Dyckman, KelIy Friedl, Kim
Goss, Nichole Han on, Katie Jon
ker. Nicole Konopin ki, Candice
Kosty. Megan McNerney, Tracy
Mentgan, Abby Pitcher, Dawn
Racevice, Jennifer Rau, and Man
dy Wagner.

FRESHMEN
Finally, the fre hmen are get

ting ready for the season. Coaches
Arneson and Persson describe the
girls as "vocal." With a little more
improvement needed, the girls are
taking the coaches' advice and
improving their skills daily.

Coach Arneson and Persson' s
team goals are to accomplish a .500
record, be aggressive both offen
sively and defensively, and always

have positive attitudes.
This year the freshmen are ex

cited to take on Richards. and to
take on their toughest opponent
Sandburg.

The e enthu iastic freshmen are
Christin Achter, Cheryl Banasiak,
Lisa Brandt, Kelly Burke, Kim
Capretz. Lauren Caster. Lindsey
Edquist, Gianna Hardt. Jessica
Koca, Aimee Lind, Amber Nettle,
Melissa Piwowar, Patty Seminetta.
Rachel Verbeek. and Michelle
Wasik.

Keep in mind that. "Winners
never cheat and cheaters never
win," says Coach Arneson. Have
a great season and remember that
positive attitudes and teamwork are
keys to succe s.

Baseball teams step up to the plate
By Daryl Gorney

Belicve il or n t, Oak Lawn's
Bascball sea on ha rapidly ap
proached us once again. Under the
direction of oach Skip Sullivan
and As istam ach Dempsey, this
year's var ity learn i looking on
the h rizon for a conference title.

To do this th ugh, many a pe ts
must be looked at to produce an
alI-around balanced team. Accord
ing to Coach Sullivan, the team's
pitching and defense are the team's
strong point, so he's focusing
more on the offense to improve.
The coach commented, "Poten
tially we could have a good offen
sive team, if we can get our bats

clicking."
Senior baseball player Dave

Rivera-Ducr commented, "We are
also trying t expand on OL H .
first 20 win season.

This year's Varsity Team is
complied f one sophomore, five
juniors, and cleven enior. Ex
pected to help out fell w team
mates are scnior players Dave
Rivera-Duer, Jason Pollard, Todd
Frederick, and Jeff Whiting.

As far as a possible starting
lineup is concerned, this i how it
would be: am Jubran (3B), Brian

trelow (2B), Jas n Pollard ( F),
Todd Frederick (IB), and Jeff
Whiting (SS).

As for the remaining outfield

positions, it will be Ray Orban (RF)
and Davc Rivera-Duer (LF). And
doing the dirty work behind the
plate wilI be sophomore en ation
Torn Creech.

Other featured outfield r will
include Tim Wilson, Carl I sac on,
Scott Jo eph, Ryan March. and
Rich Tonapinski. And featured
infielders will be Ja on Walker and
Jim Leipart.

oach Sullivan believes Rich
ards and Rcavi will give them
some tough competition this sea
son. The Varsity Team is optimi 
tic, but "hopcfulto be in the thick
of things a far as a conference
title i concerned."

Coach Sullivan said, "I wantt

ee us play to our potential, and
everything hould lake care of it
self if we can do that" He added
that the players, "arc true baseball
players bccau e they love the gam
and have good allitudes,"

Good Luck to th Varsity Team
on their aspirati ns. Their season
began on March 18th vs Evergreen
at home and Coach Sullivan want
the O.L. Ba ebalI fans to come ut
and watch them for ome exciting
baseball.

Froshl oph
According to Sophomore Base

ball Coach Kasley, the soph m re
team hould have a successful
season. oach Kasley and the team

decided their main goal was to win
every game. With two returning
tarters Dave Banasiak and Greg

Slade, they just might be able to
do it

Coach Kunde and the Fre hmen
baseball team hould have a posi
tive season a well. Coach Kunde
aid the team was hining good in

the cages and have a good defen
sive team a well. The team want
to win as many games as po sible,
and h pefully to fini h in first
place.

Coach Kunde commented
"They're a group of hard working
kid , and they have a lot of talent
They would rate with any fre h
man team of the past,"
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By Mark Gronski

The halls of OLCHS are brew
ing with excitement as the Boys
Volleyball Team wings back into
action. Although the varsity team
has lost some key players, they are
confident they can fill the gap
and attain a successful season. For
the last two month , the Spartans
have worked on conditioning and
jump training in preparation for
the beginning of the season which
was March 4.

With only several practices be
hind them, the team is constantly
working on improvement and team
unity. In talking with Coach Bah
naman about her first impressions
of the team, she stated, "Right now
we are looking decent and are
really competitive." Coach Bahna
man stre es the importance of
working hard and i confident that
the Spartans will achieve success.
Although confidence is evident,

Coach Bahnaman and the players
realize that they will not succeed
withQut setting goal . So what are
these goals? Well, thi is the exact
question that I posed.

Coach Bahnaman's response
was simple. "We need to concen
trate on working hard to win con
ference and ultimately another state
championship." The means to
accomplishing these goals may be
difficult, but with a po itive atti
tude and dedication, these objec
tives can be met.

This year's var ity team has
several returning players who will
bring them the experience and
determination needed for a suc
cessful season. This varsity squad
also possesses a newcomer to the
court in Steve Evans, who will help
strengthen this quad.

In talking to Joe Hovanes about
the tearn he said, "We are young
and talented and have a lot of
confidence." These words pretty

much sum up what thi var ity
team is all about. Confidence and
talent accompanied with achiev
able goals makes the Spartan a
seriou factor to be reckoned with.

At the other end of the court,
the Frosh/Soph team is howing
it own igns of confidence. As a
fust year coach at OLCHS, Coach
Haubenreiser is excited about the
upcoming season and the potential
succe ses. With returning player
as well as newcomers, thi quad
will prove to be a force on the
court.

Coach Haubenrei er feel that
the team is talented and will be
extremely competitive throughout
the eason. Along with this objec
tive, Coach Haubenrei er and the
team are focusing on taying above
500 and winning conference.

Sophomore Tom Heda said,
"We need to practice hard every
day and maintain a po itive aui-

Steve Evans blocks Kris O'Brien' . spike! (photo by Tony Giglio)

tude." Keeping this in mind, thi Marist tournament on March 22
year's Fro h/Soph quad is con- and March 23. A for the Frosh/
stantly working to improve the e Soph, they will begin by playing
two important characteristic . against Sandburg on March 26.

This year the Spartan Var ity Good Luck to both levels on their
team kicks off the season al the quest for succe s!

Swtmmers make a final splash

Basketball teams finish up

The Boy's Swim Team recently Tim had a great eason too. He
voted on this year's Most Improved achieved hi be t time at confer
Freshmen and MVP. After all the ence, swimming the 200 yard 1M
votes were counted, the re ults and the 500 yard freestyle. Being
were pretty much unanimou . Thi the team's co-captain, he showed
year' Most Improved Freshman a lot of re pon ibilily and author
is Aaron Kriekel. This sea on, ity for the team. He was there to
Aaron improved in every event he give some of the wimmers a little
swam. The fu t time he swam the "kick" when they weren't too fo
100 yard brea tstroke, hi time was eu ed.
a 2:08.23. He brought hi time Overall, as Kevin Hoover re-
down to a 1:21.88. Kriekel al 0 marked, the Swimming Spartan
swam the 500 yard freestyle, drop- had a "great ea on." The guys
ping from a 8:40.00 to a 7:50.00; were out there, giving it their all.
the 200 yard free tyle, 4:09.54 to Even when they got a liltle intimi
a remarkable 2:42.30; and the 100 dated, they till Wam up to peak
yard free tyIe, bringing hi time of performance.
a 1:20 flat to a 1:14.22. Kriekel As Ken Huizenga aid, "It's not
commented on the future, "I want you and the guy next to you, it's
to go to state next year." Good you and the clock. [f you can get
luck Aaron! out of that pool and honestly say

The MVP for the 95-96 Boy' you swam your race the best you
Swim Sea on was Tim Chavosky! eould, then you did."

Wrestling Results

By Suzy Mitchell

Three months, 11 meets, 4 in
vitationals, and about 312,000 laps
later, the Spartan Boys Swim sea
son has come to an end. The
Spartan pool, which once was il
luminated by the team' cheers and
splashes, is now silent and calm.

After all the hard work, it was
conference time once again and
the Spartan Swirnrners were ready.
Conference was ho ted by Andrew
High School. The boys swam on

Boys' Basketball
By Scott Cosme

The Frosh team finished an
impressive eason as Conference
Champs with a 9-1 Conference
record (16-8 overall). The high
light of the team' eason wa a
thirteen game winning streak that
lasted from December 28 to Feb
ruary 24.

The Soph team finished the
season with a 11-17 record. The
record, though, doesn't reveal the
potential in thi team. The top
offensive guns on the team were
Aaron Altenberg (11.7 PPG), Tony
Baldea (9.7 PPG), Dan McLernon
(7.8 PPG), and Greg Slade (6.8
PPG). Dan McLemon also set a
school ophomore record of three
pointers made in one game when
he hit eight again t Romeoville.

Other highlight of the season
included Dan McLernon's three
pointer with 1.5 econd left
against Romeoville to give the
Spartans the win, and the dimin
ishing of a ten point deficit in the
final minutes against Reavi that
was topped off with an Altenberg
jump shot in the final econd to
win the game.

The Varsity team finished the
season with a 4-21 overall record.
Even, though, the record doe n't
reveal it, the team was con tantly
improving and next year will tart
off on a higher level of play.

Leading the team in scoring
were Ray Orban (15.6 PPG), Ryan
March (11.5 PPG), Bill Schlosser
(9.1 PPG), and teve Evans (7.2
PPG). Ray Orban et a new chool
record when he hit his 60th three
pointer of the ea on again t
Reavis. Ray al 0 wa elected to
the All-Conference team, and Ryan
March and Bill Schlo er received
Honorable Mention.

two levels, Frosh/Soph and Var
ity. The Fro h/Soph boys held

their own with a total of 76 points
and finished in 6th place.

This performance was not bad,
con idering that at the beginning
of the season, the freshman boys
were inexperienced. Coach Welch
remarked that the team included a
good group of freshmen and ev
eryone improved their times dur
ing the season.

With just two Spartans at the
Varsity level, they fini hed in a

Sophomore Tony Baldea drib
bles down the court. (Photo by
Jennifer Schroeder)

Girls' Basketball
By Chris Mensching
and Diana Wroblewski

The Varsity Girls Basketball
Team proved to be a tough com
petitor in this year's SI A North
Conference.

The squad wa led by even
juniors: Barb Antol, Healher
Evans, Rachel Funk, ara Gries
baum, Val Neubauer, Pam Stof
fregen, and Mandy Zeien; five
soph mores: hanna Blaze, Rachel
Kolar, Christina Men ching, Jenell
Murray, and Cheryl Sullivan; and
lWO freshmen: Jenny Jaral and
Kathy Knak.

Head Coach Davclis and Assi .
lant Coach Ke tier guided the

partan to victory and helped
improve player individually.

Although the girls' record of 10
wins and 13 10' e wasn'l the

remarkable 7th place, with a total
of 11 points. Tim Chavosky and
Kevin Hoover, also the team's co
captain , swam hard and put up
orne heavy competition for the

other swimmers. Tim swam the
200 yard 1M, with a time of
2:25.15. He also swam the 500
yard freestyle, bringing in a time
of 5:44 flat.

Kevin swam the 50 yard free
style in 24:88. He also swam the
100 yard freestyle, with a time of
58.37.

greatest, the Lady Spartan were
very succe ful. The panans did
very well at the Rich South Tour
namenl. The girls beal Marian
Cath lic and Thornlon Fracli nal,
but 10 t to Rich Soulh by a few
point. The Lady Spanan took
econd place at this tournament.

Barb Antol and Kathy Krlak
were named All-Tournament Play
ers. We would also like to con
gratulale Barb Antol and Kalhy
Krzak on making the All· onfer
ence Team. Since there were no
seniors on the team, everyone will
be returning. Next year, the Lady
Spartan hope to fight for the

onference Tille.

Sophomores
Alth ugh their record didn't

how it, Oak Lawn's Girl opho
more Basketball Team gave every
game a 100% effon. By the end of
the'e on the girls had improved
tremendou Iy, by coming clo e 10

pulling off la t-second victories
against 1st place conference teams.

The sophomores were led by
the skillful coaching ofM. hultz,
who pu hed the girls to always try
their harde t, no matter what the
condition were.

The ophomore Lady Spartan
included Jaime Bousman, Maureen
Scanlan, Diana Wroblewski,
Tere a kupien, Jeannette Lemri e,
Michelle Ortiz, Vicky McMahon,
Mary Pasquarella, Nichole Han-
en, Nichole Biesiada, Tahnee

Spatafore, and Tracy Mentgen.
The Sophomore Team did have

orne important victorie thi sea·
son, however. At the Evergrcen
Park High School oph more
Christma Tournament, our Lady
Spartans brought home a tr phy,
by fighting for a 3rd place pot in
that competition. Our congratula
ti n goes out lO Ihe girls, and we
hope to ee their face trying oul
for the varsity team next year.

By Andy Zaghlul

With the end of winter comes
the end of another succe sful wres
tling sea on here at Oak Lawn.
Thi team represented our school
at the IHSA State Wrestling Tour
nament in Champaign. Even
though only one person went to
actually wre tie, a lot of people
came down to give our 275 pound
Jason Surratt their support.

Not since 1994 has Oak Lawn
sent a wrestler to State to compete.
Going downstate and 10 ing by
only a few points is impres ive,
and Jason is only a junior!

"I did a decent job thi season,
but I should have done belter. Next
year I'm going to win everything.
I can and hopefully will bring home
a title," aid Ja on.

At Regionals, three hard core
wrestlers from Oak Lawn com·
peted for a bid to go to State. Ac
cording to IHSA, if a wrestler
places rust, econd, or third at
Regional , he qualifies to wre tie
in Champaign. With Jason were
the 171 pound Brian Clausson, and
the 135 pound Dave Clemen .
Clausson, who took first in Con
ference, wa expecting a chance to
go to State, but lost in the
quarterfinal .

"I had a good eason. 1 had a
record with over 20 wins and took
the Conference title. Even though
I lost at Regional , I feel I had a
worthwhile eason," said Brian.

Now it was Dave Clemen 'turn
to tum up the heat on the mat.
However, in the end, he took a

disappointing non-placement po
ition.

Jason, who had been waiting all
season for the opportunity to com
pete at State was getting pumped
for some action. Even though Ja-
on lost one match that day, he

wasn't going to let it bring him
down. So, he won the rest of his
matches and took a urprising third.

When Sectionals carne, the
Spartan wre tling quad was gear
ing up for a battle that would
determine who the best in the area
would be. School like Shepard,
Bolingbrook, and Reavi were a1 0

competing for the ame title: re
spect. That's the an wer that al
most any wrestler would give when
asked what was in it for them. And
he was right! R-E-S-P-E-C-T!
That's what wre tling is all about.
Eric Lyons, Brian Clausson, Dave
Clemens, and Jason Surratt were
invited to wrestle at Sectionals and
they did well.

Now the sea on is over, and the
Oak Lawn Wrestling team has
racked up some points for OLCHS.
This year, Oak Lawn has produced
one State Qualifier, three Regional
Qualifiers, three Sectional Quali
fiers, and one Conference Cham
pion.

Coach Robin on cornrnented,
"I'm very proud of this team and
of everyone's accomplishments,
and I hope we can use this year's
achievement as a starting block
for the future wee tling squads at
OLCHS." Good luck next year,
Spartan !
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Outstanding Seniors Nominated

Outstanding Senior Nominees (L-R) Mike Vahl, Jeff Whiting, Becky Quinn, Tim Braun, Mark Gronski.
Not pictured - Christie Evitt, Jackie Selmeister, Randy Warning, Tina Michalek, Katie Sullivan. (photo
by Jennifer Shroeder)

----Here the Bride---

National Honor Society, and a
DARE role model.

Randall Warning has been
involved in Key Club, Peer Medi
ation, DARE role model, Student
Council, Volleyball, and class
advisory boards. He i al 0 Presi
dent of Student Helpers. Randy
plans to attend Loyola Univer
sity and major in Computer Sci
ence.

Jeffrey Whiting ha been in
volved in Ba eball, National
Honor Society, and advisory
board .H is al 0 the Vice-Pre i
dent f Am a sador lub. Jeff
plan to attend Arizona State
Univer ity and major in Busines
Management and Accounting.

Carbondale and major in avia
tion.

Mark Gronski ha been in
volved in Basketball, advisory
boards, Ecology Club, Interna
tional Club, Mathletes, Student
Council, Student Helpers, and
Scholastic Bowl. Mark has also
played a large part in Operation
Snowball a Teen Director. He is
also currently President of Am
bas ador Club. Mark plans to
attend Indiana Univer ity and
major in social work.

Michael Vahlha parti ipated
on Track and Field, ro - oun
try, and has been Soccer Captain.
Mike has been a member of Stu
dent Council, Peer Mediator,

ety. She was also Vice-President
ofher freshman class. Laura plans
to attend Northeast Mi souri State
University and major in math
ematics education.

The nominees for Outstanding
Senior Boy are: Timothy Braun,
Mark Gronski, Michael Vahl,
Randall Warning, and Jeffrey
Whiting.

Timothy Braun ha been on
Tennis and Cross-Country for the
past four year . He also partici
pated in theater and wa a Re
gional Champion and State Quali
fier in Foren ics. Tim i a choir
IMEA finalist and a drum major
in band. Tim plans to attend
Southern nlinoi Univer ity at

comes

Moraine Valley on a Distinguish
ed Scholar Scholarship, and then
tran fer to a four-year univer ity.

Rebecca Quinn ha been in
volved in Ambas ador Club,
Student Council, Key Club, and
the theater. Becky has been on
the taff at Operation Snowball
a well as a DARE role model.
Her leadership positions have
included swim captain, National
Honor Society Pre ident, Spar
tanite Sports Editor and Vice
President ofStudent Helpers. She
plans to attend Bates College in
Lewiston Maine, where he will
major in biology.

Jacqueline Selmeister ha
been involved in Spani h Club,
Pep Club, Ambassador Club, and
National Honor Society. Jackie
is planning to attend the Univer
sity of lllinois at Urbana-Cham
paign and major in early child
hood education.

Kathleen Sullivan has been
involved in SADD, Stu~.I'I,t Help
ers, Key Club, and National
Honor Society. She has al adone
makeup and publicity fo) the
plays, and has participated on the
clas advisory boards as well as
Student Council. Katie plans to
attend Moraine Valley and then
tran fer to a university.

aura Van By um has been
involved in Softball, Ba ketball,
Volleyball, Student Helper, Pe
gasus, and National Honor Soci-

By Jill Levickas

Thi year a total of 11 boy
and girls were nominated to re
ceive the Outstanding Senior
award. This is an honor given
every year to one boy and one
girl in the enior cla who both
the tudents and faculty agree
exhibit the qualities of character,
scholarship, leadership, service,
and personality. All seniors voted
for their choice in a recent home
room. The winner' will be an
nounced at Honors Night on May
30.

The nominees for Outstanding
Senior Girl are: Christie Evitt,
Tina Michalek, Rebecca Quinn,
Jacqueline Selmeister, Kathleen
Sullivan, and Laura Van By sum.

Christie Evitt has participated
in National Honor Society,
DARE Role Model, Spartanite,
and class advisory boards. She
was voted MVP in Softball and
he i currently captain. Christie

is in choir, and has been in IMEA
All-State Choir. She was also on
the first place conference team in
Foren ics. Christie plans to at
tend illinois Wesleyan and major
in education.

Tina Michalek has been in
volved in National Honor Soci
ety, Key Club, Student Helper,
Student Council, and both Fre h
man and Senior Class Advi ory
Board. Tina plans to attend

Pete Vraja and Amy Wells share their wedding cake! (Photo by
Laura Van Byssum)

By Holly Marie Lisitza

"Here comes the bride..."
These familiar words echoed

the hall of OLCHS on Friday,
April 26 when the Adult Living
CIa held their third annual
Mock Wedding. This is a project
that began three years ago when
M . Arne on, the Adult Living
teacher, decided to pice up the
activitie of the class. M . Arne-
on thought that it would be more

realistic for the students to learn
about marriage through experi
ence rather than through a text
book.

M . Arneson fu t began a
project like the mock wedding
when she taught at another
school, Cider Grove in Wi con
sin. At OLCHS the project began
small, but has now "snowballed"
into a school wide event.

Ms. Icenogle, Department
Chair, said, ''This is a real life
activity that students can't learn
in a textbook, and also brings
people together socially."

This is a project that was or
ganized to aI 0 help students face
the reality of marriage; an expe
rience that they may face when
they leave high school and go
out into the real world. Also,
through interdisciplinary learning
with other departments in the
chool, students learn how each

of the classes they take through
out their high school career can
work together.

From this project Ms. Arneson
hopes that students will learn
responsibility, how to commit
toward a project as well as a re-

lation hip, how to work with
co t ,and how to get around cost
for uch events as a wedding.
AI 0 students learn how to re-
earch for prices and come to

realize preparing for a wedding
is a lot of work.

Before the wedding the tu
dents study and experience the
entire life process: living alone,
becoming involved in a relation
ship, getting engaged, planning a
wedding, actually getting mar
ried, married life, divorce, and
dealing with death. It' a whole
life proces that the tudents go
through and experience.

The clas participates in the
wedding. Students are graded on
their participation, attitude toward
the project, worksheet packets,
and then their participation in the
wedding.

Ms. Arneson, Ms. Icenogle,
and many other teachers involved
in this project think it is an effec
tive, successful project.

Ms. Arneson commented,
"This wedding was a great suc
cess, and the best one yet. I'm
always looking for ways to im
prove it and it will continue unless
another exciting project comes
along or the students just don't
want to do the project. I don't do
the wedding just to do it. It's a
learning experience for the stu
dents, staff and administration."

The students are involved in a
realistic experience that can help
them judge how they want to plan
their future. The staff gets in
volved and helps students realize
that what they learn in school can
be used in the future.

Carly Nicosia said, "I thought

the Mock Wedding wa a lot of
fun. It wa also a good educa
tional experience, becau e not
only does it prepare you for the
future, it teaches you how to work
with other people while planning
such a big event."

This year' wedding united
Amy Wells, bride, and Pete Vraja,
groom. Their wedding party in
cluded: Maid of Honor Suzanne
Terrell and Be t Man Chris
Miller;

Bridesmaids, Monica PaUma
ka, and Sebahat Bal; and Grooms
men, Tim Kury z and Kevin
McNamara;

Father and Mother of the Bride,
Mr. and Mrs. Lockwood; Mother
of the Groom, Ms. Icenogle and
Father of the Groom, Mr. Hill;

Lector, Michelle Gebel and
Officiant, Mr. A trauskas;

Video taper, Ms. Haubenreiser;
and Performers, Jason Rowsey,

Mary Beth Drechsler, Christie
Evitt, Cheryl Gorman, Jon Row
sey, Tim Braun, and Kristina
Caputo.

The day consisted of the wel
come address, processional, ex
change ofvows, a song "Longer,"
exchange of rings, another song
"The Wedding Song," pro
nouncement of the marriage
vows, introduction of couple, and
recessional. Afterward there was
a reception with a wedding buf
fet catered by Ms. Holak's Food
Service Class.

Food consisted of as octed
relishes, vegetable platters, dev
iled eggs, cheese and fruit plat
ters, hot appetizers (meatballs,
smokey links, BBQ chicken legs,
mini pizza rolls), canapes (caviar
classic, cheese thins, cucumber

and dill, hrimp cocktail, crab
meat bursts), cre cent sandwiches
(roast beef, ham, turkey), Jell-O,
punch, and wedding cake.

Many other classes contributed
to the event. M . Surma and her
English 2 clas wrote the wel
come address and wedding vows.
Mr. Horejs and his Photography
class captured the memories of
the day.

Ms. Bahnaman, M . Greiman,
and Mr. Mayer and their P.E.
students gave the dancing lessons.

Ms. Mateer and her choir pro
vided the ensemble.

Mr. Marks and his Printing
class created the invitations. Ms.
Voight and the Office Procedures
class created the guest book,
headed table arrangements, pub-

licity, and small bu iness affairs.
Ms. Icenogle printed the pro
grams.

M . Conway and Ms. Giebel
hau en's classes helped decorate.

Other contributions included:
Seno's Tuxedo donated tuxedos,
House of Brides donated the
Bridal gown, and Nick Vitacco
and Brian Semmler donated their
professional D.J. skills.

Amy Wells, the bride, com
mented, "I thought the wedding
was a great and a very fun expe
rience. I would be the bride. over
again. Being the bride made me
feel like it was the most impor
tant day ever. The food, music
and dres es were important in
making the wedding complete. I
wish it never would've ended."
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OL senior looks
to the future

Defending
Generation x

By KeUy Melaniphy By Daryl Gorney

So many senior editors write their last Spartanite editorial about looking back at
high chool. They remember the good, the bad, and the ugly, and they pay homage
to the schools that got them where they are today. That's a great story to write, and
often fun to write, but that' not what I want to do. Yes, high school was good. We
had fun - some more than others - but as high chool draws to a close for us, we
should be looking to the future. Sure, bring your my terious love of half-baked cookies
and a nice, long nap in a big, uncomfortable desk with you into the next chapter of
your life. As long a we don't live in the past, we'll be all right.

Probably the best post-high chool advice I've ever heard has been to get out of the
village of Oak Lawn. No offense intended to all those loyal Oak Lawners out there.
Oak Lawn is a great place to live and raise a family. It's a nice, clean uburb in a tiny
little comer of the world, but to live a full life, a person has to experience life in all
its fonns. Suburban life is ju tone fonn of life, just like childhood is just one phase.
Going out into the world and gaining this type of experience is an important part of
Ijving. It is a leamjng experience and it helps us to understand other people.

For orne of us, getting Out of Oak Lawn altogether is impo sible. If this is the case,
it doesn't mean that they won't be successful. There are many examples of students
who stay at home after high chool for a few months, or even a few years, who are
successful in their lives.

The key is to stay focused. Keep going to school, any kind of school. Whether we
have solid plans for the future or not, we need to keep learning. It keeps our rrunds
working. Along with continuing our education, we should get involved in our com
munities, make new friends, move on. High school was a good time, and we'll always
remember it. Graduation is coming, and after that, summer. After summer comes the
rest of our lives, and we're all bound for success in our own ways. The next step is
to find out what that way is. Good luck, Class of '96.

Spartanite Spe~kout

As a member of "Generation X," I'm starting to become offended at orne of the
comments directed toward us. Some adults have labeled us the "undefined generation. II

I've overheard many adults claim that we are going to be the generation to ruin this
country. Considering that this country has survived a Civil War, two World Wars, and
a Depression, I very much doubt that our generation will put the United States into
extinction. Here is our chance to prove them wrong.

A couple of weeks ago, I received a magazine for the class of 1997 titled Futures.
As a part of the clas of 1997, I found out orne interesting facts about the future as
it pertains to us. According to thi magazine, the class of '97 is made of about 4 million
teenagers. Out of these 4 rrullion teenagers, 87% of them will earn their high chool
diplomas or GED (3,480,000 teenagers). Sixty-two percent of these graduates will go
on to enroll in either a two-year or four-year college (2,157,600 students). And, if these
tudents were to successfully graduate from college, this would mean that over half

of the high school graduates from the class of '97 would be prepared to venture out
into the real world to make a difference in a positive direction.

But what does it all mean? I think we do recognize that education is the only route
to improving this country. We do recognize the value of community service and believe
we can improve life for others. We are not rrundle s self-centered teenagers who are
about to ruin this country, but rather young adults ready to improve it.

Just because
What was your opinion of the administration's use of the bag of

bottles at the recent SADD assembly? Have you ever taken the time to appreciate something omeone has done for you?
On the other hand, have you ever taken the time to do omething for someone out of
the kindne s of your heart or "just because?"

I'm ure this has happened at one point or another and although this ounds trite,
these actions are called Random Acts of Kindnes or Selfless Acts of Appreciation.
In fact, I have witnessed people ( tudents as well as teachers, friends. parents, and peers)
take part in these acts.

The question is, are you one of the people who doe something nice for someone
el e without thinking about it?

An wer these few simple que tion : If one of the lunch ladies gives you an extra
dollar in change, would you give her the money back?

Have you ever called a friend when he wa home sick to see if he was okay or necded
anything?

Have you ever given up a Saturday to volunteer for a worthy cause?
If you answered ye to any of these que tions. you have done omething you never

thought you could do; you have been nice to someone.
Consider thi list of possibilities:
Collecting clothes and shoes and donating them to a shelter or AmVet .
Spending an afternoon with your grandparents or an older neighbor and asking if

they need any work done around the house.
pending time with a friend who has ha9 a bad week instead of your boyfriend or

girlfriend.
Spoiling a friend a few bucks for lunch or a movie ticket becau e she i low on cash.
Smiling or being cheerful when someone else is in a bad mood or ju t being there

for a friend to listen to them.
These ideas are just a sampling of what you can do to be generous or genuinely nice.

Contrary to what people think, the world might not be so corrupt after all, as long a
there is someone out tllere who cares.

By Shannon Doherty

Spartanite Staff
EDlTOR-!N-ClDEF Kelly Melaniphy
NEWS EDITOR Holly Li itza
ASST. NEW EDITOR Jill Levickas
FEAWREEDITOR Vicky Corbell
ENTERTAlNMENfEDITOR Shannon Doherty

PORTS EDITOR Becky Quinn
A T. PORTS EDITOR Tom Cronin
PHOTO EDITOR Jennifer Schroeder
GRAPIDC ARTIST Andrew zaghul
BUSINESS MANAGER Daryl Gorney
lYPING/CIRCULATIONMANAGER Kevin Woloszyn
ADVISOR Mrs. B. Whiteaker

Spartanile editorials repre ent the opinions of individual staff members, not the
publication itself. Replies to the e editorials are welcomed and can be ent to
Spartanite office room 204.

Mr. W. Hill, Principal
The administration's display of the

liquor bottles at the SADD a embly was
intended to prove to students that drink
ing and driving are problems that exist
amongst some of our students. The
message is that some kids could have
died, been injured, or killed other inno
cent people. Hopefully, this resulted in
some conversation, personal reflection,
and more attention to the problem. Ob
viously, not all seruors were involved,
but many were and hopefully all students
will trongly consider their actions and
be ready for the consequences.

Mark Gronski, senior
I feel that the adrrunistration's actions

were appropriate. Although it concen
trated on the actions of a mall portion
of the enior class, its purpose was to
express a concern. By these actions, the
administration has begun to take action
and express their concern.

Melissa Moyzis, senior
I believe that the admini tration's dis

play of the bottles at the SADD assembly
was more of a show than anything. I
think that the administration got the re
action that they anticipated. I am assum
ing that their intent was to make an
example out of the enior class and to try
to reinforce their anti-drug message, but
I think they only gave the underclassmen
more ideas. The administration went
about it in the wrong way. If something
had to be said, it should have only been
said to the senior class.

Mrs. J. Sulek, Science Department
Chair and Teacher

Giving attention to the bag of bottle
was not a positive tatement about the
class of 1996. A small minority of stu
dents who used bad judgment and who
lack OLCHS pride deserve to be ignored.
The majority of the class of 1996 are
responsible, hard working young men
and women who deserve our respect and
encouragement.
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Science Students of the Month

CLA S ELECTIONS RESULT

SOPHOMORE .J lOR SE lOR

PRESIDENT 'PRESIDENT PRESIDENT
ill Jurkow ki Dan Prorok Mike hilvers

ICE-PRES. VI E -PRES. VI E-PRES.
risti Walsh Jenny Burn Cry tal Volakakis

ECRETARY SECRETARY SECRETAllY
tephanie Boyle II ather Dwyer Joe Bolz

REASURER TREA URER TREASURER
ulie Braun Kri ten Mc lIugh Dan Whiting

The Battle of the Bands

March Science Students of the Month. First Row (L·R) AI Baker,
hemistry; Jill Herrmann, Physics; Matt Wilhelm, Advanced

Biology. Second Row (L-R) Matt Moyzis, Fre hman Biology;
Mike Correa, Science Foundations; Kim Capretz, cience Foun
dations; Tom Cronin,Advanced Chemistry Honor. ot Pictured
- Ken Sheppard, Biology; Don Hall, Advanced Biology; Joe
Slomski, Science Froundations.

By Michelle Fierro

Otis Carpetman! Abendagoe!
Cosmic Soup! Gleamir! Hippie
Death Machine! These names
sound familiar? They should.
These were the bands that took
part in Oak Lawn's 2nd Battle of
111e Bands on March 9.

The Battle of the Band was an
event held last school year, again
this year, and it is hoped that it will
become an annual event. Battle of
the Bands was spon ored by Ms.
Morisette and the Senior Class
Advisory Board. The bands that
participated included current and
fonner OL students.

This year Cosmic Soup and
Gleamir were the only two band
to return from last year' perfor
mance, while Otis Carpetman,
Abendagoe, and Hippie DeaUl

Machine were new bands this year
to Oak Lawn.

This year, a well as last, the
bands were given assistance from
Marty's Perfonnance Recording.
Marty,Jlelped the band with runs
of all the sounds, mixing instru
ment and making mixes.

While everyone at the Battle was
Ii tening to the mu ic, a selected
panel of judges were evaluating
each individual band. Each of the
bands was given a score on their
originality/creativity, audio, and
stage performance. This year Cos
mic Soup began their perfonnance
with a little extra treat. The band
walked onto stage carrying lava
lamp and had large stuffed ani
mal urrounding them. The use
of prop increased the band's score
for tage perfonnanee.

Mike Marcinkow ki aid, "I

thought the 'Battle of the Bands'
was fun! I thought it wa fun
because it was a way of sh wing
our different talent. There was
orne hard competition there,

which really didn't matter, becau e
it was just for fun. I hope that the
Battle will come back next year,
because it's fun and it's omething
different.' ,

Mike, a junior, was the only
participant who played in three of
the bands that perfonned.

Each member that participated
received a pin; each band received
a plaque; and the winner of the
battle won a big plaque and $200
cash prize. This year Gleamir won
fir t, Cosmic Soup, econd;
Abendagoe, third; Otis Carpetman.
fourth; and Hippie Death Machine
took fifth.

April Science Students of the Month. Fir tRow (L·R) Julie
Braun, Freshman Biology Honors; Michelle Matera, Chemistry;
Cheryl Banasiak, Freshman cience Foundation ; Julie Rus 0,

Biology. Second Row (L·R) Ron Bradbery, Advanced Chemistry
Honors; Joe Sroka, Biology; Jim Cornfield, Advanced Biology;
Jo h Smok, Chemistry. Not Pictured· Tom Kubicki, Phy ic
Honors.
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Baby Think It Over
May 17, 1996

be expanded so every student has
the opportunity to work with the
babies. The school has 38 babies
in all; 30 Caucasian, 4 crack
babies, 2 African American, and
2 Hispanic.

The crack babie will not be
distributed to a student, but will
be used as demonstration in some
clas es. The crack baby con
stantly shakes, is smaller than the
other babies, and cries more and
worse than the others.

The African American and
Hispanic babies have not been
used yet either, but it is hoped
that they will be used in the fu
ture as examples of interracial
babie and/or adoption.

Ms. Arneson said, "Thi is a
worthwhile project that makes
learning as real as possible for
students."

~
Jenny Hessling takes care of her baby for ''Baby Think It Over."
(photo by Jennifer Schroeder)

five minutes."
Thursday, students gave their

babies back. Their teacher then
checked the baby for any abuse,
neglect, or any tampering with
the doll.

On Friday, the teacher col
lected the student journals.

The students were graded on a
checklist basis: how their paper
work wa completed, if the baby
registered any abuse or neglect,
also what the students learned
from the experience, and if they
took it seriously or not.

"This project taught me a lot
about kids in general:' said Jamie
Jo eph. "They can be a lot of fun
to be with when they aren't your
own, but when a child is a 24
hour job it's the most tiring thing
you can possibly do."

It is hoped that this project will

Sparlanife Newt

consequences of their choices.
"Baby Think It Over" was a

week long project. On the Mon
day of the week the project be
gan, students prepared for what
was to come. They were told
about the journal they must keep
on the activity.

On Tuesday, the babies were
distributed to the students, along
with clothes, diaper bag, etc.
Among the babies distributed,
there were two sets of twins.
These were given to Crystal
Webber and Virgil Ramirez.

Crystal said, "It makes you
realize how hard it is to raise kids
when you are a teenager. Espe
cially twins. Even though they
didn't do half the stuff real live
babies do, it was still hard."

Virgil added, "It made me think
that kids are too much money. I
couldn't even afford a weeks'
worth of food for the baby with
my job, and I work five days a
week! Another thing it made me
realize was that it's hard to raise
a kid by yourself, go to school,
have a girlfriend, go out with
friends and have a job. Boy it's
hard!"

Wednesday is the day they
shared their "fir t night with the
baby" experiences with class
members.

Fran Furgiuele said, "What I
liked least was the crying. Not
only did it wake you in the middle
of the night, but you had to hold
the key in the doll for up to forty-

The babies are actually de
signed with microproce sors that
simulate the realistic cry of an
infant at random intervals. The
intervals range from 15 minutes
to 6 hours for feeding or care 24
hours a day. When the babies
cry, indicating they need care,
the "parent" (student) must insert
a "key" into the baby's back and
hold it, for up to 35 minutes or
until the baby stops crying. The
"key" is attached to a tamper
free, non-transformable hospital
bracelet that must be worn by the
student at all times while caring
for hislher child.

OLCHS purchased "Baby
Think It Over" a year ago and
fIrst opened the program in the
fall of this school year to the
Parenting cla s. Now the
Parenting and Child Develop
ment classes are both using the
babies to get a realistic feeling of
having a child to care for every
day, all day long.

"Thi gives my students a
practical and realistic experience
a textbook can'!," Ms. Arneson
said. "They are committed to the
baby and it is a real eye-opener
for the students in the fact that it
[taking care of a child] is not as
easy as they thought."

The students learn that having
a baby is a everyday, all day
reality. The project is designed to
help students learn ~9re about
responsibility, to make '~hoices

and be old enough to han~e the

By Holly Marie Lisitza

Imagine you are sleeping, hav
ing sweet dreams and enjoying a
night's rest. Then all of a sudden
a cry from another room wakes
you up to tell you your attention
is needed. That is exactly what
"Baby Think It Over" is all about.

"Baby Think It Over" was a
project designed by Rick Junnain.
Its purpose was "to provide an
experience to young adults that
simulates the experience of
parenting a young infant. The
device is not a perfect replica of
an infant, and cannot duplicate
all of the infant's behavior.

"Baby Think It Over is in
tended to help young adults un
derstand two important facts
about infants: their demands are
unpredictable but must be met
promptly, and they require a great
deal of time and attention and
will change their parent's lifestyle
profoundly. Baby Think It Over
suggests that, while teens are
su ceptible to peer pressure, they
do not listen to the warnings of
allIer teens about the tremendous
respon ibility involved, until they
experience it for themselves."

A an unemployed "rocket
cientist" who worked in Mi 
ion Control at NASA, Jurmain

came up with an idea of a more
realistic baby for chools to u e
to replace eggs or flour bags they
had used previously to achieve
these goals.

Page 4

When Dinosaurs ruled the Earth
By Patty Seminetta

Imagine you are living in a time
when you are surrounded by a
jungle full of animals that haven't
walked the earth in 65 million
years. On your right side is a
Velociraptor that stands six feet
tall and has claws that are sharp
enough to slice you open. On your
left side is a Tyrannosaurs Rex
that is about IDO times larger than
you and was considered to be one
of the most vicious creatures to

walk the face of the earth.
This is the image that Michael

Crichton created in the novel Ju-
ic Park. Using the image that

Michael Crichton created, the
Freshman English 2 Honors Class
successfully tried to analyze this
novel. Their teacher, Mrs.
Whiteaker, posed the question,
"Were the scientific concepts ac
curately portrayed in the novel and
movie?" The students worked for
6 weeks to answer this question.

At the same time, the students

studied Evolution, and DNA ex
traction and construction in Mr.
Riordan's Biology Honors Class.
When reading the novel, students
kept a journal where they noted
scientific concepts that were sug
gested. When they completed the
novel, the students arranged them
selves into groups of four, and each
group selected a different topic to
study further.

The groups of four, and their
topics were: Lauren Ward, Patty

Seminetta, Jennifer Trotta, and
Amanda Ault who studied the
behavior of dinosaurs;

Lauren Caster, Jessica Koca,
Christin Achter, and Cathy Strom
examined the reality of the plants
found in Jurassic Park;

Jamie Quintavalle, Amanda
Campbell, Rachel Verbeck, and
Michelle Cronin looked at the
evolution of dinosaurs;

Brian Meyers, Mike Nesi ,Chad
Zeilenga, and Sam Echavarria

studied DNA Extraction and Con
struction.

Last, but definitely not least,
Dave Weber, Lee Smith, Rick
Hnal, and Russ Zalas examined
dinosaur behavior.

Jennifer Trotta said, "I thought
that working in a group was better
than working alone on this type of
projcct, because there was a 10l of
work to do, and splitting it up made
it so much easier on everybody.

(Continued on page 5)
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Spartanite Staff Chosen

The Spartanite says farewell to its Senior Editors: (L to R top)
KeUy Melaniphy, Jill Levickas, Becky quinn and Jenn Schroeder.

By Holly Marie Lisitza

The applications have been
handed in, evaluated, examined,
and the new editorial staff cho
sen for the '96-'97 Spartanite
staff.

Next years Sparlanjte staff
will include:

Co-Editor-in-Chief: Shannon
Doherty and Daryl Gorney

News Editor: Tom Cronin
As istant News Editor: Patty

Seminetta
Entertainment Editor: Tom Jo

delka
Feature Editor: Holly Marie Li

itza
Co-Sports Editors: Chris In

fusino and Scott Cosme
Photo Editor: Tony Giglio
Congratulations to next year's

editorial staff and good luck. The
Sparlanite would like to say
good bye to the Senior Editors
and welcome to the new editors.

The Spartanite welcomes its new editors: First Row (LoR)
Shannon Doherty, Scott Cosme, Holly Marie Lisitza. Second
Row (LoR) Daryl Gorney, Tony Giglio, Chris Infusino. Third
Row, Tom Cronin. Not Pictured, Patty Seminetta.

English I Book Fair promotes Reading
By Kevin Stewart

What's this? Students walking
around talking about books? Is
this a teacher's dream? No. it's
the 1996 Oak Lawn Book Fair.
On Thursday, May 2, English I
classes took part in the Book Fair.
The Book Fair's main purpose
was to have students read books
and analyze what they read.

Students were instructed to
elect a novel and complete cer

tain project that would demon-
trate their under tanding of the

elements of fiction. Student had
to create a bookmark that was
relevant to their book, de ign a
poster selling their book, and
complete a planning notebook

that helped them understand the
main elements of fiction: plot,
conflict, characterization, and set
ting.

To top off the tasks they were
already given, students were ask
ed to select a project from a list
that the teachers had given them.
Some projects selected by stu
dents were to create a hort story
sequel to their novel, an inter
view with a character in the novel,
or a diary/journal written from
the perspective of the character.

After the students had fini hed
the tasks given, they participated
in the Book Fair activilie . At the
Fair students vi ited other stu
dents and talked about their nov
els. Students with outstanding

projects were selected by their
teachers to be reviewed by a
special panel of judges. The
judges were Dr. Luka, Mrs. Lock
wood, and Ms. Halper.

Honorable mentions and first,
second and third place awards
were given to tho e students se
lected by their teachers. Honor
able Mentions were given to:
Ryan Burbridge, Alicia Stan
kiewicz, Jason Sarpolis, Joanna
Bojda, Sinead Gallen, and Feras
EI-Ramahi.

Fir t place was given to two
students this year: Kristine
Bowen and Bill Korab. Second
place went to two students:
Brandi Hamilton and Julie Braun.
Third place was given to Kathy
Karp.

Book Fair winners
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developed and documented. This
part of the presentation wa graded
by Mr. Riordan.

"I found that by speaking in front
of a large group of people I strived
to do my best, and I think every
one else did too!" said Jamie
Quintavalle.

Lauren Ward commented, "I
think that doing thi type of re
search was more interesting than
u ual project becau e you were
able to do different thing with
it."

Located
in the

Hometown
Shopping

Center

4102 Southwest Highway

Powerpoint was really fun and
excitltlg," commented Sam
Echavarna, "and at the same time
everyohe,was able to learn a skill
that can llefp them not only later
on here at OLCHS, but also later
on in life."

When the students had com
pleted their individual presenta
tions for clas , they all collabo
rated to put their information to
gether for a final presentation. On
the day of thi presentation, the
students presented their studie to
the administration, staff and other
English I classes in, the Little
Theater. The students were graded
on their speaking performance, and
whether or not the information they
had collected was accurate, well

WE DEUVER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
Hometown,
Evergreen Park,
Burbank, Oak Lawn
& Chicago

DINE-IN
PICK-UP
DEUVERY

J'

ing Powerpoint was, of course,
Mrs. Whiteaker, but there was al 0

a new face for most of the stu
dents. Ms. Icenogle, OL's Tech
nology Facilitator of Instruction,
taught the students how to u e
Powerpoint and helped them scan
pictures ofdinosaurs or plants from
books or magazines to put into their
presentations.

Ms. Haubenrei er also helped
the students a great deal by editing
film from movie . All of the e
devices and all the guidance from
teachers came in handy when the
students needed to prove a point
by using the movie Jurassic Park
or other movies made about dino
saurs' behavior.

"I think that working with

available
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Jurassic Park (cont.)
After forming their learning the information they needed, they

groups, they branched off in their ventured into the computer lab
own direction to find the re earch where they worked on an indi
needed for their group's topic. To vidual Powerpoint Presentation.
find information students u ed the For tho e who are unfamiliar with
OLCHS, Bridgeview, and the it, Powerpoint is a graphic com
Village of Oak Lawn librarie. puter program designed to help
Some students went on-line and presenters visually address a sub
used the Internet, while other ject u ing an LCD panel and a
called professionals at place uch computer. Outlines of presenta
as the Field Museum or local tion and creative graphics can be
greenhouses with questions that projected on a screen to help an
couldn't be found in books or audience understand the key points
magazines. of the speaker's presentation.

When the students collected all There to guide them while us-

l ·-~---... ------ --.......- - .. -:::::--
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The Last ofthe l
\What coLL£9£ do }j0U

pLan on att£ndin9?

Mary Neuren: My friends and
dances.

Brian Powers: Making all new
friends.

Sheryl Annen: I made many
new friends that I'm sure will last
even through college. At least I
am hoping they will.

icole Matuszew ki: Seeing
your friends, field trip , days off,
psychology c1as , and fun days
with no work.

Jody Maslan: The bell ringing
on the last day of chool, 7th pe
riod.

wa1-

By Jeannine Burton

What was the best thing about
high school?

Lori Treonis: All the new
friends that I made. .

Jeannine Burton: The friends
that I have made.
• Sara Brown: Hanging out with
friends at lunch and after school.

Jennifer Bale: My friends and
going on the great field trips with
Ambassador Club. I gues the
dances were quite fun, too.

Chri tie Evitt: llIinoi We
leyan Univer ity.

Becky Wenzel: University of
Iowa.

Chrissie Garza: Northern Illi
nois Univer ity.

Kelly Melaniphy: University of
Arizona.

Nora Burke: Moraine Valley
Community College.

Naomi EUis: Northern IIIinoi
Univer ity.

Erin Keating: Moraine Valley
Community College.

Mike Vahl: University of Illi
nois at Champaign-Urbana.

Jennifer Schroeder: Biologi-
cal ciences.

Tim Braun: Aviation and pizza.
Mark Gronski: Social work.
Adam Wende: Biology.
Christie Evitt: Some kind of

education.
Becky Wenzel: Photo journal

ism.
Chrissie Garza: Psychology.
Mike Vahl: Biology.

Vicky Corbett: Pas ing out
flyers about the dangers of con
gregation to a school of fi h.

Jenny Hessling: Opening my
own veterinary practice, married
with kids. I'll probably tum into
my mom.

Jenny Behr: Married with two
kid ,w rking as a phy ical thera
pist.

Wendy Beers: Married with a
couple of kids. I believe by then
that I will be working consi tently
in a table career, although I have
no idea of what it i right now.

Christine Margaron: Not
married, no kids.

Nora Burke: I can't predict the
future, but I ju t hope, I'll be liv
ing comfortably with enough
money to be able to travel the
world.

Becky Wenzel: Running away
from what you don't understand.

Erin Keating: The new nacho
cheese in the cafeteria.

Matt Chap: Having to go away
and leaving my friends.

Marcie Farano: The fact that
there are so many things I wanted
to do these past four years that I
just haven't had a chance to do.

Jill Levickas: Renn elaer Poly
technic In titute.

Jen Redmond: Marquette Uni
versity.

Becky Quinn: Bates College.
Jennifer Schroeder: Illinois

State Univer ity.

Tim Braun: Southern Illinois
University.

Mark Gronski: Indiana Uni
versity.

Adam Wende: Knox College.

heryl Annen: Saint Xavier
Univer ity.

Scott Joseph: Southern Illinois
Univer ity.

ara Brown: Liberal Art .
Marcie Farano: Early child

hood education.
heryl Annen: P ychology.

Scott Joseph: Aviation flight.
Jill Levickas: Civil engineer-

ing. -"' .....,
Jen Redmond: Moleculat\' iol

ogylbiochemistry.
Becky Quinn: Biology.

Tina Guariniello: Married to
my wonderful fiance Matt with a
family. We'll be living on an Air
Porce base omewhere in the U.S.

Rachel Prat1: As an established
career woman with a husband and
children, but all in all I ee my elf
as old!

Naomi Ellis: Backpacking
through Europe with a pack of
Mento.

Becky Quinn: Antarctica,
where else?

Becky Wenzel: Dreaming be
ne<lth a desert sky.

Erin Keating: Married with
two kid, living in Arizona. I will
have a horse ranch and have my
own veterinary office with a side
busine s as a travel agent.

Nicole Matuszew ki: Monday
mornings, five day weeks, and
IDIOTS!

Adrienne Palluck: Studying for
exams.

Jody Maslan: Monday morn
ings.

Vicky Corbett: The long walk
from the student parking lot to the
school on a cold day.

Chris Czemske: Classes, Kelly Melaniphy: Seniorits and
clothes, people, and everything waiting for graduation.
el e. JenRedmond:It'snotoveryet!

What college do you plan on
attending?
Brian Powers: Moraine Valley

Community College for the first
two years then tran ferring.

Mary euren: Moraine Valley
Community College to Saint
Xavier.

Jennifer Bale: Moraine Valley
College then tran ferring.

Vicky Corbett: U of Miami.
Sara Brown: Moraine Valley

Community College.
Marcie Farano: Saint Xavier

University and then transferring LO
Loyola.

By Vicky Corbett

By Vicky Corbett

What do you plan to major
• ?m.
Brian Powers: The medical

field.
Mary Neuren: Nur ing.
Jennifer Bale: Special educa

tion.
Vicky Corbett: Marine Sci

ence.

Jeannine Burton: Living in
another country with Michael
Stipe.

Marcie Farano: Married with
~ ur kids, trying t make ends
meet, eating chocolate cake and
gaining 300 pounds.

Stacy Dakuras: I ee my elf
old with three kids and a husband
that adores me. I'll be rich, work
ing downtown as a very famou
business woman.

Jennifer Schroeder: I will have
graduated from medi al chool
and have a career in the medical
field. I'll probably be married and
have kids, but then again I could
win the 10llery and be living on
the beache of the aribbean.

Dan Cerceo: Rich and famous
and rich (with much money!)

\Wh£'l-£ do }j0U 1-££ }joU'l-1-£L(
in 20 }j£a'l-1-?

By Jeannine Burton

\What wa1- thE WO'l-1-t thin9
about hi9h 1-chooL?

Sara Brown: Final !
Brian Powers: Homework!

What was the worst thing about
high school?

Jeannine Burton: The real
world.

Lori Treonis: The dress code,
Saturday and internal detentions.
and the rumors.

Sheryl Annen: My first three
year I would have 2 or 3 hours of
homework each night and that was
never fun.
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cleaning, you won't be! Instead,
in a dorm, you might tind yourself
having fun, sledding in the snow
on a versatile cafeteria tray.

However, as you walk around
in wet, dirty clothe becau e the
community washer and dryer i
broken, you realize that having
mom around might n t be 0 bad.
And when you feel the need to
start cramming for tinals. it' 4
a.m., your desk i a mound of
slack, and your walls begin to
vibrate from the 90210 theme
song.

So. you pull an all-nighter,
again, and you head down to the
cafeteria for that interesting caf
eteria cuisine. As you try to hold
your head up over that bowl of
Lucky Charms (you have decided
to go with cereal after last month's
taco urpri e meal plan), you re
alize you are home ick, but don't
want to go home. What happens
next?

limited funding i that the more
talented tudent will frequently
receive more money from a col
lege becau e of hi achievements.
The college are trying to attra t
the talented student in a ense by
buying them off. The e policies
are being practiced becau e of the
limited funding for education.

What can be done about this? A
sugge tion from one of our high
school counselors, Mrs. Carlson,
is to contact your legi lative rep
resentative. Write letters. Vote in
favor of education. Make noi e.
She suggests that funding for edu
cation is being cut, because no
one is making any noi e about il.
"In all my years as a coun elor, I
have een the problems with gap
ping increase as federal funding
ha decreased. To change this
trend, we mu t contact our legi 
lators." Thi may not be the so
lution to the immediate problem
of how to pay for next year'
tuition, but down the road it could
make all the difference in the
world.

about waltlOg another year to
graduate, you will have another
spring of seniorities to suffer
through.

I am suffering like the rest of
you, and I know how much nicer
it would be to sleep in on school
days, play all day, and then stay
out all night. It is time like this
that we have to have some self
discipline, and get our work done.
Next year there will be no one
looking over our shoulders and
making sure things get done. We
will be on our own. If we don't it
down and do what we have to, we
will end up wasting another year.

We can do what we have to do
first, and then go out and play. No
matter what just keep your nose to
the grind and keep counting the
days. Thirty-eight month down,
12 days to go.

another chore. In the fall, leaves
need to get raked, then the now
gets shoveled, weeds get pulled
and grass gets cuI. Then, just when
you think it's safe to jump in your
car and make a fast getaway, your
mom calls out, and has you tran 
port all of your younger ibling
to their friends' houses.

On other other hand, to be free
from chedules and chores, live in
a dorm room as part of the ulti
mate eolleg experience. By the
end of the fir t seme ter, you will
notice that yoar1'OOm ha become
colorfully decorafed. Empty cof
fee cans line the walls and make
great containers for torage of
small items, vases for freshly
picked flowers, or a hiding place
for your favorite snacks. Your
room will be flooded with lights
with everything from black lights
to lava lights and even Christma
light that you never got around to
taking down. On beautiful day
when you would be tuck home

estimated family contribution.
What has started happening, how
ever, i that the college have lim
ited funding, 0 they can only offer
you 0 much money.

More often than not, your fam
ily i left to come up with more
money than the estimated family
contribution. Thi i where you
see the gap. The gap is the differ
ence between what the college
expects you to pay and what your
estimated family contribution is.

Other problems that are becom
ing apparent as the seniors and
their families dig deeper into their
pockets is that out-of- tate chools
are u ualJy more generou with
tudents from that state. An ex

ample of thi i Texa A&M
University at College Station.

If you read the fine print on the
hool' profile you will see this,

"Texa re ident applicants are
given priority." So, an IIIinoi
applicant would probably get les
money from the school than a
re ident of Texas.

Another problem with college

gowns have been ordered, our
names are in writing, so why bother
working anymore? We have every
thing made right? Well, that's not
completely true.

As much as I feel it too we really
can't do this to ourselves. I have
tons of trouble sitting down and
getting anything accomplished. We
may think our high school career
is all said and done, but there are
some individuals that senioritis can
tum on.

Think how horrible it would be
if in a few weeks you get your
grades and you find out you have
failed government and won't be
graduating. There goes the cap and
gown and the summer of freedom.
You will be sitting in ummer
school or even worse you will be
spending another year in high
school. But there is one good thing

By Victoria Corbett

You have ruled out the scholar
ship, applied to the college ,
handed the government a neatly
wrinen FAFSA, met the deadlines,
paid the fees, 0 where is the
money? This year omething has
become very clear, the colleges
are not being generou .

Last year a new phenomenon
occurred, called gapping. It wa
like a bucket of water splashed in
the face of the class of '95.

Gapping i the difference be
tween what the college expects
you to pay and what your e ti
mated family contribution i . If it
was a bucket of water for the c1as
of '95, it' an icy waterfall for the
class of '96. What happen i thi .
You end in your FAFSA and the
government comes up with a dol
lar amount ba ed on your family'
net income.

Thi figure is called your Esti
mated Family Contribution. The
college then end you a financial
package supposedly ba ed on your

By Becky Wenzel

So they say home is where the
heart is, but do you want to spend
another four years there while
attending college? It is a definite
pos ibility that might not be that
bad.

There are many things to con-
ider. For starters, the food here is

always good, except when dad gets
in the kitchen and makes his
mystery jambalaya. There is that
spot on your bed, that you can just
sink into, where your sheets are
warm and your pillow is cool. Now
that you know her weaknesse , it
is easy to get your little sister to
run all the way upstairs to bring
you your favorite CD, which has
an excellent sound on the family
room stereo.

Al 0, at home you get the privi
lege of scrubbing out the bath
rooms once a week, mopping the
kitchen floor, and taking out the
garbage. With every season come

By Jill Herrmann

Senioritis. When teachers feel it
coming around, a chill of terror
spreads over them like a misl.
Some will just shake their heads in
despair having known to expect it.
What is "senioritis?"

No one can really define it, but
the people graduating in just a few
short weeks sure can describe it.
Imagine warm weather, shining
sun, blue skies with big, fluffy
white clouds, driving with the
windows open. the wind in your
hair, twelve more days left of
school. One simply cannot picture
him elf sitting down at a desk
doing physics homework.

Seniors have trouble even ee
ing the point of it. There is a time
when we feel that we have done
all that we possibly can do. All the
work should be done, caps and

Becky Wenzel: It was even
better than the real thing.

Chris Ward: The fact that we
are trusted enough to go to lunch
without checking in.

Jen Redmond: It's only four
years.

Matt Chap: Transferring to a
school with girls!

Marcie (Mousy) Farano: The
friends I made. I met my best
friends Kathy here and I know
we'll be friends forever.

Vicky Corbett: The green lock
ers that lead to the third floor. I
would never have been able to find
the third floor without them.

Chuck Conrick: Some good
friends and my girlfriend.

Adrienne Palluck: Eating lunch
with my friends, hanging around
with a spud and some studs (that
don't go to this chooI), playing in
the mud, going to Spain, graduat.
ing and being allowed to leave!

KeUy Melaniphy: New friends,
field trips, and days off.

Ig School Daze,
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College Corner
Compiled by Amanda Ault

Princeton University
Founded: 1796
Location: Princeton, New Jersey
Type of institution: University, private
Enrollment: 4,525 full time
Tests required: SAT, Achievement Average SAT 650 ver

bal, 700 math
Costs: In-state Tuition & Fees $20,287; Room & Board

$5,910;
Out-of-state Tuition & Fees $20,287; Room & Board
$5,910

Popular areas of study: Social sciences, engineering, public
affairs, and protective services

Northern Dlinois University
Established: 1895
Location: DeKalb, Illinois
Type of institution: University, public
Enrollment: 15,600 full time, 1,800 part time
Admissions criteria: High school academic record, ACT

scores
Costs: In-state Tuition & Fees $3,730; Room & Board

$3,316;
Out-of-state Tuition & Fees $7,460; Room & Board
$3,316

Books & Supplies $450; Other Annual Expenses $1,700
Popular areas of study: Social science, business and man

agement, education, communications, and health services.

Career Corner
Compiled by Amanda AuJt

Geolol:ists
What they do: geologists act as detectives searching for clues about the Earth. Geologists study the

ocean's floor, fossils of prehistoric animals and plants, rocks fonned from mud, sand, or other sediments,
and other aspects of the Earth.

Work environment: Geologists divide their time between fieldwork and the office or lab, travel
frequently, journey overseas and to remote locations, and spend time at sea.

Education and training: A bachelor's degree in geology. For better jobs a rna ter's degree, and a Ph.D.
is essential for most re earch po itions.

School courses: Geology, math, English, chemistry, and physics.
Tools they use: Satellite photographs, computers, rock samples
Career ladder: Research assistant, geologist, project leader, program manager.
Average starting salary: at least $25,700.

Elementary school teacher
What they do: Introduce children to the wonders of science, history, art and music, math, and language

skills. Prepare new Ie sons, grade homework and test papers, and prepare new as ignments. Usually they
instruct one class in a variety of subjects.

Work environment: Work on their feet, bend, and kneel. Usually work more than 40 hours a week
and traditionally work a 9- to 100month school year with a 2- or 3-month vacation.

Education and training: Must be certified in the state they teach in, complete a bachelor's degree
from a 4-year program and attain a pecific grade point average in a certain course. Also complete an
approved teacher's education program that includes student teaching and must pass a competency test.

School courses: English, math, science, history, geography, art and music.
Tools they may use: Blackboards, chalk, computers, games, films, slides, music.
Average starting salary: at least $19,500.

Chess takes 1st •
ill Conference

By Lauren Caster

"Checkmate," a common tenn
used in Chess, was used quite
often this year by the OLCHS
team. Oak Lawn's chess team,
under the supervision of Mr.
Olson, went 6-0 and came away
fIrSt in theirconference. They al 0

attended the State Tournament
this year in Nonnal, illinois.

The OLCHS chess team con
sists of 13 members:

Seniors- Tim Braun, Mike Da
ley, Stephen Had, Len Kazmier
czak and Chris Miller;

Juniors- Gabe Castaneda, Dan
Kazmierczak and Lutfi Latif;

Sophomores- Wl\ieeh Salah
and Ken Tregoning;'

and Freshmen- Jon Daley and
William Korab.

As a team, they tied for 31 st
place out of 89 teams in the state
competition with 3 wins and 3
10 ses. In their conference divi
sion the team went 6 and 0 with
440 team points.

This year OL's Mike Daley
came in first place out of all
competitors in the entire SICA
conference with 215 points out
of a possible 240 points. Mike
was also added to Oak Lawn's
own list of top scorers for Total
Career Points in chess, and is now
second on the list with 475 points

in a 4 year period.
In individual standings this

year: Steve Had received 118
points out of a po ible 168;
Gabriel Castaneda 102 out of 156;
Ken Tregoning 93 out of 134;
Dan Kazmierczak 72 out of 116;
Jonathan Daley 44 out of 56;
Chri Miller 39 out of 60; Len
Kazmierczak 38 out of 60; Lutfi
Latif 31 out of 64; Wajeeh Salah
22 out of 42; William Korab 22
out of 40; and Tim Braun 8 out
of 8.

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate the Chess team in a
job well done. Good Luck next
year.

OL's Chess Team: (L to R) Jon Daley, Gabe Castaneda, Mike
Daley, Km Tregoning, Stephan Had, Bill Korab, Len
Kazmierczak, Wajeeh Salah, and Coach Olson. Member not
pictured include Dan Kazmierczak, Chri Miller, LuCti Latif, and
Tim Braun. (photo by Jenn Schroeder)

Moraine Valley Community College can help you make the changes you want to make.

Change •
IS good • CET VALUABLE

SKILL TRAININC
ANDA$3,OOO

BONUS.

Morain Valley offers:

'ollege/university transfer programs
hort-t nn career training
cad mi and areer un cling

Job pia ement a si tan
Flexibl s heduling
Affordable tuition

IF ~ ,..4 Moraine Valley
r.4 ~ :. Community College

You can get a two-y ar degr e and tran Ii>r to

another ollege, or get th ar er' 'kills you n d to

u d by enrolling at Moraine Vall y. And you

won't be locked into an 'xp 'nsive four-year oil 'ge

or trad . school, or trapped in a dull job.

You'll hange a lot alter graduation. Let Moraine

Valley help you b 'gin the tran formation. To apply

for admission or get more information, plea all

(708) 974-2110 (TrrroD 708-974-9556).

10900 outh 88th venue' Palo Hills, IIlinoi 60465-09:37

Qualify to train in a
select skill with a nearby
Army Reserve unit, and you
may land a big $3,000 enlist
mentbonus.

And this is on top of
more than $18,000 you can
earn during a standard
enlistment You might also
be eligible to receive $7,124
more for continuing educa
tion and even qualify to have
a federally insured student
Joan repaid.

All this could be yours
for serving only part time
usually one weekend a
month plus two weeks'
Annual Training.

Think about it.
Then think about us.

Then call:

(708) 636-3912

BE ALL YOU CAM B~

ARMY RESERVE
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other big name concerts through
out the area all summer long. After
all, ummer is the time for con
certs. Besides big name concerts
and shows, there will be, as al
ways, a plethora of local band
playing in shows throughout the
area.

Travel. The ummer is the time
to do il. This doesn't ju t mean
taking a fantastic high-class trip
to Europe or Cancun. Get a few
friends together, a little money,
some munchies and take a road
trip. Go anywhere, it doesn't have
to be that far. Take two weeks and
drive across the country. Stay at
inexpensive hotels, bed-and
breakfasts and side-of-the-road
kind of places. Stay low cost and
make the most of it. We live in
such a beautiful, diverse country,
it deserves to be seen.

Whatever your plan or obliga
tion i for the ummer, remember
that it is summer. Make the most

f it before it' too late. Go places,
meet people, make new friends,
sec thing. But mo t importantly,
make some mem rie .

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You've been feeling quite lazy
lately, so give your elf an after
noon to just sit back and daydream,
or try something new and exciting
(0 get out of your rul. Your ocial
life take off after this month ends.
Your lucky numbers are 8, 18.27
and 36.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You're so energized, you'll feel
like dancing all night long. Drop
in and see an old friend and do a
little catching up. All thi dancing
and visiting will leave you drained.
Give yourself a few days to veg
out and you'll be a good as new.
Your lucky numbers are 7, 16,24
and 25.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) You
and a loved one will drive each
other bananas and will end up in
a major fight. But don't fret, you
will make up. Your lucky num
bers are 6, 15, 21 and 30.

Aries (March 21-April 19) Ar
ies are known for their friendly
personalities. You'll barely be able
to keep up with all Ole friends
you're making. You'll celebrate
the end of the school year. Your
lucky numbers are 4, 18, 23 and
41.

5. Hide all of your Dad's flow
ered Hawaiian shirts and
striped socks. He will then be
forced to buy new clothes
before going on vacation.

4. Take a trip to Lake Michigan.
But beware of the monstrous
tidal waves, killer seagull and
those giant sandstonns that al
ways eem to pop up out of
nowhere.

3. Launch a surpri e auack on
your brother with the now
balls that you have been av
ing in the freezer ince win
ter.

2. Celebrate the fourth champi
on hip season for the Bulls.

I. Two words: HAVE FUN.

There are many concert events
planned this summer. Tori Amos
starts out the summer on June 12
at the Rosemont. This year, just
like the past five years, there is the
music and arts festival, Lolla
polooza. This always proves to be
a grand event. Bands have not yet
been wriuen in stone, yet rumor
has it that The Rammones will be
playing, and Metallica is headlin
ing. Even if your favorite band
isn't playing, it's till a great day
to experience. There are numer
ous booths and tents and a sec nd
tage with lesser-known bands.

With as many a 16 band pcr
fonning, you're bound to find
something you like, or discover
someone new. There are many

up so many more possibilities.
Remember how lucky you are to
live so close to one of the be t
cities in the country, Chicago. Take
advantage of that. Go downtown,
hit the beach, go to a mu eum, ee
people. A lot of thi doesn't co t
more than gas or train money, and
a little time.

your brainpower to ace your finals.
You'll want to pend a lot of time
with your friends, but don't forget
about your ignifi ant other. Your
lucky numbers are I, 17, 20 and 30.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) A good
pal won't be there when you need
him, ask him what the deal is.
You're full of good idea thi
month, so don't be afraid to voice
your opinion. Libra hould always
say what's on their mind. Your
lucky nu r are 5, 7, II and 34.

Scorpio'(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Your
take charge llitude will help you
get thing togelher at work or in an
after-school activity. Being com
pletely at ease with everyone
around you i a great personality
trait of a Scorpio. U e it to get to
know that certain someone you've
had your eye on. Your lucky num
bers are 3, 13, 21 and 32.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Being in the spotlight of your fa
vorite activity will leave you feel
ing supereonfident. Your high
energy level will make almo t
anything po sible. Lately your
parents have been on your case,
but they will back off once they
see how independent you can be.
Your lucky numbers are 0, 2, 12
and 24.

~hing5 to ~D over
Summer ~acation

7. Cut shapes into your neigh
bors' lawns and charge them
extra for that added "artistic
touch."

6. Get a job, and start saving up
for Lollapolooza.

By Tom Jodelka

10. Sleep.
9. Finally get around to washing

your moldy gym suit.

8. At a Fourth of July ftreworks
show, keep on houting
"OOOH," "AAAH," and
"Wow, look at that one," until
people around you become
disgu ted and leave.

ten

For others it may bring on the
fears of not having anything to do,
remembering that you can't find
anything t do on the weekends
now. No mailer what your plan is
for the ummer, you must remem
ber that it i the time to be young,
maybe the la t free summer for
those going to work full time in
the fall, and you must make the
most of it. After all, the three
months of warm weather and lazy
days will be gone before you know
it. And you don't want to end up
next fall aying to yourself, "What
did I do with my summer?"

By JiJlian Herrmann

Summer is approaching. This
means different things for differ
ent people. For all it means a little
relaxation and nice weather. Sum
mer may mean working, summer
school, the beach, or sleeping until
3 p.m.

Believe it or not, there i a lot
to do, even if it mean "Getting
out of Dodge." The summer opens

By Margert Webb and
Christy Knafl

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
School will really stress you out.
Don't worry, be happy, things will
ease up around the beginning of
June. Your lucky numbers are 5,
6, 12 and 24.

Gemini (May 21-June 20) You
can expect to come acro s a good
amount of cash this month. Spend
it wi ely. Friend problems arise;
talking it out i the best solution.
Your lucky numbers are 6, 10, 13
and 35.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
You're shy, but you'll bur t out of
your shell this month. Someone
who pulled a disappearing act
earlier in the year will jump back
in your life soon. An unexpected
romance is in your future. Your
lucky number are 2, 8, 18 and 43.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) A pe
cial per on will be turned on by
your sen itive side. Get psyched
for a busy month, you've got places
to go and people to see, but be sure
to spend orne quality time with
your family. Your lucky numbers
are 4,9, 19 and 27.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) You've
got the smarts to ucceed, so use

Matt Moyzis and Mark Rieck.
Before thi sea on draw to a

close, there will be a lot of com
petition for the Conference, Sec
tional, and State title . It' bound
to be a ten e few weeks for the
Spartans, and they could u e the
upport of their loyal Spartan

fans. So, don't forget to get out
there and ee the action. Good
luck, Spartans!

the talk

.t!m..it.e' new co-editor for sports.
At second and third doubles

are the teams of Jim Kenealy and
Chri Annen, and Jo h Smok and
Ken Huizenga respectively.

The remaining po ition of
econd ingles and first double

are behind their teammale '
records by only one match. At
econd singles i Frank Cano, and

at fIr t doubles is the team of

mornings on the Loop 97.9 FM.
When 1 listened to Brandmire's
show I found my elf con tantly
wanting 10 tum it off. His show
was boring, slow, and had a ten
dency to drag on and on. I also
didn't find his show the least bit
funny. In fact, when he lamely
allempted to be humorou , he
u ually did it at the expen e of the
listeners. And, above all else, he
seems to have a big ego when he
doe the show.

There i a good side to morning
radio. The best example of this
side of the morning radio is
Mancow, of Mancow's Morning
Madhouse on Rock 103.5. Every
minute of this show is creative and
interesting. Another reason that
Mancow's show is so appealing to
me i his appreciation f, r his fans,
and the fans have responded by
making him one of the highest
rated shows on the dial. Although
sometimes controversial, Man
cow's show always get me set for
the day.

Morning radio can help wake
you up in the mornings, if you
make the right choice.

intD

reatull

~ Howard B. Sirota
Birthplace: Des Plaines, IL
Astrological Sign: Scorpio
Colleges Attended: Univer ity of Illinois-Champaign!
Urbana (Go Illinil), University of Illinois-Chicago
Years I Have Been Teaching: One (first full year)
Classes I Teach: Fundamentals of Algebra, Algebra, Geom
etry
If I Wasn't a Teacher, I'd Be: Right fielder for the Cubs.
My idea of a Good Student Is: One who pays attention,
tries hard, asks questions when needed, and respects the
teacher.
The Most Memorable Gift a Student Can Ever Give Me
Is; A devotion to learning and to achieving his or her own
goals.
In the Summer I: GOLF, and leep, and lose to my girl
fri nd at tennis.
My First Car: 1979 Buick LeSabre-maroon. A true driving
machine.
My First Paving Job: mowing lawn
The Music I Most Enjoy Listening to: Bobby Brown and
U2
My First Concert Was: Tom Petty and the Heartbreaker
The Last Good Movie I Saw Was: "Mr. Holland's Opus"
My Favorite Cartoon: "Calvin and Hobbes"
The Last Good Book I Read Was: The Hobbit
If I Could Travel Anywhere It Would Be: Ann Arbor,
Michigan - NOT
My Hobby Is: EVERY sport invented
My Most Embarrassing Moment Was When: I locked my
keys in the car with the motor running.
The Person I Admire the Most: My mother
I'd Give Anything to Meet: Michael Jordan
FAvorite Pignut Food: Pizza
My Advice to Teenagers: "If you work hard, good thing
will happen."

Efune

1eacher

By MicheUe Cronin

27, the team participated in the
Stagg Invitational. They took
home a second place title, again
beating out a group of very tal
ented chools.

The be t individual record for
the learn came from first ingles
and econd and third doubles.
Playing rust ingles i Scott
Co me, who is also the Sm!r:

You've al I heard them. TIley can
be funny, boring, and even ome
times stir up controversy. They're
morning radio shows, and for many
people, these shows are a major
part of their morning routines.

Even though all of these shows
claim to be the be t and have the
most listeners, some of the shows
put people back to sleep rather than
waking them up like they're sup
posed to. Among the most popular
of these shows are the ones that
don't play too much music, but
instead spend most of their time
on a forum that would be consid
ered talk.

Ifyou are looking for a morning
radio show, listening to QIOI or
B%, depending on your taste in
music, will be suitable. But, if
you're listening to a morning talk
show, listen for the quality of the
show itself, even if it means listen
ing to a station that you wouldn't
nonnally listen to.

One of the talk shows that I
wouldn't suggest listening to in
the morning is Johnathan Brand
mire. His show is on weekday

Tennis cont.-------------- _
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Coaches Corner
Compiled by Becky Quinn

Na..me: Wileen Gausman
High School: 1989 OLCHS graduate
College I Attended: I have a special work degree from
Lewis University and I am currently attending Governors
State to become an English teacher.
Sports I was Involved In: Cross Country and Track
Sports I Coach: Boy 'Cro Country and Long Distance
track
Goals for Team: To qualify for state!
MY- Personal Goal: To continue working with the team and
to run in the 2000 Olympic Trials.
My Advice: For tho e who don't run - give running a
chance, believe in yours if, and don't give up. For the team
- don't miss too many practice , or you'll mi the La agna
Dinner.
My Role Models: OLCHS's Mr. Kunde and Mr. Storer
I Started Running Because: I didn't have enough coordi
nation or height for other sports, and because of the influence
of Mr. Kunde.
If I Were An Animal rd Be: A ferret - they're sneaky, fast
and hard to catch.
My Best ExperiencelMemory: Running in the 1996 Olym
pic Trials.
I Hold a Record In: the two-mile at OLCHS and the Illinois
Marathon.

By Daryl Gorney

Even though the '95- '96 Spar
tan sports have ended, the coache
of those impressive teams already
have an idea of what they want
to occur next year. Here is what
orne of them had to ay about

their goal for the next season.
Coach Robinson, Football

Coach, want to in till di cipline
to playas a team. He wants 50
or more athletes on the varsity
team, and to improve special
team . Al 0, he wants to have the
athletes come to ummer camp,
so they can be prepared to win
more than half of their game .

Mr. Eastman, the Golf coach,
wants to improve their 1995-96
win-los record. He also wants to
increase interest chool wide in
our golf program, e pecially on
the fro hi oph level.

Coach Kunde and the Girl'
Cross Country team want to win
conference and make it to state
next year. Coach Kunde said,
"With the top seven runners re
turning in 1996, the outlook for
the Lady Spartans should cer
tainly be good. Much will de
pend, though, on what type of
summer the girl put in. Hard
work will manife t itself in an
outstanding ea on. The talent to
be one of the out tanding teams
in OLCHS history is there. The
que tion will be 'How bad do
they want to go down in his
tory?'''

Swim Coach Welch said,
'The girls swimming and diving
team i looking forward to next
season and etting a goal to im
prove from la t year' time. Over

25 girl will be returning to the
team. They will be working hard
this ummer by putting in the
extra time to become better swim
mer and diver ."

Coach Bahnaman of Girls
Volleyball believes the girl
hould have a good team. She
aid, "We graduated 2 tarters and

will return 4. With hard work
and dedication, we hould be one
of the top team in the confer
ence. We need to work our men
tal game and playing our game
when the competition isn't as
good au. We tend to play down
to the competition."

One of the goal i to win the
conference champion hip for
Coach Davelis and the Girl
Ba. ketball team next eason. "We
hope to really improve our de
fen e and transition game. With
all our girl coming back and
working hard, we feel we can be
very competitive and a very ex
citing team," he aid.

Coach Panovich aid, "The
succe s of next season's Varsity
Boys' Ba ketball team will be
determined in large part this sum
mer. How hard our player wi h
to work will determine our uc
ce in 1996-97. Our two leading
seniors, Ray Orban and Ryan
March, return. We are expecting
leader hip from these two as well
a from our other enior : Kevin
Melvin, Mike Walker, Dan Ka
tula, Bill Bousman, and Thitipol
Leckpul. We will play approxi
mately 30 game thi summer, at
which time we hope to find out
which underclas men are ready
to contribute on the varsity level.
The major areas where we need

to improve are defense and re
bounding."

Coach Welch of Boys Swim
ming tated, "The boy wim
ming and diving team is looking
to increa e its membership. With
seven fre hmen on last year's
team hopefully returning, this
should help build the team. We
are till looking for any inter
ested student. The goal for next
year j to improve all last year's
time by putting in the extra work
in the pool this summer."

Coach Lawson and the Boy
and Girl Tennis Team want to
be undefeated in conference
meets and win the conference
tournament next year. He also
want to send 3/4 of the player
to tate.

Boys Volleyball C02ch Bah
naman commented, "Next year
we hould have an excellent team.
We will graduate only 4 senior
and we will return 5 tafters. I
would love to be # I in confer
ence and hopefully we will get
out of our sectional. (Down state
bound!?!) We need to improve
on our con i tency and our men
tal game. We could also u e
improvement on our erving
game."

The girl occer team and
Coach Kestler have a main goal
and that i to improve their kill
and teamwork. Coach Kestler
said, "We have a team of great
athlete, and we mu t trive to
use thi toward our advantage
for next year. This team is al 0

very young; another year of ex
perience will make all the differ
ence in our succes ."

OL student plays hockey • Sweden
By Mandy Wegner

Think back, way back to 1986.
Where were you when you were
about seven year old? Rudy
Moser, OL senior, wa just be
ginning to learn a sport he loves,
hockey. He's been playing ever
since then, and now has an op
portunity of a lifetime. In late
July or early Augu t, Rudy will
be playing for the Junior A team
and the Division 2 profe sional
hockey team in Nybro, Sweden.

His hockey coach from the St.

Jude Knight, Steve Janakus,
started talking to a cout from
Sweden about Rudy playing for
ajunior league. The coache said
they would take a look at him
when they vi ited the U.S. for a
tournament. After watching his
outstanding abilitie ,they igned
him up immediately. They even
thought it po ible for him to play
on a profe sional team, in tead
of a junior one.

Last March, Rudy and hi team
made a trip to ee Nybro, and
Rudy say everyone wa very

friendly. They welcomed him,
and told him they are excited
about hi playing there.

Back here at home, Rudy will
be leaving many people who also
support him and are excited about
thi opportunity. His family and
friend are a bit reluctant about
his leaving the U.S. for fear that
he might become lonely. How
ever, Rudy ay that it' a great
opportunity that not many hockey
player get.

The paperwork i already in
the process of being worked

through. Some connections of
Rudy's in Sweden have found
him ajob there, leaving him with
two incomes. His salary for play
ing hockey won't be decided until
try-outs are over with, but he ha
been promi ed 11,000 Swedi h
crown a month (about $1500 in
the U.S.) He will be there six to
eight month , depending on the
ea on.

Rudy has always had a life
long dream of playing hockey.
He say hi after high school plans
were to attend U.I.e. and study

phy ical therapy. Playing hockey
will not keep Rudy from college
for long. He claims that he wants
to go, but he will go a far a he
can in hi hockey career fir t. He
will pur ue this dream in either
Europe or America. It doesn't
matter a long as he can play.

So, a final congratulation to
Rudy Mo er, a star hockey player
and Oak Lawn High School tu
dent.

Al 0 congratulations to Charles
Conrick Jr. a senior at Oak Lawn,
for al making the trip to Swe
den in March.

Soccer's Best Friend • • • Rugby

Summer sports programs offered

By Tony My linski

Rugby is an extremely rough
sport which is why mo t of us
really appreciate it. It is not very
well known here in the United
States. We have our football,
which we assume i better any
way.

Rugby and football do have
many similarities though. Rugby
was fir t conceived by a man
picking up a soccer ball and run
ning with it, but it is not much
like soccer. The one major part
of the game that is like occer i

By Chris Infusino

The sun is shining, birds are
singing, and school is almo t
over. Summer is finally on the
way. This summer, don't even
think about being a coach potato
and watching the boob tube. Here
at Oak Lawn, there are a wide
variety of summer programs of
fered which can help just about

that in order to advance the ball
without running with it, one has
to kick the ball.

The ball itself is es entially the
same thing a a football, with the
same mea urement. It ha a
better grip, and is most always
white in color with dark letters
and elaborate coloring.

The field is called a pitch.
Games are referred to as tests.
From goal line to goal line, the
pitch mea ure 110 yards, and is
75.5 yards wide.

A try (like a TD) is scored
when a player grounds the ball in

anyone get phy ically fit and keep
busy.

There are at lea t eleven pro
grams available to all the high
chool students. Each port camp

ranges anywhere from $20-$40,
depending on the sport and the
length of the camp. You may even
receive a cool looking T-shirt
from it.

The programs that are avail-

the opponent' in-goal area.
There are two crossbars on the
touch line that mea ure 18 feet 4
inches acro s. At any time dur
ing a play, a player may kick the
ball through the uprights to score.

The rugby a ociation in the
U.S. is the USRFA (United States
Rugby Football Association).
The U.S. doe poorly in interna
tional competition. But even
though we are considered weak
at the sport, we have won the last
two Olympic gold medals for
rugby.

There are local teams all over

able are two football sessions for
$25 and $35, instructed by Coach
"Robby;" boys ba ketball for $40
by Coach Panovich; girl basket
ball for $30 by Coach Davelis;
girls and boy volleyball for $35;
swim training, pring board div
ing, and water polo for $40 each
offered by Coach Welch; cross
country for $20 by Coach Gaus
man; wre tling for $30 by Mr.

the nation. Our local team is the
South Side Irish. [f you would
like to inquire about matches in
the area, or would like to join the
team, contact Jerry Conners at
346-0494. The ITA team closest
to u is the Fox Valley Maoris.
Their home pitch is located in
Aurora. It i a member of the
CARFU, the Chicago Area
Rugby Football Union.

Many interesting people have
played rugby. President Bill Clin
ton played for the Oxford Rugby
Club. He wa described as "be-

Meek; and occer offered by
Coach McNally for ·$30.

Each camp run anywhere
from one week to one month de
pending on the port you choo e.
For a couple of hour a day,
anyone can be involved and re
ceive great training.

You should be aware that no
in urance coverage is available
for the e program ,so make sure

ing by no means athletic, in fact
a bit lumpy, but made an excel
lent econd row forward." The
Little Rock Rugby Club in his
home town in Arkansas sells T
shirt saying, "We've had Bill on
our backs, now you can have him
on yours!" Pope John Paul II was
a rugby player, and represented
Poland at rugby.

Rugby is really a great sport,
and it i a shame that more Ameri
cans don't get involved in it. If
we knew more about it, it might
become more popular.

you can provide your own cov
erage. Al 0, programs that do not
meet the minimum enrollment
will be dropped and a full refund
will be is ued.

Make sure that past broken
bones are healed, because from
day one, you must be ready to
work. The coaches are deter
mined to help you become the
best athlete you can possibly be.



Badminton Doubles Team
places 4th in State

M,,'7, 1996

By Scott Cosme

During the weekend of May 10
12, the IHSA Badminton Tourna
ment was held. The Oak Lawn
Lady Spartans had five qualifiers.
Rachel Kolar qualified in the
Singles category. The teams ofAna
Pinon/Asmea Judeh and Jeannine
BurtonIMonica Palimaka qualified
in the Doubles category. The Lady
Spartans finished 15th (5.0 points)
overall out of the forty teams that
qualified for the state competition.
This was a great finish for the team
considering they did not have their
full line-up qualify for state.

The Doubles team of Ana Pi
non and Asmea Judeh revealed

dominance in the regular season
with a 31-1 record. They were
Conference Champs and went on
to become Sectional Champs. Ana
Pinon and Asmea Judeh were also
seeded third in the IHSA Tourna
ment. The Doubles team, after a
long weekend, finished fourth out
of sixty-four teams. This is the best
accomplishment a Doubles team
has seen at Oak Lawn since the
1970's. These girls show that
dedication and effort can and do
lead to success.

Rachel Kolar, a sophomore, was
playing 3rd Singles for the varsity
team all year. She played 1st
Singles at Sectionals, and placed
4th giving her the final state bid.

Sp,rt,,,if' Sport,

Down state, Rachel won one round
defeating Andrew. She plans on
returning to the IHSA Tournament
in her final two years at OL.

The Doubles team of Jeannine
Burton and Monica Palimaka also
had a great regular season. They
placed 4th in Sectionals, also giv
ing them the final bid. Unfortu
nately, though, the team was un
able to win in the state tourna
ment.

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate Rachel Kolar, Ana
Pinon, Asmea Judeh, Jeannine
Burton, and Monica Palirnaka on
a great season as well as the rest
of the Badminton team.

Asmea Judeh practicing for the State Tournament in which she
and her partner, Anna Pinon, took fourth place. (Photo by Jen
nifer Schroeder)

OL Softball takes the field
By Shannon Doherty

FRESHMEN
Coaches Ameson and Persson

seem to be leading a great group
of players for this season's Fresh
man Softball Team.

As with any frrst year team,
the players are learning the fun
damentals of the game as well as
cooperating together. The team
does seem to be improving as the
season moves on. Their improve
meO( is based on their great at
titude and strength. One of this
team's strengths is consistent
pitching led by Lisa Brandt and
Cheryl Banasiak.

The team is headed into con
ference on the right track with a
record of 7-6 at press time. This
team includes Christen Achter,
Cheryl Banasiak, Lisa Brandt,
Kelly Burke, Kim Capretz,
Lauren Caster, Gianna Hardt,
Mandy Kutsulis, Jessica Koca,
Aimee Lind, Amber Nettle, Me
lissa Piwowar, Jennifer Pontrelli,
Patty Seminetta, Rachel Verbeek,
and Michelle Wasik.

The goal of the team is to fm
ish at the top half of the confer
ence, and with the new align
ment of schools in the confer
ence, this could be a very good
possibility. Second year Coach
Persson feels, "It's a lot of fun

coaching these players, we hope
they maintain their enthusiasm
through conference playing and
end the season on a high note'"

SOPHOMORES
On another level, the Sopho

more Girls Softball Team, led by
Coach Riordan, has the experi
ence of working together for a
year, which is helpful in the
search for a conference title.

This year's team members are
Melissa Bolek, Jeanine Dyck
man, Kim Goss, Tammy Fear,
Kelly Friedl, Nicole Hanson,
Katie Jonker, Nicole Konopinski,
Candace Kosty, Meghan McNer
ney, Tracy Mentgen, Abby Pitch
er, Dawn Racevice, Jenny Rau,

and Mandy Wagner.
The team's main strength is

pitching, which depends mostly
upon Candace Kosty. The other
strength of this team is its offen
sive playing. The offense is led
by Melissa Bolek with a .467
batting average and a .692 on
base average;

Tracy Mentgen with a .436
batting average and a .510 on
base average;

Jenny Rau, .425 BA, .507
DBA;

Meghan McNerney, .400 BA,
.510 DBA;

Tarrtrny Fear, .385 BA, .593
DBA;

And Candace Kosty with a

.370 batting average and a .456
on base average. This leaves the
team with an overall .324 batting
average and a .453 on ba e av
erage.

This team expects to finish
nowhere below third place in
conference, and Coach Riordan
feels, "If we improve on our de
fense and play up to potential,
we hope to be conference
Champs." With their toughest
opponents, Richards and Reavis,
at the end of the season, these
hardworking, team oriented play
ers hope to make the end of the
'96 season fun as well as a win
ning one.

Soccer finishes second season
By Anne Pasquarella

So far the Girls Soccer Team
is looking good. They are play
ing their hearts out, they're per
sistent and in good spirits. Coach
Kestler is satisfied with the hard
work shown, but would still like
to see improvement in the play
ing. The team gives 110% out on
the field, and includes a lot of
talent, hustle, and good attitude.

There are many players on the
team who keep the Spartan spirit
going. Debbie Whiting and Ni
cole Novasel pump the team up,
and are very aggressive when
playing. These two dominate
when they are playing intensely.

Mary Pasquarella and Nadeen
Shehaber's quickness and agility
continue to help the Spartans out
on offense. They are light on their

feet and know what to do with
the ball.

Sarah Brown's smarts and
skills set an example for the rest
of the team. She's a calm, yet
aggressive player.

Ofcourse, without defense, the
team wouldn't be much. Out
standing defensive players in
clude Lisa Mazany, Amy Sime
nas, and Malin Eneqist. The
goalie, Jamie Bousman, is doing

an outstanding job at goal. She's
not afraid to dive anywhere for
balls. Wjth the combination of
these girt- , they do well on the
field. \ ... \ -

Coach Kestler is working the
team hard to prepare for games.
She believes in hu tling and
maintaining good attitudes. With
Coach Kestler's guidance, girls
soccer will be a great team. By

the way, she's always looking
for new talent.

Even though this is only the
second year for Girls Soccer, they
continue to improve. Team mem
bers condition in the weight room
and run one mile or more every
day. Their progress will continue
as they build muscle, speed, and
agility. Good season girls, and
good luck at sectionals!!!

Track Teams sprint to the finish
Boys Track

By Scott Cosme

As the Boys Track season
comes to an end, the Spartan
runners are trying to get their best
times. Coached by Mr. Lock
wood, the track team managed to
have a decent season despite a
shortage of runners.

The varsity track team was led
by Eric Edquist, Chris Amato,
Ashraf Rabah, Mike Vahl, Paul
Smith, Jon Baikie, Mike Curran,
Blake Cunneen, Jason Dogium,
Thitapol Lecktpol, and Bob
Hovanes.

The relay team of Eric Edquist,
Chris Amato, Ashraf Rabah, and
Mike Vahl set an impressive new
school record of 8:51.5 in the
3200 meter relay and had a good
time of 1:39.87 in the 800 meter
relay.

Blake Cunneen also had great
times in the 400 meter dash
(54.06) and the 200 meter dash
(22.68). The varsity field team
was led by Dan Whiting, Joe
Bolz, Nick Jelcic, and Matt
MUllaney.

Dan Whiting was the team's
top discus thrower with a dis
tance of 111'4.5".

Other top times/distances in
clude: Adam Wende at the 3200
meter run (10:52), Mike Vahl at
the 800 meter run (2: 12) and at
the 1600 meter run (5:00.36);

Thitapol Lecktpol at the 300
meter intermediate hurdles (49.46),
Paul Smith, Jon Baikie, Mike
Curran, and Blake Cunneen at
the 400 meter relay (45.75), Blake
Cunneen, Mike Curran, Eric Ed
quist, and Bob Hovanes at the
1600 meter relay (4:02.5);

Nick Jelcic at the long jump
(11' 5.5"); Bob Hovanes at the
triple jump (36'4.75"); and Jon
Baikie at the high jump (5'8").

The Frosh/Soph track and field
team also suffered from a lack of
runners. The team was led by
Phil Maslan, Carl Novak, Chad
Zeilenga, Jim Carpenter, Brian
Williams, and Tim Lewis.

The highlight of the season was
when the team edged Reavis in
a dual meet. Top times for the
Frosh/Soph team include: Phil
Maslan at the 800 meter run
(2:30.6); and Chad Zeilenga, Carl

Novak, Phil Maslan, and Jim
Carpenter at the 1600 meter re
lay (4:35). Inside sources reveal
that Tim Lewis will be one of the
team's future leaders in up and
coming years.

Gins Track

By Serena Kriekel

Hey there, sports fans. It's the
end of the season report on your
favorite sport, girls track. That's
right. Nothing compares to this
sport. There's something for
everyone here. There is a little bit
of jumping, throwing, and run
ning. All for the sports fans, of
course.

At the girls' conference meet
on May fourth, the varsity team
placed third overall. The girls
deserve a big pat on the back
after all their hard work and
dedication.

Let's start off with the field
events. In long jump, Jenell Mur
ray jumped 15 feet 4.25 inches to
take second place. Jenny Jara!

also jumped and placed fifth with
a jump of 13'9.5".

In high jump, Jenny Jaral took
second place with ajumpof4'8".

Nicole Matuszewski took fifth
in the shot put with a throw of
26'8.75". She also took fourth in
discus with a throw of 89"5".

Now onto the relays. In the
medley relay, Cathy Wilczek,
Jenell Murray, Jody Maslan, and
Chris Mensching ran to become
conference champs. Kathy Krzak,
Sinead Gallen, Eleni Iliopoulos,
and Lori Gibson took 3rd in the
3200 meter relay.

Taking sixth in the 400 meter
relay were Serena Kriekel, Corey
Dignan, Jenny Jaral, and Cathy
Wilczek.

Taking another sixth place was
Serena Kriekel, Jenny Jaral,
Corey Dignan, and Kathy Krza
kin in the 800 meter relay. In the
last relay of the day, Jody Maslan,
Kathy Krzak, Jenell Murray, and
Chris Mensching became confer
ence champs in the 1600 meter
relay.

In the two mile run, Jeanette

Lemrise took 6th with a time of
14:06.5. In the ·100 meter high
hurdles, Jody Maslan took sec
ond place with a time of 15.10
seconds. Gina Rogers also ran
but did not place. Jody also ran
the 300 meter hurdles and took
ftrSt place with a time of 47.67
seconds.

Chris Mensching took a 4th in
the 800 meter and a 2nd in the
400 meter. In the mile, Sinead
Gallen took 6th with a time of
6:12.65. Cathy Wilczek also
placed 6th in the 200 meter.

FROSH-SOPH
On the frosh/soph level, Laura

Henke tossed the discus 53' lOS'
to capture sixth place. In the 100
meter hurdles, Lauren Ward
placed 3rd with a time of 21.81
seconds. Nicole Friske placed 4th
in the 800 meter and 5th in the
400 meter. Lauren Ward also
placed 2nd in the 300 meter
hurdles. Bernadette Polak cap
tured sixth in the mile run.
Sabrina Beeck also competed.

Congratulations to the whole
Oak Lawn girls track team on a
great job.
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Tennis serves up a win
/tI",7, 1996

By Kelly Melaniphy

Thi year's Spartan Boys Ten
nis is extremely "cool." Well,
maybe the more appropriate word
would be cold. During the regu
lar season, the Spartans have had
to cancel 2 meets due to the cold
weather. Even when they did play
on schedule, the Spartan often
had to put up with very cold days,
and a lot of rain.

At press time, the guy had an
impressive over all record of five
wins and three losse . Their Con
ference record wa at three wins
and one los. The Spartans fell
only to a very aggre ive Boling
brook team early in the Confer
ence season.

The sea on' fir t victories
came at the two weekend-long,
indoor Richards Invitational on
March 16 and March 23. The
Spartans took fu t place against
a lot of tough chools and really
tarted their ea on off on the

right foot. One of the few disap:
pointments of the sea on was the
Oak Lawn Invitational, where the
Spartans missed fust place by one
point. Though that was a low
point in the ea on, the team's
up et 4-1 victory over Sandburg
had them wi hing that Sandburg
was still in Oak Lawn's Confer
ence.

The Var ity guys are probably
looking at a fir t or econd place
finish in Conference according
to Coach Law on. The difference
between a rust place fini h and
a second place fini h will prob
ably depend on eeding for the
tournament, a well as the draw
for matche .

Sectional , on the other hand,
will be more difficult to domi
nate. Thi year, the Var ity Ten
ni Team ha to deal with a lot
of talented private schools in their
sectional. The e team include
Mari t, Brother Rice, and Mor
gan Park Academy. The Sectional
Tournament i cheduled for thi

weekend, May 18, with the State
tournament next weekend.

According to Coach Lawson,
one of this year's most promis
ing players i Tony Perrino, a
senior. Perrino plays fust singles,
and as of May I, more than half
way through the eason, Perrino
was undefeated. Coach Lawson
predicts that Perrino will be rank
ed in the top 20 players in the
state.

The first doubles team of Matt
Chap and Tim Cosme are also
doing very well and are expected
to go to the State tournament.
The re t of this talented team is
made up of a second singles
player, and econd and third
double team . At econd single
i enior Tim Braun.

At econd and third double
are Anwar Matarieh and Steve
Gei ler, and Nick Franek and
Kevin McDermott respectively.

Playing exhibition and filling
in for absent players is Rob Mis
kevics.

FROSH·SOPH
The Freshman/Sophomore

Boys Tennis Team has also had
an exciting eason. At pres time,
there were only two regular ea
son meets before the Conference
tournament. For this team, the
Conference tournament is the end
of their season, because they don't
participate in Sectionals or State.
The guys did very well in regular
ea on play this year, with an

impre ive record of even win
and one 10 .

A with the varsity, the team
had to cancel two meets thi ea
on due to the cold. Since neither

of tho e meets were Conference
meets, they only decided to re
chedule one of them with SI.

Laurence.
The team' tournament record

i al 0 very good. They took third
at the Sandburg Invitational,
where they competed again t a
lot of tough chools. On April

(Continued on page 9)

onference Champion Matt
Moyzis serving a winning match!
(photo by Jennifer chroeder)

Basebatl teams take a swing at the title
By Tom Cronin

The crack of the bat, the smack
of the ball into the leathery glove,
and...succes ? Ye , aU of the e
things de cribe this year's Oak
Lawn Varsity baseball team. With
an impressive record of 22-7 at
press time, thi year's Varsity
baseball team is striving to be
come one of the most uccessful
teams in Oak Lawn hi tory.

With a conference record of 3
I at press time, the Spartan base
ball team still has a good chance
to win it conference. If the Spar
tan success continues, the Spar
tans will go down state, and hope
fully bring home a championship.

At the beginning of the sea-
on, before the team became so

succe sful, Coach Sullivan had a
number of goal he wanted to
accomplish. Fir t, he hoped to
win at least twenty games. Sec
ond, he aimed at winning Con
ference. The Spartan lived up to

Coach Sullivan's a piration to
win twenty games, and have a
good chance to win Conference.

There are many rea ons why
the Spartan baseball team has
been so succes ful. Some of the
team's trengths are pitching and
defense. Although a tearn with
the e qualities can win some
games, there are orne more im
portant qualities that are impor
tant to every successful team.
The e qualities, which the Var
sity Spartans pos e s, are hard
work, practice, and playing well
as a team.

Although all of the Spartans
contribute, there are some play
ers who are guiding forces be
hind the team. Fir t, the Spartans
have an impres ive pitching staff
con isting of Todd Frederick,
Sam Jubran, and Jim Leipart. The
team' ace pitcher, Ray Orban,
also wa one of the most valu
able player before his arm in
jury. Many po ition players also

stand out. Among these players
are Dave Rivera-Duer (OF, 18),
Todd Frederick (lB), Jason Pol
lard (CF), and Jeff Whiting (SS).

So, come on out and cheer the
Spartan on to victory, because
as Coach Sullivan says, "They
are winner ."

SOPHOMORES
The Spartan baseball team is

also doing very well at the sopho
more level. With a record of 19
8 at press time, the ophomores
have had an excellent season.

At the beginning of the sea
son, the team set a few goals.
The team' first goal was to play
as a team. According to Coach
Kasley, the team has met this
goal. Every player contributes,
and the team is well-balanced.
These qualities are the reason this
team has been so successful. The
team' second goal wa to win
Conference. At press time, the
sophomore had a conference

record of 5-0. Hopefully, if thi
team keep up its succes , the
team will accomplish its second
goal.

Although the sophomore Spar
tans playas a team, they couldn't
have thrived without the guid
ance of a few key players. These
players include Greg Slade, Steve
Macak, Dave Bana iak, Aaron
Altenburg, and Brian Kane.
These player have contributed
with both their hitting and pitch
ing talents.

Everyone on the team i proud
of the team's succe . Coach
Kasley feel, "We've been very
succe sful because we've been
playing as a team."

FRESHMEN
Another successful team here

at Oak Lawn is the Fre hman
Ba ball team. Led by Coache
Kun\le and Ade, the freshmen
have ~.very impressive record of
19-4 (5-0- in conference) at pres
time.

At the beginning of the ea-
on, Coaches Kunde and Ade had

a number of goal for the team.
First, they wanted to see the
Spartans play as a team. Al 0,

they wanted the player to im
prove their skills and become
complete players.

This team has lived up to the
expectations of its coache . They
have developed to become some
of the be t hitter and pitchers
who have played as freshmen
here at Oak Lawn. If this team
continues its succes ,it may come
up victorious against Reavi and
win the conference title.

Thi team has produced many
great young stars. Among them
are la on Bjork and Chri Byer
for their pitching talents and la-
on Rue ch for hi ability to hit

in the clutch. These players have
guided the fre hmen to ome
major victories.

OL Volleyball Spiking to success
By Mark Gronski

With the ea on sma hing
along, the excitement of Spartan
Volleyball is rumbling through
the halls. As crucial times in the
season approach, thi year' Spar
tans are confident they will be
successful. So...What will it take
to achieve this success? The
answer to this question lies in the
hands of both the Var ity and
FroshlSoph teams.

As the regular eason begins
to wind down, this var ity squad
currently boasts an overall record
of 14-9 (5-2 in conf.) (at press
time) and is truggling a of late.
So, What's the cause of this tem
porary lapse? For this response,
we go directly to the coach and
players. When talking with Coach

Bahnaman about thi is ue, she
feels that this team i extremely
talented, but needs to improve on
their mental game and consis
tency. She aI 0 stated, "We need
to focus more and maintain con
centration and inten ity through
out every match." Now, it's time
for the player .

When a ked about this same
is ue Steve Evans' response was
"We need to maintain concentra
tion at all times and not become
lax. There is a lot of talent on this
team and if we stay focused, con
ference and another tate cham
pionship is still in reach!"

With replies lilce the e it is
evident that the Spartans will
overcome this ob tacIe. Although
the Spartans are concerned about
this situation, their competitive

spirit i growing. When talking
to Coach Bahnaman about ex
pectation and goal for the team,
she said, "We need to focu on
improving our game daily, not
only on the court but aloin
practice. A for goals, we need to
et our site on winning confer

ence and doing well in sec
tionals."

When speaking with middle
hitter Tim Lovell, he said, "With
the participation and dedication
we have this year, our talent and
depth is taking us to new levels."
It i a response like this that sums
up this team perfectly. This var
sity team is confident they will
succeed.

FROSH·SOPH
On the other side of the court,

this year' froshlsoph squad is
showing its own signs of suc-

ce . When talking with Coach
Haubenrei er about the develop
ment of this team, she aid,
"Although we are relatively in
experienced, we are developing
into a cohesive unit." She also
stated, "The freshmen on this
squad are tepping up to the
occa ion and constantly improv
ing their skills."

Sophomore hitter Dan Balich
said, "Although our record may
not show it, this team i extremely
competitive and improving
daily."

Coach Haubenreiser feel that
this team is po itive and is cer
tain that they will be successful
for the remainder of the season.
Goals is another important issue
for thi team. Currently this squad
ha an overall record of 8-9 and
is looking to improve. Coach

Haubenreiser and the team are
focu ed on finishing the eason
above 500 and doing well in
conference. Thi year's successes
for the froshlsoph include a first
place in the bronze division at
the Lincoln-Way Tournament.

Thi year's volleyball team
are looking to achieve more suc
ces as the regular sea on comes
to a cIo e. Both squads are look
ing to be victorious in their up
coming conference games as well
as other matches. For the varsity
team, it is a time to start focusing
on winning conference and
ectionals. For the froshlsoph. it

is a time to continue to develop
and play competitively. Together
these teams will reach many
successes! Good Luck to the
Spartans on their exciting en
deavor.

Lady Spartans step up to the plate
By Bethany Batstat

With this year's slow arrival
of spring comes the rapid and
explosive arrival of the OLCHS
spring sports season. Included in
these activities are baseball, track,
and of course, softball. This
year's young varsity team in
cludes several key players who
have shown excellence offen-

sively and defensively and have
lifted the team to a 13-9 record
so far this year (at press time).

The team is also playing well
against conference contenders,
with a record of 1-1. According
to Coach Mayer, the number of
talented, record-breaking players
on the team will definitely con
tribute to a successful and victo
rious season.

Topping the player charts are
senior Christie Evitt and junior
Denise Fasano. Both ladies are
excellent hitters, and so says
Mayer, are equally destined to
break everal school records.

The current OLeHS record for
hits in one season is 40; both
girls are sure to beat this in a few
games. Both players have already
beat the average record. .476,

each achieving over .500.
Christie and Denise, however,

are not the only two players
contributing to the succe s of the
team. Other promising players in
clude short stop Jeanine Dresch
ler, an excellent fielder; Becky
Funk, who leads the team in
steals; and Rachel Funk. who has
pitched 11 winning games. An
other star player of the future is
Shelley Shue, who, as a sopho-

more, is listed flfth in RBI's for
the team.

This year's season is sure to be
a great one for the Lady Spar
tans. According to Fa ano, "Our
team is very good this year. I
think some of the reasons for this
are that we communicate well as
a team, we work hard, and we
have the desire to win. We've
definitely progressed from last
year."
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OLCHS students earn Acadenric Letter

Jennifer Trotta, Elizabeth Vogel,
and athy Wilczek.

The Spartanite would
Iike to sincerely congratulate all
of these fine tudents on a job
well done. Keep up the hard
work and Good Luck!

Caster, Michael Correa, Feras
Ed-Ramahi, laudia Guzman,
Rita Murino, Ann Pasquarella,
Cheryl Pelayo, Bernadette
Polak Karen Rossow, Patricia
Seminella, Hanan Shehaiber,
Nahed Sobhy, atharine Strom,

Katie Downey receives her Chevron pin from Mrs. WalJace, presi
dent of the Board of Education, as Mr. Hill, principal, looks on.
(photo by Tony Giglio)

Anne Lundeen, Naomi Martig,
ric McHugh, ileen Pannaralla,

Jonathan Rowsey, and Mat
thew Wilhelm.

The Class of 1998 re
cipients were: David
Abrahmsen, Amy Allivissimo,
Anthony Baldea, Joseph

havosky, colt osme,
Jeanine Dyckman, Francine
Furgiuele, herri Gibson, Tho
mas Jodelka, Rachel Kolar,
Michelle Matera, Tracy
Mathias, Breanne Murphy,
Linda Musa, Anthony
Myslinski, Beth Nevills, han
non Rooney, Wajeeh alah,
Nadine Shehaiber, Diana
Wroblewski, Rachel Zebio, and
Christina Zwirkoski.

And the recipients for
the Class of 1999 were: Amanda
Ault, Tracy Ball, Karen Biggane,
Stephanie Boyle, Julia Braun,
Amanda Campbell, Lauren

bel'S of the Board of Education,
administration, and faculty.
Also, there to welcome recipi
ent , family, and friend were Dr.
Luka, superintendent and Mr.
William Hill, principal. The spe
cial guest speaker of the
evening was Mrs. Jan ulek,
science department chair. She
spoke of "the magic of learn
ing."

Mr. Thomas Murphy,
Assistant Principal, was re
sponsible for calling out the
names of the awardee.

This year's recipients
were: Class of 1997- Matthew
Abrams Joseph Bolz, Thomas

ron in, Blake Cunneen, han
non Doherty, Katie Downey,
Jeanine Drechsler, Nicholas
Franek, Julianna Grover, Nancy
Gryz, Bethany Hatstat, Daniel
Kazmierczak, Tracey Koeppen,
Thomas Kubicki, Luth'Latif,

\I

Spartans lcick off Homecoming ~96

By Patricia eminetta
On eptember 19, the

8th annual Academic Letter
Award eremony was held in
the Lillie Theater of OL II .

i ty-five students from Oak
Lawn ommunity High chool
received thi prestigious award.
The award, an eight inch lener
which has the word "Honors"
embroidered across it, was pre
sented to all first year recipients,
and a hevron p'in was pre
sented to all second and third
year recipients. To receive this
very impressive award, a student
mu t maintain a 3.75 grade point
average, (H igh Honors), for
both semeslers of the school
year, and carry five subject
throughout the 1995-96 choo!
year.

There to congratulate
the students for their hard work
and dedication were the mem-

OLCHS welcomes new staff

By Deanna Gomez

Picture thi , a student
walks into the school gym and
is blind d by the beauty of the
mo t romantic looking place one
has ever seen. After an exciting
day, the student dances the
night away to soothing tunes.
Doe any of this sound famil
iar? If it doesn't, these are some
of the feelings one will experi
ence at L H 's Hom coming
'96.

The Student ouncil
has chosen aturday, October

12th as the date for Homecom
ing '96. This year's theme is
" partans in Paradise."

The Student ouncil
officers: Jeanine Drechsler,
president; Stacy Bieryla, vice
president; Mandy Zeien, ecre
tary; and Barb Antol, trea urer,
along with sponsors Mrs.
Bibeau and Mr. carpelli. and
the rest of the tudent ouncil
are working hard planning deco
rations and activities for Home
coming and Spirit Week, which
runs from October 7- I I.

aturday, ctober

12th, Homecoming will be kicked
offat 8:00 a.m. with an "All You

an Eat" Pancake Breakfa t for
only $2. This will be held until
noon in the student cafeteria.
The Thespians are also spon
soring a Hospitality Room in the
Teachers' afeteria during the
afternoon festivities.

The breakfast will be
followed by the annual Home
coming parade al 10:00 a.m.,
which begins near Pilgrim Faith

hurch and proceeds west
down 95th treet to OLCH .
The parade will include the

Homecoming ourt, marching
band, cheerleaders, and many
other floats representing
OL H organizations. This
year, there will be four Grand
Marshalls, Mayor mest Kolb
of Oak Lawn, Mayor Don
Roberton of Hometown, Mayor
John Oremus ofBridgeview, and
Mayor Gene iegel of hicago
Ridge.

The partans will host
Crete Monee for the big Home
coming football game. The
sophomores, led by oach
Chilvers, will begin at II :00 a.m.

Next, the Varsity game, under
the guidance of head football

oach Robin on, will begin at
I:00 p.m. Between these limes,
prizes will be awarded for the
best noats.

1I0wever, that's not
where Homecom ing ends. The
dance will commence at 7:30 p.m.
and la t until 10:30 in the Audi
torium Gym. Be sure to get your
tickets in the student cafeteria.
The co t is $7.50 for one per
son, and $15 for a couple. See
you at Homecoming '96.

By Amanda-Jane Ault

OLCHS welcomes
eleven new staff members this
year.
In the math department:

Mi s Haack teaches
A1gebra, Advanced Algebra,
and Trigonometry/Precalculu .

he attended Benedictine ni
versity where she received her
Bachel rs degree in cien e.
F I' her graduate work and
teaching certificate, she went to
. outhern Illinois University. In
her pare time she like to play
volleyball. he used to write
ongs and play them on her gui

tar. I\ccording to Mi s Haack,
"The students so far have been
friendly and sincere."

Mr.Georgitsis teaches
Fundamentals of Algebra, 1\1
gebra, and Geometry. His fa
vorite port is football and he
coache the freshman football
team. He attended ollege of
DuPage where he obtained his
associate degree in Science.
Mr. orgitis then attended the
University of Illinois, In

hampaign for his Bachelor of

cience in mathematics.
He recently became engaged
and plans the wedding to be in
June of 1998.

Mr. Johnson is the
Math II, Algebra, and Func
tions, Statistics and Trigonom
etry teacher. His favorite sport
i cross country. He went to the

niversity of Illinoi and to k
hi graduate cour es at North
we tern University. Mr.
John on has a Bachelors degree
In econdary Education and a
Ma tel's degree in ducational
Administration. lIe commented
that the best thing about

L HS is thaI the tudents and
staff are friendly.

In the ocial tudie Depart
ment:

Mr. McGee teaches
U.. and Local overnment,
and U.. History. Mr. McGee
is an avid softball player. lie
attended Illinois tate Univer-
ity and earned a degree in his

tory with a minor in education.
He also like the people here.

In the cience Department:
Mr. cheman i the

new Science Foundations and
Freshman Biology Honors
teacher. He enjoys outdoor ac
tivities such as softball, hiking,
and working with plants. His
Bachelors degree in Zoology
with a minor in Botany is from
Southern III inois Un iver ity.
He went to Governors tate
University for his Masters de
gree in Environmental Biology.
He is married and has a three
month old son, Jo eph.

In the pecial Education De
partment:

Mrs. Land is a new
special education teacher. he
received her Bachelor in Psy
chology from DePaul Univer
sity, and her Master in -duca
tion came from hicago State
University. Mrs. Land i mar
ried and has three sons.

In Fine Art Department:
Ms. Tavani teaches

Art I, Clay and culpture, and
Discovering Art and Music. In
her spare time, she likes 10 make
quilts, go camping, or paint.

She has a Bachelors degree of
Art and Education from Ohio
State University. At UIC, she
received her Masters in Educa
tion. She has been married
seven years, and is expecting a
baby in February.

In the Engli h Department:
The new Department

Chairman, Or. Heller, is the
teacher of •xpository Writing
2. In his free time he enjoys
playing the piano, exercising,
and baking. lIe attended North
western University, receiving
his Bachelors in English; Uni
versityof Illinois at Chicago,
receiving his Master in nglish
Education; and also Loyola
University of hicago, receiv
ing his Ph.D. in Educational
Administration. lie is married
and has four girl ,twins age 13,
and a three -year- old and one
year- old. 0 far, the things he
enjoys most about OL Hare
the student, the staff and Ms.
Sullivan's chocolate chip cook
ies.
In the Pupil Per onnel cr
vice Department:

Mr . Gallogly teaches
well ness, life skills, and self
care techniques in the health
office. She enjoys canoeing,
camping and makingjewelry.
She attended the College of t.
Theresa and National Lewis
University' earning her certifi
cate from the chool of Nurs
ing. Mrs. Gallogly is married
and has three children, one boy
and two girls. he feels that
"students on the whole are very
friendly and interested In
school."

In the Data Proce ing De
partment:

Mr. Mu ielak is the
new Director of Data Process
ing. In his pare time he likes
to play football and sixteen inch
softball. lIe attended the Uni
versity of Illinois at Chicago
and hicago Jr. College. His
favorite thing about OLCH is
how great the students and staff
are.

The partanite would
like to welcome the members of
the new faculty. Congratula
tions and Good Luck!
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Spartanite's new plan

afeteria Activities

Mu ical hairs
Relay Race
To B Ann unced
Karaok
Whi pped ream & he
Balls

Karcn Bialek, frcshman :
My first impression of Oak

Lawn High chool can be summed up
in one four letter word, IIUGE.

Nicole Zimmerman, freshman:
My first impression of Oak

Lawn High School had both good and
bad point to it. My first day of school
was confu ing, but seeing some of my
friend and being in classe with them
made it better.

I also thought that Oak Lawn
hould have more advanced or honors

cia. se .

Mrs. Rumel, tcacher:
very thing was park/ing

clean. The maintenance departement did
an excellent job cleaning up and prepar
ing for the year. I also noticed many
new fa es, both teachers and incoming
fre hmen. What I noticed mo t were the
positive attitudes, the willingness to
work and the well-vacationed look on
people' faces.

Ju tin Altcnburg, fre hman :
My first impression of

LCH ... W W!!!

Kim Popernik, fre hman :
My first impre sion of Oak

Lawn wa that I was going to get very
10 t and get bennied every second.

Meli a Reye , freshman:
I wa scared but after gelling

involved, I learned that the upper
clas men were friendly. It helps if you
join something. It makes our chool
eem like a big happy family.

M . Ma ck, tcachcr aide:
I was anxiou to start back at

school, becau e the beginn ing of the
sch 01 year is like a fre h new start.

Dress-U p Day

tuffed Animal Day
Gr n and White Day
Hawaiian Day
Oppo it Image Day
R 11 utofB d Da

ay

Monday
Tuesday
W dnesday
ThillSday
Friday

What was your first impression of OLCHS at the
beginning of the school year?

Spartanite Speakout

Eileen Panaralla, senior:
The rules have gollen more

trict than last year.

rock!!

hristy Knafl, enior:
My senior year is going to

Spirit Week Activities

icole holewa, senior:
This year is going to be great.

I'm graduating! !!

cott osme, junior:
My first impression of high

school this year were the size of the
freshmen. They are so mall, I don't re
member ever being that short.

Eric O'Brien, freshman:
My first impression of Oak

Lawn Community High School was of
it being a giant puzzle of floors and
rooms. Now I am at the point of tak ing
the puzzle pieces and con tructing
groups and noor .

Kristina Caputo, scnior:
It's gonna be spiffy becau e it's

my last year.

Patty eminetta, ophomorc:
ophomore year seems to be

harder and you have to put in more time
than when you were a freshman. I think
it's going to be a great year.

Compiled by Mike Gcni

M . Giebclhauscn, teachcr :
It was busy and exciting,

because I'm teaching a new program.

Julie Jurkowski, junior:
Although I have a great time at

scho 1, only two more years left.

Gail tearns, freshman:
My first impression of high

school was it was a big place with mobs
of people trying to all succeed at one
thing - an education.

sponses to these questions will be pub
lished in the following issue. Letters to
the Editor can be sent to room 204.

Another change you will be
noticing i the number of time the

partanite will be printed this year.
Usually the paper is publi hed four times
a year, but this year our publication will
come out six times. By doing thi , we
hope to bring you more up-to-date in
formation.

The writers take pride in the
articles that they produce for you, the
readers. It is your school newspaper, 0

if you want to change it, get involved in
this extracurricular activity. We are al
ways looking for new members. Meet
ings are usually held in room 204 on
Thursdays. Our next publication will be
on November 1st.

lice officer and Bait, the pecially
trained dog, down a random hallway. If
any substance is detected by the dog,
Mr. Hill will proceed to search the be
longings in the locker.

ome might feel this action is
a violation ofprivacy. However, accord
ing to the tate of l1Iinoi chool ode,
it is in fact not. Any student property
with in the school can be subjected to
search. " hould drug be found, the stu
dent occupant will be ubject to arrest
and referral to the Board of -ducation
for expulsion." This action will be taken
periodically throughout the year.

OL H i the fir t chool in
our area to search for drugs in this man
ner. The Oak Lawn Police Department
offered this program to L H ,free of
charge. The program also ha been of
fered to Di trict 218, but so far there has
been no re pon e. The co t is free, since
it is in accordance with the OLPD and
village of Oak Lawn.

Mr. Hill believes that we
should not recognize our school as a fa
cility with a serious drug problem. Only
eight drug related cases were reported
in the past school year (one cocaine,
seven marijuan~). He believes we have
a superb student body and want to have
an environment here they can receive
an education.

Although there is a mixed re
action among student, lhi action hould
be looked at as only a prevention. Par
ticipation in bringing drugs into sch 01
is an illegal act. Making a poor choice
such as thi should re ult in some type
of consequence.

OLCHS imposes
a new drug plan

EDITOR -IN-CHIEF

PHOTO EDITOR
ADV] OR

EW EDITOR
A T. EW EDITOR
FEAT RE EDITOR
E TERTAI ME T EDITOR

PORT EDITOR

hannon D hcrty
Daryl rncy
l' m ronin
Patricia cmin tta
H lly Lisitza
Tom Jodclka

cott sme
hris Infu ino

Tony Giglio
Ms. urma
Mrs. Whiteaker

ditorials repre ent the opinion of individual
staff member , n t the publication it elf. Replies to th se editorial

m d and can be sent to artanite office ro m 204.

Spartanite Staff

By Daryl Gorney

By hannon Doherty

Hello fellow partans, and wel
come to the fir tis ue of the partanite
for the 1996-1997 school year. For
many of our readers who do not know
of the changes occurring in our publica
tion, I'll fill you in.

First of all, a most of you
know by now, our ntertainment De
partment is allowing any student to sub
mit an idea for the Top Ten Li t. Based
on the entries, the ntertainment Editor
will decide the ten mo t creative re-
ponses.

Did you ever disagree with the
viewpoint of one of our writers? This
newspaper is for the students, so give us
your opinions or comments regarding
the article or any school issue. Re-

What was your first reaction
when Mr. Hill announced that there is
going to be a police dog sniffing our
hallways for drugs? Like most of the
students (and ome ofthe teachers) you
might have been surprised, wondering
what the rea on was behind Mr. Hill's
plan.

At a press conference held on
Friday, eptember 13, Mr. Hill' plan
wa unveiled. Tho e in attendance were
Mr. lIill, Dr. Luka, Mr. 'Malley, Mrs.
Klusendorf, the deans, Board of duca
tion member, Lyle Lake Sr., Oak Lawn
Mayor Kolb, Oak Lawn hiefofPolice
Haucke Joe tubb the response team
representative and'Balt, one of the po
lice dogs.

Mr. Hill pecifically ex
plained his rea oning for the police
search to th outhtown, Villager, tar,
and a panel of seven students, five rep
resenting the tudent ouncil and two
from the new paper.

What Mr. Hill wants all the stu
dents to understand i that this action is
being taken trictly for preventative
mea ures. " L H enforces a 'Zero'
Tolerance philosophy regarding the use
and/or po e sion of drug on chool
ground or at extra curricular activities.
The Board of ducat ion and faculty are
committed to maintaining a positive,
safe, and drug free environment in or
der that maximum ·tudent learning and
quality in truction can take place."

On a day in ctober, not yet
decided, Mr. I (ill will a company a po-
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ew Dean appointed

College Night at Moraine Valley

By Daryl Gorney

Nov. I.

next Issue,

More Club Info

The partanite would
like to congratulate Mr. Riordan
on his new job, and wish him
the be t of luck.

Photo Club
(Continued from page 4)

Did you ever look at a
picture and wonder "How do
they make this?" If you join
Photo lub, you'll find out.

This year's officers are
Mandy Wegner, president;
Beata Rutkowski, vice-presi
dent; Sarah Wende, trea lireI';
and han non Doherty, secre
tary.

The lub's activities
range from general meetings to
darkroom work. There are also
various photo contests that oc
cur during the year. If you're
intere ted, stop by room 240 and
see Mr. Horejs, the sponsor.
Meeting usually take place on
Tuesday , in room 240, and re
member "Think Photo."

Mr. Riordan added, "It
wa. a new opportunity for me
to work with students in a new
way, although 1had a great time
teaching the cience clas e
and I will miss it a lot."

go hand in hand."

will be available, as well as high
school counselors.

Oak Lawn High
chool is one of 14 area high

school which is sponsoring
ollege areer Night. The coun

sel I' feel that College Night is
a valuable event for students.
Mr. arlson, an OLCH coun
selor, aid," ollege Nighl is a
good way t meet college reps
and find out the type of pI' 
grams the college offer.

makes him an official admini 
trator.

Mr. Riordan explained
his role as dean, "The main pal1
i to make ure that the tudents
attend schoo llc lasses, and if
they don't. then it's my job t
find out why. Another part of
my job is to make sure that the
school is safe and secure, 0

students can learn, and teach
ers can teach. After all, they do

school, four to five student help
ers were placed in each fresh
man homeroom. The student
helpers answered any ques
tions the freshmen had, and led
"Geming to Know You Games"
with the freshmen, so they could
get to know one another. After
that, the freshman were taken
on tours to ee the entire build
ing. Once that was finished the
fre hmen were given time to find
their classes on their own. The
tuden)helpers stationed them

selves awund the building dur
ing passiAg periods, and were
re pon iljle-t'br pointing the
freshmen in the right direction.

The fre hmen are cur
rently participating in Freshman

eminaI'. Two tudent helpers
arc a signed to each room to
assist the counselor in running
the seminar.

The partanite would
like to give the tudent Helper
Organization a big thanks. With

out the tudent Helpers the
fre hmen and new student at

L H would be lost, literally.

Representatives from
more than 180 public and private
colleges and universities, trade
schools, and the armed force
will be available to talk with high
school students and their par
en . Financial aid seminars will
be ffered at 5, 6, 7, and 8 p.m. in
the Gerald R. Folgeson Family
Technology Theater, located in
the enter for ontemporary
Technol gy. Representative
from area lending institutions

Mr. Riordan, former
freshman biology teacher, has
been appointed dean replacing
Mrs. Oldenburg.

Mr. Riordan first found
out about the position mid-July,
and has had thought about be
coming an administrator for a
while. He took classes to get
his Type 75 certification, which

B K<ltie Powell

Student Helpers
to the rescue

By Lauren Caster

Compiled by Amanda Ault

"How do I get to
room?..... This was a question
often asked by the class of2000
on their first day at OLCHS. But
because of the tudent Helpers,
the incom ing freshmen re
ceived the answer to that ques
tion and many others.

tudent Helpers is not
an organization that is open for
anyone to join. A student
helper ha to be nominated by
one of hi Iher teacher during
fre hman year of high school.
The nominee are given an ap
plication to fill out and return.
Ifaccepted, the student will be
recognized as a student helper.

tudent Ileipers are
can idered role model for the
freshman class. They met at the
end of la t year to make plans
for the beginning of this year.
The day before the new school
year starts, the student helpers
go through two and a half hours
of training.

n the first day of

High school students
can explore educational and ca
reer opportun ities at the 12th
annual ollege areer Night at
Moraine Valley ommunity 01
lege.

ollege areer Night
will be held on Wednesday. Oc
tober 23 from 6 to 9 p.m. in the
gymnasium, on the campus,
10900 . 88th Ave., Palos Ililis.

By Tom Cronin

Student Advisory
Committee

llello, fellow students.
I'm Tom ronin, the news editor
of this publication.

There have been a
number of events at OLellS
that have created concern from
the student body. "01' example,
tudents have been concerned

about changes in the discipline
code and the decision to bring drug-sniffing dogs into the chool.

The administration ha noticed the increasing am unt f
student concern. A a re ult. the admini trati n has thought of
way to address the e oncerns. During Mr. Ilill's annual address
to students from each of the school's four grade level , he intro
duced hi plan to the tudent body.

The idea wa to accept volunteer from each of the
classes. These volunteer represent their respective c1as es as
part of a new" tudent Advisory Committee". A total of 61 stu
dents volunteered to become part of this cgmminee. Becau e of
the importance to reach out to "all concerned", every student who
volunteered to become part of the advisory committee was ac
cepted.

Throughout the year, this group will meet on mornings
with the Principal's Team which consists ofMr. Hill, Mr. Murphy,
and Mrs. Klusendorf. The Principal's Team, which created the
Advisory Committee, feel that the purpose of the new "commit
tee" is to "get input from the students on how they view issues
and to hear student concerns and recommendations." The Team
plans on bringing forth a number of topics for discussion. These
issues and topics will be discussed in an "open forum" setting
with the students to get advice and recommendations on how to
"facilitate solutions to problems facing our school." Mr. Hill feels
that this direct contact between students and administration is
important for the Principal's Team to "open up communications"
with the students.

Although this new committee may be called an "advisory
board", it was not created to replace the existing Advisory Boards
and the tudent Council. The existing Class Advisory Boards are
still responsible for making proposals to be sent to the tudent
Council, and later to the administration. If you would like to pro
pose a new idea, you should still bring your propo al to a member
ofyour lass Advisory Board. The existing Advisory Board also
organize a number of the school's activities and events. The new
advi ory committee is simply another way to get input from stu
dent.

Mr. lIill feels that this new way is important, becau e it
allows students who are not a part of the official tudent
government to voice their concerns so more of the school's
"gr up " can have their voices heard.

The new Advi ory ommillee i one way in which the
Principal's team is showing thal input from people othcr than the
administration is imp rtanl. Another example of this i the Parent
and ommunity Advisory ommit1ee, which is a forum of parents
and community member who di cuss serious issue facing the
school with the Principal's Team. Mr. Murphy suggested his sup
port for the e committees by expressing, "The more input we gct
from student, tafr, and community, the beller offlhe chool will
be."

0, if you would likc to give some inpul to thi chool,
you can now use the tudent uggestion Box, contact your lass
Advisory Board or the Principal's Team Advisory omm ittee.

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

424-6010

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00

Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30~~~~

BUY ONE
CRAZY
BREAD

AND GET
ONE FREE!

HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday

11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11 :00 a.m. to Midnight

r-;~~~
RESTAURANT
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Get Involved ••••• Join a Club
Student Council

SADD

Scholastic Bowl

Ecology Club

By Lauren Caster

By Rita Murino

(Continued on page 3)

Ambassador

Club

The purpose of the
Ambassador Club is to promote
the interaction between special
education students and their
peers.

Mrs. Eckert, Ambassa
dor Club sponsor, said that the
Club is planning its Homecom
ing activities.

This year's Ambassa
dor Club officers are Eileen
Pannaralla, president; Hande
Akinci, vice- president; Lisa
Moretti, secretary; and Heather
Bale, treasurer.

Joining the Ambassa
dor Club is a good way for stu
dents to get a feel for teaching.
especially those interested in
working with special education
students.

The club meets every
Wednesday after school in
room 12.

Have you ever won
dered how those cute, little, col
orful signs were placed on your
locker? Well it's the Pep Club,
of course.

Pep lub meets every
Friday after school in room 108.
Club members also go after
school on other days of the
week to tack up the signs on the
students' locker.

Pep Club's current ac
tivities are selling concessions
at home football, and hanging
up the locker signs.

Last year, they were
involved in a phone-a-thon, but
are sti II decid ing whether or not
to have another one.

The Pep Club is spon
sored by Ms. Zem la. The presi
dent is Tracy Mathias; vice
president, Julie Jurkowski; sec
retary, Amanda Camerino; and
treasurer, Jill Jurkowski.

Pep Club

Spanish Club

By Lauren Caster

riding, and a clean up at Camp
Sagawau.

The officers of this
year's Ecology Club are: Cheryl
Sullivan, president; Teresa
Skupien, vice-president; Fran
Furgiuele, secretary; and
Veron ica Espon isa, treasurer.
Anyone interested in joining
the Ecology Club can go to the
meetings on Tuesdays at 2:40
p.m. If there are any questions,
see Mrs. Tadych in room 278.

"Hola!" This is just
one of the Spanish phrases
heard during a typical Spanish
Club meeting, although English
is the primary language spoken
during the Club's meetings.
Spanish Club meets every other
Tuesday at 2:40 p.m., in room
30.

Ms. Swetz, is the
Club's sponsor. Officers in
clude: Irene Ciciora, president;
Katie Downey, vice-president;
Luis Gonzalez, secretary and
Geoff Beckett treasurer.

During the past years,
the Spanish Club has sold con
cessions at home basketball
games. The club frequently
goes on field trips to places
such as, Spanish restaurants,
and they have gone to see Span
ish plays. Club members have
also been involved in Bowl-a
thons and telethon fundraisers.

and Old Settlers Day.
The cost of each trip

is usually about fifteen dollars,
but to help defray the cost, the
International Club sponsors
several fund-raisers. Past fund
raisers have included hosting a
bake sale and selling calendars.

The International~lub

meets every Tuesday either in
the mornings or after school. If
there are any questions see Ms.
Leable, the Club's sponsor, in
room212.

By Rita Murino

Forensics

The Ecology Club is
for all students who like the out
doors and are interested in help
ing the environment. To show
their interest in the environ
ment, the club bought five acres
of rain forest land last year.
Some of the activities planned
for this year's members are the
homecoming float, a poinsettia
sale at Christmas, horseback

By Joyce Olsen

After previously plac
ing first at Regionals and
Sectionals, and sixth place at
State, the '96-'97 Forensics team
is preparing for a new season.
Head Coach Tom Dzurison is
looking forward to the season
saying, "I see a very successful
year ahead of us."

According to Naomi
Martig, who shares the position
of president with Jon Rowsey,
"The goal for the team is to
meet and exceed last year's ac
complishments.

Other officers include
Joyce Olsen, secretary; Jon
Oakes, treasurer; and junior of
ficers Jessica Vasquez and
Tammy Fear.

The team meets after
school on Mondays at 2:40 p.m.
in room 274. The team is always
looking for new members.

By Susan Stillwell

International Club

The International
Club is an organization that
gives students the chance to
learn about other cultures in a
fun and exciting new way.

The group takes field
trips every month. Members
vote on various trips to take.
This month's ballot included the
Terra Museum of American Art,
the Autumn Pioneer Festival,

of the Student Counci I mem
bers, meet after school every
Tuesday to make sure that the
student body has some say in
the school's policies and
events.

The tudent Council
is also responsible for a number
of this school's activities, like
Homecoming, spirit weeks,
flower day, and the student es
cort program, to name a few.

So, if you have any
suggestions, and you would
like to let your voice be heard,
contact a member of your class
advisory board, and they will
bring your concerns to the Stu-

ers. To prepare for these meets,
students practice and test their
knowledge on computers
against games similar to Jeop
ardy and Carmen SanDiago.

The Scholastic Bowl
begins in the middle of October
and runs through the middle of
March. Practices are held ev
ery Wednesday after school,
and the first competition will be
held on January 8. The Scho
lastic Bowl is sponsored by Ms.
Heskin and Mr. Olsen. Stop by
room 202 ifyou have any ques
tions.

izes "Kiki's" tight against drugs
in America.

On Tuesday, October
22, the club plans to have a
friendship bracelet day. On
Wednesday, SADD will hold a
Coca-Cola day so kids can buy
coke during lunch periods.
Thursday, will be "Mickey Says
No to Drugs" Day where stu
dents can wear Mi~~~y.Mouse
apparel. Finally, Fridaywill be
wear black day to sho¥( that
death is caused by drug .&use.

SADD's officers are
Rhea Petroski, president; Tracey
Koeppen, vice-president; Irene
Ciciora, treasurer; and Jackie
Gebel, secretary. SADD is spon
sored by Ms. Egan, and the club
meets every Wednesday school
in room 27.

By Tom Cronin

Did you ever wonder
who represents the student
body at Oak Lawn? Here at
OLCHS, the Student Council is
responsible forthis role, as well
as a number of other roles.

This year's Student
Council officers include Jeanine
Drechsler, president; Stacy
Bieryla, vice-president; Mandy
Zeien, secretary; and Barb
Antol, treasurer.

These dedicated and
experienced officers, along with
sponsors Mrs. Pam Bibeau and
Mr. Vern Scarpelli, and the rest

By Patricia Seminetta

The Scholastic Bowl is
a club for all students who are
interested in any of the follow
ing categories: literature, sci
ence, art, music, math, history,
or just about any other school
related topic. The students from
OLCHS will compete against
other students from the SICA
North Conference. At the meets,
students are grouped into teams
of five, or have the option to
compete individually. Those
students who do not compete
are used as timers or scorekeep-

On Monday, October
21, SADD plans to "paint the
school red," with red ribbons.
The red ribbon tradition was
started because ofa man named
Enrique "Kiki" Camarena, ofthe
US Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration. "Kiki" dedicated his life
to the fight against drugs and
was killed in the process. The
Red Ribbon Campaign symbol-

Students Against
Drunk Driving is the club at
OLCH that deals with teenag
ers and drugs in the community.
The purpose of ADD is to
make the student body at
OLCHS aware ofhow drug can
affect their lives.

By Rita Murino

Mention this ad and receive

$1 Off Boutonnieres
$1.50 Off Corsages

Homecoming Special
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I 708-361-2223 ~
R

PIZZERIA • RESTAURANT • LOUNGE
3359 W. 79th Street

Chicago,. Illinois

312-436-4433
Open 7 Days a Week
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Tauru Apr.21-May21
Watch out this month.

Things in the romance depart
ment may go sour.

Gemini May 22-June 21
Start saving money

now, an unexpected expense
may come up.

Cancer June 22-July 23
While new friends may

be exciting, you're leaving your
old friends in the shadows.

Leo July 24-Aug.23
Someone close to you

may be having a problem, take
the time to help them out.

Aries Mar.21-Apr.20
The ball will soon be

in your park, so keep your chin
up.

Capricorn Dec.22-Jan.20
Stop rushing, take a

day to relax and pamper your
self, or small problems will make
you crazy this month.

Aquarius Jan.21-Feb. J9
Quit trying to keep up

with the images and just be your
self, people will see you in a new
light.

Pisces Feb.20-Mar.20
Things may seem easy

right now, but be careful, the
road may be getting rough.

agittarius Nov. 23-Dec.21
You will have your

chance to be in the limelight
soon, so keep on smiling.

Libra Sept. 24- Oct. 23
As your lucky moon

moves in, take a chance and talk
to that special someone you've
had your eye on.

Scorpio Oct.24- Nov. 22
Concern yourselfwith

others this month, but look out
old enemies may appear.

Virgo Aug. 24- Sept. 23
The school year may

seem to be starting off easy, but
keep up with your work, it will
payoff.

By Kris Caputo

ally brought in the profits. But,
unlike 104. Twister didn't have
much ofa plot beyond a group
of stormchasers on an unusu
ally busy day. 104 had aliens
flying around, while Twister
had cows and tractors in the air.
AII criticism aside though, I
loved this movie. The tornadoes
were so real, I was checking the
sky when I left the theater. You
have to see the movie to get the
full visual effect. Words pale
in comparison.
Mission:lmpossible - Unlike
most summer blockbusters,
this movie actually had a plot.
If you're one of those people
who buys those Junior Mints
during the beginning ofa movie,
then th is one is not for you.
This movie must be seen from
the very beginning in order to
be fully understood. In the first
ten minutes, crucial events un
fold. You also get to hear the
theme song, so make sure you
get your Junior Mints during
the previews. This movie is
mysteri0.1!.s, suspenseful and
very surprising. You definitely
should see it.

Independence Day - This
movie was the ultimate in sum
mer blockbusters. 104 had
amazing special effects, and a
chilling plot that made people
think. The theory of life forms
existing somewhere other than
Earth, has always been debated,
but 104 put everything into
perspective. 104 showed how
puny we are in comparison to
the va tness of space, and how
defenseless we would be if there
ever was an attack by another
race. The movie is a must see
for all people.

Twister - This movie was sim i
lar to 104, because it had mind
blowing special effects, and re-

By Tom Jodelka

Summer. The word
means many things: freedom,
hot weather, and movies to
name a few. Every summer,

. movies are released, but only a
few have the potential to be suc
cessful. This summer was great
for movies, and what follows
are reviews ofjust a few.

By Holly Marie Lisitza

This summer, like any
other, we saw new movies, went
new places, and heard new mu
sic. As the summer came to an
end and the school year began,
two music groups gave us, two
great new songs (with the
added bonus that the songs re
late to high school life.) Known
by almost every high school
student, or at least all those at
OLCHS, are the songs "Popu
lar" by Nada Surf and "Who
ever" by Gegi Tah.

"Popular" is exactly
that, "popu lar." You may hear
the football players singing the
lyrics in the locker room before
a game, or the cheerleaders
cranking up the volume to one
of these tunes before a practice.
"Popular" is a song mainly re
lated to football players and
cheerleaders in the sense that
the song stereotypes them as
the "most popular" people in
the school.

On the other hand, the
song actually has two song
titles, "Popular" and "The Teen
age Guide to Popularity." So
even though the song focuses
main lyon the cheerleaders and
football players, the song also

gives "tips" on how girls should
look, who they should date, and
how long they should date a
person. In lay-man's terms, the
song gives tips on how to be
come "popular."

This song received
two thumbs up from me and has
also been on many top music
charts. If you have heard this
song and like it, then you'll love
the music video as well.

For all of you licensed
drivers out there, this song was
written with you in mind. "Who
ever" by Gegi Tah is simply a
song about a person driving his/
her car. Wait, there's a catch,
the person is not only driving
the car, but thanking the person
who allowed him to change
lanes. This song kind of makes
you think what others are think
ing while driving their car, and
also shows you that not every
other driver is trying to box you
in or cut you off.

This song also re
ceived two-thumbs up from me.
So, next time you here one of
these two songs remember to
thank Gegi Tah, and Nada Surf.
And for all of those who haven't
heard either one of these songs,
where have you been? Try lis
tening to Q 10 I.

By Sherri Gibson and
Melanie Fitzgibbons

The Cranberries' per
formance at the New World Mu
sic Theater on August 15 was
an hour and a halfmarathon that
focused on material from all three
albums. Cracker was the open
ing act.

The four members of
the Cranberries began the show
with "Forever Yellow Skies," and
from then on, they barely
stopped between songs. The
concert took no surprising

By Jamie Quintavalle and
Lauren Brockman

No Code, Pearl Jam's
fourth album is a collaboration
of mixed feelings. The songs
vary from mellow lyrics to loud,
fast, and powerful lyrics that are
typical of Pearl Jam and Eddie
Vedder. In one song, Eddie
Vedder is unusually content
with himself, ("Habit") but in
another he is back to his com
mon emotional disturbance.
("Lurkin"). I guess it can be said
that the album No Code is like a
dizziness of Eddie Vedder's feel-

turns. The group zoomed
through all of their hits and al
bum favorites. "Linger,"
"Waltzing Back." and "Salva
tion" were some of the high
lights. During "Zombie,"the
lead singer, Dolores declared the
need for peace among nations.
The crowd went into a frenzy of
agreement.

Dolores's voice was in
top form, but it was her excel
lent guitar playing that was so
powerful. Fellow guitar players
Noel and Mike Hogan, and
Feargal Lawler on drums made

IIlgs.
No~de's C.D. case is

very unique.' itopens up and
you see a picture of the band
practicing. Also, it comes with
a packet of makeshift polaroids.
The pictures were taken by Jeff
Ament and Eddie Vedder. On
the back of the polaroids, in
scribbled handwriting, are lyr
ics to selected songs.

The sound of No
Code sticks out from the usual
surroundings ofthe modern day
one-hit wonders. Pearl Jam is a
great band and they are one of

the sound complete. Dolores
danced, ran and skipped across
the stage constantly. he fre
quently requested the audience
to sing along, but these re
quests hardly were necessary.
We never stopped singing,
dancing and screaming in ado
ration.

There wasn't a need to
spend effort and money for spe
cial effects on stage. The Cran
berries' special effects are their
great music and message that
they bring to their fans in every
perfcrmance.

the originals on tile alternative
scene. When you listen to the
new album you can tell.

No Code is definitely
a leap from Pearl Jam's usual fo
cused songs. Especially from
their very first album Ten. In
the new album the feeling Eddie
expresses are deep. He writes
his songs in a way that many
people not only know what he
is talking about, but can also
relate to what he is talking
about. No Code is doubtlessly
one of Pearl Jam best albums...
It is absolutely worth checking
out!
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Soccer season kicks off

Brian Dwyer dribbles the ball past a few Argo defenders. (pboto
by Mandy Kutsulis)

By cott osmc

Varsity soccer coach
Ed McMalley{who's coaching
Oak Lawn occer for his econd
year and al 0 coaches for
Mother McAuley) says that
there are two things that make
good soccer players: skill and
desire. Desire, he feels is the
th ing th is soccer team needs
most.

Like any other sport
desire must appear in practice.
The team works vigorously two
to two and one half hours a day
after school on dribbling moves
and offensive plays. The team
is kept in order by Coach
McMalley's new zero tolerance
for slackers which keeps the

team active at all limes.
The Var ity team con

sists often seniors, nine juniors,
two sophomores, and three
freshmen. en ior Ron Brasel
and Junior Ryan Melling are the
team's two captains.

enior players include:
goalie Bill Bou man, stopper
Ron Brasel, fullback Adam
Blatchford, forward Eduardo
Espejo, midfielder John Faro.
forward Nick Franek, fullback
Chet Haraburda, midfielder Pat
Jesse, sweepc:.rL(ullback Dan
Kazmierczak, forwanl/midfielder
Tim Lovell, and swaoeper/stop
per Thitipol Leckpol.

Junior players in
clude: midfielders Scott Cosme,
Jose Hernadez, Frank O'Campo,

Jim Ruzich, Kevin Woloszyn,
and Bill Gaynor; sweeper/stop
per Nick Hnat; full-back Ryan
Melling' and forward Phil
Maslan.

Freshman Adam
Zwirko ki (midfielder/forward),
Don Andersen (forward), and
Brian Dwyer (midfielder/for
ward) were recently brought up
to Var ity along with sopho
more Tom wiatek ( weeper)
and Luis Ilemandez (mid fielder)
to help fill some of the gaps.
The undeclassmen have becn
Showing improvement in evcry
game and will be a big benefit
for the team' future.

Eduardo : pcjo is a
foreign exchange student from
pain. In Spain, Eduardo played

for an indoor occer team.
oach McMalley hopes that

Espejo's speed and skill will help
the team score some goals.

Despite a rocky start,
the team is finally starting to put
the pieces together. As a team
they are starting to communicate
more and become more competi
tive. By the end of the season,
everything should fall into place
with many more victories on the
way.

Frosh-Soph

By Tom wiatek

The upcoming ea on
looks promising for the frosh
soph soccer team. With the ex
perience of the returning sopho
mores and the talent of the in
com ing freshmen the team has a
chance to challenge Argo and
Eisenhower for the c nference
title. Thi year's team is led by
co-captain Mike flaak, who
play sweeper, and goalie arl
Novak.

[n their lIrst game Ihe
par1ans played a talented team

from ak Fore t. The team rose
to the occasion scoring seven
goals. The goals were cored by
freshmen Bryan Dwyer, Adam
Zwirkowski; and sophomore
Brian arlson, John Tylka, and
Jakub Drozd.

A great defensive ef
fort was put forth by sopho
mores Mike Haak and Tom

wiatek and freshman Don
Anderson. The team did a great
job of moving off the ball and
using creative plays to set up
the forwards in scoring posi
tion.

The frosh- soph team
is just starting to play well as a
team by realizing each other's
strengths and weaknesses.
They have been practicing to-

gether everyday since the
middle of August. Now that
they have their frosh-soph
coach, Mr. Turek, they are get
ting an idea of what they want
to do a a team. They are play
ing attacking soccer which is
fast-paced and exciting to
watch.

Another change since
la t year i that the team no
longer uses the offside trap.
This involved the defensive
players running up 10 the
midfield arca unce thc team got
pos csion orthe ball. rhe only
problem with thi idea is that the
othcr team wou Id usually get the
ball back and kick it over the
defense' heads and have an
ea y breakaway. This sea on
the defense stay back and the
midfielder' come up to pressure
the other team, if they have the
ball.

Using this system the
team is off to a great start thi
year despite having four play
ers moved up to varsity. Be
sides a di appointing loss to
last year's conference champi
ons, Argo, and a close game
with isenhower, the Spartans
are doing very well. They de
feated conference rival Richards
3-0, including an incredible goal
by freshman Justin Haak. This
key victory moved the team's
overall record to two wins and
two losses.

On your mark, get set, SPLASH!

Spartan swimmer glides through tbe water in route to victory.
(Pboto by Mandy Kutsulis)

by hris tnfu ino

Bang! They're off.
They dive off the blocks and

PLA H into the water Iike dol
phins, racing to the other end
and back to win the race. Whcn
they win, they do the famou
Rocky dance and yell,
"ADRIAN!"

Actually, the wim
team ~ r ak Lawn is much
more complicated. There are
many kinds of strokes and vari
ous event to swim. The swim
ming meet are very calm, quiet
and taken very eriously. The
swimmers use all their speed
and endurance to earn an accu
rate time. The lower th time,
the higher the ranking. peed
and endurance are the two keys
that unlock the door to swim
ming success.

The varsity swim
team, coached by Kathy
Welch, i a v ry skillful team.
Practice are held from 3-6 p.m.
everyday during the week, and
from 8-10 on aturday morn
ings. These practices help the
individual swimmers work on
their time and their goals.

"A good swimmer i at
every practice and gives 100%,"
says oach Welch. "Theyal 0

support and encourage their
teammate ."

oach Welch plan to
beat the Argo Argonaut in
conference thi year. To prepare
for thi , she encourages the
swimmers and makes sure they
work up to their potential every-

day.
"Having oach Welch

a a swim coach give me the
extra encouragment to be a good
wimmer. he teaches us well,

and keeps our confidence up,"
said Julie Russo, a varsity swim
mer.

This year the Varsity
Swim Team ha only 3 seniors,
and 6 junior. The rest are un
derclassmen. It is always a treat
to have a variety of swimmers
on the var ity level to prepare
for the future.

The queen of the
team include [rene i iora, Katie
Downey, and Julie Russo.

The junior consist of
Amy Attivis imo, abrina
Beeck, Jack ie Gebel, Tracy
Mathias, Lee Mc[e, and hris
Mensching. The rest of the
team are sophomores Desiree
Bartosiak, Rebecca Fear, and
Nicole Garrett; and the freshmen
Merrylin Beeck, and Kellie
Novak.

A very talented swim
mer, Christina Men ching i
looking to qualify for the tate
Meet. hris already h Ids the
record for the 100 yard Breast-
troke Relay, and holds the 200

yard Free Relay record.
Any ordinary swim

mer can become an excellent
swimmer. All he has to do is
believe in hersef. onfidence
in their fellow teammates also
will give a wimmer the
cncouragment she needs for
that extra little pu h.

Frosh-Soph
By Jennifer Trotta

The girl Fre hman/
ophomore Swimming Team

ha an w motto thi year, "You
ona Wanna!"

Mrs. Welch, the head
coach of the girls swimming
team, i veryenthusia tic about
the upcoming eason.

Thi year's team con
ist of ten sophomores and

eleven freshmen. The returning
ophomore members are:
ri tin Achter, Rebecca Fear,

Nic Ie Garr It, Jes ica Koca,
and Amy Ott.

The freshmen mem
bers include: Merrillyn Beeck,
Karen Gill, Esmeralda onzalez,
Renee Koblarczyk, Emily
McLoughlin, Michelle
Mentgen, Jaime Novak, Melissa
Reyes, Dana lusinski, Mary
Haran, and Kry tal Mendez.

In additi n to all the
new incoming freshmen, five
new sophomores have joined
this year's swim team. They are
Anna Gunka, Nancy Ilouston,
Meli a Ribich, athy trom,
and Desiree Partosiak, a trans
fer student from Mother
Mc auly H.. ophomore
Ni ole Garrett is one swimmer
who has really improved since
last year. [n an invitational meet
held eptember 7 & 8, Nicole
dr pped 18 econds from her
time recorded last sea on.

ome ofour freshman
members have had some swim-

ming competition experience.
They are: Merrillyn Beck, mily
McLoughlin, Jaime Novak, and
Dana lusinski. Dana will also
take part in diving.

To be a member of the
swim tcam the swimmer has to
be dedicated. The team prac
tices Monday through atur
day from 3-5 p.m. That' a great
deal ftime in the water! ome
of the team's goals for this year
are for every member to learn all
four wimming stroke, to com
pete in every competition, and
to achieve their be t times.

When Mrs. Welch
was a ked what makes th i team
pecial, she replied, "Their en

thu iasm and their 'stick 10 it'
attitude."

Mrs. Welch 9dded,
" ur theme th is year is, 'You
Gotta Wanna," and so I think
they have done a real nice job
being here and working nut re-

ally hard."
Mrs. Welch thinks

that one word that describes this
team is 'excitement!" "They are
exciting to me," Mrs. Welch
added. wim team members are
equally excited about the team.
Amy It remarked, "It give me
a great chance to meet people
and become friends with fre h
man.'

Nancy Houston
noted, "I laving Mrs. Welch a
a coach is a po itive influence
on the play rs." Desirce added,
"The team has been working
very hard thi year, and giving
it their best."

[n the fir t meet again t
Reavis, all the girls tried their
best, but came up short. The
girl are I oking forward to their
next competition. veryone at

L H wi hes the swim team
good luck this year!
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Cross-country t~am off to a running start

Tennis serving up

successDriving to

Girls X-Country
By hris Infu ino

Are you ready to hear
about a new track of sports?
Well, it is running right in your
area. The Lady partans ross

ountry Team is running down
the stretch towards their de ti
nation - victory.

People may think that
running cros country is easy,
but does running between 2-5
mile or more everyday ound
Iike a piece ofcake to you? Not
really. You must have great en
durance to carry out a sport like
cro country, and to be suc
ces ful in il. The cross country
ladies are detennined. They are
working hard to accomplish
their goals to win conference,
and hopefully qualify for the

tate meet.

This year's team ha
seven top returning runners
from last year's 2nd place con
ference team, which was led by
senior Lori Gib on and sopho
more inead allen.

To start off, the run
ner from the 2nd place confer
ence team include enior and
captain Lori ib on, junior
Jeanette Lemri e, and opho-

By Anwaar Judch

Last year's Girls Ten
nis Conference champs are
looking to defend their titles.
With an early 3-1 record (at press
time) the future of the team
looks very promising.

The sea on' first vic
tories came in a three game
week. The 3-2 win against hi
cago hristian etthe ball roIl
ing. The next win was a 5-0 hut
out to ak Forest. The final win
of the week wa a close match
ofJ-2 against tagg.

Retuming varsity play
ers are Tracy Dangler (state
qualiFier) at econd singlcs;
Melis a Domre and Li a Bazian
playing second doubles. The e
players have the skills to qualify
for state again this year.

Newcomers to the Var
sity Team include Tina
Zwirkoski at fir t singles; Jenny
Rau and Katie Bazian playing
first double; partners Kristi
Hoagland and Teresa kupien
at third doubles; and Melanie
Neumann and Kim 0 s at fir t
exhibition doubles.

"I'm looking forward to

By Pat McLoughlin

The partan Golf team
is off to a good start this year.
Their record does not tell the
whole story. At the press time
the ak Lawn Golf Team has a
record of I and 6.

As the partans
started their sea on they had an
unu ually large tumout for the
freshman and ophomore team
and a rather smalltumout for the

mores Renee Buerger, Nichole
Friske, inead Gall n, and Gina
Rogers. .

The other team run
ners include seniors Barb Antol
and Amanda Henning; junior

tacey Demonbreun, sopho
more heila Haran, Kathy
Krzak, and Hannah Rogers. Last
but not least, the freshmen Vicki
Davi , April smanski, and
Diana Wilk round out the team.
These runners are coached by

ach Bob Kunde.

These partans were
held back last year by inexperi
ence and injury. ince it i still
early in the season and Confer
ence begins October 19, the
team plans to match their skill
to nference level. The
toughe t competition seems to
be Richards, but these ladies
have the skill and endurance to
chain tho~ Bulldogs to the tree.

oach Kunde say
they would like to win confer
ence by hard work, determina
tion, and willingness to pay the
price of being an athlete.

To the coach, having
the ability to pay the price to be
successful and to lead from the
front, is what make a runner a
runner.

To oach Kunde, and

seeing how this young team
mature into talented tennis
players," commented oach
Theisen.

In hopes of dominat
ing conference, the Lady par
tans must defeat Reavis,
Romeoville, Richards, and
Bolingbrook.

Other goals of the
team are to advance all six al
lowed players to the state tour
namcnt. Tina Zwirkoski be
lieve , "With a lot of hard work,
dedication, and a positive atti
tude, we can accompli hour
goal."

To become the team
they wi h to be, the girls must
practi e, practice, practice. v
ery day after school and on at
urdays, the girl meet on the ten
nis courts. They complete vari
ou dri II in order to perfect their
game.

When the partans
are not practicing, they are work
ing hard to win as many games
as po ible. Team victories con
sist of winning three of the five
mat hes set for the day. To win
an individual match, the player
mu t be dominant in two out of

varsity team. 0 many people
tried out for the frosh-soph
team that there had to be cuts
for the fir t time in Oak Lawn'
history. On the Varsity level
only one senior came out, so the
team is very young.

The Var ity team is
made up ofone senior, six jun
iors, and two sophomores. The
team is once again coached by
Mr. -astman, But this year Mr.
Mark i helping out with the

Oak Lawn Cross Country ron
ners take off strong at the tart
of their triangular meet. (Photo
by Jeanette Lemrise)

the Lady Cross ountry team,
the partanite wishes you suc
cess in con ference and reach
ing those goals. To see is to
believe. Bring out the true ath
lete in yourself every time you
step on the cour e.

Boys X-Country
By Mike Nesi

It's Athen , 776 B. ..
and the world's best ath Jetes
converge under the weltering
sun and unbelievable heat to
compete in events to test their
strength, endurance, and
stamina. Who will win the foot

Kim Prob t mashes the ball
down the line. (photo by Mandy
Kutsulis)

three games. Mo t often, it
takes a lot of time and patience
to win a match.

o come on out to see
the e girl at one of their home
meets. They would enjoy your
support.

Frosh-Soph
By cott osme

"It would be weet to
Repeat," is a thought crossing

fre h- oph team.
Just as in almost every

other sp rt the golf team prac
tices everyday. They began
training in the middle of August
and have been practicing ever
since. The Spartans have
matches with other schools
usually on Tuesdays and
Thursday. At a match, two
players from the other school
go n to the cour e and play
nine holes. The partans play

race? Who has enough fire in
side to drive them to the fini h?
The Romans? The Athenians?
Neither. No one can beat the
Spartan.

ure, we've lost the
togas and have progressed to
real shoes, but the idea is the
same. The modemized version
has more rules, different teams,
and it' now called cross coun
try, but the partan are still the
same and are sti II look ing to
blow away the competition.

The cro s country
team is doing great this year with
a 7-4 record. Leading this team
to victory are Jason Porys (who
has been running in first all sea
son), Jason Doguim, A h
Rabah, Erik Edquist, and Chris
Amato. The team i also helped
from runners Jim arpenter,
Mike ingrani, and Ryan
Melling.

Other outstanding
runners for the team thi year
are Ash Rabah and Tom
Swiatek, who are dual sport ath
letes for the season. Also, the
stand-out freshman pro pect is
Dave Diaz, who ha been run
ning great times. "The team got
a lot of help from Dave," said
Erik dquist.

Th is year's cro s coun
try team's worst enemy has been

•a winner
oach Lawson's and the rest of

the Fro h/Soph iris Tenni
Team' minds. oach Lawson
is hoping thi year's team can
match the dominance la t year's
team howed in the Conference
Toumam t.

he two starting
singles pI yers this year are
both ophol'rlotes. Playing First

ingles is Michelle
Matuszewski. he is one of the
two returning starters on the
team and was a on ference
Champ at Third Doubles la t
year. arah Munley starts at
second singles.

tarting at First
Doubles are sophomores Karen
Ros ow and Julie Braun. Karen
is the other returning tarter this
year and wa Michelle
Matuszewski' partner at Third
Doubles la t year.

tarting at econd
Doubles is sophomore Julie
Katula and freshman Brenda
Davidson. ophomores Kim
Prob t and Jean Adair start at
Third D ubles.

oach Lawson stated
that there are many non-start
ers who are working hard at

at golf ourses all over the south
suburbs including ilver Lakes,

og Hill, Deer reek and
Tuckaway, but their home
course is toney reek Golf
Course in Oak Lawn.

This year the partan
Var ity team is lead by sopho
more hris Beyer who took 6th
place at last year's sophomore
conference championship. Chri
i # I golfer at Oak Lawn and
sophomore Tony Russo is #2.

injuries, taking some great ath
letes out of meets. The injury
list includes powerhou e run
ners rik dquist, Jason Walker,
Chris Amato, and Bob
Hovanes.

"The goal for this year
is to be a dark hou e (underdog)
at conference," said team Coach
Mr. Leary. "Hopefully, then we
can get through conference and
qualify for sectionals." This
shouldn't be very hard consid
ering the line-up, especially if
the runners on the injury list
come back into active competi
tion.

At the end of the sea
son, like in any sport or activity,
the seniors will be a great loss.

ven though the team will be
losing power, they will still be
ready for next year's challenge.
with a full team of runners in
cluding ophomores Bill Korab,
Brendon Pal luck, Bob

ch losser, Torn wiatek, and
Chad Zeilenga. Freshman
phenoms include Joe Banasiak,
Larry pain, and an amazing
runner, Dave Diaz.

The cros country
team has done a bang-up job so
far thi year, and are looking
good for the rest of the season.

0, great job team, and good
luck at conference.

pratices and will be playing ex
hibition matches. Laurie Miller,
Laurie Girten, and Melissa
Fogarty are a few of the top
sophomores who will be play
ing in the future.

Michelle mith, Lisa
Woloszyn, Laura Hackstock,
Jennifer Nash, orrin Vandyck,
and Nicki T iamas are some of
the top freshman non- tarters
who will be playing e hibition.

The highlight of the
team's sea on so far was win
ning the Reavis and OL H
ophomore Tennis Invitational.

The team totaled 3 I point
which edged them by Illiana

hristian High chool (28
points) and eton Academy (26
points).

Michelle Matuszewski
took a re pectable third at First

ingles. arah Munley cap-
tured first at econd ingles.
Playing Fir t Doubles Karen
Rossow and Julie Braun also
took first. Julie Katula and
Brenda Davirson received the
first place finish for the team at
econd Doubles.

TIle partanite would
like to wi h the girls good luck ..

ther golfers in the
top eight include Ray Grygiel,
Jim Kencaly, Josh mok, Jeff

lemmon, Dan Balich, and se
nior Tony Felt. On the frosh
soph team Jason Matusiak,
Chris Ulrich and James Healy
are the leaders.

The partans played
matches almost everyday until
Oct. I when they had a week
off to practice before confer
ence championship.
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Football gears up for Paradise

ingrani.

The ophomores are
coached by Ms. Kestler. This is
Ms. Kestler's second year of
coaching volleyball and she
believe that a sophomore level
team is more advanced and con
centrate on practicing plays
rather than kill .

Twelve players and
two captains are included on
the s phomore roster. heryl
Bana iak and Melissa Piwowar
are the two captains.

Among the twelve
girls, four have consistent start
ing positions: heryl Banasiak
as setter, Je sica Melander as
middle blocker, Gianna Hardt as
setter, and Rebecca Feltz (a
fre hman) as middle blocker.

Other blockers that
help out the team are: Kristy
Ilazzard, Kelly Burke, Kelly
Scanlan, Julie Menzel, Annie
Pasquarella, Kim apretz,
Kri tin Franek, and Melissa
Piwowar.

Th is team won the
conference championship last
year and oach Ke tier believes
that they can do it again. Their
first game was against Queen of
Peace. The team was defeated
by scores of 15-6 and 15-3, but
this is only the beginning. Hope
fully they will repeat la t year's
eason.

By this edition
they expect to have a few victo
ries under their belts. The
sophomore football team plays
a couple of hours before the
varsity, so arrive early, to get a
good seat and cheer them on.

The Spartans Bob Vallera (75) looks for someone to block on a
kickoff return against Tinley Park. (photo by Jeanette Lemrise)

coached by Mr. Kasley and Mr.
Dempsey who are always ex
pecting a victory.

The sophomores, who
went through a tough learning
experience last year, have ac
quired many new players for the
96-97 season. A few of this
year's new faces are Tony
Martino, linebacker; Kevin

tewart, lineman; and Keith
Krizka.

ther returning play
er for th is year's roster are Zeke
King, Dan teffey, Mike
Romano, and John Probst.
Quarterback i Jeremy Lang,
who will have no trouble find
ing targets like teve wertel,
Max Labliaks, and Mark

are cott Meyer and cott
BiesterfeId.

Another aspect of this
team is their solid defensive play
with standouts Dan Hennan and
Moises Najera making plays on
the defensive line. While in the
econdary, Martin Zubek has a

couple of interceptions. Al 0

on special teams Kris Queen
has been doing a spectacu lar
job running back kickoff and
punt returns.

The team's conserva
tive offense and good defense
have been the trademarks while
winning their first three games.
The rest of the season promises
to be very exciting. If you ever
need anything to do on a Thur 
day, go watch the freshman foot
ball team at 4:30 p.m. They
would appreciate the fans.
Good Luck, Freshmen.

By Jeanine Dyckman
Hustle, set, kill, ace are

the volleyball terms being heard
on the freshman and sophomore
courts. The entire Freshman
team, including Coach Haack,
are new to OLCHS this year and
are looking forward to a great
season.

Even though Coach
Haack is new to our school, she
had three years of coaching ex
perience at Lourdes.

ixteen girls make up
the Freshman team, with Tina
Moretti as the captain. The play
ers expecting the most playing
time include: Tina Moretti and
Becky Pentz as setters; Lisa

inovich , Amy Nagel, and
amantha Staniszewski as out

side hitters; and tacy
Brookman, Sherry Joyce, and
Erika Buys as middle hitters.

The goal of these tal
ented girls is to become confer
ence champs. Coach Haack is
encouraged by the skill level
and is trying to improve by de
leting any bad habits the team
may have.

Their first game was at
Queen of Peace. The "A" team
lost in three games and the "B"
team won in three. Congratula
tions ladies and good luck with
the rest of your eason.

By Sam Echavarria

Robinson is concerned with.
"We need our seniors and jun
iors to gel into one solid fam
ily," Coach Robinson confided.

Well, the partans
opened this season on August
30, away again t Tinley Park.
The partans came out on t p
8-7 and won their fir t game in
over a year, but the game wa
more ofa blowout than the score
would indicate.

"We dominated for
most of the game," said senior
capt ian Dan Whiting, "But we
made a few mistakes that kept
Tinley in il."

TIle Varsity look to be
uccessful at Homecoming

against ret -Monee. Good
Luck partans, Oak Lawn i be
hind you.

Nicole McCa tland and Jenell
Murray Oeft to right) attempt to
block an opponent's attack.
(photo by Tony Giglio)

ing off ten or more wins in a
row.

Ifthi team plays up to
its potential, the sky is the limit
for the 1996 Lady partans. The
Varsity Girls Volleyball team is
going to be exciting to watch
this year and for years to come.
ll's going to be a great year for
this team, so come out and give
them your support as they aim
for the conference champion
ship! Unless, of course, you
have something more fun to do
-HOM WORK!

Defensively, linemen
Jason Surrat and Tony Giglio
add leadership and experience;
end Mike Mollo and Zeid
Tadros are playing like veteran.

The linebacking corps
of Danny Prorok, Dale Oberg,
A h Rabah, Tom reech, and
Dan Whiting have been a point
of trength for Oak Lawn so far.

The defensive backs,
led by senior cornerback, Tim
Wil on, al 0 are getting into the
flow.

Along with Wilson,
juniors Greg Slade, Brad
Koeppen and Tacho Gamino
have been sharing time.

Offensively, the par
tan have been a juggernaut so
far. Leading the way for the of
fensive is the offensive line con
sisting oftackles Jeff Hense and
Joseph Bolz; guards Brian
"Gus" Willliams and Dan Whit
ing; and center Bryan
Mc onnack.

Quarterbacks Ron
Brongel and Tacho Gamino
should have no trouble finding
targets with receivers like Aaron
Altenburg, Blake unneen, Joe
Hovanes, Greg Slade, and Ken
Macak.

The freshman football
team has its eyes et on a win
ning season. Their coaches on
thisjoumey are head coach Mr.
Wallin and assistant coaches
Mr. Mc Ge and Mr. Georgitsis.
The coaches have instilled that
a team effort must be made to
realize a winning season.

oach Wallin is glad to
have experienced football play
ers to act as leaders and learn
things quickly. He knows that
these players are making a big
impact on how well the team is

"Before the season doing.
started, we decided we wanted The team is playing a
to play smashmouth football conservative offense run by
and so far, we have," added quarterback Rich Powell. The

oach ullivan. offensive line play has been
Overall,Oak Lawn has spectacular with great contribu- Another year of

everalout tanding players, but tions by Justin pilde and hris ophomore football is upon us.
team play is what Coach O'Brenski. The running backs T sophomores this year are

\\

Volleyball spikes up the season
Frosh-Soph

Tailbacks Jon Baikie
and Nick Jelcic have beenjuking
their way to the endzone, while
junior Tom reech seems tojust
run people over on his way to
six.

Jaral and Corey Dignan.
When we asked

oach Nichols for her opinion
on the team's work ethic, she
replied that the girls are ex
tremely hard workers who put
all their effort and energy into
everything they do. he also
said that they were easy to
coach because of their high lev
els of talent and their willing
ness to do whatever it takes to
succeed.

When asked what the
goals were for this year, Coach
Nichols mentioned these three
goals. The first is to better the
18-15 overall record of last
year' team. The next goal is to
win the conference champion
ship, and the final goal is to ad
vance in the tate playoffs out
of regional play.

The Lady Spartans'
schedule was unkind to them in
the early going this year. At
pre s time, their record stands
at no wins against two losses.
The two losses came against
two of the perennially higher
ranked teams in the area: Queen
of Peace and Stagg. With the
experience, leadership and tal
ent of this team, these two
losses should be easy to over
come. All they need is a little
winning streak to get the mo
mentum back in their favor and
this team is very capable ofreel-

By Bryan Mc ormack

By Sam Wenzel

ince late summer, ev
ery day an elite group ofyoung
men from Oak Lawn travel
across the street to practice to
become the best that they can
be. That group of young men
are the 1996 Varsity partan
Football Team.

Led by oach John
Robinson, the partans have a
reason to look forward to a suc
cessful season. The combina
tion of an experienced sen ior
class that was uccessful as
freshmen and sophomores, and
juniors who were undefeated as
sophomores is definitely prom
ising.

The team contains not
only talented players, but
coaches as well. oach huck
Chilvers coaches the offensive
linemen while oach John
Lockwood leads the defensive
linemen. Coach Pat Mayer
works with the offensive backs
and Coach "Skip" ullivan is
the offensive coordinator.
Coach Wally ebuck, formerly
from Mount Carmel, coaches the
defensive backs while oach
Robinson runs the defense.

"( have been waiting
for this season for a long time,"
commented oach Robinson,
"In the past, we've never had
this much firepower and this
many players. "

The partan roster
contains 54 players this year
and most certainly possesses
fire power. Returning ali-con
ference gridironers Dan Whit
ing and Jon Baikie top the list,

but they are hardly the only
standouts.

"And now the starting
lineup for your 1996 Conference

hampion Spartans!" Well, it
might not be a reality yet, but
with hard work, determination,
superb coaching, and team
un ity that phrase might very well
be a reality when the girls' var
sity volleyball team finishes its
season. The Lady Spartans are
heading into the 1996 season
with high hopes and expecta
tions.

The girls' varsity vol
leyball team is coached by
Mary Kay Nichols. This is
Coach Nichols' fourth year of
coaching at Oak Lawn and her
second year as coach of the var
sity team. This year's captains
are Jeanine Ore chler and
Mandy Zeien. taners are
Nicole McCastland and Jeanine
Dreschler as middle hitters; e
nior Mandy Zeien as setter;
seniorNiki Raspovich andjun
ior Jenell Murray as outside hit
ters.

Juniors Breanne
Murphy and heryl Sullivan
also will split time as outside
hitters. Other members include
seniors Julie Valentine and
Denise Fasano; juniors Tracy
Mentgen, Rachel Kolar, Mary
Pasquarella and Jamie
Bousman; sophomores Jenny
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"Godspell" travels to OLCHS

Cast of GodspeU rehearses for the production. (Photo by Jeanette Lemri e)

By La uren Caste r
and Patricia eminetta

Hallelujah! The fall play is
here once again. The play cho-
en for this year was Godspell.

Opening night is October 31,
and the perfonnance will run
through November 3rd. Each
performance will take place at
8:00 p.m., except the Novem
ber 3rd show, which will occur
at 3:00 p.m ..

Godspell is directed by Mr.
Dzursion. The producer and
musical director is Mrs. Mateer.
The publicity director for the
show is Mrs. arrier.

Godspell first premiered at
the Cherry Lane Theatre in New
York City on May 17, 1971.
The play was written by John
Michael Tebelak and the songs
and lyrics were written by
Stephen chwartz. Godspell
had a total of 2,124 perfor
mances, which makes it the
fourth longe t running off
Broadway musical.

The play wa originally writ
ten to tit the I 960's era with the
di ciples playing the role of
flower children. But the theatre
department at L H has used
their creativity by rearranging
the character to tit the 1990's.
It is arranged in a series of short

kit similar to aturday Night
Live. According to Anne
Lundeen, "Godspell is a really
great show because it [the pro
duction] is so flexible. Every
one has the opportunity to put
their humor and them elves into
it. "

Playgoers will meet a variety
of characters while watching a
performance of God pell. The
following is a list of characters
and their descriptions.

Jesus, the Messiah, (John
akes) is responsible for teach

ing his followers the parables of
the Bible in such a way that it
relates to the people of the
1990·s. (Sings " ave the
People.")

John the Bapti tlJuda , (Jon
Row ey) one ofJesus' first fol
lowers, who later 'betrayed
Je us. ( ings "Prepare"~e the
Way of the Lord.") \

Preppy Woman, (Anne
Lundeen) a goody goody girl
who wants the chance to let
loose and be herself. ( ings
" n the Willows. ")

Biker Chick, (Anita pero) A
woman who gives the impres
sion of being rough and tough,
but is a genuinely sweet person.
( ings "Bless the ord. ")

The 70's hick, (Jean
Marcinkowski and Rachel

Zebio) a middle aged woman
who is living in the 1970's, she
uses the parables to flashback
to thi decade. (Sings "Learn
Your Lessons Well.")

Pam/Tina, (Pam Stoffergen
and Tina Zwirkowski) a fol
lower of Jesus, naive and shy,
although passionate about
whatever she does. ( ings "By
My ide.")

Dancer, (Kristen troud and
Abby Pitcher) one of Jesus'
youn er followers who i eager
to learn his teachings.

alesman, (Hank Fear) a
family man who is fun, loving,
and has a good sense of humor.
( ings "We Beseech Thee.")

omedian, (Ray Metzger)

one ofJe us' funniest followers,
can be considered a class clown.
(Sings "Learn Your Lessons
Well.")

tudent, (Naomi Martig and
Shannon Rooney) portray a stu
dent who is anxious to learn the
teaching of the Bible. ( ings
"Beautiful City.")

Farmer, (Jason Rowsey) the
young man who cares for all
life. ( ings "All Good Gifts. ")

Little Girl, (Beth Kreydich
and Jessica Wheeler) one of
Jesu ' younge t ~ 1I0wers who
has a high spirit for life. ( ing
"Day by Day.")

Sexy W man, (Jessica
Vasquez) one of Jesus' more
seductive followers. (Sings
"Turn Back 0 Man. ")

In the beginning of the play
the chorus members play the
roles of the non-believers of
Jesus.

The choru members are,
Don Anderson, Joe Bolz, Jenny
Burns, Veronica spinoza,
ophia Faridi, Kevin Hoover,

Jason Kolk, Mark Lieschke,
Katie O'Brian, Julie Roberts
and Jamie Topoloski.

In the words of Jon Rowsey,
"The show od pell i going to
be exciting and exhilarating, not

nly for the pe~ nn r , but al
for the audien e."

The partanite would like to
sincerely thank Anne Lundeen
for her help on this article. And
to the rest of the cast of
Godspell, break a leg!!

OLCHS Students choose President

Two of the "more distinguished" guests at the mock convention.
(photo by Jeanette Lemrise)

lImanltic

During this election, the stu
dents of OL II were able to
cast a vote for the future, that is
ours.

The election brought fun and
excitement to the Junior/Senior
lounge.
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would like to offer more schol
arship money to lower or
middle class families.

Dole backs linton's foreign
policy, and supports a twelve
year Senate limit, with the
House deciding its own tenns.

firmative action, taxes, crime,
immigration, foreign policy,
minimum wage, gun control,
environment, trade, and term
limits.

Clinton believes in fixing af
finnative action, making guns
harder to obtain, and giving
more money to schools at a
lower cost to students.

He opposes a tax free medical
account, but wants to reform
health-care. He is pro-choice
and believes that since both
parties are working to balance
the budget, an amendment is
unnecessary.

Pre ident Clinton would like
to raise minimum wage ninety
cents over two years. The presi
dent would like to simplify bu
reaucracy and stop crime.

lie has also supports peace
in the Middle East, and opposes
re tricting research on endan
gered pecies.

n the other hand, Bob Dole,
fonnerly upported affirmative
action, although now, he op
po e it. lie is against abortion,
except in extreme ca es, and
favor an amendment calling
for a balanced budget.

Dole is not in favor of gun
control, however, he does not
push for a repeal on the ban. lie

The activities scheduled for
this event included, patriotic
music, supplied by the choir,
and a debate in which groups
of students in government
classe acted a linton and
Dole to discuss the i ue. This
ran through period J, 2, and 3,
and concluded with the actual
election, where the tudents
chose the president. Votes
were counted on a direct popu
lar vote, and re ults were an
nounced at the end of the day.

The i ues were di cussed as
the presidential candidates Bill

linton and B b Dole view
them. They included abortion,
we Ifare, educat ion. bu reau
cracy, balancing the budget, af-

ak Lawn Mayor Ernie Kolb
and Democratic State Repre
sentative Tom Durbin.

Mr. d Maloney, chainnan
of the social science department
declared that the purpose of the
event is to inspire the students
to become involved in the U.S.
governmental process. The de
partment hoped to show stu
dents how presidents are cho
sen and elected. There were
also hopes that the students
could learn the techniques and
procedures involved in presi
dential campaigning.

By Mandy Wegner

1996. Election Year. While
Clinton and Dole argue about
who's more ofa man, and Perot
decides whether or not he wants
to be president, the adults ofour
country will decide the fate of
our nation.

November 5, is the day vot
ers will stand in line to cast their
votes, and the day Americans
stand by and watch their future
be decided. This election year
OLCH experienced a special
election day.

On October 22, OLCHS gov
ernment students had their say
in a mock election. The social
science department held the
event for a second time, The
first year th is pecial event was
held was in 1992. It was very
uccessful.

The i sues, a een by Presi
dent Clinton were representa
tives by Amy Kras and Shan
non Doherty. Bob Dole wa
represented by Pat Jesse and

hawn Mc alip. The theme of
the convention was politics,
public participation, and good
government. Guest peakers
included Mrs.Anne Klusendorf,
Assistant Principal. Board
President Mr . Nancy Wallace,
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gious schools. linton commented that
it's "a strategy for underm ining the one
institution i"t~l the greatest hope for
binding us together as a nation: public
education. "

Bob Dole, on the other hand,
has consistently supported private
school vouchers. This year, Dole ha
proposed a $5 billion a year voucher plan
that would be produced from public tax
dollars and used for private schools.
Should Americans have to put forth
earned tax dollars to a private school if
their children attend public school, or if
they don't have children at all?

The Clinton campaign also
supports Americorps, which is a volun
teer program similar to the Peace orps.
Americorps is designed to help students
in two different ways. It's u ed to help
payoff loans with community service,
or it's used for students to earn college
tuition through community service.

Bob Dole, on the other hand,
disapprove ofAmericorps. He believe
that all responsibility for education
should be handed to state and local
governments.

Based on what each candidate
says, who would you vote for? This is a
key issue that will make or break the live
of American students over the next four
years, and possibly beyond. When you
or your parents are ready to get in the
car and head to the polls, think about
which candidate is trying to improve the
quality ofeducation in America.

History no longer repeats itself

Percentage of Votes

46%

0%

54%

Speakout

team sports for those individuals. Does
OL H comply with Title IX? In most
cases our high school does. However, it
wasn't until two year ago that our high
school incorporated a girls soccer team,
alth ugh mo t other chools in our con
ference had one. Today it is gratifying
to ee that we are moving ahead, and
girls are now participating on the OLCH
golf team as well.

Discrimination in athletics also
can be carried over into college. Accord
ing to N AA, only one-third ofall schol
ar hip money i given to female athletes.

ven salarie for women coaches are
considerably mailer than their male
counterparts.

Participation in sports has a
positive effect on women. It is known
that participation in sports builds confi
dence, skills, and encourages team work.

tudie in cholastic Update show "fe
male athletes are more independent, get
better grades, score higher on tests, and
are less Iikely to become pregnant or tum
to drug abuse." Team playing creates a
life lesson; you work hard to succeed
and if you lose, you try again.

By the year 2000, when the next
summer Olympics are held, hopefully
America' olden Girls will ri e and these
games once again will be known as the
Women's Iympics. The law, Title IX,
and positive role-modeling by female
athletes hopefully will create the strong
mindednes and the individuality all fe
males need as they grow older.

Jennifer Vicik- "Yes, because my vote
will make a difference."

Bob Dole

Bill Clinton

Candidate

Others

by hannon Doherty
Every two years the world ex

periences a sense ofunity and has a time
to come together and experience the pa
triotism that was first created by our fore
fathers. It began in Athens and thi past
summer, the 1996 Summer Olympics were
brought back home to Atlanta. This year
something wa a litttle different, a little
more spectacular, and a little more sig
nificant to female athletes all over the
world. Although women excelled in
swimming, running, gymnastics, ba ket
ball and softball, the Olympics did not
incorporate females into the e athletic
competitions until 1912, 1928, 1952, 1992,
and 1996 respectively.

What does this prove to the
growing two million aspiring female ath
lete in high school? The exclusion and
low representation of females in sports
makes a law called Titile IX what it i
today.

(n 1970, fewer than 300,000 girls
played competitive sports in this coun
try. The feminist movement realized the
need to create equality not only in the
workplace, but also in education. Thus,
the federal government responded to
this concern, and Title IX was developed
to outlaw all sex discrimination in educa
tional institutions that receive funds from
the government.

The impact ofthis law is extraor
dinary. For example, schools have to
ensure that girls can try out for teams
along side the boys or provide the same

Hande Aknici- "I thought my vote would
count and will make difference."

1996 Presidential election results from-
senior government classes' convention

Are you planning on voting?

Tom Kubicki- "No because I didn't reg
ister on time and I don't want to be se
lected for jury duty."

Spartanite

•
Issuethe•

ISEducation
By Daryl Gorney

Four days from today, America
will head to the election polls to vote on
who will be the next President of the
United tates. The two major candidates
are the Democratic nom inee, the incum
bent Bill linton and the Republican
nominee, Bob Dole.

ne major factor that voters
must consider is the candidates' ideas
on how to reform education for the fu
ture of America's children.

The President believes in a di
rect lending program, which would re
move banks from the the college loan
process, saving taxpayers 4.3 billion dol
lars. This plan would give students and
their families lower-rate loans and flex
ible repayment options. By 1994, 62%
of high school en iors went directly to
college, an increase of 55% from ten
years ago. linton tated, "No person
hould ever fail t go to college, becau e

they were worried about the burden of
the loans they would owe afterwards."

Bob Dole has voted against the
direct lending program. Instead, he pro
poses to cap the program and return to
banks their profit making role. These
actions, if pa sed, would cut off direct
lending to 2.5 million students in 1996
alone.

Private school vouchers is an
issue Bill linton is fighting. Under this
plan, Bob Dole would allow public tax
dollars to be used for private and/or reli-
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To the class of "97

Thank you for your time.

Jodi Ander on
Mark Dykstra
Kimberly Tamosaiti

you didn't approve of the way we
handled the ituation. 0 we are apolo-

. gizing now. We are not sorry for what
we did, but we are sorry to everyone, if
anyone, w~ offended. We'd also like to
add a incere apology to Mr. Hill.

On August 29,1996, we had an
assembly to discuss the new school
rules and policies with Mr. Hill. In the
week before the assembly, many ofyou
ex pres ed opposition to these rule.
After discussing these grievances, a few
of us decided to walk out on Mr. Hill's
assembly. We believed we'd have wide-
pread upport from our peers, because

almost all of you disagreed with one rule
or another. However, once we walked
out, we found out that the majority of

hann n Doh rty
Daryl Gorney
Tom ronin
Patricia Seminetta
Holly Li itza
T m Jodelka

cott osme
Chris Infusino
Tony iglio
M. urma
Mrs. Whiteak r

a . n"t ditorials represent the opinion of indi idual
taff memb r , not th publication itself. R plies to the edit rials

are welcomed and can be sent to artanite office r m 204.
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Ecology Club

National Honor Society

By Wajeeh alah

Mathletes is a club that
helps to strengthen math skills
in a fun way. It offers team and
individual competitions. There
is one team competition and
everal individual ones.

The three math/ete
coaches are Mrs. Hafwax Mr .
Kirkman, and Mr . Detwiler.
The Mathletes usually practice
about three times a week.
Mathletes can practice during
lunch periods or before or after
chool. At the first meet, many

Oak Lawn Mathletes received
a perfect ten out of ten on indi
vidual competitions. Hope
fully, with continued support
from President Tom Cronin and
Vice-president Tom Kubicki,
the coaches, and the rest of the
Mathletes, thi year can tum out
to be the best ever.

Ifyou are interested in
math and have fun working out
pr blem ,th n Mathletes might
just be a club for you. For more
in formation, just see any of the
coaches.

Mathletesthe club this year is Mrs.
Winkel.

Activities done by the
club include providing various
services for the school and com
munity. Also, some of the
members assist their fellow stu
dents by volunteering to tutor.

Plans for field trip to
several nearby colleges are in
the pr cess of being made by
the officers.

Th is year looks to be
a great one for the group, so if
you wish to become a member,
get your PA up, get involved
in the sc~bol and community,
and look o~ .a_ letter in your
mailbox!

iams, are planning a number of
activities students can get in
volved in 0 they can gain a
better under tanding of French.
Upcoming activities include
French rock mu ic videos and
participation in L H 's
Ilomecoming.

French lub meeting
are held every ther Monday
after school in room 36.

Teresa kupien and Cheryl Sullivan make plans for Ecology Club
activities. (Photo by Jeanette Lemrise)

The club meets every are a little confused, the spider
Tuesday after chool in room plant project is a new feature to
278. Many activities have been the Ecology lub, and hope-
planned for this year's club fully it will be a successful one.
member such as a trip to Camp The plants naturally remove

agawau where students will hazardous pollutants from the
get involved in cleaning up fos- air. making it safer and more
sil beds a ski trip later on in the pleasant to breathe. The poin-
winter, Brookfield Zoo, and a ettia, candy, and t-shirt sales
trip to a wolf den. are held to help generate money

Ilowever, if members for the club's finances.
plan on partaking in the above Remember, before
activities they must participate throwing that gum wrapper on
in a spider plant project, and the ground, not one person can
ponsettia, candy, and t- hirt clean up the earth by his/herself.
sales. veryone needs to lend a help-

For all of those who ing hand. The partanite
would like to give a big thanks
to all of the cology members.

When a person looks
at a polluted lake, littered park,
pictures of a cleared rain forest
or any other environmental is
sue, s/he wonders how s/he can
help.

Well, now there is a
way! A group of students who
feel the arne way are working
on making the environment bet
ter. No, they are not the people
who go around hugging trees,
and kissing flowers. These
group of people are members of
the cology lub.

The four leaders of
Ecology lub are heryl

ullivan, president; Teresa
Skupien, vice-president; Fran
Furgiuele, secretary; and
Veronica spanoza, treasurer.
The sponsor are Mrs. Tadych
and Mr. cheman.

The club is always
looking for new members. If
intere ted, see Mrs. Tadych or
Mr. cheman.

The Oak Lawn chap
ter of the National Honor oci
ety, or Nil a it is more com
monly known, is a club based
on the foundations of commu
nity service, school service, and
high academic achievement.

Unlike most clubs at
OL H ,the NH is highly se
lective and only selects mem
bers of the junior and senior
classes. This year's group is
headed by Pre ident Tracey
Koeppen, Vice-Pre ident Shan
non Doherty, Treasurer
Bethany Ilatstat, and Secretary
Anne Lundeen. The sponsor of

By Bethany Hat tat

French Club

By Anthony Cerceo

By Tom ronin

French Club is an or
ganization in which a student
can tnlly under tand the French
language, instead of just read
ing about it in a textbook. This
year's officers, abrina Beeck,
pr sident; Fran Furgiuele, vice
president; Lee Mcle, secretary;
and Amy Attivj simo, trea urer,
along with sponsor Miss Will-

From the Desk of the

By Tom ronin

Ilello again fellow partans! In the last issue of the
Spartanite, I discussed the many different ways students can let
their voices be heard. In addition to the lass Advisory Boards,

tudent ouncil, and the tudent uggestion Box, students can
now give their input to the administration through the Student
Advi ory Committee.

Although the primary purpose of the lass Advisory
Boards, tudent ugge tion Box, and the tudent Advisory om
mittee is to gain input from the student 0 the school can be a
better place, there is another purpose to these programs, which is
one of the school's fundamental goals. This goal is to better pre
pare students for the future through the learning process. uch
idea as government, politics, and community programs can be
considered the "real world" equivalency of ak Lawn's lass
Advisory Boards, tudent uggestion Box, and tudent Advisory
Committee.

Here at Oak Lawn, the Administration has been very uc
cessful in getting input from the student. The tudent Advi ory

ommittee consist of61 students: 40 students are part of the tu
dent ouncil, and each las Advisory Board consi ts ofabout 30
members. Mo t of the school's other student have added their
input by voting for their class officers and tudent ouncil repre-
entative . Many students feel it i important they have input sim

ply because it' their education, and it is imPW1ant that they have
some say in their own educational process.

These programs how students how their voice can be
heard. The fact is there are many ways one person can make a
difference in one s government. The first and most basic way of
doing th is is by voting. By voting, one can help choose who would
best represent the people in the governmental system. Just a in
Oak Lawn High's "political y tern", if one feels that this isn't
enough, there are other way to give input. At the local level,
there are many opp rtunities to directly influence the government.
For example, the villag of Oak Lawn often hold "town meet
ings", in which all community members are invited to discuss is
sues with ak Lawn's government officials. Oak Lawn is not the
only place where people can provide thi type of input. Many
other communities and ongressional districts hold similar meet
ings.

In addition to getting involved by voting and attending
community meetings, one can get involved in the government in
the most direct way, by running for public office. By doing this,
ne does not need to run for the Pre ident of the United tate.
ne can run for po it ion such as a village trustee, or even a school

board member. Although school board members are not "gov
ernment officials", they till have a lot of influence on the com
munity, which include the community's government officials.
Of course, one can always work his or her way up to a higher
political position by beginning in a lower political position. By
being a part of the government, one makes important decisions
every day that affect the cour e of thou ands, or even millions of
people.

What does this all mean? Although mo t of the students
in this school don't even have the right to vote, every tudent in
thi chool will one day have the power to voice his or her opini n
in one of these many ways. The school is preparing for these
program because any institution, whether a governmental sys
tem, a private organization, or a chool, operate better if it under
stands the needs of the people. Also, ince everyone in this school
will probably be a working American one day, you would prob
ably Iike to see that your hard-earned money is being put to good
use.

In this election year, if you are not ati fied with the sys
tem, exercise your right to get involved in your government, and
try to change things. 0, wheth r you feel you can best give your
input by voting, discussing i sues with the community, or running
for public office, there is a plac ~ r everyone' voice in the gov
ernment, just as there is here at Oak Lawn Ifigh chool.
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Dr. Luka teaches Humanities Classes
By Jennifer Trotta

Realism - Idealism 
Pragmatism - Existentialism 
What is the meaning of life? 
What is Real? - What is the dif
ference between good and evil?
These are just some of the con
cepts that Dr. Luka, Oak Lawn

uperintendent, tried to convey
to Ms. Heskin's and Mrs.
Whiteaker's Humanities
classes.

Dr. Luka took time out
of his busy schedule to teach
philosophy, a subject he was
trained in and still reads from
time to time. He said, "I thought
I could share something with
the students that perhaps they
would not get otherwise."

Dr. Luka would like to
have a working relationship with
students, but there is too little
time with his busy schedule as

a superintendent.
Dr. Luka attended un

dergraduate school at St. Mary
of the Lake, where he majored
in philosophy. Upon gradua
tion, he taught 7th and 8th grade
English classes. He later re
ceived a Masters Degree in En
glish and also a Masters Degree
in Reading. He went on to pur
sue a Ph.D. in ducation from
the University of Chicago.

Having Dr. Luka in the
classroom gave Ms. Heskin and
Mrs. Whiteaker the opportunity
to learn with their students. Ms.
Heskin was impressed with how
Dr. Luka takes such a complex
subject and simplifies it for the
students. Dr. Luka was able to
do this by giving the students
concrete examples, and putting
events into real life situations.
She felt it was a great advan
tage for the students to have Dr.

Luka in the classroom. Ms.
Heskin thinks philosophy is
challenging because of the
many abstract ideas. Students
really have to think about things
in a particular way to understand
the concepts.

Mrs. Whiteaker felt
"energized" and enjoyed learn
ing with her students. "Stu
dents need to understand you
never stop learning," she said.

Mrs. Wh iteaker be
lieves when you have the op
portunity to learn from an ex
pert, you shou Id take full ad
vantage of it.

tudent Mike Dixon
agreed, "I was impressed with
the idea ofhaving a person with
a doctorate, the highest form of
education possible, try to edu
cate ordinary high school stu
dents. "

Mrs. Whiteaker also

noted that "Dr. Luka challenges
the students and teachers to
think."

Amber Poorman said,
"Having Dr. Luka in class was
fun. I got to learn about the dif
ferent types of philosophies. I
didn't even know the names of
the philosophies before Dr.
Luka came to teach us."

Students had a choice
of final projects. One project
asked the students to imagine
that an individual had been told
that he/she had but 36 hours to
live. Using the students' knowl
edge of philo ophy, how would
he spend tho e hours ifhe were
an idealist, realist, pragmatist,
or ex istential ist?

"I am really getting
into the project we are doing for
Dr. Luka. AII th is was really

neat," commented Franco
o'Campo.

Dr. Luka feels it is en
joyable to be in the classroom
again. He has set high expecta
tions for himself. He has stud
ied many teaching techniques
and finds it challenging to carry
them over to the classroom. He
is looking forward to reviewing
the Humanities project he as
signed, to see if the students
grasped the ideas.

He feels it is especially
difficult to relate these ideas and
make them relevant in a short
period of time.

Dr. Luka commented,
"I find fulfillment in studying
philosophy; it is both reward
ing and helpful to set a vision
for the school. In order to do
this. you have to look at and
study people; that is what phi
losophy does.

OL Welcomes Exchange Student
home at the end of the year.

The Spartanitc would
Iike to wish Eduardo the best of
luck while here in America.

members consist of Jill
Galarowicz, Julianna Grover.
Jeannette Lemri e, Holly
Lisitza, and Li a Perveneckis.
The yearbook went on sale Oc
tober 28, and will be sold
through November I in the caf
eteria. If you have any ques
tions, see Ms. Colby, the lub's
sponsor, in room 237.

Shield

The yearbook staff

By Rita Murino

Behind the OLCH
yearbook, Shield, is an out
standing group of people. The
members of Shield are the stu
dents responsible for planning
all of the layouts in the year
book.

studied English for six years,
and coming here speaking it is
much more difficult," he ex
plains. Eduardo will return
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Spain, I live in an apartment
building.

Eduardo likes to listen
to hip-hop and rock music. He
especially likes Counting
Crows. When asked ifhe likes
the Macarena, he exclaimed,
"No, I hate it, it is so stupid!"

Eduardo loves to eat
chocolate chip cookies. He also
commented, " There are more
fast food places here than in

pain. In Spain, people eat at
horne more."

Eduardo misses Spain
but he would like to stay here
and learn English better. "I

.,
He added, "I twve to

translate all of my hom ork
into pan ish. It's much easier
to understand. Otherwi e, it is
much easier. I've already
learned this all in Spain."

" oming here is like a
cultural shock," declared
Eduardo. "Everything is so dif
ferent here, especially the
people. Imagine going to an
other country. The culture
would be completely different
in every way."

In pain, people have
breaks from two o'clock p.m. to
five 0' clock p.m. Eduardo said
that this is called "Siesta." They
eat lunch or even take a nap
during this time. People are in
no hurry to get back to work.

When asked if there is
anything in Spain that he does
not do here, Eduardo said that
the food and clothes in America
are much cheaper. He also
added, "In Spain, more people
live in apartment buildings.
Here there are more houses. In

By herri Gibson

Recently, OLCHS re
ceived a new foreign exchange
student, Eduardo Espejo.
Eduardo is from Malaga, Spain
and is seventeen years old. His
host family is Mr. and Mrs.
Rodriquez of Oak Lawn.
Eduardo feels that his ho t fam
ily is very nice and he likes them
very much. "They try to make
me feel at home."

Eduardo likes to go
out with his friends on week
ends and play soccer. He
played indoor soccer and is cur
rently on the Oak Lawn soccer
team. Eduardo stated, "I pre
fer indoor soccer to outdoor
soccer, but I just play for fun,
so it does not matter."

When I asked him his
favorite subject, he exclaimed,
"I don't have one, except for
lunch!" Who could blame him,
considering his classes. He is
taking AP Calculus, hemis
try, Drivers Education, History,
and has a tutor for English.
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.
seminar

u ed in a cia room, (ceramic,
biomaterials, and compo ites.)
According to Ms. olby, her
favorite part was using scan
n ing-tunnel ing microscopes
which enable a person to see the
surface of an atom. While
working on lab activities, par
ticipants were allowed to u e the
Internet to go online with sci
enti ts to gain more knowledge
about their projects.

Muq)hy, were elt:cted at tht: end
of the last chool year. Kerri is
the Activities Director for the
1996-97 Art lub.

During the pa t couple
of weeks, many dedicated Art

lub member came daily to
help work on the Ilol11ecoming
noat "Paradise is Art". Ol11e
helped by designing and paint
ing the many sign , others cre
ated colorful ti lie paper now
ers, and thc remainder coordi
nated outfilS and chose the mu
sic. This gr up effort made the
Art lub noat an en0n11 usly
u cessful project. II pefully,

if the Art lub continues to
work as a team, the Art lub can
look forward to a great year. AII
are invited to attend a meeting.

Teacher attends

Last summer Ms.
olby, OL H chemistry

teacher, participated in a one
week computer seminar held at
Northwe tern University.

By Jill Jurkow ki

By Julie Jurkowski

Art Club is an activity
for students to have fun and to
apprec~te art at the same time.
Knowir\~) how to be an artist
isn't th~"~ey, for the key is
knowing how-to work as a tcam
and g t th job done. Drawing
is not a requirement. The club
likes people to be themselves.

At the seminar a vari
ety of different topics were dis
cussed, uch as, different ways
that material science could be

English/For. Lang.
Students of the Month

~. ".. ~).....~ '~~
.~ \-, .~.~ .-
Art Club

The pon or of Art
lub, Mrs. -rikson, along with

Pre ident heri IIcda, Vic 
president arah Wende, ecre
tary Eileen Pannaralla, and
Treasurer Rebecca Wolf, hold
their m etings on Thursdays
after school in room 234. These
officer, along with Kerri

English-Foreign Lanl,ruage tudents of the Month include: (Front
I to 1') Dee Judd, Irene Ciciora, Patricia eminetul: (Row 2) Fera'i
EI-Ramahi Denise Fa'>3no, and Tony Russo. (Not pictured, Agnes
Jachymczyk and Julie Ballard.)

1,2, & 3, and ate lots of Polish
food. To add to all the fun,
Mike and his friends also
bought a Fiat (a car), ru t gray,
that they named Betsy.

Mike exclaimed,
"Auschwitz was weird, and it
didn't seem that the place was
real until I wa there."

While there, the Polish
rolled out the "red carpet" for
Mike and hi friends, and he
ex pre sed it a "Dobra", which
means good in Polish.

Mike added, "My trip
to Poland and Germany was an
experience I'll never forget."

their research at the University
of hicago. The univer ity wa
looking for a link with many of
the hicago public schools, and
thi program wa an intere ting
and informative way to do so.

Imagine being able to pres
a few keys and uddenlyacce s
the work of thousands of high
s h 01 teachers, all dealing with
the same subject. The data
found on the screen would be
incredible. Now, this price Ie s
information can be available to
students and teacher. For
more information on the "Ac
ce Excellence" program, con
tact Mr. Maloney.

were ponsored by unions and
special interest group would
take place. The delegate
would return to the convention
late in the afternoon, where
more event and activities
would follow. There was an ex
tremely positive attitude
thr ughoutthe convention. Fun
was had throughout the conven
tion, as exemplified by the
whole convention doing the
dance number, "The
Macarena." The two main is
sues of the convention were the
economy and education.

Mr. Maloney believes
that President linton will win
the election th is year by a rather
large margin. Mr. Maloney'
highlight of the convention was
President lint n's acceptance
speech for the Democratic
ticket.

Excellence

tic Sea, and Dus eldorf, Ger
many. On his tour, Mike wa
not alone. Accompanying Mike
was hi band Gleamir. leamir
has WOf) the Oak Lawn Battle
of the Bands for the past two
years.

n their tour Gleamir
played a few show for their
Polish friends, and played a
song and recorded a live radio
interview on the Polish radio
station, Prokdor.

Besides haring his
band's talents, Mike went
mountain climbing n the Mini
Alps, went on a tour of
Au chwitz concentration camps

laboratory component of the
program included a gene-iden
tification experiment. Re ults
from this experiment w re
added to a national database.
Biolo teachers and their
c1asse also could participate.

"Acces -xcellence" is a very
reliable source of information,
and valuable to teachers and
student who can benefit from
thi type of information.

Mr. Maloney found himself
'0 intere ted in his work, he
stayed on Iine as late as 6:00
p.m.

The hicago teachers work
ing on th is project performed

sentative in the Fall of '92.
The convention'

main purpose wa to adopt the
Oem cratic's Party's view on all
i ues, and to unify all factions
I' the par1y.

I Ie said that the ityoI'
hicago went through great

preparation to make the conven
tion a succe s. Police were
present at all times to make sure
nothing negative would occur.

The convention also
brought benefits to the ity of

hicago. A substantial amount
of money was brought to the
city through this event. AI 0, it
showed other delegates what a
great cily hicago really is.
A typical day at the c nvention
con isted ofmany events. In the
morn ing, ague t speaker wou Id
peak to the delegates. In the

afternoon, event and activitie

Accessing

By Holly Li itza

very year high
scho Istudents dream oftaking
lours to place Iike the ~ urope
and the aribbean, and rarely
do they ever get the chance to
take that trip, but every once in
a while a lu ky student I' two
ha the opportunity. July Ist to
July 28th, senior Mike
Marcinkowski spent 28 days
touring Poland and parts of er
many.

Mike went to many
different pia e in Poland, such
as Kroctaw, Milicz, bole,
Zakopone, Auschwitz, the Bal-

By usan tillwell

ak Lawn J I igh chool is
quite privileged to have one of
it teacher, Mr. Dan Maloney,
take part in a very special pro
gram. lie and other high chool
science teacher entered their
cientific research into, "Access

Excellence," a computer pro
gram contain ing thousands of
informative facts. It can be
found as a web page on the
internet.

Twenty high school teach
ers around the Chicago metro
politan area were accepted to
take part in thi program. The

Gleamir Goes to Poland

Mr. Ed Maloney DNe delegate
By am Wenzel

This past August, the
Democratic National onven
(ion was held at lhe United en
ter in hicago. Mr. Ed
Maloney,OL II's department
chair for social studie , was a
d legate at the convention. A
delegate is a p rson who repre
sents a group of people and act
on behalf of them.

Mr. Maloney did
have a political background that
consists of various honor and
p sitions in government. Ilis
political life began twenty years
ago when he was appointed a
precinct captain, lie then ran
for State Repre entative in the
1992 election, but lost a very
close race. Mr. Maloney pent
four month filling the vacancy
in the Illinois I louse of Repre-

424-6010

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

Open 7 Days a Week

Chicago, Illinois

312-436-4433

PIZZERIA • RESTAURANT · LOUNGE
3359 W. 79th Street
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Communication-the to
www.com. conjo! internet

..
The most substantial thing to

do with a computer is to dial up to mil
lions of other computers, and combine
resources. Thi is the main reason why
the Internet is what it is today, and is
useful to so many different types
ofpeople. Everyone can find something
of interest. The Internet will become
even greater than it is today, because of
the continued functional ity and sub
stance that it brings to our life every day.
An abundance of knowledge can be
learned from other, and the Internet
bring many people together to share
information. Because of the sheer num
ber of people who u e the Internet daily,
it ha become a commercialized venture.
Businesses and educational in titutions
are realizing its potential.

~o

..-:~ :
- -I

I

and an efficient way to communicate
with others. It is possible to trade stocks
and bonds on-line. Updated stock quotes
are also available.

The Internet serves many purposes to
gaming enthusiasts. Most people love
to play games on their computer, and
they are well represented on the Internet.
Software manufacturers often have ex
tensive web pages with downloadable
software updates, information on up
coming games, hints, and cheats. orne
pages even have an HTML chat house
where one can talk to other gamer who
have the same interests. IPX Networks
are run through the Interenet hubs, thus
allowing for up to eight people to play
simultaneou Iy against each other.

ofGopher and Telnet sites from various
universities to find information.

Every student can use the Internet
when searching for a college to attend.
Most universities have their own Web
site that can be used to find out about
tuition, curriculum, open hou es, etc. A
student also can vi it sites with infornla
tion about financial aid, and scholarship
oppotun ities.

Businesses have found the Internet as
a useful device in reaching the public.
Basically every major business can be
found on the 'net'. Advertising become
an important part of integral web site,
such as Yahoo and Lycos (Web earch
Engines that everyone use ).

Computer businesses are especially
prevalent. Companies su h as Microsoft
and IBM have their own pages where
one can look to for help and news on
new software and hardware coming out.

The mail-order business also thrives
on the Internet. One can usually browse
for the best prices over competing com
panies. Protected, encryption coded
Web browsers allow the public to place
orders on tl'le'!Nernet with their credit
cards. This allows for swift proce sing
of orders. \\

Professionals can use the Internet to
send private message to their contem
poraries. For them, E-mail i cheap, fa t

By Tony My linski

The Internet today facilitates commu
nication of people all over the world. It
has found popularity because of it use
fulness to many different types of
people. ducators use it to enhance their
curriculum. Businesses use it to expose
the world to their products, in addition
to the everyday functionality of an
Internet connection. Gaming enthusiasts
find it to be a great forum for their hobby.

ducators utilize the vast amount of
information to embellish classroom ac
tivities. They al 0 use it as a forum to
r.ommunicate with other teachers on ef
fective teaching methods. Teachers can
download software that is educational in
nature, usually free of charge. tudents
can use the Internet to converse with oth
ers that are knowledgeable in certain
fields of study.

The foreign language implications are
extensive. One can speak to native
French or pan ish persons in real time
via Internet chat (text) or Internet phone
(voice). Acces ing home pages in other
language i also a po sibility.

cience c1asse also would be able to
hare data on experiments with other stu

dents around the world doing the arne
experiment. One could access a variety

"Waz Up" I
/

By Jenny Burns and Diana Wroblew ki

Doe thi scene sound familiar
to you ... It' third period and as you lis
ten to your teacher, you suddenly real
ize that she has something strange en
tangled in her hair. The logical action to
take is to tell your be t friend about the
discovery. The problem? he' sitting

ix rows to your right and three eats
behind you. You could try to use orne
type of ign language, but that may di 
tract the teacher from her lesson plan.
In tead the obvious come to mind: sim
ply write your message on a piece of
paper and end it on its way to your pal.
When in school, the universal way of
communicating by almost all teenager
is through writing notes. We've taken it
upon our elves to explain, in detail, the
three steps involved in this complicated,
yet ri ky pro es .

The first step in this procedure
i the actual putting together of the note.
Most notes start off in a catchy way:
"Hey waz... " i a very popular beginning...
as long a you're sure to use an arrow
instead of the actual word UP. Writing
more than you have to is definitely
uncool, 0 abbreviations are a must
have; if you e pect to get a note in re
turn. Words like without (w/out), and
becau e (cuz), are never to be written in
full length, due to the fact that they
would just take up too much darn pace.
Ofcour e, closing tatements are just a
important a the re t of the note. BFF
(best friend forever), LYLAS (love ya
like a sister), WB (write ba k) are a few
of the most common ways to get your
message acro .

nce your n te i complete,
you are at tep two. Here you mu t fold
the note. By examining the way a per-

son folds the note, a lot can be said
about his or her personality. For ex
ample, a lazy per on doe nIt even fold
his note. He simply rolls it in a ball and
hopes that he doe n't accidentally throw
it out with the test he got back la t pe
riod. Then there are the uncreative one
who attempt to fold, but they only end
up with some kind of boring square or
rectangle. On the other hand, some
people go overboard and end up with a
note that resembles an ancient piece of
origami in the shape of a wan or trum
pet. Folding a note is helpful, but when
someone can't even open it, the note is
basically a lost cause.

This brings us to the third and
final step. The most crucial step. It in
volves the actual passing of the note. In
order for your mission to be achieved
successfully, the per on itting next to
you has to be willing to take part in thi
ordeal. This may present a problem, if
your neighbor happens to be the type of
person who won't stop paying attention
in class. Of course, he's not the on ly
obstacle. You must also watch our for
the nosy kid who un folds it and starts
reading it, or the cia s clown who takes
the note, sticks it in his pocket, and de
cides it would be really funny to keep it
from its rightful own r. Be sure to keep
in mind, however, that you are the one
who runs the ri k of getting caught. If
the note somehow falls in the wrong
hands, it could end up being read aloud ..
a fate worse than death.

Writing a note may ound
simple, but that' only to someone who
has not had the experience. Next time
you start writing to your best friend
who's ix row over and three behind,
think to yourself," an't this wait unlil
after c1as ?"

By Amanda Campbell

Did you ever think about where slang
originated? Or do you wonder ifpeople
in other states or English-speaking coun
tries talk the same as we do? Well, slang
comes from all over and has been around
ever since people started to speak. Of
ten it originates in occupational groups,
such as police officers and doctors. It
has developed among teenagers, sport
groups, racial minorities, and people in
the armed forces. For example, words
like cool (meaning aloof or stylish) and
The Man (the law)come from the pre
dom inately black Harlem district ofNew
York ity. These words have traveled
far since their formation, as most slang
does. Today, television is probably the
fastest way that slang travels given tha
amount of time young people watch the
tube (television).

Many people probably do not even
realize how much they actually use
slang. We do not usually think words
like walkie-talkie (a portable two-way
radio) slang.

lang has many uses. It can be used
as a term for a word or action like tail
gating, driving too close behind another
vehicle, or these words can be used as
an emotional outlet like "buzz om" for
go away! lang also can be used to form
a patronizing reference for smokey, like
the highway trooper. There are slang
terms for money (moola and bread), for
example, and for food (grub, slop, gar
bage).

lang expressions are created
by the same processes that affect ordi
nary peech. Expressions may take form
as metaphors, similes, and other figures
of peech (dead as a doornail), or be

abbreviations, like mike, from micro
phone. A narrow meaning may become
generalized like fink, originally a strike
breaker, later a betrayer or disappointed.
A foreign suffix may be added (the Yid
dish and Russian -ink in beatnik), and
foreign words adopted like baloney,
from Bologna.

Although slang expression
have gained much respect in the 20th
century, they were once thought of as
vulgar. Perhaps this changed when

hakespeare used slang in his plays.
ince then, writers have used slang to

demonstrate character.

lang should not be confused
with jargon or cant. Jargon is vocabu
lary used by a particular group or occu
pational class and is usually only par
tially understood by outsiders. Ex
amples of jargon include such formal
technical expressions as perorbital
hematoma, which most people call a
black eye; and licorice stick, which is a
clarinet among jazz musicians. Cant is
sometime d fined as false or insincere
language, and refers to the jargon and
slang used by thieves and beggars and
the underworld. olorful terms and
phrases such as mug, either a pol ice pho
tographer or to attack a victim are ex
amples of cant.

lang exists in all parts of the
world. anadian use the word mint
rnstead of cool or awesome. A person's
head was "kapala," meaning dish in San-
kril; "testa," meaning pot in Latin;

"testa" later became the standard Latin
word for head. Among Weslern lan
guage , English, French, pani h, Ital
ian, erman, Yiddish, Romanian, and
Romany ( yp y) are particularly rich in
lang.
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By Bethany Hatstat

You saunter through the front doors
of school on a Monday morning, anx
ious, as always, to attend class. You give
a quick hi-five to your buddy from sci
ence class, wave to your life-long group
of friends, and slide through the rapidly
closing door of your first period class
just as the bell rings. The obviously
unhappy teacher shoots you a not-so
nice look as you slide into your desk, a
light sigh escaping your lips.

The day has only just begun and al
ready gestures have played a major role
in your communication with other
people. Before the day is over, this pro
cess will only repeat itself. Actually,
according to social anthropologist Ed
ward T. Hall, more than 60 percent of
all our communication is non-verbal.
Whether you are, considerately as al
ways, showing a fellow driver how un
happy you are with one of his driving
skills, or merely flashing a smile to that
good-looking person in seventh period,
you are always using some form of non
verbal language.

However, conveying messages to
other people without using words is not
crucial to communication in our culture
alone. As a matter of fact, in some other
lands, showing one's feeling towards
something non verbally is expected.
But,just because we here in America use
certain gestures to express certain things,
does not mean the gestures represent the
same feelings in other countries. One
terribly confusing cross-cultural differ
ence in a very common gesture can be
seen in the simple act of shaking one's

head to say "yes" or "no". While we all
know that in the U.S. an up and down
motion of the head means "yes" and a
left and right motion means "no", in
Bulgaria, parts of Greece, Yugoslavia,
Turkey, Iran, and Bengal, the gestures
have opposite meanings. And while a
hand being shaken with the pinky and
thumb extended means "hang loose" in
our culture, if you travel just south of
the border, using that symbol might re
quire you to serve someone a drink if
his answer to your questioning symbol
is yes.

In Hong Kong, be sure not to wink at
another person. It is considered ex
tremely rude. And if you are ever in
Brazil and want to tell someone "good
luck", form a hom-like gesture with you
index and pinky finger extended.

There are also certain phrases known
universally, but depicted differently in
other cultures, such as waving hello to a
person. In North America, the "hand
waggle" is the most common greeting
gesture. In Europe, the "hand bob" pre
vails as the greeting of choice. In 1t'!!:4
however, the palm facing upward and
fingers scratching inward is used to greet
another.

Gestures are always going to be a part
of the human culture no matter what cen
tury it is or what comer of the earth you
are on. Communication is never going
to stop, and we are all going to continue
to use our bodies to tell people how we
feel. As long as there is breathing life
on the earth, more and more gestures will
be created, some sillier looking than oth
ers, but all possibly helping to close the
cultural gap and bring us closer together
as a planet.

By Katie Truty

Poetry is one of the less practiced
ways to communicate and yet almost
everyone knows who William
Shakespeare was. Ironic, isn't it? But
poetry is still and probably always will
be a great way to really get a point
across. It can be long or short, even
unimportant, but a poem is a great way
to communicate to someone exactly
what it is he should know, possibly with
out even saying it directly.

Poems mean different things to dif
ferent people. It may be a release of built
up emotions to one and simply a piece
of paper to another. Appreciation of a
poem depends on the individual. Poetry
is a field of expression where things may
not be what they seem. Not all poetry is
about happy things, written on pastel
paper. Poems can be sad, sarcastic, an
gry, bitter... There have probably been
thousands of poems written for each
emotion.

How a poem is written or presented
may be based upon whether or not its
author is trying to get a certain point
across. Rhyming could be used to show
off or put emphasis on cerain words or
concepts. Lack of rhyming could be in
terpreted as a way to establish a feeling
of confusion or uncertainty. If the au
thor decides to write in short, choppy
sentences, he\she may be trying to cre
ate the notion of being rushed or pushed.

Figurine
Dance, Ballerina, Dance,
On the pedestal you've been mounted,

To the melody that never changes,
So like the life I live that you cannot.
Your porcelain smile, which mocks
my pain,
As you twirl around in an endless
dance.
The delicate grace you supposedly
portray,
So completely lost in my world,
Which is so unlike your world of
serenity.
Fragile as you may be, you'll smile for
eternity,
Offering peace between times of
dismay,
Forever spinning to your song ofjoy.
Your beautiful eyes from which you
cannot see,
The suffering I must endure alone...
With you as my companion and
company,
Dance, Ballerina, Dance.

For example, my poem "Figurine",
(above) does not rhyme. It is not writ·
ten in short sentences. The poem is writ
ten in first person, notifying the reader
that the author is describing a personal
experience or event. The first and last
lines match, emphaizing them both. The
lack of rhyme is due to the fact that the
author wants to make the poem read as
unhappy. The entire piece is compar
ing the author's life to the object he\ he
is describing, and quite obviously ex
pressing to the reader the emotions of
sadness and pain.

Poems can be a great way to express
emotions or opinions. Write one for
someone, tell him/her something. It'll
let them know what's you're feeling.

\ ..
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By Cathy Strom

You just found out that Mark likes
your best friend Maria. What's the first
thing you do? Call her, right? That's
what we all do, but we couldn't do that
without the marvelous invention we all
know and love called the telephone.

Everyone knows that Alexander Gra
ham Bell invented the telephone which
we are all grateful for, but since then the
telephone has changed greatly. Mr. Bell
himselfnevercould have imagined some
of the technology that is common place
today, not to mention all of the improve
ments which the phone companies are
working on now. Even the way it looks
has changed drastically.

Within the past few years there have
been many advances to make commu
nication even easier, such as call wait
ing, three-way calling and caller I.D.
Call waiting enables you to talk to one
person and still receive calls for just a
minimal monthly charge, while three
way calling, on the other hand, allows
you to talk to two people at the same
time. This makes conferences on phones
much easier.

There also are phones you can buy that
are able to give you the name and num
ber of the person calling; this feature is
called caller I.D. Then there is the re
dial button which comes standard on
most phones. This button enables you
to dial the same number you just dialed
by only hitting one button.

Just about a year ago, automatic call
back became available to the
Chicagoland area. That means that if
someone calls you and you are unable
to get to the phone before they hang up,
you can punch in a few numbers and au
tomatically call them back.

Even with all of these advances, sci
ence still has not stopped trying to im
prove communication. Now they are
working on so-called "smart" phones.
You name it and the Philips PI 00 Screen
can probably do it. It can deliver E
mail, give information from cyberspace,
tell you who's calling before you answer,
take messages, and carry calls like a
standard phone. There is even a built-in
credit card reader, so you can access
home shopping and banking. You can
also get phone directories, stock quotes,
sports results on this phone. It came
out in June of 1996 and costs only $350.

Then there is the Nokia 9000 Com
municator which was released in August
and costs $2000. It is a digital cellular
phone with a built-in organizer and a 6.8
inch by 2.5-inch screen and a tiny key
board. It has the capacity for E-mail,
faxes, and Internet-access. Motorola
will be coming out with their own
"smart" phone called the MAP by the
end of this year. It will cost $750. MAP
is a cellular wireless phone that can
handle faxes and E-mail. In the fall of
1997, Northern Telcom will come out
with the Orbitor and it will cost $200.
This "smart" phone is a wireless phone
developed for personal digital assistance.

Another type of phone that is being
worked on is the data-ready cell phone.
Nokia Mobile Phones is coming out with
the Nokia 232N at the end of the year.
The phone weigh only 7.6 ounces and
has l6-character display and runs on a

cellular network. It has voice capabili

ties, wireless E-mail, faxing, and data
transmission. Pacific Communication
Sciences Inc. has a model of its own
called the PAL or personal access links
which came out last May. Users of PAL
can choose from the many prepared mes
sages or create one of their own on the
keypad. PAL has the ability to be used
as a cellular phone or as a modem.

The next wave of the future is video
teleconferencing and leading this wave
is the British Telecom's Portrait 9000.
The Portrait 9000 comes in full color and
has a 6 inch monitor. The picture and
clarity is much better than that of the
ISDN video phone which has already
been released. It is a telephone, camera,
microphone, and LCD all in one, but that
is not all it does. It also includes a data
report, stores up to 100 names and num
bers that can be automatically dialed,
keeps track of calls missed, allows for
hands-free operation, and automatically
links up your PC and downloads files.
For a little bit extra, you can videotape
your conversation. This marvelous de
vice only costs $4000.

Do not think that if you are deaf or
hard of hearing that you are out of luck
when it come to the phone. There are
TOO machines for the deaf, which print
out the spoken word. Deaf people can

read the conversation and respond back
by writing. Also, the phone can be pro
grammed to flash the lights in the room
when it rings. For the hard of hearing,
there are volume control head sets which
allow the person to increase or decrease
the volume.

The way phones look also has
changed. Phones used to be rotary and
stationary. Now we have portable
phones, cellular phones, fl,ip phones, and
car phones. A portable or cellular phone
can go anywhere you go. Let us not for
get those phones that are shaped Iike
motorcycles, cars, and lips. The "lip"
phone can be found at any novelty store.
The top lip is the receiver and the bot
tom one is the base. Right along side of
them are the ones shaped as cats, dogs,
and ducks. Those are the ones whose
back comes off and turns into the re
ceiver. There are even ones that light
up when theX ring.

In the past few years, people have
gotten even more creative with phones
that are hidden inside emergency boxes
of the police department and the fire de
partment. There are even phones shaped
as food, hamburgers, pop bottles, hot
dogs, etc.

Without the changes that the tele
phone has gone through, our lives would
be extremely different. All the changes
have made life just a little bit easier and
more interesting. With the way tele
phones are advancing, who knows what
lies ahead. Maybe you'll just have to
think of a number and you'll be con
nected.
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College Corner Career Corner
ompiled by Aimee Leahy

PHARMACISTS
dispense drug pre cribed by physicians and other health practitioners and provide information t
atients about medications and their use. Theyal 0 advise physicians and other health practitioner
n the selection, do ages, interactions, and side effects of medications.

Pharmacists can work in variou place. They can work in ho pital , clinics, in home healt
are, or in retail. Pharmaci ts work in a clean, well-lighted, and a well-ventilated area.

To be orne a pharmacist, you mu t obtain a license and graduate from an accredited colleg
f pharmacy. At least five years of study are required to graduate from program accredited by th
merican ouncil on Pharmaceutical -ducati n.

Pharmacist' salarie dep nd on where they work. Pharmacists who work in independen
rug stores average about $49,000 a year, while a pharmaci t in a hospital averages about $54,300
harmaci ts in chain drug stores make the most by averaging about $54,900.

OMPUTER PROGRAMMERS
omputer programmer write and maintain the detai led instruction called "programs" 0

'software" that Ii t in logical order the teps that computers must execute to perform their function
n many large organizations, programmer follow de criptions prepared by sy tern analysts wh
lave carefully tudied the task that the system i going to perform. Programm I' do their job b)

riting specific programs by breaking d wn each step into erie of instructions the computer cal
ollow. Next they code the instructions in a conventional programming language.

There are no universal training requirement for programmers, because employers' needs ar
o varied. The majority of programmers today hold a four year degree.

The tarting salary ranges from $25,000 to $36,500. Eventually, a computer programmer'
alary can exceed $60,600.

PHY I AL THERAPI
Phy icaltherapists improve mobility, relieve pain, and prevent or limit permanent physica

isabilities ofpatient suffering from injuries rdi ea e. Therapists evaluate patients' medical histories
est and measure their strength, range of motion, and ability to function, and then develop treatmen
lans accordingly.

All tates require physical therapists to pass a licensure xam after graduating from a
ccredited physical therapy program. The average tarting salary for physical therapi ts i aroun
35,074, and it can exceed up to $51 ,950.

Name: University ofMi Uri

Founded: 1839
Location: olumbia, Missouri
etting: A small city \0 ated about 125 miles we t of t. Louis

Costs: Tuition-in state: $2,934 per year, out-of- tate: $8,0 lOpe
ear; Room and board-$3,320; ther necessitie -$1,700

Admis ion: 71 % ofapplicants are accepted.
Total Enrollment: 23,000
Financial Aid: 30% I' ceive s holarships, 10% grant, 37% loans

nd 23% are in a work program, average amount of assi tance i
5,660.

New Student Profile: 54% offreshmen graduated in the top fift
I' their class, average range of A l' scores is 23-24.

Name: Iowa tate University
Founded: 1858
Location: Ames, Iowa

etting: A mall city about 30 miles north of De Moine
Costs: Tuition-in state: $2,192 per year, out-of- tate: $7,226 pe

ear; Room and board- $3,104; Other necessities- $640
Admi sion: 88% of applicants are accepted.
Total Enrollment: 19,042 full-time, 1,587 part-time
Financial Aid: 75% ofstudents receive aid, average amount 0

istance is $5,482.
New Student Profile: 49% offreshmen graduated in the t p fift

I' their class, average range of A T score is 22-27.

Name: Bo ton oliege
Founded: 1863
Location: he tnut Ilill, Ma sachuseltes - \ .
etting: uburban, located 6 miles from Bo ton"
o ts: Tuition-$16,006; Room and board-$6'.~00; Othe

ecessities-$1,300
Admi ion: 47% ofapplicant are accepted.
Total Enrollment: 14,440
Financial Aid: 61 % I' tud nts receive aid, averag amount 0

s istance is $15,095.
ew tudent Profile: AT score range 520-6 t0 verbal, and 600

90 math.

om piled by Aimee Leahy

BUY ONE
CRAZY
BREAD'

AND GET
ONE FREE!

Dri er's License and #2 pen ils.

May 30- A T Late Regi tra
tion- deadline, addtional ~ e re
quir d.

May:
March 18- IGAP makeup

HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday

11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11:00 a.m. to Midnight

r-;;;~~
RESTAURANT

636-7200
87th & PULASKI

March 28- a i tr 
i -Deadline for the April 12

te t, an additional fcc will be
required.

April:

April 12- T T t'n l_ lIigh
chool d 14 -2 O. Test
enter de 9052. Student

testing mu t have current high
school identification or a

4102 Southwest Highway

(708) 636-7200 L~~~~
~ --~ ,.411f' Hometown
;~. .. .Shopping Expires 11/31196
~ Center With Coupon Only.

\ Not Velld Wlth Other Offers.}

'------'.
DINE-IN
PICK-UP
DEUVERY

WE DEUVER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
Hometown,
Evergreen Park,
Burbank, Oak Lawn
& Chicago

March:

Febuary 17-2Illk1~.!..lliJl.l.!!!.~

Freshmen.

March 7- .lod.!:w.L&.I!I.!!...l....w~.!.!h.illat

March 11-13-1 All
ophomores and Junior are

required to take the IGAP test
to evaluate student progress at
OLCH .

Juniors,

February 3-7 Rel:istration for

the February 8th test.

January 23- Junior Pre-Regis
tration. Junior meet with their
coun elors to b gin ele ting
course for the 97-98 chool
year.

January 30th- Freshman Pre
Registration, Fre hmen will
meet with their coun elor to
begin selecting courses for the
'97-'98 school year.

January I 5th- ~Rh.!lD1!illfljill

Parent N jght. ophomores are
encouraged to meet with coun
selors to review PLAN te t re
sults.

February 5- Parent Financial
Aid Presentation,
Parents are cordially invited to
meet with ue wisher of l.

Xavier University. Que tion
about FAF A forms will be
addressed.

February 8- ~"'-'-..J..!<.;U

High School ode 143-230
Test Center ode 9052. Stu
dents are required to have a cur
rent High chooll.D. or driver's
license and #2 pencils.

November 29th- l' t
Registration for the December
14th te t; additional fee is re
quired.

December 13th- The deadline
for signing up for the A TTe t
Preparation Classes.

November:

December 14th- Between 8
a.m. and 12 noon, the ATTest
will be given. High chool

ode 143-230. Test enter
ode 9052. A current II igh
chooll.D. or Driver' License

and #2 pencils are required.

ompiled by
Pat ricia eminetta

December 6th- Coun elors ch it
chat will be available for stu
dents in the cafeteria during
lunch periods.

December:

January IOth- Th A l'
tration, This is the deadline for

January:

N vern bel' 15th- .o..l......Llli<J~lll!:

1i.o.n..deadline for the December
14th te t.
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arne: tephen B. Heller
irthplace: leveland, Ohio,
orne of the Indians and Browns
strological ign: Virgo
arital tatus: Married-with

our daughter (ages J3, J3, 3,
nd I)
ollege AttendedlDegree:
orthwestern University (BA)
nglish, Univer ity oflilinois at hicago (MA)-English ducation,
nd Loyola University (Ph. D)- ducational Administration
ears I Have Been Teaching: 9
las e I Teach: xpository Writing 2-tirst semester; Lit. and Film

econd semester
f I Wa n't a Teacher I'd Be: A playwright.

y Idea ofa Good tudent Is: One who is always curious, is never
fraid to a k why, and is concerned about the welfare of others.

an't ay "No" To: Opportunitie to try new ideas.
f I Could Travel Anywhere It Would Be: The United Kingdom
nd Italy.
y First ar: Blue Buick station wagon-I 98 I-at 10 mile per gallon
y Fir t Paying Job: Local newspaper route

he Last Good Book I Read: Snow falling Qn Cedars, by David
under on
y Most Embarrassing Moment Wa : Wearing two different

hoes to work.
'd Give An thing To Meet: William hakespeare and Tony
orri on.
y Advice To Teenagers: Only by understanding ourselves belt r,

an the world fully reveal itself to u .

friendships, or you might end
up alone for awhile.

Lilu:a ( ept. 23-0ct.23):Don't
let thing get you down this
month. You have to make a
hard decision to keep yourslef
from getting too upset. Don't
let anyone take your generosity
for granted

YirgQ (Aug. 23- ept. 22):Your
palm is getting itchy, which sig
nifies money may be coming
your way. Don't accept or ask
for money, however, even from
a good friend. lie/she will ex
pect a favor in return.

1&.2 (July 23- Aug. 22):This
isn't a good month for you
health-wise. Take it easy and
get plenty of rest for the long
road ahead. ventually, it will
blow over.

~.IJ..l".).....r (June 22-July 22):A
friend may need a helping hand,
or a houlder to lean on. Your
sentimental side will give in, but
don't allow your elf to be taken
for granted.

i (March 21-April 19):
Things are a little clumsy for
you this month. Take every
thing on step at a time, and
don't pay any attention to people
with big mouth. It will only
work against you.

f..illn (Feb.19-March 20):
Your creative lightbulb will
shine this month. tart a new
project and stick to it, and you'll
wow the people who mean the
most to you.

Taurus (April 20-May
20):You're feeling over
whelmed by chool, your fam
ily, and other activitie . Take it
easy and don't get yourself too
worked up over the little things.
Althoug+J you may not think
you have time for
anything.....especially r mance,
a certain someone may come
and steal your heart.

mi i(May21-June2J):You
are in a elfish mood this
month. Don't let your ellish
ness get in the way of your

By Kimmie Kill

Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.
19):Things are looking up this
month, but don't take it for
granted, and tay on your toes.

tay on task, and don't ·tray
from the things most important
to you.

i ri (Nov.22-Dec.
21 ):Matters with relation hip
can get confusing. Think be
fore you speak, or you might
regret it later.

Scorpio (Oct.24-Nov. 21):
You're feeling nirty this month,
but don't take it too far. You
may wind up making enemie
of friends, and sending the op
po ite sex running away.

Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb.I 8):That
special someone you've had
your eye on will finally ac
knowledge you. But don't jump
to conclusions, he/ he might
ju t want to be friend .

tablishing unique, distinct per
sonalitie. There was uy
Patterson, the band's drummer
and backbone; Lenny, the wi e
cracking guitarist; Jimmy, the
serious know-it-all guitaristl
lead vocalist, and the buffoon
of the group; the bass player,
who throughout the movie wa
never given a name.

verall, I thought the
movie itselfwas clever, and the
script wa well written with
catchy tunes and phrases such
as, "I am partacu." I recom
mend this movie to anyone who
enjoys light hearted comedies,
Torn Hanks, skippy 60's tunes,
or just needs a break from
today' ho-hum, nothing special
movies.

To. ay," is a loud and exciting
ong featuring Matthews' roar

ing vocals in full form.
Matthews, whose up

bringing is hardly that ofa rock
Slar, wa an English Quaker. As
a child, he e perimented with
different instruments until fi
nally settling down with the
acoustic guitar. His latest effort
di plays how much he has mas
tered and revolutionized the
acou tie guitar.

Matthews and his gui
tar, however, are not the main
atlraclion in their music, but a
mere piece of their cultural
melting pot. DMB also features
both a violinist, Boyd Tinsley,
and a saxophoni t Leroi Moore,
who together play thunderous
duets, and splendid solos.
Along with their bassist and
drummer, they may start a new
concept of music for the 90's.

predictable, unoriginal,
movie ... cough,cough,
MIGHTY DU K ! Let us
admit t our narrow-minded
Disney-loving selves that mov
ie the e days, to put it mildly,,. ,

~ .
What we need is a re

freshing range of pace that is
found in t,\e.~ovje, That Thing
YO' written, directed, and
starring (for all of you Forrest
Gump fans) Torn Hanks. Thi
new musical comedy follows a
60's rock band, The Wonders,
through a short lived mu ical
career with a number one hit
single called, "That Thing You
Do."

The movie itself was
humorous, with characters es-

By Jim Horvath
tarting out a a base

ment band in Virginia is hard
enough, but take inlo account,
a band that had to prove itself
becau e they played an unheard
oftype of mu ic. This de cribes
what the Dave Matthews Band
has done, and they've done it
rather successfully. After re
leasing their fir t major record
with R A, they quickly re
leased a follow-up album to
their platinum smash. This fol
low-up, featured one of
the summer's hottest
songs,'Too Much". This single
prompted the band into a late
ummer tour with the "Godfa

ther of Grunge," Neil Young,
and hi band, razyhorse.

is definitely
their mo t thought out album
which includes three singles.
The second single, " 0 Much

By Jeannie Adair

ick and tired of shoot
'em up, blood bursting, stomach
turning, gut wrenching, violent
movie? Ilow about the ever
popular (only among junior
high student and senior citi
zens) animal nicks with corny,
unnatural lines by unknown ac
tors exclaiming, "Timmy the cat
is stuck in the we//!"

While ('m on the sub
ject, why not rip on those ter
rible, talent-less, sports team
movies that are released each
year with the same plot equa
tions; I terrible team I I dy
namic player = I excellent 1st
place team and inevitably one

By Rita Murino
Thi Fall, the movie

and music indu try ha been
putting out new material. The
movies are funnier, and more
powerful than ever. The music
is a variety of rock, alternative
and easy Ii tening. This Fall
will be the best yet to buy your
mu ie, and go to the movies.

The great comedy of
the Fall is, i~

with Bill Murray and an el
ephant. Murray inherit this el
ephant, and tries to sell it, but
the buyer i across the country
in an Diego. Murray and the
elephant end up walking across
the country, and the funniest
things you could imagine hap
pen along the way to the both
of them. This movie premieres
November 1st.

"All hands brace for
impact!," . i
act will be assimilating the

aters in mid November. This
movie will star the entire Next
Generation crew, but a apt.
Kirk gue t appearance is not
impossible, becau e deaths in
the tar Trek un iverse are not
allowed. Th main nemesis will
be the Borg, which are a race of
beings that are bent on destroy
ing the entire universe. This
movie should have great special
effects, and a good toryline, so
don't miss it.

cia Silverstone will be playing
the omm is ioner's daughter,
A.K.A. Batgirl. Thi movie
defin itely wi II be another big
budget summer blockbuster, so
be sure to mark your calendars.

a half hour, and had three en
cores. One of the highlight
came during the second encore,
when they played, "1979."
They picked certain people out
of the audience to come up on
tage, and be" mashing Pump

kins Dancers." There were
originally supposed to be five
or six ofthese "dancers," but by
the time they were done pick
ing people, the total wa about
fifteen.

One of the most sur
prising part of the concert ac
tually came after it wa over.
After the rest of the band had
left the stage, and the house
lights had come up, there was
Billy organ, standing on tage
acknowledging hi cheering
fans.

By Melanie Fitzgibbons

Chicag 's own Sma h
ing Pumpkins played three old
out shows October 4-6 at the
Rosemont Horizon. ranI Lee
Buffalo was the opening act.

The Pumpkins kicked
off the show with an awe orne
version of the song, "Where
Boys Fear to Tread." The whole
concert was very intense. The
Pumpkins use much distortion,
so much, that it almost hurts
your ears. But that's what sets
them apart from everybody
el e. The show mainly featured
song from their current album,

iii I

By Tom Jodelka

The mashing Pump
kins' set lasted aim st tw and

The Bat ignal will
once again break through the
gloomy skies of Gotham ity
later on next year. JbJI1mLllllJlDi!1

.lli!..!LI.JIL began production in
Augu t, and i on schedule for
a June 1997 relea e. eorgc

looney will wear the infamous
cape and cowl this time around.
I've heard that Batman will have
to perform surgery on him elf
in the middle of a fight, and he
will still be able to take care of
all of the bad guys at the same
time

Chris O'Donnell re
turns as Robin, but he i about
the only face that will be famil
iar. Arnold cwarzenegger will
play Mr. Freeze, Uma Thurman
will play Poison Ivy, and Ali-
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The actual game itself
had our very own partan
marching band play during the
first and second halves. The
seniors won 6-2, with a touch
down scored by Debbie
Whiting.

Both teams played
with a determination and
eagerness to win, and each in
dividual seemed to try her hard
est.

The girl playing foot
ball wasn't the only role-rever
sal that day. Mr. Hill and Mr.
Murphy got into the spirit of
things and cheered the girl on,
wearing cheerlead ing out fits
(skirts and all). The crowd defi
nitely enjoyed our administra
tors' en e of partan Pride.

On the opposite ide
lines were a few junio( football
players who queezed them
selves into skirts and put on a
"half-time stunt show," Among
these men in short skirts were
Dan Pror k, Brad Koeppen,
Greg lade, Tacho Gamino, Nick
Jelcic, and Brian Williams. v
eryone who participated
whether they wore a skirt or a
jersey, had a lot of fun and ak
Lawn anxiously awaits next
year' game.

is coached by huck Lawson.
Mr. Law on has been a coach
for many year and has the e 
perien e to lead next year's team
to another conference champi-
onship. everal girls will b
returning next year to allow the
legacy to continue.

"I knew we could win
the conference tournament thi
year, and there should be no
reason why we cannot do it
again next year," explained

oach Law on.

In order for the hopes
of the 3-peating to be a reality,
Mr. Law on h Ids winter len
ni . Anyonc interested in join
ing the fro h-s ph team next
year, can talk to Mr. Law on,
who is always looking for n w
players to join the team, Take
part in a great activity and j in
the tenni tcam.

ongratulations, la
die, on a ea 'on well done.

nior had the advantage of hav
ing played in the past two years.
80th the juniors and seniors
practiced in the two weeks prior
to the game. The location of the
game over the years has varied
from the main football field, to
the gyms, and even to the ide
of the sch 01 next to outhwest
Highway. This particular game,
however, wa held on the field
where our own loyal partan
play their home game.

The seniors were led
by killed quarterbacks, Debby
Whiting, and Meghan Masino.
Another part ofthe seniors pow
erful motivation to win was ini
tiated by the coaching of Mrs.
Greiman and Ms. Perr on.

The juniors, on the
ther hand, still played with

great team effort even though
this was their first football game
they had ever played. oaches
Arneson and Haubenreiser se
lected three junior captains:
Michelle Ortiz, offen e;
Maureen can Ian, defen e; and
Diana Wroblewski, special
teams; who helped take charge
and get the juniors going. The
game wa refereed by coached
by oaches Kasley, Mayer, and
Robinson.

Juli Braun remarked.
verall the team

ended the tennis sea on with a
9-2 record.

Non-conference wins
came by d feating Rich ast,

hicago hristian, Oak Fore t,
and Lockport. Conference wins
were against Richards,
Romeoville, Bolingbrook, and
Argo.

The highlight of the
year wa the 5-0 win against
Reavis. Thi was the hardest
opponent that the team fa cd
all season.

Without the support of
all the non-starting member',
the victories of th~ sea on
would n t have been po ible.

ome of these girls include:
Meli a Fogerty, Lisa
Woloszyn, Laura Hack tock,
Jennifer Na h, vy Nevills,
Nicki Tsiamas, and orrine
Vandyck.

The girls tenn is team

Sp"flnife Sporfl

Powder Puff

Football is both a
mentally and phy ically chal
lenging sport played by thou-
ands of men everyday in the

Fall. Well, for the third year in
a row, the women ofOak Lawn
High School had a chance to
prove themselves worthy of
having a jersey of their very
own. This competition between
the girls is known a Powder
Puff.

By Jenny Burn and Diana
Wroblewski

Powder Pu ff wa cre
ated in order to have the junior
and enior girls play again t
each other in a real game of
football the day before home
corn ing.. No, th is was not a
game of full equipment tackle
football, but instead was a game
ofsafe, flag football. The rules
are basically the same, but in
flag football a "tackle" is done
by pulling off of the opponent's
flag and there ar no fumbles.
The scoring is thc same as in an
ordinary football game.

Game day, October
11th, wasn't the fir t time that
several of the girls had played
organized football. ome se-

By Anwaar Judeh

Frosh/Soph Tennis aces opponents

They did it again! The
girls frosh-soph tenn i team has
defended its title as conference
champs.

Individually, seven
out of the eight players were
first place finishers. Laurie

irten dominated the econd
singles category of the confer
ence.

All three doubles
teams were champi n of the
tournament. They include:
Karen Rossow and Julie Braun
at first doubles; Julie Katula and
Brenda Davidson at second
doubles; and at third doubles,
Jeanine Adair and Kim Probst.

Also contributing to
the team was ara Munley who
placed third at the hardest po
sition of first ingles,

"I faced my hardest
tennis match of the eason dur
ing the conference tournament,"

Poms
The quad practices

three times a week for two hours
each time, Much dedication
and hard work is required from
each squad member.

The dance routine is
performed at half-time by the
squad and i c~Qre9graphed by
captain uzanne'Terrell. For
the Homecom ing g me, how
ever, a profe sional &oreogra
pher was hired to make the
event a special one.

Routines are typically
2-3 minutes in length and con
si t of many difficult dance
combinations. A new routine
is performed at each game so a
lot of practice is nece ary.

The porn pon squad
also performs at half-time for all
home basketball games as well
a at various pep as emblies
throughout the chool year.

There will be another
try-out for basketball season
pom pons. The members of the
football sea on squad also will
be required to try-out again.

When co-captain Am
ber Poonnan wa a ked how she
felt about re-auditioning for the
squad, she said, "I think it's a
good idea. There are tons of
talented people and they should
get their fair chance. As for the
people already on the squad,
this is our chance to prove we
have what it takes to remain a
part of the team."

Spartan

ame: Ms. Haack
irthplace/Hometown:
hicago, IL at t. Anne's
ospital
irthday: eptember 10, 1967
arital tatu: ingle
ollege Attended: IIlinoi Benedictine University
igh chool: Oak Lawn High chool
igh chool port: Track, Badminton, and Volleyball
hat Do You Teach/Coach: Math and Volleyball

avorite ports: ycling and volleyball
avorite Book: Celestine Prophecy
avorite Food: Doesn't know-variety
hat Mu ic Do You Listen To?: R-N-B, Jazz

II Time Favorite Movie: Mr Holland's Opu (la t year)
obbies: ycling, Playing guitar
hallnOuenced You To Become a Teacher?: I wanted to hel

I r w nd e a itive innu nce

By Joyce Olsen

Coaches
Corner

" et up and dance!"
This is the motto of the 1996
97 football pom pon squad.
Thi year's quad i coached by
Ms. Betz and consists of 21
girls, both var ity and frosh/
soph.

Thi is the first year
that th porn pon squad has been
able to dance at all horne foot
ball game. The quad is made
up of seniors uzanne Terrell,
Beata mjalo, Joyce Olsen,
Anita pero, Lori Wiatr, ori
Kaehr, and Kim Kill; juniors
Tracy Buettner, Amber
Poorman, Jenny Stepek, and
Margert Webb;

AI 0, sophomore
Beth Koopman, Beth Vogel and
Karen Kill; and freshmen ail
Stearns, tephanie pero, April
May, Eimon Thwin, Cindy Nix,
and Vickie Davis. This year's
captain was uzanne Terrell
who was a isted by her two co
captain Lori Wiatr and Amber
Poorman.

When a ked how she
felt about the quad Ms, 8etz
said, "I think this squad has tons
of talent and potential, as well
as dedication and a willingne
to help each other out. They all
strive to do the best they possi
bly can. I am definitely look
ing forward to the rest of the
football season and to basket
ball sea on.

Cheerleaders provide spirit
By Jeanine Dyckman

You ee them at every
football game, basketball game,
pep assembly, and parade. Ye ,
that is right, the Spartan heer
leaders. To be a cheerleader
you have to be nexible, but
filled with ch 01 spirit and
commitment. heerleading is
not as easy as people think.

The tryouts for all high
school students occur in May
and for incoming freshmen,
tryouts are in the middle of
June. The tryouts are early so
girls or boys can attend a
cheerleading camp. This year
the camp was at Bradley, but
every year it is different. All

cheerleaders are invited to at
tend. The camp is very high
paced. There is always some
thing to do and no one ever gets
bored. The camp lasts four days
and cheerleader from all over
Illinois attend. heerleaders are
permitted to Ie p in a dorm
room. Food is al 0 provided.
Two dances and many new
cheers are learned during camp.

A conte t on the last
day, called All tars, is also
held. Each squad can have all
their seniors or any two people
from the squad tryout. ach
person trying out has to do a
dance and a cheer and then the
judges vote. The first time win
ners win a trip to London to be

in the New Year' Day Parade.
econd time winners receive a

trip to Paris. tacy Bieryla won
a trip to Paris becau e she quali
fied for the econd year in a
row. ongratulation girl.

The Cheerleaders also
have fundraisers to rai e money
for their uniform and clothes
for camp. In the summer, the
cheerleaders have a car wash
and at the beginning of the
school year, they ponsor the
Kick Off Dance.

Eleven girls make up
the Frosh/Soph squad. These
girl cheer for the ophomore
Football Team. Michelle Wasik
and Lauren Ward are the cap
tains. A sophomore is usually

chos n to be the captain. To
become captain each girl on the
squad votes and the top two
girls with the most votes be
come the captains. The fre h
men on the squad are: uzanne

imon, Breane Lorenz, Nicole
Zimmerman, Joanna Pollard,
Tracy Mancillas, and Heather
Venhuizen. The sophomore
that can make up the othcr part
of the squad are: Lauren Ward,
Michelle Wasik, Katie O'Brien,
Stephanie Boyle, and Kristi
Walsh.

Fi fleen girls make up
the Varsity squad. elected by
the squad as captains are
Meghan Masino and Angie

artalino.

The juniors on the
squad are: Amy imenas,
Tarrymy Fear, Kristen McHugh,
Abby Pitcher, Nicole Baird, and
Lori Morello. And the seniors
are: Jaime McKenna, rystal
Volakakis, Brenda karitka,
Justen la ik, Stacie Joritz,
Meghan Ma ino, tacy Bieryla,
Angie artalino, and Michelle
Casey. Usually twelve girl
make up each squad, but there
are always exceptions.

Mrs. reiman is still
the head coach and she has a
new a istant, Ms. Bujack, this
year. They are planning a
couple of Varsity competitions
for this year.
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ment. ross- ountry sectionals
were held on October 25. Re
sults were unavailable at press
time.

The frosh-soph team
also had a great year. The fresh
men on this team have shown
that the future for Oak Lawn

ross- ountry teams is bright.
utstanding freshman

runners are Dave Diaz (who fin
ished eleventh in conferen e,
just one place short of all con
ference), Larry Spain, and Joe
Banasiak. The sophomores on
this team are Bob chlosser,

had Zeilenga, Bill Korab, and
T m wiatek.

AII these runners have
made great contribution to this
team.

tans had a decent season, oach
Kunde felt this season was a
disappointment. He was disap
pointed because he felt that this
was the year that the Lady par
tans could win the conference
championship, but injuries
threw that all away.

The conference meet
was held on October 19. oach
Kunde moved his top under
cia smen back down from var
sity to frosh/soph since the
chances of a good finish in the
varsity meet were unfavorable.
As a direct result of this, the
fro h/soph team was able to win
con ference.

To Coach Kunde, and
the Lady ross ountry team,
the partanite would like to
congratulate you on your decent
season despite the setbacks.

you is a tough course.
ther runners who

also did a great job are Jason
Doguim, hris Amato, Jim Car
penter, Mike ingrani, and Ja
son Walker. Their combined
effort is what made this such a
great accomplishment and
makes this victory all the more
special.

The team has been
preparing for the conference
meet for more than two weeks
now. veryday they run dis
tance between three and five
mile. They have shown tre
mendous dedication. The team
has been plagued by injuries all
ea on, but they are all finally

heathy and are ready to face the
challenge of the state tourna-

Lori Gibson from competing in
the conference meet. All these
girls had great potential to be
come all-conference runners.

ophomore Sinead
Gallen and freshman Vicki
Davi , April Osmanski, and
Diana Wilk, now lead the Lady
Spartans. oach Kunde feel
Sinead Gallen i one of the top
runners in the conference.

De pite their injurie ,
the team still managed to leave
opponents in their tracks. orne
of the Lady partans' victims in
cluded TF North, Rich South,
Rich Central, Ei enhower, and
conference opponents, Argo
and Romeoville. The team
finshed the season with a 2-3
conference record and a 7-8
overall record.

Even though the Spar-

By Tom wiatek

The ross- ountry
team ran their way to victory
this season. The partans had
a great accomplishment finish
ing econd in their conference
missing first by only three
points.

For the first time since
Oak Lawn has fielded a team,
the team has not one but two all
con ference runners. Fir t came
the cross-country team's top
runner Ja on Porys who fin
ished third overall. Then right
after him arne rik Edqui t fin
ishing fourth overall. This
year's conference tournament
was run at Bullfrog Lake which
many of these runners will tell

Boys X-Country

Girls X-Country
By cott Co me

The Lady partans
Cross Country team's season
was all planned out. Coached
by Bob Kunde, the team was
looking forward to a great sea
son and good run at the confer
ence title. After finishing sec
ond in conference last year with
seven returning runners, the
team was determined and fo
cused to have an excellent sea
son. One factor hurt the team
this year and that was injuries.

Junior Jeanette
Lemrise missed most of the sea
son due to a cracked hip. The
team's four and five runners,
Renee Buerger and Gina
Rogers, have been bothered by
tendon problems throughout the
year. Doctor's orders pre
vented captain and top senior

Amy Attivissimo,
hris Men ching, Nicole Gar

ret, and Dana lu inski attained
first twice in th 200 free relay.
Amy Attivi imo, hris
Mensching, De iree Bartosiak,
and Nicole Garret won first in
the 200 medley relay. Amy
At1ivissimo, Julie Russo, Katie
Downey, and hris Mensching
earned first in the 200 medley
relay. Way to go ladies!

Katie Downey stole
first in the 200 free-style, and
Nicole Garret obtained first
place in the 500 free-style.

In a diving competi
tion against Maria High chool,
Dana Slusinski received first
place.

ished third in the breaststroke.
t the Andrew Invita

tional, which included most the
.I.C.A. schools, the partans

demonstrated their hard work
ing attitude! The girls' relay
team performed well at this
meet and placed seventh. The
relay team member are Nicole
Garrett, De iree Bartosiak,
Merrillyn Beeck, and Dana

lusinski.
Mrs. Welch is very

optimistic about the girls' im
provement since the beginning
of the season. Mrs. Welch is
hopeful that the girls will gain
experience and develop into top
contenders in the future. Mrs.
Welch hopes that they will have
a great shot at being con ference
champs next year!

Swimming wrap-up
By Cathy Strom stroke, 100 butterfly, and first

place twice in the 100 breast
stroke.Imagine yourself two

feet above the water ready to
jump in. You look next to you
and you see your opponents.
Your heart is pumping so hard
that you can feel it in your toes.
The anticipation is so great that
your stomach is all in knots. It
seems like an eternity before the
beep. At that very moment you
hear it, B P! You're off. This
is how the Oak Lawn Ladies'
swim team feels at every meet.

The varsity team has
had a number of first place fin
i hes this year. Amy
Allivissimo has acquired first
place in the 500 free tyle three
times, one being a personal
record. Amy h gained fir t
place in the 200 individual med
ley, 200 free-style, 100 back-

Frosh/Soph Swimming
By Jennifer Trotta

The Girls' Freshman -
ophomore wimming Team

has had some tough competi
tion, but they are hanging in
there and showing that they ar
tough competitor!

In the Lincoln Way
meet, Melissa Ribich placed
third in the 500 meter freestyle
and Kelly Novak took second
place in the backstroke.

At the Andrew meet,
Dana lusinski captured econd
in the 50 meter free style, and
he al 0 performed well in the

diving event. athy trom
placed third in the 100 meter
freestyle. Nancy Hou ton per
formed well in the 500 meter
free tyle by placing second in
the event. Melissa Reye tin-

Golf sets record.\s

Improvement marks soccer season

By Pat Mcloughlin

On a cold October
morning, the partan Golf team
picked up their clubs and
headed out to the Inwood olf

ourse in Joliet to compete in
the S.I.C.A. North onferen e

olf Tournament. That
evening they would return to
Oak Lawn with a 3rd place in
conference and one conference
medal.

Chris Beyer made all
conference and received his
medal at the meet. The sopho-

mores also tared well scoring a
2nd place and having 3 people
selected for all conference.

The Spartans surged at
the end of the season to win 6
out of their last 7 matches on
both the varsity and the frosh
soph level. Both teams im
proved greatly and both Mr.
Eastman and Mr. Marks were
proud of the teams. Almo t
every person on the team im

proved his score by at least 2

or 3 strokes.
A little less than a

week after the conference tour-

nament six of the Oak Lawn's
best participated in the IHSA
Regional tournament at
Glenwoodie olf ourse in
Glenwood. hris Beyer, Tony
Russo, Jim Kenealy, Ray
Grygiel, Dan Balich, and Josh

mok all made the trip to
Glenwoodie.

De pite the coldness
and all the rain, the partans
golfed their best and made Oak
Lawn very proud. Although no
body was fortunate enough to
qualify for sectional, there were
some great scores. hris Beyer

\ ..
shot a 92 and.T'01l-Y Russo came
in with a 93. Glenwoodie is one
of the toughest golf courses
toughest golf courses on the
southside of hicago.

On the same day that
the boys went to their meet, two
lady partans participated in the
girls conference meet. Kristin
Ulrich and Amber Nettle par
ticipated at the meet at Cog Hill.
With a score of 99, Amber be
came the conference champion.
Due to the success of these la
dies this year, Oak Lawn may
even form a separate girls' team

next fall.
The partans set a new

record for most wins this year
by any golf team in Oak Lawn
history. The team also set a new
record for the largest turn-out
for tryouts. Not only did Mr.
Ea tman have to cut players
from hi team, he had to put the
remaining players on a rotating
schedule to allow everyone to
get a chance to pl<JY. When the

partans didn't have a match,
they could be found practicing
at the toney Creek Driving
Range.

By Tom Swiatek

The 1996 Oak Lawn
var ity soccer team had a dis
appointing year. But despite a
bad start the team has been
working hard and improving
with each game. The team ha
been led by co-captains Ron
Brazel and Ryan Melling.

The goalkeeping for
this team has been excellent
with Bill Bousman playing the
position. Bill has been playing
great as of lately and has come
up big against some tough
teams. He has made orne pec
tacular saves at crucial points in
games.

"The only thing that i
keeping this from being a .500
team is effort," stated second

year Oak Lawn soccer coach
Mr. d McNally. "I can teach
these kids everything they need
to know on the field but the one
thing I can't teach them how to
do i care." The players are
beginning to realize this and
their work ethic has been
steadily improving with each
game. Another thing Mr.
McNally did to put the pressure
on the juniors and seniors who
weren't playing as hard a they
should be was to bring up
sophomores Tom wiatek and
Lui Hernandez, and freshman
Don Ander on, Bryan Dwyer,
and Adam Zwirkowski.

ince these adjust
ments were mad , the team ha
been playing tough soccer.
Working hard at midfield are

Jim Ruzich, John Faro, cott
Cosme, Franco campo, and
Eduardo Espejo. The forwards
are Tim Lovell and Nick
Franek.

The defense i led by
the senior stopper Ron Brasel
and junior fullback Ryan
Melling. reat contributions
have been made by Thitipol
Leckpol, het lIaraburda,
Adam Blatchford, Nick Hnat,
and Dan Kazm ierczak.

Frosh/Soph
This year's frosh-soph

soccer team had a great season
exceeding everyone's expecta
tions of what they could do.
With great offensive contribu
tions by sophomore John

Tylka, arl Novak, and Jakub
Drozd and freshman Justin
Haak the team finished third in
conference with an impressive
record of7-5-1. The only teams
that gave the partans trouble
were Argo and isenhower who
are known for their strong soc
cer program .

The best part of the
team's great year is that this is a
young team made up of mostly
freshmen. As the team gains
more experience playing to
gether they will only get better.
The team' attacking style of
play has proven to be the sys
tem that best fits this team's
abilities. For the next season,
the t am i working on their
ball-handling skills in order to
improve their offense and to

have a chance at winning the
conference champion hip next
year.

Another aspect of this
team that is onen overlooked is
their defense. The defense is led
by sophomore Mike Haak who
plays weeper. The defense
kept the team in the game
against tough opponents such a
Romeoville and Reavi .

The goalkeeping for
the team is also excellent. The
position is played by sopho
more John Tylka and arl
Novak who alternate as the
starting goalkeepers. These two
have done a great job making
some pectacular saves. They
have really tepped up to their
level of play and taken control
during clo e games.
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Football Wraps Up
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Defends Its Conference Crown

Dan Steffy (36) shed. hi block to stop a Crete-Monee gain during
the Sophomore Homecoming game. (photo by Tony Giglio)

Singles: Tina Zwirko ki
-finish d second in Sec/rona/s

Doubles: Jenny Rau and Katie Bazian .
-finished fourth in Secfiona/s

Congratulations to the Girls
Tennis State Qualifiers

By Bryan McCormack

partan football here
at Oak Lawn has drawn to an
end and the Varsity team has
endured the ups and downs of
a rollercoaster ride. The team's
goal was to have a 6-3 record
and enter the postseason tour
nament for the first time since
1990-91. The Spartans are 3-5
coming off the win over
Eisenhower and entering the fi
nal contest of the season
against highly talented T.F.

outh.
Th varsity, especially

the seniors, feel they can pull it
off and hang up their cleats on
a high note. The 3-5 record
barely captures all the suc
cesses the partans have had.
Four ofthe games they lost were
nailbiting finishes in which the
Spartans came out with the short
end of the stick. enior Ron
BrongeJ said,"I'm disappointed
about the playoffs, but I am glad
we won 3 and we should be in it
against T.F. outh."

Tennis
By Tina Zwirkoski

Well, the Varsity Ten
nis team has done it again. They
have been onference Champs
2 years in a row, beating Reavis,
Romeoville, Bolingbrook,
Richards, and Argo.

Winning first place
medals were Jennifer Rau and
Katie Bazian at first doubles and
Tere a kupien and Kristi
Hoagland at third doubles.
Taking second place medals
were Tina Zwirkoski at first
singles and Lisa Bazian and
Melissa Domres at second
doubles. Michelle
Matuszew ki' (ophomore)
third place also contributed to
the title. Kim Goss, Melanie
Neumann (first exhibition
doubles) and Tracy Dangler
(broken wrist) were at the con
ference tournament to cheer
their team on to victory.

Returning state quali-

In it they should be. With
senior Jon Baikie coming orran
incredible Ei enhower game,
and the return of Tom reech,
the backfield should progress
the ball easily. oach John
Robinson said,"We made a few
mistakes here and there, but
when we put the whole show
together, we're a powerhouse."

The defen ive line of
Oak Lawn looks to be a power
hou e thi week as Jason Suratt,
Tony Giglio, Zeid Tadros, and
Mike Mollo, all played well
against Eisenhower. "I really
want to beat T.F. outh, it's our
(seniors) last game and I want
to come out on top. They're
good, but we're better," said line
backer Ash Rabah. Blake
Cuneen felt,"I'm upset about the
playoffs, but we've had our suc
ce ses."

Yes, Oak Lawn had its
successes with wins over
Eisenhower, Argo, and Tinley
Park. Even in the loss to cross
town powerhouse Richards, the

partans physically pounded
the Bulldogs. oach Robinson

fier, Tracy Dangler, broke her
wri t during the sea on, which
posed a problem. The team now
needed another singles player.

ophomore Michelle
Matuszewski, moved up to the
varsity level and Anwaar Judeh
also contributed to the team.

These hard-working
girls finished the season with an
outstanding record of 9-2 only
losing to Rich ast and

andburg. Victories included
Chicago Christian, Oak Forest,

tagg, Morgan Park Academy,
Bolingbrook, Reavis, Richards,
Argo, and Romeoville.

Coach Theisan com
mented, "This team is young
and junior dominated, but this
has been a great year. The team
has really been working. I'm
already looking forward to next
year's season."

On Saturdays, if these
girls were not out on the tennis
courts here, they were playing

said, "I'm proud of them, they
have accomplished a lot for the
community, school, students,
and themselves.

Frosh/Soph
By am Echavarria

The freshman are
coached by Mr. Wallin. Mr.
Georgitsis. and Mr. McGee.
They have had a great year.
Their record at press time was
7-1. A they battle for con fer
ence honors, their only 10 was
to rete-Monee who wa 6-0.

Their offense is doing
an excellent job converting
points when the defense make
omething happen. colt

Bie terfeld has been showing
great potential at running back.

Players who have
tepped up for some key spots

are two linemen Bill Zielinski
and Nader Zughayyer. ince
quarterback Rich Powell's in
jury, had Henning has risen to
the occa ion and has done a fine
job. Paul Chmura and Jason
Sobbe have played well on de-

in a tournament somewhere
clse. The team took an incred
ible first place at the Joliet
Township Invitational, which
con isted of 8 school. Tracy
Dangler played first singles and
Tina Zwirkoski played second
singles. At first doubles were
Katie Bazian and Jennifer Rau.
Melissa Domres and Lisa
Bazian played second doubles
and Teresa Skupien and Kristi
Hoagland at third doubles. A
total of 23 points were earned
to dominate this tourney.

At the Lockport
Doubles Tournament the Lady

partans received a second
place trophy, ju t behind t.
Ignatius. Playing for the Spar
tans were: Jennifer Rau and
Katie Bazian at first doubles,
Tina Zwirkoski and Michelle
Matusewski at second doubles,
Melissa Domres and Lisa
Bazian at third doubles, and
Teresa Skupien and Kristi

fense.
What has really

helped the freshman has been
its defen e with Justin pilde,
Moises Najera, Dan Hennan,
and hri 'Bren ki doing a
good job on the line. Lineback
ers and defensive backs in
clude: COlt Biesterfeld, Adam
Keri, Brian McLernon, colt
Meyer, Kris Queen, Jeremy

hultz, John Reynolds, and
Martin Zubic.

The ophomore ~ ot
ball team has had a rough year.

Hoagland at fourth doubles.
Th i season has

proven to be very successful.
But winning never comes easy.
Dedication and hard practice
and games are involved in or
der to have a good team. A
player needs endurance to do
well through two out of three
sets. Just one set has between
6-13 games in it. One set can
co~ist of a minimum of 50
poio all played out.

\ .. Now, after confer
ence, thkgirls are working hard
individually towards doing well
at Sectional and then going
down to tate. Katie Bazian

Their coaches are Mr. Kasley
and Mr. Dempsy.

This team does not
have many player. but the con
tinual bright spots have been

am Echavarria, Zeke King,
Jeremy Lang, and Dan teffy.

Thi team has worked
very hard the entire year and
has never given up. Coach
Kasley has repeated over and
over, "I really re pect the
sophomore football team for
their output of effort this sea
son."

comment, "Thi year was
great. AII players did their best
and that is one thing that i im
portant to having a good team.
Next year is already in the mak
ing!!" ectional were held on

ct 18 and 19 at Reavis High
chool and here at Oak Lawn.

Participating in
ectional were Tina Zwirko ki

and Michelle Matu ewski at
ingles and Jennifer Rau, Katie

Bazian, Teresa kupien, and
Kristi Hoagland at doubles.

partanite would like to con
gratulate the Lady partans on
an excell ntjob this year.

Volleyball serves out season
By Rachel Kolar

ince the third week in
August, the Lady partans vol
leyball team has been practic
ing hard, focusing on the fun
damentals of the game. During
all the hard weeks of practicing,
and sweating, the Lady partans
kept an optim istic outlook for
the season.

The Lady partans'
optimistic outlook for the sea
son has held strong for their
record in conference is an im
pressive 5 wins and I loss to
Reavis. Their overall record i
14-12. Homecoming weekend
the Lady partans placed third
at the Glenbard outh Tourna
ment. A the season

progresses, the succe s of their
record improves.

Coach Nichols shares
the same optimistic outlook as
does her team. According to
her, "The team has had their ups
and downs, but in the end their
conference standing are still
strong." The Lady partans
have two conference games left,
ending at home against the
Reavis Rams.

After con feren ce
comes regionals, starting Octo
ber 28. During regionals the
Lady Spartans will compete
against Eisenhower and
Richards. oach Nicholas
feels, "All the work the girls
have been putting in during
practices and games will be ben-

eficial in the success of
regionals." As it looks now, the
Lady partans will be succes 
ful in taking regional if they
play their game and not their
opponents'.

Frosh/Soph

By Jeanine Dyckman

Now that the Fresh
man and sophomore ea ons are
well under way, the coaches
know the teams a little better.
The outcome of the season and
whether the goals were met will
oon be known.

With two more con
ference games, the Fre hman
team i 4 - 2 (at press time).

Their overall record is 5 - 8 with
one tie. The starting lineup de
pend on the consistency of the
players which has changed
since our last issue. The rotat
ing setters are: Tina Moretti,
Becky Pentz, and Jenny
Kimmie. herry Joyce and
Erika Buys are middle hitters
while the out ide hitters in lude
Jill Munno, Amy Nagel, and
Lisa inovich.

oach Haack aid,
"There i more to playing than
winning; uccess is playing as
a team." The players have a ten
dency to let down when they are
losing rather than trying to catch
up. Th is i ometh ing the team
ha to work on for the rest of
this sea on and the year ahead.

At press time the
sophomores captured the on
ference rown. Their overall
record is right around .500.

The starting eight in
clude a couple of new faces
since the beginning of the sea
son. Cheryl Banasiak and
Gianna Hardt split the time at
the setter position. Kri ty
Hazzard and Anne Pasquarella
are the outside hitters. Jessica
Melander and Kelly Burke are
the two middle blockers. Kim
Capretz i the only weak side
hitter and Julie Menzel is a back
row speciali t.

Julie Menzel and
Kelly Burke are the most im
proved so far this eason. These
girls fought for the starting po
sitions that they own now.
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SPART ITE
Students attend Medieval Faire and Banquet

NHS inducts 56 new members

pants of the Medieval Faire.
They included, soup, relishes,
pocket bread, chicken and veg
etables, and apple turnovers and
fruit cups. These items of food
were all common garnishes
served at medieval banquets
during the Middle Ages. Songs
were sung and stories were told
as forms of entertainment.
Also, medieval line dancing
wa performed by the English
II Honors class. The banquet
was concluded with a spectacu
lar Jousting Tournament.

Services, Ms. Holak; and Mi
crocomputer Applications, Mr.
Saunders.

After the students were fin
ished displaying their projects,
they were invited to attend the
Medieval Banquet. The ban
quet included Medieval fanfare,
and a Royal Procession led by
King Arthur ( histopher
Buyer) and Queen Guinevere
(Julie Braun).

Five courses of food, pre
pared by Ms. Holak's class,
were presented to the partici-

The Honors Physics class hows off their catapults they built at this
year's Medieval Faire. (photo by Jeannette Lemrise)

purpose. Rachel Laidlaw noted,
"I knew nothing about stained
glass before I was asked to
study the subject, but once I
started to explore the topic, I
found it takes a great deal of
time and effort."

A group of Advanced Biol
ogy students displayed a booth
on the Black Death. During the
Middle Ages, a terrible plague
called the Black Death, caused
hundreds of thousands of
deaths. Even today, there is no
known cause for the Black
Death. Tammy Fear stated,
"The Black Death was a tragic
event in time because of all the
deaths it cau ed, but if it never
occurred then the scientists and
doctor of the time would have
had no reason to look for new
technologies and medicines."

The other classes and teach
ers who participated in the Me

dieval Faire were: Honors Phys
ics, Mrs. Halwax; French III,
Ms. Williams; Spanish III, Ms.
Swetz; LRP English, Mrs.
Rumel; Fine Arts, Mrs. Mateer,
Mr. Deitemeyer, and Ms.
Tavani; Home EconomicsfFood

through three.
A total of sixty-four booths

were available for students to
look at. For example, one group
of students from the nglish
Literature class, taught by Mrs.
Whiteaker, created a booth on
Medieval Music. The students
performed pieces of music on
medieval drums. According to
AI Baker, "Every section of
Europe had their own type of
music with the same style, but
the music had its own type of
twist. "

Another booth was the As
trology booth hosted by a group
of students from the English 11

. Honors, taught by Mrs.
Adomenas. The students not
only handed out horoscopes and
explained how important a trol
ogy was to Medieval life, but
they also read palms and an-_... \ "
swered questions abolR¥he fu-
ture. \\

A group ofstudents from Mr.
Sullivan's World History class
created a booth on stained glass.
Pieces of stained glass were
placed on display for students
to view. Also, students were
given full explanations of its

By Patty eminetta

oon after the fall of the great
Roman Empire, a new kind of
life- tyle fell upon the people of
Europe. This era was titled the
Middle Ages. For a large sec
tion of the population, this was
a time of great suffering and
hardship, but for others it was a
time of great fortune and pros
perity.

This year, the teachers and
faculty at OL H have done
their best to try and recreate this
period of time for their students
by hosting the second annual
Medieval Faire.

TIle purpose ofthis event was
to try and teach students about
the Middle Age in a unique and
creative way. Every student(s)
was responsible for learning as
much as they possibly could
about one aspect of the Middle
Ages. The student(s) would
then display their knowledge on
the topic at the faire.

The Medieval Faire, orga
nized by Mrs. Adomenas and
Ms. Holak, wa open for classes
to come and to look at the
projects from periods one

Principal Hill congratulates Dawn Dougdale as she is inducted into
the National Honor Society. (photo by Mandy Wegner)

Winner of essay
contest chosen

By Daryl Gorney

On November 14th, the
Spartan Chapter ofthe National
Honor Society inducted 56 new
members. In addition, 41
second year members also were
honored. The ceremony was
coordinated by NH sponsor
Ms. Winkel.

In order to be inducted into
NHS, the following require
ments must be completed by
the applicant. The student must
be ajunior or senior, hold a 3.1
cumulative grade point aver
age, and participate in several
extracurricu lar activities. After
completion of these require
ments, an application is sub
mitted for review by the faculty
council. This year's council
included Mr. Marcordes, Ms.
Sulek, Ms. Swetz, Ms. Wessel,
and Mr. Wright. Finally, after
approval from the faculty
council, an acceptance letter is
sent home to notify the student.
The 1996 inductees are:

Juniors: Amy Attivissimo,
Anthony Baldea, Eric
Biesterfeld, Amanda amerino,
Joseph Chavosky, cott osme,
Michael Dixon, Jeanine
Dyckman, Tamara Fear,
Melanie Fitzgibbons, Francine
Furgiuele, Sherri Gibson, Luis
Gonzalez, Kenneth Huizenga,
Thoma Jodelka, Anwaar
Judeh, Julie Jurkowski, Brad
Koeppen, Rachel Kolar,
Jeannette Lemrise, Holly
Lisitza, lizabeth Maloy, Tracy
Mathias, Kristen McHugh, Lee

Mc1e, Patrick McLaughlin, and
Suzanne Mitchell.

Also, Joseph Munno, Rita
Murphy, Linda Musa, Anthony
Myslinski Melanie Neumann,
Lizet Ortega, Michelle Ortiz,
Mary Pasquarella, Abigail
Pitcher, Amber Poorman,
Kathryn Powell, hannon
Rooney, Wajeeh Salah, Nadine

hehaiber, Teresa Skupien,
Joshua Smok, Cheryl ullivan,
Ken Tregoning, Kathryn Truty,
Margert Webb, Samuel Wenzel,
Kevin Woloszyn, Diana
Wroblewski, Rachel Zebio,
Anthony Zoeteman, and Chris
tina Zwirkoski.

Seniors: Garbiel Castaneda,
Irene Ciciora, and Dawn
Dugdale.

The second year senior
members, who completed at
least 10 hours of community
service, also were honored by
receiving their chevron pins.
They are: Hande Akinci, Bar
bara Antol, Joseph Bolz, Ronald
Bradbery, Michelle Correa,
Michelle Cozzi, Blake Cunneen,
Shannon Doherty, Katie
Downey, Jeanine Drechsler,
Heather Evans, John Faro,
Nicholas Franek, Lori Gibson,
Anthony Giglio, Cheryl
Gorman, Daryl Gorney,
Julianna Grover, Nancy Gryz,
Bethany Hatstat, Shari Heda,
Jeffrey Hense, Kevin Hoover,
Craig Jensen, Deanna Judd,
Daniel Kazmierczak, Tracey
Koeppen, Thomas Kubicki,
Anne Lundeen, Naomi Martig,
Carri McGrail, Jamie McKenna,

Tracy Meyer, Eileen Pannaralla,
Lisa Perveneckis, Jennifer
Pesavento, Tiffany Pohlman,
Beatta Rutkowski, Pamela

toffregen, Crystal Volakakis,
arah Wende, Matthew

Wilhelm, Lena Zeidan, and
Mandy Zeien.

The ceremony began when
Bethany Hatstat, treasurer, lit
the candle of Knowledge.
Following this was the proces
sional and a few welcoming
words by the NHS president,
Tracey Koeppen. The guests in
attendance then heard from
Pupil Personnel and Special
Education chairperson Mary
Lee Lockwood, the guest
speaker of the evening.

After Mrs. Lockwood's
speech, each of the NHS
officers spoke about one of the
cardinal principles, which are
supposed to be upheld by the
members of NHS. Tracey
Koeppen, president, spoke
about leadership. Shannon
Doherty, vice-president, in
formed members about schol
arship. Anne Lundeen, secre
tary, gave a couple of thoughts
on service, and Bethany Hatstat,
treasurer, gave a short speech
on character. Following that,
the inductees recited the induc
tion pledge.

Guests were invited to a
reception in the media center
after the ceremony was over
and a recessional was played to
congratulate the members and
inductees.

By Nahed obhy

The Voice of Democracy
winner for this year's annual
competition is Patricia
Seminetta. She believes that
this accomplishment will be a
great opportunity for her, not
only in high school, but also
later on in life. She hopes that
her essay will go on to win dis
trict, state, and then nationals.

The Voice of Democracy is
a competition in which .any
freshman, sophomore, junior,
or senior can join. The Voice
of Democracy competition is an
opportunity for the winners to
acquire money for their educa
tion. The theme for this year's
essay was "Democracy: Above
and Beyond". The judges of
this competition looked for a

traditional essay, one with a
topic and supported details.

Dr. Heller, English depart
ment chairperson, spoke ofhow
each of the papers were
thoughtfully done, and how per
sonal points of views were dem
onstrated in each paper. "The
winning paper was extraordi
nary because it spoke ofdemoc
racy being not just a gift, but an
obligation and responsibility of
the people," according to Dr.
Heller. The judges had diffi
culty choosing the winning pa
per.

Patricia had spoken about the
actual paper being extremely
challenging, and how it was a
constant rewriting process. "(t
took a great deal of hard work,
patience and perseverance,"
stated Patricia.
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Most recently, Joseph Cardi
nal Bernardin who served as a role
model, left us. He was a humble man
as well as a peacemaker who was re
spected by all religions. It was remark
able to see the man stay in high spirits
despite his fate. He will be remembered
for the courage he demonstrated facing
death.

As we approach the holiday
season, we reflect on what what we could
do to make a difference. We might think
that these people were well known and
that our works can't compare to those of
these famous people. That's where we're
wrong. With problems such as crime,
homelessness, and poverty surrounding
many neighborhoods something needs
to be done to improve them. If every
person lent a helping hand, these prob
lems eventually would not exist.

There are various activities
even students at OLCH can do to help.
Volunteering to clean up parks or neigh
borhoods, donating food to shelters or
churches, or even expressing your
thoughts to a congressman could be a
start.

During the holiday season,
think about what you would like changed
(and eliminating homework doesn't
count). hallenge yourself to make a
difference.

Personally, Jhope everyon has
a safe and happy holiday. And remem
ber, ifyou believe in something, there is
always a way to make others believe
also.

It's Up to

Junior16gfiStutfmts
Oecemkr • February 5th
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By Daryl Gorney

~ ~ ~

With the recent passing of Jo
seph ardinal Bernardin, Iwas reminded
that one person can be very influential
and make a difference in society. People
like Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth Cady

tanton, Abraham Lincoln, and Martin
Luther King Jr. are just a couple of ex
amples of people who helped make a
difference.

Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth
Cady Stanton were two reformers who,
in 1848, called a Women's Rights Con
vention in Seneca Falls, N.Y. They pro
posed a constitutional amendment to
Congress from J878 to 1920, when it
was passed. These women and their fol
lowers were hard working, and coura
geous. Even after years ofrejection, they
were determined to make their belief a
reality.

Abraham Lincoln, the 16th
President of the United States, made it
possible for every person in this coun
try to be free. He had the courage to
speak out against the controversial is
sue ofslavery and support what he knew
to be right. Because of this bitterly criti
cized decision, it led to his death. But
afterwards, even his enemies praised hi
kindly spirit and selflessness.

Another influential person who
made a difference was Martin Luther
King Jr. He was a man not afraid to stand
up for his beliefs. He was very strong,
active, and a determined person who was
supported by all different cultures.
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By hannon Doherty big ofa deal to her; Ally would be home

for spring break in a couple of months,
ifshe wasn't too busy.

The years went by and Allison's re
sponsibilities grew. After college she
concentrated on her career. hristmases
became too time consuming and Allison
had to concentrate on balancing her fam
ily and career. Hopefully oon she could
make Christmas better.

Years later, during the holiday sea
son, Mrs. Allison Banks and her little
girl Molly were pu hing through the
store's crowds in search of the perfect
gift from Molly \0 her daddy. All Ally
wanted to do, ho ever, was get out of
the mall; she had pile of pre ents to
wrap and dozens ofcookies to bake; the
rude sales p ople were not helping.

The rush and bustle of the pre-holi
day was coming to a close and Ally was
awakened to the sound of patient hum
ming on Christmas Day. She looked
over at the alarm clock and the glowing
red number read 7:00 a.m.

"Merry hristmas Molly."
"Merry Christmas Mommy! anta

came, can we start?"
The joy and excitement bubbled over

in Molly's voice and struck a chord in
Ally's heart. Allison and her husband,
with their mugs of steaming coffee, sat
watching their daughter's eyes light up
as each piece of hiny paper and gold
ribbon was tossed away. Ally aw re
flections of her elf in her daughter, the
same anticipation and glitter that madc
Christmas special.

It was at that moment that Ally real
ized what Chri tma was suppo cd to
mean. It was family and tradition, pre
scnts and giving, children and anta

laus and the first hri tmas. he now
understood all that she had mi sed and
wanted those feelings to be stuffed into
this Christma. he hoped her daughter
would always have the arne feelings and
memories.

Spartanite Staff

When Allison Geary wasjust a speck
of a little girl, hristmas meant all the
sparkling things. anta Claus and
snowmen; ice skating with her daddy
and w oly mittens; hot chocolate and
cookies; and shiny paper with gold rib
bons protecting a special surprise. Like
all children, the moment the morning
broke on hristmas Day, her tiny feet
would patter out towards the spectacu
lar hristmas trec and there she kneeled,
waiting impatiently, for her parents to
wake up 0 the opening ofpresents could
begin.

As the years pas ed, and AlIy grew
older, the holiday seemed to become
monotonous. Being in the same church
pageant on hristma Eve ( he was al
ways a shepherd) and always going to
her Aunt Jo and Uncle Don's hou eon

hristmas Day, eating turkey, and lis
tening to how big he's grown had be
gan to sound painfully annoying. he
wondered how many times It's A Won
derful Life could be televi ed and how
often Fel iz Navidad wou Id be played be
fore hristma was over. he didn't see
the reasoning behind asking for anything
for hri tmas becau e she never rc
ceived what she wanted anyway.

The waiting was finally over for Ally.
She was away at college, away from her
family, and more importantly away from
traditions which eemed to happcn ev
ery holiday celibration. December rolled
around and the dusting of snow left a
blanket on the campu ; reminding her
ofsledding with her cousins in her Aunt
Jo's backyard. Iler internship at the lo
cal newspaper took so much of her time
and energy. When it wa time for hrist
mas break, she wa too exhausted and
busy with school work to go back home.
A few students in the samc situation
tayed in the dorms and they decided to

eat dinner together. It really wasn't too
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which includes Christmas
Time is Here (from the Peanuts
Christmas special), Winter
Wonderland, A Song for Christ
mas, and leigh Ride. They will
also perform Ding Dong Mer
rily on High, a contemporary
ballad called eason ofCream ,
and Hacia Van un Berrico, a
song in p:mish about common
folk, instead ofwise man bring
ing gifts to the baby Jesus.
This song includes some hu
morous situations, such as
when the donkey eats the baby's
chocolate.

Many students at Oak Lawn
may have heard about the new
addition to the choir family, a
student teacher named Mr.

lings. You can look for his di
recting at the concert when A
Cappella performs Jazz Gloria,
and a contemporary Hark the
Herald Angel ing. Mr. Slings
comes to us from Trinity Chris
tian College.

Icenogle feels that this type of
contest encourages the spirit of
competition and keeps the key
boarding students focused on
improving their skills.

Located
in the

Hometown
Shopping Expires 1/31/97

Center With Coupon Only.
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Not Valid With ..A
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SouthWest Highway- - - -4102

for a finale of The Chri tmas
Song, commonly known as
"Chestnuts Roasting on an
Open Fire".

The Christmas Suite, Black
Forest Overture, La
Rejouis ance, and Kenya Con
trasts will be played by the var
sity band. ymphony band will
be performing Marche Militaire
Fran~aise, Praise Variant, Ju
piter Hymn, and leigh Ride.

The Treble Choir will sing 1..0,
Howa Rose 'er, a song written
in the Renaissance era, Music
Box Carol, and Jubilant
Christmas, a melody consisting
of Angel We Have Heard on
High, We Three Kings, and
Hark the Herald Angel ing.
They will also be performing
Walking in the Air from the
movi The nowman, which will
be ac mpanied on the piano by
Nichols Zimmerman.

A CapP<!1Ta will sing a melody
called hristmas Wonderland,

Keyboarding Contest winners include First Place Winners: (Back
Row) senior Dee Judd, word processing; senior Shannon Doherty;
junior Gino Fricano; sophomore Carly Jandeska; and freshman
Sean Gage. Second place winners (Front Row) include: sophomore
Andy Medina, word proc iog; senior Ron Brongel, keyboarding;
junior Amanda Wagner; sophomore Sam Echavarria; and fresh
man Kathy KIupshas.

There are first and second
place winners in this competi
tion. Each winner will receive
a certificate and a free lunch
from the cafeteria. M.

.\t~"S COFF£
G\.O~\~ Gourmet Coffee EBEANS

- Great Beans Great Coffee-

OurBoBdayColleeSets
llI8ke DreatDilts, atDreatPrices

360 Chicago Ridge Mall
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By Mandy Wegner

By Jennifer Trotta

ach student is judged on
speed and accuracy. Ms.
Icenogle stressed that speed is
important, but accuracy is too.
For example, if a student types
40 words a minute with no er
rors, then the student will re
ceive an "A". However, ifa stu
dent types 40 words a minute
but has five errors, then that stu
dent will receive a grade ofa C.

To encourage keyboarding
students 10 continue 10 improve
their skills, the Business Depart
ment has developed a key
boarding competition. All key
boarding students are compet
ing against one another, and the
winner will be announced at
the end of each quarter.

When Christmas season
comes along, what do you th ink
or? Presents, decorations, a big
guy in red who comes falling
down your chimney? Maybe
you think of caroling, standing
out in the cold with a bunch of
strangers, or singing familiar
outdated songs. Well, the band
and choir at Oak Lawn High like
to keep the tradition without the
runny noses. Every year they
combine to bring joy and holi
day spirit to others in an annual
concert.

Keyboarding Competition

Choir performs holiday concert

This year the concert will be
held on on Tuesday, December
17, 1996. It will be at7:30 p.m. in
the auditorium gym, and is open
to anyone with the Christmas
spirit. The Varsity Band, ym
phony Band, Treble Choir, and
A Cappella hoirwill all be per
forming, and also will combine
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Students of the month

English/For Lang Students

EngJish/Foreign Language Students of the Month include: (I to r)
Corioa Silva, Pam Hoover, Jennifer Trotta, Chris Infusino, April
May, Emily McLoughlin and Amanda Bark.

Science Students

October Science tudents of the Month include: (Back Row) Sara
Sepe y, Chemistry; Joe Slomski, 'Thpics of Science; Dana Felt,
Chemistry; Brandy Muston, Freshman Science Foundations; (Front
Row) Diane kupien, Freshman Biology; Eduardo Espejo, Chem
istry; Linda Musa, Advanced Biology; Francisco Luna, Chemistry;
and Jodie Daley, Biology.
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as dedicated, individualistic,
and that she puts others before
herself.

After that, Sophia found she
won the Hoby award. For win
ing this scholarship she will get
to participate in a leadership
convention.

ophia pointed out many ad
vantages to winning the award.
She has the chance to meet with
many corporate leaders and col
lege professors who will be will
ing to talk about their college.

The conference will be held
in the middle of March or June.
Along with ophia, other sopho
mores from all over the state of
Illinois will attend this confer
ence. One winner will be cho
sen from that group to attend
the national meeting in Indiana.

(708) 430-1800
John & Cheryl Q'Driscoll

Hoby winner named

is employed with a company
called Stats Inc. The company
covers stats for the MLB, NBA,
and the NFL. Drew Faust spoke
about formulas used to predict
the stats of players in future
years.

The final Saturday Scholars
lecture was entitled, "University
Admissions and pecial Pro
grams." It consisted of a panel
of three representatives from
Northwe tern University,
Benedictine University, and
Loyola University. The reps
discussed what they look for on

By Rita Murino

And this year's Hoby award
goes to... Sophia Faridi. Each
year this prestigious award is
given to one sophomore. The
sophomore must di play confi
dence and great leadership
qualities.

To qualify for the award
Sophia was required to answer
three questions that dealt with
leadership, caring about the in
terests of others, and the desire
to learn.

From there, ophia wa one
of six people selected for an in
terview. Sophia was inter
viewed by Mr. Murphy. One
question was for her to describe
herself in three words. Sophia
noted that she described herself

Killarney Castle
Banquets

infamous criminals, including
Charles Manson.

The next lecture was given by
a high school chemistry teacher
named Mike Offutt. The lecture
was titled, "Wild Science." He
performed many experiments
that concerned all areas of sci
ence. His motto was, "It's not
magic; it's fun!"

Another speaker, Dr. Lake,
spoke of endangered species
conservation. Dr. Lake partici
pates in a television show on
endangered species.

Drew Faust gave a lecture on
calculating sports statistics. He

written by Miss Williams, who
was also the movie's producer/
director. The film equipment
was rented from the Chicago
Cable Access Corporation and
equipment from M&M video
productions (Miss Williams'
production company) was used
for the editing.

This movie has been an in
valuable learning experience
for all involved. By acting in
French, student were able to
make everyday French useful
while they still had fun, which
is something that can't be
learned out of a textbook.

Fabricante de Reve will ap
pear on both Ch icago able TV
and Oak Lawn's Multimedia

able Access TV station.

cholar students must be nom i
nated by a teacher. ophia
Faridi, Gina Rogers, Claudia
Guzman, Julie Braun, Amber
Nettle, Patty eminetta, Lauren
Caster, Anne Pasquarella, Kevin
Woloszyn, Cathy Str9m, Rachel
Verbeek, and Tony Myslinski
were all students named to par
ticipate in the Saturday chol
ars lecture program.

The first lecture was given by
Dr. Walsh, a scientist who has
been working on studies with
chemical imbalances in the
brains of criminals. He and his
colleagues have studied many

dents contributed to the movie
in some way.

The movie's main character
is a girl named Claire (Denise
Fasano). When she discovers
that she has the powers to con
trol other people's dreams,

laire rewards her friends with
good dreams, while she zaps her
foes with nightmares. How
ever, Claire's enemies soon dis
cover her powers and come up
with a plan that mu t make

laire change her way. Ray
Metzger, Ken Tregoning, Katie
McDermott, Je sica Va~quez,

Kerri Murphy, and othet cdi
cated students co-star in the suc
ces ful production.

Mo t of the "behind the
scenes" work was done by Mis
Williams. The screenplay was

Est. 1977

ribs - sandwiches - draft beer

OL Students attend Saturday Scholars
a college application, and how
to find colleges on the Internet.

Students who attended four
out of five lectures will be (lffi··
cially considered a Saturday
Scholar, and will receive a cer
tificate. There will also be a
spring aturday cholar lecture
series during the months ofFeb
ruary and March. According to
Patricia eminetta, "Saturday

cholars was a great opportu
nity for students to embark
upon. It will not only help me
today, but I believe it will also
help me in my future endeavors."

French students perform movie
By Tom Cronin

By Lauren Caster

ence.
To become a Saturday

How do you spent your Sat
urday mornings? Sleeping,
watching cartoons? Well lately,
many OLCHS students have
spent their last five Saturday
mornings becoming Saturday
Scholars.

The lectures for these schol
ars were held on Saturdays from
October 19, to November 16 at
Naperville North High chool.
The topics of discussion were
based on areas of math and sci-

"Lights, camera, action!" As
in most productions', these were
three of many words heard on
the set of Fabricante de Reve
(Dream Maker), this year's
French III movie. Once again,
Miss Williams' French III class
has succeeded in producing a
cable movie.

Many hours of hard work
went into this year's production.

tudents were memorizing lines
three times a week for about six
weeks. Lots of time and effort
also went into the filming,
which took place at the North
Avenue Beach, the track outside
the school, the Little Theater,
and Miss Williams' home.
Each of the 22 French III stu-

Casual Dining
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Josh Smok, junior: My
New Years Resolution is that I
will resolve all my differences
with my friends so that I can be
better friends with them and
have relationships with them
like I use to.

Suzy Mitchell, junior: This
year I resolve to keep my reso
lutions.

Compiled by: Holly Marie
and Eric Lisitza

Daryl Gorney, senior: I
want to stop putting things off
to be done later.

Luis Gonzalez, junior: To
not get in trouble in Mrs. Whit's
class for the rest of the year.

Mary Haran, freashman:
To make it on time to all of my
classes and to get High Honors
for the second semester.

Eric Lisitza, freshman: I
will actually try and get a job,
and stop putting down outra
geous things on applications.

Jake Mitchell, senior: To
correct society's corrupt dys
functions.

Pete Benes, junior: To stop
breaking so many things, in
cluding myoid New Year's
Resolutions.

new Year ~

rejotutionj

Jamie Quintaville, sopho
more: To be more serious
about my grades.

Kristin McHugh, junior: To
spend more time with my fam
ily.

is supposed to come on Christ
mas Eve. Germans decorate
their trees with apples, paper
roses and gold spangles.

Over in Poland, the
custom is that before a family
can eat, tl!e youngest child must
see the t\list star of Christmas
Eve. Th~r tree is decorated
with paper tl:liouts of birds,
flowers, toadstools and angels.
There are also paper bristling
balls and beautiful blown eggs.
Another custom is that the tree
is decorated with only white
lights to represent candles that
were originally placed on the
trees.

The holiday season is
a time to celebrate with your
family in your own ways and
traditions. As long as you cel
ebrate with love and kindness,
it doesn't matter what you do.

).

white or greenish flowers and
bright red berries, holly can be
easily distinguished from any
other Christmas plant. There
are two types of holly: Engl ish
holly that contains prickly
leaves and American holly that
has smoother, duller leaves. It
is believed that holly remains
green, so the world remains
beautiful even when the oak
trees have lost all their leaves.

Throughout the realm of
time, holly has become known
for its many different uses. In
European households it was be
lieved that if the holly is prickly
at Christmas, the husband
would be the ruling party
throughout the upcoming year.

Eve.
Across the ocean, in

Europe, there are a mix of tra
ditions. A few are very distinct.
In Italy, a character named
Betana is the gift giver. She
roams on the 12th night, other
wise called the Epiphany. She
slips down chimneys giving
gifts and is said to carry a
broom, like the one she had
when the wise men passed.

Another Christmas
tradition seen in France, is the
Christmas log. It is blessed and
not thrown on the fire until mid
night of Christmas Eve. Their
tree is decorated with strings of
huge grapes, tangerines, lemons
and oranges.

In Germany, St.
Nicholas is the gift giver and
comes on December 6th.
Kristland, the angel messenger,

~ap~'1 ohda'1j~~"~~~
flolly: :A 'Chri:5ima:5 :5ymbol

If the holly is smooth at Christ
mas, the wife would be the rul
ing party. British farmers put
sprigs ofholly on their beehives
and on the first Christmas, Ro
mans believed, the bees
hummed in honor of the Christ
Child. The holly plant is also
believed to stand for peace and
joy. Planted near a home, holly
may be used to scare off
witches and protect the dwell
ing from thunder and lightning.
Not only is it used to protect the
home, but also a sprig of holly
around the bedpost is said to
bring happy dreams. Unlike
other berries, holly cannot be
eaten as in pie or fruit alone, but
can be brewed as tea or tonic to
cure a cough.

By Holly Marie Lisitza

By Kristina Caputo
There are hundreds of

countries on this little planet and
each has many of its own cul
tures. These cultures have their
own special unique way of cel
ebrating the holidays. In the
U.S. many of us have mixed,
multi-cultural backgrounds, and
have our own traditions for cel
ebrating.

South of the border, in
Mexico, homes must be pre
pared by guests for December
16th, which is Posadas, the 9th
day before Christmas. On this
day the acting out of Joseph's
search for shelter begins. The
search lasts the nine days it took
Joseph and Mary to travel from
Nazareth to Bethlehem. Guests
travel door to door asking for
shelter and each night they are
turned away, until Christmas

William Shakespeare once
wrote: "Then, heigh ho, holly!
This life is most jolly." Holly,
in Shakespearean language,
comes from the term commonly
used during the Christmas sea
son, besides its other uses.
Holly is the name of an auto
mobile part, a brand of sugar
and may even be the name of
the girl in your home econom
ics class, but originally it be
longs to the Christmas season
and a small plant.

Hung from doors, decorated
in wreaths and used in Christ
mas hair styles, holly can be
very easily recognized. Noticed
for its glQSsy, evergreen leaves,

.--- .

Santino LaFemina, senior:
My Christmas wish is a new
Camaro.

Compiled by: Holly Marie
and Eric Lisitza

Pete Benes, junior: I wish
for more Il.M.E to spend with
all the cool people I know.

Becky Pentz, freshman:
My Christmas wish is to try as
hard as I can to make it the best
Christmas for my family.

Maria Romero, freshman:
To meet Green Day!

Liz Maloy, junior: To get a
raise at work.

Daryl Gorney, senior: I
wish for a full scholarship to
college.

Jacqueline Gebel, junior:
To earn enough money for my
trip to Ireland this summer.

Dennis Corluka, senior: To
get my car into a custom show.
It should be done by next year.

Val Neubauer, senior: My
wish is to get a lot of money
from the government to pay for
my college application, and
snow!

Joe Cichowiz, junior:
Spend Christmas with my
brother in Arizona.

Lauren Caster, sophomore:
To understand a mole.

Amanda Ault, sophomore:
To get a cute boyfriend.
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music scene. One of the best
places to do this is at Off The
Alley, which is an underage, al
ternative dance club. On Friday
nights, house and techno type
music are usually featured. The
type of music played on Satur
day nights differs from week to
week. orne of the types of
music played on Saturday
nights are KA, punk, and death
metal. If you're looking to hear
bands a little more well known
than the ones at OffThe Alley,
but for a cheap price, try to see
a show at the Metro or Double
Door. These places are much
smaller than The World, or
Rosemont Horizon. The band
is closer to you, and I think they
sound better.

remnants ofa bag of chestnuts.
Apparently, chestnuts are very
flammable, and should be kept
away from open fires.

I continued down the road,
and Icame upon a bakery. ince
I had forgotten to have dinner
before I left, I decided to stop
inside. I was greeted by a won
derful aroma. I turned to the old
woman behind the counter and
asked, "What's that smell?"

She replied, "Fruitcake.
Would you like some?" Upon
hearing these words, something
happened inside ofme. I finally
realized what the perfect gift
was. This gift lasts well past
the holidays, and is shared be
tween many families. I thought
"Floyd! It's fruitcake!"

Christmas, did you ever wonder
what Santa does in the off sea-
on? I mean come on, if you

could break into every house in
the world in a mere one night,
wouldn't you be just a wee bit
tempted to retire early? By the
way, where does Santa get all the
money to make those toys? I
did a little checking and found
out that in medieval times old

1. Nick was know as the patron
saint of th ieves. A coinci
dence? I think not. We'll just
leave it as an X-file for now.

r 10S';s'i;;n-; ,
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is downtown at tate and
Randolph. It's an Olympic size
rink with a hockey shot area,
free skating lesson ,and some
times they have free entertain
ment by local skaters. Admis
sion is free and skate rental is
$3. all (312)744-3315 for more
information. Navy Pier also has
an ice rink. Admis ion is free
and kate rental is $4. Navy Pier
has many interesting things to
do. They have an IMAX The
atre, which is a movie theatre
with a huge screen, that makes
you feel like you're in the movie.
There are also many little shops
and restaurants.

If outdoor things aren't your
idea of fun, check out the local

I was greeted by the driver,
and continued to think to my
self, "Floyd,(that's what I call
myself) what is the perfect gift?
How will we obtain this perfect
gift?"

It was hard to think with the
jingling of so many bells. I
couldn't concentrate! I thought
to myself, "Floyd, contrary to
what some have said, it is not
fun to ride in a one horse open
sleigh. It's too loud!" Ijumped
from the sleigh, and thankfully
my fall was broken by the snow.

I brushed off the snow, and
walked down the road. On my
journey, I noticed a light flicker
ing in the distance. As I neared
this light, I found a flaming
mass, that appeared to be the

world. They can make anything
from wooden hor es to Sony
Playstations, and enough for
every kid on the planet in only
one year. But what if a crazed
dictator ever brought some of
his military up there, took it over,
and had the elves start turning
out weapons? He could supe
up those flying reindeer, and I
doubt they'd show up on radar.
Hey, that could be the next
Arnold Shwartsenegger (you
try and spell it) Christmas movie.

And while we're twisting

~rankieS fJ3eej
Delicious Homemade Italian Food

5707 West 95th Street
Oak Llwn, Illinois 6Q.453

(7081423-4444
(70B) 423·4445 H

ours:
10:30 a.m. - B:OO p.m. Monday thru Friday

Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Closed Sundays

Dine In • Carry Out • Catering

STUDENT SPECIAL
All Delux Beds with Face Tanners

Must Have Student I.D.
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:
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ORLAND PARK· 349-0490· 8112 W. 143rd St.(143rd and 82nd Ave.)

OAK LAWN • 423-3992 • 10305 S. Central (103rd and Central)

By Melanie Fitzgibbons

By Tom Jodelka

Most students, including
myself, have been looking for
ward to winter break since the
middle of eptember. But now
that it's finally here, you may be
at a loss for things to do. Here
are a few suggestions.

Take a trip downtown. This
time ofyear, Marshall Fields on
State treet, and Water Tower
on Michigan Avenue are
beautifuly lit. hopping is al
ways fun, but if you don't have
the money for a shopping spree,
just do some window shopping.

Go ice skating. Ifyou're tired
of the Park District's rink, try
Skate On State. Skate On State

"Christmas, the season of
happiness and goodw iII to
wards men, and the season of
immense frustration that comes
from the pursuit of the perfect
gift, but I wouldn't trade it for
the world."

These thoughts ran through
my head a I left my house on a
cold, aturday night. As I was
greeted by a welcomed rush of
below-zero air, and the occa
sional snow flake, I thought
about how I would go about
obtaining the perfect gift. I de
cided to ride in the open sleigh
which was pulled by just one
horse, that had conveniently
arrived in my driveway.

By Brian Meyers

Picture this: hundreds,
maybe thousands of people
slave year round, their champion
is the grossly overweight mas
ter of breaking and entering,
adults all over the planet bla
tantly lie to children and pay
impostors good money to do
the same. Isn't Christmas great?

The slaves are, of course,
those cute Iittle elves in the
pointed shoes who make toys
for all the little children of the

Santa ctauj: prince 01 thieved

Beating tlw winter ttahj
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Variety of Delicious
Sandwiches. Pasta, Salads &

Much, Much More

(July 24-Aug. 23)
Tell your parcnt what you want

for hristm,. If you don't like
what you gct, it's your own fault.

Yiu2 (Aug. 24- ept. 23)
top being uch a worry wart this

month. You won't be able to enjoy
the holiday.

( cpt. 24-0ct. 23)
Quit complaining about all your

stress latcly. hristmas break is
just around the comer, so rclax.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)

You and a loved one are having a
disagreement. Put all this behind
you and enjoy the holidays.

work of Geddy Lee, the front
man of Rush. Together with
lead guitarist Alex Lifeson and
drummer Neil Peart, the three
have been considered maybe
the longest running band in the
history of rock and roll.

. . (May 22-June 21)
You're going to be invited to a

hristmas partyJb~s [Tlonth. Don't
tum down this invit tion, you'll
meet someone special,\

(June 22- July 23)
Lately you've been in high spir

its. Use this e tra energy to volun
teer at a homeless shelter, or maybe
at church.

Making music as long as
Rush has is the equivalent to
being a fine wine, the longer
they have been around, the bet
ter their music has become.
Facing the test of time has not
been an easy task for Lee and
company requiring much
change and patience for a gen
eration that's not their own.
They had made their debut dur
ing the early seventies and even
survived maybe the worst de
cade of music, the 80's, making
a strong fan following of both
young and old. During the 90's,
Lee changed his singing style
to fit his much older voice, help
ing Rush continue their suc
cess.

Name: Phil McGee
Birthplace: hicago
Astrological ign: Aquarius
Marital Statu: ingle
College Attended: Illinois State University
Degree: History
Years I Have Been Teaching: 5

la ses I Teach: U.. History
If I Wasn't A Teacher I'd Be: President
My Idea Of A Good tudent I : One who studies, does the
work, and is involved
I Can't Say "No" To: Fast Food
If I Could Travel Anywhere It Would Be: Europe
My First Car: Ford Tempo
My First Paying Job: Grounds Crew at Silverlake Golf
Course
The Last Good Book I Read: Executive Action by Tom
Clancy
My Most Embarrassing Moment Was: Too long to mention
I'd Give Anything To Meet: Abraham Lincoln
My Advice To Teenagers: Education gives people opportuni
ties, and the more opportunities the better life can be.

By Jim Horvath

By herri Gibson
Su.i1tJl..rim (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)

Thi hristmas you will be in-
spired to buy a creative gin for your
be t friend. Go with your creativ
ity, your friend will love it!
Qu2rk2ffi (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)

You've been spending too much
money on clothes and Ds. Don't
start the New Year in debt!
&11UlI.i.u.s... (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)

You'll finally have time during
hristmas break to cal h up on all

your homework, but still have some
fun!

(Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
You need to stop acting like

crooge this month. Brighten up
and try to get into the holiday spirit.

. (Mar. 21-Apr. 20)
You'll be getting something this

'hri tmas that you've wanted for a
long time, the wait will be worth it.
.L.tL........I"- (Apr. 21-May 22)

You're being too greedy this holi
day. You'll find more fulfillment if
you start giving in tead of just re
ceiving.

Teacher
Feature

During the cold winter sea
son we all make Christmas
"wish" lists for Santa. A few of
the items on our "goodie" list
are Os. Now, despite the hun
dreds of great albums out this
year, Rush's new release, Thst
for Echo, should be highlighted
on any hard rock enthusiast's
lists.

Rush, often labeled the "Ca
nadian progressive power trio,"
has been using their albums as
a political forum for almost 20
years. Test for~, is hardly a
break from their working for
mula, tackling issues such as
the Internet, freedom ofexpres
sion, and the burst of computer
technology. Test for Echo, is a
complete rock classic with three
singles and a total of eleven
great tracks. The hammering
ballad, "Half the World," is one
of those singles featuring the
vocals, bass, and synthesizer



Swimmers Dive into Action

Athletes with Attitude
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Coaches
Corner

Name: Jal'let Haubenreiser
ports coached at Oak

Lawn: Girls basketball, Boys
Volleyball Powder Puff
Football
High chool Attended: Oak
Lawn

ports played in high chool: volleyball, basketball, and
softball
Favorite sport: Basketball
Who is your Favorite pro athlete, and why: Michael Jordan
He excels at basketball.
Favorite Sports Teams: Bulls and ubs
Who influenced you to coach: My high school coaches and
teachers and my dad influenced me.
Last food sport movie that you have een: Rudy and Hoo
siers
What do you think it takes to be a good athlete: hard work,
determination, positive attitude, and practice
If you could meet any athlete, alive or dead, whom would it
be: Michael Jordan
All time favorite concession stand food: KitKats
Colleges Attended: Moraine Valley ommunity ollege and
Eastern Illinois University
Sports played in college: basketball and rugby

Bowling Strides
for Second

SPlfllllil1 Spo"J

By Joe Chavosky

With high hopes, the boys
Spartan Swim Team is looking
forward to the upcoming sea
son. After a tough eason last
year, this year's swim team is
anticipating the return of its var
sity swimmers who are hoping
to provide the team with much
needed experience. Along with
the returning swimmers, the
Spartans will be coached by two
experienced coaches. Return
ing for her third swim season is
Coach Kathy Welch who will
be assisted by Joe
Lewandowski.

The Spartan Varsity Team
will be led by Seniors Tim
Chavosky and Kevin Hoover
and Juniors Rob Andujar, Ken
Huizenga, Josh Smok, and Pete
Benes. Many of the Varsity
team members have gained
added swimming experience by
swimming with summer com
petitive teams. Summer com
petition helped these varsity
swimmers to sharpen their

swimming skills.
When asked why should

swimmers compete on teams in
the summer senior Tim
Chavosky repl ied, "Summer
swimming conditions your
body and builds up strength."

Tim also felt that it helped to
keep hi times lower. Three of
the varsity swimmers swam on
a competitive team when they
were in grammar school. The
varsity boys hope that this ex
perience wi II bring them the
team victory.

Coach Welch, who previ
ously coached swimming at
Carl Sandburg High School, is
excited about this year's Spar
tan Swim Team. She feels that

oach Lewandowski's experi
ences will greatly benefit the
team this year.

Lewandowski participated
on the swim team and water
polo team at the University of
Illinois at Circle campus. After
his career in swimming and
water polo at Circle, he coached
the girls' swim team at Trinity
High chool.
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When oach Welch was
asked about the team, she re
plied, "We have a good return
ing team, with lots of experi
enced swimmers. This year
should be a good one."

Today most people think of
swimming as a fun-and-games
sport. Well, it's not. wimming
is hard work. wimmers un
dergo some of the most vigor
ous workouts of any sport.
Swimmers begin their workouts
with weight training, then work
on increasing their lung capac
ity by running.

Finally they hit the water. An
average practice consists of
swimming 7,000 yards which
equates to 280 lengths of the
pool. These lengths are not
swum at a leisurely pace. The
swimmers push each length try
ing to beat a certain time. Try
ing to lower times is the objec
tive of all partan swimmers.
To accomplish this goal, the
boys will practice turns, perfect
their swimming style, and
swim, swim swim. Good luck
on your upcoming sea on guys!

Cosmic Bowling V-Ball Captures Regional

By Chris Infusino

Hence hu hes the crowd a
the bowler steps on to the lane.
The bowler quickly zones into
a concentration warp and
throws the ball down the lane.
TURKEY!! The crowd goes
wild throwing roses. The
bowler takes a bow and is con
gratulated by his fellow team
mates.

Actually bowling, is a rather
competitive yet fun sport. Con
centration is a major key. Here
at Oak Lawn, we have a bowl
ing team coached by Mr. David
Moonier.

The bowling team would
greatly like to defeat Marist and
Argo this year, and take 2nd
place. Currently, Marist is the
leading team with Argo trailing.
To beat these teams, Oak Lawn
must build up their endurance.
"We have some very promising
freshman boys," stated Mr.
Moonier.

With young experienced
bowlers like those, the bowling
team has good expectations for

By Anwaar Judeh

First it was the Roller Rink,
then it was the Oak View
dances, then came teen dance
clubs, now it is Cosmic Bowl
ing. Oak Lawn High chool
tudents are now going to os

mic Bowling for music and fun.

As soon as you walk into
osmic Bowling you are awed

by its appearance. The house
lights are all off and the only
other sources of Iight are the
strobe lights and the glow in the
dark stickers that are placed on

the future. Not only are there
three freshmen on the team, this
year's team includes of 23 oth
ers from all grade levels.

They are Joe Barr, Mike Barr,
Mary happ, Russel arey, Joe

ichowicz, Tracey Danhoff,
Tony Fanlizzi, John Faro, Tracy
IIill, Ken Huizenga, Craig
Jenson, Dee Judd, Todd
Kappel, Dan Kazmierczak,
Keith Krinldis, teve Macak,
Pete Mandai, Jennifer
Pesavento, Tiffany Pohlman,
Brian Ramal, teve Yenlinson,
Matt Wilhelm, Jason Walker,

hris Zylius, Rhea Petroski, and
Tom Kubicki.

Mr. Moonier feels that the
team need those bowlers who
are experienced and belong to
a league.

If you are interested in be
coming a bowling team mem
ber, speak to Mr. Moonier, oth
erwise, support your local Spar
tan Bowling team at Arena
Bowl on 103rd and icero on
Thursdays to see them on their
way to 2nd place.

the ceilings and bowling pins.
There i also a place where you
can get food or drinks anytime
you are hungry or thirsty.

o mic Bowling is located in
lendale Height and Orland.

There you can enjoy the great
sport ofbowling while listening
and dancing to fun music.

osmic Bowling is open on
Friday, aturday and unday.
Reservations of a lane must be
made prior to a visit to the bowl
ing site.

o if you are looking for
something new and exciting
head over to osmic Bowling.

By Chri Infusino

Hey sports fans! How would
you like to hear about some
thing different? Now, don't all
ask at once. Well I am here to
describe to you the profe ional
athletes' actions. Some are out
standing, while others are dis
gusting. Who would want their
kids to look up to them?

Honestly, I believe that there
are some good guys in the pro .
For in tance, my best choice for
Outstanding Pro would be hri
Zorich, who plays for the Bears.
He is a very charitable per on
who is always doing something
for the well-being of the chil
dren. I met hri Zorich at
Planet Hollywood, and he was
with about 50 kid that be
longed to a fan club. He takes
care of all their expense and
everything. I think he is an ath
lete to be respected.

On the other hand, let's bring
up a well known talent "The
Worm." Rodman is one of the
weirdest pro athletes I have ever

By Pat McLoughlin

On Halloween night the Lady
Spartan Volleyball team headed
into the Richard Bulldogs' gym
with more than the regional
championship at stake. The
Lady partan had a chance to
avenge the 10 that cost them
the conference championship.

Before the regional match the
Lady partans had an entire
week to prepare for the game
and they used it well.

From the time warm-up be
gan, the Lady partans were
focused. Even though they

seen. His hair changes color
quite often, and he changes
quite often, if you know what I
mean. He writes a book, "Bad
a I Wanna Be," and explains
about hi many love affairs and
other relationships. Also, he is
practically nude on the front and
back cover. In the NBA, he ha
one of the most obnoxious atti
tudes compared to the other ath
lete . I'n orry, but I wouldn't
want kids ~?oking up to a guy
who married himself. That's too
weird for me.

Another character is Roberto
Alamar, the guy who spit in the
ump's face because he didn't
think that the call was correct.
Hi problem is that he doesn't
think. Maybe ifhe would have
thought, then there wouldn't
have been a problem. I don't
ee al Ripken or Frank Tho

ma pitting in the ump's face;
they might have a few choice
word, but nothing 0 drastic.
In this case, Alamar should have
just walked away. pitting in
omeone's face doesn't solve

anything. For Alamar, he was

were down in the first game,
they kept their heads up and
fought back to win by a score
of 15-4.

In the second game the par
tans pulled out 15-9 victory
which gave them the Regional

hampionship.

This was the first regional
title under second year head
Coach Mary Kay Nichols. The
Spartans were led by the great
etting of Mandy Zeien, the net

play of Jeanine Dreschler and
Nicole Me astland, and the
awesome defense of Jenelle
Murray. All four of these girls

docked a large urn of money.

A player's capability of be
ing mature these days is hard to
come by. They try to act like

od and have an ego fr m here
to the moon. Just because you
are profe sional at omething,
doe n't mean you can tep on
everyone below you.

The kid today look up to the
pro athletes a role models.
Many "Wanna Be Like Mike."
Hey, that's alright because a kid
needs someone to look up to
give them confidence in trying
to be someon in life. To have
a role model is great, but why?
Do they play hard and do a good
job, and do they have con fi
dence in themselves? Or, do
they spit in the ump's fa e, write
a dirty book, tart a fight on the
pitcher mound, or throw equip
ment around? Professional ath-

lete need to et an image that
characterize their talents. They
hould be respectful to the club

they play for and realize that
they are uppo ed to be selling
example for the future athlete .

are all-conference player.
The Lady partans, less than

a week later, made another trip,
this time to al'l andburg High

chool where they hoped to
gain a sectional title.

The partans were et to face
the tagg hargers, a team
stacked with all-conference and
all area players. The Lady par
tans played their hearts out, but
in the end, the hargers pre
vailed.

ongratulations to the Lady
Spartan Volleyball team on
their Regional championship;
we will all look forward to s e
ing them ne t fall.
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Spartans have been fighting
hard. Last minute countdowns
have been a big part oftheir last
two games at a tournament
hosted by Andrew. On the first
night of tournament, the Lady

partans beat the Andrew-Bolts
41-40. In the last minute of the
game, the Lady Spartans stole
the ball and scored for quick
points, while pressuring the T
Bolts. On the second night, the
game was against Thornwood,
but unfortunately the Lady

partans lost in overtime.
The future of the Lady par

tans looks very successful, es
pecially in conference. The
Lady Spartans' on Iy major com
petition in conference is the
Reavis Rams. Mr. Davelis and
assistant coach, Ms. Kestler
feels, The Lady partans will be
quite successful, but only
through hard work and dedica·
tion.

school level of wre tling. Af
ter college, oach Barralis
wrestled in Russia with Team
USA.

The team's first victory' was
at home against Morgan Park
on November 26. Good luck
with the rest of the season.

The girls' outlook on the
team's success is also very op
timistic. All believe that they
will be able to take the confer
ence title.

is chosen to wrestle off the op
ponent in the same weight class.

All levels practice together
and are coached by Coach
Barralis and Assistant Coaches
Meek and Fredrick. Coach
Barralis has six years of coach
ing experience on the grade

By Rachel Kolar

Jo h Patton attempts to score a takedown on his opponent during
the Spartans dual meet against Sandburg. (photo by Tony Giglio)

the Right Direction
Varsity

•

By Jeanine Dyckman

Fall sports are over and wres
tling is here. Frosh/Soph wres
tling consists of thirty guys on
the freshman team, with ten on
Junior Varsity and one on Var
sity. Most of the guys on J.V.
are freshmen and teve
Berezewski is the only under
classman on Varsity. Most of
these wrestlers have had previ
ous wrestling experience, but
for some this is new. The top
wrestlers leading the JV team
are Mike Valentine, Jason
Sobbe, John Gubernat, Mike
Balich, ric O'Brien, and John
Ruzich.

Each wrestler is put into a
weight class. lasses start at 97
pounds and goes up to heavy
weight (275). To be in a weight
class, a wrestler has to be under
the weight. For each meet, one
person from each weight class

thing special about this team.
Not only is the team dedicated
and shows good behavior, but
he can see that all the kids on
the team respect all their
coaches.

Wrestling is a sport of win
ning and losing like any other
port. Coach Meek feels,

though, that "Every kid, no
matter how good he is, who
trains and works hard and steps
on the mat, is a winner." So just
as long as the wrestlers train
hard and do their best, the
coaches support them 100%.

The partanite would like to
wish all the wrestlers good luck,
and just remember to stay fo
cused and confident. The rest
will fall into place.

Wrestlers Grapple with Basic Approach
Junior VarsityBy Scott Cosme

Girls Basketball Heading
Frosh/Soph

By Tom Swiatek

The winter season isn't only
home to basketball, but also to
a sport that encourages charac
ter, discipline, and confidence
more than any other sport:
wrestling.

The coaching staff of the
wrestling team includes: Rob
ert Meek (Head oach), Bob
Meek, Jerry Fredrick, and
Coach Barralis. The coaches'
goals are to teach the kids the
basics and to develop a real feel
ing of team. The coaches are
stressing the basics because
wrestling is something this
coaching staff wants to see as a
power at OLCHS again.

The young team includes:
James Bukowski, teve
Berezewski, Eric Lyon, Jorge
Castillo, Jason Surratt, Dan
Prorock, Jason Kolk, AI Baker,
and Ray Grygiel.

Head Coach Meek also
pointed out that there is some-

The 1996 sophomore girls The first day of varsity try-
basketball team is off to a great outs consisted of about four or
start. The team is coached by five girls, barely enough to
Ms. Haubenraiser. They have make up the starting team. By
won two of their first three the following week, the team
games. was completed as Mrs. Nichols'

The starters for the team in- volleyball players, turned into
clude Kelly Burke, Kristin Mr. Davelis' basketball players.
Franek, Michelle Matuszewski, Practice still seemed a little
Cheryl Banasiak, and Brenda empty, even though the whole
Davidson. The team recently team was participating. No
played T.F. South whom they more dogging it in the line while
beat. one waited for her teammate to

Top scorer for the game was finish the drill.
Michelle Matuszewski with Lady partan Jenny Jaral makes an effort to break up a pass to The team has depth. The
thirteen points. Other contribu- an opponent. (photo by Thny Giglio) 1996-97 roster for the girls var-

tions to the team were made by sitY:b.<ts1<etball team is: Barb
Leah LaFemina, Missi Uriquijo, Antol, Jamie Bousman, Colleen
Katie Wenzel, Nicole Friski, team they have a good chance Buren, and Tina Moretti. The Fitzgerald, Jenny Jaral Rachel
and Amy Ott. They are all play- of doing that. team isjust starting to learn to Kolar, Kathy Krzak, Mary
ing together as a team. The freshmen team had a dis- play better as a team and as the Pasquerella, Melissa Piowar,

Also helping the team out are appointing start but they still season goes on they're sure to Maureen canalan, Tahnee
Melissa Piwowar, Cathy hope to improve their record improve. Spatafore, and Cheryl Sullivan.
Wilizek, Jaime Quintavalie, which at press time was one win Ofthe 12 girls playing, five girls
Laurie Miller, and Anne and four losses. The partanite staff would have varsity experience, and
Pasquerella. The partans are Making good contributions like to wish the freshmen and only one of the girls, Barb
hoping to improve their record to the team are Becky Bousman, sophomore teams good luck Antol, is a senior.
from last year and, with this Karen Bialek, Angie Van with the rest of their seasons. So far this season the Lady

Boys Basketball Team Looks Promising
By Joe Munno

Well, Spartan fans, it's bas
ketball season again and the
boys Varsity team is ready to go.
This year's team is looking to
improve on last year's 4-21
record and with all the talent on
this team, they most likely will.

According to Head Coach
Rich Panovich, last year's big
gest problem was defense, so
that's the primary focus in prac
tice this year. Coach Panovich
also said that practices with this
crew have been very competi
tive.

The team consists of seven
seniors, seven juniors, and one
sophomore. The players, by po
sition, are: point guards, senior,
Ryan March; and junior, Dan
McLernon. The shooting
guards are: seniors, Ray Orban,
last year's leading scorer, and
Kevin Melvin; and juniors,

Aaron Altenburg, and Tim
Wesselhoff.

At forward are: seniors, Mike
Walker and Thitipol Leckpol;
and juniors, T.J. Cingrani; Joe
Hubatch; and Tony Baldea.

At center Coach Panovich
says he has a " four-headed
monster." This" monster" con
sists of 6 foot I0 inch sopho
more Ed Thullen, seniors, Dan
Katula and Jeff Hense; andjun
ior, Eric" Beast" Biesterfeld.

You can be sure that these
are the best 15 guys the coaches
could find because Coach
Panovich said that this is the
first time in his three years as
coach that he had to cut people
who were competitive players.
As of press time no starting
lineup has been announced, but
the team will probably use a
threp "lrd lineup most of the
tim!;.

This year Coach Panovich

doesn't have a specific number
goal, he just wants to push the
players to their limits, to get the
most of their abilities. He said
the team won't go undefeated,
but, he said, " when we lose,
we'll go down kicking and fight
ing."

Assistant Coach Vince
Kasley said he agrees 100% with
what Coach Panovich said. In
Kasley's words, " The game is
simple; don't make it difficult."

Come out and support the
Spartans at their first home game
on December 17.

Frosh/Soph
By Sam Wenzel

This year the freshman boys'
basketball team is being
coached by Pat Mayer, and the
sophomores have Coach Atkins

leading them to victory. The
two coaches trade positions
each year. Coach Mayer has
been a basketball coach at Oak
Lawn for eight years, while
Coach Atkins has been a Spar
tan for three years.

The freshman team consists
of twenty players, and six out
of those are expected to share
time starting for the Spartans.
Those six include: Ryan
Skenzel, Rich Powell, Eric
Martig, Scott Biesterfield, Luc
Nevickus, and Ryan McLemon.

The main goals for the fresh
man team are to prepare them
for their sophomore and varsity
careers at O.L.C.H.S., and to
teach these talented players to
playas a team. Coach Mayer
describes the freshman as a tal
ented team that has potential to
be a good team if they work on
fundamentals and leam to play
as a unit rather than as indi-

vidual players.
The sophomore team has fif

teen players, and six of them are
expected to start. These play
ers are Bob Bruese, Jason Bjork,
Ken Brash, Jeremy Lang, Chris
Beyer, and Ryan Purbritch.

Much like the freshman
team, Coach Atkins wants to
stress the fundamentals to this
very talented team. He also
wants to get these sophomores
ready for their varsity years, and
he wants them to be competi
tive with every team they face.

H is al 0 worth noting that
sophomore Ed Thullen was
moved up to the varsity level
and is impressed with the team's
work ethic; they are learning
fast and playing as a team. He
is surprised at what little self
ishness the team has.

Good luck to both Frosh/
Soph teams this season, the

partanite wishes you the best.
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OLCHS •
IS off to see "The Wiz"

Forensics places third

The 1996-97 Forensics 'learn, (photo courtesy of Yearbook.)

By Lauren Caster
Attention all juniors and se

niors. It's that time ofyear again
to buy gorgeous dresses,
extravagent tuxedos, and rent
the limo because prom is just
around the corner.

This year the OLCHS prom
will be held on April 25th at the
Palos Hills Country Club from
7:30 p.m. to midnight. This year
the J AS decided to try and in
volve the OLCHS student body
by having students vote on the
top ten love songs of all time.
The theme was then chosen
from one of ten love songs, al
though the final selection was
not available at the time of
press release.

Another addition to this
year's prom is the idea to have
students pledge not to have an
alcoholic beverage on the night
of prom. tudents can sign a
pledge sheet which states: This
pledge represents my care and
concern for myself and my
friends. I pledge that I will not
drink or use on prom night. Nor
willI ride with someone who has
been drinking or using drugs. I
will also encourage my friends
to have an alcohol-free prom. I
pledge to make this the safest

Continued on page 5

Prom
Previevv

Many hours of hard work
have been put into this feature.
Assisting Mr. Dzurison in his
role as director are assistant di
rectors Jon Rowsey and am

chavarria. There are also many
who are part oflhe crew, which
doe all of the behind-the
cenes work of the play.

The Wiz \ ok to be a very
intere ling inlerpretation ofThe
Wizard ofOz with some spe
cial90s features. If you would
like to see The Wiz, you can
pur hase a ticket from any cast
member.

The cast of 'The Wiz', (photo by Mandy Wegner)

helpers, which include tinkie
(Nicole Cholewa), Dinkie (Mary
Rose Moses), and Quinkie (Me
lissa Reyes).

There are also the dancers,
who perfonn in various cenes,
such as the tornado scene. The
dance captains are Kristen
Stroud and Abby Pitcher, and
the other dancer include Li a
Woloszyn, Julie Valentine, Je 
sica Wheeler, Joyce Olsen, An
drea DeVivo, Jean
Marcinkowski, Rachel Zebio,
Nicole Mc astland, and

tephanie Spero.

formed so well that they ad
vanced twelve events to
sectionals which were held at
Eisenhower. Everyone who
achieved a fourth place or above
at regionals got to compete at
sectionals. They won another
first place trophy after defeat
ing over thirty schools! Win
ning sixth place was Tammy
Fear. Naomi Martig won a fifth
place. Third place awards were
given to Anwaar Judeh, Jon
Rowsey, and Jessica Vasquez.
Jon Rowsey and John Oakes
won second place. Congratula
tions to John Oakes, Jessica.
Vasquez, Anne Lundeen, Jes
sica Wheeler, Tammy Fear, and
Joyce Olsen, who were all
awarded first place!

state•

The Forensics team per-

Oakes. Tammy Fear won a
fourth place in Declamation and
Impromptu. In third place was
Anita Spero in Verse Reading
and John Rowsey in Dramatic
Interpretation. Naomi Martig
won a econd place in Original
Oration. Anne Lundeen's Origi
nal omedy piece won a first
place. Jessica Wheeler's first
place speech was in Special Oc
casion Speaking, and Anwaar
Judeh's speech also won a first
in Humorous Interpretation.
Joyce 01 en's first place award
wa in Radio peaking, and
John Oakes and Jon Rowsey did
a Humorous Duet piece that won
them a first as well.

will be present in the forest, as
well. The villains of the forest
are the Kahlidah King (Adam
Blatchford), the Kahlidah
Queen (Denise Fasano), and
their children (Dave Weber, Ray
Metzger, Rita Murphy, and
Margert Webb).

Even though Dorothy makes
some great friends on her jour
ney, her main wish through the
play is to go home to Aunt Em
( heryl Gorman) and Uncle
Henry (Joe Bolz), who seem to
be the only two traditional char
acters in the play.

The Wiz al 0 provides for a
number of other characters.
There is the Wiz's gatekeeper
(Beth Kreydich) and even a
group of crows to tease the
carecrow. These crows are

played by Don Anderson, Ja
son Rowsey, Mqrk Liescke,

tephanie Gorman, Katie
O'Brien, Veronica E pinosa, and
Nicole Zimmerman.

Other citizens of Oz include
the Poppies ( rica Buys, Katie
Wenzel, ophia Faridi, April
Ma. racy Kazm ierczak, and
Joanne u Iren) and the Field
Mice (Kellie Novak, Caffey
DeMazo, and Nicole
0' onnorr). The Field Mice
erve a the police of the Pop

pies. There are also Glinda's

congratulations goes to
Anwaar Judeh, who won a first
place! Because she did so well,
she was given the honor of re
citing her speech, along with
other first place winners in front
of the entire auditorium full of
people! Anwaar noted, "It felt
like a dream. Things like win
ning first place in HI at state
never happen to me."

Many of the Forensics mem
bers that weren't competing
went to Aurora anyway. When
freshman Dawn Murphy was
asked why she went, she re
plied, "to be supportive and
wish my team members luck."
Defeating over eighty other
schools by coming in third was
definitely something to cel
ebrate. Along with all of the in
dividual medals the team won,
the Forensics team was also
awarded a beautiful third place
trophy which is now on display
in OLCHS's trophy case.

Before competing in state, the
Forensics team competed in
regionals. Overall, they won a
first place, and were awarded
with another trophy! Congratu
lations to Sophia Faridi who won
a sixth place in Extemporaneous

peaking and Jessica Vasquez,
who took a fourth place in Prose
Reading and a first place in Dra
matic Duet Acting with John

(Jon Rowsey), who is in search
of courage. The only way for
the characters to get their
wishes is to travel down the yel
low brick road. However, in
stead of being off to see a wiz
ard, the characters will be in
search of the Wiz (Jason Kolk
and ric Martig).

The Scarecrow, Tinman, and
owardly Lion aren't the only

characters whom Dorothy will
befriend. There are two good
witches Dorothy will meet,
Addapearle (Shannon Rooney
and Samantha Staniszewski)
and Glinda (Jessica Vasquez and
Brenda Davidson). However, in
The Wiz, these sisters aren't
the only people guiding Dor
othy. [n their journey through
Oz, Dorothy and company are
escorted down the yellow. brick
road by the Tornado (StAcy
Bieryla) and the Monkey (P~

toffregen).
However, as in The Wizard

of Oz, the characters will need
to overcome some obstacles in
order to meet the Wiz. Evilene
(Lisa Wells) the modem day
wicked witch, is just as evil as
her counterpart in The Wizard
of Oz. However, she has help
from the Divine Underling (Mike
Marcinkowski) and the Mes en
ger ( am Echavarria). This evil

On February 22nd, the
OL H Forensics team com
peted at the tate competition
where they crushed all but two
oftheir competitors coming in a
fantastic third. This year's com
petition was held at Waubonsie
Valley High chool in Aurora.
To be eligible to compete at
state, a Forensics member had
to win at least third place at
sectionals

Nine competitors from
OLCHS qualified. To start the
competition, all qualifiers com
peted in the first two rounds.
The top scorers moved on to fi
nals. Medals were awarded to
the best of the finalists.

Jon Row ey in Dramatic In
terpretation, Jessica Vasquez in
Prose Reading, and Jessica
Wheeler in pecial Occasions
Speaking were all finalists.
Anne Lundeen captured a sev
enth place in Original Comedy.
A fifth place was awarded to
Tammy Fear for Oratorical Dec
lamation. oming in fourth place
for Radio peaking was Joyce
Olsen. Jon Rowsey and Jon
Oakes in Humorous Duet Act
ing won a third place. Also
coming in third were John Oakes
and Jessica Va quez for Dra
matic Duet Acting. A special

By usan tillwcll

omewhere over the
rainbow...comes the pring, and
along with it comes OL H 's
annual spring play. This year's
play is The Wiz, which is ba ed
on The Wizard of Oz, a story
familiar to everyone. It will be
performed from Thursday, May
1st through Saturday, May 3rd.
Originally, The Wiz 'was per
fonned as an African American
version of the classic movie.
I[ere at Oak Lawn, the play will
be performed a a modern ver
sion of The Wizard of Oz, set
in the [990s.

The Wiz combines the char
acters of the clas ic Wizard of
Oz with a new cast of charac
ters. The play will open with
Dorothy (Anita pero and Mel
issa Besl ic) singing Somewhere
Over the Rainbow in the tradi
tional style of The Wizard of
Oz. Then, the atmosphere will
shift from that of 1938 to that of
the 1990 .

When Dor thy find herself
;n the land of z, she will join
the clas ic characters of the

carecrow (Jon Oakes and
Tammy Fear), who i in search
of a brain; the Tinman (Anne
Lundeen), who i in search ofa
heart; and the owardly Lion

By Tom Cronin
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Another Corny Test? Teens judge teens

matter of inconvenience or pure laziness.
orne ofus are so lazy that we don't even

take a few seconds to walk to a recycling
container that is only a few extra steps
away. Others use the excuse that they
don't have a convenient access to a re
cycling container.

It is time that we took a stand and per
sonally take charge ofour future and our
Mother Earth. For years she has shel
tered us and provided us with endless
resources. How have we repaid her? By
littering her with toxins and heaps of
garbage that are slowly destroying our
environment. Action is the only answer!

Does everyone know Michael Jordan,
Martin Luther King, lvis Presley, and
Adolf Hitler? These individuals are per
fect examples and proof that one indi
vidual can make a difference. How about
it? Although you are only one person in
one school, why not help in the struggle
to save our environment? Recycling is a
small step on our part that can make a
huge impact on tomorrow.

offense or more is not given the option
of the teen jury. Ll. Robert Smith has
stated "The kids are giving the juveniles
much more appropriate punishments"
than the regular system. In addition, Of
ficer Pacetti said he hopes that the pro
gram will preventjuvenile offenders from
repeating their actions a second time and
that the amount of contact with juvenile
offenders decreases all together.

For now, the jury has handled four
cases and has handed out such punish
ments as writing papers on retail theft
and assigning community service. Af
ter a couple of weeks, the juvenile must
return to face the teen jury to report on
how he/she followed through on the
punishment. If the offender decides not
to follow through, he/she then can be
sent directly to juvenile hall.

Two Oak Lawn students (who serve
on the jury and need to remain anony
mous) gave their thoughts on the teen
jury program. One student stated, "I like
the teen jury program because I plan on
studying law." Another student said "I
like it because we learn what's going on
in society and we learn to deal with real
issues. "

veryday we hear about teen crimes
and violence on the news and talk shows.
This is why the teen jury program is a
benefit not just to Oak Lawn, but to any
city. veryone should support the teen
jury program in order to prevent juve
nile from a future of crime. This pro
gram is a reality check for juvenile of
fenders who might not realize what lives
they might lead if proper action is not
taken.
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By Jill Jurkowski

By the year 200 I, the world will be
coming to an end! Well I'm not so sure
how true that is, but one thing that is for
certain is that our planet is slowly being
taken over. No, not by aliens... by gar
bage.

In our school cafeteria alone, every
seven out of ten students decides to
drink a can of soda instead of an alter
nate drink. Did you ever stop to think
about where that can is headed once it
leaves the garbage truck? Well I'll tell
you. Foot after foot, yard after yard, and
mile after mile our Earth is being littered
with our waste. Landfills are multiplying
every day and finally there is something
you and I can do about it.

Most ofthe waste we throwaway can
be recycled. Aluminum, cardboard, pa
per, plastic, and glass are just the begin
ning attempts by our generation to save
our planet.

The problem we all face is either a

Spartanite Staff

Recycling the trash

By Daryl Gorney

In early February, the city ofOak Lawn
established a teen jury program in order
to provide more appropriate punish
ments for juvenile offenders.

The jury is supervised by two police
detectives, Bob Foster and James Pacetti,
and former OLCHS dean and current Dis
trict 218 school board member, James
Craig.

According to Officer Pacetti, there was
an increase of250 criminal cases involv
ingjuvenile offenders in 1995. Due to
this rise in juvenile crime cases the need
for a teen jury became apparent. He ex
plained that the teen jury program was
modeled after the Hoffman Estates Po
lice Department program, where it has
been very effective over the past ten
years.

In order for the program to be applied,
the offender must make the decision to
plead guilty. Afterwards, he/she is given
the choice ofentering a plea in the regu
lar judicial system, (taking the risk ofac
quiring ajuvenile record) or standing be
fore the peer jury without a threat of an
official conviction.

From there, the 24 member jury (in
cluding 8 students from OLCH ) decide
on the punishment for the case. You're
probably thinking, with 24 members, how
do they come to a resolution? After the
ideas are proposed, a vote is taken on
the best punishment and majority vote
rules.

The program is set up only for first
time juvenile offenders. Any juvenile
offender who has committed a second

Another route of action is to buy one
ofthose huge workbooks. I recommend
this for people who can really commit
themselves to reading through the book
and who will also set time aside to take
one of the practice tests. The practice
test give a sense of the time and length
of the test.

Here are a few tips for the night be
fore the test and day of the test:
I) Do not stay out late or do anything
stupid the night before.
2) Wear really comfortable clothes on the
morning of the test.
3) Eat something for breakfast.
4) Do not listen to any music that morn
ing. There is nothing wor e than having
a song stuck in your head for 3 1/2 hours
while you are trying to concentrate.

The most important thing to remem
ber is to calm down and not stress your
self about this test. Try your hardest,
but if you don't like your results, you
have two more chances to improve your
score. Just think, by this time next year
most ofyour worries will be over. You'll
be too busy thinking about graduating
and college.

pline poTicy.i every school in America.
All of us at O~ Lawn High chool are
familiar with t 's discipline policy.

Another of President Clinton's top
priorities is to balance the budget. He
wants to balance the budget now, to in
sure the stability of the country in the
21 st century. In order to do this, he wants
to cut down on unnecessary government
spending, but not taking away from the
Medicare or Social Security programs.

For all of the President's ideas to work
successfully, Democrats and Republi
cans have to put their differences aside.
They must work together to make
America the strongest nation in the world
as we enter the 21 st century.

In the years to come, all of us at Oak
Lawn High School will be going to col
lege or entering the work force. Many of
us will also be able to vote in our First
Presidential Election. It is our responsi
bility to be informed on all of the issues
that affect our country.

Many economic and educational is
sues will affect us and generations to
come. I feel that President Clinton's goal,
to give everyone a chance to go to col
lege, is especially important. It would
give everyone a better chance to achieve
their future goals. Making a college edu
cation attainable to everyone, will only
benefit our country.

708-424-6622

Upper Level Near Carsons

Present this coupon with your valid
student I.D. for your discount!

Various Color and Sizes of Prom Garters, Shawls,
Evening Bags, Charms, and Gloves!

By Shannon Doherty

By Jennifer Trotta

President's plan

When Americans voted on Novem
ber 5, 1996, they decided that President
Clinton would lead us into the 21 st cen
tury. In January, President Clinton gave
the State of the Union Address, discuss
ing education, balancing the budget, and
reforming welfare. Education was the
subject that was most emphasized in his
speech. President Clinton stated, "Ev
ery 8 year old should be able to read.
Every 12 year old should be able to log
on the Internet. Every 18 year old should
be able to go to college. Every adult
should be able to keep on learning."

President linton stated a shocking
fact, 40% of all eight year olds cannot
read. That means that almost half of the
students entering 3rd grade do not know
the fundamentals of reading. Another
major goal that the President has is to
have every school hooked up to the In
ternet by the year 2000. No matter where
the school is located or however large
the enrollment is, he wants them to have
the Internet available to them.

The President would also like to have
2 years of college available to anyone
who wants to attend. Even though the
President has put education high on his
list, he also is emphasizing improving
student discipline. President Clinton
wants to enforce a zero-tolerance disci-

This issue marks the fourth and next
to last issue of the Spartanjte, hard to
believe. The d~ys tum into weeks which
seem to be slipping through our fingers
like the sands oftime (These are the Days
ofOur Lives). I remember this time last
year very clearly.

This time last year began the stress
ful adventure called, preparing for col
lege. It started with the ACT test, which
is probably one of the more important
tests you will take in your life, (no pres
sure on the juniors).

There are a few steps you should fol
low to prepare for this test. First, is sign
ing up for an expensive ACT prep class.
The people who guide this class say it
"will raise your score I to 2 points." This
promise is not always guaranteed. The
class I took administered practice tests
three separate times. Following the test,
the mod.erator went over math, English,
science, and social studies skills and an
swered any specific questions. This al
lowed me to review a lot of things I had
forgotten and most importantly showed
me how to manage my time.

I) I.~
• PROM HEADQUARTERS {I

-Ea 0kmmea~ ,
Evergreen Plaza Shopping Center
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International Club holds bake sale & luncheon
By Patricia eminetta

On March 25th and 26th, the
International lub will hold its
annual Luncheon and Bake ale.

The International lub is an
organization that allows stu
dents of all ethnicities to learn
about and experience the differ
ent cultures around the world.

Both the luncheon and the
bake sale will be held at the
south end of the cafeteria dur
ing all lunch periods.

The invitation to this event
is extended to faculty, stafT, and
OLCHS students. Parents at
tending the Brown Bag Lunch

on March 26th are al 0 invited.
Since the middle of February,

the International lub has
worked extremely hard to plan
this event for OL H . Accord
ing to Nahed obhy, Interna
tional Club member, "We have
had periodic meetings with Ms.
Leable to plan what each stu
dent wants to bring in for the
Bake ale/Luncheon. Iam very
excited, and looking forward to
creating wonderful food for the
students ofOLCH ."

Forthe Bake Sale, which will
be held on Tuesday, March 25th,
a variety of different types of
baked treats will be sold. The

prices will range from $.50 to
$1.00. Just a few of the items
that wi II be old for the Bake Sale
are: flan, a ustard, which comes
from the Philippines; nachos,
which originate from Mexico;
biscuit, a chocolate dipped
cookie, which comes from Italy;
and kolaches, a fruit filled
pastry, that originated from Po
land. Other native baked goods
are: Linzertote, a strawberry tart
from Greece; Harisa, coconut
cake which is an Arabian favor
ite; and scones, an almond treat
with Devonshire Cream that is
treasured in Britian.

On March 26th, the second

part to this event will be held,
the Luncheon. The Lunch is a
complete meal which comes with
a choice of hors d'oeuvres,
salad, entree, side dish, and des
sert. The entire meal costs only
$3.50. Just a few of the items
that will be served are: pizza,
which was created in Italy;
pierogi, a vegetable filled pasta
from Poland; and tamales, a meat
filled com husk, that originated
in Mexico. Other traditional fa
vorites were: csirike paprikas, a
chicken casserole with caraway
noodles, which is from Hun
gary; kottbullar, meatballs and

gravy, a dish created in Sweden;
and kugela, a potato, bacon, and
cheese meal from Lithuania.

"There is a good mixture of
food, and it [Luncheon and
Bake ale] has always been suc
cessful in the past, and I'm sure
it will be this time too," noted
Ms. Leable.

In the words of Mandy
Wegner, International Club
Member, "It is going to be very
exciting to sample all of the dif
ferent foods from other coun
tries. I can't wait to see how all
the hard work is going to pay
off."

Choir performs concert Students receive honors
By Patty Seminetta

Individualism, intensity, and
a love ofnature are all the terms
that could be used to describe
the music that was created dur
ing the time of the Romantic
Period, which occurred during
the 1800's. On March 13th, at
7:30 p.m., the OLCH Treble and
A apella choirs conveyed
these ideas to their audience.

Both A apella and Treble
choirs sang songs that were a
reflection of this time period.
Due to the nature of the music,
singing in different languages
was incorporated into the con
cert.

According to Mrs. Mateer,
choir teacher, "Since the last

concert, both choirs have made
an improvement in the tone qual
ity and the ability to handle
more difficult pieces of music,
which is the key to singing in
different languages."

The Treble choir ang a vari
ety of different songs in differ
ent languages for this year's
concert including: "The Kalanta
of the New Year" in Greek,
"Dedication" in German, and
"Red, Red, Rose" in erman.

AIso performed were "You
Are the New Day" in English
and, "Kyrie" in Latin. For the
song "Kyrie," the pecial honor
of singing a solo was granted
to Brenda Davidson and Camilla
Lenart.

"The choir has to work ex-

tremely hard to make the music
the best it can be," noted Tina
Zwirkowski.

A Capella hoir prepared
seven songs to sing for this
year's concert, which includes:
"Come to Me My Love," "Ja
maican Market Place," "Movin
On," and "Two for the Price of
One." Also included were "Sing
to Me Heaven," "0 Shining
Night" which was sung in Ger
man, and "The Lark" which also
was sung in German.

In the words of Cheryl
Gorman, A apella hoir Stu
dent, "Music is a gift that is ex
pressed through the feeling of
the heart. Hopefully, the whole
choir was able to hare that feel
ing with the entire audience."

Students from the OLCHS
Bands and Choirs participated
in the IH A Solo and Ensemble
Contest held at Richards High
School on Saturday, March 8,
1997. Based on the quality of
their performance, students re
ceived ratings of[ ( uperior) and
II (Excellent).

Those students receiving a
rating of II ( xcellent) were:
Clarinet Duet of Bethany
Hatstat and hari Heda; Mixed
Vocal Duet ofBrenda Davidson
and Jason Rowsey; and Vocal
Solo by Andrea DeVivo, Chris
tina Infusino, Jason Rowsey and
Nicole Zimmerman.

Receiving a rating of I ( upe-

rior) were: Clariner Trio of
Bethany Hatstat, Sheri Heda,
and Dee Judd; Saxophone Quar
tet of Amy Attivissimo, Tori
Grochowski, Tiffany Pohlman
and Matt Wilhelm; Trumpet
Duet of hawn McCalip and
Julie Valentine; Vocal Trio of

heryl Gorman, Naomi Martig
and Jaime Topolski; Vocal Quar
tet of Kristina Caputo, heryl

orman, arrie McGrail and
Margert Webb; Vocal Quartet of
Kristina Caputo, Nicole

holewa, hristina lnfusino and
Margert Webb; Vocal olos by
Melissa Beslic and Anita pero.
oprano Anita pero received

a perfect score for her solo per
formance.

ribs · sandwiches · draft beer

SALE PRICE INCLU DES:
• Tuxedo coat - tails or regular coat
• Tuxedo pants - pleated
• Formal shirt - wing collar or lay down collar
• Cummerbund and Tie - over 175 designs and colors
• Cuff links and studs

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL:
• Formal shoes
• Peg leg pants - baggy, pleated, tapered
• Formal Vest - many designs and colors
• Accent handkerchiefs - to match cummerbund/vest
• FORMAL SHORTS

Casual Dining • Carry-Outs

9115 South Harlem
Brid~eview, IL 60455

(708) 598-2099

7110 West 159th Street
Orland ParR, IL 60462

(708) 429-7575

7440 s. Kin~ery (Rt. 83)
Darien, IL 60561

(630) 920-0211

Phone ahead and we'll have your order ready

11016 South Cicero
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
(708) 423-3530

FORMALWEAR
l/

439 West Ogden
Clarendon Hills, IL 60514

1 Mile West of Rt. 83
(708) 986-1120
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OLCHS Science Students Excel

Front, left to right: athy Gunia, Cheryl Pelayo, Bob Krisik, Dan
Kazmi rczak; Row 2: Tahnee Spatafore, Erika Buy and Catherine
Strom.

English/For. Lang.
Students

English-Foreign Language Students of the Month include (left to
right) Ju'tyna Konczyk, Diana WiJk, Caroline Foley and Jennifer
Vicik. (Not pictured, Lauren Dudko and Nahed Sobhy.)

By Wajeeh alah

To be chosen a science stu
dent of the month, a student
must meet certain standards.
There are four main categories
in which a student must excel.
These include helping out other
students with class work, func
tioning cooperatively in work
groups, having a motivated at
titude toward learning, and hav
ing the ability to accept respon-
ibility for his or her own learn

ing.
Ms. ulek, who is the cience

Department hair, believes that,
"Students enjoy being Science

tudents of the Month. It gets
them thinking about the impor
tance of how they learn ver us
what they learn. Plus, it's really
a lot of fun." As a reward, a
banquet will be held in the ci
ence Department Office, room
261, at 7:30 a.m. the third week
of May for all cience tudents
of the Month.

During the months of No
vember and January, the follow
ing students were Science tu
dents of the Month: heryl
Pelayo and Dave Pedraza, for
Mr. Atkins' Biology and Fr. Bi
ology classes; Tahnee

patafore and Amanda Bark,
for Ms. olby's Chemistry
classes; Mike Jorgen on and
Dan Willis, for Mr. Dzurison's
Fr. Science Foundations and
Topics of Science classes;

Continued on page 5

Front, left to right: Mike Dixon, Amanda Bark, Antony Zoeteman,
Feras El-Ramahi; Row 2: Mike Curran, Sinead Gallen, Dave
Pedraza and Brian Messina.

Outstanding club members
This issue of the partanite, a pecial hon r of being

named, Club Member Qfthe Month, was given to the
most outstanding member of each club who participated
in the activity. The following Club Members Q,fthe
Month are:

heerleading: Amy imenas
JAB: Jennie Burn

VICA: Amy Black
Spartan Guard: Lee McIe

Arnba ador Club: Dawn Dugdale
.A.D.D.: Jackie Gebel

Matheletes: Jason Matusiak
NH : Shannon Doherty

Bowling: Tiffany Pohlman
partanite: Mandy Kutsuli

Ecology lub: Francine Furguiele
AB: Kristi Walsh

Key tub: Nahed obhy
pani h lub: Jose Hernandez
Porn-Pons: Amber Poorman

Pep lub: Amanda amerino

Black Tie

T me to be a Star!

7Prom
FORMALWEAR
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Mathletes take 2nd In Conference
By Nahed Sobhy

On February 5th, the OL H Mathelete team traveled to Brcmen
High School to compete in the conference competition, and took an
outstanding 2nd place. The OLCHS Mathelete Team placed in the
following competitions.
Calculators: lSi place Truth Tables: lSi place

raig Jenson Desiree Bartosiak
Tom Kubicki Lauren Caster
Tom Cronin Bill Korab
Tony Zoeteman Nahed Sobhy
Jason Matusiak Jason Matusiak

"Physics bridges falling down"

Right Triangle Trigonometry: I I place
cott Cosme

Mike Dixon
Luis Gonzalez
Amber Poorman
Ken Tregoning

Linear Funclions: 2nd place
Patty em inetta
Desiree Banosiak
Amanda Ault
Dave Weber
Jason Matusiak

By Wajeeh alah

The annual physics bridge
contest has become a tradition
at Oak Lawn. It was started in
1988 and is still going strong
today. The purpose of the con
test is to determine who can
build the bridge that supports
the greatest amount of weight
and has the highest efficiency
while working under pre-set re
quirements.

Th is year, Stacy
Demonbreun, of Mrs. Halwax's
sixth period physics class, won
the contest. Stacy attended the
twenty-third annual bridge
building contest, which encom-

passes the best bridges from all
over the Chicagoland region, at
the Illinois Institute ofTechno1
ogy (liT) on March 4th.

The qualifying bridges this
year were to be constructed to
the following specifications: a
maximum mass of25 grams, a
minimum length of300 mm, but
a maximum length of400 mm, a
maximum height of 150 mm, a
minimum width of50 mm, but a
maximum width of80 mm, a mid
span clearance ofat least 80 mm,
and a 1.5" PV pipe had to fit
through the entire bridge. All
bridges had to be constructed
from 3/32 inch square cross-sec
tion basswood, which may be

notched, cut, or laminated in
any matter.

Stacy's bridge only had a
mass of24.82 grams, but it held
21 kilograms. Her bridge had an
efficiency of846.1 %. Both sec
ond and third place finishers,
Paul Piwowar and Camilla
Lenart, came from Mrs. Halwax's
third period class. Paul's bridge
had an efficiency of 815.2%,
while Camilla's bridge had an
efficiency of728.7%.

The pamnite would
like to congratulate Stacy, Paul,
Camilla, and everyone else
whose time and effort made this
a very interesting bridge con
test.

The Snart"n;'" would like to congratulatc all the members of the
Mathelete Team. Good Luck next year.

Battle of the Bands

both the E flat soprano clarinet
and the B flat soprano clarinet.
In October, she auditioned us
ing both clarinets at the IMEA
Festival by playing various
pieces of music. She earned 70
out of70 points on both instru
ments and made it to state on
both.

The Spartaoite wishes to
congratulate Sheri on ajob well
done.

Science (cont.)
Catharine trom and Mike
Dixon, for Mr. Maloney's Chem
istry-H and Advanced Biology
Hclasses; Phil Owen and Brian
Messina, for Mr. Lawson's Bi
ology and Fr. Science Founda
tions classes; Dan
Kazmierczak and Antony
Zoeteman, for Mrs. Halwax's
Physics classes; Erika Buys
and Eimon Thwin, for Mr.
Scheman's Fr. Biology-H and Fr.
Science Foundations classes;
Bob Krisik and inead Gallen,
for Ms. Schultz'S Fr. Science
Foundations and Chemistry
classes; Lauren Brockman and
Mike Curran, for Ms. ulek's
Chemistry c1assi Cathy Gunia
and Fera EI-Ramahi, for Ms.
Tadych's Biology and Chemis
try classes.

How exactly does any musi
cian , like Shari, get to All State
Band? In Shari's case, the pro
cess began during her sopho
more and junior year. Shari
earned a place in the IMEA Dis
trict I Band at the Music Festi
val. Then last year atthe end of
the 1995-1996 school year, the
music was provided in order for
the participants to practice all
summer. The music is prepared
by the Illinois Music Educators
Association (IMEA) consisting
of the scales (major and minor),
two etudes (two pieces oflitera
ture from the infamous C. Rose
book-a fast tempo and slower
one) and sight reading.

Throughout the summer,
Shari practiced the music on

Prom (cont.)

prom ever. This is my vow to
"CELEBRATE LIFE" wisely. All
people who sign this pledge will
receive SADD keychain.

Prom d"pn be defined as a for
mal danse. held for a high
school, typi~any near the end
of the academic year. Prom is
the time for dressing up, going
out and having a great time.

orne people even say that prom
is the best part of the high
school year. In the past, drink
ing has ruined many wonderful
nights. Cars can crash and
people can get hurt. The SADD
members and the JCAS are hop
ing that drinking will be reduced
with the pledges.

Band student wins top honors
By Fran Furgiuele

Can you play Weber's Clari
net Concerto No. I? If not, ask
senior hari Heda for help. Just
recently, she received the dis
tinguished honor of making it
to the All State Band. This
places her as one of the best E
flat soprano clarinet players in
all ofthe State of Illinois.

Shari worked very hard to
earn this accomplishment. She
began her music career as a fifth
grader at Hometown Elementary
School and continued through
seventh and eighth grade at
McGugan. Currently at Oak
Lawn, Shari participates in the
Marching Band, Symphony
Band, and Jazz Band.

All three bands have very dif
ferent styles and influences so
the variety ofmusic should suit
just about any musical taste.
From hard rock to classic rock
to alternative, it would be hard
to miss at this year's battle.

The Battle of the Bands be
gins Saturday night, March 22.
The doors open at 7:00 p.m. and
you can expect to hear the first
band at7:30 p.m. The night will
end at I I p.m. The cost to be
part of history in the making is
only a mere $7 or buy tickets
ahead of time for $5. Come on
out for a night of friends, fun
and laughter and maybe you'll
see a band now that in five years
will be as popular as Nirvana or
the Smashing Pumpkins.

ystemsofEqualions: 2nd place
(Juniors)

Scott osme
Fran Furgiuele
Tony Myslinski
Amber Poorman
Ken Tregoning

Logarithmic Applications Orals:
2nd place

Mike Dixon

includes bands comprised of
faces you may recognize and
still others you may not.

Three bands will fight for the
championship title next week
end. The first band, Horses
With No Names, includes six
dedicated members. They are
Anne Lundeen, Mike
Marcinkowski, Jessica
Vasquez, Mike Kowski, Tim
Neuman, and Matt Wilhelm.

"We're like Zeplin ...with a
saxophone," commented
Marcinkowski on the style of
the Horses.

The second band, a bit
smaller but sure to be just as big
a hit is called Tlemiglo. The
members ofthis band are Julian
Arevalo, Bryan Gallagher, and
Kevin Kras.

The third and final band com
peting this year is one that calls
itself Dignan's Web. Members
Jeff Evanchik, Conor
McClowry, Jon Wall, and Brian
Spagnola will surely be great.

Jason Matusiak

onstruction Oral: 2nd place

Systems of Equations: 2nd place
(Freshman)

Eric Lisitza
Susan Stillwell
Brian Messina
Kristin Swedberg
Adam Zwirkowski

By Bethany Hatstat

What could be more fun than
spending a normal boring Sat
urday night with an excited,
pumped-up group of your
peers? Why nothing, unless
staying at home and munching
on decade old cheese puffs is
your idea of a great time.

This school year, sadly
enough, is drawing to a close as
it usually does. And, as is ex
pected, along with the sad ter
mination of the year comes a
whole plethora of mind-bog
gling, heart-pumping events in
cluding, you guessed it, the
Battle of the Bands.

A continuing tradition here at
Oak Lawn Community High
School, the battle brings to
gether some of the most tal
ented, gifted, and sometimes
downright brave musicians who
fight a war using weapons much
different than those used in
World War II. This year's battle
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Dave's favorite part ofhis trip
was working at the ceremony,
because some of the secret ser
vice agents found a suspicious
looking backpack, but it turned
out to be harmless.

Dave's overall view was, "I
had fun and it was a learning
experience."

that they would get to meet the
President.

Dave also commented, "This
experience taught me how the
government works and how
much security is actually
needed to make an area safe for
civilians and dignitaries alike."

Dave Weber (far left) with others from the Civil Air Patrol.

No one in the group, includ
ing Dave, had ever imagined

their bags searched and the
checking of volunteer ID cards.
Then the group was given last
minute instruction on how to
spot bombs and look for armed
persons (other than military per-
onne!).

They then were sent to their
positions. Dave was positioned
only 50 feet from where the
President stood to give his in
auguration speech.

Next came the parade. As
President Clinton walked by,
Dave's group began cheering
and clapping. This must have
caught the President's attention,
because he walked over and
shook their hands.

Dave said, "It all happened
so quickly that I only got to say
'Hi'."

future. Since joining this elite
group, Dave has moved him elf
up to the rank of First
Lieutentant.

Dave was one of the lucky
few from the Civil Air Patrol
chosen to help with crowd con
trol at the inauguration cer
emony and parade.

On Saturday, January 18, the
Civil Air Patrol officers boarded
a United Airlines flight on their
way to Washington D.C. When
they arrived at D.C., the first
thing the group did was a little
sightseeing before being briefed
on their assignments.

On Monday, January 20,
Dave and his whole group went
through several security checks
in order to enter the area where
the day's events would take
place. These included walking
through metal detectors, having

oc1Student6 in the Spothrtht
oc1Sophomore meet6 pre6ident

By Amanda Ault
Most of us have a hard

enough time keeping the peace
in our house or with our friends.
Just imagine that you are in
charge of keeping the peace for
thousands of American citi
zens.

This i exactly what Dave
Weber, an Oak Lawn sopho
more, experienced on January
20,1997.

Dave had a unique experience
that most people will never ex
perience in a lifetime. Dave was
in Washington D.. working
crowd control for the Presiden
tial inauguration.

Two years ago, Dave joined
a group called the Civil Air Pa
trol. The Civil Air Patrol is a
group of young people who
have an interest in flying and
wish to join the Air Force in the

have different levels and ranks.
When a young boy starts out he
is in Cub Scouts. Cub Scouts
rank as Tiger Cubs, Bobcats,
Wolves, Bear, Weblos, and the
highest rank ofCub Scouts; the
Arrow of Light. Moving on to
the Boy Scouts the ranking is
different. Boy Scouts are
ranked as couts, Tenderfoot,

econd Class, First Class, Star,
Life and the highest rank of
Eagle Scout.

As a scout, meetings are held
weekly where troop business is
discussed. During "patrol cor
ner" scouts discuss activities,
sing and participate in flag cer
emonies.

Mary Rose Moses at a recent
barrel racing competition.

lege courses in training and
breaking horses. Finally she
wants to raise and ride horses
professionally.
Congratulations and Good Luck,
Maryrose! Sounds like you
have an exciting future ahead of
you.

Cont. pg 7

Pete a Boy cout of 10 years.
has met all the ranks ofa scout.
is a brotherhood member of the
Order of Arrow, and will soon
become a brotherhood member
with Vigil Honor.

While almost an Eagle coul,
there are requirements for Pete
to meet: earn 22 merit badges;
participate 4 months as a First

lass cout, 6 months as a Star
cout, 6 months as Life cout;

demonstrate leadership skills
and scout spirit. Finally appli-

By Holly Marie Lisitza

Scout are like any type of
service, military or army. They

competitions she plans on en
tering. On March 9, she entered
the second show of the peed
Show eries; and when the Ap
paloosa Horse National & World
Championships, National Barrel
Horse Association's Champion
ships Tours, and the National
Barrel Horse Association's
World Championships begin
she plans on attending them as
well.

A handful of weekend shows
are also on her agenda, and af
ter she graduate from high
school she plans on taking a
year off from college and join
ing a professional rodeo.

She also plans on taking col-

Boy couts and Girl couts
are two organizations th eem
to have grasped the nation's at
tention. Many young people
join these organizations and ei
ther they stick with it or drop
out. But why? Why be a scout?

Oak Lawn junior, Pete
Benes, has expressed his dedi
cation to scouts by joining in the
second grade and sticking with
it all the way to the pre ent! He
is now on his way to reaching
the highest level and honor in
scouts. Pete is soon to become
an Eagle Scout.

In order to understand this
dedication and the honors it
brings, one must first know
what being a Boy cout is all
about.

Boy Scouts, a non-profit or
ganization. allows a boy to leam
political history, life skills and
the necessities to be a perfect
citizen. Thi organization be
gan in England in 1907 by Lord
Baden Powell and wa brou'ght
over to the state in 1908.

ontinued on page 7

The main thing that
the web is used for is the trans
mission of text. Writing skills
become apparent. One can tell
a lot about a person based upon
the grammar of the text that is
used. The expected audience,
or the people who are expected
to visit your site, shou Id be
taken into consideration as far
a the difficulty of the language
used. On a site like mine, it
shows that I take pride in what I
write. Many essays that 1have
written for school are on the
web, for anyone who wishes to
view them.

and no work, because it's not.
Almost everyday Maryrose
goe to Daghem Acres table
to practice. There she also
works a a trail guide.

Maryrose started riding
horses when she was only three,
after her father had taken her on
a pony ride. Ever since then,
she has known what she
wanted to do, horseback ride.

Maryrose has four different
horses. One is an Appaloosa
named Wapeavey's Lady Rose.

he ha two quarter horses: one
named Pa amante Bar Money
and the other named I'm a Smok
ing Gun. The fourth is a thor
oughbred named lero-N-Bal
ance.

There are still many other

The Web is becoming
a multimedia sensory experi
ence. For example, some people
incorporate musical composi
tion files into their pages. When
you access a page like mine,
music plays through your com
puter speakers. One can even
write his own music, or record
hi own voice for playback us
ing RealAudio. Tony
loeteman' web page bid you
"good bye" u ing a RealAudio
clip.

A good deal of the graphics
used on personal web pages is
copied from other sites. Copy
right laws are essentially thrown
out upon connection to the
Internet. Tony loeteman, an
Oak Lawnjunior, has a web site
that shows one can copy graph
ics from others' sites for use on
their own page. For example,
Tony copied a graphic of a
captial 'E' with the word mail ro
tating around the letter from my
web page.

One can view a computer
generated graphic that empha
sizes other links on both of our
pages. Text can be changed into
a graphic for special effects pur
poses.

endless, with a good graphics
program. Remember that majes
tic scene of the ocean that your
dad walked into as you were
snapping the photo? It is no
problem, because you can sim
ply edit it to take him out. Gino
Fricano, an Oak Lawn junior,
used graphic altering to take a
garbage can out ofan otherwise
perfect panorama shot of
Buckingham Fountain.

each state were invited to come
and compete.

For the competition each
rider was allowed to ·decorate
his or her own horse. I doing
so, Maryrose used tempora
paints, glitter and different hair
dyes on her horse to make her
horse look great for the compe
tition.

While there was no competi
tion for the best looking horse,
Maryrose took 29th place out
of200 competitors in her com
petition.

After the competition was
over instead of a usual dance
for all the racers, there was a
Halloween party on horseback.
The party was aired on ESPN 2.

Don't think that this is all fun

Graph ic design is a
major factor involved in the pro
cess of making a web page
appealling for others to view.

canners have opened up an
easy way to add great graphics
to any page. Once canned, the
pictures can b altered; however
they fit the best on your pro
duction. The possibilities are

By Tony My linski

By Cathy trom
Ilave you ever won a compe

tition? Well, if not, you could
live vicariously through OLCHS
very own Maryrose Moses.

Maryrose competes every
weekend at barrel racing and has
won a room full of trophies,
buckles, and plaques.

Barrel racing is a form of
horse racing where the horse is
raced at a breakneck speed
around aeries of barrels placed
in the center of the racing arena.

From October 25 to Novem
ber 2, 1996, Maryrose spent time
in Augusta, where she had ac
cepted an invitation to be a part
of the National Barrel Horse
Association's World ompeti
tion. The best barrel racers from

Web design is a form of ex
pression that anyone with ac
cess to the Internet should at
tempt to do. An assortment of
personal homepages thrive on
the web. Many Oak Lawn stu
dents have been producing their
pages through home access,
bringing this knowledge to
school to share with
others. Each page is com
pletely different, being forms
created by individuals that re
main unique. This design ofweb
pages encompasses many dif
ferent media, such as graphic
design, writing technique, color
array, computer language pro
gramming, musical endeavour,
and logical processes.
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By Holly Marie Lisitza

VVhen one hear the phrase
'Blues music' s/he may think of
sad and depressing songs. Well
that's not so. The blue, by defi
nition, are a type of song writ
ten in characteristic melancholy
words and yncopated
rhythms.

Sounds like a bunch of
mumbo,jumbo, right? VVell it's
not, and to help to achieve a bet
ter understanding of the Blues;
Shirley King, the daughter of the
Blues king B.B. King, paid a visit
to Oak Lawn in effort to teach
what the Blues are about and
how they relate to other types
of music.

The blues is a types of music
which consists of 12 or 16 bars
with a certain chord progres
sion. Many blues musicians

explain their music as an expres
sion of feeling and emotion. To
them it is a reflection of
someone's life experience.

The blue were developed in
the South in the J890's. Back
then the Blue were called Folk
music and it wa usually played
on cotton plantations. This de
velopment of music was also
African-American resistance to
white domination, and a form of
communication in slave com
munities.

There were quite a few influ
ences on the development of
blues as well. Influences such
as the "griot", spiritual or reli
gious beliefs, secular songs and
archoolies.

Griots were talented west
African musicians and folklor
ists who preserved the history
and traditions of their tribes

through songs and stories.
piritual influences were

those of religious songs calling
for deliverance from oppres
sion, hard hips and suffering,
while expressing hope for a
brighter future.

Secular songs that influ
enced the blues are those folk
songs that made fun of planta
tion authority figures, criticized
white society and slavery, told
ofas escape, complained about
someone publicly, or exposed
someone's behavior to the en
tire slave community.

Also influencing the blues,
were archoolies. Archoolies
was music sung with instru
ments made up of whoops,
hollers, calls and cries. This was
also a part of traditional music
ofVVest African tribes.

The blues not only had many

influence, but a few different
places of origin, depending on
the style of blues.

The Delta Blues emerged from
the farmland on either side of
the Mississippi River from
Memphis south to Vickburg.

East Texas Blues began as
work songs among prisoners in
the Texas prison system.

While, Urban Blues began
when black workers migrated
north and record companies
began to record what they
heard.

Blues musicians sing to tell
about times in their lives, rela
tionships, traveling, stories with

a moral message, social com
mentary, poverty, prisons, injus
tice, unemployment, hard times,
or anyth ing that is a part of the
singer' experience.

"The blues are not antique,
but are indeed for both the old
and the young," commented
Ms. King. "The Blues are the
roots on the tree from which all
mu ic branches off. R&B,jazz,
sou I and rock-n-roll are all
branches on the tree from which
the blues are the roots of."

Fortunate forOLCHS, Blues
musician hirley King came to
teach the freshman and other
students all that is behind the
Blues.

By Melanie Fitzgibbons

Jazz music is one type ofmu
sic that most young people
know very little about. One rea
son may be that they cannot re
late to the music, and another
maybe that they do not under-
tand it.

Jazz was created in New York
by black musicians who were
virtually unknown outside the
city. These musicians combined
VVestem music with the rhythms
and melodies of African music
to create a type of music that
Americans had never heard be
fore. This music was character
ized by syncopation (putting
rhythmic stress on the normally
weak beats in the measure) and

unusual intonation.
There are three basic types

ofjazz: swing, cool and bebop.
Swing, usually played by big

bands, is used for dancing. The
tempo of swing songs are very
fast and the same riff is used
many times throughout the
song.

Cool jazz was one ofthe most
important styles of the 1950's.
Cool is like swing in that they
both are carefully organized, but
cool doesn't use much riffing.
Cool jazz also uses instruments
such as the French hom, flute,
and baritone sax.

Bebop on the other hand, is
played in small ensembles and
empathized solos. Bebop has
very complex rhythm and irregu-

lar phrasing. It takes a lot of
listening skills to listen to
bebop and it is unsuitable for
dancing because of its erratic
rhythms.

One of the most successful
jazz musicians was Duke
Ellington. Ellington was a pia
nist, orchestra leader and a pro
lific composer. From 1927 to
1931, Ellington broadcast live
from the otton Club in Harlem.
This in tum made him a celeb
rity. Many great jazz musicians
got their start playing in
Ellington's orchestra. Their ex
cellence and unique sound won
them a reputation as the finest
orchestra in jazz. Ellington
wrote more than 1,000 pieces

and several movie scores dur
ing his musical career.

Another great jazz musician
was Charlie Parker, a saxophon
ist. His music had one of the
greatest influences on bebop
jazz. Parker played in both big
bands and small jazz groups, but
he liked small jazz groups bet
ter. Charlie Parker and Dizzey
Gillespie made the first bebop
recordings.

During the "Roaring Twen
ties" hicago became a major
center for jazz music. After
VVorld ar I many blacks had
moved t \ the Northern cities
and broultht their jazz music.
VVhite people in the city heard
this music and grew to like it.

The Pekin Inn on State Street
was and is a popular place for
jazz musicians to perform.
VVhether you know it or not,
OLCH has a jazz band of its
very own. It's part of the fine
arts program here and contains
about 25 musicians. They play
at various jazz festivals and
other events in the area. Re
cently, they participated in ajazz
festival at New Trier High

chool. If anyone is intere ted
in hearing the OLCHS jazz band
perform, there is a jazz concert
on April 10, 1997.

Jazz music is rarely under-
tood by young people today.

Hopefully now some have a
better understanding of what
jazz is all about.

Web ~ont.)

By Katie Truty

Music has been a part of his
tory for many centuries. It has
gone from being special occa
sion entertainment to a part of
everyday lives. Before there
was rap, before there was heavy
metal, even before here was
country...there was c1as ical.

Even today, the music of
Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and
Chopin is considered beautiful
and unique. It is from these
early works that the basis of
music has come.

Classical music does not have

Some web pages use
more than text and graphics to
create an interactivity that was
otherwise not possible. Pro
gramming languages, built ex
clusively for use of networks
such as the Internet, aid the web
designer in adding special func
tions and allowing the user to
interact with the web page.

urfing is no longer a pas
sive experience. On my web
page, certain graphics change
when the user puts the mOll e

to be over one hundred years
old. There is a division ofclas
sical called "contemporary",
which means the music has been
written recently, although it is
still classical. Classical music is
simply written for instruments
that are not electric.

Music played in ymphony
Band is interpreted like classi
cal music. There is no jazz beat
and no swing. The same mark
ings on classical pieces, such
as crescendos and fortissimos,
are also read in the pieces
played by the band. The band
even takes music theory to learn

over them. A cartoon dinosaur
at the top of my page winks at
you when you put the cursor
over him.

Many people are pio
neering these new technologies.
Mass communication is enabled
by web pages. They show a
great deal about the person who
created them. reativity and
knowledge are shown to a high
degree through a per on's web
page.

how to read and interpret these
age-old musical symbols.

The band here at Oak Lawn
also uses many of the same in
struments that are played in
classical pieces. Orchestras use
string instruments, while sym
phonies do not; hence the name
Symphony Band. There are no
violins or harps in Oak Lawn's
band. But there are flutes, trom
bones, trumpets, clarinets, and
a full percussion section. The
bands are composed of a brass
section, a woodwind section
and percussion, no string sec
tion.

Band practices are con
ducted much like symphony re
hearsals. Each player sits with
his instrument section. The in
struments tune with each other
and warm up. Music is directed
by the director, who decides
how fast the piece should be
played and how it should be
read.

For instance, the larger the
director's arm movements, the
louder the music should be. If
the director conducts using
short, choppy movements,
chances are that music should

cation is made and reviewed.
Scouts are also required to plan
a project that helps the commu
nity.

VVhen asked how scouts has
affected Pete's life he re
sponded, "I have to watch my
self at times, so as not to break
any rules that would be rather
serious to break. I help people
at all times, and try my hardest.
AI 0 I know that I can do any
thing and have the leadership
kills to lead a group into any-

be played softly and the notes
should be separated.

The great composers centu
ries ago gave us the foundation
from which music is made today.
It is from Bach and Beethoven
that we learned that notes
should sound pleasant. It is
from Dvorak and Chopin that we
learned there should be har
mony.

It is from them also that music i
the way it is today, and the mem
bers ofthe Symphony Bands are
happy to play it.

thing."
While working his way to an

agle cout, Pete has also
helped others to see the good in
scouts and encourages others to
join.

n March 26 Pete has his
board review, and then his ap
plication will be sent to the na
tional board before becoming
an offical scout.

Good luck Pete and
ongratuations!



College
By Rita Murino

Corner
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Career Corner
University ofChjca~o

Location: Chicago, Illinois
Type ofInstitution: University; private control
Enrollment: Between 3,001 and 7,000; Coeducational
Tests Required: SAT or ACT accepted
Tuition: $19,875; Room and Board: $7,258;
Average Books Expenses: $1000; Required Fees: $318
Graduates: Over 50% of students graduated go on for higher

education
Major Programs of Study: Area Studies, Biological Sciences,

Foreign Languages, Mathematics,
Physical Sciences, Pre-Professional
Preparation (Not Professional
Degrees) and Social ciences.

DePaul University
Established: 1898
Location: Chicago, Illinois
Type of Institution: Private University Affiliated with the

Roman Catholic Church
Enrollment: 17,133
Tests Required: SAT or ACT.
Tuition: $12,750-$15,000 per year ( 1996-1997)
Room and Board: $3,000-$5,000
Books: $600 (school's estimate)
Major Programs of tudy: Accountancy,Business

Administation, Biological
Sciences, Comparative Lit
erature, Environmental Sci
ences, Italian, Nursing,
Religious Stu_<li~Sl and Ap
plied Music/Perf«mance.

\\
Northeastern Illinois University

Established: 1961
Location: Illinois
Type ofInstitution: Public University
Enrollment: 10,272
Tests Required: ACT test score of 19 or rank in top half of a se-

condary school. Minimum of2.5 GPA
Tuition: $2,040 per year (out-of-state resident, $6, 120)
Housing: None
Books: $624
Major Programs of Study: Anthropology, Biology, Economics,

Political cience, Accounting, Man
agement, Elementary Education, In
ner City Studies, and Special
Education.

Compiled by Anthony Cerceo

VETERINARIAN

The veterinarian deals with pets, livestock, sporting and laboratory animals, and protect
humans against various diseases carried by animals. Veterinarians perform numbers ofactivities for
animals from diagnosing medical problems to performing surgery. As of 1990, 47,000 veterinarians
were in practice, and the number is expected to increase through 2005.

In order to become a vet, a person must be licensed, and also have a Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine degree from an accredited college of veterinary medicine. It is also necessary to pass a
State board examination. The standard D.V.M. degree requires a minimum of six years of college,
consisting of at least two years preveterinary studies, and a four year veterinary program.

New veterinarians working in private practices earned an average salary of$27,000 in 1990.
Experienced vets earn between $50,000 and $100,000 a year. alaries for veterinarians working for the
federal government start at $3 I, I 16 a year as of 1991 .

Other occupations that are related to the veterinary field include zoologists and veterinary
technicians. For additional information, write to American Veterinary Medical A ociation, 1931 N.
Meacham Rd., Suite 100, Schamburg, IL 60 173-4360.

COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE PILOTS

A commercial airplane pilot flies for various carriers, such as United, American, TWA, etc.
Pilots, by law, cannot fly more than 100 hours a month. However, the majority of these flights involve
layovers away from home. Work schedules are often irregular. As of 1990, there were 90,000 civilian
pilots in the United States. That number is largely based on the economy. During a recession, for
example, the risk for a pilot to be laid offis high.

All pilots must be certified and have a valid license issued by the FAA. To qualify for this
license, an applicant must have 20/20 vision, good hearing, good health, and no physical handicaps
that could impair his or her performance. An applicant must pass a written test.

The average salary is $80,000 a year. A pilot can make more money doing international and
night flights.

For additional information, contact Future Aviation Profe sionals of America, 4291 J. Me
morial Dr., Atlanta, GA 30032 or call l-800-JET-JOBS.

OPTOMETRISfS

Optometrists provide people with solutions to various eye problems. They diagnose prob
lems and care for eye disease. An optometrist can work in either a public or private office. As of 1990,
optometrists held about 37,000 jobs.

Every state, as well as the District of Columbia requires that optometrists be licensed. Ap
plicants for this license must have a Doctor ofOptometry degree from a certified optometry school,
and a person must also pass a written and clinical State board examination. In 47 of the 50 states, an
optometrist must continue his/her education to renew his/her license. The Doctor of Optometry
degree r£\.juires completion of a four year program at an optometry school, preceded by at least two
or three years of preoptometric study at a college or university

A newly graduated optometrist can expect an average salary of$45,000.
Related occupations include dentists and audiologists. For additional information, write to

American Optometric Association, Educational Services, 243 North Lindberg Blvd., St. Louis, MO
63141.

No DouQt
Moraine Valley Community College is the Smart Choice

You can join other students who benefit from:

Classes guaranteed to transfer to four-year
colleges and universities
Comprehensive career training programs

Caring faculty

Excellent job placement

Affordable tuition

To find out why Moraine Valley is the smart choice
for you, call (708) 9H-'.iJ'j'j (TT/TOO for
speech or hearing impaired 708974-9556),
We'd like to hear from you.

r r., Moraine Valley
; ~ ~ Community College
10900 S 88th Ave.. Palos Hills. IL 604650937

ViSit Moraine Valley on the World Wide Web
htrp://www.moralne.(.ll.us

An ACT score IS nOI required 10 allend Moraine Valley

Choosing
a college
By Rita Murino

Choosing the right college to
attend after high school is one
of the most important decisions
of a student's life.

Mrs. Carlson, OLCHS coun
selor, suggests that when decid
ing on a college make sure the
learning environment is com
fortable.

There are several steps to fol
low when deciding on a college.
First, an application is required;
but before filling it out, read all
instructions twice, and then fol
low them exactly. Applications
can be obtained from the coun
seling office.

Second, all deadlines must be
checked out and met by the as
signed date. Deadlines can vary
from college to college.

Third, make sure all ACT and
AT cores are included with

the application.
Fourth, recheck the applica

tion for correctness and neat
ness. When finished with the
application, begin the essays on
a practice heet of paper. Make
a copy of the application for fu
ture reference.
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Leo (July 22-August 22): Don't
be shy, speak your mind. There
is always someone listening.

pend less time with new
friends, and more time getting
to know old one.

Virgo (August 23- eptember
22): Making enemies is easier
than you think. Face your fears,
because running from them will
never solve them.

Libra ( eptember 23-0ctober
23): Peer pressure is growing
trong. Learn to ay"no." At

tempt to give up a bad habit.
Keep eyes open for secret ad
mirer.

corpio (October 24-Novem
ber 21): pend more time Iis
tening to others' problems and
less time complaining about
your own.

the movie. This new footage
has been so well received be
cause the new effects are im
provements on a classic movie.
It is like adding a new coat of
wax to a '63 orvette.

The Star War Trilogy is ev
erywhere in our ociety today.
People are con tantly quoting
famous lines from the movie,
and buying related merchandise
like crazy. It is almost impos-
ible to avoid tar Wars today,

from the tie-ins to Mexican fast
food products, to the rumor of
a wookie running loose in our
school. I think that Bart

impson summed up the feel
ings toward tar Wars best,
when he said, "There are no
good wars, with the following
exceptions; The American
Revolution, World War II, and
The tar Wars Trilogy."

(708) 636-3077 I

Pisces (February 19-March 20):
An old wish comes true.
Younger kids look up to you so
watch what you do. Take a risk
because you have nothing to
lose.

agittariu (November 22-De
cember 21): Good time for in
credible luck. Your personal
ity shines, but don't fall in love
with yourself.

Capricorn (December 22
January 19): Get in touch with
a forgotten friend. Attendance
is your first step towards getting
better grades.

Aquariu (January 20-Febru
ary 18): More of your thinking
appears to revolve around your
self. Remember that you aren't
the center of everything.

ony re twood, and wa
blown away by the trilogy on
the big screen. Although the
new footage was minimal, ev
eryone in the theater was capti
vated when the new scenes lit
up the screen. There is just
something about tar Wars that
leaves everyone in a state of
awe. Perhap it i the way that
the movies appeal to audiences
ofall ages. During the opening
scene of each movie, I could
hear parents reading the
storyline to their children. Al
though I wa annoyed with the
the simultaneous rambling of
over thirty parents interrupting
my enjoyment of the movie, it
just go~ to show that the magic
of Star \'\{ars reaches everyone.
My jaw litfopped wide open
when I saw'ilie grating of the
Millennium Falcon's engines,
which is just a small addition to

Specializing In:
+Web Design +Computer Upgrades
+Custom systems +Buyers support

+Software Education
thecooI1@ix.netcom.com http://www.netcom.com/~thecooI1/compexpert.html

By Mandy Kutsuli

Aries (March 21-April 19):
Focus on basic necessities.
New love blossoms with a Li
bra, or a familiar shadow from
your past.
Tauru (ApriI20-May 20): e
crets are best kept to your elf.
News you've been waiting for
finally arrives, but affects you
differently than you expected.
Gemini (May 21-June 21):
Work that is put off now will
be back to haunt you in the fu
ture. etting high standards for
yourself will prove successful
if you give it your all.
Cancer (June 22-July 22):
Your doubts can be overcome
by taking action, but take re
sponsibility for all your actions.
Reunite with an old friend.

ICompExpe.-t

:Jhe power 01the Jorce
By Tom Jodelka

Not that long ago, in this very
galaxy, three movies were re
leased that would change the
entertainment industry forever.
These three movies are of
course, The tar Wars Trilogy,
which have made science fic
tion movies much more popu
lar, and have raised audience
expectations for quality special
effects. Unless you have been
living in a cave on the outskirts
of civilization, with your back
to the outside of the cave, and
your eyes closed underneath a
rock, you would know that in
honor of the 20th anniversary
of "A New Hope," George
Lucas re-released The tar
Wars Trilogy with renewed spe
cial effects and new footage.

I saw these three movies in
side three sold-out theaters at

Another good song off E&
covering the Satellites is
Goodnight Elisabeth. Talking
about the qualms of every day
life in laymen's terms,
Goodnight Elisabeth might be
the most original track the

ounting rows have done to
date. With slow lyrics and fan
tastic music it is a song that truly
deserves to by mentioned.

Recovering the Satellites
also sports a slew of other de
cent to fair songs that make for
the typical modem rock album.
With a few exceptions this al
bum is overall dull and bland
to the senses of a mature music
listener. There are far too many
instances when the songs seem
to have been borrowed from
other classic hits. On the other
hand, the CD has some bright
spots, none worth savoring or
any near worth spending money
on.

Counting Crowj not recovering

Jeature

By Jim Horvath

Name: Pete Georgitsis
Birthplace: hicago
Astrological ign: Libra
Marital tatu ': ingle (engaged)
College Attended: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Degree: Bachelor of cience in Teaching of Mathmatics
Years I Have Been Teaching: First year teaching

la se I Teach: Geometry, Algebra, Fundamentals of Algebra
If I Wasn't A Teacher I'd Be: A police officer
My Idea Of A good tudent I : One who is self-motivated and
understands that education is their avenue for a good life
I Can't ay "No" To: Pastachio and Baklava
If I Could Travel Anywhere It Would Be: Greece, to see where
my parents were born
My First Car: Plymouth Horizon
My First Paying Job: Cutting Lawns
The Last Good Book I Read: Sacred Hoops, by Phil Jackson
I'd Give Anything To Meet: My Dad's father
My Advice To Teenager: Get your career established, it is the
most important aspect of your life. After that, everything else you
need and de ire for happiness in your life will fall into place.

After nearly a five year hia
tus, the ounting rows are
making a comeback, with their
new release, Recovering the
Satellelites. Recovering the
Satellelites is a fourteen track

o boasting the writing and
inging talent of Adam Duritz

the band's leading man. Known
for his long, fuzzy dreadlocks
that have become synonomous
with the group's image, he has
written two of the bands hits
from their 1993 album, Augyst
and Everything After.

His first single, A Long De
~, features a barrage of
both a piano and guitar solo
performed by himself and fel
low members David Bryson and
Dan Vickey, respectively. A.
Long December has a heavy
bar sound to it, keeping their
original style that started in L.A.

BUY ONE
PIZZA

BREAD
AND GET

ONE FREE!

1;.;;::p~U?\
RESTAURANT

636-7200
87th &

PULASKI

HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday

11 :00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11 :00 a.m. to Midnight

U Located
(708) 636-7200 in the

;;~ --~.;. Horneto~n EXPIRES 4130197
~P'" Shoppmg With Coupon Only.
,. Center Not Valid With

DINE-IN \ Other Offers. J
~~W ,---~
DEUVERY 4102 Southwest Highway

WE DEUVER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
Hometown,
Evergreen Park,
Burbank, Oak Lawn
& Chicago

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

424-6010

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30
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not matter if runners Ashraf
Rabah, Jason Doguim, Eric
Edquist, Chris Amato, Chad
Zeilenga, and associates can
continue to bring home victory
after victory.

Ifyou feel that you have what
it takes to bring home a victory,
hard work, determination, and
school pride, why not tryout
for the track team yourself? It
could not do any harm, unless
you consider a strong and
healthy body a bad thing. Come
on out and cheer your fellow
classmates to victory as the
boys' Spartan track races 10 the
top.

While the track team seems
to be low on numbers they hope
to rely on talent and their abil
ity to tough it out to take con
ference this year.

tion to the Frosh/Soph level.
Lauren Ward, Gina Rogers,

and Vicki Davis make up the
hurdles team coached by Mr.
Maloney. While the hurdles
team seems to be low on num
bers, they are high in skill and
speed and hope to maximize
their talents to lead them to vic
tory.

Coaching the shotput and dis
cus team is Mr. Robinson. Jun
ior Laura Henke leads the team
right now. Michelle
Matuszewski, Diana
Wroblewski, Desiree Bartosiak
and Amy Bark also contribute
to the team.

Johnson. Coach Johnson is in
charge of getting all the long
distance runners into shape for
their respective events.

With the indoor track season
already underway, and the out
door season just around the
corner, the partan boys are
looking to gain respect in their
conference. The Spartans are a
bit undermanned this year in the
number of participants they
have running for them, but that
will not stop them from doing
their best as always.

The number of runners, as
well as varsity experience will

iors, Jeanette Lemrise, Mandy
Wagner, Amy Felton, and
Nicole Garret, must step up and
face the challenge ofbeing team
leaders. It doesn't seem like that
will be a problem with so many
sophomores and freshmen to
stand behind them and support
them. Freshmen Jodie Dailey,
April Osmanski, and Vicki
Davis are there to fill in the
Frosh/Soph team races.

Heading the sprinting team is
Coach Michaels. The team is
led by juniors Chris Mensching,
Stacey Demonbreun, Jenel
Murray, and Sabrina Beek, all
juniors.

The sophomores hope to fill
in the gaps on the Varsity level
with Kathy Wilczek, Cory
Dignan, and Lauren Ward. The
only freshman, Becky Pentz,
hopes to make a good contribu-

The Lady Spartan track team
has begun another season this
year. With the official practices
starting around late January,
coaches, Lockwood, Michaels,
Johnson, Maloney, and
Robinson, have gotten together
what seems to be an excellent
team for this season. With their
first meet on March 6 (results
not available at press time) at
Fenton High School, the team
looks promising despite hav
ing only a small number ofath
letes on the team.

With the distance team being
guided by Coach Johnson, it
seems to be a promising season
for the distance runners. With
the injury of Casey Bennet, the
only senior on the team, the jun-

By Sam Wenzel

"Runners take your posi
tions. Ready! Set! Go!" The
boys' Spartan track team is off
to a running start this year.
Coached by Mr. Lockwood Mr.
Johnson, and Mr. Robinson,
this year's boys' track team is
looking to race to the top of the
conference standings. Coach
Lockwood is the head coach for
the boys' partan track team
once again this year, and Coach
Robinson has the task ofcoach
ing the shot-putters. New to the
team this year is Coach

Track takes their mark
Girls Track
By Chad Zeilenga

Boys Track

Coaches
Corner
Name: Vince Kasley
Sports coached at Oak Lawn:
Sophomore Football, Assistant
Varsity Basketball, Sophomore
Baseball
High school attended:
O.L.C.H.S.
Sports played in high school: Football, Basketball, Baseball
Favorite Sport: Baseball
Favorite pro athlete and why: Ozzie Guillen, White Sox short
stop; Reasons:
I. I'm a White Sox fan.
2. I played for the same position.
3. My favorite number is 13 (Ozzie's number).
4. He has a great attitude when he plays.
5. He was a Rookie of the Year
6. He is a great defensive player.
If you could be any athlete, who would you be: Ozzie Guillen
Favorite sports teams: Bears, Bulls, White Sox, and any team
that plays the.Cubs
Who influenced you to coach: I like Phil Jackson and Robert
Montgomery Knight.
Last good sport movie you have seen: Field of Dreams--It was
my first date with my wife.
What do you think it takes to be a good athlete: positive atti
tude, open mindedness, team player, selflessness
If you could meet any athlete, alive or dead, whom would it
be: Since I have already met Ozzie (Guillen] I would like to meet
Michael Jordan--because he's the best basketball player ofall time.
All time favorite concession stand food: Kosher Dog from
Comiskey Park
Colleges attended: Moraine Valley Community Colleu and Chi
cago State University
Sports played in college: basketball and baseball
Hobbies: Coaching

••••*••••
What motivates the athlete?

Soccer kicks off

higher. Now athletes aren't
thought ofmuch like that. Kids
would rather be going to the
mall or getting a job."

Coach Mayer has always
liked competition, which is why
he alway was involved in ath
letics.

Playing sports was some
thing that Coach Kestler could
excel in while still being around
her friends, which is why she
played actively throughout high
school. It's probable that each
of these coaches got more from
playing sports than a trophy or
a plaque and that's why each has
decided to coach students now.

Sports seem to have a vari
ety of benefits for anyone who
engages in them. Maybe stu
dents want to be near their
friends. It could be the recog
nition or the sense of being a
part ofsomething. It's also con
ceivable that athletes have their
own physical condition on their
mind. Of course, it might also
have something to do with the
sense of accomplishment one
gets from knowing that he's try

ing his best.

keeps them healthy, active, and
in good physical shape. But are
those all those the benefits to
playing a sport? Not according
to Brian "Gus" Williams, a foot
ball player from the junior
class. "Football gives me per
sonal satisfaction.

wimmer Pete Benes says he
joined the team not on Iy be
cause it's a good workout. "I
wanted to have something to
put on my Oak LawuJacket,"
he explains. Apparently there's
more behind going out for a
sport than staying in shape,
huh?

So does history really repeat
itself? Most of our very own
Oak Lawn High School coaches
were once athletes themselves,
each with his own reason for
playing sports. Coach "Robbie"
Robinson stated that when he
was in high school joining ath
letics allowed him to "fit in" and
"made high school more enjoy
able." Kids don't enjoy sports
as much these days. Back then
you were way on top if you
were an athlete, and ifyou were
a good one, you were held even

Being a member ot a more
self-oriented sport, Jason
Doguim, a junior on the track
team, looks at sports under a
somewhat different light.
"Track keeps me in shape while
still challenging me. It teaches
me to push myself."

A senior on the girls' volley
ball team, Mandy Zeien plays
simply because she likes the
sport. "A lot of my friends are
on the team, plus it helps me to
stay in shape."

Chris Beyer, who plays on
the basketball team, agrees that
he stays in good shape through
basketball conditioning and
practice, and by using the
equipment in the weight room.

Even newcomers to OLCH
have reasons behind going out
for a particular sport. Mike
Valentine, freshman wrestler,
says, "Wrestling is a good
workout that keeps me in shape.
Besides that, I've gotten to know
a lot ofthe people ofaII classes."

It seems although every ath
lete feels playing sports only
benefits them differently, they
are all united in realizing that it

*~!~~RLD~!~Q
,*"WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE" '*708-458-CARS

.~ ,V"~r'1-~ (2277)

question is what drives an ath
lete to go to grueling practices
day after day. If "winning isn't
everything," what other benefits
persuade an ath lete to tra in
daily, suffer through losses, and
constantly put forth his best ef
fort at any given moment?

" ports keep you active,"
Michelle Casey, senior cheer
leader, explains. "Being in a
sport keeps you in the school,
in a sense. You get a sense of
belonging and being a part of
something."

Another goal Mr. Rita guar
antees is 8 wins in conference.
"The large improvement will
come from the girls." Mary
Pasquarella, co-captain of the
team last year, states, "Coach
Rita will be a valuable asset to
the team. I know he will make
the girls work up to their full
potentiaL"

So if you have nothing to do
during those beautiful spring
days, come out to the field and
watch these terrific girls play.

changes. Rita is waiting for a
huge turnout of girls on the
team this year and is also set
ting a variety of goals.

One goal Mr. Rita is going
to push is to make the girls work
as a team. "When a team works
together that's when the win
ning comes," Rita said. "The
girls must support each other
instead of blaming one an
other. "

By Jenny Burns and Diana
Wroblewski

Football players live for un
mercifully tackling "the en
emy." In the mind of a wres
tler, nothing can exceed the vic
torious feeling of pinning an
opponent. To a swimmer, com
ing in first on that final lap is a
feeling of pure triumph.

Yet, these rewards are on Iy
the results of hardwork, pa
tience, and concentration,
among many other self-taught
virtues. The real mind-boggling

By Michelle Ortiz
The grass is green, the birds

are chirping, and the sun has
come out to play. Yes, the girls
soccer season is here. Th is
young team in its third year is
looking forward to what awaits
them.

Despite a tough conference
last year, the girls never gave
up.
At the end, thanks to the coach
ing of Ms. Doreen Kestler, the
team took the regional crown
with no problems.

Now the future brings many
chances for the soccer team. As
a result of the new rule of no
cuts, the team will have to get
used to many new players and
leaders. Also, with the resig
nation of Coach Kestler, the
team must also get used to a
new coach, oach John Rita.

Coach Rita is very excited to
take on such a bright, winning
team. He hopes to make many
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A strong season for Wrestling

Volleyball sets goals

Softball

Baseball enters base path

son hambers ( 160 Ibs.).
Overall, the Junior Varsity

team improved from the last
couple of years and is looking
forward to having all the fresh
men return next year, especially

teve Berezewski, who wa un
defeated, and Kris Queen, who
had only one loss. Good luck
next year guys!

There will be several badmin
ton games at Oak Lawn in Gym
10. Games are open for anyone
to go watch. Please come out
and support our Lady partans
at any of th·~ir meets.

oach ullivan is looking
foward to the challenge of cre
ating an excellent program. His
main priority is to mix juniors
and seniors to create an enthu-
iastic team. Returning var ity

players thi year are Ray rban,
Ryan March, Jim Liepart, Jason
Walker, And Junior Tom Creech
who has been on varsity since
his sophomore year. "An ath
lete is a person who has mental
toughness, dedication, loyalty,
and a love for the game." oach

ullivan adds. With those play
ers leading the team, the
Spartan's can reach their goal
of winning 20 games and com
peting in state.

The Varsity girls will be at
tending four different tourna
ments throughout the season.
Frosh- oph will play at the Wil
low Brook Tournament along
with Hinsdale tournament with
the Varsity team. On their own,
they will go to the Sandburg
Tournament and hopefully be
successful.

The frosh-soph team is
coached by Mr. Leary.

Major contributions 10 the
team are expected from sopho
more : Brendan Palluck, Brian
Perveneckis, and Tom wiatek.
AI 0 helping the team out will
be fre hman Keith Fox and Erik

m k. With the talent that this
tcam ha , they have a good
chan c to repeat as conference
champions.

Junior Eric Lyon gives it his all to turn his opponent to his back.
(photo by Tony Giglio)

ofthem. They are Mike Erdakos
(97 Ibs.), Jason Carpenter (103
Ibs.), and KrisQueen (112Ibs.).

The sophomor on JV that
placed were Harry Kolk (145
Ibs.),Dan teffy(171Ibs.),Zeke
King (189 Ibs.) and Luke
Dorotiss (275 Ibs.).

The juniors were Dan
Muelhausen (152 Ibs.) and Ja-

for the new freshman.

The freshman coaches
Kunde and Ade are looking
foward to having fun this sea
son. They want guys who will
hustle and always keep their
head up. The freshman team's
main goal i win conference and
10 teach freshman how to be
come soul baseball players.

oach Kasely is looking
foward to hard work, teamwork,
and having hi players come to
gether play"baseball." With

\\
the talent the sophomore team
containt·ll1.e players can be
successful and stand strong in
conference.

the state tournament. Coming
back from last year's state se
ries team are: ectional competi
tor Anwaar Judeh, and tate
competitor Rachel Kolar.

Fir t year Frosh- oph coach,
Ms. Haack, has high expecta
tions for her new team. Return
ing sophomore, Karen Rossow,
should make a great contribu
tion to the force.

To achieve these high expec
tations, the team has been work
ing diligently at practice. Drills
help improve endurance and
skills of the players to make
them the best that they can be.

well in conference but this year
they expect to do exceptionally
well. Other contributions to the
team will be made by Chris and
Jim Kenealy. The varsity team
is coached by Mr. Lawson.

The freshmen and the
ophomores also attended the

summer tennis program.
Through this program, the
fre hmen have been able to gain
valuable playing experience
again t the sophomores.

On the Junior Varsity (JV)
level, which is coached by Jerry
Fredrick, Bob Meek r., and Mr.
Barrale , nine competitors
placed in conference.

There were five people who
took fourth place in conference,
and those people are: Mike
Erdako at 97 Ibs.; Jason Car
penter at 103 Ibs.; Ilarry Kolk at
145Ibs.; Jason Chambers at 160
Ibs.; and Luke Dorotiss at 275
Ibs. (heavyweight).

There were three third place
finishers in conference. They
were: Kris Queen at 122 Ibs.;
Dan Steffy at 175 Ibs.; and Zeke
King at 189 Ibs.

There were no second place
finishers, but one competetor
managed to take first in confer
ence. Dan Muelhausen (152
Ibs.) was Ihe only wrestler on
both levels to take first in con
ference.

Three freshmen were moved
up to Junior Varsity and placed
in conference. All have a great
three years of wrestling ahead

By Anwaar Judeh

Var ity oach Patricia
Greiman stated, "We are going
to have a really great team this
year." With seven tough
doubles teams and fifteen com
petitive single players, the Var
sity team houJd be a dominant
force in the conference.

A goal for the team is to send
all six sectional competitors to

By hris Infusino

Watch out because the
smash attack i back. The girls
badminton team is getting ready
for another season.

Badminton takes off

Spartan Tennis

The hicago White Sox have
once again stepped up to the
plate with more power. Albert
Belle has travelled from Cleve
land to join the ox to make a
permanent mark in Major
League Ba eball. In the same
basepath come the partan
Baseball teams with power, pres
tige, and talent.

This year all three levels be
gan with preseason. The pur
pose is to prepare the players
both mentally and physically.
The fundamentals are at the top
of the list, since many guys
didn't play since last season, and

Game. et. Match. These
are three words you'll be hear
ing a lot from this year's varsity
and frosh- oph tennis learns.

Major contributions to the
learn are expected from seniors,
Anwaar Matarieh, Nick Franek,
Kevin McDermott, Thitipol
Leckpu Iand junior colt Cosme.

The tealll u ually does very

By Tom wiatek

Junior Varsity

Meek Jr., and Mr. Barrales. Cap
tains ofthe team were ric Lyons
and Jason Kolk who led the
team with 17 wins apiece.

The only two graduating se
niors are AI Baker and Jorge
Castillo. The freshmen who
moved up to varsity and placed
in conference are Roberto
Ortega (103 Ibs.) and Mike Val
entine(l 12 Ibs.).

The Varsity team has im
proved over the last couple of
years and they hope to see it
keep improving. Good luck next
year guys.

It's that time of year again
when the sport ofchampions is
wrapping up. This noble sport
I speak of is none other than
wrestITng. Why is this such a
tough sport you ask? Well aside
from catching the bus at school
on Saturdays at 6:00 - 6:30 a.m.,
practices are a grueling combi
nation ofconditioning, running
the halls, drilling moves, mov
ing mats from one gym to the
next, and live wrestling.

By Ray Metzger

also be helped by 3 first year
players. Jon Baikie, Zeid Tadros
and Adam Fisher will all be aid
ing the partans on the road to
victory.

This year's team will have a
tough time improving on last
year's team record. The 1996
Spartan Volleyball team won the
conference champion hip and
advanced well into the sec
tional. The 1997 team with the
great combination of skills
should be one of the top teams
on the south side and maybe
even in the state. ome out and
see the Spartan battle ome of
the best teams in the state.

With the right mix of hard
work and effort, the Oak Lawn
Boy's Volleyball team will be a
team to look out for.

The goals for this year in
clude: winning conference,
improving after every game,
and exceeding the team record
of23 wins.

Coach Grzelak commented,
"I believe we know what it takes
to win, we just have to work
hard to do it."

Going into the season, the
coaches also have noticed a bet
ter attitude displayed by the
players. As with every softball
season, the positions are not
written in stone. The coaches
believe that there will be a good
competition for the spots.

The first game for Freshman,
ophomore, and Varsity oft

ball learns is on March 25
against hepard. The Varsity
team plays away at hepard.
Come support the girls on their
way 10 10-0 in conference. The
leam can not achIeve their goals
without the support of their
fans.

By Ray Metzger

By Pat McLoughlin

The Oak Lawn boy's varsity
volleyball team, coached by
Mary Kay Nichols, is beginning
another season with a good out
look. The partans have 5 start
ers returning and a deep bench.
This could be one of the par
tans most successful seasons.

The 5 returning starters in
clude Steve Jaral, Joe Hovanes,
both who made the S.I.C.A
North All-Conference team,

teve Joyce, Tim Lovell, Dan
Katula and Pat McLoughlin.
The experience that all these
players possess could playa big
part later in the season.

Other members returning are
John Faro, Mike Combs, Dan
Balich, Joe Chavosky and Dave
Abrahamson. The partans will

Pop quiz. What is one of the
oldest sports known to man?
The Olympics were founded on
this sport, and the ancient
Greeks and Romans competed
in this sport as a form of de
fense. Times up! The answer is
wrestling.

There were six competitors
who placed in conference and
three in regionals. In fourth
place at conference were
Roberto Ortega at 103 Ib ., Mike
Valentine at I 12 Ibs., and AI
Bakeratl45lbs.

In third place at conference
was Jason Kolk at 160 Ibs. and
Eric Lyons at 140 Ibs.

In second at conference was
Jorge Castillo at I 19 Ibs.

Advancing to regionals were:
Jorge Castillo (119 Ibs.), who
took fourth. Eric Lyons (140
Ibs.), who took third; and Jason
Kolk (160 Ibs.), who also took
third.

Eric Lyons and Jason Kolk
both advanced to sectionals,
and gained valuable experience
for next year.

Coaching the team were Bob
Meek Sr. (Head Coach), Bob

By Jeanine Dyckman
Can you picture oach

Grzelak without a beard or
Coach Mayer with a flat top
haircut? This picture in your
mind will be vivid if the Var-
ity Softball team goes 10-0 in

conference.

That is right. Softball season
is about to begin. March 3rd is
the first day that tryouts were
held. During the week, the two
Varsity coaches have to make
an important decision; out of
all the girls trying out, which 15
do they want to represent
OLCH Varsity oflball Team?

Three All- onference e
niors are returning for their last
year of high school ball:Rachel
Funk, an AII- onference
pitcher; Jeanine Ore ehler, an
AII-Conferen e short SlOp, and
Denise Fasano, an Ali-Confer
ence third baseman.
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has gone on." said Coach
Mayer.

On the A team, the best scor
ers are Scott Biesterfield, who
is also the leading rebounder,
Rich Powell, Ryan Skendzel, and
Ryan McLernon. On defense
Luke Navickas and Eric Martig
led the way. For the B squad
the top guys are Mike Goss,
Larry Spain, Mark Leipart, Chris
O'Brenski, Dennis Kasprowicz,
and Sam O'Malley.

Coach Mayer feels that they
are one of the best freshman
teams in the area. The
Spartanite would like to say con
gratulations to all the team on
their great success.

freshman Tina Moretti who was
promoted to the sophomore
level after the team's first place
finish in the Evergreen tourna
ment.

On the other side ofthe court,
the freshman Lady Spartans fin
ished the season with excel
lence. They also took second
in conference.

Being led by Coach
O'Donnell, the team went into
every game thinking they could
win. It was this determination
that allowed these girls to beat
the odds.

The team was led by Becky
Pentz, Becky Bousman, Angie
Van Vuren, Maria Romero, Diane
Skupien, Amy Nagel, Missy
Reyes, Jenny Kimmey, and the
two Roman twins, Dana and
Danielle.

Other contributions were
made by Mary Wallace, Karen
Bialek, Jill Munno, and Kathy
Klupshas.

The team has all the right
components to take conference
next season. They have the
skill, the speed, and, best ofall,
the determination.

Ray Orban shoots for three. (Photo by Thny Giglio)

Feras EI-Ramahi and Brian
Debias improved the most this
year.

Overall it was a good year for
the Spartans and many of these
young talented players are look
ing forward to next year and the
varsity level.

On the freshman side both the
A and B team finished the sea
son with impressive records,
both at 15-9.

The A team, according to
Coach Pat Mayer, is a very in
tense, hard working team. Af
ter a slow 0-4 start they have
really picked it up going 15-5 to
end the season. "Their total
game has improved as the year

Urquijo
Despite being in the shad

ows of the varsity team's out
standing season, the sopho
more Lady Spartan basketball
team had an excellent season.
Though it was an up and down
season, the Lady Spartans
stood t<},gether as a team the
entire ride and finished second
in conferJoCe,,_

Coached by Janet
Haubenraiser, the team had to
use the fundamentals of the
game to succeed. The team
didn't have as much skill as
some of their opponents, but
they managed to win by their
determination, hustle, and team
work.

Helping the team out this
year was Kristin Franek, Kelly
Burke, Cheryl Banasiak,
Michele Matuszewski, Brenda
Davidson, Melissa Urquijo, and
Jaime Quintavalle.

Other contributors to the
team included: Laurie Miller,
Duygu Akinci, Julie Menzel,
Leah Lafemina, Nicole Friske,
Amy Ott, and the manager ofthe
team, Anne Pasquerella.

A flash from the past
By cott Cosme and Melissa The team was also helped by

Frosh/Soph
. On the lower levels, the
sophomore basketball team fin
ished with a record of 10-13.
Coach Scott Atkins, in his first
year as sophomore coach, said
he was quite happy with his
team. He was happy with how
the boys stuck together
whether they won or lost. He
also was pleased to see that
they learned how to deal with
adversity after they didn't reach
all of the very high goals they
set.

The sophomore team's lead-
ing scorer and number one of
fensive threat was Jason Bjork.
According to Coach Atkins, he
can score from anywhere on the
floor and will keep getting bet
ter as he continues to learn the
game.

Another offensive threat this
year was point guard Kenny
Braasch. But the most consis
tent player, who went out and
played hard every night, was
Bob Groos.

Coach Atkins also liked the
hustle and never quit play of
Jeremy Lang. According to
Coach Atkins his two smartest
players, the guys with the best
court sense were Chris Beyer
and Matt Moyzis.

Coach Atkins thought that

Kathy Krzak avoids the pres
sure and puts up her shot.
(photo by Tony Giglio)

shape. We will only be losing
Barb (Antol) next year, but she
by herself was a big contribu
tion to the team and one I look
up to. I feel Barb's good work
ethic will leave an impact on our
team and lead us to success next
year."

The Spartanite would like to
congratulate the Varsity Girls
Basketball team on their great
season and would like to wish
them good luck on defending
their Conference Crown.

approached towards the end of
the season, the players' heart for
the game and the concept of
teamwork led them to victory.

The team managed to master
both sides of the game - offense
and defense. On offense the
team was led by Kathy Krzak,
Cheryl Sullivan, and Barb Antol.

On the defensive side of the
court, the team was lead by
Rachel Kolar, Mary Pasquarella,
and Colleen Fitzgerald. AII
around contributions were made
by Jenny Jaral, Melissa
Piwowar, and Joanne Eul.

Kathy Krzak, Cheryl Sullivan,
and Barb Antol also were named
to the All-Conference Team.
Rachel Kolar and Colleen
Fitzgerald received Honorable
Mention.

A great thing about this team
is that it is quite young. Barb
Antol was the only senior on
the team this year, but all of the
other players will be returning
to make another Conference run
next year.

When asked about the team's
future, Rachel Kolar explained,
"As it is now the team is in great

Boys Basketball finishes solid
Some other standouts this

year include: on offense, Ray
Orban (13.7 ppg) led the team;
Ryan March (9.3 ppg) who was
also the tearn's assists leader (4.2
apg); and Aaron Altenburg (9.6
ppg). This year's leading
rebounder was Mike Walker.
Also working hard on the boards
was center Jeff Hense.

The defensive charge was
lead by Ray Orban, Kevin
Melvin, Mike Walker, and 6' 10"
Ed Thullen, who led the team
with 48 blocks, the most blocks
by a Spartan in a very long time.

One highlight this season
was when Ray Orban broke the
school record for three-pointers
in a four year career at OLCHS.
He broke the record on his sec
ond of five-threes he made in a
game against Oak forest.

This season was filled with
both ups and downs for the
Spartans. With plenty ofyoung
talent ill.lhe program, one can't
help but wonder about next year
and the expectations for th is
team. With team members like
Aaron Altenburg, Dan
McLernon, and Ed Thullen get
ting plenty of time playing on
the varsity level and all the
young, talented players on the
sophomore team, we'll just have
to wait and see.

Girls Basketball:
By Scott Cosme

By Joe Munno

The Varsity Boys Basketball
team finished with a record of8
16, a disappointing record in the
eyes of Head Coach Rich
Panovich. Coach Panovich felt
that there were some games
against average teams, which
the Spartans should have won,
but couldn't produce.

Also there were a few games
where they played well against
good teams, but couldn't finish
the job.

He said, "Those are the games
that good teams win and in the
future hopefully we'll win those
games."

However, Coach Panovich
thought it was rewarding to see
his players still working hard
and making practice competitive
all season long, despite the dis
appointing record.

Assistant Coach Vince
Kasley feels much the same way.
He expected the record t9 be
better and thought there were a
few games the team should
have won. He, like Coach
Panovich, was not disap
pointed, however, in the work
of his players. He felt two guys
who played hard and were con
sistent every night were Mike
Walker and Kevin Melvin.

February 13 was a day to re
member in Spartan history. It
was the Lady Spartans basket
ball team's final home game for
the 1996-97 season as well as
their Parent Night. The gym was
filled with various decorations
done by the freshman girls team
as the team took on their con
ference rival Reavis.

After four awesome quarters
of back and forth basketball, the
teams remained at a deadlock at
the end of regulation. In over
time, Cheryl Sullivan and Barb
Antol led the Spartans by each
contributing four points, and as
the final second ticked off the
clock, the crowd started their
victory war cries. After 21 long
and painful years, the Oak Lawn
Lady Spartan basketball team
once again held the crown of
Conference Champs.

Coached by Charles Davelis,
the team compiled a 16-14 sea
son and tied Argo for the title
of Conference Champs. Skill
only carried the team so far into
the season, but as big games

invitational.
Next year Coach Welch be

lieves that with a lot of
hardwork, off season training,
and dedication, the swim team
can win conference. Coach
Welch described her team as
"Emerging," because she be
lieves that these boys are build
ing up their speed, skill, and
endurance. "It's good to have a
variety ofage levels on the team
so we can practice during off
season to improve skills and
drop times," says Coach Welch.

and Varsity. Coach Welch is
looking foward to the new con
ference including Reavis,
Richards, Argo, Shepard, and
District 205.

Throughout the season, the
team competed in a many
events. Help came from Ken
Huizenga, Dave Suzek, and Josh
Smok who all dropped their
times. Sophomore Erin Kriekal
also helped. Also, an excellent
swimmer transferred from
Brother Rice to join the Spar-

the previous time of I:42.

The two seniors on the var
sity team, Tim Chavosky and
Kevin Hoover, excelled in their
routine performance. Tim
dropped 10 seconds in the 500
freestyle, and improved his per
formance where Kevin Hoover
came very close to beating the
record for the 100 backstroke.

Oak Lawn competed against
very tough competitors like
Stagg, Lockport, snd Sandburg
who ranked first in FroshiSoph,

Swimming ends a wavy season
tans. Junior Robert Andujar
ended in 4th place in the 100 fly
during sectionals. Next year
Coach Welch is looking foward
for Joe Chavosky to step up
and take his brothers place.

Coach Welch is very im
pressed with the swim team from
their invitational finishes. The
team finished 4th place at the
Hillcreast invitational, 4th place
at the Hillcreast sophomore in
vitational, 4th place at the Oak
Lawn Varsity invitational, and
I Ith place at the Evergreen Park

By Chris Infusino

The Oak Lawn Boys swim
team ended a tough season,
though in both conference and
sectionals, the 200 yd. freestyle
relay record was broken. In con
ference the record was broken
by relay team Tim Chavosky,
Kevin Hoover, Rob Andujar, and
Dave Suzek; in sectionals the
record was broken by Tim
Chavosky, Kevin Hoover, Rob
Andujar, and Ken Huizenga
with a time of I:41 :08, beating
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Outstanding seniors nominated

OLCHS Book fair
.
IS a success

Robert Vallera has been in
volved in Football, Track, and
Key lub. He is ranked 60th in
his clas . Bob plans on attend
ing Saint Xavier University
where he will major in Busi
ness.

the novels read on a more per
onal level. At the closing of

the fair, teachers evaluated and
judged the projects.

Matthew Wilhelm has been
involved in Basketball, Tennis,
Cross-country, Marching Band,
Drum Major, Varsity Sym
phony Band, Jazz Band, and the
Orche tras for Bye Bye Birdie,
Guy and Doll ,and The Wiz.
Matt's honors include being the
winner of the PN Destination
Extreme and the winner of the
Bicycle tunt Finals. lie is
ranked 14th in his class. Matt
plans on attending Milliken
Univer ity where he will major
in Business Administration .

Outstanding eniors (L to R): Row 1 Crystal Volakakis, Dee Judd,
BarbAntol; Row 2 BobVallera, Blake Cunneen, Jon Rowsey, Matt
Wilhelm. Not Pictured: Mandy Zeien, icJ<. Franek, and Lori
Gibson. (Photo by Mandy Kutsulis).

sity where he will major in Elec
trical Engineering.

Jonathan Row 'ey has been
involved in Junior and Senior
Class Advisory Boards, Foren
sics, and Dramatics. As a mem
ber ofForensics, Jon was ajun
ior officer during his sopho
more year, trea urer during his
junior year, and pre ident dur
ing his senior year. He has per
formed in Fiddler on the Roof,
A Choru Line, Bye Bye
Birdie, The Crucible, Guys
and Dolls, God pell, and The
Wiz. Jon' honor include
Who' Who Among Ameri
can High chool tudents and
the Illinois tate cholar award.
He i ranked 26th in his class.
Jon plan on attending Illinois
Wesleyan University where he
will major in Biology.

Book Fair Winners (L to R): Row 1 Lauren Dudko, Mike Erdakos,
Stephanie Gorman; Row 2 Pam Hoover, Jenny Kimmie, Becky
Bousman, Gail tearns, Nicole Zimmermann. (Photo by Mandy
Kutsulis)
asking presenters questions
about the four elements of fic
tion. In addition, this gave ev
eryone an opportunity to share

cided with the novel. ome of
the projects included a journal,
newspaper, gameboard, or an
interview with a character in the
book.

The purpose of these projects
was to demonstrate the students'
knowledge and understanding
of plot, conflict, character, and
setting. Each student was only
required to choose one project,
but many chose to do more.

A scavenger hunt game was
included in the activities. The
scavenger hunt had students

volved in Volleyball, tudent
Council, lass Advisory
Boards, Basketball, ortball,
Badminton, and National
Honor Society. Mandy was
president ofher class during her
freshman and sophomore years.

he was al 0 a part of the
Ilomecoming ourt junior and
senior years, being the Home
coming Queen during her se
nior year. She is ranked 20th
in her class. Mandy plans on
attending Eureka College where
she will major in lementary

ducation.
The nominees for Outstand

ing Senior Boy are: Blake
Cunneen, Nicholas Franek,
Jonathan Rowsey, Robert
Vallera, and Matthew Wilhelm.

Blake Cunneen ha partici
pated in Track, Nationall-lonor

ociety, and Key lub. He is
ranked 4th in his class. Blake
plans on attending the Univer
sity of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign where he will ma
jor in Busine .

Nichola Franek has been
involved in Bowling, T nnis,

occer, and National Iionor
ciety. Becau e of hi in

volvement in National Honor
ociety, Nick will be graduat

ing with honors. lie is ranked
36th in his cia . Nick plans to
attend Northern Illinoi Univer-

Lori Gibson has been in
volved in Class Advi ory
Boards, Key Club, tudent
Helpers, National Iionor oci
cry, Pep Club, Track, and ross
country. She is ranked 39th in
her class. Lori plans on attend
ing the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign where she
will major in Fine Arts,

Deanna Judd has been in
volved in Marching Band, ym
phony Band, Orchestra for vari
ous school musicals, Orchestra
for Church Musicals, larinet
Ensemble, Powder Puff Foot
ball, Pep Band, Soccer, Bowl
ing, and various volunteer ac
tivities. She is ranked 39th in
her class. Dee plans on attend
ing Eastern I1linoi University
where she will major in P y
chology.

Crystal Volakak.4s has been
involved in Fre hman, 'Sbpho
more, Junior, and enior lass
Advisory Board, heerlea ing,
Key lub, tuden! ouncil, tu
dent Ilelpers, and National
Ilonor ociety. he is the vicc
president of the senior cia ,
and ha al 0 been a ean'
Aide. She is ranked 23rd in her
cia s. Crystal plans on attend
ing aint Xavier Univer ity
where she will major in arly

hildhood Education.
Amanda Zeien has been in-

Receiving a first place award
were tephanie Gorman and
Nicole Zimmerman. Taking
second place were Jenny
Kimmey, Becky Bou man, Gail

teams, and Mike rdakos.
oming in a respectable third

place were Lauren Dudko and
Pam Hoover.

Each participant completed
a poster that demonstrated the
title, author, and the major con
flict of the novel they read.

In addition to the poster, the
students also had to display
various projects which coin-

By Michelle mith

May 1st marked the day of
the English I Book Fair. Over
300 students took pride by dis
playing their hard work to
friends and staff members. The
cafeteria looked like a conven
tion for publishing companies.
The enjoyment and true creativ
ity were shown through the per
severance of all participating
students. Every pupil who par
ticipated in this event deserved
to leave with an honorable men
tion.

By Tom ronin

Thi year, a total of 10 stu
dents were nominated to receiv
the Outstanding Senior award.
This honor is given every year
to one boy and one girl in the
enior class who both the tu

dents and the faculty agree ex
hibit the qualitie of character,
cholarship, leadership, service,

and per onality. All seniors
voted for their choice in a re
cent homeroom. The faculty
then chose from the top five
boys and girls, who were cho
sen by the students in this
homeroom. The winners will
be announced at Honors Night
on June 5th.

The nominees for Outstand
ing enior Girl are: Barbara
Antol, Lori Gibson Deanna
Judd, rystal Volakakis, and
Amanda Zeien.

Barbara Antol ha partici
pated in Freshman, Sophomore,
and Junior lass Advisory
Board, tudent Council, Key

lub, National Honor ociety,
tudent Help rs, Track, occcr,
ro s-country, Volleyball, and

Ba ·ketball. he is ranked 33rd
in her cia s. Barb plans on at
tending the University of Illi
noi at hicago and will mo t
likely major in dietics and nu
trition.

Ecology Club honors retirees
By Amy Attivissimo

The Ecology Club recently
held a special ceremony to rec
ognize eight faculty members
retiring at the end of the current
school year. The ceremony was
held next to the visitors' park
ing lot.

To kick off the ceremony
OLCH student, Dan Earley,
and two retirees, Margaret
Greener and Joseph Marks,
planted a tree in honor of the re
tirees. Cheryl Sullivan, club
president, read a dedication.
The dedication was followed by
an Arbor Day poem, read by
Theresa kupien, Ecology lub
vice-president. Also, cerlifi-

cates of dedication were given
to the retirees by OL H stu
dents.

Retirees included:
Mr. Greener, who has been

working as a secretary at
OLCI-I for 31 years. She is
looking forward to traveling,
playing golfand perhaps getting
a part time job while on retire
ment. Mrs. Greener said, "I will
miss the students, staff and all
the people I work with. I hope
the students and everyone else
will always take pride in this
school. It is the best."

Mr. Kunde has taught his
tory for 3 I years a well as
coaching baseball, football and
girls cross-country. During re-

tirement, Mr. Kunde hope to
continue coaching, play golf
and travel. Mr. Kunde said, "I
will miss most of the tudents,
colleagues and good friends that
I have worked and coached with
at OLCHS."

Mr. Eastman, Driver Educa
tion Department head, as well
as driver and physical education
teacher, has taught for 35 years.
Also, Mr. Eastman has coached
football, soccer and golf. Dur
ing retirement Mr. astman
hopes to spend more time at his
home in Door County, Wi con
sin; more time in Florida dur
ing winter, fishing, hunting,
playing golf, as well as pursu
ing his interests in the construc-

tion business. Mr. Eastman
said, "I will miss my friends."

Mr. Marks has taught
graph ic arts, screen printing,
woods, mechanical drafting,
metals tech., exploring industry
and driver training in the 35
years that he has been at
O.L.C.H.S. As well as coach
ing the golf team. During re
tirement, Mr. Marks hopes to
play golf, travel Europe; the
U.S. and move South. Mr.
Marks said, "I will miss my
friends, the teachers and stu
dents. "

Mr. Rhinehart, Department
Chairman of Indu trial Educa
tion , has taught electricity, elec
tronics and carpentry in his 29

years at O.L. .H.S. In addition
to his years of teaching, he has
headed the Department for 20
years. He plans to enjoy his
family, travel, and get a part
time job. Mr. Rhinehart noted,
"I will miss the friends I've
made, the faculty, and the stu
dents."

Those who have also retired
earlier in the school year are
secretary ylvia Majors (21
years), and custodians John
Bethke (22 years), Lee La
Roque (13 years) and Daniel
Szymanski (18 years).

The partanite would like to
add their congratulations to the
retiring faculty.
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Spartanite Staff

Has OL Prepared Me?
Absolutely!

say "forget it" and take a chance on
something (or someone).

Everyone has found new friends or
acquaintances and hopefully there will
be a few people to keep in touch with all
of our lives, or even throughout college
trading e-mail addresses. Most impor
tantly, we have experienced four years
of our lives that we may have taken for
granted.

What we need to realize now is that
we have to take those four years and the
events that have taken place and apply
them to the next four years. Although
1993 seemed like a century ago, it really
wasn't. Consider how fast the weeks are
turning into months. The next 48 months
will be so critical in our lives but also our
time to learn something new, and have
new experiences. They will go by twice
as fast and then we will be thinking about
the four years succeeding that. It's quite
thrilling and frightening all at the same
time. We always hear our parents com
plaining about how fast time goes by and
even more so hear our grandparents tell
us one day we will be old soon. Now the
truth and emotion of those statements
have finally come into play. Where has
my childhood gone? I won't even be a
teenager in two more years.

I hope all the freshmen keep this is
sue of the Spartanite and in May, 2000,
will look at that issue and realize how
much has happened and how fast the
time goes by.

This being my last issue ofthe~
~ I'd like to take a few words and say
good luck to the new staff, especially
Patty Sem inetta. You have a lot of work
to do this coming year. I'd also like /0

say thank you to Mrs. Whiteaker,

Ms. Surma, Daryl and the whole staff.
Many issues of the paper could not have
been completed without all of you. Be
ing on the paper has been stressful and
time con uming, but I would not have
traded anything for this experience.

summer due to the fact he is busy with
various jobs. One way to spot a
"workaholic" is by the major luggage
beneath the eyes. Another way in which
a "workaholic" can be identified is by
the cup of coffee that is glued to his/her
hand, a major necessity for survival.
Both of these clues to spotting a
"workaholic" are caused by the long,
extensive hours they work.

The final group ofsummer people are
the "fun-lovers." "Fun-lovers" have one
common physical trait like the
"workaholics," the bags underneath the
eyes. This symptom is caused by the
prolonged hours of constant fun-loving.
Like both "workaholics" and "loafers,"
the "fun-lover" does not see one group
of people their family. Since the "fun
lover" is constantly out, family relation
ships do not grow particularly strong
during this period of time. They enjoy
the company of their friends, and are
never seen home on any week night. The
"fun-lover" is always up-to-date on the
latest information, and they always know
where and when the coolest gatherings
are happening.

Now that you are familiar with all of
the different types of summer people
you can decide for yourself which type

. you would enjoy partaking in most. I
particularly like a mix of the three types
myself. This way I get to experience all
three dimensions, and have a great time
in the process, which is what summer is
really all about.

By Patricia Seminetta

Well fellow partans, another school
year ha come and gone. Grades are
being turned in, finals are just around
the corner, and once again all of our fa
vorite seniors, with cars, are leaving. But,
lets move on to the topic at hand. How
are you going to spend your summer va
cation? Before you decide, let's examine
how different types of people spend
their summer vacation.

To begin, there are types of people I
refer to as "Loafers." These are the
people who say good-bye at the end of
the school year, and then aren't heard
from for the rest of the summer. The
whereabouts of these people are highly
confidential, but I have luckily obtained
the classified information ofwhere these
people actually go during this period of
time. At the beginning of the summer,
they pack their suitcases, large quanti
ties of Doritos, and a remote control be
cause they go on an all expense paid trip
to TV land. For three straight months,
this populace will glue their eyes to the
television set. Death comes to any hu
man who dares disturb their channel
lineup which, can vary from the "Days
of Our Lives" to NASCAR racing. The
only two wayS' a "loafer" can be identi
fied are by their pale white skin or their
lack of knowledge of gossip that is cir
cling among their friends.

Another class of summer folk are the
"workaholic". Like the loafer, he does
not see much of his/her friend over the

Classifying those summer types

By Shannon Doherty

A Senior reflection

This time of year always reminds us
ofa new beginning and the freshness of
things that are associated with spring,
the blooming flowers, leaves on the
trees, cleaning the winter salt off of our
cars.

As seniors, though, we not only en
vision these new beginnings in the fall
but also look forward to ending four
years ofour lives. Two weeks from this
coming Sunday, at 2 p.m. in the Spartan
Gym, over 350 of us will be handed a
diploma, or ticket out of this school.
The greater portion of our class will be
going to college, as I am, either far from
home or as close as LaGrange Road.
Others might be getting a full time job
and maybe a few people are taking a year
off, trying to decide what the future holds
for them.

Whatever the case may be, everyone
is closing an important chapter in their
life and beginning a new one.

How important and significant have
the past four years of your life been
though? Without a doubt over four
years there must have been some type
of internal or external change. Physical
change is a must. Just look back at the
1993-1994 yearbooks. I doubt anyone
looks exactly the same as they did when
they were 13 or 14 years old. As a fresh
man I remember having extremely short
hair and glasses too large for my face. I
was only 5'6". Four years later I grew
three inches and let my hair grow too.

What about emotional and mental
changes? I know by the end of the year
almost everyone's brain is ready to take
a three month long nap but what about
your attitude? At 14 years old, I was a
shy, introspective, quiet girl, afraid of
what people might think or say. Now, I
am anything but quiet and not ashamed
to speak my mind on something I feel
strongly about. A lot of people have
come out of their shells or decided to

Over the years, many people (myself
included) have joked about how Oak
Lawn is a "jail." However, discipline is
needed in our lives. If you do some
thing wrong, whether you cut class or
school, you will most likely caught and
will receive some form of punishment.
In society if you do something illegal,
whether you steal merchandise or cheat
on your income tax, and are caught, the
consequences must be paid. So, I be
lieve that this school has tried its best to
show us that we need to follow the rules.

"I see a connection between what I
have studied and what I need to know in
life," was another question on the sur
vey. So many times over the years here
at OLCHS, I've often wondered ifwhat I
was learning, directly from book study,
would be of any use to me in the future.
The answer is no. Depending on what
career field you decide to pursue after
high school, only certain classes you take
during high school will really benefit you
directly in college, and on the job site. It
is what you learn indirectly, the social
skills, problem solving, and teamwork
they are what will be most beneficial to
you in the future. These skills are useful
everydaYl.~h.etheryou depend on oth
ers for help··a~ work (or visa versa) or
you have to m ke a presentation to the
executives ofth company you work for.
When to use them and how to use them
is what you are going to need to know in
life.

After reviewing these aspects from
the past four years here, I believe that
Oak Lawn has done its job preparing me
for my future. By now ifmany ofyou are

still in doubt, whether or not OLCHS has
done the ame for you, compare the qual
ity of teaching and the operation of the
school to other schools that don't offer
their students what Oak Lawn has of
fered us, and there will no longer be any
doubt.

As thi , my final Spartanite editorial,
comes to an end I just want to say thank
you for the memories.
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By Daryl Gorney

As a graduating senior with only a
couple of weeks before graduation (16
days to be exact but whose counting?) I
realize that a four-year novel of my high
school life is coming to an end.

Recently, the entire senior class took
a survey. The purpose of the survey
was to assist the faculty at Oak Lawn
Community High School in improving its
instructional program. The survey asked
if OLCHS had prepared us for the real
world. In order to answer, I would have
to review what I had learned in the past
four years here at OLCHS.

Responsibility is one major quality I'll
need in the future, but how does this
transfer to my school work? I've seen
teachers who keep pushing students to
do what they are assigned and have
failed students who did not do their
work. Most students can't understand
why the teacher wouldn't cut them any
slack. What we often don't realize is the
connection between what the teacher
has done and what can happen in the
real world. For example, ifyou are work
ing on a project that can make the com
pany millions of dollars and you do not
finish the project on time and the com
pany loses its opportunity for profit, most
likely you will be fired because you can
not produce. Your employer is not go
ing to cut you any slack; the only thi~g

he will cut is your final paycheck. FaIl
ing in the classroom isjust like failing in
the real world, unless you can take re
sponsibility for your actions.

One of the questions on the survey
was "Our chool ha prepared me to deal
with i sues and problems that I will face
in the future." One example of how Oak
Lawn has succeeded in this area is Al
cohol Awareness Week. Each year I've
been here, the school has provided a dif
ferent variety of viewpoints about the
dangers of drinking and driving. I b~

lieve it ha been informative and that It
has influenced the views of the majority
of the school.
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-New Editors (L to R): Row 1 Holly Lisitza, Patty Seminetta, Jen-
nifer Trotta; Row 2Amanda Ault, Tony Myslinski, Mandy Kutsulis,
and Melanie Fitzgibbons. Not pictured: Lauren Caster, Jeanine
Dyckman, and Jim Horvath. (Photo by Tom Cronin)

Outstanding Juniors Named

Outstanding Juniors (L to R): Jenny Burns and Tony Baldea.
(Photo by Mandy Kutsulis)

Thank you for the years ofdedi
cation and service that have
been put forth into this organi
zation. Good luck with your fu
ture endeavors.

As head honcho, editor-in
chief, junior Patty Seminetta.
The new news editor is senior
Holly Lisitza and assistant news
editor is junior Lauren Caster.
Our feature spread page editors
are senior, Melanie Fitzgibbons
and junior, Amanda Ault and
entertainment page editor is
sophomore Jim Horvath. The
two sports editors are senior, Joe
Munno and junior, Jennifer
Trotta. The business editor is
senior, Jeanine Dyckman. The
photo editor is senior Mandy
Kutsulis, and a new position,
productions manager is a senior,
computer wiz, Tony Myslinski.

In addition to welcoming the
new editors, the Spartanite
would like to say farewell to the
senior staff members of the
Spartanite and more importantly
the senior editors: Daryl Gorney,
Shannon Doherty, Tom Cronin,
Chris Infusino, and Tony Giglio.

New Spartanite staff named
~ t By Patricia Seminetta

The applications have been
handed in and the decisions
have been made. The new
Spartanite Editors forthe 1997
1998 school year will be:

Outstanding club_members

Theatre: Cathy DaMazo
Forensics: Anwaar Judeh

JCAS: Jenny Burns
Sophomore Class Advisory Board: Renee Buerger

VICA: Sylvia Zulfer
NHS: Jennifer Pesavento

Student Council: Jeanine Drechsler/Mandy Zeien
SADD: Lisa Perveneckis

Pep Club: Dana Fett

This issue of the Spartanite, a special honor of being named
Club Member of the Month was given to the most outstanding
member of each club who participated in the activity last month.
The following Club Members Q,fthe Month are:

Senior Editors (L to R): Chris Infusino, Daryl Gorney, Shannon
Doherty. ot pictured: Tony Giglio and Tom Cronin. (Photo by
Mandy Kutsulis)
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Science Students Business students earn honors Art winners

April deuce tudents of the Month (L to R): Row 1 Michelle
Cronin-Chemistry, Brenda Davidson-Biology, Agnes Jachymczyk
Chemistry, Nakima Clark-Freshman Biology; Row 2 Scott Cosme
Physics Honors, Diana Wilk-Fr. ci. Foundations, Tina Moretti
Fr. Sci. Foundations. Not pictured: Pat.ty Seminetta-Chemistry
Honors, Jeff ullivan-Biology.

February cience Students of the Month (L to R): Row 1 Amanda
Ault-Chemistry, ChrisAdamow-Freshman Biology, Brenda Beyer
Fre 'hman Biology; Row 2 Cathy Wiczek-Chemi try, Jennifer
Trotta-Chemi try, Jeanette Lemris -Advanced Biology Honor ,
Jennifer Connelly-Fr. ci. Foundations. ot pictured: Jason Egan
Chemistry, Paul Stroud-Fr. ci. Foundations.

March Science tudents or the Month (L to R): Row 1 Kristi alsh
Chemistry, Pam Hoover-Fre hman Biology, Jessica Vasquez
Che.mistry, ~ony Ba!dea-Physics Ho~or ; Row 2 Frank Beasley
Topic of clence, Bill Korab-ChenllStry, Ameer halabi-Fr. ci.
Foundatio.ns,Amy Attivissimo-Advanced Biology Honors. ot pic
tured: Enc Rhodes-Chemistry Concepts, Tina Zwirkoski-Ad
vanced Biology.

By Anthony Cerceo
Recently at the DECA state

competition, OL H students
placed in marketing events.
These people were: Ralph
Kowalski, first place in selling;
Tony Ray second in selling;
and Courtney Hoskin who
placed third in promotions.

DECA competition involves
students who work or enroll in
marketing education programs.
In doing this, they work in of
fices, stores, banks, and restau
rants. Com petition areas in
clude area, state, and national
levels. Competitions are cho
sen based on a student's area
ofknowledge and employment.
At the state level, each student
has three to four areas of com
petition. Overall winners ad
vance to nationals.

As with D A, Business
Professionals of America com
petitions are held at the area,
state, and national levels. Ar
eas of expertise for BPOA in
clude computer, accounting,
word processing, interviewing
skills, communications, and
management. Students who
place first, second, or third at
the state level advance to the
national level.

OLCH four students,
Courtney Hoskin, Ralph
Kowalski, Tony Ray, and Nicole
Konopinski, placed sixth at the
Business Professionals of
America State hampionship.

The partanite would like to
congratulate every student who
participated in these activities.
Good Luck and keep up the
great work! !

By Fran Furgiuele

Oak Lawn's future arti ts
have prevailed at Moraine Val
ley ommunity ollege's An
nual Art Festival. Four seniors
received top honors for their
photography or art work.

Mandy Wegner won first
place for her sandwich print for
photography. Besides a trophy,
she also was awarded fifty dol
lars and a scholarship to Colum
bia College.

Coming in second place was
Lisa Pervenekis for her excellent
photography. Her prize in
cluded a trophy and fifty dol
lars. Kris O'Brien received
twenty-five dollars and a trophy
for his third place pen and ink
composition.

An Honorable Mention tro
phy was given to Katie Downey
for her photography work.

The competition was held
throughout the Moraine Valley
district's schools. The students
competed with others in their
school to receive the top hon
ors.

tudents who participated in
any ofOak Lawn's art programs
were eligible to subm it their me
dia to be judged. The winners
were then a ked to attend an
awards ceremony held at
M.V... "I was very surprised.
('m excited and looking forward
to attending my classes at 0

lumbia," say winner Mandy
Wegner.

8,1997
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Chess wins second
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Teachers present

The third presentation wa
given by Mrs. Adomenas and
Ms. Holak. They presented the
Medieval Faire and Banquet.

tudents who participated in
the Faire studied and learned
about Arthurian legends and
the foods, social cu toms, sci
ences, philosophy, politics, and
history of the era. English, sci
ence, foreign language, and
home econom ics lasses partici
pated in it. "It was a great expe
rience. I learned a lot about the
Medieval times that I didn't
know before," said Lui
Gonzalez, who participated in
the Faire and Banquet last year.

The last presentation was
given by Mrs. Whiteaker and
Ms. Icenogle. They presented
Jurassic Park in Power Point.
English II Honors freshmen stu
dents worked on this project in
both English and Science
classes at the same time. As the
students read Jurassic Park in
English class, they researched
the scientific areas of the book
in science class. The class re
searched such things as genet
ics and whether or not some
thing like Jurassic Park could
really happen. The students
then presented their findings
through Power Point slides,
scanned pictures, and excerpts
from the movie. Jamie
Quintavalle Said, "It was one of
the most interesting projects
I've ever done. I've never done
anything like it before."

All in all, the conference was
a great way for teachers to
share new ideas and teaching
techniques with teachers from
across the state.

There are more than 250,000
annual Vica members. They are
organ ized into more than 13,000
chapters in fifty-four state and
territorial associations.

new ideas
By Melanie Fitzgibbons

Eight teachers from OLCH
presented at a conference called
Connections '97-Building tron
ger Education-to- areers Path
ways. The teachers were Mis
Arneson, Ms. Surma, Mr.
Atkins, Mrs. Tadych, Mrs.
Holak, Mrs. Adomenas, Mrs.
Whiteaker, and Ms. Icenogle.
The conference was sponsored
by the Illinois tate Board of
Education, the Illinois Commu
nity ollege Board, and Illinois

tate University. The purpo e
of the conference was for teach
ers to share innovative new
ideas with each other.

The first presentation given
was by Miss Arneson and Ms.
Surma. They presented Baby
Think It Over. Baby Think It
Over is a project designed to
show students what it's like to
have a baby. tudents have to
care for a doll that is the same
size and weight of a real baby
for two days. They must also
keep a log ofactivities and their
feelings about the care of the
baby. A computer chip in the
doll records any neglect or
abuse the baby receives.
Classes using the dolls include
Parenting, hild Development,
Health, and P ychology.

The second presentation wa
given by Mr. Atkins and Mrs.
Tadych. It was the Plant Video
Portfolio. In this project, stu
dents showed their creativity
with video projects on plants
using puppet ferns, pine cone
costu es, and tulip dissection.
Students learned how to use
tape ed~ing technology and to
edit mus1c'onto video tape.

312-436-4433
Open 7 Days a Week

NIN~S

3359 W. 79th Street
Chicago, Illinois

PIZZERIA • RESTAURANT • LOUNGE

In individual standings this
year: Gabe astaneda received
135 out ofa possible 240 points;
Dan Kazmierczak, 94 out of
124; Wajeeh alah, 62 out of
80; Ken Tregoning, 53 out of
82; Jason Matusiak, 93 out of
I 14; Mark Razo, 61 out of 98;
Bill Korab, 17 out of 28; Jon
Daley, 10 out of 16; Mike
Floyd, 20 out of 32; Adam
Zwirko ki, 117 out of 164; Eric
Lisitza, 106 out of 142; Katie
Earley, 10 out of 16; and hris
Adamow, 10 out of 16.

players took three ofthe top five
.spots in the conference. The
finishers were: Adam
Zwirkoski, in second; Eric
Lisitza, in fourth; and Jason
Matusiak, in fifth.

By Lauren Caster

conference, with an overall
record of six wins, four losses,
and two draws. In addition to
com ing in second, they also
scored a total of 788 team
points.

OLCHS' leading scorer this
year was senior Gabe

astaneda. Gabe had a record
of three wins and three losses
in the state tournament and fin
ished fifth overall in the confer
ence. Gabe was added to the

I A All-Conference list of
players this year. Gabe was also
added to the elite Ii t of L H '
own top scorers for tolal career
points scored in ches ,with 237
points in a two year period.

Senior, Dan Kazmierczak,
al 0 had a strong finish. He had
an out tanding state tournament
record of five wins, no losses,
and one draw. Dan was also
added to the OLCHS' top scor
ers list for total career points
with 229 points scored in a four
year period.

This year, OLCH had one
of the strongest frosh-soph
teams in the history of the
school. OLCHS frosh-soph

VICA goes to State

GRADUATION BOUOUETS
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College
Corner

"

Complied by Patricia Seminetta

v'l
Location: Knoxville, Tennes

see
Type of Institution: Univer

sity, Public
Enrollment: 18,608 students
Admis ion criteria: High

school academic record, ACT/
SAT scores

Test Score : Mean ACT 23
Mean AT (verbal, math)

468,525
Costs: In-state Tuition &

Fees $2,164; Room and Board
$3,418; Out-of-state Tuition and
Fees $6,294; Room and Board
$3,418

Estimated co t of books &
upplies: $850

Major Programs of tudy:
Agricultural and Natural Re
sources, Biological Sciences,
Communications, Teacher Edu
cation, and Psychology.

By Wajeeh alah

This year' Oak Lawn chess
team, under the guidance of
head coach Mr. Olson, had a
record of six wins, four losses
and two draws. With this
record, they managed to come
away second in their confer
ence. Also, they attended the
state chess tournament this year
in Normal, Illinois.

The roster of the OLCHS
chess team consisted of thirteen
members:

The seniors Gabe astaneda
and Dan Kazm ierczak; the jun
iors Wajeeh Salah and Ken
Tregoning; the sophomores Ja
son Matusiak, Mark Razo, Bill
Korab, Jon Daley, and Mike
Floyd; and the fre hmen Adam
Zwirkoski, Eric Lisitza, Katie
Earley, and hris Adamow.

In a collective team effort at
state this year, OL HS came in
41 st place out of the eighty
eight teams that participated.
Their overall record in state this
year was three wins and three
losses. They also came in sec
ond in the North Division In

Standards for Dental Assisting
Education Programs of the

"Preparing for leadership in Cornmi sion on Dental Accredi-
a World of Work," is the motto tation. The student competes
ofVICA. VICA isOL H 'chap- in different areas of dental as-
ter of the Vocational Industrial sisting, preparation of dental
Clubs ofAmerica. This club is material, infection control, and
sponsored by Mr. Vazzana. Stu- emergency procedures.
dents in this club are involved Therease Lukasiewicz and
in a series ofcompetitions which Amanda Lindelofboth received
lead up to the Illinois Associa- Honorable Mentions in the
tion of Vocational Industrial Cosmetology category. The
Clubs ofAmerica's Leadership contestants in this category are
and kills USA Champion hip. supposed to demonstrate their

This year OLCHS sent three ability to perform different as-
students to this competition. pects of cosmetology. They
They were Sylvia Zufer, have to duplicate a pre-chosen
Amanda Lindelof, and Theresa hairstyle on a manikin. A writ-
Lukasiewicz. t' .en test IS given on general cos- nesses, by keeping up with em-

The competition was held in metology. The contestant also ployers' needs to have input in
pringfield, Illinois in April. has to design different hair the classroom environment.

Over these days the students styles on live models. The purpose of VICA is to
competed in different VI A cat- VICA is a national organiza- provide quality educational ex-
egories. tion for trade, industrial, techni- periences for students in lead-

Ylvia Zulfer finished in sec- I d h Ith . fi In Illonol's VI A tsca , an ea occupatIOns or ership, teamwork, citizenship, I, represen
ond place in the dental assl'st- t d t . h' h h I more than 133 s t' .s u en s In tg sc 00 s, voca- and character development. ec Ions In seven
ing program. The contestant t' ltd egO sIOna cen ers, an two-year col- VICA also promotes under- r IOn.
demonstrates a student's abili- I It fi d d .eges. was oun e In 1965 standing of the free enterprise The partanite wou Id like to
ties to perform procedures as with the . t t' f .In en Ion 0 serving system and involvement in com- congratulate ylvia Amanda,
specified by the Accreditation st d t d t db'r u_e_n-...:s,_e~ucaorFrs~,~a~n~~u~s~I-~~m~u~n~i~ty~s~e~rv~i~c~e~ac~t~iv~i~ti~es~.~~~~a;n;;;d~Th~e~re~as;e~o~n~a~J~·o~b~w~e~lI~d;o~n;e.

roNGRATULAT]jO~TS CLASS OF
~.. .... 1997!!!

NATAUES GIFT TO 'fOU ON 'fOUR
GRADLJ4TION ISo

10% OFF

~
~
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From Mr

~":'Shan

I?"'J-- 1')<:

FI
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j ."..,IO. To Angd

Cone,fatulaLtons and
Best Wishesl

From Jenny

To Jenny, Rachelle, Jaime and Jules
one,ratulallons and

Best Wishesl
From H911y Marie

To ShanDon
Cone,ralulallons and

Best Wishesl
From Holly Marie

J
·"T~'c:rri' Nicole aDd Amy

Cone,ratulaLtons and
Best Wishesl

From Mrs. EgaD

To Lori Gibson
Cone,fatulaLtons and

Best Wishes!
From Dan Prorok

To Veronica Najera
Best Wlsbeolll

From Katie Bazian

To Lisa BaziaD
Best Wishes!

From Katie Bazian

~Irene~Tracey, Lisa and Jill
COOCI luck in Collee,el

From Mrs. Egan

lumbia- journalism and broad
casting.
Christy Knall- Moraine Valley
Joe Bolz- University ofIllinois
architectural studies.
Barb Antol- UI - Associated
Ilealth Fields.
Anne Lundeen- Winona tate
English education.
Jennifer Pe avento- outhern
Illinois University at

arbondale- civil and environ
mental engineering.
Pam Stoffregen- Drake Univer
sity- broadca tjournalism.
Anita pero- arnegie Mellon
University- theatre.
Jon Rowsey- IIlinoi Weselyan
University- biology.
Kolleen Krizka- Governor
State- teaching.

To The Senior Class
Con5fl:lluiaLtons and

Besl Wlshesl
From Mr. Ade

j
O"••UO.

To Carrie, Kristina, Carri
and Daryl

Besl Wishesl
From Kimmie

Anne Lundeen- urprise fire
drills.
Jennifer Pe avento- The shel
tered simplicity.
Jon Rowsey- All of the group
talks trying to solve trauma.

To Debbie, Nicole
and Persy

Best Wishesl
From Varsity Girls Soccer

j ."..,IO.

Th Amy, Christy, Nicole
and Angel

Cood luck in Collee,el
From Kimmie

~o Carri, Tom
and Mandy

Best WlAbesl
From Daryl

Tracey Koeppen- All the Famil
iar Faces.

tacy Bieryla- verything!
Naomi Martig- The dependence
on everyone and everything.

Joe Bolz- The people I met in
high school.
Barb Antol- The friend I've ac
quired in school and the people
I probably won't talk to again.

To Daryl
Con5fatuiaLI ns and

Best Wish sl
From Holly Marie

To Michelle Correa
Cone,fatulaLtons and

B st Wishes!
From Lily-n-Lisa

To Joanne
Cone,fatulallons tlnd

Best Wishesl
From Angel

j
."..,IO.

To Kim and JuliaDDa
ConyatuIallons and

Best Wishesl
From Jenny

j ."..,IO.
To Jenny

Cone,falulaLI ns and
Best Wishes!

From Angel

J.".."o.
To Angel McAdams

Con51 alulaLt ns and
B st Wlshesl

From Pete-n-Suzy

To Lisa, Irene, Jill and Tracey
Cone,fatulaLt ns and

Best Wishes!
From Holly Marie

arrie Smigla- All of my
Friends.
arah Wende- leep.

Gabe Castaneda- TIle people.

sity- art.
Michelle Cozzi- Loyola- pre
med. biology.
KimberlyTamo aitis- 1mhurst

ollege- elementary education.
Mandy Wegner- Grand Valley
University (Michigan)- photo
and fiction writing.

arrie migla- Lewis Univer-
sity- writing and art.

arah Wende- IU in
arbondale- de ign.
athy Gunia- Moraine &

Quincy.
Gabe Castaneda- UofI Urbana

hampaign- economics.
Joe Janovjak- U of I Urbana

hampaign- computer cience.
Jonathan Baikie-Monmouth

ollege- physical education.
Kimmie KiII- Moraineand 0-

Heather Wittig- All th~really

cool teachers. \\
Joe Janovjak- Being in ba~d.
Nicole holewa- Being in choir
and my Friends and teachers.

Carri McGrail- hoir, dances
and my Friends the most.

hri ty Knall-AI/the dances,
choir, and new friend I will
never Forget.
Kimmie KiII- h ir and friends,
new and old.

To SoDDy Lafemina
C ne,rtitulatl ns and

Best Wishesl
From Nichole and Beth

To Bryan McCormack
Best Wishesl

From Dan Prorok

o Niki'r:peni~~rI Jon and Ken
Dest wlllhes!

From Sheri

Heather Bale- My best buds.
Mike Marcinkowski- -nle good
times and the bad.
Amy Felton- the student be
cau e a lot of the underclass
men are my Friends.

hari Heda- Band.
Michelle Cozzi- The people.

Kimberly Tamosaiti - The
weekends.
Daryl Gorney- My Friends (es
pecially I lolly Marie Lisitza) and
my Favorite teacher (Mrs. Whit).

Mandy Wegner- Friend and
teachers.

hristina Zawacki- Dances,
Friends and teachers.

Lisa Pervenecki - outhern Il
linois University in arbondale
environmental recreation and
resource management special
ization.
Heather Bale- U oFI- bu iness.
Joanne tatkus- UI - pre-med.
biology.
Mike Marcinkow ki- olum
bia- jazz, graphic design, adver
tising.
Ron Bradbery- UIC- mechani
cal engineering.

han non Doherty- Loras 01
lege- journalism/communica
tion .
Chris Infusino- Western Illinois
University- physical education.
Julianna Grover- DePaul- bu i
ness and accounting.
Rebecca Wolf- Quincy Univer-

~Noureen....,Li~ and Eileen
Best wishes!
From Sherri

~YIM To Chrisr:-J--- Cood luck in Collee,el
From Mrs. "Whit"

~'Mllft T9 Shannon
r7~ - Cood luck in ColIee,eI

From Mrs. "Whit"

~~ To Tom
'" "7-;J - Cood luck tn Collee,el

From Mrs. "Whit"

~
ToDebbieWhitiDg

Best Wishesl
'" From The Varisty Soccer Team
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To Shannon, Daryl, Tom
and Tony

C n~I'alulaltons and
Besl Wlshesl

From Mandy Kutsulis

To Lisa, Monica, Amber
and Jay

C n~f'alulalions and
f) al Wlshesl

From Nicole Konopinski

j
.~..."o.

To Chris I.
Con~ratulaltons and

B st Wish s!
From Katie

j
.~.."o.

To KimIl}ie alld Carrie
Best Wlshesl
From Jackie

To Lisa, Monica and Amber
Con~!lllulabons and

Besl Wlshesl
From Chelley Fierro

Tom ronin- Writing stories
and getting Ms. Leable to call
me by my first name.

Joe Bolz- Awarded m t out
standing math and science stu
dent.
Barb Antol- Anything and ev
erything I completed to the best
ofmy ability.
Anne Lundeen- Getting out with
as many brain cells as I came in
with.
Jon Row ey- Leading the Fo
rensics team to 3rd in tate.
Jeff Hense- NH induction and
top 10% of my clas .

Carri McGrail- uperior rating
in a hoir contest and graduat
ing with honors.

hunger.
arah Wende- I hope to have a

good job that I enjoy doing.
Cathy Gunia- Become a teacher,
be married and have a steady
job.
Gabe astaneda- Have a job
making more than $100,000 a
year, and be engaged to some
one I want to marry.
Joe Janovjak- A good job, car,
a bachelors degree and maybe
a masters degree.
Nicole Cholewa- I hope to be a
choir teacher at Oak Lawn or

immons and starting a pet
shop. AI 0 to be involved in
some community plays and mar
ried.

...:.~ To KirnIJlie
r:-;J:--f)esl Wlshesl

From Angel

~...... To Carri, Lisa, Jill
r ...,~-~ and I rene

C ne,!lllulaltons and
Besl Wishes!
From Jackie

To Kimmie
Best Wishe I

From Karebear

Christy, Amy and Nicole
Best Wishe~1
From Karen

Amy Felton- etting involved in
so many activities in and out of
choo!.
hari Heda- Figuring out what

I wanted.

hri tina Zawacki- Brought
my grades up and attendance
improvement.
Gabe astaneda- urviving all
four year and getting into the
college of my choice.
Heather Wittig- Making perfect
attendance 3 out of 4 years.
Joe Janovjak- etting a good
A T score and getting ac
cepted to all the colleges I ap
plied to.
Nicole Cholewa- Receiving a
uperior rating in a choir con

test.

Rebecca Wolf- To be a college
graduate, established in what
ever I decide to do and not to
be a stranger to my friends.
Gloria Chavez- T be married
with 2 kids and own my own re 
taurants.
Kimberly Tamo aitis-I hope to
be married, beginning a family
and to be secure in my career.
Daryl Gorney- I want to own a
various numberofmy own busi
nes es and be rich.
Mandy Wegner- Be a photog
rapher, write at I ast two book ,
married and have a house.

arrie migla- Write many
great horror/fiction novels, have
a family, world peace and end

~:qlfi:Y'"no The Senior Class of 1997
Best Wtshesl

From Ms. Jenkins

~'~ .
To CollaQ..Krivanec

C n~ralulab ns and
Be<6l Wishes!

From Cara #14 Krivanec

To Bethany, Shari and Heather
C nE,ralulallons and

Be<6l Wishesl
From Melanie

j
.~..."o.

11 i mie
Cood -fud in Colle~el

From Mary

j
.~.."o•

To Kimmie
Besl WisheJ:l1

From Katie

~To Carri and Daryl
Con~ralulall ns and

Besl Wlshesl
From KatieT.

To Michelle Correa
Best Wishesl

From Mike

Lisa Perveneckis- Becoming
"Pervie".
Irene iciora- Graduating with
honors.
Heather Bale- I pa sed govern
ment.
Joanne tatkus- Playing sports
and a mu ical instrument.
Mike Marcinkow ki- Graduat
ing and getting through it with
ea e.
Tiffany Pohlman- NH and
band.

han non Doherty- Being co
editor-in-chiefof the newspaper
and being one of the top 10 se
niors.
Chris Infusino- All my friends
and club.
Julianna Grover- My G.P.A.
(4.19).

Irene iciora- Living in A, es
tablished in my career and driv
ing a silver convertible amero.
Mike Marcinkowski- Be hap
pily married with 6 kids, a well
paid musician and the things I
enjoy most.

hannon Doherty- To be a writer
for a major newspap r, have a
family and be happy.
Chris Infusino- To be a major
league baseball coach, be suc
cessful, wealthy, and stay away
from OL H as much a pos
sible.
Amy Felton- I hope to have a
steady career in nur ing, at a
good hospital and also be mar
ried or at least engaged.

To U~a Perveneckis
Good luck. in Collep.,el
From Brian PerveneclCis

To The Senior Class
Con~ratulaltons and

Be<6t Wi<6he<61
From Mr. Hill

To Kim, Jennie, Angel and Ruth
Con~!lllulallons and

Beal Wlshesl
From CheUey Fierro

To Dawn, Christina, Tiffany
and Cindy

Con~ratulallons and
Beal Wishes!

From Nicole Konopinski

...:.~ To Christina
r ::,---Con~ratulabons and

Be<6l Wi<6he<61
From Jenny

...:....... To Jenny
,,~--Con~ralulabons and

Be<6l Wi<6he<6!
From Julianna

To Kimmie, Carri, Carrie and Kris
C n~ralull:lb ns tlnd

Besl Wishes!
From Holly Marie

To Julianna
n~ralulaltons and
B <6l Wtshe<61

From Todd

~sameeh Zu,ghayer (Rooster)
Cood luc( ill Col1e~el

From Mohnnad Abdelrasoul

~~ To aryl
- Cood lucr in Collep.,el

From Mrs. "Whir'

~ Julie "Baboos" Zaghloul
C n~ralulallons and

Besl Wi<6hesl
From Nasta-lagic

j
.~..."o.

To Ziyyad zavyad (Bear)
I)et\t Wishe~r

From Muhannad Abdelrasoul

d Noureen

le~el
t"

ris

y, Barb

nis
I and
<61
ioQ

~ and
.131

VIr. Scarpelli
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Student Council- Thanks for the memories

SPIRIT
WEEK

'97

No DouQt . .
Moraine Valley Community College IS the Smart ChOice

By Tom Cronin

Well, the 1996-97 school year
is drawing to a close, and the
time ofyear has come where stu
dents reflect on those special
memories of the past year.
When reflecting on these memo
ries, some of the first that come
to mind are of events such as
Homecoming, pirit Weeks,

taff Appreciation Week, and
the Winterfest dance. These
memorable events are ju t a few
of the many that have been
made po sible by the tudent
Council. The tudent ouncil
consists of54 members from the
freshman, sophomore junior,
and senior classe. Their re
sponsibi Iitie include hearing
petitions presented from the

lass Advi ory Boards, as well
as conducting some of the
school's largest activities.

This past year's officers in
clude: Jeanine Drechsler, presi
dent; tacy Bieryla, vice-presi
dent; Mandy Zeien, secretary;

and Barb Antol, treasurer. tu
dent Council representatives are
elected in homerooms, and the
officers are chosen by the tu
dent Council itself.

Under the guidance of spon
sors Mrs. Bibeau and Mr.
Scarpelli, the Student Council
has played a major role in the
year's events and activities.

One of Stal1~nt ouncil's
.~ ..

most recent actIvIties was
Spring Spirit Week. This year,
the Student Council took on a
new idea concerning pirit
Week. The idea was to have a
theme for each day of pirit
Week. These themes were
based on movies which were
presented in the cafeteria dur
ing lunch periods. Each day, the
cafeteria activity and the cloth
ing style for dress-up day were
based on the movie that was
being played on that day. Over
all, there was a positive reaction
to this new idea from all stu
dents who were able to get into
the "spirit" of Spirit Week by

watching the movies.
ince the very beginning of

the school year, the Student
Council has been hard at work
on one activity or another. The
first major event of the school
year that Student Council coor
dinates is Homecoming. For
Homecom ing, the Student

ouncil did everything from
thinking of the theme to decid
ing activities and dress-up days
for pirit Week to decorating the
gym for the dance.

Once Homecoming was over,
the tudent ouncil went right
to planning its next activities.
The next major event of the year
was the Thanksgiving Canned
Food Drive. In previous years,
the food drive had been a com
petition between classes. This
year, the tudent Council
changed its approach by taking
the competition out of the class
rooms and into the lunch peri
ods. Although fewer cans were
collected than in previous years,
more emphasis was placed on

the quality of the food rather
than quantity. Mandy Zeien,
Student Council ecretary, ex
pressed, "We had many stu
dents who brought large and
expensive cans instead of mass
quantities of peas, corn, and
green beans."

After the food drive, the Stu
dent Council quickly proceeded
with some of its winter activi
ties, including anta letters,
Christmas window painting,
and the Winterfest dance.

When spring came, tudent
Council conducted its regular
spring activities, which include
Flower Day and taffApprecia
tion Week. This year, the tu
dent Council planned a new ac
tivity, the oed Volleyball Tour
nament. Thi is an important
example of how the tudent
Council continues to create new
enjoyable experiences for all
students.

In addition to seasonal activi-

ties, the tudent Council has
also been responsible for ongo
ing programs. Throughout the
year, various Student Council
representatives were respon
sible for being New Student Es
corts. The Council assisted with
the monthly blood draw during
the second semester.

Overall, the Student Council
has been a major force in this
year's activities. Because of in
creased activities and new
ideas, many Student Council
representatives feel that the role
of the Student Council has
grown in the past year. Jeanine
Drechsler, Student Council
president partially attributes
this "larger role" to the experi
ence of the officers. "Because
last year's executive board re
turned for this year, we were able
to work very well together. Since
we were able to build on our
ideas from last year, this year
was very productive," said
Drechsler. This year's Student
Counci I representati ves are
very proud oftheir accomplish
ments and wish next year's tu
dent ouncil continued suc
ce s.

Class
Election

You can join other students who benefit from:

Classes guaranteed to transfer to four-year
colleges and universities

Comprehensive career training programs

Caring faculty

Excellent job placement

Affordable tuition

To find oul why Moraine Valley IS Ihe smarl chOICe
for you. call (70S) 9H-S3SS (TTITDD for
speech or hearing impaired 70897495561.
We·d like 10 hear from you.

Results
The following students

have been elected the class
officers of next year's Sopho
more, Junior, and Senior Class.

CLA S OF 1998:
President: Jenny Burns
V. President: Dan Prorok
ecretary: Heather Dwyer

Treasurer: Tom Creech

., r. ,AMoraine Valley
;J :4 jI Community College
10900 S. 88th Ave.. Palos Hills. IL 60465 0937

ViSit Moraine Valley on the World Wide Web
hflp://www.moraine.cc.il.us

An ACT score IS nor reqUired 10 atlend Moraine Valley

CLASS OF 1999:
President: Jill Jurkowski
V. President: Melissa Piwowar
Secretary: Stephanie Boyle
Treasurer: Julie Braun

CLA S OF 2000:
President: Dana Slusinski
V. President: Jenny Kimmey
ecretary: Jill Munno

Treasurer: Mary Wallace



Aquarius (lan.20-Feb.18)
Consequences come to slackers,
stay on the ball until the end of
the chool year (it's almost here)
Lucky # 20

Pi ces (Feb.19-Mar.20) A
fun summer is in your future,
but don't get burned out too
quickly. Lucky # 17

Aries (Mar.21-April 19)
Stop obsessing over a secret
admirer, move on, or get brave.
Lucky # II

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Deal with small problems now
before they grow into, longer
ones. Lucky # 22

the rules. The authorities were
constantly warned from world
reknown scientists that it is im
possible to imprison students
because we will somehow find
a way to revolt; but the authori
ties were so caught up in the fact
that they could imprison teen
agers, and force them to do their
bidding, that they never
thought about whether or not
they should.

Now, in a matter of two
weeks, we will be set free, and
many will suffer the conse
quences. The outside world
should prepare, because some
thing has survived, and we are
hungry for freedom.

Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec.2 I)
Good fortune and money is all
yours this month. Spend your
money wisely! Lucky # 18

Capricorn (Dec.22-1an.19)
Quarrels with friends may bring
you down, but don't give up.
Friendship is a precious thing to
lose. Lucky # 12

Libra (Sep. 23-0ct. 22) Be
lieve only in yourself, because
only you can make your dreams
a reality. Lucky # 19

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov.21)
Stand up for yourself, don't de
pend on anyone else to fight
your battles for you. Lucky #
69

be consu ed to make up for the
fast food ontingency that has
been in effiet on OLCHS Island
throughout' \ ,-

the year. Not one single shop
ping mall, movie theater or
beach on the mainland will be
safe from our wrath. The man
agers oflocal stores are prepar
ing for our massive invasion by
stocking shelves with as much
merchandise as possible.

Local authorities are living in
fear of our exile, but it serves
them right, because it is a well
known fact that you cannot im
prison a large quantity of teen
agers and expect them to follow

By Mandy Kutsulis

Gemini (May 21-1une20)
Keep your eyes open for a se
cret admirer, maybe a familar
shadow from your past. Lucky
#2

Cancer (June 21-1uly 22)
Try harder at what you wish to
achieve, your destination is well
within reach. Lucky #23

Leo (July 23-August 22)
Watch out! The opportunity of
a life time is right under your
nose. Lucky # 18

Virgo (August 23-Sep.22)
Bad times have just passed,
leave them behind you, and live
in the now. Lucky #26

By Tom Jodelka

By Brian Meyers were only minutes away from kit for installing your own trap
paralyzing you and sucking you door and pit in your room, just

Now that Elmo is dead and up to their mother ship on the like in labba's throne
forgotten, the tickle-me torch dark side of the moon.(Wow, so room(giant slobbering monster
must be passed on. Who is that's where Pink Floyd got their sold separately). That's more
worthy of receiving this torch? album title) What hope was for getting rid of pesky parents
Tickle-Me-Yoda, that's who. I there for your doomed Iittle and sanitation crews rather than
can hear him now, "Hhhm hhm soul? GLOW WORMS! Those ledi, though.
hhm hm. Tickle that did. Hhm, bright white rubber worms in For those of you who don't
yes. No Obi-Wan. Not ready pajamas that would glow when know him by name, Boba Fett
for the doll is he," or, "too old you squeeze them, hence the is labba's bounty hunter; he
for the doll i he." At which name. Of course the light from took Han 010 from Darth
point all of us teenagers scream these little suckers would scare Vader after he froze him, and
out, "NOOOOO! Master Yoda, away any and all of the aliens. fought Luke and company in
I am ready! I swear! Please! I I don't know, it made perfect the desert when they were slated
want to be a tickler, like my sense when I was about four, to get thrown into the giant
little sister before me." but what about now? What do burping pit labba was so fond

Remember those nights as a we need? We need, lABBA of. He wears gray armor with a
chi Id when you'd watch THE GLOW HUT! TIlat's what. "T" shaped visor and a rocket
"Sightings" too long, and lie But labba the Glow Hut does pack. Speaking of his rocket
awake in bed for hours terrified, more than just glow. He comes pack, that might also be a good
assuring yourself that aliens with Boba Fett back-up, and a toy for children.

Somethtnfj fl.a:l Survived
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In the '::beath Star ~ playroom

Another school year has al
most come to a close, and some
thing is emerging from the
shadows, something has sur
vived. Upon leaving this school
in lune, we will begin to look
for something that has eluded
us since late August. We will
begin to search for the lost
world of freedom.

The secluded island of
OLCHS will no longer detain its
inhabitants, and many freedom
hungry teenagers wi II be set
loose to wreak havoc on the out
side world. Mass quantities of
Taco Bell and McDonalds will

atmosphere of near-hysteria
settled over the city. To their
dismay, November 14th turned
out to be just like any other or
dinary day. Maria Devi
Khristos must have felt com
plete humiliation, but she was
so out of touch with reality, it
probably didn't faze her. Even
though her prediction was in
correct, she still has many faith
ful followers who are still await
ing the end to come.

Many other people believe in
the prophecies ofNostradamus.
Well, why not? He predicted
many world events that shaped
our history. So if this great
prophet predicted these things
many years ago, before our
time, why wouldn't we believe
it to be true? Supposedly the
end of the world is to come on
the date of May 5, 2000. Many
believe this to be true, because
most prophecies end around the
year 2000.

May 21, 1991

Jeature
Name: Vern Scarpelli lr.
Birthplace: Chicago, IL
Astrological ign: Libra
Marital Status: Married
Colleges Attended: North Central, UIC, and Governors State
High School Attended: Bogan
Degrees: B.S. & M.S.
Years I have been teaching: 270 divided by a decade
Classes I Teach: English I, Creative Writing
Iff wasn't Teaching I'd be: Robin Ventura's ball boy
My Idea Ofa Good tudent Is: A Sox fan
If I Could Travel Anywhere It Would Be: To the future 100 years
from now!
My First Car: 1962 Red Chevy Impala-2 door with a small 6 cylin
der [engine]
My First Paying Job: Making pizza at Luigi's Pizza at 85th &
Crawford
The Last Good Book I Read: acred Hoops by Phillackson
My Most Embarrassing Moment Was: the day Iwore two different
shoes to school
I'd give Anything To Meet: Henry VIII
My Most Memorable Moment as a Young Adult Was: The birth of
my oldest son and the Shadows of Knight
My First Concert Was: The Beach Boys
In My Spare Time I Like To: Watch Leave It To Beaver
A Moral I Live By Is: If it is to be, it is up to me.
When It Comes To: Straightening out Cubfans, I'm the Best.
Without: Music, I'd be lost!
My Advice To Teenagers: Take chances in Iife, but don't be a Cub
fan.

By herri Gibson

Lately ifyou tum on the tele
vision, you may hear cases
about individuals who are seIl
ing all of their belongings be
cause "the end is near." Then
another day you may tum on the
radio and hear R.E.M. singing
"It's the end of the world as we
know it, and I feel fine." With
all these ideas filling our heads,
what else are we to do but think
about this possibility? All
around the world this crazy idea
has turned many people into a
frenzy.

In Russia, a woman by the
name Maria Devi Khristos
claimed that everyone would
die on the date ofNovember 14,
1996. She brainwashed thou
sands of people into believing
this. Members of her cult gath
ered outside a cathedral in ex
pectation ofthe world's end. An

Montgomery Ward
Driving School

Located near you in Montgomery Ward stores.

.... Get your license as fast as the law will allowl

.... Receive your driver's permit the~ week of classl

.... State approved for school creditl

.... Start at 15, 16, or 17 years oldl

$50 off with this special offer!

Call (630) 539-2700 for information
and registration today!

VALUABLE COUPONr
1 FREE 11 [JII Order 1
10f Fries I
1 When You Buy A 1
1 Sandwich Or A Drink 1

Not Voltd w.... Nry Qlhe.r QJff'f COuUQft\ ('1~

L Io(~ I______ ..1

r,,·mf.N!la·1II4·g1 I
: FREE .~A
I Gyros {\.< _'1
1When You Buy Another 1
IDelicious Gyros Sandwich'l

1
Fries & A Medium Drink I

..... Vohd w.... "'" 00.... QIfo. c_, c......
L~~ ...J

ALEXANDER'S
RESTAURANT
Dine In Or Drive Thru

HOURS: MON.-SAT. 11-MIDNIGHT, SUN. 11 A.M.-11 P.M.

708-422-4070
9940 Southwest Hwy.

(1/2 Blk. E. Of Ridgeland)

Oak Lawn
VALUABLE COUPON ,

1 FREE 1
1 I
I Cheeseburger 1
I When You Buy Another 1
1 Delicious Cheeseburger, I

1
Fries &A Medium Drink I

.... ValodYf"''''''OOt.o<QIfo. ,-,e..-

L 10(....0.* J-----_ ....
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ophomore Mark Rieck serves
for the partans. (Photo by
Jeanette Lemrise)

other sophomore, Matt Moysis.
Mr. Lawson has high expecta
tions for these two in the years
to come.

The first doubles for the var
sity are cott Cosme and
Anwaar Matarieh. These two
have been playing very well
lately winning their last eight
games.

The second doubles team
consists of Nick Franek and
Kevin McDermott. They have
been very consistent and have
helped the team win close vic
tories.

The third doubles position is
shared between Thitipol
Leckpol, Jim Kenealy and Chris
Anon.

Besides finishing undefeated
in conference, the varsity team
also won first place in the
Morton Tournament. Everyone
on the team contributed to this
victory against many of tough
schools, including conference
rivals Reavis and Argo.

At second doubles are Keith
Fox and Eric Lisitza. They have
also done quite well finishing
with a 4 - I conference record.

The third doubles are Brian
Perveneckis and Chris
O'Brenski. These two have
been playing very well despite
being together since the middle
of the season.

The team finished their sea
son strong by tying with Argo
for the Conference crown with
23 points. The team is concen
trating on bringing their win
ning ways up to the varsity level
for next year.

Varsity
By Tom Swiatek

The boys' varsity tennis team
served their way to victory this
year. The team lost a lot of tal
ent with last year's seniors
graduating, but everyone
stepped up and worked a little
harder. Because of their hard
work and dedication, they still
managed to win all oftheir con
ference games. The team was
coached by Mr. Lawson, who
also runs the summer tennis
program, which is mandatory
for the varsity players.

At first singles this year was
phenome Mark Reick. Mark
has put in a lot of hard work in
order to succeed against the
tougher competition at varsity
level. At second singles, is an-

By Tom Swiatek

Frosh-Soph

Spart,ni'e Sports

Playing first doubles for the
Spartans this season are Tom
Swiatek and Brendon Palluck.
These two have played excep
tionally well together and are
undefeated in conference
games. They also finished fifth
at the Sa'ndburg Invitational
Tournament.

The frosh-soph tennis team
has had a great season. The
Spartans are undefeated in con
ference matches. The team is
coached by Mr. Leary who has
spent countless hours with this
team helping them work on
their fundamentals. The team
has made dramatic improve
ments since they first started
practicing in March at the Oak
Lawn Tennis and Racquetball
Club. This year's team is very
young with ten freshmen and
only four seniors remaining
from last year's conference
champion team.

At first singles this year is
stand-out freshman Erik Smok.
Erik had some difficultly early
in the season, but greatly im
proved. He hopes to win con
ference at first singles. At sec
ond singles is Tony Fantozzi
who has done a fantastic job re
placing the injured Adam
Zwirkowski.

,

Coaches
Corner
Name: Brian Ade

ports coached at Oak Lawn:
Freshmen Baseball
High School attended:
Brother Rice
Sports played in high school:
Believe it or not, NONE
Favorite sport: Basketball
Favorite pro athlete and why: Michael Jordan because he al
ways tries to improve himself and never settles for anything but
his best.
If you could be any athlete who would you be and why: Iwould
be Michael Jordan because I'd like to know how it feels to be the
best there ever was.
Favorite sports team: Fighting Illini and Fighting Irish
Who influenced you to coach: Nobody really influenced me to
get into it, but Coach Kunde and Coach Sullivan are my mentors
right now
Last good movie that you have seen: Heaven Is a Playground
What do you think it takes to be a good athlete: Dedication,
determination and the ability to accept criticism
If you could meet any athlete, who would it be: Phil Jackson-I
would like to know what his secret of success is.
All time favorite concession stand food: Comiskey Park Polish
Sausage
College attended: University of Illinois
Sports played in college: Intermural basketball; basically I hung
out at the gym a lot and played pickup games.
Hobbie: Golf, water skiin ,readin ,movies

Boys track sprints to success

Eric Edquist andAshrafRabah print to victory at Reavis. (Photo
by Jeanette Lemrise)

with various drills. The team
wasn't as big as everyone
hoped, but with hard work like
this the girls made it a success.

The members of the confer
ence champion frosh-soph tcam
are Gina Rogers and Lauren
Ward, who run hurdles; Amy
Burke, and Deseree Bartosiak,
who throw the discus and shot
put; Nicole Garrett, Dana
Siosinski, Angela VanVuren,
Cathy Wilczek, Nahed obhy,
Jody Daley, Vicki Davis, and
April Osmanski, who run both
the sprints and distance races.
Along with running, Jenny Jaral
also competes in the high jump
and triple jump competitions.

The varsity team is made up
ofSabrina Beck, Jenell Murray,
Mandy Wagner, Diana
Wroblewski, and Laura Heinke.
These team members have to
cover a wide variety of events
from the 100 meter dash to the
3200 meter run. The girls do it
all.

Congratulations to the Frosh
Soph team who won the con
ference championship and good
luck to the Varsity girls at
sectionals.

Girls track
racing to victory

By Pat McLoughlin

The Oak Lawn girls varsity
and frosh-soph track teams have
bcen very successful in the 1997
season. All the girls have
worked very hard and their ac
complishments have shown it.
Jenell Murray has set a new
school and conference record in
the triple jump along with win
ning the conference champion
ship in the long jump. Jenny
Jaral won the high jump event
which helped boost the frosh
so ph team to a con ference
championship at this year's
meet.

The girls track head coach is
Mr. Lockwood. He is assisted
by four other coaches which
include Mr. Johnson, the dis
tance coach; Mr. Maloney, who
coaches hurdles; Mrs. Michaels,
the sprinting coach; and Mr.
Robinson, the coach of both
shotput and discus.

The Spartans work very hard
to be the best. They practice
five nights a week in almost any
kind of weather. The distance
team runs 25 miles a week at
the same time that the other
Spartans work on their speed

Lockwood, for high jump, pole
vault, long and triple jump.
Brian McCormak, Dan Whiting,
and Andrew Zahgul have been
doing exceptionally well this
year, with McCormak having a
chance at taking conference.
Freshmen, Eric O'Brien and Jim
Horvath head up the fTosh-soph
level.

In the field events Bob
Hovanes and Eduardo Espejo
are the varsity long jumpers.
"Both have been doing very well
in meets," says Coach
Lockwood, "with many of the
large invites helping them to get
better jumps in."

Carl Novak and Jason Car
penter have also contributed to
the field events by doing pole
vault this year. Another pole
vaulter, Mike Mullaney, broke
his ankle four meets into the
year and has been recovering

(Continued on page 11)

Moses, Joe Banasiak, have also
helped to contribute to the Spar
tans' success.

Heading up the varsity team
is Bob Hovanes and Blake
Cuneen. Bob who is also a long
and triple jumper who has had a
tough year being plagued by the
problems with his ankles and
knees. Blake, however, has had
a good season and hopes to
have success in conference.

Freshmen, Scott Biesterfield,
Eric O'Brien and Mike Masino
have had good season's this
year with the freshmen and even
scored a few varsity points.

Mr. Maloney has been
pleased with the performance of
his hurdlers this year: Tim
Mann and Scott Biesterfield, on
both 300 intermediate hurdles
and 100 high hurdles.

Coaching the field events this
year is John Robinson, for
shotput and discus, and, John

Mr. John Lockwood, head
coach, is very pleased with the
performance of the team mem
bers. "We have a few runners
that have a chance at being all
conference in a couple of
races. "

Mr. Dave Johnson, coach of
the middle distance-distance
runners, has seen much im
provement from his part of the
team.

Conference should be a big
help for those who want to break
their goals. As far as Varsity
goes, Chris Amato, Ashraf
Rabah, Eric Edquist, Jason
Dogium, Jim Carpenter, Phil
Maslan, Mike Curran, and Mike
Cingrani are all doing excellent.

Eric Edquist holds the team's
best records in the halfmile, mile,
and two mile races.

The Frosh-soph level has
also been doing very well this
season. Sophomores, Luis
Gonzalez and Chad Zeilenga
have both been running the half
mile with good times.

Freshmen runners, Jason
Carpenter, Dave Diaz, Pat

By Chad Zeilenga
Well with another season of

Oak Lawn track coming to an
end, the season hasn't been any
different from years in the past.
There have been many great ac
complishments this year.

First of all, I would like to
apologize for an error made in
last month's issue. Coach
Wileen Gausman, one ofthe dis
tance coaches for both boys and
girls, was not included under
the coaches of the team. We at

partanite are very sorry for the
omission.
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Conference

Softball teams take swing at victory

Ron Brongel hustles down the first place line. (Photo by Jeanette
Lemrise)

defensive skill, their confer
ence record is 4-1 and non-con
ference 12-10. The tough com
petitors this sea on are Reavis,
Richards, and Romeoville who
always tend to give the partans
a hard time, but the tables will
soon tum.

Leading the team this year
are hris Beyer, Ken Braasch,
Jason Bjork, Jason Reusch, Bob
Gross, and Brian DeBias. Other
team contributers are am
Eschavarria, Harry Kolk, Keith
Kriska, Tony Martino, Jason
Matusiask, Terry Mulrenin,
Steve Neilheisal, raig Parkhill,
Justin Spilde, and Dave Weber.
The partanite wi hes you good
luck throughout the rest of the
season.

AIthough these boys make
winning seem easy, they have
conquered tough teams like

andburg, Joliet, Romeoville,
and Reavis. "So far, beating
Romeoville was like winning a
playoff game. The real high
light will be when we win con
ference," oach Ade states.
This "determined" team has the
ability to reach the goal oftak
ing conference. Congratula
tions so far and Good Luck in
your conference run.

The ophomore baseball
team is still on their way trying
to take conference. Coach
Kasely believes these boys
match-up with other teams very
well. With good offensive and

a

By Chris Infusino

Frosh-Soph

The Freshman baseball team
has been playing their sea on
with fire. The boys are 6-0 in
conference and 13-6 non-con
ference. These freshmen get
along well and they are very
knowledgable about the game.
The team's one goal wa to im
prove daily and Coaches Kunde
and Ade believe they have done
so.

The pitching and defense are
pretty solid and this team uses
their bats more than any other
conference team. very player
contributes his 100% but a few
ath letes lead the team.

Ryan Howell is probably the
best hitter as well as shortstop
and pitcher. Also consi tent are
Jeremy Schultz and Dan "The
Duke" Early.

Other strong contributers are
the catcher and team leader
Hank Fear, Erik chutz and
Luke Navickas.

Also leading the team are
Chris Adamow, Justin
Altenburg, Bruce DeGrazia,
John Gubernat, Mike Valentine,
and Mike Verschave.

Leading the Spartans on both
offense and defense are Dave
Banasiak, Ron Brongel, Aaron
Altenburg, Ryan March, Ray
Orban, Tom Creech, Jim
Leipart, Brian Kane, Greg lade
and Dan McLernon. The other
astonishing players are Mike
Burton, Tacho Gamino, Tony
Baldea, cott trang, Steve
Macak, Jason Walker, Brad
Koeppen and Matt Leipart.

These players came together
in late March to put all their
skills into one. With strong and
athletic players, this team is sure
to reach any goal they want to
persue. "This team has the abil
ity to hang tough even when
things don't go our way," Coach
Sullivan states. With positive
attitudes and strong will, the
players that make up the 1997
Varsity Baseball Team can go
as far as. they want, along with
the help from their coaches.

The varsity team plays dur
ing the week usually around
4: IS p.m. Their wonderful
home field is right across the
street from school. Take the
time to support these boys on
their last few games represent
ing Oak Lawn.

Varsity

By Chris Infusino

As we all know, there are
many obstacles which are in the
way that the Spartans must de
feat. Reavis, Richards, Brother
Rice, St. Rita, St. Laurence and
Marist are the crude obstacles.
However, that doesn't stop the e
guys from trying to take con
ference and going as far as they
can in the state tournament.

So far, the varsity team has
been very competitive, having
many close games this season.

This year spring hasn't been
the best, but baseball has cer
tainly seen their side ofthe rain
bow. The team is doing better
than the Chicago teams espe
cially the Cubs!

Anyway, with a great offen
sive and defensive team, the
conference title shall soon be in
the hands ofthe varsity baseball
team, but what would this team
be without two enthusiastic
coaches. Coaches ullivan and
Dempsey have put together a
dedicated, tough, and fun team
to create a conference record of
4-1.

Deni e Fa 'ano takes a swing as Richard 'pitcher fires it to the
catcher. (Photo by Jeanette Lemrise)

Frosh-Soph

By Jill Munno

The Freshman girls softball
starters consist ofKaren Bialek,
Stacey Brookman, Lauren
Janowiak, Tracy Mancillas,
Tina Moretti, Jill Munno, Amy
Nagel, Danielle Roman and
Lisa Sinovich. Other important
contributions come from Katie

onnell, Katie Early, Katie
Foley and Cyndi Hazzard.
Jenny Kimmy is unfortunately
injured for the season.

The Lady Spartans sea on
record consists of I I win and
9 losess. The girls' conference
record is 4 wins and 3 lose .
Due to great coaching by Mr.
Ed Haack and Mr. Nick
Scheemen, the girls had a pec
tacular triple play their first
game against Shepard. An out
standing catch was made by
Danielle Roman, with a quick
thinking throw to the second
baseman Dana Roman, to get
the girl at second. An unbeliev
able throw to the first baseman
Lisa Sinovich to tag that runner
out as well completed the triple
play.

Frosh/Soph Soccer
(Continued from page 12)

they need her. The goalie, Ali
cia Stankiewisz, has been excel
lent for her first time playing this
tough and underrated position.

At press time, the team ha
recently won their first confer
ence game and this accomplish
ment is quite an honor. The var
sity girls are proud ofthe sopho
more team. Coach Rita, of the
varsity team, states, "The
sophomore girls are our future.
We want to get them as excited
as possible about soccer. The

Due to her out tanding play,
Dana Roman has been moved
up to the ophomore team. Lisa

inovich and Danielle Roman
were also offered the great op
portunity to play on the sopho
more level.

The sophomore girls' softball
team has a tarting line up of
Lisa Brandt, Kelly Burke,
Joanna Eul, Gianna Hardt, Am
ber Nettle, Melissa Piwowar,

varsity team wants to push
the e young athletes to come
everyday."

The ophomore girls team
has had some tough breaks, es
pecially with losing key players
from injuries but the girls never
gave up. Annie Pasquarella, a
forward for the team, says,
"They have heart in whatever
they do. These girls stay to
gether and whatever is good for
the team is good for them." So
with that in mind, wouldn't you
want 10 come and see these tal
ented ladies play too?

Dana Roman, Patty eminetta
and Rachel Verbeck. Other
players are hristin Achter,
Lauren Caster, Nicole Friske
and Michelle Wasik. A of press
time, these Lady Spartans'
record is 9 wins and I I losses.
Also, their conference record is
4 wins and 3 loses.

Varsity Volleyball
(Continued from page 12)

The team is looking forward
to its trip down tate in June
when the "real" season begins.
Those seven blemishes on the
team's record will not mean a
thing if they bring home the ring,
which in this case is that state
championship trophy. llle team
will have to make up for the 10 s
of Steve Joyce with team unity
that will have to come out of
everyone if the team wants that
second title. Players uch a

teve Jaral, Tim Lovell, Pat
McLaughlin, and Joe Hovane
have provided thi young team
with leadership throughout the
regular season, and hope they

Varsity

By Joe Munno

This year's Lady partans
have really stepped up to the
plate and delivered. The Varsity

oftball team is, as of pres
time, I 9 and in a first place
tie in col\iference at 5-2.

Accor\l-~ng to Coach Pat
Mayer the't~am is playing well
and always getting better, but
he says they are, "not as consis
tent and they need to put it to
gether. "

Mayer aid the team is hitting
extremely well. "Contagious
hitting," is the team's motto.
This means that if one starts hit
ting, then the whole team gets
involved.

orne of the team's better bat
ters are: junior, Natalie
Mannerino, who is batting an
awesome .542, leading the
team. AIso, helly Shue, a jun
ior, is hitting .466. helly, who
was named both the Star and

hicago Tribune Player of the
Week, leads the team in runs

can tum up the intensity when
the state playoffs come around
the corner in a few weeks.

Mrs. Nichols coaching both
the boys' and girls' varsity vol
leyball teams was quoted in the
Star Newspaper, and stated that
the boys are finally starting to
gain some of the recognition
that the girls have been receiv
ing for years in the sport of vol
leyball. The team has the state
title as one of its goals this year,
and who is to say that they will
not be able to capture it, cer
tainly not the staff of the 5.par:
~. orne and support the
team a they begin their quest
for that second title.

batted in.
enior, Jeanine Drech Icr is

also hitting well at .417. Team
captains Denise Fasano and
Rachel Funk also lead the of
fensive attack. Fasano is second
on the team with an awe orne
0491 average. Funk is very pro
ductive at the plate as well, hit
ting .379. he al 0 leads the
team in tolen bases.

The Lady partans pitching
staff is led by two excellent
pitchers, enior Rachel Funk
and junior Alicia Acevedo.
Rachel i 6-3 with a 4.00 earned
run average and Alicia is 5-3
with a spectacular 1.91 RA.

Others playing well for the
Lady partans are: senior, hri
Infusino and juniors, Jennifer
Rau and Tracy Mentgen. The

partanite's own, Infu ino, is
stellar at the plate with a 0417
average. Rau and Mentgen are
hitting excellently as well, at
.458 and .385 respectively.

oach Mayer said the team's
goal is to win conference, then
to go to regionals and do their
very best.

Boys Track
(Continued from page 10)

and this injury won't keep him
from joining next year. Also. high
jumpers, cott Biesterfield and
Ray Metzger, hope to put up
good competition this year in
conference.

The highlight of the year has
been the 2 mile relay team com
posed of Eric Edquist, luis
Amato, Mike urran, and Ashraf
Rabah. The relay team has con
sistently brought down their
time in order to contend with the
big teams in sectionals and
regionals.
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Volleyball takes a jump to State

Tim Lovell goes up for a spike but Joe Hovanes is there to block it.
(Photo by Jeanette Lemrise)

Varsity

By Sam Wenzel

With the boys' volleyball
season winding down to the
home stretch, the Spartans are
looking to advance through the
state playoffs once again. The
team is looking forward to the
possibility ofcapturing another
state championship title. The
Spartans came out of the gate
quickly to start off the year win
ning their first eleven games of
the season, including a season
opening victory over last year's
state champions, the Sandburg
Eagles. That victory was essen
tial to get the team on the right
path, and it has set the tone for
the rest of the season. The vic
tory also brought the Spartans
a number one ranking by the
Chica20 Tribune and the Chi:
ca20 Sun-Times. Since their vi
tal game one victory over
Sandburg, the team has suf
fered several setbacks, but they
are finishing strongly.

The team has the necessary
experience, talent, leadership,

and team unity to make it
through the state playoffs.
Hopefully, the team will be bring
ing' home another state champi
onship when the time comes.
The team consists ofSteve Jaral,
Tim Lovell, Jon Baikie, Joe
Hovanes, Pat McLaughlin, Joe
Chavosky, Steve Joyce, Adam
Fisher, Dave Abrahamson, Dan
Balich, and Mike Dixon. The
team is coached by Mrs.
Nichols.

The Spartans have a tough
road ahead of them throughout
the rest ofthe year. With 25 wins
already this season, versus only
7 defeats, the team is looking to
capture the conference title and
move on from there. A recent
injury to junior Steve Joyce did
not help the team, but they are
making up for the loss with team
play and one hundred percent
effort when they are on the
flO&/". The southwest side of
Chicago has a large number of
potential state champions, so
the Spartans will have to buckle
down and fight for some of
those victories. With teams like
Glenbrook South, Sandburg,
Hersey, Naperville Central, and

Lake Forest rounding out the top
five ranked teams in the state,
the road through the tate play
offs may contain a few bumps,
but the Spartans, ranking in at
number fifteen, should be able
to overcome the adversity in
their quest for a second state
championship.

(Continued on page 11)

Frosh-Soph
By Pat McLoughlin

The Oak Lawn Spartan
sophomore volleyball team is
off to a great start this year with
a record of 17-4. They have
defeated tough teams including

tagg and cross-town rival
Richards. This year's team has
been one of the most success
ful sophomore teams in school
history.

The Spartans are led by Lee
Smith, Eric Zalas, Russ Zalas
and Mike Correa. Freshmen
playing an important role in
clude Ryan Skendzel, Ryan
McLernon and Dave Heinke.

The Spartans have bounced
back from their first loss of the
season to Sandburg and now
hold a conference record of 8-

O. With only two games left
against Richards and Stagg ,
the Spartans have a very good
chance of taking the conference
crown.

The Spartan volleyball team
is coached by Janet
Haubenreiser who has helped
the players improve with every
game. For the first time in Oak
Lawn Volleyball history a
freshman team was formed so
that they could participate in the
Marist Freshmen Invitational.

The Spartans took first by beat
ing freshmen teams from Marist
and tagg.

The Spartan sophomore vol
leyball team has participated in
two other volleyball tourna
ments this year. They played
in both the Lincoln-Way
Sophomore tournament and the
Marist Junior Varsity Tourna
ment. In the Lincoln-Way
Tournament the Spartans took
third while in the Marist Tour
nament the Spartans took fifth.

Badminton repeats and goes to State again
Varsity

By Scott Cosme

The birdie approaches you,
and you drive it down the line
for what you th ink is a sure win
ner. Your opponent scrambles
and manages to just get a
racquet on the bird. As the bird
slowly sails over the net, you
smash it back down for the
point. This common scenerio
was often displayed on the Oak
Lawn Varsity Badminton courts.

This year's badminton team
was probably one of the tough
est Oak Lawn has produced in a
while. The team compiled a 9-2
duel meet record, and has met
most of its goals that it set at
the beginning of the season.

One of the team's goals was
to beat teams they have never
beaten before. The team was
successful in beating H-F (11
4), T-F North, and Andrew (8
7). The victory against Andrew
was especially noteworthy not
only because it was thee first
time in twelve years that the
Lady Spartans prevailed, but

Andrew was the school that
Coach Greiman attended for
high school. The team fell short
against Lockport (7-8) as well as
Sandburg (4-1 I). The team ex
pects to be victorious against
both these teams next year.

The team also had a goal to
be successful in the various
tournaments throughout the
year. The team finished second
in the Downers Grove North
Tournament as well as the
Willowbrook Tournament. The
team also finished third in the
Hinsdale Central Tournament.

Another goal of the team was
to finish at least third in Confer
ence. Unfortunately, though,
the Lady Spartans just missed
their goal and finished fourth.
Standouts at the Conference
tournamnet included: Mandy
Zeien who finished first at
fourth singles; Rachel Kolar and
Mandy Zeien who took first
place at second doubles; Tina
Zwirkoski who took second at
third singles; and Maryanne
Miranda who finished second
at eighth singles.

The team also did well in

Sectionals by finishing second.
Playing in the singles' division,
Rachel Kolar took first place and
Anwaar Judeh took fourth place,
and both qualified for the state
tournament. Playing in the
doubles' division, Patti Malfeo
and Ellen Malfeo took third
place and qualified for the state
tournamnet.

When looking back on the
girls' season, Coach Greiman
commented, "We did really well
this year and met a lot of the
goals that we set at the begin
ning of the season. We have a
lot ofjuniors who are returning
for their senior season, and we
hope to accomplish more goals
next year."

Frosh-Soph

By Jennifer Trotta
The frosh-soph badminton

team has gotten offto a winning
start this season. Their record
is currently 5-3 (at press time)
with their latest victory over
Argo. In their meet on April 22,
against Argo, the Spartans
swept the Argonauts 15-0.

The partan team consists of
freshmen: Je sica Brazel, Sherry
Joyce, Asrar Judeh, Jenny
KarJicek, Erin Kelly, Amy
Litviak, Emily McLoughlin, Kim
Popernik, and Jodie Winchell.

The sophomores on the team
are: Amanda Ault, Laurie Girten,
Nancy Houston, Laurie Miller,
Kim Probst, Melissa Ribich, and
Kar~n Rossow.

\\
Tt\e..Lady Spartans practice

everyGl~and are working hard
to try and win conference. Ms.
Haack, the frosh-soph badmin
ton coach, says one of the
strengths of her team is their
intelligence. Ms. Haack com
mented, " They hear what I have
to say and they apply it to the
game. Even if they can't per
form a certain skill, they under
stand it, and then try to learn
it. "

Returning sophomore Karen
Rossow is the strongest singles
player, and is bringing a lot of
leadership to the team. The
doubles team of Laurie Girten
and Nancy Houston, have also

been very strong. They have
played both first and second
doubles, and are improving ev
ery time they take the court.
The duo ofErin Kelly and Jodie
Winchell have really improved
since the beginning of the sea
son.

Asrar Judeh had also played
very well this season. She has
played hard in one of the top
five singles slots. Emily
McLoughlin and Asrar Judeh
ha ve played very we II as
doubles partners, and keep im
proving. Freshman Sherry
Joyce has consistently im
proved.

The two tournaments that the
Lady Spartans played thus far
are the Willow Brook Tourna
ment and the Hinsdale Tourna
ment. Returning sophomore
Amanda Ault played outstand
ing in the tournament at Willow
Brook. She took first place and
beat tough opponents from
Shepard and Willow Brook.

The Lady Spartans have won
their meets against Stagg,
Homewood-Flossmoor, Joliet,
Oak Forest, and Argo.

Soccer's 3rd season shows improvement
Varsity

By Jeanine Dyckman
The third season ofgirls soc

cer is well under way. The girls
Varsity Soccer Team is back to
defend their Regional champi
onship. With seventeen girls
on this varsity team (ten return
ing from last year) and two new
coaches, they believe there is a
good chance to be back to back
Regional champs.

The starting line up for the
1996-1997 season is: Amy
Simenas at goalie, Debbie Whit
ing at sweeper, Cara Krivanec
and Melissa Bolek at full back,

Vicky McMahon at stopper,
Nicole Novosel at right midfield,
Aimee Leahy and Michelle Ortiz
at center midfield, Freshman
Maria Ramaro and left midfield,
Nadine Shehaiber at left for
ward, and Mary Pasquarella at
right forward. Mary
Pasquarella, Michelle Ortiz,
Debbie Whiting, and Amy
Simenas are the four captains
this year.

Coach Rita and Coach
Leokopolus are the new
coaches. Coach Rita has previ
ously coached soccer at Stagg
High School. Last year the soc
cer team lost 8-0 to Romeoville,

but this year they took
Romeoville into penalty kicks.

Another goal for this season,
besides repeating the regional
championship, is to cut the
goals made by each team last
year in half.

The record of the Girls Var
sity Soccer Team at press time
is four wins and twelve losses.
The wins were against Stagg,
Tinely Park, Reavis, and
Morton. Their first conference
win against Reavis went into
two times over and penalty
kicks. Debbie Whiting, Mary
Pasquarella, and Nadine
Shehaiber all made their kicks.

Soph

By Michell Ortiz
This year Oak Lawn Commu

nity High School is making his
tory. OLCHS has a sophomore
soccer team as well as varsity.
The girls, led by Coach Mario
Liakipoulos, have had a tremen
dous season so far. The team is
very talented and teamwork
seems to be the key to victory.

The team's offensive strate
gies seem to be working sor far.
With forwards like Annie
Pasquarella, Amanda Kutsulis,
and Kellie Novak, the team is
scoring goals left and right.

Also contributing to the offen
sive and defensive effort, are
midfielders: Katie McDermott,
Joanna Pollard, Jamie
Quintavalle, Martha Lopez, Jen
niferNashm and April May.

The defense is on top of
things, especially stopping
goals. In the defensive effort
are stoppers Becky Bousman
and Jill Jurkowski. In the cor
ners, Heather Vanhuizen and
Michelle Christopher, make the
opponents think twice before
trying to score goals. Melina
Hernandez, the sweeper, is al
ways there for the team when

(Continued on page 11)
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Spartans visit Ancient Times: Homecoming '97

OL's Marching Band will perform in the Homecoming parade and
during half-time. (Photo by Jeanette Lcmrise)

By Amy Litviak

Homecoming Week is a time
for student· and faculty to get
together and show their school
spirit. pirit week is a week full
of fun, games, and dres. ing up,
that leads to homecom ing day.

This year, Student ouncil,
under the guidance of Mr .
Bibeau and Mr. carpelli, tu
dent ouncil Advisors, and Mr.
Murphy, Assistant Principal,
have chosen October I I for
Homecoming '97 with the
theme" partans in Ancient
Times."

pirit Week, October 6-10,
kicks off Monday, October 6,
with an all school pep assem
bly where students show their
Spartan Pride by participating

in enjoyable activitie . As the
festive week of drcs up days
and lunch room activities wind
down, October I I approache .

On aturday, October J I an
A11- You-Can-Eat Pancake
breakfast will be offered for $2
(beverages and extras available
at an additional cost). The
breakfast will be served from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m. in the student
cafeteria.

Th annual 1I0mecoming
parade will step-off at 10 a.m.
at 51 st Avenue and proceed
we t on 95th Street to the War
ren O. Keneipp Atheletic Field,
located ju t we t of the high
chooL The parade will feature

the 1I0mecoming ourt, the
Marching Band, cheerleaders
and other student organizations.

This year' Grand Mar hals
will be portcasters, Lou
Canneli and Dave Will ,
former Oak Lawn graduates.

The sophomores coached by
Mr. Kasley will get underway
at II a.m. Between the sopho
more and varsity games, prizes
for fioats will be awarded. Once
again, the Thespians are spon
soring a 1I0spitaiity Room in
the Teachers afeteria during
the aftemoon fe tivitie .

Led by Ilead Football oach
'ebuck, the partans will host

the Oak Forest Bengals in a var-
ity game that will begin at I

p.m. The half-time show will
feature the Spartan Marching
Band, the Homecoming ourt
and the presentation of this

year's Ilomecoming King and
Queen.

1I0mecoming doesn't end
when the last whistle is blown
at the end of the fourth quarter.
Oh no. To end Homecoming is
the event everyone has been

waiting for, the Annual Home
coming Dance. The dance will
commence at 7:30 p.m. in the
Auditorium Gym.

Break fast, parade, football
game and a dance, enjoy
I(omecoming '97.

Dr. McKinzie named superintendent
-, ~

By Holly Lisitza
Dr. Frank L. M Kinzie ha

been appointed uperintendent
at 01. lIS.

Dr McKinzie c me to
OL H with a doctoral d re
in Educati n and a varied teach
ing areer. In addition (0 hold
ing upcrintendent certificate
III three states, Dr. McKir17ie
belongs to many professional,
civic and social organizations.

rwenty- e en year ago, Dr.
McKinzie began his career as an
educator for college level stu
dents.

After two years of college
level teaching, Dr. McKinzie
was drafted into the Army. In'
the Army, he was stationed at
Fort Ruckcr, where he was in
charge of youth programs and
was dire tor ofa Teen enter.

Dr. McKinzie was tationed
in Thailand for seven months
where he was director of sports
program. During his tay he
was afforded the opportunity to

tour the nation of Thailand and
Japan. ~

After completing his tour of
duty in the Army, Dr.
M KinZie contlllued on with his
t a hill career 'I 'ht n fhi.
27) 'ar in education have been
spent as a uperintcndent work
ing in numerou states such as
Missouri, WisconslI1, and [lIi
nois. Ilis experience has been
in unit di ·tricts, which service
elementary, junior high and
high schools, which Oak Lawn
does not.

Dr. McKinzie noted, "Unit
di tricts arc nice but Illinois dis
tricts are unique. 'ingle school
district are run equally as
welL"

Working as superintendent or
interim superintendent in school
districts in Fayette, xcelsior

prings, Wentzville, edalia,
Lee's Summit in Missouri and
Beloit, Wiscon in, Dr.
McKinzie has met many people
and ha worked to further edu
cation on different levels under

varied conditions.
[n Wentzville, Missouri,

where General Motors had
plans to build a new car a sem
bly, the school district had to

r par f r a l!rowth in th tu
dent population. Not knowing
how many students to expect,
Dr. McKinzie and his staff pre
pared for the growth with a tcn
year plan that wa actually ac
complished in four years.

In Lee' Summit, new edu
cational buildings were being
constructed for the boom ing
community. Dr. McKinzie and
hi team worked to advance
technology with new computer
labs for I I elementary school
in the district at a cost of 1.9
million dollars. lie and his team
were also responsible for a
unique program in the second
ary school which used voice
video.

Here at OLCHS Dr.
McKinzie is pleased with the
climate of the school and open
nes of the students and faculty.

Dr. McKinzie hopes to further
Oak Lawn's plan to continue
advancement in technology.

Dr McKinzie would like to
encourage the development of
mor P pro rams an e
complete the study of alterna
tive scheduling. Dr. McKlI1zie
believe it is important to deter
mine if there are other ways to
deliver instruction that would
enhance student learning and
produce more acce to elective
courses.

Dr. McKinzie was recently
the guest speaker ~ r OL liS'
Academic Letter Award cer
emony. The basic theme of Dr.
McKinzie's speech was to con
gratulate the students for receiv
ing awards and to convey the
message that the sky is the limit
for those students willing to
fight for their dreams.

"A lot of things are out there
for students to do, but they don't
risk it because of a fear of fail
ure. I wanted to congratulate
those who were receiving their

award for the third time as well
as the first time. The Academic
Letter is a major accomplish
ment and a hard achievement,"
commented Dr. McKinzie.

Dr. McK inzie can be seen
around school and will be get
ting involved in the many ac
tivitie in the building, not only
a an administrator but also a
a pectator.

"I am very interested in the
activities the students do. [ take
pride in my job and the school,"
concluded Dr. McKinzie.

OLCHS students earn Academic Letter
By Pete Benes

On, Thursday, eptember 18,
at 7:30 p.m., 66 Oak Lawn
Community High School stu
dents were honored in the Little
Theatre for their academic ex
cellence. The requirements for
attaining an Academic Letter, a
very pre tigous award, were to
maintain a 3.75 grade point av
erage on a 4.0 scale while car
rying five subjects for both se
mester during the 1996-1997
academic year while a tudent
at Oak Lawn community lIigh

chooL

The 38 first-year recipients
are Joseph Banasiak, De iree
Banosiak, Joni Bulow, Erika
Buys, Anthony erceo, Jodie

Daley, Mike Dixon, Anthony
Fantozzi, Rebecca Feltz,

aroline Foley, ina Forlenza,
ean Gage, Tacho Gamino,
tephanie Gorman, Jennifer

Jaral, Kathleen Klupshas,
Justina Konczk, William Korab,
Kathryn Krzak, Kath leen
McDermott.

Also, Emily McLoughlin,
Patrick McLoughlin, Brian
Messina, Amy Nagel, Gina
Rogers, Sara Sepes y, Tahnee

patafore, amantha
taniszewski, u an Stillwell,

Kristen wedberg, Kathryn
Truty, Katherine Wenzel, Diana
Wilk, Melissa Yurcisin, Eric
Lalas, Chad Zeilenga, Martin
/ubek, and Diamond Zukas.

The 16 second-year recipi
ents are Amy Attivissimo,
Amanda Aul!, Karen Biggane,
Julia Braun, Jennifer Burns,
Amanda ampbell, Lauren

aster, Feras EI-Ramahi, Rita
Murino, Linda Musa,
Bernadette Polak, Karen
Rossow, Patricia eminetta,
Nahed Sobhy, atharine trom,
Jennifer Trotta, and Elizabeth
Vogel.

The II third-year recipients
are Anthony Baldea, Joseph

havosky, Scott 0 me,
Jeanine Dyckman, Thomas
Jodelka, Ra hel Kolar, Tracy
Mathias. Wajeeh alah, Diana
Wroblewski, Rachel Zebio, and

Christina Zwirkowski.
Before the cermony began,

the Brass extuplet entertained
the audience. The ensemble
included Dan Early, Jason
Bienko, and Laurie Miller on
Trumpet, Tony Zoeteman and
Josh Smok on Trombone, and

News
Dark of the Moon
lights stage p..4

Feature
New changes in
store for Yearbook

p.6

Mr. David Deitemeyer on bari
tone. Mrs. Mateer's Acapella
choir also performed a beauti
ful rendition of the "Star
Spangled Banner," and two
other songs. Superintendent
McKinzie was the featured
speaker.

Sports
Varsity Football
starts hot. p. 12
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Mother Theresa inspires good works

Attendance policy gets attention
Superintendent welcomes students

Imposing limits on the press

Best wishes for a great school year,

success for you. Get involved with clubs,
music groups. drama activities, sports
and other student organizations. Par
ticipating in a variety of activities during
your time at OLCHS will enhance the
opportunities to have fun, achieve new
successes, and to make new and lasting
friendships. Oak Lawn Community High
School is a super place. With your help
and involvement, it will continue to be
outstanding.

Frank L. McKinzie, Ed.D.
Superintendent

pictures were taken. For example, a cam
eraman being paid a small fortune to hang
from a tree across the street from a
celebrity's house snapping pictures all
night with a high-powered lens is prob
ably not thought about by the old lady
who picks up that paper at the local gro
cery store.

The press often does not uphold its
fundamental responsibilities, to inform
the public while remaining an active part
of a free society. Just because some
thing is in print doesn't make it valid. How
do you know that what we are saying
right now is true? You have to take a
step back and th ink about what you have
just read, and come to conclusions for
yourself. Don't support institutions that
feed you lies; it just harbors more bad
information. The government would
have a rough time trying to censor and/
or cut off this type of material. The only
effort that will work against such news
papers is a "grass roots" efforts on the
part ofAmerican citizens to boycott sen
sational anti-journalism - to hurt these
editors where it matters, in their pocket
books.

In the words of James Madison, "To
the press alone, chequered as it is with
abuses, the world is indebted for all the
triumphs which have been gained by rea
son and human ity over error and oppres
sion."

Welcome back to another year at
OLCHS. The start of this school year
has been outstanding and I want to thank
each of you for your part in creating a
super school-opening atmosphere. Your
time at OLCHS is very important to your
future success. The courses you take,
the skills you will develop, and the infor
mation learned will provide you with a
solid foundation for additional school
ing and employment. I encourage you
to put forth your best effort in your
classes. Good, solid performances on
your part will create a greater level of

To The tudents ofOak Lawn Commu
nity High School:

The world is faced with the problem
of an overzealous media that continues
to intrude upon the basic civil liberties
ofothers. Americans must consider how
they are feeding this frenzy. One must
remember that man should have as much
freedom as he can have without intrud
ing upon the rights of others.

Libel laws are ineffective. They allow
falsehoods to be printed simply if the
press claims it did not knowingly intend
to do harm. Our court system holds up
cases for years without ever reaching a
just verdict.

The regular citizen, who devours the
tabloid from the newsstand, handing the
editors of this smut a large margin, can
not comprehend the feeling of being
preyed upon by a large bunch of sav
ages. Minds of the people are very im
pressionable, and they easily become
clouded with bad information. It be
comes a sad state of affairs when an in
tell igent person reads that Ch inese
people are digging a hole to Arizona and
they are flooding through this hole, es
caping American immigration authorities.

America is paying for this parasitic
wa te ofmislead journalists to make their
living hounding our celebrated person
ages. We yearn to glimpse into their lives,
naIvely not comprehending how those

By Tony Myslinski and Michael Dixon

increase. By forcing pupils who have
already reached their four day maximum
to attend school, the possibilityof more
students and facu Ity becom ing ill in
creases. This in tum, will require more
students to take the day off school.
According to the new attendance policy,
that student wou Id have received an un
excused absence since no doctor's note
was produced. But realistically, not ev
ery cough, cold, or sneeze is an excuse
to fatten a doctor's wallet when nothing
more than a good day's rest would have
been required. Also, not every family
has the financial means to take a trip to
the doctor's office.

Likewise, not all families can go to the
doctor's office on a spur of the moment's
notice. For example, at some doctor's
offices there is a waiting list of as long
as two weeks to get an appointment.
Now, if this is the case, what is that stu
dent supposed to do in the mean time?
Not all parents can get off work to take
their children to the doctor. What are
those students supposed to do?

My suggestion to the administration
is, go back to the previous policy and
give it a chance. It was simple, reason
able, and most importantly it got the job
done!

Mother Te;es~~admanaged to accom
plish all ofthese i her lifetime, all inside
a ramshackled, ov&crowded nation des
perately bidding to catch up with the rest
of the industrial world. Besides these
troublesome setbacks, she as a Chris
tian nun, was able to connect to a coun
try predominantly Hindu. The citizens
had loved and adored her as she tri
umphed to lend a hand to the laboring
poor, who lived on the crowded streets
of Bombay, Delhi, and Calcutta.

She was an authentic miracle worker
whose wholehearted acts of kindness,
might be foolishly blown away ifwe don't
react to her untimely death as a call for a
new hero to rise up amongst the poor to
further her inspirations of life where all
people have the essentials they need to
survive. The goals and expectations she
has established now must be challenged
by us, the everyday, average, middle
class people to fulfill her ideals and to
take our place amongst the many miracle
workers.

By Patty Scminetta

The decision made by Oak Lawn Com
munity High School's administration to
decrease the number of absences a stu
dent is allowed to take in a school year
has been turning heads everywhere.
Now, one of the strictest polices in the
state, OLCHS has decided to reduce the
number of days a student is allowed to
miss from the previous ten days a se
mester to only four; not including any
approved prearranged absences. "Af_
ter the four days have been acquired, a
student is required to produce a doctor's
note or other form of documentation for
any further absence to be counted a
excused," as stated in the OLCHS atten
dance policy.

Now, as an OLCHS student I recog
nize how important attendance is to a
student's academic career. I believe that
the student body understands that a
high attendance rate is a main contribu
tor to good grades, high test scores, gen
eral knowledge, and also serves to teach
respollsibililty. Otherwise, why else
would the attendance rate have risen
from 91 % to 94% during the previous
school year?

Theoretically, by moving to a four
day per semester plan, absences could

By Jim Horvath

As stampedes of mourners and griev
ing fans watched intently the laying to
rest of the sweet and serene Mother
Teresa, I began to think that possibly
we've lost sight of the tremendous im
pact she has left upon the world. Far too
many of us have become oafishly con
tent to simply watch her do the incred
ible deeds and works for the oppressed
poverty of struggling India. Her gift to
all of us was quite profound, yet we still
haven't taken her gentle words to heart.
Mother Teresa was one of the very few
human beings born to lead, in a world so
drastically deficient of truly meaningful
role models.

The void she has left in our hearts,
hopes, and dreams can only be replen
ished by selflessly mimicking her en
deavors, going out into our communi
ties and feeding, clothing, and shelter
ing the destitute giving our heart, soul,
and time to those who are less fortunate
than us.
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I can only imagine what it would be
like to actually sit down and create my
senior memories, but I guess that is aliI
will ever be able to do- imagine it. To
seniors, a great deal of thought and re
flection is put in when they consider
memories, and the classes of 1998 and
on will more than likely not be able to
experience these emotions.

Why, is the question I would like an
swered and I am "3ure many of you are
probably thinking the same thing. Most
of us heard the same statements at our
assemblies, " It is a lot of work, to go
through every single memory," was the

Letter
to the
Editor

basic issue.
I am not sure how exactly to solve this

problem, but r have one suggestion.
What if the senior class got together and
established a set of rules that must be
followed while writing your senior memo
ries. It is just a idea, but I think in order
to get these back, most would be willing
to abide by a few simple rules.

My last argument is, why punish us
for past classes errors. Who's to say we
haven't already learned from their mis
takes?

Melissa Fogarty
Junior
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Principal Reveals Plans

Sparlanife Newl

Multicultural Task
Page 3

Force reconvenes

Students bring up grades

Homecoming Bonfire
The idea for a Home

coming bonfire has been
dropped due to safety and fa
cility reasons. The Environ
mental Protection Agency re
quires that a large pit would
have to be dug. Mr. Hill has
indicated that OLCH has no
place on the school grounds that
would be suitable.

Attendance Policy
A new attendance

policy has been put into effect
for the 1997-98 school year.
According to Mr. Hill, this
policy has received both student
and parent support and has had
positive results thus far. tu
dents are allowed four absence
after which a student will need
a doctor's note or other docu
mentation for the absence to be
excused. The attendance rate
has already increased to 94%,
and an increase in grades among
students has been seen.
Alternative chedule

An alternative sched
ule is in the planning stages. A
committee of teachers is ex
ploring several schedule alter
natives with suggestion due by
Nov. 15. Mr. Hill has stated that
students and parents will be in
vited to visit and evaluate
schools with different schedules
as soon as plans are definite.
Principal' Board

Students have an op-

I

portunity to meet, infonnally,
once a month for lunch, with
members of the principal's
team. Issues of concern to stu
dents can be discussed in order
to improve communication and
understanding. Listen to the
student announcements for up
coming dates.
Code of Conduct

Extra curricular par
ticipation is a privilege and op
tion, not a right. The code of
conduct explains that students
who compete are visible to the
commuii1ty and represent the
positive image the school is try

ing to uphold. uch students are
held to a higher standard, and
their choices may have conse
quences.
Dogs sniffing out the school

A drug sniffing dog
will be brought into Oak Lawn
on an unannounced and peri
odic basis. This is to determine
the use and/or po session of il
legal drugs on school property.
La t year the dog detected no
traces of drugs. This year the
dog will be walking the halls
and the tudent parking lot.

By Lauren Caster

"Oak Lawn Community
High School will foster respect
for the diversity ofour commu
nity, through ongoing efforts to
accept our likenesse and dif
ferences." This is the vision
statement of the Multi- ultural
Task Force at OL H . The
Multi-Cultural Task Force wa
created to promote multi-cul
tural awarene s in the OLCI-IS
community, which includes the
students, staff, parents and ad
ministrators ofOLCI-I .

The Multi-Cultural Task
Force is headed by Dr. Heller
and Mr. Vazzana. The commit-

By Kevin tewart

In a continuing effort to get
students involved in their edu
cation, Principal William Hill
has put the BUG (Bring Up
Grades) Program into effect for
the '97-'98 school year. This
plan hopes to reward students
who bring up their grades from
one quarter to the next. If Mr.
Hill can receive monetary up-

tee will also include students,
taff, parents, and School Board

members.
In the past, OLCHS along

with the International Club has
run International Week. This
was a week of multi-cultural
sharing which included a bake
sale of food from different
countries.

The Multi-Cultural Task
Force hopes to expand upon this
idea over the .97-' 98 school
year. The Task Force hopes to
include the introduction of
dancing and music from differ
ent cultures.

The Multi-Cultural Task
Force will also have in school

port from the Oak Lawn Cham
ber of ommerce and the Board
of Education, students who
bring up their grades or have
perfect attendance may receive
gift certificates for area busi
nesses.

AII students are el igible to
receive honor fron the BUG
Program. The requirements are

and evening meetings for both
students and parent.

At a recent meeting the Task
Force offered input into an all
school event to enhance aware
ness.

According to Dr. Heller, sug
gestions included: making ac
tive use of existing club and
classroom which tie into
multicultural awareness, tap
ping into pecific ethnic tradi
tions, such as food or dres ,and
holding the events during and
after chool.

For anyone intere ted in be
coming a part of the Multi- ul
tural Task Force, see Dr. Heller
and Mr. Vazzana.

as follows: students who bring
up one or more grades from one
quarter to the next without any
grade reductions in other cia ses
will receive recognition. Stu
dents who have perfect atten
dance will also receive h nors.
Along with gift certificates,
OL II will pon or a morning
or even ing recept ion for the
winner and their parent . Win
ners will also be announced.

GRAND OPENING

SAME STYLES AT THE MALL,
BUT HALF THE PRICES!!!!!

Long Sleeve $500
Knit Tops .

Corduroy $1499
Overalls

Chest Stripe $1299
Sweaters

Jackets $1499
&Coats

Denim $1499
Overalls

2 Piece $1999
Pant Suits

The Largest Selection of deans Fro."

MUDD • L.E.I. • PARIS BLUES
ALSO A HUGE Selection of Career Clothes

Ch' Across from
ICagO Ridge Mall
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Dark of the Moon lights stage
By Melanie Fitzgibbons

Dark a/the Moon, this year's
OLCH fall play selection, will
be performed on November 7.
Performances run November 7
through (November 10). All
performances will be held at
8:00 a.m. except the Novcmber
2 pcrformance which will be
held at 3:00 p.m.

The director of Dark 0/ the
Moon is Mr. Dzurison. The pro
duccr and musical director is
Mrs. Mateer and the publicity
director for the play is Mrs. Car
rier.

Dark 0/ the Moon is the
haunting tale of the forces of

dark and light. It is a love story
set in the Smokey Mountains of
Tennessee and it tells the fasci
nating tale of a witch boy who
falls in love with a beautiful
human girl. The witch boy
strikes a bargain with Conjure
Woman, so he can be human
and win the heart of the girl he
loves.

The thcme of the play sug
gests human beings are nevcr
really happy and that people
never really understand each
other. The play revolves around
fear of the unknown and sug
ge ts that people are afraid of
what they don't know about.

The audience of Dark a/the

Moon will be introduced to
many different characters in the
play. The following is a list of
the cast and the characters that
they play.

John is played by Eric
Martig; Barbara Allen,
Tammy Fear; Preacher Haggler,
Jason Kolk.

Mrs. Allen is played by
Kristen troud; Mr. Allen, Sam
Echavarria; Floyd Allen, Mark
Leishke.

Other cast members include
Don Anderson, Mark
Leipart, Jessica Vasquez,
Samantha tanislewski, Shan
non Rooney, Abby Pitcher, Ray
Metzger, Cathy Damazuza;

Also, tephanie
Gorman,Katie O'Brien, Rachel
Zebio, Anthony Cerceo,
Brenda Davidson,Kevin
Wolozyn, Jason Rowsey,
Veronica Espinosa, Catherine
Sullivan, Hank Fear;

Also, Jessica Wheeler, Ed
Wilczek, Katie Bolz, Dan
Echavarria, Carmel Damazzo,
Mary Giglio, Jean
Marcinkowski, Amy Zavala,
and Lisa Wolozyn.

Tickets for Dark o/the Moon
are $3 for students and $4 for
adul~ and can be purchased
from any cast member. Make
sure you buy your tickets soon
because they're sure to go fast!

Tammy Fear and Eric Martig
rehearse a scene from 'Dark of
the Moon.' (Photo by Jeanette
Lemrise)

OLCHS band attends "Band Days"
By Pete Benes

On Saturday, September 6,
the Oak Lawn Community
High School Marching Band
went to the University of Illi
nois' Urbana-Champaign Cam
pus. There, the OLCHS band
participated with over four
thousand students from forty
three Illinois high schools in a
Marching IIIini half-time show.

The band arrived at Me
morial tadium after a long bus
ride. Once inside the stadium,
they quickly joined the rest of

the practicing bands outside.
After practicing the music, it
was time to enter the stadium
once again, this time to practice
marching on the field.

The game began, started off
by a display of marching from
the marching lliini, one of the
premiere marching bands in the
nation. Once- the coin was.,
tossed, the band was kept busy
watching the game, ~r watch
ing the scoreboard, cheering
with the Marching Illini as they
blasted through their crowd

rousing stands tunes.
During half-time, the lliini

showed off their skills by play
ing songs about Chicago, Las
Vegas, and New York. Follow
ing New York, the "mass band",
which consisted of 43 high
school bands, which numbered
between 3,000 and 4,000,
marched onto the field. The
football field was completely
covered with trumpets, percus
sion, tTombones, clarinets, saxo
phones, sousaphones,
mellophones, and flutes. The

bands then played "Battle
Hymn Chorale," which was a
shortened version of "The
Battle Hymn of the Republic."

This was followed by "Stars
and Stripes Forever: Intro, Trio
and Finale", which was a con
densed version of the ousa
classic, "Stars and tripes For
ever."

The mass band left the field,
and the Marching IIIini finished
halftime with the famous three
in one, a collection of three of
the school's songs. On the way

back to the buses from the sta
dium, the Percussion/
Sousaphne section played a
rousing version of the 1997
Marching Band Cadence,
which was repeated five times,
and was given a new bass line
from sousaphones.

On OLCHS band member,
Amanda Ault, stated, "Band
Days is always a fun experi
ence. When we weren't march
ing on the field, we were meet
ing musicians from allover the
state."

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

Salutes O.L.C.H.S.
During Homecoming

~e Oak Lawn Park D~tri~

VOLUNTEERS ARE
ALWAYS NEEDED TO
FULF LL VOLUNTEER

SERVICE HOURS. PLEASE
CALL LORI 708·857·2200

BUY ONE
PIZZA

BREAD
AND GET

ONE FREE!

hI;;p"i:u~
RESTAURANT

636-7200
87th &

PULASKI

HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday

11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11 :00 a.m. to Midnight

Located
in the

Hometown
EXPIRES 12·31·97

Shopping With Coupon Only.
Center Not Valid With

\ Other Offers. J
'-----'

4102 Southwest Highway

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

424-6010

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

WE DEUVER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
Hometown,
Evergreen Park,
Burbank, Oak Lawn
& Chicago
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OL welcomes new staff Changes planned for Shield
By Jamie Quintavalle

Have you seen some unfamil
iar faces in the hallway this
year? Well, that can be one of
the new teachers or administra
tors here at OLCHS

One of our new teachers is
Lisa Orm by. Ms. Ormsby
teaches mathematics. She has
attended two colleges, Miami
University and DePaul. Ms.
Ormsby ha her BA in math
ematics. Away from teaching
Ms. Ormsby like to pend time
with her friends and family.
When Ms. Orm by was asked
her opinion about her new
school she has aid," This is a
great school!".

There is another new math
teacher here at OLCII . Her
name is Abra Macellaio. She
attended the Univer ity of JIIi
no is at hampaign-Urbana.

he also has attended hicago
State University, where she re
ceived her teaching certificate.
Away from teaching Mrs.
Macellaio enjoys many things
such as playing golf. boating on
Lake Michigan, and of course,
vacationing at Disney World. "I
enjoy the students, staff, and
facu Ity very much. It is a great
place to work!"

William Ward is a new pe
cial Education teacher. Mr.
Ward earned his Bachelor de
gree from John arroll ollege
and received his Masters in

Education from hicago State
University. Mr. Ward also
loves to coach sports, especially
football and basketball. He has
four children. Their names are
Lynne (27), Jeff(26), Christina
(25), and Mary (23). When Mr.
Ward was asked about his new
job he told us, I enjoy the
school, the students and the fac
ulty greatly."

A new ocial Studies teacher
is Colleen L. Messenger. This
year Mrs. Me enger is teach
ing Essentials In Government
and U.S. History. Mrs. Messen
ger went to college at Univer
sity of Illinois at Champaign
Urbana. Iler major was second
ary education. Mr . Messenger
likes to do many things away
from teaching. he likes to
travel to Big Ten football
ga~s, bike and read. Mrs.
Messenger has a lot of great
things to say about OL II . 'I
think that OL I-1S is a wonder
ful high school. The staff is
very supportive and the students
are very respectful. I'm look
ing forward to a great school
year!"

Cheryl Michal is a full-time
substitute now at Oak Lawn.
She received her SA at Eureka
College. Mrs. Michals has her
degree in physical education.
She is married and has five chil
dren, Lindsay (12), Joey (6),
Amy (I), and twins Kara and
Katie (9). he enjoy spending

her spare time with her children.
Away from her kids she enjoys
running and eating. When we
asked her how she like Oak
Lawn she simply replied, "Love
it!"

Another full time substitute
is Kara Alfirevic. Ms.
Alfirevic majored in Interdisci
plinary,
History and Political Science at

l. Xavier University. She
doesn't have any children but
she doe have a yellow Lahra
dornamed Maggie. Away from
work, M . Alfirevic plays soft
ball, and travels. We asked Ms.
Alfirevic what her opinion on
OL H is so far and she com
mented:" Ithink that Oak Lawn
high chool i the best! The stu
dents are great and the faculty
is friendly. Go partans!!"

Other new teacher and fac
ulty to join the OLCH team are
Dr. Douglas Justu , the new

ocial cience/Foreign Lan
guage Divison Head, who re
ceived his dO., Ed . from In
diana University. Kevin Stow,
in the cience Department, re
ceived his B.A. at tate Univer
sity of New York. Finally,
Kri topher Kowal ki, a new
teacher in Industrial Education,
graduated from hicago State
University with a B.A.

The partanite would like to
welcome the new members of
the faculty. We wish you lots
of luck!

By Holly Lisitza

The hield stafT is looking
forward to some exciting
changes th is year.

This year the yearbook will
be advised by two new co-ad
visors Ms. Tavani and Mrs.
Erickson. They will be assisted
by Mr. Horjes, a veteran to the

hield stafT.
M . Tavani has worked on

yearbooks before, so th is i a
task that is not new for her. Mr .
Erickson, on the other hand, ha
never worked on the production
ofa yearbook before, but come
to the hield with art design
experience.

M . Tavani said, "I know it
will be just as exciting as it is
difficult with all of the changes.
I'm privileged to be working
with a wonderful dedicated
young group of people. I hope
to develop the Shield staff into
a busines -like, student- run or
ganization."

The staff meets first period
for production and seventh pe
riod for sales and is made up of
10 students, mostly sopho
mores, juniors, and seniors.

The staff has evaluated pa t
yearbooks and has decided that
it i time to make some changes.
Such changes include plan to
have a summer delivery for the
yearbooks. This means that in
stead of receiv ing yearbooks at

the end ofthe school year, year
books will be delivered to the
school in August of 1998. Un
derclassmen will be able to pick
up their yearbooks at the start
of the '98-'99 school year. e
niors will receive their year
books in the mail at home, or
at college.

As a result of the decision for
a summer delivery, not only
will tudents receive their year
books later, but they will re
ceive a "full year in review".
This means that the yearbook
will contain all the events of the
school year including the 1997
prom and graduation, as well as
the 1998 prom and graduati n.
Besides prom and graduation,
the hield taff has decided to
give the book a more 90's look
using magazine style layouts,
scoreboards for sports, charts
for surveys and stories to high
light events of the school year
or to de cribe what high chool
life is like.

orne changes that have been
decided have caused some con
troversy, but the staff plans to
stick by their decisions. One
such decision is the choice for
the yearbook to no longer con
tain enior memories.

enior pictures will still be in
color, but another decision ha
been made to make the faculty
pictures smaller and give more
room for the students.
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Oak Lawn Students Enjoy
Yearbook goes to camp

Concerts heat up summer

By Diana Wroblewski

A teenagers progres
through their high school years,
they need something to remind
them of these exciting times of
their lives. A yearbook i a
wonderful way to look back
through the years and recollect
the memories. The yearb ok
staff at Oak Lawn ommunity
High School is alway looking
for new way to improve our
chool's yearbook.

During thi past summer, a
few yearbook members at
tended a yearbook camp, look
ing for new ideas about improv-

By Cathy trom

You're outside standing on
the grass with some of your
closest friends, moving to the
beat of one of your favorite
music groups, having the time
of your life. Where on earth
can you be? You guessed it, you
are at an outdoor concert, and
this summer was full of great
ones: Jamboree, B96 Bash,
Chicago Jazz Festival, Lilith
Fair, Rockstock, and countless
others.

One ofthe first summer con
certs held this year was on a
cold, overcast Sunday at the
World Theatre. Jamboree was
an all day concert with II bands
on two stages. Moby kicked off
the second stage,and the
Mighty Mighty Bosstones
couldn't get the crowd moving.
Cold weather and chilling winds
left the audience unenergetic.
Social Distortion gave one of
the most memorable perfor
mances on the second stage.

ing this year's book. The camp
was sponsored by the Taylor
Publishing Company and was
held at Lake Fore t ollege.

The Oak Lawn leader that
attended this camp w re pon
sors Ms. rickson and M .
Tavani, along with member
Jeannette Lemrise, Holly
Lisitza, and uzy Mitchell.
About 100 kids from the Mid
west area attended the camp as
well. The camp lasted for four
days and three nights, but there
were quite a few activities, con
test, and raffles during this
time. The kids tayed in the
college dorm rooms, and were

Beck gave a spectacular perfor
mance on the main stage with
his stylish dance moves and
farm animal band. The ardi
gans gave a performance that
lacked in energy and excitment.
Gavin and Nigel from Bush
played an extremely short set
while many of the gi.r~ in the
audience drooled over Gavin.
Other performances wer iven
by Erasure, Verve Pipe, Echo
and the Bunnyman, Veruca alt,
and Jamiroquai. As an unique
twist, the ESPN X-Games were
setup in the parking lots. Ifcon
cert goers wanted to, they
could participate in the games.

Since Chicago is considered
the second home ofjazz, it is not
surprising that thousand of
people flooded to Grant Park for
the Chicago Jazz Festival. This
year the festival was held from
August 28 until August 31.
During these four days, twenty
five di fferent groups performed.
The opening day of the festival
gave performances by Billy Tay-

provided with three meals a day.
Camp members had a chance

to test their yearbook making
skills by con tructing a mock
yearbook, displaying their ideas
and creativity. They had four
days to put together this small
version ofa yearbo k, in which
they were allowed to choose a
theme and layout structure. The
camp-goers even stayed up late
one night working on the year
book to make sure it wa top
quality. The camp itself pre
sented a slide show, which con
sisted of cene from famous
people's yearbo ks, uch as
Hollywood actor Tom Hanks.

lor, Havana, Joe Henderson, and
Mingus Big Band. The festival
was closed by amana, Willie
Pickens, Roy Rubenstein, and
Rob Mazurek.

For all of those out there who
like dance music ,the B-96 Bash
was a must see. B-Bash was
held on June 29th at the World
Theater and there were I I
groups. Salt-N-Pepa did most
of their biggest hits which
caused everyone to get up and
dance. Freak Nasty had the
whole audience doing the dip.
During the intermissions be
tween groups, the OJ's did
mixes. Steve Kerr played bas
ketball with people from the
audience. Erasure was the last
group to play. They were able
to give the crowd a second
wind in order to get up and
dance. Making a return perfor
mance was Real McCoy. Other
performances were given by
AZ Yet, 3rd Party OJ. Com
pany, Wild Orcahad, and Jon
Secada.

The yearbook members also
decided on ome revisions in
this year's Oak Lawn yearbook.
This year's book will include
more storie, candid shots, and

This was the summer for
women with Lilith Fair. This was
a concert with only women per
formers at the World Theatre.
Lisa Loeb opened up the show
with her hits "Waiting for
Wednesday" and " tay."

mmylou Harris added a coun
try touch to the concert. With a
seductive version of" ummer
time", Jewel thrilled the crowd.
A standing ovation was given
to Sarah McLachlan who orga
nized the event. The night
ended with the Indigo Girls ril
ing the crowd up. This concert
was all that it promised to be and
more.

One of the last big summer
concerts this year was
Rockstock '97. Rockstock was
an all day concert held at the
World Theatre on September
6th consisting of20 bands. The
best performance was by Me
gadeath on the main stage. Me
gadeath had the whole theater
standing up and jumping
around. The third stage was full

sport team scoreboards. New
computer programs were intro
duced to the members, along
with idea for di fferent designs,
layout, formats, and themes.

"

of not-so-well-known bands
who added superb perfor
mances including Limp Bizkit,
Cool 4 August, Tenderloin,
Jimmie's Chicken Shack, Fat,
and oak. Helmet, Silverchair,
and Gravity Kills all played on
the second stage. During these
shows, staff member threw wa
ter on the crowd (0 keep them
cool. The Nixon were the first
band on the main stage and got
the concert off to a great start.
Brother ane, Days of the New,
7 Mary 3 and racker all braved
the heat of midday and rocked
the theater. After sun down was
when things really started to get
into full swing with Local H,
Veruca Salt, and Joan Jett. Faith
No More was the last band of
the night and finished off the
night just as strong as when it
started.

Now that all the summer con
certs are over, ifyou didn't get a
chance to see any of them, just
think it's only nine more months
until summer!

OL senior travels to Europe

NIN~S
PIZZERIA • RESTAURANT

3359 W. 79th Street
Chicago, Illi.nois

773-436-4433
Open 7 Day A 'Week

By Morgan Lisitza

Can you remember where
you went over the summer?
What you did? Weill know one
person who will never forget
what she did. That person is
Jackie Gebel. Jackie and her
group of People to People tu
dent Ambassadors (a group to
promote country friendliness)
went to urope.

Jackie and her group took a
very long plane ride which be
gan at 8:00 p.m. and arrived in
London at 10:00 a.m. European
time. Jackie said, "It was very
hard to adjust to the time dif
ference, because we got no nap
time, or time to sleep once off
the plane." Of course they
could have slept on the plane,
but because it was Jackie's first
plane ride, she couldn't really
sleep.

The group spent the first few
day in London, England. They
vi ited Buckingham Palace,
Planet Hollywood London,
Wcstminist r Abbey, and the

Tower of London Bridge (
which is not falling down).

The next place they toured
was Kensington Palace, where
the late Princess Diana of Wales
lived. They, like many other
groups that visited Kensington
Palace, witnessed the changing
of the guards, and even made
one of the guards smile, which
is not an easy task.

After leaving London, Jackie
and her group went to Ireland,
where she had always wanted
to go. The group experienced
another means of transporta
tion; they traveled by ferry.

In Ireland they also did many
things such as: visit a cricket
field and learn how to play
cricket, see the Piccadilly Cir
cus, learn Irish songs and
dances, and kiss the Blarney
Stone. In Ireland the group
didn't stay in a hotel like tour
ists do. Instead, Jackie did a
home stay, this means she
tayed with a family in their

home. In the horne they played
laser tag and bowled, and they

were still with most of the
group.

They also went to Baggard
Street, where Mother McAuley,
the nun for whom Mother

McAuley High School is
named, came from. In Ireland,
Jackie ate lots of lamb, and
bread which was always but
tered.

They spent their last days in
Wales and cotland. Jackie
stated she enjoyed the trip im
mensely, and would love to re
turn someday oon.
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up and we all shook hand. I
never though I would see strong
relation hips grow so fast. We
spoke so little Spanish, yet we
were brought together by a
common bond. That bond wa
we all wanted to learn more
from each other. I remember
crying because I didn't want to
leave."

Amanda added, "Meeting all
the children. They were so lov
ing. We barely knew each other,
but the children came and sat
on my lap and gave me flower."

Amanda and Tina now have
pen pals with the friends they
made in Mexico.

little, yet they are always giv
ing. It makes me feel bad how
we have so much and we don't
give. They are so content with
what little they have, " Tina
commented.

Amanda remembers really
feeling welcome in their
homes. "In the village there
aren't many outsiders, so they
are all very close. They tried
to make us feel so welcome."

When I concluded the inter
view, I a ked Tina and Amanda
what their best memories were
from the trip. Tina concluded,
"Meeting all those teens for the
first time. They were all lined

of Mountain Dew wa only two
pesos there, not even hal f a dol
lar here. People were buying
all the pop they could!"

"The rural area in Mexico
are very different from here.
Everyone knows each other. and
they do everything as a commu
nity. orne towns are as small
as one thou and people. In the
middle of the city, there always
is a giant park.

Mexican people are more
laid back and seem to enjoy life
more. "In Mexico, people are
alway fir t. Things such as
meetings and work come last.
Time is not a crucial thing
there," Tina said.

Amanda added, "We were
told to leave our watches in the
hotel; we wouldn't be needing
them. It was a big difference,
when here we try to be on
time."

One night, Tina and Amanda
spent the night at one of the
people's homes. "If you like
something in their house, they
give it to you. They have so

ently for two weeks. Tina
couldn't wait to get back to

panish c1as . "I couldn't wait
to learn more pan ish. 0 I
could go back someday and be
more fluent."

Amanda, on the other hand,
hadn't had a pani h class in a
year. ven though she hasn't
had much pan ish, she ays it
only took her a couple of days
to catch on.

When Tina and Amanda
weren't doing community work
with the teens, they hung out
with the teens there. They ate,
talked, and learned about each
other's different cultures. One
interestlTTg part of the culture
was that they noted people
there wear long shorts and
pants, and no sleeveless or tight
shirts. It's considered disre
spectful if you do.

Amanda recalls. "I couldn't
believe how cheap things were
there. We went to a public pool
and it cost only five pesos,
which is only seventy-five cents
in American money. Two liters

Two of our fellow tudents.
Tina Zwirkoski and Amanda
Ault, visited Mexico over um
mer vacation. This wa no or
dinary vacation though.
Amanda and Tina visited
Mexico on a missionary trip
with their church. They visited
two small town in Mexico,
Puebla and holula. While
they were there, they worked
with youth groups in the com
munity. Amanda and Tina did
such things as help clean the
banks of the stream, so the vil
lage could build a water purifi
cation plant. They also did fun
things too. They taught the
children in the village how to
play street hockey.

Tina said, "It was a big adjust
ment. You have to learn how to
pick up Spanish quickly. There
is no time to sit and think about
what they are trying to say to
you."

pan ish class is a little easier
now that she got to use it flu-

Summer Adventures
Traveling to Mexico

By herri Gibson

Junior Volunteers at the Field Museum

Volunteers pave the way

By Jeannie Adair

The Field Museum. Almost
all of us have been there one
time or another in our educa
tional careers. In grade school
our visits were frequent and
consisted ofa walk through the
mock Indian village to learn and
acquire knowledge of the Na
tive American culture only then
to culminate in the patiently
awaited dinosaur fossil exhibit.

As we got older, and a bit less
easily amused, our trips to the
Field Museum soon became
few and far between. ure, on
occasion we'd be bussed there
to study certain topics and view
new exhibits, only to be disap
pointed and made drowsy by
the wearying, toneless, voice of
an underpaid tired tour
guide...And that, my friends, is
where Oak Lawn junior Ray
Metzger steps in.

You see, rather than waste his
entire summer vacation deliv-

By Jill Jurkowski

After this first question, stop
and think for just a moment. ..
When you wake up in the morn
ing what is the fir t thing you
think about? Are you grateful
for your life? Your clothes?
Your house?

Many of us take our shelter
purely for granted. ach and
every one of us who are shel
tered have parents who are
~truggling to keep it that way.
But what about those parents
who work as much as pos ible
and still can barely afford food
and clothing, not to mention a
whole house. That is when hu
man kind must tep in. There

ering newspapers on a bike, or
slaving over a hot deep fryer at
a local fast food chain, Ray
cleverly avoided the dreaded
summerjob by volunteering his
time as a tour guide (a very,
lively, enthusiastic tour guide I
might add) at, you guessed it,
the infamous Field Museum.

This was the second summer
that the deviously clever Ray
unselfishly devoted his time,
over 300 hours, into educating
our nation's youth. Working
five and a half hours a day, Ray
wore his name tag with pride.
Every Tues. and Thurs. Ray
boarded the Orange Line train
at Midway Airport and prepared
for a long day as the instructor
of activities for the Life Over
Time exhibit.

The Life Over Time exhibit,
or L.OT. a those in the "busi
ness" called it, focused on di
nosaurs and what they looked
like, ate, and acted. They even

are thousands of people in this
world who don't only think of
their happiness but of others
too. People like those are the
ones who formed an organiza
tion called Habitat for Human
ity.

Habitat for lIumanity is an
organization put together by
many different varieties of
people who all wanted to make
a difference and as a result,
Habitat was formed. They work
with volunteers from all walks
oflife to build decent alTordable
housing for tho e people in
need.

[f y u're thinking, hey, so [
can just walk up to the [[abitat
office and tell them ['m poor

dedicated a portion of the ex
hibit to the scientific discover
ies of dino DNA. Ray's main
job at the museum was to su
pervise the interactive portion
of the display, directing such
kid-oriented activities as
Scrambled Eggs and Dino
Sizes. The Scrambled Eggs
game consists of five or six
jumbled animal eggs accompa
nied by the complying number
of mommies. The object of the
game was to pick the correct
egg corresponding to the right
species.

Ray remarked, "It went over
real well with the kids, they all
seemed to enjoy it." The second
exercise, titled Dino Sizes, in
volved ribbons that were as long
as the extinct creatures them
selves and were unrolled fre
quently to emphasize the sheer
magnitude of the mighty ani
mals. The lengthiest ribbon, the
supersaurus unrolled to be 80ft
long which is comparable to an

and need a house, nope, that's
not the way either. All those in
need must first meet with the
directors and apply for a house.
They must prove that they are
hard workers who are in great
need ofa home. Then they are
put on a waiting list for a few
years, until a house can be
planned and volunteers are
available. Volunteers come in
group or by themselves.

During the summer of 1997,
my youth group and a youth
group from Ilomewood
Flossmoor jumped at the
chance to build house for this
organization. There were 24 of
us total. We packed up our ham-

8 story building.
In addition to helping with

the L.O.T. exhibit, Ray offered
his services to the Rice Wild
life Resource enter. The mu
seum created the wildlife cen
ter to expand the public's
awarene~ofour planet's wild-

life and th '1' disappearing habi
tats. In th~"center, created to. ' .. -
look and feel like an actual re-
search center in Africa, visitors
could read books from the
museum's nature-themed li
brary and use computers to look
up additional information on
birds, frogs, and other endan
gered wildlife. There were also
various animal movies being
shown on laser disc and so it
was Ray's job to monitor the
shows and switch the disc when
it needed changing.

Finally, the last of Ray's
seemingly never-ending list of
duties was to lecture on and tour
the Dinosaur Hall. This hall

mel's, workboots, and many
other supplies and started on
our way.

The first day was fun be
cause we became acquainted
with each other. From then on
it wasn't as easy as most of us
thought it would be. We started
our fir t day of work waking up
at 6:30 a.m., so that we would
have time to eat breakfast and
be on the site by 8:00 a.m.

We got to work immediately.
We painted, hammered, moved
drywall, insulated, ided
houses. You name it, we at
tempted it. In the eight days
that our group was there we
worked on four houses. ach

con ists of three massive fully
a embled dinosaur skeletons
and a few smaller flying reptiles
beautiful, yet surprisingly terri
fying. Ray passed along an ac
tual dinosaur tooth while he
answered questions (the most
commonly asked, where's the
bathroom?) and really wowed
his inquirers with his superior
knowledge of the "Thunder liz
ards".

Ray enjoyed his experience
at the Field Museum and would
like to do it again next summer,
if the opportunity arises. He
had a lot of fun and met a lot of
new people and not to mention
learned a thing or two on a little
thing called a dinosaur.

As a final qUl;stion I asked,
"I f there was one th ing you
learned volunteering last sum
mer, what was it?" He answered
" One ofthe best places on Earth
is a place where you can learn
everything about it."

day we would work from 8:00
a.m. until 4:00 p.m. The local
YMCA allowed us to use their
showers and swimming pool
free of charge for the entire
week.

We were treated with the ut
most kindness in the world the
entire week. We could see
their appreciation in every little
thing they did for us. I was very
inspired to see so many people
helping strangers live a better
life.

[ hope that many more people
are interested in Habitat for Ilu
manity. If you are intere ted.
contact We t Side Habitat for
Ilumanity at (773) 638-1516.
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Summer Satire CD Review
spend money is to buy "Spawn,
the Album." The CD includes
the music from the in New Line
Cinema's motion picture
"Spawn." It is filled with the
heavy metal and industrial
sounds of bands like Filter,
Korn, Prodigy, Silverchair,
Stabbing Westward, Metallica,
and many more. The most in
teresting thing about the
soundtrack is that every song is
composed by two artists per
fonning an original duo. My
favorite tracks are Prodigy and
Tom Morello's "One Man
Anny", and Korn and the Dust
Brother's "Kick the P.A." Both
C.D.'s are available for $12.99
at Best Buy and other stores
where music is sold.

I f you're the athelete of the
family, Loyola can also ve the
school for you. Loyola athletes
compete in the NCAA Divison
I Midwe tern Collegiate Con
ference. Their intercollegiate
sports include men and
women's basketball, cross
country/track (indoor/outdoor),
golf, soccer, volleyball, and
softball.

Another fantastic way to

music video. However, making
music videos is not the only
thing Jamiroquai is good at.
Their actual music is amazing as
well. They have a unique, up
beat sound that seems to com
bine 70's disco, early 90's hip
hop, the newest ska music from
bands like Sublime and No
Doubt, and even some reggae
together into one unforgettable
listening experience. The CD is
loaded with many wonderful
tracks like "Cosmic Girl,"
"Alright,"" High Times," "Use
the Force," and of course,
Jamiroquai's ballad on the evils
of technology, "Virtual Insan
ity."

As for the school's program,
I give them for stars. Loyola's
pre-med program is one of the
best in the country. Loyola
even runs its ownaward win
ning medical center in
Maywood. IL. Their othe sci
ence programs are also great.
On the lake shore campus their
is an entire library dedicated

By Bill Palmer

Do you have fifteen dollars
burning a hole in your pocket?
Well, I have two excellent ways
you can get rid of them.

The first way to spend your
money should be to head to the
record store and buy
Jamiroquai's new CD, titled
"Traveling Without Moving."
The Australian band's popular
ity has been increasing greatly
ever since the highly acclaimed
music video for their song,
"Virtual Insanity," aired on MTV.
At the 1997 MTV Video Mu-
ic Awards, the video took

home the prize for the best
video ofthe year, with the award
for the best special effect in a

College Review
By Fran Furguiele Loyola has a good reputation solely to science materials. But,

for assisting freshman. ev- if you are not the science type,
enty- even percent of the stu- Loyola has a great theology,
dents an average of $13,343 philosophy, and many other
their first year attendending the pre-professional programs.
school.

Thinking ofa career in medi
cine or biology? How about
majoring in theological or
philosophical studie? Then
Loyola University of Chicago
may be the right school for you.
Recently, I visited Loyola's
lakefront campus, the school's
biggest campus, and I received
ythe 4-1-1 on the school.

Now, don't let the price of the
school scare you away. The
tuition of the school is about
$14,400, plus an additional
$6,800 for room and board.

president was to have such a
powerful dispenser of justice
on his side.

Later that night, I decided to
check my AOL mailbox. After
scrolling through the usual
chain letters and junk mail, I
stumbled upon a message from
someone named,
"User856@mars.net," with a
letter titled, " end yourself to
space ..... it·s fun and easy!"
Needless to say, I decided to
check it out. Apparently, some
one sent me the blueprints to
build a spacecraft that would
send me to some part of the
universe. I printed out the mail,
and started to build the craft in
my garage. I put my homemade
football aside, con tructed my
craft as stated in the mail. Once
completed, my craft consisted
of three cardboard boxe ad
hered with three packs of
Wrigley's Spearmint, and one
roll of duct tape. My engines
consisted of Pop Rocks, and
two well-shaken cans of Pepsi.
I pressed the "Go" button, and
was in tantly sent hurtling
through space.

Something must have gone
wrong, because I never stopped
traveling, ana'e-nqed up right
back in my garage. I looked at
my watch, and realC;zed it was
August 19th, and time for Band
Camp. 0 that's why my sum
mer went by so quickly.

After leaving the void in the
universe where time mysteri
ously stands still, I walked to
my car with a smile on my face,
and ten dollars in my hand on a
wonderful, rainy day. Just
thinking of all the things that I
wouldn't be doing during the
summer, brought an even larger
smile to my face as I drove
home.

By Tom Jodelka

Later, I decided to go for a
walk to take in some fresh air.
As I was walking down the
street, I had this crazy feeling
that NA A was tracking me
with one of their satellites,
carefully plotting my demise
with a wcll-timed earthquake
that would cngulf both me and
the president. at the same timc.
I quickly took out my Batman
satellite locator, and proceeded
to scan our atmosphere for any
objects that were pointed in my
direction. I was shocked to dis
cover that my theory was cor
rect, and that a atellite had
been monitering my pro~ress.

I unpacked my trusty MIS sat
ell ite-be-gone laser blaster,
punched in the satellite's coor
dinates, and blew the thing half
way to next Tuesday. Satisfied
with a job well done, I dodged
the flaming debris from the at
ellite, and continued with my
walk, thinking of how lucky the

:::~t;1;~;:~;~~t{:~:
:::,. ..";

Enjoy Grassano's.

Friday & Saturday
I] a.m. - 1 a.m.

HOURS:
Monday - Thursday
] ] a.m. - Midnight

OPEN FOR LUNCH

Sunday
1] a.m. - 10 p.m.

Pick-up or Delivery Available

rn55ann'5~
pizza I

Visit u in the J&D Liquors' Shopping Center
Next to Clancy' Public House

5612 West 87th Street
Burbank, IL 60459

708/424-8000
REMEMBER NATALIE'S FOR ALL YOUR FLOWER NEEDS!

Specializing in Weddings, Cotillions
and Sympathy Designs

I ., ,4j'!atalie's Flower Cottage
: ""~""'::..':~ 4680 W. 103rd St., Oak Lawn

<".:2f" Enjoy the H!7Jc~~I~/B~!.y of Nat."

Jumbo 18"
Pizza

Extra Toppings Available

Free 2 Liter RC
No Limit

Extra Toppings Available

Fr.ee 1 Liter RC

Tax and Delivery n"llnciuded on above speCials. 01 valid wuh any other offers or coupons.

Large 14"
Cheese Pizza

No LimitL ~ ~

Please present coupon when orderingr-----------T-----------,

VALUABLE COUPONrWt,Nlh1i·'I!J·U'. r
• $1 ,(:gJ I FREE I
• ';~(:J I ,.• Gyros (~". I I Order •
• When You Buy Another' I 10f Fries I •
IDel~cious Gyros.Sondv:'ich'l I When You Buy ~ •

Fries &A Medium Dnnk Sandwich Or A DrinkI NOIvol-dw ..",OhtrOH. Coupotl,CQl\flOl I I NotVoI,dw,""'AltfO'hto ,.. (O\L"'fI,r~ ........... I
L kC ood ...J L kC....... .J------ ------

708-422-4070
9940 Southwest Hwy.

(1/2 Blk. E. Of Ridgeland)

Oak Lawn

KLEXINDEI'S
RESTIUIINT
Dine In Or Drive Thru

HOURS: MON.-SAT. 11-MIDNIGHT, SUN. 11 A.M.-11 P.M.

VALUABLE COUPON ,
• FREE •I I
• Cheeseburger I
I When You Buy Another I
I Delicious Cheeseburger, I

Fries & A Medium Drink
I "'" Volod w,o. .", ()II.., 0fI0, c.......,eo_ I
L kC......ood J------ ....
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Sagittarius; 11122-12/21
Sagittarians have a knack for
changing bad situations with
their optimism. You see the
best in people and are inspir
ing to others. agittarians tend
to be hot-headed, uncomm itted
,and argumentative.
Capricorn: 12/22-1/19

Capricorns can be linked to
practicality, realism, and hard
work. You are known to be
loyal, concerned, and conven
tional. On the nip side, you can
be unforgiving, anxious, and
egotistical.
Aquarius; 1120-2118

Aquarians have fixed opin
ions and ideas. You are inven
tive, independent, and commu
nicative. Because of your con
stant now of ideas you are re
luctant to share them and can
be seen a tactless and rude.
Pisces: 2/19-3/20

Th is sign is the most cre
ative of the twelve. You are
known to be mystical, roman
tic, and trusting. Because you
are concerned with others, you
are seen as getting too involved
with problems. Pisces are also
tempermental.

Billy Dee Williams took on the
part of Lando Calrissian, and
David Prowse was Darth Vader.
Not to be mistaken, the voice
of Darth Vader was done by
James Earl Jones. The old Jedi,
Obi- Wan Kenobi was done by
Alec Guiness and the little Jedi
named Yoda was played by
Frank Oz.

The Music: The music was one
of the highlights of the Star
Wars Trilogy. On the pecial
Edition Soundtracks, you can
find such songs such as the
20th Century Fox Fanfare, the
main Star Wars theme, and the
ending songs for each film.
There are songs that are only on
certain soundtracks. On the
Star Wars soundtracks, you can
find the two songs played by
TIle Cantina Band. On the Em
pire Strikes Back, you can also
find the Asteroid Field and The
Imperial March. On Return of
the Jedi, you can also find the
song that Jabba's band played,
and the March of the Ewoks.
Each album is a double CD that
has over 2 hours of music on
them.

things. You are linked to hon
esty, loyalty, and friendliness.
On the other hand, you can be
stubborn, cold-hearted, and ar
rogant. Leos always wants to
land on top, although they are
not interested in winning.
Virgo; 8/23-9/22

Virgo is known for adapting
for practicality. You are gentle,
sympathetic, and organized.
Negatively, you are cranky,
overdemanding, and worried.
Virgos worry too much about
not meeting personal goals and
are perceived as a know it all.
Libra: 9/23-10/22

Libras are thinkers rather
than doers. You are een as
communicative, sincere, and
artistic. Because you think
thoroughly, you come off be
ing indecisive. You are thought
of as being nirtatious and over
bearing.
Scorpio; 10/23-11/21

Scoq)i{) is known to be pas
sionate ~or life. You can be
descri be~'fl~_ magn etic, dy
namic, and sensual. You can
also be seen as being posses
sive, moody, and insulting.
Once your mind is set, it is very

going to eat Luke. A lot of
background footage was added
on Dogobah. More trees,
bushes, and animals were put in.
New backgrounds were in
serted in Cloud City, and a
couple new lines were given to
Lando Calrissian.

The most additions were
putin Return of the Jedi. In
Jabba's Palace, a huge new mu
sical scene was put in. At the
ending, there was a much big
ger explosion when the second
Death tar blew up, and a
completey new ending was
added. When the new and old
ROTJ endings are compared,
the new ending is much more
emotional and fits the mood of
the scene.
The Characters: These are the
actors that played the part of
your favorite Star Wars charac
ters. Luke Skywalker was
played by Mark Hammil, Han
Solo by Harrison Ford, and
Princess Leia by Carrie Fisher.
The two droids were C-3PO,
played by Anthony Daniels, and
R2-D2, potrayed by Kenny
Baker. The Wookie, Chewbaca,
was played by Peter Mayhew,

Star Wars: Special Edition

Personality according to the Stars
By Jill Russell and Beth Ott

By: Brian Caster

The Movies: The tar Wars
Trilogy consists of Star Wars a

New Hope, The Empire Strikes
Back, and Return of the Jedi.
When the tar Wars Trilogy was
put back in the theatres, George
Lucas decided to make the
movies more attractive. Not
only did he make the sound of
Star Wars THX, but he added a
ton of new clips and scents not
found in the originals.

In Star Wars, a lot of new
footage was added. For ex
ample, a new scene was added
in which Jabba the Hut meet
Han Solo outside the Cantina.
A lot ofnew footage was shown
throughout Mos Eisley, and a
completely new animal was
added, the Dewback. The big
gest and best addition was when
the Death Star blew up. The
explosion was amazing.

In Empire Strikes Back, ad
ditions were put in a lot of
places. The first new scene that
you witness is when Luke is
captured by a Wampa beast.
You actually see the Wampa
eating the taun-taun,just before

another planet, so they stop this
from occurring so that their
plans take affect.

The crew of the Starship En
terprise then follow them back
in time to stop them. They find
and help the man who is going
to launch a spaceship faster
than the speed of Iight and help
make first contact. Their big
hero is a washed up character
who has no confidence in him
self.

Meanwhile, the Borg have
taken over the ship and plan to
assimilate the remaining crew
on the ship. This movie is full
of action and is great if you like
science fiction movies. It gets
three sparks.

CD94.7 has many new
promtional idea that are just
what Chicago needs.
For example, every Sunday,
they do not play any commer
cials at all. Another is that they
do not play the same song twice
in one day. This prevents
people from hearing the same
song so many times that they
are sick of it. The last is for
the night owls. Every Sunday
night (Monday Morning) at
midnight, they playa great clas
sic rock album. If you add this
to the commercial free Sunday,
then you have over twenty-five
hours of no commercial music!

When you put all of these
things together with no annoy
ing DJ's that talk all day, you are
left with a great radio station.
Just change the dial to 94.7
once, and if you like rock,
you'll love this station.

Jeachef'

J.eatUf'e

Turn the radio dial

Pick of the Week
By Fadi Salem

All right all you sci fi fans,
this is a mu t see movie for you
guys. The movie is called
StarTrek: First Contact and is
rated PG-13. The movie fea
tures the crew of tarTrek:
Next Generation, which was a
continuation of the original hit
show, Star Trek.

The movie is about robotic
aliens, known as the Borg, who
are trying to take over the uni
verse by going back in time and
changing Earth's history. They
plan to assemble all humans
and make them one of their
own. 0 the Borg go back to
the time when humans make
firs! contact with beings from

By Joe Banasiak

Have you flipped stations on
the radio dial in a while? Well
if you have, you probably have
found out about CD94.7. Hav
ing the largest classic rock li
brary in Chicago, and one ofthe
largest nationwide, CD94.7 is
stealing listeners from WCKG
at a lightning fast pace. While
Howard Stern and Steve Dahl
talk all morning and afternoon,
this station is playing some of
the best classic rock ever.

The station has gone through
many changes over the past two
years, but has finally got on
track. They have been an all
talk station, a Christmas music
station, and a country music
station previously, but now
they're an all classic rock ever.

To keep the interest of their
listeners, and to gain new ones.

Contrary to the common
myth of using zodiac signs to
tell one's future, the zodiac and
astrology i not that. Instead, it
is describes how a person may
behave. There are twelve signs

Name: Mr. Moonier in the zodiac each representing
Birthplace: , t. Louis positive and negative character-
Astrological Sign: apricorn istics.
College Attended: DePaul Aries: 3121-4/19
High School Attended: t. Vincent This sign gives direction and
Degree: BA- Philosophy MA- English brings changes. Aries usually
Years Teaching: 31 is energetic and takes the ini-
CIa ses 1Teach: English II, III, IV Honors tiative in situations. You like
If I wasn'tteaching, I'd be: Pyrotechnist to help others, and achieve
Other School that I've goals. On the negative side,

Taught at: Weber High School you feel you must be the boss.
My Idea of a Good tudent Is: Ones that do their best. Aries are also intolerant, jeal-
I Can't Say "No" To: Chocolate Donuts ous, and unknowing of their ef-
Ifl Could Travel Anywhere, fect on others.

It Would Be: Another Galaxy Far Away Taurus: 4120-5/20
My First Paying Job: Setting Pins in a Bowling Alley Taurus likes nature and keep-
My First Car: Volkswagen ing life simple. Your spiritual
My First Date Was At: Peter, Paur, and Mary Concert goal is to learn the value of in-
The Last Good Book I Read: tones from the River sight. Taurus is usually artis-
I'd Give Anything To Meet: Plato, and the 17th. Earl ofOxford tic, attentive, and dependable.
My Advice to Teenagers: Do Not Follow- Lead. Sometimes you can be stub-
My First Concert Was: Beatles born boring, and materialistic.
My Favorite Music Artist: Tanya Tucker A typical Taurus view is that the

L.....::.. ....:.... ---' best is worth waiting for.

Gemini: 5/21-6/20
The third sign is thought to

be adaptable and agreeable.
You do this to create harmony.
A Gemini is also thought to be
inquisitive, entertaining,and
liberal. You are also restless,
impractical, and likely to gos
sip .. Gemini seek complete
ness.
Cancer: 6/21-7/22

Cancer is concerned with
receptivity, sensitivity, and de
fense. You can be known to
have a good memory, be com
passionate, and caring. Cancers
are also possessive, intuitive,
and manipulative. You tend to
be defensive against other
people.
Leo: 7/23-8/22

Leos like to transform
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Coach's
Corner

Name: Wally Sebuck
port You Coach: Football

What College Did You Attend: Bradley University
What ports Did You Play in High chool and College:
Football
What Influenced You to Become a Coach: A love for the game
and working with kids.
How Long Have You Been Coaching: 33 years.
What's the Best Advice You Have Ever Received and from
Who?: Merv Haycock, head coach at Peoria Spalding (Notre Dame),
after my first season, we were 0-9, he handed me a football and
said, " This is a football." He meant you think you know it all, but
you really don't know anything.
What Do You Think it Takes to Make a Good tudent-Athlete:
The number I ingredient is to take personal responsibilty for your
actions.
What Makes a Good Football Player: First, someone willing to
work, and second, a good work eth ic.
What Advice Would You Give Your Athletes: Football is a means
to an end, not an end in itself. Use football to extend education.
You have all of your life till age 65 to work, so get involved in
school.
Who's Your Favorite Pro oach and Why?: Joe Paterno of Penn

tate. Because they are the epitimy of student athletics. They are
always in the hunt for the National Championship and have great
students. They have the highest graduation rate in the nation.

By Michelle Ortiz

Just imagine: You walk
onto a football field, wind
blowing, and 300 people star
ing at you. uddenly, a song
comes on and you put on the
biggest smile and dance like
you never danced before.
Then you are at the end of the
song and three girls are lifted
as high as the sky and suddenly
the music stops and everyone
starts to cheer. Yes, my friends
this is what cheerleading is all
about.

The Oak Lawn Spartan
Cheerleading quad are look
ing forward to a great year.
The squads are headed by Mrs.
Greiman and Ms. Ormsby.
Ms. Ormsby is a new addition
to the squad this year and they
welcome her with open arms.

During the sophomore
games, the JV team performs.
This group is made up of 8
sophomores and 7 freshmen.
The sophomores, Jean Gaynor,
Rachel Laidlaw, Breane
Lorenz, Tracy Mancillas,
Joanna Pollard, Susan imon,
Corrin Vandyck, and Heather
Vanhuizen, are the leaders on

the team. The freshmen,
tephanie Andrews, Tara

Duitmann, Amy Hill, Adrienne
Olsen, Liz ink, Katherine

ullivan, and hari Vietoris are
trying every day and keeping
up great team spirit. very day
they work hard to make Oak
Lawn proud.

The Var ity team consists of
seniors, Bridget Clausen,
Tammy Fear, Lori Marello,
Kri ten McHugh, Michelle
Ortiz, Abby Pitcher, Julie Rob
erts, and Amy imenas and
juniors, tephanie Boyle,
Kristi Walsh, Michelle Wasik,
and Lauren Ward. The varsity
squad is a team of hard work
ers who knows how to make a
halftime I ok good.

Over the summer, the cheer
leaders attended a UCA camp
at Illinois State University.
Both teams received many rib
bons. These ribbons were won
by the team practicing rou
tines which included a cheer,
a dance and stunts. The most
valuable award to be given to
the teams were the spirit sticks.
The pirit stick represents hard
work and great effort through
the four days these talented
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girls were at camp.

During the camp, there were
tryouts for camp all-stars.
These are the best cheerlead
ers in the camp. The girls had
to try out in front of the whole
camp. They had to do a toe
touch (Russian), a cheer, and a
dance. The partanite is proud
to announce that two cheer
leaders from Oak Lawn made
UCA camp all-stars. These
two are Breane Lorenz and
Amy imenas. Breane Lorenz
will be going to London for her
reward for being an all-star.
Amy imena, for her second
year being an all-star, is going
Paris for her award.
Amy imenas was asked to
apply for a job on the UCA to
cheerleading staff. If she
work on the UCA staff, she
will be working with profes
sional cheerleaders from NFL
teams, such as the Minnesota
Vikings. Be t wishes Amy!

So if you do happen to go
to an Oak Lawn football or
basket ball game, be sure to
cheer along with the cheer
leaders. After all, that's what
fans do, right?

Frosh-Soph Golf

Oak Lawn's top senior runner (L to R): Jim arpenter, Mike
Cingrani and Ja on Dogium. (Photo by Mandy Kutsulis)

By Martha Lopez

It' time for another year of
Boy ros Country. Thi year
the team looks really sharp and
ready to try and win conference.

Their record for the season so
far is 3-2 and I-I in conference.
Their toughest competitor so
far, have been Bolingbrook.
"Though Argo also promi e to
be pretty tough competition,"
says Boys ross ountry

oach, Leary. As for effort,
oach Leary stated, "The team

i working very hard, but has a
way to go in training."

The top three runners include
hris Amato, who's injured,

and doubtful for the remainder
of the season; Jason Doguim
and ophomore Dave Diaz, who
i alternately running first from
race to race.

AIso, because of the rash of
injurie to the varsity runners,
the team has been looking for
help from the underclas men,
such as Dave Diaz, Pat Mo e
and Bill Palmer.

The top five runners include
senior Jim Carpenter and Mike

By Rachel Kolar
Wedge, tee or a driver are

terms that would not be famil
iar to the average partan, but
for the golf team these words
equal victory. The junior var
sity team is practicing their
mighty swings in hope for many
victories throughout the season.

The golf team practices at
tony Creek, their home cour e,

everyday after school. This year
the junior varsity golfers are
having an awesome sea on.
Their record is a succes ful 9
2. According to the junior var
sit coach, Mr. Moonier, "They
are having a great season. This

Cingrani. They are aided by
other varsity members, Chad
Zeilenga, Dave Abraham en,

hris McCarthy, Ken Widel
and Eric Biesterfeld.

Other runners at the frosh
soph level include Joe
Banasiak, Tony Fantozzi, Joe
Neumann, Jim Ilorvath, Mike
Mullaney and fre hman teve
Augel.

When asked about the team's
goal for the sea on, Mr. Leary
stated, "The conference cham
pionship is alway a goal; that's
what it's all about, as well as
having all conference runner

team is going to create an ex
cellent varsity team in the fu
ture."

When passing tony Creek,
the Spartans Dennis
Kasporwicz, Hank Fear and
Bruce DiGrazia can be seen
practicing their putting. Mike
Sanfillip, Jim Janowiak, Rick
Karkow and Pete Grochewold
can be seen winding up to send
the golf ball soaring down the
fairway.

Promising freshman on the
team are Mike Gary and Mike

trelow. Sophomore, Keith
Fox, is now successfully putting
his way to victory on the var-

on the team."
It seems already that the

Boys Cross Country team is
well on their way to achieving
their goal. oach Leary said, "
Basically, what we're looking
at is a deep roster that is still
reach ing for greater depth."

Sophomore runner, Mike
Mullaney is very optimistic. He
ays, "We all have been prac

ticing really hard and it's been
showing off during our meets.
Many people's times are drop
ping each meet. All our hard
work during practice has been
paying off."

sity team. Many of these fresh
men and sophomores occasion
ally play on varsity for oach
Eastman and are doing well!

ix Lady partans are also
members on the golf team:
Amber Nettle, Gabriella
Eberhardt, hristin Achter,
Lauren Caster, Erica Nelson
and Kris Ulrich. This season
these girls will be able to com
pete in five matches in which
all the golfers are girls.

Don't forget that the par
tan golfers can be seen at tony
Creek practicing or competing
with other schools, so come out
to see them at their best!

By Chad Zeilenga
ome may say that running

is easy, but the Lady partans
Cross Country team will argue
with that. They have just started
the sea on and are running
down the home stretch towards
their goal- victory.

Everyone ay that running
cross country is easy but does
2-5 or more mile everyday
sound easy to you? There are
three things that it takes to be a
good runner. ndurance,
strength and determination are
what running is all about.

The varsity team consists of
juniors Renee Buerger, the team
captain, Nichole Friske, Gina
Rogers, Selina Garcia, Michelle
King, Kathy Krzak and sopho
more Vicki Davis who all hope
to put up good competition for
the conference title.

The fro h-soph team is made
up of sophomore Diana Wilk,
April Osmanski, Jodi Daley,

Football
(Continued from page 12)

year and hopefully this year
will be the same.

The head coach of the fresh
man football team is Coach
Jerry Wallin. The offensive
coach is Brian Barrales, while
the defen ive coach is Phil
Mcgee, and the line coach is
Bill Ward.

The key players for the
freshman team are Bryan Berry,
Ryan Captain, Matt Crothers,
Tom Gamino (who recently
suffered an ankle injury), Tom
Gebel, Nick Grabarek, Cole
Ilewitt, Dan Kula, hris Lenart,
Adam McKinney, Jeff
Mensching, Ed Menzel, Matt
Murphy, Jim Romano, Mark
Rangel, Nick Slusinski, and
Rich wiatek.

and freshmen usan teffy,
Sheryl teiso, Andrea Walsh,
and Kathy Johnson.

ThIS year the team is made
up of mostly of veterans who
have been on the leam for one,
two, or three years and know
what running is all about. The
Lady par1an are going to u e
their experience to pass up all
of their conference contenders
and hopefully qualify for the
state meet.

The team is coached by Mr.
Bob Kunde who has coached
the Lady partans for a number
of years. lie plans to get them
into the be t condition so they
can go to that conference meet
and stomp the competition in
order to bring that title home to
Oak Lawn. With conference
being held on the 18th ofOcto
ber and slowly approaching, the
runners have to start preparing
now to ucceed.

V-Ball
(Continued from page 12)

The partans are led by set
ters arah Nettle, Kristen
Klimek, Dawn Roman and
Catherine Fett. All around play
ers include Marjorie Koeppen,
Emily Buys, Kate Bjork, Amy
Bridgeman, Amanda Lorenz,
Katie ievertsen, Carly Murphy
and Monica Kapustka. With a
lot of talent these freshman
teams could be real big contend
ers in the conference race.

Tennis
(Continued from page 11)

year? Jennifer Rau and Katie
Bazian plan on attending Mo
raine Valley next fall and play
ing tennis there. Tina Zwirkoski
plans on playing tennis for en
joyment, but not as a career.
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Soccer kicks off season
By Tom Swiatek

The Varsity Soccer team is
looking forward to what they
hope will be the most success
ful season, win wise, since Oak
Lawn has had a soccer team.

This year the Spartans have
a new coaching staffon both the
varsity and frosh-soph levels.
The new head coach of the var
sity team is Coach Rita, who has
previously coached at Stagg,
and coached the varsity girls
soccer team last year. The new
assistant coach is former Oak
Lawn soccer player, Alex
Kreydich.

The soccer team has one of
the best defenses that Oak Lawn
has ever had. Leading the de
fense is veteran sweeper, Ryan
Melling. At stopper this season,
Nick Hnat and Don Anderson
are doing a great job bringing
the ball up. Finally the stoppers
Luis Hernandez and Mike

Haak, have done an excellent
job at their positions.

The midfield forthe team this
year is also very solid. The in
side midfielders are Franco
Ocampo, and Tom Swiatek.
The outside midfielders are
Scott Cosme, and Brian
Carlson. Also helping out at
midfield are Oscar Barrera, Carl
Novak, and Ray Metzger.

The forwards for the Spartans
have done an excellent job of
putting the ball in the net. One
of the most promising forwards
for the team this year is a trans
fer student Ernie Soderland.
Also making a big contribution
is sophomore Justin Haak.
Other key contributers at for
ward are Ray Metzger, and
Kevin Woloszyn.

The goalie for the team this
year is Jose Hernandez. Jose
has done an excellent job, mak
ing some impeccable saves and
restarting the offense.

Frosh-soph

By Aimee Leahy

It's that time of year again
when the weather turns cool, the
leaves change color, and the
boys soccer team comes out in
full force.

In the line of offense there is
Paul Gaeck, Roberto Ortega and
Patrick Rojewski at forward. At
midfield there is Steve
Berezowski, Brian Dwyer, Jus
tin Haak and Adam Zwirkowski.

In the line ofdefense the team
has Dan Clemens, David
O'Malley, Dan Pasquarella and
Phil Rehart at fullback, Don
Anderson at stopper and Chris
Vahl at sweeper. Finally, the two
that are there to stop aII those
shots from becoming goals are
Bernie Bolzand Dan Earley.

This year the team is under
the new direction ofCoach Mar
tin and Coach Savarino. Coach

Franco Ocampo showing off his moves during Oak Lawn's first
victorious conference game. (Photo by Jeanette Lemrise)

John Rita, of the varsity team freshman and sophomores."
said, "We are very excited about Even though the season has
the new coaching staffthis year, already started, the coaches
and we are through the upset said they would welcome any
about the number of players on freshman or sophomore who
the team. We were hoping for wanted tojoin the team. So with
more people to come out. And that in mind, why don't you dust
with that in mind we were not offyour cleats and come out and
able to bring up a lot oftalented play!

Tennis focuses on return to state

Swim team unites to win Frosh-Soph

putting a lot of effort into their
games as well.

Coach Lawson has also stated
that the nonstarters are all putting
forth a great amount of effort,
even though they do not get to
play very often. Jackie James,
Dayna Hojek, Nicole Thurzo,
Natalie Malquist, Erica Nelson, Val
Gorman, Carrie VanDyke, Jill
O'Mally, Christina Koch, Jenny
Mitchell, Laura Katula, Chrissie
Bazian and Sabrina Harper have
come out and practiced everyday
to work on their ski lis for next year.

The highlight of the team's sea
son so far has been the victory at
the Reavis and OLCHS Sopho
more Tennis Invitational. The team
came in first place with 36 points.

Michelle Smith took first place
at first singles by beating all
schools, except Reavis. At sec
ond singles, Lisa Woloszyn also
took first place with 48 points. First
doubles and second doubles also
placed in first.

Second place went to the third
doubles team, Jessie Brazel and
Kelly Kawczynski. All efforts were
a contributing factor to the vic
tory of the team.

Frosh-soph
By Michelle Smith

"It would be a sweet repeat!"
That's what Coach Lawson and the
girls on the tennis team are think
ing. Coach Lawson is hoping that
this year's team can keep the title
of Conference Champs that has
been won by the team two years
in a row.

This year's starting singles play
ers are two talented sophomores.
First singles is being played by
Michelle Smith, showing great ef
fort. At second singles, Lisa
Woloszyn 's going out and trying
her hardest to win. These girls
have kept tll~ t<:.~m going assum
ing the roles of captain and co
captain.

The doubles teams for this year
have been changed for almost
every meet, but are doing an ex
cellent job. Playing doubles are
sophomores Jennifer Nash, Jes
sica Brazel, Nicki Tsiamis, Kelly
Kawczynski and Laura Hackstock.

The starting doubles teams also
include a few freshmen. Jeanna
Jurkowski, Ausra Brooks and
Angela Montoya have also been(Continued on page 10)

Tina Zwirkoski serving up a win
ning match at a recent home
meet. (Photo byJeannette Lemrise)

able to take over their posi
tions," Mr. Theisen added.
Tracy Dengler will return next
year, probably in the first singles
position. Brenda Davidson and
Michelle Matuszewski will re
turn for the first doubles spot
and Julie Braun and Karen
Rossow will also return for a top
doubles position.

So what are the state qualifi
ers planning on doing next

"Singles is more difficult, be
cause you have to be physically
and mentally on top of your
game for every point."

Oak Lawn hosted a tourna
ment this week. The tournament
usually consists of twelve
teams, but this year they invited
only four. Oak Lawn's biggest
rival in tennis this year is
Mother McAuley. They were
the sectional champs last year,
defeating the Lady Spartans for
the title.

Another goal for this season,
besides beating McAuley, is to
be undefeated the rest of the
season. Sending three or more
girls to state and becoming the
Sectional Champs also looks
possible. Along with these
goals, the team would like to be
Conference Champs for the third
straight year. Their record as of
press time is 4 wins, I loss.

ince the number one singles
spot and the top two doubles'
spots are occupied by seniors,
will the Varsity tennis team be
in a crunch next season? "We
will m iss the seniors next year,
but the juniors this year will be

By Jeanine Dyckman

A new year of school means
that another season of tennis is
well underway. Mr. Bill Theisen
is the Varsity coach this year for
the tenth year in a row. Mr.
Theisen played tennis while he
attended Oak Lawn. He was the
first men's sectional champ at
Oak Lawn. Mr. Lawson helps
Mr. Theisen with coaching the
Frosh-Soph Team.

Practices are physically chal
lenging, starting off with a two
mile jog, followed by wind
sprints, laps around the courts,
jumping rope and scrimmaging.

Jennifer Rau, Tina Zwirkoski
and Katie Bazian are the three
returning state qualifiers from
last season. Tina Zwirkoski
plays first singles and Tracy
Dengler second singles. Jenni
fer Rau and Katie Bazian are the
first doubles team, Kristi
Hoagland and Teresa Skupien
are the second doubles team,
and Brenda Davidson and
Michelle Matuszewski are the
third doubles team.

Mr. Theisen commented that,

Varsity

By Jennifer Trotta

The varsity swimming
team is making a big splash
this year. The team is work
ing hard and they are trying
to place first in their confer
ence. The girls practice ev
eryday after school from 3
5:30 p.m. They also practice
bright and early on Tuesday
and Thursday form 6-7:30
a.m.

Right now the varsity
swimming team consists of
nine members. The seniors
are Amy Attivissimo, Tracy
Mathias, and Lee Mcle. The
juniors are Desiree Bartosiak,
Nicole Garrett, Anna Gunka
and Nancy Houston. The
sophomores are Em iIy

McLoughlin and Dana
Slusinski. Mrs. Welch,
coach of the swim team, is
looking for more members to
make her squad stronger.

This year the girls will be
competing in a new confer
ence. Argo, Reavis,
Richards, Shepard, and
Eisenhower will be their new
conference opponents. Mrs.
Welch feels her team's
toughest challenge will be
from Richards and Shepard.
Both teams have a lot ofdepth
and many individual
standouts.

This year, Tracy Mathias
is the captain of the varsity
swim team. She has been a
member ofthe varsity swim
ming team since she was a
freshman. Her great dedica
tion and work ethic has con
tributed to her success.

Both Emily McLoughlin
and Nicole Garrett, have
shown great improvement in
their swimming skills since
last year. Desiree Bartosiak
has also overcome a broken
ankle to become an intricate
part ofthe swimming team.

The main goal for every
member ofthe swim team, is
to achieve their best time. In
order to do this, they must
all work up to their fullest
potential. The girls have
chosen "United we swim
Together we win," as their
Spartan motto. This motto
shows that they are dedi
cated to each other and are
striving to become first in
conference.

Mrs. Welch feels their
hard working attitude and
great enthusiasm will make
them a winning team.

By Erin Kelly

If you could put hard work
on the scoreboard, the Oak
Lawn Frosh-Soph Girls Swim
Team would be undefeated.
Hard work and a new conference
promises to springboard the
girls to victory.

The girls' new coach, Joe
Lewendowski, feels that the
team is going to show "big im
provement from the beginning
of the practice season." New
freshman swimmer Allison
Cronin says,"It's hard work and
takes a lot of dedication, but it
is worth it."

The returning sophomores to
this year's team are Emily
McLoughlin, Michelle
Mentgen, Melissa Reyes, Dana
Slusinski and Jennifer Kimmey.

The new additions to this
year's team are Lisa Bonn,

Allison Cronin, Carrie Dixon,
Jennifer Gilbert, ValerieGlowaty,
Therese Hassel, Rebecca Pow
ers and Kelly Robinson. Some
ofthese new freshmen have had
prior competitve swimming ex
perience. This group of girls
consist of Allison Cronin, Car
rie Dixon, Valerie Glowaty and
Therese Hassel.

Emily McLoughlin has im
proved a lot since last season
and is hoping to better her
times. She is really looking for
ward to the upcoming season
and thinks that the team has a
good chance to take conference,
which is the team's main goal.
Dana Slusinski has also made
great progress in her swimming
strokes.

The new conference consists
of the following high schools:
Shepard, Richards, Eisenhower,
Reavis and Argo.
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OL Football starts hot

Frosh-Soph

Aaron Altenburg makes a great catch again t T.F. outh. (Photo
by Jeanette Lemri e)

By Eric Bicstcrfeld

The pop ofshoulder pads and
the smack of large bodies en
gaging in a full-contact activity
is enough to make some fans
cringe. IT'S FOOTBALL sea
son again. The true test came
for these player in the midd Ie
of August. While many of their
friend still had a couple weeks
of summer to enjoy, these Oak
Lawn football players were pre
paring for what would lie ahead.
This sea on i different from
previous ones. oach Wally

ebuck came to Oak Lawn last
year from Mount armel to
coach the defensive back and
special teams. This season
Coach ebuck is assum ing the
Ilead Coaching position ofVar
sity Football previously held by
Coach John Robinson. There
is only one goal oach ebuck
has establi hed for this team,
that is to win the next game.

With the help of on Iy twelve
juniors, the twenty-four senior
are carrying the weight of the
team on their backs. There
seems to be a solid core of se
nior leadership on the team,"
says oach ebuck. This does
not appear to be a problem,
though, because these senior
went undefeated a sopho
mores.

In addition to the thirty- ix
players, this varsity team con
si ts of five coache. Return
ing coache from last sea on

include lIead Coach Wally
Sebl-lck, who over ees the of
fense and the defense of the
Spartans oach John
Lockwood, leads the defen ive
lineman, while oach Pat
Mayer works with the offensive
backs.

Within the coaching staff this
season arc two new coaches
Bob Berkery, leads the offen
sive lineman, and Dennis
Lyons, who run the offense.

oach ebuck does not be
lieve in talking about the past.
The only thing that matters in
his eyes is the day at hand.

" We're not a very good de
fensive team, because the se
niors on defense can't compen
sate for the people playing with
no experience," oach ebuck
say of the parlan defense.
However, an out tanding sec
ondl!ry make up for mistakes.
Mike Mollo, Moe Abderasoul,
and Jim Bukow ki comprise the
defensive line.

The defen ive backs are led
by seniors Brad Koeppen and
Greg lade. They will be shar
ing time with Tim Lewis and
Jason amhan.

Advancing after the quarter
back are linebackers lIarry
Kolk, Dan Prorok, Torn reech,
and sophomore Scott
Biesterfeld.

The key to the partans' of
fen e is veer option football.
Opponents must defend sideline
to sideline and endzone to

end/one. Leading the way for
senior running backs Nick
Jclcic and Tom Creech is the of
fensive line. These gap makers
consist of tack Ie Mike Peterson
and Brian Will iams, guards

am Echavarria and Mike Bur
ton, while center Zeke King
snaps the ball.

Quarterback Tacho Gamino
and Dennis ody have no
trouble finding targets like
Aaron Altenburg, Joe Ilubatch,
and rJ ingrani.

Like many of his teammates,
enior Greg Slade, would like

the team to end the ea on with
the onference championship
under their belts, as well as ad
vancing to the IH A ham pi
on hip.

After four weeks, the Spar
tans record is 3-1 , their on Iy loss
coming against Tinley Park.
Again t hepard, however, the

partans refu ed to give up.
Nick Jelcic kicked a twenty
three yard field goal to clinch
the 10 to 7 victory.

A week later, the partan
would dominate in their own
ba k yard with over two hun
dred and three yards rushing to
defeat T.F. outh,25-20.

In week four, after a slow
start, the partans turned it on
in the econd half to trounce
Kankakee 28-13.

The partans have a confer
ence record of 2-0 with five
games I ft to play and some of
their toughest challenge ahead.

By Kevin Wolo zyn

Thi . year's sophomore foot
ball team's season will give u
a good idea on how the var ity
fOOl ball team will be in the near
future. The team is coached by
head coach Vince Kasley, and
a istant coaches Rob

taudacher and Tim Kantor.
oach Kasley feel that the

team i short in numbers, but
they have "great skill at indi
vidual positions, work hard, and
are impr ving as a team every
day." As for comments on the
season, he said, "I expect to be
competitive every game and vie

for the conference champion
hip."

Key offensive players in
clude Justin Altenburg, Jeremy

chultz, Adam Keri, Rich
Powell, Ryan Howell, Ryan
McLemon, Nader Zughayyer,
A Iphonso Restivo, hris

'Brenski, Paul Chumra, and
Dan Ilerman.

Key defensive player are
Luaey Abdelrasoul, Ja on ar
penter. Bob O'Brien, John
Reynolds, Martin Zubek, hris

zmajlo, and Larry pain.
The freshman football team

ha done well for the pa ·t three
(Continued on page 10)

Volleyball vying for conference title
By Sam Wenzel

This year's varsity girl' vol
leyball team i off to a rather
low start thank to a really

tough non-conference schedule,
but the Lady partan are look
ing to turn that around once
conference play begins. Once
again, the Lady partans have
Mrs. Nichols at the helm,
coaching them to what they
hope will be a successful year.

Seniors anchoring the team
this year include Jenell Murray,
Breanne Murphy, Tracy
Mentgen, and Mary
Pasquarella. The juniors are
Kristy Hazzard, Gianna Hardt,
Kim Capretz, Jessica Melander,
Annie Pasquarella, Jenny Jaral,
Corrie Dignan, and Julie
Menzel. There are also two
sophomore standouts playing
on the varsity level this year,
Rebecca Feltz and Jennifer
Evans.

So far in the young season,

the team ha a record of 5 wins
versus 9 los es, including a con
ference record of one win and
one loss. The team competed
in lhe Nike Preview Tourna
ment recently and they carne
away with a second place fin
ish in the Silver Division, which
was good for twelfth place over
all. Competing against some of
the toughest team in the area,
it ~as not.a bad showing by the
Lady Spartans. The team feels
that is should have won a num
ber ofmatches that they lost. In
most of these matches, the Lady
Spartans led a one time or an
other, but could not hang on and
fell in defeat by scores of 16
14 or 15-13. Jenell Murray led
the team through the tourna
ment, but her efforts of75 kills
and 132 dig were not enough
to produce a better finish.

Oak Lawn is in a conference
this year with Reavis, Richards,
Argo, Bolingbrook, and
Romeoville. In one of its first

JcnneJl Murray keeping the
game alive. (Photo by Jeanette
Lemri e)

conference matches of the year,
the Lady partans came away
with a victory by defeating
Bolingbrook in consecutive
games by cores of 15-4 and 15
12. Breanne Murphy led the
way in this contest as she posted
eight kill and five digs. After
their slow start, the team i
looking for a \rong finish. This
year, the team will look to its
veteran players to bring home a
conference title.

By Pat McLoughlin
another school year be

gins, 0 does another season of
girls VeUeYball. All the state
p werhouse will be battling it
out and ak Lawn will be right
in the middle. One of the key
factors in keeping a good var-
ity team is to have solid lower

level teams and Oak Lawn has
two.

Both the sophomore and the
fre hman teams are showing
igns of uccess early in th is

1997 sea on.
The ophomore team, led by

the play ofcaptains Jill Munno,
Jenny Kimmey and Tina
Morsell, have lost very close
matches with teams such as

andburg and Mt. Assisi. The
offense of the team is lead by
setters Tina Morelli, Becky
Pentz and Brenda Beyer. Along
with the captains, Danielle Ro
man, Diane kupien and Anna
Kos round out the starting team.

The partans will be relying

on the net play of Samantha
Staniszewski, Erica Bu sand

ttl y Brookman. A very strong
defense is anchored by Asrar
Judeh, Dana Roman, Kathy
Klup has and Amy Nagel.
With all the key components in
place Coach Michaels' team is
looking to have a very good
conference record.

oach urma had to make a
very tough decision when the
first day of the freshman girls
volleyball tryouts began. he
had to narrow down the team
to the best t8 player. Now that
tryouts are over, Coach urma
is changing the e girl into one
big volleyball machine.

The freshman have a unique
opportunity, because they are
able to play two matches against
each opponent they play. This
allows most everyone a chance
to play. The Lady partan ju t
carne off a victory over

andburg 15-13, 11-15, 15-11.
(Continued on page 10)

Driving to Conference
By Scott Cosme

You're on the putting green
of the final hole, and the ball
lays a few feet from the cup. If
you sink this putt, victory is
yours. Ifnot, all the more pre 
sure is applied on you. 0 you
line up for the putt and ever so
slightly tap the ball toward the
hole. The world eem to be in
a stalemate a the ball slowly
rolls, but as it fall into the hole,

there is a gigantic roar from the
crowd.
OK, maybe a partan Golf

meet isn't a intense as the de
ciding last hole of the PGA
Championship, but it's far more
intense than a miniature golf
outing.

This year's varsity partan
golf team has experienced a tre
mendous tart. Led by the guid
ance of coaches Eastman and
Moonier, the 'partans have

compiled a 7-4 record (at press
time). Some of those victories
carne over such schools as Chi
cago hristian, Reavis,
Hillcrest, and cro stown rival
Richards.

The partans are led by jun
ior Chris Beyer who has
medaled at eight of the first
eleven meets. Other key play
ers on the learn include: Tony
Russo, Dan Balich, Pat
McLoughlin, Andy Besbekos,

and Keith Fox.
The future for the team looks

very bright. The only foe in
con ference that gives the
mighty partans problems is
Bolingbrook. The Spartans 10 t
to the Raiders in a duel meet by
only a single stroke. So they
are hoping to win conference,
and make a run for the title.

Wnen asked about the team's
season, team leader Chris Beyer
commented, "I was initially sur-

prised at our season's great
tart. At the beginning of the

season, I saw us only winning
five meets by this time, but the
team as a whole has been play
ing exceptionally well. When
it comes time to play the Con
ference tournament, I hope we
come together then and bring
horne the Conference title."

The team's sea on conclude
with the onference tourna
ment and Regionals in October.
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volved. Through theme days,
such as Circle ofFriends and Put
a ap on Drugs and Alcohol,

ADD got students and faculty
involved in the Red Ribbon
Campaign. Also, to help inform
students and faculty, SADD
placed a crashed car on display
to show the effects that drunk
driving can have, as well as hav
ing a challenge quiz.

a few helpful passerbys lent a
body or two. After the tedious
shooting scheduled for Novem
ber, the final product will be
pieced together in Ms. Williams'
own production studio. The
students will receive a souvenir
video for their work, and, hope
fully, the movie will get some air
time on Multimedia Channel 43.

When cast member Amber
Poorman was asked what is the
best part of making a French
movie, she replied, "The best
part ofmaking this movie is the
people. Everyone in my class is
really interested in doing a good
job. We are working hard to
memorize our line and Ms. Wil
liams was really encouraging
us. '

Lee McIe and Eimon Thwin help decorate the Village Green, to
tart off Red Ribbon Week. (Photo by Holly Lisitza)

library with brochures and pam
phlets on drug and alcohol
abuse. An OLCHS student, Lee
Mc[e, said, H[ hope the commu
nity appreciates all the effort we
[SA DO] put into this week.~

1998 National Merit Scholarship qualifiers: Amber Poorman and
Tony Baldea. (Photo by Liz Malloy)

While Oak Lawn was taking
an active part in the Red Rib
bon Campaign, OLCH SADD
was getting the school in-

the classmates reveal Dracula's
true identity and are destined to
stop him. There are more killings,
more blood, and even a little
love all topped off with French
accents and possibly even some
berets.

Although the majority of the
movie will be filmed on Novem
ber 12th in the Little Theater, the
preparation for the movie began
in September. The students were
given the scripts during the first
few days ofthe school year, and
several "on location" scenes
were filmed in mid-September
These scenes, which consisted

. of several "dead" bodies, were
filmed at Chicago's magnificent
lakefront. While the students
portrayed mo t of the corpses,

1996 P ATINMSQT.
Amber i a enior, who plans

to attend Wa hington Univer
sity and maj I' in mathematics.
Amber also plans to do some
travelling after graduating col
lege.

Tony is also a senior, who
ranks first in his cia s. lie plans
to allend Notre Dame and ma
jor in pre-medicine. Tony
would like to become a doctor
and specialize in pediatrics af
ter completing college.

Tony and Amber will be hon
ored for their academic ability
with a letter of commendation
by the National Merit Scholar
ship Competition. They also
will receive a letter ofcommen
dation from Oak Lawn High

choo!. Mr. Hill will be present
ing both award letters.

Guzman.
Other key roles are played by

Kathleen Klupshas, Joe Rizzo,
and Pat Moses. Smaller, but
equally important, roles were
cast to Anthony Cerceo,
Amanda ampbell, Jakub
Drozd, Pam Hoover, Steve
Macak, Ryan Nash, Amber
Poorman, and April Swedberg.

The plot of the movie was
derived from the many versions
of Dracula floating around the
world. This particular story in
volves Dracula's former class
mates stopping by for a so
called "class reunion." Every
thing is going along fine until
the corpses of several guests
are discovered by the others.
Through some investigation,

II. ., McGugan Junior High,
Simmons Middle chool and
other local grammar schools,
developed a community-wide
action plan. Thi plan wa put
into effect on October 14, when
:::. LJ lUU lit <Itlwd 0 il
lage Board mcetlllg and pre
sented Mayor [mle Kolb and
other board members with red
ribbons. [n response to the rib
bon presentation, Mayor Kolb
read a proclamation proclaiming
a Red Ribbon Campaign from
October 19 to October 3 I for all
ofOak Lawn.

Presentations of red ribbons
were also made to members of
the Board of Education, Parent!

ommunity Advisory Commit
tee and participants of the
Principal's Brown Bag Lun
cheon. Another way SADD
participants let the community
know about the Red Ribbon

ampaign was by decorating
the Village Green on October 19,
the start of Red Ribbon Cam
paign. An informational table
that was set up at the Oak Lawn

National Merit Commended students named
By Wajeeh alah

Tony Baldea and Amber
Poorman have been named
commended students in the
1998 National Merit cholar
ship Competition. The National
Merit cholarship ompetition
honors academically gifted stu
dents in an allempt to increase
their educational opportunities
and to encourage public inter
est in their achievements.

The competition al 0 credits
the chools of the e talented stu
dents for the significant role
they play in their development.
They are among 35,000 com
mended students in the United

tates, and they place in the top
5% of more than one million
students who entered the 1998
merit program by taking the

By Francine Furgiuele

Lights, camera, action! Ms.
Williams' fifth period class is at
it again. They are currently pre
paring for and filming the twelfth
annual French 3 movie.

This year's production is the
spooky thriller Le Weekend Fa
tal. [t is a modem version ofBram
Stoker's Dracula with a French
twist. The cast includes a hand
ful ofOak Lawn's very talented
French students.

In the lead bloodsucking role
as Dracula is Tony Martino. His
gha tly character is aided by a
mischievous maid played by
Katie Wenzel. The love interest
of Dracu la and an innocent vic
tim is portrayed by Claudia

By Holly Marie Li itza " ~
\\

On fhursday, Feb. 7, 1985,
Enrique amarena, aU.. Drug
En forcement Adm inistration
gent di ppeared and was

never . en ahv\: again.
Canwrnea had been danger
ously close to unlocking a multi
billion dollar Mexican drug pipe
line.

One month after disappear
ing, amarena's body was found
eventy miles from Michoacan

Mexico. lie had been tortured,
beaten, and brutally murdered.
As this became known to the
world, several alcohol and drug
prevention groups banned to
gether and selected a Red Rib
bon as their symbol to show in
tolerance for drugs in schools,
work places and communities.

In 1988, an eight-day Red Rib
bon Week was proclaimed by
the Congress of the United

tates with Nancy Reagan as
Iionorary Chairperson.

This year OL H and other
local schools, such as Richard

Red Rrbbon campaign reaches community

Dracula returns for French III
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Time for a change
Beef, it's What's for dinner

By Patricia SemineUa

Recently, I was afforded the opportu
nity to attend an interview with First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton. The interview
was conducted by author, Carl Anthony,
in honorofthe First Lady's fiftieth birth
day. As I sat in the audience listening to
Mrs. Clinton speak about the 1960's and
the great impact in which the time period
had on her life, I began to ponder the
true meaning of the 1960's.

During the decade, people began to
question the direction in which the
world was headed. Leaders such as
President John F. Kennedy, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., along with a growing
group offeminists and the common man
fighting in the Vietnam War took the ini
tiative to try and solve the problems of
the world.

Today, both Americans, young and
old, also have an opportunity to change
the world. The changes may not all be
done at once, but the idea is they can be
accomplished; just look to the past as a
guide.

Think about it for one moment.
Wouldn't it be nice to tum on the news
and hear a positive story for a change?
Society today has so many problems it

is no wonder people have lost sight of
all hope. In some cities, people cannot
even leave their own homes without the
fear o'f being shot and killed. I believe
all that today's world requires is kind
nes.s and generosity.

If everyone were to put a little effort
into the cause, great progress could be
made. As the saying goes, two heads
are always better than one, For example,
volunteering at a hospital or nursing
home is one way to help. Now, I under
stand that not everyone can just run out
and volunteer, but other small deeds can
be created to compensate. Helping a
friend with some homework or even giv
ing spare change to a local charity can
be equally as helpful. Granted, little
deeds may not seem as grandiose, but if
everyone were to perform one small
deed, then a large goal could be accom
plished. It is going to take more than
just one person to make the world a bet
ter place. I believe the past has taught
us that.

I would like to leave you with a lyric
from the song, "Tum, Tum, Tum! (To
Everything There is a Season),"
by the Byrds (1965). "There is a time
for love and a time for hate, a time for
peace, I s-wear,it's not too late."

By Amanda Kutsulis

Like every other omn ivorous creature
on earth I enjoy a little meat occasion
ally. Being an animal lover, I often feel
quite guilty when I am eating a big ham
burger, or steak. When a close vegetar
ian friend asked "Do you like animals?" I
replied "Yes, of course. " My friend then
added, "Then why do you eat them?" At
the time I laughed and thought nothing
of it. Now when I have time to ponder, I
question myself and society also.

Why are people vegetarians? Health
reasons are given as the most common
response among the vegetarian popula
tion. Have you ever seen a cow or pig up
close? These animals that most ofus only
get close to at the dinner table are just as
intelligent and loving as household pets.
With that in mind, would you still eat
meat if it was dog meat instead of cow
meat?

Why do we refer to meat products as
beef and pork? Maybe it is because that
cow flesh dinner would not be quite as
delectable as a simple steak dinner. Far
too often, people forget what it is that
they are feasting upon. All pork prod
ucts: ham, ribs, pork chops, and bacon
come from pigs. Beefproducts like: steak,
ground beef, and many others come from
once breathing cows.

Beef, "it's what's for dinner," and pork,
"the other white meat" are two phrases
that may seem familiar. Ifyou spend any
amount of time in front ofthe television,

you have probably seen either of these
commercials. A happy family eats a big
beef or pork meal, but they never show
the animals that sacrificed their flesh for
this wondrous meal. What is my point?
Society feels no guilt or pity for these
innocent creatures.

It is my belief all people would be
healthier if they were vegetarians. There
are no unhealthy vegetables. We do
need meat as a source of protein, but we
can get all the protein we need from soy
products. Soy beans can be easily trans
formed into meat like substances. It is
not hard to find soy products. All major
grocery stores carry a wide variety of
soy products. OLCHS serves delicious
soy burgers every day in the cafeteria.

Why kill these innocent creatures
when we do not have to? Cows and pigs
are raised to be killed. So why stop eat
ing them? During the short time that
they do live, they experience unbeliev
able misery. The things that these ani
mals go through b~fore they are slaugh
tered is so horrid, that it cannot even be
published in the school news paper.
These animals know that their short mis
erable life will end in a short while, and
they become sick and nervous which
makes the meat unhealthy for you.

Next time you sit down to eat, think
about what you are doing. You have
taken the life from an innocent, gentle
creature, so you can have a tasty, un
healthy meal.

SPAR 7ANITE SPEAKOUT
What do OLCHS stUdents feel makes a good teacher?

Sherri Gibson, senior Kevin Woloszyn, senior Jill Jurkowski, junior Erin Kelly, sophomore

A good teacher makes a difference in the
lives of their students.

A good teacher explains information that
the class does not understand. They will
not give a student the work and respond,
"here's the work, test next week."

A good teacher cares about a students
social life, problems, and behavior.
Good teachers also realize that kids are
going to be kids.

A good teacher does not mind answer
ing all of the questions posed. Also, a
good teacher is willing to explain the
homework, and slhe enjoys what s/he is
doing.
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History classes celebrate Halloween

Nicole Garret, Jessica Wheeler, and Jennifer Trotta enjoyed the project as well as the rest of the students.

College Review

vi ited OL HS on IJalloween.
The four Beatles were Michelle

ronin (John Lennon), athy
trom (Paul McCartney), Patty
eminetta (Ringo tarr), and

Kim Probst (George Ilarri on).
Mike Nesis showed up a a tea
bag. lie was depicting the Bos
ton Tea Party.

Mrs. Dickinson enjoys doing
this project every year. She ha
assigned thi ever ince she be
came a teacher at OL II . The
project gets students' "creative
juices" nowing and gives stu
dents a new outlook on history.
When Mrs. Dickinson was
asked her opinion of the project,
she explained, "It is definitely
worth doing!"

awarded students extra credit in
costume categories. orne of
th categories were "most
knowledgeable about topic"
and "best overall co tume (one
for each of the four costume op
tions)." One oftPejudges, Ms.

wetz, said, "All of the cos
tumes were great; they were
very creative and original. This
is a good way to look at history
from a different point of view."

tudent came up with a wide
variety of costumes. Gina
Rogers dressed as the Chal
lenger space shuttle. Kevin

tewart and Alicja tankeiwic
came as Bonnie and Clyde.
William Korab came as Enrico
Fermi and passed out bombs
(Ding Dongs). The Beatles al 0

~

Mrs. Dickin on and Michele Matuszew ki dre cd a their favorite
hi toric figures this Halloween. (Photo by Mandy Kutsulis)

dent had to write a paper to de
scribe their costumes. Faculty
judges asked students questions
about their costumes and

gram. The building in which the
business classes are taught is
one ofthe more recently remod
eled ones. It ha been designed
to give the feel of being in a cor
porate conference room.

A far a sports teams are
concerned, Creighton competes
in N AA Division I. Ilowever
for you football fans, the bad
news i that Creighton does not
have a team. On the other hand,
they do h:we highly competitive
ba ketbaJl and baseball teams.

classes participated in a cos
tume project. Every student
was to dress as a historical per
son, place, event, or idea. Stu--

founded in 1878, it is not evi
dent in any of the buildings on
campus. Over the past few
years, the university has been
remodeling the old buildings,
and constructing new ones, in
cluding a Center For The Arts.

Creighton i well known for
its pre-med programs and Medi
cal Center. It has a guaranteed
admis ion into its own medical
school, for a student di playing
a GPA ofat least 3.6. reighton
also ha a strong business pro-

On JJalloween, students in
Mrs. Dickinson's history

By Jaime Quintavalle

By Kevin WoJo zyn

Located in downtown Omaha
Nebraska, Creighton University,
has been called a O' Best College
of'97," by IOU News and World
Report".

Creighton University is a
small campus with less than
2,000 undergraduates. Tuition
including room and board is
approximately $19,000. Jlow
ever, the price is well worth it.
Although the university was
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Choir performs fall concert

Ecolqgy Club volunteers
Swim
(Continued from page 8)

ming greatly.
Each girl has her special

event. Lisa swims the 500 free,
which is 20 lengths of the pool.
Jenny specializes in the 200 M;
Becky swims freestyle, Therese
Hassel is a freestyle sprinter;
Carrie does the backstroke and
butterfly; and Val swims the
breaststroke and butterfly.
Allison Cronin specializes in
freestyle sprints and was
seeded first in conference in the
50 and 100 free. he also some
times swims on the Varsity level.

N,~,m6" 26, 1991

Science Students
of the Month

(Row 1, L-R) Joe Bokholdt, Fr. Biology; Pa~ McLoughlin, Physics;
Bill Zielinski, Chemistry; (Row 2) Tristan Sombero, Biology; Chuck
Diehl, Chemistry Concepts: (Row 3) Dan Echavarria, Science
Foundations; Chris Adamow, Chemistry. Not Pictured, Dan Willis.

schools, vocational centers, and
two year colleges.

The purpose of VICA is to
provide quality experiences for
students in the areas of leader
ship, teamwork, and character
development. VICA also en
courages student involvement
in community service activities.

Students in VICA attend
competitions and compete in a
variety ofcategories. Some ex
ample of competitions are in
o ntal Assisting and Cosmetol
ogy.

Christina Parks, Rita Murphy,
and Melissa Urquijo.

After the awards, the A
capella Choir sang "One Small
Step," "Hosanna: Three Latin
Settings," "A Blessing,"
"Didn't My Lord Deliver
Daniel," "The Tiger," and the
last song was" Go In Peace
And Love." The soloists were
Christina Zwirkoski and Mel
issa Bauman.

Mrs. Mateer was pleased
with the hard work shown by
both choirs. Members of the
choir and Mrs. Mateer are
looking forward to seeing you
at the next concert on Decem
ber 16, at 7:30 p.m. The band
also will be performing at the
Holiday Concert.

By Lauren Caster

VICA officers elected

Two Oak Lawn High School
students were elected officers of
the Region Nine Vocational In
dustrial Clubs ofAmerica. That
is the local chapter for VICA.
Michelle Fierro was elected to
Vice Chairperson and Jesse
Martin was elected Recorder.
Vocational Industrial Clubs of

America (VICA) is a national
organization for trade, indus
trial, technical, and health oc
cupations for students in high

Awards were presented to
choir members for the Choir
Letter. The receipients were
Vicki Wojtowicz, Lisa
Woloszyn, Eimon Thwin,
Michelle Smith, Henry Fear,
Mark Liescke, Eric Martig,
Ryan McLernon, Allison
Vinicka, Jean Marcinkow ki,
Andrea DeVivo, Stephanie
Gorman, Mary-Rose Moses,
Nichole Zimmerman, Brenda
Davidson, Nichole O'Connor,

After the Treble Choir per
formed, the audience members
joined both choirs in singing
"America (My Country 'Tis Of
Thee)," and" America The
Beautiful."

Gina Forlenza, a sophomore,
belongs to the Ecology Club be
cause she believes it is impor
tant to keep the environment
clean for the next generation.
"Certain things we do benefit
the school and environment. We
do things other clubs don't, like
put plants in the classrooms. "

The Ecology Club recently
adopted a rh i.oQceros from
Brookfield Zoo. A~r name is
Brooke, and she wi8 be 27' in
December. The Ecol gy Club
was able to adopt Brooke, be
cause they donated $75 to the
zoo.

By Eimon Thwin

The OL Choirs performed
on October 16 in the Jr-Sr
Lounge. The choir was con
ducted by Mrs. Mateer, with
accompanists, Dr. Heller and
Ms. Watland. tudents and
family members were invited to
come and listen to the peace
ful music, as well as spend
quality time with family and
friends.

The Treble Choir per
formed "Sing with Exultation!"
" ing A Tapestry," "Prayer
From Hansel And Gretel,"
"Non Nobis, Domine," "For
the Beauty OfThe Earth," and
"One Light."

By Pam Hoover

Ecology Club is a group of
students that meet every other
Tuesday with their sponsor, Ms.
Tadych. They are eager to pro
mote knowledge and responsi
bility of the environment. Part
of their goal is to establish
knowledge to people about en
dangered wildlife.

The other part of their goal
includes trying to keep our natu
ral environment clean and
healthy. The contribution of
these members is wonderful and
appreciated.
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By Melissa Renz

"Each year millions of people
in the United States develop
and eating disorder," says
Kathleen Sanez R.N., currently
working at the American Medi
cal Association. The majority
of these people are young adult
women. About I percent of
adolescent girls develop anor
exia. Another 2 or 3 percent
develop bulimia. A small por
tion of people with eating dis
orders are male.

Anorexia is an obsession to
be thin. Many people feel that
they must be perfect. Being
thin is one way they feel better
about themselves. Anorexia

By Amanda-Jane Ault

Ok, so at Halloween you

pigged out on your younger
brother's candy mountain.
Thanksgiving is coming, and
Aunt Sue is making her famous
Pumpkin Pie. Maybe now you
don't have to buckle your belt
as tightly, and those pants
aren't as loose as they were be
fore. No doubt, after putting on
unwanted weight, people think
of only one word. DIET!

ince so many people in our
generation are obsessed with
weight, it only seems natural to
find out what OLCH students
think about diets. The re ults

By Pam Byrne

One of the biggest concerns
among teenagers today is their
appearance. Many wish they
could look like the models they
see on television and on the cov
ers of magazines. In reality,
most people do not look like
these models, but that does not
mean that staying healthy is not
important. Exercise is the key
to staying healthy, whether you
are young or old. The fact is,
most teens are not getting
enough exercise, and this can
prove to be very harm fu I to
them later.

Oak Lawn tries to encourage
exercise with its physical edu-

may start when a person feels
insecure about herself. Also,
she may be feeling social pres
sure and pressure from society
to be perfect. Anorexia usually
begins with dieting. If that diet
is not successful, she may be
gin not to eat at all. Once that
happens, she may begin to ex
ercise excessively. Food has
now become a fear for that per
son.

Not eating anything is dan
gerous. Damage to the heart,
kidneys, and brain may occur.
Signals that someone has anor
exia are: hair loss, social isola
tion, and extreme weight loss.
Professional help and hospital-

Alternative
By Melanie Fitzgibbons

So what exactly is a vegetar
ian? Being a vegetarian seems
like the chic thing to do in the
90's, but does anyone really
know what one is, or what the
different kinds are?

The truth is that there are
many different kinds ofvegetar
ians (veggies for short), each
with their own set ofguidelines.
Lacto veggies eat milk and
cheese but not eggs. Ovo
veggies eat eggs but not dairy
products. Lacto-ovo veggies
eat both dairy products and

of a random survey done with
42 students (soph, jr, sr.) from
both health classes were amaz
ing.

Out of 42 students, only 7
had ever tried a diet. The other
35 claimed they never used a
diet to lose weight. Out of the
7 wbo dieted, 8 different diets
were used. Five of those diets
worked, while 3 did not. The
most popular diet (used by 3
people) was a program format,
such as Slim Fast or Jenny
Craig. The diets that involved
eating less, and eating veg
etables each were tried by two
people. A low fat diet was only

used by one person.

cation classes. In these classes,
students are learning how to
stay healthy while having fun.
Also, ifstudents are involved in
a school sport, they are receiv
ing exercise that will be very
beneficial to them.

One short term effect of ex
ercising, besides physical
strength, is less stress. Mrs.
Greiman, a physical education
teacher, said that exercising was
a good way to relieve the stress
of school. The long-term ef
fects of exercising when young
include the development of
good habits and a healthier life.

The exerci e that a person
receives in physical education
clas provides a tudent with

ization are necessary in recov
ering from this disease. Most
people also receive counseling
and some go into treatments
centers until a normal body
weight is achieved.

Another eating disorder is
bulimia. "Bulimia is when a per
son compulsively binges on
high-calorie food, followed by
self-induced vomiting." says
Ms. Sanez. Someone may de
velop bulimia becau e of pres
sures placed on them. Bulimia
may begin with infrequent fast
ing then followed by binge-eat
ing. Eventually a "binge-purge"
cycle will develop. A person
will become so afraid of gain-

eggs. (Over 90% of vegetarians
are lacto-ovo.) The strictest
type, called vegans, eat no dairy
or eggs. Some vegetarians also
refuse to buy leather, wool, and
other products that are made
from animals.

In the last ten years, the veg
etarian lifestyle has become in
creasingly popular. In 1987 there
were seven million vegetarians
in the United States, while to
day fifteen million Americans
practice vegetarianism. Because
ofthe popularity of the vegetar
ian diet, restaurants, grocery
stores, and schools have begun
to accommodate vegetarians.
Many colleges now offer veg
etarian entrees in their cafete
rias.

Out of the 42 surveyed, 33
people gave their opinion of
what makes a diet work. The
results ranged from eating less,
to exercising. And from eat
ing no fat, to changing your
life-style.

Thirty people came up with
reasons why many diets don't
work. Among the most popu
lar, with 9 votes was lack of
willpower. Six people said that
when a diet harms you it is not
successful. To much junk food
was cited by 5 people as the rea
son a diet doesn't work. Gain
ing weight, overeating, and not
exercising each received three

skills that will last their whole
life. Teamwork, cooperation,
and communication were just
some of the skills that the physi
cal education teachers agreed
would help students when they
are older. These skills are very
important, but is the exercise
done in gym class enough ex
ercise for each day?

One teacher said that it de
pended on the student. Many
students really want to get the
most out of gym class, while'
others just sit around. Obvi
ously physical education class
does not provide for those who
do not do anything.

Many people wonder what
they should do to stay healthy.
There are exercises that a per
son can do to stay healthy. You
do not have to be athletically

ing weight that as soon as she
eats something she feels as if
she has to get that food out of
her body. Since the bulimic is
not gaining any weight, she has
a feeling of self-control.
Bulimics are very good at hid
ing their problem and family
members and friends may not
know about the condition at all.

ome signs of bulimia are:
erosion of enamel on the teeth
(due to acid in the vomit), scar
ring on the back of hands and
fingers, an inflamed esophagus,
and swollen cheek glands. Hos
pitalization is not common for
bulimics. Most bulimics are sent
to counseling or treatment cen-

There are several different
reasons why people choose to
be vegetarians. For some people
it is a religious belief. Jains and
most Buddhists and Hindus
practice vegetarianism, because
the killing and eating ofanimaIs
violates ahimsa, or nonviolence.
Other people are vegetarians for
ecological reasons. Growing
vegetables takes up much less
space than raising livestock
does and uses less water, en
ergy, and raw materials.

Vegetarianism is one of the
most healthy diets a person can
practice. According to Dr.
Caroline MacMurray M.D., veg
etarians usually have lower
blood pressure, Ie s cholesterol
in the blood, and are less su -

suppo ters. One person
claimedlhat eating one type of
food ex~.fU:siyely will cause a
diet to fail.

One diet that will never help
you is the crash diet. All you
are doing by not eating is hurt
ing yourself. As one person
who polled said, "On Weight
Watchers I was always tired. I
hated my breakfast; those
shakes just don't cut it." This
would suggest that a universal
diet is not the answer.
Everyone's body is different,
and a plan that works for one
person, might not work for oth
ers. As we keep reading tragic

inclined to get exercise. I lob
bies, like playing sports for fun,
are just as effective as being on
a ports team. The idea should
be that exercise i fun, not hor
rible.

With all these benefits, why
do teens still choose not to ex
ercise? One gym teacher had
an interesting idea. She said
that with the increase in the
popularity ofcomputers and the
internet, more kids are spend
ing their free time indoors. he
went on to say that years ago,
before all the advanced technol
ogy, kids pent their free time
outdoors-getting exercise.

The students had some dif
ferent idea on why teens don't
exercise that much. Karen Ros
sow, ajul1lor, aid, "Exercise IS

ters. At these places, they will
receive help from professionals
and others recovering from bu
limia.

Over ten million Americans
have an eating disorder. Ac
cording to Ms. Sanez, "The dis
orders kill up to ten percent of
their victims." There are many
counselors and professionals
willing to help.

If you think you or someone
you know has an eating disor
der, try to get help. Talk to a
counselor, nurse or trusted
adult. You can also try looking
up information on the Internet.
People are dying of this disease
everyday; let's not lose any
more.

ceptible to heart disease and
some forms of cancer. Vegetar
ians must be careful to eat the
right combinations of foods so
that they get enough protein
and the right vitamins. Many
vegetarians eat yogurt and drink
calcium rich beverages in order
to get enough calcium. Rice and
beans are two ways that veg
etarians get their protein.

The vegetarian lifestyle has
gained a great deal of popular
ity for many reasons. It is ben
eficial to both the people who
practice it and the environment.
Today, more than ever, people
are aware of these benefits and
are beginning a meatless revo
lution.

stories about Fen-Phen, it re
minds us not to abuse our bod
ies when dieting. Consult your
doctor before starting a diet. A
better plan may be out there for
you.

Tried Dieting

• no ye.

important, but people don't
have enough time." Whatever
the reason, the fact is that a lot
of teen are not getting the
amount of exercise that they
need.

What's the solution? Gym
classes have offered a fitness
elective. The fitness program
lets students use the machines
and programs in the fitness
room all period, everyday.
Many sports offer preseason
conditioning so the athletes get
the proper exercise. One of the
newest crazes in the U.. is ex
ercise, and health clubs are
playing up fitness. Many clubs
offer incentives to join. Th is
makes exercise more appealing
to teens and adults. With luck
this fad wililasl. and people will
enjoy exerci ing even more
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Jail into new ditcomd

the ninteen-sixties! This movie
now becomes crazy and almost
stupidly funny as Mr. Powers
attempts to become accustomed
to the differences of vocabulary
in the 90's. lie is constantly say
ing things such as, " That's my
bag, baby!" Ifyou were look
ing for a good laugh, then it
would do you a lot of good to
go rent and watch this movie
today. It can be found at your
local video store. Believe me,
you do not want to miss this
shagadelically good movie!

sive publicity for the cult show.
A little known fact is that alter
native band Primus performs
the easily hummed intro.
SouthPark airs at nine o'clock
on Wednesday evenings.

Jrivia
By Melissa Fogarty
I.) What is Drew Barrymore's
full name?
2.) What was the baby's name
in Three Men and a Baby?
3.) Who plays guitar and i the
lead singer for the Wallflower?
4.) On the Real World 3 (San
Franci co), what was Judd's
profc ion?
5.) What is the name of the dog
from the Sublime music videos?
6.) What did Kramer from
Seinfield say when everyone
found out his fir t name was
Cosmo?
7.) What movie was Jabba the
Hut first mentioned in?
8.) What was the name of the
Brady Bunch dog?
9.) Which Beatie had blue eyes?
10.) What was the name of the
mashing Pumpkins deceased

drummer?
An wers: I.) Andrew
Barrymore 2.) Mary 3.) Jakub
Dylan 4.) cartoonist 5.) Lou
Dawg 6.) "The eat's out of the
bag." 7.) Star War 8.) Tiger
9.) Ringo Starr 10.) Jimmy
Chamberlin

In 1997,Dr. -vilretumsand
plans to hold the world hostage,
but not if Austin Powers can
help it. Powers is quickly "un
frozen" in 1997. The on Iy prob
lem is he lives life as ifit is till

Powers. In one of the doctor'
schemes to evade Powers, he
plans to escape into outer
space, so he cryogenically
freezes himself to strike again in
the future. Knowing he is the
only one who can stop him,
Au tin volunteer to have him
selfcryogenically frozen.

tened to some of them, and
some ofthem were really embar
rassing."

Slowly as Matthews and his
fellow band members has
emerged as one of the nation's
largest concert bands, bootleg
ging has become more and more
of a troublesome thorn in the
side, prompting Matthews and
the lawyers in ide of his orga
nization to begin ordering small
independent record store to
refrain from the illegal sale of
their concerts. These were the
very same store that had al
lowed DMB to prosper in an
overcrowded entertainment in
du try. Yet how can you allow
someone else to record your
music and make a decent living
off money that isn't rightly
theirs? That is exactly what
DMB is attempting to cease, by
releasing the Iive sessions of
the highest quality to deter the
sale of bootlegs.

And in other entertainment
news:

Led Zeppelin has relea ed a
new double-CD album, BB
Sessions, one of the few live
demo recordings available to
fans who have been doggedly
waiting for more of their favor
ite classic 70's bands.

The uproar of the n~w car
toon program on Comedy Cen
tral, outhPark has spurred T
shirts, stuffed animals, and mas-

By Tony Fantozzi

Hey Baby! Want to have a
shagadelic good time with a man
time warped in the sixtie ? You
do. Then the movie you need
to go and rent i "Austin Pow
er : International Man of Mys
tery." Austin Powers, played by
Mike Meyers, is a James Bond
like character in England during
the 1960's. He is constantly try
ing to defeat his archenemy, Dr.
-vii, also played by Meyers. Dr.
Evil is always trying to defeat
and deceive the witty Austin

By Jim Horvath
In an astoundingly provoca

tive effort, Dave Matthews Band
has made an interesting and
unique attempt to blunder boot
legging, a very common trouble
that plagues most average rock
bands these days. The ideology
behind their unprecedented
beseigement of bootleggers i
to prevent sellers from earning
extensive amounts of income off
their performances at concerts,
yet provide their loyal, almost
cultish following of fans with
strong, exceptional live mu ic.
Releasing their double-CD set,
"Live from Red Rocks," re-.
corded at Red Rocks amphithe
ater in Colorado during their
1995 summer tour, has sup
ported just that strategy. Draw
ing nearly a half-million fans to
thi summer's tour, the desire
for live material has been over
whelming, making bootlegging
quite a lucrative offer.

By unveiling a serie of live,
inexpensi e albums DMB
hopes to enchant bootleg ad
mirers away with impressive
features such as extended
songs, an unaltered version of
a concert, and provide starving,
hungry fans with more of their
addicting music. Even Dave
Matthews has a soft spot for
bootlegs, as expressed to the
Daily Southtown. "People
would bring them to me. I lis-

-.A 'luick look at £ntertainment today

business. Michael is a young
writer trying to get anyone to
read one of his plays. Jack
plays an ex-convict who thinks
ev ry girl wants him. Elby is the
clown of "Union Square," and
the funniest one on the how.
"Union Square" is on Thur 
days at 7:30 p.m. on NB .

Kristie Alley from "Cheers"
is now a lingerie designer. Her
husband Brice cheats on her
and takes all f her money.
Kri tie Alley is Veronica and her
assistant Oliv, is Kathy Najimy.
Dan Cortese, as Harry organizes
Veronica's public appearances.
"Veronica's loset" is on Thurs
days at 8:30 p.m. an NB .

With these new shows NB
willstillbeMU TSEETV.

NBC is kicking offthe fall sca
on with new and comical

shows.
Work does not have to be

boring anymore. "Working"
with Fred avage, little Kevin
Arnold, places him in more adult
situations instead of teenage
ones. Fred avage i right out
of college and trying to make it
in the workplace. "Working" is
on Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m. on
NBC.

A brand new show with a
brand new promising cast is
"Union quare." The show
takes place in the restaurant or
in the basement of the restau
rant. There is Gabriella, a young
actress trying to make it in show

ame: Skip ullivan
irthplace: hicago
strological ign: Gemini
arital tatus: Married to Patti, 2

12)
oJlege Attended: Iowa tate Univer ity
igh chool Attended: Oak Lawn Iligh chool
egree: B.S, M.A.
ears I Have Been Teaching: 24 years
lasses I Teach: World History, U.. History, Psychology

f I Wa n't Teaching I'd Be: Working for Chicago Cubs
y Idea of a Good tudent Is: One who give their best an

trives to reach his or her potential
Can't Say "No" to: A good pizza and a chocolate malt fro
upids

f I Could Travel Anywhere It Would Be: Ireland and Sweden
y First Car: 1968 Pontiac Lemans
y First Paying Job: Working for my father in his business
he Last Good Book I Read: High Hopes
y Most Embaras ing Moment Was: Singing my high schoo

ong in front of 500 strange people when I went on my first roa
rip at Iowa tate
'd Give Anything to Meet: The hicago Cubs at the Airpo
fier they have won the World Series.
y Advice to Teenagers: Don't try to grow up too quickly. Tak

ime to stop and smell the roses.
y Most Memorabl~ Moment a a Young Adult Was: Break

ng my leg in my last high school game and going to the prom in
heel chair.
y Fir t Concert Was: 3 Do~Night _

TEACHER.
FEATURE

By Rita MurillO

By Brian Caster

The movie, Liar, Liar, is a
comedy starring Jim Carrey. This
movie just lefi the theatres, and
is now available to rent on
video.

The movie is about a lawyer
who is always lying to every
one, including his son. On his
son's birthday, arrey says he'll
be at his birthday party but
doesn't show, 0 the kid makes
a wish before blowing out his
candles on the cake. The wish
is that his father can't lie. His
wish came true.

The next morning is where all
the fun begins. He starts out
insulting the woman he had a
prior relationship with, losing a

job promotion, and possibly
losing a huge case. Since he
can't lie, he ends up making fun
of everyone at work. ince he
ha a big case to win, Jim has
to lie. In order to do this, he
attempts to have his son undo
the wish. This fails miserably.

0, Carey has to go on with the
case. Nearing the end of the
case, Carrey finds, without ly
ing, crucial evidence that
proves his defendant innocent.
Hi son and ex-wife move away'
because Carrey keeps lying to
them, so Jim tries to get them
back.

Overall, it was a very' good
movie, and one ofCarrey's fun
niest. It's worth the $2, so go
rent it.

By Bill Palmer

Earlier in the year, a song
named "Firestarter" launched to
the top of the Billboard singles
charts. The song was by a
popular British band called
Prodigy, who were virtually
unknown in the United tates.
"Firestarter" was four minutes
of explosive, original techno
rock music that made millions
of people eagerly await the
band's next album, The Fat of
the Land. That album has been
released now, and for nearly 20
weeks it has been holding top
spots on the Billboard charts.
Along with "Firestarter," nine
other amazing tracks appear on
their C.D, such as "Breathe,"

"Fuel My Fire,"" erial Thrilla,"
and "Diesel Power." Prodigy
has brought techno-rock to
America, and in turn, has be
come one of the most recog
nized bands around. Their
growling guitar and synthe iz
ers can be heard at any dance,
on every radio, or ten times a
day on MTV, where people can
also observe lead vocalist
Keith Flint' entertaining antics
and ever-changing hairstyles.

Prodigy's weak point, which
in my opinion does not greatly
affect the album, is that their
lyrics are not always impprtant
or relevant to the song, but not
many bands these days do suc
ceed in this area. That may be

why Prodigy i taking the world
by storm, because the actual
sound of the music they pro
duce is so different and ad
vanced compared to other
bands. That fact causes their
music to stand out and be re
membered on a top five count
down playing at a local radio
station. Even though the theory
that electronic music would take
over has fallen through the roof
for now, Prodigy has still
achieved their goals ofgiving a
face to techno music in the U..
If you haven't heard The Fat of
the Landalready, I suggest you
break open your piggy bank and
head out to the nearest music
store today!

• '1
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F/S Tennis

man, and also Sarah Nettle and
Emily Buys, who played for
both the freshman and the
sophomore teams. Since the be
ginning of the season, this team
has progressed toward their
goal of playing better as a team.
Ms. urma, the coach, said that,
" During the last three games
the girls had a visible sense of
competition as a team, not ju t
a individuals." Ms. urma said
that this was a young group and
what they most need to work on
is their skill development, focu
, and inten ity. As long as they
work on these things these girls
and ak Lawn's girls volleyball
program will have a bright fu
ture.

Brune Murphy returns the ball
over the net, with support from
her teammates. (Photo by
Jeannette Lemrise)

out the entire match, but in the
end they lost a very clo e game.
They were led by Jenell Murray
with her spiking and defense.
Jenny Evans and Rebecca Feltz
also helped in the effort.

Mrs. Nichols commented
about her team, "These girls
worked very hard this season;
unfortunately our record does
not reflect that. They are a
great bunch of girls."

partan Cross Country team
have made this year. Though the
team did not have many upper
classmen, the underclassmen
more than willingly filled the
spots necessary to have such an
excellent team.

By the Conference meet the
running Lady Spartans were 8
6. "They all worked very hard,"
says Coach Bob Kunde who is
very impressed with the perfor
mance of the runners this year.
In the conference meet, elima
Garcia who was ranked first for
Oak Lawn, finished ali-confer
ence with a 2nd place finish.

Michelle King, Jodi Daley,
Vicki Davis, Katie Ingalls, and
April Osmanski filled out the
varsity conference squad which
placed 3rd in conference. Diana
Wilk heryl Steisso, Andrea
Walsh, and Susan Steffy all ran
the Frosh-Soph Conference
race with outstanding times.

Mr. Kunde was proud of the
girls' Regional meet perfor
mance in which they placed fifth
and qualified as a team to go to
the sectional meet.

"One of the advantages that
the ladies have is the ability of
the younger team," says Coach
Kunde. He ~opes that the high
potential of the younger run
ners will help to secure that fu
ture conference championship.

Kristy Hazzard, Gianna Hardt,
Jessica Melander, Cheryl

ullivan, Julie Menzel, and
Tracy Mentgen. Also, Ana Kos
was moved up from the sopho
more team for the Regional
tournament.

A highlight of the season was
the Lincoln-Way Tournament,
where the girls took second in
the Silver division. The girls
played against some good com
petition and in the effort, Jenell
Murray made the Ali-Tourna
ment Team.

Afier the season was over ,
S[ A North honored Jenell
Murray and Rebecca Feltz with
All-Conference positions and
Jenny Evans with an honorable
mention for setting.

[n the final game of the con
ference season the Lady Spar
tans faced crosstown rival, the
Richards Bulldogs. The ladies
played hard and well through-

Roman, and Erika Buys. All of
these girls worked hard and put
forth their best effort every
game.

Also doing their best for the

team were Anna Kos, Brenda
Beyer, Kathy Klupshas, Amy
Nagel, and am tanezuski.
Also playing for both the sopho
more and freshman teams were
freshmen arah Nettle and
Emily Buys.

This year's freshman volley
bal I team was coached by Ms.

unna. Their goals for this sea
on were to put emphasis on

teamwork and team play. Play
ers wh~\l11ade a big contribu
tion to th~.~eam were Catherine
Felt, Sarab r.anna, Dawn Ro-

ahead of the pack.
In the conference meet on

October 18, Oak Lawn's top 7
runners competed among six
other schools. On the varsity
level, Dave Diaz, Jason Dogium,
Mike Cingrani, Jim Carpenter,
Chris Amato, Pat Moses, and
Bill Palmer all ran good races.
Jason and Dave made ali-con
ference and the team finished
2nd, just points away from
Bolingbrook. The Frosh-Soph
team composed ofJoe Banasiak,
Steve Augle, Tony Fantozi, Jim
Horvath, Mike Mullaney, and
Joe Neuman ran a good race and
finished 3rd over all.

The ross Country team
would like to thank Mr. Johnson
and Mr. Leary for their efforts in
cross country this year. Both
coaches did an exceptional job
and produced some very good
runners.

The Regional meet produced
three sectional qualifying run
ners: Ja on Dogium, Dave Diaz
and Chris Amato who com
peted in the Sectional race on
November 1st.

Girls
By had Zeilenga

While the boy are offprac
tieing for the ectional meet,
one cannot help but to notice
the accomplishments the Lady

V-ball closes out season

X-country finishes strong
Boys

By Pat McLoughlin
As the season ended for the

Lady Spartans, it seemed as
though every game got tougher.
These tough games really
brought out the real Spartans.
They fought for every point in
every game and managed to
pu II a few of them out.
The Lady partans met some

ofthe area's powerhouses, such
as Queen of Peace, andburg,
Providence, and Mt. Assisi.
The girl played with intensity
throughout and never gave up.

The team lost five starters
from last year, with Jenell
Murray the only returning
player. Rounding out the rest
of the starting team was
Rebecca Feltz, Breanne
Murphy, Jenny Evans, Jenny
Jaral, and Kim Capretz. The
rest of the roster consisted of
Corey Dignan, Mary
Pasquarella, Anne Pasquarella,

By Thoma wiatek
As another season comes to

a close for the freshman and
sophomore volleyball teams,
they are proud of what they
have accompli hed this season.
In the course of this season they
have learned to play well not
only as individuals, but also as
a team. 111 is year the sophomore
volleyball team was coached by
Mrs. Michals. The team was led
by captain Tina Moretti, Jenny
Kimmey, and Jill Munno.

The team wa successful be
cause they worked together. Ev
eryone on thi team contributed
in some way. Making contribu
tions to the team were Stacy
Brookman, Becky Pentz, Asrar
Judeh, Dana Roman, Danielle

Frosh/Soph Volleyball

By Chad Zeilenga
The Boys ross Country

team gave another valiant effort
this year. Mr. Leary teamed up
with Mr. Dave Johnson and set
out to produce an outstanding
boys cross country team. The
results were outstanding.

In ross County the main fo
cus of the season is the confer
ence race, where the best run
ners from each school compete
to win the conference champi
onship and advance to the
sectionals meet or qualify for
state.

This year the boys cross
country team had a very good
closing record. At the close of
the season, the mighty Spartans
were 8-5. That is quite an ac
compli hment. The team
struggled in the invitational
meets but showed its skills
throughout the dual meets.

At the Andrew Invite, which
is a hard 2.8 mile course, the
Spartans finished with 8 of the
teammate taking home tro
phies. Jason Dogium, Jim Car
penter, had Zeilenga, Dave
Diaz, Pat Moses, Joe Banasiak,

teve Augle and Bill Palmer all
took home trophies from their
races. Dave Diaz ran the sopho
more race and placed first, well

This year the tennis team
played their best games against
Sandburg, Lockport and Mor
gan Park. Oak Lawn ended up
in the top fifty teams in the state.
The team clinched the Confer
ence Championship easily.
Coach Theisen commented that
the girls were very hard work
ing and always played to the
best of their ability.

top four, they qualified for state.
Jennifer Rau and Katie Bazian
lost their first round at state, but
they lost to a high seeded team;
and Tina Zwirkoski defeated a
girl from Hinsdale outh in her
first round to win her two
points.

The only game that the team
lost was against Stagg. Accord
ing to Mr. Theisen if he could
do it all over again, he would
change the lineup slightly.

tagg had very competitive
singles player~, 0 he felt he
would win through the doubles.
lie would have put Tina
Zwirkoski and Tracy Dengler at
first doubles and Jennifer Rau
and Katie Bazian at second
doubles.

Coach Lawson was pleased
with his team's performance
throughout the year, and was
thrilled with the team's victories
at the Reavis tournament and
against Stagg. Coach Lawson
expects next year's team to be
strong with four of its players
returning next year, and he ex
pects Lisa Woloszyn and
Michelle Smith to have an im
mediate impact on varsity as
well.

The four returning players
are: Angela Montoya, Ausra
Brooks, Christina Koch, and
Dayna Hojek. Finishing out the
roster were: Melissa Fogarty,
Jeanna Jurkowski, Jenny
Mitchell, Jessica Brazel, Kelly
McNamara, Carrie Van Dyke,
Laura Katula, Nicki Tsiamas,
Laura Hackstock, Jill O'Malley,
Chrissy Bazian, Jackie Jame ,

abrina Harper, and Kelly
Kawczynski.

ame: Mary Kay Nichols
hat sport do you coach? Girls and boys volleyball.
hat college did you attend? Indiana State University
hat sport did you play in High School? Volleyball and

oftball
ow long have you been coaching? 8 years
hat do you think makes a good student/athlete? Dedicated,

ard working, and great love for your sport
hat advice would you give other sport athlete? Never

ive up on yourself or underestimate your ability. You can
chieve anything if you work hard and believe.

ho's your favorite pro coach and why? Phil Jackson
ecause he is respected by his players and he gets great results
rom them.

hat is your favorite pro sports team? The Bulls
hat influenced you to become a coach? My love for

olleyball and a great high school coach who influenced me
oth on and off the court.

By Jeanine Dyckman
The tennis team came out on

top at the completion of their
1997-98 season. Their end of
season record was fourteen
wins and one loss. The girls
were led by the coaching of Bill
Thei en and the team leaders,
Tina Zwirkoski, Jennifer Rau
and Katie Bazian.

All the team goals set at the
beginning of the sea on were
accomplished. The girls won
the SICA North Conference
title for the third year in a row.
Tracy Dengler was a Confer
ence Champion at second
singles. Jennifer Rau and Katie
Bazian won their onference
Championship at first doubles
for the second year in row.
Kristi Hoagland and Tere a

kupien also won their Confer
ence Championship for the ec
ond year in a row.

The Varsity Girl Tennis
Team took third place in
Regionals. Tina Zwirko ki won
second place in the Regionals
at singles; Jennifer Rau and
Katie Bazian won third place in
the Regionals at doubles. Since
these three players were in the

Coaches
Corner

Tennis wrap-up

By Sam Wenzel
Led by Coach Lawson, the

frosh/soph girls tennis team had
a very productive season. The
team finished with a record of
eleven wins and only four
losses in dual meets this year.
The team also played well in the
conference tournament, finish
ing second, only a couple points
behind Richards in the team
standings.

Top players for this young
group of Spartan were:
Michelle Smith, who took
home second place in first
singles; Lisa Woloszyn, who
went undefeated all year and
won first place at second
singles; and the third doubles
team, consisting of Dayna
Hojek and Christina Koch who
al 0 won conference.

The team's toughest oppo
nent was a strong Richards team,
which won the conference title.
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Football wraps up spirited season

Junior Keith Krizka fights off two aggre ive Oak Forest players.
(Photo by Jeannette Lemri e)

By Eric Bie terfeld

As the weather changes from
seventy degrees to forty degrees
and leaves begin to fall fTom the
once green trees, it can on ly
mean one thing, Spartan foot
ball is drawing to a close. The

partans have an overall record
of 4-5 and a SICA Orange con
ference record of 3-4.

The Spartans started off the
season a little rocky with a loss
to Tinley Park. Ilowever, the
Spartans would annihilate their
next four opponents Shepard,
T.F. South, Kankakee, and
Argo, only to end the season
with four straight losses. These
losses came against cross town
powerhouse Richards, Oak For
est, Rich East, and Eisenhower.

Leading the offensive charge
throughout the season was Tom
Creech, Nick Jelcic, Tacho
Gamino, Aaron Altenburg, Joe
lIubatch, and TJ Cingrani.
Great blocking was provided by
offensive lineman Brian Will
iams, Zeke King, and Brian
"Bubba" Roberton.

Tom Creech rushed for 588
yards on I 10 carries for 4 touch
downs. Nick Jelcic, the team's
leading rusher, ended the sea
son with 605 yards on 118 car-

ries and 7 touchdowns.
Tacho Gam ino passed for

1533 yards creating II touch
down passes, while rushing for
two touchdowns of his own.
Aaron Altenburg caught 21 re
ceptions for 559 yards and
seven touchdowns.
Tight end Joe Hubatch had 19

receptions for 464 yards and
two touchdowns. Wide receiver
TJ Cingrani finished the sea
son with I I receptions for 277
yards and one touchdown.
Throughout the season, Nick
Jelcic ran and kicked the ball
for 53 points.

Leading the Spartan defense
was Tim Lewis with forty tack
les and Brad Koeppen, leading
the team in interceptions.

This season was rather dis
appointing to everyone, espe
cially..!,he players and coaches.
However, the team didn't make
any excuses about their eason.
Richards' head coach Mr.
Korhonen said, " This wag the
best coached, most competitive,
and fiercist Oak Lawn team in
23 years."

oach Korhonen supported
all of the Oak Lawn players at
the SICA all-conference meet
ing. Tight end Joe Hubatch,
wide receiver Aaron Altenburg,

linebacker Tom reech, run
ning back Nick Jclcic, quarter
back Tacho Gamino, and defen
sive back Brad Koeppen were
all selected to the all conference
team. Making honorable men
tion were Tim Lewi at defen
sive linebacker; Tacho Gamino
at punter; Tom reech at nm
ning back; Nick Jelcic as
kicker; and Zeke King at cen
ter.

Frosh/Soph
By Joe Munno

The sophomore football
team had a wild season this
year. They finished with an
overall record of3-6. All three
of their wins came against
teams in the SICA Orange con
ference where they finished 3
4.

The team experienced many
ups and downs throughout the
season and according to Head
Coach Vince Kasley, "They
were hard working, disciplined,
and never gave up even when
the odds were stacked against
them." He also said they were
a very committed group ofath
lete. The hard work and
committment showed, because
according to Coach Kas[ey, by

the end of the season they were
beginning to play well as a
team.

There were many players
who contributed on this year's
team, but there were a handful
of guys that were really key
players for the partans. These
players are Jeremy Schultz,
Ryan McLemon, Martin Zubek,
Luaey Abdelrasoul, and Jason
Carpenter.

All in all, the partans had a
decent season and we are all
looking forward to seeing these
guys up on the varsity level next
season.

On the freshman level the
Spartans season wasn't great

record wise. They finished with
a record of 1-8.

The reason for the poor
record wa n't because the team
lacked talent. They had a lot of
talent but were plagued by in
juries and by the end of the ea
son, they were down to just 24
players.

The team was led by Matt
Murphy, who was named MVP.
Other awards issued by coaches
Ward, McGee, and Wallin
were: Outstanding Lineman,
given to Adam McKinney; Of
fensive Player, given to Tom
Gebel; and the Coaches Award,
given to Nick Grabarek.

Spartan golf finishes 3rd in Conference

Soccer season wrap-up Swimming update

By Scott Cosme
This year' Var ity Golf team

howed that the tables are turn
ing for partan golf. Led by the
guidance of Coaches Eastman
and Moonier, the partans fin
ished with a 9-6 record which i
the first time the team con
cluded a season with a record
over .500 in a while.

The Spartans, overall, fin
ished third in the Conference
Tournament behind
Bolingbrook and Argo. The
team was led by the play ofTony
Russo, Dan Balich, Pat
McLoughlin, Andy Besbikos,
Chris Beyer, Jason Matusiak,

By: Michelle Ortiz
Hey soccer fans! Well, I am

sorry to inform you that the soc
cer season is over; however the
guys had a great season this
year. The varsity team's record
was a great improvement with
the record of 6-13- I. The team
had some great wins conquer
ing Richards, a huge team rival.
Also, with the help of new team
coach, John Rita, the team has
learned teamwork and staying
together.

Th is team played a great sea
son. The players on the team
include Don Anderson, Oscar
Barrera, Brian Carlson, Scott
Cosme, Bill Gaynor, Mike Haak,
Jose Hernandez, Luis
Hernandez, Nick Hnat, Ryan
Melling, Ray Metzger, Carl
Novak, Franco Ocampo, Jim
Ruzich, Ernie Soderlund, Tom
Swiatek, Kevin Woloszyn, and
Adam Zwirkoski. These guys
through the whole season
worked tough and proved them
selves as talented young ath
letes.

Josh mok, and Jim Keanely.
Josh Smok along with hris
Beyer received All-Conference
recognition for their excellent
scores.

[n Regionals, the Spartans
went with the same line-up with
the exceptions of Jason
Matusiak and Andy Be bikos
since a Regional roster can only
have six golfers. The team,
though, failed to place in the
tournament.

The partans' leader th is year
was Junior Chris Beyer. Not
only did he constantly medal
throughout the season, but he
continued to dominate in the

Through the season, there
were key players that proved to
be the leaders ofthe team. These
players include Scott Cosme,
Jose Hernandez, Nick Hnat,
Ryan Melling, and Franco
Ocampo. Every game these play
ers stood out in talent and hard
work.

The team made some great
individual efforts as well. For
instance, 4 players were named
Player ofthe Week by the news
paper. These players include
Jose Hernandez, Ryan Melling,
Franco Ocampo, and Ernie
Soderlund.
Also, Oak Lawn has had a

couple of all-conference play
ers. Ryan Melling was named
All-Conference player and
Franco Ocampo was honorable
mention All-Conference player.
Ryan Melling was also men
tioned as an Honorable Men
tion at the All-Sectional player
level.

By Aimee Leahy
The boys frosh/soph soccer

onference and Regional Tour
naments, finishing first in both
with scores of80 and 74 respec
tively. Unfortunately, in the Sec
tional tournament, though,

hris failed to qualify for the
IHSA tate Tournament by four
strokes.

Next year, the team will lose
four of its top players to gradu
ation, but plan on talented golf
ers coming up from the Frosh
Soph team. Their main goal is to
concentrate on winning the

onference title.

Improvement was the main
thing seen on the Frosh-Soph

team ended its season this year
with a 9-7-3 record.

The key players ofthis year's
team were sophomores: Brian
Dwyer at forward, defender Jus
tin Haak, forward Phil Rekart,
defender Chris Vahl, midfielder/
defender Phil Warning, and
midfielder Adam Zwirkoski.

In the game ofsoccer, points
are awarded based on the num
ber ofgoals and assists a player
makes. Two points are awarded
for every goal scored and one
point is awarded for every as
sist made. The players who
earned the most points this sea
son were: Brian Dwyer with 33,
Phil Rekart with 18, freshmen
Bart Mroz with 18, and Steve
Bererzowski with J2. Brian
Dwyer was the team's leading
scorer with t4 goals this season.

There is one player that can't
be forgotten and that is the
team's amazing goalie. Fresh
man goalkeeper Bernie Bole had
a spectacular season with 186
saves.

team thi year. The team com
piled an outstanding 12-2 record
over the year, and finished sec
ond in conference.

Key golfers on the Frosh-
oph level included: Keith Fox,

Dennis Kaspr wicz, Hank Fear,
Rick J\akow, Pete Groenewold,
Jim Janowiak, and Mike. \ ..
Sanfillpp. ch Moonier stated
that his Frosh- oph golfer
"promise to be very good var
sity players, and should provide
good competition to earn one
of the top eight spots on the
varsity squad. "

The girls' team unfortunately

By: Jennifer Trotta
The Varsity swimming team

showed a lot of heart and spirit
daring this year's swimming
season. Even though injuries
riddled the 9 member Varsity
swimming team, they showed
quite a bit of improvement and
finished with a 3-4 record.

Sophomore, Emily
McLoughlin, has shown much
improvement since her freshman
year. In the last couple of dual
meets at Argo and Shepard,
Emily has improved on all ofher
times. [n some swimming
events, Emily has dropped at
least 18 seconds off her swim
ming times from last year.

Captain of the varsity swim
ming team, Tracy Mathias, has
really shown great leadership
skills. Even though Tracy was
sick during the last couple of
meets, she still displayed out
standing effort and did very
well.

Senior, Amy Attivissimo, and
junior, Desiree Bartosiak, have
also improved their times this

didn't have as great a sea on as
either of the boys' teams, but
they fought hard all season. One
of the reasons for the girls' poor
season wa that there ..... ere on Iy
six girls who tried out for the
team. 011 the other hand, the
boys' team had over 50 students
who tried out which is the high
est turnout ever in OLCH 'his
tory. Amber Nettle, Kristin
Ulrich, hristin Achter, Lauren
Caster, and Erica Nelson made
up the squad. The coaching
staffhopes there is a better turn
out next year, and po siblyeven
a separate girls' coach.

year and have played a vital role
in the Spartans' success.

The swimming team placed
third in Conference at Shepard
High School. Oak Lawn was
runner-up to first place hepard
and second place Reavis. The
swimming team competed hard
this season. They can carry over
this spirit into next sea on, and
have a successful team.

Frosh/Soph
By Erin Kelly

It's been a competitive sea
son for Oak Lawn's Frosh-Soph
Girls Swim Team. Through
perserverance and dedication
the girls have improved their
times and soared to new
heights. Teamwork is a big part
of success.

Each and every girl pushed
herself to conquer her goals.
Lisa Bonn, Becky Powers, Jenny
Gilbert, Melissa Reyes, Val
Glowaty, Allison Cronin,
Michelle Mentgen and Carrie
Dixon have improved their swim-

(Continued on page 4)
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The faire was scheduled a
little differently this year, with
the entertainment running
throughout the day and the food
being served at different times
rather than at one schedu led
banquet. onsequently, stu-

Julie Braun signs her name into
the Spartan Chapter of the

ational Honor ociety.

Mary Pa quarella, Shannon
Rooney, and Wajeeh Salah.

Other recipients were Nadine
Shehaiber, Joshua mok,
Cheryl Sullivan, Ken
Tregoning, Kathryn Truty,
Samuel Wenzel, Kevin
Woloszyn, Diana Wroblewski,
Rachel Z~bio, Antony
Zoeteman, and Christina
Zwirkoski.

their teachers had to undergo
extensive training on its use. the
teachers were versed on basic
internet operations and on how
look up the information they
needed. To achieve this, they
were shown how to use various
web browsers and search en
gines. Teachers were also
guided towards the practical
appl ications of the internet,

(Continued on page 3)

ther inductees were Gina
Rog rs, Karen Rossow, Patricia
S mint;lt ,Hanan II hai r,
Nahed obhy, Tom wiatek,
Jennifer Trotta, Rachel
Verbeek, Elizabeth Vogel,
Kri ti Walsh, David Weber,
Cathy Wilczek, and Chad
Zeilenga.

Dudko), ir Belvidere ( Ryan
Nash), Lady Fiona ( Dana
Slusinski), Sir Gareth ( Eric
Lisitza), Lady Lynette ( Jodie
Daley), ir Gawain ( Adam
Zwirkowski), Lady Morgana (
Michelle Smith), Queen
Gwenevere, (Anna Kos), and
King Arthur, (Adam Keri).

Other pin recipients were Lee
Mcle, Patrick McLoughlin,
Suzanne Mitchell, Rita
Murphy, Linda Musa, Melanie
Nuemann, Michelle Ortiz,

The senior members that re
ceived their pin were Amy
Attivissimo, Anthony Baldea,
Eric Biesterfeld, Amanda
Camerino, Joseph Chavosky,

cott Cosme, Mike Dixon,
Jeanine Dyckman, Tamara
Fear, and Melanie Fitzgibbons.
Other seniors were Francine
Furgiuele, herri Gibso Luis
Gonzalez, Thomas Jodelka,
Brad Koeppen, Rachel Kolar,
Jeannette Lemrise, Holly
Lisitza, Elizabeth Maloy, and
Tracy Mathias.

Susan tillwell shows her display on Gothic clothing. (Photo by
Jeanette Lemrise)

•and downloaded materials can
be incorporated into the
district's virtual museum collec
tion.

Mrs. Klusendorf, Assistant
Principal, believes, "The internet
contains a huge wealth of infor
mation. Students must use criti
cal thinking skills in order to be
able to select infonnation that
they need." .

Before the students were al
lowed to log onto the internet,

of the booths, included displays
on a trology, calligraphy and il
luminated manuscript, monks,
castles and the stages of
Knighthood.

The procession, led by Lord
William Hill and Lady Lilija
Adomenas, began the day's
entertainment. The proces ion
also included the Lords and
Ladies, Murphy, Klusendorf,
Holak, Mateer, Williams,
Rumel, Saunders, wetz,
McGee, alzer and Sullivan.
They were followed by such
medieval characters as ir
Lancelot ( Ryan Skendzel),
Lady Elaine ( Jenny Kimmey),
Robin Hood ( Rob Andujar),
Maid Marian (April May), ir
Tristram ( Ryan McLernon),
Lady Iseult ( Joanna Pollard),
the Sorcerer Merlin ( Anthony
Fantozzi), Lady Vivian (Lauren

then received their pin for one
ar of service to the society.

terward!>, til inducti n of
the new members took place.
The inductees signed the bo k
and received a memb rship
card and certificate.

The inductees for the '97- '98
school year were Christin
Achter, Amanda-Jane Ault,

tephen Banasiak, Desiree
Bartosiak, Christopher Beyer,

tephanie Boyle, Michael Barr,
Julia Braun, Ken Braasch,
Pamela Byrne, Amanda

ampbell, and Lauren Caster.
Other inductees were Brenda

Davidson, Feras I-Ramahi,
Sophia Faridi, Nichole Friske,
Nichole Garrett, Robert Groos,
Gianna Hardt, Jennifer Jaral,
Jill Jurkowski, Kathy Karp,

William Korab, Kathleen
McDermott, and Julie Menzel.
Raymond Metzger, Laurie
Miller, Matt Moyzis, Rita
Murino, Nora Musa, Amy Ott,
Craig Parkhill, Anne
Pasquarella, Melissa Piwowar,
Kimberly Probst, and Jaime
Quintavalle were also induct
ees.

school board in allowing stu
dents to have access to the
internet is to include the reo
sources of the internet in the
District's instructional programs
in order to increase learning and
improve instruction.

The internet may be used in
a variety of ways. These in- .
elude electronic mail, teacher
selected material in class setting,
and "live" internet interaction,
in which material is pre-selected,

NHS students inducted
\\

Wajeeh Salah
StqffWriter

The internet is an interna
tional network of computers in
over 50 countries. It consists
ofover 10,000 smaller networks.
The internet provides access to
a vast array of resources, which
can be used to support the cur
riculum by facilitating resource
sharing, innovation, and com
munication. The goal of the

Medieval Faire returns to OLCHS

Lauren Ca ter
News Editor

OLCHS goes on-line

Melissa Fogarty
News Editor

Tony Fantozzi
Stq(f Writer

OLCHS' National Honor
ociety induction took place on

November 20. This year 49
Oak Lawn students were in
ducted.

The requirement to become
part ofNH includes having at
least a 3.1 G.P.A. Other re
quirements include showing
I adership in extracurricular
activities.

The guest speaker at the in
duction was OLCH ' uperin
tendent, Dr. Frank McKenzie.
He gave a speech to the induct
ees defining the difference be
tween the characterist ics of
winners and losers.

Following Dr. McKenzie, the
introduction of the Cardinal
Principles took place. The four
Cardinal Principles are Lead
ership, Scholarship, Service,
and Character. The Principles
were qualities that the NHS in
ductees showed. A candle was
lit by each NHS officer to rep
resent these principles.

The senior NH members

On Friday, November 21,
students attended the third an
nual Medieval Faire. Partici
pants in the day's festivities in
cluded: English II-H, English
Literature, LRP English I, Fine
Arts, French, Family Life and

cience / Food ervices, Tech
nology Applications, pan ish
IV, ACapella Choir and World
History. The goal of the Faire
wa to correlate an array ofstu
dent projects into a one-day in
terdisciplinary activity that en
hanced the learning experience
of all involved.

A myriad of projects dis
played the students' knowledge
of the Medieval perjod. Some. , .,
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Is President Clinton
jumping the gun?

Farne's cost runs high

Patricia Seminetta
Edj{Qr-ln-Chi(~l

Recently, I have begun to hear dis
cussion on the news that the United
States and Iraq are beginning to have a
disagreement on the matter of chemical
warfare again. From what I have gath
ered, Iraq has in their possession chemi
calor biological weaponry, and the
United States is disturbed knowing this
information. The United States' chief
concern is that a country such as Iraq is
going to tum chemical or biological ar
senals against U.S. troops. In response
to this event, the United States has an
nounced that any attacker who hits
American forces with a nuclear weapon
will be counterattacked with U.S. bio
logical or chemical weapons, This has
been the first instruction given to the
Pentagon by President Clinton to use
nuclear strategy, but my question is,
"Was this the correct decision?" Presi
dent Clinton may believe he has
achieved a solution, but actually he has
just created another problem.

First of all, by responding to addam
Hussien's threats in this manner,
Clinton has just thrown another log on
the fire. Right now, it is my belief, that
Hussien is searching for any excuse to

start a war with the United States, He
could still be upset from the losses he
took from Desert Storm. This is a clas
sic example of the cause and effect situ
ation which resulted from WWI and
WWII,

In WWI, the Germans lost the war,
and the countries which were victori
ous angered the Germans by embarrass
ing them in front ofthe rest ofthe world.
There is a possibility that WWII may
have never occurred if the winners of
the war would have treated the losers
with a little respect and dignity.

I believe that is exactly what the
United States needs to do with Iraq,
Instead of issuing childish threats, the
United States needs to sit down and talk
out the problems it has with Iraq.

Today, parents teach young children
all over America how important it is to
discuss problems instead of getting into
fights over them. Why should anything
less be expected out ofour government?
By speaking with Iraq, America my
have to compromise, but isn't it worth
it? Personally, I would rather live in a
world free ofwaste given otTby biologi
cal and chelllioa~weapons. I understand
that not everyone'can always be pleased,
but in today's wo 'Jd we have to try!

Jim Horvath
Entertainment Editor

By scanning through any recently
published media outlets in the sports
venue, one is sure to stumble across the
unending hype related to two ofthe dis
turbing controversies the game of bas
ketball has ever seen, the Scottie Pippen
sit-down strike and Latrell Sprewell's
unprecedented attack on Golden State
Warrior's head coach, PJ. Carlesimo,

Pippen was already rich beyond the
common man's wildest dreams, driving
"fully loaded" Range Rovers and gross
ing fourteen million dollars a year otT
the combination ofendorsements and his
contract with the Chicago Bulls. He has
received godsends of every prestigious
sort: five NBA championships, annual
All-Star nominations, and the praise
from legendary teammate, Michael Jor
dan. Lifetime fulfillment is an easy way
to put it, yet Pippen wants more. After
having signed a multimillion dollar con
tract, he has now set an ultimatum to
team management saying, Trade me or
pay me, ifnot, watch me sit. All of this
is coming from one of the town's larg
est, most popular star athletes who isn't
even remotely considerate enough to
properly tip hicagoland waitresses,

Now, consider the infamous Latrell
Sprewell. He who had everything:

management's respect, ranks as one of
the top payed NBA players, and "the
good life," in every respect. But he now
has a one way ticket to play European
basketball. Critics say he was given too
soft ofa verdict, only being banned from
professional basketball for one year, and
I wholeheartedly agree. Had prewell
been employed by the local McDonalds
and attacked his manager for accusa
tions of being a lethargic worker, not
only would he be sitting in jail without
a job, but he would most likely be ap
pealing charges ofbattery. Special treat
ment in the sports arena is paramount,
for on any given night, superstar ath
letes receive extraordin'ary, benefit-free
admission to restaurants and night clubs
with no consequence. With the light
sentence bestowed upon his low hung
shoulders, I can only question myselfas
to when he will finally pay the ultimate
price of fame,

Never could I have imagined the enor
mous outpouring offan support for these
confused players. Fans actually cheered
the hope of a Pippen return during a
recent game, after he basically said that
there is never enough money to please
him, and Sprewell is now playing the
race card. For all the opportunities and
talents these superstar athletes have been
given, neither seems to respect or ap
preciate them,

SpaJrtanit<e Sp<eakout
What are your New Year's Resolutions?

Jean Marcinkowski, sophomore Michelle Ortiz, senior Kim Probst, junior Sarah Munley, junior

Spartanite Staff
pasta & pizza

My New Year's Resolution is to make
amends with everyone I have fought
with in the past year, and to finally es
tablish that all powerful empire on Pluto.

New Owners

D & D Salina's

I want to stop judging people by the way
they look, and get to know who they re
ally are,

(708) 430-8585
-....:II:~6319 W. 95th St. • 95th 8l Ridgeland

Thea. Wed•. - Thuna. II AM-9PM Fri• .II. Sat. II AM • Sua. 5 PM-9PM • elo ed Moad..."
All Paata Dlaaera Served Wltll • Garlic Bread Sticka IL Salad

• Maalcottl • Homemade Laaallaa • Ravioli· Clllckea Tetrazzlal
• Sauaalle, Potatoea IL Peppera • Stuffed SlleUa • Trl-Color TorteUlal

• Clllcken Parmeaaa • Muallroom IL Broccoli Tetrazzlal • Spallhettl
• Fettucclal • Paata Inaulata • Moataccloll

I---$~~FF---'----~~OFF---'

I
Any Stuffed Or Pan Pizza I Any Pa ta Dinner II

Large Or Family I Umit 5
I Not Valid With Any Other Ofter I Not Valid With Any Other Ofter I

Expires 1/16/98 Expirea 1/15/98

~-----------~------------~I $899 I $999 Rq. -14"
14' Large Thin Cru t Cllee ell Sau age' Pizza ff ' II 'Or Ingredient 01 Your Clloice I 16 Family Thin Crust Pizza With Up To 3 Ingredients I

Limit 5 ' Add') Ingredients $1.00 Eacll or Your Choice Add'i IlIllreditnb $1.25 E4d1
I Not Va.lid With Any Other Ofter I Not Valid With Any Other Ofter I
.. Expires 1/15/98 • Expires 1/15/98 ...

-----------~-----------

To exercise more and lose my fat.
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Food drive a huge success

Stranded motorist thanks OL students
I would like to thank the two young people who helped me

change a flat tire on my car on Dec. 3, 1997 at 4:30 P.M. Not
enough good is said about our young people and the good that
they do. Thank you again, and have a very Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year. God bless you.

Sincerely,
Carolyn Dunskis

college is not a very strong
sports school. They compete
in Division III. However, they
do offer a wide range ofsports
both intercollegiate and intra
mural.

Applying to Hope college
will take a little longer than
applying to other schools be
cause they require applicants
to write four essays, which are
also used to determine if
scholarships will be awarded.

Hope is a highly selective
private college. It is also a
Very expensive college co ting
about $21,000 a year. How
ever, when looking at the price
after hearing all of the statis
tics which have placed Ilope
as one of the top private
schools in the nation, it seems
to be worth every penny.

However., location is not
the only good thing about
Hope College. Hope is also
one of the best schools in the
nation. Hope is in the top
three percent of the nation in
regards to students who go on
to receive a Ph.D. Hope is also
the national leader in under
graduate research and is also
one of the top ranking schools
in the nation as far as place
ment of pre-professional stu
dents.

Their science department
is the leader in the amount of
grant money taken in. Hope
is not just an excellent science
school; it has also been nation
ally accredited for its art,
dance, music and theater pro
grams.

If you are into sports, Hope

Stephanie Boyle, Julie Braun, and Sarah Terrell help deliver all
the generou donations to be counted. (Photo by Jeanette Lemrise)

holidays, it can happen all year items, please contact the local
long. If you would like to con- food pantries for more informa-
tinue to donate nonperishable tion.

ond place was Mr. Maloney's
class. The students in that class
brought in 285 items and had a
16 can per student average.

With 345 items and a 15 can
average, Mr. Atkin's class came
in third place. Fourth place
went to Mr. Astrauskas' class.
They brought in 267 items and
also had a 15 can average. Mr.
Lawson's class earned fifth
place for donating 340 cans and
having a 13 can average.

A big thank you goes out to
all the students who donated.
The real winners in this are
those who will benefit from the
food. Remember that charity
does not happen only during the

Kevin Woloszyn
StqtJ Writer

College review

Hope College is a small col
lege in Holland, Michigan
with about 2500 students.
Holland is a small Dutch
town, which provides the per
fect atmosphere for students
who wish to stay away from
colleges in urban areas. An
other good thing about the lo
cation of this school is that it
is only a few miles away from
the beaches of Lake Michigan.
Besides this, Hope college
would provide former OLCHS
students all the comforts of
being away from home, and
the convenience of being able
to return home at any time
(Hope is only 2 hours away
from here).

needy of the community.
The success of the food drive

was aided by the friendly com
petition between 2nd period
classes. The winner of the an
nual competition was Mr.
Robinson's class. They col
lected an astonishing 952 items
with a 27 can per student aver
age. Their reward for such
great work and participation
was a scrumptious breakfast
provided by Student Council.

Mr. Robinson's class was not
the only one to have a great
collection. Four other classes
were top in donations. In sec-

ideas of Christmas before
Thanksgiving. Seeing Santa at
the mall before it's December
seems to bother some people.

Sa.,. if you see hundreds of
cars at the mall or maybe have
an overflowing mailbox, you'll
know that the official Christ
mas shopping season has be
gun.

'Tis the season to be jolly,
but it is also the season where
students can make a difference.
This year, the annual Student
Council food drive proved that
Oak Lawn students do have a
heart of gold when it comes to
helping the less fortunate.
From green beans to cake mix,
a total of 4,803 cans were col
lected this year. The collected
food will be distributed to the
local food pantries who will
hand out the donations to the

Fran Furgiuele
Stqfl Writer

Christmas
(Continued from page 5)

off customers. For example,
Gurnee Mills hopping Center
doesn't put up their Christmas
decorations until after Thanks
giving. Many shoppers like
this idea because they look for
ward to the idea of shopping
without being bombarded with

Internet
(Continued from page 5)

such as how to create lesson
plans and search web sites.
They also learned how to ex
change ideas with other teach
ers on the internet.

The Freshman class will be the
first students to benefit from the
use of the internet. All fresh
man keyboarding classes will
use the internet. Ms. Voight,
who teaches some of the fresh
man keyboarding classes, said,
" The goal of this program is for
the students to gain a general
knowledge of the internet, so

that they would be able to use
that knowledge as a tool in other
classes." The Freshman key
boarding classes began their
use of the internet by research
ing careers. Students used the
Occupational Outlook Hand
book to locate sites on the ca
reer of their choice. They re
searched such things as salary,
benefits, required skills, and the
outlook of that job for the year
2000.

The Sophomore health
classas are the second group to
be trained on the internet. Ms.
Surma, who is one of the first
health teachers to use the

internet in her classes said,
"Kids will realize that they are
going to be using the internet
for educational reasons, not just
to surf the net." The Health
classes began their introduction
to the internet with three days
ofgeneral procedures. This in
cluded learning how to copy,
paste, and look for addresses.
Then the students moved on to
an assignment on diseases.
They had to search for informa
tion on various types of dis
eases and evaluate that infor
mation. At the end oftheir unit,
the students were tested on their
knowledge of the skills they

leam\v:J, as well as vocabulary
of internet terms.

With great power and knowl
edge that the internet can bring,
comes a great responsibility to
use it wisely. Before any stu
dents are allowed to use the
internet, they along with their
parent or guardian, must sign a
permission form. This form
points out the terms and condi
tions for the use of the internet.
It also states what is acceptable
use, the privileges, and what is
considered unacceptable use.

Acceptable use is considered to
be researching an assignment
and being in compliance with

the rules. Unacceptable is con
sidered when a student uses the
network for any illegal activity,
which includes hacking. The
use ofthe internet is considered
to be a privilege, not a right.
Therefore, inappropriate use will
result in a cancellation of those
privileges.

Making the internet a func
tioning and beneficial tool for
use in the school is a process
that requires the cooperation of
teachers, p~rents, and students
alike. The school hopes to be
able to expand the use of the
internet to include all students

and teachers by the year 2000.

HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday

11 :00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11 :00 a.m. to Midnight

~P7z"i:;i.'i7~
RESTAURANT

636-7200
87th &

PULASKI

Located
in the

Hometown
Shopping

Center

BUY ONE
PIZZA
SLICE

AND GET
ONE FREE!
EXPIRE 1·31·98

With Coupon Only.
Not Valid With

, Other Orrers. ,-----4102 Southwest Highway

DINE-IN
PICK-UP
DE1.1VERY

WE DE1.1VER LUNCH
& DINNER TO:
Hometown,
Evergreen Park,
Burbank, Oak Lawn
& Chicago

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

424-6010

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30
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New teen driving law
Medieval Faire

(Continued from page 1)

dents were able to enjoy and
participate in the faire more.
The new scheduling received a
lot of positive feedback. "I
think everyone had a lot offun!
I especially liked all the on
stage performances and
dances," said Jodie Daley.

Entertainment included
Spanish IV students, Cheryl

ullivan, Teresa Skupien,
Christina Mensching and Pat
McLoughlin's performance of
the "Aztec Shield Dance".

The English II-H students
demonstrated a medieval circle
and li'1e dance. What's a little
dance without a song? Contrib
uting with that, was an A
Capella choir ensembl~of Me
lissa Beslic, Camilla Lenart,
Melissa Urquijo, Brenda
Davidson, Melissa Bauman,
Margert Webb, Stephanie
Gorman, Nicole Zimmerman,

Maryrose Moses and Tina
Zwirkowski, beautifully sing
ing a selection ofsongs from the
medieval era, " Come Again,
Sweet Love Doth Now Invite,"
" Sing We and Chant It," and
"The Nightingale".

Also supplying some enter
tainment with a medieval song
and chant, "Ne Sai Que Je Dia,"
were Lili Djurakov, and
Huwadi Hamed.

Two representatives from
The Fencing 2000 Academy,
Howard Nye and Michael J
Gainer Ph.D., attended the me
dieval faire not only to enter
tain, but also to educate stu
dents about the evolution of
sword fighting and fencing
from medieval times to the
present. Putting their puppe
teer skills to good use were Eric
Lisitza and Ryan Nash with
their show, "Robin Meets Little
John". Anna Kos, Jodie Daley,
Huwaidi Hamed and Lily
Djurakov provided their adap-

tation of " The Unicorn in the
Garden." "The Loving Youth
and the Scornful Maid," a
poem, was recited by Anna
Kos, Eric Lisitza, Ryan Nash,
Amy Litviak and the traveling
minstrel, Anthony Fantozzi.

Along with the fun, Ms. Vir
ginia Holak's Food Service
clas , delicately prepared
"Three Removes" for the faire
participants. On the menu for
the feast were, the first remove
"relishes", the second remove,
"soup and bred", and the third
remove "apelie turnovers", all
without the use of any utensils!
In order to eat, faire goers had
to follow the rules, such as, "no
wiping your hands on your
beard", and' no picking your
teeth."

The students and teachers
alike put a lot of time, effort and
research into the Medieval
Faire, and everyone agrees it
was a success. Vicki Davis,
from English II-H, sumed it up
nicely by saying: "It was a lot
of fun and I recommend get
ting involved next year!"

Amy Litviak
Stqff Writer

Effective January I, 1998 is
the driving "Graduate to
Safety" system will be enforced.
This new system does not
change the driving age for teen
agers, but it does put restric
tions on their driving privi
lege. There are three phases
in this new system: The permit
phase-age 15; the initial phase
ages 15-17 ; and the fulilicens
ing phase-ages 18-20.

The permit phase is basic and
not unusual to many of us. The
driver must practice driving
with a supervi ing parent or
adult age 21 or over. The num
ber of occupants in the car is
limited to the number of safety
belts in the car. Before getting
your license, a parent must also
verify 25 hours of behind-the
wheel practice.

The initial driving phase is
basically the same as the driver
who has a pennit. The only
difference between the two is
supervision. An initial driver
does not need a licensed driver
present in the car when they are
driving.

The full licensing phase is
basically freedom. The only big
restriction is the driver's blood
alcohol level. The level must
be at .00 all of the time. This
rule is not only for the fully li
cen ed driver, but for all people
driving an automobile.

Many question the logic of
the "Graduate to Safety" sys
tem, but it will increase safety
on out streets. Statistics show
that teens are more lW<ely to die
in car accidents than any other
age group. Teens account for
16 percent ofaccidents and they
make up only 6 percent of the
driving population.

National drunk and drugged driving prevention month
Melanie Fitzgibbons

Feature Editor

December is National Drunk
and Drugged Driving Preven
tion Month, a time when com
munities across the country join
with the National Prevention

Month Coalition to conduct
public awareness and enforce
ment campaigns to pr~v,ent im-
paired driving. . ~

Support for National ~runk

and Drugged Driving Pr ven
tion Month has grown dramati
cally since J982 when Presi
dent Reagan signed the first

proclamation to designate the
observance.

National statistics show that
impaired driving is at its peak
during December. Statistics
also show that young adult male
drivers are involved in the high
est number of crashes.

Today is National "Lights on

for Life" Day. On this day, mo
torists are encouraged to drive
with their headlights on in re
membrance of those killed or
injured in alcohol and other
drug related crashes.

December 20-22 is National
Holiday Lifesaver Weekend.

This weekend is to encourage
increased enforcement of im
paired driving laws between
Christmas and New Year's Day.

If enough people participate
in these activities, the holiday
season will become safer and
more enjoyable for all.

Enjoy Grassano's.

Visit u in the J&D Liquors' Shopping Center
Next to Clancy's Public Hau e 5427 W. 95th St.

Oak Lawn It· 60453

(708) 499-0617

Facial Treatments for Acne with
Glycolic Acid and Laser

• Electrolysis (Permanent Hair Removal)

• Permanent cosmetic for eyebrows,
upper and lower eyeliners.

Please call for your
appointment or for a
brochure with more
information about our
services.

Friday & Saturday
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

HOURS:
Monday - Thur day
11 a.m. - Midnight

OPEN FOR LUNCH

Sunday
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Pick-up or Delivery Available

5612 We t 87th Street
Burbank, IL 60459

708/424-8000

VALUABLE COUPON

ALEXANDER'S
RESTAURINT
Dine In Or Drive Thru

HOURS: MON.-SAT. 11-MIONIGHT. SUN. 11 A.M.-11 P.M.

r,.

VALUABLE COUPON

708-422-4070
9940 Southwest Hwy.

(1/2 Blk. E. Of Ridgeland)

Oak Lawn
, nrnmM!a·m1SD'1 r

: FREE I: $1 . -.f.#A: FREE!):
I Cheeseburger I I Gyros ~~< -'1 I Ord~r I
I When YOY 8uy'Anotner I 1 When YOY Buy Another I 10f Fries I
I Delicious Cheeseburger, I IDeI~ciOYs Gyros.San~ich'l 1 When You Buy A I
1

Fries & A Medium Drink I Fnes & A MedIum Dnnlt Sandwich Or A Drink
,""~alodW"'''''OIwQll,, e-,e- 1..... ~alodw... ...,OoIw<OIIoo c_.c_1 1..... ~""dW .... ....,()oI-,oQII.. ( ......... ( ........ 1

L. leC"""'-l ..J L. Ie C-...l .J L. Ie C"""'-l .J------ ------ ------

Extra Toppings Available

Free 2 Liter RC
No Limit

Extra Toppings Available

Free 1 Liter RC

Tax and D 'livery nOl included on above specials. 01 valid with any other offers or coupons.

AND WE CATER CHICKEN, PASTA, AND BEEF

No Limit

Please present coupon when ordering

~-----------T-----------'Large 14" Jumbo 18"
Cheese Pizza Pizza

L ~ ~
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"A potato gun"- Pete Bene
"Underwear"- Amy Litviak
"A rock and my aunt said

that it was a paperweight."
Franco Ocampo

"A water-bottle with a fan on
it."- Jeff Clemens

"A piece of wood,"- Tina
Zwirkoski

your own.
Maybe I'm seeing this from

too harsh a view. Maybe it'
the cyn ic in me that just won't
let Christmas be Christmas.
Maybe it's the parents' intu
itional desire to not disappoint
their children on Christmas
morning. Or maybe it's just the
human need to keep up with the
Joneses. No matter what the
reason, hristmas is Christmas,
commercial or not.

~~,~

-~

~r,~~~_""~~
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of what not to buy for your spe
cial someone, I made a list of
gifts that didn't go over too well
with some fellow students. The
question was: What's the
strangest gift you've ever re
ceived for Christmas?

"Soap"- Melanie
Fitzgibbon

the African heritage and unity
in the African American com
munity. One of his methods
was to begin celebrating
Kwanzaa a traditional African
harvest festival. Kwanzaa
takes place in late December
and early January.

No matter what culture you
come from, it seems that this is
the month to celebrate family
and friends. This is the season
to stop and appreciate what you
have.

rendition of "Jingle Bells".
Stores open early and close late
offering petial holiday sales,
not to swindle more money,
mind you, simply for your shop
ping convenience.

Trend crazed parents dash
madly to crowded department
stores zigzagging wildly in and
out of aisles knowing, just
knowing, that the future of their
child's mental status is endan
gered without the gift of a

Poorman
"Blow up furniture."- Jessica

Koca
"A full scholarship to

Loyola."- Fran Furgiuele
"Clothes'''- Nichole Garrett
Most people are out and

about starting their Christmas
shopping. To give you an idea

nukkah was instituted by the
Maccabees who controlled the
Jewish state and Temple. The
stories and songs to celebrate
Hanukkah all refer to
Maccabees and their victory.

Over the years, the giving of
gifts has been added to the tra
ditions of the holiday.

In 1966, M. Ron Karenga,
an African-American activist
based in Los Angeles, began
encouraging African Ameri
cans to increase awareness of

-.-A Chri6tma6 cynic
laughing, shaking, red doll.
However, it is not these gifts
that cause me the most distur
bance. More or less it's the
people buying them. It sickens
me to see the extent that par
ents will go to buy their child's
love with some short lived fad.
Why? Like lemmings off a
cliff, it's just so much easier to
do what everyone else is doing
rather than sit and maybe, just
maybe, think of something on

decided to ask some students:
What do' you want for Christ
mas?

"A new car. Actually, a used
car is ok too."- Michelle
Cronin

"I want a new camera."
Amy Leahy
. "A trip to France."- Amber

cialism.
The vast majority of us liv

ing in the 90's seem to have lost
track of the true meaning of
Christmas. We use this age old
Christian tradition as just an
other excuse to buy Beanie Ba
bies. Bundled in our green and
red holiday apparel, we deco
rate our houses with expensive,
extensi~ glowing lawn orna
ments, all the while humming
cheerfully to Hanson's latest

ebrated towads the beginning of
December or in Hebrew Kislev.
Hanukkah celebrates the
reconsecration ofthe Temple of
Jerusalem in 165 B . The
temple was reclaimed from the
Syrian Greeks from the
Maccabees. After this, a day's
worth of olive oil burned for
eight days until candles were
brought to the temple. This is
where the e!ght days of Hanuk
kah and the eight-branched
candelabrum originated. Ha-

~~~~"'~~~.:r~

~~'~~~

herri Gibson
St'll! Writer

Everyone's favorite time of
year is just around the comer.
Yes, you probably guessed it,
Christmas! Most people are
probably making up their wish
list right about now. Spartanite

Jeannie Adair
Stqff Writer

We all know Christmas is a
time for family togetherness, a
time of heartfelt goodness to
ward mankind, as well as a feel
ing of peace and generosity to
most, ifnot all, loved ones. Un
fortunately, as with all seem
ingly good intentions, there is
a down side to this wondrous
season we call Christmas. The
fault, simply stated, is commer-

Cathy Strom
Stq,ff Writer

America is country of many
diverse cultures. All of the cul
tures have one thing in com
mon, a tradition of a celebra
tion which brings family to
gether. December includes
many of these holidays includ
ing Christmas, Hanukkah, and
Kwanzaa.

hanukah or Hanukkah is
Jewish holiday that is cel-

~'~-.,,~~~

health was protected. Mistle
toe was believed to protect the
person from poison, lung fever,
and the shakes.

This strong beliefis probably
why the tradition of the mistle
toe has lasted so long. Many
ofthese beliefs still exist but not
on such an intense level. To
day, mistletoe is no longer be
lieved to ward off evil spirits,
but it is still believed to bring
about happiness and romance.

newspaper ads stores compete
for your business. People look
through these ads and find
many things they probably
never knew they needed. Also,
many malls begin to decorate
and have the consumers visit
Santa to get them in the holi
day spirit to spend.

Many malls, though, feel
starting the Christmas shop
ping season too early will scare

(Continued on page 3)

store owners is so people will
spend money for a longer pe
riod of time. When a store
starts having their sales early
in the season, many people buy
and continue to come back for
more. If a store wants to profit
from the holiday season, it
should jump into the Christmas
season as fast as it can.

The main way for stores to
urge you to buy is through ads.
Whether it is on TV, or in old

connections. People feared that
if they s ppped hanging the
mistletoe, ~~d luck would come
their way.• a-people used it
secretly. It was even said that
some church officials wore it
under their robes to protect
them from evil. The powers of
the mistletoe were felt to be so
strong that people believed that
it could exorcise demons from
the soul. Those who wore the
magical plant also thought their

the Christmas shopping season
could begin earlier. (It was
moved to the fourth Thursday
in 1941.) The days between
Thanksgiving and Christmas
are the bu iest and the most im
portant days in the retail indus
try. Retailers make nearly half
a year's sales in that period of
time.

So why is it that people be
gin shopping so early? The
main reason according to many

The plant was banned from
Christma festivities by the
Church because of its pagan

an oak tree with a golden knife.
The mistletoe was caught in a
white cloth before it hit the
ground. It was hung in homes
as a symbol of strength and
purity. The mistletoe was
thought to bring love and luck
to those who hung it in their
homes.

In 1939, President Roosevelt
moved Thanksgiving to the
third Thursday in November so

tradition that has been shared
for generation, but many
people do not know what
mistletoe is or how the tradi
tion began.

Those that first used mistle
toe were the Druids which were
members of a Celtic religious
order in ancient times. The
Druids cut the mistletoe from

Pam Byrne
Stq,1f Writer

As Christmas approaches
once again, we prepare our
selves for the yearly celebra
tions and traditions. One such
tradition is the mistletoe. The
mistletoe is hung in the home
and those that stand underneath
it, must kiss. This is a very old

Chri6tma6 thi6 Car4?
Melissa Renz ads for just about everything.

$t'lff Writer With all the advertisements
~t seems~ soon as it beco~es decorations, and anyth ing ~

chilly outs.lde and th~ first person can imagine for Christ-
snowfall arrives, the hnstmas mas it seems as if the Thanks-
sho~ping sea.son begin. Y.ou givi~g holiday ha been forgot-
notice shoppmg center parkmg ten.
lots completely filled and malls
opening earlier and closing
later. Then, ofcourse, your own
mailbox becomes full of sale

Amanda Ault
Feature Editor

"Rubber ducky, you're the
one, who makes Elmo no more

fun. Rubber ducky I'm spend
ing my money on you, Wo-do
de-do.

Maybe that's what ing and
Snore Ernie should sing as the
throng of hysterical parents
charge towards asile 5 in the
Toys R' Us Store.

The question now asked by
most shopper is, "Where is
Ernie?" Well I have a question
too, "Where is Elmo?"

Crazed parents seem to for-

get what they went through last
year to get a ceratin toy with
red fur; the toy that shook and
laughed when you hit his stom
ach. What is it with consum
ers? We seem to have an affin
ity for little plush toys that
cause people to forget peace on
earth goodwill to men. There
is certainly no goodwill felt to
wards the mom next to you who
wants that doll just as badly as
you do.

Elmo just isn't on the scene

any more. In fact, he's prob
ably the latest dust catcher in
the closet. As Jay, an employee,
from Toys R' Us said, "No one
wants Elmo any more; all they
ask about is [Sing and Snore]
Ernie.

Why do parents feel it's so
important to get a rare toy for
their kid? It's the age old
thought of, "my kid has better
toys than yours." Another more
sombering reason could be that
the doll is supposed to make up
for a year of mistakes. Parents
assume that the way to a kid's
heart is through toys. This as-

sumption is more often than
not wrong.

People also need to be origi
nal when giving. Why give a
gift someone won't appreciate?
Be creative when choosing a
gill! Don't follow trends or fall
into the gift giving rut (fruit
cake for everyone).Money
should not be the main factor
when giving. People often
value the paper reindeer that
you made in first grade more
than the crystal vase you gave
them last year. So put that Sing
and Snore Ernie back on the
shelf, and shop from the heart.
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Sa2ittarius; (November 23
December 21) The Christmas
vacation will do you some good.
You have been under too much
stress. Make sure you take a
timeout to relax.
Capricorn: (December 23
January 20) This birthday will
be the best one ever. You will
get together with all your
friends and have a big party.

Aquarius; (January 21-Feb
ruary 19) All of a sudden you
will become very active. Bring
your friend a long. It will give
you a way to become closer

friends.
Pisces: (February 20-March
lID These holidays will be very
busy for you. Do not lose sight
of what these holiday~ really
mean.

Kenny was just put in the pre
miere to be killed off, but then

tone and Parker decided that
they couldn't do the show -.yith
only three kids, so they brought
Kenny back to kill him off in
an odd way every episode.
They also have very strange
impersonations of all celebrity
voices, with the exception of
one. The writers wanted to use
George Clooney as Sparky the
dog on one show, so instead of
calling Clooney to their studio,
they just took a tape recorder
to the set of ER and asked him
to bark a few times.

It is amazing that every show
turns out the way it does. It
makes you sit and wonder
"How did they think of this?"

is in havoc and on top of all
this, Linda's kids have run
away to their grandmother's
house. It's bad enough her son
can drive at the age of ten or
eleven, but to drive during a
volcano eruption, is pretty
weird. The kids make it to
grandma's house okay. Now
Linda and Pierce have to go out
and get them because in five
minutes there won't be a
grandma's house or a grandma.

Will they make it?
Rent it and find out!!

worry that you may lose your
job. Your strong self-confi
dence will land you an even
better job.
Yir2o: (Au2ust 23-September
illThe winter cabin fever will
set in, but you will get over it.
Just call up some friends and
you will feel better in no time.
Libra: (September 24-0cto
ber 23) Just because it's the
giving season does not mean
you do not have to treat your
self. If you see something you
like buy it. It will make up for
some of the bad presents from
Christmas.
Scorpio: (October 24-Noyem
ber 22) The family vacation
will not tum out to be that bad.
You will meet a fun, new per
son and become the best of

friends.

town known as Dante's Peak is
about to erupt. Of course no
body believes him. When he
finally convinces them, it's a bit
too late. Now they have to get
out of town alive.

The stars of the movie are
Linda Hamilton, who's the lady
for the Tenninator Series, and
Pierce Brosnan, wft.o played
James Bond in the Go/den Eye.
Linda plays the mayor of the
town and Pierce is the geolo
gist.

The volcano erupts, the town

Kyle, Cartman, and Kenny.
Although these kids are very
humorous, thc shows support
ing character are what make the
show. The most lovable of all
is probably the romantic school
cook, plainly referred to as
"Chef', who has a love for
Salisbury Steak. The sheriff is
the stereotype of a goverment
officer, always desperately try
ing to cover up an abnormal
event. Other characters include
the self-conscious mayor of
South Park, the th ird-grade
teacher Mr. Garrison, who
talks to his hand puppet Mr.
Hat, and Uncle Jimbo.

The show was orginally
planned to have only three chil
dren-Stan, Kyle, and Cartman.

::bante ~ peak

Rita Murino
Stqff Writer

Aries:(Marcb21
April20)Hard work will payoff
when finals come up. Don't
worry about your English
exam, it will be easy for you.
Taurus: (April 21-May 20)
Don't worry you will do some
last minute shopping and find
the right gift for your sweet
heart. He/she will love it.
Gemini: (May 21-June 20) A
good friend will need to talk to
you. Make sure you listen, and
do not betray her/him by gos
siping about it.
Cancer: (June 21-July 22)
Letting go of a special some
one will be hard. Do not worry.
You will find an even better per
son that will replace them.
Leo: (July 23-Au2ust 22)Don't

Joe Banasiak
Stqff Writer

You have probably already
heard of the hilarious new car
toon that entered Comed
Central's television lineup this
August. Of course I am talk
ing about" outh Park", a
twisted new success written by
Matt Stone and Trey Parker.
Comedy Central asked the two
to make a show after their car
toon short "The Spirit ofChrist
mas" became a cult hit. The
two take a very taboo look at
life in the third grade, and the
show has just won a CableACE
award.

The show follows the daily
events of four children, Stan,

Fadi Salem
Stqff Writer

If you want action, you'll get
action· in this movie. If you
want explosions and graphic
pictures; you will get this as
well. Still wondering what this
movie is? Well, wonder no
more; the movie is Dante's
Peak.

Dante's Peak had me on the
edge of my seat. It's a story
about a geologist who is trying
to convince a town and his boss
that the volcano located in the

Quote
By Bill Palmer

"J get knocked down,
but 1get up again.
You're never going to
keep me down. "
-Chubawamba

native bands, while he Jackie
Brown soundtrack is composed
of edgy dialogue from the
Quent-in Tarantino film and
classic oldies from various art
ists of past decades.

If your holiday shopping is
not yet finished, it may be a
good idea to consider one of
these albums as a present for
that special someone.

reporter on Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles?
14.)What was He-Man's fa
mous saying?
15.)What is Daria's sister's
name?
16.)Who was Gumby's side
kick?
17.)Whose head is hot and feet
are cold?
18.)Who always tried to steal
Olive Oil away from Popeye?
19.)Can you Aame the Seven
Dwarfs?

Answers:
:>0(]
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The best part of the movie
are the bad guys. Or should I
say Bad Bugs. These bugs are
not your typical bugs. They are

giant ferocious bugs, that will
stop at nothing to kill the hu
mans. The bugs are smart and
devious, and with their giant
claws that kill people nothing
can stop them. And even
through all of the killing in this
movie, they still managed to fit
in some humor.

Even a great film has to have
some downfalls. The cast was
not very big, and it showed.
The acting in the movie was
rather atrocious, and the occa
sional humor sometimes didn't
seem to fit in. Also, this movie
can get rather confusing and
possibly lose you. In scenes
were you think the people are
dead, they somehow live. Also,
it becomes rather hard to keep
up with all the people, espe
cially the commanders and gen
eral. Overall, it was an excel
lent movie, and though it pro
vides little in fine family enter
tainment, it still is a fabulous
film. The movie is easily worth
$7.50, but don't expect to see
an Oscar deserving perfor
mance, just one that will keep
you hanging through the film,
and want to bring you back
again and again.

floAda'l revie·w:,
\\

Bill Palmer
Stq/I Writer
Are you wondering what to

buy a friend for Christmas? If
so, I suggest that you treat them
with the gift of music.

This winter, the record in
dustry is offering something for
everyone. Recently, Metallica
released their new album, "Re
load", and pleased heavy metal
fans across the U. S. The new
record "Tubthumper", per
formed by the British band
Chumawamba. Also becoming
very popular, thanks to the
catchy lyrics for the holiday sea
son, are the soundtracks of the
eagerly awaited films, Scream
2 and Jackie Brown. The
Scream 2 soundtrack boasts
new recordings from hip alter-

Brian Caster
Sfqff Writer
Starship Troopers is basically

a futuristic army movie. The
story takes place around the
year 2020. Despite not having
an all-star cast, this movie still
has all of the aspects that make
it one of the year's greatest
films. One of the high points
of the movie
has to be the specia effects. The
look of the bugs and all of the
space scenes are simply amaz
ing. Starship Troopers is also
full of non-stop action. With
bugs flying left and right, lots
ofshooting, and destruction ev
erywhere, this movie definitely
will keep you on the edge of
your seat. Starship Troopers
also has an excellent plot.
Three friends join the military,
and vow to aJways be friends.
When they join, they get split
up into different assignments,
and they will most likely never
see each other again. Then
they go around and fry bugs.

Cartoon Jriuia
Karen Rossow

Stqff Writer
1.)What is the name of the

seagull in the Little Mennaid?
2.)Which character on South
Park drinks health shakes to
bulk up?
3.)What is the name ofRocko's
dog on Rocko's Modem Life?
4.)What is Garfield's favorite
food?
5.)ln Aladdin, what is the name
of Princess Jasmine's tiger?
6.)Which one is a cat, Ren or
Stimpy?
7.)Who is the bully on the

impsons?
8.)What is the name of the dog
on Tom and Jerry?
9.)What does Scooby-Doo and
his gang do?
10.)ln The Lion King, who re
ally killed Mufasa?
II.)What are the names of the
twins on Rugrats?
12.)Who is Doug's best friend?
13.)What is the name of the
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Famous alumni visit school

ner wrestles for the varsity team
that week and the loser for the
Junior Varsity team. There are
almost thirty wrestlers on the
varsity team, but only 15 weight
classes. Only half the team
wrestles for varsity. The var
sity team members include:
Adam Wirtschorect (103 Ib),
Jason Carpenter and Dan Early
(119 Ib), Steve Burzuwski (145
Ib), T.J. Mulrenin (152Ib), Eric
Lyon (160 Ib), Jason Kolk (171
Ib), Dan Prorok (189 Ib), Zeke
King (215 Ib), and Jim
Bukowski (Heavyweight).

Wrestling is always action
packed! There are always two
or three matches going on at the
same time, and there is never a
dull moment through the entire
hour. It is always nonstop wres
tling.

Larry Spain, Adam Keri, Ryan
Nash, Sam O'Mally, Ryan
McLernon, Chris O'Brenski,
Mike Goss, Rich Powell, Dave
Predraza, Bob O'Brien, Ryan
Skendzel. Also Luke Navickas,
who started the season on Var
sity.

forward for the season to begin.
He feels that this group of
swimmers is showing more
dedication toward the sport and
the team than he saw last year,
and the years before that at
Trinity. The team is looking for
more swimmers to join this
year. Ifanyone is interested, see
Coach Welch during school or
stop by the pool after school and
meet with Coach
Lewandowski. This young
group of Spartan athletes hilVe
the determination and the drive
to have a very successful sea
son this year and the seasons to
come in the future. They are a
hard-working group of indi
viduals that with a little prac
tice and coaching, will master
their strokes this year and will
only get better in the years to
come. So come out and sup
port the Spartan swimmers!

third ranked school in Illinois
and only lost by a narrow mar
gin.

On November 29th, varsity
wrestlers redeemed themselves
by overtaking Thorton Frac
tional South with a score of 43
to 35, bringing the team out of
their two meet losing streak.
There were pins by Adam
Wirtschorect, 103 lb; Steve
Burzuwski, 145 Ib; Eric Lyon,
160 Ib; Dan Prorok, 189 Ib and
Jim Bukowski, Heavyweight.
All the members of the varsity
wrestling team played a big role
in the team's victory over
Thorton.

The wrestlers who wrestle in
the meets for a certain week are
determined by a series of
wrestle-offs in which the win-

Jessie Gubernat, Mike Strelow,
Dan Kula, Andy Kula, Tom
Miller, Bil1 Leithleiter, Greg
Navickas, Jim Tanas, Damian
Landloylowiez.

The sophomore basketbal1
players are: Scott Biesterfeld,
Matt Hense, Mark Leipart,

The tea feels that it has a
strong c~.nference with
Richards, Shepard, Reavis, and
Argo being some of the top
teams they will meet this year.
Last year's frosh-soph team had
a very productive season, break
ing the 200 freestyle relay
record, missing the record for
the backstroke by one-tenth of
a second, and coming close on
several other records as well.

Mr. Lewandowski is looking

Mr. Lewandowski is COllch
ing the team once again this
year after his inaugural season
last year. Prior to last year, Mr.
Lewandowski coached at Trin
ity High School and for the Oak
Lawn Swim Club. The season

- kicked offon Saturday, Decem
ber 6 with the Andrew Invita
tional Swim Meet (Results were
unavaliable at press time).

Dave Lundeen
Stq,ff Writer

The varsity wrestling team
got off to a rocky start this sea
son. Their back to back losses
on November 25 and 26 to
Morgan Park and Sandburg
were both tough. The lighter
wrestlers on Oak Lawn were
narrowly beaten by Morgan
Park and the wrestlers over 150
Ib fought hard and won most of
their matches, nearly bringing
the team to victory.

On November 26th, the var
sity wrestlers locked horns with
Carl Sandburg High School
with many hard fought
matches. Though the Spartans
lost, they can still be proud of
themselves because the Spar
tans went head to head with the

Jeanine Dyckman and Sam
Wenzel
Stq,ff Wrilers

The Frosh/Soph boys swim
team is looking to jump out in
front of the standings this sea
son. The team is approaching
their oncoming season with
great expectations. Returning
from last year's team are sopho
mores Chris Kaplan, Eaman
Horan, and Mike Sweet.

Frosh-Soph swimming

Wrestling team pins opponents

New to the team this year are
Pete Antol, Ricky Holzle, Ryan
Howell, Paul Larsen, Robert
Mathias, Robert Puhr, Nick
Slusinski, and Ed Wilczek.
This team has high hopes for
this year. They have set win
ning conference as their pri
mary goal, and secondly, they
hope to master the techniques
for the various strokes.

Frosh-Soph B-Ball
(Continued from page 8)

Menching, Bart Mroz, Frank
Padula, Nick Purdy, Bill
Palmer, Mike Sullivan, John
Sarpaluis, Ray Stensrud, Matt
Ulanowski, Dave Schwabel,

wrestling

As far as the Junior Varsity
team is concerned, they were
freshmen champions last year,
so he would like the team to be
Junior Varsity champions this
year.

Roberto Ortega, Mike Valen
tine, Pat Moses, John Gubernat,
Steve Berezewski, Jason Sobbe,
Jeremy Schultz, Eric O'Brien,
John Ruzich, Phil Owen, and
Dan Herman.

Mark Rangle brings five
years of wrestling experience
before high school to the team.

There are also three assistant
coaches for the team. These
coaches are Bob Meekjr, Brian
Barrales, and Jerry Fredericks.

Coach Meek has many goals
for the wrestling teams this sea
son. For the freshmen, he
hopes to give them as much ex
perience as possible. He would
also like everyone on the team
to wrestle competitively and
would like to see the team be
one of the best in the confer
ence.

Tony Pope
Stq,ff Writer

Coach's
Comer

Frosh-Soph

Name: Rich Panovich
What Sport do you coach?

Varsity Boys Basketball.
What college did you attend?

Northern Illinois
How long have you been coaching? Since 1971-1 don't think of
it in terms ofyears.
What do you think makes a good studenUathlete? A person
who can prioritize his/her life. So that they are ready to perform a
their peak. Most athletes don't realize how high they can reach.
Who's your favorite pro coach and why? Probably a combina
tion of Phil Jackson and Rick Pitino. Jackson because he is
unflappable and is under a tremendous amount of stress. Pitino
because I feel he gets more out of athletes than anyone else.
What is your favorite pro sports team? The only pro baseball
team in Chicago-The White Sox!
What influenced you to become a coach? Wanting to learn as
much as 1could about any sport naturally led to an interest in
coaching.
What is the best coaching advice you have ever received?
I.) Don't ask players to do something that you haven't practiced.
2.) There is no substitute for hard work!

On Tuesday November 25,
the frosh/soph wrestling team
will kick off their season. Mr.
Bob Meek, the head coach of
the wrestling team, gave me a
list of the promising freshmen
on the team this year, as well
as the promising sophomores
on the Junior Varsity team this
year.

Some of those promising
freshmen include: Adam
McKinney (who is a heavy
weight), Brian Hokinson, Jus
tin Kakos, Mike Gary, Dan
Pasquarella, Mark Rangle,
Tony Brotsch, Will Cavanaugh,
Fares Sweis, Rob Kaczmarek,
Brian Berry, Ed Menzel, Nick
Grabarek, Joel McMurray, and
Alex Erdakos.

Some of the promisIng
sophomores that are on the Jun
ior Varsity team this year in
clude: Mike Erdakos, Adam
Wirtschorsck, Kris Queen, Ja
son Carpenter, Dan Early,

By Jennifer Trotta
EdiJ..rll:.

Where are they now? Many
graduates of the Class of 1982
went on to have successful ca
reers. Did you know that one
of these graduates, interviewed
Michael Jordan after every
Bulls game last season?
Yes! That was Oak Lawn High
School's very own Lou
Cannell is. Along with Mr.
Cannellis, Camille Krechioch
and Dave Wells also visited
OLCHS recently to discuss
their careers. A few lucky stu
dents were able to listen to these
former alumni tell their secrets
for success.

All three credited their suc
cess to their work on the
Spartanite during their senior
year. Camille Krecioch was the
Business Manager for the
Spartanite. Lou Cannell is and
Dave Wells shared the respon
sibility of being co-sports edi
tors.

Camille owns her own busi
ness, Type Concepts, Inc., in
Palos Hills, I1Iinois. She has
owned this business for ten
years and she specializes in
typesetting and graphic design.
In the past five years, her com
pany has become involved in
political campaign manage
ment. Her clients include many
state representatives, specifi
cally, George Ryan, who is run
ning on the Republican ticket
for governor. Camille will be
returning to OLCHS in the
spring to give a business pre
sentation to some of our stu
dents.

If you are a White Sox fan,
then you are familiar with Dave
Wells, the radio announcer for
the White Sox. In 1982, in the
beginning of his senior year,
Dave Wells was considering a
future as a sports writer. It
wasn't until a third of the way
through his senior year that he
decided to become a broad-

caster. He decided this future
move, when he took a speech
class at OLCHS. Dave Wells
enrolled in this class because
his greatest fear was speaking
in front of a group of people.

Mr. Wells commented, "My
knees would start to knock and
I would start to get all choked
up." Even though he is heard
by thousands ofpeople through
his broadcasts, he says his fear
is hidden because he is behind
a microphone.

During his senior year, Mr.
Wells told Mr. Murphy, that he
was going to be the top radio
broadcaster in the country.
Dave added, " I might not be
one of the top ten broadcasters
in the country, but I am the top
radio broadcaster in Oak
Lawn!"

Mr. Wells indicated that he
prefers radio broadcasting over
t. v. sports broadcasting, because
he has more freedom to de-

scribe the action to the listen
ers. He likes being able to
"paint a picture" for the audi
ence. In television, a
broadcasters's role is limited
because the audience is view
ing the action or watching
highlight tapes.

Mr. Wells attended Elmhurst
College, where he majored in
communications. However, he
did have a back up plan, in case
his career as a broadcaster fell
through. Aside from commu
nication classes, he also ma
jored in urban studies. He
stressed that the field of broad
casting is hard to break into,
and you always have to have an
alternative plan to fall back on.

Bulls fans all know the type
of excellent reporting Lou
Cannell is has done in the past.
Lou Cannell is conducted the
pre-game and post-game inter
views with the Chicago Bulls
on Sportschannel and on

WMVP radio. Lou Cannellis
had the ultimate dream job of
traveling with the Bulls during
the past 7 seasons, including
their five world championship
seasons. He was able to cel
ebrate with the Bulls in the
locker room after they clinched
their championships. Lou
proudly flashed one of his
championship rings as proof
that he was a part of one of the
best dynasties in sports.

Lou had an aspiration for
being a sports writer when he
started working on the
Spartanite. However, he
quickly changed his mind.
"After one quarter ofwriting for
the Spartanite, I realized I did
not want to write. I knew that
I wanted to become a broad
caster." Lou Cannell is de
scribed his career in covering
the Bulls as the "experience of
a lifetime." However, he says
that it is now time to move on.
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Eric Biesterfeld
Stqf/ Writer

As the weather turns frigid
and Jack Frost comes nipping
at your nose, the Varsity Spar
tan Basketball team begins
their hunt for the SICA North
Conference title. As of press
time the Spartans are 2 and 3,
with, a record of 2 and 0 on
the new partan Gym floor.
These victories came against
Bremen and Fenton, a small but
quick team. The sub .500
record, however, doesn't show
the hard work and dedication
the players and coaches have
put in.

The partans have faced
many difficulties early in the
season, the toughest coming
with the severe injury to TJ
Cingrani.

Thi sea on is different from
last season in that the players
have a better attitude towards
preparation and they know
what it takes to succeed. Coach
Panovich also pointed out that
this team is the first group of
Spartans to be playing under
the current system for four
years.

"In order to be Spartan bas
ketball player, you need to play

as clo e to your physical limits
as. possible," says Coach
Panovich, whose job it is, along
with oach Kasley, to make the
player aware of their physical
limits.

The fifteen guys that fit the
billing of a Spartan basketball
player include: senior guards
Aaron Altenburg, Danny Boy
McLernon, and Tim
Wesselhoff. Senior forwards,
Tony "Guy" Baldea, TJ
Cingrani, and Joe Hubatch and
senior center Eric "Beast"
Biesterfeld.

The junior players include:
guards Ken Braasch, Brian
Debias; forwards hris "Fre
quent" Beyer, Jason Bjork, and
Thomas Stallworth; and centers
Bob Groos, and Feras EI
Ramahi.

If these fifteen players and
two coaches ach ieve all the
goals set as a team, then the
Spartans will have the best sea
son Oak Lawn has had in a long
time. According to Coach
Panovich, the primary focus of
the 97-98 season is to become
a more defensively sound team
and rebound.

This partan team is one of
the most athletic in Oak Lawn
history, averaging seventy

points per game through the
Thanksgiving tournament held
at Oak Forest. In 1972, when
Oak Lawn placed second in the
state, the partans averaged
seventy-one points per game.
Between their quickness and
starn ina, the partans will be
gin to win orne of the close
games which were lost all too
often last year by buzzer beat
ers.

Aiding Coach Panovich and
oach Kasley this season is as

sistant Joe Munno. Joe's du
ties range from helping out dur
ing drills in practice to phon
ing the news papers after each
home basketball game.

The Spartan Basketball team
lives by this quote from Coach
Kasley, "The game is simple,
don't make it difficult. '

By Nick Purdy
SlQ/f writer

As snow falls to the ground
and Christmas nears, it could
only mean one thing, the bas
ketball season is here and Oak
Lawn's freshmen and sopho
more teams are preparing for
battle. It's that time of year
when those heart-pounding

games take place with five sec
onds left and down by one.
Excitement is in the air at Oak
Lawn as that time approaches.
Oak Lawn may have many
tough match ups, but they will
pull through in those games
ahead.

Many hours of preparation
and hard work are being put
forth by the players. The
coaches are no exception to
this. They're the main reason
Oak Lawn even has a team like
they do. ountless hours of
their time are being used to
make a winning team. The
coaches of both teams have
mainly the same goals and that
is to have a winning season
with a great team. The coach
of the sophomore team, Coach
Atkins, stresses that another
one of his main goals is to get
his team ready for Varsity bas
ketball and to see all ofhis play
ers improve in the near future.
He also adds that the whole
team is very aggressive and that
they play with lots of enthusi
asm and energy during practice
and games.

The sophomre team of 15 is
small compared to the 26 play
ers that make up the freshman
team, led by Coaches Ward and

Jason Bjork sinks a free-throw
at a recent game again t Bremen.
(photo by Jeanette Lemrise)

Canan. They are the largest
team to play at this level ever
at Oak Lawn. They are divided
into two teams, the A and B
team.

The freshmen basketball
team consists of: Brian Allie,
Ken Bialek, Bernie Bolz, Dana
Escamilla, Ahmed Hanafi, Ken
Korab, Brian Kaminski, Jeff

(Continued on page 7)

Lady Spartans striving for success

Kathy Krzak shoots free throws at a recent home game against
T.F. South. (Photo by Amy Ott)

By Rachel Kolar
Slqf/ Writer

For the past few weeks the
Lady Spartan Varsity Basket
ball players have been practic
ing hard down in gym 10.
There they can be seen running
up and down the court, shoot
ing the bailor playing defen e.
These first couple of weeks of
hard practice were put to the
test when they played
Thornwood High School in
Andrew's Turkey Tournament.
Unfortunately, after all their
hard work and effort, they came
up just short of a win. At the
end of the tournament, the Lady
Spartans' record was a depress
ing 0-3, not showing how they
really played. According to
varsity coach, Mr. Davelis,
"Turnover and being out re
bounded by the other team is
what beat us, not because we
were any less ofa team."

This year the Lady Spartans
should be a strong team, for
they only lost one starter, Barb
Antol. The returning starters
are Colleen Fitzgerald, Rachel

Kolar, Kathy Krzak, and Cheryl
Sullivan.

Mary Pasquerella and Mel
issa Piwowar are also returning
this year expecting many min
utes of aggressive game time.
New members of the varsity
team are Kelly Burke, Joanna
Eul, Amy Ott, Anne
Pasquarella and Missy Urquijo.
The Lady Spartans have a small
team this year, but everyone on
the team helps contribute to the
wins and losses of each team.

The flfSt win of the season

for the Lady Spartans was
against the Meteors of T.F.
North by a score of49-39. Win
ning this game ended the Spar
tans losing streak. The next
game was against Reavis Iligh
School and the Spartans beat
them 56-50. This win against
Reavis was especially important
to the Spartans, for this was the
first conference game of the
season. With this win, the
Spartans are off to a good start,
as they hope to take conference
again this year. Last year the

Spartans took the conference
title, shared with Reavis, for the
first time in 27 years.

B Martha Lopez

srdtWriler
......

Well, it's that time again-the
season of basketball, which by
the way, i looking very prom
ising.

With the football season over,
the excitement has revived yet
again, but in the form of girls
sophomore basketball. Their
record for the season so far has
been 3-3 overall, with a I-I
record in conference.

The main players holding
defense are Tina Moretti
(guard), Amy Nagel (forward),
Danielle Roman (guard), athy
Klupshas (center), and fresh
men Jenny Sepessy (guard).
Also, expected to help out are

Becky Pentz (guard), Jill
Munno (guard), Jenny Kimmey
(center), Anna Kos (forward),
and remaining freshmen play
ing at sophomore level, Liz

Figus (center).
As for the rest of the team,

which consists of guards; Dana
Roman, Karen Bialek, Becky
Bousman, and forwards; Diane

kupien, Angela Van Vuren
and Mary Wallace, they are try
ing just as hard as the others.

Their goal for the season has
been to win con ference, and
take first in the Evergreen Park
Chri tman Tournament, which
they have won last year.

As for injuries or any sort of
problem physically, Coach
Haubenreiser said that there
were none whatsoever, the girls
are as healthy as they can be.

ffort wise, Coach Hobbs
says that they are doing all that
they can' possibly do, putting
forth 100 percent. What they
should improve, according to
Coach Haubenreiser, is their
tough defense, playing under
control and controlling the ball.
Compared to last year, the team
is more athletic.

Coach Haubenreiser said,
"These are a group of hard
working girl~, who have a lot
of potential."

Swimmers dive into new conference
By Tom Swiatek
Stqff Writer

This year's boys varsity
swimming team is hoping to
have a great season. The boys
are once again coached by Mrs.
Welch. They are hoping to
make a large improvement over
last year's record. Last season,
the boys were in a tough con
ference and struggled to keep
up with the other schools. This
season the boys will be more

competitive, because they are in
a new conference with schools
that are at the same level as this
team. New schools that will be
in this conference are the com
bined teams of Shepard and
Richards, Thornridge/
Thornton, Argo, and Reavis.
These are all teams Coach
Welch considers competitive.
The teams goal for this season
is to finish in the top three in
conference as a team.

This team has a lot of young

talent that they are hoping will
make a great contribution to the
future ofOak Lawn swimming.
Leading this team are the three
returning seniors from last year.
They are last year's M.V.P Rob
Andujar, Ken Huizenga, and
Josh Smok. These three swim
mers are expected to make the
greatest contribution to this
team. The events that Mrs.
Welch felt would be the stron
gest for the team are the 100M
fly and the 200M individual

medley.
There are many other swim

mers that are expected to make
big contributions to this team.
They include Joe and Mike
Barr, Peter Antol, Aaron
Kriekel, Josh O'Keefe, Robert
Mathias, and Robert Puhr. All
of these swimmers will need to
do their part in order for this
team to do well in conference.
They have all been practicing
very hard every day. Some have
struggled, but they have all

given their fullest effort in or
der to improve on their weak
nesses.

There are also four freshmen
on this team, they include Josh
O'Keefe, Robert Puhr, Nick
Slusinski, and Doug Terrell.
These swimmers will hopefully
continue to improve and be
come the future of Oak Lawn
swimming.
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Bridges hold their own

arrie Barnhouse delicately stacks more weight on to
bridg~.(Photoby Mandy Kutsulis)

Peer Jury instituted

"It IS more

meaningful
for a juvenile
to be judged

b h · "Y IS peers.

As to why he feels the peer
jury is so effective, Mr. Craig
commented, "It is more mean
ingful for a juvenile to be
judged by his peers, rather than
adults. It seems to have more
effect on them." If you would
like to become a peer juror, stop
by Mrs. Egan's office or the po
lie station t pi k up an appli
cation.

The jury i run by three men
who have given a lot of time
and effort in making it work,
Officer Bob Foster, Officer Jim
Pacetti and a former dean of
OLCHS, Mr. Jim raig.

By Melis a Fogarty
Co-News Editor

The peer jury concept in the
United tates originated in
1976. The concept of peer jury
in Illinoi , was started by the
community of IIoffman states
fourteen years ago, and since
then, many other communities,
including Oak Lawn, have
taken their lead. The peer jury
in Oak Lawn, has been around
for a year and i going strong.

The Peer Jury is a court de
signed for first time juvenile
offenders. The idea is for a ju
venile offender to corne before
a jury of six of his or her peers.
It is not the jury's job to deter
mine guilt or innocence, but
only to determine the proper
punishment. By corning before
the peer jury, the offender
avoids the hassles and money
involved with the court system.
Most sentences are served as
community service. Other pun
ishments sometimes include
writing a paper or a letter of
apology. The number of com-
munit rvi hour d pend
on the crime that is committed.

be able to roll across the bridge
without stopping.

In building the bridges, stu
dents bought a bridge kit which
included balsa wood. To pre
pare for the event and build
more efficient bridges, the stu
dents watched videos and read
packets. Before building the
bridges, students were required
to draw out a plan for con truc
tion.

TIl is year sixty-three students
were involved in the bridge
building contest. To qualify in
the conte t, bridges hagJ\l Q1eet
certain specifications. Bridges
were required to hold a mini
mum of two kilograms and It
weight and size rule. Stu
dents' bridges also needed to
pass tests to qualify for the con
te l. F r example, a ping p n
ball 38.1 em in diameter, had to

Physics classes participated
in the annual OL HS' bridge
building contest on January 7
and 8 during lunch periods.

The top winner of this year's
contest were, junior, Mislim
Ramadani and senior, Pat
McLoughlin.

Mislim Ramandani came in
first place with a bridge hold
ing 13 kilograms, 530 times its
own weight. Pat McLoughlin
came in second place with a
bridge holding 8 kilograms,
341 times its own weight.

Both winners will rebuild
their bridges and attend the
Twenty- fourth hicago Re
gional Bridge Building Con
test, on February 24 at the Illi
nois Institute ofTechnology.

The physics bridge contest's
top ten winners were (from 3rd
to 10th place) Ray Metzger,
Mark Rieck, Patty Seminetta,
Nirut Chittaphraphai, Robert
Groos, Tracy Ball, Jim
Zerinskas, and Carrie
Barnhouse.

By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

Mathletes win Conference OL junior named to All-State Band

(L-R)Top: G. Rogers, M. Ramadani, M. Barr, J. Matusiak B. Ott,
M. Lisitza, W. alah, and B. Messina. Row 2: Mrs Kirkman, D.
Jodelka, F. Salem, B. Puhr, F. Furgiu~le, K. Swedburg, B. Korab,
B. Caster, P. Antol, and Mrs. Halwax. Row 3: . tillwell, K.
Tregoning, E. Thwin, A. Poorman, T. Zoeteman, E. Lisitza, P. Byrne,
L. Caster, and P. eminetta.

By Wajeeh alah

Slqff Writer

For the first time in almost a
decade, the Oak Lawn
Mathletes won the ICA con
ference championship, which
was held on February I I at
Tinley Park Iligh School. This
year, the team finished first
place in five events and second
place in three events.

tudents from Oak Lawn
com peted against other students
from Bradley. Bremen, Joliet,
Reavis, and Tinley Park in vari
ous math related topics. Each

meet has two written competi
tions for each grade level, two
written competitions, and one
calculator competition. In each
of these events, student are
given problems to complete in
a certain time limit. Even
though individual scores are im
portant, it is the team total that
counts in the competition.

Individually, four team mem
ber earned perfect core. Jun
ior Jason Matusiak had 2 per
fect scores; Senior Wajeeh
Salah had one perfect score;
'enior cott Cosme had one
perfect core; and Junior Gina
Rogers had one perfect. core.

All members of the
Mathletes team played a key
role in Oak Lawn's first place
conference victory. The seniors
put forth an outstanding effort,
placing first in two events; the
juniors placed first in one event;
the sophomores earned sol id
scores in both their events and
the fre hmen earned second
place in one event.

Seniors Wajeeh Salah, Scott
Cosme, Mike Dixon, Ken
Tregoning, and Tony Zoeteman
all won first place medals in the
Limits competition. Seniors
Wajeeh alah, Scott Cosme,
Ken Tregoning, Fran Furgiuele,
and Luis Gonzalez won first
place in Trigonometric Equa
tion .

The junior team of Ja on
Matusiak, Pam Byrne, Lauren
Caster, Gina Rogers, and Patty

eminetta won first place med
als in the Right Triangle Trig.
compctition.

Sophomores. Eric Lisitza,
Brian Messina, Fadi Salem,
Susan tillwell, and Kri tin

wedberg werc also on hand to

(Continued on page 3)

By Fran Furgiuele
SlqIJ Writer

OLCH junior, Kristin
Ulrich, was the sole band mem
ber to be named to the Illinois
Music Educators Association
(I MEA) All State Band. The
annual IMEA competition in
vites band members from all
over Illinois to compete against
each other for a spot in the All

tate Band. The judging is
done by various music teachers
from throughout the stat~

Kristin's great ability to play
the clarinet earned her the
honor of being one of the best
clarinet players in the state.

Kristin's intense practicing
began in May of 1997. It was
then that Kristin received 32
Eludes jor /arinels by C.
Rose, a book of complicated
clarinet music. She spent the
summer practicing Etudes 17
and 18 on the B flat and E flat
clarinets. Kristin confessed,
"At first the music was slightly
hard, but now it's easy and I can
play it great." The IMEA com
petition also required Kristin t
perform chromatic scales,
scales that are a hal f of a step
from note to note, on her c1ari-

Junior Kristin lrich was nomi
nated an All tate Musician for
her talented clarinet playing.
(Photo by Mandy Kutsulis)

nets.
Before making the All State

Band, Kristin was named to the
IMEA District Band. Kristin
was amazed, though, that she
made the IMEA State Band.
"When Mr. Deitemyer told me
I made state, I was so shocked,"
she admits.

The clarinet is not the only
instrument that Kristin has tal
ent playing. During the march
ing band season, she plays the
alto saxophone. he also plays
soprano saxophone for
OLCH ' pep band.

When asked if all the work
was worth it, Kristin replied,
"Yes. Definitcly. It was so
much fun and such a great ex
perience. I hope to attend [the
state competition] again next
year."

P.s
Part-time jobs

FeatureSe°rtsNews
lorida Trip .:......._~ ..
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degree from Harvard and people think
that he would not be mentally fit to rep
resent himself in court. He probably can
represent himself better than a lawyer
such as Johnny Cochran. That is, if
someone would give him a chance. If I
had been the judge in this case, [ would
have been more than happy to let him
represent himself. I probably would have
found it interesting. But no, these
people took the easy way out and let
Kaczynski make a plea bargain. This
way they wouldn't have to deal with the
question of whether or not he was com
petent enough to represent himself.

I'd like to know why people equate
having a personality disorder with be
ing stupid. I think it's because people
with disorders are not understood by
most of society. They don't fit in with
the "normal" so therefore, society be
lieves these people must be complete
fools.

[ wish that we could find all the
people who plan on participating in
horrible things, but are very intelljgent,
and give them something constructive
to do, like making peace with Iraq.

WE DELIVER LUNCH &
DlNNERTO:

Hometown, Evergr en Park,
Burbank,

Oak Lawn & hicago

Melanie Fitzgibbons
Feature Editor

Out of 120 students surveyed, the
following re ponded YES or NO
to the question, "Does OLCHS
need a different schedule to
meet a students academic
needs?"

~artanitePoll

For the past year and a half the news
has been flooded with coverage of the
Unabomber trial. His real name is Ted
Kaczynski. Before the trial even started,
the event was turned into a media cir
cus. Kaczynski wanted to dismiss his
defense and represent himself. Then he
allegedly tried to hang himself. Days
later Kaczynski accepted a plea bargain.
He pleaded guilty in exchange for life
in prison. Since Kaczynski was turned
in by his brother, people have questioned
Kaczynski's sanity and competence.

Kaczynski was diagnosed by a psy
chiatrist as being a paranoid schizo
phrenic. This means that he has a fear
of people. That is why he lived as a her
mit in the woods of Montana.

Being diagnosed with a personality
disorder does not mean that a person is
stupid or incompetent. All too often,
people confuse having a personality
disorder with being stupid, but that sim
ply is not true, and Kaczynski is a per
fect example of that.

This is a man with a mathematics

Veronica Espinosa, Junior

[ do think that we have a afe learning
environment. The teacher and ·taff do
all that they can When a tudent walk
down the hall, s/he docs not have to be
watching everyone else, and worrying
about what they may do to you.

tectors in the school buildings. Also,
many schools are hiring off duty Chi
cago police officers to help patrol
schools.

Another safety precaution that is be
ing implemented in the Chicago Public
School system is the request that stu
dents wear uniforms. This rule was cre
ated in the hopes ofcutting down gang
related activity.

[ believe that OLCHS has not had to
take such drastic measures because the
administration works hard to keep us
safe. Granted, some of the rules pre
sented are strict, and in the mind of the
students are not necessary, but they are
for our safety.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. once said,
"Violence is anything that denies human
dignity and leads to a feeling of help
lessness and hopelessness." For the
most part, I feel that OLCHS students
do not experience that helplessness or
hopelessness which is described by Dr.
King.

As students [ believe we need to rec
ognize that situations could be a lot
worse than what they are. Instead of
criticizing, look at the positive side of
the situation. For example, while
OLCHS may have a drug sniffing dog
roam ing the halls, at lea t we don't have
armed police officers. Remember, what
we have at OLCH in terms of safety is
a rare commodity today. Let's not for
get that.

Patricia eminetta
Editor-In-Chie.(

Nearly three million thefts and vio
lent crimes occur on or near school cam
puses every year. These figures trans
late into approximately 16,000 incidents
per school day or one every six seconds.
[n addition, according to a survey re
corded by the U.S. Justice Department,
one in every four people arrested for a
weapons crime is a juvenile, and the
most accelerated-growing crimes among
youths are weapons offenses.

As a student at OLCHS, can you be
gin to fathom what life would be like to
attend a school where issues such as
robbery, rape, and assault are a major
concern for students? [know [ cannot.
In my opinion, the students who attend
OLCHS are sheltered from the crimes
of the outside world. After recently in
terviewing Chicago Public School
teacher and concerned parent, Edward
Caster, I have cQme to understand how
serious the issue of safety is becoming
to public schools.

Most students who attend OL HS are
not subject to the volent situations
which teenagers in neighboring areas,
such as Chicago, are facing. Many pu
pils who attend hicago Public chools
are afraid to walk down the hall due to
such violent conditions.

A large number of Chicago schools
have been required to install metal de-

Spartanite Staff
Heather Hewitt, Sophomore

I think that OL I[ wants to provide a
safe learnlllg environment, but it is al
most an impos ible goal to achieve,
considering some of the ituations we
are faced with daily. The school will
never be able to control everything and
everyone.
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Brown Bag Lunch Held
,

how Bu iness."
Mr. Deitemyer, band direc

tor at OLCHS, is very enthusi
a tic about this trip. He chose
the Disney Days over several
other opportunities for many
reasons. The attractions and
location, combined with perfor
mance opportunity, education,
and entertainment make Di ney
the ideal place for Oak Lawn's
very creative band.

"I am gratified by the high
level of commitment shown by
the students, and the continu
ing support of the staff and ad
ministration," stated Mr.
Deitemyer. He also stated,
"Taking tours with the band
classes is an excellent way to

(Continued on page 4)

State-Approved Program
Start at age 15

Free Pick-Up for Behind The
Wheel

Graduated Licensning Packages
available

classroom located at Ford City Mall

Band members first found
out about the trip in eptember.
Ever since then, they've been
planning: from roommates and
clothes to packing. Beth Ott, a
freshman a ophone player
said, "We've been counting
down days ever since we found
out we were going."

In order to fund the trip, band
members worked hard to sell
candy in eptember and Octo
ber. Another fund raiser in
which students sold gourmet
food product from a catalogue
gave band members another
chance to earn money.

The band has memorized
and will be marching to two
songs, the "Broadway Salute"
and "There's No Business Like

Science Students of the Month

Science Students of the Month for January 1998 (L-R) Row One:
Bill Palmer. Josh Kay; Row 2: Rihl Murino, Nebelah Zeidan, Me
lissa Renz, Chrystal Gryz, Lauren ampos. and KeJl)' Verschave.

Driver Education
ClaneJ da,I Jlln - Jaue 'I'"' Jeal

IIda~ and letl 'I'"' I,iendJ
MontgCHrlery Ward

Driving School
(630) 539-2700

Call today
to get in

on our
Winter
SpeciaH

Band attends Disney Days

high schools which are both on
the eight block schedule.

Other topics discussed at the
lunch were the Multi-Cultural
Task Force, the fact that
Driver's Education is now of
fered as a summer school class,
and the po sibility of an
"Alumni lIall of Fame."

ome of the students who
were at the lunch were selected
to represent the student body in
a question and answer session
with OL II parents. These
students were hris Amato,
Jason Dogium, Jim Carpenter,
and Mike ingrani.

By Amanda- Jane Ault
rea/we EdllQr

The OLCHS marching band
will travel to Florida this month
to participate in the Di ney
Band Day. The band will not
on ly perform in the Disney
World Magic show, but also
will participate in a music
workshop.

The band will leave after
school on February 25, and re
turn on March 2. The job of
transporting 91 students and 10
chaperones will not be easy, but
several deluxe motor coaches
will take all 101 people to Or
lando and back. The band will
be staying on the grounds in
one of the Disney hotels.r-----------------------_

Friday & Saturday
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

HOURS:
Monday - Thursday
11 a.m. - Midnight

OPEN FOR LUNCH

Sunday
] ] a.m. - 10 p.m.

Pick-up or Delivery Available

petition.
Along with those wins, the

Junior/ enior team of Mislim
Ramadani, Pam Byrne, Wajeeh

alah, and Ken Tregoning won
first place in the group compe
tition.

Two individual Mathletes
also contributed to the OLCH
win. They were Jason Matusiak
who placed first in his oral
competion and Amber Poorman
who place second in her oral
competition.

cellent singing ensemble who
sang three medieval songs.
Also included was the Jazz
Band.

One of the bigger topics that
was ta kled was that of drugs
and drug paraphernalia. It was
established that drug sniffing
dogs do come into the school
on an unannounced basi . Not
on Iy does the adm in istration
have a right to search the lock
ers of student , but their cars a
well. This i a mea ure the ad
ministrative staff is using to
keep OL HS safe.

Another topic talked about at
the lunch was that of block
scheduling. According to Mr.
Hill, OLCHS is studying the
eight block schedule. In an
eight block schedule, student
would attend four classes one
day and another four c1asse
the next day for longer period .
Mr. flill said that OL II is
putting together a field trip t
vi it Minooka and Rich outh

rn55aUl1i~~
pizza I

Visit u in the J&D Liquor' Shopping Center
Next to Clancy' Public House

Enjoy Grassano's. ..

5612 West 87th Street
Burbank, IL 60459

708/424-8000

By Tony Fantozzi
Staff Writer

Mathletes
( ontinued from page 1)

contribute to the conference
win.

The Freshmen team includ-
ing Brian Caster, Nicolas

ham is, Dave Jodelka, Morgan
Lisitza, Beth Ott, and Bob Puhr
helped to seal the victory with
a second place win in the Lin
ear Equations and Inequalities
competition and finished strong
in the Equations of Lines com-

The first Brown Bag Lunch
of the second semester was
hosted by Mr. Hill on January
22. The brown bag lunch i an
opportunity for the administra
tive staff to openly speak and
interact with parents. Usually
these are held every month, and
all parents of students are wel
come. The thing that most
people like about these lunches
i their open forum provided to
all who attend. Once a topic is
brought up, many que tions are
likely to rise. ome of these
questions are from parents con
cerned about their child and
their learning environment;
other are just questions of cu
riosity.

ome lunches were provided
by the food service class. The
lunch was followed by a presen
tation by the Fine Art Depart
ment. Highlighted was an ex-

L ._~ ~

5427 W. 95th St.
Oak Lawn IL· 60453

(708) 499-0617

Facial Treatments for Acne with
Glycolic Acid and Laser

• Electrolysis (Permanent Hair Removal)

• Permanent cosmetic for eyebrows,
upper and lower eyeliners.

Please call for your
appointment or for a
brochure with more
information about our
services.

Extra Toppings Available

Free 2 Liter RC
No Limit

Extra Toppings Available

Free 1 Liter RC

Tax and Deltvery nollncluded on alxwc sl ·ciaJs. ot valid with any olher offer>< or coupons.

No Limit

Please present coupon when orderingr-----------T-----------,
Large 14" Jumbo 18"

Cheese Pizza Pizza
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College review Math Students of the Month
By Kevin Woloszyn

S/cJ/J Writer
Millikin University is a pri

vate university located in
Decatur, l1linois. It has around
two thousand students, which
is why the average class size is
20, and the largest class has 50
students in it. If you are inter
ested in a small school, Millikin
is definitely a place to consider.

As far as the campus is con
cerned, Millikin has very old,
traditional looking buildings.
However, many of these build
ings are being replaced. Cur
rently Millikin is being almost
completely redone. Construc
tion is being done all over cam
pus. Within the next year, they

plan to put in a new science
building. They are going to put
17 million dollars into its con
struction.

For education, Millikin is a
very strong school. In the sci
ences, Millikin has a good repu
tation. However, they want to
change it from good to great.
They have major plans for the
future oftheir science program.
Millikin's strong point is their
fine arts department, which is
the department in which most
graduates major.

Ifyou are interested in sports,
Millikin is only division three,
so there will not be any sports
scholarships. However, they
are highly competitive in all

sports within their conference.
So if you are looking for a

small school that is putting a
lot of money into the campus,
and you have an extra $18,000
a year to cover tuition, Millikin
may just be the school for you.

Band
(Continued from page 3)

develop camaraderie and rela
tionships across various grade
levels and backgrounds."

We here at the Spartanite
would like to congratulate Mr.
Deitemyer and the band on
their dedication. We also wish
them good luck, knowing
they'll represent our school
well.

Math Students of the Month for November (L-R):Sabrina Harper,
Jenny Bartkowiak, Ameer Shalabi, Jennifer Trotta, and Dawn
Murphy. Not pictured; Nick Leveille, Rita Murino, and Jon
Mi'ikevics.

OLCHS promotes multiculturalism

.,

r .Y

\l

~
~l

The activities that the Task
Force are planning coincide
with the efforts other schools
are making to encourage
multiculturalism.

..~:.........

We 71l.w Jfaue

a !JaIlBine 0/
2JridalWear

"your .?Jrom"

as lisled in uc5euenleen" and

Also included will be an Irish
dance group and a Honors Cho
ral Ensemble. Student and
parents will be invited to these
special presentations.

atre. On Tuesday, March 31,
Urban Gateways will present £1
Trio Tropicale with Rubin
Alvarez. The presentation will
consist ofmusic and dance from
Latin/Central America.

On Wednesday, April I, the
Mosque Foundation will
present Palestinian Associa
tion which will feature OLCHS
students.

5207 West 95th Street
Oak Lawn, 1I1inois 60453

708-425-1011" ':;,~ ,.
" :'

We Garry a !Jull e:5eleclion of

!}Jrom 7)resses

e:5hop early for !l3esl e:5eleclion

day event that will take place
during fourth and fifth period
lunches. This event will in
volve many of the extra-cur
ricular activities at OLCHS.

The clubs will be sharing
projects that demonstrate char
acteristics of many cultures of
the world. For example, the Art
Club will be making small figu
rines of many of the traditional
dresses of cultures around the
world and NHS is involved in
a multicultural fashion show.

There will also be several
performances in the Little The-

Oak Lawn High School Com
munity."

The Multicultural Task Force
is headed by Dr. Heller and Mr.
Vazzana. Also on the Task
Force are students, parents,
teachers, members ofthe school
board, and teachers from
OLCHS feeder schools.

The Multicultural Task Force
has discussed pos'slb~ activities
that would e courage
multiculturalism and t e under
standing of the diverse cultures
represented at OLCHS. The
Task Force has planned a two-

6161 W. 95th • 636-3335

---.'lI'j'~,,~ ,
'. fI

<1 ~
It

UniTek

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
· 10% Off With A School 1.0. ·
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

By Tom Swiatek
StqlJ Writer

• Custom Sound Installation
Subwoofer & System Design
Fiberglass • Laminating
Carpet • Tweed • Vinyl
Motorized Panals .~:'~~
Neon Accents l~""~·~,,~,,,:,~~

• Tinting \. --.::-'-"T- . ~-.;;,!

• Ground Effects

RockfOt4d Fosgate

Since its inception at the be
ginning of the last school year,
members of the Multicultural
Task Force have discussed
multiculturalism and how to
emphasize it at OLCHS. They
have discussed ways to demon
strate the many cultures at
OLCHS.

The Vision Statement of the
Task Force reads: "The purpose
of Multiculturalism is to foster
awareness and respect for our
likeness and differences of the
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By Jeannie Adair
StqlJ Writer

K-Marts, Jewels, and various
burger joints acros the coun
try seem to be almost a teenage
Mecca when it comes to find
ing a job. We swarm to these
low income, low intelligence
work environments like bees to
flowers. It's almost some kind
ofsick honor to endure the first
couple ofdays, let alone month
of near slave labor. For a mea
sly five bucks an hour. teenag
ers are some of the harde t
working people in the economy
today.

We work hard trying to prove

ourselves competent to society;
all the while putting up with
negative teenage stereotypes.
Society's assumption that all
teenagers are slow, troubled,
anarchists i a common mis
conception among "the geritol
generation". We, ourselves,
know that the truth is our age.
It is seen as more ofa handicap
in the work force of America,
than as a plus.

Many times young adults are
turned away from higher pay
ing jobs ba ed solely on age
alone. It i highly possible that
if two people applied for the
same position- one between the

ages of sixteen and eighteen,
and the other in their early
twenties-the older one would
get the job. This situation can
be seen from two perspectives.
Perspective A being that the
employer would hire the appli
cant in their twenties based on
thee assumption that with age
come wi dom and along with
that maturity and responsibil
ity. The truth be told, there are
just as many adults masquerad
ing as mature intellectuals as
there are naive bosses to hire
them. Perspective B is clearly
economical. Most teenagers
still attend school and have cur
fews that inhibit the time avail-

able to work. What employer
want or needs an associate who
can work two nights a week and
calls in sick regularly because
of occer practice?

Not only do teens have a dif
ficult time finding a respect
able, decent job, they also have
the problem ofdealing with the
disre pect and ignorance they
receive as a young employee.
They cope constantly with more
than their fair share of eve
nings, weekends, and the inevi
table late shift. Teens are not
always taken seriously as ca
pable worker and as a result
get stuck with such lame jobs

as "latrine duty" on a regular
basis.

On the flip side, believe it or
not, there are a few misguided
teenage souls who actually en
joy their jobs. Some kids see
the opportunity for a little ex
tra pocket change in that Big
Mac or flashing blue light K
Mart special. They don't seem
to mind working for minimum
pay with bad hours to achieve
it. As teenagers in the 90' ,we
rnu t wait out and endure what
ever befalls us in the year be
fore adulthood. Is the wait
worth it? Only time and your
future job will tell.

By Pam Byrne
Stq{[Writer

With all the pressures life
lays on teens, a person would
think that s/he would avoid any
added responsibilities. How
ever, th is is untrue. Today,
more teens are taking on the re
sponsibility of a job. Getting a
job is a personal decision that
everyone must make on their
own, and the factors behind a
teen's decision to get a job are
varied.

The reasons for getting a job
depend on the individual. One
reasQll is to earn some extra
money. The money that is
earned can be used to buy a car
or to pay for a tudent's college
education. Many other teens
have bills to pay (like the car
insurance).

Many teenagers do not real
ize that not only is a job put
ting money in their pockets, it
also is helping them prepare for
the future. Ajob teaches a per-

son responsibility because a stu
dent has to manage his time and
money. For example, many
high school seniors get ajob to
raise money to pay for college.

With this newfound indepen
dence comes much difficulty
balancing school and work.
Th is adds a lot of pressure, but
it is normally not a problem, be
cause many bosse are quite
nexible when dealing with
teens and their work schedules.
"Bosses are usually nexible

with hours because most stu
dents in sports get a schedule
that they can be given to them
in advance," said Desiree
Bartosiak - a junior who par
ticipates in both track and
swimming.

Another situation is that
many people want to get a job
but time does not allow it.
Finding time i impossible for
many students. School, activi
ties, and a job is just too much.

Nahed Sobhy, ajunior, said, "I
would really like to get a job,
but with all the homework I
have to do and activities, I can't
fit it in right now."

tudents do not want to be
under extra stress trying to bal
ance school and a job. ome
teens feel they are not ready for
the responsibility of having a
job. Gina Roger said, "I feel
that only people who can have
a job and not let it affect their
grade should work."

By Tina Zwirkoski
Stq{[ Wriler

As a teenager, what would be
the ideal job? A good, steady
job, or a fun, exciting, sponta
neous one? It really depends
on you. Here are the ten jobs
most wanted by students at Oak
Lawn.

I. Clothing store in the mall.
2. Office/secretary.
3. Best Buy.

4. UP .
5. Tropical no.
6. Lifeguard (outdoors in the
summer and indoors in the win
ter).
7. Volleyball coach for younger
kids.
8. Banker, or any job at the
bank.
9. Mattress World (no cus
tomers and lots of sleeping
room).
10. Toys-R-Us.

W~~

Now that you've seen the
job people want, let's check out
what some teens say would be
the ten worst jobs.
I. Working at a fast food place.
2. Janitor.
3. leaning washrooms.
4. Discovery.
5. Washing dishes.
6. Gap.
7. Telemarketing.
8. 7-11.
9. eafood area at Dominick' .
10. Beautician.

By Amanda-Jane Ault
Feature EdilQr

How many time ha this
happened: you're walking into
a store in the mall, and you see
two people you know working
on the sales floor? Or you're
driving your car by some fa t
food place, and notice a fellow
clas mate's name on the ign as
Employee of the Month?
Chances are, if you don't have
a job, one of your friends does.
But do teens make good work
ers? And what do employee

look for in a teen they wish to
hire? Essentially, why hire
teens?

There are many different
opinions about why teens make
good workers. Some employ
ers say that teens work well be
cause it gives them an identity.
By working for a specific store,
the teen feels like part of an
other group. The factor of peer
appeal also plays a part in the
hiring of teen . Young people
work hard to impress their
friends.

Mrs. Evens, a manager of

Walgreens, claims that teens
want the experience, and treat
the job seriously.

When interviewing, the ma
jority of employers said they
look for someone who can do
the job. But just being capable
of doing the job doesn't mean
you're what managers are look
ing for. evcral managers cited
a positive attitude as a trait they
look for. Employers want a re
liable person who will show up
on time. A teen who isn't com
mitted to the job won't keep his/

her job for long. Since the goal
of almost all businesses is to
please the customer, managers
look for teens who will aim to
please the customer.

When asked why they hire
teen, one manager (of a con
venience tore) said, "A job
give young people experi
ence." lie went on to add that
by gaining e perience now,
teens wi II be better workers
later. Providingjobs for young
people keeps them off the
streets, while giving them a
chance to earn money.

There are deftn itely opportu
nities out there for ambitious
young people. Just keep I ok
ing, and remember these tips.
I. Dress appropriately: clothe
make a defin ite first impres-
ion.

2. Be professional: who wants
a worker who is always on the
phone with friends?
3. Try to please the customer:
sometimes you learn the mo t
by dealing with these people.
4. Be a responsible worker:
know what you have to do, and
make sure you do it.

By Melis a Renz
Slq{[ Writer

How much time do people
spend at work? It seems that
lately only 32% ofadult Ameri
cans work the traditional thirty
to forty hour work week. Also
since many child labor laws
have been put into effect, chil
dren have also been working
less. New type ofwork sched
ules are being con idered, so
people won't have to spend so

much time at their jobs.

For children ages 16and 17,
the law forbids employment
outside of the home between
10:00 p.m. and 7:00 am. while
school is in session. When
school is not in session, the
hours kids can not work are
changed to 12:00 a.m. to 5:00
a.m. Thi law restricts teens
from working at many places,
but it benefits them as well. If
teens are working hectic hour,

homework can be pushed aside.
A person will become interested
in earning money and make
little time for school, family,
and friends.

In certain places of employ
ment new alternative schedules
are being used. One type of
schedule would be the com
pre ed work week. An em
ployee works a schedule such
as ten hours a week over four
days. In turn, that person

would have the next four days
off. Another type of work day
would be given in twelve hour
shifts with fourteen days off a
month. This type of schedule
is mainly used in manufactur
ing, indu try, and some office
buildings. When people work
less, they spend more time with
their families and have more
time t themselves.

Another new type of sched
ule i /lex time. This is when

an employee begins his or her
work day at 7:00 a.m. and
leaves at 3:00 p.m. Then, an
other employee will fill in an
hour later and leave an hour
later. This cycle is beneficial
for people who need to pick up
and drop off school children.

It seems as if the normal 9 to
5 hour day has almost disap
peared. Flex time and com
pre sed schedules seem to be
the new wave of the future.
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By Tom Jodelka
Slq,(lWriter

Upon waking up at the crack
of noon, one cold, January
weekend, my brain cells started
rubbing together, and I began
to plan my day. Almost imme
diately, ab lutely nothing
came to mind, and I tarted to
lose interest in the day. Stupid
£/ Nino.

I reluctantly got out of bed,
and proceeded to the two essen
tial rooms of morning
preperation- the kitchen, and
the bathroom. Both were prop
erly assembled thanks to the
friendly folk at Time Life
Books. Finding nothing but
cloves, frozen pie cru t, and soy
auce from the kitchen, I cho e

to skip breakfa t at home.
With visions of Taco Bell

dancing through my head, I
entered my car, and turned the

key. For some reason, Betsy
wouldn't start for me today.
Disgusted, I walked down the
street, hoping to discover some
thing of intere t on foot. Stu
pid £/ Nino.

An uneventful trip led me to
Taco Bell, home of the official
artificial meat flavored Mex i
can food of the 1998 Winter
Olympic. I left the re tau rant
thinking that something worth
while could till happen to me
during the day. I thought to my
self. "Floyd, you ·tud, what do
you want to do today?"

Looking for adventure, and
whatever else would come my
way, I continued, hoping for the
best. omething came over me,
and I wanted to educate myself.
Thi was odd, since indepen
dent learning outside of the
penitintiary is something so for
eign to most. I proceeded to the

only place where an individual
can be properly educated in
today's society; the magazine
rack.

J picked up a copy of the~
tional Enquirer, which I read
only for the pictures, and began
to look for something strange.
I pa. sed over the usual al ien
probe stories, until my eye was
caught by the headline, "I1u
man Blimp ees Flying au
cer." Finding my thirst for
knowledge not quite quenched,
I looked for something else. I
overlooked my u ual mainstays
of Sponge and Vacuum, and
Better Ilomes Than Yours, in
earch of someth ing a bit more

exciting and dangerous. J
picked up a copy of~
Jumper: The Magazine for
People Who Like to Jump from
Rock to Rock, which was not
to my liking either.

Instead, I turned to my all
time favorite of comic books.

The issues of Treeman, and
Power person appealed to me,
so J looked through the adver
tisements. I came across an ad
for tern Lecture Plumbing,
"We told you not to flush that,"
and "Disco Stu's can't top the
Learnin' Di co Academics."
My enjoyment was interrupted
by someone yelling, "Hey! lie'
learning on his own!"

I dropped the com ic and
chased the poor hoodlum with
my trusty sack ofdoorknobs. I
caught up, and tried to hit the
punk with a snowball, but, the
snow wasn't packable. ,tllpid
£/ Nino.

Instead. I whitewashed him.
and displayed my remarkable
power. Maybe one day I could
be an action hero, possibly as

powerful as The Human Bee, or
Eagleman.

While I was reveling in my
own greatne s, it started snow
ing, and Icouldn't see my hand
in front of my face. The hood
lum escaped, and I was left
alone, to find my way home.
What an eventful day this had
turned out to be. Stupid £/
NinO. I learned many lessons
on that fateful day. I learned
that EI Nino is a force that is
too powerfu I to be com pre
hended by the minds of mere
mortals. £1 Nino has feelings
too, and a bubbly personality,
and only wishes to be respected
like so many other weather phe
nomena. I gained a new found
respect for the force of nature
with the name that is fun to say.

I Nino is no longer stupid,
vengeful, and out to get me.
Next time, I'm going to stay in
bed.

By Joe Banasiak
Stq[fWriter

When I feel a certain way, the
type of music I want to listen to
is the mu ic that pertains to my
mood. I'm sure that you're the
same way. If you are not in a
particularly good mood, the
compact disc you should reach
for is the debut release of the
Days of the New, a band that
has taken the opposite path of
most new bands.

In an age of new rock groups
using synthesizers and playing
music so distorted you can
barely tell that it's actually mu
sic, the Days of the New don't
use either. The hard hitting mu
sic is played entirely on acous-

By Karen Ro sow
StqffWriter

Unless you have been living
under a rock? You have prob
ably seen the movieTitanic. 0

you think you're Titanic expert?
Test your knowledge with this
quiz.
I. What is the necklace that be
longed to Ro e called?
2 True or false. Jack and Rose
are fictional characters.
3. Other than Ro e, what was
Jack's passion?
4. What did Jack make Rose
promise him a they were float
ing in the water?
5. Why was Jack handcuffed on
the lower level when the ship

tic instrument, giving the al
bum a sound you just can't get
from electric guitars. The album
cover shows a leafle s tree un
der a cloudy sky. The songs are
very dark and make y~u won
der what inspired this pe of
music.

The album mainly reflects the
difficult life that was led by the
lead singer, Travis Meeks. He
was labeled emotionally chal
lenged, and was alway small for
his age and picked on. This
caused him to get involved with
the wrong crowd at a very
young age. His only escape from
his troubles was music, writing
basically the whole album be
fore he was seventeen.

was sinking?
6. True or False. Rose was in
formed before the disaster that
there weren't enough lifeboats.
7. What was Jack' last name?
8. What did Jack talk Rose out
of doing on the back of the
ship?
9. What was Jack's reward for
saving Rose?
10. How old is Ro e when she is
aboard the ship?
I I. How old was R 'e when she
was telling the story?
12. What did Jack teach Rose to
do that came in handy later?
13. Who played Rose in the
movie?
14. Who played Jack?
15. How did Jack get his ticket?

Meeks grew up with drummer
and bassist Matt Taul and Je se
Ve t, and later met guitarist
Todd Whitener in a music store.
The band's first single "Touch
Peel and tand" gave the band
national attention with constant
radio play. Hitting the top ten
on the Billboard charts and get
ting much play on MTV, the
Days ofthe New made it big fast.
Their success was quite surpris
ing, being a relatively young
group. Group members are
twenty-years old at the oldest.

" helf in the Room" and
"Now" tell how he had no one
to turn to. This is one ofthe best
new bands out there, I believe
this C.D. is a must have.
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By Rita Murino
SlqffWriter

Aires: (March 21- April 20)
This winter will not be boring
for a per on like you. You will
not be affected by cabin fever.
An ambitious person like you is
always trying to find the party

Taurus: (ApriI21- May 20)
After the finals your brain was
fried. Do not start to slack on
your studies. It will affect your
grades.

Gemini: (May 21- June 20)
Yourgiftofgab,asaGemini, will
do you some good this month.
You will help one ofyour friend
find a new special someone.

Cancer: (June 21- July 22)
This winter is starting to get to
you. Getting a couple of your
friends together will cheer ev
eryone up this month.

Leo: (July 23- August 2t.}
You will start to work more hours
at work. At first it will seem like
a chore. Later, as the money
comes flowing in, you will find
essential ways to u e your
money.

Virgo: (August 23- eptember
23)
All ofa sudden you will feel you
are growing up too fast. Just act
on it. Make a snowman with
your younger pals or even go
sledding. Getting older does not
mean you stop staying young
at heart.

Libra: ( cptember24- October
23)
Do not take things your friends
say to heart. One of them is hav
ing a hard time. Talk to them;
they will need you most at this
point in time.

Scorpio: (October 24- Novem
ber22)
Your competitive edge will help
during this long winter. You will
find many new ways to stay ac
tive.

agittarius: (November 23- De
cember 21)
You will not be as adventurous
as usual. This winter you will
give you a chance to know your
selfbetter.

Ca pricorn: (Decem ber 23
January 20)
A workaholic like yourself will
be juggling twenty things at
once. urprisingly everything
will work out for the best.

Aquarius: (January21- Febru
ary 19)
This birthday will give you a
chance to get out of the house.
Make sure you and your friend
do something active for your
birthday. This way you will not
feel bad a the winter drag
along.

Pisce : (February 20- March
20)
Youwillmeet omeonenew. Too
bad he/she i a little shy. You
will have to make the first move
This relationship will last
throughout the winter and
maybe even longer.

IANY STUDENT WHO WISHES TO PURCHASE A PERSONAL AD
IN THE YEARBOOK CAN DO SO BY OBTAINING AN

APPLICATION FROM MR. HOREJS IN ROOM 240 OR IN THE
CAFETERIA. THIS IS A NICE WAY TO THANK SOMEONE,

PRAISE SOMEONE YOU ADMIRE OR JUST RELATE A NICE
FRIENDLY MEMO.

a-Orland Driving School, Inc.
$20 off - our regular price

(not good with other offers - limit one)
.for the complete 42 hour program.

For more information call
(708) 460-6622
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Former OL student shines

What sport do you coach? Football and basketball (Fresh
man level)
What college did you attend? John Carroll University
How long have you been coaching? Off and on for 26 years.
What do you think makes a good studenUathlete? An indi
vidual who is self motivated, hardworking, unassuming, and
determined to succeed at every endeavor.
What advice would you give your athletes? Believe in your
self, always do your best, and be loyal to your teammates and
school.
Who's your favorite pro/college coach and why? Mike Ditka
Football, for his intensity. Dean mith-Basketball, for his knowl
edge and integrity.
What is your favorite pro sports team? Bears, Cubs, and
Bulls.
What influenced you to become a coach? My high school
coaches-John Jardine and Bill hea.
What is the best coaching advice you have ever received?
Treat your athletes with respect.

though, at the end of the sec
ond and final session, Richards
and Marist finished first and
second respectively, and Oak
Lawn finished a close third
trailing Marist by a half of a
point and Richards by four and
a half points.

Leading the partans on the
scratch team were Brian Kane
(181 average), harlie Zylius
(175 avg.), Bob Krisik (153
avg.), and teve Macak (162
avg.).

Bowlers on the two handi
capped teams included: coli
Cosme (162 avg.), Tony
Fantozzi (161 avg.), Mark
Krawczykow ki (162 avg.),
Russel Carey (158 avg.), Jason

zubrych (153 avg.), and Mike
Parisi (145 avg.).

The sea on concluded with
individual bowl-offs in the
cratch and handicapped cat

egories. Bob Krisik and
Charlie Zylius both advanced
onto the second day, but were
unsuccessful there.

for a first place finish in the
ranks.

Basically, the girls have im
proved the inten ity and skill to
make Oak Lawn High School
proud. These girls have done
terrific so far and people at Oak
Lawn should be proud.

The Oak Lawn girls also took
part at the Moraine Valley Fes
tival ofNations Soccer Tourna
ment. This was an all ages
youth event, with many levels,
and took place on January 24th.
The girls were divided into two
teams- team Italy and Mexico.
Both teams did extremely well
and learned the value of team
work. Team Mexico was de
feated in the first round but
made a valiant effort. Team
Italy took 2nd in their age divi
sion.

game to Mother McAuley. This
was a terrible loss for the Lady
Spartans, however, the girls
had one game left against the
team's rival, Argo. Oak Lawn
finally won a sweet 2-0 victory.
Goals were scored by Nadine
Shehaiber and sophomore
Maria Romero. Varsity Coach
Mr. John Rita said, "The team
did an excellent job and I am
very pleased with the results.
We are looking forward to a
promising season for the team."

Dolton is the home of Willy
Roy's Soccer Dome. The girls
play teams all over the state
such as University High School
in Chicago, andburg, Queen
of Peace, Mother McAuley and
many others. Our girls have
done fantastic so far. They are
3-0 (at press time) and looking

Bowlers take 3rd in Conference
By cott Cosme

Stqff Writer
There is nothing more satis

fying than a Turkey in January
and we ain't talking about no
bird either. Bowling is the
name of the game and strikes
are the tricks of the trade. And
ifyou miss a strike in the clutch,
don't expect to be spared.

The Oak Lawn Bowling
team is a member of the South
west uburban Bowling Con
ference which contains uch
schools as Marist, Richards,
Argo, and hepard. The team
practices on every Monday at
Arena Lane and has a duel
meet every Friday.

A duel meet consists of three
three- an teams from each
team, QI).c scratch and two
handicapJ1 . Handicaps are
figured by taking 90% of the
difference betwcen the bowler's
average and 200. The teams
then bowl three games against
each other. A point is awarded
for each game won and one
point is awarded for the team
with the higher overall serie .
Therefore, there are a total of
twelvc po sible points at each
meet.

Being coached by Mr. David
Moonier, the partans bowled
their hearts out. Unfortunately,

Var ity B-ball
( ontinued from page 8)

sophomore Scott Biesterfeld
getting plenty of playing time
on the varsity level, as well as
sharing starting spots, plus all
the young talented players on
the sophomore team, we'lljust
have to wait and see.

Frosh/Soph B-ball
( ontinued from page 8)

a promising career ahead ofher.
Ileather majored in Afro-Ameri
can studies and she wants to
work in the criminal justice field.
She is also pursuing a career as
a pro beach volleyball player.

Ileather Dodaro is an out
standing example of what hard
work and dedication can accom
plish.

Coach Atkins listed three
players as the team leaders:
Ryan Skenzel, Ryan McLernon,
and Rich Powell. Coach Atkins
feels that this group of players
have a very bright future at
OL liS. lie feels that in the
next year or two, they will be
able to advance in the state tour
nament further than some
teams of the past at OL liS.

By Michelle Ortiz and Aimee
Leahy

SIC/if Writers
Hey soccer fans! We all

know what you are saying?
"But it's winter? How can any
one play soccer?" Well, every
loyal soccer fan knows, you can
play indoor soccer. Our girls
from Oak Lawn have been in
volved in many indoor teams
and tournaments. The Oak
Lawn girls have played at Mo
raine Valley, Dolton, and the
Oak Lawn Pavilion. The girls
have represented us well in all
of these places.

As a part of the indoor soc
cer season, the Oak Lawn team
played a league at the Oak
Lawn Pavilion. Overall, they
finished second out of eight
teams. At one time, they were
in first place, but lost a tough

Spartan soccer scores indoors

leader and a strong anchor of
the team."

Her rise to success was also
attributed to her active role as a
member of the Sports Perfor
mance Volleyball Club. Ileather
finished her high school career
with orne fabulous accomplish
ments. Heather wa named to
the hicago Sun Times A11- tar
team. he won the 1994 AAU

hampionship and wa also
named the MVP of the AAU
Championship. Heather also
won the 1994 U VA JuniorOlym
pic Championship. Going into
college, Heather was ranked one
of the top 25 recruits in the na
tion by Volleyball Magazine.

Ileather went on to receive a
Big Ten scholarship and con
tinue her success as a volley
ball player. As a freshman,
Ileather started all 33 matches
for the Badger as a 111 idd Ie
blocker. She recorded 268 kills,
and averaged 1.46 block per
game, which wa second in the
Big reno Ileather had two career
high games in 1994. Against
Michigan, Heather had 18 digs.
In a game against George Wash
ington she had 17 kills.

As a Badger, I leather holds
career records in almost every
volleyball category. Ileather has

Bill Ward

Coaches Corner

By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor

A former OLCH student is
in the spotlight this February.
Heather Dodaro graduated from
OLCHS in 1994. 1leather is go
ing to graduate from the Univer-
ity of Wisconsin as a national

volleyball star. Heather had an
outstanding senior year at the
University of Wi con in, where
she led the Badgers to a 29-2
regular season record. The Bad
gers were ranked No.4 nation
ally. Heather had 1.4 blocks per
game, 3.04 kill per game, and
was named to the All Big Ten
First Team for the second year
in a row.

Ilowever, becoming a suc
ce ful volleyball player did not
come easy for Ileather. In her
first two years at OL liS, a a
freshman and ophomore, she
did not sec much playing time.
'he was six feet tall, but she still

had to develop her coordination
skills. However, this was not a
problem for Ileather. In her jun
ior year at OLCIIS, lIeather
emerged into a star player, while
playing under the direction of
Coach Jane Surma.

oach Surnla looked back at
Ileather's high school career
and said, "I leather was a great

wrestler competes in a weight
class depending on his size.

Some of the key wrestlers
on the freshman level were
Adam McKinney (heavy
weight), Brian Ilokinson, Jus
tin Kakos, Mike Gary, Dan
Pasquarella, Mark Rangle,
Tony Brotsch, Will Cavanaugh,
Fares Sweis, Rob Kaczmarck,
Brian Berry, d Menzel, Nick
Grabarek, and Matt Murphy.

The sophomore team key
wrestlers include Mike
Erdakos, Adam Wirtschorsck,
Kris Queen, Jason Carpenter,
Dan Early, Roberto Ortega,
Mike Valentine, Pat Moses,
John Gubernat, Steve
Berezewski, Jas nobbe, Jer
emy Schultz, ric O'Brien,
John Ruzich, Phil Owen, and
Dan Herman.

By Nick Purdy
Sw./l Writer

Ju t as fast as it had started
frosh-soph wrestling has come
to an end. ffort put forth by
many really brought the team
to its full potential. Numerous
athletes wanting to get involved
in their school's wrestling team
came out this year. Practices
were tough and pushed the
wrestlers to the limit, only to
make them better for their
tough matches ahead. Meets
were exciting to watch.

Oak Lawn was considered a
tough school by other schools
in our conference.

nle Oak Lawn team is divided
into many weight classes. A

ments of this year was earning
the respect ofother schools they
have wrestled against and be
ing complimented by the other
teams' coaching staff. Coach
Meek says Oak Lawn is only
two years away from being one
of the best wrestling teams in
this area.

enior, Eric Lyons pins his op
ponent to the mat, and waits for
the referee's approval. (Photo by
Jeannette Lemrise)

earned Ist place in his weight
class; Jason Kolk , Zeke King
took 2nd; Justin Kakos, Mark
Rangel, Mike Hejna, and Dan
Prorok took 3rd; and Jim
Bukowski and Mike Balich
took 4th place.

Head Coach Meek, felt the
season went well. He said the
Oak Lawn wrestling team has
made a lot of progress in the
four years he has been coach
ing. Oak Lawn has increased
from a team of 20 wrestlers to
a full freshman and junior var
sity team. Coach Meek said
next year's varsity team has
gr at potential and he will be
looking forward to having a
full roster, something the var
sity team hasn't had in 3 years.
Coach Meek added that one of

the team's best accomplish-

Spartan wrestlers finish solid season
Frosh/SophBy Dave Lundeen

Slqff Writer
The '97·'98 var ity wrestling

team's regular season has come
to an end. But with the confer
ence meets coming up, the se
nior wrestlers have their last
chance to make their marks,
and add to their already impres
sive records. This season Ja
son Kolk had 10 pins, Eric
Lyons 9, and Dan Prorok and
Zeke King both had 7.

Seniors, Eric Lyon (160Ib.),
Jason Kolk (171Ib.), and Dan
Prorok (189Ib.) led the varsity
team with 20, 18 and 19 wins
respectively. Zeke King (215
lb.), led the juniors with 12
wins.

At the first conference tour
nament this year, the varsity
team took 4th place. Eric Lyon
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Boys' B-Ball fights to the finish

learn, and being able to func
tion as a team rather than indi
viduals.

The sophomores were
coached by Coach Atkins for
the second consecutive year,
and the team has grown men
tal1y through the year. At the
beginning of the season, Coach
Atkins set a goal for the team
improve and get ready for what
lies ahead. The team set a goal
as wel1-win conference.

This goal seems to be out of
reach at this point of the sea
son with only three games re
maining (at press time), but
Coach Atkins knows that he
cannot assume anything with
his team. They are capable of
anything if they put their minds
to it.

(Continued on page 7)

Junior Brian DeBias fights to put a lay up in the net. (Photo by
Mandy Kutsulis)

Frosh/Soph

very inconsistent this season.
The low point for us came with
two losses to Oak Forest dur
ing the season." Rebounding
and defense will become the
stressed points at this year's
basketball camp.

Coach Panovich can't help
but notice the strong nucleus of
players that will participate
next season.

With plenty of young talent
in the program, one can't help
but wonder about next season
and the expectations for this
team. With team members Jay
Bjork, Bob Groos, Ken
Braasch, Chris Beyer, and

(Continued on page 7)

"Success only
comes before
work in the dic
tionary!"

-Pat Mayer

before work in the dictionary,"
were a few powerful words that
Pat Mayer sent to the Spartans
and set their hearts ablaze.
Between that phrase and the
unmistakable quote from Assis
tant Coach Vince Kasley, "It's
a simple game, don't make it
difficult," the partans rallied
only to annihilate the Mustangs
from Evergreen Park. With a
heart felt 10 to Reavis that
Friday night, the Spartans
peaked once again to defeat t.
Laurence in a crowd pleasing
game. Whether you were on
the bench or in the bleachers as
a spectator, you had a part in
this victory.

team's, and "A" and a "B"
team. The teams were lead by
Bill Leithleiter, John Sarpolis,
Kenny Bialek, Je se Gubernat,
Bill Palmer, and Bart Mroz.

The freshman team's goal at
the beginning of the season was
to win. It seems that this goal

Sam Wenzel is not going to be attained, but
Slafl Writer that does not mean that the sea-

This year's freshman and son ha been a disappointment.
sophomore boys' basketball Coach Ward likes what he
teams have realized successful sees in this group of young
seasons in their own ways. The Spartans. He feels that they
freshman team was directed by have maintained a great alti-
Coach Ward. This was Coach tude throughout the season and
Ward's first year at the helm of that with a little growth, they

Head Coach Panovich had a Spartan basketball team, but will be very successful down the
mixed feelings about the sea- he is definitely not a newcomer road.
son. He said, " I'm reasonably to coaching. oach Ward The sophomore team has had
proud of the hard p!~ t!'e team brought 26 years ofexperience a little more success this year
produced throughout·the sea- along with him. due to their work ethic, posi-
son. The team, howevl\f, was The freshman had two tive attitudes, willingness to

Girls' Basketball finishes strong

By Eric Bie terfeld
SlqllWriter

The track team begins sprint
work outs. The volleyball team
enhances their jumping skills.
The baseball team practices hit
ting. However, the Spartan bas
ketball team is still performing
offen ive and defensive drills
throughout practice. With only
three games left to go in the
regu lar season your partan
ba ketball team i 9 and 13 ( as
of press time). Lurking in the
near future is the state playoffs,
where the partans will open up
on the road against Downer's
Grove outh on Wednesday,
March 4.

Over Chri tmas break, while
most of us were asleep await
ing the arrival of Santa Claus,
the partans were clawing their
way up the ladder at the Lemont
Christmas Classic Holiday
Tournament. With sixteen
teams participating in the tour
nament, the team placed fourth
overall. This new and im
proved team surprised many of
the tournament goers. How
ever, the people they didn't sur
prise were themselves.

The team hit a slump in the
middle of the season, as most
teams do. "Success only comes

ing the hosts, 29-27.
The most frequent starters

include: Kathy Klupshas, Amy
Nagel, Dana and Danielle Ro
man and Becky Pentz. The two
freshmen who are playing on
the sophomore team are Liz
Figus and Sara Nettle. Other
player include: Karen Bialek,
Becky Bousman, Jenny
Kimmey, Anna Kos, Tina
Moretti, Jill Munno, Diane
Skupien, Angie Van Vuren, and
Mary Wallace.

Ms. Haubenreiser thought
that if players were chosen for
the most improved that Anna
Kos and Liz Figus would de
serve this honor. Overall the
team was very strong this year
and able to come together as a
team. Many injuries and bring
ing players up to varsity only
made the team stronger. They
were able to playas wel1 as they
always did, even with these
misfortunes.

The girls were lucky to have
Ms. Haubenreiser as their
coach. She had three years of
experience in coaching basket
ball. Ms. Haubenreiser coached
on the freshman level one year
and the sophomore level twice.

work and energy, this dream
became a reality. Not only did
the girls win conference, but
they won it undefeated.

February 10th was the last
conference game where the
Lady partans clinched the title
to our cross town rival,
Richards. Amy Nagel played a
great game with seven points,
thirteen rebounds and five
steals. Dana Roman also con
tributed to the victory with
eight points, ten rebounds and
three steals. Liz Figus had
seven points and eleven re
bounds. Their overal1 record
with one game left is twenty
wins and three losses.

Argo was their biggest rival
in Conference. The game
against them was the most ex
citing game of the season.
Danielle Roman shot a half
court, three point shot to win
the game at the buzzer. The fi
nal score was 38-36.

Frosh/Soph

like to congratulate Kathy
Krzak on being named to the
al1-conference team. Also con
gratulations to Joanna Eul on
receiving honorable mention
for her play this year. Great job
girls!

Freshman Jennifer Sepessy
plays strong defense by holding
back two aggressive Bulldogs.
(Photo by Amy Ott)

By Joe Munno Another player who had a
Sports Editor rather impressive year, particu-

The girls' varsity basketball larly the second half ofthe sea-
team closed out the season with son, is Joanna Eu\. Her scor-
a record of 12-14 overall and 5- ing is up and she is second on
5 in conference. A record that the team in rebounding.
was a bit disappointing, but Perhaps the most surprising
numbers don't tell the whole part of the season is the play of
story. freshman Jenny epessy. he

Head Coach Daveli de- joined the varsity level at
scribed the Lady Spartans sea- Christmas and has been play-
s n as, "a roller coaster ride." ing great ever since. Coach
He said the team started kind Davelis said, " She is a great all
of slow but finally got going around player and has a great
before taking a mid-season future in the program."
tumble. By the end of the sea- Another girl who made great
son, however, the girls were contributions, most of the time,
playing extremely well, win- was Kelly Burke. The coaches
ning 3 of their last 4 regular said her year was much like the
season games. season, up and down. But she

This year's team was very has' tons of potential for next
well rounded, according to the year," says Coach Kestler of the
coaches, with everyone contrib- junior forward.
uting and working together. Also playing her role ex-
"Everyone has different roles to tremely well was Mary
play," said Coach Davelis of the Pasquarella whose minutes on
team's balance. the floor were spent playing By Jeanine Dyckman

The team's most con istent excellent defense and keeping StqffWriter
player has been Kathy Krzak. opponent's top rebounder off Congratulations are in order Another goal that Ms.
She led the team in scoring and the boards. for the 1998 sophomore Girls Haubenreiser set for the girls
rebounding. Also playing well The girls' hot play continued Basketball Conference ham- was to win the Christmas Tour-
this year are Rachel Kolar and into the post- ea on as they de- pions! This accomplishment nament at Evergreen Park High

heryl Sullivan, both have feated host Argo 55-35 in their was only a dream for the girls School. This goal was met by
played very steady ba ketball first round Regional matchup. back in the beginn ing of the defeating the seven teams at the
throughout the year. We at the partanitc would season, but with much hard tournament and by overpower-

Swimming concludes tough season
Tom wiatek Thornridge and Thornton, and Also contributing greatly to this tributions made by four fresh-

SraffWriter Argo and Reavis. This year's team, both with their leadership men. They were Josh O'Keefe,
team focused mainly on devel- and their swimming, were se- Robert Puhr, Nick lusinski,
oping talent for the future of niors Ken IluiLenga and Josh and Doug Terrel\. These swim-
Oak Lawn wimming. Smok. mers are expected to make great

Leading the swim team this Members of the team who contributions to the future of
year was last year's M.V.P., e- also made a great contribution Oak Lawn swimming.
nior, Rob Andujar. The events were Joe and Mike Barr, Peter' The team was coached this
that he did the best in were the Antol, Aaron Kriekel, Jo h sea on by Mrs. Welch. She did
200M individual medley, which O'Keefe, Robert Mathias, and a great job preparing the team

Ken Huizenga.is al1 four strokes put into one Robert Puhr. for what turned out to be a very Jeanette Lemrise)
race, and the 100M butterny. This year's team also had con- chal1enging season.

The boys var ity swim team
had a tough season this year.
Ilowever, the team competed
hard and gave everything they
had in a very strong conference.
Tough schools that were new to
the partan schedule this year
were the combined teams of
Shepard and Richards,
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musicians.
Students helping with the

play include: Assistant Direc
tor Jenny Bums, Assistant Mu
sical Director Jason Rowsey,
and Dance Leaders Kristin
Stroud and Abby Pitcher. Many
hours of hard work and prac
tice have been put into this fine
performance. It will run from
April 30th to May 3rd. The cost
of tickets are, $5.00 for adults
and $ 4.00 for students. Tick
ets are available from any ca t
member.

Teachers' Views Pg. 3

it for OL. It may take some
getting used to, but in the long
run, it would be best."
Cathy Strom, "It seems like it
would be really hard to make
up days if you are absent."
Sean Gage, "I like that you
have more classes to pick
from."
Pat Moses, '" like that you have
less homework because you
have less classes a day."
Stacy Brookman "Some ofthe
pros to the block schedule are:
opportunities to take more
classes, the potential to tum in
homework every other day, and
a deeper understanding of the
material being learned. The
cons to the block schedule are
that it is harder to get into the
classes you want, the possibil
ity of a teacher lecturing the
entire ninety minutes, and if the
student does not like a particu
lar teacher (vice versa), it would
be hard to sit in a class that
long."

such a schedu Ie can operate
within our current time frame.
Will lunch/ tudy halls be
eliminated?
Perhaps. Mr. Hill would like
to reduce lunch/study halls and
place students in classrooms
for Power Hour help, extra-cur-

Will the amount of time dur- ricular activities, and/or possi-
ing the school day change? bly allow students to go to Di-
Possibly, Mr. Hill believes that vision Centers to receive ass is-
the school day could lengthen tance or enrichment opportuni-
from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., but ties with technology.

Student Vie-ws

How will the taff at OLCH
be affected by these change?
Mr. Hill would not recommend
an alternate schedule if it meant
layoffs. If anything, more
teachers will be hired to fill the
void left by the new electives.

The cast of the 1998 pring play"Anything Goes." (photo by Mandy
Kutsulis)

Woloszyn.
Kelly Caldwell, Stephanie

Gorman, Sara May, Susan
Mueller, Adrienne Olsen,
Michelle Ortiz, Amber
Poorman, Michelle Smith,
Katherine Sullivan, and Lisa
Woloszyn are the dancers on
the ship.

A large part of a musical is
the music it elf. Undertaking
the musical task that comes
with a musical is Mr. Deitemyer
and his orchesta composed of
16 of OL HS's most talented

By Patricia eminetta _
Edi(Qr-In-Chi(~1

The following students had
the opportunity to preview the
Block Schedule at either
Minooka or Rich South High
Schools. They were asked:
What do you think of the
Block 8 schedule?
Nick lusln ki, '" liked it be
cause there were more things to
do in class. They kept you mov
ing around. There were lots of
activities. You have two days
to do homework too. I didn't
like the 85 minute study halls."
Evy Nevills, '" think the block
schedule could be good or bad.
The students had more time to
have one-on-one with their
teachers. They also had time
to work on their homework in
class. A bad thing about the
block schedules is that students
may have trouble sitting for
such a long period block. Some
students have trouble sitting for
50 minutes. They would haVe
to sit for 90 minutes with the
Block-8. 'would recommend

ground "Angels", Purity
(Kristin Stroud), Chastity
(Katie Wenzel), Virtue (Abby
Pitcher), and Charity (Marga
ret Webb).

Other characters on the boat
that make a wave with the plot
include: Mr. Whitney ( am
-chavarria), Ching (Amy
Zavala), Ling (Don Anderson),
The Captain (Ray Metzger),
Purser (Ryan McLernon),
Bishop/ ailor (Kevin
Woloszyn), and tewarl
(Veronica Espinosa).

Also finding a place on the
SS American are passengers,
sailors, and dancers. Passen
gers include Katie Bolz, Jenni
fer Campbell, Jine onnelly,
Rose DeVine, Dan Echavarria,
Katie Engel, Tori Fischer,
Tracy Mathias, Michelle
Matuszewski, Dawn Murphy,
Nichole O'Connor, Mary
Olejarz, Christina Parks, Mel
Issa Reyes, and Eimon Thwin.
ailors accompanying the ship

on its voyage are: Anthony
Cerceo, Mahmoud heikh,
Doug Terrell, and Kevin

student's attention span. tu
dents may have a difficult time
adjusting to a daily schedule so
drastically different.
What are the benefit for
teachers using a block sched
ule?
Teachers will have a longer pre
paratory period and more time
to develop lesson plans and
meet with other staff. Teach
ers on a block schedule have
more time to meet the students'
needs with varying learning
styles. They can also cover
material more thoroughly.
What are the negative for
teachers using a block sched
ule?
Teachers will now have six

classes to teach (three per day)
over the year, but will see fewer
students daily - less papers to
grade on a daily basis.
Will tudents be required to
take eight courses during the
school year?
No, as long as a student is meet
ing the graduation require
ments for his/her class. tu
dents wi II be allowed to take
six, seven, or eight classes.
Will tudents be allowed to
regi ter for more elective ?
Yes, with more class space in
the chedule, students will have
a larger variety of electives to
choose from.
Will the graduation require
ment increase?
Eventually, but not for juniors
or seniors. However, incoming
freshmen in the upcoming years
may have higher standards to
meet.

'Anything Goes' sails to OLCHS--..~

For the past two years, the
OLCII administration ha in
ve tigated the idea of an alter
native schedule. urrently, the
Block-8 schedule is being stud
ied. Administrators, stafTmem
bers, parents and students re
cently visited schools on the
Block -8 schedule.

'n 1996, teachers visited
schools with Block-8 or Block
4 schedules. A group of vol
unteer students visited
Minooka, and Rich South
Highs Schools on Feb. 26,1998.

Many questions have been
asked about this type of sched
ule.

At a recent interview with
Principal William C. Hill, the
following questions were posed
and his responses are as fol
lows.
What exactly is a Block-8
schedule?
A Block-8 schedule is an alter
native that many schools are
experimenting with. Students
attend up to three 90-m inute
classes one day and another
three 90-minute classes the
next. Lunch would be included
in the fourth block.
What are the benefits for stu
dents of block schedules?
More space in the schedule to
take electives like, art, foreign
language, band, and choir.
What are the negative a block
chedule?

Longer class periods may tax a

By Anthony Fantozzi
SlC£([ Writer

All aboard. "Anything Goes"
is sailing to OLCI IS This hu
morous play, directed by Mr.
Tom Dzurison, contains many
different plots, but i fairly easy
to follow.

The main character, Reno
weeney (Tammy Fear/ Jessica

Vasquez) meets her old friend
on the boat, Billy (Jason Kolk/
Ed Tamborino). They are both
aboard the S.s. American
headed to England from New
York. Also aboard the SS.
American are Hope Harcourt (
Brenda Davidson/ ophia
Faridi), her mother Mrs.
Harcourt ( Anwaar Judeh), and
Hope's fiance ir Evelyn
Oaleigh (Jason Rowsey).

To add a twist to the play,
Moonface Martin (Mark
Liescke/ Eric Mas:tig) public
enemy # 13 is on board'''''ith his
company, Bonnie (Erika~uys/

amantha Staniszewski).'Reno
is a lounge singer on the boat,
and is accompanied by back-

OLCHS examines Block Scheduling
By Tony Fantozzi and Jim
Horvath
Stq{f Writers
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Get out your cameras, rent a
tux, and start trying on dresses.
Prom is coming! The class of
'98 will have one last night to
gether, a night to fill with
memories. Oak Lawn's Junior/
Senior Prom will be held on
April 24 from 7:30 p.m. until
midnight at the Palos Country
Club. Yes, this is a Friday
night, but there won't be any
school that day. That means
everyone will have a full day to
get ready for the dance.

The Junior lass Advisory
Board is in charge of organiz
ing the prom, but they are try
ing to include seniors in the
decision making. eniors voted
on the prom theme, and they
chose the song "The Way You
Look Tonight," by Elton John.
The JCAB also asked seniors
for ideas about the prom gift.
It was finally decided that ev
eryone would receive a pair of
flannel pants.

Tickets for prom will go on
sale April 6 and will be sold
through April 9. They will cost
$95 per couple. So make sure
you look your best, and people
will say "there's something
about the way you look to
night."

By Amanda Campbell
Stq([ Writer
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Block 8 Scheduling reviewed ARE TALK SHOWS REALISTIC?
their, "lover's mistress" from across the
stage? Some of these stories are so bi
zarre, it is not possible for them to be
real, and if they are then this country
needs a lot of help. I believe that the
television industry is well aware that we,
the viewers, find this entertaining.

The only thing fathomable is that we,
a a general public, feel a little better
about ourselves after seeing what goes
on in the lives of people participating
in these shows. This could possibly be
one reason why Jerry pringer has so
many loyal followers. Jerry pringer
takes the less fortunate and exploits
them for the sake of other people's en
tertainment.

As a society, we need to seriously re
consider what our ideas ofentertainment
are or there's just no business like show
bu iness!

By Patricia Seminetta
Editor-In-Chief

As one of the students who partici
pated in the site visitation, I enjoyed the
opportunity to visit Minooks High
School, observe classes, and speak to
students and administration about their
Block 8 schedule.

Prior to and after the site visitations,
student participants were given the
chance to discuss with administrators
the pros and cons of changing the tradi
tional schedule to an alternative sched
ule.

Having the opportunity to visit
Minnoka High School, I observed both
pros and cons to the eight block sched
ule. One strength of a Block 8 sched
ule, in my opinion, was the atmosphere
in each classroom Both tudents and
teachers appeared to be more relaxed.

Also, with 90-minute class periods,
students are afforded the opportunity to
discuss subject manner more thoroughly.
For example, last year in my Humani
ties clas when studying philosophy, a
45 minute period was just not enough
time to di cuss the ideals of great think
ers. By the time the class was begin
ning to grasp the basic principles, the
bell rang.

The nip side of the coin, in the class
I observed, there was not an efficent use
of time. For instance, not all of the
teachers were able to plan out a cia s

In addition, many students stated that
the amount of homework decreased
since students had two nights to com
plete the work. On the other hand, hon
ors students reported that the amount
of homework assigned was doubled.

It appears to me that for every pro in
the block schedule, there is a con. I feel
that no person who attended the site visi
tation is qualified, after having only vis
ited one school, to make a decision of
this magnitude. Students need more
time to see the schedule in action.

I believe that visiting a school cur
rently on a Block 8 for not even a full
day does not allow the entire picture to
be shown. The panel simply needs more
time to preview the way the schedule
works before a sound deci ion can be
made.

If the block schedule is going to be
put into effect, then we might as well
take the time now, and get it right, in
stead of making a large mistake later.

I feel imput from the students and the
teachers is very important since they are
the people who are going to be affected
by the Block ight the most.

The Block 8 schedule ha a lot of po
tential, but after only having seen a
glimpse of it, I do not believe it would
be fair to make a decision just yet.- \. .

By Sarah Munley
Stqff Writer

Let's face it, we live in a society ob
sessed with television. Unfortunately,
along with this obsession comes a some
what in atiable need to fuel this infatu
ation. It seems that the most popular
way to achieve this fulfillment i
through the oddity of talk shows.

The best example could be none other
than the impeccable Jerry pringer.
This show takes on society's black
sheep. In my observation, I have no
ticed that some of these people appear
to be abnormal. It is painfully obvious
that these people will do anything to be
seen on television.

What is going through these people's
heads when they jump up and attack

l}Jartanite Pall
Out of ]20 students sur
veyed, the following re
sponded YES or NO to the
question, "Would three
days for finals be more
convenient for stu
dents?"

25
/,

20,
,/

Yes

lJ FretmJ1
• ..l.rus

SPARTANITfI SPEAKOUT
In the eyes of a student, what are the pros

and cons of an alternative schedule?
With block scheduling, I liked the idea
of different methods of teaching the
longer periods, and how the classroom
environment appeared so relaxed. The
class period seemed to move right along.
On the other hand, if you miss one day
of school, then you mis much more
work than you would in the traditional
fifty-minute period.

Emily Buys, freshman who attended
Rich South lJigh School

I have mixed feelings about the block
schedule. I would not want to sit in a
class for ninety minute with the same
people, but on the other hand, some
classes would be easier if there was more
time for discussion and asking questions.
Also, with the eight block, tudents get
to do more interesting projects. The at
mosphere is much more relaxed.

Cathy Strom, junior who attended
Mi/looka lIigh School
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Forensics travels to' State

Math Students of the Month

"Having already experienced
the Block 8 schedule, I feel this
could be a chance for OL H
to provide more educational
opportunities and to increase
student achievement."

Mrs. arlson, OL HS
coun elor who visited Minooka
and Batavia High chool.
"OLCH needs to change their
present schedule because it is
impossible for college-bound
students to participate in band,
take four years of foreign lan
guage, meet their college re
quirements (four years of En
glish, three years of social stud
ies, math, and science), and
complete the courses required
for an OL H diploma.

Mr. carpelli, English
teacher who visited Minooka
and Burlington High chool. "I
would favor an alternative to
the current schedule, but I do
not favor block scheduling. I
am not convinced it would suit
the needs of our enrollment."

Ms. Swetz, foreign language
teacher who visited Minooka
and Batavia High Schools.
"Basically there are advantages
and disadvantages to any
schedule. If block scheduling
is going to work, the teachers
will have to be committed to it
because they are the ones who
will make it successful. Ulti
mately, the decision should be
based on what is best for the
students."

Ms. Ormsby, mathematics
teacher who previously taught
at Rich South High School.

The following teachers have
had the opportunity to either
preview the block schedule or
teach under the Block 8 sched
ule.

What were your general
impressions of the Block 8
schedule?

Patricia eminetta
Edi/or-In-Chie,,[

Block cont: Teachers' view

Many members of the Forensics team qualified for the tate tour
nament. (Photo by Mandy Kutsulis)

By Amanda Ault
Fea/ure Editor

This year, the ophomore
Class Advisory Board is plan
ning a dance. No, it's not
Homecoming or Prom. It's not
even for OL students. The com
plimentary dance, which will be
held on Sat. April 4 from 7:30
10:30 p.m., is for Senior Citi
zens only.

The Oak Lawn High chool
Jazz Band will provide music
from 7:30 to 8: 15 p.m .. After
the Jazz Band leaves, a DJ will
take over playing Big Band
40's and 50's music for the re
mainder of the night. Refresh
ments will be provided by
sophomore class.

Seniors' Prom

qual ifiers com peted in two
rounds of preliminaries, pan
ning the two days. The top
scorers moved on to the finals.
Medals were awarded to the
top finalists. Finalists from
OLCH were: Brenda
Davidson and Eric Martig plac
ing fifth in Humorous Duet
Acting. Also placing was Jes
sica Vasquez, who received 4th
place honors in Dramatic Inter
pretation.

As for next year's team,
Sophomore Erika Buys is opti
mistic, "We have high hopes for
next year's team. We will miss
our seniors, but we have a
strong team remaining".To start the competition the

Rowsey, Samatha Staniszewski,
Jessica Wheeler, Kevin
Wolozyn, Amy Zavala, Rachel
Zebio, Adam Zwirkoski, and
Tina Zwirkoski.

Foren ic is a group of stu
dent or an individual who com
petes in a pecific speaking cat
egory. orne of the categories
include: Dramatic Duct Acting
(DDA), Dramatic Interpretation
(DI), Extempore Speaking
(ES), Humorous Duet Acting
(HDA), Ilumorous Interpreta
tion (HI), Oratorical Declama
tion (OD) and Radio Speaking
(R ).

By Melissa Fogarty
Co-News Editor

Math students of the month for February (L-R) Feras EI-Ramahi,
Amanda Lopez, Allison ronin and Tristan Sombero. (Not pictured
Steve Swertel, herry Eul and Kim tell)

Continuing the tradition, the
OLCHS Forensics Team trav
elled to State competition on
February 20-21. In order to
qualify for state, the regional
team won conference. Mem
bers also placed in the top 4 in
regionals and the top 3 in
sectionals. Those travelling to
state competition included;
Erika Buys, Anthony erceo,
Carmel DaMazzo, Brenda
Davidson, Dan Echavarria,

am Echavarria, Veronica
Espinosa Tamara Fear, Mark
Liescke, Eric Martig, Jason

I
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ACnange will Do you Good
You know high school will soon be history. And that's cool. You're ready to
make a few changes and get out of the box. At Moraine Volley Community
College, we can help you make the changes you wont to make. Moraine
Volley is a great starl on a four-year college degree and your ticket to a really
great job.

Check out the Moraine Valley advantage:

• Courses that fully transfer to bachelor's degree programs
• Hands-on career training
• Affordable tuition
• Flexible scheduling
• Job placement
• Financial aid and

scholarships

If you're ready
to make a
change, call
Moraine Volley
at (708) 974
2110 (TI/TDD
for speech or hear-
ing impaired 708
974-9556) or check us
out on our Web site at
http://www.moroine.cc.il.us

An ACT score is not required to enter Moraine Volley.

r r. r~ Moraine Valley
,.~ ~ :.. Community College

10900 South 88th Avenue
Palos Hills, IL 60465-0937
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Oak Lawn art students
work exhibited

Buzzing to victory-Scholastic Bowl

Chess team checks opponents

By Fran Furgiule
Sf'!.! Writer

Pop quiz. What do you get
when you combine OLCH 's
most talented art students, other
high school artists, and a com
munity college? The result is
the annual Moraine Valley
Community College. At this
exhibit held February 27th
through March 6th, OLCHS
aspiring artists prevailed.
Bringing home awards were
five student who u ed differ
ent media.

Eric O'Brien, a very talented
ophomore, earned two awards

at the annual exhibit. In 1st
place was a compelling pastel
piece titled "Buried Bones."
Eric also received an honorable
mention for a' scratch board
work "Parallel."

A second place award went
to one of OLCH 's seniors.

uzy Mitchell used her natural
artistic talent to create a piece
using tempera entitled "Purple

hades."
Another member of the class

of 1998 placed in the exhibit.
Ryan Melling earned 3rd place
for his excellent work, "Dark
Night," which used watercolor.
Two other honorable mentions
were given out from Moraine
Valley. Senior Rhea Petroski
received her honorable mention

for her exemplary pencil work
called, "My Brother." The
other honorable mention went
to class of '97 member Shari
Heda. Her beautiful photogra
phy work, "Mellow Yellow",
was saved from the spring of
last year to be featured in this
year's exhibit.

There were 36 other talented
OLCHS students who did not
win awards for their work but
whose effort should be recog
nized. They are Heather Bale,
Mike Barr, Diana Cailean, Jeff
Clemens, Bob Dahlstrom,
Lauren Dudko, Adam Fischer,
Caroline Foley, Jamie Gilbert,
Edward Goodman, Sarah
Grana, Tom Heda, Rick
Ingraham, Agnes Jachymczyk,
Kasia Jachymczyk, Jessica
Johnson, Tom Jodelka, Jason
Kadow, Neil Kleinmark, Sara
Knight, Bryan McCormak, Sa
rah Munley, Kerri Murphy, Sa
rah Nettle, Brendan Palluck,
Erica Peralta, Dawn Racevice,
Leticia Rios, Julie Roberts,
Angie Roy, Rania Samaan,
Persiana Simeonova, Roger
Stell, Diana Wilk, Charlotte
Woodward, ana' "Andrew-. ,
Zaghlul.

All the entrants and' inners
should be congratulated for
their contributions to the art
community.

By Wajeeh Salah
St'!.! Writer

This year, the Oak Lawn
Chess Team finished in second
place in the North division. Oak
Lawn lost by four points to the
Ei enhower Chess Team, with
a final score of 62 to 58. The
Oak Lawn team finished the
season with 7 wins, 4 losses and
I draw.

" I am very proud of our
team's performance this year,"
remarked Head Coach Mr.
Olson, " Although we lost to

isenhower this year, we won't
lose to them again, and we will
defeat everyone soundly next
year!"

By Pam Hoover
Sf'!.! Writer

From mid-October to March,
a group ofstudents get together
with Mr. Olson and Ms.
Heskin. On Wednesdays after
school these students assemble
and form a team called the

cholastic Bowl. The cholas
tic Bowl is an academic com
petition where students answer
questions on literature, math,
science, social studies, and cur
rent events. The students an
swer individually and in teams
to earn points.

The Scholastic Bowl is an

Oak Lawn's team of players
this year consisted of 9 mem
bers; Seniors; Wajeeh Salah,
Tony Zoteman and Melissa
Czukiewski, Juniors; Jason
Matusiak and Bill Korab,
Sophomores; Eric Lisitza,
Adam Zwirkoski, Katie Earley
and Fadi Salem.

Oak Lawn's leading scorer
this year was sophomore Eric
Lisitza. Eric earned 155 points
this season and won third place
on the varsity level in the North
division. He also won first
place among all freshman
sophomore players.

Senior Wajeeh Salah also had
an excellent year. lIe won

IHSA activity so the teams
compete with surrounding
schools. One competition is
con ference. The Scholastic
Bowl team that represented
Oak Lawn High chooljust re
turned from conference. Out of
twenty-seven schools, Oak
Lawn finished seventh. A tre
mendous effort by all helped the
team to rank this high.

This year the OLCHS Var
sity Scholastic Bowl team ros
ter included senior members;
Mike Dixon, Amber Poorman
and Captain Wajeeh Salah.
Also included wasjunior, Jason

fourth place overall among all
varsity players in the North di
vision, scoring 126 points.
Wajeeh finished with a record
of 10 wins, and 2 losses, with a
team high 10 game winning
streak.

Sophomore Adam Zwirkoski
had a strong finish this year.
Adam won fifth place in the
North division among varsity
players and was second on the
frosh-soph level. Adam also
managed to score 125 points.

Junior Jason Matusiak also
scored I 15 out ofa possible 192
points in the varsity competi
tion. Jason was also the sixth
best varsity player in the North
division.

Matusiak and sophomore mem
bers; Fadi Salem and Eimon
Thwin. Freshman members
were Ed Wilczeck and Aaron
Hosek.

"Jason Matusiak was the top
scorer in the SICA conference.
He answered twenty-one toss
up questions correctly," said
Ms. Heskin.

Scholastic Bowl challenges
the mind while having fun.
Questions asked during a prac
tice relate to the high school
curriculum, so not only are the
students learning new facts, but
they are also retaining old ones.
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Conquering the road with the family
By Jeannie Adair
Slq/l Writer

Imagine this: you're trapped,
held captive against your will,
in a warm 6' x 10' cell, travel
ing 55 mph, to a destination un
known. Almost as punishment
for some unnamed crime, the
young curly haired inmate next
to you begins to shake franti
cally, almost spasmodically,
right before your eyes before
breaking out in a squeaky yelp
ing version of Old McDonald.
Poor guy, you think, couldn't
take the pressure. Just as your
fellow prisoner is finishing the
second verse- the one where
Old McDonald gets the duck- a
sinister hand appears before you

and snatches the kid's wrist.
The grab is followed by an angy
growl, "Don't make me turn
this car around!"

ound familiar? It was my
interpertation of the dreaded
family road trip. You know the
ones where the whole family
plus their luggage cram into one
tiny car for a week or two ofthe
three F's: Forced Family Fun.
TIle goal ofthese outings is usu
ally to combine the experiences
of "family bonding time" with
the instinctual parental desire to
educate their offspring by va
cationing to such historic land
marks as Mt. Rushmore and,
dare I say it, Hoover Dam.

Fear not my friends, do not

let this view of road trips for
ever ruin your vacationing ar
rangements. If planned cor
rectly, road trips can be a fun
exciting way to spend a vaca
tion. All it takes is: a
car...duh ... , and then a few will
ing participants with a few hun
dred dollars. Road trips aren't
free you know. Last but not
least,and probably most impor
tantly, you must decide on a
destination.

The first ob tacle to over
come could be the easiest or
hardest to ach ieve. Will ing,
eager volunteers are a dime a
dozen. I mean who doesn't
want to go on vacation? It's
finding the "financially secure"

that proves difficult. Let us now
consider the many dollar de
vouring expenses associated
with the road trip. The first cost
is a given. You're going to take
a car, you're going to need gas.
Enough said.

Second of all, depending on
how much of an outdoorsmanl
woman you are, you're going
to need cash for a motel or camp
ground. Trust me, during the
course of a road trip the "Motel
6" will quickly become your
best friend.

Even more important than
nightly lodging is the ever
present need for self nourish
ment--food. We're not just
talkin' breakfast and dinner at

some side ofthe road truck stop
cafe. The most important fac
tor of the road trip, besides the
money and destination part is
the Cheeto and Chips part.
That's right. What's a road trip,
or any other trip for that matter,
with out munchies!!

Finally, last but not least, is
your intended destination. [n
most cases destination will not
be reached at all. As teenagers,
we sadly tend to be easily dis
tracted and attracted to bright
flashy signs proclaiming to
house such oddities as "Uncle
Fran's House of Four-eyed
Friendly Frogs." Regretfully
enough, Uncle Fran's is as far
as I ever get.

Anchors Away
By Melissa Renz
Slqfl Writer

Whether you're looking for
fun in the sun or an arctic get
away, a cruise has it all. Lately,
it seems, ifyou want to get away
from it all and do something
different, cruises are the way to
go.

Planning what type of cruise
you want to go on is the key.
For instance, there are quite a
few types ofships to pick from.

Mainstream ships are the most
basic types. They include
pools, sauna , movie theaters,
etc. While luxury ships (if
you're willing to spend more)
have aboard large cabins, finer
foods, and excellent service.
There are also premium ships
which combine the best of both
ships described above.

Another important element
of your cruise planning is what
type of cruise you're looking
for. A traditional cruise consists

of small parties and special ac
tivities for all ages. Also there
are stops at only main ports of
call. On theme cruises pecial
lectures, sem inars as well a
normal shipboard activities oc
cur. Often famous actors, writ
ers, and athletes are aboard dur
ing theme cruises. Another type
of cruise is an excursion. On
these trips, small ships travel to
unusual ports ofcall. Shipboard
entertainment consists of your
basic cruise. The excursion

cruise is for people looking for
adventure.

Certain types of people go on
certain cruises. For example,
younger folks, families, and se
niors often go on traditional
cruises. People who have never
been on cruises before opt for a
traditional cruise. A variety of
themes are offered as well. Se
niors and younger folks attend
murder mystery cruises, while
older people might be on a wine
tasting cruise. On an excursion

cruise, most of the passengers
seem to be younger because of
the sense of adventure offered.

Another deciding factor on
choosing a cruise is if you're
traveling with younger children.
Some popular family-oriented
cruises are Disney Cruise Lines,
Princess Cruises, and Celebrity
Cruises. These trips include
youth activities, teen clubs,
video arcades, and baby-sitting
services. This way the whole
family can enjoy themselves.

Run for the border

mids, located just miles outside
ofthe city. So consider Cancun
as a place to go to for Spring
Break. The town's as unpre
dictable as EI Nino.

sportfishing and many more.
During t¥ day there are numer
ous beach sports to entertain
you. Yo~could learn how to
scuba divt 'fur $55-gear in
cluded. Learn how to snorkel
and go on a guided tour for only
$55, and as an added bonus you
get to keep the snorkel. If you
don't like physical activity, you
could always stay on the beach
and sunbathe.

If you hate sand, rent a mo
gul and see the countryside. If
you like tennis you could play
on the roof of your hotel. Any
sport except skiing is available
if you look for it.

It can be an educational trip to
visit the ancient Mayan pyra-

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS
WHEN AD MENTIONED

424-6010

Store Hours
Tues. - Fri. 8:30-8:00
Mon. & Sat. 8:30-5:30

,...~
: .

':.1:-
.~ -1 . .
.' ..' .~ .-'

For those of you who like to
argue, haggling over the price
of items in shops is expected.
If you still need a nap in the
middle of the day, there is the
Hispanic siesta where all shops
are closed between I and 3, so
you can take a nap.

Cancun has almost any wa
ter sport you could want: swim
ming, parasailing, wind surfing,

9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

suffer from jet lag, because
Cancun is in the same time zone
as Oak Lawn.

The rates are reasonable: I
was able to find over 10 pack
age deals that included air fare
and a 7-day hotel stay with 4 to
a room for $600 or less.

try, and for those of us who
have only been out of the Mid
West when we were four years
old to go to Disneyland, it's a
big deal.

The plane trip from Chicago
to ancun is only 3 112 hours
so the plane trip won't take
much longer than flying to any
place in the U.S. No one has to

around? When you get there,
have everyone in the family
decide where they want to go,
and what they want to do, so
you're not wandering around
the place all day not knowing
what you want to do. Don't
miss Mr.Toad's Wild Ride or
the 3-D shows; they are fun.

Epcot Center is the place to
go, if you feel like having an
educational day. There are ex
hibits about foreign countries
and other interesting stuff. It's
a nice place to go to, ifyou want
to take a break from all of the
action at the Magic Kingdom
and other parks.

Finally, while you're in
Florida, make sure to hit the
beach. There is nothing more
annoying than when people ask
you why you're not tan after go
ing to a warmer climate.

When your parents tell you
that your family is heading
down to the sunny state of
Florida for a week during
Spring Break, you might be
thinking to yourself, "Great, I'm
going to be spending a week in
the retirement capital of
America." But going on a fam
ily trip to Florida or any other
place can be fun if you plan
ahead and have an optimistic
view of things.

When you think of Florida,
the first place you probably
think of is Disneyland and the
Magic Kingdom. How can you
have a bad time at a place where
Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck,
and all of those other silly look
ing characters are running

Florida fun
By Melanie Fitzgibbons
Feature Edilor

Thinking about going on a
trip over Spring Break? Ever
consider Cancun? There are
many benefits to going to
Cancun over any of the United
States Spring Break hot spots.
First ofall, it's a different coun-

By Cathy Strom
SfqflWriler
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What's your sign?
Aprlll, 1998

Dawson's Creek trivia Here come the MIB!!

Video game review

By Rita Murino
StQIIWriter

Aries: (March 21-April20)
You and your best friend will
start hanging out a lot more.
The warm weather will give
you a chance to get outdoors
more.

Taurus: (April 21-May 20)
This is a special birthday com
ing up for you. You will finally
get everything you ask for. So
don't be polite; ask for it all.

Gemini: (May21-June20) All
the colleges you apply to will
accept you. Now the only prob
lem is picking the right one.

By Karen Rossow
Stq,fl Writer

You watch it every Tuesday
night at 8:00 p.m. Now find
out how much you really know.
It is one of the most talked
about shows. Have you been
keeping up on your Dawson's
Creek? Let's see!
I. Where did Jen come from?
2. What is Dawson's last name?
3.Who is Mrs. Leary cheating
on Mr. Leary with?
4. What is Dawson's obsession
other than Jen?
5. What game did the
detentionees play while in Sat
urday detention that got every
one jealous and unhappy?
6. What game did they sneak out
of the Iibrary to play in the
game?
7. What is Jen's old boyfriend's
name?
8.Who delivered Joey's niece?
9. Who did Pacey have a fling
with?
10. What subject did Pacey's
"fling" teach?
I I. Where is Joey's father?
12.How did Joey's mother die?
13.Who does Joey really love?
14.How old is the gang and
what grade are they in?
15. Who does Jen live with?
16. What town does the gang
live in?
17.Who else was in detention
besides Dawson, Jen, Pacey,

Try to make a wise decision; it
will set the path for the rest of
your life.

Cancer: (June 21-July 22)
Your serious relationship will
go to less serious to almost non
existent. This time it might not
tum out for the best. So be on
the look out for the best. Oth
erwise your relationship with
your special someone will die
of the same boring routine.

Leo: (July 23-August 22) The
sport scout from your favorite
college will be at every one of
your games. A scholarship is
in the bag, if you keep up the
good work.

and Joey?
18. Why wasn't Dawson al
lowed into the film class at
school.
19.What is the name of the foot
ball player that asked Jen to the
dance?
20.Who sings the Dawson's
Creek theme song?
21. Was Bessie's baby a boy or
a girl? -~'-:,

22. Why was Bessi 's baby born
at Dawson's house\.
23. How did Pacey get Ms.
Jacobs out of trouble with the
school board?
24. Who plays Joey on the
show?
25.What kind of doll does
Dawson have sitting on his
bed?
Answers
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Yiq:o: (AU2ust 23-September
ru This spring you will start
anew. Meaning that all the bad
memories will drift away as you
watch a golden sunset. This
time you will not be watching
the sunset alone.

Libra: (September 24-0cto
bll..1J) The busy schedu Ie you
keep hardly leaves you time to
just relax. With the coming of
a gentle spring, it will just seem
right to slow down. Do not
worry; it will not affect your
schedule that much.

Scorpio: (October 24-Novem
ber 22) Summer vacation is just
around the corner. It is hard,

By Fadi Salem
SIq,tfWr jter

If you're like me and didn't
like the movie Titanic, then
you probably will like trying a
science fiction movie. Well
how about staying at home this
weekend and renting a video?
Men in Black gives you the
best of two worlds. It's a sci-fi
thriller with comedy mixed in.
It stars Tommy Lee Jones, who
played Two Face in Batman
Forever and Will Smith who
starred in the Fresh Prince of
Belair.

It's about a secret agency
formed in the sixties to keep the
secret about aliens on earth.
Tommy Lee Jones plays the role
ofAgent K. His partner has just

By Nick Macciaro
Stq,fl Writer

How many of you have
played Off Road for Nintendo
and Game Gear? If you have,
then you'll be sure to try out 0 ff
Road Challenge. Also from
Nintendo 64 is F Zero X and
Andretti Racing. Andretti Rac
ing is also available for
Playstation.

Speaking of Playstation, the
computer game Quake is on its
way soon. Hopefully it will be

but stop daydream ing about it
and give the last couple of
weeks your best. You will have
enough time to have fun over
the summer break.

Sagittarius: (November 23
January 20) You will be wor
rying about colleges and just
normal teenage things. You
will need to work out a lot by
yourself. So just be polite and
tell your friends you need some
space right now. It will pass
like it alway does.

Capricorn: (December 23
January 20) With all the
changes happening in the en
vironment you will need to

lost the thrill of being a worker
in this agency, so Tommy is
forced to give him a shot of a
tool called a neuralizer that's
supposed to make the person
who looks in it lose their
memory. So now the agency
needs a replacement.

Will Smith plays the role of
Agent J. He gets caught up in
this mess by accident. He was
just trying to catch a thief who
turns out to be an alien. Agent
K is so impressed with the way
Agent J kept up with the quick
alien that he recruits him to the
agency. One day an alien from
an evil species lands on Earth.
He takes control of a human's
body. It turns out he's trying to
take over the universe by gain-

similar to the computer version.
Fans of the orginal Bushido
Blade should be happy to know
that its sequel Bushido Blade 2
will be arriving in homes soon.
The sequel is due to correct the
errors of its predecessor.

Capcom has another great
game in the works with Mar
vel Super Heroes Vs. Street
Fighter. It will contain charac
ters from both popular lines.

Saturn owners have some
thing to look to also, with the

change too. You will get a great
make over that accents your
best qualities. Your wardrobe
will look GREAT!
Aquarius: (January 2J-Feb
ruary 19) This Spring brings
many new romances. Do not
worry about settling down just
yet. Have some fun while you
are still in high school. You
will have a chance to get more
serious in college.

Pisces; (February 20-March
lID The bad mood you have
been in lately is starting to af
fect the people around you.
Good, think Spring is good for
the soul. The sun will shine and
you will smile.

ing control of a certain medal
lion.

In the mean time Agent K is
trying to teach Agent J how to
be part of the Men in Black
agency. The evil alien has just
gained control of the medallion
and now another species of
aliens is blaming earth for tak
ing it and has given them one
hour to give it back or else
they'll destroy Earth.

Let me tell you something
you will be surprised what they
can do with an hour in a movie.
They're able to chase the alien
through out the city of New
York to retrieve the medallion.
At the end,they even save a
damsel in distress. Go rent it to
find out what happens!

release of Xmen vs. Street
Fighter. It is going to be re
leased for the both the
Playstation and the Saturn.
However, the Playstation ver
sion has been cancelled.

We can't forget our local ar
cade machines, so check out
Capcom's Marvel vs. Capcom.

Midway is having fun with
Mortal Kombat 4. The new
3D revision will be hitting ar
cades soon. It will feature all
new fatalities, combat codes,
and combos.

SUMMER's JUST AROUNl> THE
CORNER, ARE yoU REAl>Y FOR IT?

Facial Treatments for Acne with
Glycolic Acid and Laser

• Electrolysis (Permanent Hair Removal)

• Permanent cosmetic for eyebrows,

,:~ up;~a;~o;.e;;;~. 51.
Please call for your IL 60453
appointment or for a Oak Lawn •
brochure with more (708) 499 0617
information about our -
services.

Driver Education

a
CLASSES START SOON - SAVE

YOUR SEAT TOl>AY ANl> TELL YOUR
FRIENl>S

Monfgoll1ery Ward
Driving School
(630) 539-Z700

STATE-ApPROVED PROGRAM
START AT AGE 15

FREE PlcK-tlp FOR BEHIND THE WHEEL
GRADUATE D LICENSING PACKAGES AVAILABLE.

CLASSROOM LOCATE D AT FORD CITY MALI.
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How long have you been coaching? Since 1980
What advice would you give your athletes? tay in school
and work after high school.
What do you think make a good student /athlete? Person
who knows how to juggle their school work, sports and
family time and still have fun.
Who's your favorite pro/college coach and why? Nick
Markilvn of MVCC. I like hi style and commitment to
coaching.
What is your favorite pro sports team? Brazil
Who influenced you to become a coach? My local soccer
coach, Mario Del Vecco.
What is the best coaching advice you have ever received?
Be patient with your players.

What is sportsmanship?Coaches'
Comer
John Rita

By Eric Biesterfeld
Stq! Writer

Phil Jackson once aid, "A
good athlete would have been
raised by solid people and
would respect all the virtues,
courage, sportsmanship, and
honor of their opponent."
Skills can earn you respect, but
skill alone won't make you a
complete or even a respected
player. There is a mysterious
thing called sportsmanship that
is valued by many and respected
by more. The dictionary de
fines sportsmanship as the
quality and conduct of an ath
lete with the ability to win and
lose gracefully. A good "sports
man" does not show arrogance
in victory and accepts defeat
without whining.

All too often junior athletes
attend our sport ing events.
They look up to us. Arter all,

isn't it every little person's
dream to participate in varsity
athletics? What kind of ex
ample do we set for the next
generation ofathletes when our
players are shouting four and
five letter words at their oppo
nent as well as the referee.

How about when a coach
throws a tantrum in the middle
of a game, only to get ejected?
In my opinion, that cannot help
the team in any situation.

Worst yet, two players be
come hot headed, begin to
shove each other and the next
thing you know, they're su 
pended for a game. Why? The
answer is because they both
dove into each other after a
loose ball.

It's not impossible to sense
the intensity during a game, yet
the referees do not attempt to
"cool down" the hot tempers of
the players. A rope, a tree, and

the referee is just one ofthe few
obscene chants that the fans
shout out during the course of
a game. Maybe it's time we let
the referees ref and the players
play.

Darell Garretson, the chief of
NBA officials, commented on
the sportsmanship of Jerry
West, Michael Jordan, and
Patrick Ewing. Garretson said,
"With their skills, they could
have made their opponents look
horrendous, but they never did.
That's one of the highest as
pects of a good sportsman-that
you don't look down on other
people or play down to others."

Sportsman hip is more than
shaking hands at the end of a
game. It's more than not talk
ing back to the coach, the ref,
or a spectator. It is having the
ability to balance your competi
tiveness. portsmanship is
leading your life with class,
both on and off the court.

Boys and girls track sprint into season
By am Wenzel and Jeanine
Dyckman
Stqa Writers and Business
Manager

The Spartan runners are off
to a promising tart for the out
door season as the clo e of the
indoor season is approaching.
The five coache for this year's
team are: Mr. Johnson (800,
1600 and 3200 meter races),

Mr. Lockwood (Pole Vault,
Long Jump and Triple Jump),
Mr. Maloney (hurdles 100
meter girls race, I 10 meter boys
race, 300 intermediate race and
high jump), Ms. Michaels and
Mr. McGee ( prints and relay.)

The top anticipated male ath
letes for this eason include:
Chris Amato, Mike Curran,
Jim Carpenter, Jason Doguim,
and Mike Cingrani for Upper

Clas men Distance; Nick Jelcic
and Jeremy Lang for sprinters;
Scott Biesterfield for hurdles;
Justin Altenburg, COlt
Biesterfield, Mike Ma ino, Pat
Moses, Nick Lesinski and Mar
tin Zubek for Frosh/ oph. Dis
tance and printers.

Also Jason Carpenter and
Justin Altenburg for Pole Vault;
Justin Altenburg for Long
Jump; and the high jumpers,

Frank Padulla and Brian
McWilliams.

Many female athletes also
look favorable for this season.
At shot put, hri Mensching,
Diana Wroblewski, Amy Bark,
Desiree Bartowiak and Diane
Skupien; for triple long jump,
Jenell Murray, Jenny Jaral,
Anna Kos, Dana Sluzinski, and
Cathy Wilczek.

Also the sprinters, Amanda
Bainbridge, Emily Buys, Pam

Byrne, Nicole Garrett, Anna
Kos, Breanne Lorenz, Jenell
Murray, Dana luzinski, Angie
Vanverren, and Cathy Wilczek
and the distance runners, Jodie
Daley, Vicki Davis, Selena
Garcia, Michelle King, April
Osmanski and heryl Sticek.
Katrina Johnson, Gina Rogers,
Lauren Ward, and Andrea
Walsh are in hurdles and Jenny
Jaral, Anna Kos and Andrea
Walsh are the high jumpers.

Frosh/Soph baseball and softball

Tennis hits the courts
Badminton looks to repeat success

By Joe Munno
Sports Editor

This year's sophomore base
ball team has two main goals
this season. One is the ever
popular win conference goal,
which every team sets. The
other goal is to play well as a
team and learn how to help the
team the best they can.

oach Kasley says he has
been teaching the boys "self-

By Scott Cosme
Stqfl Writer

After a 30 year drought, the
Oak Lawn Tennis Team finally
regained the on ference crown
last year. Coached by Chuck
Lawson, the team's priority this
year is to keep that crown and
maybe even capture the sec
tional crown.

Returning for the partans
thi year at the singles' posi
tion are Mark Reick and Matt
Moyzis. Mark Reick Uunior)
was the Spartans II I singles
player last year and will get the
nod again this year. Last year
Mark had an impressive year
finishing second in conference,
third in sectionals, and, there
fore, qualifying for tate.

Matt Moyzis Uunior) played
second singles last year and will
start in that position this sea
son, but will be competing for

lessness" and preaching to
them that no one is better than
anyone else on the team.

A few key players on the
team are Henry Fear, Eric

chutz, and Ryan Nash.

On the freshman level,
Coach Ade and Coach Kunde
are looking to do something
they've done each of the last
two years and that is to win con
ference.

the top singles position
throughout the year. He was
Conference hamp at second
singles last year and looks to do
the same this year.

The varsity team also con
sists of three doubles teams.

cott Cosme (senior) and Adam
Zwirkowski (sophomore) will
be starting at the first doubles
position for at least the begin
ning of the sea on. cott is re
turning from a good season
with his old partner Anwaar
Materiah who graduated.
Adam played second singles on
the frosh/soph team last year,
but h is season was cut short
when he broke his arm.

Brendon Palluck Uunior) and
Tom Swiatek Uunior) will make
up the second doubles team.
They took first place in confer
ence at first doubles at the fro h/
soph level.

Key players on this talent rid
den team are Nick Purdy, Mike
Sullivan, John Sarapulius, Ken
Bialek, Ryan Shaw, Mike
Murphy, Bill Palmer, and Jesse
Gubernat.

Softball
By Melanie Fitzgibbons
Fea/ure Editor

Spring i almo t here and
that means that the Spartan

By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor

The Lady Spartan Varsity
Badminton Team is setting
high goals for this season. The
girls are determined to win con
ference and sectionals. Ilope
fully ix team members will go
on to state competition. Every
day aller school, the Lady par
tans work on the fundamentals
of the game and strategies for
game time situations.

There are 12 members on the
Varsity team. Seniors Patti and
Ellen Malfeo, and Rachel Kolar
are returning this year, after
advancing to state last year.
Anwaar Judeh, who advanced
to state last year, will be greatly
missed. She is out this season,
due to back surgery.

Other key members of the

soflballte~msare preparing for
another se\·s9!\. This year's
sophomore team is looking for
ward to a season as good or bet
ter than last year's. Members
of the team are sophomores

tacy Brookman, Karen Bialek,
Katie Earley, Katie Foley,
Cindy Hazzard, Lauren
Janowiak, Jenny Kimmey,
Tracy Mancillas, Jill Munno,
Amy Nagel, and Mary Wallace.

There are four freshmen on
the sophomore team this year

team are Karen Ro sow, Laura
Girten, Nancy Houston,
MaryAnn Miranda, Tina
Zwirkowski, Cheryl Sullivan,
Lauri Miller, Asrar Judeh, and
Emily McLoughlin.

Patti and Ellen Malfeo will
play first doubles, as they did
la t year. Rachel Kolar, last
year's Sectional hamp, will
play first singles. Rachel had a
27-12 record last year. She is
striving to become one of top
16 players in the state.

The Lady Spartans are in a
very challenging conference.
They will go up against the
state's top teams, including
Shepard, Willowbrook, New
Trier, Hinsdale entral, and
Sandburg.

Mrs. Greiman, the badmin
ton coach, is hoping seniors
MaryAnn Miranda and Tina

and they are atherine Felt,
Nicole kopis, Dawn Roman,
and Laura Constabile.

Coach Perrson is expecting
the team to do very well this
year. In practices, the girls are
showing a lot of spirit and play
well together.
Sophomore Katie Earley said,

" I think that this year we will
have a good record and do bet
ter than we did last year, be
cause this year we will play to
gether better." .

Junior Karen Rossow quickly
returns a serve back over the net.
(Photo by Amy Ott)

Zwirkowski will pair up and be
a competitive doubles team.
Nancy Hou ton and Laura
Girten are returning as a
doubles team. Karen Rossow
and Lauri Miller also are go
ing to play pivotal roles on both
the singles and doubles bracket.
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Soccer team strives for winning season
Aplill, 1998

Goalie Amy Seminas sends the ball acro s the field with one pow
erful kick. (Photo by Mandy Kutsulis)

By Aimee Leahy
Stall Writer

Hey Everybody! Do you
know what time of year it is?
That's right, It's time for the be
ginn ing of spring sports here at
Oak Lawn. And you all know
what that means. It's time for
girls' soccer!

Th is is the fourth year for
girls soccer at OL II and this
year's edition is looking to be
the best yet. The varsity team
ha many players returning
from last year, seven of them
starters, and all will make great
contributions to the team's suc
cess.

Th is year the varsity team
consists of senior: Melissa
Bolek, Amanda Camerino,
Kristy Hoagland, Cara
Krivanec, Aimee Leahy, Vicky
McMahon, Michelle Ortiz,
Mary Pasquarella, Kelly Pfister,
Nadine Shehaiber, and Amy
Simenas. The team also has one
junior and three sophomores.
They are Hanan Shehaiber,

Melina Hernandez, Danielle
Roman, and Maria Romero.

Even though the first few
practices started off rough be
cause of the weather, it didn't
dampen the girls' spirits. De
fender Vicky McMahon said,
"Things started off a little
shaky, but we are starting to
pull together and look good."

The girls start off their con
ference sea on with a game
against Reavis on April 8th.
This year the team will play
teams such as Chicago hris
tian, Providence, Queen of
Peace, Rich East, tagg, and
Tinley Park. Some game for
you soccer fans to come out and
see are the one against Argo
and Reavis. The girls played
these teams in the indoor sea
son and "killed them" and they
are sure to do the same in con
ference.

Captain Mary Pasquarella
said, "We've been playing non
stop since last sea on and we
are showing a lot of improve-

ment. We are sure to make a
good name for girls' soccer at
Oak Lawn this year." With that
in mind, make sure you mark
your calendars to come out and

watch these girls in action.

Frosh/Soph
By Michelle Ortiz
SW.if Writer

liding, tackling, dribbling,
scoring... these are only some
of the words to de cribe our
great frosh/soph occer learn.
There has been a great turnout
of 37 girls on the team.

These girls include sopho
mores Val Glowaty, Heather
Hewitt, Justyna Konczyk,
Martha Lopez, Krystal
Mendez, Brandy Neese, Amy
Quinlan, Valerie Vereeke, Sara
Wantiez, Sunni Williams, and
Jodi Winchell. The sopho
mores will hopefully bring lead
ership and experience to the
team.

The freshmen class has also
produced a great many girls for
the team. These girls include
Amanda Barajaz, Nicole
Bowen, Ausra Brooks, Sarah
Dywer. Liz Figus, Sabrina
Harper, Therese Hassel, Amy
Hill. Jackie James, Monica
Kapustka, Marjorie Koeppen,

arah Krawczykowski, Katie
McCarthy, Jessi Murabito,
Carly Murphy, arah Nettle,
Adrienne Olsen, Angie
Pudzisz, Barb lesinski, Sue

teffy, Alma Tovar, Kelly
Ulrich, Rachel Vahl, Magda
White, and Jenny
Wierzbanawski.

This very young team i5100k
ing toward an exciting season.
Coach tow states. " The team
is looking confident and ag
gressive. That right there is a
dangerous combination."

The girls look very tough and
ready to work. They continue
to learn and practice. This a
team with great ambition.

Spartan V-Ball team looking to serve up success
By Pat McLoughlin
Slqfl Writer

With a new conference, the
Oak Lawn Varsity Volleyball
team has bright hopes for the
1997-98 season. Over the win
ter, Stagg moved out of the

.1. .A. North and Shepard
moved in. With the new con
ference, the Spartans are ex
pected to finish very high. If
the partans do in fact finish at
the top of the conference, it will
be their 6th consecutive

.I.C.A. North Championship.
The Spartans will begin

ranked 10th in the state accord
ing to the Chica~o Sun-Times,
but their ranking will be tested
early with non-conference
games against second ranked

Providence and Anqrew. Both
teams had succes ~I seasons
last year and will giv the Spar
tans a real test.

The Oak Lawn Varsity Vol
leyball team will have many
new faces after losing 4 starters
to graduation last year. Both
seiter Pat McLoughlin and
middle hitter, Steve Joyce, re
turn to the starting line-up.
Rounding out the rest of the
lineup are outside hitters, Joe
Chavosky and Dan Balich,
rightside hitter Dave
Abrahamsen and middle hitter
Adam Fisher. The Spartans also
are backed up with a strong
bench which includes Eric
Lyon, Eric Rhodes, Feras EI
Ramahi, Eric Zalas, Russ Zalas,
Lee Smith, Nairut Chittaprahi,

and Mike Correa.
The Oak Lawn Varsity Vol

leyball team has been training
since right after Christma with
jump training and weight lift
ing. The Spartans have been
doing various strength exercises
to get in shape for their season.
They also have held open gyms
to bring in new talent for teams
on all levels and held tryouts in
the second week of March.
Since tryouts, the partans have
been practicing vigorously for
the start of the ea on.

Frosh/Soph
By Feras EI Ramahi
Slqfl Writer

Volleyball season is under
way as the Oak Lawn boy's

frosh/soph volleyball team gets
ready for a dominating confer
ence- winning season. Coach
Janet Haubenreiser anticipates
that this year's frosh/soph vol
leyballteam will be one of the
top teams in conference. The
Spartans have six excellent re
turning sophomores, of whom
three started as freshmen in the
conference-winning 1997 sea
son (9-1 in conference.) They
are Dave Henke, Ryan
McClernon, and Ryan
Skendzel. Other sophomores
include Paul troud, Kris
Queen, Mike Raspovich, and
Sam O'Malley. etling fro the
Spartans are Ryan Skendzel
and Kris Queen while Dave
Henke, Paul Stroud, Ryan
McLernon, and Mike

Raspovich take the task ofspik
ing and blocking.

This upcoming season is go
ing to be different from last sea
son due to the recent addition
of an exclusive freshman team,
which was designed for fresh
man to get more experience in
game situations. Coach
Ilaubenrei er comments, "The
freshmen have been working
hard and I expect them to con
tribute a lot in the sophomore
games and be very competitive
in the freshman games." By
obtaining more experience
from freshman volleyball
games, the freshmen will pro
vide an affirmative boost for the
upperclassmen in their journey
to a successful conference-win
ning season.

Baseball and softball teams lead offthe season
Baseball

By Tom Swiatek
Slqll Writer

The mighty Spartan baseball
players are looking forward to
having a great season. This
year's varsity team is coached
once again by Mr. Sullivan.
The team hopes to keep up the
Spartan tradition of winning
baseball and also to improve
upon last year's record. The
key to accomplishing this goal
will be to play smart while in
the field and by hitting well. If
they are able to do this, then this
should be an exciting year for
Spartan baseball.

This year's team will rely
heavily on the experience and
talent of the seniors returning
from last year's highly success
ful season. They include Aaron
Altenburg, Tacho Gamino,
Greg Slade, Tom Creech, and
Brad Koeppen. In order for the

Spartans to do well this season,
they will have to excel both on
the field through their play and
also off the field through their
leadership. The team is also
counting on major contribu
tions from other key returning
seniors including Dan
McLernon, Brian Kane, and
Tony Baldea.

Having a winning season
doesn't only depend upon the
play of the seniors. There are
also some very talented jun iors
who are expected to make a big
contribution to both this
season's team and also to the
future of Oak Lawn baseball.
These players will have to put
in a lot of effort and hard work
in order to get to a level at
which winning varsity baseball
is played. These very talented
players are some of the most
talented juniors in recent years
at Oak Lawn. They include
Jason Bjork, Chris Beyer, Jason
Reusch, Tony Martino, Craig

Parkhill, and Brian DeBias.
This year's team is loaded

with talent but they know that
talent will only take them so far.
They know that it will take a
lot of practice in order for them
to have a winning season. For
the past month they have been
practicing either before or af
ter school. Through these
tough practices, they have
learned to play better both in
dividually and together as a
team. As the season progresses,
they will learn to play better
baseball together.

According to senior Brad
Koeppen, "With our core ofse
niors coming back, we have a
chance to win conference and
go far in the playoffs."

Softball
By Joe Munno
Sports EclilOr

The 1998 Lady Spartan soft
ball team is ready for another
big season and Coach Mayer

has the same goal in mind as he
does every other year, win 20
games en route to a conference
title.

The team has plenty of very
good softball players returning
this year. They include last
year's batting leader, senior,
Natalie Mannerino. Joining her
from last year's squad is junior
Cheryl Banasiak, who hit over
.700 in conference play last sea
son. Also senior pitcher Alicia
Acevedo, who had a spectacu
lar earned run average of 1.91
to lead the pitching staff, is back
for the partans. Alicia is a co
captain along with Natalie
Mannerino. Others returning to
aid the varsity this season are
seniors. andice Kosty, Tracy
Mentgen, and Meghan
McNerney. ach of these three
girls is looking to make great
contributions to the team.

The team will also have great
support coming up from the
lower levels this season with

players like juniors, Joanna Eul,
Kelly Burke, Lisa Brandt, Mel
issa Piwowar, Nicole Friske,
and Julie Menzel on the varsity.
Also up on the varsity is sopho
more Dana Roman, who wants
to provide a young spark for the
Lady Spartans.

There is also a few new se
nior members of the team this
year. They are Tammy Fear,
Shanna Blaze, Jenine
Fernandez, and Kelly Friedl.
All of these ladies want to con
tribute in their final year here at
OLCH .

Behind the guidance of
oaches Mayer and Grzelak the

girls have been working hard
for months to prepare for what
should be an exciting year.

In their first three games the
ladies are undefeated, they
slaughtered Mt. Assisi 18-1,
then downed Maria 10-5, and
completed the first week of the
season with a close 5-4 victory
over Riverside-Brookfield.
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Outstanding seniors nominated

Outstanding Seniors: Row 1 (L-R); Michelle Ortiz, Amanda
Camerino, Tina Zwlrkoski, Sara Sepessy. Row 2; Scott Cosme,
Jenny Burns, Tony BaIdea. Row 3; Jeff Clemens, Pat McLoughlin,
Tacho Gamino, and Tom Jodelka. Not pictured; Tamara Fear, and
Holly Lisitza. (Photo by: Rita Murino)

By Fran Furgiuele
Stqfl Writer

Each year OLCHS faculty
members are asked to nominate
seniors who have excelled ei
ther in academics, in extracur
ricular activities, or both. The
select few that are chosen are
then voted upon by classmates.
The result of this voting deter
mines the winners of the Out
standing enior Boy or Girl
Award. Twelve very talented
Class of 1998 members were
selected by the facu Ity based on
their remarkable contributions
to the school.

Tony Baldea ranks first in
his class with a GPA of 4.619.
Not only is Tony an accom
plished athlete, he is also in
volved in NHS, Senior Class
Advisory Board, and Student
Helpers. Tony has received
several distinguished awards
including being named a Na
tional Merit Commended
Scholar. Next year Tony will
attend the University of Notre
Dame. In the future this young
man plans to become a pedia
trician

Jenny Burns is a familiar
face when it comes to student
government. She is involved
in the Senior Class Advisory
Board and tudent Council,
holding offices in both. Jenny
is also involved in theater and
has had several roles in OLCHS
productions. After attending
the University of Illinois
Champaign-Urbana, Jenny
plans for a career as a reporter
or broadcaster.

Amanda Camerino has kept

busy her senior year by being
involved in several activities.

he is president of the Pep
Club, secretary ofStudent Help
ers, and a member ofNHS and
the Senior Class Advisory
Board. Amanda is also a mem
ber of the varsity soccer team.
She will attend III inois State
College where she plans to
major in elementary education.

Jeff Clemens is involved in
several activities at OLCHS. In
the fall, Jeff worked hard as a
member of the golf team. He
could also have been spotted
behind the scenes of OLCHS
theatrical productions as a
member of the crew. Outside
of school, Jeff is participating
in the Oak Lawn Police Depart
ment Cadet Training Program.
He will use thi.s experience- \ .
when pursuing an adWlIlced law
enforcement major n~t year at
Saint Xaiver University.

Scott Co me ranks second
in his class. He is captain of the
tenn is and soccer team . For
other extracurricular activities,

cott is involved in Peer Media
tion, Spartanite, NHS,
Matheletes, and bowling. This
senior has been recognized by
the Illinois Principal Associa
tion and by Who's Who in
America's High Schools. Scott
will attend the University of Il
linois Champaign-Urbana next
fall. The future lIlini will ma
jor in computer engineering.

Tammy Fear is another ac
tive Class of '98 member. She
is involved in the class advisory
boards, Student Council.
Student Helpers, President's
Club, and NHS. Tammy is a

dedicated member ofThespians
and Forensics and as appeared
in several OLCHS productions.
For sports, Tammy is a mem
ber of the softball and
cheerleading teams. Her future
plans include attending Illinois
State University and majoring
in English.

Tacho Gamino dedicated
most of his time to the football
team. As a result of giving
100% as a team member, Tacho
has earned such honors as AIl
Conference, All-Area, and was
named to the All State Aca
demic Class 5A Football Team.
He is a member of Student
Council and senior class advi
sory board. Next year Tacho
will attend Lake Forest College.
Tacho plans on graduating from
college and "getting a job in
downtown Chicago sitting be
hind a desk working for a big
firm."

Tom Jodelka is ranked sev
enth in his class with a GPA of
4.167. Music occupies most of

om' time. He i a member of
the Marching Band, Pep Band,
Jazz Band, Symphony Band,
and was a part of the spring
musical orchestra. His other ac
tivities include being a
Spartanite feature writer and a
member of NHS. In the fall
Tom will attend the University
of Illinois Champaign-Urbana
where he will major in com
puter engineering.

Pat McLoughlin is yet an
other involved OLCHS senior.
Besides excelling in golf, Pat is
a captain ofthe volleyball team.
His athletics has earned him the
honor of All-Conference Vol-

leyball Player and one of the
Area's Top 50 Volleyball Play
ers. When Pat is not spiking
the ball, he is contributing to
NHS or writing a Spartanite
article. The University of Illi
nois Champaign-Urbana will
be home for Pat next fall. His
intended major is electrical en
gineering.

Michelle Ortiz shows her
support of OLCHS by being
very involved in many aClivi
ties. She is a member of Pep
Club, tudent Helpers, and the
Multicultural Task Force.
Michelle is president of NHS
and the co-captain of the var
sity soccer team. Her other ac
tivities are cheerleading and
theater. Michelle will attend
Eastern next year, and will ma
jor in Education and Foreign
Language.

Sarah Sepessy names pho
tography as one of her favorite
activities. This can be proven
by her dedication to the Fine
Arts at OLCHS. She is a mem-

ber ofthe Photo Club, Art Club,
and plays soccer. Her work has
been honored in several Photo
Club contests and at the "Cre
ative Self-Expressive Show."
Sarah had also been nominated
a Science and Fine Arts Student
of the Month. After attending
Moraine Valley Community
College, she will transfer to a
four-year college and major in
photojouma\i m or broadc t
ing.

Tina Zwirkow ki has a 4.19
GPA and is a remarkable
member ofthe senior class. She
was a state qualifier for the girls
tennis team and badminton
team. Tina's theater and Fo
rensic involvement has merited
her top honors for state speech
competitions. This Illinois
State Scholar also is a writer for
the Spartanite and the secretary
for NHS. Tina will attend
Olivet Nazarene University in
fall of '98. Her major will be
elementary education with a
Spanish emphasis.

Book Fair promotes reading
By Wajeeh alah
StCl.fl Writer

Thursday, April 30 marked
the day of this year's English I
Book Fair. Nearly 300 fresh
men took part in the Fair by
showing off their hard work to
friends and staffmembers. The
main purpose of the Book Fair
was to encourage students to
read books and gain a deeper
understanding of what they
have read. It was also impor
tant for the students to demon
strate their knowledge of the

Outstanding
Juniors Named
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major elements of fiction in
cluding plot, conflict, charac
terization, and setting. Each
student was only required to
select one project, but many
chose to do more.

Winning first place in this
year's Book Fair was Lisa
Bonn. Crystal Gryz, Sabrina
Harper, Kasia Jachymczyk, and
Morgan Lisitza shared second
place honors. Third place was
awarded to arah Dwyer.

Those students qualifying for
Honorable mention this year

were Alma Tovar, Ken Korab,
Ausra Brooks, Matt Ulanowski,
Marcia Diaz, Rob Kaczmark,
Jenny Davies, Fred Aguinaga,
Kathy Duda, Christina Kach,
Mohammed Falah, Sue Steffy,
and Emily Dipierro.

All students had to choose a
novel and complete certain
tasks that would demonstrate
their understanding of the ba
sic elements of fiction. Tasks
that the students were required
to complete included creating
a bookmark that was relevant
to their book, designing a poster

Soccer takes
Conference
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board that contained the title,
author, and the major conflict
of the novel they read.

Besides the tasks that the stu
dents were given, they were
asked to select a project that
coincided with their books from
a list that their teachers had
given them. Some of the
projects that the students dis
played in addition to their
poster boards included a mock
interview with a character from
the novel, a newspaper, a diary
that was written from the per
spective of one of the novel's

characters, and a short story
sequel to their novel.

After the students had fin
ished the projects that they were
assigned, they participated in
the various Book Fair activities.
At the Fair, students were able
to visit other students and talk
about their respective novels
and ideas. Students with out
standing projects were selected
by their teachers to be reviewed
by a special panel of judges.
The judges this year were Dr.
Heller, Mrs. Lockwood, and
Mrs. Klusendorf.

re
Saying Good·Bye
to the Seniors

Page 9
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Respecting today's youth
By Patricia Seminetta
Editor-In-Chifd

:J:;»age 2

RULES FOR CANDY SALES
By Sarah Munley
StqIJ Writer

R-E-S-P-E-C-T tell you what it means
to me R-E-S-P-E-C-T...," are the lyr
ics to Aretha Franklin's song Respect.
Over the past few decades these words
have been used in many ways, and to
day I will apply them to the treabnent
of teenagers. Everywhere you go teen
agers are treated with little respect. I
understand that not all adults view teen
agers in this light, but over the past six
teen years I have seen my fair share of
discrimination.

First, in the work place, I believe that
teenagers are taken advantage ofby em
ployers. Today's typical young person
has a job that requires him/her to work
long hours for low pay. Most places of
business are reluctant to hire a young
adult due to a false label. Many bosses
perceive teens as a high risk. They
might steal or are too immature for any
other job other than the local fast food
restaurant. I find this idea to be false.
Since a minority of adolescents behave
in that manner, must we all be punished?

Next, we have the restaurants. When
a young adult enters a restaurant with
the family, there doesn't seem to be a
problem, but as soon as that same juve
nile is alone with a group of friends, the
friends and the teen become "trouble-

makers." Also, many adults will receive
service long before the teenager, no
matter who is seated first. I would like
to make the point that the teenager is
also a paying customer.

Finally, we have the store. Many
stores will not permit more than two
teenagers in a store at a time. I am un
der the impression that this rule was
created as a result of the misconception
that all teenagers are thieves. Now, I
am not saying that there are teens who
who do not commit this crime, but there
are also adults who are guilty of steal
ing too. So, why is there not a rule for
adults who enter stores?

Not all young people are the same.
They look different, think different, and
especially act different. I will be the first
to admit that there are teenagers today
that do not respect their elders, but to
make the assumption that all teen be
have irresponsibly is wrong. Each in
dividual needs to be evaluated on an in
dividual basis. Is that not one of the
main lessons that is supposed to be
taught to the youth by the adults? If
adults treat teenagers in a disrespectful
manner just because they are younger,
how can adults justify wanting respect
from tha_t~~ery same teenager?

.,

It was established that candy was only
to be sold in the cafeteria when the spon
sor of the activity was present. This ap
plies to the selling of candy for school
related activities as well as organizations
outside of school.

The subject and reminders ofthis rule
have come up frequently in the past few
months. The increase of litter in the
halls and the disruption that these sales
cause in the classroom have instigated
a campaign to stop such sales.

After speaking with some students,
it was the unanimous belief that not only

lPartanite Poll
Out of 120 students sur
veyed, the following re
sponded YES or NO to the
question, "Would you
favor a later date
for prom?"

should candy be allowed to be sold at
lunch, but also before classes, if the
teacher allows it.

Teachers might allow these sales, if
students sell the candy in a less con
spicuous or shall we say less disruptive
manner.

All in all, if this is the largest prob
lem that we have at OLCHS, we have
things pretty easy. Taking that into con
sideration, maybe spending more time
on larger problems would be more ap
propriate.

SPARTANIT£ SPEAKOUT
Recently, the news has been filled with stories of young adults and children who have commited murder.

Doyou think thatyoung adults and children who commit this sort ofcrime should be tried as adults?

Yes, if young adults are old enough to
commit adult crimes, they are old
enough for an adult punishment.

Mike Haak
Junior

Yes, I feel ifyou can be adult enough to
commit a crime like murder, then you
should pay the consequences like an
adult. Adults have to take responsiblity
for their actions, and so should children.

Beth Weimer
Junior

I think that young adults and children
who commit crimes should be tried as
adults. What is to stop them from re
peating these crimes if they are tried as
children. Also, trying them as adults
may teach others a lesson.

Nina Quillin
Junior

Kids are not as dumb as we think. When
a kid kills off five other kids, he isn't
just playing games. They know they can
get away with it and they are well aware
of what they are doing. I believe that
they should be tried as adults.

Franco Ocampo
Senior
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Outstanding Juniors named Science Students of the Month

Outstanding Juniors for the 1998 school year are Patty Seminetta,
and Christopher Beyer. (Photo by: Rita Murino)

Math students of the Month

Math tudents: Moe Falah, Tina Moretti, Scott Bie terfeld, Agne
Sermontyte, and Melissa Beslic.

Science students of the month: Mary Haran, Sherri Gibson, Jason
Zelensky, Wesley Usyak, and Angela Montoya.

Freshman year. This year Chris
was inducted into NHS. His
Sophomore and Junior year,
Chris was MVP for golf, and
the onference and Regional
Champion. His Sophomore
year he was also AII- on fer
ence. During Chris' Junior
year of basketball he was voted
best defensive player.

Chris holds a GPA of
3.4 and is ranked 66th In hi
cia s. In his future he plans on
attending Lewis Univer'lty or
Kent tate and major in Flight
fraining en route to becoming
a pilot. In college Chris plan
on playing golf on an athletic

cholar hip.

Besides Spartanite, Patty
has also been involved in Fo
rensics, Ecology lub, Class
Advl ory Boards, oftball,
Mathletes and NilS.

Patty holds a 4.33 GPA and
is ranked fifth in her class. Her

ophomore year she wa hon
ored with the Voice of Democ
racy award. In her future Patty
plans to attend Kalamazoo 01
lege and major in Political Sci
en e. After that, he plans on
gOing to law school.

rhe Out tanding Junior Boy,
Chris Beyer has also been quite
in olved throughout high
school. Chris ha' been in
volved in Varsity Golf, Ba e
ball, and Basketball since his

By Melissa Fogarty
Co-News Editor

The Outstanding Junior Boy
and Girl, were named at the
awards assembly on Friday,
May 8th. The awards were pre
sented to Patty em inetta and
Christopher Beyer.

In order to be named the Out
standing Junior Boy or Girl, the
student fir t had to be nomi
nated by a staff member. Staff
members could vote for one stu
dent they felt showed outstand
ing academic performance and
one student they felt demon
strated outstanding extra-cur
ricular involvement. After the
students were nom inated by
teachers, the Junior class, then
voted. Once the top vote-getters
were decided, a panel of staff
members then chose the Out
standing Junior Boy and Girl.

The Out tanding Junior Girl,
Patty Sem inetta, has been ac
tively involved in OLCHS,
ince arriving here as a fresh

man. She has been involved in
partanite for three years,

holding Editor's poitions for
two out of the three years. Her
sophomore year she was the As
. i tant News ·dit r and her Jun
ior year, Editor-In- hief. Next
year she will continue as Edi
tor- In hief.
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Art students display work at llGreat Frame Up"

New Editorial Board chosen

"Old Editors"

The Treble Choir, under the
direction of Mrs. Mateer, per
formed a program ofsongs with
a 1960's theme. They sang
Johnny Angel, Moon River,
Lollipop, and the Diana Ross
classic, Stop in the Name of
Love.

The theme ofthe A Cappella
Choir's program was musicals.
They were also directed by Mrs.
Mateer. The three songs they
performed were: Get Happy,
You MUSI Love Me, and Give
My Regards 10 Broadway- a
medley of songs from Broad
way musicals. The Honors
Choir Ensemble performed
Can 'I Help Lovin' That Man.

Between the performances by
the bands and choirs, students
were presented with awards for
various achievements, includ
ing students who won IMEA
awards.

The annual Spring Pops
Concert was performed last
night at OLCHS by the Sym
phony Band, Varsity Band, A
Cappella Choir and Treble
Choir. It was the last concert
of the year for all (our en
sembles.

The Varsity Band, conducted
by Mr. Deitemyer, performed
three songs. They were
Mexicali Brass, Fantasy on
Themes from Tchaikovsky, and
The Roaring Twenties- a
melody.

The three songs performed
by the Symphony Band were:
Funiculi, Funicu/a, a medley of
songs from the movie Titanic,
and the Barber of evil/e. The
Symphony Band is also con
ducted by David Deitemyer.

By Melanie Fitzgibbons
Feature Editor

Pops concert performed

Jeanine Dyckman-Business
Manager.

The editorial staff for the
1998-1999 school year will
be:Patty eminetta-Editor in
Chief, Lauren Caster and
Amanda Ault-News, Cathy
Strom, Jim Horvath, and Mel
issa Fogarty-Entertainment/
Feature, Pam Byrne and Jenny
Trotta-Sports, Tony Fantozzi
Business Manager, and ean
Gage-Production Manager.

Spartanite editing is a hard
job, but these people are well
suited for the job.

art.
The winners weren't the only

ones rewarded. All the partici
pants received a certificate of
participation (from The Great
Frame Up), and a Creative Self
Expression Show T- shirt. All
flat board pieces were mounted
and framed for the student
without cost. As a bonus for
the school, The Great Frame Up
sent over hundreds ofcardboard
portfolios, and hundreds of
matting supplies.

None of the work was for
sale, but ifyou missed the show,
you can still see some of the
pieces. Moraine Valley Com
munity College, and OLCHS
are both displaying several
works by the students.

By Lauren Caster
News Editor

Over this school year, the
partanite Staff has put out six

issues of our paper. The issues
could not have gone so
smoothly without the help of
the Spartanite editors.

Five senior editors will be
leaving the paper. We wish
them luck in the future. They
are:Joe Munno- ports, Melanie
Fitzgibbons-Feature, Tony
Myslinski-Production Man
ager, Mike Dixon-Assistant
Production Manager, and

The show was a learning ex
perience as well as a competi
tion. There were six categories
ofart: charcoaVpastels, pen and
ink, photography, painting,
pencil and colored pencil, and
3-D.

The Great Frame Up selected
the judges for the contest, and
the winners were announced at
the opening party on May 5.

There was one winner in
each category, and the winners
in each category received a $50
check. The winners included:
Rania Samaan in charcoaV pas
tels, Lauren Dudko in pen and
ink, Shari Heda in photography,
Ryan Melling in painting, Mike
Barr in pencil and colored pen
cil, and Casey Kribanec in 3-0

"New Editors"

By Amanda- Jane Ault

Co-Feature Editor

OLCHS Art classes recently
participated in a Creative Self
Expression Show sponsored by
the Oak Lawn branch of The
Great Frame Up.

The Creative SelfExpression
Show is a nationwide program
in which a local Great Frame
Up store "adopts" a local high
school. Mrs. Erickson, Mr.
Horejs, and Ms. Tavani chose
36 pieces of student-made art
to be displayed. Each teacher
was allowed to select ten pieces
of flat board art, and all three
chose the five sculptures sent to
the show.

-ORLANt> l)RIVING SCHOOL, INC.
520 OFF-.

OUR REGULAR fRICE
(NOT GOOU WITH OTHER OFFE.RS - LIMIT ONE)
FOR THE COMfLETE 42 HoUR fROGRAM.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
J (708) 460-6622

J
'iE HAVE A NE'i LOCATION AT

5520 W. 95TH STREET
LOCATEll NEXT TO PREMO'S

**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

*SENIORS!!!*
* * * * * * * * * * * *

SUMMER WORK
Full Time/Part Time Positions Available

Flexible Schedules

$12.15 to Start
Scholarships/Internships Available

No Experience Necessary - Will Train
Condo Exist - Must b 18+ (win summer)

Call (708 952·995
Mon.-Thurs. 9-5 p.m.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

WE DELIVER LUNCH &
DINNER TO:

Hometown, Evergreen Park,
Burbank,

Oak Lawn & Chicago

. ~

87th & Pulaski
4102 Southwest Highway

636°:720if
•pIzZA'PLus -636':7200.

: $300
off :

IAnv Familv Size Pizza I
• NOL VaY,d W,th Any OLter OtTere • Exp 12/31/98.-----------

Please call for your
appointment or for a
brochure with more
information about our
services.

• Facial Treatments for Acne with
Glycolic Acid and Laser

• Electrolysis (Permanent Hair Removal)

• Permanent cosmetic for eyebrows,
upper and lower eyeliners.

5427 W. 95th St•
Oak Lawn IL· 60453

) 499- 7
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DECA places in state

Key Club lieutenant named Mr. Bill Hill's reflects

on school year

Academics- Student grade
point averages are on the rise.

Student involvement- More
students have become inter
ested in what is going on at
school. Many students came
forward to volunteer their time
to help out with exploring the
block schedule and many other
projects that the administration
and staff are handling.

Multi-Cultural Issues
There is less cultural tension at
OLCHS than in previous years.
Many strides have been taken
to create understanding among
students from different cultures.
Multi-Cultural Week was a
good example.

As for plans for next year,
Mr. Hill has some ideas for
what he would like to see done.

Technology- For next year,
there are hopes for a computer
in every classroom.

Attendance- Policies con
cerning students cutting classes
are being revised for next year.

Curriculum Realignment
Professionals have monitored
OLCHS and have given recom
mendations for changes in cur
riculum. Some of these chang
ers may be implemented for
next year.

Compiled By Tony Fantozzi
Stqff Writer

With the school year coming
to a close, there comes a time
when everyone looks back on
the many events that occurred
during the course of the school
year. Recently, Mr. Hill looked
back to reflect on some of the
great things that have come out
of OLCHS in the past school
year.

Technology- More than half
the student body is now trained
on the internet. Most ofthe stu
dents are freshmen or sopho
mores, but juniors and seniors
have also received training.

Attendance- There have
been more students with perfect
attendance this year compared
to years of the past. The per
centage of students in atten
dance has risen almost 2%, in
creasing from 93.4% to almost
95%.

Scholarships- OLCHS stu
dents have received more than
$1.5 million in scholarships.
This record number goes hand
in-hand with the fact that 30 out
of 350 seniors are Illinois State
Scholars.

Clubs in the Division to see how
they work and to help them or
ganize volunteer projects.

Desiree collects fees from
clubs in the division. She also
has to publish a monthly news
letter for the schools in the di
vision. The purpose of this
newsletter is to inform the clubs
of what other Key clubs are
doing.

Desiree also will be visiting
other schools in the area to pro
mote Key Club and to start new
Key Clubs at these schools.
Right now, she is working with
the principal of St. Laurence to
develop a Key Club there.

field from May 7-9.
Melissa finished first in the

Prepared Speech contest. This
qualifies her to compete in the
national competition this June.
Also finishing in first place was
Anas Rabah in the Interview
Competencies competition.

Olivia and her model,
Misajet finished in fourth in the
Cosmetology competition. Jim
finished in ninth in the Law
Enforcement competition.

High School, OLCHS, and
Stagg.

She helps to solve any prob
lems that Key Clubs in the area
might experience.

After each Key Club volun
teer project, the club has to fill
out paperwork about what
fundraiser was done, how much
money was earned, and who
volunteered.

The club then sends this pa
perwork to Desiree. Desiree
then condenses this into one re
port and sends it to the District
Head of the Illinois and East
Iowa Key Clubs.

Desiree also visits other Key

ing Assistant. Natalie was one
of fifty participants from across
the United States.
VICA

OLCHS students, Melissa
Czukiewski, Anas Rabah,
Olivia Powers, Misajet
Skenderi, and Jim Kenealy re
cently participated in the Voca
tional Industrial Clubs of
America Leadership and Skills
USA Championships. The
competition was held in Spring-

By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

At a recent divisional Key
Club meeting, OLCHS junior
Desiree Bartosiak was elected
Lieutenant Governor of Divi
sion Three. She is the first stu
dent in the history of OLCHS
to hold this office.

As Lieutenant Governor,
Desiree is on the Key Club
Board which is in charge ofnine
Key Clubs in the Chicagoland
area. These schools are Bogan,
Brother Rice, Curie, Kelly,
Kenwood Academy, Morgan
Park Academy, Morgan Park

Compiled By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor
DECA

After taking second place in
state, OLCHS senior, Natalie
Mannerino, competed in the
Business Professionals of
America National Leadership
Conference. The conference
was held in an Antonio, Texas
from April 29 - May 3.

Natalie competed in the cat
egory of Information Process-

the boxGef.·

IF ~ ,jMoraine Valley
;J ~ :. Community College

10900 South 88th Avenue
Palos Hills. Il 60465-0937

An ACT score is not required to enter Moraine Volley.

AChange Will Do you Good
You know high school will soon be history. And that's cool. You're ready to
make a few changes and get out of the box. At Moraine Volley Community
College, we can help you make the changes you wont to make. Moraine
Volley is a great start on a four-year college degree and your ticket to a really
great job.

Check out the Moraine Valley advantage:
(

• Courses that fully transfer to bachelor's degree programs
• Hands-on career training
• Affordable tuition
• Flexible scheduling
• Job placement
• Financial aid and

scholarships

If you're reody
to make 0

change, call
Moraine Volley
at (708) 974
2110 (TT/TDD
for speech or hear-
ing impaired 708
974-9556) or check us
out on our Web site at
hHp://www.moraine.cc.i/.us

Friday & Saturday
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

HOURS:
Monday - Thursday
11 a.m. - Midnight

OPEN FOR LUNCH

Sunday
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Pick-up or Delivery Available

rnssaun's.kt
pizza I

in the J&D Liquors' Shopping Center
Next to Clancy's Public House

Enjoy Grassano's. ..

5612 We t 87th Street
Burbank, IL 60459

708/424-8000

Please pre cnt coupon when ordering
~-----------T-----------~
I Large 14" I Jumbo 18" I

: Cheese Pizza : Pizza :

I $500 ! $200
Off i

I Extra Toppings Available I Extra Toppings Available

I F~~e 1 Liter RC I Free 2 Liter RC :
LN.2.~m.!!. .L lio.1i.!!!.iL .J

1-s~-;ii Bre-;dedSte-;k,-- S-3-50--1
I Fry and 16 oz. PoP I
I Mozzarella Cheese 50~ IL ~

Tax and Delivery not included on above pedals. NOl valid with any other offers or coupons.
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It was a Busy End of the Year
Student Council's Spirit Week

Students gathered around for the car show on the last day of Spirit
Week. (photo by: Rita Murino)

Multi-Cultural
Spirit Week tourists: Brenda Davidson, Katie McDermott, Sophia Faridi, and Jason Bjork, demon
strated their school spirit by dressing up on "Tourist day." (Photo by: Rita Murino)

Class Election Results Week

Many students participated in the multicultural fashion show.

Senior Class

President:
Laurie Miller

Vice President:
Melissa Piwowar

Secretary:
Stephanie Boyle

Treasurer:
Julia Braun

Junior Class

President:
Dennis Kasprowicz

Vice President; .
Jennifer Kimmey

Secretary:
Jill Munno

Treasurer:
Mary Wallace

President:
Tom Gamino

Vice President:
Sara May

Secretary:
Megan McDennott

Treasurer:
Kelly Ulrich

OLCHS "Seins" off
By Joe Munno
Sports Editor

Last week one of the great
est runs in television history
came to an end. After nine years
of making us laugh, "Seinfeld"
said goodbye to America. So we
decided to see what people here
at Oak Lawn thought about the
show about nothing. Below are
your comments, fol1owed by the
favorite episode of those asked.

"I feel it was the best show
around. The best show to watch
every week. I could always get
a laugh when I needed one. My

favorite moment is when
Kramer is putting the 'Bro' on
Frank."
Tim Wesselhoff, senior
The Junior Mint

"The show as a whole was
good, but the last episode
wasn't as good as I thought it
would be."
Michelle Ortiz, senior
The Soup Nazi

"It was funny. Kramer made the
show."
Aaron Altenburg, senior
The episode when Mel Torme

thinks Kramer is handicapped.

"It's one of my most favorite
shows ever. Kramer is hilari
ous. I'm sorry to see it go."
Mike Cingrani, senior
Kramer's Merv Griffin Show

"My favorite episode is Elaine's
Christmas card."
Ms. Leable

"One of the few shows that al
ways made me laugh. It was
always a source ofconversation
the next morning. Anybody

who's a master of their domain
is a King and Queen in my
eyes."
Ms. Bibeau

"When you sit down to watch
you're assured of some laugh
ter. Each character has his own
eccentricity that tickles me. It
makes everyone feel good be
cause you know you're better

than someone. You can lineup
one good show after anot~,

they all have good parts. I like
the reoccurring characters and
story lines. Things aren't for-

gotten about. I can't pick one
favorite episode. They are all
great. "
Mr. Scarpelli

"The greatest aspect of this hi
larious show was that there was
never an episode where the au
dience was intended to feel
sympathy for the characters;
they were presented as real, and
often cruel, human beings that
could always produce a laugh.
Not that there's anything wrong

with that."
Tony Baldea, senior

Search for the right college
By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

Getting accepted into one's
col1ege of choice is an impor
tant part of life. The search for
the right college begins as soon
as a student enters high school.

As a person goes through
their high school years, there is
a general outline ofsteps to help
students through their college
search and application process.

Freshman and sophomore
years ofhigh school involve the
first steps ofsearching for a col
lege. A student should step up
a four -year plan ofclasses that
are needed to graduate, and get
accepted to college. The classes
col1eges usual1y prefer are 4

years of English; 3-4 years of
math, science, and social stud
ies; and 2-4 years of a foreign
language.

In a student's sophomore
year, he will take the PSAT/
NMSQT. This test is used to
determine future standardized
test scores and to get on col1ege
mailing lists. This test is also
used to determine National
Merit Scholars. Another stan
dardized test distributed is the
Plan. This test is used to fore
shadow the ACT.

Junior year of high school is
very important in the col1ege
search. In the fall of this year,
students should begin to make
a list of approximately 10-20
col1eges that they are interested

in. In the spring of this year,
students should take the ACT
and/or the SAT.

In the summer before senior
year, students are mainly con
cerned with the application pro
cess. Trips to visit colleges can
be helpful when eliminating
colleges.

Students should also look at
summer programs offered by
colleges. Many colleges offer
one to two week camps for high
school juniors. These campus
visits provide students with a
sample of college life.

On an application, many
schools look for employment or
internships. These show that a
student can handle responsibil
ity. There are many summer

jobs available for high school
students. As for internships, try
the local newspaper or televi
sion studio.

Scholarships are helpful to
offset the rising cost ofcol1ege.
Many col1eges offer scholar
ships for high GPA, class rank,
and ACT/SAT scores.

Private companies, towns,
and service organizations also
offer financial aid. To find out
about these, information is in
office I 17 or other various
scholarship books. .

Once sen ior year arrives, col
lege plans are being finalized.
Col1ege choices should be nar
rowed down to about five·
schools and students should
send out applications. Letters

of recommendation should be
being completed. After that,
colleges wil1 send out letters of
acceptance.

The process of choosing a
college and getting accepted
to col1ege is difficult. The
fol1owing are some internet
sites that may be useful:

www.petersons.com
-online version of college
guide book

www.CollegeEdge.com
-online college applications

www.fastweb.com
-database of 180,000+ private
scholarships
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warriors. His brother is the evil
emperor hoa Kahn. Rayden's
father is also one of the elder
gods. He believes his father has
something to do with the break
ing of Mortal Kombat's rules.
Now Rayden's warriors were
starting to get annoyed and a
little restless. Rayden asked
that they stay united and try
their best for that is all anyone
can ask. Now the team must
go and fight the evil emperor's
army.

The movie had many prob
lems and I really never got into
it. For one thing, the movie's
plot wasn't good at all. The
writers were trying to make
something out of nothing.

The movie really didn't have
a good script. Also, due to the
bad writing. The actors
couldn't play their characters

Cont.

Scorpjo:(October 24-Novem
ber 22) In school, you and this
guy/girl are complete opposites.
You see him/her over the week
end at all your favorite places

'lour :Jign? .
grade. ince you wished for it, to hang out. Y~u both discover
it comes true. You still had to you have more m common than
put SOME work into it. Sorry. you thought. It is the beginning
Leo:(July 23-Au2ust 22) You of a beautiful relationship.
are very creative and will have Sa2ittarius:(Novem.ber 23-
no trouble putting together a Dece~ber 21) The bl~ group
great summer wardrobe. It's of fnend~ you had wdl start
your friends that need help. slowly dnfing apart at the be-
Volunteer to take them shop- ginning of the summer. Make
ping. the first m~ve. T.ry t~ ke~p in
Yi r2o:(Au2ust 23-September touch, and III no time It Will be
ZJ) One ofyour best friends wi II Iike you were never apart.
get on your nerves. For some Capricorn:(Decemb~r23-
reason he/she has been acting January 20) The guy/girl that
very moody. tick with them, you thought would be total bore
they need your help now more on a date asks you out. Your
than ever. best friend tells you to take it.
Libra:(September24-0ctober "omething is better than noth-
ru Instead of the parties being ing." 0 you go and have the
at someone else's house the time of you life.
party is going to be at yours. AQuarjus:(January 21-Febru-
Most of the time everything .a.r.tJ..2) You are normally a hy-
works out fine. Of course the peractive person that analyzes
party that will kick otTthe sum- eve~in~. But this month you
mer vacation will be the one deCIde to Just lay back and not
that no one stays to help clean take everything so seriousl.y: It
up. Not even your best friends. ends up to be the best deCISion

you have made in a long time.
Pjsces:(February 20-Marcb
ZID Teachers will start getting
on your case about your grades.
"Just because the year is almost
over is no reason to stop early."

the President and NBC news,
Deep Impac/ showed how the
comet affected smaller families
throughout the world.

The film makes the audience
care for Leo Biederman, who is
played by Elijah Wood, a high
school student who discovers
the actual comet in space, and
his girlfriend, arah Hotchner,
who is pia ed by Leelee
Sobieski. Leo\~arries Sarah to
save her, but her· family is left
behind and Sarah stays.

But Deep Impact, which was
expected to excel especially
with its effects, fails miserably.
Deep Impact gets rolling when
a TV reporter, played by Leoni,
discovers that a comet is head
ing directly towards Earth. The
President, Morgan Freeman,

fighters are all sent on missions
to prepare for battle while Lord
Rayden goes to speak with the
elder gods so that he may learn
why they let the evil emperor
open a portal to earth.

Liu Kang goes on a journey
to discover the way to defeat the
emperor. Sonja Blade, who is
one ofLord Rayden's best fight
ers, goes on and gets her police
partner and friend Jax. Lord
Rayden goes to the elder gods
to ask why they allowed the em
peror to open the portal. Al
though the gods know what the
emperor did is breaking a rule,
they allow it.

Rayden also has another
problem. As the evil emperor
brings his world and our world
together, his powers begin to
get weaker until he comes to the
point where he becomes mor
tal. Rayden also didn't men
tion one thing to his team of

::beep Jrnpact hitj
announces that a comet the size
of Mt. Everest is on its way to

arth, and that the government
is making plans to save hu
mans. Robert Duvall and his
team of astronauts are sent on
a mission named "Messiah."
This mission is scheduled for
the astronauts to land on the
comet, and blow it up with
nuclear missiles.

Though the effects are rather
weak, the scene on the comet
has a lot of tension, when the
astronauts have to race against
time to get the bombs in place.

tf you want to see a good
movie, this is probably the best
one out, but if you're looking
for a lot of action and special
effects, wait until "Armaged
don" comes out.

Deep Impac/ just hit the the
aters this weekend, and is now
# I. Deep Impac/ is about a
comet smashing into Earth,
while the rest of the planet has
to sit and wait for a year, know
ing they'll die. The film holds
an all-star cast, including Mor
gan Freeman, who plays the
part of the President of the
United States; Tea Leoni, who
plays a scientist who discovers
that the government has been
covering up the comet that will
strike the Earth in a year; and
Robert Duvall, who plays one
of the astronaut planning on
destroying the comet. Despite
the story line revolving around

By Brian Caster
Stqff Writer

Cancer:(June21-July22) At
the end of the school year there
is always some major project
due. THIS TIME you actually
care about getting a decent

By Rita Murino
Stqff Wr it€{'

Aries:(Marcb 21-April 20)
Summer vacation isjust around
the corner. You start th inking
about all those pool parties
coming up. This time you will
have the will power to eat bet
ter. Also, exercise will no
longer seem like a chore to you.
Taurus:(April21-May 20) Af
ter the fun you had on pring
Break you are a little short on
cash. You have to make a deci
sion on whether to get a job or
not. Do not worry though. It
will all work out in the end.
Gemjnj:(May 21
June20)This Birthday will be
a special one for you. Your
friends throw you a party.
There you see the guy/girl you
have been trying to get to no
tice you. Your sneaky friends
invited him/her. Do not worry
, they have a secret crush on you
too.

By Fadi Salem
St'1.ff Writer

Anyone who has played
video games knows the movie
I am reviewing in this article.
The movie is called Mortal
Kombat: Annihilation. This
is the sequel to the original
movie Mortal Kombat. Both
movies have nonstop martial
arts in them, but the sequel does
have a lot more computer ani
mated creatures.

The movie begins with a tale
of how the first movie ended.
Even though in the first movie
Liu Kang, a character in the
movie, wins the Mortal Kombat
tournament, they still have to
deal with the evil emperor hoa
Kahn. Kahn has broken the
tournament's rules and opened
a portal to earth and vows to
destroy earth's protector Lord
Rayden and all the humans on
it. Lord Rayden's best human

Librarian at WFMT-FM or

ground keeper at a minor league
baseball stadium

1964 Triumph TR-4

Newspaper route (ftnn Arbor News)
Reflect-look inward.

A show by the Amazing Kre kin

u r e

hera c

Birthplace:
Marital Status:

Catonsville, Maryland

Married to Joan for 19 years,

children Jon (16) and Elizabeth (12)

High Scbool Attended: Richard Montgomery High School

in Rockville, Maryland

University ofIllinois (Champaign)
and Lewis University

B. . (Music Education)
M.M. (Music)

M.A. ( chool Administration)
19 years

Degree:

College Attended:

Years teacbing:

Iff wasn't teacbing,
I'd be:

My first car:

My first paying job:
A moral f live by:

My first date was at:

My advice to

teenagers: Nothing good happens when stu
dents and teachers are adversaries. Be an active and inde
pendent learner who uses teachers in circumstances where

teachers have the most to offer- as experts and resources in
content areas- assistants helping you meet~ goals.

Mr. David Deitemyer

Simpjon ~ J"ivia
By Karen Rossow 21. What kind of store does the
Staff Writer "good neighbor" open up?

You've watched thetn every 22. What was the name of the
week since third grade. Have store?
you been a loyal Simpsons' 23. When lost in the forest with
watcher? Test your knowledge Bart, who or what is Homer
to see how much you know mistaken for?
about the entire Simpons' fam- 24. What does Krusty the
ily. Good Luck! Clown's father do for a living?
I. What happened to Bart when 25. What energy bar unleashes
the impsons got a pool in their the awesome power of apples?
back yard? 26.Who won the diarama con-
2.How did he do it? test?
3. Where did the Simpsons find 27. What did the diarama con-
Santa's Little Helper? sist of?
4.W11ere did Bart, Nelson, and 28.How much does Homer
Mulehouse go when Bart got weigh before he tries to gain
fake drivers' licenses? weight to go on welfare?
5. What did Bart do for Lisa on 29. Where does Bart go as a for-
her birthday? eign exchange student?
6. Who was the person who 30. What sector does Homer
helped Bart with Lisa's work in?

present? 3 I. What does Ralph's eat's
7. Who is the fat guy that is al- breath smell Iike?
ways at Moe's? 32. What musical instrument
8. Why did Homer wear a mi- does Lisa play?
crophoneunderhisshirtforthe 33.What is Bart's favorite
F.B.I.? comic?
9. What is Bart and Lisa's fa- 34. Who created the Simpsons?
vorite cartoon? 35. What kind of patch did Lisa
10. What part of the statue of add to the quilt?
Jebidiah Springfield did Bart AlfJfV.JJS puv AlfJfl '6
steal? ·.Jowfv UJ;JlfJ op Of pVlf
I I. Why did he steal it? pUV paf!pnv Zu!aq SVM t1H '8
12. What did Lisa's new friends Aau.JVE/ "L
at the beach do to the Simpson's 'uoS1fJvJ /avlf:J!W SVM alf pai\a!/

car? -aq 0lfM fUa!fVd /Vfuaw V '9
13.What did Bart do to embar- 'ZUOS v .Jalf aJO.JM aH .~

rass Lisa in front of her new .J!Vd s,P/.J0M /.861
friends? alfJfo awo/f-a.Ja/fdsoJv.JJS alff 'J?
14.Who is Smithers? 1f:Jv.JJ ZU!Jv~ alf.L 'f
15.What is the dog's name? "I0od
16.What was the name of the alff OfU! dwnr Of 3U./A.Jf t1{!lfM
Simpsons' cat? <Js/lOlfaa.Jf alfJfo f/lO lIafaH 'Z
17. What was the name of their 'SPPI <Jt(f fo fsa.J
second cat? at(f lff!M a.JowAuv W!MS f, up/no:J
18.Who shot Mr. Burns? puv Za/ S!t( <J'I0.Jq <JH "I
19.Who runs the Kwik-E-Mart SJi1MSUV

that sells squishies?

20.Who is the "good neigh- Cont. paae 8
bor"? (/
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man,

ness, because he felt that disco
was the greatest thing since
slice bread; sliced bread having
been invented the previous
week.

With absolutely no money
left to his name. Disco Stu was
forced to sell the fish in his plat
form shoes to the local pet store.
With this small amount of
money, Disco was barely able
to keep his emporium open.
When things had started to look
even worse, Disco's old friend
Jimmy Carter approached
Disco, wanting to learn "what
all the young hipsters were do
ing."

Disco proceeded to train
Jimmy Carter in the fine art of
"the Hustle." Jimmy gladly do
nated Disco the money he
needed, and thanked Disco for
his superb instruction, as well
as his help in Jimmy's presiden
tial campaign. Upon the suc
cessful teaching of Jimmy
Carter, Disco decided to share
his gift with others across the
country, and opened up Disco
Stu's "Can't Stop the Leamin"
Disco Academy.

This academy proved to be a
huge success, which brings us
to modem times. Disco Stu is
now living the good life in
Springfield, USA, and was re
cently seen at a local garage
sale on Evergreen Terrace. No
one knows what the future
holds for this self-made rhine
stone cowboy. but one can be
certain that the future of Disco
Stu involves disco and the pos
sibility of more disco to come.

very well. Some of the actors
were even tentative, and it
showed a lot in the movie. They
weren't even professionals.
The movie's computer ani
mated scenes were OK. but
they were really unnecessary. It
made the movie seem more like
a video game. The movie had
too many problems. and it made
it hard for the viewer to get into
it. I give this movie two sparks.

• Corporate Functions
• Weddings
• Box Lunches

in Cletus' "Stayin' Alive"
Dancing Yokel Tour. later re
named Hullabalooza.

Disco served for three years
as the tour's warm up act. and
had the opportunity to perfect
his dancing skills. With his
warm up act becoming more
popular, and his gyrating hips
melting the hearts of ladies ev
erywhere, Disco was starting to
become the headline act of the
tour. Needless to say. the other
performers were not pleased
with Disco's popularity. and
chose to get back at him by any
means necessary. The Indian
and the Policeman of the Vil
lage People decided to steal
Disco's five piece London Sym
phony Orchestra. to be used in
the classical version of "Disco
Inferno," while the Gibb broth
ers of the Bee Gees decided to
steal Disco's fuzzy dice. Disco
became aggravated by the treat
ment of his fellow performers,
and decided to leave the tour,
to work on his own.

By the time he chose to leave.
Disco had established quite a
name for himself. Disco
grooved along this popularity
wave, and decided to open
"Disco Stu's 70's Disco Empo
rium" in 1982. Disco had noth
ing but high hopes for his es
tablishment, but those hopes
were shattered when no one
showed up to dance the night
away. This lack ofbusiness can
be easily explained. because.
after all. "Disco Stu doesn't
advertise." Disco could not
understand why his swinging
club had not attracted any busi-

22. The Left Emporium
23. Bigfoot
24. a rabbi
25. Power Sauce
26. Ralph
27. Star Wars figurines in the
original packaging
28. 2401bs.
29. France
30. Sector 7 G
31. Cat food
32. saxophone
33. Radioactive Man
34. Matt Groening
35. A jazz music patch

Jrivia Coni.

• Family Events
• Picnics
• Breakfast/Brunch

EfealWr's Catering Servia
Specialist in

Homestgfe Meals

Serving Chicago & Suburbs for Over 20 Years

Compfete Party Pfimning fllssistance

773/471-9288 1~ 773-471-9727

10. his head
II. Nelson thought it would be
cool.
12. They covered it in sea
shells.
13. He showed them her year
book picture.
14. Mr. Burns assistant
15. Santa's Little Helper
16. Snowball
17. Snowball 11
18. Maggie
19. Abu
20. Ned Flanders
2 I. A lefthander's store

By Tom Jodelka
SlQ,ff Writer

The legendary figure known
to one and all as Disco Stu, be
gan his life rather humbly in
Las Vegas. Disco Stu was
brought into this world just like
any other child, but legend has
it, that this child was born with
the glimmer of rhinestones in
his eyes. In Las Vegas, enter
tainment wears a neon som
brero, and there is not a single
library, or museum to offend the
eye. From this rather quaint
beginning, Disco Stu began to
make a name for himself, be
cause after all, one's life should
not be judged by how one en
tered the world, but rather by
what one has done while a part
of it.

Disco Stu was baptized
Stewart T. Funk, at Shotgun
Pete's Wedding Chapel and Ca
sino. Not much is known about
Disco Stu's earlier years. This
man is an enigma. wrapped in
mystery. stuffed into a leisure
suit, with six inch platform
shoes. He also wears sun
glasses. Disco Stu, or "Disco,"
as his friends, and fellow 70's
pop culture icons call him,
found life in Las Vegas to be
unfulfilling. He desired the
glitz and glamour ofthe Ameri
can Disco Circuit.

Disco Stu figured the only
way that he could open up a
Disco Emporium, would be to
first gain fame, and recogni
tion. Disco decided to tour with
Starland Vocal Band, the Vil
lage People. and the Bee Gees

blues rockers ZZ top.
Looking Back:Every so of

ten I wonder, as you probably
do. what some oftoday's bands
sounded like before they hit it
big. Metallica did so by put
ting together "Garage Days and
More" a while back. Aftertour
ing in 1987, the band decided
to record some of the covers
they played as a garage band.
and put it on an album.

They also included demos to
some of their other songs,
which later became some of
their best. The two best known
covers are Queen's energetic
"Stone Cold Crazy" and The
Anti-Nowhere League's contro
versial "So What."

The demo to the song many
call the best Metallica song ever
is also included. I am, of
course, talking about "One".
the song that later became
Metallica's first music video.

The five other demos are all
on the self-titled "Metallica"
that forced this metal band to
be played on the radio. These
include the unfinished versions
of "Enter Sandman", "The
Unforgiven", and "Sad but
True". which later became part
of the biggest heavy metal al
bum ever. - ':,

h· Ib . \\ .T IS a um IS neccesslty to
any Metallica fan, but it is very
difficult to find and the price
can be up to or over thirty dol
lars. depending on the record
store.

If that is not affordable for
you, what I suggest is that you
ask someone who has it to make
a tape of it for you, because un
less you are going to see them
this summer. it is not likely you
will hear these tracks anywhere
else.

saying that this music will give
you the killer instinct to win any
boxing match or be the star of
any football game, but it will at
least make things interesting.

The next thing you know you
and everyone you're with feel
like dancing. It's obvious that
you need music to bust out your
new dance moves, but which
music should it be? Ifit was up
to me, I'd suggest some disco.
"Stayin' Alive" and "Disco In
ferno" from the Saturday Night
Fever Soundtrack would be just
fine for you to kick it on the
dance floor. Ilowever, maybe
you should try something from
the 80's ifbreakdancing is your
thing. In that case, I would rec
ommend The Wedding Singer
Soundtrack. featuring the Sugar
Hill Gang's "Rapper's Delight."

I hope I have given you an
idea of how to make music
work for you. Instead ofrepeat
ing the same song you taped off
the radio over and over in your
head, use your different tastes
in music to hype you up. make
your body groove, and to relax.
Anyway. it's time for me to
leave. I hear Smashmouth play
ing in the background, and all
ofa sudden, I feel like dancing.

By Joe Banasiak
Stall Writer

Laughs: The latest album by
comedian Adam Sandler,
"What's Your Name?" was re
cently released. Unlike his pre
vious efforts, this is Sandler's
most musical, not having one
comedy sketch on it. Ofcourse,
the lyrics are still in his usual
lighthearted comedic style.
This album shows that Sandler
is more than your run-of-the
mill comedian by writing these
songs.

Many of the album's songs
reflect on childhood including
"Corduroy Blues", "Four Years
Old", and "Pickin' Daisies."
Sandler shows he can stray
from his usual rock song with
the reaggae song "Voodoo", the
country style "Zittley Van
Zittles" and the dance mix
"Dansin' and Pantsin· ...

He also sang of sad life sto
ries in "The Lonesome Kicker"
and "The Goat Song." This
album proves how musically
talented Adam Sandler really
is.

Oldie but Goodie: I will now
take you back in time a few
years to the movie "Dazed and
Confused." The soundtrack
features classics like "Slow
Ride" by Foghat, "School's
Out" by Alice Cooper, and
"Paranoid" by Black Sabbath.
The soundtrack also has two of
the best known songs ever with
"Rock and Roll All Night" by
Kiss and "Low Rider" by War.
This is probably one of the best
soundtracks ever assembled
having some of rock's biggest
names on it along with bands
only known for one or more
songs. Some of the other art
ists on this album are Deep
Purple. Lynyrd Skynyrd, and

By Bill Palmer
Stqff Writer

How are you feeling today?
Depending on your answer to
that question, the type ofmusic
can alter or sustain the type of
mood you want to be in.

I listen to a variety ofmusic.
When I spin the radio dial, I
move from classic rock, to
motown, to hip-hop, and many
more. I will decide what I want
to listen to depending on what I
will do that day. I listen to mu
sic not only because it sounds
good, but also because it pre
pares me for the activities that
are awaiting me.

Say you are in the mood for
a game of football or basketball.
or even a good old-fashioned
backyard mosh pit with your
friends. If you want to maxi
mize your performance in one
of these categories,' it might be
a wise idea to play, The Beastie
Boy, Korn, Prodigy, The
Defttones, or even some Mas
ter P in the background. The
fast bass beats and lyrics will
make your blood pump a thou
sand miles per hour and your
adrenaline flow through your
veins like a waterfall. I'm not

.._.-... ·.....
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. University of l1Iinois-
Champaign/Urbana- Busi
ness.-Jeanine Dyckman

North Central College-Political
Science.-Melanie Neumann

Saint Xavier University-Span
ish.-Sherri Gibson

Massage Therapist School
Massage Therapy.-Tom Heda

Drake-Communications/Jour
nalism.-Jeannette Lemrise

Eastern Illinois University-Zo
ology.-Mary Pasquarel1a

Eastern Illinois University
Business.-Aimee Leahy

Moraine Valley-Art.-Anjie Roy

Illinois State University-Busi
ness.-Paul Smith

University of IIIinois
Champaign/Urbana-Computer
Engineering.-Antony
Zoeteman

Moraine ValleylIllinois State
University-Elementary Educa
tion.-Margaret Herrmann

University of l1Iinois
Champaign/Urbana-Linguis
tics.-Melanie Fitzgibbons

University of Illinois-Cham
paign/Urbana-Mechanical En
gineering.-Mike Dixon

Univirsidad Latina in Costa
Rica-Spanish.-Carrie
Barnhouse

Spring Hill College in Ala
bama-Marine Biology.-Kelli
Pfister

North Central College-Educa
tion.-Tracy Mathias

Fox/U IC-Business.-Anna
Zubek

Central Bible College-Mis
sions.-Tom Keating

DePaul University-Business
Adminstration.-Luis Gonzalez

•
tn

Being a high school english
teacher(replacing Mrs. Whit??)
and hopefully coaching some
thing as well.-Tammy Fear

Having a family and being suc
cessful in whatever I'm doing.
Melanie Neumann

Being a Spanish teacher at high
school or maybe college level.-

herri Gibson

A chef owning my own restau
rant.-Tony Raspante

Being a special education
teacher.-Maureen Scanlan

Massage Therapy and
estitician(skin care).-Debra
Sterna

Rescuing the world from bad
guys.-Paul Kos

Being a graphic artist.-Anjie
Roy

Restoring beautiful cars and
entering car audio competi
tions.-Paul Smith

Retiring.-Tony Zoeteman

Independent film maker.-Car
rie Barnhou e

Studying languages.-Melanie
Fitzgibbons

Broadcasting Chicago Sports.
Joe Munno

Teaching and married with 4
children (one set of twins).
Michel1e Ortiz

Living in Florida and studying
the way dolphins communi
cate.-Kelli Pfister

Teaching in a high school.-Lee
Mcle

Being married to some rich hot
guy.-Jeannette Lemrise

Accepting the Nobel Prize for
my work in genetics.-Fran
Furgiuele

Enjoying a mid-life crisis while
balancing work and my family.
Tracy Mathias

The females, the easy life.-Paul
mith

All the friends I will leave be
hind.-Nichole Gorman

All of the interesting people.
Melanie Fitzgibbons

My friends.-Sara epessy

Chicken Parmesan sandwiches
Jeannette Lemri e

The nachos.-Fran Furgiuele

My friends.-Lee Mcle

The laughs.-Tom Keating

The monthly macaroni and
cheese days.-Tracy Mathias

The friends I made and the girls
soccer tearn.-Michel1e Ortiz

My friends and the Spatanite.
Joe Munno

Teachers and my friend .-Anna
Zubek

Seeing my friends that I've had
for the better part of my life.
Mike Dixon

AI's neon orange suspenders.
Tammy Fear

Concentrate on my grades
more.-Michel1e Ortiz

Never would have taken Ad
vanced Biology.-Lee Mcle

Actually do my homework.
Jeanette Lemri e

I would do my Calculus home
work.-Fran Furgiuele

I would have stayed farther
away from boys.-Tammy Fear

I would have started at Oak
Lawn instead of McAuley.
Sara Sepessy

Bought that elevator pas fresh
man year.-Tom Keating

Kept in better contact with my
best friends.-Jeanine
Dyckman

Do a better job at not procrasti
nating when doing my work.
Melanie Neumann

Joined more clubs and sports
and I would have graduated in
January.- herri Gibson

Not try to fit in so much.-Tom
Heda
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Teamwork sparks track success

Junior Gina Rogers warms up
over the girls high hurdles.
(Photo by: Amy Ott)

The distance girls are
Michelle King, Jodie Daley,
Vicky Davis, Sheryl Stisso,
Salima Garcia, and April
Osmanski. Unfortunately,
April is injured and out for the
season.

The Oak Lawn Boys' team has
been fairly succes ful this year.
Running especially well are
Mike Curran, Jim Carpeter, Ja
son Dogium, and luis Amato.
Mike urran is running excep
tionally well this year and is
hoping to place well at the ec
tional meet and compete at the

tate Finals.

Oak Lawn's best highjumper
is Jenny Jaral, and the triple
jump belong to Jennel!
Murray. Jennell has placed
well in crucial meets and was
invited to the Indoor State Fi
nals held at the University of
Illinois at hampaign-Urbana.

ing her own record. Jenny Jaral
placed third in the high jump
and Anna Kos placed in the
shot put, long jump, triple
jump, and high jump.

By Gina Rogers
Stqfl Writer

both of the frosh/soph and var
sity levels.

Track and field include a
Through rain, sleet, cold, and numerous amount ofskill, both

other unfavorable weather con- mentally and physically. The
ditions, one can always be sure events range from skills of en-
to find one group of OLCHS durance such as: long distance
athletes outside braving the running, speed-demanding
weather. This unique, yet dedi- sprints and jumps, to the
cated group is the 1998 boys' strength-required field events.
and girl' track teams. ince the Spartan team's

oached by Mr. Lockwood, strength was not in numbers,
along with the crucial help of many athletes had to compete
Mr. Robinson, Mrs. Michals, in as many as four event.
Mr. Maloney, Mr. Johnson, and The girls' participation num-
Mr. McGee, the e athletes have bers are up this year. The se- The sprinters include Nahed
been practicing since January niors include Jennell Murray, obhy, athy Wilczek, Pam
to prepare for the outdoor sea- Jeannette Lemrise, and Diana Byrne" Nicole Garrett, Dana
son. With track concentrating Wroblewski, all who "exceeded lusinski, Emily Buys, Breanne
more on the individual, the expectation and maintained a Lorenz, Mandy Bainbridge, The boys' di tance runners
coaches have worked to employ well as provided leadership," Angie VanVuren, and Christin include Mike urran, Jim ar-
the techniques of self-motiva- said Coach Lockwood. Achter. The sprinters have set penter, Jason Dogium, Mike
tion, along with a ense of how The focus of this year was put up strong relays and are Cingrani, Chris Amato, Chad
important the.individual contri- on the conferencc meet which coached by Mrs. Michaels and Zeilenga, Todd Johnson, Joe
bution is to the team. Coach was held on May 9th. Jencll Mr. McGee. Newman, Pat Moses, Ray due the good young runners
Lockwood stated, "This year's Murray placed first in both the Metzger, Phil Maslan, and Joe that create the very strong
season has had its ups and long jump and the triple jump. The hurdler, coached by Mr. Banasiak. frosh-soph team. There are
down." A lot of thc athletes (n the triple jump, Jenell set a Maloney, are Lauren Ward, many talented runners on both
have met and exceedcd the ex- new conference record with a Gina Rogers, atrina Johnson, The boys' team will bc espe- levels but the young runners are
pectations of thc coaches on jump of35 feet 9 inches, break- and Andrea Wal h. cially strong in the later years the ones to watch out for.

Tennis tealll lllatches up

IV soccer

Obren ki and Mark IInat in
first doubles, Eric Lisitza and

Aric Wagner in second doubles
and Brian Caster and Mike

trelow in third doubles. This
is the tentative line up for the
Conference Championship.
Other contributing members of
the team include Greg
Kaminski, Adam Lau, Pat
Rojewski, Jim Norris, colt

01 by, Ed Woljek, and Keith
Fox. trong individual perfor
mances were shown at the

ophomore andburg Tourna
ment where Eric Lisitza, Aric
Wagner, ric Smok, and Keith
Fox all placed. Brian aster
and Mike trelow also placed
in the Freshman Stagg Tourna
ment. The Frosh-Soph coach
Mr. Leary said, "We hope to be
seeded first going into Confer
ence so there is a good possi
bility we will have several Con
ference Championships."

Joe Hubatch. Both athletes
have visited and are consider
ing Loras ollege to be their
new home in the fall.

From the Lady partan bas
ketball team, Colleen
Fitzgerald will be continuing
her playing days at Dominican.
Ilowever, the amount of money
she'll be receiving has yet to be
determined.

Ingalls, Amanda Kutsulis, Am
ber Nettle, Amy Ott, Shanna
Stiso, and Rachel Verbeek;

ophomores, Becky Bousman,
Ileather Hewitt, and Melissa
Reyes.

The ]V is doing well and
have greatly improved their
kills since the beginning of the
eason. Lauren Caster states

that, "We are working together
more, so we've won a few."

By Pam Byrne
Stqfl Writer

Like the Varsity team, the
Frosh-Soph Tennis team i hav
ing a very successful cason. A
of now, the overall record i 5
2, and the conference record is
3-0. Victories came again t

hicago Chri tian, IIliana
Christian, and 11 in dale en
tral. The three onference vic
tories were against
Bolingbrook, Reavis, and
Romeoville.

Brian aster, a freshman on
the team says," 0 far the ten
nis team is doing well, and we
are undefeated in Conference so
we have a good chance of win
ning conference."

year. Spartan that will be at-
tending Harper are .
and Mike Mollo. AI 0,

Roberton has signed a letter of
intent with Ilarper but i still
undecided. II is other choices
are St. Joseph' or taying here
at Moraine. at least one emes
ter.

Other football player still
undecided are and

Michelle Ortiz
Stqfl Wriler

The Junior Varsity occer
team is doing very well.

As a first year te~m, their
record is 2-6-1. The goalies,
Amy Attivissimo and Sarah
Wantiez, are very determined.
The team also consists of e
nior Becky McNaughton, Rhea
Petroski, and ara epe sy; Jun
iors Amanda Ault, Heather
Casale, Lauren aster, J(aty

Brian Perveneckis in second
doubles; and Tony Fantozzi and
Adam Zwirkowski in third
doubles.

The success of the team is
expected to continue on into
next season. "We have such a
young team that next year we
should do even better," said
varsity coach, Mr. Lawson.

be playing close to home at St.
Xavier University. Tom has re
ceived a scholarship from the
university.

On his way to the University
of hicago's football program
i a . Brad has re
ceived a grant ofabout $16,000
from the university to play
there.

Dan Prorok will follow in
the foot teps ofa couple of foot
ball players from last year's
cia s, Jon Baikie and Ken
Macak. Dan will be attending
Monmouth next year and will
play football while he is there.
Monmouth has awarded Dan
with grants worth an estimated
$12,000.
Another chool that is getting
more than one of our football
players is Harper Junior Col
lege. Ilarper has one of the top

juni r college football pro
grams in the country, winning
the national championship last

Junior Brendon Palluck uses his
powerful erve to ace his oppo
nenL (Photo by: Amy Ott)

The Frosh-Soph team in
cludes first singles player Eric
Smok, second singles player
Pete Groenwald, Chris

Where are they going?

'andburg (3-2), and Illiana
Chri tian (4-11.,The on Iy 10 e
that the team h~ \faced were
against Ilinsdale <r.,entral and

tagg. ome more ctories t
add to the list are a first place
finish at the Joliet Tournament
and a second place fini h at the

tagg Tournament. Mark
Rieck had this to say, 'The sea
son is going well, and we have
a good chance of taking on
ference again this year."

With this record, it appears
as though this team is well on
its way to winning onference.
Th is can be attributed to the
efforts of each member of the
team. The line-up that is most
likely to bring the team to vic
tory is Mark Rieck in first
singles, who has a record of 6
and I; Matt Moyses in second
doubles, who has a record of 8
and 0; Scott Cosme and
Brendon Pal lock in first
doubles; Tom Swiatek and

Another athlete who plans to
play more than one sport in col
lege is Jenell Murray. Jenell,
who has not yet decided
whether she will attend
Monmouth or Carthage, will
play volleyball and participate
in track. She has received a
number ofgrant from both col
leges.

We have three athletes that
will be going to Lake Forest
College to play football. They
are Tacho Gamino, who has re
ceived the Deerpath scholar
ship which is worth $24,000
over four years. Also Ii.m

wi will be a member of the
Lake Forest football team, Tim
has given a grant of$9500 from
the school. The third OLCII
football player to plan on at-
tending Lake Forest is 'k
fui.na.

T i another ath-
lete who plans on attending col
lege to play football. Torn will

By Pam Byrne
SourIs Edllor

By Joe Munno
Sporls Editor

A summer vacation ap
proaches, the spring ports are
com ing to an end. One of those
ports wrapping up the ea on

IS Uoy Tenni. Thi year's
var ity team includes senior
Scott Cosme, junior Mark
Rieck, Matt Moyse, Brendan
Pal lock, Torn Swiatek, Brian
Pcrveneckis, and ophmores
Tony Fantozzi and Adam
Zwirkowski. The team is
coached by Mr. Lawson.

The season is going well for
the team that is trying to defend
its onference hampionship.
Thc onferencc record so far is
two wins and zero losses with
victories over Bolingbrook (4
I) and Reavis (3-2). The over
all record for the season is five
wins and two losses.

Othcr victories were against
Chicago hristian (5-0),

Throughout the school year
many of our student athletes
have excelled in their respec
tive sport. -very eason it
eems that we have a new

"star". Mo t of the time there's
more than onc. Thi year many
of our athlete arc attcnding
college in the fall becau e of
their athletic ability. According
to varsity coaches and the play
crs themselves, h re is where
some of Oak Lawn's top senior
athlete will be going and the
orne of the award they have

received.
First off we have J..a.!'.......,.....

Altenbun:. Aaron plans to at
tend Olivet Nazarene niver
sity thi fall. He will be going
there on a football cholar hip,
but will al 0 be playing on their
ba ketball team and ba eball
team.
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Coaches
Corner
Name: Mike Grzelak
Nickname: Grizz
What sport do you coach? Varsity Softball
How long have you been coaching? 4 or 5 years
What influenced you to become a coach? Vince Kasley and
George Dempsey. Also I enjoy working with the players.
What advice would you give your athletes? If you want to
see the end of the rainbow, you have to deal with the rain.
What is the best coaching advice you have ever received?
Never let a mistake bring you down.
What is your favorite pro team? The Kansas City Chiefs.
Who is your favorite pro/college coach? Gene Keady, bas
ketball coach at Purdue.
Who is your favorite athlete? Lee Trevino
Who would you most like to meet and why? Lee Trevino. He
has the same type of philosophy as me. Also, Lee Trevino,
God, and myself are the only one's that can hit a one iron.

Sp"t,nlt, Sp"t,

By Eric Biesterfeld
Stqff Writer

Every year athletes compete
against schools who have
larger, faster, and better ath
letes. Not only do they have a
combination of those three
things, they have a winning tra
dition. With a population ofone
thousand four hundred, Oak
Lawn is constantly competing
for athletes within the area.

Think about it. There are six
other high schools within a two
mile radius of Oak Lawn. It all
begins with recruitment. During
the junior high stage, coaches
begin selling their programs to
the athletes. However, it's kind
of hard to sell a program that
doesn't have a winning tradi
tion. It will only be matter of
time before one of the private
schools walk in and tell the ath-

letes about all the college re
cruits that will visit the school,
because their athletic teams
produce winning seasons every
year. How can a public school
compete with that? If the ath
letes are willing to partake in
tradition, then the private
schools take out a "scholarship"
fonn and you know the rest.

A public school isn't all that
expensive to attend, but when
an athlete turns to the sports
page of a local newspaper and
sees the names of private
schools, highlighted, thoughts
begin to race through his mind.
Do I want to be highlighted on
the front page or would I prefer
a little column on page ten?

When asked what makes a
school an athletic powerhouse,
Athletic Director, Mr.
Marcordes said, "Good athletes

P,g, I'

and getting the right people in
volved. The coach should be
specialized in the sport. The
three "r's" recruiting, retaining,
and the ability to remain eli
gible by the athletes are vital."
ATHLETE + COACH +
WORK = SUCCESS.

To have a winning tradition,
you need not only athletes, but
a coach. Coaches playa major
role in recruiting. They must
"sell" the athlete, as to why
their program is the best and
why an athlete will gain the
most by playing for a particu
lar school. A coach motivates
and prepares the athletes men
tally, but needs a certain
amount of flexibility. A coach
needs to put in the time to build
a successful program.

Cont. Below

Badminton repeats winning season
By Jennifer Trotta
Co-Sports Editor

The Varsity Badminton
Team has had another success
ful season. The Lady Spartans
worked hard all spring and fin
ished with a 9-2 record. The
team was led by some outstand
ing senior leadership and they
pu lied together another win
ning season under Coach
Greiman.

The Spartan Badminton
Team had another outstanding
year from senior Rachel Kolar.
Rachel was the number one
singles player and she had a
record of 27-2 (at press time).
Tina Zwirkowski also had an
excellent year at singles com
petition, compiling a record of
27-3 (at press-time).

Karen Rossow, led the jun
iors on the team with a singles
record of 14-1 (at press time).

The doubles team of Tina

Zwirkowski and Rachel Kolar
had a dynamite season. They
suffered only one loss this sea
son, that being at the hands of
their toughest opponent,
Shepard.

Seniors, Patti and Ellen
Malfeo, were a leading doubles
team, and had a record of 18
10 (at press time). Veteran
leaders Maryann Miranda and
Cheryl ullivan, also had an
other solid year as doubles part
ners.

The Varsity Team also had
solid seasons from juniors
Laura Girten, Nancy Houston,
and Lauri Miller. Sophomores

mily McLoughlin and Asrar
Judeh, also spent some time
playing on the Varsity level, on
weekends, when the team was
able to bring more players to
competition. Asrar and Emily
both worked hard and gained
some experience for next year's
Varsity team.

Mrs. Greiman was very
happy with her team's perfor
mance this year. Mrs. Greiman
said, "This team was one of the
most solid teams that I have
ever coached. The whole team
had a nice blend of talent."

Rachel Kolar and Tina
Zwirkowski showed unbeliev
able dedication to badminton
this year. They each worked
hard and motivated everyone on
the team and had MVP seasons.
Playing in doubles competition
together, Tina and Rachel
brought their games to another
level. By motivating each
other, Tina and Rachel were
able to achieve great success in
the final year playing Spartan
Badminton.

Frosh/Soph
By Jennifer Trotta
Co-Sports Edilor

The Frosh-Soph Badminton
Team has served up a great

year! The team consists of
sophomores: Asrar Judeh,
Emily McLoughlin, Erin Kelly,
Kim Popernik, Jessica Brazel,
Amy Litviak, and Erica Werley.
The freshmen include Jenny
Bartowiak, Renee Smith, Mor
gan Lisitza, Angela Montoya,
Kelly Caldwell, Jeanna
Jurkowski, Erica Nelson, and
Katie Huizenga. The team is
coached by Mr. Tyson.

The team is led in singles
competition by Asrar Judeh and
Emily McLoughlin. These two
players have had an outstand
ing season and have brought
some much needed leadership
to the team. s a doubles team,
Emily and Asfur are undefeated
in conference. Emily and Asrar
also saw some play"ing time on
the varsity badminton team,
which will prove extremely use
ful in next year's competition.

The team has a record of8-3
overall, and 7-1 in conference

(at press time). This is a great
achievement, considering the
fact that only six members of
the 15 have had prior playing
experience.

The only conference loss this
team experienced this year
came at the hands of Bradley
Bourbonnais.

The team is looking forward
to success in conference com
petition. They've played very
well against conference oppo
nents and they hope to continue
that trend.

Powerhouse Cont.
"Success is not always mea

sured in wins and losses," says
Coach Kasley, "If kids believe
and grow as people and learn
to develop a sense of pride in
themselves in what they've ac
complished, and do not quit in
difficult situations, then each
player will have SUCCESS."

Spartan baseball prepares for playoffs
By Joe Munno
Sports Editor

The Varsity Baseball team's
season is slowly winding down
here at Oak Lawn and only one
word can describe it, frustrat
ing. Coming into the season the
Spartans had high hopes. Af
ter a pretty good season last
year, a good summer, and a
team loaded with talent, Coach
Skip Sullivan and his guys were
looking forward to a monster
year. But that hasn't happened.
As of press time the team has
an overall record of 11-13 and
have suffered some very close,
heartbreaking losses to teams
such as Reavis and
Bolingbrook.

Coach Sullivan said that the
team hasn't put it all together
or been very consistent. One
reason for this is that a few guys
they expected more from have
had off years. This has kept the
team around .500 most of the
year.

The team's schedule has been
very strong thus far playing
team's such as Br. Rice, St.

Rita, Sandburg, Rich South,
Riverside-Brookfield, Bremen,
Reavis, and Joliet. Sully said
the team has played well
against these tough opponents,
but has just fallen short. They
can't seem to get over the
hump.

ome players who have had
a good year are cot! Strang,
who at one point during the
year pitched 24 consecutive
shutout innings. /-Ie has also
been shining at the plate as
well. Others having good years
include Brad Koeppen who is
hitting .400, Chris Beyer who
is having a solid season hitting
.330, and Tony Baldea, also hit
ting .330. Aaron Altenburg has
had a good all round year for
the partans and Greg Slade
has played well as oflate. Greg
i coming off knee surgery and
started offslowly.

As far as Coach's hopes for
the remainder of the year go,
he would like to see the team to
finish strong in conference,
work hard, and be mentally pre
pared for the playoffs, which

begin May 28. He said, "Base
ball is a funny game, things can
change overnight and the team
is showing signs of putting it
together for the playoffs."

Frosh/Soph

By Jeanine Dyckman and
Sam Wenzel
StCl,ff Writers

The birds are singing and the
bees are buzzing, which could
only mean one thing: spring
has arrived and along with it,
the baseball season. This year's
freshman baseball team is off
to a good start winning nine
out of its first fifteen games.
The team has two coaches,
Coach Ade and Coach Kunde.

The team has a et of goals
it hopes to accomplish this sea
son: to win conference, to de
velop their individual skills,
and to learn to function with
one another as a team.

Trying to achieve these goals
are: Matt Murphy, Larry
Mann, Mike Sullivan, Jesse

Gubernat, Ryan Schau, Ken
Bialek, Glenn Sabatino, Dana
Escamilla, Bob Strang, Bill
Palmer, Mike Gary, Tom
Gamino, Adam McKinney,
Tony Wilson, Dave Uelman,
Dave chwoebel, Bryan Berry,
and Nick Purdy. Coaches Ade
and Kunde agree that this is a
fine group ofyoung ballplayers
that could develop into a good
team in the years to come.

The sophomore baseball
team got off to a quick start as
well, but have suffered three
consecutive losses in confer
ence play. Their record cur
rently stands at eight wins ver
sus eight losses and one tie.

The team is guided by Coach
Kasley this year.

The team is made up of four
teen players, and they are:
Hank Fear, Mike Valentine,
Rick Krakow, Mark Leipart,
Eric Shutz, Jeremy Shultz, Bill
Henning, Bob Krisik, Dennis
Kasprowicz, John Sarpolis,
Ryan Nash, Dan Earley, and
Chris Adamow.

The team also set forth its

goals before the sea~on began.
The goals included to work to
gether as a team, maintain a
positive attitude, and win as
many games as possible. The
main rivals of the team are
Richards and Reavis. They will
face both of these teams in the
coming weeks.

Tony Martino works on his throw
at a recent practice. (Photo by:
Mandy Kutsulis)
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Volleyball determined to Succeed

ference-winning season.
It is predicted that next year's

juniors will greatly assist next
year's varsity volleyball team in
their quest for a state champi
onsh ip. If the freshmen main
tain their team record through
out the rest of this season, then
they too will have a very suc
cessful season next year. De
termination and hard work paid
off for the volleyball teams of
both levels.

Senior teve Joyce practices his
serve. (Photo by: Amy Ott)

ranked 10th in the Tribune Poll. participate in the Reavis Sec- Con ference," stated Coach
. With an all senior lineup the tionaIand with a win at the sec- Haubenreiser, who is pleased
Spartans use Dan Balich, Adam tional, the winning team earns with the current output by her
Fisher, Pat McLoughlin, Dave a berth in the State quarterfinals team. Just recently, the frosh!
Abrahamson and Joe at Hoffman Estates on June soph team took third place in
Chavosky, along with Eric and 5th. With a win on that day, the the Marist Invitational Tourna-

teve in the starting line-up. winning team advances to the ment.
Although the Spartans lack state semifinals where the best Key players that have made

experience with only two re- eight teams in the state battle it the season so rewarding include
turning starters, these seniors out. outside hitter, Dave Henke, set-
have fought back from large Success is no surprise to head ter Ryan Skendzal, all-round
deficits and other adversity to varsity Coach Mrs. Nichols who player Ryan McClernon, and
achieve a record of25-7 and 8- said, "We have gelled well to- Kris Queen. Other contributors
o in conference with only one gether as a team, we get along include Sam O'Malley, Paul
week of regular season left. very well and that has helped us Stroud and Chris Mensching.

The team has had high fin- to be successfuL" The freshman teams also had
ishes in the four major tourna- a great season. The freshman
ments it has attended. The team Frosh/Soph A team is currently holding a
finished six out ofsixteen at the By Feras EI Ramahi record of 6-2. Key players of
Marist Tournament, second out St'llf Writer the freshman volleyball team
ofeight at the Naperville North include Bart Mroz, Jeff
Tournament, fifth out of As predicted, the Oak Lawn Mensching, and Matt
twenty-four at the Downers frosh/soph volleyball team had Ulanowski. The freshman have
Grove Tournament and second a very successful season. The played a big role in boosting the
out of sixteen at the Lincoln Spartans defeated many diffi- sophomores to achieve their
Way Tournament. cult opponents and now have an current records. The freshmen

The state tournament is the impressing record of 14-6 over- team is also proving to be a very
final tournament of the year and all and 7-0 in Conference. promising weapon in perhaps
contains all 96 volleyball teams "We are working hard to carrying next year's frosh/soph
in the state. The Spartans will achieve our goal of 10-0 in volleyball team to another con-

Softball team strikes out opponents

Since the beginning of the
varsity volleyball season, sur
prise has been one of the key
words for the spiking Spartans.
The first major surprise came
with the emergence of Eric
Lyon, as the Spartans' outside
hitter. Eric has not played vol
leyball in three years, but has
used his athletic abilities to
move right into a starting spot.

The second major surprise
came with the return of teve
Joyce as an all-area middle hit
ter. Steve spent the first semes
ter at Minooka High chool,
but has returned and led the
volleyball team to some victo
ries against major volleyball
powers in the state of lIIinois.
The Spartans have defeated
number 5 Glenbrook South;
number 8 Naperville North
High School; number 7 An
drew; and number 3 Naperville
Central. Through most of the
season the team has been

By Pat McLoughlin
Staff Writer

By Tom Swiatek
Staff Writer

The mighty Lady partan
softball team has been having
a great season. The Spartans
had a great start this season and
they have continued their win
ning ways throughout the sea
son. With their record now at
15-15, they are still fighting to
achieve their goal of winning
the conference title. Behind the
coaching ofCoaches Mayer and
Grzelak, the girls have been
practicing hard all season long
in order to improve their skills
and to play better as a team.

The Spartans were led this
year by senior co-captains Ali
cia Acevedo and Natalie
Mannerino. The partans have
been able to depend on the solid
hitting of Natalie Mannerino
and the great pitch ing of AIi
cia Acevedo all season long.

Also, helping the Lady Spar
tans, has been the excellent hit
ting of junior player Cheryl

Banasiak. The other three re
turning seniors this year, in
cluding Candice Kosty,
Meghen McNerney, and Tracy
Mentgen have also been a great
help in the team's quest for a
conference title.

Also making a contribution
to this year's team are the jun
iors. Without the efforts of
these girls, the team could not
have had the success that it has
had this season. These players
have worked very hard all sea
son in hopes of improving as
individual players and to help
the team win the conference
title. These girls are Kelly
Burke, Melissa Piwowar,
Joanna Eul, Nicole Friske, and
Julie Menzel.

There have also been some
new faces on the team this sea
son. They are Shanna Blaze,
Jennie Fernandez, Tammy
Fear, and Kelly Friedl. These
girls have worked especially
hard in order to raise the level
of their play and due to this

Joanna Eul throws the back to
a teammate. (Photo by: Amy Ott)

hard work they have been get
ting better as the season
progresses. Their efforts have
made a very positive contribu
tion to the team. Also making
a big contribution this season
has been sophomore Dana Ro
man.

Throughout the season the
girls have been practicing hard
to play better as a cohesive unit.
They have had to adjust to each
other and they have become a

better team. Thus far it's been
a superb season for the Lady
Spartans despite the many rain
outs. As long as they continue
to work hard, this team is well
on its way winning the confer
ence title.

Frosh/Soph
By Melanie Fitzgibbons
Co-Feature Editor

The 1998 softball season is
b1 full swing and the girls soft
b II team is offto a terrific start.
Tfteir overall record is 13-5.
Their'c-onference record is 0-3,
but that does not really reflect
the real talent this team has.
At the beginning of the season
the girls had a 12 game win
ning streak.

Currently the starters are Jill
Munno, Karen Bialek, Tracy
Mancillias, Katie Fett, Stacy
Brookman, Lauren Constabile,
Lauren Janowiak, Cindy
Hazzard, and Jenny Kimmey.
Other members of the team in-

c1ude Katie Earley, Katie Foley,
Amy Nagel, Mary Wallace, and
freshmen Dawn Roman and
Nicole Skopis.

Part of the reason the team
has done so well may be the way
that they practice. One day they
will practice defense and the
next, offense. That way they are
not practicing the same things
day after day. The girls play
three to six games a week, and
play double headers on week
ends.

Another part of the girls suc
cess may be the excellent coach
ing by Coach Persson. She is a
very supportive coach and al
ways makes sure that the team
gives their all. "Our coach is
wonderful," stated Katie arley.

Soccer wins conference
By Aimee Leahy
Staff Writer

Hey soccer fans! I have some
sad news for you; the girl's soc
cer season is drawing to a close.
On an up note, this year was
their best season yet!

At press time the girls are in
first place in conference along
with Argo and are 5th in their
sectional out of 17 teams.

The soccer team has a 9-1-3
record. This is a dramatic im
provement from last year's
record which was 4-15, with
only one conference win.
Coach John Rita said, "You can
appreciate this year's team,
only if you look at where we
have come from."

The highlight of the confer
ence season came when the
team beat an undefeated Argo.

Mary Pasquarella scored the
lone goal in regulation time off
a free kick from Melina
Hernandez to put the team up
1-0. Argo came back to tie I
I, in the second half. Both
teams put up a good fight and
went into penalty kicks. Win
ning the game for the Spartans
were Nadine Shehaiber,
Danielle Roman, and Cara
Kirvanec with their winning
goals. This was the first time
any soccer team at Oak Lawn
defeated Argo.

Goalie Amy Simenas has had
an excellent season. Amy has
had 5 shutouts and in I I games
has had 160 saves.

In soccer 2 points are
awarded for every goal and one
pint for every assist. The top
5 point leaders of the learn are:
Mary Pasquarella (12 points, 5

goals, 2 assisls), Nadine
Shehaiber (10 points, 4 goals,
2 assists), Danielle Roman ( 9
points, 4 goals, and assist),
Cara Kirvanec (5 points, 2
goals, I assist), and Aimee
Leahy (5 points, 5 assists).
UPDATE: As of Thursday,
May 14, 1998 the Varsity girls'
soccer learn are the SICA North
Conference champs. The girls
clinched the title with a 2-1 vic
tory over cross-town rival
Richards.

Frosh/Soph

By Michelle Ortiz
Staff Writer

The frosh/soph soccer team
is doing extremely well this sea
son. The team consists of all
freshmen. Coached by Coach
Stowe, the team is 9-2, with a
possible contention of2nd place
in Conference. The team re
cently beat Romeoville 3-0.

The team consists ofAmanda
Barajaz, Nicole Bowen, Ausra
Brooks, Sarah Dwyer, abrina
Harper, Amy Hill, Jackie
James, Liz Figus, Monica
Kapustka, Kristen Klimek,
Marjorie Koeppen, arah
Krawczykowski, Jessi
Murabito, Carly Murphy,
Adrienne Olsen, Angie Pudzisz,

Jenny epessy, Barb Slensinski,
Sue Steffy, Alma Tovar, Kelly
Ulrich, Rachel Vahl,and Jenny
Wierzbanowski.

Currently, Monica Kapustka
is the team's leading scorer.
She has actually completed a
hat trick in a game.

The defense for the Lady
Spartans is very good as well.
With goalies like Liz Figus and
Jessi Murabito the opponents
are having a hard time scoring.

As a whole the frosh/soph
soccer team is very happy with
their success. There is a lot of
team pride and it shows when
they compete. With every game
the e ladies look better and bet
ter. Obviously, Oak Lawn's fu
lure looks bright, because of
the e young athletes.
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NHS Students Inducted

ational Honor Society Inductee. (Photo by Amy Ott)

By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

The annual National Honor
Society Induction was held last
night. The gue I speaker was
Mrs. Ilelga Spoolstra, the new
Social tudie 1 Foreign Lan
guage Chairperson. This was
followed by the candle cer
emony led by the Nil officers,
president, Kristi Walsh; vice
president, Julia Braun; secre
tary, Lauren Caster; and trea
surer, ianna Ilardt.

The first students honored
were the senior NH members
who had earned at least ten
community service hours and
maintained a 3.1 G.P.A. These
students were Chri tin Achter,
Amanda Ault, Chris Beyer,
Stephanie Boyle, Julia Braun,
Ken Braasch, Pamela Byrne,
Amanda Campbell, Lauren

Caster, Brenda Davidson, Feras
EI-Ramahi, and Sophia Faridi;

Al 0 Robert Groos, Gianna
Hardt, Jennifer Jaral, Kathy
Karp, William Korab, Kathleen
McDermott, Julie Menzel,
Raymond Metzger, Matt
Moyzis, Nora Musa, Craig
Parkhill, Anne Pasquarella, and
Melissa Piwowar.

Al 0 Jamie Quintavalle, Gina
Rogers, Karen Rossow, Patricia

em inetta, Hanah hehaiber,
Jennifer Trotta, Rachel
Verbeek, lizabeth Vogel,
Kristi Wal h, David Weber, and
Chad Zielenga.

New enior NH inductees
had to qualify to be accepted
into NIl . They had to main
tain a 3.1 G.P.A. and be in
volved in at least two extracur
ricular activities. The i!lO~cttees

included Kim Capretz, S~ila

Haran, Jeremy Lang, and Evelyn
Nevill'.

The NHS inductees had to
meet many requirements in or
der to qualify for membership.
They have to maintain a 3.3
G.P.A. and be involved in at
least two extracurricular activi
ties. The new inductees were
Joe Banasiak, Karen Bialek,

Rebecca Bousman, rika Buys,
Anthony Cerceo, Jodie Daley
Daniel arly, Gina Forlenza,
Mary lIaran, Pamela Hoover,
Lauren Janowiak, Erin Kelly,
Jennifer Kimmey, and Michelle
King.

Other inductees included
Kathleen Klupshas, Anna Kos,
Mark Leipart, Breane Lorenz,

April May, Emily McLoughlin,
Dawn Murphy, Amy Nagel,
Georgina Peralta, Amy Quinlin,
Fadi alem, Ryan kendzel,

tephanie pero, amantha
Stan isz w ki, Susan ti IIwell,
Kristin Swedberg, Nancy
Tadros, Katherine Wenzel, Lisa
Woloszyn, Martin Zubek, and
Adam Zwirkoski.

OL a~opts new crest
By manda-Jane Au/t
Co-News Editor

A crest is a symbol of impor
tance for an organization or fra
ternity. The crest embodies im
portant ideas and pecial sym
bols of the group it represents.
In ancient times, each knight and
noble family had their own crest.
Nowadays, almost anyone can
have a crest. Countries, busi
nes e ,colleges, and even high
schools are commissioning

crests to represent th m.

For several year, Mr.
Murphy, Assistant Principal,
felt that OLCH needed a crest.
This year, that idea finally be
came a reality. Instead ofhiring
an outside artist to design the
crest, Mr. Murphy and Dr. Heller,
the Englishl Fine Arts Division
Chair, decided to ask current
students to depict OLCHS in the
form of a crest. They decided
to hold a contest, with the win-

nin cr t becoming the official
chool crest. With help IT m th

Art Department faculty, guide
lines were set up, example crests
were collected, and entry forms
were distributed.

The requirements for entries
were as follows. The crest had
to be submitted on an 8112 X II
sheet of paper. The artwork
must have been in its completed
form. The crest could not be
signed. The winning crest

would become property 0

L H .

By the end of October, ten
crests had been submitted. The
selection committee consisted
of Mr. Murphy, Dr. Hiler, and
various other faculty, and ad
ministrators reviewed the ten
crests and decided on the best
two.

The winner was not an
nounced at press time. The first
place winner will receive a $100

gift certificate to Chicago Ridge
Mall, and the ec nd pia e win
ner, will receive a $50 gift certifi
cate to the mall.

Mr. Murphy has many ideas
of how the crest could be used.
He foresees it on the school sta
tionary, and on a school flag or
banner. Other ideas for the use
of the crest include: a wall hang
ing and a plaque for the build
ing. There are countless other
ways OLCIIS can use the crest
in the future.

OL Report Card Released
By Lauren Ca ter
Co-News Editor

The J997-98 chool Report
Card has been released. Every
year sophomores and juniors
aero the state take the Illinois
Goal Assessment Program
(IGAP) tests. In the report card,
our school's average scores are
compared to the average scores
in the state. They are used to
judge our school's perfom1ance
in certain areas and to help tLl
dents and school to see where
improvements need to be made.

The Class of 1999 took the
Science and Social cience tests

last year. Both tests are based
on a 0-500 score. OL's average
chool score on the cience test

was 258. The average state
score on this test was 263. The
average school score on the

ocial cience test was 252; the
average state score wa 249.

The lass of 2000 took the
Reading, Mathematics, and
Writing exams. The Reading
and Math tests are based on a
0-500 score and the Writing te t
is based on a 6-32 score. The
school average on the Reading
test was 230, compared to the
state average of 228. The
school average on the Math-

ematic exam wa 274. The
state average on this exam was
264. The school average on the
Writing test was 27.4, com
pared to the state average of
26.2. All these scores were
above average.

Also noted in the report card
are the average ACT scores for
the CIa s of 1998. The ACT
scores are rated on a scale from
0-36. The average school test
score for all students tested was
21.0. The average state score
for all tudents tested was 21.5.

OLCII ' has an attendance
policy in place which states that
no more than four absences are

allowed per semester. For any
more absences, a doctor's nOte
is required. ince this policy has
been put into effect, our
school's attendance rate has
increased. Last year's atten
dance rate was at 93.8%, com
pared to the state average of
93.9010.

Information on the teach
ing staff is also given in the re
port card. At OLCHS, the aver
age teaching experience is 17.3
years, compared to the state av
erage of 15.0 years. At OL,
28.9% of the teacher have a
Bachelor's Degree; 53.5%ofthe
teachers in the state have that

degree. Over 71 % ofthe teach
ers at OL have their Master's
Degree or above; 46.3% of the
teachers in the state are at this
level.

Also included in the report
card is information on gradua
tion rates. The graduation rate
is based on the number of stu
dents enrolled in ninth grade in
1994 compared to the number
that graduated. OL's graduation
rate is 88.4%, compared to the
state average of 81.8%.

All of this information is in
cluded in the 1998 chool Re
port Card. The report ards are
available from the OL HS ad
ministration.
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How accessible is the Internet?
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Jesse uThe Body" Ventura: Atypical Governor
By Brian Caster
StqlJ Writer

ince the Internet was installed la t year, a majority of the student body have
been trained and are now capable of signing on to the net, but are they really?
According to the OLCHS Student Internet Contract, before a student signs on, a
student must be Internet Certified, have permission to visit only pre-approved
Internet websites, and use a Media Center disk so the student' work on the Inter
net can be tracked.

The problem with these guideline is that students are only allowed to use the
Internet if they are doing research with a class and are provided with a list of
predetermined web ites. The guidelines prohibit all web surfing by students which
is a key part of researching on the Internet. I recognize that the administration
must establish guidelines for the general student body. I also am aware that they
mu t protect the school in case the Internet were to be misused, but the guidelines
that have been established limit student use. I believe the admini tration has done
its part by setting up safeguards. The Internet Contract must be signed by both the
parent and the student. Websense, ha been installed, a program that guards against
students' accessing inappropriate websites. Most importantly, Media Center in
structors conscientiously monitor student use.

After speaking and polling a number of students, the most typical response I
came up with was that students wanted to use the Internet to find more informa
tion on colleges and scholarships. With the structure we have currently, unless a
teacher were to make college and scholarship information a project, there would
be no way for OL H students to access that information.

Another concern that I have is that since teachers must predetermine all websites,
what are students really being taught? When teachers find all of the websites,
students are not learning anything. I was under the impression that the whole
purpo e of bringing the Internet to OLCHS was so that students would learn how
to u e it as a tool. When I along with the rest of the senior class go off to college
or into the work force next year, no professor or supervisor is going to bookmark a
research site.

In addition, by having a website predetermined, student learning potential for
class projects is severely limited. In my opinion, the Internet can be compared to
a Choose Your Own Adyenture novel. The book cao have a multitude ofdifferent
endings. A teacher is never going to be able to- dnd all of the websites on a
particular subject, the Internet i just too mas ive. By Io,tting the students surf the
net, more information can be found and then shared witf\ the class.

My suggestion to the admini tration is allow students to use the Internet with
out a class and predetermined websites. So much more can be accomplished and
everyone will benefit in the end. The Internet is a beneficial tool which can en
hance a student's knowledge above and beyond the traditional class room setting,
only if we let it.

Lousy, unrespectabIe, and unpolitical are just a few of the in ulls that Jesse
Ventura, the new Governor of Minnesota, has had to deal with. I disagree with all
of these insults.

Lousy, only because he is not what people expected. Unrespectable, only be
cause he is different than the typical governor. Unpolitical, only because the time
he has spent in politics has been rather limited. My opinion on all of this is that
the press just will not give him a chance. After all, not many governors show up
to debates in jeans and a leather jacket. But who really cares? America needs a
change, and Jesse Ventura is just the man to make the change.

How limited has Jesse Ventura's time in politics been? He was the Mayor of
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota and has served on the Minnesota tate Legislature.
That sounds like experience to me. Besides, experience is not always as important
as results.

His former profes ion may have been a little bit odd for a governor. Jesse "The
Body" Ventura was a professional wrestler which many may not consider the mo t
respectable career for a governor. But what about Ronald Reagan, who went on to
become President? He was an actor for many years, but served his time in the
White Housejust as well as any other President. Jes e "The Mind" Ventura, as he
would like to be referred to as now, has done many important things in his politi
cal career. The most important thing that he has done thus far i encouraging
young people to vote. Younger voter find that they have someone that they can
relate to, instead of the typical bu inessman in a uit. I f he ran for President,
which he is considering for the 2000 election, he could get million of young
people to vote.

Another important aspect about Governor Ventura is that he is a Reformist, a
third party in elections. The good thing about being a third party is that he is not
completely biased on issues such as taxes and gun control.

Governor Ventura is the future ofour country. He i change that is much needed
in America. So hopefully, by 200 I, he will be President Ventura to you.

~artanite Poll
Out of 100 tudents surveyed, the following responded YES or

NO to the que tion, "Do you feel OLCHS students should
have the opportunity to surf the net without an as ignment
from teachers?"

Spartanite Speakout
If prOVided with the opportunity,
what types of information, would
you choose to research on the In
ternet?

A few weeks ago I was research
ing an Anatomy project and even
though I am Internet certified, I was
not allowed to use it. I believe we
should be able to use the Internet for
all educational purposes. I would
also use it to check sports stats and
music sites.

25 (

20 f

15

10 '

5

o
Juniors

• YES
• NO
• NOOPINI8N

Dennis Kasprowicz
Junior

I0% OFF for Students

when ad is mentioned.
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Someone You Should Know Choir Concert Performed

Election Results
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• Office Winner Votes.
• •
: Governor George Ryan 122:
• ecretaryof tate AI Salvi 93.
• U.. Senate Peter Fitzgerald 79·• •• Attorney General Jim Ryan 123.
• County Board President John troger 80.

: Tolal 164 ballols casl :

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The recipients in A apella
choir were Angela Montoya,
Michelle Panek, Kelly
Ver chave, and We ley Usyak.
Students also were recognized
for outstanding auditions at the
IMEA District Festival. They
were Jason Rowsey, Melissa
Beslic, Brenda Davidson, and
Mark Liescke.

choir letter. The students who
received this award included
Treble hoir member, Chris
tina Davis, Beth Dommer, Amy
Litviak, and Barb Ie inski.

Mrs. Mateer said, "The choirs
sang with enthusiasm and en
ergy." The next time to see the
choir perform is at the Holiday
Concert on December 16.

Math Students
of the Month

The Treble and A Cappella
choirs performed their annual
fall concert on Thur day, Octo
ber 22. The choirs were con
ducted by Mrs. Mateer and ac
companied by Dr. Heller. Fam
ily, friends, and students were
invited to the program.

The Treble choir began the
concert with a variety of songs.
The titles of the pieces were
, Jubilante Deo," "Suo Gan,"
"Autumn," "Laudamus Te,"
'The Last Rose ofSummer," and
"Reflections."

Following the Treble choir
segment of the concert, the A
Cappella choir ended the con
cert with a grand finale. Of the
songs included in their portion
of the concert were "Set the
Night to Music," "Musik dien
ganz lieblich Kunst," "Sing Al
leluia, lap Your Hands," "Keep
the Flame Alive,"and "Common
Ground." The progrom ended
with "Go In Peace and Love."

After the singing, the "Above
and Beyond Students" were rec-

ognized for their achievements.
They were presented with the

By Amy Zero
StqffWriter

Someone You Should Know.

Competition last summer.
Amanda has twirled on a team
called lass Act II for the past
four years. The team has won
many state competitions and
hopes to compete at Walt
Disney World in February.

Michele Christopher has rid
den horses for eight years. She
rides her five year old
Saddlebred , Teleastar, every
other day. Michele boards her
horse, and rides, on the grounds
of Country Meadows Farm.
The senior and her horse have
won many competitions.
Michele specializes in two types
of riding, western and saddle
seat. She hopes to qualify for
three major competitions in the
summer of 1999.

Kathy's coach, Patty
wanson, is a great in piration

and always keeps her on her
toe. Iler mom is also a big
help, keeping her daughter
practicing and reminding her
how important it i to be in
volved in thing.

Other you hould know:
Feras EI-Ramahi is a fre

quent traveler and tourist of the
most famous countries and cit
ies of Europe and the Middle
East. Countries he has visited
include: Kuwait, Jordan, Tur
key, Canada, ri Lanka, France,
Spain, Italy, Morocco, Switzer
land, Germany, Poland, Mo
naco, Hungary, Czechoslova
kia, Bulgaria, Romania, and
Cyprus.

He lived in Kuwait for nine
years, in Canada for three years,
and has resided in the United

tates for six years.
Amanda Campbell has been

twirling baton for twelve years.
She is at the intermediate level
and represented the Midwest
region in the National Pageant

When Kathy Karp joined a
baton twirling class in first
grade, she had no idea what he
would eventually accompli h.
The only reason he evenjoined
the cia s was becau e her best
friend was joining. That was
eleven years ago and she ha
accomplished much since her
days with the 1I0metown

traudders.
Kathy's talent requires prac

tice everyday of the week and
up to four hour a day during
the ummer month. Twice a
week, she practices with a
coach. he is currently ranked
in the advanced division ,the
highe t level one can pos ibly
obtain in baton twirling. At
home, her room is filled with tro
phies, medals, and awards she
has won from competitions.

Kathy noted, "Baton twirling
teaches one gracefulness,
sportsmanship, poise, and
proper etiquet1e."

. By Jennifer Rolniak
StqffWriter

Holiday Food Drive
By Amanda- Jane Ault
Co- News EdifO,.

Every year at Thanksgiving
time, LCIIS Spartans have the
opportunity to give to those in
the community who aren't a
fortunate as they are. The tu
dent ouncil sponsored a
canned food drive the week be
fore the holiday.

In the past, a competition was
held to ee which class room
could bring in the most can.
The winning cia s was re-

warded with a breakfast and
Pride Pins.

Since last year, the Student
ouncil has rethought their ap

proach to the competition.
They were looking for a way to
collect more cans. The solution
the group came up with is being
tested this year.

The fonnat for this year ha
each grade level competing
against each other. The senior
class has been challenged to
bring in a total of 1,998 cans,
representative of the year they

graduate.
Each class had a designated

can drop off area in the cafete
ria, during all lunch periods this
past week.

The class with the most can,
at the conclusion of the food
drive won. Anyone in the win
ning cia s who brought in ten
cans or more wa invited to a
pizza party after school. Th~

individual who brought in the
most cans received a $100 gift
certi ficate. The next eight high
est contributors received two
ticket to the movies.

Math tudeots of the Month. (L-R Erin Anderson, Jenny Trotta,
Bill Leithleiter. Not Pictured: Carl ovak, Jennifer Bartkowiak,
Katie Bjork.

r-----------------------~: FREE PIZZA :
I Buy any 16" or 17" pizza & receive a 10" cheese pizza FREE. I
I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
I Not good with any other offers. Coupon must be presented. Expires 12-31-98 I
~-----------------------~r-----------------------~l FREE 2 liters of Pop :
I with any 16" or 17" pizza (Coke. Diet Coke or Sprite) I
I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
I Not good with any other offers. Coupon must be presented. Expires 12-31-98 I

~-----------------------~

A-Orland Driving School, Inc.

$20 off
our regular price

(not good with other offers - limit one)
for the complete 42 hour program.

f

•
•

f (708) 460-6622

4102 Southwest Hwy.
(Hometown Shopping Center)

Hometown,lL 60456
(708) 636-7200

Hours:
Mon.-Thu. 11 am to 11 pm

Fri. & Sat. 11 am to Midnight
Deliveries start at 10:30 am

Closed on Sunday
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~ at tIte 'Roxdetlul

many of the songs are simply
numbing sonic assaults," but in
this writer's opinion that's one
of the best parts about KoRn.
You can buy this or any of their
CDs and you are a sured it will
be something that will get you
pumped.

Follow the Leader is some
more of the same old KoRn,
that we have all come to know
and love. This could be the
strong point and weak point of
their newest CD. They are still
doing the same music that they

(Continued on page 5)

cas ion that any of them talk to
the Butavi Brothers. But the
best humor comes from the stu
pidity of the two brothers.

OK.....so the acting isn't that
great, and the script is only par,
but what A Night at the
Roxbury lacks in these areas is
made up by the hilarious dances
and slapstick humor. Occasion
ally, the movie can get a little
annoying, when jokes that
weren't funny the first time are
told several times more, espe
cially the "No.... yes!!!" joke.
Overall, the movie was hilari
ous, easi Iy worth the price of a
theater ticket. hould you see
the movie? "No....Yes!!!"

Any Order of
$20.00 or More

$3.00
OFF

What do these two movies and
A Ni~ht at the Roxbury have
in common? They have all
come from popu lar Saturday
Ni~ht Live skits. The all star
cast consists mostly of the
show's cast members, including
Will Ferrell, Chris Katan,
Molly Shannon, Colin Quinn,
Mark McKinney, and Loni
Anderson. This movie ranks
right up there with the many hi
larious movies from Lorne
Michaels.

A Night at the Roxbury is
about two brothers (Katan and
Ferrell) who go to night clubs
night after night, and try to get
into to good clubs. They can't
handle women on the rare oc-

Life" (15), "Dead Bodies Ev
erywhere" (16), "Justin" (20).
This CD features an old school
MC battle between KoRn lead
singer Jon Davis and Limp
Bizkit's front man Fred Durst
"All in the Family" (20). My
personal favorite track is "Ear
ache My Eye" where, believe it
or not, Cheech Marin lends his
vocals. Th is is track 25 and
starts at 10 minutes and 50 sec
onds.

Christopher John Farley of
"Time" magazine says in the
September 7th issue that "too

PIZZA COUPONS

7130 WEST 79TH STREET
BURBANK, ILLINOIS 60459

708-599-8744

Any Order of
$12.00 or More

$1.50
OF

ANGIE'S
RESTAURANT & PIZZERIA

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

Valid at all participating locations. II Valid at all partiCipating locations.
Must mention coupon when Must mention coupon when

ordering Not valid with any other II ordering. Not valid with any other
coupon or offer. U coupon or offer.

L Exoires 2/28/99 -L Exoires 2/28/99 _------------- ... _----------

~
." MON· THURS 11:00 AM . 11:00PM~.,.

'1';. FRI· SAT 11:00 AM . 12:00 AM .;\.
:.-~, SUNDAY 11:00 AM - 10:00 PM <~.:
r--- ---~

Even if you're an avid....sa.t:
urday Ni~ht Live fan, then
you've probably seen one of the
many hilarious skits about two
guys going to night clubs, and
banging their heads to the hit
song "What is Love." A Ni~ht

at the Roxbury is an entire
movie about those two guys,
and it is one of the funniest
movies of the year.

A Ni~ht at the Roxbury is
produced by Lome Michaels,
who also produces Saturday
Night Live. Lome Michaels
also prodced the hit comedies
Wayne's World and Coneheads.

By Dave Lundeen
Srqff Writer

By Brian Caster
Stqfl Writer

KoRn; follow the Leader.
The third offering from this
California based hip-hop metal
band, is an earsplitting sonic
assault. follow the Leader in
cludes a number of guest ap
pearances from artists like Ice
Cube and Fred Durst from
Limp Bizkit.

The whole CD is pretty cool,
but some ofthe tracks that stand
out are "It's On!" (13), the
single that's out now "Got the

5427 W. 95th St.
Oak Lawn IL· 60453

(708) 499-0617

I hope everyone had a good
time this Halloween season. I
know that I did. Just remem
ber, even if Halloween doesn't
make you shiver like it did in
the past, it is still a great time
of the year. People should never
say that they're too old for Hal
loween.

lights instantly removed all el
ements of danger, along with
surprise. Fifteen minutes later,
the haunted house was over. I
was back outside, disappointed,
and missing thirteen dollars.
The next thing I realized, I was
walking by a "Reaper's Realm"
gift stand. Advertised here
were "I survived Reaper's
Realm!" T-shirts available for
only thirteen more dollars.
What ajoke!

Some might say I'm getting
too old for haunted houses. I
don't think so. A good horror
movie could still give me
goosebumps and make me jump
back in my chair. Movies like
The Exorcist and The Shining
had sent me running from the
television many years ago, and
today, they still give me chills.
maybe I would find some scares
in the wide variety of horror
films that make themselves
available just in time for Hal
loween.

I made a desperate attempt
with Bride of Chucky, starring
everyone's favorite mu Itiple
murdering doll.. This movie
did not scare my friends or me
in the least. ·It -.was tasteless,
poorly made, and'l>redictable.
However, it was als~ my favor
ite unintentional comedy of the
year. It had us laughing like
no "horror movie" has ever be
fore.

• Facial Treatments for Acne with
Glycolic Acid and Laser

• Electrolysis (Permanent Hair Removal)

• Permanent cosmetic for eyebrows,
upper and lower eyeliners.

Please call for your
appointment or for a
brochure with more
information about our
services.

Answers to Trivia
I. Eagle Insurance 2. Motel 6 3. Ned Flanders- The Simpsons 4.
Married with Children 5. Jewel 6. Cover Girl 7. Snickers 8. Slim Jim
9. Ford 10. Blockbuster Video 11. McDonalds 12. Volkswagon 13.
Lee Dungarees 14. Payless 15. Levi's hard jeans 16. Michelle- Full
I-louse 17. Kit-Kat 18. Mr. Hanky- South Park 19. Pee-Wee Herman
20. Crunch candy bar 21. Pinky and the Brain 22. Butterfinger 23.
Advil24. Chrysler 25. Burger King 26. Montgomery Ward 27. Old
Navy 28. Ilariem Fumiture 29. Kohl's 30. Max Madsen 31. Fresh
prince ofBel-Aire 32. All in the Family 33. Campbell's soup 34. Big
K-mart 35. Menards

The Halloween season has
come and gone. As usual, it
was filled with a wide variety
of tricks and treats. Could it
have been better? My answer
to that question is "yes."

Let's start with my favorite
part of the season; the haunted
houses. For those who are easy
to scare, local haunted houses
constructed by park districts
offered their usual brand of en
tertainment. In my opinion,
these haunted houses weren't
any more frightening than tak
ing a stroll through my base
ment on a Saturday night.
FI ickering lights, dea fen ing
noise, and narrow walkways
were all that these places had
to offer.

Being a/genuine thrill
seeker, I looked fro the so-called
biggest, baddest, most terrify
ing haunted houses there were
to find. The heavily self-adver
tised "Reaper's Realm"
sounded like the place for me.
lt's nonstop radio ads pro
claimed, "Experience the ulti
mate in bloodcurdling terror,
visit Reaper's Realm!" After
fighting through an hour of
horrendous traffic, I experi
enced the most nerve-shatter
ing horror that the night had in
store, a thirteen-dollar admis
sion price. When I recovered
from this shock, I coughed up
my money thinking "If it costs
this much, it has to be unbeliev
able." Inside the three floor
mansion, unenthusiastic teens
wearing latex masks made re
luctant attempts at trying to
scare customers. Meanwhile,
security guards shining flash-

By Billy Palmer

SrqlJ Writer
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Answers on page 4

So, even if you're bogged
down with choolwork and
preparation for the holidays, it
would be wonderful to relax for
a bit. Reward yourself for all
your hard work by going to a
concert, play, or movie. And
have some fun!

Remember the movie~
What You Did Last Summer?
Ilere comes an unforgettable
sequel called I Still Know What
You Did Last Symmer. Jenni
fer Love Ilewitt i back along
with Freddie Prinze Jr. and
Brandy Norwood.

Who could forget that ador
able talking pig? f course, I'm
talking about Babe! lie's back
in a sequel of his own. Yes, his
new movie opens November
27th. Babe 2: Pi!: in the City
stars Vince Vaughn, Anne
Ileche, and Julianne Moore.

If you want to stay local, you
can alway head out to a movie!
L.LJOLIi.I................1.X which open No
vember 20th is an animated
movie tarring the voice of
Kevin pacey, Julia Louis
Dreyfu s, and Bonnie Ilunt.

21. Tomorrow we will take
over the world!
22. Better not lay a finger on
rny __ .
23. Advanced Medicine for
pain.
24. ngineered to be great

Korn

cars.
25. Your way, right away.
26. Shop mart, live well.
27. We've made shopping
fun again.
28. You' II like our 'tyle.
29. That's more like it.
30. lie's mad, he's bad.
31. In west Philadelphia,
born and rai ed.
32. Tho e were the days.
33. Mmm Mmrnm ood!
34. A big change for the
better!
35. ave Big Money!

?

Do you like to watch TV? Are you one Mtho e bum that can
name the product from every commercial and sing along with it.
Well take this quiz to see just how much of a couch potato you
are. Guess what TV show or commerical each phra e is associ
ate with.

\
I. Wow! Look at those low

\ ",

rates!. \ ,-
2. We'll leave the light on for
ya!
3. Yes indeedily doodily!
4. No Ma'am.
5. Fresh to your family.
6. asy, breezy, beautiful.
7. Hungry? Why wait?
8. nap into a ?
9. Built to last.
10. Go Home Happy.
I I. Did somebody say
12. Drivers Wanted!
13. Can't Bust'em.
14. Doesn't it feel good?
15. Life is hard.
16. You got it dude!
17. Gimme a break.
18. Ilidee 110.
19. I know you are, but what
am I?
20. It'sjust more fun to
munch.

By Meena Babu
Stq,ff Writer

By Karen Rossow
StqflWriter

Work, work, work! That'
what the second quarter is all
about. Well, give yourself a
break by going to a concert.

ink into Depeche Mode on
November 24th and 25th at the
Ro emont Horizon. Or if you
still love hearing "I Don't
Wanna Miss a Thing," you
might IVanna get ticket to the
Aerosm ith concert on Decem
ber I I th at Assembly Ilali in
Champaign, IL. Otherwise,
you can head down to the Blues
Traveler concert on December
30th at The Aragon.

I f you love drama, then head
over to the hubert Theater for
" hicago, the Musical," which
starts November 24th and plays
until January. "The Nut
cracker" begins November 27th
at The Auditorium Theater.
.. vita" is playing from Decem
ber 15th-27th at the Chicago
Theater. The cast ofeveryone's
favorite musical, "Grease," will
be performing at the Rosemont
Theater between February 5th
and 7th.

Scorpio(Oct 23-Noy 21); New
beginnings are in store for you.
You'll be ready to move on and
should look forward to it. Open
your arms and embrace this re
birth.
Sagittariys(Nov 22-Dec 21);
Try to postpone any uncom
fortable situations till you've
fully thought them through.
Don't make any prom ises you
can't keep. Remember that
when it rains, it pours.

Yirgo(Aug 23- Sept 22): You
will seem to be very energetic.
Try directing some of that en
ergy toward your family and to
work. Make ure your indepen
dence does not feel threatened
though.

Libra(Sept 23-0ct 22): You're
feeling quite friendly and you
should attempt to form some
new relationships: Take
chances and try to shy away
from what you're u ed to.

Another friend, Xander
(Nichola Brendon) wants to be
a little more than friends with
Burry, so he is continually help
ing her fight the demons of
Hellmouth.

Then there' ordelia (Cha-
risma arpenter) the girl every
one loves to hate. he acciden
tally found out about Buffy's
powers and was dragged into
the slayer world.

Bully has fought ff every
thing from Preying Mantis ub
titute teachers to the Master of

Vampires him elf.
The show has many cool spe

cial effects and i alway good
for a laugh. 0 nip the TV
channel to the WB on Tuesdays
at 7:00 p.m. to ee what you've
been missing.

concerned with matters of little
importance.
Iayus(Apr 20-May 20): Try to
patch up any problems you may
have had with friends, family,
or at work. Forgive and forget,
but keep that watchful eye out
for any past adversaries.
Gemini(May 21-Jyne 20): It's
time to make an impression this
month. If you take your time to
prioritze, you'll find that you are
able to do a lot more to the best
ofyour ability.

I " Get
ready for love! Be confident
and don't let that pecial some
one get away. Be careful not to
overreact or think too much
about matters of the heart, and
love will blossom.

Gellar) di cover she is the
slayer. Buffy is not alone in the
fight though. Her watcher ( the
person who oversees the slayer
duties) and her friends are al
ways willing to lend a helping
hand.

Giles (Anthony tewart
Ilead) i Buffy's watcher and
al 0 the school librarian.
Buffy's boyfriend Angel (
David Boreanaz) is a bad vam
pire turned good. lie is trying
to help her rid the world of evil
vampire. Iler friend Willow
(Alyson Ilannigan) is a com
puter geek who is always will
ing to research the new demons
in town. Willow' boyfriend Ox
( 'eth Green) is a guitar play
ing werewolf who also knows
Burry's secret.

.L&:Qbl.ll.U~~~.J,l,..t.... Th ings
will start to get very hectic for
you. If you have any major
event com ing up, don't count
on someone else. You better
start planning now.

t:jet 'Jnto theS~ t17~

By Beth Ott
Stq,ffWriter

By Kristine Bowen
St'!,ff Writer

Capricorn(Dec 22-Jan 19):
Make sure that you have pa
tience this month in any con
flicts that may arise. Th ink all
situations through before mak
ing decisions. ometimes fast
action is not the best route.
Aquarius(Jan 20-Feb 18);
Things are looking up for you
so sit back and relax! Take orne
time out of your bu y schedule
to enjoy the peace that ha en
tered your life while it la ts.
Pi F 2 . Put
relationships on the backburner
for your energy may be needed
somewhere el e. chool and
work may become demanding,
so don't wait for thing to hap
pen, make them happen.
Aries(Mar21-Apr 19): Take a
break from working and let
loose. Talk to those people
you've been pushing to the side
and have some fun. Don't b

swing acts like Cherry Poppin' line is kids don't see much ro-
Daddies, Big Band Voodoo mance in a mosh pit.
Daddy and the Squirrel Nut Close your eyes and visual-

It's fun, it's feverish, it's Zippers to get people to party ize the scene: Hands wavmg,
sweaty... it's swing! And it's like it's 1939. hips shaking, skirts twirling,
the hippest, hottest thing since What, you ask, are the legs kicking, and girls flying
sliced bread and cheese spread. grounds for this explosion? through the air. ..now what can
Swing is back and in a big way. Well, it's fairly obvious. With be more exciting than that? It's
Cats from coast to coa t are excellent music, cool clothes, glamorous, there are flashy
jumpin' to the jive. You can cool slang, and an amazing moves, and it's incredible fun.
call it a revival, a renaissance, sense of style, the swing era Yes, swing is back-full tilt baby-
a resurrection, whatever. Ap- definitely haped music today. and it's getting even bigger. 0,

parently all it took wa a few Kid today want a more posi- come on out and get hip to the
movies(Swingers and wing tive attitude on life, a way to swing scene and be ready to
Kids), a gap ad, and some neo- have a good time. The bottom have somejumpin' jimes.

t:jet g'it ~ g'~

Forget "Must see T.V." on
NBC and turn your television
sets to the WB on Tue day
nights. Why, you ask? "Buffy
the Vampire Slayer", that'
why. Thi show i the WB's
teen cult hit.

The show centers around the
fictional town of unnydale,
California. This town may
seem normal enough, but little
do the residents know, the town
was built on Ilellmouth, ( a
meeting ground for vampires
and evil beings). One girl each
generation is picked to be the
slayer and kill vampires. The
how's main character Buffy

Summers ( arah Michelle

By Melissa Renz
Stq,ff Writer

By Joe Banasiak
Staff Writer

Why did this happen? Who
has made this decision? What
will I Ii ten to now!?!

Th is is what ran through my
mindasllistenedtoRock 103.5
lor the last time. Most of you
probably klltm by now that Ihe
Mighty Rock has been refor
matted into Jal11l11l1l' Oldlcs,
\\ hieh Ica\ es Ch icago \\ Jlh no
hard rock stations at all.

Chan cllor Mcdla Ihld bccn

planning the format change for
a few month and made the
change Monday, the second of

ovember. I he disc jockeys
signcd olTthe previous I rida},
and for the weekend there was
no longer Rock 101.5, but just
rock-n-roll bClng transllllttcd
from no oflieial station

Ihc linal four songs play cd
bcfon: thc Jan)[l1 III" Oldies
camc to 11l"c \I crc lilllllgly from

Mdallica, which will play the
last Rock 103.5 concert being
held. FaJe to l3/uck, Not/WI!!.
ElSL' !IIallers, rhl! ('all oj {\t1l11l,
and of course Sad Bllt Trlle!

end cd the hard cra for 10 j ~

and began thc nc\\ onc wJlh a
classll from ~mokcy Rubinsun.

olongcl \\ ill ...ound ... ufthc
good hard rock bc broadcast on
a major radio ... tatlon In ( hi-

cago. We are left with an over
now ofclassic rock and pop sta
tion . Q I 0 I has not changed
their play Iist, but will offer an
occa'iionall 001 song. The only
station to offer this sound is the
hard to receive 94.3 llfter ten
o'clock every night. 'J hese arc
the onl) local stations \\e can
rely on to gct the rock we cra\ c
Our conncction to the world of
han.! rOlk and heavy metal ha ...
bccn SC\ crcd ,lI1d it may bc 0\ cr
d year unt II \\ Cgct a station to
rcpail thc d,lmage done.

(Continued from page 4)

have been doing and that's
great. To stay popular for any
amount of time a band has to
keep refining and changing
their music and t}le. KoRn's
st} Ie on their first '[) was such
an original sound that thl'y
could coast through thcir first
few CD's without changing. I
rccolllmcnd buy ing ,. )110\\ thl'
Il'adl'llI"yollllkc t....oRn 1I")ou.
thi ... CD Illll.!,ht chan!.!c your
mind II" you plan on bll) in~l

th is l D try not to p"y mOil' Ih,1I1
I"' doll.tr...
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Melissa

Fogarty
and Jim

Horvath

Feature Editors

Late one dark and chilly
evening two unknowing
partanite editors, Melissa

Fogarty and Jim Horvath set
out on a tour oflocal "haunted"
areas in the south suburbs. Ex
cursions into the Unknown,
hosted by Dale Kaczmarek,
head of the Ghost Research So
ciety, led a small coach bus
through forest preserves, cem
eteries and cathedrals. This bus
was jam packed with ghost en
thusiasts and skeptics alike.
With open mind, these two
amateur journalists took a
glimpse into the paranormal.
The following is ajournal from
the perspectives of both a be
liever and a critic:

7:20 p.m. We leave Chicago
Ridge Mall and head toward
123rd & LaGrange Rd. to see
the "Ghostly Lady". As the
story is told, this lady was slain
in Horeshoe's Slough and is
said to be seen standing by the
World War II monument. Then
she has been seen crossing the
street headed towards Hack
neys. Kaczmarek scientifically
rationalized these actions as a
last ditched attempt to seek as
sistance. Fogarty could only
comment, "It is a to-

Excursions into the Unknown
tally believable story, but front of St. Rita's Church at sighting. One of the most in
wedidn't see any sign of the in- 624.3 S. Fairfield for a little teresting stories tells of a po
famous phantom. My bigger story-telling. On All Souls's liceman who was routinely pa
concern was if they ever found Day, November 2, 1960, a trolling the area. The officer
the murderer." Horvath, on the group of parishioners were spotted a group of trespassers
other hand, was hardly con- praying. At one point a parish- dressed in monk costumes and
cerned with the murderer and ioner looked up towards the decided to pursue them. As the
more intrigued with the actual choir loft and saw a group of policeman ran, he was stum
woman, "I wondered if she monks, three in black, three in bling on the hilly land, but the
would have been a good date!" white. As more people looked trespassers seemed to be almost

7:45 p.m. We arrive at the up, the monks began to glide "gliding" over the landscape.
ever popular Bachelors Grove down towards the pews. Fright- As the figures went over a hill,
on the Midlothian Turnpike. ened, the churchgoers started to they seemed to just vanish,
The bus stopped in front of the bolt towards the doors. To their without a trace. After a thor
lagoon where Kaczmarek gave surprise, the door wou Idn' tough search of the area, the 01'
an in-depth explanation of the open. Numerous parishioners ficer filed a report stating that
history that encompasses Bach- claim to have heard "pray for th is could have been none other
elors Grove. In the 1920's the us" come from somewhere in than a "supernatural occur
lagoon served as a dumping the church. Suddenly, the renee". Additional proofcomes
ground for mob victims and monks disappeared and the from a priest who lived on the
their ghosts are said to haunt doors flew open. Many people grounds for many years. On hi
the lagoon. Stories also are today, including the priest can deathbed, he attested to many
told, that on the trai I towards attest to this occurrence. "I of the strange occurrences that
the cemetery, people see a float- think this is a really neat story. happen on the grounds. "This
ing house. There was never any Ifa priest says it happened, who place is definitely the scariest
house built near the premise. am I to disagree?" Fogarty ra- we have visited tonight. I get
People also claim to see an ap- tionalized. Horvath being his goosebumpsjust thinking about
parition of a woman in a turn usual sarcastic self, responded, it," Fogarty stated. "Once again
of the century dress. Blue "Monks are pretty cool-I won- we encounter a place with
"ghost" lights are also reported der if they sing the Benedictine monks. These guys really are
to radiate from tlie'g·'\Ounds. "lone?" popular!" Horvath retorted.
see this place as Pqfentially 10:00 p.m. The bus stops in 10:25 p.m. The bus heads
scary. We didn't g€t 0 enter, front of St. James Church and to its final destination, Resur-
so the full effect was absent, but Cemetery, better known as rection Cemetery. This is home
the reports and pictures are evi- Monk's Castle. We pause in to Chicago's most famous
dence," Fogarty concluded. front of the gate while ghost, Resurrection Mary. Ev
"It's hard to believe that some Kaczmarek told of some of the eryone knows the story, a young
people couldn't find this place more frightening occurrences. woman dressed in white is
scary, " Horvath added. We heard stories ofghostly ani- hitchhiking. Someone picks

9:20 p.m. The bus stops in mals and female figures haunt- her up and is instructed to give
ing the land and many other her a ride home. When asked

lile Aner Death;»

d i -
r e c -
tions, she
only answers
Archer. As the car
passes the cemetery
gates, the woman disap
pears. The stories some
times differ in one way or an
other. Another version tells
of a man meeting a woman at
the Willowbrook Dance Iiali.
They dance the whole night and
on the ride home, the girl van
ishes without a trace in front of
the cemetery. The common fac
tor in all the stories down Ar
cher, they strike a woman
dressed in white. As they stop
the car to inspect and help the
victim, the victim is gone.
"Then again maybe this cab
driver was like me, really des
perate for women. He must
have just been in fantasy land."
Horvath commented. Fogarty,
on the other hand, was a little
moreconvinced, "How could
you not believe in Resurrection
Mary?"

11 :00 p.m. We are
home, safe in the Chicago
Ridge Mall parking lot. While
we didn't have any close en
counters or actual scares, we
did have a good time and en
joyed a night of fun and mys
tery. Both Fogarty and Horvath
agree that it was worth the $30.

By Cathy Strom
Co-Feature Editor

There are no ghosts in the
Chicagoland area, right? That
might not be true. History sug
gests ghosts allover the
Chicagoland area. Even Oprah
Winfrey says that she has heard
the screams of the passengers
of the Eastland Disaster. For
those who have seen the ghosts
of Mary Alice, ghosts are cer
tainly in this area.

It is believed that on Satur-

day, July 12, 1915, over 2,000
people boarded the Eastland
steamer for a day of fun on Lake
Michigan. During the trip, a
schooner passed by and most of
the passengers went to the side
to catch a glimpse. This re
su Ited in an unbalance in the
weight distribution of the
steamer, which caused it to cap
size. The passengers who were
flung into the water struggled
to tind something to hold onto,
but many more were trapped
the sh ip and drowned. That day
835 people were killed. Many

people say that they have heard
cries for help along the Clark
Street Bridge. The employees
ofHarpo Studios, that is owned
by Oprah Winfrey, which was
constructed as the site of the
temporary morgue for the vic
tims, reported hearing screams
and unusual occurrences,
which they attribute to the di
saster.

Mary Alice Quinn is another
soul that is believed to be un
able to re t. Mary Alice was a
religious young girl who was
said to have the power to heal.

Because of this power she was
given the nickname "Chicago's
Miracle Child." At the age of
fourteen she died and was bur
ied at 1I0ly Sepulcher Cem
etery. In the 30's and 40's nu
merous people claimed to have
seen Mary Alice and have re
ceived her help. Mary Alice is
buried in a grave marked Reilly
so that people will not disturb
her gravesite. Near her grave
a strong aroma of roses is con
stantly present. Some ay this
is a sign of Mary Alice's life af
ter death because she was de-

voted to St. Theresa of Liseux.
St. Theresa is said to help
people by petitioning God and
as a sign of her help she sends
rose, a picture of a rose, or a
strong scent of a rose to that
person.

According to all of these
people, ghosts are definitely in
the Chicagoland area.

legend of Rosehill
By Jill Russell
Stq(f Writer

Every town has their share
of tales and stories that have
been passed down from gen
eration to generation. The
ending is always a conve
nient clifnlanger and has
caused the raising of eye
brows for some and leav
ing the jaws of others ajar
in shock of the thrilling
conclusion.

These spooky esca
pades have always

been circulating

around us, but until only
recently, have people caught the
trend of Urban Legends. Chi
cago is considered amongst
many to be "the most haunted
city in the U.S."

One of the more eerie and
mysterious of those known is
one that takes place at
Rosehill Cemetery, located
at 5800 North Ravenswood
Avenue, downtown Chi
cago. This Urban Legend
involves a monument
that was moved from
Old City Cemetery to

Rosehil!. The

monument was a marker serv
ing as a grave monument of
Frances Pearce. This r.articul
Jar statue depicts the life-sized
images of Pearce and her infant
daughter, resting on top of the
stone pillar. The figures were
encased in a glass box in or
der to protect the easily
damaged marble from the
elements.

Frances was married
to a man by the name of
Horatio tone in the
middle 1800's. They
were apparently

very much in

love and lived a happy life to
gether with their daughter un
til Frances mysteriously died at
the age of twenty in 1854. Four
months later, her infant daugh-
ter followed her to the grave.

Horatio was said to be ter
ribly distraught on the loss of
his love and daughter. To
help soothe his loss, he
commissioned a memorial
statue of the mother and
daughter to be placed on
the grave sight in Lin-.
coin Park. Both the

graves and monu-
ment were

moved to Rosehill later on.
According to legend, on the

anniver ary of France's death,
a white haze clouds the glass
encasement surround the
mother and daughter as the
two reach out to husband and
father who was left behind in
torment and suffering.

The legend of Frances
Pearce goes to prove that
Chicago deserves that title
of the most haunted city
in the U.



Mr. Theisen, coach of the
Varsity Tennis team, was also
honored. oach Theisen is re
tiring this year after coaching
for nine years. Coach Theisen
is a former OLCHS graduate
and played on the tennis team.
As a senior in high school, Mr.
Theisen led the Varsity Tennis
team to an 18-1 record and was

ectional Champion.
Coach Theisen has produced

five straight Conference ham
pion Tennis teams. verybody
at OLCH would like to thank
Coach Theisen for all of his
dedication to the tenn is pro
gram.

the team to a 10-2 record and a
SICA North Championship.
Tracy is a three time Confer
ence Champion and this year
she led the team with a 15-4
singles record. Karen finished
with a record of 10-2 at first
doubles and was the most con
sistent player on the team.

Varsity Volleyball also
awarded Co-MVP's to Kristy
Hazzard and Rebecca Feltz.
When Kristy was announced as
MVP Coach Nichols said,
"Kristy was a team leader on
and off the court. She was a
great inspiration to the team."
Rebecca led the team in passes,
digs and kills. Both these play
ers were great contributors to
the Lady Spartans I 0-0 record
in Conference.

The MVP for the Varsity
Golf team was Chris Beyer.
Chris made the All-Conference
team every year at OLCH . He
was Conference Champion
both this year and last year.
Chris ranked Ist in tate
Regionals last year and 2nd last
year. Chris is now a three time
MVP in golf.

Varsity Soccer awarded Co
MVP's to Don Anderson and
Adam Zwirkowski. When an
nouncing the MVP's Coach
Rita said, "Both the e players
not only excelled in soccer, but
were also great people off the
field."

Tracy Dengler and Karen
Rossow shared the MVP award
for the Varsity Tennis team.
Tracy and Karen helped lead

country teams. Pat Moses was
voted MVP for the boys cross
country team. Pat came in first
place for the Spartans in every
meet, helping the Spartans to a
.500 record.

Michelle King was selected
as MVP for the Lady Spartans
cross country team. Michelle
was the #I runner on the team
all year long and was the over
whelming choice for MVP.

Jeremy Lang was voted MVP
for the Varsity Football team.
Even though there were many
obstacles standing in the way
for this football team, Jeremy
managed to rush for over 1,000
all-purpose yards. Jeremy
gained these yards by running,
catching and returning the foot
ball, which shows what a well
rounded athlete he is.

Soccer Wraps Up Season

The 32nd annual Fall Sports
Awards Night was held on No
vember 12th at OLCHS. All of
the athletes that participated in
fall sports were recognized for
their hard work and dedication.

The main event of the night
was the introduction of the
Most Valuable Player Awards.
At the end of the season each
team, both coaches and players,
voted for the player they felt
was most valuable to the team.

The first MVP's that were
given out, were for the cross

By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor
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MVPs are recognized

By Mary Olejarz
Stqff Writer

With the varsity boys soccer
team being led by captains Luis
Hernandez, Tom Swiatek, Mike
Haack, and Carl Novak, the
team finished their season with
an overall record of 5-16. This
record also includes regionals.

The Spartans had a very ex
citing season with many of their
games ending in overtime. One
such game was against Tinley
Park when the partans de
feated them 2-1 in overtime.

The team played very hard
and never gave up a cheap goal.

"The guys played very hard this
season," Hanah Shehaiber,
team manager, said before the
last game, "and they made the
other team earn their goals.
This season was fun."

The head coach for the boys
varsity team this year was John
Rita, and he had this to say
about the team, "We have a
good core of guys. Our record
doesn't show it, but our play
ers are trying as hard as they
can."

Other coaches that assisted
Rita were Biagio Savarino,
Kevin Stow, and Alex
Kreydich.

Adam Zwirkoski dribbles
downfield.

"They turned it around at the
end of the season, hopefully
they set an example for next

year's team. Continue your
hard work and winning ways,"
Coach Stow added.

Along with a strong team
effort, there were also individu
als who stood out among the
rest. Five players this season
have received awards for their
performances in soccer. Luis
Hernandez and Adam
Zwirkoski made AlI-Confer
ence. Don Andersen made All-

ectionals Honorable Mention
and was named player of the
week in the Star Newspaper.
Carl Novak and Scott Kreydich
also received honorable men
tions.

The boys' individual efforts
were also awarded by being
named the top five players of
the team. In order, the top five
members of the team are Luis
Hernandez with 15 points,
Adam Zwirkoski with 8 points,
Don Andersen with 7 points,
Jakub Drozd with 6 points, and
Brian arlson with 5 points.

Everyone on the team did his
best and did exceptionally well.
The team is looking forward to
next season so they can con
tinue to improve as they did this
season.

X-country sprints throug season
..... -

By Jim Horvath
Feature Editor

The only thing more difficult
than closing a cross country
season is maybe starting one.
The long afternoons of gruel
ing practices, team meetings,
and dual meets at on key
Woods all add up to an event
ful experience. Both the boys
and girls teams made leaps and
bounds towards improvement
throughout the year, reaching
further and further towards
their maximum potential. This
year's conference meet was
held at Bull Frog Lake in the
Pulaski Woods on October
17th.

on ference ha long been the
"bragging rights" as to just who
is the top squad in the local
area. This year, Argo's boys
proved to be the top dog as they
brought in six runners in the top
ten. They quickly sealed the
number one position. Unfortu
nately, the Oak Lawn partans
didn't have the ame luck, for
the first runner in was Matt
Hense, who placed 15th. Right
behind was freshman Ryan
0' onner who came in steps
behind at 17th. The next top
runner was Captain Joe
Bana iak, finishing in 23rd
place.

Joe Banasiak felt strongly
about the season saying, "I

Varsity Cross-Country guy
sprint to the finish. Left to
Right Joe eumann, Cbris
McCarthy, Jim Horvatb,
Tony Fantozzi, Joe Banasiak,
Pat Mose .

think we improved greatly due
to the number of inexperienced
runners and to the fact that we
had so few returning top seven
varsity runners from last year."
He was referring to newcomers

uch as Matt Hense and Ryan
O'Conner who enjoyed their
first high school cross country
season. Both of these varsity
runners contributed heavily to
the uccess that was had by the
team this year. Other contribu
tors were Joe Neumann, Tony
Fantozzi, Pat Moses, Jack
Gunka, Mike Masino, and Jim
Horvath.

This was also the farewell
tour for senior runner Chris
"No Mo' ugar" McCarthy.

The girls' cross country sea
son was met with far more suc
cess. For most of the season
runners stomped the competi
tion. Their top seven runners
were Jodie Daley, Vicky Davis,

Michelle King, Becky Annen,
Kelly unneen, heryl Sti 0,

and Laura Mottl. The e girls
rounded up the onference
team, which took fourth place
on the 2.5 mile course. The top
three finishers were Jody Daley,
Vicky Davis and Michelle
King, all ofwhich qualified for
ectionals. nly Jodie Daley

made the .AII- onference
squad. Other runners on the
team were April 0 manski,
Mary Rose Mo es, Catrina
Johnson, and Andrea Walsh.
Unfortunately the girl's team
wi II lose sen ior runners Nicole
Friske, Renee Burger, Gina
Rogers, elima Garcia and
Michelle King for next year.

Bowlers hit the lanes Cobras face off
By Bob Puhr
Stqff Writer

Strike!! We're not talking
baseball, but bowling. Oak
Lawn's bowling team is one of
the best bowling teams in our
con ference.

Dave Jodelka, Jason
hubrich, Adam McKinney,

and Mike Parisi are just some
of the members of the bowling
team who contribute to the
team's success. All of the mem
bers are working hard and dedi-

eating their time in order to
produce a winning season.

The bowling team is coached
by Mr. Moonier. The team's
season has just started and the
team is working to achieve
many of their goals.

The bowling team is hoping
to come in first place this year
in the Southwest uburban
Bowling Conference. The

partans will be in competition
with other teams in their con
ference which include Mari t,
Argo, hcpard. and Richards.

By Bill Korab
Stqff WriCer

After three years of hard
work and dedication on the part
of senior, Bill Korab, OLCH
can now add Ice Hockey to their
Iist ofschool ports. Oak Lawn
has joined forces with hepard,
Evergreen Park, and Richards
to create one hockey team.
Abandoning their school color
and mascot, all four high
schools have united them elves
under a new banner. The play
ers who were once partan,

Bulldogs and Mustangs are
now Cobras. The Cobra's are
not yet approved by the IHSA,
but the team is being reviewed
and could become an IHSA ap
proved sport in the near future.

Oak Lawn is contributing 7
players to the 19 man roster.
Tho e player are sophomores
Jay Helstern and Laura

onstabile; juniors Kevin
Walker and Dennis
Kasprowicz; seniors Paul
Baniali . John Tylka and Bill
Korab.

The obra compete in the
West uburban J.V. Hockey
League and have tarted the
season with a record of2-4. All
six games have been very close
due to the phenomenal
goaltending by John Tylka.

aptain Bill Korab sees a
very successful sea on ahead
and hopes all of the team' hard
work will pay off with a league
champion hip.

Ir you want 10 ee how the
obra are doing, visit the

league web ite at
www.FACE FF.ORG.
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Varsity Volleyball finishes 1st in Regionals
By Corey Dignan and Jenny
Jaral
Stqff Writer

tarting out the season, one
of the goals of the Lady par
tan Varsity Volleyball team was
to improve their third place fin
ish in conference last year. To
say the least, they did. The
team went undefeated in con
ference, were Regional cham
pions, and took third place in
the prestigious Lincoln-Way
Tournament. The Lady par
tans had an astounding sea on.
The Spartans knew they had the
talent and the di cipline it took
to be successful, and the only
thing lefi was to prove this to
rival teams. "When my girls
saw that local teams were un
derestimating them, they were
determined to step up to the
competition," ays oach Mary
Kay Nichols.

On Homecoming weekend,
the team competed in the Lin
coln- Way Tournament, consist
ing of many powerful teams
from the area. The partans
were not intimidated by some
of the top team in the state and
were determined to place wei\.

econd ranked Marion
atholic was the team to b at

for the third place victory. Af-

ter losing the first game 16-14,
the Spartans came out strong,
winning the second and third
games decisively. This is what
Coach Nichols had to say about
the victory, "This tournament
really brought the girls together
as a team. They realized any
thing was possible as long as
they put their minds to it." That
is exactly what the Spartans
did. Rebecca Feltz wa named
to the All-Tournament Team.

The Spartans also achieved
a conference title easily with a
10-0 record. The team gained
momentum with smashing vic
tories over crosstown rivals
Richards and Reavi . The last
game of the Conference sea on
came down to a match between
the partans and the Bulldogs.
The partans made a short
night of it, crushing Richards
15-9 and 15-4. This game un
doubtedly proved that the par
tans were one-step above the
Conference competition. The

partans had four players on
All-Conference: Rebecca Feltz,
Corey Dignan, Kristy Ilazzard,
and Jennie Evans.

In the first round'11f\Regional.,
play, the Spartans met up with
T.F. North. The team de ated
the Mystics in a time frame of
only 35 minutes. Constituting

many of the Spartans first game
points was junior setter Jennie
Evan, serving 14 straight serv
ing points, 6 via aces. The

partans then advanced to the
second round of Regional play
against T.F. outh on Hallow
een Night. They disposed of the
opposing team rather quickly,
clinching the Regional Cham
pionship.

The Lady partans started
out the season 1-8, and stormed
back to a 19-14 overall record.
Coach Nichols said, 'I am re
ally proud of this group ofgirls.
They came out and played ev
ery game with a lot of heart and
never gave up."

Frosh/Soph
By Jennie Evans
Stqff Writer

The freshman girls' volley
ball team finished with an over
all record of 14 wins and 7
10 ses. In conference this team
fin ished in first place with a
record of9-1. Everyone on the
team contributed to the team's
uccess, with special recogni

tions going to andy Hazzard,
Jessica xline, Candice
Noodwang and Megan Topple.

When asked to comment on
the season Jes ica said, "I am
really glad we took conference

Top L-R Anna Kos, Jenny Kimmey, Jenny Jaral, Coach Nichols,
Rebecca Feltz, Kathy Klupsas, Kristy Hazzard. Middle L-R
Jennie Evans, Julie Menzel, Corey Dignan, Jenny Crumb, Kim
Capertz, Anne Pa queralla. Bottom L-R Gianna Hardt, Jill
Munno, Danielle Roman, Dana Roman.

and I am looking forward to son arah Nettle commented,
next season." "Overall, I think we had a great

Ms. Alfirevic, coach of the season, but I really wish we
freshman team said, "I enjoyed would have won conference."
this season and I am glad we Sarah Nettle and Carly
took conference. Great job la- Murphy were the captains of
dies!" the team. Karissa Murray

The sophomore girl's volley- helped out on the outside and
ball team had a great season. Amy Bridgeman and Sam
Their overall record was 8-2 ynowiecki were a great pres-
which placed. them in second ence in the middle of the court.
place behind the Reavis Rams. etters Courtney Roberton and
The girls worked very hard this arah Nettle did a great job this
season and were very satisfied year. Everyone on the team
with the season. The important helped create a great year.
victories came against the Ri- When asked about her feel-
chard Bulldogs and the Argo ing on the season Coach
Argonauts. The girls took Michals said, "I had a great
fourth place in the Oak Lawn time working with this group
Tournament. of girls and I want to thank

When asked about the sea- them for a successful season."

Tennis Teams achieve excellence
By Pam Byrne
Co-Sports Editor

Winning seems to be a force
of habit for the Girls' Varsity
Tennis team. For the fourth
year in a row, the varsity team
was victorious in their quest to
win the ICA North Confer
ence Championship. The team
ended its season with a 5-0 con
ference record beating the
teams from Argo, Reavis,
Bolingbrook, Richards, and
Romeoville. This was the first
time in the school's history that
every player was able to beat
conference opponents 5-0.

This year's conference meet
was held at Richards High

chool on Saturday, October
10. First place finishes wentto
Brenda Davidson and Michele
Matuszewski in second
doubles, Julie Katula and
Duygu Akinci in third doubles,
Tracy Dengler in first singles,
and Lisa Woloszyn in second

singles.
Karen Rossow and Julie

Braun placed second in first
doubles losing only to the team
from Argo. These strong indi
vidual performances helped the
team to clinch the title.

Although the team is use to
winning, the excitement and
pride of victory does not seem
to fade. The girls felt especially
proud having won the title of
conference champions four
years straight.

Several players competed at
Sectionals on Saturday, Octo
ber 17, at Morton High choo\.
Due to the persistent rain, the
players were moved to the Oak
Brook Raquet Club to complete
the competition. The partans
that competed in ectionals in
cluded Tracy Dengler, Lisa
Woloszyn, Brenda Davidson,
Michele Matuszewski, Karen
Rossow, and Julie Katula. Be
cause they were seeded high,
most of the team received a bye

for the first round. Each player
was able to win the first two
rounds but lost in the third
round to strong teams from
Queen of Peace and Mother
McAuley.

The team is saying good-bye
to sen iors Karen Rossow,
Brenda Davidson, Julie Katula,
Tracy Dengler, Duygu Akinci,
Julie Braun, and Michele
Matuszewski. The Spartans
will also be saying good-bye to
their long time coach Mr. Bill
Thiesen. After nine years of
coaching at Oak Lawn, Coach
Thiesen will retire this year.

Although these girls and
Coach Thiesen will be greatly
missed, juniors Lisa Woloszyn,
Jenny Nash, Michelle mith,
Jessica Brazel, and Carmel
Damazo hope to continue the
winning tradition of the Girls'
Varsity Tennis team. Strong
players that will be moved up
from the frosh/soph level will
also help to make this happen.

Senior Julie Katula said, "I
hope the girls work hard and
are able to keep the conference
winning streak going next
year."

The accomplishments of this
year's varsity team is well de
served, because they worked
hard all season and throughout
the summer to make this con
ference championship a reality.
The girls are confident that next
year's varsity team will able to
do just as well.

Frosh/Sopb
By Pam Byrne
eo-Sports Editor

The Oak Lawn Girls Frosh/
Soph Tennis team had an amaz
ing season with an overall
record of I 1-2 and went unde
feated in conference. The Girls
proved their competitiveness by

taking first place at the confer
ence meet.

Strong individual perfor
mances came from everyone at
the conference meet which was
held at Reavis High School on
October 10.

First place finishers included
Sandra Montoya and Meena
Babu in third doubles and
Nicole Thurzo and Morgan
Lisitza in second doubles.
Christina Koch and Giulia
Calafiore placed second in first
doubles:Angela Montoya came
in fourth for first singles and
Ausra Brooks placed second in
second_singles. All the mem
bers of the team contributed to
the conference win.

The team wa coached by
Mr. Chuck Lawson. He had
this to say about the team, "The
girls worked very hard. Their
goal was to win conference and
that is what they did."

Chris Beyer repeats as Conference Champ
By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor

Another golf season has
come and gone, but no one will
forget the performance by se
nior golfer, hris Beyer. Chris
surpassed his wonderful perfor
mance last year and became

onference ham pion for the
second consecutive year.

After winning onference,
hris went on to place second

in the IH A Regional Tourna
ment. Chris fini hed up the

season by giving a strong per
formance in the IH A Sec
tional, where he finished 13th.

Chris changed his approach
to the game ofgolfgreatly from
last year. Going into this year,
Chris was expected to win,
where last year's succe s was
unexpected. During the sum
mer Chris won the Star Prep
Golf Classic, and he then be
came more focused on his se
nior golf season. During the
summer, he practiced or played
golf every day. All together,

hris played in 35 Junior Golf
Tournaments.

Even though hris partici
pates in many other sports, he
maintains that golf is his favor
ite. hris aid, "Golf is a chal
lenge both physically and men
tally. There are tons of thought
in each and every shot. You
have to think your way around
the golf course."

hris wa very enthused
about the varsity golf team's
performance this year. The
team won 10 out of 14 matches.

Chris knows that gol f is a tough
sport, but he believes the team
will succeed in the future, if
they stay determined and prac
tice hard.

The end of the golf season
was an emotional one for hri,
because he knew thi wou.ld be
his final season a a partan
golfer. When Chris reflected on
this eason he commented, "I
wish this season would have
never ended, but now ( have to
move on."

Chris is definitely going to

hris Beyer

pursue golfat the college level.
lie has already been offered an
academic scholarship from
Lewis University. At Lewis,

hris could play on the golf
team and travel to tournaments
all over the U.S.
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Forensics Places Third in State Competition Junior to attend

conference
By Jennifer Rolniak
Staf[Writer

the competition. At Sectionals,
Veronica gave her new speech,
and placed second, to advance
to the state tournament.

"It was like a
dream.... so unreal. "

- Veronica Espinosa

OLjunior, Michelle mith, has
earned the honor of attending
the National tudent Leader
ship Conference being held in
Washington D. .

Only 100 students from
There has never been a state around the world were invited

winner in Oratorical Declama- to attend the conference which
tion from Oak Lawn High will promote leader hipskillsin
School. However, in the past the government. tudent selec
five years, OL H has produced tion was based on their pre-SAT
four state champions. and SAT sores.

The team started wrapping Michelle will leave on March
up an excellent season by plac- 2 for George Washington Uni-

The 1998-1999 Forensics Team. (photo by Amy Ott) ing second overall in the Re- versity, where she will be stay-
entitled "Learn to Listen With gional competition and advanc- ing for five days. There she will
Your Heart" by Martha ing 14 events into the geta taste of college life by liv
Saunders. She describes her Sectionals. ing in a dorm with a roommate
speech as a warm piece about At Sectionals, the team won who may be from a different
listening and compassion. first place, and was able to ad- country. She will follow a busy
Since Veronica doesn't like po- vance 7 events to the State level schedule of professional-like
litical or incredibly serious ofcompetition. events and sight-seeing that will

The wins were entirely a team start at6 a.m. and end at 12 a.m.pieces, she chose a speech that
is touching and has a lesson to effort. The Forensics Officers The group will receive private
be learned from it. are Presidents Jessica Wheeler tours of the White House and

and Jessica Vasquez,' secretary, the Pentagon They will have aAt the beginning of the year, .
Veronica wa n't even compet- Eric~ Buys; treasurer, am chance to meet state represen

Echavarria. Junior fficers are tative, en tor, nd p s ib\ying in the event. e efore
Anthony ere eo, Diamond the Pre ident. They will alsoRegionals she switched to

"Learn to Listen With Your Zukas, Mark Liescke, Jennifer attend a special memorial at Ar-

H "d k fi tit Rolniak, Caleb Kosek, and Amy lington National emetery.eart, an too Irs p ace a
Zero.

Mathletes take third in Conference meet

Echavarria, Sophia Faridi, Amy
Zero, Val Olsen, Kevin West,
Adam Zwirkoski, Samantha

taniszewski, Jennifer Rolniak,
Caleb Kosek, Veronica
Espinosa, Carmel D~~, Katie
Wenzel, and Jessica W~eler.

Second place in OriginS1 Ora
tion was won by Brenda
Davidson.

The first place winner in Ora
torical Declamation, for the n
tire state ofl1linois, was Veronica
Espinoza!

Veronica performed a piece

By Amanda-Jane Ault
Co- News Editor

Thi yearthe OL H Foren
sics team travelled to Warren
Iligh School, in Gurnee, where
they took third place in the en
tire state of IIlinois.

Placing ninth in the state in
Dramatic Duet Acting were Jes
sica Vasquez and Jason Rowsey.

Seventh place in Humorous
Duet Acting was taken by rika
Buys and Eric Martig.

Taking third place in Prose
Reading was Brenda David on.
Also taking third was Jessica
Vasquez in Dramatic Interpreta-
tion. Another third place finish
was turned in by the Perfor
mance in the Round team.

Performance in the Round is
an event where a group of ac
tors write their own skit, and
use costumes, sets, and props
to act it out. This year's 15
minute skit was "The Complete
History of America Abridged."
The actors used vaudeville hu
mor, and lots of slapstick com
edy to give an amusing history
1 n.

Performers in the event were
Mark Liescke, Ray Metzger,
Bryan Grant, Nick Blazina, Sam

OLCHS adopts new crest

• • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Boys bas et a
dominates the

court
-Page 11-

~ Mathletes Team.

Helping the team by earning Matusiak in Theory of qua
second place ribbons were tions.
sophomores Nik Cham is, Seniors Julie Braun, Pam
Aaron Hosek, Morgan Lisitza, Byrne, Lauren a ter, Jason
Beth Ott, and Bob Puhr. Matusiak and athy trom in the

Also contributing were jun- categories of Theory of Equa
iors, Eric Lisitza, Brian Messina, tions and Logarithms assisted
Amy Nagel, Fadi Salem, and in the team's 3rd place finish.
Jenny Sweis, in Quadratic Func- Mislim Ramadani received a
tions. score of30 on his oral.

Also helping the team with a They were also helped by
perfect score was Jason Jamie uti in Rad'cal uation.

The OLCHS Mathletes
placed third in conference out
of six schools with a total score
of 334. The conference meet
was held on February 10 at Rich
Ea t High School.

The Mathletes team was led
by Brian Caster who placed first
place in his oral with a perfect
score of 50.

Also receiving fir t place
medals were the sophomores in
the Truth Table category. Brian
Caster, Dave Jodelka, Tony
Pape, and Nazneen Yasin re
ceived perfect scores while Nik

hamis earned a five.
The freshman team earned

second place ribb ns in the
word problem and sy terns of
equations categories. Meena
Babu, John Huish, and Jon
Naples received tens; Jason
Cascio, Ray Mockus, and Rob
Wheeler earned sevens; and
Jon Naples, Sam ina Yasin, and
Rich Koch earned twos.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Relationships
-Pages 6 and 7-

By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

·Featiire·
OL crest designed by junior Eric O'Brien.

•••••••••••••••
Annual physics
bridge contest

held
-Pa e 3-
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American Values: Do they still exist in todays society?
Values Shape American Society American Values Going, Going, ....Gone!

By Patricia Seminetta
Editor-In-Chief

V alue: (n.) a principal, standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desir
able (family values). Many people today feel that American values have
disappeared. Although American values may appear to be lacking, to say

that they are entirely gone is ridiculous.
What is not ridiculous are the positive examples set by role models and celebri

ties. For the past eight years Sharon Stone has volunteered her time at a residence
in California for teenage girls in serious trouble with the law. Also, she has started
Planet Hope, a foundation which helps homeless families get back on their feet. At
first glance one may not picture Sharon Stone as the ideal role model, considering
some of her films are not exactly role model quality. But the fact is, Sharon Stone is
a dedicated woman who truly cares about helping others.

Sammy Sosa, Chicago Cub, has also done his fair share to help others in need.
Last summer, ~ammy spent over a million dollars to help the people ofthe Dominican
Republic recover from a devastating hurricane. Mr. Sosa has contributed comput
ers to over half of the schools in that country in order to help the children get a better
education.

Strong American values also can be seen in the people who work for organiza
tions such as the Salvation Army or Goodwill. These organizations provide less
fortunate families in the neighborhoods of the United States with clothing at low,
affordable prices. In fact, these organizations are supplied by people willing to
donate.

In addition, there are service organizations right here at OLCHS. First, there is the
Key Club. The purpose of this organization is to service the local community. Some
of the activities they have participated in include: raising money for Iodine Defi
ciency Disorder (IDD), assisting Project Courage wnlc..li, helps unwed mothers and
their children, and making baskets of food during Thank ~iving and Easter.

The National Honor Society also is involved in manx service projects. Their
activities range from tutoring students to volunteering at Christ Hospital. And why
do people participate in these organizations? To help others, an example we should
all follow.

People question American values. Some say that they no longer exist. I happen
to disagree. I believe that there is plenty ofgood left in the world; it just depends on
whether the person looking wants to see it.

By Jim Horvath
Feature Editor

Etegrity. Decency. Morals. Values. Wait a minute, what are you laughing at?
Aren't these qualities that we hold true to our hearts? Aren't they as American
s apple pie? Yeah right, we are the nation that brought you the atomic bomb

and the Vietnam War. What did you expect?
Recently the issue of morals and good old-fashioned family values has entered

the political spectrum. Now I don't mean to be crude and the one to pull the rug out
from underneath the majority of moral, God fearing Americans, but did you really
think that any morals existed in this country? Do you really think that America
possesses moral standards?

American history began with white European settlers marching into the conti
nent of America and slaughtering an entire race of human beings while at the same
time abusing Africans as slaves. Not exactly the greatest situation for instituting
moral standards now is it? Looking more at the Constitution, you'll see that it
wasn't established with morals in mind, since it does allow the freedom of speech
and press the last time I checked. Yes, if there is one thing this country holds true,
it is freedom and with freedom came the possibility for what some would call immoral
behavior. Keep in mind, we did make Larry Flint a millionaire and an heroic freedom
pioneer!

Unfortunately, with any fair discussion of morals in this country I am forced to
mention that the president of the United States of America was under an impeach
ment hearirtg for jeopardizing the presidency. While Clinton haters have been quick
to criticize every aspect of his life, it seems illogical that we not look at the great
accomplishments he has made during his two terms in office. He made marvelous
progress with the Middle East peace accords, he has never been hesitant to send
aid to foreign countries in times of need, and he has done an amazing job by reestab
lishing communications with China. I am in no way, however, a Bill Clinton sup
porter. I am rather, attempting to show how someone can participate in "immoral"
behavior and still perform in a satisfactory fashion at his jobs. Many have been
quick to point the finger at Bill Clinton for his extramarital affairs, but Iguess that the
ultra right wing conservatives (a.k.a. Republicans) have forgotten the :otatistics
behind how many Americans have committed adultery.

Before politics and society test our views of moral standards, maybe we
should consider acquiring them.

~~rt~Dite

~e~ke>ut
Who is your role model

and why?

Spar/anite Staff

My eighth grade teacher, Mrs.
McLocklin, was my role model. We were
very close and not only did she help me
understand math, but she also taught me
patience and compassion. She took the
time to help me out with school, friends,
family, and life! I basically learned that
there is alwavs time for others.

I don't really believe in role models. I
believe if you want to be a certain way
you don't need someone to lead you in
that direction.

Spartanite ediorials represent the opinions of individual staff mem
rs, not the publication itself. Replies to these editorials are welcomed

nd can be sent to Spartanite office room 204.

Editor-in-chief:
News Co-Editor:
News Co- Editor:
Feature Co-Editor:
Feature Co-Editor:
Feature Co-Editor:
Sports Co-Editor:
Sports Co-Editor:
Production Manager:
PhotoEditor:
Business Manager:
Advisor:
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Patricia Seminetta
Lauren Caster
Amanda Ault
Cathy Strom
Melissa Fogarty
Jim Horvath
Jennifer Trotta
Pam Byrne
Sean Gage
Amy Ott

Tony Fantozzi
Mrs. B. Whiteaker
Ms. J. Surma

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •: Dear OLCHS Students, :
• Do you have concerns? Do you feel you have no •
: voice? Then share your opinion with the Spartanite! :
• All OLCHS students are invited to express their •
• thoughts and views in a Letter to the Editor. All letters •
• can be brought to room 204. Thank you for your •
: cooperation!! :

• •
: Sincerely yours, :

• The Spartanite Editorial Board •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Physics classes participate in annual bridge contest

bridge contest were Martin
Zubek's bridge which held 32.5
kg, Nicole Garrett's bridge held

By Brian Caster
Staf[Writer

The annual physics bridge
building contest, run by Mrs.
Halwax, was held the week of
January 4. The bridges were
judged on their efficiency,
wh ich is the percentage of
weight a bridge can hold com
pared to its own weight.

The top two winners of this
year's contest were Martin
Zubek and Nicole Garrett.
Martin's bridge weighed 25
grams and held 32.5 kilograms,
giving it an efficiency of750%.

Martin and Nicole will rebuild

Martin Zubek adds more weight to his bridge.
their bridges and take them
down state for further competi
tions.

The"top ten winners of the

18 kg, Agnes Jachymczyk's
bridge held 14 kg, Chris
Adamow's bridge held 15 kg,
Kristin Swedberg's bridge held
l4kg;

Also Emily McLoughlin's
bridge held I I kg, Kathy
Ororek's bridge held 10 kg, Joe
Banasiak's bridge held 12 kg,
Dorothy Molek's bridge held II
kg, and Amy Quinlin'S bridge
held 9kg.

The object of the contest is
to see who can design, con
struct, and test the most effi
cient bridge.

There are many guidelines
that have to be followed in the
bridge building contest. The

bridge can weigh no more than
25 grams and span a length at
least 300 millimeters long. The
bridge can only be built from
balsa wood, and can be cut,
notched or sanded in any man
ner. The only other item that
can be used on the bridge is
glue.

The testing of the bridges
takes several steps. The bridge
is first centered on the support
surfaces. The loading plate is
placed at the specified loading
location. The load is applied,
and more mass is added until
the bridge breaks. The bridge
with the highest structural effi
ciency wins.

Someone You Should Know

• Facial Treatments for Acne with
Glycolic Acid and Laser

• Electrolysis (Permanent Hair Removal)

• Permanent cosmetic for eyebrows,
upper and lower eyeliners.

education, the environment,
that she has acquired, for she is
America."

Two OL seniors have
reached the state finals in the
National PTA Reflections Con
test. The theme of this year'
contest was "Suddenly you tum
around and ..."

The two finalists are Julia
Braun in the Photography cat
egory and Agnes Jachymczyk
in the Visual Arts category.

Kristin Swedberg, Heather Van
Huizen, Nicole Zimmerman, Dia
mond Zukas, and Adam
Zwirkoski.

This year's Voice OfDemoc
racy winner is junior Carmel
Damazo. The theme of this
year's contest was "My Service
to America."

In her essay Carmel wrote, "I
am asking you to find a time to
look into the eyes of a young
person.. ee the per onality, the

8661 South Pulaski, Chicago, .IL
(773) 735-5656 • (708) 424-60 I0

painting and drawing.
Twenty one students re

ceived perfect scores on their
IGAP writing test last year. The
students are Anthony Cerceo,
Vassiliki Davis, Sheree Eul,
Henry Fear, Rebecca Feltz,
Caroline Foley, Gina Forlenza,
Keith Fox, and Jennifer Kimmey;

Also Kathleen Klup has,
Ricky Krakow, Rachel Laidlaw,
Mark Leipart, Tina Moretti,
Rebecca Pentz, Amy Quinlan,

the St. Xavier's art contest for
his self-portrait.

Ten OLCHS students have
their artwork on display at the
Oak Lawn Library.

The students are, in sculp
ture, 0 car Barrera, Carlos am
pos, and Aric Wagner. In the
photography category, the stu
dent are Tracy Dengler,
LisaHershey, and Olga Liano.
Mike Erdakos, Eric O'Brien, Dan
Miskowiec, and Tracy Ball in

5427 W. 95th St.
Oak Lawn IL· 60453

(708) 499-0617

By Lauren Caster
o-News Editor

There are many students at
OLCH that do things for which
they should be commended.

The winner of the OLCH
crest contest was junior, ric
O'Brien. For his work, Eric won
a $200 gift certificate.

Eric O'Brien has won many
other awards for his artwork.
This year, he won first place at

Please call for your
appointment or for a
brochure with more
Information about our
services.

Hours:
Mon.-Thu. 11 am to 11 pm

Fri. & Sat. 11 am to Midnight
Deliveries start at 10:30 am

rz..ZA PLUS Closed on Sunday
"" 1\" ,."ST suce:,·0,,0

~
r-----------------------~: FREE PIZZA :
I Buy any 16" or 17" pizza & receive a 10" cheese pizza FREE. I
I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
I Not good with any other offers. Coupon must be presented. Expires 5-31-99 I
~-----------------------~r-----------------------,: FREE 2 Iiter6 of Pop :
I with any 16" or 17' pizza (Coke, Diet Coke or Sprite) I
I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
I Not good with any other offers. Coupon must be presented. Expires 5-31-99 I
L ~

4102 Southwest H~.
(Hometown Shopping Center)

Hometown. IL 60456

(708) 636-7200

$20 off
our regular price

(not good with other offers - limit one)
for the complete 42 hour program.

*'

A-Orland Driving School, Inc.

J,.
f (708) 460-6622
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OL students lend a hand to Senior Citizens

rhythm section include Rachel
Laylo on piano, Ken Korab on
bass guitar, and Dave Jodelka
on drums. The band is directed
by Mr. Dietemyer.

The band has participated in
a number of events this year.
Their first performance was
given at Manor Care Nursing
Home where they played a vari
ety of Christmas songs with a
jazz twist. The same arrange
ment was played at the OLCHS
holiday concert. The band will
be playing at another school
concert on March 3 I, at the se
nior citizen dance, and the
OL HS Family Fun Night.

As a band, they have been
involved in a number ofjazz fes
tival. At these festivals, the
band plays in' front of judges
and then receives a score.

ome of the festivals that they
have been involved in include
Argo High chool and Illinois
Wesleyn University.

While in Orlando, the choir
will also get to see Disney's
Magic Kingdom as well as
spend time in the many other
Disney theme parks. They will
be able to eat a lunch at MGM

tudios as well.
The choir has been doing a

lot of fund raising to be able to
go on the trip. They have sold
candy to help earn money.

The entire choir is excited
about this opportunity to per
form in front ofso many people
and to have this experience that
they will remember for the rest
of their lives.

By Beth Ott
Staf[Writer

The OLCHS Jazz Band
played at a jazz festival at
Milikin University on February
20 and the outh Suburban Fes
tival.

Students may have heard the
jazz band playing during the
winter pep assembly but the
band also performs in other fes
tivals in the area.

The band, composed offour
teen members, is split into four
sections. The trombone section
includes Brian Messina and
Andy Dvorak. The members of
the trumpet section are Joe
Banasiak, Laurie Miller, Ryan
Bohm, and Valerie Gorman.

The saxophone section con
sists of Tommy Miller and An
drea DeVivo on the alto saxtr
phone, Mike Sullivan and Jamie
Quintavalle on the tenor sax,
and Beth Ott on the baritone
saxophone. The members ofthe

Jazz Band to compete in
South Suburban festival

Math Students of the Month: Left to Right: Givlia Calafiore,
Feras EI-Ramahi, and Domioika Rojewski. Not pictured:
Therese Hassel.

Math Students of
the month

OL choir to attend Disney's
Magic Music Days
By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

The OLCHS choir will be at
tending the Magic Music Days
in Orlando, Florida. The choir
will fly down on March II and
return on the 14th.

They will be performing at the
Disney Village Marketplace with
many other choirs. The choir
will be performing six songs and
the Junior/Senior Ensemble wilt
be performing two songs.

The choir members will also
g~t to go to Disney Song work
shops and other musical events
being run during the week.

Several sophomores agreed to
shovel snow. On Saturday
January 9, at 9 a.m. the eight stu
dents arrived at the first house.

The work continued until 3
p.m. In those six hours, the stu
dents had shoveled a total of
nine senior citizens' houses.
That day other OLCP teams
shoveled for seniors at 52 more
houses.

The response [to the shov
eling] was extremely positive.
The partnership received over
24 cards and notes of thanks.
A local cable station did a story
on the shoveling with special
guests Mayor Kolb, and an
Oak Lawn trustee. The mayor
also publicly praised the effort.

All eight students received
Pride Pins from the high school.

There are several upcoming
opportunities to help the OLCP.
The next helping day will be in
the Spring. The Oak Lawn Park
District is buying flowers to
beautifY the parks in Oak Lawn,
and the OLCP is finding volun
teers to plant the flowers. For
more information about how
you can help with the flower
planting or other future projects,
call Mrs. Craig. Her number is
(708) 424- 8281.

their resources to help the com
munity and its citizens.

In the Fall of 1998, the village
and the OLCP co- sponsored a
leaf raking project. The village
bought the rakes, and supplied
the orange Village ofOak Lawn
leafbags. The OLCP found the
rakers. The raking went ex
tremely well, and it helped many
senior citizens. The partnership
decided to approach the snow
problem in the same way.

"It felt good to
help people who
needed it. "

-Mike Gery

Mrs. Craig, a member of the
Partnership since 1996 and the
mother of an OLCHS student,
looked to the high school to
provide the manpower.

Mrs. Rumel, Sophomore
Class Advisory BOa.t:!i.sponsor,
heard about the shove.ing op
portunity, and presentedlit to the
advisory board as an id~ of a
community service project.

.' ," .

Every Friday During Lent
All You/Can Eat 5·9 pm

Ad~ts: $8.95
Iuds: $4.95..',' .

ANGIE'S
RESTAURANT & PIZZERIA

By Amanda- Jane Ault
Co- News Editor

MON - THURS 11:00 AM - 11:00 PM
FRI - SAT 11:00 AM - 12:00 AM
SUNDAY 11 :00 AM - 10:00 PM

7130 WEST 79TH STREET
BURBANK, ILLINOIS 60459

708-599-8744

In the fast paced world we live
in, few people take the time to
care about others. Some people
view high schoolers as the big
gest "me generation" so far.
However, amid all the business
of their lives several OLCHS
students found time to help Oak
Lawn's sen ior citizens.

The eight OL students who
contributed to the effort were
Alicia Buchanan, Jodie Daley,

arah Dwyer, Mike Gery, arah
May, Matt Murphy, Jessica
Schroeder, and Ed Wilczek.

It was the first week of Janu
ary, just days after the Blizzard
of '99. Oak Lawn hadn't seen
this much snow since 1978.

chools and businesses were
closed, and people were
snowed in. Senior citizens had
an extremely difficult time dig
ging themselves out. During
this harried week, the Oak Lawn
Community Partnership (OLCP)
called for people to help.

The Partnership is a collabo
ration between the village ofOL
and Christ Hospital, and several
other businesses in Oak Lawn.
The goal ofthis nationwide pro
gram is to have everyone pool
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Horoscopes Read by the Mystic Beth Ott

By Beth Ott
Sta([Writer

Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.19)
There is no time like the present to

star! thinking about the future. Your mind
will be open and clear. You should feel
free to make decisions in work, fri'end
ships, and love.

Fact or Fiction Trivia

being in control, and don't go along with
anything that you feel bad about.
Libra ( ept. 23- Oct. 22)

It's time to be confident and asser
tive. People around you will notice these
qualities and like them. Try to be very
social and have a lot of fun.

corpio (Oct. 23- Nov. 21)
You'll really feel like things should be

the way you want them to be, but try and
stay flexible. Ifyou don't people will get
annoyed quickly and you will have a lot
ofproblems.

agittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21)
If you have been keeping your dis

tance from someone, it may be a good
idea to work things out. People will be
trying to communicate with you and you
should be open to suggestions.

focused and be ready for anything to
happen.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You may feel that thing are starting
to move more quickly; however, you
should not try to stop them. Sit back
and just let things work themselves out.
Cancer (June 21- July 22)

You may start to feet like there is a war
going on inside of you. Things will be
very confusing, but take some time to
figure out what you really want.
Leo (July 23- Aug. 22)

It's a time of endings and new begin
nings for you. This will be especially
challenging, because you must be open
to other's opinions and accept your limi
tations instead of fighting them.
Virgo (Aug.23-Sept.22)

Relationships are looking good for
you. Make sure you listen instead of

Aquarius (Jan.2o-Feb.18)
You may feel rushed to do things, but

be patient. It's a busy time for you and
moving things quickly will not help.
Don't leave out anything important, you
might regret it.
Pisces (Feb.19 - Mar. 20)

This will be a crazy time for you espe
cially in love. Ifyou feel overwhelmed,
sit back and listen to your inner-self.

ometimes it's the only friend we've got.
Aries (Mar.21-Apr.19)

Success is in the stars for you. It will
feel like everything is going your way.
Be prepared and don't take too much time
making decisions. The faster the better
for you Aries!
Tauru (Apr.2o-May20)

Major changes will start to occur.
Don't be resistant to these changes be
cause they may benefit you. Just remain

Dave Matthew's Band

American Pie Madlibs

By Karen Rossow
StaffWriter

It's your tum to take a guess; fact or
fiction?
I. Women have more ribs than men.
2. Brown eggs are more nutritious than
white eggs.
3. Porcupines can shoot their quills as
they please.
4. Bulls will not attack naked people.
5. King George 11 of England fell to his
death from a toilet seat.
6. esame treet was so liked in Pago
Pago, that the government considered
naming the main street after it.
7. The Volkswagen Beetle is the best seIl
ing car in history.
8. Chewing gum was vented by a pho-

.\
tographer named Thomas Adams.
9. A whole house was s\olel1. in 1971.
10. The average length of a flight
attendant's nose is 2.6 inches.
I I. More than 20% of Americans secretly
bite their toenails.

'By Joe Banasiak
Staf[Writer

Well, here we are again with another
live Dave Mattews album, that's right,
another collection of songs from live
performance. But wait, there are two
acoustic guitars on these tracks. There's
no saxophone to be heard, either. No
violin, no bass, no drums! Why? This
can't be Dave Matthew's Band! Well,
that is correct. It is a Iive acoustic set
from Dave Mattews and his good friend
Tim Reynolds. This recording is from a
1996 performance at Luther College in
Decorah, Iowa; hence the creative title
Live at Luther College.

This double c.d. release contains a
number of previously unreleased songs,
such as the first track, "One Sweet
World." Other new songs are, "Mina
rets", "Granny", and an acoustic instru
mental from Tim Reynolds called,
"Steam." Reynolds is able to show his
mastery of the guitar on this song along
with, "Deed is Done," another
unreleased Dave Matthews song.

Because this performance was done

for a small crowd, each click of pick on
the guitar strings can be heard, and the
crowd is intent on listening allows a great
level of clarity. Just because it is an
acoustic set does not prevent Reynolds
from using a number of effects with the
songs.

Ofcourse, all ofthe DMB hits are pre
sented on this album, and I need not
name them. Along with them, however,
are a couple of great songs coinciden
tally with holiday names. The first is
"Christmas Song," a soft, emotional song
written by Matthews to express his feel
ings ofChristmas. The other is "Hallow
een", and although it is named after a
holiday and it is very emotional, the two
have little in common. This song is a
hard-driven, intense tale ofpain in Dave
Matthews' life. Exactly what it is, is hard
to tell. He screams the lyrics so emotion
ally, very little words can be made out
clearly.
This album gives every song a whole

new texture llnd being low priced, the
bottom line is this is a must have.

Answers:
I. Fiction. Women and men both have
12 ribs, unlike the Bible story of Adam
and Eve tells.
2. Fiction. Brown eggs have the same
nutritional value as white eggs. The only
difference is the color of the shell.
3. Fiction. Porcupines can not shoot their
quills unless they are touched by some
thing.
4. Fact. Bulls are less likely to attack a
naked person than a clothed one.
5. Fact. ad, yet true.
6. Fact. Yep! They really must Jove Big
Bird!
7. Fact. The beetle has even outsold the
Model T Ford.
8. Fact. He intended to use it as a re
placement for rubber.
9. Fact. Brick by brick, a house in Lon
don was stolen over a period of time.
10. Fact. A survey was taken by the gov
ernment which cost $50,000.
II. Fiction. One psychologist from
Brigham Young University did believe
that about 15% ofAmericans do bite their
toenails.

Teacher Feature
By Cathy trom
Co-Feature Editor

I. noun
2. type of music
3. adjective
4. verb
5. verb
6. adjective
7. noun
8. noun
9. verb
10. verb
11. verb
12. verb
13. noun
14. verb

knew a who sang the
____ and I asked her for some
____ news, but she just _
and away. I went down to the
____ store where heard the
years before, but the said the
___ wouldn't play. In the streets
the children the
lovers______ and the poets
___ , but not a word was spoken.
The church are were---

IS. person
16. person
17. person
18. noun
19. noun
20. verb
21. noun
22. type ofcar
23. place
24. place
25. adjective
26. people
27. liquid
28. liquid
29. verb
30. verb

And the three men I admire most, the
_____, the , and the
Holy , they caught the last
___ for the . The day the
___ died. And they were _

Bye-bye Miss American
___, drove my , to the
___ but the was dry.
Them old were drink----
ing and singing this
will be the day that I . This will
the day that I _

Name: Ms. Wagner
Birthplace: Elmhurst, IL
Astrological ign: ancer
College Attended: Eastern lIIinois Uni
versity
High chool Attended: Forest View High
School
Degree: Bachelor ofScience
Years I have been teaching: First year
teaching
If I wasn't a teacher I'd be: A doctor,
specifically OB/GYN

I can't say "No" to: Crab legs
If I could travel anywhere it would be: Hawaii
My fir t car: Ford Mustang
My first paying job: McDonalds
My first date was at: A Judas Priest concert
If I could go back to any certain age it would be: birth so I could do it all over again
I'd give anything to meet: Austin Powers (Mike Meyers)
My advice to teenagers: Hang in there, it gets better! Don't do drugs.
My most memorable moment a a young adult was the birth ofmy children in my
mid-twenties
My first concert was: Rick Springfield
The last good CD I bought was:. Hewey Lewis and the News
My favorite band or solo artist is: Smashing Pumpkins
When it comes to being a c1utz I'm the Best.
My favorite sport to watch or play: Basketball but only to watch
Without the help of my fellow teachers I'd be lost.
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I only have three months left to live.

Wow! Is that your real hair?

Hi, I make more money than you can
spend. .

Excuse me...do you have change for a
$100 bill?

Do your legs hurt from running through
my dreams all night?

Do you believe in love at first sight, or
do I have to walk in the room again?

I lost my phone number. Can I have
your?

I'm new in town, could I havc directions
to your house?

lIey baby, I'm like American Exprcss,
you don't want to leave home without
me.

What He ays Vs. What He Means
Nothing i wrong.=1 feel like pouting until
you nag me to the point ofno return, and
am forced to tell you so you will leave me
alone.
We need to talk.=1 need to dump you.
It's your decision.=You decide, becau e
whatever I say doesn't matter.
Do you love me?=Do yo want to do me a
terrific favor so I don't havc to endure
the pain and agony.
Am I fat?=l'm mocking you, and if you
ask me (his que tion again I'm going to
kick you.

Compiled By Cathy trom

I saw you at the party last weekend and
you look kind of interesting...

Hi. I'm not dangerous at all. I swear.

You look more beautiful than my 3rd
grade teacher.

xcuse me, do you live around here of
ten?

Hey, do you know I'm on the Havard
mailing list?

I hope you know CPR, because you
surely take my breath away.

Excuse me, I'm a little short on cash,
would you mind sharing a cab horne to
gether?

Hi, the voices in my head told me to
come over and talk to you.

Would you carry me home?

'JfJktt~ 'R&rlL4~
By Jill Rusell and Brian Myer
Stuff Writers

What he ays Vs. What She Means
It's your decision.=As long a your de
cision is the same as mine.
We need to talk.=1 need to complain.
I'm not upset.=Ofcourse I'm upset, you
moron.
Do you love me?=1 did something to
day you're really not going to like.
Am I fat?=Tell me I'm beautiful.
I'm not yelling!=Actually I am, and
thanks for that excuse to yell at you some
more!
Nothing i wrong.=Everything, any
thing, or something is wrong, but I'm
not telling, so I can irritate you and con
fuse you at the same time for payback,
and I don't want to talk about it(NOW).
Everything is wrong.=1 just feel like rip
ping you across the board.
I don't want to talk about it.=I'm not
ready to yell at you yet.
In regards to the simple yes or no ques
tions:
No=NO, and in some cases yes.
Maybe=N ,or YE ,I ju t feel like toy
ing with you for now.
Yes-NO, sometimes MAYBE, rarely YE .

can the latest covers of eventeen,
Teen and YM and you are bourid to be
gin feeling a little down on yourself. The
magazines portray the image of the AII
American, perfect teenage girl. Who can
compare with a blond-haired, blue-eyed,
90 lb. super model? These magazines
are also perfect for giving adolescents
great advice on flirting, clothing and
makeup. No one can really measure up
unless we tell ourselves we would all look
that beautiful if we had three hours to
get ready in the moming, a personal hair
stylist and a personal trainer.

ex is also extremely prcvalent in
magazines. The biggest culprit is Cos
mopolitan. I know that Cosmopolitan
was not intended for teen girls, but the
truth of the mattcr is that leen girls read
these. If I were a sales clerk, I would be
embarrassed to hand this magazine to a
13-year-old girl.

The media plays a big part in every
teenager's life. It is all around us, in dif
ferent forms, but it is there and we are
listening, reading and watching. Ifwe are
spending so much time with the media,
how can it not to affect the way we think,
feel and act?

Love at fir t sight: an actuality or a
story book delusion?

Just what is the meaning ofthis spark
producing encounter? Why do we fall
head ovcr heels in a matter of seconds?
I really have to say this is one of the most
argumentative topics out there. How
ever, if you open your mind to the idea,
it won't take that,Iong to understand. It
only takes a look from you and a glancc
from me to get things rolling. Our eyes
then meet like thunder and lightning.

SM«UA~ ~dteue in Loge at 'JiM,t s¥et?
By Kristine Bowen ome mystical force draws us to each of love potion. It's intriguing. We also with a complete example of the qual i-
Staff Writer other, and eye to eye we become engulfed seem to become sweeties in a snap if we ties we adm ire, the bargain is soon

in a love trance. Love at first sight is so rock to each other's clock. I am con- struck."
rare, so exciting and so definitely out vinced that timing is almost everything. He is suggesting that we predetermine
there. We must both be ready for a relation- what our dream girl or guy is going to

But just what lights the match to this ship. be like and when we come face to face
instant infatuation? Why do some fall I'd like to quote English essayist, Wil- with the very model, we see firework.
truly, madly, deeply in a split second a:ld liam Hazlitt, on his explanation. He says, In any case, we have reasons we can't
others don't? It is surely a mystery that "I do not think that what is called love at explain, so if you get that rush from an
scienc~ will never fully understand, but first sight is so great an absurdity as it i instant crush, enjoy it.
I'm going to break it down for you. sometimes imagined to be. We gener- Patience is a virtu~ my friend. Each

I believe that one reason we fall in a ally make up our minds beforehand the and every one of us is destined to meet
flash is the simple idea that we are at- sort of person we should like, grave or that special someone, so don't drown in
tracted to each other's scent. We are gay, black, brown, or fair: with golden doubt, live in anticipation.
attracted to each other as ifby some sort tresses or raven Jocks: and when we meet

7tM t4 tJet a VaHU Vate
By Jim Horvath cess is asking that person. I would sug-
Feature Editor gest remaining extremely calm, cool, re-

weaty palms, cottonmouth and the faxed, and composed. No one digs be
insatiable desire to run to safety. Yes, ing asked to a dance by a stuttering, up
we're talking about every high school tight fool. For a formal approach try
teen's most feared topic, asking some- using lines like, "Hey, Iwas wondering if
one to that oh so special dance. Whether you would like to go the (insert name of
you're a guy or a gal, you have all the dance) with4Je." Most likely if you al
horrible pressures and fears about ask- ready know ttlis person well, your ask
ing that special someone you've had ing will happe quite casually and maybe
your eye on for awhile. even accidentally.

What approach should you use? How Third, and definitely the most com-
do you look your coolest? How should plex issue involved with going to a
you choose between two pos ible can- dance is the planning process. Guys
didates? In the next few moments we'll should almost always leave this part up
try to look at the best and the worst strat- to girls. Communication is key when it
egies for guaranteed success at scoring comes to planning the evening. WARN
the best date and how to have the mo t ING:' GUY SHOULD NEVER TRY
fun with that special person once you do. TO INTERFER WITH ANY PLANS

The first step is the selection of the ARRANGED BY THE GIRL!!!
date. Remember that this isn't the MI Finally, it's timc for the most reward-
U A contest, stay within realistic possi- ing part of the entire process, actually
bilities. Find someone who is your type going to the dance. Be well rcsted and
or allea t exciting for one night ofdanc- prepared to have a great time. Don'l
ing. worry about any minor imperfection

Second, ea ily the most dangerous along the way. Good Luck!!!
and feared part of the entire dance pro-

~~ t4e 'i1tedia
By Melissa Fogarty
Co-Feuture Editor..

How many hours ofT. V. a day do you
watch? How much time do you spend
listening to the radio? How many maga
zines do you read a month? How many
times a month do you go to thc movies?

In a study done at the University of
Illinois at Urbana it was found that in
reality, teen typically spend around 6 to
8 hours of their time awake a"day under
some sort ofmedia influence. The aver
age time spcnt watching T.V. is 2 to 4
hours a day for teen .

I strongly believe that television has
a tremendous influence on the teens to
day. Let's take the teen drama hit of the
year Dawson's Creek. A recent epi ode,
left us wondering who had sexual rela
tionship with whom. The sad part of
the entire situation is that these kids are
only fifteen years old. Other shows
similar to Dawson's Creek frequently
glamorize irresponsible sexual behavior
with consequences that are rarely seen
or romanticized. These shows are di
rccted towards young viewers who envy
and model themselves after these young
actors.
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before you end the one you are in. It will
make your partner feel cheated.

If you are afraid to breakup in person,
there are options. The chickens could
write a letter. Make sure that the letter is
handwritten. Write the breakup note on
blank stationary so that the tetter is short
and to the point. Check over what you
wrote for pelling and grammar errors.
Afier writing the letter, put it away for at
least forty-eight hours and then read it
over and make sure that what you have
written is how you want to be remem
bered.

If you want to do the breakup over
the phone, make sure that the call does
not take longer than it would to get to
your sweetheart's home. Do not breakup
when someone else is in the room. You
might say something that would make
you look cool in front ofyour friends but
you don't mean. Ignore the call waiting.
The breakup deserves your full atten
tion.

Breaking up is hard for everyone.
Make sure you say what you mean and
leave the final impression that you want.
A good rule of thumb is not to do any
thing to your ex that you wouldn't want
him to do to you.

When talking about relationships, you
can't forget the part everyone dreads 
the breakup. The uncomfortable ending
comes to every relationship. Although
there may be signs that the breakup is
imminent, no one is ever quite prepared.

There are many signs that your rela
tionship is in danger. You are the only
one who ever picks up the phone. Dur
ing the few times you actually see your
honey, he is in a bad mood. Everything
you do, he seems to find fault with. He
would rather spend time with his friends
instead ofyou. If you sense something
is wrong, start asking your friends.

There are good ways and bad ways to
breakup with someone. Here is some
advice when breaking-up with your part
ner. Never drag it out. It doesn't help
anyone to put offthe inevitable. Tell your
partner why you want to breakup. Never
do it in a public place. Don't pick a fight.
[f the relationship ends on a sour note,
you will end up hating each other. You
don't have to be friends after you
breakup. Some people just don't get
along. Don't start a new relationship

ponent into submission. But Jackie
would have none ofthat. She paid $35.00
for that perm and will fight to the death
to defend it. Jackie then strikes back with
the dreaded "Does not!", to which Tom
responded, "Does too!"

Technique #3 continued for hours.
Hours and hours of constant arguing
now over the appearance ofJackie' hair
rather than apples and oranges. Finally
Tom ended the bickering when he
timesed "Does to" with infinity.

Jackie sits du bfounded for a moment
or two as thoughts of technique #4 float
through her head. he considers the ir
rational idea of hitting his face or maybe
just driving her car in circles on his lawn.
Tom grows nervous at the sight of
Jackie's evil plotting grin and snaps his
finger to bring her back to reality. Jackie
forgets her thoughts of violence and
vandalism and instead employs tech
nique #5: the silent treatment. Why?
Because violence is not the answer! !!

Anways, as Jackie sits in complete
unflinching silence, Tom tries his best to
involve any kind ofhuman emotion from
her. He sings "I'm a little tea pot" with
no response. His attempts are made in
vain and Jackie has won the argument.

'H/in71te g'attte 01 ~ Sexe4 7ijJ4 (Nt g'~ aft~/I~
By Cathy trom

o-Feature Editor
By Jeannie Adair
Sta([Writer

Why can't we all just get along? Be
cause we just can't. That's it! Natural
human emotions prevent us from main
taining a calm, reasonable frame ofmind
all the time. We get upset, frustrated,
and angry very easily. We disagree with
others so frequently that arguing has al
most become an art form. It's a way to
prove your point. A few tactics can be
used when debating your argument.

First of all, for the sake of making
comparisoins, we will use the fictional
argument between Jackie and Tom over
which is better, apples or oranges. Jackie
argues that apples are better, while Tom
strongly insists that oranges are supe
rior. The disagreement continues
steadily until Jackie, applies technique
# I... She resorts to childish name calling
and tells Tom he's a complete idiot and
exactly where he can stuff that orange.

Tom, still blushing from Jackie's last
comment, remarks on how remarkably
similar her hair looks to the fur on his
cocker spaniel. Without even realizing,
he has just instituted technique #2: us
ing insult and sarcasm to belittle his op-

The Computer Shoppe
9700 Southwest Hwy.
Oak Lawn, IL 60453

708-636-5506

Wanna Play?

Gameroom is Now Open

CaD for tournament Info

Now Open For Lunch

901 0 S. Cicero
Oak Lawn

and regular play times

(/ schedules

Business Hours:
Sun. thru Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

CALL US

425-9191
Tax free group rates for school sponsored organizations, clubs, and spOrts.

BRING THIS AD IN AND
GET FREE ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD
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puppy floats by wearing a white robe
and angel wings. So the Little Tramp
goes to try on a robe and a pair ofwings.
Then he and the kid go off for a spin.

This is a delightful, lighthearted com
edy. The Kid is a classic which captures
Charlie Chaplin at his finest.

The man behind this picture and many
others led an extraordinary life. His life
was portrayed in Richard
Attenborough's 1992 film Chaplin. This
movie isa large scale portrait ofChaplin's
amazing life and times. It depicts his
poverty-stricken childhood in
Aldershot, England, and his rise to fame
and fortune.

This movie has the star-studded cast
of Robert Downey Jr., as Charlie Chaplin,
Dan Aykrod, Anthony Hopkins, Kevin
Kline, Marisa Tomei, David Duchovney,
and Geraldine Chaplin, the real-life
daughter of Charlie Chaplin. Through
many wives, scandalous affairs, and the
pursuit by J. Edgar Hoover to ruin his
career and life, Charlie Chaplin achieved
success. His life showed that even a
legend has a wild side.

"Humor heightens our sense of sur
vival and preserves our sanity." These
are the words that Charlie Chaplin be
lieved.

Chaplin is the larger-than-life story of
the actor behind the Little Tramp and a
magnificent depiction ofa past era when
Hollywood was at its most glamorous.

Korn
Rosemont Horizon
March 25th at 7:00 p.m.

Blackstreet "Finally"
ingles: "Teddy's Jam 3", "Can You Feel

It" and "What U On"

Concerts
Alanis Morissette
Rosemont Horizon
March 9th at 7:30 p.m.

The Roots "Things Fall Apart"
ingles: "You Got Me", "Dynamite" and

"Double Trouble"

N' YNC
Rosemont Horizon
March 26 at 7:30 p.m.

These "board" games became pretty bor
ing. With nothing better to do, I decided
I would go home.

I have decided to end my story at this
point. The boredom only gets worse.
Just remember, when the year 2000 comes,
make sure you find a nonelectric way to
pass the time.
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The Millenium Bug
-----...1

By Natalie Malquist
Sta{[Writer

The first ever films made required you
to listen with your eyes. They were si
lent films, in classic black and white.
Words would come up on the screen to
indicate what the characters were say
ing, and music would accompany the pic
ture. The motion picture industry had
just begun, ideas were new, and there
was no one to imitate. Because of this,
many great movies were made. I recently
rented one by Charlie Chaplin called The
Kid. Chaplin wrote, directed, and pro
duced this, his first feature film, in 1921.
It starred Charlie Chaplin's famous char
acter "the Little Tramp."

In this movie, the Little Tramp takes in
an abandoned baby 0 grows into a
little lovable troublemaker. The Kid is a
charming film which blends sentiment
with slapstick comedy. Everything turns
upside-down when the kid's real mother
returns and wants to take her child away
from his sweet and mischievous adopted
father.

One scene that stuck in my mind was
when the Little Tramp found himself
locked out ofhis rickety home, so he sat
down outside and began to fall asleep.
In dreamland, the slums were transformed
into wonderland of flowers and angels.
He sees the kid, named John; only the
kid is dressed as an angel. Even a little

Music

B10ndie "No Exit"
Singles: "Divine", "Maria" and "Out in
the Streets".

TLC "Fanmail"
Singles: "My Life" and "No Scrubs"

8mm
Release date: February 26th
Starring: Nicholas Cage

Cruel Intentions
Release date: March 5th
Starring: Sarah Michelle Gellar, Ryan
Phillippe, and Resse Witherspoon

Coming Attractions

came to his house without calling first
but he let me in. Within five minutes, we
became bored and asked his mom what
we should do. (Yes, we were very
bored.) She suggested that we playa
board game. We both looked at each
other confused. "I think I know what
she means," I said. So we went outside'
and found two boards to play with.

Movies
The Deep End of the Ocean
Release date: February 26th

IStarring: Michelle Pfeiffer, Whoopi
Goldberg, and Treat Williams

and Taylor as they get the whole school
to choose sides.

One of the things that bothered me
about this movie was that it was so unre
alistic. Laney is supposed to be the
nerdiest girl in school, but she is actu
ally really pretty, if you just take away
the glasses and find her a new wardrobe.
Maybe that is why the make-over was
so easy. Once Laney starts hanging out
with Zack, she is instantly popular. That
does not happen in reality. It takes a
little time to build up a reputation and be
considered cool. Also, the whole school
gets very involved in the election ofprom
queen. People wear buttons that say,
"Vote for Laney", and Taylor hands out
free Frapuccinos to win some votes.
Could you picture that happening at Oak
Lawn?

Even though the movie was incred
ibly cheesy, it was entertaining and had
its funny moments. It reminds us why
we actually liked shows like "Saved By
the Bell" at some point in our lives. ,
recommend renting it when it comes out
on video, but it's not worth eight dollars
to see it on the big screen.

which robots will do all manual labor, and
those'wearing their $14.95 'year 2000
hats' ill flyaway to Disneyland."

All of these annoying products also
sport "supercool" slogans like "THE
NEW MILLENNIUM, it's coming," or
"Are YOU ready for the next millennium?"
Not only do these products make me
cringe, but they're also fTaudulent. Didn't
anybody stop and think that since there
never was a year number zero, the new
millennium actually doesn't start until
200 I. I'm guessing that they did, but
they figured, "Hey, why wait another
year to get their money!" and "Well, the
'year2000' doessoundmuch better."

Still, I even prefer this overly optimis
tic, eager approach to the year 2000, than
that of those who are sure that the world
will come crumbling down next January
Ist. People say that the end of the world
has been prophesied in ancient Egyp
tian hieroglyphics, by the Mayans, in the
Bible, and even by Dr. loltar from "Mad
Magazine" (a source which I swear
upon). I'm an open-minded person, but
I refuse to believe that the forces of evil
have synchronized their watches to rise
from the underground in order to crash
my New Year's Eve party. Maybe I've
got it all wrong, though.

candles and flashlights. When' woke
up, I asked my mom ifanything electronic
was working. She said everything was
broken. I grabbed the remote and tried
to turn on the TV, but forgot that I
couldn't.

Since I couldn't watch TV, , decided
to call a friend and see what he was up
to. However, the phones lines were down
too. 'decided' would talk to him on
line. However, I forgot that all comput
ers were not working. How was I sup
posed to talk to my friends? I decided to
walk overto my friend's hou e. It seemed
unusual to walk to your friend's house,
but he wouldn't mind.

When I rang the doorbell, my friend
greeted me with a surprised look on his
face. He couldn't believe that someone

She's All That!
By Amanda Campbell

Sta{[Writer
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Charlie Chaplin

'fthere was an Academy Award for
the teenybopper hit of the year, "She's
All That" would easily win. What else
can you expect from a movie with that
title? The plot is simple and the charac
ters are all based on typical stereotypes,
like the class president and nerd. The
high chool is perfect and almost every
one is rich and spoiled.

The movie stars Freddie Prinze Jr. as
lack, the most popular guy in school.
lack is left heartbroken in the beginning
of the movie when his girlfriend Taylor
(Jodi Lyn O'Keefe), returns from spring
break and dumps him for Craig (Matthew
Lillard) from MTV's the Real World.
lack's best friend then challenges him
to tum the school nerd into the prom
queen. Rachel Cook plays Laney, the
unfortunate girl chosen for the bet. Af
ter a quick makeover, Lany is accepted
by the popular group and actually has a
chance of becoming prom queen. The
battle for the prestigious title of prom
queen turns into a war between Laney

It is everywhere. Its origin is unknown.
It has invaded our department stores, our
shopping centers, our movie theaters,
and is now making its way into our
homes. No, we are not being attacked
by a deadly plague or a flesh-eating vi
rus. However, something nearly as vile
has recently clasped onto the wallets of
the unsuspecting consumer. It is called
millennium marketing, and I plan to warn
the people of Oak Lawn High School to
avoid its grasp, before it is too late.

Have you visited a K-mart lately, or
any store for that matter? If you have,
I'm willing to bet you've seen countless
products trying to make some easy
money offofthe coming ofthe year 2000.
Year 2000 t-sh irts, hats, socks, board
games, posters, countdown clocks and
of course, underwear (boxers, briefs, or
boxer-briefs, your choice!) are being sold
across the nation. Generally, these prod
ucts are decorated with glitter and shiny
materials to appear futuristic. The rea
son behind this is because their makers
obviously believe that when the clock
trikes midnight on January 1,2000, the

whole world will be transported to "the
magical land of the future. A world in

Effects ofthe Y2K Disaster

By Bill Palmer
Sta{[Writer

By Dave Jodelka
StaffWriter

Marketing 2000

January 4, 2000
This past week, on January I, 2000,

there was no Armageddon, but the end
of the world as we know it had come.
The Y2K virus had done its damage.
There were no video games, computers,
or even telephones. We take all of these
things for granted but when they aren't
around, life sure can be boring. 'am shar
ing my experience with you to warn you
ofhow frightening life will be during the
new millennium.

Since my TV went out the minute the
New Year started, I decided to go to bed
early. There was no point in staying up
and celebrating the New Year with
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Michael Jordan: The greatest player in NBA history
By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor

The greatest athlete there
ever was, the greatest there ever
will be. This is a strong state
ment, only fitting for one man,
and he is simply known as MJ.

Michael Jordan captivated
audiences around the world, in
his 13 seasons with the Chicago
Bulls. Every time he stepped
on the court, people were
watching, and he never gave a
disappointing perfonnance. His
career is like a never ending
highlight reel.

Fittingly, MJ started out his
career the same way he ended
it, with a game winning shot.
MJ first came into the basket
ball spotlight as a college fresh
man at the University of North
Carolina. MJ captured the
NCAA title for the Tarheels
with his game winning jumper
in 1982. Then there was his sig
nature fade away jump shot
over Utah's Bryon Russell, that
sent the Jazz home crying and
the Bulls to their sixth NBA
Championship Title.

There are so many defining
moments in his career, it would
take another book to list them.
However, there are some that
will always come to mind,
whenever MJ is mentioned.

Who can forget MJ's 63 point
perfonnance against Larry Bird
and the Boston Celtics in the
1986 NBA playoffs. MJ had
missed 64 games that season
because of a broken foot, and
team doctors didn't want him to
play that season. But MJ's de
sire to play basketball was

stronger than his fear of re-in
juring his foot. His perfor
mance made Larry Bird com
ment, "It must be God disguised
as Michael Jordan."

Then there was "The Shot."
This in-your-face jump shot,
over Cleveland's Craig Ehlo,
swished through the net with
time expiring. The victory
lifted the Bulls to a 4-3 series
win over Cleveland, and the
Bulls earned a trip to meet the
Detroit Pistons in the 1989 East
ern Conference Finals.

What about MJ's awesome
acrobatic lay-up in Game 2 of
the 1991 NBA Finals against
the L.A. Lakers. On this pic
ture .J?erfect play MJ drove
down the lane, put the ball in
his right hand, and then in mid
air he flipped the ball to his left
hand and put the ball in the hole.
This basket capped off a 33
point perfonnance by MJ, and
led the Bulls to their first NBA
Championship.

In game I of the 1992 NBA
Finals against the Portland
Trailblazers, MJ set a new play
offrecord by scoring six 3-point
baskets, and 35 points in the
first half. A classic moment in
that game was when MJ turned
towards the fans, after he made
his barrage of three point bas
kets, in the Chicago Stadium
and shrugged his shoulders as
if to say, "What can I say."

Then in a sad moment, that
all MJ fans remember, Michael
walked away from the game of
basketball. He left the game
partly because of the death of
his father, and also his feeling
that he had accomplished every-

thing he could by winning 3
championships.

However, because MJ was so
competitive, he could not stay
away from sports for long. So
he took up another game that he
truly loved, baseball. Baseball
didn't come easy to MJ. Even
though he played baseball in
college, he struggled in the mi
nor leagues, with the Double A
Binningham Barons, and only

hit .202.
MJ realized he was not good

enough to be an everyday ma
jor league baseball player, and
with the baseball strike loom
ing in 1995, MJ decided to quit
baseball.

MJ could have hung up both
his cleats and his sneakers, but
he decided to make a come back

in the NBA. With a short simple
statement, "I'm Back," MJ gave
Bulls fans new hope for another
NBA Title in Chi Town.

However, when MJ returned
in March of 1995, the Bulls
were only 34-31. MJ only had
17 games to get in basketball
shape for the playoffs. With
Jordan at the helm, and sport
ing his new #45 jersey, the Bulls
only lost 2 of their final regular
season games. Injust those last
few games MJ managed many
heroics. In his second game
back, MJ dribbled the length of
the floor and took his sweet
fade-away jumper, and gave the
Bulls another exciting victory
over the Atlanta Hawks.

Then came his outstanding
55 point perfonnance against
the New York Knicks on March
27, 1995. MJ showed the
Knicks he was truly back!

"It was his will, his skill and
his talent that set him apart.
MJ's the greatest player I've
ever seen"

- Jerry West (NBA Coach)

Even though the Bulls didn't
win the NBA Title in 1995, it
showed how competitive,
strong willed, and amazing MJ
really was. Even though he
hadn't played pro ball in 17
months, he managed to take the
Bulls to the second round ofthe
1995 playoffs.

Losing in the 1995 playoffs
to Shaq and the Orlando Magic
did not si~ell with MJ. Over
the summ~r MJ worked out
harder in th~off season and was
detennined to' ~liithe title in '96
'97.

In his first year back from re
tirement, MJ and the Bulls
stearnrolled the competition. Mj
led the Bulls to a 72-10 record
and stacked up individual hon
ors. He won three MVP awards,
one for the regular season, the
All-Star game, and the NBA Fi
nals. He also won his 8th
straight scoring title.

MJ, Pippen, and Rodman led
the Bulls to their 4th title and
because oftheir dominance that
team is considered one of the
greatest NBA teams ofall time.

After the 4th title, Bulls man
agement brought the whole
team back, and the team re
sponded in a very positive way.
The Bulls went on to win 69
games, and when they reached
the NBA Finals, MJ gave one
ofthe memorable perfonnances
in NBA history.

It was game 5, against Utah,
and MJ had a virus. He was
dehydrated and could hardly
stand up, yet he scored 38
points. At the end of the gd,
MJ made 2 clutch free throws
to win the game.

Then last June, MJ captivated
the world with his game win
ning shot to give the Bulls their
6th title.

Even though we will remem
ber all ofhis spectacular moves
and game winning shots, we
should also remember his true
great character and heart. He
willed his way to try and to be
the best at everything he did.
He always respected others, and
showed class on and off the
court. There will never be an
other MJ. We were tru ly
blessed to be able to watch him
play.

The Bulls after Michael Jordan
By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor

Ladies and gentleman, these
are your 1999 Chicago Bulls. At
power forward, 6-9, Mark
Bryant. At small forward, 6-1 I,
Toni Kukoc. The man in the
middle, standing at 6-10, An
drew Lang. At point guard, 6-6,
Brent Barry. The two guard, 6
6, Ron Harper.

To Bulls fans, this lineup
could represent your worst
nightmare. At least this is only
going to be a 50 game season,
due to the NBA lockout. Some
NBA analysts only expect the
Bulls to win 6-10 games.

This is a major change from
recent years when the Bulls were
expected to win 70 games and
contend for an NBA title. How
ever, losing is to be expected
when you lose three ofthe great
est players in NBA history, be
ing Michael Jordan, Scottie
Pippen and Dennis Rodman.

Owner Jerry Reinsdorf and
GM Jerry Krause both want to
see a youth movement. The re
sult will be that only 5 players
will be returning from last

year's active roster.
Even though things look very

grim, the Bulls do have some
exciting new talent, that may be
fun to watch this season. One
of these players is Corey Ben
jamin. He is a guard, that was
drafted by the Bulls in last
June's draft. In the first pre
season game, Benjamin showed
outstanding athleticism, by hus
tling on defense and pleasing
the crowd with three monster
dunks.

In another interesting move,
the Bulls signed free agent
Brent Barry. The Bulls signed
Barry for six years at 27 million
dollars. This is a lot of money
to give a player, who has not
yet proved to be a NBA All-Star.
However, if Barry takes a lead
ership role in the triangle of
fense and improves on his de
fense, he could tum out to be a
key figure in the Bulls system.

Let's also not forget that the
Bulls still have Toni Kukoc.
With Jordan, Pippen and Rod
man around, Kukoc was only
considered the "sixth man."
However, when Toni Kukoc is
on the top of his game, he is
capable ofscoring 25 points and

dishing out many assists.
In the Bulls' first regular sea

son game against the Utah Jazz,
the Bulls showed composure
down the stretch and only lost
by 8 points, 104-96. Toni Kukoc
had a marvelous game, scoring
32 points. Twenty-two of his
points came in the second half
of the game. Ron Harper also
had a great effort by scoring 18
points.

Then in only his second
game as acting head coach of
the Chicago Bulls, Tim Floyd
coached the Bulls to a five point
victory over the LA Clippers.
Toni Kukoc had another stellar
game, scoring 22 points and
giving out II assists. Brent
Barry also scored 15 points. The
Bulls showed major improve
ment in the defensive depart
ment, which was one area Tim
Floyd was worried about at the
beginning of the season.

If the Bulls continue to put
on strong perfonnances, Bulls
fans will get excited about bas
ketball once again. Even though
our favorite veterans are not re
turning, the season may not
tum out as bad as we thought.

MJ'S Stats

6 NBA Championships
10 NBA Scoring Title
5 NBA MVP Awards
6 NBA Finals MVP'S
29,277 regular season
points
5,987 career post-season points
Scored 40 or more points in 197 games
Scored 50 or more points in 37 games
3 NBA All-Star MVP'S
Scored an average of31.5 points per game
Scored in double figures in 840 consecutive
games
2 Olympic Gold Medals
2 time college player ofthe year
The Defensive Player ofthe year in 1987-88
Named to the All-NBA 1st Team 10 times
Named to the NBA Defensive Team 9 times
2 Slam Dunk Titles
Scored 2,000 points in 11 of his 13 seasons
Led the league in steals three years
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Michael Jordan: The greatest player in NBA history
By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor

The greatest ath Jete there
ever was, the greatest there ever
will be. This is a strong state
ment, only fitting for one man,
and he is simply known as MJ.

Michael Jordan captivated
audiences around the world, in
his 13 seasons with the Chicago
Bulls. Every time he stepped
on the court, people were
watching, and he never gave a
disappointing perfonnance. His
career is like a never ending
highlight reel.

Fittingly, MJ started out his
career the same way he ended
it, with a game winning shot.
MJ first came into the basket
ball spotlight as a college fresh
man at the University of North
Carolina. MJ captured the
NCAA title for the Tarheels
with his game winning jumper
in 1982. Then there was his sig
nature fade away jump shot
over Utah's Bryon Russell, that
sent the Jazz home crying and
the Bulls to their sixth NBA
Championship Title.

There are so many defining
moments in his career, it would
take another book to list them.
However, there are some that
will always come to mind,
whenever MJ is mentioned.

Who can forget MJ's 63 point
perfonnance against Larry Bird
and the Boston Celtics in the
1986 NBA playoffs. MJ had
missed 64 games that season
because of a broken foot, and
team doctors didn't want him to
play that season. But Mrs de
sire to play basketball was

stronger than his fear of re-in
juring his foot. His perfor
mance made Larry Bird com
ment, "It must be God disguised
as Michael Jordan."

Then there was "The Shot."
This in-your-face jump shot,
over Cleveland's Craig Ehlo,
swished through the net with
time expiring. The victory
lifted the Bulls to a 4-3 series
win over Cleveland, and the
Bulls earned a trip to meet the
Detroit Pistons in the 1989 East
ern Conference Finals.

What about Mrs awesome
acrobatic lay-up in Game 2 of
the 1991 NBA Finals against
the L.A. Lakers. On this pic
ture erfect play MJ drove
down the lane, put the ball in
his right hand, and then in mid
air he flipped the ball to his left
hand and put the ball in the hole.
This basket capped off a 33
point perfonnance by MJ, and
led the Bulls to their first NBA
Championship.

In game I of the 1992 NBA
Finals against the Portland
Trailblazers, MJ set a new play
off record by scoring six 3-point
baskets, and 35 points in the
first half. A classic moment in
that game was when MJ turned
towards the fans, after he made
his barrage of three point bas
kets, in the Chicago tadium
and shrugged his shoulders as
if to say, "What can I say."

Then in a sad moment, that
all MJ fans remember, Michael
walked away from the game of
basketball. He left the game
partly because of the death of
his father, and also his feeling
that he had accomplished every-

thing he could by winning 3
championships.

However, because MJ was so
competitive, he could not stay
away from sports for long. So
he took up another game that he
truly loved, baseball. Baseball
didn't come easy to MJ. Even
though he played baseball in
college, he struggled in the mi
nor leagues, with the Double A
Binningham Barons, and only

hit .202.
MJ realized he was not good

enough to be an everyday ma
jor league baseball player, and
with the baseball strike loom
ing in 1995, MJ decided to quit
baseball.

MJ could have hung up both
his cleats and his sneakers, but
he decided to make a come back

in the NBA. With a short simple
statement, "I'm Back," MJ gave
Bulls fans new hope for another
NBA Title in Chi Town.

However, when MJ returned
in March of 1995, the Bulls
were only 34-31. MJ only had
17 games to get in basketball
shape for the playoffs. With
Jordan at the helm, and sport
ing his new #45 jersey, the Bulls
only lost 2 of their final regular
season games. In just those last
few games MJ managed many
heroics. In his second game
back, MJ dribbled the length of
the floor and took his sweet
fade-away jumper, and gave the
Bulls another exciting victory
over the Atlanta Hawks.

Then came his outstanding
55 point performance against
the New York Knicks on March
27, 1995. MJ showed the
Knicks he was truly back!

"It was his will, his skill and
his talentthat et him apart.
MJ's the greatest player I've
ever seen"

- Jerry West (NBA Coach)

Even though the Bulls didn't
win the NBA Title in 1995, it
showed how competitive,
strong willed, and amazing MJ
really was. Even though he
hadn't played pro ball in 17
months, he managed to take the
Bulls to the second round ofthe
1995 playoffs.

Losing in the 1995 playoffs
to Shaq and the Orlando Magic
did not si?Well with MJ. Over
the summer MJ worked out
harder in th~Of.(season and was
detennined to win the title in '96
'97.

In his first year back from re
tirement, MJ and the Bulls
steamrolled the competition. Mj
led the Bulls to a 72-10 record
and stacked up individual hon
ors. He won three MVP awards,
one for the regular season, the
All-Star game, and the NBA Fi
nals. He also won his 8th
straight scoring title.

MJ, Pippen, and Rodman led
the Bulls to their 4th title and
because of their dominance that
team is considered one of the
greatest NBA teams ofall time.

After the 4th title, Bulls man
agement brought the whole
team back, and the team re
sponded in a very positive way.
The Bulls went on to win 69
games, and when they reached
the NBA Finals, MJ gave one
of the memorable perfonnances
in NBA history.

It was game 5, against Utah,
and MJ had a virus. He was
dehydrated and could hardly
stand up, yet he scored 38
points. At the end of the gd,
MJ made 2 clutch free throws
to win the game.

Then last June, MJ captivated
the world with his game win
ning shot to give the Bulls their
6th title.

Even though we will remem
ber all ofhis spectacular moves
and game winning shots, we
should also remember his true
great character and heart. He
willed his way to try and to be
the best at everything he did.
He always respected others and
showed class on and off the
court. There will never be an
other MJ. We were truly
blessed to be able to watch him
play.

The Bulls after Michael Jordan
By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor

Ladies and gentleman, these
are your 1999 Chicago Bulls. At
power forward, 6-9, Mark
Bryant. At small forward, 6-1 I,
Toni Kukoc. The man in the
middle, standing at 6-10, An
drew Lang. At point guard, 6-6,
Brent Barry. The two guard, 6
6, Ron Harper.

To Bulls fans, this lineup
could represent your worst
nightmare. At least this is only
going to be a 50 game season,
due to the NBA lockout. Some
NBA analysts only expect the
Bulls to win 6-10 games.

This is a major change from
recent years when the Bulls were
expected to win 70 games and
contend for an NBA title. How
ever, losing is to be expected
when you lose three ofthe great
est players in NBA history, be
ing Michael Jordan, Scottie
Pippen and Dennis Rodman.

Owner Jerry Reinsdorf and
GM Jerry Krause both want to
see a youth movement. The re
sult will be that only 5 players
will be returning from last

year's active roster.
Even though things look very

grim, the Bulls do have some
exciting new talent, that may be
fun to watch this season. One
of these players is Corey Ben
jamin. He is a guard, that was
drafted by the Bulls in last
June's draft. In the first pre
season game, Benjamin showed
outstanding athleticism, by hus
tling on defense and pleasing
the crowd with three monster
dunks.

In another interesting move,
the Bulls signed free agent
Brent Barry. The Bulls signed
Barry for six years at 27 million
dollars. This is a lot of money
to give a player, who has not
yet proved to be a NBA All-Star.
However, if Barry takes a lead
ership role in the triangle of
fense and improves on his de
fense, he could tum out to be a
key figure in the Bulls system.

Let's also not forget that the
Bulls still have Toni Kukoc.
With Jordan, Pippen and Rod
man around, Kukoc was only
considered the "sixth man."
However, when Toni Kukoc is
on the top of his game, he is
capable ofscoring 25 points and

dishing out many assists.
In the Bulls' first regular sea

son game against the Utah Jazz,
the Bulls showed composure
down the stretch and only lost
by 8 points, 104-96. Toni Kukoc
had a marvelous game, scoring
32 points. Twenty-two of his
points came in the second half
of the game. Ron Harper also
had a great effort by scoring 18
points.

Then in only his second
game as acting head coach of
the Chicago Bulls, Tim Floyd
coached the Bulls to a five point
victory over the LA Clippers.
Toni Kukoc had another stellar
game, scoring 22 points and
giving out II assists. Brent
Barry also scored 15 points. The
Bulls showed major improve
ment in the defensive depart
ment, which was one area Tim
Floyd was worried about at the
beginning of the season.

If the Bulls continue to put
on strong perfonnances, Bulls
fans will get excited about bas
ketball once again. Even though
our favorite veterans are not re
turning, the season may not
tum out as bad as we thought.

MJ'S Stats

6 NBA Championships
10 NBA Scoring Title
5 NBA MVP Awards
6 NBA Finals MVP'S
29,277 regular season
points
5,987 career post-season points
Scored 40 or more points in 197 games
Scored 50 or more points in 37 games
3 NBA All-Star MVP'S
Scored an average of31.5 points per game
Scored in double figures in 840 consecutive
games
2 Olympic Gold Medals
2 time college player ofthe year
The Defensive Player ofthe year in 1987-88
NamedtotheAIl-NBA 1st Team 10 times
Named to the NBA Defensive Team 9 times
2 Slam Dunk Titles
Scored 2,000 points in 11 of his 13 seasons
Led the league in steals three years



Krisik (244), Charlie Zylius (244),
Jason Szubrych (221), Russ
Carey (210), and Pete
Groenewold (206).

Oak Lawn also has many
bowlers in the "500 Club." To
get into this category, you need
to bowl a 500 series (three
games), scratch.

Bowlers in the "500 Club"
include: Charlie Zylius (682),
Bob Krisik (620), Jason
Szubrych (593), Pete
Groenewold (553), Russ Carey
(543), Tony Fantozzi (542), and
Dave Jodelka (528).

Oak Lawn placed second
overall, losing to repeating
champion Richards. However,
Oak Lawn did defeat every
other team in the conference
when they met them in bowl
offs.

Richards won 52 games and
lost 8. Oak Lawn won 43
games, while losing 17.
Oak Lawn's goal for next year

is to win the title back from ri
val Richards.

Bowling starts again next
winter, so come out and make a
winning team.

Game High 171), Dana Escamilla
(Avg. 142,GameHigh 153), Tony
Fantozzi (Avg. 162, Game High
193), Pete Groenwold (Avg. 150,
Game High 206), Dave Jodelka
(Avg. 146, Game High 194),
Bob Krisik (Avg. 189, Game
High 244), Keith Krouldis
(Avg. 134, Game High 165),
Adam McKinney ( Avg. 150,
Game High 175), Erica Nelson
(Avg. 154, Game High 178),
Mike Parisi (Avg. 131, Game
High 148), Kevin Pizza (Avg.
108, Game High 117), Billy
Rangel (Avg. 135, Game High
166), Carolyn Siwa (Avg. 128,
Game High 147), Jason
Szubrych (Avg. 176, Game
High 221), and Charlie Zylius
(Avg. 193, Game High 244).

Charlie Zylius and Bob
Krisik have made the scratch
team a success, while Russ
Carey has helped to round out
the handicap division of the
team.

Some other bowlers stand out
against the rest. They include
those in the "200 Club." To get
into the "200 Club,"you need to
bowl 200, scratch. Bowlers in
the "200 Club," include Bob

By Tony FantOXli
Business Manager

When people think of bowl
ing, they think of a relaxing,
carefree experience. Our
bowlers, however, view bowl
ing as competition, a way to
prove themselves to other
schools.

With the Oak Lawn Bowling
season coming to a close after
more than three months of
heated competition against
other schools, Oak Lawn has
shown the Southwest Suburban
Bowling Conference (SSBC)
what they're made of.

This has been one ofthe most
competitive seasons for the
Spartans. With the largest team
in the last five years, Mr.
Moonier, sponsor of the team,
has been able to choose only
the best bowlers to represent our
school.

The most recent competitors
have included: Jason Bienko
(Average 137, Game High
182), Russ Carey (Avg. 165,
Game High 210), Frank
Chojnacki (Avg. 144, Game High
158), Mike Duran (Avg. 155,

OL Player
Spotlight
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Bowlers finish with winning seaon

Name: Kathy Krzak
Sport and position played: Basketball-Forward.
What are the keys to your basketball sucess:
Practice, work hard and be determined.
What will you remember most about the season:
I'll remember my teammates, and all the "fun" we had
with Coach Haubenreiser at the end of each practice.
Recap your best Basketball game as a Lady Spartan:
I don't think this game was the best I have ever played,
but it was the most memorable. I was a freshman on the
Varsi~Team, and it was the first game that I started. That
game gave me a lot of confidence and I was less intimi
dated to play on the Varsity level with "big girls."
Where would you like to attend college: DePaul
Would you continue to play basketball at the college
level: I have yet to decide if I want to play at the college
level, because I don't want sports to get in the way ofaca
demics.
Who is your favorite NBA player and why:
My favorite player is Scottie Pippen, because he is a good
all-around player.

What are your future dreams: As of right flOW, I hope t
attend DePaul and then go to law school. \

Frosh/Soph Wrestling IN Swimmers take Conference Title

OLCHS winter sports highlight reel
-The Varsity, Sophomore and Freshman Girls Basketball Teams
placed 1st in conference.
-The Boys JIV Swimming team took ! st place in Conference.
-The Bowling Team placed 2nd in the Southwest Suburban Bowl-
ing Conferece.
-Varsity wrestler Zeke King placed 2n4 in Sectionals and moved
on to State Competition.

fantastic job,;' commented
Coach Kamrat.

The team is looking forward
to the swimming sectionals and
hoping they can beat the record
books a couple more times.

The team had a really good
season and everyone hopes it

I

The team did shave down this
year in case anyone was won
dering. "Yes, it does help the
times," says Coach Kamrat,
"Most of the guys dropped at
least two full seconds."

L..
The '98-'99 Oak Lawn Swim Team.

(Courtesy of Athletic Department)

of the school's records.
The 200yd free reIllY record

was broken by Doug Terrell,
Bob Puhr, Nick Purdy and
Aaron Osmanski. They beat
the old record by three seconds.

The 100yd breaststroke
record was set by Bob Puhr. The
record was I: 10.68 and is now
1:10.24.

Rob Wheeler swam the 200yd
and was just short of the record
breaking time.

The varsity team also did
very well against some tough
competition.
"Eve one on this team did a

By Bob Puhr
Staf[Writer

The boys swim team did an
excellentjob this year. This sea
son led to the breaking of three
school records.

The N team took the Confer
ence Title, while the varsity team
took fifth place overall. This is
the first time a swim team at
OLCHS won a championship of
any kind.

The team worked incredibly
hard this season. They say all
of those exhausting three-hour
practices really paid off.

After the conference meet,
Coach Louendowski said, " To
take conference with just fifteen
swimmers is really unheard of. I
am very proud of this swim
team."

Of those fifteen swimmers,
eleven were on the JV level.
These swimmers broke three N
records and reset every confer
ence record but two of them.
This was a really great achieve
ment.

The 200yd medley relay team
consisted of Nick Purdy, Bob
Puhr, Aaron Osmanski, andJosh
O'Keefe. Thatteam broke one

Most of these wrestlers arc
on the Varsity level. When
former Varsity wrestler Kris
Queen injured his shoulder,
sophomore Dan Pasqurella took
his place and also took fourth
in the Regional Tournament.
Mark Rangel also took fourth in
the Regional Tournament.

One of the toughest chal
lenges in the sport of wrestling
would be wrestling on the var
sity level. That's hard to believe
because none ofthese wrestlers
have shown a sign ofbeing ner
vous. Most players would jump
at the opportunity to be on the
Varsity team.

Coach Meek said that one
wrestler came to his mind as
being brave, wrestler Justin
Kakos. As a freshman, Justin
was on varsity and he took third
place in the Conference Tour
nament last year and was a Na
tional qualifier. A broken foot
sidelined Justin this year; how
ever, he will return next year as
ajunior.

One tournament Coach Meek
would like you to know about is
the frosh/soph Invitational at
Tinley Park. This was not any
normal tournament, because in
it were fiffteen ofthe top wres
tling schools in the area.

Some of the schools included
Mt. Carmel, and Providence.
Oak Lawn placed fifth in that
tournament. Coach Meek was
very proud of all the wrestlers
he coached this year.

He said," I would like to see
them all return next year, for an
other winning season."

Congratulations to the
OLCHS frosh/soph wrestling
team. The team concluded their
season with a winning record.
Coach Meek was very excited
with the number of freshmen
who joined the team this year,
but was even more excited with
the fact that on the JV level all
the weights were full.

Wrestlers on these two lev
els include freshman Tom
Grabarek, Tony Abey, Mike
Klimek, Dan Napanello, Grant
Arthur, Joe Estes, Eric Queen,
Aaron Herdon, Emad Abed,
Mike Fitzpatrick, and Joe
Shelpman.

Most ofthese wrestlers com
peted on the JV and even the
varsity level.

Grant Arthur who wrestled on
the varsity level, took third in
the conference tournament and
fourth in the Regionals.

Tom Grabarek and Tony
Abey both placed second in the
Conference Tournament.

All the freshmen on the team
had the chance to wrestle on the
N level. "This is a good experi
ence for the young wrestlers,"
says Coach Meek. "They need
all the experience they can get
on a higher level; this way they
can come back next year and
have an idea of what is in store
for them.

The sophomores on the N
level include Dan Pasqurella,
Nick Grabarek, Mark Rangel,
Rich Switek, Shane Olsen, Brian
Beary, Amy Smith, Mary Ann
Garduno, Will Cavanaugh, Rob
Kaczmark, and Justin Kakos.

By Eric Queen
Staf[Writer
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ing game that was sent into
overtime.

The coaches of the freshman
teams are Coach Kuehl and
Coach irota. Both of the
coaches felt that the team has
really begun to playas one unit.
There is huge improvement in
the team's offense and the lead
ing scorer is always someone
different.

Coach Sirota said, "All of the
players have made huge
progress. The team has devel
oped a winning attitude. They
are all positive towards one an
other."

The coaches both believe
that you can determine your
win/loss record by how you
practice. If the team continues
to work hard, they will continue
to improve their skills and their

. team work ethic.
Coach Kuehl made it clear

when he said the most impor
tant team concept is to "trust
your teammates."

Ryan Skenzal takes the balJ in for an easy lay-up. (photo by
Mike Masino)

they have to continue to try their
best, and things will work out."

The freshman team has also
had a pretty good season.

The role players on Team A
are Pete Spain, Marty Hamilton,
and Uran Ramadani. Pete is the
team's best offensive weapon
and Marty and Uran have both
improved greatly on their scor
ing since the beginning of the
season.

Tim Burke, Joe Ognibene,
Ryan O'Connor, and Jim Weaver
also contribute greatly to the
team.

Team B is also composed of
many role players. Ray Mockus
is the team leader, and has a
great attitude both on and offthe
court.

Bill Lauck is a huge three
point threat. Chris Dietrick is
the team's best rebounder.

The A and B team both re
cently sept Argo and
Romeoville\. The A team also
defeated Oak F.orest in a thrill-

Swish! It is that time ofyear
again when the basketball sea- •
son is coming to an end. With
a couple of games left in the
season, both the freshman and
sophomore teams are yearning
to play in big time conference
games.

The role players on the
sophomore team include Jeff
Mensching, John arpaulis, Bill
Leithleiter, and Bill Palmer.
John is the leading scorer on the
team.

Some of the most exciting
games of the season included a
victory over St. Rita, which
came down to the last seconds
of the game.

The team also beat Tinley
Park by a tip-in by John
Sarpaulis at the buzzer.

Along with those victories, a
loss to Oak Forest was exciting
due to the fact that it went down
to the tee losing by only one
point in overtime!

Coach Atkins was extremely
happy with the team and he con
siders this the best bunch of
players in his five years as head
coach. The players have shown
a great deal of improvement
since the beginning ofthe year.
The team works hard and al
ways finds a way to overcome
adversity.

Coach Atkins had this advice
to offer his players, "They
should continue to work hard.
Things will not always tum out
exactly how they had hoped. So

Mark Leipart shared some of
Dan Malloy's views. "Ourteam
has great potential, but we need
to unite as one and gain a little
confidence."

As for the seniors on the
Spartan team, Ken Braasch
plans to attend Trinity College
and continue playing basket
ball. The other seniors plan to
attend college, but do not plan
to pursue basketball. Some are
interested in other team sports.

Jon Mrugala plans to go to
St. Joe's to play baseball. Chris
Beyer is going to attend Lewis
University and play golf and
major in aviation. Bob Gross is
heading off to Eastern Illinois
University and plans to major
in accounting.

Brian DeBias is planning on
becoming a teacher, but is un
certain where he wants to go.
Feras is still uncertain about his
future, but he might go to
Loyola and major in medicine.

The players are all disap
pointed about the way the sea
son has gone so far this year,
but everyone agrees that the
Spartans have hope for the fu
ture.

Brian DeBias said, "Obvi
ously our record doesn't show
it, but every time we stepped
out on the court we worked
hard."

Mark Leipart was confident
when he said, "I'm sure next
year our goals will be higher and
our determination will be stron
ger."

The Spartans worked hard
this year and showed a lot of
pride. Next year their effort will
equate to many more victories.

Boys Basketball looks to the future
Frosh/Soph

By Anthony Pape
StaffWriter

By Anna Kos
StaffWriter

The Oak Lawn Boys Varsity
Basketball team is near the end
of their 1998-99 season with a
conference record of 2-6 (At
press time).

The varsity team is made up
of seniors Chris Beyer, Bob
Gross, Ken Braasch, Feras El
Ramahi Jay Bjork, Jon Mrugala,
and Brian DeBias.

The team consists of junior
members Mark Leipart, Scott
Biesterfeld, Dan Malloy, and
Ryan Skendzel. The team is
coached by Mr. Panovich and
Mr. Kasley.

The boys started off the sea
son with a few losses, but finally
conquered Romeoville for the
team's first win.

The Spartans demonstrated
a strong work ethic, made many
self-sacrifices and persevered
with fierce determination. They
worked well together and had
great leaders like Ken Braasch,
Chris Beyer, and Jason Bjork to
show them the way.

The team had a tough sea
son, but they were able to have
fun the entire time. Ryan
Skendzel said, "The season was
a rough one, but we were left
with a good example ofwhat to
do and what to expect next year.

The main starters of the team
consisted of Bob Groos, Jason
Bjork, Ken Braasch, Dan Malloy
and Scott Biesterfeld. Dan, the
top rebounder on the team said,
"It was fun playing on the team
this year, but next year we will
come back and get them."

Players for the OL team are
Jeff Anderson, Don Anderson,
Steve Berryman, Jim Borski,
Mark Chiebek, Dave Drogas,
Charlie Duer, Brian Dwyer, Dan
Earley, Mike Goshorn, Matt
Jones, cott Kreydich, Dusan
Miloradovic, Dan Pasquarella,
Rick Turek, and Adam
Zwirkowski. The coach of the
team is Mr. Anderson.

The boys play on Wednes
day nights at the Oak Lawn Pa
vilion. Times vary from 6 - 9 p.m..

The boys team is striving for
a successful season. The play
ers are practicing hard and hop
ing all oftheir determination will
payoff with victories on the
soccer field. The team is ready
and willing to face any oppo
nents in its path.

thing the girls have to do right
now is stay in shape through
out the season.

Good luck to all the girls who
try out and to tho e who play.
The season starts March 8, so
make sure that you set some
time aside to come see the girls
play.

Don't forget to come cheer
for our boys teams playing at
the Pavilion every Wednesday
night. The names to look for
are "The Oak Lawn Spartans"
and "The Oak Lawn Thunder."
If you don't get a chance to
make it out and see any of these
teams, read on in future
Spartanite newspapers to see
how they are doing.

Boys Indoor
By Amanda..Jane Ault
Co-News Editor

This year's 1999 boys indoor
soccer league has started. This
year's Spartan team is made up
of freshmen, sophomores and
juniors.

The boys lost a close season
opener, 2-4, to Brother Rice.
Goals were scored by Don
Anderson and Charli~ Duer.

The indoor game is different

Mary O'Lejarz launches the
ball down to the other side.
(Photo by Evy NeviUs)

influence on their dedication
and commitment. The great
amount of teamwork also in
creases their confidence level
every game.

Outdoor season is soon to
begin and these girls, as well as
other lady soccer players, are
getting pumped to play. Coach
Stow has decided to get these
girls into shape. Conditioning
for the outdoor season began
Tuesday February 9. Hopefully,
with this conditioning, it will
decrease the chance of injury
and increase the players'
stamina and skills. The only

very good offense by scoring
four goals. She's a great influ
ence on the team, not only by
putting the ball in the net, but
because she's a team leader with
a lot of hustle and many great
steals. Also adding to the win
was J5risten Klimek and Odile
Joassin in scoring one goal
each.

Although winning a game
doesn't just consist of a good
offense, you also need a strong
defense. That was no problem
in game three against the Fly
ingGalaxy.

Melina Henandez , Maria
Romaro, Marjorie Koeppen and
Sarah Dwyer all played excellent
defense. Melina and Maria
both had a great number ofgreat
fakes and all four of them did
great at keeping the defense in
control and the ball away from
their goal. However, at times
when that strategy did not work,
goalkeeper Mary Olejanjumped
right in there to make her awe
some saves. Game three ended
up with a score of 2-1 and an
other Oak Lawn win.

The team, coached by Amjad
Zeyadat, has no fear. They have
great sportsman-like attitudes
and a competitive spirit. Their
love for this game has a major

OLCHS Indoor Soccer Teams kick into the season
By Mary Olejarz
StaffWriter

Second session indoor soc
cer has just begun and the Lady

partans are at it again. Three
weeks ago, fourteen loyal Spar
tans came together and united
as a team to demolish their op
ponents. The team is still play
ing at Willy Roy's occer Dome
in Dolton. So far, the girls are
getting what they've been work
ing for a 3-0 record.

The girls on this session's
roster are seniors Hanah
Shehaiber and Lauren Caster;
juniors Danielle Roman, Maria
Romero, Melina Hernandez,
Melissa Reyes, and Amy
Quinlan.

Sophomores on the team in
clude Marjorie Koeppen, Mary
Olejarz, Sabrina Harper, Sarah
Dwyer, Kristen Klimek and Sue
Steffy. A former player Odile
Joassin, from Stagg high school
also has joined the team.

Their flfSt game was won eas
ily as a result of their
opponent's, the Spurs, forfeit.
Intimidation, Maybe?

The Lady Spartans smashed
Crete -Monee in the second
game ofthe season with a score
of6-2. Danielle Roman played
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Lady Spartans Capture the Conference Championship
girls have improved very much,"
remarked their coach.

While the freshman team is
working hard, the sophomore
girls are working even harder.
Two returning players on the
team are Liz Figus and Sara
Nettle. Though these are two
great players on the team,
Coach Kestler remarked, "All
the players on the team are lead
ers."

One of the highlights of their
season was beating Richards for
the first time. "The team has a
lot oftalent and teamwork," said
Coach Kestler. She added, "The
team is playing so well because
oftheir aQility to work hard, they
never quit, and everybody does
her job."

The team is now in confer
ence with a record of 5-1, at
press time. According to Mel
issa Storm, a forward on the
team, one of their toughest com
petitors is Evergreen Park. They
had lost that game putting them
in second place for the tourna
ment.

Coach Kestler was also asked
to describe the team in one word
and she gave a quick reply of
ambitious. "The team works re
ally hard and they are willing to
win." Of course, all players
don't start out like a pro. "Most
of the girls on the team have
improved in their skill and will
ingness to win," said Coach
Kestler. She also commented on
how nice the players were and
how she likes everyone on the
team. This brought up the ques
tion about changing anything
about the team and she on Iy re
plied, "If I could change any
thing, it'd be to give each player
equal playing time."

talent, one would not expect the
team to have a leader and that is
correct. "The team is very close
and they all play so well that
there is no real leader," Coach
O'Donnell said.

"If I could change
anything, it'd be to
giYe each player equal

"playing time.

the efforts of the whole team.
We started the season off slow
but we came back strong."

Frosh/Soph
By Thuy Nguyen
StaffWriter

Melissa Piwowar goes up for a shot against a Richards' player. (photo by Amy Ott)

Melissa Piwowar, Kelly Burke,
Joanna Eul, and Kathy Krzak
have put in a lot of effort and
will be greatly missed next sea
son.

Head coad Chuck Davelis
and Asst. Coach Janet
Haubenreiser hope that the girls As the year starts off with a
who will not be graduating will bang, so does the freshmen girls
learn from this year's experience basketball team. This team of
and continue to improve on thirteen girls are doing very well
their skills. They also look for- so far. They have competed in
ward to having the girls who will five conference games and are
be brought up from the lower undefeated at the moment. Though the game looks
levels as a part of their team. toug~, it really isn't, according
The coaches hope that these When the team's coach, Mr. to Courtney Roberton. She was
girls will be able to do as well as O'Donnell, was asked why the asked \w-hat the hardest thing
thisyear'steanl. Since the team team's playing so well, he re- was abotltbasketball and she
will not be losing that many plied, "There's lots of talent and only replied, "It's all fun." That
members, this is very possible. teamwork amongst the girls." may be true, but the team has

When asked about the team's He also mentit:med that the girls practiced and played really hard
success, Coach Davelis com- had played a lot ofbasketball in this season. AII the hard work
mented, "The season has gone grammar school and junior high. has paid off, too. "Compared to
very well. I am very happy with Since there seems to be so much the beginning of the season, the

OLCHS Varsity Wresting produces a State Qua/ifer

By Pam Byrne
Co-Sports Editor

The Girls Varsity Basketball
team has proved themselves by
becoming SICA North Confer
ence champions. At press time,
their con ference record was 9-1
and their overall record was 16
9.

The girls have beaten teams
from Bolingbrook, Reavis, Argo,
Romeoville, and Richards to
achieve their first place finish in
conference. The victory over
Romeoville pulled the team
ahead and the win over Richards
clinched the conference cham
pionship.

The entire team has contrib
uted to this successful season.
Senior Kathy Krzak, who is fea
tured in the player spotlight,
helped seal the victory against
Romeoville with 27 points and
7 rebounds. Sophomore Jenny
Sepessy also proved to be a
powerful force against
Bolingbrook by scoring 31
points. Senior Joanna Eul led
the team to a victory over Argo.

Other strong individual per
formances helped the team to
finish first in conference. Se
nior Kelly Burke has come on
strong and helped the team in
both scoring and rebounding.
Junior Danielle Roman is con
sistently strong on defense.

Senior Melissa Piwowar
handles the ball well and is a
good all around player. It was
also said that Junior Jenny Crum
has learned the system well and
has come on strong in recent
games.

The team has also been as
sisted by Juniors Dana Roman,
Tina Moretti, Becky Pentz, Anna
Kos, Kathy Klupshas, and Jenny
Kimmey.

Seniors Anne Pasquarella,

By Jennifer Trotta and
Patty Seminetta
Sports Editor and
Editor-In-Chief

The Oak Lawn varsity wres
tling team had one of the best
seasons in recent memory. The
Spartans were led by seniors TJ
Mulrenin, Dan Steffy, Carlos
Campos, and Zeke King. Zeke
made it to the State Wrestling
Competition in Urbana, Illinois.

Over the course of the sea
son .the partan varsity wres
tlers compiled an overall record
of9-11.

Zeke King led the way with a
superior record of 30 wins and
only 9 losses. Junior Steve
Berezewski, also demonstrated
great poise and experience with
a record of21-9. TJ Mulrenin
and Grant Arthur also finished
with a respectable record of21
wins a piece.

At the SICA North Confer
ence meet, the Spartans put on
a great show by receiving a rat-

ing of excellent by the official
score keepers. Dan Pasquarella
and Carlos Campos finished in
fourth place. Grant Arthur, Zeke
King, Steve Berezewski, and
Mike Erdakos all took third
place. TJ Mulrenin led the way
with a second place finish.

"The biggest high
light of the year was
when we broke Oak
Forest's 40 win Con
ference record. "

- Dan Steffy

As the team moved on to
Regionals they showed no fear.
Juniors, Dan Pasquarella, Mark
Rangel, Grant Arthur, and Steve
Berezewski all assumed leader
ship positions and placed fourth
in individual events.

TJ Mulrenin completed a
great year with a third place fin
ish at Regionals. Zeke King
continued to dominate the mats
and captured first place.

King then went on to pursue
the challenge ofwrestling at the
Sectional tournament. Zeke
amazed all of OLD-IS with an
outstanding second place fin
ish.

In his quest for a state wres
tling title, he fell one match short
of winning a medal. However,
Zeke put on a great show. He
won two out of his four
matches.

When asked his opinion on
the season Coach Meek stated,
"I believe that the team was out
standing in many ways. They
supported each other and
worked hard. They had the
courage that was necessary to
compete in this tough sport. I
am very proud of each and ev
ery one of them."

Next year the team's outlook

OL wrestler pins opponent. (photo by Evy Nevills)

is very positive. All of the re- Wirtschoreck.
turningjuniors will have a great The goals for next year in
impact on the team as seniors. clude producing as many Con
Next year's lineup includes: Dan ference champions as possible.
Earley, John Gubernat, Tim The team would hope to send
Buchanon, Kris Queen, Jason more wrestlers to the state
Carpenter, Roberto Ortega, competion next year.
Steve Berezewski, Mike Duron, The team has worked all year
Mike Erdakos and Adam to enjoy a wealth of success.
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Dennis Kasprowicz, JeffAnder
son, Russell Carey, Dan
Clemens, and Ameer Shalabi are
the Baseball Club.

Jason Cascio, JeffSelmeister,
and Dave uda are the police
men.

The marching band is com-
prised of Jacqueline Casey,
Heather Donlan, Maryrose
Moses, and Rob Wheeler.

DanieJle Roman, Andrea
Walsh, and Julie Willson are the
three v'~dish Nightingales.

Tim Van Vossen, Tara
Alexander, and Alex Erdaksa are
the specialty group.

The OL HS spring play or
chestra will provide the music
for the play.

As in past years, Mr.
Dzurison is the play's director.
This year's assistant director is
Amy Zavala. Mrs. Mateer is the
musical director, while Mrs. Car
rier is in charge of the makeup
crew and publicity.

Prom Preview

Festival offers a wonderful
chance to Jearn about different
cultures, taste foods tradition
ally made in foreign countries
and realize the large, positive
role cultures plays in our lives.

By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

April is quickly approaching
and that means it is time to get
ready for Prom '99.

lois year's prom will be held
on April 23 at the William Tell
Inn in ountryside. The prom
will start at 7:30 p.m. and end at
midnight.

The theme for this year's
prom is "I Will Remember You"
by Sarah McLoughlin.

Prom tickets will cost $90 per
couple and a photo album will

. be given as a free gift to store
your pictures of the evening.

"All Jump Up" and " hicago
Blues."

Women suffragettes are
played by Jeanette Kossart, Val
Olson, Angela Montoya, and
Katie Vogel.

YMCA Organization people
include Jennifer RoLniak, Becky
Annen, Candie Zichmiller, and
Kevin West.

Bob Puhr play the head waiter,
Rudolph.

Caleb Kosek and Sam
Echavarria, Amy Zavala, and
Bryan Grant are the clowns.
Celine Metzger and Kelly
Cunneen are both dancers and
horses, while Lisa Woloszyn,
and Megan Melvin are all tum
blers and dancers.

The Global Society Festival
was inspired by the idea to learn
about and share the different
cultures not only around the
world, but also right here in oak
Lawn. Thus it was decided to
hold a week of festivities in
honor ofeveryone's differences
in backgrounds and cultural up
bringing. The Global Society

Many OLCHS activities will
be involved in making the Glo
bal Society Festival a success.
Clubs that will be a part of the
festival are the Art lub, ho
rus, French Club, International
Club, Jazz Band, Key Club, Na
tional Honor Society, pan ish
Club, Student Helpers, and the
Tech Applications 2 class. The
clubs and classes will have dis
plays set up in the cafeteria for
students to view during their
lunches.

The other dancers include
Adrienne Olsen, Jacqueline
Pug, eanne reschle, and
Candice Noodwang. The
showgirls are Susan Mueller,
Christina Derencius, Michelle
Smith, and Kristen Pietruska.

The constantly crying niece,
Ermingard, will be played by
Sophia Faridi· and Tori Fisher.
Ermingarde's frustrated suitor,
Ambrose Kemper, is Rob Stack·
and Doug Terrell. Ernestina
Semple is portrayed by Brittany
Barsevick and Katie Wenzel·.
Mark Liescke and

Spring Play "Hello Dolly"cast (Photo By Beth Ott)

Monday, March 29, the Inter
national Club will host its
bakesale. Some ofthe items that
will be sold include bakhlava,
Arab sugar cookies, and
streudal.

There will be other activities
that tudents can take part in
during the Global ociety Festi
val. There will be a performance
by "EI Trio Tropical" and Rubin
Alvarez on March 29 that will
feature music and dance from
Latin and entral America. On
March 30, st!ldents can see "Im
ages of Africa," which will fea
ture music and dance from Afri
can cultures.

tudents can see the 'e perfor
mances during their lunch/
study hall periods in the Little
Theatre.

On Wednesday, March 31, an
all school assembly will be held.
The assembly, Carousel ofCul
ture, will feature OLCHS stu
dents in Arabic dancing, Jazz
Band, Choir Ensembles, Foren
sics, and from Urban Gateways,

Ray Metzger and Jason
Rowsey· will both play Horace
Vandergelder.

The head clerk, ornelius
Hackle, is Eric Martig· and
Adam Zwirkoski. Barnaby
Tucker, the second clerk, is
played by Don Anderson, and
Marc Palluck·.

Erika Buys· and Veronica
Espinosa will be Irene Malloy,
the wealth milliner engaged to
Horace Vandergelder. The role
of . . 'i

will be played by Erin Ander
son· and Samantha
Staniszewski.

By Jennifer Rolniak
StaffWriter

OLCHS says Hello to Dolly in spring play

OLCHS will host its annual
Global Society Festival March
29 through March 31.

The festival which will pro
mote different cultures from
around the world, will have dif
ferent activities occurring. One
of the more prominent activities
will be Tuesday's International
Luncheon hosted by the Inter
national Club.

The luncheon has been go
ing on for five years and will fea
ture foods from the different
cultures of the world. The In
ternational Club will showcase
a variety ofdiverse foods in the
cafeteria during the lunch peri
ods. Both students and the gen
eral public are invited to come
to the luncheon, and taste the
buffet of cultural foods. Out
side observers, however, will
need to sign in at the main of
fice. The date of the luncheon
is Tuesday, March 30.

By Amanda- Jane Ault
Co-News Editor

Global Society Festival comes to OLCHS

This year OL HS will say
hello to Dolly. The spring musi
cal being presented is the hit
show, Hello Dolly.

The play will open on April
26 and run through May I.
Evening shows start at 8 p.m.
All cast members will be selling
tickets several weeks before the
play. Tickets are $4 for students,
and $5 for adults.

The plot ofHello Dolly is that
a matchmaker, Dolly Levi, thinks
she has found a perfect match
for a grumpy bachelor, Horace
Vandergelder, until she realizes
she loves him. Sub plots in
clude: Mr. Vandergelder's two
store clerks, Cornelius Hackle
and Barnaby Tuck~(.., "Yho run
offto the city to have an tldven
ture, Vandergelder's niece,
Ermingarde, tries to be al wed
to marry Ambrose Kemper, and
Irene Malloy, Horace's fiance,
and Minnie Fay, her milliner's
a j tant, fall in I wi th
two store clerks. For the rest of
the play many exciting esca
pades go on, as Dolly and her
friends travel to New York City
to fmd some adventure, and just
possibly love.

All the main roles have been
double cast. (An· denotes the
second cast.)

The whirlwind matchmaker
Dolly is played by Brenda Dolly
is played by Brenda Davidson,
and Jessica Vasquez·.
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Homework: How much
is too much?

By Patricia eminetta
Editor-In-Chief

In today's society there is no room for second place, and with technology ad
vancing at such a rate, countries are searching for a way to produce the smartest
people possible. Many people feel one of the answers lies with homework.

Educators are concerned with the decline in American children's test scores and
overall efforts. With the competition (Japan, China, etc.) out performing U.S. stu
dents, many people it would be more beneficial to our students to assign more
homework.

However, I feel that piling on the work load is not the answer. Yes,out-of-school
assignments are important and playa significant role in the development ofrespon
sibility for a child, but too much homework can be stressful and damaging to young
students. By assigning extreme amounts of homework to young students, the
opposite effect will be achieved. Children will be so frustrated with assignments
that by the time they reach the high school and college level, these children are
going to be·burned out and want to do nothing at all.

I feel it is important for teachers to remember that it is not the quantity of home
work given, it is the meaningfulness of the assigned work that really matters. Yes, it
is important to practice work and to drill certain areas but "busy work" is unneces
sary. Students will gain nothing by doing obscene amounts of homework except
maybe writer's cramp. I truly believe that when teachers assign purposeful assign
ments, such as a real-life application project (i.e. buying a car), students feel that the
time they are spending to do this work is worthwhile and not just a waste of their
time.

When students are required to spend all of their free time hitting the books, they
miss out on all the other important aspects of life. 0 often today, people complain
of not being able to spend "quality time" with theJarnjly. Students are so busy with
homework that they barely have time to eat and's1eep, let alone have bonding
timewith family members. In addition, it is important \for students to participate in
activities which allow them to discover all the gifts arh1 talents that they possess.
This ensures a well-rounded society, which I believe is just as important as an
educated one. Depriving students of a social life leads to their unhappiness and
boredom, which causes a poor performance in their school work.

Learning should not be a bad experience. It should be something that students
can enjoy and gain experience from, but ifall a child is learning is frustration then
instead oftaking a step forward, we will have taken two steps back. Albert Einstein
once said, "Teaching should be such that what is offered is perceived as a valuable
gift and not as a hard duty."
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·,us,(j0/~ ....... :

"Friendship is the hardest thing in the
world to explain. Its not something you
can learn in school. But if you haven't
learned the meaning of friendship, you

: really haven't learned anything~' :
• •• •• -~~u •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Technology: the importance of
finding the happy medium
By Jennifer Rolniak
StaffWriter

When given an assignment that needs research, most students think about where
they're going to get information. Five years ago, the answer would have been the
encyclopedia and research books from the library.

But now the most common answer would be the Internet. In fact, many things
when done with a computer, can be done better and quicker than years ago, from
research to the final copy of an English essay. However, sometimes the Internet can
be abused either by neglect or overuse.

Obviously, OLCHS has acquired a lot of technology over the past year. Between
Spartan Mail (a form ofelectronic mail within the school for teachers) to the installa
tion of the Internet for educational purposes, the school has provided student~ with
many privileges regarding technology.

ometimes, however, students abuse the opportunities they are provided. Stu
dents begin to view technology as the only way to learn in class.

Technology is an addition to the curriculum, not a replacement to it. (fwe use
computers to learn instead of to reinforce what we have learned, we can become to
dependent on them, thus becoming unable to do things by ourselves.

On the other hand, we must be careful not to take technology for granted. Com
puters are capable of more than just entertainment. Using them, one can gain
experience and knowledge so that when we get jobs, we know how to use them and
are able to do tasks better. .

OLCHS has provided us with wonderful technological opportunities so that we
can become better people and more aware of the world around us, not 0 that we can
become better computer game players.

In order to be prepared for the world, a student should strive to find a happy
medium in terms of technology. We should be able to use computers to better our

lives, not to run them or ruin them. Dl1
~

Now Open For Lunch

901 0 S. Cicero
Oak Lawn

Business Hours:
Sun. thru Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

CALL US

425-9191
Tax free group rates for school sponsored organizations, clubs, and sports.

BRING THIS. AD IN AND
GET FREE ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD
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OLCHS Scholastic Bowl Team takes Fourth place at Conference
All members of the varsity

team contributed a lot to the
bonus questions, though offi
cial records of bonus questions
aren't kept.

One of the coaches, Mr.
Astrauskas, had the following
to say about the team, "The
team showed promise. There
were a number of players who
ensured a successful year. It
was fun to be a part of the team
this year, and I'm looking for
ward to having another suc
cessful year."

A special congratulations
goes out to Jason Matusiak,
whose fantastic job, which in
cluded 30 points, put him on the
all-conference I st team.

Annie Pasquarella, a member
of the band, said, "We're the
only swing band in there [the
contest], and I'm interested in
how it will tum out."

The next and last band of the
night will be Melevance. They
will play from 8:45 p.m. to 9: 15
p.m.

After that, the winner will be
announced. This presentation
will be followed by an encore
performance by the winning
band.

up question, except for algebra
questions, which are given 30
seconds. Teams work coopera
tively on bonus questions,
which are four part questions
given after a toss up question
is answered correctly. Toss up
questions are worth ten points
a piece, and bonus questions
are worth five points a piece,
which total 20 points a bonus
question.

The varsity team point totals
for the season are as follows:
Jason Matusiak-30 points,
Aaron Hosek-IO points, Ed
Wilczek-6 points, Anthony
Cerceo-4 points, Meena Babu
4 points, and Fadi Salem-I point.

The opening band performing
will be Deafening Silence. They
will perform from 6:30 p.m. to
about 7:00 p.m.

The next band on stage will
be Grandeur. They will be play
ing from 7: 15pm to about
7:45pm.

The next band that will per
form is Hans Moman and the
Pussycat Dancers. They will
play from 8:00 p.m. to about 8:30
p.m.

~~"'~~;.~"'Jf"

i~

Kossart. The team, which is
coached by Mr. Astrauskas, had
an overall season record of4-5.

Scholastic Bowl meets con
sist of three different competi
tions. The team from Oak Lawn
plays three different teams with
different questions each time.
The categories that questions
come from include English and
European literature, social sci
ences, several different types of
sciences, several types of math
categories, poetry, spelling, fine
arts, and several types of mis
cellaneous questions.

Toss up questions are asked,
which anyone can answer. Fif
teen seconds are given for each
toss

Battle ofthe Bands to be held
By Beth Ott
StaffWriter

This year's Battle of the
Bands will be held on March 27.
It will begin at 6:30 p.m. and will
end at 10:30 p.m. The doors
open at 6:00 p.m. The cost of
the tickets is $5. You can buy a
ticket from any of the bands that
will be performing. This year
there will be four bands compet
ing for the title ofthe "Best Band
at Oak Lawn".

Ne.

team consists of Jason
Matusiak, Aaron Hosek, An
thony Cerceo, Meena Babu, Ed
Wilczek, and Fadi Salem. The
team, which is captained by Ja
son Matusiak, is also coached
by Ms. Heskin. The team had
an overall record for the season
of7-2.

The Freshman/Sophomore
Scholastic Bowl team consists
ofBrian Caster, John Naples, Ja
son Cascio, Valerie Olson, Amy
Zero, and Jeanette

Science students of
the month

IN GROUND • ABOVE GROUNDS • SPAS

AOUA Pools,

--

By Brian Caster
StaffWriter

Top Left to Right: Tony Lampl, Mike Strelow. Bottom: Mel
issa Renz, Jenny Jaral, Sarah Szymanski, Meena Babu. Not
Pictured: Monica Kaputska, Sabrina Dymit.

The Scholastic Bowljust fm
ished an excellent season, plac
ing fourth in conference. They
were only several points away
from advancing in the tourna
ment and placing higher. They
also did very well in the Regional
Tournament and only missed
advancing by ten points.

The varsity Scholastic Bowl

"The Pool Professionals"

10517 SOUTHWEST HWY. WORTH,IL 60482
708-36 I - I 000

1207 E. 9th STREET LOCKPOR~ IL 60441
81 5-834- I 11I

8661 South Pulaski, Chicago; IL
(773) 735-5656 • (708) 424-60 I 0

Please call for your
appointment or for a
brochure with more
information about our
services.

Facial Treatments for Acne with
Glycolic Acid and Laser

• Electrolysis (Permanent Hair Removal)

• Permanent cosmetic for eyebrows,
upper and lower eyeliners.

5427 W. 95th St.
Oak Lawn IL· 60453

(708) 499-0617

A-Orland Driving School, Inc.

$20 off
our regular price

(not good with other offers - limit one)
for the complete 42 hour program.

*',.
J

f (708) 460-6622



Students participate
in Inclusive Theater
By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

Inclusive Theater worked
with OLCHS students on Feb
ruary 18.

The purpose of Inclusive
Theater is to teach Shakespeare
in a way that brings Shakespeare
to life.

The full day workshop fea
tured student exposure and in
teraction with the language of
Shakespeare. The workshop
also included a short production
of Macbeth, which the English
class involved had read.

dents were strong competitors,
the students were not able to
capture a win.

At OLCHS, all students in
Business Internship are re
quired to be in DECA and BPA.
They learn the different compe
tition areas through class study,
work experience, and in prac
tice competition.
VlCA

Two OLCHS students quali
fied for the Skills USA VICA
state competition that will oc
cur in April.

Gina Michalek qualified in
Cosmetology and Kelly
Kawczynski qualified in Pre
school Teaching Assistant.

stressed, no woman is immune
from breast cancer, and the best
way to be prepared is to be edu
cated.

The audience was then given
a pamphlet printed by the Y-Me
group especially for these teen

workshops. The pamphlet in
cluded how to do an exam, other
information on breast cancer,
and Y-Me's 24 hour hot line
number. The number for the
Hotline is 1-800-221-2141.

in Office Specialist; Julie Fry,
3rd in Information Processing
Assistant; and Jennifer Ladd,
3rd place in Banking Concepts.

Also Valerie Pytlik placed 4th
in Document Formatting;
Osama Hanieh, 2nd in Desktop
Publishing; Fatrnir Osmani, 1st
place in International Business;
and Adam Ramirez, 3rd in Desk
top Publishing and Ist place in
Computer Aided Graphics.

All of the mentioned stu
dents went on to compete in the
state competition on February
25,26, and 27 in Oakbrook.

There were fifty-seven
schools represented at the state
competition. While OLCHS stu-

around. Those present were
told to use the techniques just
learned to find the lumps.

A question and answer ses
sion that followed helped the
teens realize why self-examina
tion and early detection are so
important. Monthly self breast
exams and annual mammograms
after the age of40 were stressed
by the presenters.

The presentation concluded
with the women being chal
lenged to share this information
with their moms, sisters, and
other woman. As the speakers

Business Professionals ofAmerica Competes in State
By Amanda- Jane Ault
Co-News Editor

DECA and BPA may not be
well known clubs, but they have
certainly done well in their com
petitions.

The Business Professionals
of America Club attended the
area competition on January 6
at Moraine Valley Community
College. OLCHS and five other
schools competed in order to
qualify for state. This year, a
number of OLCHS students
placed in the area competition.
They are Tracy McCann, 4th
place in Office Assistance and
2nd in Keyboarding; Wendi
Dixon, 2nd

knew what to expect. The pre
sentation started with the story
of why and how Y-Me was
founded.

Next the presenter shared her
personal story of her fight with
breast cancer. The girls heard
important information they
never knew before.

"It was informative and she
[Mrs. Secher] was able to give
good information because ofher
first-hand experience," said one
senior girl who attended the
seminar.

After the facts were pre
sented, a short, 8 minute film,
about how to do a breast self
exam was shown.

When the movie was over,
three breast models were passed

~pArtAlJ1te ~ews
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OLCHS senior girls participate in Y-Me seminar
By Amanda- Jane Ault
Co-News Editor

The OLCHS Physical Educa
tion Department sponsored a
new workshop for senior girls
on March I I. The program
was presented by the group Y
Me. Y-Me is a support and edu
cation group for women who
have breast cancer.

Mrs. Ann Secher and Mrs.
Barb Bumis, both breast cancer
survivors, came to the school
to talk to the girls about this
serious disease. The seniors
needed parent permission in or
der to attend the workshop with
their PE class. At first the mood
in the room was one ofself-con
sciousness. None of the girls

Someone You Should Know
Brad looks all over to try and
find items for his Beatles collec
tion. He visits shows, garage
sales, record stores, antique
shops, and even the Salvation
Army.

Brad bought the album "1966
1970" on blue vinyl. He felt
lucky to fmd that album because
it is rare.

Brad is -l1>oking for
autographed item~'and mint
condition albums. H\ is espe
cially interested in finding John
Lennon memorabilia.

1'JAfJe 4 =========

By Lauren Caster
Co-News Editor

OLCHS student Brad Skelly
has a large Beatlemania collec
tion. He has been collecting
Beatles' memorabilia for the last
year.

The first Beatles' item he ac
quired was a life size cardboard
cutout of the band. Right now,
his collection includes figu
rines, magazines, T-shirts, and
old BeatJes' albums.

PROM JEWELRY

:~:

7228 W. 87th Street • Bridgeview

.:. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Moo...Fri, 10am~9pm· saturday 10am"Spm· Sunday 11 am"Spm:

.:

next to Shop 'N Save and Harlem Corners Theater

• 100's of Air Brush Designs

• Nail Tech's Always Available

• No Appointment Necessary

• No Waiting

• Guaranteed Satisfaction

(708) 233-0979 • ·(708) 233-0976

NAILS CARE
We Take

>-~ompefifor,

L-...<:.-..~__ ) Coupon,!

Hours:
Mon.-Thu. 11 am to 11 pm

Fri. & Sat. 11 am to Midnight
Deliveries start at 10:30 am

\ZZA PLUS Closed on Sunday
"I. 1" fiRST suc£, ..

...0

Largest Selection and Best Prices on

RHINESTONE - CRYSTAL - PEARL

Romantic Styles Victorian Styles Illusion Styles

TIARAS - EARRINGS - NECKLACES

BRACELETS - HAIR ACCESSORIES

STUDENT DISCOUNTS AND FREE GIFTS

WITH PURCHASE!

Show your schoollD and CASH IN!!!

X~/X~/X~I

Chicago Ridge Mall
(located near Contempo)

r-----------------------~: FREE PIZZA :
I Buy any 16" or 17' pizza & receive a 10" cheese pizza FREE. I
I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
I Not good with any other offers. Coupon must be presented. Expires 5-31-99 I
L ~

r-----------------------~: FREE 2 liter6 of Pop l
I with any 16" or 17' pizza (Coke, Diet Coke or Sprite) I
I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
I Not good with any other offers. Coupon must be presented. Expires 5-31-99 I
L ~

4102 Southwest Hvvy.
(Hometown Shopping Center)

Hometown,IL 60456

(708) 636-7200
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Fact or Fiction Trivia Horoscopes by Beth Ott
By Karen Ro ow
StaffWriter

Fact or Fiction?
I. The greatest number of children
born to one mother ever in history is
21.
2. The smallest dog in history was 2
1/2 inches tall, and 33/4 inches long.
3. The largest pig weighed 2,552
pounds.
4. The youngest couple ever to be
married were two years old.

Would your mother be offended if
you called her this?
5. youthful
6. bellwether
7. backbiting
8. vex
9. boorish
10.kempt
II. cantankerious
12. Who has performed the most rock
concerts ever?
13. Who has had the most success
ful concert tour?

Answers
I. Fiction. There were 69 children born
to one mother in Russia.
2. Fact. This yorkshire terrier weighed
four ounces.
3. Fact. The pig had to be put to sleep
after it suffered a broken leg on the way
to the Worlds Fair.
4. Fiction. The girl was two months and
the boy was II months old.
5. No! She would probably be really flat
tered and would extend your curfew.
6. No. This means she was a leader and a
guide.
7. Yes. You would be calling her a gos
siper.
8. Yes. You would be calling her annoy
ing.
9. Yes. You would be telling her that she
was ill-mannered.
10. No. This would mean she is tidy.
I I. Yes. This would mean she was crabby.
12. The Grateful Dead-with 2,263 docu
mented concerts.
13. The Rolling Stones "Steel Wheels"
tour grossed $31 0 million.

By BethOU
StaffWriter

Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19)
You have become a lot more sensible

lately. You may have many choices con
fronting you and should trust your in
stinct.
Taurus (Apr. 21 - May 20)

You may become a little antisocial.
You need time to reflect on everything
that's happened to you.
Gemini ( May 21 - June 20)

Start paying attention to all the little
things in your life. They may seem un
important, but they can help you later.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

You have been working awful hard
lately to get what you want, and all that
hard work is about to payoff.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)

Many challenges will confront you
and you're going to have to deal with a
lot of changes.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sep. 22)

Try not to confuse what you want and

what you need. Be sen ible.
Libra ( p. 23 - Oct. 22)

It s time to start speaking your mind.
Ifyou have something to say, then don't
be reluctant to say it.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov. 21)

You may start to gel really involved in
work and school. You should stick with
this mode because it will end up paying
off in the end.
Sagittariu (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

Good times are coming and you're
ready to have a lot offun. However, don't
neglect important decisions.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Things will be happening faster for
you and you may get confused. Try to
remain focused.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

New options are opening up for you.
You may be reluctant to take these op
portunities.
Pisces (Feb. 19- Mar. 20)

It's time to take time out for yourself.
Spend a little money and put all your
troubles aside. It's time for you to relax.

OLCHS Gets Down With the ChefAid Album

Search for Fast Food

Coming Attractions
By Melissa Fogarty Concerts
Co-Feature Editor N' YN

March 26th and 27th
Movi Rosemont Horizon
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vision series, these tracks can get old,
so I would not suggest going all out with
them. Even though this album is hilari
ous, it can bum out. I would suggest
buying it ifyou like South Park.

and regular play times

CaD for tournament Info

Southside Computer
Shoppe

\\

9700 Sq~thwestHwy.
Oak Lawn, IL 60453

708-636-5506
\~~.

Wanna Play?

Gameroom is Now Open

written by the makers of outh Park, they
are crazy. My personal favorite would
have to be "Mephisto and Kevin" by
Primus.

Although these are actual songs, they
are made to be laughed at. Like the tele-

18. Medium
19. Coke
20. Fork
21. Spork
22. Dollar
23. Sauce
24. Fast

II. Drink
12. Hamburger

13. Taco Bell
14. McDonald
15. Burger King
16. Fries
17. mall

course when Chef is singing solo or with
artists like Meatloaf and Primus, it is go
ing to be humorous, and what would the
album be without Eric Cartman's cover
of"Come ail Away."

The mu ical performers on the album
ar also not of the norm. There are per
formances by Oevo, Ween, Perry Farrell,
Primus, and Elton John. These perform
er can be odd and humorous on their
own, bu! when they sing songs partially

Rolling tones
March 26th and April 12th
United enter

Lauryn Ifill
April4th

hicago Theaters

Belter Than Ezra
April 15th
Ilolls of Blues

6. 'hange
7. Knife
8. Napkin
9. hake
10. Large

AEII WTSLBLWLESEON D
L ARE 001 L 1FT K A PAD
EBM LIIETY I TOEI FOALI
LU I MAPE NI CMTAOARAO
MRGAYKI KHI EGRALMBNO
U GET E N HOP P L BEY 0 A
IEGRS IOIRNLIIW OG
o R T P 0 RAN I A B ICE L C
EKYIO FI ORKE NYTKPM
MI RRINOTPOMSSMALLRU
L N 0 E K 0 N R A II A MB U R G ERE A
L G M A M N T A COB ELL G U P

JTOEIIFIIA NORROESTH

By Joe Banasiak
StaffWriter

While we are on the topic of weird, I
might as well bring up a very strange
album that has been around for a while
no. It is called "Chef Aid: The outh
Park Album." Judging by the how y u
can tell how trange it must be. 'could
not find one track out of the twenty-one
on this album that did not have out-of
whack lyrics and weird rhythms. f

I. Arby
2. heckers
3. Cheap
4. pecial
5. Pickles

By Cathy Strom
Fealure Edilor

S PEA F P
F I COO L
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E U 10K L

S R E C N
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E B S E R
C lEG E N
K 0 L N N G
EEMAEI
ROI HCA
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"Ed TV"
Release date: March 26
Starring: Matthew Mc onaughey and
Jenny Effinan

"Mod quad"
Release date: April2

tarring: laire Danes and Omar Epp

"Metro land"
Release date: April2
tarring: mily Watson



7130WESf 79TH STREET
BURBANK, ILLINOIS 60459

708-599-87LI4

ANGIE'S
RESTAURANT & PIZZERIA

Festivals have been around for thou
sands of years. The first festivals cen
tered around the harvest or the plant
ing. Other festivals were held in honor
of the dead. There are many festivals
that are still celebrated today.

The home harvest festival in England
is where people decorate their churches
wilh flowers, fruits, and vegetables and
was celebrated during the Middle Ages.

Most other festivals of ancient ori
gins have to do with honoring the dead.
Mexicans observe November 2 as El Dia
de Los Muertos (Day oflhe Dead) with
celebrations in cemeteries made color-

Trolls Trouble OLCHS
By Billy Palmer
Staf[Writer
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Weird Holidays
wished to infonn me. Dave Jodelka you how you look, you had better be

They explained that they were mem- Staf[Writer . prepared for the honest truth. Even
bers ofthe "Troll Spirit Squad". I learned Has anybody else noticed a trend in though this may cause some disputes

Thursday, March II, 1999 - 8:47 p.m. that besides completing various jobs at every new calendar? Sure, the dates and and fights, it would be fun to see what
The Sports Awards Ceremony had OLCHS (like sharpening pencils and mas- pictures are different, but there's some- people really think ofeach other.

ended long ago. I sat on the vacant saging a student's back) the "Troll Spirit thing else that continues to happen ev- On most holidays, there are many
steps of the high school, still waiting Squad" also had academic responsibili- ery year. There seem to be new holidays things to do. On Christmas, you open
for a ride home. Instead of worrying ties. They told me that they took the created every year. Of course, Christ- your presents, and then you play with
about the Spartanite article that was due IGAP tests last year and averaged scores mas, Thanksgiving and Halloween are them. On Halloween, you dress up in a
tomorrow morning, Igradually dozed off. better than the entire student body! always part of the year, but since when costume, and then you go trick-or-treat-

It seemed much later when I awoke. I They had a problem. These wonder- does everybody celebrate Secretaries ing. But what about Arbor Day? First of
was bound to a cold floor by heavy- ful freaks would soon be forced to leave Day? No offense to all the secretaries all, when exactly is Arbor Day? Second
duty rubber bands and stale chewed OLCHS. Thecommander-in-chiefoftroll reading this, but who makes up these ofall, you only get to do one thing. You
gum. My eyes felt as ifthey were glued affairs had been monitoring the squad in holidays anyway? Hallmark? It's insane plant a tree, but then what? That's why
shut, but my ears heard the sound of his private government office (known to how many weird holidays there are out I made Arbor Day 2. On Arbor Day 2,
several tiny high-pitched voices. lowly humans as an "empty box of there. I've made a list of some more you not only plant a tree, but you watch

As my eyes opened, I saw a revolt- Dunkin'Donuts"). My four new friends weird holidays myself. Maybe we'll be it grow for a whole day too. You ca!l
ing sight. Four minuscule, hairless, blue- were relocated to a workplace inside ofa celebrating some ofthese holidays some even invite your family and friends to sit
fleshed, creatures stood atop my chest. men's restroom at Soldiers' Field. As a day. with you as you watch your tree grow
They wore togas made from cafeteria farewell to our school, the trolls begged One day that I think would be good for twenty-four hours. I can barely con-
napkins, which sported the words "Go me to write about them in this article. for anyone with a guilty conscience is tain my excitement just typing about it.
Spartans" upon them. After I stopped Obviously, I agreed so I'll just end by Honesty Day. On Honesty Day, people These holidays may seem a little far-
screaming, the creatures made it clear to saying, "Farewell, my fellow trolls and would have lie-detectors attached to fetched, but I think they would make our
me that lhey meant no harm, and only thank for the cool miniature togas!" them for the entire day. Ifsomeone asks lives a little more exciting (or dull).

Can You Believe Someone Actually Thinks That?
By Kristine Bowen or absurd. Let's take a look at some of If you use the same pencil to take a il is because yo~ recently lold a lie. .
StaffWriter the weird occurrences people believe to test that you used for studying for the .A. bride's ve~l protects her from eVil

be true: test, the pencil will remember the answer. Sptrlts who are J.ealous of happy people.
For years, people have been buying If your cheeks suddenly feel on fire, If you spill pepper, you will h~ve a . ~nock three tIme on w?od ~~er me~-

into oddball beliefs like alien abductions, then som. one is said to be talking about serious argument with your best fnend. tl~OI~g good fo~~ne ~o eVII.sptrlts .w~n t

Psychics and tarot cards. The most \ The devil can enter your body when rum It. upersllllOn IS foolish, chtldlsh,
you. , " . .. d' . I b I h hprimitive of these beliefs is that of su- If a bla cat walks towards you, it you sneeze. Having someone ay, God pnmltlve an JrratlOna, u ow muc

perstitions. These superstitious beliefs brings good fortune, but ifit walks away, bless you,': drives the devil a,,:ay.. does il cost to knock on wood?
may seem to be bizarre but to some, it takes the good luck of it. If you bite your tongue while eatmg,

these beliefs are laken very seriously. To drop a comb while you are comb- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In fact, lhere are quite a few fears and ing your hair is a sign ofa coming disap-
beliefs that some may categorize as weird pointmenl.

Interesting Festivals
By Dave Lundeen ful by offerings of flowers, earthen pots
Staf[Writer of food, toys and gifts, along with the

burning of candles and incense.
Other holidays involve the New Year

and other special calendar events. The
Chinese New Year, set by the lunar cal
endar, and celebrated for an entire month
in late January or February, is a time for
fun, parades, and theatrical perfonnances.

Many other kinds of seasonal festi
vals are celebrated, ranging from the Que
bec Winter Carnival, usually held in Feb
ruary, to Beach Day (December 8), mark
ing the beginning of the beach season in
Uruguay.

No matter what the festival people
will come together and have fun.

MidiadHaak
D]Mike
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SUNDAY 11 :00 AM - 10:00 PM



Fox, Peter Groenwald, Mark
Hnat, Eric Lisitza, Chris
O'Brenski, and Aric Wagner.

Goals for this year's team in
clude becom ing con ference
champs as a team, advancing as
a team to sectionals, and hav
ing as many players as possible
qualify for state, and win some
matches. As with most years,
all eyes will probably be on the
seniors: Mark, Matt, and
Brendon. Having the most ex
perience out ofany of the play
ers, these are the ones to watch.
They are expecting a lot out of
themselves, as well as their
teammates. The first varsity
matches are at the Richard's
tournament today. Richards is
located on 109th and Central, so
come on out and cheer the team
on to the start ofa winning sea
son!

Girls Varsity Outdoor Soccer
By Jennifer Trotta last year and they would like to
Sports Editor repeat that success

This will be a hard task to
accompli h, because many of
their strongest players gradu
ated last year. However, the
Lady partans have many se
niors ready to accept the chal
lenge, especially Hanan
Shehaiber.

Hanan is a soccer fanatic and
she is one of top players on the
team. Hanan was even the Boys

occer Team manager at the be
ginning of the year. Hanan is a
dedicated player, and is a major
asset to the team.

The most important position
on the team is the goaltender.
The probable starting goalie is
Anne Pasquarella. With solid
goaltending and a good defen
sive plan the Lady Spartans
should experience the success
oflast year's team.

The Varsity Girls SoccerTeam
is ready to kick off another sea
son. The girls have been prac
ticing hard and they are ready
for the regular season games,
which start on March 29th.

The players on the team in
clude Rachel Verbeek, Hanan
Shehaiber, Lauren Caster,
Amanda Ault, Anne
Pasquarella, Connie Wozek,
Melina Henandez, Maria
Romero, Amber Nettle, Sarah
Nettle, Me~~sa Reyes, Kristen
Klimek, M~orie Koeppen, Sa
rah Dwyer, Sl4e Steffy, Danielle
Roman, Jenna' B"eituni, and
Jenny Sepessy. The Lady Spar
tans are coached by Mr. Stow.

The Lady partans have very
high goals for this season. The
girls were Conference Champs

ers will have starting positions
on the team their senior year.
These players include Keith

all may have starting positions,
this team is headed toward the
future and many of these play-

team is also hoping to do well at
conference.

This year's frosh/soph team
is coached by Mr. Bill Thiesen.
The members of the team are
Meena Babu, Brianne Beyer,
Guilia Calafiore, Kelly Caldwell,
Erlinda Garcia, arah Goldrick,
Jessica Groos, Rachel Laylo,
Kasia Jachymczyk, and Jeanna
Jurkowski;

Also, Rhonda Laylo, Liz
Lemrise, Morgan Lisitza,
Michelle Malabanan, Courtney
Messina, Angela Montoya,
Sandy Montoya, Karissa
Murray, and Kelly Reilly.

The badminton team hopes
that they will be able to do as
well as they did last year and
advance to the state champi
onship. The teams are very op
timistic and eager to start the
season. They hope to improve
as well as be very competitive
throughout the season.

MattMoysis and Brendan PaUuckwarm up. (Photo by Evy Nevills)

this year in comparison to pre
vious years. The team includes
seniors Karen Rossow, Laurie
Miller, Patty Seminetta,juniors
Asrar Judeh, Emily McLoughlin,
Brenda Beyer, Jessica Brazel,
Erin Kelly, and sophomores
Jenny Bartowiak and Renee
Smith.

The team is up for some
tough competiton. Their con
ference this year includes teams
from Shepard, Bradley, Oak For
est, TF-North, TF-South, Argo,
and Reavis.

Although the team lost sev
eral key players last year to
graduation, they still have a
strong chance to do well at con
ference. "We have a much
smaller and younger team this
year which will make this year a
challenging but rewarding sea
son," said Coach Greiman.

The froshlsoph team which
is much larger than the varsity

By Tony Fantozzi
Business Manager

By Pam Byrne
Co-Sports Editor

The girls badminton team is
working hard to make this a win
ning season. The team would
like to finish off the sea on as
well as they did last year and
hopefully improve in the pro
cess. Last year the girls came in
second in conference being de
feated only by a tough team
from Shepard. The team also
placed ninth in the state com
petition.

The girls have been condi
tioning for the season for awhile
now. Conditioning sessions
were being held a couple nights
a week before the actual tryouts
were held. They are hoping that
this will get them ready for the
tough season ahead.

This year's varsity team
which is coached by Mrs.
Patricia Greiman is rather small

It's that time ofyear, and the
boys tennis team has started the
first practices of the season.
Coming off a third place finish
at last year's conference tour
nament, this year the team is
ready to win it all. Losing only
one senior to graduation last
year, the team is not facing a loss
in experience or leadership.

The anticipated first singles
player for the upcoming season
is Mark Reick. Mark is a return
ing senior and had an excellent
season last year. He took sec
ond place at the conference
tournament and first place at the
sectional tournament. Mark
also advanced to state last year
and hopes to do the same this
year.

Badminton faces a challenging season
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Boys Tennis has sights set on repeating last year's success
The predicted first doubles

team this season will be Matt
Moyzis and Brendon Palluck.
Last year, Brendon played first
doubles and Matt played sec
ond singles. These two guys
are both hoping to advance to
the state tournament in May, as
well as Mark.

Playing second singles this
year will most likely be Tony
Fantozzi. Tony is ajunior and a
one year veteran to the varsity
team. Last year he won first
place at the conference tourna
ment with his third doubles part
ner Adam Zwirkoski. Adam is
also returning to the team this
year, but at press time, his posi
tion on the team had not yet
been confirmed.

Many players have moved
up from the sophomore to the
varsity level this year. While not

Athletes are honored at the annual Winter Sports Awards
By Jennifer Trotta
Sports Editor

OLCHS held its annual Win
ter Sports Awards on March
II tho On this pecial occa ion
the Most Valuable Players for
each winter sport were an
nounced.

In the first event of the night,
all of the Lady partan cheer
leaders were honored. Coach
Greiman was very proud ofhow
hard her girls worked this year.
Many of the cheerleaders per
formed both at football and bas
ketball games.

The senior cheerleaders were
all recognized and they include:
Julie Braun, Stephanie Boyle,
Elizabeth Vogel, Kristi Walsh,
Michelle Wasik, and Lauren
Ward. Michelle and Lauren
have been on the squad for all
four years, and that takes a lot
of hard work and dedication.

The first Most Valuable
Player Award was presented by
Coach Louendowski for Boys
Swimming. Thi pre tigious
award was given to Bob Puhr

for all of his dedication to the
sport.

Bob set four school records
while helping the JV swimming
team become Conference cham
pions. Bob took first place in
the 100m breast troke in the
Conference Tournament. He
also placed 12th in th i event in

ectionals.
Senior Zeke King was pre

sented with the MVP Award in
wrestling. Zeke has been on the
wrestling team since freshman
year, and this year he advanced
to State competition. Zeke fin
ished the season with a 30-9
record. He was crowned Re
gional Champion and he also
placed second in ectionals.

Coach Meek wa very proud
of how Zeke competed all year,
especially at the State level.
Coach Meek aid, "Zeke is 215
Ibs. Many of the wrestlers he
competed with were between
2 J5 and 275 Ibs. Zeke did a fabu
lousjob."

Coach Panovich presented
the MVP of Boys Basketball to
Ken Braasch. While setting

Kathy KrmkaodJennySe~
receive the Co-MVP Award for
Girls Varsity Basketball (Photo
by Jennifer Trotta)

a number of school records,
Ken made the All-Conference
Basketball Team.

The boys basketball team
was established 46 years ago at
OLCHS, and Ken set the 2nd
best single season free throw
percentage in school history.

Even though the Spartan
basketball team had a tough
year, Ken showed he was a truly
dedicated player.

The Varsity Girls Basketball
Coach, Mr. Davelis, was also
recognized for leading his team
to the Conference title. Mr.
Davelis is retiring after this year,
so it was a great way for him to
go out.

Sen ior Kathy Krzak and
sophomore Jenny Sepessy
were awarded the Co-MVP
Awards for the Girls Varsity Bas
ketball Team.

Jenny led the basketball team
in assists and steals. She set
the school records for the most
steals in a game (9), and the
most steals in a season ( 102 ).

Jenny scored 31 points
against Bolingbrook, in a game
in which the Lady Spartans were
trailing by 10 points with 2 min
utes and 50 seconds left. Jenny
then made the tying basket
which forced overtime. The
team went on to win that game
and face Richards for the Con
ference title.

Jenny clinched the Confer
ence Championship for the Lady
Spartans by making two clutch
free throws with three seconds

left on the clock.
Kathy had a truly great year.

She led the team in scoring, re
bounding, and three point
shooting. Kathy set the OLCHS
scoring record with 1,235 points
in her four years here. She also
set the all-time steals record
with 250.

Kathy was named the # I
player in the SICA North Con
ference this year, and was also
selected the Star Newspaper
Player ofthe Year.

Kathy has started on the Var
sity Team since freshman year,
which is a great accomplish
ment. This is Kathy's third bas
ketball MVP award. Kathy had
an outstanding basketball ca
reer at OLCHS.

This night was a great time
for all of the athletes and their
families to reflect on all of the
truly great things that were ac
complished this winter.
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Boys Varsity Volleyball Team is ~et on achieving a winning season

Adam Clemens spikes the ball during practice. (Photo by Amy 0tQ

By Corey Dignan and Jenny
Jarsl
Slaf[Wrilers

The Varsity Boys Volleyball
team has been training for the
1999 season since the end of
January, preparing for the the
competition that lies ahead.
They plan on defending their
SICA North championship and
29-8 record from last year. The
future looks bright for Coach
Mary Kay Nichols and her team.
According to Coach Nichols,
the Spartans should be one of
the top teams, ifnot first, in con
ference.

Although the Spartans have
lost their top seven players from
last year to graduation, they still
expect to be one step ahead of
the conference competition. "I
see us going 10-0 in conference.
We lost seven players, but we
will still be a force to be reck
oned with," states Eric Zalas, a

senior outside hitter. The way it
looks, the Spartans have a lot
of talent to come in and take the
reins.

"I see us going 10-0 in
Conference. We lost
seven players, but we
still will be a force to
be recokoned with~'

-Eric Zalas

Only eleven players make up the
squad this year which consists
ofsix seniors and seven juniors.
The seniors include Eric
Rhodes, Russ Zalas, Eric Zalas,
LeeSmith, Feras EI-Ramahi, an<l
Nirut Chittaphaphai. Rounding
out the team are juniors Mike
Raspovich, Chris Queen, Adam
Clemens, Ryan Skendzel, and

Ryan McLemon.
"What my team lacks is

height, but they make it up in
hard work and determination,"
says Coach Nichols. This seems
to be the key to a successful
season. Although the Spartans
do not tower over their compe
tition as they have in past years,
their mental focus and love for
the game are bound to bring
them great achievements. This
year's team has some pretty big
shoes to fill. Since the boys'
volleyball program was estab
lished, no team had had a sea
son under 20 wins. This year's
Spartans expect to hold up this
honorable tradition.

Coach Nichols is looking to
see seniors Russ Zalas and Lee
Smith andjuniors Ryan Skendzel
and Adam Clemens, a transfer
student from Brother Rice, to
provide leadership. This year
gives these guys a chance to

step up and show their ability
as team players and leaders on
and off the court.

This year's season should be
one of close competition, con
sidering many area teams are
also rebuilding their squads.

Top conference rivals the
Reavis Rams also graduated all
of their starters, along with The
Richards Bulldogs who are still
rebuilding their 1998 loss of se
nior leadership. Listen to the
announcements for upcoming
games and come out and help
cheer your team to victory.

This year the varsity team is
mostly made up of eight juniors,
five seniors, two freshmen, and
one sophomore.

These sixteen players are
Amy Nagel, Stacy Brookman,
Tracy Mancillas, Lauren
Janowiak, Jill Munno, Catherine
Fett, Susie Cusick. Also on the
varsity are Michelle Williams,
Joanna Eul, Kelly Burke, Lisa
Brandt, Melissa Piwowar,
Gianna Hardt, Karen Baler, Katie
Early, Dana Roman. This team
should do well this season. We
wish all three of the teams good
luck on this year's season.

-Coach Sullivan

"The team has a tough
schedule ahead of them.
In order to have a winning
season, they have to work
hard and prepare to the
best oftheir abilities. "

should soon follow. The ulti
mate goal for the year is to take
the Conference title.

By BobPuhr
Slaf[Wriler

The windup! There is the
pitch. The crack of the bat. It's
going, going, gone. It's a home

and Dan Early.
As you might have noticed,

some players are mentioned
twice. This is because these tre
mendous pitchers also contrib
ute to the team by playing other
field positions.

The team has a difficult road
ahead of them in order to win
the Conference title. Three of
the teams that pose the great
est threats to the Spartans are
Reavis, Richards, and
Romeoville.

Coach Sullivan commented,
"The team has a tough sched
ule ahead of them. In order to
have a winning season, they
have to work hard and prepare
to the best of their abilities."

Coach Sullivan has a lot of
goals for the upcoming season.
He wants all of his players to
reach the potential that he
knows they have.

Boys Baseball and Girls Softball are ready to hit the diamond
The team hopes that if each run. This is what the girls soft- softball. The team includes Erin

player plays hard success ball ~eam is hoping to h~ar a lot Bartsch, Ausra Brdoks,
ofthiS season. If you think soft- Michelle Calhoun, Cheri Cole,
ball is a slow game that is played Laura Costabile, Sarah Grana,
with a big ball, well it's not. This Dayna Hojek, Christine Joritz,
is girls fast pitch, where the ball Suzanne Mazeikis, Sara May,
is 12 inches and the ball moves Becky Powers, Nicole Skopis,

fast. Amy Smith, Shari Vietoris, An-
The girls are looking forward gela Zakes, Amy Zavala.

to a good season. The coach
for the varsity team is Mr.
Mayer. The coaches for the
sophomore teams are Mrs.
Perrson and Ms. Alfervic.

The Freshman team includes:
Katie B~cci,Angela Brackins,
Suzanne 'Brand, Sarah Cronin,
Amanda"Domnes, Jessica

• "flo.-

Exline, Sandi Hazard, Colette
Kosty, Erin Kruse, Jennifer
Niemiec, Candice Noodwang,
Courtney Roberton, Malorie
Steuben, Julie Wilson, Amy
Zero, and Meghan Toppel.

The sophomore team shows
promise this year. The team has
15 players, most ofwhich have
played girls 12inch fastpitch

By Anthony Pape
Slaf[Wriler

HOLY COW! Oak Lawn's
baseball season is upon us.
This year brings with it a great
deal of promising new talent.

This hopeful group of ath
letes includes nine seniors and
ten juniors. The infielders in
clude John Mrugala, Bob Groos,
Jason Ruesch, Rick Krakow, Eric
Shultz, Mike Valentine, Chris
Beyer, Dan Malloy, and Ryan
Howell. The lone catcher on the
team is Hank Fear.

The Spartan outfielders are
Ken Braasch, T.J. Mulrenin,
Craig Parkhill, Brian DeBias, Jer
emy Schultz, Chris Adamow
and Dan Early.

The most important element
in baseball is pitching. The
starting pitching rotation for
the Spartans includes Chris
Beyer, Jason Bjork, Dan Malloy,
Ryan Howell, Mark Leipart,

Justin Altenburg gives his all as
he passes the baton to Senior
Ray Metzger. (photo by Mike
Masino)

-ship."
The boys look to be very

competitive this year. Jason
Carpenter had a high of 9 feet
on the pole vault and Scott Myer
had 37 ft. on the triple jump.

The Lady Spartan track team
is also looking to have a

Jumpers on the team are Mike
Masino, Scott Myer, and Mar
tin Zubek.

Tom Dugdale, Jim Horvath,
Fred Houseman, COli Leipart,
Mike Martinez, and Joe
Shelpman participate in the shot
put and discus events.

Jason Carpenter, Joe Estes,
and Justin AItenburg all com
pete in pole vault, which is one
of the toughest field events.

Outdoor track has not yet
started, due to the cold weather.
However, the boys have com
peted in indoor track meets. At
the Fenton meet, the Spartans
placed second. In the Lockport
meet, they came in third.

The Spartans have set their
expectations high th is year.
Coach Lockwood said, "Our
goals this season are to win, to
do well in conference, and to
qualify for the state champion

Spartan Track Teams set high expectations for new seas'on
successful season. The girls The distance runners on the
are going to be facing some team are Becky Annen, Kelly
tough competition in Cunneen Jodie Daley, Vicki
Bolingbrook and Romeoville. Davis, Lisa Kimmey, Michelle
To prepare themselves, the girls King, Laura Mottl, Diane
have worked hard indoors each Skupien, Dana Slusinski, Sheryl
day. They condition after Stiso, and Andrea Walsh.
school to build up endurance. Desiree Bartosiak, Kristi

"The girls definitely compete Behan, Katie Modrick, and
better with practice from indoor Diane Skupien all participate in
track. Indoor track is needed to shot put and discus.
build lip a base for outdoor The Lady Spartans have
track," stated Coach Michaels. spent a lot of time conditioning

The sprinter on this persis- and are ready for outdoor track
tent team are Erin Anderson, to start.
Nicole Garrett, Cassie Gonzales, The girls will work towards
Lisa Kimmey, Jenny Nash, Gina creating a winning season and
Rogers, Tracy Schnabel, Dana winning conference. All of the
Slusinski, Melissa Storm, Sam individuals on the team have the
Synowiecki, Angela VanVuren, ultimate goal to qualify for the
Sarah Wantiez, Cathy Wilczek, state track competition
and Emily Buys. Jodie Daley has a good out-

The group of hurdlers on the look for the year, "The fresh-
team are Erin Anderson, Kristi man are very strong this year.
Behan, Jenny Nash, Gina This will help us improve in the
Rogers, and Tracy Schnabel. conference standings."

By Thuy Nguyen
Slaf[Wriler

Picture this, the wind in your
face, the crowd is cheering, and
you're ahead. Yep, that's right,
it's track season again.

The sprinters on the boys
team include Jason Carpenter,
Joe Estes, Aaron Herndon,
Mike Masino, Eric 0' Brien, A.J.
Shalund, Nick Scully, Martin
Zubek, and Justin Altenburg.

The team's distance runners
include Joe Banasiak, Mike
Fitzpatrick, Matt Hense, Jason
McLaughlin, Pat Moses, Mike
Mullaney, Joe Newman, Rich
Swiatek, and Nick Kackert.

Aside from running, there are
also field events. There are six
field events which include long
jump, high jump, triple jump,
shot put, discus, and the pole
vault.
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am Echavarria has played
football ince Freshman year.
He has been on Forensics for
three year, and is also a Thes
pian. am plans to attend North
Central College, and is unde
cided in his major.

Feras EI Ramahi is an NHS
member, and has been a Stu
dent Helper for two years. He
has played basketball and vol
leyb 11 for four years. Feras wi \I
be att ding Loyola and major
ing in Medicine.

Senior
Schedule

Friday. May 21- Se-
nior Picnic 9:30
A.M.- 2:35 P.M.
Friday. May 28- Last
full day for seniors
exempt from finals.
Tuesday and
Wednesday, May 31
and June 1- finals
for seniors not ex-
empt.
Wednesday. June 2
Honors Night 7 P.M.
Friday, June 4 -
Graduation practice
1 P.M.
Sunday. June 6 -
Graduation. 2 P.M.

Dave Weber played baseball
and football his freshman year.
He was also in Mathletes for a
year. In addition, Dave has been
a key part of the partan March
ing Band Drum Line. Dave will
attend Lewis University and
major in Aviation.

Patricia eminetta is Presi
dent of the Ecology lub, a Stu
dent Helper and a Peer Media
tor. She is also in NH ,
Mathletes, and on Badminton.
She has written for the
Spartanite, and has been a News

ditor, and Editor-in- hief for
two consecutive years. Patty
will attend the George Washing
ton University where she will
major in Political Science and
History.

The nominees for Outstand
ing Senior Boy are: am
Echavarria, Feras EI Ramahi, and
Dave Weber.

Cathy trom has been a
Mathlete, a member ofKey Club
for three years, and a member
ofN HS. She has written for the
Spar/anite for four years, and
is currently a Co- Feature Edi
tor. Cathy plans to attend Uni
versity of Southern California
and stud},: Bio-Medical Engi
neering.

For the first semester, seniors
may take "American National
Government" and the second
semester they can register for
"State and Local Government."

In the future, more classes
will be added depending on the.
success of this program.

If students have any addi
tio~al questions, they may con
tact their counselor.

Outstanding Seniors: Top: Feras EI-Ramahi, Veronica Espinosa, Joanna Eul, Kathy Krzak, Sam
Echavarria. Bottom: Julie Braun, Gina Rogers, Patty eminetta, alhy trom. ot pictured:
Lauren Caster, Dave Weber. (Photo By Mike Masino)

in early childhood cdlJ.cation. Mathletes for two years, indoor
track, outdoor track, and cro s
country since freshman year.
Gina will go to DePaul and plans
to find a career in Business.

Veronica Espino a is a mem
ber of the Photo lub. She has
been on the Forensics team since
Freshman year; this past year,
Veronica won the state title in
the verse category. he is also
the president of the Thespians.
Veronica plans to attend East
ern Illinois University and will
major in Theater or peech Com
munications.

Joanna Eul is on the Senior
Class Advisory Board. She has
played basketball and softball for
four years. Joanna will be attend
ing Eastern Illinois University
and majoring in Business.

Kathy Krzak is a member of
NHS. he has played Varsity
basketball for four seasons and
has twice been named MVP.
Kathy plans to attend DePaul
Univer ity and study Business
and Pre-law.

Gina Rogers has been in Key
lub for three year, a Student

Council rep, and an NHS mem
ber. he has participated in

Also, Zero Hour i expected
to reduce the number of sched
uling conflict. Thi will re ult
in more choices for the student.

The period also will reduce
the number ofstudents per class
in some areas. This will be ben
eficial for all students, because
teachers will be able to provide
more individual attention.

The nominees for Outstand
ing enior Girl are: Julia Braun,
Lauren Caster, Veronica
Espinosa, Joanna Eul, Kathy
Krzak, Gina Rogers, Patricia
eminetta, and Catherine trom.

This year, eleven seniors
were nominated for the presti
gious Outstanding Senior
award. This award is given to
one senior boy and one senior
girl who are strong in leadership,
service, scholarship. and per
sonality. The teachers nomi
nated the tudents, and a spe
cial homeroom was held to vote
for the nominees. The winners
will be announced at Iionors
Night on June 2.

By Amanda- Jane Ault
Co- News Editor

Lauren Caster is the secre
tary ofNHS, a Student Helper
since sophomore year, and an
officer of Mathletes. She has
been a varsity golfer for two
years, a girls' softball player her
freshman and sophomore years,
and a soccer player the last two
seasons. Lauren has written
for the Spar/anile for four years
and has been Co-News Editor
for two years. Lauren will at
tend Illinois College and major

Julia Braun is-Yl~-Presi
dent ofNational Honor S ciety,
a member of Mathletes fdr two
years, and a cheerleader her
Freshman and enior years.

he has played tennis, served
on Iud nl uncil for Ihr
years, been a Student Helper for
three years, and has been on all
four class advisory boards as
an officer. Julie will attend Uni
versity of Illinois and will train
to become a Medical Lab Tech
nician.

Zero Hour classes give students more options
By Patricia A. eminetta dules. Currently, only general edu-
Editor-In-Chief For example, a student who cation classes are being otThred.

takes four years ofband or choir "Introduction to Technology"
may find it difficult to take other and "Biology" are available to
electives. This new period will freshmen.
allow student the chance to Sophomores may enroll in
take a class that they otherwise "Geometry." Juniors can sign
would have had to cut out of up for "English Ill."
their chedules.

Outstanding seniors nominated

Beginning the 1999-2000
school year, OLCH will offer
"Zero Hour" to all students.

The new period, introduced
to the school board by Superin
tendent Dr. Frank McKinzie, is
an additional class period to be
held from 7:00 a.m. to 7:50 a.m.

The purpose ofZero Hour is
to allow students the flexibility
to take more courses.

According to Dr. McKinzie,
"The new Zero Hour will pro
vide expanded opportunities for
all students."

This opportunity could prove
to be a convenience for stu
dents who have crowded sche-
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A senior's point of view
By Patricia eminetta
Editor-In- hief

As Bombs Drop, So Does
Our Common Sense

Well fellow senior, the time has finally come for us to say Adios. AII Revoir.
Avetasen to Oak Lawn ommunity High choo!. In a little over a week, the clas of
1999 will be filing into the partan Gym to close the OLCH chapter oftheir lives. As
we hear the OL HS band play, "Pomp and Circumstance" many of us will be won
dering what our futures hold.

For some of us college is the next step on the road of life. For others a steady job
i in the works. Whatever it may be, one thing is for certain: all of us are saying
good-bye to a very special time in our lives. Our childhood is now coming to a clo e.

Recently, it seems that the only conversation that I have is "I can't believe high
school is finally going to be over! Where has the time gone?" Over the past four
years many of us have changed physically as well as emotionally and mentally.
Myselfincluded. I remember back to freshman year, when I was a loud, obnoxious,
fourteen-year-old girl who never bothered to listen to anyone but herself. Much
hasn't changed right? Actually, I feel that over the years, I have become a little less
outspoken, and also have developed listening skills. I believe that both of these
qualities will help me through the rest ofmy life.

They say that high school is supposed to be the best four years of your life. I
mean, when else does a person get to jump up and down and scream her brains out
in a gym to compete for the loudest class? I think if someone would have told me
two and a half years ago that I would be able to look back and say I truly enjoyed
those times, I would have laughed.

High school is a time to discover who we are, and what direction we might want
our live to be headed. In other words, these past four years have been a time to
grow up. As we approach graduation, I hope everyone makes the most of the time
that is left, and as far a that advice goes, make the most of your life, don't sit back
and watch it go by.

Too often I hear adults complain ofhow much they dislike their job, friends, life,
etc. I believe that life is too short not to enjoy it. If you feel that you are tuck in a
job or even a life that you are not happy with, CHANGE IT! ometimes it may eem
like a big ri k, but I have found in the end, things usu-alty. ork themselves out. And
if they don't, at least you'll be able to say you gave it a sU0t. You will not have to
wonder for the rest of your life if you made the right deci ·on. To me, that in it elf
makes it all worthwhile.

Being that this is my final article for the Spartanite, I would like to wish the best to
next year's Editor-in-Chief, Jim Horvath and the re t of his staff. I hope that they
enjoy the job as much as I have.

I would also like to say thank you to Mrs. Whiteaker and Ms. urma. Your help,
patience, and words of encouragement have meant more to me than words could
ever express. I truly appreciate everything you have done.

To the class of 1999, good luck to everyone! May your lives be extraordinary.
Hopefully we will all meet again.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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By Jim Horvath
Feature Editor

Oak Lawn Students
Comment on Kosovo:

"I do not believe in war as a means
to an end. I just don't see how
more fighting can erase the hatred
going on over there.'

-Jennifer Campbell,
ophomore

" ending in tr ops and taking mili
tary action is not going to change
emotions and pre-conceived ideas
that a ociety has been bom into for
the past 600 years."

-Jill Ru sell, Senior

"It do sn 't really make sense. We
ar killing people to solve problems.
There has to be a way to work this
outnonviol ntly."

-Karen Rossow, Senior

"What happens in th Balkans should
be up to the people who live there.
If there i a weak COW1try being taken
over by another country, then let it
happen and let it be. Perhaps it is
meant to happ n for a reason. I
don't believe anyone should be get
ting hurt, but the countries should
come to a re olution them elves."
-Natalie Malquist, ophomore

"I think that we should leave imme
diately. As a country we should
have learned from the Vietnam con
flict. We have upset far too many
other nations such as China and
Russia"

-Melissa Fogarty, Senior

Listen. What do you hear? Maybe the sounds of cars ru hing by. Maybe the
sounds ofchildren laughing. Maybe even the sounds ofa gentle, calm breeze. Enter
Kosovo, now listen. You hear the haunting echoes of crying children, children
malnourished beyond anything you have ever imagined. The e children cry for the
chance to lead an ordinary life, a life filled with school, laughter, andjoy. You hear
the silent stalking of death as disease and famine eliminate Albanian refugees all
because they lack basic essentials to live. A you listen, you can't help but ask
WHY?

Unfortunately, the answer to that question is far from simple. One could venture
to say that this disaster has been a long time coming. Since the disassembling of
Yugoslavia in 1990, ethnic factions have been at war with each other on a colossal
scale. Take for example, the situation in Bosnia. The American media had even
desensitized the innocent murdering inside Bosnia.

Looking more at the Kosovo situation, we can see the same number of lives at
stake once again. But why exactly is it that the United tates is involved overseas?
Is it to show military superiority over the rest of the onlooking world? Most likely
not, since this bombing campaign has been anything but highly effective. Is it to
show former super power Russia and soon to be super power China just who con
trols the world? Let's all hope not, considering this mission has shown the US to be
nothing more than a bumbling interference in International affairs. Or is it because
innocent people are being ethnically cleansed from an area in a very "Naziesque"
manner and the US feels morally obligated to stop this atrocity. I think that we would
all like to say this is the reason for American involvement, but where was the United
States when the Khmer Rouge slaughtered 1.5 million people in Cambodia? Where
were we in Bosnia five years ago?

As you can see, even the simplest questions about Kosovo creates only
twenty new questions. Is it a matter of who's right and who's wrong? Is it about
good and bad, or is it about something more? At this point in time. no one knows
for sure. One thing is for sure though and that is that the history books will tell a
very different story than the one we ee unfolding now.

"1 think. that this whole thing has gone
on way too long. A friend ofmine
was there and he said that nothing
there was nonnal. A lot of crazy
tuffwas going on and we houldn't

have to be part of it."
-Amy Litviak, Junior

"I don't think the fact that the Alba
nians are from another COW1try is any
reason not to help them. We should
protect them for the mere fact that
they're hwnan beings. Ifwe choose
not to help our fellow hwnan beings
in need, we arejust causing ourselves
to be less unified."

-Carlina Metzler, Junior

r------------------------.I partanite ediorials represent the opinion of individual taff mcm- I
I bers, not the publication itself. Replies to the e editorials are welcomed I
Iand can be sent to Spartanite office room 204. I
L ~ ~

5427 W. 95th St.
Oak Lawn IL· 60453

(708) 499-0617

• Facial Treatments for Acne with
Glycolic Acid and Laser

• Electrolysis (Permanent Hair Removal)

• Permanent cosmetic for eyebrows,
upper and lower eyeliners.

Please call for your
appointment or for a
brochure with more
information about our
services.
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Melissa has most recently

tried out for the part as Dorothy
in a production of"The Wizard
ofOz."

Melissa said that not a day
goes by without her singing,
whether for practice or just plain
fun. She can't help it! She ex
plains that singing brings her
happiness and also enables her
to communicate with people in
a different way.

So if you're a budding vir
tuoso (or just someone that
loves to belt out a tune), don't
be shy to let those lips move!
Keep singing in the shower 
after all, some of Melissa's best
010 have been performed in

there! So ifthere's someone you
should get to know, it's defi
nitely Melissa Bcslic.

Someone you should know
By Meena Babu
Stof[Writer

Do you have a deep, dark
secret that no one should know?
I know I do ... (1 sing in the
shower). Don'ttell anyone! Ha,
ha, well there's your laugh for
the day. But I shouldn't be
ashamed of singing! No one
should! After all, it's a wonder
ful thing to do, and I'm sure all
of you have sung once in a
while, whether it was along to a
song on the radio or at
someone's birthday party.

Well, senior Melissa Beslic
loves to sing. She's been sing
ing practically since she was
born! She has been a member
of the OLCHS choir since she
was a freshman and has also
sung in ensembles, musicals,
and weddings.

Melissa is completely "in
tune" with her singing (no pun
intended). he's taken piano
lessons for six years and voice
lessons since she was fourteen.

he explains that her grand
mother u ed to be a professional
singer who performed through
out the U.., and she became
quite an in piration for her.
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Outstanding JunIors named
By Amanda- Jane Ault
Co- News Editor

The 1999 winners of the lE.
Lynch Award for Most Out
standing Junior Boy and Girl
were recently announced. The
Lynch award, named after a
former Oak Lawn High chool
superintendent, is given every
year to one male and one female
junior at OLCH . ~ . ,Ai h.

Juniors are first nominated The 1998 Outstanding Juniors: Jodie Daley and Adam Zwir
by teachers, and then the entire koski. (photo By Amy Ott)
junior class votes on the final- Jodie Daley is involved in Adam Zwirkoski is involved
ist. The Most Outstanding Jun- National Honor Society, tu- in Soccer, Mathletes, Forensics,
ior Boy was Adam Zwirkoski, dent Helpers, Peer Mediation, Drama, Tennis, National Honor
and Jodie Daley was nanted the Key Club, SADD, Cross Coun- Society, Student Helpers, and
Most Outstandinl Junior Girl. try, and Track. Bowling.

~····Class·Ei"e·ctl0ii·Resuits····~
•
: Class of2000 Class of 2001 Class of 2002 :
: President: Ameer Shalabi Preside~ Matt Murphy President: Jessica Exline •
• Vice President: Jenny Kimmey Vice President: Adrienne Olsen Vice President: Erlinda Garcia:
: ecretary: Jill Munno Secretary: Sarah Dwyer Secretary: Rhonda Laylo •
• Treasurer: Rachel Laidlaw Treasurer: Sara May Treasurer: JeffSelmeister :•• •
• tudent Council Reps. Student Council Reps. :
: Stacy Brookman, Jason Car Emily Buys, arah Dwyer, Brittany Barsevick, Heather.
·penter, Jenny Kimmey, Rich Monica Kupustka, Marjorie Donlan, harlie Duer, Jessica:
: Krakow, Rachel Laidlaw, April Koeppen, Sara May, Megan Exline, Erlinda Garcia, Rhonda.
·May Jill Munno Melissa McDermott, arly Murphy, Laylo, Elizabeth Lemrise,·.' ) . .• Reyes, Danielle Roman, Ameer Matt Murphy, arah Nettle, Megan MelVin, Laura Mottl,.
• halabi, Ryan kendzel, ue Adrienne Olsen, Dan Jeff elmeister,and amantha:
: imon, and Heather Venhuisen. Pasquarella, Kelly Ulrich, and ynowiecki. •
• Shari Vietoris. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Get the advanced
Job training and education you

need to b come a success In life.
Moraine Valley Community

Colleg 's state-of-the-art training
programs and courses that transfer

to four-year colleges and
universities will help you achieve
your career goals. Morain Valley
graduates have a proven record of

success at four-year un,versltl s
and In the work force.

II Relying on luck and
':-, - good fortune?

dIS C 0 v e r ...iiiiiiiIiillltiiiii.........1~

the Moraine Volley
Advantage

CALL us
425-9191

901 0 S. Cicero
Oak Lawn

Business Hours:
Sun. thru Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Now Open For Lunch

BRING THIS AD IN AND
GET FREE ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD (708)

Horoine Volley Community College
10900 S 88th Ave Palos Il1l1s. IL 60465·0937

WW~.lotdlnf.

974-5355
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Chess Team takes 2nd at Conference
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OL teachers to retire

Back Row (L-R) Math tudents: Marisa Beristain, Julie
Menzel. Front Row (L-R): Moe Falah, Jeff Anderson, Karen
Bialek.

New AP incentives offered

most about her years at OLCHS
is ' the positive interaction and
maturing of students."

Mr. John Leary has taught
for 40 years, 36 of them at
OLCHS. He has spent 25 years
as the head forensics coach, 18
years as the assistant boys' ten
nis coach, and 16 years as the
head cross country coach. He
has taught in the nglish and
Social Studies Department.

Mr. Leary says that he will
miss everything about teaching
and OLCHS. After hi retirement
he plans on continuing his
coaching and launching an
other forty year career.

wood Auto Body, Haggerty
Pontiac, and Papoose Child Care
Center.

Businesses that are inter
ested in becoming participants
in this shadowing program
should contact Ms. Joyce
Icenogle at OL I-IS.

By Jennifer Rolniak
Slaf[Writer

• I

1
(L-R): Mr. Vazzana, Eimon Thwin, Joe Barr, John Stifter,
Marwan Matarieh, Joe lomski, Ms Boyd, Ms. Icenogle.
2000 school year.

Senior Joseph Barr also com
mented that he has "found his
career for the future to be an
'Executive Chef."

Participating businesses in
cluded the Oak Lawn !-+Mton,
Holiday Inn, Hawkinson Ford,
Ed Napleton Dodge, Mt. Green-

,.
,.

f (708) 460-6622

A-Orland Driving School, Inc.

$20 off-
our regular price

(not good with other offers - limit one)
for the complete 42 hour program.

*'

tire career. Adam Zwirkoski,
who has played a total of3 sea
sons, has 452 career points, and
is fifth on the all-time career
points list. Eric Lisitza, who has
also played for three years, has
a total of423 points, and is sev
enth on the all-time list. Jason
Matusiak, also playing three
years, scored a total of 334
points, and is placed seven
teenth on the all-time high scor
ing list.

The Oak Lawn Chess Team,
with a ICA record of4-3-0, tied
for 23rd place overall at State.

The team is hoping to have
an even more successful season
next year, since the majority of
the team will be returning.

Both Adam Zwirkoski and
Eric Lisitza are expected to move
up to second and third place on
the all-time list, and the team is
hoping to clinch onference
next year.

This year, OLCHS is saying
farewell to seven teachers and
staff members as they retire.

The staffmembers retiring are
Mr. Chuck Davelis, Ms. Mary
Fickett, Mr. John Leary, Mr. Bob
Meek, Mr. Robert Seymour, and
Mr. Stan Waksmundski.

Mr. Chuck Davelis has been
teaching for 38 years, spending
29 of them at OLCHS. He has
coached girls' and boys' bas
ketball and football. He has
taught Driver ducation, Physi
cal Education, and Health.

Mr. Davelis said the thing he
will miss most about OLCHS i Mr. Bob Meek has spent 31
"the friendships I made and the years on the OL HS teaching
good people and students that staff. He was a student coun
Iworked with." After his retire- selor. He has also been the wres
ment, he plans on golfing, fish- tling coach and Pegasus mod-
ing, and traveling. erator.

Mrs. Mary Fickett has been Mr. Robert eymourwas the
an instructional assistant for Director of Building and
over 19 years and has spent over Grounds for 12 years. He main
18 years at OLCHS.She has as- tained the clean school environ-
sisted in the pecial Education ment.
Department. Mr. Stan Wak mundski

Mrs. Fickett would most like taught for28 years. He was Key
to be remembered as a positive Club moderator and taught in
influence on her students. he the Career and Technology De
said that the thing she enjoyed partment.

OLCHS students to shadow professionals
By Mcena Babu
SlalTlVriler

pring break wa n't entirely
work-free for a dedicated group
ofOak Lawn student who par
ticipated in the ~chool's pilot
"Job Shadowing Program."

Participants were Eimon
Thwin, Joseph Barr John tifter,
Marwan Matarieh, and Joseph

101llski.
This program, similar to the

shadow days we have here for
junior high students, presented
students a unique opportunity
to spend a day observing what
professional individuals actu
ally do in their chosen careers.
The students found this to be
an insightful program.

Junior Eimon Thwin ex
plained that she highly recom
mends this program for other
interested students for the 1999-

The team plays from Decem
ber to March, competing in a to
tal of 13 meets.

son, but a shortage of players
kept them from taking Confer
ence."

Several chess team members
al 0 have high winning percent
ages. Jason Matusiak has a
winning percentage of .771 and
Katie Early has a winning per
centage of.769.

After each season, the total
number of points for each
player is computed for their en-

Certain individual results are
also taken for the chess play
ers. One such statistic is the
number of wins in a row with
out a loss for each player. Katie
Early and Jason Matusiak led
the team with wins in a row this
season, Jason winning 7 games,
and Katie winning 8.

Board also has decided to re
vise their policy on other tests.

Beginning with the 1999-2000
school year, all students who
enroll in the Excel Edge Test
Preparation course have the
opportunity to receive one-half
of the tuition back.

The only requirements are a
student must attend all of the
Excel Edge classes and complete
the course.

Excel Edge is an ACT class
that is offered to OLCHS stu
dents to prepare for the ACT
test.

By taking the Excel Edge
class, students also will be re
imbursed the te t fee that is re
quired to take the ACT.

As a further incentive, any
student who takes the core edu
cation classes(4 English, 3
Math, 3 Social Science, and 3

cience courses) will be re
funded the cost of the ACT.

In addition, non-core stu
dents taking the ACT who re
ceive a score equal to or above
the state average will be reim
bursed the testing fee.

If students have any ques
tions, they can ee their coun
selor in office 117.

By Brian aster
S/atTWri/er

The Oak Lawn High School
Chess Team finished offits sea
son with a record of8 wins and
5 losses, giving them second
place in Conference. The team,
which is captained by Adam
Zwirkoski and Eric Lisitza,
placed only behind Argo in
conference.

The team was led in scoring
by Adam Zwirkoski, scoring a
total of21 0 points, placing him
at fourth in All-Conference.

Eric Lisitza also had a com
manding season, scoring 164
points and putting him at 13th
on AIl- onference.

Other top scorers for the team
include Jason Matusiak with 126
points, Brian McWilliams with
105 points, and Katie Early with
103 point.

The team is coached by Mr.
Olsen who had the following to
say, "The team had a good sea-

Math Students
ofthe Month

By Patty eminetta
Editor-tn-Chief

The school board has de
cided to offer an incentive to all
students participating in the
college board! advanced place
mentexam.

Any student who receives a
three, four, or five on the AP
test will be reimbursed the $67
test fee.

An advanced placement
course is a two semester class
which prepares college bound
students to take the AP test,
and allows them to eam college
credit based on their score.

Currently, OLCHS offers Ad
vanced Placement English, Cal
culus, and Biology.

According to Dr. McKinzie,
OLCH Superintendent, "This
new program was started to en
courage students to get in
volved, and convey the mes
sage that they have nothing to
lose."

This new program has much
to offer students considering at
they could leave OLCHS with
fifteen hours ofcollege credit.

In addition to Advanced
Placement testing, the chool
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to help explain the b ok he
read. Her project won her a
twenty- five dollar gi ft cert ificate
to Waldenbooks.

Other winners were Jenna
Harper in second place, and
Tara Alexander, Becky Annen,
and Michelle Malabanan, who
tied for third place.

Honorable mention were
awarded to Giulia alafiorc, Amy
Gorchos, Vicki \lad, eline
Metzger, Stephanie Reed,
Danielle Taglioli, and Kevin
West.

Book Fair promotes
reading

The 1999 Freshman Book Fair winners. (Photo By Mike
Masino)

By Meena Babu
StaffWriter

Back Row (L-R): Science students: Jodie Daley, Peter
Grochowski, Erin Pel!. Front Row: Tina Cucci, Bill Palmer,
Thuy guyen.

Science Students
of the Month

Once again, this year's Book
Fair was a success. The Fair is
designed to help students gain
a better under tanding from the
books that they read. More than
275 freshmen used various
projects to demonstrate their
knowledge.

This year's first place winner
was English I student Jeannette
Kossart, with her unique presen
tation of the novel If I Die in a

ombat Zone, Box Me Up and
Ship Me Home, by Tim O'Brien.

he used a po ter and bookmark

Patty eminetta is the
Spartanite's Editor-In-Chief.
She has held this position for
the past two years. Patty has
also served as Asst. News Edi
tor and is a four-year member.

VICA students (L-R): Mike Harland, Aaron Kriekel, nn
Zickus, George Ryan, heryl Banasiak, Kelly Kawczynski,
Gina Michalek, Kristin Algarin and sponsor Mr. Vazzana.

third in a Job kill Demo where car parts.
she planted and showed how to VI A is the national, state,
care for tropical plants. regional. and local organization

Junior, Kelly Kawczynski, for trade, industrial, technical,
placed third in "Child Care Com- health, and personal serv ice
petencies" and Mike Harland occupations students. It has
placed seventh in "Prepared over 250,000 members in 13,000

peech." Aaron Kriekel placed chapters in the fifty state,
eighth-in another Job kills Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is-
Demo about automotives and lands.

ber of the paper for the past
two years. Currently, she holds
the position of ports Editor.

Amy Ott is the partanite's
Photo Editor. She has been a
member for two years.

"OLD STAFF"

"NEW STAFF"

VICA students compete at state
Students in Vocational Indus

trial Clubs ofAmerica competed
at the 1999 kills USA VICA
Convention. The students who
participated in the competition
were Gina Michalek, Cheryl
Banasiak, Kristin Algarin, Kelly
Kawczyn ki, Mike Ilariand, and
!\aron Kriekel. VICA is spon
sored by Mr. Frank Vau..ana.

Representative Anne Zickus
of Oak Lawn and Governor

eorge Ryan welcomed the six
OLCHS students to the capitol
for the convention. Upon their
arrival in pringfield, Ryan and
Zickus provided a tour of the
General Assembly and the
Governor's office.

In the state competition, se
nior Gina Michalek and her
model, heryl Banasiak, placed
second in the Cosmetology
contest. Kristin Algarin placed

By Meena Babu &
Patly Seminetta
StaffWriter & Editor-in-Chief

Spartanite says farewell to seniors

With the close of every
school year, the partanite loses
a few very pecial members.
This year is no different from the
previous. Eight seniors must
pass on the torch to the new
staff.

Amanda-Jane Ault has been
on the Spartanite for the past
four years. he has filled the
roles of Feature Editor and
News Editor.

Lauren ea ter is also a four
year member. For the past two
years Lauren ha acted as News
Editor.

Melissa Fogarty is the cur
rent Feature ditor. When she
first joined the partanite she
held the position of News Edi
tor.

Cathy trom, Feature Editor,
has been on the partanite for
the past three years.

Jennifer Trotta has servedon
the Spartanite for the past four
years. For the past two con
secutive years, Jenny has been
the Sports Editor.

Pam Byrne has been a mem-

IN GROUND • ABOVE GROUNDS • SPAS

~~"'.Jr~;.~"'Jr'

iC~

INC.AOUA Pools,
"The Pool Professionals"

10517 SOUTHWEST HWY: WORTH,IL 60482
708-361-1000

1207 E. 9th STREET LOCKPORT: IL 60441
81 5-834- I I I I

8661 South Pulaski, Chicago, IL
(773) 735-5656 • (708) 424-60 I 0
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OLCHS Says Good
What are Your Plans for After Graduation?

What will you miss most?

"I will be attending the University of
Missouri-Columbia and will major in "I will be going to the University of

What are Your Summer Plans?

"I plan to attend the George Wash
ington University where I will double
major in Political Science and History."
- Patty Seminetta

"I will be going to Western Illinois
University and I will major in Law En
forcement and Criminal Justice." - Brian
Carlson

"I will attend Eastern Illinois Univer
sity and major in Science." - Amber
Nettle

"I am going to go to Catawba College
in North Carolina, but I still don't know
what I'm majoring in." - Josh Kay

"I'm going to Moraine Valley and I
will train to be a fireman." - Lauren
Ward

"Playing softball, hanging out with my
friends and going to San Diego." - Am
ber Nettle

"Nothing really, relax, sleep, swim and
work once in a while." - Brian Debias

"Not by choice, but if I want money
then I will have t.J work this summer.
Besides that, just have a good time." •
Matt Raglione

"This summer I am going to work and
relax. I'm to prepare myself for college
and go on vacation with my friends." .
Beth Weimer

"Bum around, spend time with my girl
friend, join a band and go to Europe." •
Jeff Boll

"Spending most of my time with my
friends before they go off to college." 
Nina Quillin

''I'm going to live it lip in Cvernauaca
Mexico. I'll be soaking up the sun by
day, and by night I'll be hitting the awe·
some clubs! Viva Mexico!" - Melissa
Urquijo

"I will miss the feeling ofalways hav
ing somewhere to have to go. In col
lege you have a choice to go or not to.
In high school you have to go Monday
through Friday." - Erin Murphy

"I will miss the half baked chocolate
chip cookies from the cafeteria and the
teachers I am able to talk with about my
life." - Brian Backstrom

"I will miss all of my friends. These
people have spent four years or more
with me and not seeing some of them .
till reunion really upsets and scares me.
They've all touched my life in so many
ways." - Jessica Vasquez

Computer Science." - Melissa Urquijo

"I am joining the Navy, I leave Aug.
25th for five years. I will be working
with the CIA and the FBI decoding se
cret messages." - Cheryl Maas

"I am attending either Roosevelt or
St. Xavier University and major in Vocal
Performance." - Melissa Beslic

"I will be attending Southern Illinois
and majoring in Electrical Engineering."
- Dan Steffy

"I plan on attending the Air Force
Academy and will major in Astronauti
cal Engineering." - Ray Metzger

"Next year I will be attending DePaul
University and majoring in Psychology."
-Kathy Karp

"I pHlt\.~n wor~ing hard, having fun
and getting ready for college." - Jenni
fer Pontrel\

'Tm going to live out of my car and
enjoy my last days in Oak Lawn." - Josh
Kay

"Being a lazy slob, sleeping late and
eating a lot." - Lauren Ward

"I plan on working, spending a lot of
time with my friends and preparing for
school next year." - Brian Carlson

"I plan 10 spend as much time with my
family and friends as possible. I want to
have fun and make sure that I have
enough memories to last the next five
years."· Cheryl Maas

"I plan to get ajob to save money for
school. I also hope to spend a lot of time
with my friends before we go away to
school." - Pam Byrne

"I am going to get a full time job to
help pay for my trip to California and my
tuition. I want to spend as much time as
I can with my friends and family before I
have to leave." - Cathy Strom

"I will miss some teachers and all of
my friends. I'll especially miss the nacho
deluxes from the cafeteria." - Lisa
Hershey

"The friends and all of the gossip!" 
Laurie Girten

"My friends since I'm one of the only
people going away." - Sophia Faridi

"I'll miss my friends because they are
all going to different colleges." - Amy
Ott

"I will miss the people that I only see
everyday during school. I will also miss

Nebraska-Lincoln and I will major in In
ternational Relations." - Rachel Verbeek

"I will be attending Moraine Valley and
will major in Social Work." - Kathy Pasko

having interesting conversations with a
few of the teachers." - Melissa Beslic

"All my friends, my favorite teachers,
the memories and the fun." . Brian
Debias

"I think I am going to miss all of the
people, friends and teachers. You guys
were all great to me. Thanks! I am also
going to truly miss the chocolate chip
cake!" • Patty Seminetta

"I will be attending the University of
Southern California. I plan on majoring
in Biomedical Engineering." . Cathy
Strom

"I will miss all the friends and all ofthe
rumors and gossip that goes around." 
Beth Koopman

"I will miss all ofthe friends that I have
made and the teachers who have helped
me so much. I will also miss the taco
salad." -.Cathy Strom

"I will miss my friends and my AP En
glish class." - Amanda Ault
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Bye To The Seniors

What Would You Do Different?

"Hopefully to be a musician and play
ing shows all over the world." - Jeff Boll

"I plan on being a physical therapist
and hopefully making a lot of money. I
also hope to get married and have a
couple kids." - Pam Byrne

"I plan on having a lot of money,
maybe getting married and living a
happy life." - Matt Ragloine

"Twenty years from now I hope that I
have a succes ful career. I want to be
cruising in a Benz and living in a house
on a hilL" - Mi lim Ramadani

"That day of Junior year when I had
so much fun knowing that I was going to
be a senior," - Amy Ott

"My best memory was a lunch period
when my friends and I talked about our

enior Memories." - Matt Moyzis

"Being on the Homecomging Court."
- Brian Carlson

"When Mike Haak and I were named
the cutest couple for enior yeaL" 
Michelle Wasik

"All of the dance and Senior year
Spring Break." - Nina Quillin

"My best memories at Oak Lawn are
hanging with my friends and messing
around with all the teachers here." 
Kathy Karp

"When I finally learned how to un
derstand my teacher and how they were
trying to to teach me.'~ - Brian
Backstrom

"I wouldn't have allowed myself to
be hurt by all the Oak Lawn gossip. I
would have realized sooner what and
who is really important to me." - Sophia
Faridi

"I wouldn't want to change a thing,
High school was great!" - Hanah
Shehaiber

"Having a job in the medical field,
probably veterinary medicine, and liv
ing in California." - Amber Nettle

"I plan on having a uccessful job,
three wonderful children wjth Mike (my
husband) and doing what I love the mo t;
being with my family." - Michelle
Wa ik

"Hopefully I'll be working as an op
tometrist and having a family of my
own." - Hanah Shehaiber

Best Memory From OLCHS
"My best memory is my freshmen Cancun was something I'll never forget

year when I was really tired and trying and I can't wait to go again next year." 
to check out this guy. I was in the main Sophia Faridi
hallway and bam, I fell down the stairs."
- Erin Murphy

"I don't know exactly what my best
memory was. I have so many wonder
ful memories from here that I will keep
them with me forever." - Beth Weimer

"Track adventure run as well as a lot
of other fun times, ( eabass!)." - Ray
Metzger

"Winning first place in the Physics
bridge contest. Icouldn't believe it! My
friends all cheered me on and it felt so
good. It was unforgettable." - Mi lim
Ramadani

.. "' .. -

"Advanced Algebra with Jason Bjork,
Moe Ashkar and Ryan Burbridge, the
best class ever." - Dana M. Fett

"My best memory is w~n I was in
the Homecoming Court twi~ in a row."
- Duygu Akinci \ ..

"My best memory during high school
was pring Break 99' when I went to

ancun. I've never had so much fun.

"I would work harder and get better
grades." - Rich Kuchyt

"If! could do anything differently I'd
redo my freshman year. I never joined
anything and only did what other people
considered cool becau e I wanted to fit
in. As you get older you realize that none
of that really matters." - Kathy Karp

What Will You Be Doing 20 Years Fr.om Now?
. ".. . . "I want to be teaching elementary I plan on becomIng a teacher, get-

"I plan on beIng a basketball coach I plan on hVIng In a nice house, mar- . ting married having three kids and liv-
d h· Ph . I Ed' h ried with kids and teaching either Pre- school somewhere In the suburbs of 11- ..' . .an teac Ing YSlca· ucalJon at t e , . .. . Ing In a peaceful town" - Duygu Akmci

h· h h II I" A 0 school Kindergarten or owning my own IInols. I hope to Just hve a happy hfe. .Ig SC 00 eve. - my tt, . .
daycare center." - Lisa Hershey Whether that Includes maITIage or not, I

do not know." - Jennifer Trotta

"I wouldn't do anything different at
Oak Lawn. J accomplished everything
I wanted to do. Now J hope to move on
and succeed in college." - Jennifer
Trotta

"I had a blast at Oak Lawn! The things
I did and the choices I made were my
own. Idon't regret anything. Ofcourse
I could have studies more, but I did
alright. I am who Iam and I loved it here
because of the choices I made." - Jes
sica Vasquez

"I would hope to be more involved
with school and extracurrricular activi
ties. To not be just a student at the
schooL" - Brian Backstrom

"I would start high school over as a
freshman and take it seriously so Icould
go away now and not in two years." 
Dana Fett

"I would have joined more clubs and
done better in schooL" - Rachel
Verbeek

"I would probably have focu ed more
on my academics more'than my social
life. I didn't have bad grades, but I
would have liked better ones. Other than
that I wouldn't change a thing." - Beth
Weimer

"I wouldn't have ignored some ofmy
friends so much after I started going out
with Mike. I would stay friends with
them and hang out more with them. I
already miss them." - Michelle Wasik

"I would make more friends rather
than enemies andjoin a lot more clubs,"
- Melissa Uruijo

"I would have tried in school so that I
would have an ea ier time in college." 
Justin Foley

"I would get more involved in the ac
tivities and go to more of the school
dances." - Beth Koopman
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Chicago Sports'l~·ans

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
Your personal relationships become

more important to you than anything else
and it is ri htfully so. If you have been
neglecting any problems that have
occured. now i the time to tix them.

guariu (January 20-February 18)
You are tarting to plan for the future

making sure that everything is settled.
Expect conflict, but don't let it stand in
the way of your goals.
Pisces (February 19- March 20)

If you have been working really hard
you may overwork yourself. It' time for
you to take a break. Hang out with your
friends and let things come to you.
Aries (March 21-ApriI19)

Commitmel)ts are starting to become
a major dilemma for you. Fini h what
you've already started. Misunderstand
ings can be avoided that way.
Taurus (ApriI20-May 20)

It may eem like everything is being
rushed, but take your time and let things
ort them elves out. People may be

pushing and just tell them to back off.
This will cut down on your stre s level.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Be careful and pay attention to what

Off the Wall Trivia

Star WarsTrivia
was going to send the droids?
17. What was their purpose?
18. What kind ofwork did Luke and his
uncle do?
19. What piece of machinery did they
use in their work?
20.How long was Luke supposed to stay
unitl he could go to the Academy?

An wers
I. fhe Mo isley Cantina
2. Alderaan
3. Greedo
4. Land peeder
5. andcrawler
6. Blockade Runner
7. The Exhaust Port
8.He gave a Krayt Dragon call.
9. Tank and Bigs
10. Tusken Raiders
II. In an escape pod.
12. It might generate sympathy for the
Rebellion in the Imperial enate.
t3. He had a distress signal sent from
the Blockade Runner and then reported
that all aboard were killed.
14. His red light comes on.
15. Their tracks and a small metal ring.
16. To the south ridge.
17. To work on the condensers.
18. Moi ture farming
19. Moisture Vaporators
20. Until the next Harvest, one season
away.

I. What was the name of the cantina in
the spaceport?
2. What planet was Princess Leia from?
3. Name the bounty hunter who was shot
by Han in the cantina?
4. What kind of vehicle did Luke drive
on Tatooine?
-. What kind of vehicle did the Jawas
dnve?
6 What wa the name of Princess Leia's
star hip In the beginning of tar Wars?
7. For what did the Rebels aim for to
destroy the Death Star?
8. Ilow did Ben Kenobi frighten the
sandpeople?
9. What are the names of Luke's two
friends that had already gone to the
Academy?
10. What is the correct name for the
sandpeople?
II. How did Artoo and Threepio get
away from the Imperials?
12. Why did Vader want to keep Leia's
capture a secret?
13. What order did Vader give to ensure
that Leia's capture would be kept a se
cret?
14. How do we know when Artoo
"wakes up" inside the sandcrawler?
15. What clues were found by the
stormtroopers in the desert that first
alerted them to the droids' presence?
16. Where did Uncle Owen tell Luke he

Horoscopes
is really important to you in your life.
Start worrying about your own life be
fore the things that you really do care
about slip away.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)

New challenges await you and you
will be looking for a comfort lone. Be
careful where vou find it. Try handling
things your elf first before depending
on others.
Leo (July 23-Aul;!ust 22)

Try focusing on your own needs in
stead of worrYing about everyone else.
Be careful not to let your ambitions
cloud your vision of what's really there.
Virgo (August 23-September 22)

It's time to listen to your heart in tead
of your head. Reach out to people in
stead ofwaiting for them to come to you.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You should try to be patient as well
as flexible. Be willing to Ii ten to what
others have to ay. Don't let your pride
get in the way, especially with matters
of the heart.
Sagittarius (November 22-December

ill
You hould start paying attention to

any opportunities that may corne to your
door. Try to be open to new ideas and
new relationships that may corne your
way.

By Beth Ott
Staff Writer

By Dave Jodelka
Staff Writer

It seems that everyday the sports sec
tion in the hicago Tribune has the same
recurring tory. Which Chicago sports
team can outdue the other by losing
more embara ingly? After watching the
Bull suffer through their wor t eason
ever, and after watching the ox and
Cubs take turns losing night after night,
I started to lose faith in Chicago sports.

Even after these three teams are fin
ished with their seasons, what do we
have to look forward to? The
Blackhawk? I've seen better pee-wee
hockey teams. The Bears? I'll keep my
comments to myself for these guys.

I decided that there really is no hope
for professional sports teams in hicago.
Our city is cursed for life by having poor
teams. ure, the Bulls were good for a
period of time, but they won't be much
better for about another century. As a
matter of fact, all of these teams were
good at one point in time, except the
Cubs. So, I decided to make a top ten
list of reasons why it's terrible to be a
Chicago sports fan. I hope you enjoy.

Top Ten Rea ons Why It's
Terrible to be a Chicago ports Fan

10. After recording the most win ever
in a season, your basketball team records
the lowe t point total ever four season
later.
9. The curse of the Billy Goat ( ub fans
know what I am talking about.)
8. Leon Durham (See caption in paren
these ab ve)
7. The batboy for the ox spends more
time on the field than Frank Thomas.
6. The Blackhawks
5. The roster for the Bulls consists of
guys named Dickey, Rusty, and Komel.
(How intimidating)
4. The Bears scoring a touchdown is
about as rare as the Bulls winning a
game.

3. Nobody in the city of Chicago could
name three Blackhawks off the top of
their head, or even who the Blackhawks
are.
2. The local high school baseball team
is about as old as the White ox and
probably better.
I. Rod Beck

By Karen Rossow
StaffWnter
I.) True or False: A chameleon's tongue
is a long as it's body?
2.) What i the only bird that can fly
backwards?
3.) What is the only animal with four
knee?
4.) frue or False: It ha rained frogs
before?
5.) Would it be legal for a man to marry
his widow's sister?
6.) Take 40 and divide by one half. What
is the answer? (don't use a calculator!)
7.) How many animals of each sex did
Moses take onto the ark?
8.) Which two states touch eight other
states?
9.) At what age does a person start to
shrink?
10.) How many people have known the
formula for Coca-Cola?
11.) What mammals in the world are able
to distinguish colors, besides humans?
12.) What are the ten most used letters
of the alphabet in the English language?
13.) What is Chargogagogogmanchau
gagugchaubunagungamaug?

14.) How much water doe a ten gallon
hat hold?

Answers:
I. True
2. Hummingbird
3. lephant
4. True- cientists explain it that eggs
are sucked up from lake by whirlwinds.
They hatch while aIr-born and then
eventually drop to the earth.
5. Ye
6. 80
7. None-Moses didn't have an are, it
was Noah.
8. Missouri and Tennes ee
9. 30 years
10. Only 7 people have known the for
mula for Coca-Cola and only 2 are alive.
II. Monkeys
12. e, is the most used, then t, a, i, s, 0,

n, h, r, d, and u.
If" A lake within Webster,.Massachu
seils. The name has Indian origins and
means I'll fish on my side, you fish on
yours.
14. It only holds about 3/4 of a gallon.

Something You Might Have Missed
Dave Lundeen
Staff Writer

The day I wrote this I went to my lo
cal music store to pick out a new D to
review. Nothing really caught my eye
until Icame across a CD Ialready owned.
Since I didn't feel like shelling out any
money for some CD I didn't even want I
decide to be cheap and review The
Bloodhound Gang's One Fierce Beer
Coaster. Even though this CD came out
in '96, Istill listen to it on a regular basis.
Not many people have heard of the

Bloodhound Gang but they did get some
limited air play on the radio with the
single "Fire Water Bum" ofTthis CD. The
video also got played once or twice on
MTV (I managed to see the last halfof it
on time, so I know there was one). In my
opinion, "Fire Water Bum" wasn't one
of the best on the CD and if that was all
you heard, you didn't do the band jus
tice. The whole CD is pretty goood but
there are a few tracks that really stick
out. Track 2, "Lift your head up high",

"It's Tricky" which shows the band's
punk roots, "Asleep at the Wheel", the
perfect song to listen to on road tTips,
and "Boom" which features Rob Van
Winkle (a.k.a. Vanilla Ice). The band has
five members; vocals-Jimmy Pop Ali, gui
tar-Lupus, bass-Evil Jared, drums- panky
G. Also, like such bands as Limp Bizkit,
and Sugar Ray, the Bloodhound Gang
has their own OJ, OJ Q-Ball, who gives
the band their old school hip-hop sound
with samples and scratches. The Blood-

hound Gang sounds a lot like pre-Hello
Na ty Beastie Boys. They have a lot of
heavy hip-hop style base lines and beats
that go along side the edgy punk-metal
guitars and all of the vocals are rapped
except track 9, "Your Only Friends are
Make Believe", which is acoustic. The
most identifiable trait though is the band's
7th grade sense of humor which you can
easily see in all aspects of the 0, just
look at the CD title. Just go pick it up.
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Loudmouth Rocks the Music World
By Joe Banasiak
StaffWriler

I'm sure some of you have often
wondered, as I do myself, 'Why don 'tl
hear about anyonelamousIrom Oak
Lawn?' Well, now you can. Oak Lawn
Community High chool graduates
Bob Feddersen, John Sullivan, and
Mike Flaherty, along with t. Rita High

chool graduate Tony McQuaid, make
up a band called Loudmouth, and they
have just recently released their self
tilled debut album. With Feddersen on
vocals, McQuaid on guitar, Flaherty on
bass, and Sullivan on the drums,
Loudmouth has rocked the Chicago
scene hard for the past seven years.
Opening for bands like Great White,
Slaughter, Dokken, Thin Lizzy, JackyJ;
and Judas Priest, these musicians have
not gone unnoticed by some of the all
time great bands. A review of their
show at the House of Blues in Chicago
opening for Jason Bonham implied that
they should have headlined! Outdoing
the band you ale opening for is quite a
feat, especially when there has not yet
been a record daal to be signed!

Being influenced by great bands such
as Black Sabbath, Led Zeppelin, Cream,
and Th' Beatle.\·, Loudmouth has pro
duced a classic sound by combining
these influences with the '80's heavy
metal scene they grew up with and the
energy of present times. By blending
these style, Loudmouth's mu ic has a
powerful and confident sound.

So now you say, 'Why aren't these

guys all over the radio?' Well, even
though Q I0 I is slowly changing its for
mat to accommodate heavier music, the
Chicago radio market has not quite
settled with the demise of hard rock sta
tion Rock 103.5. Loudmouth played live
on Q I0 I a little over a month ago and
has a track on the Varsity Blues
soundtrack. I feel that more radio play
will come soon, for the band has been
praised by many admired musicians.

Ifa small example ofwho has praised
this band is what you wish to read, here
it is, a little known band called
META LLiCA !!! That's right, not only
does Meta/lica like Loudmouth, but they
also asked Loudmouth to set up a per
formance in Chicago when they would
be in town. How cool is that?!? By the
date ofthis show, James Hetfield and Lars
Ulrich of Metallica must have spread the
word, because Jerry Cantrell of Alice in
Chaim, Billy Corgan ofSmashing Pump
kins, and members of Corrosion 01 on
lormity had reportedly been spotted at
the show held at the Double Door. That
is not all, Metallica also covered one of
Loudmouth's songs live, with Feddersen
joining in on vocals! I don't care how
modest you are, when Metallica covers
one of your songs and asks you to join
in, you're awesome! On top of that, all
of this happened belore Loudmouth had
a record deal.

Well, I'm positive that you are won
dering how all of these things came to
be. Well, this is what my research ha

uncovered: Loudmouth was looking for
a record deal around the same time that
Lars Ulrich was putting together a new
record company, so Loudmouth sent in a
demo. Lars and the other members of
Meta/lica liked it so much that they asked
Loudmouth to set up a show that they
could attend. Naturally, other record
companies had received the demo, and a
deal was made with Hollywood Records
in the September of 1998 before Ulrich
followed through with his interest. The
band worked at the Ocean Way Studios
in Hollywood beginn ing last October and
released their album on March 23 this
year.

In searching for information on these
ex-Spartans I have not found anything
negative whatsoever. I have read things
written about this band that basically
said these guys will be "the link between
the mainstream and the heavy metal
scene," and even that "they are going to
be the next Metallica." Their live per
formance has been described as ''fero
cious, with a lat, crunchy sound, good
stage presence, and great songs . ..
Steven L. Hildebrand further tated in his
online review of a show" Watching this
band rock fhe house was a purejoy. The
stage seemed lar foo small to contain
them, the band cranking out enough
energy to command a much larger
venue. " The College Music Journal also
acknowledged the bands intensity, say
ing 'thelact that the band was perlorm
ing in a tiny hole in the wall lor about
30 people didn't stop Loudmouth from

slamming it out like it was in Iront 01
30,000." Currently Loudmouth is on
tour with another newly praised heavy
metal band, Godsmack, but they will not
make a stop in Chicago. However,
Godsmack will make an appearance at
Ozzfest this summer ifyou are itching to
see them.

Most information on Loudmouth can
be found at http://hollywoodrec.go.coml
loudmouth/index.htrnl. I know that it's a
long address, but take the extra few sec
onds to type it in; it'll be worth it. Iffor
some reason this doesn't work, you can
get there by going to http://www.ubl.com
and typing in loudmouth. The very first
page of the website has a picture of a
wide open mouth screaming, which fits
the band very well. On this site you can
find news articles about the band, links
to other web pages, tour information, and
sound clips of the tracks on their album
if you have the audio player required (I
believe that there is a link from the page
to allow you to acquire the proper
player). One of the link does happen to
be to Metallica's web page, where you
can find a whole bunch of stuff, includ
ing a chance to win a trip to Wood tock
this summer.

I think that it is 0 cool that a group of
guys that walked the same hallway we
do today have made it big. I f you are at
all interested in the hard-rock/heavy
metal genre, I suggest that you upport
some guys that preceded you at our
school. I know we all hope to achieve
our dreams, and we should acknowl dge
those that do.

Preview ofSummer Movies: JUQe 4th-Sept. 3rd
The Muse The Wild, Wild West Release Date: July 23rd Next To You
Release Date: June 4th Release Date: July 2nd tarring: Matthew Broderick,~.~Iy_Fisher Release Date: August I I th

tarring: haron Stone and Albert tarring: Will Smith and Kevin Kline and Rupert Everett tarring: Melissa Joan Hart and Adrien
Brooks Grenier

Austin Powers 2: The Spy Who hagged
Me
Release Date: June I Ith
Starring: Mike Myers and Heather Gra
ham

The General's Daughter
Release Date: June 18th
Starring: John Travolta and Madeline
Stowe

The Thomas Crown Affair
Release Date: June 18th

tarring: Pierce Brosnan and Renee
Russo

outh Park: Bigger, Longer, & Uncut
Release Date: June 18th
tarring: Cartman, Kenny, Kyle, tan and

Chef

Tarzan
Release Date: June 18th
Starring: The voices of Harrison Ford and
Glenn Close

Big Daddy
Release Date: June 25th
Starring: Adam Sandler and Joey Lauren
Adams

The Fight Club
Release Date: June 25th
Starring: Brad Pitt and Edward Norton

American Pie
Release Date: July 9th
Starring: Alyson Hannigan, Chris Klein
and Jason Biggs

Arlington Road
Release Date: July 9th

tarring: JefTBridges and Tim Robbins

Stigmata
Release Date: July 9th
Starring: Gabriel Byrne and Patricia
Arquette

Mystery Man
Release Date: July 9th
Starring: Ben Stiller and Greg Kinnear

Lake Placid
Release Date: July 16th
Starring: Bridget Fonda and Bill Pullman

Drop Dead Gorgeous
Release Date: July 16th
Starring: Kristen Dunst and Denise
Richards

Eyes Wide hut
Release Date: July 16th

tarring Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman

Bowfinger's Big Thing
Release Date: July 23rd
tarring: teve Martin and Eddie Murphy

Inspector Gadget

The Haunting
Release Date: July 23rd
Starring: Lili Taylor, Liam Neeson and
Owen Wilson

Muppets From Space
Release Date: July 30th
Starring: Kermit the Frog and Miss Piggy

The Runaway Bride
Release Date: July 30th
Starring: Richard Gere and Julia Roberts

Summer ofSam
Release Date: July 30th
Starring: John Leguizamo and Mira
Sorvino

Deep Blue Sea
Release Date: July 30th
Starring: Samuel L. Jackson and LL Cool
J

Dick
Release Date: August 4th
Starring: Michelle Williams and Kirsten
Dunst
The Fight Club
Release Date: August 6th
Starring: Brad Pitt, Edward Norton and
Helena Bonham Carter

Iron Giant
Release Date: August 6th
Starring: Voices ofJennifer Aniston and
Harry Connick, Jr.

Detroit Rock City
Release Date: August 13th
Starring: Edward Furlong and Natasha
Lyonne

The Wood
Release Date: August 13th
Starring: Omar Epps and Taye Diggs

Mickey Blue Eyes
Release Date: August 13th
Starring: Hugh Grant and James Caan

Blue Streak
Release Date: August 20th
Starring: Martin Lawrence and Luke Wil
son

Killing Mrs. Tingle
Release Date: August 20th
Starring: Katie Holmes and Helen Mirren

The Astronaut's Wife
Release Date: August 27th
Starring: Charlize Theron and Johnny
Depp

Dudley Do Right
Release Date: August 27th
Starring: Brendan Fraser and Sarah Jes
sica Parker

Isn't She Great?
Release Date: eptember 3rd
Starring: Bette Midler and Nathan Lane



them a respectable third place
fmish overall at conference. The
freshman girls this year super
charged the competition level
through the roof to a new max.
Sprinters Melissa Storm, Cassie
Gonzalez, am Synowieki, and
distance runners Becky Annen
and Kelly "the dream" Cuneen
drastically aided in the girls'
success. Another stand out
performer of this year was se
nior Jenny Jaral who through
hard work has seen wonderful
improvement.

With the personal achieve
ments of all these fine athletes,
the girls' track team is looking
forward to continuing the trend
started at conference with even
more success at sectionals.

Conference Champion Jason Carpenter. (Photo By Mike
Masino)
very high expectations set be
fore them. They have to com
pete at invitationals and large
meets that sometimes consume
an entire day. To compete at the
varsity level requires an over the
top effort. The varsity members
that showed this are Joe
Banasiak, Joe Neumann, Matt
Hense, Mike Masino, Scott
Beisterfeld, and Martin Zubek.
These individuals took practice
and personal improvement seri
ously day in and day out.

A powerful work ethic and a
strong commitment are the main
keys to being successful in
sports such as track and field.
It requires constant effort every
day out with an unyielding de
sire to succeed. This season's
girls' team did just that, earning

The crack of the bat! The
smash of the ball! Holy Cow
that ball is gone! Though it may
be fun, all things have to come
to an end and this includes the
freshman soflball season. Even
though their record doesn't
show it, these girl have given
a full 110% effort this season.

There are some very talented
players on this team. Jessica
Exline (third baseman), and
Courtney Roberton (shortstop)
have playect great and are con
sidered the leaders on the team.

Candice Noodwang and
Meghan Toppel have playe~ so

lams.
The starting infield has gon7

through little change and have

Yes, it) that time of the year
again. Lady partan oftball
has almost completed another
season of play.

The team is in the midst of
finishing conference play. They
will play Romeoville whom they
shut out 6-0 earlier this season.
The conference season will end
when they play the Richards
Bulldogs. The winner of this
series will be the conference
champs.

This year, the partans have
really played well against pow
erfulteams like Thornwood, Oak
Forest, 111iana Christian, and
Hinsdale outh. At the begin
ning of the sea on the partans
were ranked tenth in the area by
the Daily outhtown.

Coaches Mayer and Grzelak
have been satisfied with how the
Lady Spartans have played thus
far. Coach Grzelak observes,
"The girls have done a great job
hitting a round ball with a round
bat squarely."

The captains of the Varsity
team are Kelly Burke who plays
first base, Joanna Eul who plays
third base, and Amy Nagel who
is the catcher.

Offensively, the partans
have been led by Kelly Burke,
Dana Roman, and freshmen
Susie usak and Michelle Will-

By Jim Horvath
Co-Feature Editor

On your marks, get set.
Boom! !!! The Oak Lawn track
team took off this season in a
remarkable fashion due to their
continued hard work ethic.
With the likes of Head oach
Mr. John Lockwood, Dave
Johnson, Dan Maloney, John
Robinson, heryl Michaels,
and newcomer Jody Maslan, the
track team has been led by some
of the most knowledgeable
coaches in the field. As usual
this year's boys and girls squad
had some stand out performers.

For example, pole vaulters Ja
son Carpenter and Justin
Altenburg have had varied de
grees of success and are ex
pected to fare well at confer
ence. Freshman Joe Estes has
also been a great addition to the
pole vaulting section of the
team. In the other field events
freshmen newcomers Mike
Martinez, Scott Leipart, Nick
Kackert, Joe heltmen, Paul
Metcalf, and Tom Dugdale have
shown great potential in the
both shot put and discus. With
a few more years under their
belt, they're bound to become
some of the top throwers in the
conference. Believe it or not, a
strong fre hmen turn out is es
sentialto having a competitive
track team.

On the other hand, the var
sity member of the team have

Softball Teams finish up exciting year
By Amy Nagel been solid throughout the sea- well that they have even played
StaffWriter son. Infielders are Kelly Burke, on the sophomore team.

Dana Roman, Lisa Brandt, oach Alfirevic, has been
Michelle Williams, Joanna ul, very plea ed with how the team
Amy Nagel, and tacy i progressing.
Brookman. Coach Alfirevic said, "Team-

There has not been a et out- work and cooperation keep the
field this sea on, but frequent team playing together. We may
starters have been usie not win all the time, but we are
Cusack, Melis a Piwowar, having fun while we are learn
Lauren Janowiak, Gianna Ilardt, ing.
Jill Munno, Katie arley, Tracy The ophomore team ha
Mancilla, K:lren Bialek, and enjoyed much uccess this sea
Catherine Fen. son and has a record of 9-8 (as

Stacy Brookman and Lisa of press time). The Lady Spar
Brandt are the team' pitchers. tans had big wins against both
They have done a great job car- Oak Forest and Thornwood
rying the team through the sea- The girls have played great
son. due to their teamwork and work

Hopefully, this combination ethic.
of talent will bring continued Major contributors to the
success to the Lady partans. team include Dayna Jojek,

Frosh/Soph Nicole kopi, Laura Costabile,
By Thuy Nguyen and Amy mith. These girls are
StaffWriter the leader of the team and have

shown great dedication.
Coach Persson said, "The

girls were committed to excel
lence and they worked hard.
The team was mentally ready to
play each game and thrived on
the competition."

The Lady partans are all
looking forward to compete in
the Conference Tournament.
Coach Persson feels the team is
capable of doing very well in
post sea on play.

he commented, "The team
has tremendous potential. I
hope they realize that hard work
and dedication, on and off the
field, will make them winners."

OL Player
Spotlight

-The top seven runn r on the Girls X-Country team fin
i hed fourth in onfer nc . Junior Jodie Daley made the
All- Conference Team.

-The Freshmen and ophomore Girls Basketball Teams
both placed first in onference.

-Zeke King placed first at the Regional Wrestling Tour
nament, and went on to the tate Competition.

-The Boys IN Swimming Team clinch d the Confer
ence Title. Thi was the fir t Championship win for the
OL Swimming Team in the school's history.

-The Varsity Girls Tennis Team captured the onference
hampion hip for the fourth year in a row, with a 5-0
onference record.

-The Varsity Girls Bask tball Team captured the on
ference Championship. enior Kathy Krzak was named
the Conference Player ofthe Year.

OLCHS Sports Replay

-The Bowling Team went43-l7 and finished econd in
the Southwest uburban Bowling Conference.

- The Boys Varsity Tennis Team were Conference
Champs.

- Karen Ros ow, Asrar Judeh, Emily McLoughlin, Patty
Seminetta, and Brenda Beyer qualified for tate in Bad
minton

-The Frosh/Soph Girls Tennis Team finished the year 11
2 and won the onference hampionship.

Name: Feras EI-Ramahi
ports played: Basketball and Volleyball

What are the keys to your success on the volIeybalI court?
Success on the court comes from mental focus and a desire to
play at both practice and at games. My success also transpired
from my experience on the volleyball court for the past three
years.
Recap your best game ofthe season.
It was against Andrew when I had over ten kills and exhibited
excellent passing and digging.
What will you remember the most about this year's volIeyball
team? My most memorable times this year were when the team
stuck together and faced adversity. I will also remember the
excitementfelt by all team members after a hardfought victory.
Where wil! you be attending college? What do you plan to ma
jor in? I plan to attend Loyola University at Chicago. I plan to
major in biology or pre-medicine.
Will you continue playing sports in college? I hope to continue
playing volleyball in college because I love the game.
What is your favorite profes ional sports team and why?
The '97-'98 hicago Bulls because they exemplified athleticism,
greatness, and domination.

-The Varsity Girls Voll yball Team werecro.~ed on
ference Champions and were Regional hawtpions.
Rebecca Feltz, Kri ty Hazzard, and Corey Di an, and
Jenny Evans wer nam d to the All- Conference Team.

-Chris B yer became the onference Champion in Gol f
for the second straight year.
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Track Teams Wrap up long season



in the back row, digging up al
mo t anything the opponents
could throw at him. Nirut
Chittaphraphai could always
make agreat kill in the front row,
and Russ Zalas stepped up to
the competition when his team
needed him most.

The partans faced some of
the toughest competition that
the hicagoland area has to of
fer, and they faired relatively
well.

"When we play well, we can
play with some ofthe best teams
in the area," stated Lee Smith.

Th is was proven to be true
when the guys beat Providence
in a nail biting game.

The Spartans had a great year
and they are looking to accom
plish even more next season.

By Robert Puhr
Staf[Writer

The service and the spike are
just two of the exciting things
that can be found at this year's
sophomore volleyball games.
This has been a great year so
far for the Spartans. They have
gone undefeated in the first half
of the season. The team has
been working very hard to win.

offense with 391 assi ts, bring
ing his total to 1,062 sets for the
season.

The Spartans' goal this sea
son was to win the Conference
Title. Although they fell short
of this goal, the partans are
very hopeful for next season.
According to junior etter Ryan

kendzel, not only have they
set their sights on the Confer
ence Title, but they are also aim
ing for the possibility of going
down state.

"With a very good bunch of
sophomores coming up, these
are realistic goals," said Ryan
Skendzel. Leading the sopho
more pack is Jeff Mensching,
who moved up to help the Spar
tans in their last games of play.

As for the seniors of this
year's squad, they are satisfied
overall with their performances.
When Szendzel was out with a
nagging foot injury, Lee Smith,
stepped up and ran the floor like
a natural born leader. Feras EI
Ramahi led the team with 107
blocks and 123 kills. Whenever
Eric Zalas was on the court, the
team could always count on his
consistent play.

Eric Rhodes was a demon

orey

A Varsity player hits a hard spike during practice. (photo By
Amy Ott)

"They have a good chance at to do as well as they are doing.
winning conference this sea- The team has ten very solid
son," said Coach Habenreiser. players. JeffMensching, as well
They have already gone 8-0 this as Matt Ulanowski have and will
season and plan to go unde- continue to hit hard all season.
feated the rest of the season. This year the team consists of

In the Lincoln Way and eight sophomores as well as two
Marist tournaments, they took fre hmen. The freshmen are Eric
second. They lost to Sandburg Queen and Joel Alford. The
and Stagg. The team has worked varsity team is compo ed ofJeff
hard and deserves to take home Mensching, Bryan Allie, Bart
a conference championship. Mroz, Bernie Bolz, Dan
Last year the fro h/soph team Pasquarella, Dave Jodelka, Matt
took first with a perfect 10 and 0 Ulanowski, and Ken Korab.
record. The team has a total The team looks very good
record of 18 and 4. The way and has a good chance at com
they play has a lot to do with ing home with a championship.
the way they practice. They They have worked very hard
practice hard and it shows. With and deserve just what they will
out this practice it would be hard get.

OL Tennis Teams are a smashing success in Conference play

By Jenny Jaral and
Dignan
Staf[Writer.l'

Starting off the season,
Coach Mary Kay Nicols and the
boys' var ity volleyball team
had high expectations for thi
season. As of the first week of
May, the team is 6-2 in confer
ence, with two games remaining.
The partans are in second
place, pending the final two con
ference games. This year's con
ference champion hip will come
down to the Shepard Astros and
the Oak Lawn partans.

On Monday May 10, the
Spartans suffered a disappoint
ing loss to the Shepard Astros.
The scores of the games were
9-15, 15-2,and9-15. Thiscould
have some severe implications
as the season winds down.

This year's team was led by
junior Kris Queen in serves.
Kris had 13 ace serves and 175
playable serves throughout the
season.

With 259 good serve receive
passes and 215 digs, Ryan
McLernon led the Spartan on
the defensive end.

Ryan kendzel ran the team
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Spartan Varsity Volleyball team completes winning season

By Tony Fantozzi
Business Manager

The Girl Varsity Badminton
team proved their competitive
spirit by becoming Sectional
Champions. This victory was
especially sweet because they
beat the team from hepard who
had won conference the week
earlier. This victory also ended
Shepard's five year winning
streak at the ectional competi
tion. The team was able to ac
complish this through hard work

in the six team conference along
with the double team of
Brendon Palluck and Tony
Fantozzi. AI 0 placing first in
conference was the second

doubles team of Adam
Zwirkoski and Keith Fox. Plac
ing second in conference was
first singles Mark Reick, and the
third doubles team of Greg
Kaminski and hri Obrenski.
Overall the team took the con
ference title, and now has five
players that are conference
champions.

The sophomore team also
took first place in their own con
ference tournament at Richards
High choo!. This is the sopho
mores fourth conference title in
a row, under the direction of
head coach Mr. John Leary.

The sectional tounrament is
being held today, May 21 st and
tomorrow May 22nd. Hopefully
the varsity team will do well
enough at this tournament to
have players qualify for the state
toumament. Good luck guys
and keep up the good work!

also placed high enough to ad
vance to state. econd place
went to Karen Ro sow in
singles and Patty eminetta and
Brenda Beyer in doubles. First
place went to mily McLoughlin
and Asrar Judeh in doubles.

The team will be saying
goodbye to senior Karen
Rossow, Laurie Miller and Patty
eminetta.
Th is season was a success

for the varsity team. If the team
works as hard next year, they
should a continue to improve.

Tennis Update

few weeks, wondering what will
become of the rest of the sea
son. Hopefully the team will
advance to tate as a team.
Wnithout knowing exactly what
will happen in these next few
weeks, ~hat AN be said is that
the teaIrl has had an excellent
season. .J1i season is due to
the outsta"diRg coaching done
by Mr. Lawson, the excellent
leadership of the co-captain ,
Matt, Mark, and Brendon, and
the time an'd hard work put in
by the entire team in the last few
years.

Tony Fantozzi serves as Pete
Groenewold looks on. (photo
By Mike Masino)
entire team, especially the se
niors. Matt, Mark, and
Brendon, along with the re t of
the team are anxiously awaiting
the conference and seetional
tournaments with the hopes of
participating in the state tour
nament during their final year on
the team. Being the anticipated
conference champ, the entire
team is looking toward the next

This past weekend, May 14th
and 15th, the boys' tennis par
ticipated in the conference tour
nament at Reavis High School,
and did extremely well. The en
tire team was ranked first in con
ference going into the touma
ment, and were favored to win.
Win they did! econd singles
Matt Moyzi took first place

Team crowned Sectional Champions
by every member of the team. Beyer in third doubles. Patty
Third place finishes went to and Brenda's performance wa
Karen Ro ow in first singles, especially impressive becau e
Lauric Millerand Karen Ros ow this is the first year both girls
in first doubles, Brenda Beyer were on the team.
in fifth singles, and Patty The girls wanted to improve
eminetta in eighth singles. their performances for the ec-

econd place went to Laurie tional competition that was held
Miller in third singles and Asrar a week later at Reavis High
Judeh in econd singles. Con- School. They wanted to do well
ference champions included so as many people as possible
Emily McLoughlin in fourth could advance to state. The
single, Asrar Judeh and Emily team exceeded their expecta
McLoughlin in second doubles, tions by taking first at
and Patty Seminetta and Brenda Sectionals. Many individuals

tournament they competed in
was the Richard' Invite in
March. Oak Lawn swept this

It's near the end of May and tournament, winning first place
that mean that the Varsity Boy' at all levels. The next tourna
Tenni sea on is close to over. ment was the Joliet Invite where
The team, led by Coach Chuck the team placed an overall sec
Lawson, this sea on has proved ond and all member ofthe team
to be one of the best in recent received medal. The team also
Oak Lawn High chool history. took first attheirown Oak Lawn
Competing in many invites and Invite, winning first and sec
individual meets, the team con- ond at all levels, and first at the
sisting of first singles Mark Morton Invite, where they
Reick, second singles Matt wept the competition at all lev
Moyzis, first doubles Brendon el.
Palluck and Tony Fantozzi, sec- As individuals and as a
ond doubles Keith Fox and group the team has done some
Adam Zwirkoski, third doubles great things this year. enior
Greg Komensky and Chris Mark Reick has yet to lose a
Obrenski, and exhibition match (as of press time). Matt
doubles Pete Groenwold and Moyzis won a golden set
Mark Hnat, has done extremely against Romeoville. A golden
well this year. set is where you win the set 6-0

Every player on the team has and your opponent does not
a conference record of5-0. The score a single point aginst you.
team as a whole also has a con- Also, as a team, Oak Lawn took
ference record of 5-0, and a an every medal awarded at the
overall record of9-1. Morton Invite, annihilating all

The team has al 0 been com- other competition.
peting in a number of tourna- This season ha proven to be
ments this year. The first one of the most exciting for the

Lady Spartan Badminton
By Pam Byrne and determination.
Co-Sports Editor The coach Mrs. Patricia

Greiman knew the team was go
ing to face a challenging sea
son because several valuable
players graduated the previous
year. This left behind a small
team with only two returning
seniors.

The girls faced tough com
petition at the conference meet
that was held at hepard High

chool on May 9. The team
placed fourth overall. trong
performances were given
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Girls Varsity Soccer Team captures Conference Championship

is the first year that Coach
Piatroski coachcd the occer
team at OL H. oach Piatroski
did his be t to keep the girls on
track and aware oftheir upcom
ing opponents. He wa pre
pared for every game.

Teamwork was a big deal on
the ladies strategy to win. To
do that you need to trust, work
with and depend on your team
mates. That'sjust what the play
ers did in a game against
Romeoville, when they scored
Oak Lawn's first goal.

A major nece sity to winning
is speed. The girls basically had
that 95% of their games: One
individual stood out the most.
Colleen Kelliher has the energy
to drive right up the field and
clear the ball.

The girls gave it their all and
played hard. They definitely
had the pride and determination
that it took to succeed.

made up of 17 players. They
are Matt Murphy, Mike Gary,
Bill Palmer, John Sarpalius, Ken
Bialek, Mike ullivan, Ryan

chau, Larry Mann, Jesse
Gubernat, Adam McKinney,
Nick Purdy, Dave Kieffer, Dave
Lundeen, John Veres, Glenn

abatino, Dana Escamilla, and
Dave Schwoebel.

The sophomore team has one
main goal for this season, to win
conference. At press time, the
sophomore team is 10-10 and
2-1 in con ference. Don't let
their record fool you. This is a
very good team that plays well
together. After starting off
slow, it seems the team is pull
ing things together later in the
season. They have beaten some
very tough competition includ
ing Eisenhower, Brother Rice,
Joliet Township, and two huge
victories over conference rivals
Reavis and Bolingbrook.

If they continue to playas a
team, then this sophomore team
WILL win conference and make
their goal a reality.

Varsity Girls. occer Team: * onference Champ '*. (Photo By
Amy OU)

The goalie this year is
Amanda Lorenz. The defen e
is made up ofSarah Dwyer,
Tara Lundy, Rachel Vahl, Colleen
Kelliher, and Mary Olejarz.

The offen e consists of An
gela Montoya, am Leslinak,
Jessica Bolek, Jackie Martinez,
Margaret lanskis, Shannon
Jorge, Amy Gorchos, and
Michelle Panik.

Two top scorers on the team
were Margaret Sianskis and
Jackie Martinez. Both were awe
some at dribbling around their
opponents and scoring in the
net.

When times were tough, it
was left up to the defense to
clear the ball. That wasn't hard
at all with Sarah Dwyer's pow
erful voice yelling at her defense
to keep up the intensity.

Much of the girls success is
contributed to their Coach. This

\

The key players in the freshmen
success are Marty Hamilton,
Mark DiGrazia, Fred Gillett, Grant
Arthur, Phil Komada, Mike
Maftean, Ray Mockus, Pete
Spain, and Jim Weaver.

Rounding out the team are
Steve hamberlain, Dennis
Gorman, Mike Goshorn, John
Huish, Joe Infu ino, Dominick
Sabatino, teve Tsimas and
Scott Davorak.

The most exciting victory for
the freshmen was on April 19th,
against tagg High chool. The
freshmen pulled off a 6-3 vic
tory over Coach Marek's long
time friend, who is the coach of
Stagg.

The teams that have shown
the freshmen the toughest com
petition this year are Marist,
Homewood-Floosmoor, and
Sandburg.

As of press time the fresh
men were /7-5 and 3-0 in Con
ference play. The three Confer
ence wins came against two
very good teams, Reavis and
Bolingbrook. Keep up the good
work guys!

Now on to the sophomore
team. The sophomore team is
run by oach Kasley and
Coach Randolph. The team is

Frosh/Soph Baseball

-ing Conference opponent
Bolingbrook, 2-1, on May 3.
Danielle Roman scored the first
goal for the team. he then as
sisted Amber Nettle, who scored
the game winning goal.

Then on May 5th, in one of
the most important games of the
year, the team shutout Argo 2
O. Danielle Roman and Kristen
Klimek continued their great of
fensive easons by scoring the
team's 2 goals. However, the
story of the game was Jenny

epessy's defense. Jenny suf
focated the Argonauts, and did
not allow them to mount a come
back.

The Lady Spartans should be
congratulated on all of their
truly great achievement this
year.

By MaryOlejarz
StaffWriter

liard rain, heavy snow, gu ty
winds, freezing cold weather,
hot, and dry, the Lady partan
frosh/soph team ha been
through it all. Outdoor soccer
began in March and the ladies
were determined to demolish
anyone who stood in their way.

With both new and experi
enced players, the Lady par
tans proved to be unstoppable.

The veterans from last year's
team came back to get the new
girls in shape. With Carly
Murphy, Sarah Dwyer, Nicole
Bowen, Rachel Vahl, and Val
Golwaty, they got these girls up
and at it!

The new Lady Spartans did a
teriffic job at keeping up with
those experenced players.

By Je se Gubernat
Sta([Writer

The weather is hot and the
sun is shining. What does that
mean? Baseball of cour e! This
year's freshman squad is really
showing what Spartan baseball
is all about. Not only are they a
winning team, but they al 0

show great sportsmanship.
The team is run by oach

Murphy and Coach Meek. Both
are experiencing their first sea
son of coaching the OL base
ball team.

hehaiber also scored for the
team.

Then after a rare Conference
loss, the Lady partans re
bounded nicely and beat rival
Argo 3-1. It was a real special
win given the fact that all the
goals were scored by sopho
mores Kristen Klimek and Sue

teffy. This is very encourag
ing for the future, because it
shows the Lady partans have
a strong base for next year.

One of the more dishearten
ing losses of the sea on came
at the hands of arch-rival
Richards on April 27. On the
eve of this game, both teams had
identical onference records (2
2), and were battling for sole
possession of fir t place.

The Lady partans played
this game under the lights in

monsoon-like condition. The
tcam was led offensively by
Jenny Sepessey, but they fell
hort by a score of 4-3.

Throughout the game, rain
poured down and bitterly cold
winds swept the field, but the
Lady Spartans hung tough, and
just fell one goal short.

On April 29 the Lady Spar
tans scored a 4-2 victory over
Reavis, thus sweeping the sea
son series. In this contest the
team displayed their comeback
skills. They were down by 2
goals, but they came back to win
on goals from Danielle Roman
(2 goals), Kristen Klimek, and
Maria Romero. Anne
Pasquarella had another solid
performance by stopping 10
shots.

The Lady Spartans kept their
winning streak alive by defeat-

Many players have contrib
uted to the team's success.
Leading the team in hitting dur
ing the conference season is
Jon Mrugala and Ryan Howell.
Jon has a .600 batting average,
with 9 hits and 6 runs batted in.
Ryan has a .500 average with II
hits, 10 RBI's, and two home
runs.

Jason Bjork and Ken Braasch
are also hitting exceptionally
well in the conference season.
Jason is batting .409; he has 5
RBI's, and one home run. Ken
is hitting .346 and has 8 RBI's.

Chris Beyer is pitching fan
tastic this season. Chris has an
8-1 record so far. In 54 innings
pitched, Chris has only given
up 8 earned run and he has 54
strikeouts. He has an overall
earned run average of 1.04!

The most exciting victory of
the season, was their win over
the Brother Rice rusaders.
TIle Crusaders were ranked 24th
on the Southside at the time of
the Spartans' victory. It was a
very exciting victory for the
team, because it was their first
win over a ranked team.

Even though the Spartans
have had a great season, they

By Jennifer Trotta
Sporl Editor

The Varsity Girls Soccer team
has had a great year, compiling
a record of 11-3 (as of press
time). The team is full of out
standing players, who have
demonstated pride, dedication,
and work extremely hard.

The team includes seniors:
Hanah hehaiber, Anne
Pasquarella, Rachel Verbeek,
Amber Nettle, Lauren Caster,
Amanda Ault, and Amanda
Kutsuli .

The junior are Rasha
Hassan, Melissa Reyes,
Danielle Roman, Melina
Hernandez, and Maria Romero.
Sophom res Jenny Sepe sey,
Kristen Klimek, Sarah Nettle,

ue teffy, and Marjorie
Koeppcn round out the team.

The Lady partans have
played terrific against Confer
ence opponents. They own a
6-2 record in the SICA North
Conference.

On April 7 the Lady partans
got their first onference win by
defeating Reavis 4-1. Danielle
Roman had an outstanding
game. he cored 3 goals, earn
ing herself a hat trick.
Goaltender, Anne Pasquarella,
carried the team defensively by
picking up 9 saves.

The Lady partans followed
up that great performance by
tallying another victory against
Queen of Peace on April 8.
Anne Pasquarella earned her
first shutout of the season, with
the 3-0 victory. Danielle Roman
had another dominating perfor
mance, scoring 2 goals. Hanah

\ ..

Spartan Varsity Baseball Team crushes C6'nference opponents
did sutTer some crushing defeats
to Homewood-Flossmoor,
Marist and Sandburg.

Coach Sullivan was very
pleased with his team's success
this season.

"It seems that the reason for
our sucess this season is not
only that we have many talented
players, but we also play very
well together as a team," stated
Coach Sullivan.

If the Spartans' success con
tinues it looks like they are well
on their way toward a confer
ence title.

By Jesse Gubernat
SlaffWriter

No rain, beautiful skies, and
warm weather can only mean
one thing; a new year for our
varsity baseball team to slaugh
ter and manhandle their oppo
nents. That's exactly what they
are doing thi year.

The team is led by senior
Bob Groos, Ken Braasch, TJ
Mulrenin, Brian DeBias, Ja on
Bjork, Jon Mrugala, and hris
Beyer.

The rest of the roster is
rounded out by Dan Malloy,
Ryan Howell, Hank Fear, Rick
Krakow, Dan Early, Chris
Adamow, Mike Valentine, Jer
emy chultz, and Mark Leipart.

TIle team came out with a win
ning attitude and lots of enthu
siasm thi season. At press time
the team was 19-8 and 6-1 in
conference.

One of the conference wins
came again t an extremely good
Reavis team. The Spartans gave
Reavis their first conference
loss in the last two seasons.
The Spartans' other conference
wins came against Romeoville,
Argo, and Bolingbrook.
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Spartanit
"Glory Days" for Oak Lawn High School
April May
Mary Wells
StaffWriters

At the close of 1999 and the
beginning ofthe new millenium,
everyone at Oak Lawn Commu
nity High School will look back
at our' Glory Days." Whether
it was the 1994 Volleyball State
victory or the 1999 Baseball all
conference championship, Oak
Lawn High School has had
many "Glory Days." The Stu
dent Council, under the direc
tion of Mrs. Bibeau and Mr.
Scarpelli, has chosen to cel
ebrate our wonderful years here
at OLCHS by setting the theme
"Glory Days" for our 1999 home
coming, to be held this week
end.

Today at 4 p.m., the Powder
Puff football game will be held
on the Spartan Football Field.

Come watch a the junior and
senior girls battle it out to win
the game. Thi year, the
coaches of the senior girls are
Mrs. Nichols and Ms.
Ilaubenreiser. The coaches of
the junior girls are Mrs. Greiman
and Mrs. Morisette.

On the day of homecoming,
many events are taking place.
At 8 a.m., the pancake break
fast will be held in the school
cafeteria. The breakfast is $2
and includes all the pancakes
you can eat. Bring extra money
ifyou want something to drink.

Following the breakfast is the
parade at 10 a.m. The parade
begins from the parking lot of
Pilgrim Faith United Church of
Christ, located at 941 I S. 51 st
Ave. in Oak Lawn, and ends at
the high school. At the parade,
the numerous clubs that we- \ .
have at Oak Lawn High ~chool

will be represented by float.

The float are judged for their
distinctiveness and relation to
the theme. First, second, and
third place awards will be given.

The Grand Marshal for this
year's parade is Jim Craig, a
former teacher and dean at
OLCHS for thirty years.

Following the parade is the
sophomore football game held
on the main football field. The
Spartan sophomore football
team, coached by Mr. Dinella,
will be up against Oak Forest
High School's sophomore team
at II a.m.

The varsity game will be held
at I p.m., when the Oak Lawn
Spartans take on the Oak For
est Bengals. The Oak Lawn
team is coached by Mr. Sebuck.

The dance is later in the
evening from 7:30 p.m. until 10
p.m. If you have purchased a
ticket, be sure to bring your ID
to the dance and dress appro-

Back Row: (Left to Right) Billy Palmer, Dan Pasquarella, Rob
Kaczmark, Mike Mullaney, Justin Altenberg, Ryan Skendzel,
DOD Anderson. Front Row: (Left to Right) Amy Zavala, Emily
Buys, Monica Kapustka, Breane Lorenz, Jill Munno, Jenny
Kimmey, Jodie Daley. (photo By Michael Masino)

priately. coming court include: juniors
Homecoming court is made Dan Pasquarella, Rob

up of3 junior couples and 4 se- Kaczmark, Bill Palmer, Amy
nior couples, including the zavala, Emily Buys, and Monica
homecoming king and queen. Kapustka.

Each club nominates one girl The senior members of the
and one guy from each class. homecoming court include
The nominee gets put on a bal- Jenny Kimmey, Breane Lorenz,
lot and the entire school votes Jill Munno, Jodie Daley, Ryan
for the members of the home- Skendzel, Don Anderson, Mike
coming court. Mullaney, and Justin Altenberg.

The members of the home-

Freshman Class Leaders Elected
MeenaBabu
News o-Editor

Already, within the first three
weeks of school, the freshmen
have decided which students
will help to lead them through

their first year h re at Oak Lawn
Community High School. Offic
ers for the Class of 2003 are:
President Adam Lorenz, Vice
President Bridget Carlson, Sec
retary Monica zavala, and Trea
surer Sarah Altenburg.

Elected to be tudent Coun-

cil epresentatives are Matt
Arthur, Colette Baird, Audra
Brooks, heena George, Eliza
beth Kapustka, Christine
McNeela, Dana Sullivan, and
Jam ie Tillman.

The Freshmen Class Advi
sory Board consists of Colette

Baird, Kristin Born, Audra
Brooks, Diana Daley, Kelly.
Keating, Elizabeth Kapustka,
Robert Liescke, Amanda May,
Christine McNeela, Brittany
Shoot, and Adam Winchell.

The advisory board is respon
sible for coordinating the activi-

ties of the freshman class.
Those activitie will include

dances, car washe , class elec
tions, a Homecoming float, and
basketball concessions.

Congratulations and good
luck in becoming an active
member of your high school.

OLCHS Welcomes Dr. Fronczak
Brian Caster
News Co-Editor

Dr. Fronczak assumed her role
as Principal ofOak Lawn Com
munity High School. The com
pass pin that Dr. Fronczak wears
on her shoulder signifies her be
liefs about the learning commu
nity here. The compass points
North, showing that the only
direction for OLCHS is forward.

Dr. Fronczak comes from a
strong educational background.
Initially, he attended Barat Col
lege in Lake Forest, where she
earned a Bachelors Degree in
French. Dr. Fronczak also att
tended Chicago State Univer
sity, where she received her
Masters Degree in Media and

her Administrative Certifica
tion. Dr. Fronczak also at
tended Vanderbilt University in
Tennessee, where she attained
her doctorate in Educational
Leadership.

Dr. Fronczak comes to Oak
Lawn with plenty ofleadership
experiences behind her as well.
Previous leadership positions
that she has held include As
sistant Principal at Oak Forest
High School, Dean at Hillcrest
High School, and Department

upervisor for District 228.
A belief that the staff is ex

tremely student focused is what
brought Dr. Fronczak to Oak
Lawn. She is pleased with the
positive atmosphere of OLCHS.

On September 16, Dr.
Fronczak was asked to address

the recipients of the Academic
Letter. She spoke on the issue
of leadership and how it affects
each student. She believes that
leadership is an important qual
ity to have and that good lead
ers set good examples for oth
ers.

Dr. Fronczak has many plans
for improving Oak Lawn High
School this year. One focus she
would like to maintain from last
year is the security at OLCHS.
She is continuing the proce
dures put into effect last year,
one of which was keeping all
but one door locked during
school hours. She also intends
on extending the security mea
sures of the school. The Ad
ministration is looking into
having security cameras in-

stalled at the entranceways and
throughout the halls to ensure
the safety of all students. Dr.
Fronczak believes in taking any
security measures that are ap
propriate, so students can b
educated in a safe environment.

Advancing the learning com
munity is another goal that Dr.
Fronczak has set. Increasing
students' time in class and high
lighting instructional methods
are several procedures that she
plans on implementing in order
to achieve this goal.

There are several ways in
which Dr. Fronczak will increase
students' instructional time.
The first way is by decreasing
the number offield trips that are
not class related. The elimina
tion of homeroom is a second

Dr. Fronczak
way to increase instructional
time, saving time from passing
periods to go to homeroom.

The compass is pointing
North for the learning commu
nity of OLCHS and the leader
ship of Dr. Fronczak will con
tinue to point it in the right di
rection.
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Body Piercing: Fashion Trend or
Distraction

By Jim Horvath
Edi/or-in-Chiej

Throughout the ages, violence, un
necessary or justified, has been a major
force in human social interaction. ach
of us lives in a world of" urvivalofthe
fittest," and "dog eat dog." ould these
outmoded views oflife be causing people
to fear for their lives and be less friendly?
Do we truly live in a society of violence
and unreasonable cruelty or one ofcom
passion?

Take for instance a very common situ
ation where violence and unreasonable
cruelty may be influencing us, such as
the recent high school hazings in the
news. At the ~ery best hazing is a tradi
tional ritual in which athletes welcome
and initiate their new members. At the
very worst hazing is a degrading, cruel
fashion in which humans settle into a
primal fear ofthe unknown and react with
violence.

Perspective is a vitally important ele
ment in seeing just what is appropriate
and what crosses the line. The person
performing the hazing probably was
hazed in a similar manner during his/her
rookie season. To the person perform
ing the initiation act, hazing is a fun way
to introduce a freshman to the team.
However, the very opposite response oc
curs; instead of a new member feeling
welcomed, he feels extremely alienated.
Often the person being hazed has a very

negative, very defensive response to this
treatment.

An advocate of hazing may point to
wards the ucces the military has with
hazing new cadets. After all, every year
the infamous Citadel is shown on televi
sion "breaking in" new recruits. I be
lieve no human being deserves to be
treated in such a malevolent manner, re
gardless of his profession.

Today, in the wake of so many un
speakable acts of violence, such as the
Columbine tragedy and the shooting at
a Jewish day care center in Los Angeles,
people are very edgy about any behav
ior which may have violent intentions or
appear to have violent intentions.
Events of a violent nature can easily be
observed by watching the evening news.
By viewing these intolerable acts
through the media, we have become more
accepting of these events. Today, we
have greater trouble separating fact from
fiction or separating a news broadcast
from a Sylvester tallone film.

With these events in mind, hazing has
become a politically incorrect form ofin
troduction, We all need to realize the
tremendous'~hift in society's views of
what is accep ble and what is unaccept
able behavior in everything we do. We
must realize that the proverbial rules have
changed and hopefully this change will
lead to a more friendly, more compassion
ate world.

By Tony Fantozzi
Sports Editor/Business Manager

Recently, body piercing has become
an issue at Oak Lawn High chool.
School administrators are strictly enforc
ing the rules about body piercings stated
in the discipline code.

The purpose of this editorial is to en
courage the school administrators to al
low body piercings or to encourage the
fact that revisions should be made to the
discipline code to better outline the dif
ferences between appropriate and inap
propriate piercings.

The discipline code state that viola
tions of the dress code are fashions or
clothing that: "I. Are suggestive or in
decent, 2. Create a health or safety haz
ard, or 3. Substantially disrupt the edu
cational process."

I believe body piercings are not sug
gestive or indecent. They are purely a
current fashion in today's teenage cul
ture. If it were considered "indecent" to
put any type of piercing through the
flesh, earrings would have been against
the dress code at Oak Lawn.

Body piercings do not create a health
or safety hazard any more than earrings
do. A health hazard that can occur in
body piercings is that of infection, which
is a hazard that affects only the person
who has the piercing. This infection is
not contagious, and there is not a chance
it can be passed from one student to an
other. This is a hazard that must be taken
very seriously when one decides to get
a piercing of any sort. The body pierc-

ing issue has become so serious, that it
has been defined in Illinois law. The 9 lSI
General Assembly of Legislation passed
an amendment to the Criminal Code of
1961 which states: "... it is a lass C mis
demeanor for a person to pierce the body
of a person under 18 year of age with
out written consent of the parent or legal
guardian of that per on ..." It is a fact
that piercings are potentially dangerous
and can cause harm to people. [f a par
ent is willing to take the risk of his child
being infected by a piercing, it is the sole
decision of the student and the parent
and should not involve the chool in any
way.

It is also my beliefthat body piercings
do not disrupt the educational process.
From what I have seen, most non-ear
piercings include jewelry that is prob
ably no bigger than the nail on the end
of one of my fingers. [have, however,
seen ear jewelry that is much larger than
this size. These body piercings are a
part of the fashion and culture of this
generation of teenagers. In the next few
years, body piercings will probably be
come common place. This transition is
one that is hard to accept for some. Op
ponents to the e piercings need to un
derstand that piercings do not promote
anything negative or disrespectful, but
that piercings are merely a fashion trend.

By writing this editorial, I am not en
couraging students to get their bodies
pierced. Getting a piercing of any sort
sould be taken seriously. I am simply ex
pressing my personal views as a stu
dent.

SPARTANITESPEAKOUT
As Seniors What Advice Would You Give to Freshmen?

S artanite Staff

"Just sit down, shut up, and en
joy the ride."-Bill Zielinski
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"I really have no advice except
have fun and enjoy high school
because before you know it
you'll be graduating. "-Kevin
Walker

Jim Horvath
Meena Babu
Brian Caster
Dave Jodelka
Dave Lundeen
Beth Ott

Tony Fantozzi
Bob Puhr
Anthony Pap
Mike Ma ino
Tony Fantozzi
Mr . B. Whiteaker
M . J. urma

"It's always good to give se
niors money."-Bob Dahlstrom

"Enjoy it while it lasts because
it goes by quick. If possible do
most ofyour homework in study
hall."
-Mark Hnat

"Do your homework. Ha ha.
Have fun for the next four years."
-Scott Beisterfeld

"Take advantage of high school
forwhat it is worth and have tons
of fun with your four years."
Russell Carey

"Do your homework. Also don't
be afraid of being yourself, take
a stand.."-Angela Van Vuren

"Have fun and be yourself.
Don't take anything any upper
classmen says to you offen
sively. They're just giving you a
h rd time because you're a
freshman! They're just joking
though. Join a lot of sports and
clubs. You'll have a good time."
Tracy Mancillas

"Have a good four years, don't
look back."-Eric Lisitza

"Don'ttake anything for granted.
These four years fly by. They're
the funnest time. Have fun go
ing out with your friends. Also,
start thinking now about what
you want to do after school. It's
never too early to start plan
ning."-Tina Moretti

partanite editorials repre entthe opinions of individual staffrnern
ber , not the publication it. elf. Replie to the e editorial are welcomed
nd can be en! to partanite office room 204.
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OL welcomes new staff
By Meena Babu
News Editor

As many students have real
ized, there i a great number of
new teacher and aides work
ing with the Oak Lawn Commu
nity High chool faculty thi
year. This article will help you
get to know the people you
might be working with this year
and in the years to come!

Ms. Emily oulter i the new
Music Teacher/Band Director.
Her past experience includes her
job as a band director in Michi
gan. This year she plans on
working diligently with the
school bands and getting to
know her students.

Mr. Brett Habas is teaching
science at OLCH . He chose to
come to this school, because he

feels the administrators are truly
earnest in making sure this
school is run well.

Ms. Kimberly Holder will be
a math and chemistry teacher in
room 269.

Ms. Rakaia John on and
M . Ellen Merkle are both pe
cial Education Aides. They will
provide one-on-one help for in
dividual students and specially
accommodate other .

Mr. Brian Kretschmer is a
physical education teacher. He
is also the new trainer at Oak
Lawn High School.

M . Catherine Little is a
new teacher in the math depart
ment this year. She came to
OL HS because she'd heard
many positive things about its
studentSand staff. he also en
joyed her experience teaching

here at the end of last year and
chose to stay.

Ms. Laura Lutz is a new sec
retary working in Office 123. As
a financial services coordinator,
she works to produce a monthly
financial statement for the
school.

M . Brenda Lynch is our
school nurse, responsible for

dealing with all illnesses and
injuries.

Mr. Michael McLaughlin is
a Physical Education/Health
Teacher at OL H . He came
here because he enjoys work
ing in the suburbs, as well as
working with the students. He
is also a boys' baseball coach.

Ms. Catherine Morrin is the

new nglish/Fine Art Division
hairperson. he will over ee

educational program and make
decisions about possible
changes in the course or cur
ricula.

Mr. hristopher Newton is a
new math teacher. lie i al ()
the sophomore boys' basketball
coach. lie hopes to establish a
friendly relationship with all tu
dents and staff members.

Ms. Jamie Portal also
teache math. Her plan for thi
year are to get to know the ins
and outs ofOak Lawn High.

Ms. Jennifer Rawson is
teaching Industrial Education.

Mr. Marcus Wargin is a new
math teacher. He came to OLCHS
because he feels there is a very
warm and friendly atmo phere
here.

70 Students Receive Academic Letter
The A Cappella Ensemble

sang "Wings to Fly" during the
ceremony, and following the
pre entation, the Music Ensem
ble performed a recessional
piece as the guests proceeded
to the Media Center for a small
reception.

Joseph Banasiak, rika Buys,
Anthony Cerceo, Jodie Daley,
Caroline Foley, Gina Forlenza,
Kathleen Klup ha , Emily
McLoughlin, Brian Messina,
Amy Nagel, Martin Zubek, Dia
mond Zukas, and Adam
Zwirkoski.

CALL US

425-9191

901 0 S. Cicero
Oak Lawn

ow Open For Lunch

Business Hours:
Sun. thru Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Tax free group rates for school sponsored organizations, clubs, and sports.

BRING THIS AD IN AND
GET FREE ORDER 01:. TWISTY BREAD

Harper, Pamela Hoover, Kasia
Jachymczyk, David Jodelka,
Marjorie Koeppen, Kenneth
Korab, Thomas Miller, William
Palmer, Melissa Renz, Jennifer
Sepessy, and Matt Ulanowski.

The thirteen third-year recip
ients of the chevron pins are:

Forty-one first-year recipi
ents received the academic let
ter . These students are: Tara
AJexander Rebecca Annen,
Meena Babu, Marisa Beri tain,
William Blaettler, Giulia

alafiore, Jason Cascio, Nakima
lark, Adam Clemens, Kelly

Cunneen, Christina Derencius,
Tony Derencius, Heather
Donlan, Deanne Drechsler, Jes
sica Dunk, Erlinda Garcia,
Michael Goshorn, Jenna
Harper, John Huish, helly
Kamia, Richard Koch, Amanda
Kramer, Breane Lorenz,
Jacquelline Martinez, Michael
Martinez, Raymond Mockus,
Laura Mottl, Jonathon Naples,
Thuy Nguyen, Diana Ocampo,
Ryan O'Connor, Valerie Olson,
Jennifer Rolniak, Joseph

helpman, Carolyn iwa,
amantha Synowiecki, Lynn

Tarkowski, Katherine Vogel,
Kevin West, Nazneen Yasin,
and Amy Zero.

The sixteen second-year re
cipients of the chevron pins are:
Jennifer Bartkowiak, Emily
Buy, Brian Caster, Cheryl ole,
Anthony Fantozzi, abrina

Nazneen Vasin
StaffWriter

On September 16, academ ic
letters and chevron pins were
awarded to seventy students at
the Annual Academic Letter
Awards. Recipients were re
quired to maintain a 3.75 GPA
while carrying at least five sub
jects in both semesters of the
previous year.

The A appella Ensemble
opened the ceremony with their
rendition of the national an
them. Following their perfor
mance, Mr. Jerry, Vice-President
of the Board of Education, and
Dr. Fronczak, Principal of Oak
Lawn High chool, each deliv
ered speeches to welcome the
audience of parents and stu
dents.

Also attending the ceremony
were several other board mem
bers and OL HS administrators.

Mr. Jerry and Dr. Fronczak
awarded each student his or her
letter or pin as As istant Princi
pal Mr. Murphy announced the
names.

Len Scaduto Driving SchooL Inc.
4957 W. 95th Sl, Oak Lawn, IL

(708)423-1212
··4 Week Program·· I

L Offer bxpires 1213V99-BRlNG COUPON ..J----------------------------
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Fans are wild about 'Damn Yankees'

Play Cast. (Photo By Rachel Laylo)

By Je ica chroeder
StajfWriter

Well, Spartans, it's that time
ofyear again, and the fall musi
cal is heading straight for us.
This year, under the direction of
Mr. Tom Dzurison, OLCHS will
be presenting the mu ical com
edy Damn Yankees.

The production will take
place in the Auditorium Gym at
8 p.m. on November 4th, 5th,
and 6th. Ticket are Id by
cast and crew member at $5 for
adults, and $4 for students and
senior citizen .

The plot to the play is quite
amusing! Real-estate alesman
Joe Boyd loves the baseball
team, the Washington enators.
The only problem is that the

enator stink!
The trouble begins when Mr.

Applegate (the devil) comes to
Joe and offers him the chance
ofa lifetime--to be a twenty-two
year-old Joe Hardy, who will
play baseball for the Senators,
who are currently in seventh
place. Hopefully, he can lead
them into tirst place and win the
pennant.

The problem is that when Joe
made thi deal, he left behind
his job and his wife Meg. Later
on, Joe starts to miss his wife
dearly, and that makes Mr.

Applegate very nervous. So,
he gets his top "home-wrecker,"
Lola, to distract Joe, so that he
doesn't go back to his wife. That
way he will be able to win the
pennant. To fmd out the end to
this wild and crazy plot, you will
just have to see the production!

This year's cast includes
over fifty people! Eric Martig
will play Mr. Applegate, and
both Erika Buys and Deanne
Drechsler will act as Lola. Adam
Zwirkoski and Justin Haak will
portray Joe Hardy, and Susan
Mueller and Bob Puhr will play
Meg Boyd and Joe Boyd, re
spectively. Samantha tan
iszewski and Tori Fisher will act
as Gloria, and Don Andersen
and Mark Liescke will play
Benny Van Buren.

Marc Palluck will play Rocky,
Caleb Kosek will act as mokey,
and Anthony Cerceo will be
Sohovic. Amy Zavala will act
as Sister, and Val Olson will play
Doris.

The role of Welch will be
played by Dennis Kasprowicz,
and Candie Zichmiller will be
Commissioner. Katie McCarthy
will play Lynch-.· Both Andrea
Walsh and Jennifer R Inial< will
be reporters.

Diamond Zukas wi I act as
Postwoman, and Lola's girls will
be portrayed by Candice
Noodwang, Jacqui Pugh,

Katherine Su lIivan, and Lisa
Wolo zyn. Bryant will be played
by Jason Cascio, and Bouley will
be played by Kevin West.

Rob tack will act as Lowe,
Bryan Grant will be playing
Mickey, and Matt Dauner will
act as Linville.

The baseball players will be
portrayed by: Jeff Andersen,

teve Berryman, Pat Fisher, Mike
Kenealy, Phil Schneider, Jeff
Selmeister, and Ed Wilczek.

Dancers are Christina
Derenciu, herri Elworthy, Sa
rah Goldrick, Rachel Kozlowski,

eline Metzger, Dana and
Danielle Roman, and Katie Vogel.

Fans will be played by: Lily

Djurakov, Fred Housman, 01
leen Kelleher, Nicole Lassan
drello, and Robert Liescke.

Also acting as fan are: Kara
McCarthy, Jessica Schroeder,
Monica Siedschlag, Margaret
Sionskis, and Debbie Zwirkoski.

Also a major part in this pro
duction is the crew, whose mem
bers work to create props and
assemble all the sets for the
play. The play would not be
complete without their dedica
tion and hard work.

Members of the crew for
Damn Yankees include:
Amanda Berent, Jennifer
Campbell, Abril Delgado,
Deborah Gallagher, Jennifer GiJ-

bert, Amanda Hagberg, Richard
Holzle, Kasia Jachymczyk, and
Sara Kummer.

Also in crew are: Amanda
Kwick, Melissa Maddock,
Jonathon Naples, Steven Pe
ters, Nicki Pizza, Megan Powell,
Justin Ramel, and Mack Raske.

Other members are: Keith
elucky, Ashley Singer, Mat

thew mith, Douglas Terrell,
Daniel Thompson, Alma
Tovar, Wesley Usyak, Sarah
Whicher, Adam Winchell, and
DianaZink.

Come to OL's production of
Damn Yankees and enjoy the
music, the dancing, and an alto
gether wonderful production.

Someone You Should Know
By Jennifer Wiederhold
StajfWriter

You may have seen a young
lady by the name of Erika Buys
in last year's homecoming court.
Or, you may have seen her in
Hello. Dolly! as Irene Malloy.
You also may have seen this tal
ented young woman participat
ing in a National Honor Society
service project. In any case,
senior Erika Buys deserves to
be known to the masses.

When she was young, she
never imagined that she would

be in the spotlight for her act
ing skills. Her first "experience"
was years ago when she and
her sister performed miniature
plays at home for their parents.
When Erika graduated from
Simmons in 1996,shehadn'tyet
been in an onstage production.
When she came to Oak Lawn
Community High School, how
ever, her mother learned of the
high quality ofOLCHS produc
tions and encouraged her
daughter to try out. The rest is
history, as they say, and Erika
has been acting ever since.

Erika's next role is the part of

Lola in the upcoming OLCHS
production of the musical com
edy Damn Yankees.

In preparation for a play, Erika
must connect with her charac
ter. he makes up a past for her
role, so that she may become bet
ter acquainted with her charac
ter. he enjoys this process and
all the other work involved with
her talent because acting allows
her to become someone else for
a few hours, and somewhat re
lax after a hard day's work. (It's
difficult to maintain her status
as 2nd in her graduating class.)

Between play and school-

work, this dynamic senior also
manages to set aside time for a
job and Forensics. rika wa
encouraged to join OL' s speech
team after her acting talent was
discovered. he has competed
at regional, sectional, and state
levels for Forensics. Her fond
est memories are from this ac
tivity.

Erika will graduate from
OLCHS this year. In college, she
plans to major in International
Business, a field where her gyb
lic speaking talents will be used.

She encourages anyone with
a love or talent for acting, or

any pastime, to go for it. She
advise that anything can be ac
complished if you don't allow
anyone to hold you back.

Erika Buys

With Ad
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Horoscopes

Summer Movies I Lost My Marbles

Final Fantasy

"Neon Ballroom"

Quote of the Day
Today's quote of the day is from Chewbacca the Wookie:

"AAAAAUUUUUUUUGGGGGGGHHHHHHRRRRRRRAAAAAUUUUUUUUGGHHHH"

Beth Ott
Feature editor

Libra (Sept.23-0ct.22)
You are able to identify and ap
preciate the world around you.
You're finally starting to figure
out your place in the world,
which couldn't come at a better
time. Take this time to be at
peace with yourself.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov.22)
Confusion is starting to sur
round you. You are feeling so
many different emotions that it
is getting hard for you to keep
things under control. Concen
trate on just being who you are.

agittarius (Nov.23-Dec.21)

Melissa Renz
StaffWriter

It was a whirlwind summer at
the movies. Let's take a look at
some of the hits and misses.
"The Phantom Menace" had
fans running to the local cinema
like there was no tomorrow. The
pre-quel was one of the most
anticipated films of the summer.
It was an awesome movie and
almost no "Star Wars" fans were
disappointed.
"Austin Powers 2: The spy who
shagged me" was a sequel not

Aaron Hosek-----

StaffWriter

Final Fantasy VIII was fmally
released in the U.S.A. on Sep
tember 9. This was quite possi
bly one of the greatest days in
video game history. It is prob
ably what a lot of people will
soon consider to be the great
est game ever made.

Final Fantasy VIII is the next
installment in the series that
made Square oft a respected
name in the video game indus
try. As usual, the story in this
sequel is completely apart from
all of the other Final Fantasies.
You are Squall Leonheart, a
member ofan elite mercenary or
ganization known as SeeD.
Trained in places called Gardens,
SeeDs are dispersed around the
world to help people in a war
torn world.

The story is superb and CG
(computer generated) cinema
scenes scattered throughout
the game help tell the story
rather the hinder it. As opposed
to other FF games, magic points
have been thrown out the win
dow and are replaced by the
new "Draw" system. Basically
you draw magic from enemies
and stock it like an item.

Also, a new system called

It may not be easy, but it is im
portant to have patience. You
have an amazing influence over
people and if you direct this
power in the right frame ofmind,
you'll be able to accomplish a
lot more.
Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.19)
Fear seems to be controlling
your life right now. The known
and unknown seem to be lurk
ing around every corner. It's
about time you face what is both
ering you and fix your problems
before things get worse.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)
It may seem like people are try
ing to challenge you, but if
you're eling insecure then

to miss. Everyone's favorite
secret agent was back to battle
his arch nemesis, Dr. Evil. Aus
tin Power's second outing was
just as funny as the first.

Another summer movie was
"South Park.The Movie. .. Fans
of the show flocked to the the
ater to ee their favorite TV char
acters make their big screen de
but. The movie was much like
the show with its twisted humor.
"Big Daddy" is the comic tale
of an unlikely father. Adam

andler stars in this hysterical
look at parenting.

Junctioning makes its debut. In
a nutshell, you equip GF's, or
Guardian Forces, rather like
Espers (magical beast things)
from FF3. Each GF has abilities
that allow you to increase your
own stats with stocked magic.
This system is complicated at
first, but should become rather
easy after messing around with
it for a little bit.

Equipment, like armor and
accessories is also done away
with, being replaced by
Junctioning. Each character has
one weapon, which is
upgradeable at Junk Shops. No
treasures either only Draw
Points that allow you to draw
spells from them. The battle
system has remained the same
though. You have an ATB
gauge. When it fills up, you can
attack, use magic or use other
commands.

Overall, Square Soft has done
it again. The only problem was
lack ofdecent side quests. Even
the translation was an excellent
a turn around from other games.
Breathtaking visuals, compel
ling story, awesome music, and
lack of flaws make this game a
must have for any Playstation

owner.

you should take this time to
learn rather than compete.
Sometimes it's better not to
fight.
Pisces (Feb. I 9-Mar.20)
It may seem like you've lost a
lot oftime lately, but now is your
chance to make up for it. All the
important aspects of your per
sonality are finally coming out
and you should observe the
world around you in this new
light.
Aries (Mar.21-Apr.19)
You may find yourselfin a lot of
compromising situations. Try
to take the lead and make sure
everything turns out fairly. tay
confident in your abilities but

Katrina Percak
Staff writer

I'm sure most of you have
heard the expression "You've
lost your marbles!" But how
many ofyou have actually gone
in search of these "missing
marbles?" Well, I did.

You see, it all started last
week. I was having the worst
day in the world. 110 t my gym
uniform, my English homework,
and my lunch money. That's
bad enough. So, you would
imagine my surprise when later
that day at home I discovered
I'd lost my marbles! I didn't
even know until my Mom told
meso.

I was making a peanut-but
ter-banana-Swedish fish on a
bagel sandwich when my Mom
came into the room and yelled,
"You have lost your marbles!"
Since then, it has been my mis
sion to find these alleged
marbles.

I didn't know where to start

Nick Blazina and Brian Murphy
StaffWriters

Neon Ballroom is the 3rd al
bum from the Australian trio,
Silverchair. This CD is a notable
departure from the band's ear
lier musical endeavors (1995's
Frogstomp and 1997's
Freakshow). With help from the
subject of the Oscar winning
movie, Shine classical pianist
David Helfgott adds a touch of
discordant classical piano to the
album's epic opener, "Emotion
Sickness". Along with such
songs as "Satin Sheets" and
"Spawn Again" Silverchair
shows us also, that they are

don't get carried away with your
new responsibility.
Taurus (Apr.20-May20)
Many people will challenge and
inspire you. You're on a spiri
tual journey and are looking for
anything that can help you
along the way. Just remember
your inner self is stronger than
anything else.
Gemini (May21-June20)
You certainly know how to put
yourself in the way ofobstacles,
but now what do you do about
it? Try not to overload yourself
or you'll be worn down and wi II
regret it later.
Cancer (June21-July22)
It seems as if you're having

looking for them, 0 I asked my
brother. He didn't know either.

o instead I called my friend,
Darlene. She said that the first
place she'd look would be the
floor. I had a lead!

I figured there's no place like
home, so that's where I looked
first. I was crawling around on
the floor that very night when
my Grandma came over. "Have
you lost your marbles?" was the
first thing she said to me.

I just nodded and smiled.
How did she know? Looking
around on the floor was un
eventful, except for finding 55
cents and a ew Doritos, (And
those didn't 4\ven taste good.)

The next day1wanted to look
for my marble~ a'glt1n, but once
again, I didn't know where to
start. I figured since my
Grandma had known I had lost
my marbles, maybe she would
know where to find them. I called
her and she told me that she
keep hers in a marble bag. I
should have thought of that a
long time ago. Maybe I

completely capable of compos

ing "orchestral" masterpieces,

as well as mosh pit provoking
anthems.

"We wanted to do something
completely different," says front
man and songwriter Daniel
Johns in a recent interview with
Guitar One magazine. Well,
John's attitude of "go where
they ain't" has allowed the al
bum to achieve well beyond
platinum status in Australia and
the U.S. as well as Canada. "I
pretty much achieved my life
musical goal with this album."

It makes one wonder that,
since they are only 20 years of
age, where will they go from
here? With Zeplinesque songs,

trouble deciding whether or not
it's your responsibility to deal
with the darkness or to give
light. You have a lot to accom
plish so don't try to do it all.
Leo (July23-Aug.22)
You seem to be really happy
with yourselflately, but now it's
time to look critically at what
you're doing. Try to maintain
this status and not let your
faults overtake you.
Virgo (Aug.23- ep.22)
People are starting to really like
what you're doing, but they also
may be looking for a security
blanket. Try not to be too com
forting or controlling. Find a
happy medium.

wouldn't have lost mine! Any
how, my Grandma gave me an
other GREAT place to look: in
my little brother's toy-box!

As soon as I got off the
phone with my Grandma, I ran
into my little brother' room, and
tripped over a bucket of Legos
(Looking for your marbles can
be a painful experience). I
quickly got up and headed over
to the toy-box.

After what seemed like end
les years, rather minutes, of
digging through Ninja Turtles
and Batman figures, I
found ... MY MARBLES! I
jumped up on the bed and did
my own version ofa touchdown
dance. After doing a brief ver
sion of the Macarena, I began
to sing, "Do a little dance, find a
little marble, get down tonight!
Get down tonight!" I looked up
to see my Mom standing in the
doorway.

"You know, you're re
ally off your rocker," she said
as she shook her head and left
the room. What?!? I'm sup-

such as "Black Tangled Heart,"
it se ms that these young art
ists have mastered the art of
blending the influence of the
greatest rock bands of all time,
with some oftoday's new aged
computer bleeps and tweets.
The recording process was so
experimental in fact, on a track

for the first single 'Anthem for
the Year 2000", John's vocals
were backed up by the New
South Wales Public School
Singers. A perfect blend of old
and new (neo-new; ballroom
old) this album is definitely a
contemporary masterpiece
worth adding to your CD col
lection.
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Need Some Advice for Homecoming?------

The Homecoming Tradition

Who Asks Who?

Bill Palmer
StajJWriter

Stretch limousines, breath
taking corsages, elegant gowns
and fine dining: these are just a
few of the traditions that have
marred high-school homecom
ings for generations. For truly
genuine romance, take my ad
vice on how to strike the bulls
eye with Cupid's arrow at this
year's homecoming extrava
ganza.

First ofall, the concept of im
pressing your date is a waste of
time. The last thing a guy
should want to do on this spe
cial evening is to let his date
think that he is too excited. To
avoid this phenomenon, try
these ideas. Show up at least
twenty minutes late when pick-

Mandy Hansen
StajJWriter

Did you ever wonder what
Homecoming actually is or why
it's such a big deal? Well, the
answer is quite simple. It is a
time for memories to be made.
Homecoming isn't just about
winning a football game, it's
about showing pride. It's a time
to get away from everyday chal
lenges and just have fun with
your friends.

Throughout the week of
homecoming you've probably
enjoyed the pepassemblies, pa
rade, football game, dance and
Spirit Week activities. However,
have you ever wondered where
the idea of homecoming origi
nated? Did you ever wonder
why we have a King and Queen

Lynn Tarkowski
StajJWriter

Homecoming is finally here
and it seems as if it's been ages
since students started pairing
up for the dance. They can look
back and see themselves anx
iously awaiting someone to ask
them to the dance. It seems as
if everyone was either waiting
for someone to ask them, or try
ing to work up the courage to
ask someone else themselves.
The question, however, still
seems to sit in everyones'
minds. Who exactly is sup
posed to ask whom to the
dance? Is it the guys that ask
the girls, or do the girls ask the
guys? Most people believe
in the old-fashioned way that it

ing up your date. Since it is now
too late for pictures, repeatedly
honk your hom from your date's
driveway. When your date
comes running outside, she'll
be surprised to see that the an
noying hom she's been hearing
is attached to the handlebars of
your rusty Huffy ten-speed.
While hurriedly snapping your
fmgers, tell her to, "Hop aboard
the Vengabike Express. It's time
to get down."

By the time you arrive at the
dance, your date will be thor
oughly intrigued by your intro
ductory antics. Now it is time
to make your date feel comfort
able. Guessing that your date
will be an awful dancer, make her
feel better by "shakin' your
groove thang" as poorly as
possible. I recommend spend-

or why every'One gets so
wrapped up in a Jt.ight offun?

The nation's fi~t homecom
ing was celebrated in 191 I at
Missouri State University.
Chester L. Bewer, Missouri's
athletic director, had a plan to
add some excitement to the al
ready scheduled game. He is
sued a call to all alumni and fans
to "Come home" for the game
and celebrate. The alumni and
fans answered the invitation
with over 10,000 people pack
ing the stands. The celebration
included a parade, rally and an
exciting football ganle. Home
coming was born that autumn
in high school, colleges and uni
versities around the world.

One major tradition ofHome
coming is the King and Queen.
The king and queen were not

is the guys' duty to ask out the
girls, but some people have
changed their opinions. It
seems that it can go either way
now. Some guys believe it re
ally is their job to do the asking,
but there are also many guys
that are too scared to ask a girl.
In one of my classes, I over
heard three guys talking. It
seemed that not one of them
had asked anyone yet. Per
plexed by this, Tdecided to ask
them why they didn't. It was
very interesting because they all
responded by saying that they
just dido't have the courage to
ask the girls. This proves that
the guys get just as scared as
the girls do about asking some
one to do the dance.

ing all three hours of the dance
doing the macarena; never
changing tempo, never moving
your feet, or making eye con
tact with anything other than
the ceiling. This type ofbehav
ior will greatly build your lady
friend's confidence. She will be
so secure, in fact, that she will
have the guts to dance with all
of your best friends, and even
kiss one of them by the conclu
sion of the dance.

Just because the dancing has
ended does not mean the night
is over. If you manage to find
your date, it is time for you and
her to enjoy a delicious meal.
Steer clear from "played out",
unoriginal restaurants like
Palermo's and T.G.1. Friday's.

Instead, pedal your bike to
the nearest Seven-Eleven con-

originally part of the first held
dance. It wasn't until 1922 that
the king and queen became a
tradition in the homecoming
celebration. It was a time for
students to expand on tradi
tions, rites and rituals that had
begun.

The grand tradition of green
and white continues here at Oak
Lawn. It is a part of the school's
history, and gives us a chance
to look back at the most memo
rable celebration, the homecom
ing tradition. Homecoming has
always been a big part in
people's lives ever since that
"Come home" call in 1911. It is
a tradition that has been in
people's lives for over 80 years,
and will continue on for many
more.

Despite the old fashioned
views, there are a lot ofgirls that
are doing exactly the opposite
and asking the guys to Home
coming. As the years go by this
concept seems to be coming
more and more popular. One girl
I asked said that she was plan
ning to ask the guy she had a
crush on as soon as she saw
him. I don't know ifshe ended
up going through with it, but
she had the guts and would
rather ask him then not go at all.

It seems that the situation can
not be avoided. If you want
someone to go to homecoming
with you then you have to ask
them. However, it seems that
people are still trying to find
some loopholes. Some people

venience store. Here you will
treat your date to four magnifi
cent varieties of frozen bever
ages (Slurpees), and eat noth
ing but the finest cuts of beef
(Slim Jim's amazing selection of
jerky). For dessert, she may
choose between Hostess Cup-

that are shy and get their friends
to ask for them. It seems to be a
very popular way ofasking be
cause it is a lot easier. Ofcourse,
it is also easier to ask the per
son on the phone or in a note.
No matter how you ask though,
the question will always remain,
who does the asking?

In the end I guess it doesn't
really matter who does the; ask-

cakes or Twinkies. Ifyou really
want to show her what a great
guy you are, buy her both, and
tell her she can pay you back
later. This will leave your dates
in absolute awe. Don't worry,
you can thank me later.

ing. It all comes down to
whether you like old traditions,
or ifyou're ready to embrace the
new concepts of today. Some
times change is good and ifyou
think about it, you'll have a
date! In the end is it harder to
ask, or to sit and wait for some
one to ask you? The question
is for you to decide.
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some friends and had a lovely
time dancing the night away.
The expression, "Time flies
when you're having fun" was
not only a sentiment, but also a
virtue that night. My best friend
broke her heel when she was
dancing to "Jump Jive An'
Wail" so it looked like she was
just bobbing up and down, and
one kid was just standing at the
snack table eating cookies the
whole time. I felt kind of bad,
so I decided to ask cookie
breath and the bobber to dance
with each other. How cute!
Overall, it was great. A group
of us went to Papa Joe's after
wards and had pizza and pop. I
hated to see it all end as well as
the guy's expression when he
saw the bill.

order and I was headed out the
door with my guy until out
came... Ashley!

My mom was already load
ing her new camera with film,
but when my little sister came I
knew I was doomed. Ashley was
insistently begging me to let her
come along, but then again,
maybe it was just her bratty little
voice echoing in my head.
Whatever the case she couldn't
come along, yet she did man
age to get in almost every pic
ture that my dear mother was
taking. Naturally, she was hug
ging my date in every shot,
which makes things ten times
worse. [t was finally time to
leave so I grabbed my coat,
purse, (not to mention my date's
hand) and we both flew out the
door.

At the dance we met up with

After Homecoming Ideas

even if you are incredibly ner
vous being with your first date,
like I was last year.

Like any rookie, I waited pa
tiently for the upcoming Home
coming dance that evening. I
spent all day preparing for a
night I never thought or dreamt
I'd be attending. Let me tell you,
I~LYHADTHEBUTTE~

FLIES! ActuaJly, they were more
like bats trying to escape, each
one mumbling from inside me,
"You're in for a disaster!"

I figured, however, that it was
too late to back out, so I did a
final check-up on everything
that needed to be done before
my date arrived. Hair: check,
make-up: good enough, dress:
fine, ticket: yep, tlower-thingie
for him: got it, extra money:
DAD?!

Everything seemed to be in

or another experience this an
nual event. Whether one goes
to this special occasion to make
a fashion statement, to keep up
with the latest styles or to show
offsome dance moves, there are
bound to be some fond memo
ries for everyone! These memo
ries can be treasured forever

The first formal dance of the
year, Homecoming, has been a
top priority for couples to at
tend. With or without a date,
teenagers from freshmen to se
niors will hopefully at one time

By Christina Cucci
Staffwriter

Homecoming Dream or Disaster?------

Homecoming Preparation

to be romantic. If you feel like
making it a long night, catch a
movie at the Music Box Theatre
at 3733 N. Southpost Ave. It's
an antique setting with very or
nate theatres and an incredible
sound system. Their selected
films aren't the typical run-of
the mill shows you would see
at the Commons. The Music
Box feature independent films
and show old movies like The
Birds, Psycho, and NasferatlJ
for the Halloween season.

As you can probably tell, I'm
partial to looking outside Oak
Lawn. However, there are
things to do in Oak Lawn ... it's
just a matter of a painstaking
search. So if you can't make it
out to the North ide after the
dance, cruise around Orland or
some other nearby town just to
see what you'll find. As your
past Homecoming activity ad
visor, above all, I stress creativ
ity. Don't let this be just an
other Homecoming.

matches the girl's dress. They
also have to make sure they
make reservations to the place
that she wants to go to after the
dance. Then comes the dance.

According to some partan
men, it take them about a half
an hour to get ready for the
dance. They must make sure
that their hair looks good and
that their entire outfit matches.
Another thing they must do is
wait for the girls to get ready,
which takes a long time and is '
probably the most boring part.
It may be a hassle, but it's worth
it in the end. Girls, that just
proves that we're not the only
ones that worry about home
coming!

get used to them until the day
after the dance, which is usu
ally the day before they fall off.
Another important part is your
makeup. You have to get all t"e
right shades to match your
dress. After the dress is bought
and the hair, nails and makeup
are done, you are almost fin
ished. All that's left is to make
sure you get shoes, a purse,
earrings, a necklace, that all
match your dress, and we cant
forget the breath mints!

cal for the majority of Home
coming people to go out and
feed the machine after a hard
night of crazy dancing. What
happens? You find out where
your friends are going, right?
Everyone knows a friend who
has a friend and you all end up
at one restaurant and the poor
people who work at the restau
rant are fuming because it's late
and they want to go home early.

Want a qua t little oriental
place? Shirley's near Halstead
is small and qui~liwldthe own
ers are very nice. Top off your
evening at Boost afe with a
chocolate expresso shake or a
regular old cup of joe and one
of their delicious pastries.
There are so many places to find,
so many eccentric little treasures
out there, so go out and try
something different.

If you're planning on sepa
rating from your friends to
spend some quality time with
your date, I suggest attempting

And now for the boys...
We all know it doesn't take

the guys half as long as it does
the girls, but it does require some
work on their part. They must
make sure what they wear

Andrea Devivo
StaffWriter

What to do, what to do?
Having trouble deciding just the
right way to spend your time
after Homecoming? Ifyou are a
senior, or even a junior, this
scene is probably familiar. How
many of you have gone to the
same restaurant two or even
three years in a row? How many
of you have never made it out
of Oak Lawn? If you plan on
sticking with a group of people
after the dance, I suggest the
downtown area. I realize this is
not prom and many ofyou don't
feel like shelling out the dough
for two expensive events this
year. For those of you who
don't know, downtown Chicago
needn't be overly extravagant.
Get familiar with north side, it's
a unique place to be.

Let me begin by reviewing the
typical after-the-dance activi
ties. For the most part, its typi-

The next step is your hair.
There are so many ways that
you can get your hair done
nowadays. There is the up do,
the down do, the mixture of the
two, straight, curly, wavy,
crimped, the list goes on and on.
Once you have tried to come up
with your own style for the sake
of saving money, you usually
decide at the last minute that
you give up and get it done pro
fessionally.

Now to the accessories! Fake
nails are also a big deal for the
big day. You figure that since
you are already getting all
decked out that you might as
well go get the nails done too.
They are usually about three
inches too long and you don't

seems like it never ends. It usu
ally turns out that three hours
later, after about six crowded
stores, and about 15 dresses,
you want the first dress that you
tried on. Now you just have to
call all your friends to make sure
that they don't have it. When
you fmally get your dress and
make sure that no one else has
it, it is now time to move on.

Jackie Casey & Emily
Swatowski
StaffWriters

The preparation before Home
coming for any girl is VERY long
and thorough. It starts, of
course, with buying a dress.
Walking through the mall all day,
going from store to store, dress
ing room to dressing room, it
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Battles From the Kitchen

Summer Movies Continued...

Mad Libs

Trivia

By Joe Banasiak
StajJwriler

This article is a look at some
of the most legendary rivalries
in our kitchen. Because taste is
simply a matter of personal
taste, I have decided to solve
these arguments in an imagin
able duel between the two prod
ucts at hand. This is an unbi
ased way to decide which is
better.

Match number I: Orange
Juice vs. unny Delight. This
i a very complicated fight, be
cause the products are very
similar. unny Delight would
have the initial advantage, start
ing off with its packaging. The
casing is hard plastic, provid-

By Dave Jodelka
Co-Feature Editor

Top Ten Movies That Should
Have Won Oscars

10.) Jack Frost (the original)
This horror movie is about a man
who dresses up in a snowman
costume and murders people.
This has classic written all over
it.
9.) Hercules in New York-I've
never seen this movie, but it's
Amold Schwarzenegger's first
movie. They use someone
else's voice becau e Arnold
couldn't speak English, and ev
eryone loves when someone
else's voice comes out of
someone's mouth. Best special
effects in a movie ... ever.
8.) Godzilla 1985-No other movie
has ever done such a fabulous
job of depicting giant monsters
against cardboard buildings.
Definitely a candidate for best
special effects, and possibly
be t picture.
7.) Home Alone 4-I'm sure
you're all wondering, "Hey,
there's no Home Alone 4." Well
you're exactly right. But, one
of these days, I'm sure some
one will come along and think,
"Wow, remember Home Alone?
That movie was popular for a
few days." Then they'll think,
, Hey, didn't they make two se-

If you were looking for ro
mance you probably traveled to
''Nolling Hill." A big time ac
tress falls for bookstore owner
in this sweet love story. In the
teen movie department, "Ameri
can Pie" with its perverse hu
mor had audiences rolling in the
aisles.

If you wanted thri lis and
chills this summer hopefully you
skipped "The Blair Witch
Project." This low budget hor
ror movie caused audiences to

ing needed protection against
the offenses of Orange Juice.
The shape is also to its advan
tage. Due to its wide, round
base, Sunny 0 is hard to topple
over, and if he should fall, he
would quickly roll away from the
attacker. These strengths are
the weakness ofOJ. His ca ing
is made of cardboard in a rect
angular shape, which is easier
to penetrate and to knock over.
If OJ should fall, he will not be
able to escape the next attack of
Sunny D.

OJ does have his advantages
however. Having natural citric
acid, he can do damage to
Sunny 0 by altering his delicate
pH level. OJ also has another
tactical advantage, the ability to

Top Ten
queIs? I heard number three
made about eight dollars." Since
this person wants some fast
cash, he'll put some kid in a
completely ridicur~us situation
and endanger him "({th robbers,
but it's okay becau\e he'll do
funny things to them. Look for
this action classic to be the win
ner of best drama in years to
come.
6.) Pi (pie)-No, not American
Pie, Pie, the movie. Whenever
I'm in Blockbuster, Isee this box
with the pi sign on it. I heard
it's supposed to be a horror
movie too. As scary as irratio
nal numbers can be, what kind
of title is this? Who's the ge
nius who made a horror movie
about math problems? This
movie doesn't deserve any rec
ognition at all. I just wanted to
get this off my chest.
5.) Live and let Die-If you're a
fan of the James Bond series,
I'm sure you won't be after
watching this pit::ce ofgarbage.
There's no story, Roger Moore
is in it, the thing they call a story
makes no sense, and Roger
Moore is in it. The only good
thing about this movie was the
song by Paul McCartney and
Wings. (I think this song actu
ally won an Oscar for best
soundtrack, so it really
shouldn't be up here, but if
you're looking for a good laugh,

lose their lunch (caused by the
amateur camera work) rather
than scream in terror. "The
Haunting" however did man
age to frighten moviegoers.
This remake of"The House on
Haunted Hilt' was an eerie look
into the paranormal. "The Sixth
Sense" was king of the box of
fice and for good reasons. The
story of a little boy haunted by
ghosts was extremely well done
and brilliantly acted. In the "I
should have saved my $8.00"

concentrate, which Sunny 0
cannot do. Victory: Orange
Juice.

Match number 2: Soft batch
vs. crunchy cookies. Okay, here
we go. This one is a little harder
to decide. Soft Batch cookies
have an advantage because if
they are knocked apart, they do
not crumble as their counter
parts would. This would allow
them to take the hardest blows
the crunchy can dish out. Also,
should the battle enter a glass
of milk, the soft batch would
definitely last longer in the white
liquid.

The crisper cookies have
their upsides also. The crunch
would be able to take the tough
est blows the chewy cookies

this is it.)
4.) Any Emest movie-Remem
ber Emest?
3.) Wrestlemania 13- You may be
thinking, "Wrestlemania is not
a movie, what are you thinking
Dave?" Well, ifpeople always
debate about whether wrestling
is real or fake, then they must
be pretty good actors. There
fore, Wrestlemania 13 is a prime
example ofpure drama at its fin
est. Anyhow, I chose number
13 because it has old school 0
Lo Brown, when he was still the
CPA of the Nation, and
everyone's favorite wrestler,
Faarooq.
2.) pace Balls-This classic
masterpiece showcases the epic
struggle between the forces of
good and evil. Dark Helmet and
that guy who plays the good
guy duke it out for the control
of the galaxy. It's hard to be
lieve that George Lucas made so
much money by ripping off this
story.
I.) Billy Madison-This is the
only serious choice I have on
here. This fihn shows one man's
struggle to survive the harsh
realities ofeveryday life. Actu
ally, there's not much ofa point,
but it's hilarious. This is hands
down the best movie ever cre
ated. Stop looking at me swan!

category we find" Wild, Wild
West." Even Will Smith's
catchy theme song couldn't
save this movie. It had no plot
and was poorly acted. "Run
away Bride" was the re-team
ing of Julia Roberts and Rich
ard Gere. The movie had a cute
plot and was well acted, but ran
too long. Well, there you have
it. Hopefully you enjoyed your

summer at the movies as much

as I did.

can dish out, while sustaining
little damage. In fact, the chewy
cookies may take the brunt of
every collision. The ability to
hold larger chocolate chips
would also give a weight advan
tage to crunchy cookies. The
deciding factor is definitely this.
Soft Batch cookies have a ten
dency to stick together, where
the opposing cookies can not.
They can only team up one at a
time. Victory: Soft Batch.

Match number 3: Water vs.
Gatorade. This one is a little
easier. Gatorade has many fla
vors and has more ingredients.
Even I have to admit that Fierce
Lime would be a tough oppo
nent for water, but that's all there
is. Water can dissolve Gatorade

ByJim Hinck
StajJwriter

Wrestling Trivia
I.) Name the 4 people who held
both the WCW and WWF
world titles.
Ans: Ric Flair, Hulk Hogan,
Randy avage and Kevin Nash.
2.) Who wa the only man to
ever hold the WWF European,
Tag, IC and world title?
Ans: Shawn Michaels
3.) Who had the longest WWF
title reign this decade?
Ans: Die el (Kevin Nash) at358
days.
4.) What 2 wrestlers have held
belts in ECW, WWF and WCW?
Ans: Shane Douglas and Mick
Foley.
5.) Name the 3 original members
of the NWO.
Ans: Hulk Hogan, Kevin Na h
and Scott Hall.
6.) What was Stone Cold teve
Austin's WCW persona?
Ans: "Stunning" teve Austin
7.) Other than Mick Foley, what
wrestler held the WW Tag
Team titles under2 difTerent per
sonas this decade?
Ans: Sean Waltman as the 1-2-3
Kid and X-Pac

By Dave Lundeen
Co-Feature Editor

Games for boys and girls
I.)Pin the I. ' on the

donkey
Number ofplayers: 10 or more
Take a 2. piece of
3. and draw the out-
line ofa donkey. Leave off the
~ . ~ ilie
picture on the 6. . Make
donkey 7. out of strips
of 8. or 9. _
Give each player a 10._--:-__
and a pin. Each player
II. his name or the
12. given him. Each
player, in turn is 13. _

so quickly, he wouldn't even
know what hit him. On top of
that, Gatorade is made ofwater,
which means he would have to
fight himself as well as H20.
Bottom line, Water is beller!!!
Victory: Water.

Match number 4: Ruffled
chips vs. Plain chips. This
match is so one sided I won't
even get into it. Besides, I'm
approaching my word limit.
Ruffled chips have more dura
bility, and they can withstand a
jar of dip, whereas plain chips
are thin and flaky. They break
in the dip and crumple under the
sl ightest pressure. Victory:
Ruffled chips.

8.)Who won the first "World
War 3" battle royal?
Ans: 'Macho Man" Randy
Savage
9.) Other than Owen Hart (R.I.P.)
name two other relatives ofBret
Hart to compete in WWF or
W W.
Ans: British Bulldog and Jim
"The Anvil" Neidhart
IO.)Name all the previous "King
of the Ring" winners including
this year's.
Ans: Bret Hart, Owen Hart,
Mabel, teve Austin, Triple H,
Ken hamrock and Billy Gunn.
11.)(Stumper! !)Who invented
the infamous Figure-Four
Leglock?
Ans: Butcher "Mad Dog"
Vachon, father of Luna Vachon.
12.)( uper- tumper, good luck)
Ilow many times has Ric Flair
held the NWA Mid-Atlantic
TV title?
Ans: Twice
Grading ystem (Optional)
J2 correct-Seek professional
help
9-1 J correct-Ringmaster
6-8 correct-Superstar
3-5 correct-Lightweight
1-2 correct-Jabroni
ocorrect-Michael Cole

14. once, and told to
try to I S. the
16. on the donkey.
He must 17. to the
wall and pin on the
18. or without
19.__-ing the wall. After
he has done this, he
20. off the blindfold
to see where he has pinned the
21. . The player who
pins the 22. nearest
to the donkey's .23. _
wins!!!
Numbers: I, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16,
18, 21, 22, 23-nouns.
Number 2-adjective.
Number 7·plural noun.
Numbers: 5, II, 15. 17, 19, 20-verbs.
Numbers: 13, 14-past tense verbs.
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Fresh-Soph Sports
Girls Volleyball

By Thuy Nguyen
StajJWriter

Bump, set, spike and the girls'
sophomore volleyball team is
off to a great start. This is a
team of compctitive girls who
are coached by ollen Trapp.
The team includes Heather
Donlan, usie usick, andie
Hazzard, Amanda Domres,
Brianne Beyer, Meghan Toppel,
Jessica Exline, Michelle Will
iams, Erin Roberton, Melissa
Storm, Dana ullivan, Candace
Noodwang, and Nicole Green.

Most of the team consists of
conference champs from the pre
vious year. When asked if
there's a difference in the play
ing oflast year's team, Melissa
Storm, a sophomore on the team,
stated, "I think we're still pretty

much the same."
The team plays well even

though their record of5-10 does
not show it. These girls are
more determined than ever.
Their toughest competitor so far
has been Mt. Assisi, whom they
defeated at a home tournament.

"Mt. Assisi was our most sat
isfying victory," stated Coach
Trapp. The team also recently
placed third at the Oak Forest
Tournament on cpt. II.

When a ked about the deter
mination of the team, Coach
TrCUW's response was, "The
team is very competitive and
they are hard workers. ' She also
went on to say another strength
of the team would be the versa
tility ofthe team.

Though the team may have
lost their first game to Richards,

they are still looking forward to
placing first or second in con
ference.

As with most teams, the girls'
sophomore volleyball has set
goals. One goal is to win con
ference. The most important
goal would be to prepare the
girls for varsity.

There's a lot of teamwork
seen on the team. According to
Melissa torm, 'The team works
together well and it's fun since
we get to all become friends."

These girls certainly are
friends. When a ked how well
the freshmen fit in, Coach Trapp
replied, "The freshmen have
good skills and forget they're
freshmen on the court." Erin

Roberton, a freshman on the
team, stated, "It s fun being on
the team. I'm proud to be able
to play on the sophomore team."
She went on to say that the best
thing about volleyball would be
the teammates.

Coach Trapp was also asked
about what would help the team
win and she replied, "Tough
spikes. It's what will make us or
break us. The team also needs
improvement on passing, wh ich
sets the offen e."

"When we work hard to
defeat a tearn, everyone is proud
of each other, and we feel as if
all the hard work has paid off,"
mentioned torm, speaking on
behalfofthe team. When Coach
Trapp was asked the same ques-

tion she said, "As a coach I
would rather play in the game
than coach the team. I believe it
feels good to win, especially
when the victory's made on lIC

cess rather than the weakness
of the opponent."

As Coach Trapp had
said, there are some improve
ment to be made even though
the tcam i playing very well.
"One of the things I'd like to
chang if I could," Coach Trapp
responded, "would be to grow
them all taller!"

Whether or not the
girls are tall, won't matter a bit.
These are tough girls and any
opponent should beware. Good
luck to the girls and hopefully
they'll keep their competitors on
their toes!

Spartan Sports
Schedule

Meena Babu executes a power
ful serve. (Photo By Jason
McLaughlin)

umph were felt by all of us after
winning conference."

Good job Lady Spartans and
good luck to you on next year's
season.

The team often could be
seen running the track trying to
condition for all the strenuous
running that they would be do
ing on the court.

Mr. Lawson coached the
team to their victory at confer
ence, which was held at Reavis'
High chool. He, just like all
good coaches, worked to ener
gize thet~ to do well and meet
their goa~S.

\ ". \ .. -
lie is al 0 the son of the

famed teacher, Mr. Lawson.
This is his Ist year coaching the
frosh/soph high school team
here at Oak Lawn High School.

When asked what was the
best moment of the season
Meena Babu responded by say
ing, "It was winning conference
and seeing the expressions on
everyone's faces." Meena later
went on to say, "Pride and tri-

Girls tennis
By Robert Puhr
StajJWriter

The girls' frosh/soph tennis
team i off and swinging to a
great start. This year they are
hoping to better last year's re
sults. The team's record is four
wins and one loss in conference
and their overall record was
eight and two.

This spactacular team is
made up of Meena Babu, Sandy
Montoya, Erlinda Garcia, Mel
issa Baske, Giulia Calafiore,
Debbie Zwirkoski, Cassi
Fogarty, Audra Brooks, Monica
Zavala, Joanna Kaminski.

Also included on this win
ning tennis team are Liz
Kowalczyk, am Manchen,
Kristy Behan, Jessica Bolek,
Jenna Harper, Kelly Keating,
Sophie Matariyeh.
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Freshman Volleyball
Boys X-Country Cont. ..

By Jim Horvath
Editor-in-Chief

The freshman girls' volleyball
team is off to a high intensity
start. Under the veteran coach
ing experience of Ms. Jane
Surma these young girls have
improved markedly from the be
ginning of the season. They
have made these amazing
strides with their high spirits,
concentrated focus, and team
orientated mindset.

All of these amazing young
Lady Spartans are learning the
tricks of the trade quickly. The
team includes defender, Katie
Laverty; setters, Jamie
Bartkowiak, Christine McNeela,
Sara Altenburg, Kelly Whalen,
and Valerie Haney.

The hitters are Jennifer
Larson, Krysten Ballard, Ann
Kupustka, Jolene Murray, and
Katie Hull.

The middle hitters include:
Bridget Carlson, Andrea Anton,
Sarah McKinney, and Colette
Baird.

This group of dominating
Spartans has been very suc
cessful thus far. Their confer
ence record at press time was 4
3, which is rather impressive for
a squad of developing fresh
men. The squad's positive out
look helps them to overcome
their defeats and look to the next
game.

Their overall record is 11-4.
Another impressive stat is that
they took third place at the

Maria High School tourney.
The upcoming Sandburg

Tourney pits the Spartans
against Sandburg, Downers and
Shepard, new and different op
ponents.

Coach Surma is very proud
of her team. She is very im
pressed with this team's focus
towards achieving success and
the team's quick learning. She
sees this particular group being
capable ofmaking a major con
tribution to the Oak Lawn vol
leyball program down the road.
She also said that the team's
love for the game, their enthusi
asm, and school spirit is what
sets them apart from the ordi
nary teams and these qualities
have led to their success.

Continuedfrom page J2

This year's teant has com
peted in many invites, includ
ing the Reavis invite this last
Saturday, October 12.

Running separate races, the
juniors tied for first while the
seniors took an overall second
place.

In the junior race, Bill Palmer
took 2nd overall with a time of
18:32, and Doug Terrell took 5th
overall with a time of20: 14.

In the senior race, Matt Hense
finished 4th overaJl with a time

of 18:28. Joe Neumann finished
7th overall with a time of 18:52.
Joe Banasiak came in at 19: 10,
taking 9th place overall.

Rounding offthe senior team
was Tony Fantozzi, who ran a
21 :47 and took 12th place.

The boys' conference race
takes place tomorrowr October
16, at Conkey Woods. Conkey
Woods is on 135th and
Ridgeland, so come on out and
cheer the guys on.

The boys will also run the re
gional race on Saturday Octo
ber 23 at Reavis High School.
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Fresh-Soph Sports

Girls Swimming Dives into the Season

Boys Soccer goes
_.... \ .

for the Goa'l\

Football takes it home

Becky Power
StajJWritler

The frosh/soph swim team,
with a 5 and I record, has a great
chance to achieve very high
goals. These goals are to win
conference and to have every
girl swim her best times. With
the dedication and persistence
of the swim team, they will bring
Oak Lawn a lot ofpride.

Even though swimming has
been around a long time, there
aren't usually many girl on the
team. This year, however, there
are 29 members ofthe fre hman/
sophomore swim team.

Many of the girls have par
ticipated in swimming before.
Swimmers like Angela Brakin ,
Sarah Cronin, Rachel Laylo, Liz
Lemrise, iobhan O'Brien,

Adam Zwirko ki
tajJWriter

The Oak Lawn partans
frosh soccer team has started off
the season with a bang. They
are currently 8-2 overall, and 4
1 in conference at press time.

Thi great team is made up of
Brad Skendzel, Jeff Anderson,
Matt mith, Joe Costable, Alex
Griff, Brad Falce, Randy
Sherwood, Pat Fisher, Rick
Turek, Julio Barrera, George

weiss, teve Benyman, ergio
Urbano, Mike McNeela, Neal
Dixon, Mike oshorn, Josh en
tile, and Joe zubrich.

They are coached by Italian
mastermind Coach Biajio, who
is very optimistic about the
team's chances for winning con
ference.

The team's leading scorers
are Alex Griff, Neal Dixon, and
Mike Goshorn. Joe Costable,
Rick Turek, and Steve Berryman
head up the strong defense.
They have kept each game

Mallory Pluciennick, Maureen
Ruh, Jennifer arpalius, Jessica

chroeder, Tara Alexander,
Bridgette Beazley, Missy
Griggiel, Jennifer Hermann,
Therese Jasmer, Dana Larsen,
Dori Moeller, and Melissa Riner
have all been on a swim team.

Some girls are joining a swim
team for the first time. The first
year swimmers are Ashlee
Benes, Kristen Fu lla, Joanna
Kuryta, Colleen McCalip, Lisa
McDeuighlin, Krystal
McPherson, taci Merrithey,
Erica Purdy, Colleen Ryan,
Sheana Soresen, and Shana
Aalders.

The freshman and sopho
more girls have a close unity this
year and they are filled with con
fidence about their upcoming
season.

close, and are a huge compo
nent to the partans' success
this year.

The dependable goalie is
Brad SkendzeL Each game he
has made big saves and is a big
factor in every game.

Pat Fisher, Jeff Anderson,
Mike Go hom, Neal Dixon, and
Alex Griff are the team's
midfielders. It is their job to
control the game, assist and
score goals, and to help out on
defense. It is a big assignment,
but they have done a great job
thus far.

Two experienced ophomores
Jeff Anderson and Mike
Goshorn lead the team. They
are highly responsible for the
team's success this year.

This year's eason should
prove to be a very exciting one.
The Spartans' goal is to win
conference. Through teamwork
and dedication, the Spartans
hope to make their goal become
a reality.

ophomore Liz Lemrise
states, "Our goal is to win con
ference." The girls are hoping
that all of the hard work, effort,
and determination they put into
the season will shine through
in the end.

Joining the swimmers is an
other newcomer to the Oak Lawn
swimming and diving team, Tim
Kantor, who is the diving coach
and assistant swimming coach.
His new ideas, along with the
old traditions ofOak Lawn will
produce an excellent sea on. "I
like the attitude of this team.
They're hard working, down to
earth, and they know what is ex
pected of them," states Coach
Kantor.

TonyPape
Production Manager

Football season is upon us
again at Oak Lawn High chool
and both the freshman, as well
as sophomore teams, are off to
a great start. The freshmen
record is 6- I.

oach Lockwood is very
happy with all of the young men
of the freshmen team.

Key players include Pat
Probst, Ziyad Danieh, Joe
DeBias, Mark Pilney, Gerald
Gilligan, Mike Ball, Dennis Sulit,
Joe Norris, and Jason larke.

This year the team has to go
up against some pretty heavy
hitters including Richard and
Crete-Monee. They also play
Oak Forest on homecoming
weekend.

Coach Lockwood fe Is the
boys look very promising for
this year and for the years to
come. orne of his goals for
this season are to maximize the
players performances and abili
ties, while giving them football
experience.

Ilead oach Kathy Welch,
who is looking forward to this
season aid, "Once they get
into the season I think they'll
perform really welL"

"I like the attitude of this team.
They're hard working, down to
earth, and they know what is
expected of them."

Coach Kantor

Every girl on the team knows
what she wants to get accom
plished. The big issue in swim
ming is that everyone tries to
just beat her best times. It's
more like the person is racing a
clock or herself than racing oth
ers in that race. One ofthe more

The most important goal i to
teach football and life skills.

The sophomore team got
off to a roaring start this sea
son. The e sucesses are duc to
members from last year' fresh
man team combined with many
dedicated newcomers to the
football program.

Although there are only
thirty sophomores on the team,
they work very hard and com
pete well against teams larger
than they.

A lot of players play both of
fensive and defensive po ition .
Some of the players include,
Matt Grein (quarter back), Grant
Arthur, Marc Palluck (half-back),
EmanAbbed (full-back), Fred
Gillett (wide receiver).

The defensive side of the ball
consists of Mike Martinez, Joe
Ognibene (line backer), Joe
Estes (F ), and defensive end
Uran Ramidani. -

There are only two coaches
on the sophomore level and
they have done an outstanding
job. These two coaches are Mr.

common phra es that can be
heard resonating throughout
the poo I is that it's "a race
against the clock."

The girls have already com
peted against the clock with
Marian Catholic and Shepard.
With the knowledge learned
from the first two meets, the girls
will be able to reach their best
times and work toward their ul
timate goal, the conference
championship.

As the girls go through their
season we will see how they
progress. Anything is possible,
and it is plain to see that the po
tential for a con ference champi
onship is sitting in the laps of
the whole frosh swimming team.

Vince Dinella and Mr. Brendan
Coughlin.

"The team this year has been
very sucessfuL Being success
ful means not only winning, but
to play hard and not worry
about what is up on the
scoreboard," Coach Sebuck
stated about these upcom ing
Varsity players.

The coaches want the team
to form a nucleus and to work
hard at achieving victories. The
coaches also inOuence the play
ers to keep up with their aca
demic work.

The weight training in the
off season seems to be paying
off for the players. Once the
eason begins, they get to show

offall of their tough off-season
work.

The team has worked hard for
this season and will continue to
work for the easons in the fu
ture. The coaches want the
players to play to their fullest
potential and be a competitive
a possible.

Special Recognition
Volleyball athelete of ...-~.

the week
The Chicago Tribune named
Rebecca Feltz the athelete ofthe
week. In eight games she made
seventy kills. Eighteen of these
were at the Nike Preview against
Holy Cross (Kentucky). The
team placed fourth in the Nike
Preview tournament. This tour
nament consisted of 18 teams
from all over the country. Jen
nifer Evans was selected to the
all Tournament Team.

Golftakes home the
trophies

The boys team took first in con
ference. This is the first time,
this has happened in the schools
history. The team took five all
conference slots and were filled
by sophomores Joel Alford,
Marty Hamilton. The other three
spots were filled by Kevin Dertz,
Jeff Fitzgibbons, and Don
Hackstock. There was one
freshman who took and indi
vidual first place and he is Don
Hackstock.

Boys Baseball

Last year the boys baseball
triumphed by winning the
conferance championship.
These spectacular players were:
Grant Arthur, Steve Chamber
lain, Mark DiGrazia, Fred Gillett,
Dennis Gorman, Mike Goshorn,
Marty Hamilton, John Huish,
Joe Infusino, Phil Komada, Mike
Maftean, Ray Mockus, Brian

~"..,._.. Murphy, Dominick Sabatino,
Pete Spain, Steve Tsiamas, and
Jim Weaver.
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Varsity Sports

(photo By Mary Olejarz)

When passing the ball they
rarely need to search for an open
player. It is playing like this that
makes them a team.

Come 011 out to one of the
next Spartan home games and
cheer our Spartan guys on to
victory!

each other's movements during
the game.

-Don Anderson, Senior

"This year's team IS

great!"

Zwirkoski, Brian Dwyer, Don
Anderson, Chris Vahl, Steve
Berezewski, Dan Early, and Jus
tin Haak. The juniors include:
Bernie Bolz, Dan Pasquarella,
Bart Mroz, Martin Prazugh, and
Dan Clemmons.

This year's sophomores are
Mark Chlebek, Mark DiGrazia,
Scott Kreydich, and Ray
Mockus. The only freshman on
the varsity team is Jim Borskie.

The Spartans are looking very
good this year. One can easily
see the improvements that the
team has made since last year.
The boys play very well with
each other and there also seems
to be much more communication
on the field. The members of
the team seem to know

giving up. Losing by only one
goal within the last minutes of
the game, the Spartans scored
a goal that was only to be

called back by the referrees.
Overall, the Reavis game was
very exciting even though the
Spartans lost.

On September 20th, the Spar
tans faced off against
Bolingbrook and scored an
other victory. They beat
Bolingbrook with a score of 4
I. Goals were scored by sopho
more Mark DiGrazia, senior Don
Anderson, junior Martin
Prazugh, and senior Adam
ZwiFkoski.

This year's team consists of
seven seniors, five juniors, four
sophomores, and one freshman.
The seniors include: Adam

By Sue Steffy
StaffWriter

This year, the Spartan soccer
team kicks off the year with a
new coach and a very different
team. Coach Kevin Stow has
proven to be a great coach, mak
ing many improvements to help
last year's team. As ofSeptem
ber 20th, the boys conference
record was 2- I in conference and
6-3 overall.

The game against Richards
seemed rather easy for the Spar
tan boys to handle. They domi
nated Richards throughout the
entire game and added a win to
their conference record. How
ever, they suffered a tough loss
against Reavis. It was a very
close game and the Spartans
fought hard throughout, never

___V_arsity Soccer Kicks It Into High Gear

other," states Lisa Bonn. The
girls have until October 29th to
get "into the groove."
In order for the team to go all
the way in conference, they
need to acquire much swimming
experience. "Conference is what
really counts. Without the
other meets, we wouldn't know
our competition for our confer
ence or our own weaknesses
and strong points." says swim
mer Carrie Dixon.

With continued hard work
and determination, the varsity
swim team should bring Oak
Lawn High School a lotofpride.
The aspirations ofall the swim
mers may come true, or they may
not. Only time will tell, but there
is one sure thing- the varsity
swim team this year has every
potential for tak ing conference.

shouldn't be on the team."
The girls are very dedicated

this year. They swim six days a
week, and average 40,000 yards
a week. Coach Welch is trying
her hardest to get the girls to
improve because the team is try

ing to reach a goal never
achieved. "In the history ofOak
Lawn High School, no girls swim
team has ever won first place in
con ference," states Coach
Welch.

"Our te,m looks pretty good,
and I'm co fident we'll be hav
ing a posi~ve season," states
senior Sarah·Wantiez. The girls
ofthe swim team work very well
together. Their unity will help
them preserve this season. "We
spend a lot of time together,
therefore we get to know each

Girls' Tennis

about their race before they
swim the meet. So far, the vi
sualizing has helped. The var
sity swim team did astonishingly
well in the Bremen Pentathlon.
Many girls achieved their best
times. They also swam against
Marian Catholic where every
one boosted their times, show
ing their potential for the up
coming meets throughout the
year.

Without the guidance of the
coaches, the girls tearn would be
lost. Coach Kathy Welch and
Tim Kantor are already getting
the swimmers prepared for their
meets. "We just have to take it
a day at a time," states Coach
Kantor, whose style of coach
ing influences swimmers to be
dedicated and to work hard. He
says, "You have to be dedicated,
and ifyou're not dedicated, you

Bonn is the team's breaststroke
swimmer and long distance
freestyler. Junior Carrie Dixon
swims 1M (all of the strokes
combined into one race). Valerie
Glowaty, junior, swims the fly
and 1M. Rebecca Powers is a
junior and freestyle sprinter.
Last, but not least, Kelly
Verschave specalizes in the 50
freestyle and backstroke. Even
though this team is small, they
have many aspirations. "Our
team goal is to take conference,"
states Lisa Bonn, co-captain of
the swim team.

The varsity team organizes
every goal they have. They
write each goal that they have
for themselves on a sheet along
with the team goal, which is to
win conference.

The team also does visual
ization, so they can feel good

By Rebecca Powers
Sta~Writer

reen hair and chlorme smell
ing skin, you may think these
are signs of Martians .... but
you're wrong! These are the
signs of our very own varsity
swim team. The girls go through
intense workouts everyday af
ter school, swimming an aver
age of 6,000 yards each prac
tice.

If you think that's a lot of
swimming, they do double prac
tices two times a week, which
means these lovely ladies need
to be in the water at 6 a.m. (when
most everyone is still sleeping).
The varsity swim team is not a
very large team. In fact, there
are only six girls on the team.
Sarah Wantiez who swims but
terfly and backstroke is the only
senior on the team. Junior Lisa

Golf Team Takes Conference

Girls Swimming Has Sights Set High
IIIIII-~---

The Oak Lawn Varsity Golf
Team is off to a great start this
year.

The golf team is undefeated
in conference this year. The
only losses have come after
games with Sandburg and
Bremen.

This year's senior varsity
members include: Hank Fear,
Keith Fox, Pete Groenwold, Jim
Janowiak, Dennis Kasprowicz,
and Rick Krakow.

The team also includes jun
iors: Jay Helstern, Kasey
Kravanic, Craig Laidlaw, Jason
Scheubrich, and Mike Strelow.

"The major contributor thus
far in the season has been Rick
Krakow," says fellow teammate
Pete Groenwold.

The conference game held on
September 16 proved to be a

nail-biter. The partans were
going into conference knowing
that the odds were not in their
favor.

"Unfortunately we have
heard that Conference will be
held at Stony Creek this year,"
said Groenwold.

Stony Creek is Oak Lawn's
home course, that is shared with
rival schools Richards and
Reavis. This is bad luck be
cause the golfers do not have
complete home course advan
tage. However, this didn't stop
the Spartans from playing their
best.

When a game is played, a
pair ofplayers competes against
another pair ofplayers from the
opposing school. During the
conference game, this was the
most crucial factor in the Spar
tans' win over Bolingbrook.

The Spartans were down by
I stroke after the the third pair
of players came in. The team

needed somebody in the sev
enth and eighth spots to come
in with a score of 38 or lower.
Bolingbrook needed a score of
40 or higher to ensure the Spar
tans'victory.

After the last pair of players'
scores came in, Mike Strelow
had shot a score of 36, with the
other Bolingbrook members
shooting a score of 38. The fi
nal tallies were made and the
Spartans' squeaked by
Bolingbrook, winning by one
point, 148-149. The team mem
bers were shocked as this final
score was being read.

The main contributor in this
game was Keith Fox, who shot a
34. "That's unheard ofat Stony
Creek," stated Groenwold.

Overall, the Spartan Varsity
golf team has had a great year.
This year was the first year in
the school's 48 year history the
golfteam won conference. Great
job guys!

By Cassie Fogarty
StaffWriter

The Oak Lawn Varsity girl's
tennis team is once again off to
a great season. Retired teacher
Mr. Chuck Lawson, has re
turned to Oak Lawn to coach
the team. This puts the girls at
an advantage because Mr.
Lawson has been coaching the
girls since they were freshmen.
The Lady Sparta~s started their
conference season on Septem
ber 21 against cross-town rival
Richards. The Oak Lawn Spar
tans defeated Richards with a
score of4-1.

On September 23 the girls
racked up another win when
they defeated Reavis. The Lady
Spartans took first place in the
Lemont Invitational on Satur
day, September 25.

Girls who took home first
place medals were Lisa Wolosyn
at first singles and Christina
Koch and Angela Montoya at
first doubles. Jenny Nash, se-

nior, will prove to be a strong
asset to the team. Other team
members includejuniors Ausra
Brooks, Sabrina Harper, and
Nicole Thurzo. These ladies will
also playa major role in winning
the conference tournament.

On October 8th the team re
claimed their champion status
again this year for the sixth time
in the SICA North conference
tournament held at Richards.
Many players have done well
enough to go on to the sec

tional tournament tomorrow!
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Varsity Sports

(photo By Jess Murabito)

Coaches N icho Is and
Michals are doing an excellent
job coaching and have brought
the team together wonderfully.
The connection between the
team members is remarkable.
The coaches are looking for
ward to the rest of the season
and are confident that they will
come out to be 10-0 Conference
Champs.

The Spartans will have
played their last conference
game of the first round on Tues
day, September 29. After that
game, they will play all the same
schools again and try to win the
title ofConference Champs. The
Oak Lawn Lady Spartans have
five Con ference games left.
Their current record is 6-1 in
conference and 12-10 overall.

Girls Volleyball Looking To Take Conference Title
Wy Anna kos they lost the games, they middle of the game, but in the .'
StajJWriter proved to be a very well coordi- end came out victorious once

The Oak Lawn ommunity nated team and showed much again. Jenny Kimmey believed
High chool's Varsity Girls Vol- promise. that, "The team did a great job
leyball team is off to a great start. On the weekend of Septem- by pulling together at the end,
Excellent effort by the team ber 17 and 18, the varsity vol- but we need to stay up the en
members and coaches has leyball team played in the Nike tire time and work as a team."
proven to be effective. Tournament, along with seven- The Lady partans had two

Team members include se- teen other schools. The Spar- more conference wins, one
niors Jenny Kimmey, Kathy tans placed 4 th after beating against Bolingbrook and an
Klupshas, Becca Feltz, Jenny schools that were ranked and other against Argo. In the
Crum, Danielle Roman, Jill out of state. This was the best Bolingbrook game the Lady
Munno, Jenny Evans, and thattheSpartanVarsityVBteam Spartans won even though they
Anna Kos. had ever done in the Nike tour- did not seem as pumped as

Juniors include Emily Buys, nament. usual and for some of the game
Marjorie Koeppen, Amanda The team opened up their teamwork wasn't too evident.
Lorenz, Carly Murphy, and Amy season by playing Richards for As for the Argo game, it was
Bridgeman. Additions from the tIwoir first Conference game. The a close one. The Oak Lawn VB
sophomore team are Sam games were short and easily team had four players out. This
Synowiecki, Karissa Murray, won as the Spartan girls showed has definitely been a time oftrial
and Courtney Roberton. the Bulldogs just what they for the Lady Spartans, but so

Head coach for the Spartans were made of. The team and far they have proved that they
is Mrs. Nichols, and the assis- coaches were ecstatic, "It was can and will overcome any ob
tant coach is Mrs. Michals. The really awesome. We played stacIe that is thrown in their
starting line-up is made up of great as a team and we never path. The Argo game is just an
Jenny Evans, Jenny Crum, gave up. We kept each other example of how they've pulled
Becca Feltz, Jill Munno, Sam going,"said Jenny Evans, who through and will stick together.
SynowieckiandJennyKimmey. is the starting setter for the team. "If we just keep thinking

In the beginning of the sea- The next conference game about being Con ference
son the Spartan VB team had that the team played was against Champs and communicate, then
close encounters with teams Reavis. The Oak Lawn girls we'll come out on top," said
that were ranked. Even though struggled a little towards the Marjorie Koeppen.

Football Kicks Off Season With A Conference Win
By Jenny epessy
SfajJWrtter

It's a constant struggle; the
determination and intensity is
there, but sometimes the victory
isn't. That's what playing a
sport is all about; giving up time
and dedication to commit with
others and work together to gain
success.

That's what every Spartan
football player faces. This year,
25 individuals decided to take
the time and effort to come to
gether as a team and obtain one
goal-victory. Off to a rough
start primarily due to injuries,

the Spartans hold a record of 1
4. The are learning to work to
gether, and now they must also
learn to adjust. An early sea
son injury to quarterback and
co-captain Rich Powell left the
Spartans with a vital open posi
tion and big shoes needed to
fill it.

That's where junior Tom
Gamino and senior Jeremy
Schultz come in. Both players
stepped up and took on the big
responsibility left to them.
Schultz currently leads the team
in passing with Gamino right be
hind him.

Then there was also the re
cent injury ofsenior starter Jus-

tin Altenburg, a wide receiver
for the Spartans. His injury left
another hole in the offense and
the big question of who would
take his place. The answer is a
combination of senior Martin
Zubek and junior Mike Gary.
Zubek now leads the Spartans
in tackles. Senior Ryan Howell
who leads the team in scoring
and rushing has also suffered
injuries, but valiantly continues
to dress and play despite them.

At press time many other
players have made their mark on
the stats as well. Senior Scott
Biesterfield is not only a co-cap
tain, but also leads the team in
receiving. There is a three-way

tie in interceptions among Jason
Carpenter and Eric Martig, both
seniors, and Matt Murphy, a
junior.

Major marks have been made
by Sco Meyer, Justin Spilde,
Adam Clemens, and Mark
Leipart,~o..aJong with Howell,
are senior rookies this year.

So far this season, the Spar
tans have faced Tinley Park,
Eisenhower, Shepard, and TF
South, Kankee, and Argo with
a victory against Argo and a
close game against against
Shepard. The team lost by a
single point (13-12) but was able
to keep a close game to the last
second. The Spartans' win this

year was hard fought against
Argo with a final score of 6-0.
Go Spartans!

Coach Wally Sebuck has the
partans on a tight schedule in

cluding 3 hours of drills, run
ning, and scrimmage every day.
When Coach Sebuck was asked
what he expects from the par
tans the rest of the season he
replied, "I expect them to play
all the games. Most people do
not realize that playing football
with less than 30 players is like
playing baseball with 8, basket
ball with 4, or singles against
doubles. Alii expect is for them
to do their be t."

Boys and Girls Cross-Country Stride To Victory
Boys Cross Country

By Tony Fantozzi
Sports Co-Editor
Business Manager

Mr. John Leary has returned
to lead the boys cross country
team to a victorious year. As
sisting Mr. Leary in the coach
ing department is Mr. Marcus
Wargin, a newcomer to the
cross-country scene. Losing
only one senior to graduation
last year, the team returned
close to fuJI force this fall.

Returning members to the
cross-country team this year
include Matt Hense, Joe
Banasiak, Joe Neuman, Jim
Horvath, Mike Masino, and
Tony Fantozzi.

Xi Lou, Eric Queen, and Nick
Spatafore have all moved up

from the sophomore level to help
fill in the team.

Continued on p. 9.

Girls Cross Country

By Laura Mottl
StajJWriter

The Spartan girls cross-coun
try team has had an excellent
season so far. Under the direc-

(photo By Rick Swiatek)

tion of Head Coach Ms.
Persson, the team has been led
to a conference record of
They also have done a great job
at their past three invites.

On September 4th, the girls
ran in their first invite at
Plainfield. The Frosh-Soph
squad brought home a 3rd place
trophy for their amazing efforts.
Oak Lawn had seven individual

winners at the Reavis Invite and
4 winners at the Argo Invite.

At their home course, Oak
Lawn has crushed three teams
including Oak Forest, Chicago
Christian, and Romeoville. Run
ning at Reavis, the Spartan girls
beat the Rams with a perfect
score. They achieved this per
fect score by finishing seven
runners in the top seven race
finishings. Last year the Reavis
girls' team won the conference,
so the girls improved as a team.

All the credit goes to the
girls. The top seven runners
this year include: senior Jodie
Daley, sophomores Becky
Annen, Kelly Cunneen, Shan
non George, Cassie Gonzales,
and Laura Mottl, and freshman
Kristen Kearney.

Members returning to the
Varsity team this year include se
niors Vicki Davis and April
Osmanski and juniors Catrina
Johnson and Sheryl Stiso.

There are many new faces
that have contributed to the
team's success this year. They
include: Karen Bialek, Shannon
George, Cassie Gonzales
Kristen Kearney, Anita Pudzisz,
Dominika Rojewski.

Team goals this year are to
take first in conference and to
advance to sectionals as a team.
These goals are surely reach
able with the talent on this
team. The conference tourna
ment is on Saturday at Conkey
Woods on I35th and Ridgeland.
So come on out and watch the
girls win conference!
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National Honor Society Students Inducted
of at least two or more activi-

Mr. Dave Johnson, dean, delivers his keynote speecb. (pboto By Pbil Rogers)

By Nazneen Yasin
StaffWriter

One of the highest and most
pre tigiou honor at Oak Lawn
Community Iligh chool i the
privilege ofbecom ing a member
of the Nationaillonor Society.
It is a great accomplishment to
be a well-balanced student, one
who can meet the standards and
criteria of the Honor Society.

There are four very important
achievments or actions that
must be demonstrated by a stu
dent in order to attain and/or
maintain membership. A stu
dent has already shown their
scholarship by acquiring a 3.3
grade point average or higher.
Qualitie ofa candidate's char
acter must be above average.
Each individual s character is
evaluated by the school stafTat
Oak Lawn ommunity High
School. A potential inductee
must also demonstrate service
and leadership by being a part

ties during the school year.
Sponsors or coaches rate the

candidate; on a scale of 1-5,
based on how well they dis
played their leadership skills. A
member must complete acertain
number ofhours ofcommunity
service in order to receive a ser
vice pin. Becoming an inductee
is not only achieving academic
excellence but also being able
to contribute to the chool and
the community of Oak Lawn.

The following are seniors
who earned their service pins
for maintaining membership re
quirements: Joe Banasiak,
Karen Bialek, Rebecca
Bousman, Erika Buys, Anthony
Cerceo, Jodie Daley, Daniel
Earley, Anthony Fantozzi, Gina
Forlenza, Mary Haran, Pamela
Hoover, Lauren Janowiak, Jen
nifer Kimmey, Kathleen
Klupshas, Anna Kos, Mark
Leipart, Breane Lorenz, April
May, Emily McLoughlin, Dawn
Murphy, Amy Nagel,

Amy Quinlan, Ryan kendzel,
Stephan ie Spero, Katherine
Wenzel, Lisa Wolo zyn, Martin
Zubek, Adam Zwirkoski.

This year's junior and senior
inductees receiving the certifi
cate of membership are the fol
lowing: Jennifer Bartkowiak,
Bernie Bolz, Stacy Brookman,
Emily Buys, Jennifer Campbell,
Brian Caster, Nicholas Cham is,
Nakima lark, Cheryl ole, Sa-

rah Dwyer, Rebecca Feltz, Jesse
Gubernat, Sabrina Harper, Rasha
Ilassan, Aaron Hosek, Kathryn
Huizenga, Kasia Jachymczyk,
David Jodelka, Monica
Kapustka, Shelly Karnia,
Marjorie Koeppen, Kenneth
Korab, Dave Lundeen, Sara
May, Salima Matariyeh, Thomas
Miller, Erica Nelson, Anthony
Pape, William Palmer, Michelle
Panek, Dan Pasquerella,

Rebecca Power , Robert Puhr,
Nick Purdy, Melissa Renz, Dou
gla Terrell, Jennifer Sepessy,
Carina Silva, usan Steffy, Janlie

ulit, Michael ullivan, Jennifer
weis, Matthew Ulanowski,

Kelly Ulrich, Wesley Usyak,
Nazneen Yasin, Amy Zavala,
Noor Zegar, Diamond Zukas.

Congratulations to all of the
members ofN.II.S. for their aca
demic accompli hments.

Students Selected for IMEA

o. L. members of the IMEA District Band and Cboir: (Left to
Rigbt) Mike Sullivan, Meena Bahu, ick Blazina, icole
Zimmerman. (Pboto By Pbil Rogers)

portunity to audition again for
state choir/band.

Congratulations to these four
individuals for their accomplish
ments and for bringing pride
and respect to Oak Lawn High.

Before Christmas.
Varsity band plans to perform

the pieces Overture on a Norse
Theme and Christmas Suite.

Ms. Barbara Mateer, Oak
Lawn's choir director, has
scheduled the A Cappella

hoir's performance to include
the following pieces: Fruit
Cake, Dance ofthe Stars, "Holy
Child Moonlight Sleigh Ride,
and J'II Be Homefor Christmas.

orne ongs that Treble
hoir will be performing are: A

Christmas Wish, Ding, Dong,
Merrily on High, and By
Candlelight.

Mark this date on your cal
endars; this holiday concert is
sure to be enjoyable.

••••••••••••••

..~J?~r.t~ .
Girls' Volley-
ball wins con

ference
-Page 8-

Sullivan played the saxophone.
The ch en students will be

performing l~.the IMEA District
Mu ic Festival'OJl.November 20.
Nicole and Mike, being upper
classmen, will also have the op-

Holiday Concert
to be held

By Giulia Calafiore
StaffWriter

OL H will be ho ting a spe
cial Holiday Concert on Decem
ber 14 in the Auditorium Gym at
7:30 p.m. The audiences will be
entertained by performances by
the symphony and varsity
bands, followed by the Treble
and A Cappella choirs.

Oak Lawn's band director,
Ms. Emily Coulter, chose the
music to be played by the bands
for this concert. The
symphony's repertoire consist
of: Symphonic Prelude on
Ade ·te Fidelis, Blessed are
They, and 'Twas the Night

Beware the
Millennium!

-Page 6-

preparations for their auditions
as far in advance as March or
April so that they are ready by
fall.

Band members who desire to
audition for IMEA must do sev
eral things. In addition to pre
paring scales, they mu t perform
etudes and sight-read.

Singers must be able to sing
all four triads (four specific
chords), sing back short melo
dies from memory, sight-read,
and prepare five selections of
music without a great deal of
help from instructors or direc
tors.

The audition pieces are cho
sen on the night of the tryout,
which further demonstrates the
selectivity in IMEA. Only the
very best can make the cut, and
we are proud to have four of Dis
trict # I's finest. This year's elite
are sophomores Meena Babu
and Nick Blazina, and senior
Nicole Zimmerman for choir, in
addition to Mike ullivan, jun
ior, for band.

Meena Babu sang the selec
tions in the voice range Alto I,
and Nicole Zimmerman sang in
Alto 2. Nick Blazina sang in Bass
I, and band meftlber Mike

·Featiire·
•••••••••••••••

school. Our Spartan talent has
been recognized by the IMEA.

Every year the (MEA (Illi
nois Music Educators' Asso
ciation) holds tryouts to find "Ia
creme de la creme" ofthe choirs
and bands in Illinois. The audi
tions are open to junior high
and high school students, and
each participant must go
through a grueling process to
even attempt an audition. Much
like sports, music requires a
great amount ofdedication, tal
ent, and self-discipline. orne
musicians and singers begin

By Jennifer Wiederhold
StaffWriter

••••••••••••••
Republicans

vs. Democrats

···News··
-Page 4-

Some days as you walk
through the hallways of
OLCHS, you may hear instru
ments playing or voices sing
ing. Although these musicians
and singers aren't recognized
for their accomplishments as
often as others, there certainly
i a reason to do so now. Right
here in the OLCHS Music De
partment there i so much tal
ent that it can no longer be con
tained within the walls ofour
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'Rock' the Vote Thanksgiving Thoughts
The biggest way that I saw their open

ness was when we played street hockey.
In order to attract crowds, we would play
games ofstreet hockey. It is a well-known
fact that soccer is the THE game in
Mexico. However, they were often will
ing to stop playing soccer in order to
learn the game of street hockey. It was a
blast playing hockey with them. They
are extremely competitive, yet they know
how to have fun. I'm sure it must have
been funny watching us dumb Ameri
cans trying to communicate with them in
Spanish during the game. They were
accepting of our mistakes and were ap
preciative ofour attempts to speak in their
language. In any case, they were open
to new ideas.

With Thanksgiving approaching, I am
trying to remember to be thankful. When
I find myself being ungrateful, I try to
think ofmy Mexico trip. The people there
were so thankful for what they had, when
they dido't have much to begin with. As
a result, they are some of the happiest
people I've ever come across. So, this
Thanksgiving be thankful for what you
have because here in America we have a
lot compared to other people.

ing some guy out cold on his back? I
believe anyone starting a fight in hockey
should suffer the same punishment as
Rose. After all, fighting between play
ers could ruin a life or even end one.
Only you the fans can make a difference
by using the power of voice to sway the
NHL's rule on fighting.

He is completely against it and fmds it to
be one of the only flaws in this great
sport.

A great comment was made by
Wayne Gretzky's agent, Mr. Michael
Barnett, "What ifsomeone were to die in
a fight on the ice, then what would hap
pen? Would chaos come about because
everyone would look on and say, 'How
did we ever let this happen'?"

What if someone was to die on the
ice, as a result of a fight? The National
Hockey League would have a huge black
cloud over its head for letting it go that
far. By keeping this frame of mind, by
talking to the important people in hockey,
and by communicating to the fans, a so
lution will be found. Players who feel
the need to try to end another player's
career by fighting should be banned from
the game ofhockey, forever. I mean, Pete
Rose suffered a lifetime ban from profes
sional baseball for illegal gambling. Why
do hockey players get away with knock-

ByAdam Zwirkoski
StaffWriter

Last summer I had the opportunity to
go to Puebla, Mexico for a missions trip.
Many things stand out in my mind, such
as the pyramids, the cathedrals, down
town Mexico City, among many other
things. However, the one thing that will
stand out in my mind most was the
people themselves. Never in my life have
I met such a content, unselfish, loving,
giving, open, or passionate group of
people.

The most common way that the Mexi
can people showed their giving spirit was
in their food. They took so much pride
in their food. Every small town we went
to wanted to please us, even though they
weren't very well offfmancially. We wenl
to a couple of places that were consid
ered the poorest parts of Puebla. How
ever, no matter where we went, they gave
us literally what they didn't have. They
fed us with no regard to money. Often,
they would refuse our money. There we
were in the poorest parts of Puebla, and
the people were ten times more gener
ous than we are here in America.

on the ice are pJhalized, but there should
be more severe consequences, such as
an automatic suspension. In baseball
and basketball, players are severely pe
nalized for instigating a fight. Why
doesn't hockey enforce these same
rules? Ifsomeone is trying to intention
ally hurt another player they should be
immediately removed from the ice and
suspended for at least a couple ofgames.

Playing the game, the players are giv
ing the fans a great treat. By fighting,
they're letting the fans be subjected to
watch a boxing match. When [ watch a
hockey game, I can find no meaning be
hind these fights.

I also have come to the conclusion,
that the players involved in these fights
are nothing but a sorry excuse for a
hockey player! They should be boxing
with Mike Tyson, not skating alongside
Wayne Gretzky. peaking of the Great
One, he made many remarks about fight
ing in hockey during his glorious career.

litical ideologies. Regardless, of views
conservative, liberal, moderate, reaction
ary, and radical-the voting future would
become far more educated towards lead
ing this country in a progressive direc
tion.

Voting is one of the very few ways in
which an eighteen-year-old can become
acquainted with the inner workings of
our fme government system. It is unrea
sonable to think that a citizen can not
pay attention at all to politics until they
have settled down with a family and
reached the age of 30. A true working
democracy, needs its citizens to experi
ence the political system firsthand and
there is no way better than to follow the
entire election process, from beginning
to end. It is this very system which makes
America the fine country it is today.
Where would we be without the voice of
the voters? We would be no further off
than 200 years ago, when we were under
the oppression ofthe English monarchy.
We need to stress the importance ofvot
ing and prove that voting actually makes
this country tick. A person needs to re
member that his vote counts, and does
make a difference.

ByTonyPape
Production Manaser

By Jim Horvath
Editor-in- hie!

In 1970, 18-year-olds were given the

right to vote in both federal and state
elections. With this right, eighteen-year
olds were given the power to affect the
politics and create their own reality in
America. However, few eighteen-year
old citizens show up at the polls to exer
cise this valid right. Considering that ev
eryone has his own personal opinions
about issues that can be influenced by
politics, I believe we should all use our
votes to support our opinions. For ex
ample, if you feel strongly that abortion
should be legalized in America, you can
vote for a candidate who is also in sup
port of this cause.

As individual citizens in a free world
democracy we have the power to create
our own society. ighteen-year-old vot
ers playa huge role in the development
ofa ociety for one day, we will become
the future leaders of America. Why
shouldn't the future of America be
gradually reared in a voting tradition, so
that by the time they have matured, they
will have encountered a plethora of po-

Paralysis, broken bones, black eyes,
concussions. These are a few of the in
juries that occur in the sport of hockey.
Many of these injuries are a result of fist
fighting between the players! There
have been many protests made to stop
this ridiculous nonsense and more are
being made as of late.

What is the point of this fighting? It
certainly does not give the players a
good reputation. It is also making a mock
ery of the sport. By fighting not only are
the players' careers in jeopardy, but there
lives as well!

ome fans say fighting brings a high
light to a rather dull sport. What sense
can be found in this comment? Dull
sport!

Hockey is one of the fiercest and ex
citing sports because of its full contact,
right up there with professional football.
Now I know players involved in fights

Hockey-Violence Must End--------

partanite editorials represent the opinions of individual staff mem

bers, not the publication it elf. Replies to these editorials are welcomed
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Someone You
Should Know

SADD Members Sponsor
Red Ribbon Week

you wouldn't be able to recog
nize.

"Putting a Cap on Drugs and
Alcohol" was the theme for
Thursday. The whole school
was asked to wear hats. This
theme was the most popular
because many student consid
ered it a privilege to wear hats
in school.

At the end of Red Ribbon
Week, ADD members helped
to collect all of the ribbons
around the school and the Vil
lage Green. SADD has more
activitie planned for the future,
which will be as interesting and
fun as Red Ribbon Week was.

For the last day of Red Rib
bon Week, the students were
inspired to "Put Drugs and Al
cohol to Sleep" by wearing pa
jamas. This theme was popular
as well, a seen when many stu
dents wore slippers and brought
stuffed animals for the day.

SADD planned many activi
ties for the school week that stu
dents could participate in each
day.

I:00 to 4:00, the students tied
red ribbons onto trees, hung
banners on the gazebo, and dis
tributed ribbons to businesses
on 95th Street. After the work
was done, they ended the after
noon with a pizza party.

The first theme of the week
was "Paint The School Red."
Students showed their support
by wearing red clothes and ac
cessories to school.

The following day, the theme
encouraged everyone to dres
in their opposite image. It wa
meant to help show that drugs
can change you into something

On Tuesday, the students
dressed up in their nicest
clothes to demonstrate some
" partan Class."

ow Open For Lunch

901 0 S. Cicero
Oak Lawn

CALL US

425-9191

Business Hours:
Sun. thru Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Tax free group rates for school sponsored organizations, clubs, and sports.

BRING THIS AD IN AND
GET FREE ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD

.~.

By Joanna Kaminski and
Val Ramadani
StajJWriters

On Saturday, October 23, stu
dents from Oak Lawn Commu
nity High School, Richards High
School, Simmons Middle

chool, and McGugan Junior
High chooI, began Red Ribbon
Week at the Village Green. From

As you all know, the week of
October 23rd was Red Ribbon
Week. Sponsored by SADD
(Students Against Destructive
Decisions), Red Ribbon Week
is meant to create an awareness
of the societal problems caused
by drugs and alcohol. It also is
meant to promote a drug and al
cohol free lifestyle.

Because drugs and alcohol
are everywhere, the purpose of
Red Ribbon Week is to let
people know that they should
be proud to be drug and alco
hol free.

Nicole Zimmerman. (Photo By
Bryan Allie)

she was still in grade school, her
mom had her participate in Oak
Lawn Park District programs.
Nicole has kept her interest in
singing throughout her educa
tional career. She has taken
choir classes and is currently in
volved in the Ensemble and A
Cappella choirs at school.

One of Nicole's most out
standing accomplishments as a
singer was when she qualified
for IMEA choir both her sopho
more and senior years.

Nicole looks up to her music
teacher, Ms. Barbara Mateer,
and plans to one day become a
music teacher herself. Accord
ing to Nicole, it would be her
way ofgiving back what music
gave to her, just by being able
to see children enjoy music as
much as she.

www.limpbizkitcom
We know our music taste var

ies from Hanson to Manson in
this school! But if one thing's
for sure, it's that some of us are
"down" with Limp Bizkit. Surf
around to find the latest infor
mation about them, print out
some pictures or download
some oftheir music. The layout
of this page is very unique, cre
ative, and exciting, so go check
it out now!

quiz, ~heck out your horoscope
for the week, or find out about
the latest celebrity gossip, all in
the same place!

www.hamsterdance.com
Some days you just need a

good laugh or a chuckle, so click
your way to this simple site.
You'll find hamsters that have
ants in their pants, but they've
also got some killer moves! This
is one bunch of crazy cartoons
that just won't sit still ...

If there's a site that you like
and think that others would en
joy or find useful, please send it
to the Spartanite in Room 204.
We will examine the site and de
termine ifit would be of interest
to a majority of the student
body. And then we may feature
it in an upcoming issue!

By Jennifer Rolniak
StajJWriter

Oak Lawn Senior Nicole
Zimmerman is definitely some
one you should know. For
eleven years, she has been a
dedicated piano player. Nicole
has also been a talented singer
since she was in third grade.

One of the main reasons why
Nicole enjoys playing the piano
is because of the sense of ac
complishment she gets from
being able to sit down with a
piece of music and interpret it.
She enjoys playing classical
music, especially pieces com
posed by Beethoven.

Nicole has been playing pi
ano at the Ortigaras School in
Chicago Ridge for I I years. Her
parents first got her involved in
playing the piano.

The school she attends usu
ally holds three or four recitals
a year in which Nicole partici
pates. Nicole also accompanies
Treble Choir and is playing the
piano for Jazz band.

Playing the piano takes a lot
ofhard work and dedication, but
Nicole enjoys it a lot.

Nicole's mother noticed her
interest in singing early. When

If you have access to the
Internet, have you ever won
deredjust where to go, or what
to look at? ometimes it isn't
easy finding sites that you en
joy and that interest you. But
this story may help! Here are five
sites that will hopefully apply
to something that you like:

By Diana Daley
StajJWriter

www.sports.yahoo.com
Miss the big game last night?

Check out this site. It's laid out
very efficiently, making it easy
for you to look up scores, facts,
articles, and information onjust
about all major sports.

Surfthe Web

www.twistmag.com
This site is perfect for any

girl! It's almost as if you were
reading the latest issue ofTeen,
YM, or Cosmo Girl, except
you're online. Take the latest

www.infoplea.se.com
It's Sunday night and "the

big report" is due. If you need
quick and easy access to an
encyclopedia, almanac, or dic
tionary, check out this helpful
site. This site has so many en
joyable topics and links to visit,
and at the same time it's educa
tional.
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And the Nominees Are...
teve Forbe is the second

runner for the Republican bid.
He believe that students
should be allowed to study the
Bible at public school. Forbes
also believes that the decision
to teach evolution should be
made at a local level.

Alan Keyes is close behind
as the third runner for the Re
publican bid. He believes that
the only role that the federal
government should have in edu
cation is promoting national in
terests.

Who would you vote for???
OLeHS students and teachers were asked who they

would vote for if the elections were today

• AI Gore- 21
Votes

EI Bill Bradlej
23 Va:es

o Geor~ W.
Bush-31 Votes

1!lI Pat Bu:hanan
2 Votes

flI Ixmal dTr lITlp
1 Vote

II Lhded ded- 4
Votes

trained in different methods of
the subject they teach.

It is Bradley's beliefthat new
techniques and good technol
ogy will advance the education
ofall Americans.

Bob Smith is the current In
dependent Presidential bid.
Like Buchanan, Smith wants to
amend voluntary prayer in pub
lic schools to the constitution.
He also wants to shut down the
Department of Education and
give educational powers to
state governments.

posing a savings plan in which
parents can save for college tax
free and inflation-free.

Gore also plans on hiring over
2.2 million more teachers. His
goal is to toughen the standards
of getting a teacher's license.

His wife, Tipper, is amajor part
of his campaign. Her work on
censorship of movies, records,
and video games has changed
the entertainment world.

Pat Buchanan, who recently
left the Republican Party for the
Reform Party nomination, has
strong feelings on education in
the United States. He,like G.W.
Bush, wants to shut down the
Department of Education and
return authority to the state and
its people.

He also wants to pass a con
stitutional amendment that al
lows voluntary prayer in the
public classroom.

Bill Bradley is running
shortly behind AI Gore as the
Democratic nominee. Bradley is
completely against any form of
prayer in public schools.

Bradley wants to propose a
lifetime education plan. Teach
ers would receive training dur
ing their entire careers, being

Republican, Democratic, Inde
pendent, and Reform partie are:

George W. Bush, the Gover
nor of Texas and son of former
President George Bush. He is
the current leader of the Repub
lican party for the presidential
bid. It is his belief that all stu
dents should be tested yearly
in both reading and math. He
plans on rewarding success on
such tests, but focusing the
"spotlight ofshame" on failure.

"We will praise and reward
success-and I promise you,
I will shine a spotlight of
shame on failure"

-G.W.Bush

George W. Bush is also look
ing into eliminating the Depart
ment of Education, and giving
the control of schools to the
state and local governments.

AI Gore, the current Vice
President of the United States,
is the leading Democratic nomi
nation. Vice-President Gore's
views on educ~tion differ
greatly from G.W. BWln's. Gore
wants to reduce class izes ex
tensively. He also plan on pro-

As the year 2000 arrive , the
time has come for the election
of a new U.S. President. Cur
rently, preliminary votings are
taking place, so that the parties
can select a presidential nomi
nation.

The major parties are Repub
licans and Democrats. Minor
parties include the Reform Party,
Liberaterian Party, and Indepen
dent Party.

The current focus of the
nominees for each party is to
collect as much money for their
bid for President. The current
leader ofpresidential campaign
funds is George W. Bush.

Each ofthe nominees are also
taking part in debates against
fellow members of their parties,
attempting to win their party's
presidential bid.

During these debates, the
nominations voice their opin
ions on certain subjects as drug
and violence control, education,
the population, and foreign af
fairs.

The main nominees for the

By Brian Caster
News Co-Editor

Pep Club brings spirit to OL

Becky Powers, Pep Club secretary, decorates a locker. (Photo By
Rachel Laylo)

By Meena Babu
o-News Editor

We're always happy to have
colorful decorations greet us as
we stop by our lockers through
out the day. Yet many of us
don't stop to think ju t who is
responsible for remembering
each one of our accomplish
ments. The Pep Club member
are those people.

The purpose of Pep Club is
to promote school spirit and lend
added support and enthusiasm
to school activities. And being
a member of Pep Club is more
work than it may seem to be.
Under the guidance of the Pep
Club's Adviser, Ms. Zemla,
members work to deliver locker

decorations and help in craft
shows, volunteer projects, and
fund-raisers.

Preparing locker decorations
is a long and arduous process,
but the Pep Club is only happy
to complete the task! Members
have put up seventy signs for
Academic Letter, ninety for play
(Damn Yankees), and ninety-six
for Marching Band, not to men
tion all those for sports!

Pep Club members also vol
unteer to take part in commu
nity projects like PT A Arts and
Crafts Shows. On October 30,
many members spent their time
organizing a Halloween Parade
for children at the fair. Pep Club
also volunteered to participate
in a Phone-a-thon on Novem-

ber 8. Members devoted about
three hours of their time tele
phoning people and asking for
donations to benefit the Park
Lawn School. This organiza
tions aids people ofall ages with
developmental disabilities.

Pep Club's officers this year
are: Teresa Knafl, president;
Amanda Hagberg, co-vice
president; Shelly Kamia, co-vice
president; Rebecca Powers, sec
retary; and Michelle Calhoun,
treasurer. Members include:
Lisa Abrahamsen, Jennifer
Bartkowiak, Katie Bertucci,
Brian Caster, Cheri Cole, Sue
Czemske, Carrie Dixon, Emily
DiPierro, and Starr Dominick.

Also in Pep Club are: Kelly
Fitzgerald, Denise Galvin, Val

Glowaty, Amy Gorchos, Megan
Grawunder. Kate Higgins,
Joanne Kurnyta, Natalie Klng,
Liz Kowalczyk, Alex Malagon,
Sam Manchen, and Staci
Merrithey.

Other members include: Erica
Nelson, Ashley Nowak, Autumn
Osmanski, Michelle Panek, Erica
Purdy, Nikki Pizza, Michelle
Rich, Colleen Ryan, Sahar She
haiber, and Sheanna Sorensen.

Len Scaduto Driving SchooL Inc.
4957 W. 95th Sl, Oak Lawn, It

(70g)423-1212

HOUr5:
Mon.-Thu. 11 am to 11 pm

Fri. & Sat. 11 am to Midnight
~~~~,,--Deliveriesstart at 10:30 am

Closed on Sunday

4102 Southwest HVvY.
(Hometown Shopping Center)

Hometown. IL 60456

(708) 636-7200

~
r-----------------------~: FREE PIZZA :
I Buy any 16" or 17" pizza & receive a 10" cheese pizza FREE.I

I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
I Not good with any other offers. Coupon must be presented. Expires 5-31-00 I

~-----------------------~r-----------------------~l FREE 2 liters of Pop l
I with any 16" or 17" pizza (Coke. Diet Coke or Sprite) I
I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
INot good with any other offers. Coupon must be presented. Expires 5-31-00 I

~-----------------------~
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What's Your Sign? New Metal Bands

Little Things

By Beth Ott
Feature Editor

Scorpio(Oct.23-Nov.22):
Deal with all of your problems
head on rather than talking
about people behind their backs.
If problems continue, let them
handle themselves.
Sagittarius(Nov.23-Dec.21):
A spark of energy is in the air
for you. Try to dwell in this
place for as long as you can.
Don't be afraid to use that en
ergy and share it with others.
Capricorn(Dec.2~an19):
You can make amazing things
happen if you concentrate and
work towards a common goal.
It's okay to put friends on the
back burner for a little while,
but don't completely push them
away.
Aguarius(Jan20-Feb18):
You are in way too much of a
rush to get things done. Slow
down and relax. Taking on too
much now won't yield good re-

suits later.
Pisces(Feb.19-Mar.20):
If you don't really need some
thing try not to put yourself in a
position where you will be
stuck. Wait and think things
over before making major de
cisions.
Aries(Mar.21-Apr.19):
It's time to let people help you
out for once. You're not the
only one who needs to learn
how to handle responsibility so
sit back and relax a little.
Taurus(Apr.20-May20):
Everyone wants to have fun, but
if you don't start being respon
sible with your money, that will
be the last thing you're having.
Try te-save up so you can re
ally enjoy yourself later on.
GeminiCMay21-June20):
In trying to get your life back
on track you may end up push
ing others away. Try to listen
for once instead of doing all of
the talking. You may find it
will better your relationships.

CanrerlJune21-July22):
You may have been feeling a
little anti-social lately. It's time
to crawl out of that shell of
yours and be open to new pos
sibilities. Those who are your
true friends will still be there for
you no matter what.
Leo(July23-Aug.22):
You are starting to realize the
real worth oflife. You have been
on a spiritual journey that has
proven to be worth it. Try to
share your knowledge with
many people.
Virgo(Aug.23&pt.22):
Someone may be trying to get
your attention. Don't be reluc
tant to let them know that
they've caught your interest,
but remember sometimes it's
good to play hard to get.
Libra(Sept.23-0ct.22):
Don't let your self doubts pre
vent you from doing something
you really want to do. Believe
in yourself and stand strong in

your beliefs.

By Ryan Wheeler and Jim
Hincks
Staff Writers

System ofa Down
These days it is a rare occur

rence indeed to find a music
group with as much raw talent
as System ofa Down. This rock
quartet consists of guitarist
Daron Malakian, drummer John
Dolmayan, bassist Shavo
Odadjian (sound it out), and Serj
Tankian on vocals. From the
new-age neo-rock beats to the
revolutionary metal anthems.
SOAD's self-titled debut album
is crammed full of some of the
strangest, most original rock
compositions ever recorded.

System's music can't be cat
egorized. Their sound varies so
greatly from track to track that it
makes generalization impos
sible. The songs range from the
old-school hard rock of"War?"
and "Know", to the alternative
melodies of"Spiders". The on
slaught continues with the in
sane, barely organized rifTs of
"Soil" and "CUBErt," and even

a Turkish swing-metal cross
over. The catchy vocals elevate
the band's lyrical masterpieces
to unprecedented heights of
originality.
Slipknot

Slipknot, recent participators
ofOzzfest and now on tour with
Coal Chamber and Machine
Head. They are one of the most
original bands of the decade.
They are also one of the only, if
not the only, mainstream band
out of Iowa.

One thing that makes them
unique is the fact that they uti
lize nine members. Through the
use of nine members, Slipknot
attains a very unique sound.
With a combination of discor
dant guitars, a tribal stomp, and
lung-wracking vocals, it is some
thing that has to be heard to be
believed.

Slipknot released their self
titled debut album over the sum
mer which was produced by
Ross Robinson. Both bands are
something to see.

Answers to the Trivia

By Kevin Rich

Dream
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Important Trivia
Leonardo DiCaprio star on
for a short period of time?

9. True or false, Dave
Mustane from Megadeth
used to play for Metallica?

10. What national park did Yogi
Bear inhabit?

II. What boxer retired unde
feated as the Heavyweight
Champion?

12. Where did Garfield ship
Nermal whenever he got
sickofhim?

13. What is the name of the
main character in the Evil
Dead series of movies, and
what is his name in real life?

14. Where is the baseball Hall
of Fame located?

15. True or false, Magneto led
the X-Men for a period of
time?

16. What are the names of the
two monster cereals, other
than Count Chocula, that
are no longer released?

What movie holds the
record for the most car
wrecks and crashes in a
singlei]1ovie?
Who s~gs the song "Be
hind Bloo.Eyes?"
What's'tl1e name of
Morpheus' ship in The
Matrix?
Alf, everybody's favorite
furry alien from the planet
Melmak liked to eat which
household pet?
In The Simpsons, what is
Principal Skinner's real
name?
What was the first song
ever played on MTV?
Who was the voice ofall of
the characters from the Fat
Albert series?
What TV sitcom did

I.

By Dave Jodelka and Dave
Lundeen
Entertainment Editors

A Math Teacher's

3.

4.

2.

5.

6.

7.

8.

writing the paper and my Health
teacher was talking about acne,
so instead it read, "One day my
zit called and my pimple told him
I was in the Noxema." Then, I
topped offmy essay with my pen
upside down by accident.

I finally fled school by four
to go to Taco Bell to meet Gully.
Afier waiting three hours for her
to show, I realized that she had
most likely gone to the other
nearby Taco Bell. I rushed out
of the fast food restaurant only
to hear the manager yell, "Have
a nice day!"

I turned around staring
blankly and said, ''I'm not even
in your way!" Naturally, I had
misheard him and I realized that
much later, but when I heard how
Gully's day went I figured I
didn't have it so bad. She told
me that in seventh period today,
her friend pulled her aside and
said, "You have something
green in your teeth."

"Really, thanks for telling
me!" Gully replied embarrassed,
yet thankful.

"Oh, I forgot to tell you when
I noticed it in third," her friend
added.

Gully and I both shared a
good laugh and enjoyed how
these little things that may seem
annoying, can sometimes be all
of the little things that make us
happy.

12. Abu Dhabi
13. Ash, Bruce Campbell
14. Cooperstown, New York.
15. True, he actually did on

two occasions.
16. Frankenberry and

Booberry

after I put on my last pair oflong
clean socks. I had to wear a pair
of my little sister's Barney
socks."

"I got in trouble for not hav
ing the laundry done. I put the
clothes in the dryer like my mom
asked me to," I protested.

"Did you forget to start it
again?" Gully asked.

"Am I the only one who does
that?" I replied.

"Don't feel bad. I remem
bered to start the dryer, I just
forgot to put the clothes in it,"
she laughed.

"I think we should talk later
at Taco Bell. Then we can
mingle about our mega crisises
and terrible traumas for today,
ya know?" I begged.

"Yeah, I'll meet you there at
four, see you there," and with
that, we parted only to experi
ence more frustrations during
the rest of our school day.

I was writing my English es
say and was perfectly con
scious of the new whiteout
bottle next to me, but through
out the whole essay I'm scrib
bling out words like a maniac.
My essay's topic was about a
sibling and I was writing about
how annoying my older brother
was. The line I was writing was
supposed to read, "One day my
boyfriend called for me and my
brother told him I was in the
can." However, I was in Health

Star," by nobody cares and
produced by working in a
Dunkin'Donuts.

7. Bill Cosby
8. Growing Pains
9. True
10. Jellystone National Park
II. Rocky Marciano

By Katrina Percak and Tina
Cucci
Staff Writers

It's the little th ings ... that re
ally bug me. No, I'm not talking
about the nice, sweet little
things, but the annoying little
things. I can't stand it when
som eone scrapes h is teeth
against his fork when he's eat
ing, or when you have to sneeze
and you can't. The worst is
when you and your best friend
both have a day absolutely filled
with these little annoyances.

T-he day started off as a ter
rible morning. Being the genius
that I am, I spent a half an hour
trying to iron a shirt. Why, you
may be wondering, did it take
me that long to iron a shirt?
Let's just say that it helps ifyou
plug the iron in, which is prob
ably the same reason the toast
wasn't ready as quickly as it
usually is. When the toast was
finally done I smothered it in
strawberry jam only to drop it
face down on the ground. Not
only did I not get to eat my
breakfast, but also I had to clean
up the jelly all over the floor.

Upon arriving at school I met
up with my best friend, Gully.
"It's just one of those morn
ings," I told her with a sigh.

"I know what you mean," she
replied. "This morning I
stepped in something wet right

I. Blues Brothers, the original,
not that cheap Blues Brothers
2000 wannabe piece ofcompost.
2. They sure do
3. Nebuchadnezzar
4. Cats
5. Armond Tamzarian
6. "Video Killed the Radio
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Millennium Madness
By Jodie Daley
StajfWriter

Looking back on this decade, can you
count the number of times you've heard
Prince' famous line, "Tonight we're
gonna party like it's 1999?" Speaking
from personal experience, this tune has
passed through my ears more times than
I can physically count. What is the big
deal with the year 1999 anyway? Factu
ally speaking, the end of the millennium
will fall on December 31,2000 and not in
two months like most people believe. You
see, recorded time did not commence with
the year zero; it began with year one.
This means that much of the population
is planning to have their "party of the
century" and "trip of a lifetime" twelve
months early. Although, since the cater-

ers and the dj. 's are already lined up and
the plane tickets and the hotels are al
ready reserved, there's no turning back
now from the millennium blast.

For some, a trip to the tropics is the
only way to ring in the new year. These
folks are seeking warm weather, beaches,
sun, and huge social gatherings. They
are hoping to get a nice tan, meet some
crazy new companions, and experience
life like they never have before. Check
ing into plane tickets and hotel reserva
tions for that final week in December is
enough to give anyone a headache and
enough to prove that mobs of people
will be hoarding little islands and gather
ing onto popular peninsulas.

For others, spending New Year's Eve
and New Year's Day at a ski resort is a
dream come true. These skiers,
snowboarders, and snowbladers are

looking to remember this holiday by do
ing what they love most. They want to
be enjoying the slopes with snow~

capped peaks, fun-loving people, and
those demanding Black Diamond ski
runs! Unless your ski trip plans are al
ready set in stone, take my advice and
don't get your hopes up that you'll be
counting down to midnight atop a moun
tain pass. People have been strenuously
planning for this particular holiday and
ski resort reservations have been booked
for quite some time now.

On the other hand, some folks are plan
ning to stay close to home, as opposed
to traveling across the globe. They may
have acted too late in making those res
ervations or they may just want a peace
ful evening out in the neighborhood.
Either way, there is much to do. For ex
ample, just about every club and restau-

rant is open on New Year's Eve. These
places will almost always offer some form
ofentertainment that will draw in crowds
from the street. People seem to have the
time of their life mingling with friends,
family, and even complete strangers from
the area. However, instead of leaving
home, some folks are planning to have a
big party at their house. Even still, as
crazy as it may sound, New York City is
hosting a midnight run. The start ofthc
race is-you guessed it-12:00 a.m. on
January 1st

•

o whether you're planning to go all
out this New Year's holiday, orjust hop
ing to celebrate the evening with a few
close friends, please keep in mind that
there are plenty of fun things to do. If
you don't want to be left in the dark,
check out television, newspaper, and
magazine ads.

The Attack ofthe Y2K Bug
By abrina Dymit
StajfWriter

The Y2K bug has been made to seem
a lot more complicated than it actually is.
Simply, it's the inability ofa computer to
process the date/year change from 1999
to 2000. For some people the only thing
that they need to do is change the date
on their software from two digits to four.
Most oftware written as of 1997 is com
pliant and the user should be okay. How
ever, if the software can not process the
data without a date higher than 1999, the
computer may just shut down all together.

If the problem in the computer is the

fmnware, it may be a bit harder to fix for
compliance. The fumware is written on a
chip that can not be reprogrammed or
changed by the user. The only solution
to this problem is to replace the chip. If
the eomputer is an older model, it may
not acce'p' the new chip and will not be
able to be' pdated at all.

The most important firmware to be
compliant is the BIO or Basic Input
Output System. Without operating
BIOS, a computer can not do anything.
If the BIO in your computer isn't com
pliant, you can bet that your computer
isn't going to work. There are comput
ers that do have compliant systems that
will run right through the Y2K without a

problem. For the people who do not have
these compliant computers, there are a
few select routes that can be taken.

The first option, of course, is to buy a
new computer all together. This can be
very expensive and before the Y2K there
is always that risk that even ifthey say it
is compliant, it doesn't mean that it is.

orne people are willing to take that risk
and ifyou are, the odds are that the com
puter will be all right.

Another option is to have a Y2K com
pliant chip mailed from thc manufacturcr
to your homc. For some people with older
model computers, this plan may not work.
Your computer can reject the chip and
then you're back to square one.

The last option is to keep your com
puter now and watch it crash on the mil
lennium. You can then just buy a brand
new one after the old one breaks down
and the new ones are ready for purchase.
This is probably the best thing that any
of us can do to prepare forthis Y2K bug.

As you can see, this issue of the "big
bad" Y2K bug has been dealt with. It'
no surprise and people shouldn't fear
the worst. There are still people who
think that the computer systems will
crash and the world will have mass chaos
everywhere, but the odds of surviving
the Y2K are on your side. We'll just have
to wait and see.

Here Comes the Millennium!
By Amy zavala
StajfWriter

The End ofthe
World

Everyone loves to celebrate the New
Year, but will everyone be ready for the
shock of this year? As the millennium
draws closer, our lives are getting closer
and closer to their end. Have you actu
ally thought about what is awaiting us
as the year 2000 approaches? Do you
know what the millennium means?

The world is in a state of confusion
because no one knows what uncertainty
awaits them. Y2k is just one example of
this confusion. No one really knows if
their computer is Y2k compliant. Even
the biggest computer nerd, who sleeps
next to his computer every night, doesn't
know ifhis computer will make the tum
of the millennium. The computers may
all go blank and their systems may go
completely haywire. However, I don't
think that any of this will really matter. I
think that December 31,1999 will be the
last day that we will see light, breathe air
or feel wannth.

On that day, no matter what you are
doing, you too will go blank like all ofthe
computers. The world is not going to be
attacked by green aliens with red eyes
from the planet Neptune or blown to

smithereens by an atomic bomb. The
world will not break out into a bloody
battle and Mother Nature will certainly
not destroy herself. Instead, I believe
that life will just stop.

At that moment people will be doing
all sorts of things. People may be wash
ing their hair to get ready for a party or
walking their dog around the block, but
as soon as 12:00a.m. strikes, everyone
will just drop.

The way this will happen will cause
no pain or suffering to anyone. How?
Well, everyone will just drop at the same
timc. If you're washing dishes, you'll
fall in your kitchen. Ifyou're in a dance
club swing dancing to the Cherry Popin'
Daddy's, you'll drop to the dance floor.
This will happen in the blink ofan eye or
as fast as a snap. It's as simple as being
unplugged or shutdown and starting all
over from scratch.

Now you may believe this or you may
not, but remember, "Tomorrow is prom
ised to no one."- Walter Payton. Take
every day you have and live life to the
fullest.

By Bill Palmer
StajfWriter

Sorry, No Need/or
Panic

It brings me great grief to announce

to my pessim istic readers that the world zeros are empty like the world would
will not end in the year 2000. Yes, unfor- be if it ended. Do you get itT'
tunately, Dick Clark will continue count- 3.) "Dude, didn't you ee Armaged-
ing down the New Year with his terrify- don?"
ing denture stick smile for the next five I must admit that these stunning theo-
thousand New Year Blasts. More grue- ries nearly convinced me that our world
some eye injuries will result from flying would end at midnight, January 1st

, 2000.
champagne corks, and more broken- I was left with one question: Would
hearted men will head out to Dunkin' Mother Nature's clock ofwrath be set at
Donuts at 12: 15 to purchase the "Lonely -eastern or central time? Would MTV's
Man's Special", after being rejected by a Carson Daly and the rest of the Time
potential New Year's Kissee. Square partygoers meet their ultimate

After all of the fuss over the Y2K, the doom an hour before us? Since this mind
scariest thing about it will have been the blowing question was too much for me
annoyingly dull ad campaigns like "Yes to deal with, and far too much for Carson
2 Kia", and the lamest Halloween cos- Daly, I decided that the world would not
tume the world has ever seen, the Y2K self-destruct for a great while.
bug. I spotted this costume at a What is the worst thing that will hap
neighbor's Halloween party. The cos- pen on New Year's Eve? That would have
tume was worn by an overweight, middle- to be countless "End of the World" fa
aged man wrapped in tin foil and cov- natics rushing the streets in a hurry to
ered in neon-green price tags. He sat do all of the stupid things they've al
alone by a grill examining a burnt hot ways dreamed ofdoing. For instance, if
dog. The sight left me truly depressed I were convinced that the world was go
and a little irritated with all of this millen- ing to end tomorrow, I would cover my
nium hype. entire body with full-color tattoos of all

Putting aside the minor detail that the 152 POKEMON characters and challenge
new millennium starts in 200 I, (see Jodie all four of the Teletubbie to an Ultimate
Daley's article), why wouldn't the world Fighting Championship broadcast Jive
abruptly end 43 days from now? The on FOX network. That will never hap
best arguments I have heard supporting pen though. The world will not end any
the world's demise have been... time soon and I'll never get to fight the
1.) "That old Nostronomy guy wrote Teletubbies. I'm not sure about the

some book about it right?" whole POKEMON thing, but otherwise
2.) "There',s three zeros in 2000, and we have nothing to worry about.
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Girls Tennis Qualifies for State
By Thuy Nguyen
StaffWriter

As fall swiftly turns to win
ter, OLCHS once again bids fare
well to the girls' varsity tennis
team. Though the girls may be
sad about saying good-bye to
Coach Lawson, these girls are
far from unhappy, after placing
Ist in conference their 5'" year in
a row.

The road to success may
have been tough, but with a lot
of determ ination, these girls
pulled through. "We had lost

.one meet against a conference
opponent, but with hard work,
anything can be accomplished,"
stated Coach Lawson. Though
the girls may have practiced a
lot, they also had plenty of fun.
Angela Montoya, who played
doubles along with Kristina
Koch remarked, "One of my
best games this season was in
sectionals. The thing I enjoyed
the most about this year's sea
son was winning lSI Place."

When asked who their
toughest competitor was, Coach

Lawson responded, "Argo,
which was the team we had lost
to in our conference meet."

There were also many other
highlights ofthe season, includ
ing the team's conference win.
"I believe one ofour best plays
of the season was when the
doubles teams had the net
player get the return and hit a
winning volley," declared
Michelle Smith, a senior on the
team.

The team also displayed
satsifaction when they defeated

Chicago Christian placing OL in
ISI Place. "In the past, OL had
lost the championship to Chi
cago Christian at the Lemont In
vitational, but this year, that all
changed. I would say when my
partner, Koch, and Idefeated CC
in the last game placing our
selves and OL in first place
would be my most victorious
and memorable game," said An
gela Montoya.

"One of the team's goals this
season was to make it to state
and winning conference," con-

tinued Montoya.
Now that the season is over,

doesn't necessarily mean the
playing has to stop," acknowl
edged Coach Lawson. For
some, this statement may not
prove true, especially the se
niors. "As a senior, I will miss
playing on the team and the
many friendships which devel
oped. I have lots offond memo
ries that I'll carry with me
through college and I wish the
team good-luck in the years to
come," stated Smith.

Freshman Football Takes Conference
ByTonyPape
Production Manager

Well, the fat lady has sung
and that means that it is all over
for the freshman football play
ers as their season has come to
a close. What a close it was, as
they finished with an outstand
ing record of8-1. They became
co-conference champs along
with Richards and Kankakee.
This is a great achievement and
really shows how hard the guys
work both on and off the field.
They definitely showed off this
hard work when they played
both Oak Forest and Argo in a
thriller and won in the last 20
seconds of the game.

The coaches who guided
these players to this remarkable
season were Coach Lockwood,

Mayer, Bruckner, and Lynch.
The coaches definitely pre
pared the guys for any ob
stacles that they might encoun
ter both on and off the field.

One of the lead guys on the
team was reception leader, Tony
Russo, who also led the team in
receiving yards. Joe DeBias
was both the leading rusher and
tackler.

Some of the other players
who led the team to the champi
onship were Mike Boll, Dennis
Sui it, Joe Norris, and Rocco
Grotto.

Some ofthe guys who led the
defense were Gerald Gilligan,
Mark Pilney, Dave Martino, Jon
Wendt, and Ted 0' Malley.

The only handicap of this
successful team was the fact
that a large number of players

were either hurt or ineligible.
Even though this hurt the team
quite a bit, many players
stepped up and took over and
did a great job. One reason this
happened was the fact that this

Freshman Football Team.

team had a lot ofheart and spirit. .
"These kids have devel

oped as both athletes and
people a~ witnessing this has
been the mpst fun I've ever had
while coalWling," said Coach. '\ .. -

Lockwood. His main advice for
the players is to work as hard
as they can and then nothing
can stop them. Their future,
not only football, is only lim
ited by their work ethic.

Golf wrap Up OL Soccer Defeats Argo

By Becky Powers
StaffWriter

The Oak Lawn varsity golf
team, coached by Mr. David
Moonier had a remarkable sea
son this year. With both the
frosh-soph and the varsity team
having a 12-2 record, the team
dominated their opponents.

The golf team has accom
plished an incredible goal, one
that has never been accom
plished in the history of Oak
Lawn High School; they won
first place in conference! To
achieve the grandeur of a first
place title, our golf team had to
work hard throughout the en
tire golf season. They defeated
every team in conference and
everyone in the conference tour
nament. To win many of these
matches a lot of people had to
step up and playa little above
their usual standards.

These people include, but are
not limited to medallist Jim
Janowiak who shot a 78, fresh
man medallist for sophomore
team Don Hackstock, and senior
Hank Fear who shot an 89. Fear
was only two shots away from

the 87 cut-off for sectionals.
The Oak Lawn Community High
School golf team has a plan for
future practices. They hope to
be able to use Stony Creek's
range and golf course for sum
mer use. That way they can im
prove their skills in the off-sea
son.

In the future many ofthe golf
ers are looking forward to a
lady's golf team. In the past
there have been lady golfers,
but the golfers believe that a
woman coach is needed to pro
vide the team with the exactness
they need.

The coaches and athletes
agree that golfing has grown a
great deal at Oak Lawn High
School because of Tiger
Woods, the young, trend-set
ting, legendary golfer. In fact,
the frosh-soph golf team actu
ally started with 50 golfers and
they had to cut down this year.

The team is looking forward
to an exceptional season next
year. This year's performance
is proof enough that the golf
team has every capability of
achieving their goals.

By Adam Zwirkoski
StaffWriter

The Oak Lawn varsity soc
cer team had a great season.
This team accomplished many
things that no previous Spartan
team has done.

First of all, they ended the
season above 500. No team in
Oak Lawn history has come
close to this mark.

Next, they were able to de
feat Argo by a score 00-0. This
victory also kept Argo from be
ing undefeated in conference. It
was probably the biggest vic
tory in Spartan soccer history.

Finally, this was the first time
where the boys' soccer team
was actually united as a team.
The unity of this team is what
made this year so special.

The team's leader on the field
was Brian Dwyer. He was by far
the team's leading scorer. Also,
he was voted to the Ail-Sec
tional team and came very close
to making All-State. No other
player in Oak Lawn history has
had this honor.

The heart and soul of the
team was Don Anderson. No
other player played with so

much heart and dedication on
the field, nor was anyone a bet

-ter leader off the field. He was
voted to the All-Conference
team along with junior Dan
Pasquarella.

The seniors were truly the
leaders ofthis team and were ex
tremely dedicated and hard
working all season. The seniors'
unanimous highlight ofthe sea
son was the game against Argo.
The team played their best game
of the season and .came away
with the win over a team they
had never beaten. The entire
game was filled with excitement,
and the three goals were incred
ible.

All of the seniors have great
individual memories as well.
Justin Haak said he'd never for
get the goal he had against
Argo.

Don Anderson said that he'd
never forget the guys on the
team or the team unity we had.

As the writer of this article
and a player I will never forget
the fun I had this season.

Chris Vahl said he'd never
forget the game against

Romeoville where the team
scored with two seconds left to
tie the game.

Brian Dwyer said that he'd
never forget the 'fun season
topped off by beating Argo.

Steve Berezewski said he'd
never forget that he was part of
the best team with the best sea
son in Spartan history.

Dan Early summarized the en
tire season by saying, "I
couldn't have played with a bet
ter bunch of guys."



varsity. With their season over,
the team can look back on a great
one.

Many players on the team
al 0 received individual awards.

ho en for the AlI- onference
team were am ynowiecki on
defense, Karissa Murray as
Spiker, and Becca Feltz as AII
Around and also chosen as The
team MVP. Courtney Roberton
received AlI- onference honor
able mention.

Varsity Girls VoUeyball Team.

Romeoville Spartans. Making
major contributions during the
championship run were Sam

ynowiecki, Jill Munno,
Courtney Roberton, and Jenny
Kimmey.

All the hard work had paid
off, but the season still wasn't
over. Sectionals was the next
step the varsity had to accom
plish. Although the team
played great, Andrew High
School was too much for the

two games apiece from both
teams. The girls also played
exceptionally well against
cro s-town rival Richards. The
team was led by Karis a
Murray, Rebecca Feltz, Jenny
Crum, and arly Murphy dur
ing these two very important
victories.

Splitting victories with
Reavis and Romeoville caused
the varsity to share the con
ference championship with the
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Girls Volleyball Team Wins Conference
way.
Then this tight-knit group of
players ran into a brick wall. With
the new no pass no play" policy
at OL IIS, four players were lost
from the team. The team knew
that they had to step up at this
point.

oach Nichols and Coach
Michals lell it up to seniors Jenny

rum and Jenny Kimmey to step
up and fill in the missing holes of
the team. Jenny Crum had to
make the switch from weak side
hitter to starting setter in just one
week. Jenny worked extremely
hard, and after that week ofprac
tice, she had made the transition.
At first, the loss of the players
was devastating.

With two losses to power
!n:luses Lockport and Provi
dence, Coach Nichols and Coach
Michals knew that better things
had to come their way, especially
with conference season just
around the comer.
With the new sense that they
were ready to take on anyone, the
varsity rolled to an 8-2 conference
record. The team rolled over
Argo and Bolingbrook, taking

By Jesse Gubernat
StaffWriter

Did you go to any varsity
girls' volleyball games this
year? Ifthe an wertothatques
tion is no, then you don't know
what you missed! Every var
sity game brought a fun and ex
citing experience for all.
Varsity had high hopes coming
into this season, and it looked
like few thing would stop this
group ofhard working girls from
a having a winning season.
They had the right mix of play
ers, with two great coaches to
lead the way to victory.

Coach Nichols and Coach
Michals buried into the girls'
heads that they were going to
be winners, and the team defi
nitely had the potential to storm
over the opposition.
Early in the season the varsity
team looked determined and
good enough to take state. The
varsity seemed to be a power
house team that was impossible
to beat. The girls were rolling
over every team that came their

end, three ofOak Lawn's spec
tacular players were selected to
theAII- onferenceteam. enior

cott Bie terfield was selected
to the first team all-conference
defense as linebacker. enior
Martin Zubek was also selected
to the first team all-conference
defense a a defensive back.
Ryan Howell was also chosen
for All-Conference punter. This
is a great accompli hment for
these three fine atheletes.

oach Wally Sebuck's in
tense practices con isting of
drilling, running and reviewing
plays has paid off greatly.As the season came to an

highlights of this game which
capped off this proud victory.

enior Ryan Howell rushed for
100 yards and scored one
touchdowwn. Howell also threw
a 40 yard touchdown pass to
Justin Altenburg.

rfte Spartans' victory over
rete ~a6.,oot only huge be

cause ofCrete's 15th ranking in
the state, but more so because
it decided the conference cham
pionship. IfCrete were to have
won this game, they would have
been conference champs.

There were several pecific

coach told him that this was
the best battle that he had ever
seen.

Despite their 1-7 record,
the partans' went into their
last game of the season look
ing for a victory over Crete
Monee, who was ranked 15th
in the state. Injuries sidelined
many of the players in their last
game of the season. The se
niors stepped up their game
and brought forth a 14-12 vic
tory.

Shepard in the third week when
the partans lost by only a single
point(13-12). The partans' ac
tually scored 4 touchdowns, but
two were called back due to
rough penalty calls by the offi
cials.

The Spartans finally won their
first game this season over Argo
with a core of6-0. Every player's
contribution resulted in this hard
fought victory.

Against our cross-town rival
Richards, the Spartans once
again put up another hard fought
battle. oach ebuck stated that
after the game Richards' head

By Matt Ulanow ki
StaffWriter

Determination, effort, and
dedication have been legendary
to the 22 individual partan
Football players. The season
started with a total of24 mem
bers, but dropped to 22 after the
first week. The shortage ofplay
ers brought a poor start to the
season.

During week three of the sea
son, the Spartans began to put
forth their best effort at both
games and practices. Their hard
work showed off against

Varsity Football Finishes Season------

Girls Cross Country Team.

of this team. "It was a pleasure next year. I look forward to
coaching this team. These girls watching the returning runners
love to run; they love to com- improve, grow, and mature. I
pete. They should all be proud wish Karen Bialek, Jodie Daley,
oftheir accomplishments, and I Vicki Davis, and April Osman ki
know they will build on them for all the best- you will be missed."

the partan prevailed. Even
though they took third place
as a team, every girl accom
plished her personal best time.
A hearty congratulations goes
to Kelly unneen, assie
Gonzales, and Laura Mottl for
receiving All-Conference hon
ors for the team.

At regionals the following
Saturday, the weather was
even worse with freezing cold
temperatures and powerful
winds. The race soon became
a battle with the team taking
fifth place and qualifing for
sectionals. Well deserved rec
ognition goes to Becky Annen
for having a great race at
Regionals. ectionals was a
great experience for the girls;
many ofthem ran the best times
of the seaon. This race was
definitely a great one to end
the season!

Words from oach Persson
sum up the excellent qualities

recent Eisenhower meet, the
newer runners stepped up and
filled in for some ofthe top seven
runners. Karen Bialek received
her first, first place finish.

The girls also represented Oak
Lawn very well this year at many
invitationals. The frosh/soph
runners placed third at the
Plainfield Invitational bringing
home a beautiful plaque to add
to their collection ofawards. The
team carne in a close fourth place
finish at the Rich East Invita
tional, and they took home the
first place trophy at the Tinley
Park Invite. At Tinley Park, the
girls showed a lot of team unity
and gave an extraordinary perfor
mance. At the Reavis invita
tional, the team was proud to
have seven individual winners,
and four more at the Argo Invite.

On October 16, the girls ran in
the conference race at Conkey
Woods their home course. The
weather was misty and cold, but

By Laura Mottl
StaffWriter

Due to the superior dedica
tion, tremendous effort, and
great team spirit, this year's girls'
cross-country team has gath
ered a Iist of noteworthy accom
plishments. With these out
standing qualities, the girl
were able to aim for demanding
goals and conquer them as well.
With the continued support of
Coach Jodi Persson, no team
goal was viewed as unreachable.

The girls finished the season
with a duel meet record of7-1
overall, and 4-1 in conference.
In one of these duel meets, the
Spartans obtained a perfect
score against Reavis at their
home course. The top seven fin
ishers in the race were all Oak
Lawn runners. Reavis was last
year's conference champs,
showing the Lady partan' im
provements as a team. At a more

Girls Cross Country Advances
~~~---
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HOBY Student
Ambassador

Thanksgiving Food Drive
•
IS a success

selected

Altenberg, who with the help of
Ryan McLernon, brought in 452
cans. As his prize, Justin re
ceived a $1 00 mall gift certificate.

Second place went to Matt
Murphy. Using fund from the
junior cia s advisory board,
Matt brought in a total ofaround
350 cans. Matt received a $50
mall gift certificate as a second
place prize.

Nakima lark came in third
place, bringing in 57 cans. As a
prize, Nakima received a$25 mall
gift c rtificate.

Oak Lawn tudents brought
in a total of close to 2000 cans,
once again making it a success
ful Thanksgiving food drive.

Nakima Clark, Matt Murphy, and Justin Altenburg (not pic
tured) are winners of the Can Food Drive Contest. (photo By
Michael Masino)

between each class and among
individuals.

The leading class at OLCHS
was the junior class, who col
lected a total of 700 cans. The
seniors came in a close second
with a total of684 cans and other
non-perishable items brought
in. The sophomore class came
in third place, gathering 469
cans. Fourth place went to the
freshman class, who brought in
a total of 147 cans and other
non-perishable items.

The school also held con
tests to determine the individual
students that brought in the
most cans.

Taking first place was Justin

By Brian Caster
News Co-Editor

The Oak Lawn Community
High School Thanksgiving Food
Drive was a once again huge
success. The food drive was run
by the Student Council and
sponsored by Mr. Scarpelli and
Mrs. Bibeau.

The food drive was run dur
ing the week of November 15
19. Students turned in cans dur
ing their study halls and were
able to have an entire hour of
lunch.

Students were asked to bring
in ten ounce cans of soup or
twelve ounces of a non-perish
able item.

The collected can were dis
tributed to several different
churches in the Oak Lawn area.
The churches that the items were
brought to were St. Louis
DeMontfort, the First Church of
the azarene, and a 'th
Lutheran.

The school held conte ts to
see who could collect the most
cans. The contests were run

Each applicant must write an
essay, show leadership ability,
sensitivity to other , personal
dedication, and the desire to
communicate their knowledge
to their peers.

From the beginning of the
evaluation process it could be
seen that Megan holds many
leadership roles. She is a mem
ber ofSCAB, tudent Council,
Student Helpers, Key lub, and
is also the captain of the sopho
more cheerleading squad.
Megan also volunteered her
time this fall raking leaves for
enior citizens.

In March, Me~apwill attend
the leadership semi' ,along
with hundreds ofstude ts from
across Northern lIIinQ '. One
student will be cho en at the
end of this three or four-day
seminar to attend the HOBY
2000 World r hip on
gress, an international event
held on July 22-29, at George
Washington University in
Washington, D.C.

t:~~
Hoby Winner Megan Melvin.
(Photo By Rachel Laylo)

By Nazneen Yasin
Sta.IJWriter

The student ambassador
from OLCHS, selected to partici
pate in the HOBY program this
year, will be Megan Melvin.

HOBY stands for the Hugh
O'Brien Youth Leadership pro
gram. The HOBY leader hip
seminar is open to all sopho
mor . nly on ophomore
from each school may attend
this Northern Illinois leadership
seminar. The student is chosen
through a process ofevaluation.

Forensics season off to a good start

Season's Greetings
from the Spartanite

By Jennifer Rolniak
StaffWriter

The Forensics season is un
derway for the thirty-six mem
bers of this year's speech team.
In order to continue to achieve
the success they reached last
year, the beginning of the sea
son also marks the start ofend
less hours of dedication, hard
work, and practice.

The Forensics program,
which is really speech, consists
of thirteen individual events.
The acting events are Dramatic
Duet Acting, Dramatic Interpre
tation, Humorous Duet Acting,
Humorous Interpretation, Verse
Reading, and Prose Reading.
The public addres events are
Extemporaneous peaking,
Original Comedy, Onginal Ora
tion, Oratorical Declamation,
Impromptu peaking, pecial
Occasion Speaking, and Radio

peaking. Some ofthese events

are delivered from memory, and
others are read.

The Forensics team is under
the direction of Head Coach
Tom Dzurison. The team mem
bers include: Don Andersen,
Erika Buys, Jason Cascio, An
thony Cerceo, Kelly Cunneen,
Carmel DaMazo, Matt Dauner,
Deanne Drechsler, Pat Fisher,
Tori Fisher, Sarah Goldrick, and
Bryan Grant.

Also members of Forensics
are: Justin Haak, Dennis
Kasprowicz, Kristen Kearney,
Kelly Keating, Caleb Kosek,
Sarah Lee, Eric Martig, Celine
Metzger, Susan Mueller,
Heather Neumann, Val Olson,
and Marc Palluck.
Other members are: teve Pe

ters, Melissa Renz, Jennifer
Rolniak, Samantha Staniszew-
ki, Dave uda, KatIe Vogel,

Kevm West, Amy Zavala, Amy
Zero, Diamond lukas, Adam
lWlrkoski, and Debbie

Zwirkoski.
Officers of Forensics are:

Erika Buys, president; Anthony
Cerceo, vice-president; Dia
mond Zukas, treasurer; and jun
ior officers Caleb Kosek, Jenni
fer Rolniak, and Amy Zero.

Forensic members spend sev
eral hours a day perfecting their
speaking and acting skills to
make sure their piece can hold
up against strong competition
from other schools. Members
practice with coaches twice a
week, and continue to practice
on their own and with others.

Every aturday, the team trav
els to other schools to compete.
Tournaments consist of three
preliminary rounds where each
competitor is ranked agamst stu
dents from other schools. Iftheir
ranks are high enough, they ad
vance to compete in a tinal
round.

As of press time, Forensics
members have partiCIpated in

five tournaments. The team has
done very well in these
invitationals, placing fourth in
the Thornton Turkey Tourna
ment, third in the Sl A Novice
Tournament, and third in the
Thornridge Tree Tournament.

Many members have taken
first place in these tournaments
in their individual events, s

as Erika Buys and Justin Haak
in Dramatic Duet Acting, Eric
Martig and Marc Palluck in Hu
morous Duet Acting, and
Debbie Zwirkoski and Pat Fisher
in Humorous Duet Acting.

Other first place winners in
clude Anthony Cerceo in Ora
tory, Sarah Goldrick in Prose,
and Katie Vogel in Prose.

Walking in a win
ter wonderland...

-Page... 5 & 6-
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Spartan wrestler

pile drive the
competition
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GUYS can cheer

too!
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Cheerleading definition
is examined

By Diana Ocampo
StaffWriter

Cheeleading... is it a sport? This is an interesting question. Any chceleader you
ask will say it's a sport. But many, many others will tell you it's not. As a cheerleader
I feel it definitely is.

The definition of sport is any activity or experience that gives enjoyment or
recreation. uch an activity requiring more or less vigorous bodily exertion and
carried on according to some traditional forms or set of rules whether outdoors or
indoors.

Now tell me, what part of that definition does not apply to cheerleading?
Cheerleading gives much enjoyment and recreation. There is plenty of vigorous
body exertion. And it does, in fact, have rules that must be followed.

Some people say it isn't a sport because there is no competition. Have you ever
watched a cheerleading competition on ESPN?

How about one of my favorite criticisms, "It's not like you're actually doing
something and trying to beat someone else." My answer to this is we're cheering
against the other squad, trying to be a better, louder squad, to pep our fans up and
show more spirit. Not only do we do this, but we also have the job of being there for
our players and showing them we are there behind them all the way.

Here at OLCH all who play sports are allowed to be exempt from P.E. Cheerlead
ers do not get this privilege because according to our school, cheerleading is not a
sport. On the other hand, marching band member~are.~lIowed this privilege. Does
this mean marching band is more ofa sport than cheerleading? Ifcheerleading is not
a sport, why are physicals required? \

Some people say that all cheerleaders are "a bunch of ditzy blonde airheads
jumping up and down in uniforms." I wish that people could break through this
horrible stereotype. I wish they could look beyond it and see the truth.

The last major argument other people come up with is that and I quote, "Come on,
how.can it be a sport if you can't even get hurt? What are you going to do, kick
yourself in the head?" Sports Illustrated states that cheerleading is among the top
five injury causing sports above football. Many cheerleaders walk the hallways
with bruises on all parts of their bodies. I was even inflicted with a black eye that
was caused by a cheerleading accident. The bottom line is that cheerleaders do get
hurt!

The lack of respect cheerleaders get is a problem existing in society today. This
problem is seen in high schools all over the country, when other sport players insult
or cut down a cheerleader. The media, as well, continues to trash cheerleaders. Tum
your television to channel 9 at 8:00 p.m. Thursday and see what the program "Popu
lar" is telling the world about cheerleaders.

o I beg of everyone to think about it, consider it. Cheerleading is a sport!
Cheerleaders work just as hard as other sports team members and it' not fair that we
don't get treated like the players on those sports teams. This dream of mine had
already been fulfilled when cheerleading was declared a sport. But it won't be real
until I hear it from you, the student body. To all you basketball baseball, soccer, and
football players alii remind you is, "You may throw balls, but we throw people."

Christmas Spirit

Throughout the next month, mad dashing shoppers will rush through super malls
in the holiday spirit. But outside of the holiday bustle what exactly does this
Christmas spirit mean to us? Many people think that the Christmas spirit involves
the power of giving, while many people may say that gift giving is a wonderful
expression ofChristmas spirit and love, would you still feel that spirit ifyou woke up
Christmas morning to a tree with absolutely no pre ents underneath it? The Christ
mas spirit has nothing to do with presents, it has to do with sharing a warm meal with
your family, enjoying the bright lights on every house, decorating your tree.

Yet, how many of us actually receive gifts that are personal and from the heart?
Really think about it. How heart warming is Aunt Edna's fruitcake? For that matter,
who eats fruitcake anyhow? When was the last time you received a gift that truly
meant something? Probably not recently. ven if you have, it probably wasn't for
Christmas.

While most of the talk is about giving gifts, we have to admit that we truly enjoy
receiving a present that we desire. TIlat present may be an Old Navy tech vest, a
new pair ofNikes, or an old fashioned book. Ifsomeone is to give a gift, there must
be someone to receive it. Honestly, we enjoy both aspects of the process. Christ
mas isn't just about giving or receiving, it's about both.

But all of the Christmas parables about present not being the entire basis for the
holiday are not unfounded. I believe that the Christmas spirit has nothing to do with
presents at all. The Christmas spirit transcends the material world completely. This
holiday aura appears in our most personal, loving relationships. Whether that is
baking Christmas cookies with your family, hanging ornaments on your freshly cut
tree, seeing tiny children get ecstatic about Santa Claus, or just staring out your
window with a large glass of egg nog or hot chocolate. These are very things that
make Christmas wonderful! Not knocking little old women over to get your hands
on Pokemon, not maxing your tiny plastic credit cards, not sprinting through the
mall to finish shopping.

But for those ofyou who do get caught up in the shopping bustle try watching a
few seasonal flicks like Bill Murray's classic version of crooge, the over played It's
a Wonderful Life, or just give in to your childish love for Christmas and watch Dr.
Seuss's The Grinch Who Stole Christmas. Nothing can fill you with the Christmas
spirit more than these films. Or better yet, dig out your favorite holiday CD's. Nat
King Cole, Burllves, and Andy Williams can make any Grinch laugh with a bowl full
ofjelly. Just keep in mind, Christmas only comes but once a year, make it a time of
love.

partanite editorials represent the opinion of individual tarf mem
ber ,n t the publication itself. Replies to the e editorials are welcomed
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"From a commerical point of
view, if Christmas did not exist it
would be necessary to invent it. ".

Katharine Whitehorn
"There are some people who

want to throw their arms around
you simply because it is Christ
mas; there are other people who
want to strangle you simply be
cause it is Christmas. "-Robert

Lync;t
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Popular Internet
Sites

University.

On March 9, the Jazz Band
wi II be perfonning at the annual
concert and once again, the Jazz
Band is slated to perfonn at this
year's Senior Citizen Dance on
March 31.

The selection of this year's
music is very diversified. The
Jazz Band is presently working
on two pieces of music for the
upcoming Illinois Wesleyan
Festival, with a third song that
is still yet undecided. A Latin
piece called "Green Eyes" and a
swing piece entitled "Mulligan
Stew" comprise the bulk of the
perfonnance.

There are a couple of new
additions to the Jazz Band this
year. Making their debuts, on
trumpet is senior Fred Housman,
and freshman John Burica will
play the trombone. This group
of people comprise the wind
and brass section of the Jazz
Band.

Rounding out the percussion
section in this year's Jazz Band
are three veterans as well. Play
ing the drumset this year isjun
ior Dave Jodelka, junior Ken
Korab on bass guitar, senior Joe
Banasiak on guitar, and sopho
more Rachel Laylo.

This year the Jazz Band is
scheduled to play for numerous
festivals and other events. On
January 22, the Jazz Band will
be performing at the Illinois
We (eyan Jazz Festival, and on
February 19, the Jazz Band is
scheduled to perform at the
Milliken Jazz Festival at Milliken

OL's Jazz Band plays their
way into the millennium

B B' M . and sophomore Amy Zero. rt\
y rlan essma

SlaffWriler

The Oak Lawn Jazz Band for
the millennium has been cho
sen. This year proves to be a
very exciting year, with many
new challenges and pieces of
music to perfonn.

This year, the Oak Lawn Jazz
Band is under a new director,
Ms. Emily Coulter. Though she
has had many obstacles to over
come this year, she has done a
very good job of replacing
fonner director David Deitemyer.
Ms. Coulter held a thorough
audition in selecting this year's
Jazz Band.

Many of the Jazz Band's
fonner players were once again
selected for this year's Jazz
Band. Fonner members of the
Jazz Band include seniors An
drea DeVivo, Dan Early, An
thony Fantozzi, Brian Messina;
juniors Andrew Dvorak, Tom
Miller, Beth Ott, Mike Sullivan;

www.cIubgreetings.com
This site has an innovative

way for you to let your loved
ones know you're thinking of
them. Send them an online
Christmas greeting card this
season, and later on return to
the site where you can choose
from an assortment of e-cards
for almost every occasion.

things. The site offers more than
virtual cash' it also has options
that allow you to save your
"money" in a virtual account,
and it offers various tips on how
to save, spend, and budget.

www.translator.go.com
This is an excellent site for those
who are taking a foreign lan
guage and need to translate be
tween English and another lan
guage. Type in text and it will be
translated to the language of
your choice, complete with ac
cent marks and foreign charac
ters. The site offers panish,
French, German, Italian, and
Portuguese.

By Diana Daley
SlaffWriler

Here are some more websites
to look at while you're surfing
around the Internet...

www.allowancenetcom
Receiving an allowance is a

good thing, but what about get
ting Diditz? No, they aren't for
eign currency, but Diditz are a
virtual fonn ofmoney. You and
your parents create a list of
household chores, and upon
completion you can eam up to
105 Diditz aweek (around $1 0.50
in the real world). Redeem your
virtual currency for really neat

www.hungersite.com
There is a way to share what

we have with others this holi
day season. At Hungersite,
businesses sponsor donations
of food to th~ hungry all around
the world (in return for adver
tising links on the website). The
site will accept only one click
per person, per day.

Now Open For Lunch

A-Orland Driving School, Inc.
$20 off

our regular price
(not good with other offers . limit one)

for the complete 42 hour program.
f

J

J For more information call
f (708) 460-6622

Len Scaduto Driving SchooL Inc.
49S7 W. 9Sth St., Oak Lawn, IL

(708)423-1212

901 0 S. Cicero
Oak Lawn

Business Hours:
Sun. thru Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

CALL US

425-9191
Tax free group rates for school sponsored organizations, clubs, and sports.

BRING THIS AD IN AND
GET FREE ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD
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Three OL students take
school spirit to a new level

Teacher Feature
Mr. Jerry Astrauskas

Q: Are you involved in any
other school activities besides
cheerleading?

Justin: I am also involved in
football, and I'm a pole vaulter
in track.

Ameer: I'm in Key Club, Stu
dent Council, Peer Mediation,
football, and I'm president ofthe
Senior Class.

Jeff: I'm in cross-country,
track, Student Council, and I'm
a Student Helper.

being a cheerleader.
Ameer: Just this basketball

season.
Jeff. This is my first yeartoo.

Q: Is there any other informa
tion you'd like to share?

Justin: A little quote we
cheerleaders go by is, "If
cheerleading was so easy, more
guys would be involved."

Ameer: Anyone who thinks
this is ea y is blind. These girls
work very hard and accomplish
a lot. Our J. V. team is [participat
ing in] competition. and I wish
them luck.

Jeff. It's a good experience,
and we have lots offun!

These three young men have
opened up new doors for other
males that want to join a pre
dominantly female sport or ac
tivity. Apparently they are con
tent with their decision and
they're enjoying the results!

Hours:
Mon.-lllU. 11 am to 11 pm

Fri. & Sat. 11 am to Midnight
~leI~~i::l..-.-,Deliveries start at 10:30 am

Closed on Sunday

ew additions to the Cheerleading quad, Justin Altenburg,
Jeff Selmeister, and Ameer Shalabi hope to add a new look to
the squad. (Photo By Rachel Laylo)

Q: Have you ever done anrrort
ofcheerleading before?

Justm: This is my first year

Q: Did you always want to be a
cheerleader?

Justin: It never really came to
my mind, until football camp last
summer when I thought it would
be fun.

Ameer: Not really, but I
started thinking of being one
ever since last year. I talked to
one of my buddies from foot
ball, Justin, and he agreed to join
with me.

Q: What exactly do you do on
the squad?

Justin: In cheerleading we are
used mostly for stunting, like
basket tosses, liberties, and
stuff like that. We also work on
partner stunting, which is really
tough and dangerous. Diana
Ricci is fun to work with, and
[she is) really brave to let a first
year cheerleader try these
stunts at her expen e.

Ameer: We stunt with the
girls. Justin and I do partner
stunts with them. We cheer
during halftime, the end ofquar
ters, and time-outs. However,
we aren't lined up on the side
lines with the girls during
thebasketball games.

Jeff. We do [almost] every
thing that the girls do; we cheer
the guy parts and I'm also the
back spotter.

4102 Southwest Hwy.
(Hometown Shopping Center)

Hometown,lL 60456

flOe) 6:36-7200

~
r-----------------------~: FREE PIZZA :
I Buy any 16" or 1'r pizza & receive a 10" cheese pizza FREE.I

I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
I Not good with any other offero. Coupon must be pre6ented. Expires 5-31-00 I

~-----------------------~r-----------------------~l FREE 2 Iiter6 of Pop :
I with any 16" or 17' pizza (Coke. Diet Coke or Sprite) I
I PIZZA PLUS RESTAURANT I
INot good with any other offers. Coupon must be pre6ented. Explre6 5-31-00 I

~-----------------------~

By Joanna Kaminski and
Val Ramadani
StaffWriters

The Oak Lawn Community
High School Cheerleading
Squad has added a few new
members to theirteam. Recently
three brave young men have
decided to join the OL
Cheerleading Squad. They are
seniors Justin Altenburg and
Ameer Shalabi, and sophomore
JeffSelmeister.

These three guys can be seen
at basketball games and school
pep assemblies, expressing their
Spartan pride and supporting
many of their classmates with
the rest ofthe team. The follow
ing is what they have to say
about making OLCHS history as
being the first male cheerlead
ers ever.

Q: When you first started out,
were you afraid of what people
would think?

Justin: When Istarted, I knew
I would be [ridiculed), but I
wasn't afraid because I really
don't care what people think of
me. [don't do things to impress
other people, I do them because
I like [doing them].

Ameer: I kind of figured that I
would get made fun of, but I
didn't care. I try not to let what
people say bother me.

Jeff. No, I wasn't afraid of
what people thought.

Q: What made you decide you
wanted to be a cheerleader?

Justin Altenburg: Over the
summer Ameer talked me into
trying out with him. At first I
said no, but he convince me to
try out.

Ameer Shalabi: Ijust wanted
to try something different and
see how it was... and [being
with] the girls [was an incen
tive).

Jeff Selmeister: My cousins
were cheerleaders and I saw
them having fun so I decided to
try it out.

What else do you enjoy?
I like baking bread, and read

ing, especially Charles Dickens.
I want to become an oenologist
(wine expert) living in the Napa
Valley.

What's your favorite part of
being a teacher at OLCHS?

The interplay with the stu
dents. I like Scholastic Bowl
because it's fun to be with witty
kids who want to excel. I like the
athletic games to see the stu
dents compete. It's more excit
ing than a professional game. I
like everything!

what is going to happen before
it does. It takes a lot of athletic
skill and guts to be part of both
junior varsity and varsity all
male hockey teams, yet Laura
sticks with the pressure and
handles everything just fine.

Laura thinks of herself as an
example for other girls who want
to playa predominantly male
sport. She believes that girls
should be treated 'e~ally, and
her participation on t e hockey
team proves that.

Laura Costabile Hockey Star.

What's your best memory from
high school?

Acting in a teen writing play
in my junior year with fellow
classmates where [ played a
crazy Roman Emperor and had
to wear a toga made out of a
bedsheet.

Did you have any inspirational
teachers?

[ had a college professor in a
Shakespeare class. He knew all
of the lines and interpretations
of the plays. I had never seen
anyone demonstrating litera
ture, intelligence, and wit like
that.

What advice do you have for
OLCHS students?

To learn what it is to choose
and to have the strength to be
able to follow though with a lu
cid choice.

By Joanna Kaminski and
Val Ramadani
StaffWriters

A player on Oak Lawn Com
munity High School's softball
team, Laura Costabile also plays
ice hockey on an all male team
called The Cobras. Students
from Oak Lawn Community
High School, Richards High
School, Evergreen High School,
and Shepard High chool make
up this team. Up until now,
Laura has played hockey for six
years.

Although she has always
been the only girl on her team,
Laura has played against other
girls on male teams as well.
Laura says that as long as she
acts like herself, she doesn't get
treated any differently than the
guys. Laura comes out onto the
ice with confidence. She shows
everyone that she will not be
pushed around because she is
the only girl.

Laura says that hockey isjust
as much a mental game as it is a
physical game. One who plays
hockey must learn to anticipate
different plays, and also predict

Mr. Jerry Astrau kas, star
English Teacher, a legend in
his own department. (photo
By Mike Masino)

By Jennifer Wiederhold
StaffWriter

When you were in high school,
did you ever think that you
would be where you are now?

No. I thought I would be a
mechanical engineer. building
bridges and roads in Ala ka.
That and being a middle line
backer for the Ch icago Bears.

Mr. Jerry Astrau kas is a
teacher here in the OLCH En
glish Department. He i a Scho
lastic Bowl sponsor, an avid
reader. and the announcer at

partan basketball, volleyball,
and football games. The follow
ing is an interview with our fea
ture teacher, Mr. Astrauskas.

Why did you want to become a
teacher?

Mr. Jerry Astrauskas: Be
cause Ilike literature, I like dis
cussing it. It's fun to do what
you like; I like to write, so Icom
bined things I like into ajob that
I like.
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By Bill Palmer
StaffWriter

'Twas three nights before
Christmas, /998 ...

And I was fed up with the
whole "Christmas thing." Be
sides the gifts, and two weeks
offfrom school, and the parties,
and the exotic vacations ... well
I wasn't that sick ofChristmas.
Two things were for sure,
though. I was both lazy and
greedy.

It was December 22 and I
hadn't bought a gift for anyone,
except myself. As I sat alone in
my room staring into the revolv
ing, multi-colored strobe light
that I had just purchased, a
strange feeling came over me.
Was it guilt? No, not even close.
Actually, I felt like I was in an
earthquake. Averting my eyes

from the strobe light, I realized
that my entire room was shak
ing like a quarter-operated
"vibro-bed" at a cheap motel.
My floor split in two, and the
ghost of a young man de
scended from the ceiling. Look
ing like a wicked version of
Richie Rich, the ghost informed
me that he was once just like me.
He loved being showered with
gi fts, but that was all Christmas
meant to him. It was too late for
the McAuley Culkin look-alike
to understand the holiday, but
he thought I could be saved. He
told me that on the day prior to
Chrij.tmas Eve, I would be vis
ited by one ghost. "Isn't it three
ghosts?" I inquired.

He replied in a thunderous
voice, "'Twas three ghosts.
However, the Good Man up
stairs finally realized that the

Ghost of Christmas Present is
boring and has little comedic
value. In addition, Christmas
Future told me that one year
from now you'd cut him out of
your 500 word article, so he re
fuses to work for you." In re
sponse, I promptly fainted.

When I awoke early the next
afternoon, my room was back to
normal. I was searching for a
"may cause hallucinations"
warning label on the box of my
strobe light, when my ears were
filled with music. Instantly, I
recognized the tune to be, "Ice,
Ice, Baby". I turned to the
source ofthe music, and saw my
former idol, Vanilla Ice.
"You're not dead!" Iexclaimed.
"Yeah, but my last album sold
17 copies world-wide, so Iguess
you could say I'm a ghost."

After Mr. Ice explained his

new gig of being Christmas
Past, he snapped his fingers and
took me to the past.

In an instant, I saw a young
boy enthusiastically opening a
"Ghostbusters Fire Department
playset." From old pictures, I
recognized the lad to be me. It
was our family Christmas Eve
party, 1989. Iwatched as the six
year old version of myself be
gan handing out gifts to my fam
ily members.

"You used to love giving as
much as getting," Ice reminded
me. He added, "Even though
your presents were lame." I paid
no attention to him, and smiled
as I watched my mother open a
gift I had made for her.

'You made your mommy ear
rings out of pins and construc
tion paper? Those are the ugli
est things I've ever seen!" Va-

nilla commented. Suddenly re
membering the purpose of his
job, he pulled a crumpled piece
of paper out of his pocket and
read in a monotone voice, "Your
mother will never forget this gift
of thought and love." He went
on in this half-stutter to explain
the great cycle of giving and
receiving. It was all clear again.
Iwiped a tear from my eye, and
hugged the washed-up rapper.

"Thanks, I understand now,"
I said.

"Back offTiny Tim, I'm just
here for my $6.50 an hour," Mr.
Ice asserted.

I awoke with a revived
Christmas spirit! Digging into
my pockets, I noticed I was
broke. Without hesitation, I
searched the house for pins,
glue, and colored paper. It was
time to make presents.

"Deanne, go see what it is!" I
exclaimed.

"No, you go Rachel!" Deanne
shouted back.
"Okay, we'll both go," Icompro
mised.

We climbed down off of the
couch and slowly crept towards
the television. We screamed in
unison as we saw the beady
eyed critter staring at us. I took
offmy sandal and threw it at the
creature, trying to get it to
emerge from its hiding spot. It
lunged at Deanne, and she
flailed her arms wildly, mack
ing me right in the forehead. he
did an army dive onto the floor,
knocking over the antique vase.
Igrabbed it before it hit the floor
sighing with relief.

Deanne lay panting on the
floor, and then we realized what
it was. All this time we had been
running from a mouse. Thi tiny,
innocent creature had caused 0

much trouble. Then we heard
the back door open.

"Mom!" we screamed. "Get
the mouse!"

And with that, we jumped
back onto the couch.

Christmas to all, and to all a good
36 !"
1,21 Increment of time
2,4,11,13-16,18,24,31,36 noun
3"ing" verb
5,9,10,23,32 plural noun
6,1726,30,34 past verb
7Per on
8,19-2029 Adjective
9.10,23,32 Plural noun
IO,Plural noun
12ver1>
33body part
35vehicle

decided to hold onto the back
of the tree as she drove the rest
of the way home.

We finally got home and un
loaded the tree from the car. We
began to carry it up the steps
that led to the front door. Sud
denly, I felt my feet slip out from
under me and down I went. The
tree landed with a loud thud,
and I w s covered in pine
needles. I looked down only to
notice our \;to$., ?piffy's bright
green ball lying in the middle of
the sidewalk. Deanne was prac
tically rolling around the ground
with laughter.

Finally Igot back on my feet,
and the rest of the way we
safely got the tree into the
house. After we finished put
ting up the tree, we sat down on
the couch with mugs of hot
chocolate topped with gigantic
fluffy marshmallows.

Suddenly, the branches in
the tree began to shake. Some
thing furry shot across the floor
and ran behind the entertain
ment center. Deanne and I
jumped up on the couch and
shrieked.

when he 30 , like a bowl
full ofjelly.

He spoke not a word, but went
straight to his 31 . He
filled all the 32 , and
then turned with ajerk. And lay
ing his finger aside of his
33 ,and giving a nod up
the chimney he 34 . He
sprang to his 35 • to his
team gave a whistle. And away
they all flew like the down on a
thistle. But 1heard him exclaim
as he drove out ofsight. "Merry

ffi~ .

By Lynn Tarkowski and Emily
Swatowski
StaffWriters

It was almost Christmas Eve
and Deanne and I still had not
gotten a tree yet. We decide to
hop in the van and go to a
Christmas Tree Farm, where we
could cut down our own tree.
"Rachel! It's perfe.ct!" Deanne
exclaimed.

Igazed in the direction where
she was pointing and Isaw it. It
was the perfect shade of green,
the exact height we needed for
it to fit our house, and it was
full. We picked up our axes and
headed towards it to chop it
down.

When we finished, we
crammed the tree into the back
of our van and started to head
home. As Deanne turned the
corner, the tip of the tree
whacked her in the face. he
swerved around the corner,
while she screamed bloody mur
der, and tried to get control of
the car again. When she got
control of the car once again, I

20 , I knew in a
21 that it must be
22 With a bag full
of 23 and t. Nicho-
las too.
He wa dressed all in 24

from his head to his foot, and
his clothes were all tarnished
with 25 and soot. His
eyes how they 26 , his
27 how merry! His
cheeks were like 28 _
his nose like a cherry. He had
a 29 belly that shook

fullights. Houses have a com
forting, happy look to them.
When it nows and the colors
reflect off the soft powdery
snow, it is a magical sight.
When the snow blankets the
earth it makes everything look
peaceful. Another great thing
about December in Chicago is
the snow. It is great to get to
gether with friends and have
nowball fights, build
nowmen, or to go sledding or

snow-mobiling. The snow al
ways gives you something to
do regardless of your age. In
fact it gives everyone a chance
to be a kid again. Forget all your
problems and worries. Have a
little fun whipping snowballs at
your friends, or build igloos like

Continued on page 6...

just settled down for a long
winter's 12 _

When out on the
13 there arouse such a
14 , I sprang from my bed
to see what was the matter.
Away to the 15 I flew
like a flash, tore open the
16 and l7 upthe
ash. When what to my won-

dering eyes should appear, but
a miniature 18 and eight
19 reindeer. With a
little old driver so lively and

By Sue Steffy
StaffWriter

Dave Lundeen
Entertainment Editor

The holiday season truly is a
great month. In fact I think it is
the best month. The month sort

of casts a magical spell over
everyone. The stores are all
decorated for Christma . They
have so many pretty lights,
Christmas trees with presents
underneath, Santa Claus and his
elves. Think back to when you
were little and all year all you
could wait for was to sit on
Santa's lap and tell him what you
wanted for Christmas. It was the
greatest feeling for a little kid.
The trees and ornaments
seemed huge compared to us.
The malls were so colorful with
the shimmering and twinkling
lights. I still to this day love the
way the malls are decorated for
Christmas. Not only is the in
side so beautiful but the outside
as well.

The outside looks 0 beauti
ful when decorated with color-

'Twas the I before Christ
mas and all through the 2__,
not a creature was 3__ not
even a 4 . The 5 _
were 6__by the chimney with
care, in hopes that 7 _
soon would be there. The chil-
dren were nestled all 8 in
their 9 , while visions of
10 danced in their
heads. And mamma in her ker
chiefand I in my 11__ had
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of the greatest feelings in the
world is when you get a loved
one a gift that you know they
will love, because when they
open that gift you know that
they will absolutely love it. It
gives you sort of a tingly feel
ing. That is what Christmas re
ally is about. It's not just re
ceiving. The best part is giv
ing. Also, Christmas is a time to
get together with your families.
You get to see people that you
usually don't see.

If you didn't have Christmas
or snow, you wouldn't have that
magical mood of the holiday
season. People seem to be more
happy and peaceful. So enjoy
the holidays.

vests, two roller blades and a
Y2K compatible Pc.

On the ninth day of Christ
mas my true love gave to me
nine ony Discmen, eight
POKEMON cards, seven Sega
Dreamcasts, six mocha lattes,
five eyebrow rings; four Star
Wars movies, three tech vests,
two roller blades and a Y2K
compatible PC.

On the tenth day of Christ
mas my true love gave to me ten
PEl dispensers, nine Sony
Discmen, eight POKEMON
cards, seven ega Dreamcasts,
six mocha lattes, five eyebrow
rings; four Star Wars movies,
three tech vests, two roller
blades and a Y2K compatible
PC.

On the eleventh day ofChrist
mas my true love gave to me
eleven cell phones ringing, ten
PEl dispensers, nine Sony
Discmen, eight POKEMON
cards, seven Sega Dreamcasts,
six mocha lattes, five eyebrow
rings; four Star Wars movies,
three tech vests, two roller
blades and a Y2K compatible
PC.

On the twelfth day ofChrist
mas my true love gave to me
twelve flat-screen TVs, eleven
cell phones ringing, ten PEl dis
pensers, nine Sony Discmen,
eight POKEMON cards, seven
Sega Dreamcasts, six mocha
lattes,five eyebrow rings; four
Star War movies, three tech
vests, two roller blades and a
Y2K compatible Pc.

The Holiday Spirit Continued....

Jenny Campbell
StaffWriter

you use to do when you were
ten years old. Enjoy the snow.
Don't complain about how you
now have to shovel or drive in
it. Once you and your friends
are done playing, soaking wet,
and so frostbitten you wouldn't
know you were soaked anyway,
go inside change into warm dry
clothes. Make hot cocoa, sit by
a fireplace, and talk about your
childhood memories ofplaying
in the snow. The holiday sea
son is always the best time to
talk about all of those wonder
ful memories you have.

Probably the best thing about
the holiday season is hristmas.
It is a time ofgiving and receiv
ing. One gets the joy of shop
ping for their loved ones. One

On the first day ofChristmas
my true love gave to me a Y2K
compatible P .

On the second day of Christ
mas my true love gave to me two
roller blades and a Y2K compat
iblePC.

On the third day ofChristmas
my true love gave to me three
tech vests, two roller blades and
a Y2K compatible PC.

On the fourth day of Christ
mas my true love gave to me
four Star Wars movies, three
tech vests, two roller blades and
a Y2K compatible PC.

On the fifth day of Christmas
my true love gave to mefiveeye
brow rings; four tar Wars mov
ies, three tech vests, two roller
blades and a Y2K compatible
PC.

On the sixth day ofChristmas
my true love gave to me six mo
cha lattes, five eyebrow rings;
four Star Wars movies, three
tech vests, two roller blades and
a Y2K compatible PC.

On the seventh day ofChrist
mas my true love gave to me
seven Sega Dreamcasts, six mo
cha lattes, five eyebrow rings;
four Star Wars movies, three
tech vests, two roller blades and
a Y2K compatible P .

On the eighth day of Christ
mas my true love gave to me
eight POKEMON cards, seven
Sega Dreamcasts, six mocha
lattes, five eyebrow rings; four
Star Wars movies, three tech

cient ways to distribute the gifts.
They are of a rare breed of su
per-smart reindeer that live only
on the North Pole and on the
moon. All good old Santa has
to do is tell the reindeer he is
ready, take the top gift off of a
previously organized bag, and
eat cookies while drinking milk.
The reindeer even make up for
his lagging! No wonder jolly
old Saint Nick is as shapely as
he is! For those of you who are
wondering why these reindeer
obey such a man, I'll tell you
the secret. That nice warm red
suit that Santa wears, it's made
of good old reindeer hide.

All it took was a small faction
of elves and a few reindeer to
help the crooked old man out,
and he started a worldwide em
pire on Christmas, so I beg you,
forget about Santa and give
credit to those poor little elves
up at the North Pole.

ber 16'" to the sixth of January,
when the Epiphany is recog
nized. This time period is filled
with social festivities combined
with religiou ceremonies to cel
ebrate the birth ofChrist. Mexi
cans prepare for thi holiday
early in December by purchas
ing toys, flowers, and figurines.
These people decorate their
markets and houses, and as a
general rule, guests must be able
to begin their visits on the six
teenth of January. Uniquely,
Mexican children receive their
gifts on January 6'\ the
Epiphany as opposed to Christ
mas Day like most cultures.

With respect to each coun
try and each culture, traditions
for the Christmas season vary
in a number ofways. If you are
interested in learning more
about the previously listed cus
toms, or if you'd like to read
about traditions from a country
not recognized, you can refer to
The Trees ofChristmas, written
by Edna Metcalfe, published by
Abingdon Press, and celebrate
Christmas in your own special
way.

-
ing themselves to make those
toys. I don't even think that
Santa makes the •Naughty or
Nice' list that we hear so much
about. I happen to think that it
is his secretaries that produce
that, elfsecretaries!

Here's the real deal, Santa
was obviously an explorer who
was searching the North Pole,
came upon a small clan ofelves
living in peace, and quickly
used drive to take over these
simple elves and force them into
slavery. In today's world ofcor
porations, I wouldn't be sur
prised if Santa Claus also hap
pens to be making some side
money by distributing a few ex
tra Furbies or Pokemon over the
Christmas season.

He doesn"'l,t:xen have to
know where to go those rein
deer of his are th uper-smart
kind, and they know which kids
are on the list and the most effi-

enjoy singing hristmas carols
and decorating trees. On Christ
mas Day, the English eat an early
afternoon meal, exchange gifts,
attend special church services,
and listen to the Christmas mes
sage announced by the Queen.

One of the world's most
popular Christmas traditions is
setting up a tree. This idea origi
nated in Germany, and along
with decorative tinsel and glass
balls, it spread all around the
globe. Currently, Germans be
gin preparing for the season of
Christmas many weeks in ad
vance of the actual holiday.

They decorate their homes,
businesses, and shops in a very
spirited and festive manner.
Bakeries produce cookies and
treats that are unique to the sea
son, while children and parents
construct gifts for their loved
ones. One final tradition for the
German people is the ceremonial
lighting of the Christmas tree.
Each family has its own tree and
invites others to watch as it is
lit for the first time.

In Mexico, the Christmas sea
son is celebrated from Decem-

By Joe Bana iak
StaffWriter

I'm sure you're all familiar with
a particular individual that goes
buy the aliases of Santa laus,
Kris Kring/e, Father hristmas,
and Old Saint Nick. Well, I
would like to bring to all ofyour
attention t~at he is simply the
figurehead reaping the benefits
of the work that millions ofoth
ers are doing.

Let me give you an example
of how old Santa is improperly
accepting all the glory. When
you get a package in the mail
from a friend or relative, do you
write a thank you card to the
UPS or FedEx man? No, you call
or write the person who sent it
and say thank you. Who makes
all those gifts? Not Santa, it's
those poor little elves that have
to work all year predicting what
kids will want, and then push-

By Jodie Daley
StaffWriter

Once Thanksgiving dinner is
eaten and the cleaning is com
plete, many families across the
United States tum their atten
tion to shopping lists and
pocket-books as they prepare to
head out into the craziness.

First of all, these people have
to bust out the radar detector
just to locate a single parking
spot within a half-mile radius of
the local mall. Next, they face
the huge struggle of fighting
through hoards ofpeople to find
that perfect present for that spe
cial someone. Does this sound
familiar?

Many people recognize
these rituals because exchang
ing gifts is a very popular prac
tice in the United States during
the Christmas season. Along
with gift-giving, Americans also
partake in many other customs,
such as decorating, baking
cookies and fudge, singing
cheerful Christmas carols, do
nating to charities, and spend
ing meaningful time with loved
ones. It is each of these ideas
that contribute to the Christmas
slogan "'Tis the season to be
jolly."

Other countries around the
world look at Christmas in a simi
lar way. For example, the En
glish attend many religious cer
emonies and family gatherings
during this season. They too

(.u.AI~Tm.n~ (U~TOm~
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Frosh/Soph Boys Baketball starts season strong

Sophomore Marty Hamilton concentrates on making his free
throw. (Photo By Bryan Allie)

By Thuy Nguyen
StaffWriter

Freshmen
The freshman boys' basket

ball team is off to a great start.
The guards on the team are: Nick
Spatafore, Brad Skendzel, Scott
Orban, Rocky Gotto, Jason
Swiatek, Neil Dixon, Mooney
Atieh, Joe Norris, Dennis Sulit,
Matt Zylius, Ryan Gage, Chris
Woody, Chris Dietal, Mike
Dorian.

New forwards include Don
Hackstock, JeffFitzgibbon, Sean
Banasiak, Tom Pike, Ted
O'Malley, and Brad Falco. The
two centers are Amir Sweiss and
Chris Hills.

Since there are so many play
ers, the team is divided into two
separate teams, team A and team
B. Team A is coached by Mr.
Newton and team B is lead by
Coach Marcus Wargin. The
season has just started, and

both teams have played only
one game. At press time, team
A has a record of 0-1 while team
B stands at 1-0. Just like the
other sports, the teams are look
ing forward to winning this ea
son.

Coach Wargin said, "It
would help the players if they
work on knowing their positions
and when and where to be there.
We would also like the players
to have the skill and ability to
play later on the sophomore and
varsity levels."

He also believes, "The team
mates do work well together,
which is one of their strengths."

The leader of this year's
freshman team is Brad Skendzel.
Brad is one of the team's lead
ing scorers and has shown lots
of determination at practices
and games.

Sophomores
Coach George Dempsey and

Coach Brad Perrson serve as

coaches to the sophomore team.
On the team are guards Phil
Komada, Ayman Ali, Peter
Spain, Jim Weaver, and Ray
Mockus. The forwards include
Jim Weaver, Marty Hamilton, Xi
Luo, and Uran Ramadani. Also
included on the team are two
centers, Brian Hardt and Juan
Acosto.

At press time, the team is
standing with a record of (1-4).
When Coach Dempsey was
asked what the strengths of the
team were, he replied, "We
hustle all the time, and they (the
players) have a great desire to
improve and they are good lis
teners." Though their record
doesn't show it, the team works
really hard and is improving with
each passing day. When the
question of whether or not they
have a shot (no pun intended)
at winning conference, oach
Dempsey answered, "Ifwe keep
improving, our chances are as
good as anyone else in our con
ference."

The team works well together

and can sometimes look upon
Jim Weaver and Ray Mockus as
their leaders.

As the season continues, the
team hopes to improve every
day and as for the skill of the
players, the only way to improve
is to practice, practice, practice.
According to Mockus, "During

practice we run a lot but it helps
us. That way, during the games,
we don't have to worry about
getting tired."

Both teams continue to
work hard and are improving
greatly as the season wears on.
Every game and practice is de
voted to teamwork and focused
on winning every game.

Frosh/Soph Girls' B-Ball begins with winning record
By Laura Mottl
StaffWriter

Sophomore
This sports' season, one of

the most promising teams is the
sophomore girls basketball
team. These twelve talented
girls have been dedicated since
the beginning of November to
improve their skills, unite as a
team, practice good sportsman
ship, and win games. Coach
Doreen Kestler has encouraged
the team to work hard and al
ways put forth their best effort.
She is a strong believer in good
defense, and has a lot of confi
dence that the sophomores will
have a successful season. Her
ultimate task is to prepare the
girls for varsity basketball next

year.
Every time these twelve ath

letes join together, they put on
an exciting show for the crowd.
They're quick, agressive, and
tough. The team's record is 6-2,
1-0 in conference (at press time).

In the beginning of the sea
son the girls suffered disap
pointing losses to both Stagg
and Andrew at the Oak Lawn
tournament. Both games were
lost by only a few points in the
closing minutes ofthe game. On
the other hand, the Spartans
have had five incredible wins.

The sophomores know how
to win big by crushing teams
with a thirty point or more lead.
The girls have defeated teams
such as Rich East, Morton,
Eisenhower, Chicago Christian,

and Richards.
Richards was a very exciting

game for the sophomore team
last year for three reasons. First,
they didn't have a freshman
team last year for the Spartans
to compete against. Secondly,
it was the girls' first conference
game of the season. Third, it
was the girl's first time playing
at home in the Spartan gym. The
girls performed well and added
another victory to their record.

The super sophomores in
clude: Erin Anderson, Jessica
Exline, Liz Lemrise, Katie
Moderick, Laura Mottl, Karissa
Murray, Margaret Slonskis,
Melissa trom, Meghan Topp I,
Michelle Williams, and fresh
man Jamie Bartowiak and Dana
Sullivan. Managing the team is

Susie Cusick. These girls hope
to go 10-0 in conference, so
please c e out and support the
team.

Fteshmen
The Oak Lawn girls freshman

basketball team has also begun
the season with a great start.
Our school is very fortunate to
have two outstanding freshman
teams. The "A" Team is
coached by Erin Haubenreiser
and they have earned a record
of 6-1, 1-0 in con ference (at
press time). They took second
place at our own Oak Lawn
Tournament, and have defeated
teams such as tagg, Morton,
Rich East, Eisenhower, Chicago
Christian, and Richards. This
very talented team consists of

arah Altenburg, Colette Baird,
Sherri Elworthy, Sarah Hanson,
Ann Kapustka, Katie Lavery,
Sarah McKinney, and Sam
Norris.

This year's "B" team is led
by Coach Proviso Their hard
work is showing in their 2-1
record with wins against both
Eisenhower and Stagg. This
team is made up of ten dedi
cated players. They include
Audra Brooks, Diana Daley, Jen
Kilian, Jenny Larson, Lisa
Lockhart, Christine McNeela,
Colleen Ryan, Sandy chiltz,
Li a tuchly, and Monica
Zavala.

All three of these teams are
doing exceptional, so come on
out and cheer them on to vic
tory.

Swim Team sets high personal and team goals
By Bob Puhr
Sports Editor

The men's swim team has
now started their season. The
team is under the direction of
Ms. Kathy Welch. Also coach
ing this year's team is Coach
Ilabis. lIe may be new to Oak
Lawn as a teacher, but he isn't
new to swimming. No not in the
least. He swam in high school
for several years.

The team is significantly
smaller this year, but the hopes,

dreams, and goals of this team
are larger than ever. Many of
this team's goals include win
ning conference. The one ma
jor goal that everyone on the
team has is to better his times.
There are, however, some swim
mer with their sights et a little
higher. This higher goal is to
end up at sectionals with a state
qualifying time. The be t part
of this goal is that it is not just a
goal, it is a very real possibility.

The team this year consists
of Rob Wheeler, Doug Terrel,

Bob Puhr, Ricky Holzle, Aaron
Osmanski, and Paul Larson. As
you can see, the team is hurting
for people so if anyone is even
at least a little interested, talk to
one of the coaches.

"One reason the team is so
low on swimmers is because of
ineligibility," stated Coach
Welch. The team has lost many
swimmers due to the strict en
forcement of this rule. "The
be t thing to do with a rule like
this is to keep your grades up,"
Coach Welch added.

The Spartan swim team lost
their first meet, but they aren't
discouraged because they know
that in the sport of swimming
very little counts until confer
ence. Swimming is an individual
sport in which the swimmers try
to lower their times every meet
and that is exactly what this
team is doing. Rob Wheeler i
swimming the fifty-free in
twenty-five seconds, which is
quite good for the beginning of
the season. Ilowever, he is not
the only one who is doing well

in the beginning of this 1999
season. Bob Puhr, Doug Terrel
al 0 are turning in best times.

Other than the team's first
dual meet, there has been one
other time the team could get an
official time on their races. This
meet was a pentathlon, which
contains five events: the 50 free,
the 100 butterfly, the 100 back
stroke, the 100 breaststroke, and
the 200 freestyle. In this meet
every person swim all five
events.

orne see the team and
how them some upport. Good

luck gentlemen.
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Wrestlers start season with two Conference wins
ByTonyPape
StaJ!Writer

It's once again time for the
wrestling season. The entire
team, along with Head Coach
Robinson, is looking forward to
a prosperous season. 0 far,
neither the junior varsity or var
sity team has a full line-up. This
can be a handicap for the team
because the team may have to
forfeit weight classes.

Members of this year's var
sity team include: Tom Grabarek
(103Ibs) Roberto Ortega (125
Ibs), Dan Earley (130 Ibs), John
Gubernat (145 Ibs), Joe DeBias
( 152 Ibs), teve Berezewski (160
Ibs), and Nick Grabarek (171
Ibs).

All of these guys will have to
work extremely hard to top some

of the competition that stand in
their way. Top competitors in
clude tagg and Oak Forest. All
of these squads challenge the
team's top priority, which is win
ning the conference tournament.

Thus far the team has a record
of 2-5. They defeated both
Richards and Shepard. Both of
these two teams were big wins,
because they are in Oak Lawn's
Conference making their victo
ries all the sweeter. The meet
against Shepard was decided by
one point and the final was 32
t031.

Another team goal of theirs
i to have as many members of
the team a possible qualify for
the state tournament. When

ked about the season, Coach
Robinson commented on the
team, "They should go out there

Senior Roberto Ortego gets set to grapple an Oak Forest wrestler. (photo By Rich Swiatek)

and make the best out of every their moves correctly. The only bright outlook and all of the
single practice and work on ev- way to accomplish this is to guys hope to get the most out
ery aspect that needs to be fixed. work hard at practice and al- ofevery meet. liard work and
I want every single one of my ways put all of your effort into determination are the only way
guys to be able to go out at the your work." to acomplish their goals ac-
meets and be able to execute Overall, this season has a cording to Coach Robinson.

Varsity B-Ball starts strong at Thanksgiving Tourney

Varsit)\ »oys Basketball player, Scott Biesterfield, shoots a
crucial fr -throw. (photo By Rachel Laylo)

By Jesse Gubernat
StaJ!Writer

I know what all you
Spartanite readers are thinking!
It's too cold outside, and there's
never anything to do in boring,
old Oak Lawn. Well, ifyou want
some real excitement for once,
go to an Oak Lawn varsity boys'
basketball game.

This year's varsity team is
loaded with players that have a
monstrous amount of potential.
It seems they're one of the best
varsity teams that Oak Lawn
has had in recent years.

Mr. Panovich and Mr. Atkins
coach this year's team. Both
coaches are very dedicated and
are looking forward to making
this an exciting and fun season
for all of the players.

Dedication will be the key to
the varsity's success and dedi
cation is definitely evident in

this year's team. The varsity
team practices hard for over two
hours every day after school.

0, while the rest of us are
catching our Z's after a long day
of school, the varsity team is
running sprints and practicing
for their next game.

This year the team consists
of: seniors, Dan Malloy, Scott
Biesterfield, Mark Liepart, Ryan

kendzel, and Larry Spain and
juniors, Frank Padula, Bryan
Allie, Bill Leithleiter, Marty Lally,
Jeff Mensching, and Dave
Schwoebel.

Some hard times hit the var
sity team right off the bat. Jun
ior superstars Jeff Mensching
and Bryan Allie were both in
jured before the team's first
game. Jeffwill most likely not
be back, but Bryan is making a
speedy recovery and hopes to
be back by winter break.

With a small varsity team
made smaller by two injuries, it
was decided that sophomores

Joe Ognibene and Mo Ramadan
were to be brought up from the
sophomore team to fill in the
holes. The tran ition into var
sity basketball went smoothly
and the two players have fit very
well into the program.

The varsity season started
off strong at the Thanksgiving
Tournament held right here at
Oak Lawn High chool. In the
first game against Andrew, the
Spartans showed everyone in
attendance just how good they
are. Dan Malloy scored 14
points and Scott Biesterfield
added 13 more to the winning
cause.

The next two games in the
tournament were against two
very tough teams, Oak Forest
and Gage Park. Both games
ended in Spartan losses, giving
the varsity team a 1-2 record for
the tournament.

The next varsity game was
against Fenton. The partans
played great basketball and

ended up winning by a score of
54-43. Dan Malloy scored 23
points in the win. The varsity
had very few turnovers, and the
whole team contributed to the
victory.

At press time the team stands
2-2. The team believes that they

can contend with conference
powerhouses Richards and
Reavis, and maybe even take the
conference title. I'll tell you read
ers that this writer thinks that
this goal can definitely be
reached.

Girls B-Ball shows promise for upcoming season

tallied up their third victory with
a final score of 55-51. Kathy
Klupshas led the Spartans with
17 points and 16 rebounds.
Jenny epessy scored 13 points
and grabbed 9 rebounds. Jenny
Kimmey also contributed with
8 points and 8 rebounds.

At press time, the Lady Spar
tans have played 7 games and

By Matt Ulanowski
StaJ!Writer

The Lady Spartan varsity
basketball team has played
many excellent teams this sea
son, and has come out with
many hard fought victories. At
press time, the partans' over
all record is 3-4, with a confer
ence record of 0-1. Behind the
coaching of Ms. Janet
Haubenreiser, the girls have
been improving their skills and
playing much better as a team.

Senior members ofthis year's
team include: Dana Roman,
Tina Moretti, Becky Pentz,
Danielle Roman, Jennie Crum,
Kathy Klupshas, and Jenny
Kimmey.

Junior members on the team

include: Jenny Sepessy, Sarah
Nettle, Carly Murphy, Amy
Bridgeman, and Liz Figus.

Sophomore Saman tha
Synowiecki is also playing for
the girls' varsity team.

The Lady Spartans recorded
their first win against Rich Cen
tral with a score of 51-49. The
entire game was action packed.
Jennie Crum made a basket with
twenty seconds left to go, put
ting the Spartans in the lead 49
48. Jennie Crum then drove the
lan~ and was fouled. She made
two free throws with only six
seconds left to secure the vic
tory for the Spartans. Jennie
also led the Spartans with 19
points and Kathy Klupshas had
8 points along with 8 rebounds.

The Spartans' second vic
tory came against the Cardinals

Jenny Kimmey, Varsity Girls Ba ketball player, shoots a free
throw as Sam Synowiecki and Jenny Sepes y look on. (Photo
By Bryan Allie)

of Eisenhower. The partans led
the entire game and the final
score was 56-45. Jenny
Sepessy led the partans with
15 points and I1rebounds. am
Synowiecki and Kathy
Klupshas racked up I I points
each.

In a hard fought battle against
Chicago Christian the Spartans

have proven that they possess
the effort, determ ination, and
dedication to make this season
a successful one.

Words from oach
Haubenreiser recap her
thoughts towards this year's
season, "We have played some
tough teams in the beginning of
the season, but it is starting to
payoff. There have been sev
eral injuries, but this i a tough
group of girls who play hard
every game. The c girl are very
competitive and play with a lot
of heart.

The intense practices that
Coach Haubenreiser runs have
paid offgreatly. All of the girls
are putting forth their best ef
forts at practice and games to
bring about many proud victo
ries.
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Tom Miller puts more weight on a successfully built bridge.

were disqualified this year due whose bridge had a total effi
to the rules concerning maxi- ciency of703.5 %; Tristan Som
mum mass and specific loca- brero, whose bridge had an effi
tions for the three load points. ciency of682.7%; and Chrystal

Top runner-ups in the con- Gryz, whose bridge had an effi-
test include Brian McWilliams, ciency of666.7%.

between 40 and 80 millimeters,
and the height had to be, at
most, 120 millimeters.

Each bridge had to be con
structed to provide support for
each ofthe three loading points,
which is where the weights
would be placed during the con
test. The three required load
ing locations had to be in the
center, 50 millimeters to the right
of the center, and 70 millimeters
to the left of the center. Each
load location had to allow a 3/8
of an inch eyebolt to pass
through.

On the day of the contest, a
judge decides which loading
location would be used
throughout the entire contest.
This year, the judge chose the
left loading location.

The loading plates were
placed at the loading point, and
kilogram weights were piled
onto them until the bridge gave
way. Ifany ineligibilities could
be found during the competi
tion, the bridge was automati
cally disqualified. Ten bridges

Building Contest, which was
held on February 15. The con
test takes place at the Illinois
Institute of Technology, where
Lenart and Witkewitz will put
their bridges up against other
students' bridges from different
schools in the Chicagoland
area.

The objective of the contest
is to see who can design, con
struct, and test the most effi
cient bridge.

The bridges turned in by
each physics student had to
meet certain specifications. The
bridge had to be constructed
only from 3/32 inch quare
cross-section basswood. A 1
though the wood could be cut,
notched, or sanded, it cou Id not
be painted or coated in any way.
Any type of adhesive could be
used.

Other specificafiohi~ncluded
that the bridge could "\figh no
more than 25 grams The
bridge's length was required to
be within 300 to 400 millimeters.
The bridge's width had to be

By Joanna Kaminski and
Val Ramadani
StaffWriters

Each year, physics students
at Oak Lawn Community High
School participate in a bridge
building contest. The bridge
contest has been taking place
at Oak Lawn High School every
year since 1988. This year, con
tests took place from January 4
through January 6 in Mrs.
Halwax's physics room.

This year's winner was jun
ior Chris Lenart, whose bridge
weighed a total of 24.7 grams.
His bridge held 22.0 kilograms,
which gave the bridge an effi
ciency of890.7%.

Second place went to junior
Vicky Witkewitz, whose bridge
held a total of 14.0 kilograms.

ince the bridge weighed 24.9
grams, it had an efficiency of
722.9%.

The two winners are given
the option of rebuilding their
bridge to compete at the 26th
annual Chicago Regional Bridge

Annual bridge contest is a success------

Mathletes take third in
Conference

No ass, No Play
policy modified

-Page 8-

was considered too rigid when
incidents became too extreme.
Such incidents include sports
teams starting without backup
players or even a complete start
ing team and competitive extra
curricular activities were often
lacking members.

It was also believed by the
administration that the eligibil
ity process tumed the focus to
wards penalties and negative re
inforcement for short-term er
rors.

The No Pass, No Play policy
was originated in 1998, when the
state legislature required all high
school students to meet certain
academic requirements in order
to participate in school-spon
sored activities. However, the
exact standard of those require
ments were left up to the school
that would adm inister the policy.
Oak Lawn High School origi
nally made the requirement to
be that each student had to be
(Continued on page 3)
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By Brian Caster
News Co-Editor

This past month, the Oak
Lawn Community High School
Board of Education voted on
changing the No Pa s, No Play
policy. The administration sent
a proposal to change the No
Pass. No Play policy because
they considered it "too striCt
and unfair."

The School Board, after re
ceiving the proposal from the
administration, voted six to one
in favor ofchanging the policy.

The changes made to the No
Pass, No Play policy were that
students, who previously had
to be passing six oftheir classes
on a weekly basis, now only
have to be passing five of their
classes. AIso, students must
pass five classes for the semes
ter to be eligible for the follow
ing semester.

The No Pass, No Play policy

to the seniors. Tony Derencius,
Brian Messina, Steve
Berezewski, Jodie Daley, and
Andrea DeVivo helped take
home third place.

The Mathletes' next compe
tition is at Moraine Valley Com
munity College on February 26th
for the Regional competition.

The Mathletes team is
coached by Mrs. Halwax, Mrs.
Kirkman, Mrs. Sampson.

• ••••••••••••••
Varuna releases

new CD
-Page 6-
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Also taking second place, for
the category of calculators,
were sophomores Jason Cascio,
Ray Mockus, and Sam ina Yasin,
as well as freshman Jamie
Matusiak and John Ciciora to
give the Mathletes 29 total
points.

Freshmen Krista Cheek, Jamie
Matusiak, Becky Raschke, Grant
Suhs, and John Burica com
bined to take second place in
the Truth Tables category.

Third place in statistics went

Dave Jodelka and Brian Messina discuss the upcoming confer
ence competition. (Photo By Phil Rogers)

The Oak Lawn Community
High School Mathletes took
third place at conference with a
total score of 457 points. The
conference meet was held on
February 2, 2000 at Tinley Park
High School.

Leading the Mathletes team
was freshman Becky Ra chke,
with a perfect score of50 on her
oral.

With a score of 38, sopho
mores John Huish, Rich Koch,
Jason McLaughlin and Ray
Mockus took home first place
medals in the probability cat
egory.

Also receiving first place
medals were the juniors in the
category of functions. Brian
Caster, Nik Cham is, Dave
Jodelka, Beth Ott, and Bob Puhr
combined to get a total score of
48. Junior Brian Caster also took
home 2nd place on his oral.

By Jen Driscoll
StaffWriter

•••• •••••••••Cheer eaders finish
up season

-Page 4-
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Education above all else
By Jim Horvath
Editor-in-Chief

No Pass, No Play
standards reviewed

Over the past several months, much discussion ha arisen over the activities of
the SO 229 school board. While many people have been quick to point fingers and
make assumptions, it seems that the true purpose of the school board has become
lost in political mayhem. I feel the true purpose of the school board, any school
board, period, is to better the education for the students in the community. The
education can be bettered through developing a stronger curriculum, improving
technology resources, and by encouraging a positive learning environment.

The reality is, that these tasks, which are most important to students, parents,
staff, and the OLCHS community in general are playing second fiddle to the politics
of the school board. For example, the recent discussion ofOLCHS developing a
policy on tuition waivers would benefit a small minority of students, while work
providing curriculum improvement would benefit all. Considering that only four
other school districts in the entire state of Illinois have tuition waiver policies, it
makes little sense the school board pursue instituting a waiver policy.

Perhaps, more constructive work could be done with the curriculum. More
courses could be created to aid students in their preparation for college. Currently,
OLCHS only offers four Advanced Placement credit courses, while other schools
offer up to fortY! Certainly this type of deficit should be of concern to the school
board.

Another evident concern that should be on the mind of the school board is the
rapid introduction of advanced technology into the classroom. As technology
continues to advance at its current rate, it is a constant task to provide students
with the proper up-to-date equipment. Three years ago, a 486 MHz speed com
puter would have been adequate, but now that same computer would be unable to
run Windows 95.

Foremost, creating a learning environment that stresses pride and positive think
ing is perhaps more important to the effectiveness of the learning process than
even the very books students use everyday. It should be a school board's main
goal to create a school in which students can shar6-!I-eemmon pride. This is the
school board's most daunting task, which leaves little t~ no time for misfocused
intentions.

Above all else, education is the main purpose of the entire school system on all
levels-student, teacher, and administrator. It is of the utmost importance that edu
cation remain the main concern at OLCHS, not politics. By developing a wider
curriculum, providing efficient technology, and creating a positive learning envi
ronment, OLCH can do just that-make educating students its sole purpose.

By Brian Caster
News Editor

This past month, The Oak Lawn Community High School Board of Education
voted to alter the No Pass, No Play policy. Previously, the rule asked that students
pass six of their classes on a weekly basis. The new policy says that students must
be pas ing five classes in order to be eligible for school-sponsored activities. It is my
opinion that this is a big mistake on the part of the administration and chool Board.

One reason for the changes made to the No Pass, No Play policy was the excessive
number of people on the ineligibility list. Last semester, 105 students were on the
ineligibility list. Of those 105 students, 51 of them remained on the list and failed a
class for the semester. But how does altering the policy help? The 51 students failed
a class, no matter what the policy said. The policy was there to encourage all
students to try harder in their classes and pass, which 54 of them did. The policy set
the standards for what the failing students had to do the following semester in order
to be eligible for extra-curricular activities. The changes to the rule would make a
great number of the ineligible students eligible, not disguise the fact that 51 failed.

Another purpose for the change in the No Pass, No Play policy was that a large
number of students could not participate in school-sponsored activities, where stu
dents were sometimes considered a necessity. Competitive extra-curricular activities
were finding themselves lacking enough players to participate. Manyextra-curricu
lar activities have practices on a daily basis, and that is time a student should put
towards a failing class. Sports teams found themselves lacking back-up players and
sometimes even short a complete starting lineup. Practice for sports usually run for
two to three hours nightly, which is once again time that should be put towards a
class in which a student needs improvement. Extra-curricular activities are just that:
extra. They should be looked at as rewards for a hard day's work, not as an obstacle
to get around or a necessity for students.

The bottom line is that changes should not have been made to one of Oak Lawn
High School's best policies. The changes made to the policy will help students to
make the eligibility list, allowing them to play sports and participate in extra-curricular
activities. What the changes to the policy won't do is help the student pass the
class. Even if the eligibility list rises, the administration and School Board can't hide
from that fact that 51 students failed at least one class last semester. Without the
threat of extra-curricular activities being taken away, what will motivate students to
try their absolute best?

The intentions of the changes to the No Pass, No Play policy are good. The
results of the changes to the No Pass, No Play policy might be a different story. The
eligibility list will rise greatly, but the number of failing students might increase also.

ciPARTAMITE ciPE KOUT
How do you feel about the revised No Pass, No Play Policy?

Spartanite editorials represent the opinions of individual staffmem
ber ,not the publication itself. Replies to these editorials are welcomed
and can be sent to Spartanite office room 204.

Soar/anite Staff
•

"No, because I don't think that it
is right for someone 10 play vol
leyball or something if they are
flunking one class or nol. " -Vicki
Had

"I think the revisions are kind of
silly. I think students should be
expectedandshouldeasily be able

.td get at least a D in every class. "
-Meena Babu

"I personally feel there should be
no reasonfor someone not to pass
their classes. Ifa student is trying
their hardest, going infor help, and
is stillfailing that student shouldn't
be kicked offthe team. School, by

"Ii's both good and bad in cer
tain ways. It helps the people in
sports realize that sports aren't
everything. It may get them a
scholarship but passing their
classes is what gets them far in
life. What's bad is that practice
goes on till about 6:00 at night
and students have to put in

all means, is more important than about3 to 4 hours of homework
sports, but sports make the world afterwards. Then get up early the
go 'round. The No Pass, No Play . next day and do it all over again.
rule can prevent someone from It wears a person down. " -Emily
getting scholarships. "-Michelle DiPierro
Panek

"Iagree with the rule. Ifkids can't
handle passing 5 classes they have
no room to take up the responsi
bility of a sport or activity. " 
Jenny Sepessy

"I think this is a good idea! The
passingof6 classes was a bad idea
because right now someone can be
having troubles in a class and can
get help in it before getting thrown
offtheir team and missing impor
tant practices and/or games or
meets" -Becky Powers

HI like it! But I disagree about
students not being able to play
sports this semester because of
grades last semester. " -Mary
Olejarz

Jim Horvath
Meena Babu
Brian Caster
Beth Ott
Dave Jodelka
Dave Lundeen

Tony Fantozzi
Bob Puhr
Tony Pape
Mike Masino
Tony Fantozzi
Mrs. B. Whiteaker
Ms. J. Surma
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Sports Co-Editor:
Sports Co-Editor:
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PbotoEditor:
Business Manager:
Advisor:
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HI really hated the rule that ifyou
couldn't pass you couldn't play.
Someone could be absent one day
and miss an assignment which
causes that kid to miss at lea tone
week. One week is a long time to
miss. "-Dan Pasquarella



every teacher that I've had. I
learn something from every
one."

What is your advice to tudents
about life and career?

"You can't decide what you'll
do for the rest ofyour life. There
is no guarantee that you won't
change as a person and want
something different. Do some
thing you love doing. If you
don't love what you do, you'll
hate going to work. Always
have an open mind and always
be willing to learn."

Where was your first job and
what were your feelings enter
ing into it?

"My first teaching job was at
Richards High School here in
Oak Lawn. I was scared and
uncertain, yet confident in my
knowledge ofmathematics. Like
most people, I hoped to be suc
cessful."

Who were your inspirations?
"I've gained something from

What do you enjoy doing besides
math?

"When I have time, I enjoy
reading, preferably mystery
novels. I also play the piano.
Most ofall I love spending time
with my granddaughter and my
two daughters.

What did you want to be when
you were in high school?

" I knew that I wanted to be a
math teacher."

Teacher Feature
Ms. Wessel

By Nazneen Yasin
StajJWriter

Ms. Karen Wessel has been
a math teacher at Oak Lawn High
School for eight years. She cur
rently teaches Advanced AIge
bra, Trig.lPre-Calculus, and
Advanced Placement Calculus.
Ms. Wessel received her Bach
elor of Arts at Indiana Univer
sity, her Masters of Arts at
DePaul University, and a certifi
cate of advanced study in edu
cation from National Louis Uni
versity. The following are ques
tions asked of our featured
teacher, Ms. Karen Wessel.

Why did you choose to teach
math?

"I have always loved math,
and always wanted others to like
it too. I wanted to explain it well,
so others could like it. Math
came naturally to me, but I also
enjoyed a good challenge."

• For-36
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• No Oplnion-1
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passing four classes on a brought on the change to require
weekly basis to be eligible for that students be passing six of
extracurricular activities and their classes in order to be eli
sports. gible to participate in school-

The policy was changed for sponsored activities.
the 1998-99 school year by the The unexpected amount of
administration and the School students, which was nine times
Board, requiring students to greater than when students were
pass five out of the six classes required to pass four classes,
each week. Also, if a student caused the administration to
failed a class for the semester, recommend the change of the
that student would be ineligible policy. All changes to the No
for the following semester. Pass, No Play policy went into

The 1999-00 school year effect starting this semester.

39 students were asked: Are you for or against the
changes to the No Pass, No Play Policy?
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No Pass, No Play
(continuedfrompage 1)

Someone You Should Know
By Jennifer Rolniak
StajJWriter

ick Blazina

Sophomores Nick Blazina and
Brian Murphy are two people
you should definitely know.
They belong to a band called
Varuna, which was created three
months ago. However, Nick and
Brian have known each other for
about two years.

Their band consists of Brian
Murphy on the guitar, Nick
Blazina on vocals and guitar,

Melissa Harris on keyboards,
Dave Garcia on drums, and Sa
rah Rodriguez on bass. arab
and Melissa attend Mother
McAuley High School, and
Dave goes to S1. Rita. The band
consistently practices two to
three days a week.

Nick and Brian have previ
ously worked together as fellow
band members, first in Hired
Goons, and then in Grandeur.
Brian finds that he is influenced
by the music of Eric Clapton and
lonny Lang, while Nick prefers
Lit and Local H. Both are highly
influenced by Silverchair and
allow these and various other
alternative artists to inspire them
as they write their music and lyr
ics.

Varuna has just produced a

self-titled demo CD, and this has
brought the band much suc
cess. (A review of this 0 can
be found on page 6.) Accord
ing to Nick and Brian, making a
demo mainly adds to their expe
rience as a band, and they re
ceived outside help in making
and producing the CD. The
band has received more perfor
mances as a result of their CD.
They also receive help from a
nother local band, Klepto. The
band did have some difficulties
to overcome, how-ever, such as
losing much of their time and
money through the production
of their demo CD.

Nick and Brian believe that
the key components in a suc
cessful band are dedication and
commitment. They both ay that

ifmusic wasn't the number one
item on their list of priorities,
they wouldn't be in the band.

One of the things both Brian
and Nick enjoy most about be
ing in V~na is performing live.
The enti~ band hopes to con
tinue to ge~ ~~ many gigs as
possible so that more people
can get to know them and their
music. They enjoy showing
people what their band is all
about, and how much their mu
sic means to them. They also
find their performances to be
"therapeutic."

Varuna is thankful for the
positive responses they've re
ceived from their performances.
They connect this success to
their "shameless self-promo-

Brian Murphy

tion" in persuading people to
come to shows by passing
around an endless amount of
amount of flyers. They also
advertise their performances at
their website.

The members of Varuna at
tribute their success to their hard
work and enthusiasm. They be
lieve that anything can be ac
complished in thi way.
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Surfing the web?
Click here...

Cheerleaders face tough opponents
at recent competitions

illegal "knee slam." This oc
curred when nine members of
the cheerleading team "dropped
to their knees too abruptly,"
which is an illegal interpretation
of the stunt, according to the
judges.

The cheerleaders also met up
with difficult opponents at the
Lockport Regionals, and they
were unable to place. However,
from these two competitions
they are better experienced and
prepared in all of their stunts for
future competitions.

receives.
In performance, the judges

will check to make sure that the
routines are properly synchro
nized, that the moves are legal,
and that stunts are done appro
priately.

At the Oak Forest Regionals,
the cheerleaders faced tough
competition from many other
schools. The team's routine had
been very well prepared, and
they would have earned first
place, if it weren't for the unfor
tunate loss of points due to an

KeUy Ulrich is hoisted into the air by our male cheerleaders.
(photo By Richie Swiatek)

901 0 S. Cicero
Oak Lawn

CALL us
425-9191

ow Open For Lunch

Business Hours:
Sun. thru Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Tax free group rates for school sponsored organizations, clubs, and sports.

BRING THIS AD IN AND
GET fREE ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD

By Jennifer Wiederhold
StaffWriter

Practice, hard work, and dedi
cation are all commonplace in
the world of cheerleading. The
past two weekends our own
OLCHS cheerleaders traveled to
the Oak Forest Regionals and
the Lockport Regionals, both
cheerleading competitions.

In competition, each squad
must create a routine that is
three and a half minutes long.
There can be no more than one
and a halfminutes ofdance, and
the rest of the routine must be
cheer.

There are many specific re
quirements that the cheerlead
ers must meet in order to receive
high scores and to have the best
chance at placing. These re
quirements pertain to the girls'
appearance and performance.
Some ofthe appearance regula
tions may seem rather stringent,
such as fingemaillength, but the
more they are adhered to, the
better the score the squad

Star Wars
The release ofStar Wars: The

Phantom Menace last year re
newed interest in movie mer
chandise and collectibles.
Forcecollectors.com is a site
"dedicated to the buying, seIl
ing, and trading of Star Wars
collectibles." It offers auctions,
classified ads, and links to other
collectors' sites. Each of these
categories is further divided into
nine groups of items, such as
Vintage Toys and Action Fig
ures. The site is maintained by
collectors, so it is geared toward
the needs of those looking to
find rare collectibles as well as'
commonplace items.

Movie Memorabilia
Cinema-city.com offers a large
selection ofmovie memorabilia,
including posters, photos, and
autographs of current and leg
endary actors and actresses.
Movie posters are grouped into
five categories: Current, Classic,
What's Hot, Sci-fLlHorror/Fan
tasy, and Arthouse. Sci-li/Hor
ror/Fantasy has subdivisions
especially for Star Trek and Star
Wars. Posters, photos, and au
tographs can all be viewed as
graphics slightly larger than
thumbnails, and payments can
be made with money orders as
well as with checks or by credit
cards, so you do not have to be
eighteen to order from the site.

Catalogues
Tias.com is one of the

Internet's largest catalogues of
antiques and collectibles. It of
fers information on where to buy
and sell items from over fifty
categories popular with both
amateur and ardent collectors,
such as coins, .oo.mics, dolls,
memorabilia, and stiJtlps. It also
provides information apout new
shops, current sales, abd local
stores that can assist you in
finding the collectible of your
choice.

What better way is there to
find out information about vir
tually every subject or topic
than to log on to the Internet?
It's fast and simple, and usually
it produces some really good
results. This issue we bring to
your attention a selection of
websites that focus on various
collectibles that many and most
are avidly interested in. Hope
fully some will benefit from the
following:

By Meena Oabu
News Co-Editor

Beanie Babies
Even though much time has

passed since the first release of
the infamous Beanie Babies,
their popularity still rages on
ward. In fact, the threat to end
their production has only made
them more valuable. There are
many sites on the Internet that
advertise and provide basic
facts about these colorful col
lectibles, but the official website
is by far the best. To find out
information such as price, value,
history, and where to obtain
these colorful collectibles, look
to Ty.com.

Pokemon Cards
Just as "Magic, the Gather

ing" was the once the popular
deck ofcards to trade, Pokemon
has recently become the latest
craze among teens and tweens.
If you're interested in these col
orful pocket monsters, then you
might want to visit
www.wizards.com/pokemon.
This site has instructions on
how to play the trading card
game, and exact descriptions of
all the various merchandise
available to the public, includ
ing pictures of each Pokemon
card. It also allows for the pur
chase of different Pokemon
starter and booster sets and of
fers links to other gaming sites
as well.
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GettingYour Ph.D. in Romance

Top Ten Creations Come On Get Happy!

By Beth Ott
Entertainment Editor

Fading Dream

A dream starts to fade
Into the haze ofa darkened tunnel

It steals away my thoughts
As the horn begins to blow

Another day turned into dusk
Some more crowded rooms

Offaces cold like stones and pyes so weary
Another shake back into the real world

And the wheels start to spin
A journey so routine, it is not a journey anymore

No room for dreams here
Just another day that passed by the window

Only to touch the glass and peer into
What could be something new
Excuse me, is this your stop?

Maybe another day, yes maybe another day
As the door begins to close, and I drift into desolate sleep

The dreams start again

By Bill Palmer
StaffWriter

The romance of Valentine's
Day has been destroyed by our
modem world ofcell phones and
cyber chats. Young lovers no
longer understand "the special
something" that it takes to be
truly suave on the 14th of Feb
ruary. But next year will be dif
ferent. Thanks to a few edu
cated maestros oflove like my
self, there is still time for people
to learn the magic ofValentine's
Day by 200 I. Being a student
of Don Juan and Casanova, the
two biggest ladies' men of all

By Dave Jodelka
Entertainment Editor

As the New Year was about
to approach, both Time and Life
magazine had specials on the
most influential people of the
past one thousand years. Sure,
people are important and stuff,
but what about the stuff they
invented? That's what people
care about. That's why I com
piled a list of the ten most influ
ential inventions and discover
ies ofthe past millennium. No,
it's not the light bulb or the
wheel but the important things
that kids my age use everyday.
I'm sure you'll agree with my
choices.
10.) Peanut butter and jelly
snack packs- This invention
took everyday lunch to a new
level. Sure, everyone likes pea
nut butter and jelly, but to get
both flavors in one convenient
container, that's INSANE!! I've
heard from certain sources that
these things taste horrible, but
that's beside the point. It's the
thought that counts.
9.) Bouncy balls- These harm
less toys continue to bring joy
and happiness to whoever
plays with them. Even at the
ripe age of 17, I can't help but
be mesmerized by these crazy
little things. What else would
we fill supermarket store vend
ing machines with?
8.) Crayon sharpeners- When I
was a young lad, once our
crayon tips were gone, they
were gone forever. The creation
ofthe crayon sharpener allowed
children the world over to con
tinue coloring to their little
heart's content.
7.) Velcro- Where would we be
without Velcro? Nowhere,
that's where! Remember those
Larry Johnson Converse React
shoes with the Velcro straps and
everyone was like, "Hey, I'm
cool. I wear Velcro." Oh yeah,
Velcro helps hold materials to
gether too.
6.) Vowels- Our language would

time, (with the exception of
Shaft), I'm writing to teach mis
guided romantics how to reach
unprecedented levels of
smoothness on the day that
Cupid comes to town.

Don Juan often told me that
gift selection is a crucial part of
the day. Perfumes, flowers, and
candies will simply not do. A
Valentine's Day gift should
make a connection between two
passionate souls. Therefore, a
man should make sure to buy
his date something that he likes
very much. Ifa fellow can't buy
his lady a suitable gift at Pep
Boys' Auto Parts, that lady is
either too picky or has nothing

not be complete without these
little rascals. Just try going
through a day without using
one. This sentence wouldn't
even make any sense without
vwls, rght?
5.) The Staple Puller- Sure, ev
eryone likes the stapler. It's a
fad that never dies. But how
popular would the stapler really
be without the staple puller? It's
a win-win situation. If you
staple something wrong, you
can always pull the staple out.
4.) Paired shoes-Ifshoes never
came in pairs, then how could
we wear shoes? We'd either
have one really cold foot, or one
really dirty sock. Plus, ifwe ever
came across one right and one
left shoe, what if they didn't
match? The world as we know
it wou ld have never progressed
as far as it has.
3.) Sliced bread- When your
grandpa used to say, "This is
the greatest thing since sliced
bread," he was lying. Nothing
is better than sliced bread, ex
cept number two and number
one on this list. How else could
you make a sandwich? Nobody
would want to eat bread with a
knife and fork, would they?
Sliced bread is a blessing to
those of us who eat food.
2.) Cheese- Cheese is good. It
comes in many colors. It's the
driving force behind everything
that is political, social and in
fluential in our world today. It's
on all the food that the kiddies
nowadays call "tasty." With
out cheese, everything we eat
would not taste like cheese.
I.) Klecnex- Quite possibly the
greatest invention of our time,
or of anyone else's lifetime. I
personally use them everyday,
and carry them with me all the
time too. Even though the
hanky and the shirtsleeve work
well, they just can't compare to
the mighty power of the tissue
known as Kleenex. It is by far
the reason America has become
one of the leading superpow
ers in the world today. Nuff
said.

in common with her man. May I
suggest to the gentlemen to im
press their significant other with
Tasmanian Devil air fresheners
(to serve as entertaining rub-on
perfume), and laser red touch
up paint (makeup she'll only
have to reapply once a month).
Top the gift off with a brand
spanking new edition of
Lowrider magazine-thought
provoking literature that asks
the question, "How many
speakers can fit in your trunk?"

After your Valentine stops
drooling over the incredible gifts
she has received, it's time for
round two of the romantic
evening. Casanova always re-

By Jodie Daley
StaffWriter

Do you often find yourself
wanting Friday to arrive when
it's only Monday? Do you have
a calendar dedicated to count
ing the days until that final week
of school? If you can answer
"yes" to these questions, you
are not alone. Reconsider these
feelings, though, because this
is one occasion when it is nec
essary to jump off the band
wagon in order to discover a new
approach to life: living a hap
pier and more fulfilling existence.

It is easy to see why living in
the world today causes each of
us much pressure to succeed
and much stress to achieve our
goals. With the many deadlines
for assignments and projects,
the exam dates, and the obliga
tions to attend practices, meet
ings, jobs, and volunteer ser
vices, it is no wonder why we
find ourselves wishing it were
summer vacation. We need to

minded me that the element of
surprise is essential to amazing
your loved one. While watch
ing the movie that both of you
compromised upon-Chopper
Chicks in Zombietown 2: The
Musical-ask your lady friend
to be excused for a moment.
While she thinks you're "fresh
ening up", you'll actually be pre
paring for the most creative
phase of the night. Minutes
later, you'll prance into the room
wearing an adult diaper, a pair
ofplastic wings, and a cardboard
halo. After you shoot your
stunned Valentine between the
eyes with a NerfBow n' Arrow,
proudly proclaim, "Cupid, the

be strong though and not allow
ourselves to think this way. We
cannot continue to wait as we
are for graduation, for college,
for the time when we can just
"get on with our lives" because
all of these obligations and
stressors make up our lives.
Anyway, when we do finally
reach that later level, we still find
ourselves wanting to advance
even farther to the next step in
the game of life. It is a vicious
cycle that will never end, and it's
a major problem. You see, each
time we yearn for that next step
to come, we are in all reality wish
ing away our lives.

For m t people, the mean
ing of life\~is not obtained by
wishing a~~.x :yerything that
we've become. These individu
als view their existences as a
chance to experience, to learn,
and to discover in hopes of find
ing true happiness. What many
ofus don't realize though is that
we CAN find happiness within
all of our responsibilities. This
is possible by forcing ourselves

angel of love, has fallen to Earth,
but when he takes one look at
you, baby, he thinks he's back
in heaven!"

After an exciting Valentine's
Day like this, all a guy has to do
is play the waiting game. By
playing extra hard to get, she'll
make you realize how much you
miss her when she's gone. I've
been waiting since the fifth
grade, and I'm anxious for love.

I hope I have given you some
excellent ideas for la jour
d'amour. Ifmy advice does not
guide you to the most romantic
Valentine's Day imaginable, I
will personally refund the time
it took you to read my article.

to believe that life is what we
make of it. We have to strive to
bring happiness to each day
because the reality of the matter
is, as each day passes, our lives
become shorter. As our lives
become shorter and we become
adults, we will soon run into
more challenges and commit
ments than we had ever ex
pected. This cycle doesn't seem
to end, and knowing this, what
better time is there than NOW
to step up and be happy?

I once read a quote from an
e-mail that made me think about
my existence as a whole and
about how 1 am in control. I
hope it can do the same for you
and bring you hope in your
times of desperation. "Happi
ness is a journey, not a destina
tion!" With that in mind, set out
on your journey. You only get
one chance at life and you never
know when you'll meet your
demise. Live with no regrets
and make your existence the
best it can be!

Trivia Answers
(From page 6 Trivia)

1.llomer
2. There is an inlinite number of
digits
3 Again, Ilomer
4 "The 'ritic"
5 All the colors of the visible
spectrum
6. No colors at all
7. 1963
8. Smarch
9. Ace of pades
10. Light
II. My computer
12. Hometown
13. I can't believe you tried to
answer this one! I don't know
what my favorite color is. How are
you supposed to know?
14. All right, you're all reading this
at a difTerent time, so how can I
predict what number I'll be
thinking of at all the difTerent
po sible times that someone is
reading this, huh?
15. ee the answer to 14, apply to
this question.
16. Windy 100
17. Eating it
18. Do them faster
19. leep for live minutes
20. Pop
21. Jim Horvath
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Cafeteria Poll.

Abnormal Trivia

Get Stir Crazy!

shown that they have what it takes to
survive in the world ofmetal.

Varuna is a local band from Home
town/Chicago/Mt. Greenwood. Nick
Blazina (see Someone you Should Know)
is the vocals and guitar, Brian Murphy
plays lead guitar, Dave Garcia plays
drums, Sarah Rodriguez plays bass, and
Melissa Harlis plays keyboards. They
recently played at the Ice Arena. They
are influenced mainly by Silverchair and
a variety of other alternative rock and
blues artists.

Their self-titled CD consists of 5
songs. The first song "Adele" begins
with cymbals crashing and distorted gui
tar. Harmony is found throughout the
song as well as light violins in the back
ground. "Falling Apart" starts out with
only a bassline and vocals that escalate
into a heavier toned song.

The third song "Thanks to You" be
gins with soft guitar and vocals and is a
nice ballad. " quire" opens with a funky
sci-fi-esque keyboard effect and turns
into a heavy song. The song is about a
squire that goes to avenge his knight
that died. "Nature's Way" opens with a
mellow piano piece. It is a good ballad
that fits well with the rest of the CD.

The only flaw on the CD is that the
keyboard isn't heard very much. Other
than that, Varona's first attempt shows a
lot of potential. Visit angelfire.com/iI2/
varona ifyou'd like to know more about
Varona.

Leo (July23-Aug.22);
At times you can be stubborn. You

have to overcome this and sometimes
admit you are wrong. This may be hard
but the person you admit you are wrong
to will be a friend for life.
Virgo (Aug.23-Sep.22);

Some stubborn jerk you don't like is
going to start an argument with you.
Then this person will admit that he/she·
was wrong, and will want to be friends.

"'Don't fall for it. Call them a sucker and
run; you will be greatly rewarded
Libra (Sept.23-0ct.22);
There is a direct correlation between

the number of bathrooms in your house
and how far you will go in life. Sugges
tion, invest in bathrooms.
Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.22):

The reason you can't find happiness in
your life is because the apricorns have
been talking about you behind your back.
It's time to take care ofsome business, if
you catch my drift.
Sagittarius (Nov.23-Dec.21 );

There is some bad mojo going down
between the Scorpios and the Capricorns.
Wait for the storm to blow over and then
take the reins. The Sagittarius will be
restored to their former greatness.
Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.19);

Someone told the corpios about what's
been going down. Its time to implicate
.plan B and settle the score once and for
all.

• For all of Beth Ott's mystical predic-
tions, she didn't predict that she would
be hit by lightening and Jose her magical
powers now did she?

Aaron Ho ek
StaffWriter

One of the most talented metal bands
to come out of Atlanta is Sevendust.
Driven by powerful vocals and a mes
sage of anti-racism, the band creates a
unique sound they can call their own.
The message of anti-racism stems from
the fact that the lead singer, Lajon, is black
and has put up with prejudice all of his
life.

The song "Black" is about this
struggle. The line "They say a devil
builds in my soul" reflects people's preju
dices against him. Almost all of their
songs on their first album, which is self
titled, are heavy songs. The rap-metal
song "Terminator" and the heavy "Too
Close to Hate" are just a few examples.

Recently, Sevendust released their
second album "Home". Featuring such
vocalists as Skin and Chino Marino of
the Deftones, Sevendust used the same
brand of rock to create another great al
bum. Many songs contain synthesized
sounds along with the drums.

The title track begins with a crushing
guitar riffand contains many synthesized
sounds. "Denial" shows that the band
can harmonize well, while "Waffle" is a
heavy song with a catchy chorus. Ifyou
have a chance to catch them in concert,
do so because they are a great live band.
Currently touring with Metallica after a
long trip to Europe, Sevendust has

Music Review

Dave Lundeen

o-Feature Editor

Horrorscopes

Aquarius (.Jan.20-Feb.18);
Watch as many cartoons as you can

this month, and make sure to eat lots of
candy. It will benefit you greatly in your
future career as a stockbroker.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar.20);

In your next life you will live near water
and have many lovers. You will find great
happiness in your next life, if you like
being a fish. Sucker!
Aries (Mar.21-Apr.19);

You have a stupid symbol representing
your sign. Hang your head in shame. To
redeem yourself, leave 5 dollars behind
the 7-Eleven and in the next paper you
will get a decent horoscope reading.
Taurus (Apr.2~May20);

You will be visited by three ghosts.
Don't tell them you knew they were com
ing because they hate that. Say, hi to
Vanilla Ice for me.
Gemini (May2I-June20);

You are a waste ofspace and a Iiabi Iity
to those foolish enough to interact with
you. Nothing you can do or say will
change this. Your lucky numbers are 4,
17, and 28.
Cancer (June21-July22);

You will meet two tall men. One will
bring you to your destined love, a large
house and, a high paying job as a candy
and comfy bed tester. The other man will
lead you to an. afternoon of eating beans
and playing "Pong" in the back of his
van.

7. In what year were the founding mem
bers of Metallica born?
8. Ifyou have noticed already, I like "The
Simpsons" , so here is another one: What
is the thirteenth month of the year on
this classic cartoon show?
9. Traditionally what is the most power
ful card in the standard deck?
IO. What travels faster than anything
else known to man?
II. What travels slower than anything
else known to man?
12. Where do I live?
13. What is my favorite color?
14. What number am I thinking of?
15. What time is it?
16. What is my favorite radio station?
17. What is the best thing about candy?
18. What is the best way to speed up
your daily tasks?
19. What is the first thing I do when I
wake up in the morning?
20. All of those "crazy kids" call soft
drinks by what hip name?
21. Who is the editor-in-chief of this
newspaper? (don't tum the page and
cheat)

shrimp, pUrk, rice, egg noodles, etc.-you
want it, tht'.Y. have it. After making your
order you ;h handed a meal ticket and it
is time to select your vegetables.

The vegetable bar gives you the all
you-can-fill bowls used to pile in every
conceivable vegetable you could possi
bly imagine. Fill that bowl to the brim,
because the fun isjust beginning. Now,
the time has come to select your favorite
oriental sauces that will complete your
stir-fry. Choose what you wish, but take
this piece ofadvice, do not go overboard,
as a sign will warn you of what might
happen.

Now it is time to watch the magic hap
pen. Stir Crazy has their own master ori
ental chefs and an open kitchen to let
the customer watch all the action. As
you approach the kitchen counter, a chef
will call you over and create the stir-fry
you have chosen right in front of you.
In about three to five minutes the chef
will hand you this lovely smelling bowl
of meat, vegetables, and sauce. Now it
is chow-down time, so enjoy!

Ifyou are not interested in stir-fry, Stir
Crazy offers other traditional meals, or
even your traditional burger, but that
seems just an insult to the fine cuisine
you can create.

The Woodfield location is similar to a
degree, but the Oakbrook location has a
much more restaurant feel.

If you are in the mood for something
different this is the place to go. Try it
and you will see for yourself.

Joe Banasiak
Senior Staff- Writer

Here lies a list of unprecedented trivia
questions, except for the ones you have
read before. Test your knowledge and
discover how much you really know. This
is very abnormal trivia, so it may be very
difficult to get some answers correct.
One final suggestion, don't take this se
riously!!!
I. What character of"The Simpson" ap
pears twice in the same frame, display
ing how cartoons don't have to be real
istic?
2. How many digits are in the mathemati
cal quantity pi?
3. Back to "The impsons", whose ga
rage housed a counterfeit jeans opera
tion?
4. What cartoon did John Lovitz star in
during the mid-90's?
5. When white is reflected what colors
are you seeing?
6. When black is reflected what colors
are you seeing?

Brian Messina
StaffWriter

Tired ofthe same menu over and over
each night. Whether it be mom's home
cooked meal, if that is possible, a quick
Big Mac from McDonald's, or gordita
from Taco Bell, after a while it becomes
rather redundant. If you are a person
who loves to try something new, I have
the perfect place for you!

Stir Crazy in Oakbrook or Woodfield
is just the cure for the common quick fix.
The Oakbrook location is located in
Oakbrook Mall and is about a half an
hour to forty-five minute drive from Oak
Lawn. However, the Woodfield location
is located in Woodfield Mall, so it is rec
ommended that you eat here when you
are at Woodfield Mall. Granted it is a bit
ofdrive or bring a couple of friends with
gas money.

Stir Crazy has a wide selection to
choose from on the menu, but most
highly recommended is the Create-Your
Own-Stir-Fry. For the cost of about fif
teen dollars for lunch, twenty for dinner,
the price is well worth it.

As you enter, a very friendly staff
greets you and you come face-to face
with a very large vegetable bar. When
you finally settle in for the meal, the real
fun begins. As you order your creation,
you are asked the choice of meat and
condiment you desire. Chicken, beef,

What is your favorite food from the
cafeteria? (Results will be posted in the
next issue ofSpartanite.) Could it be...
Riblets?
Nachos?
Sandwiches?
Patty melts?
Cookies?
Pizza Puffs?

These aren't your only choices, so
please send your responses to the

partanite Room, Rm. 204. Give them to
Mrs. Whiteaker or any editor. Thanks!
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Individual Spartan wrestlers finish above .500
By Anthony Pape
Production Manager

At their conference meet on
January 29, the Spartan varsity
wrestlers brought their season
to a conclusion. The meet took
place at Tinley Park High
School.

The team this season pos
sessed a large number of
standout wrestlers and some of
the guys on this list include
Steve Berezewski (160 Ibs.), Joe
DeBias (152Ibs.), Jon Gubernat
(145 Ibs.), Roberto Ortega (135
Ibs.), and Tom Grabarek (103
Ibs.).

These guys are the equiva
lents of "professional"
wrestling's Hulk Hogan, Ric
Flair, Rocky Maivia, and Steve
Austin. All of these guys fin
ished the season with records

Steve Berezewski wrestles his opponent to the mat. (photo By Richie Swiatek)

above the .500 marks. Now as far as conference Fourth place finishers were
Berezewski finished with is concerned, the team finished Tom Grabarek, Dan Early (130

21 wins and only 7 losses. 5th out of 8 teams and finished Ibs.), and the heavyweight Mike
DeBias had a record of 13-5 with 93 points. Duran.
while Ortega went 15-13: Taking 2nd place were The team finished the regu-
Gubernat finished 10-5 while Berezewski and DeBias, while Jar season with a record of5-14.
Toll'l"'<Jrabarek continded the the third place finishers were Two of the most exciting meets
team's season with a record of Ortega, and Grant Arthur (145 were when the team was 100%
13-9. Ibs). and won two consecutive

meets. They defeated T-F North
50-13 and they beat Romeovi lie
37-34 with everything coming
down to the last match. Ortega
defeated his opponent and
brought a victory back to his
school.

Overall, both Head Coach
Robinson and Assistant Coach
Jerry Fredericks agree that all of
their guys wrestled extremely
well and both performed above
and beyond their expectations.

However, since the team
was very rarely 100% due to
many injuries and ineligibility
their record does not show just
how hard they worked this sea
son. Coach Robinson believes
that had the team been healthy,
they would have definitely fin
ished with a record well above
the .500 mark.

Swimmers break more records

By Rebecca Powers
StaffWriter

After last year's first place
finish on the sophomore level,
the boys' swim team had many
hopes of glory for this year.
However, that was last year and
it was time for the Spartans to
run with the big dogs and that
they did.

They came in third overall,
which was amazing despite the
incredible lack ofswimmers on
the Oak Lawn team. The num
bers, (9 to I I ofswimmers at any
given time on both soph and
varsity levels), made it next to
impossible to win conference.

Although the individual
swimmers are breaking records
and getting best times, there
were just simply not enough
people to fill in all of the races.

The dwindling amount ofswim
mers affected the outcome ofthe
team's meets. The team has
only won one meet the entire
year and it was against Reavis
who also has a short-handed
team this year.

Even though the team is
small, you shouldn't count them
out quite yet. This is because
the team is extremely good de
spite its lack of participants.
The power the team has can be
seen in two relays, the 200 med
ley and the 200 free relay, in
which they came in with times
of 1:59.19 and 1:38.35 respec
tively. Both races proved to be
second place finishes.

The team has an unbelievable
connection to each other and
many people say that it is what
drives these swimmers. Ac
cording to Head Coach Kathy

Welch, "We have a great team,
a lot of spirit and a lot of deter
mination."

Individually, the boys con
quer in their own events. Swim
mer, and last year's MVP, Bob
Puhr stated, "When all is said
and done with the season, I be
lieve we will see some old
records washed out the door."

And he was right. At the
conference meet every person
turned in best times, and by the
end of the day, school records
were broken. Sophomore Rob
Wheeler broke the I00 yard
freestyle two weeks ahead of
conference with a time of52.88.
He also beat the 50 freestyle at
the same meet with a time of
24.3.

In conference Rob broke the
200 freestyle record with a time
of I:55.44, which was a good
enough time to put him into sec-

ond place. Wheeler also pulled
in another best time of 5:21.57
in the 500 freestyle, which was
again a second place finish for
him.

Ricky Holzle received fourth
place when he swam the 500 with
a lifetime best time of 5:47.39.
Bob Puhr swam his lifetime best
in the 100-yard breaststroke
coming in first place with a time
of I:05.63. This is the first con
ference race ever won by an Oak
Lawn student.

There ere personal best
times turne~!~ by many people
including Paul Larson in the 100

butterfly, Aaron Osmanski in the
200 individual medley, Doug
Terrell in the 50 freestyle, and
Len Musielak in the 200
freestyle. New swimmers this
year, like Len Mcle and Jacob
Collier did very well for their first
season.

Now that conference is over,
the boys tum their attention to
sectionals and the possibility of
going to state. Several of the
swimmers have a very good
shot at going this year or next
year. So with high hopes and
good times the team moves on
to the next level.

Problems in Sportsmanship?

By Robert Puhr
Sports Editor

Good sportsmanship seems
to be the one inconsistency in
all sports. The past few years
have been worse than others in
the past. Some of these inci
dents include Mike Ditka giv
ing the crowd the middle finger,
and Dennis Rodman
headbutting the referees.

Why is all ofthis happening?
Does anyone really care if there
is a lack ofsportsmanship these
days. Well, there are actually
quite a few people who do care.
Otherwise why would there be
rules against unsportsmanlike
conduct in most sports.

What is sportsmanship some
may say? Well, I will be the first

to admit that the line that sepa
rates good and bad sportsman
ship is thin and hard to see at
times, but that is no excuse for
conduct unbecoming of a
player. For example, a swimmer
gets out ofthe water and throws
his or her cap and goggles. This
would be characteristic of bad
sportsmanship. The person lets
his temper get the best of him
and he then lashes out in a bad
way. Another example would
be a hockey goalie who let the
other team score a goal and then
gets upset and punches the per
son who shot the puck.

Why is sportsmanship be
coming a problem today? I
don't know if any research is
being done on this, but here are

just a few ofmy ideas as to why.
One reason sportsmanship is
becoming a problem is because
role models of young children
are doing things like those acts
that were described in the pre
vious paragraph.

There is an old adage that
says "monkey see, monkey do."
A real life example ofthis adage
would be a child who is watch
ing Monday Night Raw. The
child sees a wrestler who loses
a match, gets up and injures the
winner of the match even after
the match is done. Thi:; might
be a cause of bad sportsman
ship because the child does not
know better. Children learn by
example and this is one ofthose
bad examples that have been set

before them.
Another thing that needs to

be addressed is the fact that
parents do not necessarily talk
to their children about sports
manship. It seems that they are
very worried about drugs and
gangs, but do not much care
about a child's conduct on the
court.

There are a few simple solu
tions that I offer to people. If
you are a parent, talk to your
kids about sportsmanship, and
not just once. Talk to them and
tell them that it is a good idea to
be a good sportsman when they
are young, because if they do,
it will become a good habit and
people will work with you bet
ter throughout the rest of their

lives. Ifyou are a brother or sis
ter, then you should speak to
your younger siblings about the
importance of sportsmanship.
Sometimes a sibling will listen
to a brother or sister more than
a parent or a TV program on a
topic like sportsmanship. This
is because they are closer to
your age and will understand
someone their age better than a
parent that they might blow off.

Whether we are willing to
face it or not sportsmanship is
becoming a problem and it is
time for people to step up and
do something about it.

Bad sportsmanship is some
thing that is getting wildly out
of hand and that needs to be
changed.
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Girls' varsity basketball finishes a great season
By Adam Zwirkoski
StaffWriter

The girls' varsity basketball
team has continued their tradi
tion ofplaying great basketball.
Throughout the year they have
played extremely hard, with a
current record of J2-1 1overall,
and 4-4 in conference (at press
time).

The team this year is led by
seniors Tina Moretti, Dana Ro
man, Danielle Roman, Kathy
Klupshas, Jenny Crum and
Jenny Kimmey. Most of them
have played for all four years at
Oak Lawn. They are extremely
dedicated and have proven to
be great role models for the

younger players on the team.
The team is led in scoring by

junior Jenny Sepessy. She has
averaged I 1.2 points per game,
with an amazing 247 points
scored all year. Jenny also leads
the team in assists, steals, and
blocked shots.

The team is led in rebound
ing by senior Jenny Kimmey.
Jenny averages almost 6 re
bounds per game, with a total
of 130 for the season.

The team's starting five play
ers include junior Jenny
Sepessy, senior Dana Roman,
senior Kathy Klupshas, sopho
more Samantha Synowiecki, and

nior Jenny Kimmey
Jenny Sepessy averages I 1.2

points, 4.8 rebounds, 2.4 steals,
and 1.9 assists per game.

Dana Roman averages 3.2
points, 1.5 rebounds, and 2
steals a game.

Kathy Klupshas averages 6
points, 3.6 rebounds, and .77
steals a game.

Samantha ynowiecki aver
ages 5.3 points, 4.2 rebounds,
and 2.4 steals per game.

Jenny Kimmey averages 5.0
points, 5.9 rebounds, and .86
steals per game.

As a team the girls have put
up some very impressive num
bers. Coach Haubenreiser is
very proud of her team, as they
have done a great job this year!

Karissa Murray hoots a free throw as Jenny Crum, Liz Figus,
and DanieUe Roman look on. (photo By Bryan Allie)

Bowling team fights for their first conference title

By Matt Ulanowski
StaffWriter

If there is one sport at Oak
Lawn Community High chool
that does not receive enough
recognition, that sport is defi
nitely bowling. Usually when
people think of bowling, they
don't think of team . On Mon
days, students pay a $6 fee to
bowl with the team at Arena
Lanes. Only the top nine
bowlers are able to bowl on
Thursday for competition. They
are chosen by their averages on
Monday.

There have been many
people who have participated in
the conference meets on Thurs
days. Those bowlers include:

John Burica, Russell Carey,
Keith Charvot, Jason Clarke,
Mike Duran, Dave Jodelka, Bob
Krisik, Joe zubrych, Jason
Szubrych, Dave Woody, Chris
topher Woody, Matt Zylius, and
Charlie Zylius. These names are
subject to change depending on
how the students bowl on Mon
day.

In bowling, a series consists
of the grand total of all three
games. This season there have
only been 4 bowlers to receive
a high series of 600 or better.
Jason Clarke has a 626 series,
Jason zubrych has a series of
614, Dave Woody has a 614 se
ries, and Charlie Zylius has a
high series of617.

Two individuals have bowled
close to a perfect game of 300.

Russ Carey looks on as he rolls a trik (Photo By Phil Roger )

They include Jason larke with Thursd~y .F~!llpetitions. These
a 265 game and Dave Woody bowlers' averages show their
with a 256 game. excellent consistency. Carey

There have been five bowlers holds an average of 169.
who have made it to all of the Charvot has an average of 168.

Clarke' average is 175. Bob
Krisik has an average of 176.
Jason zubrych holds an aver
age of 181. Last, but not least,

harlie Zylius maintains a 183
average.

The partan bowlers' record
in conference shows just how
talented they are. As of press
time, Oak Lawn holds a record
of 21 wins and only 3 losses.
They hold fir t place in confer
ence with Marist right behind
them! Hopefully the Spartans
will become conference champs.

Coach Moonier commented
on his team, "There are many
talented bowlers on this team.
Each Monday I see students
bowl and it always seems that
they are having fun, and that's
what it is all about!"

Varsity boys' basketball shoots for the best

Bill Leitbleiter follows through on an impressive shot at the free throw line. (photo By Rachel
Lay10)

Jesse Gubernat

StaffWriter

Although the varsity boys'
basketball season is just about
to come to yet another disap
pointing ~Iose, all was not nega
tive for<this year's team.

Whenever the varsity prac
ticed or played in a game, they
became closer as a team. Ev
eryone seemed to play very well
together, and this could not
have occurred without the mo
tivation of two outstanding
coaches. Coach Panovich and
Coach Atkins both pushed the
guys to play hard and work as a
team.

The varsity team still lacked
the skill to keep up with many
powerhouse teams during the
season, but their dedication and
hard work on the basketball
court kept these games very
close. (Very few games this sea
son resulted in the Spartans
being beaten by 10 or more

point .) Every game seemed to
be a nail-biter up until the final
buzzer. Most of these games
ended in a partan loss, but this
team never gave up.

At press time, the team is 3
14 overall, and 0-5 in conference
play. Although the record looks
disappointing, many of the
games this year were very excit
ing.

The January 21 game against
the Romeoville partans was an
exceptionally interesting game.
Oak Lawn trailed most of the
game, but the Spartans of Oak
Lawn gave Romeoville a scare
in the final minutes. In this
game, Dan Malloy scored 20
points and Mark Leipart added
19, but it was for a losing cause.
Romeoville was just too much
for the varsity, and Oak Lawn
lost the game by a close score
of58-52.

Although the team's record
has been disappointing, some
good came out of the sub-par
year. A goal for the team early

this season was to be dedicated
and to have fun playing basket
ball. This special group ofplay
ers easily reached their goals.
The dedication of this team is
characterized by their working
hard two hours a day at prac
tice and never giving up in
games. All of the games this
season have been close, help
ing to keep the season exciting
and fun for all of the players.

Another positive for this
basketball season is much ofthe
team will be returning next year.
Seniors Dan Malloy, Scott
Biesterfield, Larry Spain, Mark
Liepart, and Ryan Skenzel will
be leaving, but the remaining 8
players will be returning next
year.

They include juniors Bryan
Allie, Bill Leithleiter, Marty Lally,
Frank Padula, Jeff Mensching,

Dave Schwoebel, and sopho
mores Mo Ramadan and Joe
Oggnibene. This gives Oak
Lawn an advantage for next year
over many other local area
teams, who will be losing almost
all of their varsity players to
graduation. In other words,
everyone is looking forward to
a bright and successful future
for the varsity boys basketball
team.
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Third annual Global Society Festival held at OL

Students are successful at
Solo and Ensemble Contest

Adam Zwirkoski named to
All-State Academic Team

[n addition to these programs
in the Little Theater, the Inter
national Club once again held
their bake sale and the Interna
tional Tasting in the cafeteria,
offering many different cultural
dishes made by OL students.

The purpose of the Global
ociety Festival is to help oth

ers learn about different cul
tures through music, dance, and
food, and the success of this
year's fest has proven that a re
spectful awareness of diversity
can indeed be achieved.

ni r Nazne n Y in ay
that she feels, "the Global oci
ety Festival is an excellent way
for minority students as well as
the rest of the school to learn
and understand tradition and
values of other culture. This
year's festival was very strong
and infonnative."

Adam was nominated for this
award for his extensive partici
pation in extra-curricular activi
ties as well as his involvement
in several community service
projects targeting the Lawndale
community of hicago.

Adam also was part of a se
ries of community service
projects in Puebla, Mexico,
where hewasa memberofa team
ministering to families of that
area. The e project were spon
sored by his church, the Mo
raine Valley hurch.

Adam s involvement with
community and school projects,
as well as his continually above
average choolwork, helped him
become part of the pre tigious
AII- tate Academic Team.

Sophomore Erlinda Garcia performs a Thai Candle Dance.
(Photo By Phil Rogers)
Laylo, Er[inda Garcia, Meena
Babu, Nazneen Vasin, Katrina
Percak, Christina Cucci, Laura
Romero, Diana Ocampo, Diane
Czernik, and Joanna Czubiak.
Students who participated in the
diversity panel include: Thuy
Nguyen, Heba Hanieh, Meena
Babu, Fadi alem, Vuvia Roman,
Safa Kishta, Carolyn iwa, and
Nazneen Vasin. These students
represented countries such as
Vietnam, Palestine, Egypt, the
Philippines, Thailand, India, the
Ukraine, Mexico, and Poland.

t

the" arousel of Culture,"
which included Arab dance, a
German band, a Filipino Candle
Dance, a Thai Stick Dance, and
Irish music and dance. Erlinda
Garcia, Rachel Laylo, and
Rhonda Laylo are OL students
who participated in this event.

By Brian Caster
News Co-Editor

Adam Zwirkoski was named
to the Seventh IHSA AII- tate
Academic team on March 8.
Adam was I of 25 students se
lected by the evaluation com
mittee out of575 nominations.

The III A AII- tate Aca
demic team is being honored at
a banquet at The Radisson in
Bloomington on May I.

Adam was nominated by Oak
Lawn Iligh School and was the
first student in the school's his
tory to be named to the AII- tatc
Academic Team. ach [I-ISA
chool nominated two stu

dents.

Latin and African American
rhythms on traditional drums
and also incorporated dance
into their program. The presen
tation proved to be quite popu
lar with the audience, since Latin
rhythms have recently become
a great influence on today's
music.

The Diversity Panel Discus
sion, which took place on March
9, allowed student of different
ethnic backgrounds to tell how
they adjusted to the differences
between their culture and the
American culture.

Ms. Surma, one of the teach
ers who attended the discus
sion, believes that the panel was
very successful. "It was much
more meaningful than Iexpected
it to be, and I know the student
were very interested in what the
panel had to say."

Many of these students also
participated in an ethnic fashion
show, during which they
dressed in the traditional cloth
ing of their country. Students
who were involved in the fash
ion show were: Thuy Nguyen,

e i, t1 i
Salem, Moe Sobhy, Rhonda

Miller, Beth Ott, and Mike
Sullivan in a saxophone quartet.
Other band members include
soloists Tony Fantozzi, playing
an oboe concerto, and Jamie
Matusiak, playing a clarinet
solo.

Earning Division II ratings
were vocal soloists Jackie Casey
and Mary Rose Moses, and the
Mixed Ensemble of Meena
Babu, Erlinda Garcia, Josh Gen
tile, Rhonda Laylo, Brian
Murphy, and Ryan O'Connor.
Also receiving Division II rat
ings for vocals were the duets
of Andrea DeVivo and Beth Ott,
and Michelle Panek and Tim
VanVossen.

Band members earning Divi
sion II ratings were John Burica.
Brian Messina, and Amy Zero
for their Trombone Ensemble,
and the clarinet/oboe duet of
Sabrina Dym it and Tony
Fantozzi.

bit of international wisdom to
start the day, were delivered by
Jason Cascio, Angela
Montoya, Megan Melvin, Erin
Anderson, Val Olson, and
Wesley Usyak.

Throughout the week many
programs were scheduled dur
ing lunch periods in the Little
Theater. These programs were
chosen by a special committee
consisting of Mr. Murphy, Mr.
Vazzana, Ms. poolstra, Ms.
Morrin, and Ms. Egan. They
looked for events that would
most effectively represent dif
ferent cultures and ethnicities
while allowing them to be inter
active as well. They also con
sidered suggestions from stu
dents and teachers, and looked
at the activities that have taken
place in other schools.

However, Ms. Egan says that
she, "would like tP. ~e~ more
student participation and sug
gestions," because studet1ts are
the main focus of the fesfrval.

On March 8, Urban Gateways
held an interactive Latin/Afri
can American percussion pre-
s n inc I "I ri
They played various styles of

Earning Division [ ratings
with perfect scores were Meena
Babu, for solo piano perfor
mance; and the A Cappella En
semble, consisting of Nick
Blazina, Jackie Casey, Beth
Dommer, Deanne Drechsler,
Erlinda Garcia, Josh Gentile,
Rhonda Laylo, Angela
Montoya, Mary Rose Moses,
Ryan O'Connor, Phil Schneider,
Kelly VerSchave, and Nico[e
Zimmennan.

Other students earning Divi
sion [ ratings include vocal so
loists Deanne Drechsler, Kelly
Marsh, Katie Russo, Barb
Slesinski, Kelly VerSchave,
Adam Zwirkoski, and Debbie
Zwirkoski, and the vocal duet
of Kelly Marsh and Phil

chneider.
For band, superior ratings

were earned by Andrea DeVivo
and Beth Ott in a saxophone
duet, and Andrea DeVivo, Tom

By Meena Babu
News Co-Editor

[n her acceptance speech,
Oscar winner Hi[ary wank
(Best Actress, "Boys Don't

ry") said it well: "[ pray for the
day when we can not only ac
cept our differences, but cel
ebrate our diversity." Swank
spoke for those who have ever
experienced the difficulties of
being different in some way.

Likewise, during the week of
March 7-10, many people joined
together to create an awareness
and respect for the similarities
and differences present in the
various cultures in the OLCHS
community during the third an
nual Global Society Festival.

Students began each day of
the week with greetings in dif
ferent languages and multicul
tural quotations during the stu
dent announcements. Morning
welcomes were delivered by
Margaret Czernik, Aneta
Cichorz, Lily Djurakov, Thuy
Nguyen, Amy Zero, Erin Ander-
on, Fadi lem, and Katrina

Percak. The multicultural quo
tations, intended to provide a

By Jennifer Wiederhold
StaffWriter

The entrants were judged on
their tone, intonation, rhythm,
technique interpretation, musi
cianship, diction, and articula
tion. They are graded also on
choice, appearance, poise, pos
ture, conduct, mannerisms, and
expression.

The OLCHS Band and Choir
members participated in the
I.II.S.A. 010 and Ensemble
Contest on aturday, March 4.
This contest allows participants
to showcase their incredible mu
sical abilities. To enter, students
prepared musical pieces on their
own. Over thirty OLCH stu
dents participated, and a select
few earned outstanding ratings.
The ratings consist of five divi
sions, Division 1being the best.

•••••••••••••••
"You Can't Take

It With You"
-Page 3-

·Featiire·
•••••••••••••••
Battle of the Bands

Reviewed
-Pages 6 and 7-

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

rf~'"--::~r;;=:;;=: ••§J?~r.t~.
Boys' tennis tea

begins season

-Pages 1J and 12
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The clockwork candidate
By Jim Hincks
StajJWriter

We must develop
human empathy

"/ don't see any worthwhile character
istics in any of the presidential candi
dates. / see them all as two-faced and
selfish. All they seem to think about is
who is the better man. / wish they would
express their own personal views instead
of saying what they think the public
wants them to say. Even though / can
vote / won't because there is no one
worth votingfor. They all are quite the
same to me. "
-Justyna Konczyk, enior

"/ support George Bush in the upcom
ing election because Gore is partly the
reason explicit lyric labels are on CDs
now. /.feel Gore is too supportive ofcen
sorship and I'm not into that. With what
has been going on in th' White House I
just don't trust him. Blit, Bush is a man
.ofaction. "
-Dan Downing, enior

Two weeks ago, Pope John Paul of the Roman Catholic Church offered a formal
apology to the world for the many atrocious sins that Christians have committed in
the last few centuries. However, many religious factions have complained that the
Pope wasn't specific enough in his apology. These religious groups hoped that the
Pope would have mentioned the crusades, the holocaust, and the degradation of a
number ofother races.

As the pages of human history have turned, the social and pol itical
influence of religion has been paramount. Religion has been responsible for the
advent of many wonderful creation and it has been responsible for many horrible
atrocities.

The truth is that we should all apologize to ourselves and everyone for collec
tively contributing to the many errors of humanity, religious or otherwise. The
holocaust didn't happen because ofChristians, Jews, or even the Nazis. The holo
caust happened because we, humanity, al10wed it to. No one group has ever been
any more responsible for mass sutTering than the other.

"/ support Al Gore. Politically things
have been going well in the White
House. / think he would be a goodpresi
dent and a great leader. "
Tony Fantozzi, Senior

Today we should all wake up with a new vision for each other. We no longer can
al10w the homeless to live disparaging lives with no food, clothing, or shelter. We
no longer can al10w children to have easy access to firearms around the country.
We no longer can al10w the elderly to be mistreated and uncared for in nursing
homes. We, humanity, must make a conscious effort to change, we need to focus
upon daily efforts inside our communities. Only by doing this will we guarantee that
these horrible atrocities never occur again. Only by doing this will we guarantee
that we wil1 never have to worry about apologizing ever again.

"I can't pretend to be knowledgeable
on the subject ofpolitics, it's just not my
domain. Campaigns are deceiving; /
would support the candidate with the
most reasonable goals and aspirations.
Anyone can fabricate outrageous
changes, can promise improvement to
the economy. The candidate with a good
head on their shoulders, someone who
demonstrates reasonable strategies,
who demonstrates patience and
perservance, would receive my vote. "
Andrea DeVivo, Senior

"/ can't say who / would truly support
yet, but when I do decide it will prob
ably be the candidate / dislike the least.
The two-party system only seems to pro
duce candidates who are fake and they
see who can hurt the other's election
more. / would like to see a candidate
who tries to promote his or her own cam
paign rather than put down the other
candidates. "

Joe Banasiak, enior

Jim Horvath
Meena Babu
Brian Caster
Beth Ott
Dave Jodelka
Dave Lundeen

Tony Fantozzi
Bob Puhr
Tony Pape
Mike Masino
Tony Fantozzi

Mrs. B. Whiteaker
Ms. J. urma
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Sports Co-Editor:
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Business Manager:
Advisor:
Advisor:

Spartanite ediorials repre ent the opinion of individual staff mem
bers, not the publication itself. Replies to the e editorial are welcomed
~nd can be sent to partanite office room 204.

By Jim Horvath
This November America will be faced with one choice that may change the fate of Editor-in-Chief

the Earth, actually we are faced with two choices: Bush or Gore? Before you make -----..;...-------
your decision, let me tel1 you some interesting things about our automatonic vice
president that just might make you rethink yourself.

"What's so bad about Gore?" you ask. All one has to do is watch the Vice
President, and he or she wil1 become nauseated by Gore's artificiality especially the
way he whines through sappy sentimental stories. Lauded by the media as a great
debater, Gore has recklessly distorted the truth while abusing the privileges of his
office to solicit campaign money (the Buddhist temple fund-raiser, personal cal1s to
donors, etc). Why wouldn't he continue such behavior as President?

. He has already demonstrated himself to be a Clinton clone who just doesn't move
his body as much. And what kinds of things did he do? He was proven to be one
ofthe primary investigators of the fire sale ofour national security secrets to China
including our top-secret information about our multiple nuclear warhead deliver~
ance system. Mr. Gore has assisted the soon-to-be ex-president in sel1ing out our
futures to the Chinese to put a little money in his already gold-laced political pock
ets.

He believes he can lead the nation from a moral standpoint. He believes that the
United States wil1 accept him as an honest, law abiding candidate.

AI Gore surfs on the tidal wave ofgood economy that Bil1 Clinton claims to have
bolstered, when acutal1y it was Ronald Reagan, a Republican, who started this
economic snowball. Furthermore, after taking many ofhis past actions into consid
eration, I believe that AI Gore may even be too incompetent to lead this nation. It is
wel1 known that Mr. Gore claims to have invented the modern Internet. If! could tell
you all ofthe things wrong with that statement, it would take me al1 day, so let me just
say that the Internet has existed in this country long before Mr. Gore was born, thus
proving that his claims are indeed foppish in nature.. ,

It sickens me to even imagine the United tates of A erica being commanded by
uch an unemotional, drone like individual. For your cou try's, no, for your children's
ake, vote Republican for Election 2000. They may have done some things wrong in

the past, but they pale in comparison to the potential dangers ofelecting this clock-

work candidate. ciP RTANIT£ ~PE K0UT
Who do you support in the presidential election and why??
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"Yau Can't Take It With Yau" until April 13

Another scene you can expect to see in the play "You Can't Take It
With You." (Photo By Richard Swiatek)

Eric Martig and Pat Fisher practice for the upcoming play "You
Can't Take It With You." (Photo By Richard wiatek)

Mrs. Kirby is played by Su
san Mueller, Mr. Henderson i
played by Kevin West, and Gay
Wellington is played by Jenni
fer Rolniak.

Olga Katrina is played by
Deanne Dreschlerand Diamond
Zukas, and the FBI agents are
Jeff elmeister, Celine Metzger,
Josh Gentile, Amy Zero and Val
Olsen.

The assistant directors arc
Debbie Zwirkoski and Katie
Vogel.

The play is directed by Mr.
Dzurison. Tickets are $4 for stu
dents and $5 for adults.

camore is played by Don
Anderson.

Alice ycamore is played by
Tori Fisher and arah Goldrick;
E sie Carmichael is played by
Samantha taniszewski, and Ed
Carmichael is played by Ryan
O'Connor and Caleb Kosek.

Boris Kolenkhov is played by
Marc Palluck and Jason Cascio;
Mr. DePinna is played by Bryan
Grant and Pat Fisher, and Rheba
is played by Amy Zavala.

Donald is played by Russ
Carey, Tony Kirby, Jr. is played
by Adam Zwirkowski and Jus
tin Haak, and Mr. Kirby is
played by Anthony Cerceo.

the main story and add to the
comedy. Penny and Paul's
older daughter Essie takes
dance lessons with the Rus
sian dance instructor, Boris
Kolenkhov. ssie's husband
Ed is, somewhat unknow
ingly, printing anti-govern
ment Iiterature and a charac
ter named Mr. DePinna is an
iceman who came one day
and never left.

While Paul is bu y mak
ing fireworks for the Fourth
of July, the maid Rheba and
her boyfriend Donald are
overcoming minor obstacles.
Penny tries to read her play
scripts to Gay Wellington, an
actress she found, until Ms.
Wellington passes out from
drunkenness. The the Grand
Duchess Olga Katrina of
Russia comes and gives all
the characters a lesson in
surviving against the odds.

The how has a cast of
thirty, which includes seven
double casted parts and the
assistant directors.

Grandpa Vanderhof is
played by Eric Martig;
Penny Sycamore is played by
Erika Buy, and Paul Sy-

Alice falls in love with a prim and
proper man, Anthony Kirby, Jr.

Alice attempts to setup a peace
ful dinner party for the Kirbys and
the Sycamores to get to know one
another. Alice is embarrassed by
her family and is worried how they
will react to her fiance.

Tony tries to show his family how
the Sycamore family is by bringing
them on the wrong night. The Kirby
family sees how much the ycamore
family is enjoying life.

Just when the situation that the
Kirby family was in couldn't get
worse, the FBI arrests Grandpa
Kirby for not paying income taxes.

Several other subplots support

By Jennifer Rolniak
SIajJWriler

The Oak Lawn High School
Thespians will be performing
the spring play, "You an't Take
It With You" on April 13, 14, 15,
16. The play wa written by
Moss Hart and George
Kaufman.

The play takes place in the
1930's in a suburb ofNew York
City. The plot involves the Sy
camore family, who are passion
ate about expressing them
selves. The connict comes in
when Penny and Paul
Sycamore's younger daughter
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Someone You Should
Know

Surfing the Web?
Click Here...

Teacher Feature
Mr. Wargin

been one of the top three rated
stations, it has gained a lot of
popularity with this recent ad
dition to their station.

"Greed" is easy to under
stand, but unfortunately the web
site doesn't live up to the great
ness of the show.

There is no interaction in the
web site. There are no chat
rooms, no message boards, or
promotional sweepstakes for
viewers. The closest thing to
interaction is registering to be a
contestant, by calling the num
ber. After overlooking the lack
of stimulation, the video clips
of host Chuck Wooley and pro
ducer Dick Clark seem quite in
teresting. There are also some
"show bios" on the host and
other producers of"Greed."

http://www.nbs.com/21/
NBC then introduced a re

vival of the 50's game show
"Twenty-One." The old version
lasted from 1956to 1958; it was
cancelled later due to accusa
tions that the show was rigged.

The graphics on this site are
very simple. It has a split-screen
set up for the homepage as well
as the finks. Surfer interaction
consists of a sweepstakes link
as well as a trivia game and chat
link. There is also a link to
"Maury answers your ques
tions," in which questions and
answers from a recent live chats
with viewers and the host are
listed.

In the "about the show" and
"how the game is played" sec
tions, the rules and various as
pects of the show are discussed.
The rules are criticized as not
being very "viewer friendly." By
this, critics mean that in order
for an average viewer to get a
complete understanding of the
game, you would have to sit
there with a set of the rules.

For more information call
(708) 460-6622

A-Orland Driving School, Inc.
$20 off

our regular price
(not good with other offers· limit one)

for the complete 42 hour program.

Game shows are the latest
television craze to sweep Ameri
cans off their feet and into
couches in family rooms across
the nation. In this issue we
bring to you the websites of the
most popular game shows on
the air today. These shows are
controlling television ratings on
a weekly basis

http://www.fox.com/greed/
Another popular game show

is "Greed," which is prodtlced
by FOX. Although FOX has not

By Nazneen Vasin
StaffWriter

http://www.abc.com/(Click on
the link to "Who wants to be a
millionare?")

In 1999, the ABC network
brought us "Who Wants to be
a Millionaire?," a game show
revival ofthe old British version.
Thanks to host Regis Philbin's
humorous personality, the ABC
network was saved from low rat
ings. "Millionaire" quickly be
came a hit.

The graphics on the "Million
aire" web site add to its user
fiiendly nature by including font
styles similar to that used on the
show for questions and an
swers. Various "Millionaire"
symbols and logos are used, as
well as pictures ofRegis. Inter
active links allow you to play
the game hosted by a virtual
Regis.

The site offers other links as
well. On the message board
viewers voice their comments
about the show. The oni ine
store offers the CD-ROM ver
sion and plenty of other "Mil
lionaire" souvenirs. The prize
tally tells you how much money
the show has given away and
gives a complete list of the
people who have been awarded
prize money.

The always entertaining Mr.
Wargin, a legend in the mak
ing. (Photo By Jason Mc
Laughlin)
do you enjoy doing?

I like to relax. I just like to
sitback in my Lazy-Boy and
watch Malcolm in the Middle or
Simpsons. I also like playing
Nintendo 64.

liJ..e to help the entire team make
it to Regionals. I would also like
to one day compete at the
NCAA national championships
How many gymnastics related
injuries have you suffered?

I have broken a toe, tom liga
ments, had shin splints, stress
fractures, and a slew of other
nagging injuries.

Pam currently has a tom ulna
collateral ligament in her left arm.
She tore this ligament while
tumbling on the floor during a
competition. She is hoping to
have corrective surgery per
formed as soon as possible. Dr.
James Andrews, a renowned
sports medicine specialist will
perform her surgery in Birming
ham, Alabama.

In your free time, ifany, what

How would you finish this sen
tence: If I was to be anywhere
but here, I'd be..."

I'd be on a yacht or boat in
the middle ofthe Caribbean Sea.

What is your advice to teenag
ers and students?

My advice to students would
be to enjoy school, because if
you are going to be here, you
might as well enjoy it. School is
only as bad as you make it.

Who is it you look up to and ad
mire most?

Iadmire my Dad. He's every
thing I want to be. He was a
teacher, coach, and is currently
a counselor.

How do you feel about Oak Lawn
Community High School in
general?

I love Oak Lawn High School.
There is a family atmosphere
here amongst the staff and ev
eryone cares about one another.

What is your opinion ofa good
student?

I believe a good student is
willing to work and still have fun.

so far is going to dinner with
the seniors along with Bill
Palmer on the varsity cross
country team.

perfection. I also like he com
petitive edge the sport has. I
like the friends I practice with
too.
How would you describe gym
nastics to someone who knows
nothing about the sport?

It is an acrobaticlballet com
bination. It requires strength
and balance. There are four
events: vault, bars, beam, and
floor. I like the floor best ofall.
The scoring is on a scale ofone
to ten with points taken away
for each error.
What are some of your major
accomplishments?

I have won two state titles,
three second place titles, and
two third place titles. I have
qualified for the level 10 Re
gional competition, which is a
five-state competition including
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michi
gan, and Kentucky, since ninth
grade. I competed against ap
proximately sixty to seventy
other gymnasts iit my' age group.,
What are your futu('e goals?

I would like to co tinue my
gymnastics career at ISU where
I have been awarded a scholar
ship for gymnastics. I would

What was your reason for be
coming a math teacher?

Many ofmy family members
were teachers; therefore, I chose
this career. I decided on major
ing in math since I love math.
[fyou hadn't become a teacher,
what would've been yoursecond
choice?

If I weren't a teacher, I
would've gone into business.
Most likely sales, since Ican sell
pretty well, I think.
What was your first job?

My first job was working as
a supervisor over the children
at Discovery Zone.
What is your most memorable
moment as a teacher or coach?

My most memorable moment

Running, tumbling, flying
through the air. This is just an
other typical day for Oak Lawn's
very own gymnast, senior Pam
Hoover. Pam has been an ac
complished gymnast for over 12
years practicing constantly to
one day meet her aspiration of
being a great collegiate gymnast.
Today we will talk to this issue's
Someone You Should Know.
At what age ~id you begin gym
nastics and why?

At age five. I had poor coor
dination at an early age. My
mother thought I was somewhat
clumsy.
Who is your gymnast role
model?

When I was younger, I liked
Shannon Miller. She was deter
mined and was just plain good.
I wanted to be just like her. I
also looked up to the older girls
in my gym that I practiced with.
What do you like about gymnas
tics?

I like the challenge and flying
through the air. It really requires

Mr. Marcus Wargin joined
Oak Lawn Community High
school at the beginning of this
year along with many new teach
ers. He recently graduated from
Illinois State University. Mr.
Wargin teaches Math I, Alge
bra I, and Geometry. Aside from
teaching, Mr. Wargin also
coaches cross-country and
boys' freshman basketball.
Here are the responses to some
questions Mr. Wargin was
asked.

By Jim Horvath
Editor-in-Chief

By Thuy Nguyen
StaffWriter



anime often deal with more ro
mantic and extremely compli
cated plots.

DragonBallZ is a shonen,(
boy's anime). Now try not to
confuse bishonen and shonen.
Bishonen is beautiful men, so if
you're a man ofaction, look for
shonen. Some titles you might
want to check out are Rurouni
Kenshin, Video Girl AI, and
Ranma Y2. Shonen anime often
reflect more on humor and ac
tion, though they do not lack
the romantic elements found in
shoujo.

Most of the titles I have
named can be found at your lo
cal Hollywood Video or Block
buster. Ifyou would like to learn
more without buming a hole in
your pocket, try buying a copy
of Animerica Monthly. It can
be found at Babbage's or
Suncoast Video for about $4.95.
Check it out, you might like what
you see.

you. David Arquette (" cream")
and Scot Caan portray wrestling
fans who plan a smackdown to
save their favorite champ.

Matthew Mc onaughey
("EdTV") stars in "U-571." This
movie is the true story ofa team
of American soldiers during
World War 11 who goes behind
enemy lines to steal the Nazis'
Enigma encryption machine.
This drama opens on April21 ".

On April 28th ':Frequency"
hits the theaters. A police of
ficer (Jim Caviezei) di covers he
can communicate with his de
ceased father (Dennis Quaid).

"Time Code 200" follows a
group of L.A. residents that in
cludes an aspiring actress,
(Salma Hayek) a studio execu
tive, (Stelan karsgard), his wife
(Saffron Burrows), and the ac
tress' love interest (Jeanne
Tripplehom), who changes the
fate ofeveryone involved. This
movie was filmed with four rov
ing cameras and had no script.
(I just hope it's not a repeat of
"The Blair Witch Project.") It
opens ofApril 28th

•

This spring looks to be a
promising one. There seems to
be something for everyone. So
mark your calendar and ('II see
you at the movies!

Melis a Rent·
StaffWriter

Anime, the Japanese word for
"all animation," is most com
monly used throughout
America to describe or define
only Japanese animation. In Oak
Lawn, most people call it
Japanimation or 'those Chinese
cartoons." I'm the most knowl
edgeable otaku (obsessed fan)
in Oak Lawn Community High
School.

From the first American ap
pearance ofSailor Moon in 1995
and the more recent
DragonBallZ, Pokemon and Prin
cess Mononoke, anime is truly
gaining more public attention.

A show like Sailor Moon is
shoujo, (girl's anime). Even
though there may be many male
viewers, it is directed towards
females. It focuses on five teen
age girl superheroes. These la
dies have been rebom on earth
from their home planets. Their
main quest is to fight against
evil.

Some other titles you would
enjoy after starting out with
Sailor Moon, as I did, would be
Magic Knight Rayearth, Fushigi
Yuugi, and (Vision of)
Escaflowne. All are best viewed
if in original Japanese with En
glish subtitles. The shoujo

Beth Dommer
StaffWriter

Spring is here! To go along
with this new season there is a
new slew of movies hitting a
theater near you. First up is the
romantic comedy "I lead Over
Heels." Monica Porter ("Patch
Adams") stars as an art restorer
who has models for roommates
and a suspected murderer
(Freddie Prinze Jr.) as a love in
terest. This flick starts today.

Also opening today is "Re
turn to Me." David Duchovny
("X-Files") plays a widower who
falls in love with a waitress
(Minnie Driver). Little does he
know she's the recipient of his
late wife's heart. Another "sure
to please teens" flick is "The
Virgin Suicides" starring Kirsten
Dunst ("Drop Dead Gorgeous")
and Josh Hartnett ("The Fac
ulty"). The story is based on
the 1993 novel about a quintet
of mysterious sisters.

"28 Days" also opens today.
Sandra Bullock stars as an alco
holic writer who ends up in a
rehab and meets a group ofcol
orful characters.

Wrestling fans get ready be
cause today "Ready to Rumble"
is coming to a multiplex near

agittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21)
Taking a pit stop just to look

at your life is needed. It will help
you decide on your future. Re
member to look at the big pic
ture and not to forget any
angles. Writing down what you
feel will bring you luck.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Time to hit the weight room.
Looking buff for the summer is
in. You're going to sparkle in a
special someone's eyes if you
start now. Smile more for luck.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Working harder than is ex
pected of you will payoff so
keep going. People who don't
always agree with you might
come to your understanding of
things. Don't worry about get
ting lost, it's part of life. The
color orange will bring you luck.
Pisce (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)

The roads will always go on
forever, so no matter which one
you choose, thejoumey will be
exciting. Go slow because some
turns might be narrow and cause
you to fall otT. Flowers will bring
you luck, so go out and buy
some.

C.) Pig's blood and tennis balls.
6.) At a party, you are the one
who....
A.) hats about world event
with a couple of close
aquaintances.
B.) Dances and flirts.
C.) hows up uninvited wear
ing a toga made out of purple
saran wrap, and leaves wearing
a toga made out of the host's
priceless Oriental rugs.
7.) FinaIly, if you could name
one per on as your role model,
it would be....
A.) Your mother, because she
has taught you how to live a
joyous life without losing sight
of your goals.
B.) Puff Daddy, because he
makes phat cash and dates Jen
nifer Lopez.
C.) Kool-Aid Man, because
he's never thirsty, he has that
super smooth electric guitar,
and he can jump through brick
walls without spilling a single
drop ofeveryone's favorite bev
erage.

Your Answers:
If you chose "A" for the ma

jority of the questions, then we
should meet at the private coun
try club for tea and crumpets.
You're I00% sophisti-ma-cated!

If you chose "B" most of the
time, then you're not quite prim
and proper, but you can leam.

If you answered "c" four or
more times, you are a brute, a
cretin, and a disgrace to all hu
manity. However. being elected
governor of Minnesota is not
out of your reach.

it will affect your future. Try
something different with your
hair for luck.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)

Call an old friend, they need
to hear from you. Being in your
presence makes people happy
so be around as many people
as you can today. Eating candy
will bring you luck.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)

Watch yourself and others
around you. There may be a
crazy situation arising. You
have to be the one with your
head on straight. Wash your
hands six times today for luck.
Libra ( ept. 23 - Oct. 22)

History tends to repeat itself,
and that's what is wrong with
histet'y. Be careful in your
money choices and life deci
sions. Pay back a friend you
owe money to, they need it.

corpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 22)
Don't fus over lost time.

Jump into action now, before all
hope i lost. elting a lat start
is not always a bad thing. It
makes) ou \\ ork harder and feel
rrotllkr Illlhe end Wear color
lull'l()lhl'~ Illi Iud..

3.) Your biggest high school
fear is ....
A.) Not having strong enough
test scores to make it into a re
spectable college.
B.) Not finding a date to the
prom.
C.) Otis the gyrating super-hu
man space rodent from New Jer
sey.
4.) When taking your lady
friend out for the evening,
you....
A.) Take her to a formal dinner
followed by the opera.
B.) Take her to a casual dinner
followed by a movie.
C.) Wait until the guy de
scribed in "A" leaves the res
taurant, punch him in the stom
ach, steal his opera tickets, scalp
the tickets for cash, and blow it
because you never had a date
in the first place.
5.) (fyou were to enjoy a mid
day snack, that snack would
be....
A.) Nothing at all, because
snacking between meals is un
acceptable.
B.) A cold lurpee and beef
jerky.

Amy Zavala
StaffWriter

Aries (Mar. 21 -Apr. 19)
Enjoy yourself. These are the

"good old days" you're going
to miss in the years ahead. Cher
ish the memories, but remember
to live in the moment. Take the
time to walk around. It will bring
you luck.
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20)

Fix things with people and
around the house. It will make a
world of difference. Success
comes when you push yourself
beyond your comfort zone. Eat
bananas for luck.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

Problems you have solved in
the past may arise again, but
don't dismiss them easily. They
may change the way you feel
about someone clo e to you.
Trust your instincts and don't
let outsider influence you.
Cancer(June21-July22)

You will have to ch ose be
tween school and fun. Mnke
sure you choo e wi ely bccauw
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Bill Palmer
StaffWriter

WARNING: Shocking Real
ization. I've discovered that the
male student body of OLCHS,
including myself, is overwhelm
ingly immature. Loud shouts,
laughter, teasing, and general
crudeness have soiled the leam
ing environment of our school.
But fear not, unmannerly stu
dents.

A simple seven question mul
tiple choice test developed by
the great minds behind the
"How to Tell If Your Obsession
With Sea Monkeys Has Gone
Too Far Quiz" will let you know
what rank you hold in the busi
ness of high school sophistica
tion. Here's the test.
I.) At schOOl, you are known
as....?
A.) The quiet, reserved intellec
tual.
B.) The "Gimme a high-five!"
buddy type.
C.) The "You mean that goofy
kid who rubs his lunch on his
face and bashes his head into
doorways on purpose to make
people think he's seriously hurt,
because he'll do anything for a
cheap laugh" type.
2.) After graduation your ma
jor career goal is....
A.) Start a successful computer
software company that will make
millions ofdollars.
B.) Work at a large and well
known department store.
C.) Become an avid household
weightgainer otherwise known
as the coach potato.
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LIQUIFIDIOUS

Joe Banasiak.
The band's performance was

topped off with their smooth
costumes. Their costum~s

ranged from tight pants to afros.

Beth Ott
Feature Editor

Liquifidious is the first funk
band ever to hit the OLCH
"Battle of the Bands". Believe
me, this band has definitely got
the funk.

Joe Banasiak and Tom Miller
are the founding fathers of the
funk band. When asked how
they can1e up with the idea both
of them said, "I don't know.
One day we just said, 'Hey, let's
start a funk band.'

The band came up with the
name Liquifidious while watch-

ing a lizard climb over a drain
pipe in the hot winter sun while
they were eating cheese balls.

The band has a total of 10
members, which all have nick
names. Eric Martig leads the
band with hi interesting vocal
sound. Behind him you can hear
the interesting blend of the three
saxophones, trom bone and
trumpet.

Tom Miller plays the alto
saxophone, Mike Sullivan plays
the tenor sax and Tony Fantozzi
plays the baritone sax. Amy
Zero plays the trombone while
Dan Early plays the trumpet.

Joe Banasiak is on guitar and
Rachel Laylo plays the key
boards.

The rhythm section is pow
ered by Dave Jodelka on the
drum set and Ken Korab on the
bass guitar.

The band performed a set of
six songs at the battle. The first
song played was Superstition.
They then followed with a full
powered funk set of: 25 or 6to
4, Jungle Boogie, Brick House
and Step OjJI'm the Man.

Step OjJI'm the Man was the
band's original funk song which
was written by Tom Miller and

(photo By Rich wiatek)

The band didn't make the top
three, but came in fourth place.
With their smooth groove and
talented players, it's hard not to
like this band.

EUFORIA

(photo By Jessi Murabito)

Sabrina Dymit
StajJWriter

Euforia, consisting of Dave
Lundeen on bass, Aaron Hosek
on guitar, Ryan Wheeler as the
vocalist, and Ron Johnson on
drums, was one of the more in
teresting groups to see.

Their set list consisted of
songs by Coal Chamber,
Sevendust, Fear Factory and
Pantera. A few of the songs
were: Oddity, which they

opened their set with,
Flashpoint, Walk, and Five
Minutes. They also wrote an
original song, which they called
He.

Euforia tied for 8th place with
Abitwar at the Battle. The
judges remarked that, "The key
to being a good musician is lis
tening to different types ofmu-
sic." _~, .

The band's res'p~nse to that
is, "We're a metal bli;td. We do
metal." And that theylIid. It was

extremely obvious to all the lis
teners in the audience that
Euforia is a metal band.

For fans of the bands they
covered, the songs were recog
nizable, and many fans I spoke
to thought Euforia did quite a
good job covering those bands.

The "stage antics" of the
band were also quite humorous
in parts of the show. Their bass
player, at one point, wore a cape,
and jumped to the stage from
the drum riser. At another point

he made an attempt at a flip
onstage, which amused many in
the audience.

The talent of this
band dates back to
when Ron and Aaron
belonged to a band
named Grandeur. They
eventually left it, and
formed Euforia with
Ryan and Dave. The
Battle of the Bands
was their first perfor
mance for a large

crowd, which partially explains
their placing.

DEAFENING SILENCE

(photo By Richard Swiatek)

Dave Jodelka
Entertainment Editor

If you're familiar with the
Battle of the Bands, then I'm
sure you would recognize the
name Deafening Silence. This
veteran band has been around
for over three years and made
their third appearance in the
battle this year.

Deafening ilence, or OS, i
composed of four very talented
musicians. Oak Lawn graduate
Tom Jodelka plays drums and
fellow OLCHS graduate Pete
Benes plays bass guitar and
al 0 does vocals for the band.
Two current Oak Lawn students
round out the band's lineup.

Senior Chris Adamow plays
rhythm guitar and senior Joe
Banasiak plays lead guitar.

I had the opportunity to in
terview Tom Jodelka and ask
him a few questions about the
band. Many people wonder
how OS got their name. When
asked Tom replied, "There's re
ally not much to it. I actually
came up with the name one day.
We wanted a name that contra
dicted itself, and we've all heard
the term 'The silence is deafen
ing,' before. I wish there wa
more to it, but that's about it."

This year OS took a new ap
proach to the the Battle. Instead
of playing all originals, which
they did last year, they decided
to play all covers. The first song

they played was Crack the
Liar's Smile by the Swedish
heavy metal band Drain STH.
The next song they played,
Stone the Crow, was by a band
called Down. This piece fully
displayed the musical talent of
all four musicians. DS also
proved that they could playa
wide variety of music by cover-

ing the Mamas and the Papas
hit, California Dreaming. The
added distortion and all out
double-bass assault made me
think that this song was meant
to be heavy. They closed out
their set with the Misfits
Scream! and a humorous love
ballad by Anthrax.

Deafening ilence's combi-

nation of humorous on-stage
antics as well as great music
made a perfect combination.
Even though they did not place
in the top three, both the crowd
as well as the band members,
were satisfied with their perfor
mance.

Unfortunately, D can no
longer participate in any future
Battle's since Joe Banasiak and

hris Adamow will be graduat
ing this year. However, the band
plans on staying together and
continuing their mu ic career
under their new name, "Men in
Trees." Look for their first CD,
"Men in Trees covers Deafen
ing ilence, Volume I," to be hit
ting store shelves worldwide in
the years to come.

DROVE
Joe Banasiak
StajJWriter

There was a band that played
in the center time slot at the an
nual Oak Lawn Battle of the
Bands. The band's name was
Drove, and they went on to take
the crowd for a ride. With a
name that is the past participle
form of a verb or could be de
fined by a herd in motion, I knew
I had to see this band.

Being one ofthe many heavy
metal bands in the show, they
would have their work cut out

for them in competing within
this style.

The band was very together,
showing the practice they put
into their performance.
Frontman Mark LaPorte held
nothing back when shouting out
the vocals. Covering Rage
Against the Machine's Bulls on
Parade, he shouted out the rap
style vocals like he had written
them himself.

Also, playing three originals,
the band displayed their own
writing talents to the Oak Lawn
crowd. Along with singing,

Mark played guitar, and he was
backed on both vocals and gui
tar by Steve LaPetzky.

Bassist Anthony Lojesky
bobbed his head to the rhythms
that he was producing during
the show. Gary Lassoandrello
was chillin' out behind the drum
setting the tempo and enhanc
ing their aggressive music.

As I said before, Drove
played three originals and cov
ered several other songs. One
song that the band played was
a song by Rage Against the Ma
chine. They also played a song

by the Deftones, showing their
influence by the modem wave
ofheavy metal.

When I talked to the members
ofthe band, they clued me in on
some of their other influences
musically. Naturally, they are
huge fans of the all time heavy
metal band, Metallica. They
also enjoy the music of another
very popular heavy metal band,
Pantera, whose new album was
just released a few weeks ~go.

In addition to these heavy
bands, t~ey like the music of
some of the early nineties alter-

native bands, such as
Soundgarden.

Even though Drove had a lot
of talent, they were unable to
place in the top three. However,
since this is a very young band,
it is very likely that Drove will
be back to compete again.
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SIX INCH VOICES

CRAPTACULAR
(Photo By Jessi Murabito)

ABITWAR

Joe Banasiak
StajJWriter

Six Inch Voices may have had
the most upbeat and energetic
set in the Oak Lawn Battle of
the Bands and it earned them
the second place prize. With
drummer Matt Dauner pound
ing out the up-tempo beat, the
other seven members ran
around the stage and had the
time of their lives. The band
helped the crowd get into it with
their energy, and their stage set
up was impressive. Six band
members lined the very front
edge of the stage, horns on
stage left and guitars on stage

Dave Lundeen
Entertainment Editor

Ah springtime, the birds
chirping, the flowers blooming,
and the jagged sounds of
Craptacular's special brand of 4
chord punk at the 2000 battle of
the bands.

This was Craptacular's 2nd

year playing at OLCHS's battle
and in my opinion their best.
Last year's performance earned
them 3rd place in the battle and a
$50 cash prize. This year,

Ryan Wheeler
StajJWriter

The stage is black. Suddenly,
gu itars and bass are heard.
Lights begin to go on and off
on the stage. A large,
longhaired man storms up to the
center of the stage.

"ARE YOU READY?" he
screams, as the fans go wild
with anticipation.

What better words could
have been spoken in the begin
ning ofthis band's amazing set?
Each song was hard and fast,

right, while lead singer Adam
Thoms roamed the stage behind
them. Everyone helped out on
vocals, reciting choruses and
shouting various words into the
mics, showing the crowd what
a fun, energetic band can really
belike.

Six Inch Voices is comprised
of eight members. Adam and
Matt are mentioned above on
vocals and drums. Kevin West
and Rob Wheeler played lead
and rhythm guitars, while band
mate Kyle Gilde pumped out the
low end on bass guitar.

The hom section was made
up ofSabrina Dymit, Bob Puhr,
and Len Musielak. Sabrina,

though, Craptacular was ready
to go with a play list that con
sisted of mostly original songs
and earning them first place and
the $100 cash prize.

Craptacular who borrowed
their name from an episode of
the Simpsons is made up by
Brian Eick on guitar and lead
vocals, Joe Klachan on drums,
and Eric Schutz a student at
OLCHS on bass and back-up
vocals.

I managed to talk to Eric
Schutz and ask him a few ques-

just the way a metal fan
wants his music.

The crowd was going
nuts to every one of the
songs that the band
played. Everyone in the
band made their pres
ence known, though the
loudest and probably
most powerful of the
band was Jay Shv:ab,
the vocalist. In fact, the
band was so loud that
after their first song Blind, a
cover of the KoRn, they blew a
fuse.

There were two moments of

changing out of her gym uni
form into a smooth Batman t
shirt, played alto saxophone and
jumped around the stage. Bob
played a valve trombone with a
glow-stick attached to the end,
and danced around during some
of their songs. Len, sporting his
orange hair, played trumpet and
also contributed to the fun. As
I said before, everyone helped
out on the vocals. I shouldn't
forget to mention roadie Aaron
Osmanski, because he 'played'
a miniature saxophone to add to
the show and also so blew some
bubbles for an added effect.

SIV presents itselfas a Chris
tian ska band, which I think is

tions about the band and their
performance. Schutz who de
scribes Craptacular's sound as
pop/punk with heavy vocals
was also in a band called

(Photo By Jessi Murabito)

that really stood out during
Abitwar's set. The first, of
course, was the blown fuse.
The whole situation just

very respectable. With a Battle
of the Bands dom inated by
heavy metal bands (myself be
ing in one of them) it was very
bold to play this style because
ofall the people that would put

Slackjawed Yokel.
Craptacular, which formed

three weeks before the 1999
Battle of the Bands, has now
been playing together for over
a year and have achieved a
tightly woven sound.

The Band's opening song
Wasted Youth (an original) was
good mix of heavily distorted
guitar, tight drumming, and a
strong melody holding all the
pieces together. Another of
their original songs, Joana, was
well played with tightly rhymed

\\Showed how much
~h.is band was into
therr music.

The second was
the proud moment
when Shwab estab
lished that the group
was a metal band. He
did this by beginning
to sing Backstreet
Boys' song. After a
moment the rest ofthe
band beat on him.

Abwitar only recently estab
lished their current line up. Ron
Collura and Dan Sungtapun
(guitars), Jason Vories (Drum),

them down without even hear
ing one of their songs. In the
end, however, it showed that
expressing their views and hav
ing as much fun as possible was
enough to earn second place.

vocals. One of the few covers
Craptacular played was the
sometimes annoying Blink 182
song All the Small Things but
again the song was well played
with Schutz laying down great
vocals.

All these elements of
Craptacular combined to make
them the victors of the battle.
Schutz says he and his band
plan to put their money towards
recording their originals. Con
gratulations guys on a great
performance.

and Shane Sungtapun (Bass),
had already been in the band,
however they had been having
problems with their vocalist.
Then they found Jay Shwab,
and now the band is re-estab
lished. Jay had very good vo
cals, which he made known on
their cover of"Man in the Box"
by Alice in Chains.

With how wild the crowd was
going, the fact they blew a fuse,
and how well they sounded, it
is quite a surprise that they
ranked last tying with another
ambassador from the world of
metal, Euforia.

PRODUCT OF DEFIANCE
Sabrina Dymit
StajJWriter

The third placing band at the
Battle was Product ofDefiance.
The band consists of Jeff
Kloptowsky, Mike Sanfillip,
Sean Lenart, and Tony Stone.
They classify themselves as
having a "new hardcore" stYle
ofmusic.

While they consider this to
be classic hardcore music, their
music also has a melodic side.
The band's main goal is to en-

tertain the mainstream, which
they are going to accomplish by
releasing a CD. This four track
CD is titled "Defy Everything."

Product of Defiance was the
fourth band that played at the
Battle. The bands' set was high
powered and made the crowd
very energized. There is no mis
take that this band has a lot of
fun with their music.

Product ofDefiance had a set
list that consisted of seven
songs. A few of these songs
were: Fire, Rage, a heavy cover
of the Beatles' song While My

Guitar Greatly Weeps, A Step
Behind, Shove It, Sin In Defi
ance, and Headup. Their set in
cluded a range of cover songs
from The Deftones to the
Beatles, as well as a few oftheir
own original songs.

Both the talent and perfor
mance ofthis band were impres
sive. Not only did the fans of
this type of music like it, but the
rest of the crowd did as well.

If you are one who truly ap
preciates hardcore music, then
their performance was some
thing you would have wanted

to see.
The lead vocalist possessed

a talent to not only perform clas
sic hardcore music, but then to
add a melodic twist to the songs
that the band played. The sound
that he added to the band was
truly original.

The guitar and bass players
were also very talented. The
sound that they produced was
impressive and powerful. The
communication was perfect and
definitely paid off for the band
in the end.

The drummer rounded out

the band's sound by keeping
the set going with his upbeat
rhythm. Not only can this drum
mer keep the beat, he can bring
down the house as well.

It is not a mystery to see that
this is a band that can really
play together. They seem to
have a lot of fun with their mu
sic and that is a feeling that was
definitely sensed that evening.

Product of Defiance is defi
nitely a band that many of us
enjoyed and would hope to see
return to the Battle ofthe Bands
next year.
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I Can See the Light

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Movie Reviews_.. \ ..

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
• Come to Find Me •• •
: By Beth Ott :

: Crystalline moonlight shining away :
• Come through the trees to find me again •
: What somber price shall all ofus pay? :
• When you come to find me again •
: Soft pale moonlight reflecting at sea :
• Come through the clouds to find me again •

The skyline was clear, but what will it be •
When you come to find me again

Darkness now caving to the still ofthe moon
Comes through the willows to find me again

Will you move slowly or finish too soon?
When you come to find me again

Soft-spoken moonlight will none ofus hear
As you come through the night to find me again

Will fate have its turn with all I hold dear?
When you come to find me again

Top Ten Parental Rules

would be here shortly. I knew
he was a little vertically chal
lenged, but she didn't have to
be mean about it!

As I awaited Dr. DeKaye, I
couldn't help but think ofall the
things that could go wrong. Fill
ings, cavities or even ... a root
canal! The pain that I would
endure, it would be awful. I'd
have to um well, the dentist
would he'd okay, so I have
no clue what a root canal is, but
it doesn't sound pretty!

After what seemed like years,
my dentist finally arrived. He
told me to just lay back and re
lax, and suddenly, I must have
been dying! I yelled out, "I can
see the light!" I knew it would
happen - dentist/death, they
both start with "0," what an evil
connection! This was it, I could
see the holy light - oh wait. It
was just the overhead lamp.

Boy, was my face red.

appointment. Rem ind them
daily to dress appropriately.
3.) Go on family outings and
shop together. Field trips to mu
seums and sporting events are
always choice-picks for family
outings. Mall shopping is not
only considered a hobby and
leisurely activity, but it can cre
ate an exciting atmosphere for
the family too.
2.) Set firm rules and regula
tions. Make sure to establish a
grounding affirmation that is
bold and serious, but not imprac
tical. If you are grounding a
child from the phone, make sure
to allow all homework ques
tions, relative calls, and e-mail
to get through. Do you want
your child's grades to suffer
too?
1.) Be careful when you argue
with a child. Whenever you are
in an argument, make sure not
to mention every little unaccept
able thing the child has done
within the past week, month, or
even lifetime. Not only will the
child be overwhelmed with your
memory, but they will feel the
need to bring up every "bad"
thing you've done as well.

15.) Ouija
16.) Anything that moves
17.) No one cares
18.) Four
19.) Hungry, Hungry Hippos
20.) Buying the most clothes,
taking the money and throwing
it around, or by whipping the
game pieces at your opponent
until he or she cries.
21.) Rolling the dice until one
player reaches them, placing
them in the monster's mouth and
letting him eat them, or stealing
them from the monster and eat
ing them yourself.

ment.
Anyhow, the ride there was

unbearable!! I had flashbacks
from my very early childhood
you know, my last trip to the
dentist (what, it WAS six months
ago!). The weird odor of Dr.
DeKaye's office, the strange bib
he always made me wear, and
the way he'd give me free
mouthwash. Was he trying to
insinuate something here?

All too soon we arrived. In
the waiting room we sat down
with a loud "squeak!" from the
plastic chairs. Just as I was plan
ning my brilliant, well thought
out escape (bolting for the
door), they called my name. I
slowly stood up and followed
the dentist's assistant after say
ing my last farewells to my Mom.

The nurse seated me in what
I always secretly assumed was
an electric chair; handed me a
bib and told me the dentist

1.) Billie Jean King
2.) The Olympic Games
3.) The Masters, PGA, US
Open, and British Open.
4.) Ted Williams
5.) Bobby Orr
6.) Knockout, technical knock
out, or decision
7.) Lou Gehrig
8.) Neither, they both stink
9.) The final out
10.) Yes
II.) Football
12.) Advantage
13.) One
14.) Craps

Trivia Answers

anyone who says, "Hello, how
are you? Nice to meet you."
7.) Budget control. Make sure
to never give away money.
Don't give allowances, because
it may lead the kid into never
wanting ajob. They will assume
that they can live offofyour pay
for the rest of their lives, there
fore never teaching them the re
sponsibility that they need.
6.) Keep interested in their
hobbies. Join an extracurricular
activity or parent/child-sporting
event that they are interested in
to show how interested you are
in what they like to do.
5.) Show responsibility to set a
good example. Since you are the
older, wiser, stronger, and more
reliable in a family, you should
not use your spare time spying
on your teen's first date and Iis
tening in on phone calls from the
opposite sex. This will show
your son or daughter that you
trust them and have faith that
they will do the right thin~
4.) Persistence. Make sure to
repeat certain assignments for
your adolescent such as a chore
list, grocery list, and the time and
date of their next orthodontist

It all started one Tuesday af
ternoon around noon. My mom
said those words that ring hor
ror in every child's (or in my
case, every 15-year-old's) ears.
"We're going to the dentist."

Naturally I hid under my bed,
just like I've done for the past
ten years of dental visit an
nouncements. I wonder how my
mom found me so quickly? Next
was a move that I was sure
would trick her - I'd hide in the
closet! She'd never think to
look there. Surprisingly, she djd.

I decided it was time to be
nice, so I agreed to calmly walk
out to the car like the mature
young adult that I am. That or
my Mom dragged me out ofthe
house kicking and screaming,
my memory fails me at the mo-

Katrina Percak
StaffWriter

Cafeteria Poll
Results

(from last issue's survey)

Tina Cucci
StaffWriter

Most teens feel that they are
not close to their parents the
way every child should be.
Here are the top ten hints for
the parents who want to earn a
quality relationship with their
son or daughter.
10.) Recognize achievements.
When any child gets a prize or
achievement whether in aca
demics or athletics, he/she
wants to be recognized for it
and encouraged to keep up the
good work.
9.) Homework help. Although
some parents claim to know ev
erything, others feel too old
and out of date to offer school
work guidance to their kids.
Your kids always need help, so
give it a try no matter how old
you are.
8.) Get acquainted with their
friends. Finally, after all those
years telling your child to make
new friends, spend some time
getting to know them. Make
an effort to sit on the front
porch and talk or get to know

First Place: Riblets
Second Place: Curly Fries
Third Place: Deli Sand
wiches
Fourth Place: Nachos
Fifth Place: Pizza Puffs
Sixth Place: Cookies
Seventh Place: Cream of
Chicken with Rice oup
Eighth Place: Cheese Fries
Ninth Place: Pizza
Tenth Place: Cookie Cups'

go play?
I I.) What sport do you throw
bombs in?
12.) What is the point scored
immediately after deuce in ten
nis?
13.) How many continuous
seams are on a tightly wound
baseball?
14.) What Las Vegas casino
game gives the best odds?
15.) What game features a
three-legged planchette that
points to letters and numbers?
16.) What do targets con'sist of
when hunting?
17.) Which sport contains a
play that consists of banging
your head off of walls for a
cheap laugh?
18.) How many bases are in a
baseball diamond?
19.) In what game are animals
forced to eat plastic?
20.) In what three ways can the
game of Mall Madness be won?
21.) In what ways can the jew
els in the game "Forbidden
Bridge" be obtained?

-. ,
tional tale between boy and
his dog. It is a tearje~er that is
worth seeing on a scale of 1-10
that I'd give it an 8.

Our next movie is called "Re
indeer Games" and is rated R.
Just released from prison, Rudy
Duncan (Ben Affleck) only
wants to start a new life with
Ashley (Theron), the girl of his
dreams, whom he met through
pen pal letters in prison. Be
tween them and happiness
stands her crazy brother, Gabriel
(Gary Sinise), and his motley
crew ofdeadly criminals.

Rudy has some inside infor
mation about a casino where he
once had a job - a casino Gabriel
and his short-fused posse plan
to take down. Now he's caught
in a high-velocity avalanche of
temptations that may bury him.

My opinion of this movie is
that it was a total waste of
money. 1-10, I give it a 3. In
stead of seeing this film, save
your money and spend it on
something worthwhile.

Nick Purdy
StaffWriter

I.) What woman holds the
record for most Wimbledon ten
nis championships?
2.) What modem competition
did Baron Pierre de Coubertin
found?
3.) What four tournaments
make up golfs Grand Slam?
4.) What baseball player was
named the Splendid Splinter?
5.) Who was the first
defenseman to win the NHL
scoring championship?
6.) In what three ways, apart
from disqualification, can a
boxer win a fight?
7.) Who was the first major
league basebal: player to have
his number retired?
8.) Which team is better, the
Cubs or the Sox?
9.) When's a baseball game
never over until?
10.) Does the giver receive the
basketball back on a give-and-

Nick Novak
StaffWriter

I'm sure you don't want to
spend money on a movie and
then find out it stinks, so here is
some help.

First we have "My Dog
Skip"-PG It's a very heartwarm
ing movie that takes place in
1942 and stars Willie Morris
(FRANKIE MUNIZ), a shy and
gawky eight-year-old whose
childhood is even more quiet
and isolated than his home
town.

An only child ignored at
school and uncomfortable with
girls, Willie looks up to and con
fides in next-door neighbor Dink
Jenkins (LUKE WILSON), the
town's star athlete, who's pre
paring to ship out in the service
of Uncle Sam. Other characters
are Kevin Bacon (the father),
Diane Lane (the mother) and of
course that lovable terrier pup
named Skip.

This movie is a very emo-

... II 1'1"1 L.I II
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Girls Soccer gets the ball rolling
Mary Olejarz
StaffWriter

The 2000 varsity girls' soc
cer team kicked off their season
on March 6. ince then, the girls
have been eating, drinking, and
sleeping soccer.

The varsity team has been
conference champs for two
years in a row. Winning confer
ence this year would be quite
an honor. If the team won, they
would write a new chapter in
Spartan soccer history by be
ing the only team to win three
championships in a row.

The team is composed ofold
and new players. Its senior vet
erans who are Melina
Hernandez (defense), Maria
Romero (midfield), and Danielle
Roman (offense) lead the team.

The juniors are Liz Figus
(goalkeeper), Amanda Lorenz

(goalkeeper), Jenny epessy (de
fens~, Marjorie Koeppen (de
fense), Mary Olejarz (defense), Sa
rah Nettle (mid-field), Maggie
Schumacher (mid-field), Sue Steffy
(mid-field), and Kristen Klimek (of
fense).

Jackie Martinez and Amy
Gorchos are both sophomores and

play mid-field, while Chris
tina McNeela and am Norris
are the freshmen of the team
and they play offensive po
sitions.

The team played their
first opponent T.F. North on
Tuesday March 21. They
beat them by a score of7-0.

Kristen Klimek had a spectacu
lar shot and scored her first goal
of the season. With her speed
and determination, Danielle Ro
man scored five excellent goals.
Nothing could slow her down.
She wanted five goals and she
got them. Melina Hernadez
scored on goal on a penalty kick
that the goalie never even saw.
Both arah Nettle and Maria
Romero both played a key role
as goal scorers in this game.

Coach tow stated, "I'm very
confident in my team. They are
a great bunch of girls. They
have good senior leadership
and I see them going very far."
He seems quite happy with his
team thus far and he is hoping
with the girls that they will win
another championship.

"There's no 'I' in team. Ev
ery team wants to destroy us,
but we're not going to let them,"

Jenny epessy excitedly said.
The girls feel that they have

the intensity, speed, and love for
the game to achieve their goal
of being the only soccer team
to win a championship three
years in a row. Coach Stow is
there every tep of the way to
encourage, teach, and replenish
their love for soccer. The girls
work hard at practice and are
striving to dem.olish every team
that comes in their way. The
team's goal is not only to win
conference again, but also to
win regionals.

Putting gas in car, $1.54 a
gallon. A big juicy hot dog at
the concession stands $1.25. A
package of green Sour Punch
straws, $.50. Watching the girls'
varsity soccer team demolish
their opponents, priceless.
Come out and support your team
and your school.

Best ofluck to all the Spartans!!!

Badminton Schedule
April II Shepard V,S Home 4:30
April 13 Oak Forest Home 4: 15
April 15 Hinsdale C. Tny.N Away 8:30
April 15 Hinsdale C. Tny.V Away 1:00
April18 Bradley V,S Away 4:30
April 20 T.F. North V,S Home 4: 15
April 22 Sandburg Tny. S Away 10:00
April 25 T.F. South V,S Home 4: 15
April 27 Reavis V,S Home 4: 15
April 29 Conference Shepard TBA

4: 15
4:30
9:00
4: 15
4:30
9:00
5:00
4:30
4: 15

Home 4:15
Home 4:15
Away 9:00
Away 4:15
Home 4:30
Home 4:15
Away 8:00
Away 9:00
Away 4:15
Away 10:00
Away 9:00
Home 8:30
Home 4: 15
Away 4:15
Away 9:00
Away 4:15
Reavis TBA
Reavis TBA

Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home

Tennis chedule

ThornridgeV,
Richards V,
Stagg Inv. V
Eisenhower V,
andburgV,S

Reavis V,
Joliet Inv. V
Sandburg F,
Hinsdale C. JV, S
Bolingbrook V,
Stagg Tny. F
Oak Lawn Tny. V
Argo V,
Romeoville V,S
Morton Tny. V
Tinley Park V,S
Conference
Conference

Boys and Girls Track Schedule

April8 R-B Relays Away 10:00
April II Romeoville Home 4: 15
April 14 Sandburg Away 4: 15
April 15 Lemont Away 9:00
April 18 Lemont Home 4: 15
April 20 Tinley Park Inv. Away 4:45
April 22 Lake Park Inv. Away 8:45
April 25 RichardsIBolingbrook Away 10:0
April 28 Rich Central Away 4:00
April 29 Thornton Inv. Away 10:00
May2 Argo Away4:15
May 4 Conference Away 4:30
May 5 Hinsdale C Inv. Away 5:00
May 13 Conference Away TBA

April II
April13
April 15
April 17
April 18
April 20
April 22
April 22
April 26
April 27
April 29
April 29
May2
May4
May6
May 8
May 12
May 13

St.Laurence V,S
Lincoln-Way Inv. V
Lincoln-Way Inv. V
Reavis V,S
Marist Inv. S
Marist Inv.
Brother Rice V,S
Shepard V,
T.F. North V,S

May3
MayS
May6
May8
May 12
May 13
May IS
May 16
May 18

Away 11:00
Away4:15
Home4:15
Home4:15
Away4: 15
Away4:15
Home4:15
Home4;15
Away 4:15
Home4: 15

Home 4:15
Away 8:00
Home 8:00
Away 4:30
Away 9:00
Home 4:15
Away 4: 15
Away 5:00
Away 9:00
Home 4:15

Reavis V,S
Lincoln-Way Inv.
Shepard V,S
T.F.North V,S
Nap. N.lnv. V
Providence V,S
Richards V,S
Downers S.lnv. V
Downers S.lnv. V
Eisenhower V,S

April 12
April 15
April 18
April 20
April 22
April 24
April 26
April 28
April 29
May2

Softball chedule

pril8 Hillcrest Away 11:00 April29HinsdaleC.
April 10 Thornwood Away4:15 May I Reavis

pril 12 hepard Home 4:30 May 3 Reavis
pril 13 Hinsdale So. Home 4:30 May 4 Bolingbrook
pril 15 Thornridge Away 4:30 May 9 Bolingbrook
pril 17 Stagg Away 4:30 May II Argo
pril20 St. Francis Des. Home 4:30 May 15 Argo
pril24 Chicago Christian Home 4:30 May 17 Romeoville
pril25 Richards Away 4: 15 May 19 Romeoville
pril27 Richards Home 4: 15 May 22 T.F. South

11:00
4:30
4:30

II :00
4:30
4: 15

11:00
II :00
4: 15

II :00
4: 15
4: 15
4: 15
4: 15
4: 15
4: 15
4: 15
4: 15

II :00

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

Soccer chedule
Reavis V, Away 4: 15
Shepard JV Away 4: 15
BolingbrookV S Home 4: 15
Argo V,S Away 4:15
Ch icago Christian V Away I0:00
Romeoville V,S Home 4: 15
RichardsV, Home 4: 15
Reavis V, Home 4: 15
Bolingbrook V,S Away 4: 15
Lyons JV Home 4:30
Hinsdale C. JV Home 4: 15
Argo V, Home 4: 15
Romeoville V,S Away 4:15
Lockport Tny. Away 5:00
LockportTny.S Away 10:00
Stagg V,S Away 4:30

prillO
pril13
prill7
pril19
pril22
pril25
pril27
ay I
ay 3
ay4
ay 8
ay 9
ay II
ay 12
ay 13
ay 16

Baseball Schedule

April 8 Thornton
April 10 Montini
April 12 Sandburg
April 15 Shepard
April 17 Stagg
April 19 T.F.North
April 22 Thornridge
April 25 Richards
April 27 Richards
April 29 Tinley Park
May I Reavis
May 3 Reavis
May 4 Bolingbrook
May 9 Bolingbrook
May II Argo
May 15 Argo
May 17 Romeoville
May 19 Romeoville
May 20 Rich East
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Young varsity badminton team offto a good start
name of Karrissa Murray.

The team had an excellent
year last year and have high
hopes on placing first in con
ference again this year. After
three weeks ofconditioning, the
girls are poised and ready to
win. Coach Greimann remark ,
"The girls are expected to work
hard, concentrate on drills, per
fect shots and set their own
goals."

The team has much strength,
and they've also got a great
line-up considering they only
have three seniors. One weak
ness they have to overcome is
that they are a young team, but
no one is worried about that.

"The girls are competitive
and winning is their goal," com
mented Coach Greimann.

Coach Greimann, on the other
hand, loves the game and en
joys seeing the players develop.

sity level.
The juniors on the team are

Jenny Bartkowiak, Kelly
Caldwell, Renee Smith, Ausra
Brooks, Katie Huizenga, Kasia
Jachymczyk, Angela Montoya,
and Jeanna Jurkowski.

The seniors on the team are
Brenda Beyer, Emily
McLoughlin, and Asrar Judeh.
There is one sophomore on the
varsity team this year by the

Jen Bartowiak serve the birdie on the winning badminton team.
(Photo By Richard Swiatek)

Two ofthe top players on the
team are Jessica Groos and
Brianne Beyers. They also have
voiced the same opinions as the
coach and added, "Our coach
makes the game fun to play and
practice." For Coach Thiessen,
coaching is interesting because
ofthe variety of"personalities."

Coach Greimann coaches a
team of twelve girls on the var-

Giulia Calafiore, Erlinda Garcia,
Rachel Laylo, and new to the
team Samantha Lesniak.

The girls have been condi
tioning for two weeks. Many of
their practices include running
a mile a day and doing many
sprints. There were a total of52
girls who tried out and only 21
were selected. One strength the
team has is that they were hand
picked. This allowed the
coaches to get the cream of the
crop. When Coach Thiessen
was asked who would be their
toughest opponent, Coach
Thiessen replied, "Bradley, they
won conference the last two
years and we (team) don't like
finishing second."

To Coach Thiessen, it doesn't
matter whether or not they win
or lose. The girls are expected
to work their hardest, and in so
doing they have really accom
plished something.

ThuyNguyen
Sta/lWriter

After placing second in con
ference last year, the frosh bad
minton team is once again up
and swinging. The team is led
by Coach Bill Thiessen and in
cludes a team of2l girls.

The freshmen on the team in
clude Monica Zavala, who is
ranked number one, Debbie
Zwirkoski, amantha Emery,
Hannah Abdullah, Brittany
Kopf, Becky Raschke, Jen
Hermann, Lynn Tarkowski,
Nicole Bowman, Cassie Fogarty,
and Amanda Ingarra.

The sophomores on the team
are Jessica Groos (first singles),
Brianne Beyers (second
singles), Kelly Reilly (third
singles), Liz Lemrise (fourth
singles), Meena Babu (fifth
singles), Sandy Montoya (sixth
singles). Also on the team are

Cobra~ Skate through to victory

Cobra hockey team wins championship.

ue Steffy
StaffWriter

For those of you who didn't
know, Oak Lawn has a hockey
team called the Cobras.

This league was started three
years ago. Since there are not
enough kids from Oak Lawn
Community High School who
play hockey, the Cobras hockey
team is consists of three other
schools. They are Richards,
Evergreen Park, and Shephard.
There is a J. V. team and a var
sity team. This year's J.V. Co
bras from Oak Lawn are fresh
man Rafael Covarrubias (of
fense), Sophomores Joe
Costabile (goalie), Jaret
Helstem (offense/defense), and
Mike Klimek (offense). Thejun-

iors include Laura Costabile (de
fense) and Jay Helstern (of
fense/defense). They are
coached by Mike Shake.

This year's lV. team did an
excellent job. They won the
West Suburban league Champi
onship. They played against
Fennwick High School. There
was no competition in this
game. They won 3-0. Their
overall record was 16-3-1 for
their best season ever.

The Varsity also did very well
this season. This year's varsity
players consisted of sopho
mores Joe Costabile, and Jaret
Helstern, juniors Laura
Costabile and Jay Helstem, and
senior Kevin Walker (offense).
They are coached by Pete
Locco.

This year varsity came so

close to winning the champion
ship game. It was a very close
came. They were tied 2-2
throughout most of the game.
In the last twenty-six seconds,
the other team had a break away
and scored. Overall it was a
great game and the Cobras
played hard. The final score
was 2-3. They took second
place.

Laura Coastabile say's" This
year was the best J.V. and Var-

sity have done yet!"

The season did not end there
for some of our Spartan play
ers. Joe Costabile, Jaret
Helstem, and Jay Helstem went
on to represent the Cobras in
an All-star game for the West
Suburban League.

Laura Costabile the only girl
on the team also went on to rep
resent the Cobras in a girl's AII
star game for the West Subur-

ban League.
Sunday March 26, the Cobras

had their annual Cobra's Ban
quet. This is where members of
the team received different tro
phies. Many of our Oak Lawn
Spartans received trophies. Joe

ostabile who is the starting
goalie for lV. won M.V.P. Jay
Helstem won a trophy for hav
ing the most assists. Jaret
Helstem won for having scored
the most goals. Laura Costabile
received a trophy for having the
highest G.P.A on the team.
Kevin Walker was voted fan fa
vorite.

Usually after the fall season
the Cobras would be heading
into their spring season. This
year there is no spring season
because not enough players
signed up. Hopefully next year

there will be more people.

Extra ! Extra ! Sports Section Asks For Help
With Next Issue!

This year's final issue ofthe Spartanite is coming out soon and we in the sports depart
ment were just sitting and thinking about how cool it would be ifthere was some way to
recognize orne ofthe great moments in Spartan sports history for the school year 1999
2000.

Here is where the helping part comes in. We, the sports editors, are asking you, our
loyal readers, to lend or give us pictures ofgreat partan sport moments ofthi year. It
would also be a great help if those ofyou reading this could write down your favorite
sports moment of this school year and drop it offin room 204.

Thank you for helping us out with our plans to spice up our pages.
Thanks,

The Sports Staff
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Coaches Comer
Name: Chris Newton

Birthplace: Chicago

High chool Attended: tagg High School

College Attended: Northwestern University

Degree: Bachelors in Mathematics

College ports I participated in: I wasn't quite good enough (or
tall enough) to play Big Ten basketball, so I had to settle for
intramural football, basketball, and softball

Years Coaching: 5, at Marist, Lincoln-Way and Oak Lawn

What is your Favorite port to play and why? Basketball. I've
been doing it since I was a little kid, and I still love it. (photo By Jason McLaughlin)

Who i your favorite professional athelete and why? Michael Jordan- Not only is he the greatest
player ever, he was the greatest practice player available.

In to years I see myself.... Coaching and teaching; it is what I love to do.

Ifl weren't coaching, I'd be... Lost. It is one ofthe reasons I became a teacher and I can't imagine
life without it.

Tennis
Continued From 12

and is defending his conference
championship he earned last
year at first doubles.

As of press-time, the third
doubles team is yet to be solidi
fied, but it does look to be two
of three returning seniors. Mark
Hnat, Chris O'Brenski, and Pete
Groenwold are all fighting for a
starting spot on the team this
year. Playing exhibition doubles
this year will be Ed Wilczek and
Jim Norris, both juniors who are
making their debut on the var
sity team.

This year the tennis team
hopes to defend last year's team
conference title, and it looks like
they are going to do just that.
In the only match/tournament
played as ofpress time, the Oak

Lawn team took first. At the
Richard's tournament on March
25, the partans captured a team
first place, beating six other
schools. Greg Kaminski at first
singles, Marc Palluck at second
singles, and Carlo Damazo and
Tony Fantozzi at second
doubles all placed first in their
individual events, helping tre
mendously in the team's vic
tory.

Other team goals forthi year
include advancing to regionals
as a team and qualifying as many
people as po sible for the state
tournament, if not the whole
team. The Oak Lawn tennis team
has its sights set high, and with
good reason. The team has a
very strong nucleus of return
ing seniors with many strong
juniors and sophomores on the
team this year. All goals seem
reachable to the team this year.

Oak Lawn softball teams return for another great year

tacy Brookman ets up to catch a fly ball to end the inning. (Photo By Richard Swiatek)

By Becky Powers
Slaf[Writer

The softball players of Oak
Lawn High School have re
turned to the field for another
great year of partan oftball.

On Thursday March 16, the
Lady partans played their first
game against Evergreen Park.
All three teams were successful
(freshman, sophomore, and var
sity). Before this victory, the
girls on the softball team worked
hard in preparation for the team.
Since this game was the first of
the season, there was a lot to
go over in a little time. From the
outcome, it is evident that the
hard work paid off. The softball
teams are hoping to have an
even more victorious season.

The varsity team has sixteen
players this year. This team is
well mixed with infielders and
outfielders, power hitters, and
bunters. They are well prepared

and have winning strategies.
The members of the team are

freshman Nicole Green; sopho
mores Susie Cusick and
Michelle William ;juniors Sara
May, Catherine Felt, Nicole
Skopis, Dayna Hojek, Amy
Smith, Rebecca Powers, and
Chris Joritz; seniors Amy Nagel,
Stacy Brookman, Tracy
Mancillas, Lauren Janowiak, Jill
Munno, and Dana Roman.

With the varsity team's
strong defense, they plan to
take on the other schools in
hope of victory.

Coaches Mayer and Grzelak
have the whole season planned.
The Lady Spartans have a vig
orous schedule planned with
numerous softball games a
week.

The sophomore softball team
also started off victoriously.
With thoughtful techniques and
the will to win, the sophomores
plan to bring Oak Lawn High

School some pride. The sopho
more team consists of Katie
Bertucci, Suzanne Brand, An
gela Brackins, Amanda
Domeres, Jessica Exline, Collette
Kosty, Amanda Kramer, Erin
Kruse, Jennifer Niemiec,
Candice Noodwang, Courtney
Roberton, Meghan Toppel, Julie
Willson, and Amy Zero.

The sophomore team is look
ing forward to a successful sea
son and is hoping to learn a lot
this year.

The freshman softball team
also started offvery well. Every
person on the team is a new
comeliO high school ball, so the
year will be filled with learning
experieooes and hopeful victo
ries. So 'flif,-the freshmen are
working hard to get their jobs
done and to learn more in the
process. From the outcome
shown right now it is evident
that they are on their way to a
great season.

Girls on the team this year
include Andrea Anton, Sarah

Altenburg, Colette Baird, Kristin
Born, Cathy Chojnacki" Jadyn
Embree, Megan Grawunder,
Katie Hull, Theresa Jasmer,
Cassie Krisik, Amanda May,
Sarah McKinney, Elizabeth
Palhegyi, Erica Purdy, Danielle
Schaar, Lindsey Smith, Dana
Sullivan, Kelly Walker, and
Kelly Whalen.

The softball teams will be
playing throughout April and
May and then we will be able to
see exactly how the teams end
up. Good luck Lady Spartans!

Varsity Volleyball starts offa promising season
By att Ulanowski
StaffWriter

Spring has come and once again
the Spartan varsity volleyball
team opens its season with high
hopes and expectations. ince
March 7, Coach Nichols has
been working hard with the de
termined boys to achieve their
goal ofbecoming undefeated in
conference. Coach Nichols ex
pects all the tough practices of
jump training, running, and vari
ous drills to help condition the
players both physically and
mentally.

The Spartans enter the sea
son with 4 returning senior play
ers, consisting of Ryan
Skendzel, Ryan McLernon,
Adam Clemens, and Kri Queen.
Senior Dave Henke and Paul
Stroud return to the program

after a year off, to add huge
sparks to the team.

This year the Spartans have
8 juniors who have been play
ing real hard and contributing
through this volleyball season.
Junior players include Bryan
Allie, Bernie Bolz, Jeff
Mensching, Dan Pasquarella,
Dave Jodelka, Matt Ulanowski,
Bart Mroz, and Ken Korab.

Successfully opening their
season, the Spartans recorded
a huge victory over tagg. The
Spartans outlasted and de
feated tagg in three matches
with scores of 15-9, 13-15, and
15-12 in nonconference action.

Leading the partans was
setter Ryan Skendzel who re
corded 31 assists. Adam
Clemens who had 10 kills and
Ryan McLemon with 7 kills lifted
the partans to victory.

Bart Mroz serves the volleybaU on Oak Lawn's winning volleyball team. (photo By Je si Murabito)

Following their successful ference. Dave J delka, ajunior have experience and talent, they
win, the Spartans headed into on the team this year says, "In have the heart and desire to suc
the Marist tournament on Fri- order to do this, we must take ceed," Coach Nichols said.
day, March 25 with high stan- one game at a time and go from "The players work well with each
dards to win. And win they did. there. We must work together other and that helps us cut
The partans placed third over- as a team and stay positive." All down on mental mistakes and
all in the 16 team tournament. these goals will help the par- earns us wins. I have high ex-

The players come into the tan overcome their tough P- pectations for allihe players and
season with one big goal and ponents in the future. the future season," Coach
that's to go undefeated in con- "Not only do these players Nichols added.
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Baseball teams look to repeat last year's successes

Varsity baseball pitcher Dan Malloy gets set at the mound. (photo By Richard Swiatek)

By Laura Mottl
StajJWriter

Spring of 1999 was an excep
tional season for Oak Lawn
baseball. Our school is proud
to brag that all three levels
freshmen, sophomore, and var
sity- took the conference cham
pionship last year. This is the
first time that this has ever hap
pened in Spartan baseball his
tory. Let's hope the season in
spring 2000 is just as exciting as
it was last year.

Luckily, the team has much
talent on their side. Th~ varsity
team has a number ofall-around
players. They have a great
pitching rotation, quick base
runners, good fielding, and
many strong hitters. The var
sity team welcomes back two all
conference players from last
year, Dan Malloy and Ryan
Howell, as well as other seniors
on the team.

Returning seniors include:
Justin Spilde, Hank Fear, Mike
Valentine, Rick Krackow, Mark

. part, Jeremy Schultz, Dan
Earley, and Chris Adamow.

Also joining the team this
year are juniors Dave

chwoebel, Mike Sullivan,
Larry Mann, Matt Murphy,
Ryan Schau,John Sarpalius, Bill
Palmer, Jesse Gubernat, Glenn
Sabatino, Nick Purdy, and Mike
Gary.

These twenty-one athletes
are looking for another chance
to clutch a conference title and
make a good showing in

Regionals.
To capture a conference title

though, a team needs to put in a
lot ofhard work and tremendous
amounts ofdedication. The team
has shown that they are all for
team unity this year by dying
their hair blonde. It may appear
to be humorous, but these guys
are serious about working as a
team. Other schools won't be
enthused, but rather intimidated,
when they're put up against the
Spartans. Oak Lawn has the de-

termination, hours of practice,
and the team unity that it takes
to win a ball game.

Evidence of this was seen in
their first game this year against
St. Rita, who is ranked number
lOin the area. The Spartans
pulled through with a 4-3 vic
tory. Contributing to the win
was newcomer Justin Spilde
who had a great two run double
in the middle of the game. Dan
Malloy pitched three shut out
innings and had an RBI double

to tie the game in the eventh
inning. Ryan Howell scored the
winning run on a wild pitch, and
Mark Liepart was the winning
pitcher with two scoreless in
nings. This was a great start to
the partans' succe fu I sea
son.

The varsity team's coach, Mr.
kip ullivan i proud ofhis e

nior leadership, especially in
Hank Fear, Ryan Howell, and
Dan Malloy. He is also pleased
with the way the team gets
along. He has noticed great ca
maraderie between players,
which should help the partans
face their opponents. Coach
Sullivan says that there will be
plenty of challenging games
this season. The boys are faced
with another tough schedule
against a number of ranked
teams.

The team lastly needs the
support of the fans, especially
when competing against local
rivals such as Richards and
Reavis. Come on out and sup
port the team as they strive to
achieve a twenty win season!

Tennis team is out to defend their conference title

be the partnership of Adam
Zwirkoski and Keith Fox. Both
of these players are returning
varsity conference champs and
seniors. Adam and Keith have
been playing tennis since fresh-

By Tony Fantozzi
Co-Sports Editor

The nets are up, and the Var
sity tennis team is back for an
other winning season. The team
continues to be coached by
now formerOLCH teacher, Mr.
Chuck Lawson. The partans
have lots of numbers returning
to the court this year, which is
in their favor. The team has lost
only three seniors to graduation
last year, and returns with much
depth and a solid nucleus of

senior veterans. As a team,
they are looking to repeat last
year's conference winning sea
son.

tarting at first singles this sea
son is senior Greg Kaminski.
Greg has shown much determi
nation by practicing all winter
to make a good showing on the
team this year. Greg has the
strength and endurance to play
first singles.

Starting on the team at sec
ond singles this year will be
Marc Palluck. Marc is a sopho-

,
Boy varsity tennis team coached by Mr. ChtlckLawson. (photo
By Brian Caster)
more, and is making his debut on
the varsity team this season.
Marc played first doubles last
year on the sophomore level and
won conference.

At first doubles this year will

man year, showing that they
have the dedication and experi
ence necessary to have a con
ference-winning season.

At second doubles this year
will be the team ofCarlo Damazo
and Tony Fantozzi. Carlo is a
sophomore who is also making
his Varsity debut this year. arlo
played flI"st doubles last year on
the sophomore level and won
conference. Tony is a four-year
veteran of the tennis program

Continued on page 11

Track teams begin outdoor season

conference championship and
qualify many team members to
go to the downstate competi
tion and do well there.

Mr. Lockwood also com
mented that he see the best
athlete on this team a not be
ing the conference champ in his
or her event, but as the athlete
who gives it all he or she has.

Coach Lockwood is very ex
cited about this season and
says that it looks to be very
promising. He commented on
the fact that many freshmen
came out for the team. lie said,
"This will help to build for the
future varsity track teams here
at Oak Lawn Community High

chool." He hopes to win the

Justin Altenburg and Jason Carpenter practice handoffs for their event, the 4 x 4. (Photo By
Richard Swiatek)

jump competition la t year. La t
year's sophomore conference
champ pole-vaulter, Joe Estes, i
now a leading member ofthe var
sity squad.

Returning team members in
clude Pat Moses, Joe Neumann,
Scott Meyer, Eric O'Brien, Matt
Hense, Joe Banasiak, Mike
Masino, and Jim Horvath.

relay team. Thisisthe4X4l600
meter relay team of Melissa
Storm, Samantha Synowiecki,

assie Gonzalez, and Emily
Buys. The 3200-meter relay for
the ladies also looks like a prom
ising team. This group includes
Laura Mottl, Emily Buys, and
Becky Annen.

Returning veterans on the
girls' track team this year in
clude Kelly Cunneen, Jodie
Daley, Lisa Kimmey, Katrina
Johnson, and Angela
VanVuren. Some exciting new
talent this year includes Kelly
Redding, Kristin Kearny, and
Jennifer Larson.

The guys' team this year
consists of returning confer
ence champions as well. Pole
vault conference champ last
year was Jason Carpenter. Scott
Biesterfeld also won the con
ference tournament in the high

By Anthony Papc
Production Manager

Well, it is that time of the year
again, as the boys and girls of
Oak Lawn High chool prepare
for yet another exciting track
season. After coming off of a
good year last year, the athletes
are ready to compete once
again.

Last year, the girls finished
third in conference and the guys
finished fourth in conference.
This year, however, there are
many obstacles standing in their
way. These include injury, eli
gibility, and strong opposing
teams within the conference.
The two toughest teams this
season are definitely Romeoville
and Bolingbrook.

This spring the girls have a
returning conference champion



more. She will be attending the
International Academy of Mer
chandise and Desi n and will
major in Fashion D sign.

Samantha Stani zewski is a
Co-President of Theater. She
has been in Foren ics and The
ater, Volleyball. and Student
Council. She has also been a
member ofNH. he has been
in Key Club and has been a
member of the JCAB.

amantha plans to go to
Marquette University and ma
jor in Communication.

Diamond Zukas is the Trea
surer of Forensics. She has
been in Forensics and Peer Me
diation. She has been in The
ater and Pegasus, and was also
on the Che s Team. She was
involved in Jazz Band and A

appella Choir, Swimming, and
has been a member ofNHS. Dia
mond will go to DePaul and ma
jor in International Business.

(I ontinued on page 4)
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This year' . book fair winners. (Photo by Richard wiatek)
learned throughout the year. fair, with the assistance ofeight
About three hundred students teachers in the English/Fine
participated in this year's book Arts Department.

Sophomore, and Junior Class
Advisory Boards. Erika plans
to attend Kalamazoo College
and major in International Busi
ness.

Jodie Daley is the President
of SADD and Student Helpers
and Captain of the Cross Coun
try team. She has been in
SADD, Indoor and Outdoor
Track. She was a Student
Helper and was on Cross Coun
try, in which she was named
MVPforthispastyear. She was
involved in NHS and Peer Me
diation her junior and senior
years. She has been on
Mathlctes, Spartanite and Key
Club. Outside of school, she
has been a DARE Role Model
and a hospital volunteer. Jodie
will be attending Augustana
College and is planning to ma
jor in Pre-Med. and Biology.

Katarzyna Ogorek played
volleyball as a freshman at Cu
rie High School and was a mem
ber of Polish Club as a sopho-

Outstanding Seniors
nominated

twenty-five dollar bookstore gift
certificate. Second place was
awarded to Mitch Daley and his
interview with a character from
the novel Down River. Jessica
Shelpman earned third place
with her scrapbook ofhighlights
from Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets.

Honorable mentions were
awarded to: Audra Brooks,
Katie Hull, Tim Kasprowicz,
Jenny Larson, Ashley Nowak,
Adam Winchell, and Christina
Zizumbo.

The Book Fair is used each
year as a unique opportunity to
instruct students about many of
the literary elements found in
books. It also is intended to re
inforce the concepts that are

This year, 12 seniors were
ominated for the honorable
utstanding Senior award. This

ward is given to one senior boy
nd one senior girl who are
trong in leadership, service,
cholarship, and personality.

e students were nominated by
eacher and then voted on by
he senior class. The winners

ill be announced at Honors
ight on June I.
The nom inees for Outstand

ng Senior Girl are Erika Buys,
odie Daley, Katarzyna Ogorek,
amantha Staniszewski and
iamond Zukas.
Erika Buys is the President

f the Forensics team; this past
ear she won the state title in
ramatic duet acting. She has
articipated in Theater, NHS,
ey Club and Ambassador
lub. She has played Volleyball
d has been on the Freshman,

By Jennifer Rolniak
taffWriter

Most Outstanding Seniors (L to R): Erika Buys, Anthony Cerceo, Diamond Zukas, Jodie Daley,
Samantha Staniszewski, Eric Martig, Martin Zubek, Adam Zwirkoski, Don Anderson, Eric
O'Brien.

With yet another school year
coming to an end, it is again
time for OLCHS to bid
goodbye to our students and
staff. Ilowever, four of our
teachers will be retiring this
year; these teachers include Mr.
Charles Chilvers, Mr. William
Marcordes, Mr. James Horejs,
and Mr. Allan Collins.

Mr. Chilvers has been with
the school for the past thirty
four years. He started out
teaching English and over the
years continued on into physi
cal education. For the past few
years, however, he has been an
important part of the athletic
department. Holding these po
sitions has made him realize he
will miss the kids when he re
tires. "Seeing kids become suc
cessful and being the best they
can be has given me a feeling
of satisfaction." At the start of
his career, Mr. Chilvers had
wanted to be successful in
teaching and coaching and
those goals have now been
reached. Currently, Mr. Chilvers
has no plans after retirement,
but he does know he still would
like to work, rather than stay
home. He does know for sure
though, that he'll miss the
people at OLCHS.

After thirty-four years ofser
vice to Oak Lawn, Mr.
Marcordes is ready to take a
break! He taught biology for
twenty-one years, then became
the Athletic Director. One goal

(Continued on page 4)

English students compete in Book Fair

By Thuy guy n
Staff Writer

OL says
goodbye

to retirees

"It is truly important to fos
ter a love ofreading in our stu
dents, and that is exactly what
our Book Fair is aimed at do
ing," stated Ms. Catherine
Morrin, Division Chair of the
English/Fine Arts Department.
Judging by the looks of this
year's entries, many students
do indeed love to read.

This year's winner of
OLCHS's sixth annual English
I Book Fair, held on April 19,
was Julie Felton, with her land
scape depicting scenes from the
book Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's tone, by J. K.
Rowling. She received a

By Meena Babu
News Co-Editor
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What a long strange
trip it's been...

By Jim Horvath
Editor-in-Chie!

The Iranian poet Kahlil Gibran said in his spiritual masterpiece The Prophet that
"for even as love crowns you so shall he crucify you. Even as he is for your growth
so is he for your pruning." The exact same could be said of the entire educational
process. We are all on the awesome journey ofbecoming, searching the outer limits
ofwhat magical treasures the human being has buried within. With that a little piece
o~myselfwill die on June 5. This is the same little piece ofmyself that has grown and
withered for the last four years in ways that I can never truly fathom. This little piece
of myself has experienced wonderful successes and had its fair share of failures.
This tiny piece ofmyselfhas become friends with many new people and at the same
time maintained old friends.

This minute piece of me will die a tiny death on graduation day and with that a
new piece of me. will be born. For as the world of yesterday stops the world of
tomorro~sbegins. This new piece will be met with new daunting challenges every
day. It wIll have to adapt to a completely new environment, adopt new companions,
new mentors, and most importantly, create a totally new perception of the world.
This new perception will have to encompass so many new ideas, beliefs, and con
cepts that were impossible for the older piece of myself to comprehend.

But myoid selfwill never be completely buried. For as Gibran says, "for life and
death are one, even as the river and the sea are one." Myoid selfwill always be with
me, but just not as vocal. It will be there when I am staying up late writing a research
paper, remembering everything Ms. Whiteaker has taught me in four years. Myoid
self will be with me every time I laugh with abandon, because I never laughed so
hard than at OLCHS.

As I look back at the setting sun of my past, I can't help-but think as the Grateful
Dead sang, "What a long strange trip it's been." And as~ I look at the awesome
sunrise ofmy new day, I also think to myself, "what a long ange trip the future is
shaping out to be." And I don't think that I could have it any other way ....

Animal Cruelty
By Diana Daley
StaffWriter

I believe it's a person's choice to use products that test on animals, but is it really
neccessary? It's understandable that we have to eat meat, but we don't have to use
animal tested products. While people are enjoying health, beauty, and cleaning
products, millions ofanimals undergo several hours ofsevere pain and horror. The
issue of animal rights is one of the most explosive issues in the news today specifi
cally concerning hunting, slaughter, and testing. Though I lead a vegetarian lifestyle,
I believe it's a person's choice to eat meat. It is also a personal choice to hunt fish
or wear animals as clothing. ' ,

Name brand products that are at the top of the industries that use animals for
testing are Oil ofOlay, Max Factor, Noxzema, Cover Girl, Bounce, Downy, Ivory, Mr.
Clean products, Folgers, Hawaiian Punch, Jif, Pringles, Sunny Delight, Old Spice,
Secret, Sure, Head and Shoulders, Pantene, Pert, and Vidal Sassoon. Many ofthese
companies require tests on animals which include mainly skin irritancy, LD 50, and
the Draize test. Chemicals from cosmetics are applied to a raw piece ofskin on a test
animal and they sometimes break their backs attempting to escape the horrible pain.
These chemicals "eat" through several layers ofskin from an animal's back. The LD
50 test involves healthy animals; usually mice, cats, dogs, and monkeys are forced
to ingest poisonous chemicals that slowly kill approximately 50% of the test sub
jects. Hence the name LD 50-Lethal Dose 50%. The Draize test is performed with
rabbits, since rabbits have tear ducts that would enable them to wash debris from
their eyes. Chemicals are either sprayed or rubbed on the eyes, leaving the rabbit to
suffer from burning and severe itching for hours. Often animals starve before the
test, then are injected, or coated with chemicals leaving them to die a slow painful
death. This type of product testing can surely be labeled animal cruelty. Companies
like Victoria's Secret, Bath & Body Works, Revlon, Avon, and Aussie are cruelty
free products.
In the words ofJeremy Bethan, "The question is not, can they reason? nor can they
talk? but can they suffer?" Perhaps we should take this into consideration.

Government should tolerate all religious groups

By Joe Banasiak
StajJwriter

Spartanite ediorials represent the opinions of individual staff mem
ers, not the publication itself. Replies to these editorials are welcomed
nd can be sent to Spartanite office room 204.

S{lartanite Staff

Every day, we hear the usual jokes about race, religion, and sex, and we laugh.
Individually, these comments might be harmless, but the overall effect has resulted
in a general intolerance for others in our society. This not only exists at the level of
the general population, but also in the actions and words of many politicians. I feel
that government officials and institutions should not display intolerance to any
religious group. It is important that the First Amendment right to free exercise of
religion be observed in all aspects of the government for all religions.

I have found that most of the faith groups and politicians seeking a religious
presence in government observe some denomination ofChristianity. The idea that
Christianity should be represented in government because it was the faith of the
settlers is one of their arguments. However, America today is not the America of the
past, being more diverse than ever. The white majority is becoming less and less of
a majority, and many people are leaving the major western faiths to research eastern
religions and join groups that observe ancient faiths that have seen a resurgence in

the twentieth century.
A recent example of how many government officials do not want these smaller

faiths to be observed occurred in Texas. Soldiers at the military bases wanted to
practice their faith, Wicca,just as the Christian and Jewish soldiers do. Wicca is also
known as Witchcraft, but it is in no way the witchcraft depicted by movies, books,
and common knowledge. There are no witches on broomsticks or even any spells
being cast. The faith is similar to Native American spirituality practices. There are
no animal sacrifices or malicious acts of any sort. The courts of the state of Texas
ruled that these soldiers deserved the same religious rights as the soldiers that
practice Judaism and Christianity. In response to the court's decision on allowing
these people to practice their faith, Gov. George W. Bush, who is now the Republi
can presidential candidate, stated, "The military should rethink their position.
That's not a religion." Though a qualified politician, this remark has changed my
view of Bush. The President of the United States should be a person who can
respect different views, whether or not he or she happens to believe in them.

U.S. Representative Bob Barr ofGeorgia agreed with Bush, and wanted the gov
ernment to stop funding that allows Wicca to ~ practiced on military ba es. The
costs are minimal, however, in comparison to an average of $45 spent on each
Christian and Jewish soldier's religious practices per year. That equals $225,000
spent per year on the religious practices of Judeo-Christians at an army base of
5,000 soldiers. The main costs are salaries for chaplains and rabbis, along with
supplies for religious ceremonies. Since the population ofWiccans will no doubt be
smaller, and basic costs are not as high, there is no basis to cut funding due to
financial strains. This leaves no explanation for Rep. Barr's comments other than
basic discrimination.

Even though the government seems to favor major world religions in the military,
II Evangelical chaplains have filed a lawsuit against the Navy; claiming that their
sermons are censored and they are passed over for promotions. Catholic and litur
gical Christian preachers, according to the lawsuit, hold majority of the leadership
positions. One chaplain was told to no longer end prayers "in Jesus' name," and
another had a senior officer leave in the middle ofthe sermon and was reprimanded
for offending the officer's beliefs. This shows that some branches of the govern
ment are not only intolerant of smaller faiths, but also ofones that vary only a little
from other major religions.

The Federal Communications Commission has shown interest in restricting reli
gion on noncommercial educational (NCE) television channels, and in response
some citizens have pushed their representatives to support a bill working its way
through Congress that would prevent the FCC from being able to do so. Another
battleground of religious rights has been public schools, with supporters citing the
many school shootings of the nineties. However, if politicians are as animate as
Bush and Barr about restricting religious freedoms on army bases, and the Navy
and the FCC take their own measures to restrict religion, one can only imagine the
government restrictions put on religion in public schools. It is important that the
First Amendment right to free exercise of religion be observed in all aspects of
government. Ifnot, this part of the Constitution may lose its true meaning.
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Most Outstanding Junior Boy,
Bill Palmer. (photo by Richie
Swiatek)

On the soccer team you are a
sweeper. What does that mean?

That's the position that is the
last line of defense against the
opponent.

When you play basketball with
friend ,do you prefer playing
with guys or girls?

It's more challenging playing
against guys, because they are
more competitive.

Who is your favorite athlete?
" tone Cold" teve Austin,

because I love watching wres
tling and he's the best wre tier.

Other nominations for Out
standing Junior Boy and Girl in
cluded Doug Terrell, Jesse
Gubernat, Emily Buys, Kelly
Ulrich, Jenny epessy, and Sa
rah Dwyer.

I also asked Jenny to name
her various accomplishments as
an athlete. In last year's bas
ketball season Jenny was co
MVP and all-conference player.
This year, she was MYP and an
all-conference player. In soccer,
Jenny was MVP fre hman year,
all-conference player last year,
and is currently captain. This
outstanding Spartan is a team
player and is not only a nice
person on the field but off the
field as well.

. \ -

Amy Zavala has been in The
ater for three years, Forensics,
Student Helpers and Softball for
two years and Spartanile and
NHS for one year. She is the
Secretary of Theater and the
President of Forensics.

How long have you been play
ing basketball and soccer?

I have been playing basket
ball since the fourth grade. I
only scored two points that sea
son. And I've only been play
ing soccer since freshman year.

This year's Outstanding Jun
ior Boy is Bill Palmer and the
Outstanding Junior Girl is Amy
Zavala.

Bill Palmer is a member of
NHS, Student Council and next
year's Senior Class Advisory
Board. He has been on
Spar/anile, Cross Country and
Baseball for three years. He was
recently elected the Senior
Class President for the class of
2001.

. S \\109 partan.
\ '.

Why do you love basketball so
much?

I like it since you have to
work as a team. It's fun because
you get to be aggressive and
competitive.

Someone You Should Know
Jenny Sepessy

Outstanding Juniors Chosen

1~\
Somone you should know Jenny Sepessy. (photo by "The Phan
tom")

Every year, two juniors are
chosen for the Outstanding Jun
ior Award. Juniors are nomi
nated by teachers and then
voted on by the junior class.

Most utstanding Junior Girl,
Amy Zavala. (photo by "The
Phantom")

By Jennifer Roloiak
StaffWriter

By Nazneeo Vasio
S/affWri/er

eventeen-year old Jenny
epessy, better known to her

teammates as "sponge," is one
of Oak Lawn's most outstand
ing athletes. In the fall, she was
a high scorer on the floor as the
varsity basketball team's start
ing point guard. In the spring,
she shows her versatility by be
ing a competitive "sweeper" and
captain of this year's varsity
soccer team. Here are some
questions I asked our outstand-

writing in students and to incor
porate that into the changing
English courses." For the time
being, though, Mr. Collins has
plans to move to Las Vegas,
where he recently purchased a
home, and take up a profession
other than teaching.

Our last retiree, Mr. Horejs,
has taught a wide range of
classes. He started out teach
ing in art, on many different lev
els, and later taught in the field
ofphotography. His dream was
to be a good teacher, and he had
many idealistic goals, similar to
other newcomers in the field. "I
believe I made a good choice,
and I have no regrets on it;
[teaching] has been good to
me." During his time teaching,
there have been times when kids
have returned and expressed
their appreciation for his kind
ness and help, which has given
Mr. Horejs a feeling ofaccom
plishment. Though he feels this
has been a good career, "I'm
ready to move on." After his
retirement, he plans on just un
winding and playing it by ear.
Most importantly, he will miss
his co-workers and the students
ofOak Lawn High.

Retiring teac-hers
continuedfrom page 1

he had in mind from the begin
ning was to become an Athletic
Director. He feels a sense of
accomplishment when students
return to express their gratitude
to him. As a teacher, he enjoyed
the interaction between the stu
dents and the teacher. Mr.
Marcordes plans to spend time
on his boat. Mr. Marcordes is
unsure of any other plans cur
rently, because, "I'm too young
for retirement."

English teacher Mr. Collins
is retiring after working for thirty
years at OLCHS. Over the
years, he ha taught English at
all levels. When he first started
teaching, Mr. Collins wanted to
be fair and honest to students,
a goal that has been accom
plished and still is in play. His
most memorable moment work
ing at OL I IS was directing
plays, especially "The Miracle
Worker." When asked what
was the best thing a student has
ever done for him, he could only
reply, "There's been so many
that it's hard to single out one
particular experience." Mr.
Collins' parting words for in
coming English teachers was to
"instill love for literature and
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: Class Election Results :
-Sophomore CIa s Officers: ophomore Class Advisory.
:President: Monica Zavala Board: Sarah Altenburg, Matt:
.Vice President: Bridget Carlson Arthur, Amanda Benson, Nicole.
:Secretary: Audra Brooks Bowman, Jennifer Kilian, Chris-:
.Treasurer: Amanda May tine McNeela, Brad Skendzel,.
: Dana Sullivan, Jamie Tillman :

• •
:Junior Class Officers: Junior Class Advisory Board::
.President: JeffSelmeister Mike Goshorn, Charlie Duer, Ray.
:Vice President: Erlinda Garcia Mockus, Megan Melvin, Can-:
.Secretary: Rhonda Laylo die Zichmiller, Shannon George,.
'reasurer: Heather Donlan Diana Ocampo, Susan Cusick :

:S . CI Ofr. Senior Class Advisory Board: :
• emor ass Icers: M MhO P II •
P 'd B'II P 1m att urp y, an asquare a,

• resl ent: I a er . .•
.. ,. . . . Megan McDermott, MarJone •
•- v Ice President: RIch SWIatek K K II VI' h Ad' •oeppen e y nc n-
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ber of the Sparlanile staff, he
replied, "The harder you work
at something, the better you feel
in the end," a truly appropriate
description of the amount of
work he has put in as an editor
this year. Tony is also extremely
grateful for being under the
guidance and instruction of
Spar/anile sponsor Mrs. Barb
Whiteaker and believes that his
success is partly attributed to

her. (Continued on page 5)

versity and double major in Art
Education and Graphics De
sign. He has already received
fifty-four thousand dollars in
scholarsh ips.

Ameer Shalabi is the Senior
Class President of2000. He was
a member of the Sophomore,
Junior and Senior Class Advi
sory Boards. He has been in
Football , Peer Mediation,
Cheerleading, Student Council,
International Club and Theater.
Ameer will be attending Eastern
Illinois University and is unde
cided in his major.

Martin Zubek is the captain
of the Football team, which he
has been involved in since his
Freshman year. He has been on
Track, Basketball, Key Club and
NHS. Martin is going to the Uni
versity ofChicago and will ma
jor in Economics.

Adam Zwirkoski was named
to the prestigious IHSA All
State Academic Team. He is the
Vice-President ofNHS, Secre
tary ofTheater, President ofStu
dent Helpers, Captain of the
Chess team and Co-Captain of
the soccer team. He has played
on the soccer team, for which
he was named MVP his senior
year. He has been on the Ten
nis, Chess and Forensics teams.
He participated in Student Help
ers and Theater. He has been
involved in Mathletes, NHS and
Sparlanile. Adam will be go
ing to Olivet University and will
major in Mathematics.

Sports Editor as well. Tony is
not only involved with the
Sparlanile; during his four
years here he has also partici
pated in extracurriculars such as
band, cross country, and tennis.
Tony plans on attending South
ern Illinois University, majoring
in Aviation/Flight Management.
He hopes to minor in music as
well.

When asked what he's
gained from working as a mem-

Outstanding seniors
continued from page 1

8asm La Vism to the most explosive Editors in Spamnite
history. (Photo by "The Phantom")

OLDSTAFF

The nominees for Outstand
ing Senior Boy are Don Ander
son, Anthony Cerceo, Eric
Martig, Eric O'Brien, Martin
Zubek and Adam Zwirkoski.

Don Andersen is the Co-Cap
tain ofthe Soccer team and Vice
President of Theater. Don has
played Varsity Soccer, for which
he was named the MVP junior
year. He has been in Theater,
Forensics, and Student Helpers.
Don is undecided as to where
he is attending college.

Anthony Cerceo is the Cap
tain of the Scholastic Bowl team
and the Vice-President ofForen
sics. He has been in Scholastic
Bowl, Theater, and Forensics.
He has been in Ecology Club
and French Club and also wrote
for the Spar/anile his freshman
year. Anthony will be attend
ing Northwestern and will ma
jor in International Studies.

Eric Martig is the Co-Presi
dent ofTheater. He has played
on the Basketball and Football
teams. He participated in The
ater and Forensics for three
years, in which he took 2nd
place and 4th place in the State
Tournament in both of his
events. He has been a Student
Helper and a DARE Role Model.
Eric plans to attend Ohio Uni
versity and major in Theatrical
Management.

Eric O'Brien is the school
crest contest winner. He has
been on track, wrestling, foot

. ball and cross country. Eric
plans to attend St. Xavier Un}-

~pArtAlJlte ~ews
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Spartanite says farewell
to senior editors

By Meena Sabu
News Co-Editor

As the 1999-2000 school year
slowly comes to an end, the
Sparlanile must say goodbye
to its senior editors, for whom
this issue will be the last. This
year, three seniors will leave
OLCHS and move on to college,
taking with them the experience,
the memories, and the lessons
learned from working with this
high school's newspaper staff.
These seniors are Tony
Fantozzi, Jim Horvath, and Mike
Masino.

Tony Fantozzi has been a
member of the Sparlanile for
three years. He has previously
held the position of Business
Manager, and this year was

of 69 points this season and a
winning percentage of 59.5 %.
This was Anthony's first sea
son with the team.

Oak Lawn finished this sea
son ahead of both Shepard and
Richards. The team's total
points came out to 649 points.

Freshman Anthony Castillo was named to the All-Conference
Chess team.
Lawn High School.

Eric Lisitza was also named
to the all-conference team. Eric
has a total of 132 points this
season and a winning percent
age of75%. Eric is ranked third
on the all-time point leader list,
with a career total of555 points.

Anthony Castillo had a total

For more information call
(708) 460-6622

J

J

*

A-Orland Driving School, Inc.
$20 off

our regular price
(not good with other offers· limit one)

for the complete 42 hour program.
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The Oak Lawn High School
Chess team finished their sea
son at third place with a record
of4-9. The team is sponsored
by Mr. Olson and is part of the
North Division.

The team is led by seniors
Adam Zwirko ki and Eric Lisitza,
and freshman Anthony Castillo.
Other team members include
Dan McGrail, Hung Thanh
Nguyen, Richard Bark, Jason
Milton, Nick Novak, Diamond
Zukas, Jim Norris, and Dan
Echavarria.

Adam Zwirkoski was named
to the all-conference team. This
year, Adam scored a total of 185
points and had a winning per
centage of71.2 %. His total ca
reerpoints are now 637, ranking
him as the second highest on
the all-time point list for Oak

By Brian Caster
News Co-Edilor

r------------------~
:Spring play production:
: staffrecognized :
I I
I A special thanks goes to all the crew members of the
spring play, "You Can't Take It With You." They are:

Chess Club checkmates
the comp~tition------



Congressional leaders have
decided to back legislation on
monitoring human rights in
China. This breakthrough may
allow permanent trading ben
efits for Bejing. According to
Ways and Means Committee
members Robert Matsui, "It's a
done deaL" Matsui has been a
leader in the White House carn
paign to get the bill through
Congess. The problem ofover
strengthened U. S. safeguards
against imports from China has
been completely solved.

The Los Alamos brush fire,
started by the National Park
Service, has quickly spread into
New Mexico's worst wildfire
ever. The blaze was set on May
4 and is still burning. The Cerro
Grande fire has charred 47,000
acres and destroyed over 200
homes and apartments in the
town of Los Alamos. Docu
ments were made available on
May 17th indicating that the
National Park ervice knew in
advance that the fire was some
what Iikely to get out ofcontrol.

Prosecutors are bringing clo
sure to one of the worst crimes
of the civil rights era. Two
fonner Ku Klux KJan members
were charged for killing four
black girls in a church bombing
in Birmingham, Alabama in
1963. Thomas Blanton,Jr. and
Bobby Frank Cherry were ac
cused ofbombing Birmingham's
Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church 37 years ago. Both sur
rendered Wednesday to face
state murder charges. Accord
ing to a 1960's demonstrator,
Pastor Fred Shuttleworth, "It
brings some relief."

NEWS BYTES
By Brian Caster
News Co-Edilor

This month has presented
interesting news in all areas.
Custody battles, political races,
fires, and peace talks top the list.

The battle over Elian
Gonzalez continues as political
asylum claims have been re
quested by his great-uncle
Lazario Gonzalez. IfElian re
ceives political asylum, father

uan Miguel Gonzalez will not
be allowed to bring son Elian
back to Cuba with him. Under
the U. S. Asylum law, immigra
tion has to detennine that Elian

ill be prosecuted ifhe returns
home; otherwise, political asy
lum cannot be granted.

Hillary Rodham Clinton was
announced as the Democratic
nominee for the U. S. Senate
from New York, as her husband
President Bill Clinton stood
by her side. "I'm here tonight
beea j) I believe that New
York' \future can be even bet
ter tharf' it~ past," said Clinton
in her acceptimce speech. New
York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
has opted to not run for the
Senate against Clinton. Hillary
Clinton is the only First Lady
ever to run for a public office.

Ehud Barak, Israel's most
decorated soldier, has been un
able to bring peace to Israel. Is
raelites and Palestinians have
fought their first gun battles in
four years in the past few weeks.
Barak's coalition partners ar.e
close to abandoning him.
Israel's peace talks with Syria
also seem to be getting no
where.

tor. He has been both a staff
writer and Production Manager.
Tony is also involved with the
National Honor Society, Theater,
Mathletes and French Club.

Laura Mottl was a staffwriter
for the Spar/anile this year. She
is also part of Key Club, the
Sophomore Class Advisory
Board, Peer Mediation, Cross
Country, Basketball, and Track.

Rich Swiatek is the new
Photo Editor next year. Rich was
a member ofSpar/anile this year
as a photographer. He is also
involved with the Junior Class
Advisory Board.

-
ways to spend time outside of
school. he is part of a book
club at the Newberry library.
This gives her a chance to dis
cuss new pieces of literature.
She takes pleasure in "eating
out at nice restaurants and dis
covering different types of
foods." When asked where in
the whole world she would like
to vacation, Ms. Leable replied,
"I want to go to Tuscany, Italy
and live in fann house."

When people walk inside Ms.
Leable's room, they often won
der what all the things on the
walls are. On her walls she has
many different paintings, post
ers, magazines, and photos.
Collecting these amazing pieces
from history is a hobby. She
explained, "Every section in the
room deals with a different book
or literary period." She finds it's
an interesting and effective way
to learn. The oldest antique in
her room is the 1832 newspaper
United Sia/es Telegraph. "I
found all these things at garage
sales and antique shops."

Cunneen.
Kelly Cunneen is joining

Sparlanile for the first year. She
is also involved with the Sopho
more Class Advisory Board,
Key Club, Peer Mediation and
Student Helpers.

Sabrina Dymit was a staff
writer this year. She is also part
of Orchestra and Peer Media
tion.

Sports Editor Bob Puhr will
be joined next year by Anthony
Pape and Laura Mottl.

Anthony Pape has been a
member ofSpar/anile for three
years before becoming an edi-

New Spartanite staff for 2000-2001. (photo by Mikie Masino)

Ms. Leable is an English
teacher at Oak Lawn Community
High School. She has been
teaching at OLCHS for all 31
years ofher teaching career. She
currently teaches English III, IV,
and AP English. Ms. Leable re
ceived her Bachelor of Arts at
McMurray University in Jack
sonville, IL and her Masters at
Chicago State.

One of Ms. Leable's favorite
pieces of literature to read and
teach is Light in August, a book
by William Faulkner. She is
amuse<1 with the author's mor
bid sense of humor. When
asked why it is important for
students to take English, Ms.
Leable said, "Writing and speak
ing skills acquired in English
class carry over in other areas
of the curriculum."

Ms. Leable enjoys her time
working with the International
club, which she sponsors. "I
like going on cultural field trips
because kids get to see how
many different cultures our
country is made up of." During
Global Society week, the Inter
national club and Ms. Leable
work hard to put together a
tasteful two days 0'£ baked
goods and diverse foods.

Ms. Leable is a very cultured
person who enjoys interesting

Teacher Feature
Ms. Leable------ .Nazneen Yasin

/ajfWri/er

By Brian Caster
News Co-Edilor

Editor farewell
(Conlinuedfrom page 4)
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Spartanite welcomes
new editors

Seven new editors were an
nounced recently at a meeting
of the Spar/anile newspaper.
New additions have been made
to each department, as seniors
depart and new positions are
assigned. Next year's Editors
In-Chiefwill be Brian Caster and
Beth Ott. Two new editors have
been added to each department,
and a new Photo Editor has
been named.

Jennifer Rolniak and Nazneen
Yasin have been added to the
news department, assisting
Meena Babu.

Jennifer Rolniak has been
part of the Spartani/e staff for 2
years as a staff writer. In addi
tion to Spar/anile, Jennifer is
also a member of forensics and
theater.

Nazneen Yasin was a staff
writer for the Spar/anile this year
before becoming an editor.
Nazneen is also involved in Peer
Mediation, Mathletes, and the
National Honor Society.

Dave Jodelka will be continu
ing as a Feature Editor next year,
working with new editors
Sabrina Dymit and Kelly

Jim Horvath has been a mem
ber ofSpar/anile for four years,
his positions ranging from Staff
Writer to Entertainment Editor,
Feature Editor, and, this past
year, Editor-in Chief. He has
also participated in cross coun
try and track and field. Jim plans
on attending North Central Col
lege and wishes to major in Sec
ondary Education-English.

Jim believes that working on
the Spar/anile has made him
realize that time is valuable, and
that "deadlines are the only
things in life to be feared!"
However, this simple realization
has not deterred Jim from ac
complishing his goals, and he
plans on continuing his suc
cesses here at OLCHS on into
college.

Mike Masino has partici
pated in Spar/anile for two
years, and this year he held the
position of Photo Editor. Mike
also was a member of track for
four years and cross country for
one year.

Mike will attend Joliet Junior
College and will major in Culi
nary Arts. When asked how he
plans to spend his summer, he
answered that he was planning
on getting a tattoo, dying his
hair, and perhaps skydiving.
These plans only emphasize his
philosophy on life. "Don't let
life pass you by. Live it while
you can," he says.
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I'm going to Western Illinois Univer
sity and majoring in Communications
Broadcasting.

-Katie Wenzel

Northwestern Business College. I'm
majoring in accounting.

-Pete Groenewold

Lewis University. Majoring in Avia
tion Fliglit.

-Jack Gunka

Moraine for first year, then the uni
versity ofColombia in New York. Major-

Everything the Girl's Soccer team and
I have accomplished together-Confer
ence!

-Maria Romero

Winning onference in Wrestling and
Baseball Freshmen year, outstanding
member ofthe International Club.

-John Gubernat

Realizing that there was so many
changes and differences that can hap
pen to people. And I finally found out
what I wanted in life.

-Kathy Meiner

Sports accomplishments (Ail-Confer
ence Baseball and Basketball).

-Dan Mal10y

taying out of trouble throughout my
high school years.

-Chris Spierowski

I received many awards in cross coun
try and track including MVP in cross
country, many recognitions in all my
other extracurricular activities, and was

I'm most definitely going to miss the
dances! I think I've gone to just about
every dance and always had a great time.
That is what high school is all about,
having fun with your friends and Home
comings and Prom!

-Vicki Davis

The nachos deluxe with no tomatoes
from the cafeteria.

-Fred Housman

My band buddies and the fun we had
making music.

-Brian Messina

jng in Journalism.
-Martha Lopez

College ofSaint Benedict. Either ma
joring in Psychology and/or Music.

-Andrea DeVivo

St. Louis University. Major in Flight!
Aviation. Minor in Music.

-Brian Messina

DePaul University. Major in Interna
tional Business, later to go into law
school.

-Diamond Zukas

-.,
voted ~t outstanding junior girl last
year and most friendly senior this year.

-Jodie Daley

Winning first in State in Dramatic Duet
Acting with Justin Haak senior year for
Forensics.

-Erika Buys

Taking cosmetology in high school
and graduating.

-Nicki Tsiamas

Being named to the AIl- SICA Band
for two years in a row.

-Brian Me sina

I don't know ifit's a major accomplish
ment, but I managed to break 14 minutes
for the two-m ile run for track. It took me
three years to do it and I only was able to
do it four times!

-Vicki Davis

I'd have to say getting through it all.
I've had many trials and tribulations that
could have easily set me back, but I got
through every single one of them.

-Katie Wenzel

Everyone and all the happy smiling
faces.

-Chris Spierowski

Some of my English teachers and the
awesome lunch ladies and paraprofes
sionals. 'Big Group Discussions' in
Whiteaker's class, when we all were able
to vent our thoughts and ideas on vari
ous subjects.

-Martha Lopez

I will miss my friends and my favorite
teachers. I'll miss seeing those people I
don't see outside of school. I'll miss

I will attend Augustana College in
Rock Island, Illinois. I will have a double
major which is pre-med and biology.

-Jodie Daley

I am attending Moraine Valley for one
year and then moving to Florida and go
ing to the University ofSouth Florida for
the remaining three years. History will
be my major.

-John Gubernat

I plan to go to Moraine Valley Com-

joking around with everyone. Most of
all, I'll miss pulling off pranks and fool
ing around with my friends (Photo II, Psy
chology, Sociology).

-Mary Wal1ace

I know this sounds corny, but I am'
going to miss seeing everyone. I mean,
of course there is going to be that same
circle that I'll see on breaks and vaca
tions, but there are so many other people
that I talk to everyday that I won't see

munity College for two years and then
switch to the University ofCali forn ia Riv
erside. My major will be Video Game
Design and Programming.

-Fred Housman

I'm going to Moraine Valley Commu
nity College and either transferring to
U.I.C. or Prairie State. I will be majoring
in dental hygiene.

-Nicki Tsanas

anymore.
-Katie Wenzel

I will just miss my friends, different
people and some of my teachers.

-Kathy Meiner

I'll miss all ofmy great friends, hang
ing out in the locker room and all the
good teachers that I had.

-Jim Horvath
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I see myselfas a U.S. Marshall.
-Chris Spierowski

I see myselfremembering life twenty
years ago.

-Michael Moses

-Mary Wallace

I see myself married with at least one
or two children. I am a high school
teacher of Psychology and English.
During the summer I manage my own
business and travel. I also have most of
my money in stocks.

loaded. John Sarpalius gets hit by a pitch,
and the Spartans win the night game for
first time in history.
-Dan Malloy

I couldn't possibly have just one high
school memory. There are so many nu
merous memorable moments.
- Kathy Meiner

When I found out I was accepted into
music at Northern Illinois University. I
spent these four years of high school
preparing for my dream, and I was in
credibly happy to find out I didn't let
myself down, and I had achieved what I
truly wanted. lowe a great debt ofgrati
tude to Mr. Deitemeyer and Ms. Coulter
for all their help in the various bands.
- Michelle Bradbery

In Creative Writing when Mr. ScarpeIli
made obvious a story that I had poured
all my time and heart into.

-Martha Lopez

~ My best memory ofhigh school is my
'prom and all the good times at Rydell
Hlgn.
- Michael Moss

-Shelly Bradberry

gree in music education. I'll be teaching
music or directing in a high school band
of my own, and fulfilling all my life's
goals.

I see myself as a captain on a major
airliner and owning a small jet business.

-Jack Gunka

I see myselfeither traveling the world,
or in a beach house with a library and a
room with many musical instruments.

- Andrea DeVivo

People change so much in high
school. My best memories are of the
people I have been close to and how
they've helped me develop as a person
and enjoy the past four years.
- Nicole Zimmerman

Having a close relationship with my
teachers and friends.
- Laura Hackstock

Oak Lawn vs. Richards, 4-29-00, bot
tom ofthe seventh inning, one out, bases

I wish I could'say that my best memory
was with my friends, but although we
had good times, we also had our bad
times. I think my best memory would
have to be of Ms. Jenkins. She is such a
wonderful, caring person. I looked for
ward to her class ninth period every day
as a happy ending to a day of dealing
with high school mentality. Thank you
Ms. Jenkins.
- Sunni Williams

Probably making all new friends and
everything that we've been through
throughout the years.
- Nicki Tsiamas

I see myself out of college with a de-

Unless I win the lottery, I definitely
see myself teaching high school. If! do
win the lottery, then I would travel the
world or live on a ranch in Arizona.

~imHorvath

I see myselfmarried with a family and
a good job, maybe a cottage on a lake
somewhere, living very comfortably.

-Paul Stroud

-John Gubemat

see myself sitting in a 4-wheel drive
p on top a mountain in Colorado with
~ dogs, a nature-loving husband, and
mnato!ogy degree.

-Jodie Daley

see myself with a nice house with a
e and a few little Johnnys running
undo Somewhere hot with a beach,
I'll be traveling a lot for myjob as an

laeologist.

here are a lot of things that I would
Ige. I would have taken autos. I
Idn't have tried to see the good in
ybody, some people are just igno-
And I wouldn't have cared so much

It what other people thought.
-Sunni Williams

eld onto my true friends and moved
'om enemies.

-Nicole Zimmerman

Try a lot harder academically, get more
involved in sports.

-Laura Hackstock

I would have taken more classes that
interest me and less that frustrated me.
Overall, if you don't enjoy what you are
learning it is pretty much worthless.

~imHorvath

I would have all together worked
harder academic wise from the start of

Be more involved my freshman year
and work less. Maybe even put more
effort into school.

-Diamond Zukas

I wouldn't change a thing. I'm glad
how things have turned out.

-Maria Romero

I would have relaxed more. I would
not have let myselfget stressed out over

-Erika Buys

The only thing I would change would
be to have used my time better. The four
years went by so fast, that so much seems
wasted.

-Pete Groenewold

I would definitely be more open with
people.

-Andrea DeVivo
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Hot Summer Jobs What's your sign?

Top Ten Retired Shows
CD Review

doubtedly the best song on the
album. Track #2 shines brightly
with a sort of reverence for
heavy metal music in general,
while track #3 attacks the senses
with some ofthe hardest hitting
guitar riffs and power-chords
ever heard.

The album "Reinventing the
Steel" is a must buy for fans of
heavy metal music. Pantera has
always been known for their cut
ting edge sound combined with
old-school rock sounds, and
they don't disappoint with this
record. So pick it up in record
stores near you, and don't miss
Pantera on this year:s OzzFest
tour along with other great
bands such as Godsmack,
Static-X, Kittie, Disturbed and
of course Lord Osbourne him
self. Rock on!

Play some old games this
summer. The kind ofgames you
used to play when you were a
kid will fill your life with new
meaning. They will help you
remember the good life that you
have forgotten.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Traveling far and meeting
new people is going to help you
in the future. Don't be afraid to
talk to people that are different
from you. They will help to
move you emotionally.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Hard work over the summer
will pay off later on. It's a long
wait for a reward, but the reward
will be sweet. The money you
make will help you buy some
thing that has been long
awaited.
Aquarius (Jan. 2o-Feb. 18)

Recently you came into con
tact with an orange goat. Go
back to him and he will bring
you good fortune and love. Ei
ther that or a rusty can.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Food makes you the happi
est person alive so eat. Trying
some different Mexican dishes
will broaden your culture and
taste. Be open to the possibili
ties.
Aries (Mar. 2 I-Apr. J9)

You have had a con fused
love life as of late, but that will
end soon. Do not ignore the
Scorpio that you will soon take
notice of. This may be your sig
nificant other.

Jim Hincks
StaffWriter

Their first studio album in
over four years, Pantera's "Re
inventing the Steel" is a trade
mark to not only their persever
ance, but also the band's cre
ative finesse. With the album
entering the charts at number 4,
an act that is almost unheard of
in heavy metal circles, Pantera
shows that heavy metal is in
deed alive and well in main
stream music.

With this album, the old
school rockers continue to
evolve their unique blend of
hard rock music to utter perfec
tion. From the hard-hitting
thrash sounds of "Death
Rattle" to the melodic, eerie
chords on "I'll Cast a Shadow"
and the catchy rock anthem of
"We'll Grind that Ax for a Long
Time," Pantera continue to re
invent their sound, hence the
album title "Reinventing the
Steel."

The album's true gold shines
in the memorable song "Revo
lution is my Name" which is un-

Taurus (Apr. 2o-May 20)
Sports make you feel great.

The adrenaline pumps through
your veins, so go and playa lot
of sports this summer.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Fashionable choices are in
the air. You have ideas so just
let them flourish. This summer
don't be shy; go nuts with styl
ish clothing.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)

The warm nights ofthe sum
mer are calling your name. Your
spirit will come alive and you will
feel wild and free so just be your
self.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Money can work in your fa
vor if you plan for the summer
wisely. Ifyou look around your
house, you will find some money
in unexpected places.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Your friends want to hear a
good story and you are just the
person to satisfy them. Don't
leave out any details for then
they will not appreciate your
efforts as much.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)

If you don't work now sum
mer school will be in your fu
ture. If you take your time to
work hard this summer then you
probably will get ahead. Being
ahead of the game is a plus for
the next school year.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Amy zavala
StaffWriter

I.) Ghostbustersffeenage Mu
tant Ninja Turtlesffransform
ersffhundercats/GI Joe and
He-Man- The bottom line is I
miss my cartoons! All the car
toons today got that their crazy
computer technology and all
their fancy colors and ~hat

have. Soon my VHS tapes are
going to stop working.

2.) Small Wonder- Ok, she
talked like a robot, looked like a
robot, and slept in the closet.
Hello? How stupid is the entire
town?!! ! She is a ROBOT!!!
Now that I got that out of the
way, I'd prefer to either bring
back the A-Team, Mama's Fam
ily, Different Strokes or Golden
Girls.

3.) Saturday Night Live
Wouldn't it be cool ifthere was
this show on every Saturday
night, performed live, and con
sisted ofcomedians performing
various skits in the attempt to
create humor through satire?
They could even have some sort
of host or a musical guest. Oh
wait, it's still around.

for ajob or something. He had
a British accent and cooked and
cleaned. The suspense was riv
eting, the drama breathtaking.

Web Engineers, but Web engi
neers will be one million times
less likely to be incinerated by
flaming balls ofgas.
4.)Security Checker- As a Se
curity Checker, yourjob will be
to test the security systems at
banks, shopping malls, super
markets, or any other business
you choose. Your job will in
volve concealing valuable
goods in your pockets, and then
attempting to exit the store with
out paying for the hidden
goods. If you are able to exit
the store unquestioned, the
store will have failed your secu
ritycheck.

The punishment a store must
face for failing a security check
is not getting back the merchan
dise the Security Checker walked
out with.

If the Security Checker is
caught leaving the store with
out paying for a product, the
Security Checker should tell the
store employee that he was
merely testing the store's bur
glar alarms, and that the alarms
should be fixed immediately.

If the store employee does
not understand, the Security
Checker should respond with a
swift kick and a mad dash out of
the store.
5.)Superman- Smooth spandex
costume, x-ray vision, Lois
Lane, and saving the world
daily. Need I say more?

/-'-

4.) Mr. Belvedere- A big old
English butler who used to work
for the Royal Family comes to
some town in Delaware looking

5.) American Gladiators- The

ultimate test of athletic endur
ance, getting shot at with ten
nis balls and running around in
big steel cagey ball things. This
show was the coolest! Imagine
if Vince McMahon took over
this show? Instant ratings, in
stant success.

6.) The Gong Show- Why was
this show even popular in the
first place? Was it the edge of
your seat thrill of waiting for
someone to hit a gong? I could
have friends over, tell them to
sing, and then hit a garbage can
lid with a stick to let them know
that I thought they stunk.

show. 1mainly want it to come
back on the air so I can remem
ber something about it.

2.)Ant Burner- While that
whole Y2K thing never worked
out, we could all count on
Nostrodamus's little known pre
diction about the "Never-End
ing Plague of Ants" to kick off
our first end-of-the-world ad
venture on June 6, 2000.

When a swarm of venomous
red ants rain down from the
heavens to start the summer
thrills, it is obvious that the sur
viving leaders of the world will
rush to employ a counter-offen
sive wave of Ant Burners.

These brave men and women
will be equipped with magnify
ing glasses, lighters, and aero
sol cans to stop the evil ant bri
gades. Salaries will not be ex
ceptionally high, but getting
paid anything at all to fry ants
with a magnifying glass is more
than what I would settle for. How
'bout you?
3.)Ozone Patcher- When the
dust has settled at the end of
the Humanoid and Ant Wars,
human beings will remain the
dominant ~cies thanks to the
noble work'~of the Ant
Burners(see job #2).

However, aerOsol cans that
were used in defeating the ants
will have melted an enormous
hole into the Ozone layer, caus
ing the sun's deadly rays to
poison the people left on Earth.

Ozone Patchers will make
three times as much money as

9.) Alr- Who doesn't want to
see a hairy alien with a big nose
try to eat cats?

Dave Jodelka
Entertainment Editor

8.) Hawaii 5-0- This show has
the corniest but most catchy
theme song ever. It's like
Scooby-Doo with real people,
but instead of Scooby, they
have this guy called Chen-Ho.
lt gets my vote.

I realized that there was noth
ing very interesting on TV at all.
It was up to me to compile a list
of the Top Ten TV shows that
should be put back on the air,
and save mankind once and for
all.
10.) Webster- AliI remember
about this show was that
Webster was really short. Plus,
Ned Flanders ofSimpsons fame
had a shirt that said, "I love
Webster." That's reason
enough to bring this show back.

7.) Fat Albert- Who would
have thought that a big fat guy
named Albert, hence the clever
title "Fat Albert," could be so
entertaining? I really don't re
member anything about this

Bill Palmer
StaffWriter

Recently Time magazine re
leased an article titled "The Hot
test Jobs ofthe Future". Among
the jobs listed as upcoming gold
mines were that of a Web Spe
cialist, Web Designer, Website
Engineer and a whole bunch of
other dull intemetjobsl couldn't
possibly tell apart.

Time magazine ensures that
these jobs are quick routes to
sure-fire success, but everyone
knows by now that Time is not
nearly as reliable as the enter
tainment section of the
Spartanite. That's why I'm writ
ing to straighten things out. Bill
Palmer presents "The Hottest
Jobs ofthe Summer".
l.)Super-ball Tester- While
this is not yet a hot job, or even
a job at all, a freak accident on
the Stevenson expressway in
volving a dump truck filled with
super-balls and a bus load of
nuns will lead to government
safety testing on the elasticity
ofeveryone's favorite bouncing
spheres.

An example of the rigorous
super-ball testing involves
jumping on a trampoline while
bouncing super-balls in a con
trolled environment. The salary
for this painstaking work is as
tronomical.
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A Perfect Circle Hits the Rock Scene

Summer Movies New Beginnings

Joe Banasiak
StajJWriter

Hello children, today we are
going to discuss an exciting new
band that has recently hit the
music scene. Some of you may
have already heard of them, and
those of you that went to see
Nine Inch Nails in concert got a
glimpse of this group live.

The band is called A Perfect
Circle, and they have been
quickly gaining popularity. The
first single, Judith, was featured
on Q 101 's "Top 9 at 9:00" radio
show. Billy Howerdel, guitarist
and composer of the music, has

put together an intriguing album
ofmelodic and emotional music.
The vocals, written and sung by
Maynard James Keenan of
Tool, fit perfectly over the com
positions. The flow of this
band's sound, and the way each
part intertwines, makes this
band very enjoyable. I find their
sound to be simply amazing.

The manner in which this
band formed is somewhat inter
esting. Howerdel has worked
with Guns N' Roses, Smashing
Pumpkins, Nine Inch Nails, and
Tool as a producer, mixer, and
guitar technician. Howerdel and
bassist Paz Lenchantin had

been working on the songs, and
envisioned them with a female
vocalist. Keenan heard them
while they were working at
Tool's studio, and asked if he
could sing over the music, and
Howerdel immediately re
thought the idea of possibly
having a male singer. This was
about four years ago, and as the
years passed, Howerdel pol
ished otThis material and began
to form a band.

Troy Vanleeuwen filled the
other gu itar parts, and drummer
Josh Freese, who had been
working with Guns N' Roses and
had done over 2,500 studio ses-

sions, completed the band.
When Keenan was called he was
more than happy to start the
project.

A major reason the band
gained popularity quickly is the
internet. MP3s from perfor
mances in October and Novem
ber were released on the internet,
and word took otT. The album
release date was May 23 of this
week, leaving fans to wait quite
a while for its release.

The title ofthe 12-track album
is Mer de Noms, which is trans
lated from French to Sea of
Names. This makes sense since
over half the song titles are

names. I feel obligated to men
tion that this in no way affects
Tool's existence, and a new Tool
album is scheduled to be out this
fall. A Perfect Circle and Tool
support Keenan's efforts and
have given him enough time to
work fully with both bands.

For those of you that think
the band's sound will bejust like
Tool's, think again. Keenan's
lyrics are much more personal
and emotional, and the music,
though similar to that ofTool, is
more expressive and not nearly
as heavy. The bottom line is
this: if you like Tool, you need
to buy this album.

By Andrea DeVivo

Enchanted

Tis the glory of the moon
That maketh thine luster

o great stage upon which many
Wonders of nature can be seen

To gaze upon the beauty
In believing of thy glory

To hear thine soothing sound
Thus brings the peace

cope with much on our journey
including loss, gain, failure, suc
cess, sadness, happiness, the
list goes on forever. If we don't
change the little things in life,
then we become stuck on a rou
tine following the same old hab
its day in and day out. Follow
ing such habits could become
monotonous and could also re
strict us from reaching our high
est potential.

With only a short amount of
time until that final day in June,
think about this line that
Semisonic sings in their hit song
"Closing Time." The verse
reads, "Closing Time ... Every
new beginning comes from
some other beginning's end."
So when you begin to reflect on
the past nine months of high
school, decide whether you
want to tum over a new leaf or
keep your same routine.

Theatre on July 3. "Weird AI"
Yankovic is scheduled to per
form all his greatest parodies.

All hail to the Princess ofPop.
That's right, Britney Spears,
whose new album "Oops I Did
It Again" hits stores on May 16,
is going to be performing live at
the New World Music Theatre
on July 7. All you Ozzy fans get
ready. On August 4 Ozz Fest
hits the New World Music The
atre.

They took the Grammys by
storm and are ready to do the
same to Chicago. Can you
guess whom I'm talking about?
With current hits like "Smooth"
and "Maria, Maria" and old fa
vorites like "Black Magic
Woman" and "Oye Como Va,"
Santana will be rocking the New
World Music Theatre on Au
gust 19.

With new and old favorites
coming to Chicago, this concert
season defmitely has something
for everyone. I hope everyone
has an awesome summer.

end of the school year is gener
ally a time when we find our
selves reflecting on the past
nine months and preparing for
the next move in the journey of
life. It is also a time when we
must learn to face many new
changes. Whether the changes
are drastic or subtle, our lives
will still be different in the up
coming months. With all of
these changes, there is no bet
ter time than now to tum over
that new leaf we've been hold
ing onto for so long.

This leafmay be big or it may
be really tiny. Regardless of
size, it is still very important.
Every ch~ge we make in our
lives we ar~\simultaneouslyap
proaching a\n~w beginning for
something eise,~so it is impor
tant to take advantage of the
opportunity to make such
changes in our lives.

These changes will help us

McKnight, Destiny's Child,
Eiffel65, Joe, Hanson (yes, I said
Hanson, they're back!), LFO,
Mandy Moore, Eve, Ice Cube,
Enrique Iglesias and Sisqo.
With that many artists, there's
something for everyone.

If you love the craze known
as boy bands, then you're in for
a treat this summer. Those
cuties JC, Justin, Lance, Joey
and Chris, otherwise known as
*NSYNC, whose album "No
Strings Attached" sold over a
million copies in its first week,
are arriving in Chicago on June
25 to perform live at the Route
66 Raceway.

Rocking out Soldier's Field
on June 29 and 30 is the Dave
Matthews Band.

Everyone's favorite Latin
sensation is also back in town.
Ladies, try to control yourselves
because Ricky Martin, along
with his famous hips, is coming
to the United Center on July I.

If you're looking for a fun
night check out the tar Plaza

Jodie Daley
StajJWriter

As the end of the school year
approaches, many crazy emo
tions begin to emerge from deep
within our souls. Freshmen pre
pare for the next level of high
school where they no longer are
considered the new kids on
campus, just as the sophomores
condition for the chance to be
called upper-c1assmen.

As juniors set goals for a
most memorable senior year,
seniors prepare for periods of
great modification to come in
the near future. Furthermore,
staff members along with the
student body find themselves
plotting out the upcoming three
months of freedom away from
the classroom. Overall, the end
of the school year is a joyful
time.

More seriously though, the

Summer Concerts

It's that time of year again.
The weather is nice and you
have no worries because school
is out. What better way to
spend your time than jamming
to the tunes ofyour favorite per
formers. This summer a multi
tude ofartists will be coming to
Chicago.

Kicking off the concert sea
son is the group Blink 182. The
guys behind the smash hits "All
the Small Things" and "What's
my Age Again?" are going to
be .performing live at the New
World Music Theatre on June
6.

Get ready to party hard be
cause on June 17 the B-96 Sum
mer Bash is taking over the
Route 66 Raceway. Ifthis con
cert is anything like last year,
you're in for an awesome show.
Scheduled to perform live at
press time are: Pink, Brian

Melissa Renz

StajJWriter

operator Shaft. Vanessa Will
iams and Toni Collette also star
in the remake, and with Isaac
Hayes signed on to the
soundtrack that gave him Acad
emy Award glory, this film will
surely be a success.

The Patriot
This film casts Mel Gibson

and Joely Richardson. In this
movie, a colonist's family life is
disrupted by the Revolution of
1776. Mel Gibson wouldn't star
in Gladiator because of the ac
tion scenes, but he still decided
to act in this Roland Emmerich
film. Go figure.

Mission Impossible 2:
After the box-office success

of the first Mission Impossible,
Tom Cruise is looking for more
glory. The movie also stars
Anthony Hopkins, and is di
rected by John Woo, the man
who redefined action in Japa
nese movies. The sequel to the
1996 thriller is sure to bring in
better numbers than Tom
Cruise's more recent films, Eyes
Wide Shut and Magnolia.

Here are five movies being re
leased over the summer that are
sure to be blockbuster suc
cesses.

Nutty Profe sor 2:
The Klumps stars Eddie

Murphy and Janet Jackson in the
followup to the box office smash
Nutty Professor. In this flick,
Sherman finds himselfunder at
tack by an alter-ego.

Brian Caster
News Editor

What greater praises
Can be said of thee?

Possession of the great silvery beacons Which lie
Shimmering in the haven above

To dance with the silence
Of that crystalline light

Which poureth down upon those
Whose worship is true of the soul

Me, Myself, and Irene
This movie marks the return

of Jim Carrey to comedy mov
ies. In this Farrelly Brothers
comedy (Dumb and Dumber,
There's Something About
MillY), a schizophrenic's differ
ent personalities find them
selves fighting over the same
woman.

Shaft:
In the remake of the 1971

"blaxplotation" smash, Samuel
L. Jackson stars as the smooth



when arriving at varsity.
Some of the guys trying to

do this: pitcher and shortstop,
Mark Digrazia; infielder, Jim
Weaver; outfielder, pitcher and
infielder, Marty Hamilton;
catcher, James Borski; first
basemen Mike Maftean; out
fielder, Ray Mockus; catcher
and designated hitter, Dennis
Gorman; and pitcher and out
fielder, Steve Tsiamus.

The head coach of the team
is Mr. David Duer. He and Mr.
Sullivan, head coach of varsity,
believe that by working hard,
having a good attitude toward
the

keeping their heads in the game,
we saw nothing capable ofstop
ping us from winning confer
ence yet again."

The sophomores also joined
in on the fun by winning con
ference. They had a conference
record of 8-2. They accom
plished one of their goals by
building on the success of last
year, when as freshmen they
also won conference.

However, at the sophomore
level in any sport the coaches
are trying to prepare their guys
for the next two years. They are
trying to make sure the boys are
ready to play and succeed at the
varsity level. Their goal is to
improve themselves as much as
possible and be able to pan out

Dan Malloy pitches his way to yet another victory. (Photo by Jessie Murabito)

season: shortstop, Jason Clarke;
second basemen, Mike
Grabarek; pitcher, Scott Orban;
center fielder, Matt Arthur; and
catcher Tony Russo. The team's
toughest competitor was
Reavis, The two head coaches
are Mr. McLaughlin and Mr.
Murphy. The two ofthem were
hoping to win at least twenty
five games this season and
wanted to capture back-to-back
conference titles. One of these
wishes came true as the team
went 21-6 overall and 8-1 in con
ference. However, the team did
clinch conference by beating
Argo by a score of 13-3.

Coach Mclaughlin said, "By
practicing self-discipline, team
work, determination, and by
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Baseball team slams season out of the park
Anthony Pape 343.
Production Manager Other events in this season

that made it exciting were that
the Spartans played two great
games against their biggest ri
vals. They beat Reavis on two
separate occasions. Once with
the score of 2-1, and the other
with a score of 5-3. They de
feated Richards by winning in
the bottom of the 7th with 400
500 people in attendance that
night. This game proved to be
the push the Spartans needed,
because after this win the team
won 8 games in row to seal their
fate.

Coach Sullivan said, "I knew
if the guys played every single
out and inning as hard as pos
sible and always believed in
themselves, they would be able
to achieve their goals."

This advice evidently took
effect when the Spartans beat
Romeoville by a score of4-3 in
the bottom ofthe 7th when Ryan
Howell doubled, scoring Hank
Fear. This victory clinched the
conference title and gave the
Spartans an overall record of 18
9 and 8-1 in conference.

F.f,Qsbl oph
Along witJrttle varsity team,

the freshmen boys also won
conference this ~ear. Some of
the guys contributing to this

Another school year is com
ing to a close, and another suc
cessful baseball season has oc
curred for Oak Lawn. This is
because every single level won
conference this season.

The varsity team had to over
come two tough competitors,
Richards and Reavis. These
clubs were running neck and
neck with the Spartans through
out the entire season. All the
guys knew ifthey played to their
full potential, nothing would be
able to stop them from beating
these clubs.

Some of the pitchers on the
team include: Ryan Howell who
also pll\)'ed shortstop and had
a record of4-4 and hit .530; Dan
Malloy who also played first
base had a record of5-2 and hit
.421; Mark Leipart, also an in
fielder had a record of 3-0 and
hit .380; two of the pitchers on
the team were Glenn Sabatino
and Mike Sullivan who had
records of4-2 and 2-1.

The sluggers on this year's
team include: catcher, Justin
Spilde who hit .360; outfielder,
Hank Fear hit .31 0; right fielder,
John Sarpalius hit .359; out
fielder, Jeremy Schultz hit .360;
designated hitter, Bill Palmer,

Softball team hits a real winner this season
to score teammate Lauren

Becky Powers Janowiak.

StajfWriter TIle Spartans started another
The Lady Spartan softball winning streak by defeating

players are continuing their win- Hinsdale Central and kept it go-
ning ways. Their overall record ing against the Reavis Rams.
this season has been II-II, and Sophomore Michelle Williams
their conference record is 3-2. hit a crucial double, stunning

When the Spartans played the Rams. Sophomore, Suzanne
Bremen, they rallied to win in the Brand, filled in for an injured
last inning, winning 5 to 4. Tracy pitcher for the partans in that
Manci lias broke up Megan game. She allowed no unearned
Missaggia, an Oak Forest runs, only 2 hits, and threw 4
freshman pitcher's bid for a no strikeouts. Freshman Nicole
hitter in the fifth inning. Her hit Green was 3 for4 with two RBI's,
drove in a run and advanced the including a double in the fifth
lead to 1-0 for Oak Lawn. Stacy Chris Joritz digs in to hit again. (photo by Richie Swiatek) . . 0 R d 0mnmg. ana oman an ayna
Brookman, pitcher for the Spar- Dana, Susie, and Nicole Skopis, against their longtime rivals Fett hit a powerful sillgle to left Hojek each had two singles, se
tans, gave up only 5 hits, and were also the big hitters for the Richards. Although the Spar- field. Senior Dana Roman was nior Amy Nagel added a single
she was able to hold the Braves game and contributed greatly to tans eventually lost 7-1, many able to beat out a bunt, which in fifth to help keep the 8-3 vic-
scoreless in the seventh inning the win. individual players showed the loaded the bases for the Spar- tory for the ladies.
to win the game. Dana Roman Later in the season, the team desire to overtake the Bulldogs. tans. Susie Cusick connected Keeping their winning streak
and Susie Cusick combined for had put forth a tremendous Sophomore Susie Cusick hit two with one of her two hits by up, the varsity softball team is
9 assists and I put out. Stacy, amount of effort in their game out of four and junior Catherine smashing a single up the middle hoping to improve their record.

Girls' badminton ends season with a smashing victory
MeenaBabu
Co-News Editor

The only regret the frosh
soph girls' badminton team had
at this year's conference tour
nament was that they were in
doors all day. The tournament
was held on April 28 and 29,
both beautifully warm and
sunny days; however, the stuffi
ness of the Shepard gym didn't
faze the girls from earning a first
place victory over Bradley
Bourbonnais.

The conference champion
ship was merely icing on the
cake, topping off an excellent

season for the frosh-soph start
ers, including sophomores Kelly
Reilly, Jessica Groos, Breanne
Beyer, Meena Bahu, Liz Lemrise,
Sandy Montoya, Erlinda Garcia,
and Giulia Calafiore, and fresh
men Monica Zavala and Sam
Emery,

Earning a 7-0 conference
record throughout their season
and losing only one dual meet
to Andrew, the girls proved
themselves to be tough com
petitors and a winning team. Liz
Lemrise, who played sixth
singles and third doubles with
Sandy Montoya, believes that
teamwork was the girls' most
important asset this season.

"We had a lot of fun, mostly
because we worked together and
supported each other."

The varsity team had a diffi
cult but successful season them
selves. The team, comprised of
seniors Asrar Judeh, Brenda
Beyer, and Emily McLoughlin;
juniors Katie Huizenga, Renee
Smith, Kasia Jachymczyk, An
gela Montoya, Jeanna
Jurkowski, and Jennifer
Bartkow iak; sophomores
Karissa Murray and Rachel
Laylo; and freshman Debbie
Zwirkoski, faced an extremely
difficult conference toumaptent,
up against strong teams from
Shepard and Bradley-

Bourbonnais.
However, the team charged

forward to earn second place at
their Sectional tournament. Sec
tional qualifiers included singles
players Katie Huizenga and
Karissa Murray, who won a re
markable first place victory as
only a sophomore; and the
doubles teams of Judeh and
McLoughlin, who won second
place, and Bartkowiak and
Beyer, who took third.

Because of their achieve
ments at the Sectional tourna
ment, most of these girls also
qualified for state. Murray fin
ished in the top thirty-two out
ofsixty-four girls in her'division;

Bartkowiak and Beyer were
ranked among the top twenty
four out of sixty-four; and
Judeh and McLoughlin earned
a ranking in the top sixteen out
ofsixty-four.

Head Coach Patricia Greiman
believes that the overall com
petitive spirit ofilie entire team
improved, especially at the
frosh-soph level. "We had some
very strong freshmen and
sophomores this year, and I'm
definitely looking forward to a
successful future with them."
All the girls are pleased with the
outcome of their season and
highly anticipate next year.
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Girls' track wins at conference and sectionals

Sam Synowiecki taking top place in the high jump. (photo by Rich Swiatek)

Boys' track finishes ahead Tennis Continued

throw a shot put an astounding
33'5", and Katie can throw the
discus 87'.

Three other jumpers contrib
uted to Oak Lawn's overall third
place finish at conference. They
are Sarah Dwyer, who com
peted in the highjump and medal
winning 4x 100 relay. Jenny
Larson, who took fifth in the
longjump, also ran in three other
relays at conference. She took
home four medals. Last, but not
least, Kristen Kearney, who
took fifth in the triple jump, third
in the 4x200 relay, and fourth in
the 800m medley relay, holds the
team's record in the triple jump
withajumpof32'10.5". These
are three impressive jumpers.

The Lady Spartans are tough.
They're champions. They've
got pride, guts, and glory, and
they know how to win while
having fun.

first in the 4x800. Her personal
record in the 400m is 62 seconds
and in the 800m, a time of2:30.
Melissa has great determination
when she runs, there is just no
stopping her.

Kelly Cunneen is the team's
two mile runner. The two mile
takes a great deal of running tal
ent and mental focus. Kelly has
both. She runs very consis
tently. She has earned second
place in conference for two con
secutive years. Her best time is
a 12:48.

Lisa Kimmey and Katie
Modrick are the varsity
throwers. The points they've
scored this season are numer
ous and w~e achieved with
high spirits Jhd hard training.
Lisa took secoh'd,i!1~the shot put
at conference, and Katie took
third in the discus. Lisa can

ond event.
Junior Emily Buys is a strong

runner on the team. She runs
the second leg in both the 4x800
relay and 4x400 relay. Her best
times in the 800m is a 2:31, and
her best in the 400m is 64 sec
onds. She brought home with
her a first and second place
medal and the glory of being a
conference champion.

Laura Mottl is a sophomore
distance runner on the track
team. She also ran in the 4x800
relay, that took first in confer
ence, and she ran in the mile and
won a second place finish for
the team. Her best time in the
800m is a 2:38, and in the mile a
5:38.

Melissa Storm is a sopho
more who can run any race. At
conference, she took third in the
400m, second in the 4x400, and

in the shot put and discus too.
The varsity champions begin

with Catrina Johnson, the ladies'
single outstanding hurdler. She
has placed in many invites this
season and stole fourth place
in both the 100m high hurdles
and 300m low hurdles. Her per
sonal best times in these events
are 18.4 in the 100m hurdles and
54.2 in the 300m hurdles.

Sam Synowiecki has been a
very competitive member ofthe
Oak Lawn track team, and she
also has played a very impor
tant role as well. She leads off
the 4x400 relay with an impres
sive 64 seconds split. The Spar
tans plai.:ed second at confer
ence in this event.

She also took fourth in the
high jump, and her personal
record in this is 4 '10". She also
took fourth in the triple jump,
jumping at 30'9".

Breanne Lorenz who is a se
nior sprinter is quite quick. She
was part of three relays at con
ference which placed third,
fourth, and fifth respectively.

Karen Bialek runs the 800m
with an amazing time of2:41. At
conference she placed fifth in
this event bringing home a
medal.

Cassie Gonzales, a sopho
more, ran the 800m in confer
ence and placed third with a time
of2:31, and second in the 4x400
with a fantastic split of 63 sec
onds.

Becky Annen, another dis
tance runner, ran the anchor leg
of the conference champion
4x800 relay. She runs a 2:39 in
this event a 6:08 mile, her sec-

By Laura Mottl
SlaffWriler

This season, the most spir
ited team by far was the Oak
Lawn girls' track team. They
didn't just run races, they at
tacked them with the guidance
of their coaches. Mr. John
Lockwood was the head moti
vator leading the bunch ofwon
derful coaches. Mrs. Michals
instructed the sprinters while Mr.
Johnson coached the distance
runners. Mr. Maloney guided
the hurdles, and Mr. Robinson
fired up the shot putters and dis
cus throwers. With their inspi
ration, the girls learned to run
with heart, glory, and pride.
They made it a fun and success
ful season as well.

The Spartans ran through
rain and bad weather, and this
is what made them stronger and
toughened their character.
Track is a vigorous sport, and
with all the effort the ladies put
into this sport, all of the mem
bers of this track team can be
considered champions.

Some of the frosh/soph run
ners who worked extremely hard
this season were Carolann Hnat,
Jen Kappel, Krista Cheek, Kerry
Redding, Jolene Murray, Dory
Moeller, and Diana Daley.

They each competed in sev
eral relays at the conference
meet at Romeoville on the night
of May 4. They brought home
many ribbons and much pride.
Kerri Redding, Jolene Murray,
and Dorie Moeller also placed

By Joe Bana iak
SlaffWriler

You're exiting the school
one-day via the track, and you
feel a strong gust of wind push
you back. You don't recall any
thing out of the ordinary except
for a green hue that seemed to
pass with the wind. Perplexed,
you look back for a clue. It was
the OLCljS boys' track team
hard at . ork, speeding by
quicker than you could see. The
team has seen many members
give strong personal perfor
mances this year and are happy
with their efforts.

The team has many senior
members, a number ofwhom are
four-year members. Mike
Masino, Pat Moses, Jim
Horvath, Jason Carpenter, and
Joe Banasiak have all stuck
around for the long haul. To
take up the reins after the large
group of seniors leaves is a
massive squad of hard working
freshmen, many of whom have
run with varsity members

throughout the year.

The members of the team are
very pleased with their times
this year. Most of the runners
have set personal records so far
this year, and returning members
look forward to improving on
their times next year. This year's
distance squad has done very
well. Matt Hense has the team's
best 800 meter and 3200 meter
times, with a 2: 16 and II: 10, re
spectively. In the 1600 meter run,
Pat Moses has been the only
team member to break the five
minute mark, running a 4:55.7
earlier this year.

Relay teams have been mixed
and matched this year, but the
times have been very good. The
3200 meter relay team, which
consists of seniors Joe
Neumann, Moses, and
Banasiak, and freshman Nick
Spatafore, has a time of9:21 this
year, which beats last year's re
lay team. The 1600 meter relay,
which is usually the most im
pressive to watch, of Masino,
Carpenter, Hense, and Moses

ran a time of3:59 at conference.
In the individual sprint

events, Mike Masino leads the
squad with an 11.7 in the 100
meter dash and a 24.2 in the 200
meter dash. Freshman Andrew
Atieh has been impressive run
ning hurdles, having times of
19.7 and 47.5 in the IIO-meter
high hurdles and 300-meter in
termediate hurdles. He also won
the frosh-soph conference title
in the II O-meter high hurdles.
In the 400 meter run, senior Ja
son Carpenter is the quickest
with a time of54.8 seconds.

The team members doing field
events have worked hard all
year to do well. In the longjump
and triple jump, Masino again
is leading the team with 36'9"
and 17'4", respectively. In the
pole vault, Carpenter won the
conference title and vaulted a
personal best height of I I '6" at
the sectional meet last Friday
night. Freshman Mike Childs
leads the team in shot put,
throwing 38'8", and discus,
throwing 106'3" at conference.

sets against Richards in what
might have been their toughest
win all season. Keith and Adam
failed to beat Romeoville in the
fmal round, losing after the first
two sets, and taking second in
conference.

Greg Kaminski's fourth place
finish at first singles must not
be overlooked in the many first
and second placings. Greg won
his fITSt round match in a big
upset against Argo, a team he
had lost to earlier in the season.
Although he lost in the second
round, Greg's win was what
helped to push the Spartans
over the top and regain the con
ference title for the second con
secutive year.

The team standings in the
conference tournament were as
follows: Oak Lawn I,
Romeoville 2, Bolingbrook 3,
Richards 4, Argo 5, and Reavis
6.

The team also competed in the
sectional tournament this past
weekend, and the results were

excellent. Thrown into singles
a week before the tournament,
Pete Groenwold lost a tough first
round match to Marist. Marc
Palluck, also at singles, did very
well. Marc won an upset third
round match against Marist's
first singles to advance to the
top four in the sectional and
claim a spot in the state tourna
ment.

In doubles, Carlo Damazo and
Tony Fantozzi lost their third
round match against Richards.
This match was three sets long
and ended the season for Carlo
and Tony.

Keith Fox and Adam
Zwirkoski, also in doubles, came
home from sectionals with a first
place medal and a spot in the
state tournament. Keith and
Adam played some of the best
tennis they have this year and
look to continue this trend into
the tournament this weekend.

Overall, the tennis team had
a great season, and looks to do
well at the state tournament this
weekend!
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Multi level conference volleyball champs

very promising weapon in per
haps carrying next year's frosh!
oph volleyball team to another

conference winning season.
Next year juniors will greatly
assist next year's team on their
quest for a state championship.

Coach McNamara said, "We
had a very successful season.
I'm happy with the way these
boy's displayed their hard work
and dedication throughout the
season. They should be proud

oftheir acomplishments!

Jeff Men 'ching and Adam Clemens defending the net. (Photo by Jessie Murabito)

sisting offreshmen, the Spartans
wondered just how their season
would go.

With their crushing victory
over T.F. North, the Spartans
finished their season. Not only
did the Spartans become con
ference champions with a 10-0
record, they finished the season
with an outstanding 16-6-1 over
all record.

At the beginning of the sea
son, the Spartans finished 7111 in
the Lincoln-way Tournament.
However, Brad Skendzel was se-

Frosh

these competitive players, lost
the third game 11-15.

The Spartans were ranked
fourth in their 16- team sectional.
They are behind number I
ranked Sandburg, number 2
Providence, and number 3 Lin
coln-way. This will be a tough
sectional contain ing three of
the top 10 ranked teams in Illi
nois.

"We have the ability to beat
all the teams in our sectional,"
Coach Nichols stated. All we
have to do is keep a positive
attitude!"

Sectional results were not
available at press time.

The Spartan frosh!soph vol
leyball team entered their sea
son with only 2 returning
sophomores. Eric Queen, who
was a setter the previous year,
moved to outside hitter to help
the Spartans. Joel Alford re
turned and found himselfin the
starting setting position. Mike
Goshorn, was the third sopho
more on the team. Mike was the
Spartans' leading middle hitter.
With the rest of the team con-

lected to the Lincoln-way all
tournament team.

After several weeks of tough
practices by Coach McNamara,
the Spartans headed into the
Marist tournament. Those
rough practices must have paid
off because the Spartans left
Marist with a hard-earned 3'd
place trophy.

This year's freshmen have
played a huge role in boosting
the sophomores to achieve their
successful record. The fresh
man team is also proving to be a

Soccer team wins conference for the third time

By Matt Ulanowski
StaffWriter

The Oak Lawn varsity volley
ball team ended their conference
play last week and became co
conference champs. At press
time the Spartans are 9-1 in con
ference, and 22-9 overall. The

partans beat T.F. North to seal
their co-conference champion
ship.

For the past month, the Spar
tans have played a handful of
the toughest ranked teams in
the state.

The Spartans placed 3'd out
of8 teams in the Naperville North
tournament. The boys split two
games and tied with Naperville
North, the number two team. In
the semifinals the Spartans lost
a hard fought battle again
number 10 Glenbrook South.
Winning 3'd place, the Spartans
were victorious over number 7
Lyons Township.

After their 3'd place victory
in the Naperville North tourna
ment, the Spartans returned
home to face number 3 Provi
dence. The Spartans won the
first match 15-6, lost the second
5-15, and despite the efforts of

Roman, and Melina Hernandez.
Sam scored four goals and tal
lied four assists this season.
Melina earned herselfsix goals
and contributed three assists to
the team. Kristen made an out
standing twelve goals and two
assists, and leading scorer
Danielle Roman has sixteen
goals and three assi ·ts this sea
son. That's an average of one
per game.

When looking for a team with
great defenders, goalies, mid
fielders, and forwards, one
would definitely stumble upon
the Oak Lawn girls' varsity soc
cer team. They have the right
combination to make champi
ons.

year's team to dominate. "We
only lost three seniors. Next
year's seniors will be incredible
and we still are the champions!"

What makes this team cham
pions?

A stunn ing record of 12-4
kicks it off, with six Sica North
~-Conference players. They
arl\ ~elina Hernandez, Marga
ret· i Rskis, Jenny Sepessy,
Maria Romero, Kristen Klimek,
and Danielle Roman. Danielle
was also named to the Star
newspaper's All-Area team and
to the All-Sectional team.

Four reasons the Lady par
tans were able to win so many
games are am Norris a fresh
man, Kristen Klimek, Danielle

Koeppen said happily.
"Every girl on the team de

served to win conference. The
girls have played well and im
proved a lot over the season.
We had a fun and successful
season," Sarah Nettle said after
scoring a goal.

Now Sectionals is approach
ing. Coach Stow wants to make
it all the way to play Sandburg,
who are also the conference
champions in their conference.
Oak Lawn is ranked fifth out of
the nineteen teams in the sec
tional. They believe with their
talent and determination, they
have a chance to win.

Coach Stow expects next

game. However, because
Bolingbrook lost a game against
another team in the coference,
Oak Lawn came ahead as the
conference champions.

This has been the third con
secutive year the Lady Spartans
have clutched Conference.

"This is the most talented
Oak Lawn team I've seen! I am
very proud on how we played
all year," Coach Stow said
contently.

"(I am) extremely blessed
and lucky. It's been a pleasure
coaching such a group of fine
young athletes."

"This season was really fun,
and I'm excited that we went as
far as we did," Marjorie

By Mary Olejarz
StaffWriter

You've heard the victories
over the intercom. You've come
and cheered the girls on at their
games. Now you're curious to
know whether the varsity girls
soccer team won conference?

Well, I suggest you take a
stroll over to room 278, pop your
head in there, and see who or
what you find! That's right!
Coach Kevin tow was just
"dye-ing" to express his enthu
siasm and excitement for his
team's accomplishment.

Coach Stow explained that
the team didn't win the huge

Varsity Tennis wins conference, qualifies for state

Keith Fox returns a tough serve.

By Tony Fant07.Zi
Sports Editor

This year's varsity tennis
team is once again conference
champions! Under the dedi
cated coaching ofretired teacher
Mr. Chuck Lawson, the team has
achieved their second straight
conference title!

Marc Palluck is new to the
varsity team this year and has
done great things all year. He
has taken first place at many
tournaments this year, includ
ing our own Oak Lawn Invite.
He has a spotless conference
record of5-0.

Marc was seeded first in the
conference tournament and
played a second round match
against Bolingbrook that went
to 3 sets. Marc came back from
his first loss to win the next two

sets to take him to the final. In
his final match, he went three
sets for the second time against
Romeoville. This was obvi
ously Marc's most grueling day
all year, having to defeat two se
niors to gain his conference title.

The second doubles team of
Carlo Damazo and Tony
Fantozzi have also had a great
year. Their conference record
is 3-0, with an overall record of
13-2. Carlo and Tony won ev
ery tournament they partici
pated in, including the Oak
Lawn Invite, the Stagg Tourna
ment, the Morton Invite, and the
Richards Invite.

Carlo and Tony were seeded
first for the conference tourna
ment, and breezed through their
opoponents in the next two
matches. This is Carlo's first
year on the varsity team and

Tony's third. Tony has been
defending his conference title
since his sophomore year.

Also winning an individual
conference championship this
year was the third doubles team
of Pete Groenwold and Chris
O'Brenski. This team has a con
ference record of5-0 which was
more than enough to get them a
first seed in the conference tour
nament. Pete and Chris are both
two-year members ofthe varsity
team and are also both defend
ing conference champs.

Placing second at the confer
ence tournament was the first
doubles partnership of Keith
Fox and Adam Zwirkoski. Keith
and Adam were seeded second
in the tournament and played
two matches. In their first
match, they went to three

Continued on PC 11
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OLCHS celebrates homecoming
Hollywood-style

the school.The bathroom facili
ties were done over for a num
ber of logical reasons. The
school needed to comply with
Federal and tate regulations on
handicap accessibility, energy
conservation and sanitation.

Oak Lawn was pretty much
up to date with most ofthe rules,
but just wanted to be more com
pliant and efficient. By putting
in the amazing automatic nush
ing toliets, the amount of water

(continued on page 3)

games will be played on the main
football field.

Concluding the day's festivi
tie will be the dance. The time
of the dance will be from 7:30
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. [fyou have
bought a ticket prior to the
event, make sure that you bring
yourlD.

83-B, 82-74=C, 73-65=0, 64
O=F).

Many students prefer the old
grading scale because in some
cases it was easier to get better
grades. A teacher would most
likely be able to give you an A
on the old scale instead of a B+
on the new scale.

However, a number of teach
ers prefer the new grading scale.

ome claim that the new scale
gives a sense of uniformity, and
prevents confusion between
teachers, students, and parents.

The Educational Develop
ment Committee proposed the
new grading scale over the sum
mer and the Board of Education
approved it shortly thereafter.

You have probably heard
about the new grading scale at
OLCHS. Before the new scale
took effect, most grading varied
from teacher to teacher. The
teacher handbook once indi
cated that 100%-93% would be
an A, 92-85 equaled a B, 84-77
was a C, 76-70 was a 0 and 69-0
was considered failing.

However, a survey found that
there were many inconsistenCies
within this system, and eventu
ally the system was dropped
from report cards. Now every
teacher must conform to the new
grading scale (100-92=A, 91-

Dima Glubovsky
StaffWriter

Emily Buys, Kelly Ulrich, Renee Smith, Amy Zavala, Cassie
Gonzales, Candie Zicbmiller, Amy Zero; Back: Rob Kaczmark,
Nick Grabarek, Matt Murphy, Bill Palmer, Grant Arthur, Jeff
Andersen, Aaron 0 manski.

against Argo at 11 :00 a.m. The
varsity game will begin at 1:00
p.m. They will be playing against
Argo for the chance to be home
coming champs.

During the varisity game half
time, the OL HS Marching
Band will be performing a show
inspired by James Bond. Both

Renovations bring
afresh look to OL

New grading scales
created for all classes

Nazneen Vasin
News Editor

Have you noticed the reno
vations around OLCH ? [fyou
have been inside one of the
bathrooms, you probably no
ticed the new look.

After interviewing Dr. Ben
Nowakowski, As istant uper
intendent of Business' at
OLCHS, [ got the scoop behind
the refurnishing of the bath-

. rooms as well a details about
other work that was done around

at school. It will feature floats
from variou clubs in the chool.
The e float will bejudged and
first, econd, and third place
awards will be given.

Thi year's parade will fea
ture two Grand Marshals.
Clifford Dykstra, lass of 1969,
has become an expert in the field
ofchemistry, writing numerous
texts and publications. He has
also been involved in research
and editing projects dealing
with both quantum and physi
cal chem i try.

The other Grand Marshal,
Steven lIirsen, lass of 1967,
has become a Hollywood T.V.
producer since graduating. His
ucce ses include producing

America's Funniest Home Vid
eos and 3 seasons of Entertain
ment Tonight.

After the parade, the frosh/
soph football team will play

high traffic areas of the school,
such as the student parking lot
and major hallways. These
camera appear as little black
bubble protruding from walls.

The pictures contain as
tounding resolution, and are in
color, though they record no
sounds. The picture quality is
as clear as that ofa color digital
camera. The total co t for this
system was $43,000. The digi
tal cameras work much like
video cameras; however, in
stead of being on videotape, the
images are on a computer server,
which all administrators have
access to from school or home
computers. The images are
stored in the server for 10-14
days, and can be printed out
like any digital picture.

(continued on page -I)

Jennifer Wiederhold
StaffWriter

As the new school year
opens, we find ourselve hop
ing for luck, success and happi
ness. This year, the theme of
homecoming reflects those
wishes: Spartans in Hollywood.

Today at 4:30 p.m., the Pow
der Puff football game will be
held on the Spartan football
field. Thejunior and senior girls
will playa tough game for the
chance to be the Powder Puff
champions for the year.

Activities on the day of
homecoming will start at 8:30
a.m. with a pancake breakfast in
the cafeteria. The breakfast
ends at noon. The cost is one_.. \ ~

dollar, plus the cost,of some-
thing to drink. \\

The parade will starkt 10:00
a.m. near 9511> and Cook and end

Cameras aimed at
better school security

This past summer, a digital
security system was installed
throughout the building. The
security cameras give a feeling
ofexpanded safety to the school
environment. According to Dr.
Fronczak principal, "They add
a degree of safety to the
schooL"

The cameras' ability to
record movement at the en
trances and hallways provides
protection against intruders and
aids hall monitors in resolving
conflicts.

The system consists of 28
digital ca!1leras and internet
linked computers. The cameras
are strategically placed at the
main entrance, driveways and

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

This picture of the student parking lot was taken by one of the
new security cameras.
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We need a renewed focus on
discipline, character, and the
right values in our schools."

Bush believes that schools
need to be held to high stan
dards, but they also need to
have the freedom to set the stan
dards as they see fit. Bush also
believes that students should
have a choice as to what school
they attend.

Vice-president Gore has made
several promises that sound
quite familiar. Gore made many
of the same promises during
Clinton's race for the presi
dency, but sadly the Clinton/
Gore duo have not done a good
job of improving test scores or
the quality of public schools.

The Democrat-controlled
state of California has per
formed the poorest in its history
even though millions and mil
lions of dollars have been
thrown into the education sys
tem. They believe that money
will solve education problems
rather than targeting the real is
sues. Gore envisions increas
ing teacher pay so that more
Americans will want to become
teachers, rather than filling
classrooms with well-educated
teachers.

In his educational plan, Gore
states that there will be less stan
dardized tests which means
lower standards for the youth
of today. Under Gore's plan, a
school that does not make sig
nificant progress within two
years will be closed down.
Gore's method of "revolution
izing" education presents a
simple solution to a complex
problem - just close the school
down. AI Gore is trying to fool
the American people once more
with shaky promises and dead
end plans.

Beth Ott
Editor-tn-Chief

As the election approaches,
debates are heating up and so
is the discussion of education.
George W. Bush has promising
plans to revolutionize education
in America and can support his
claims with rock hard evidence
from his proven report card in
the state of Texas. AI Gore,
however, is making the same
promises that the Clinton/Gore
administration has failed to ac
complish during the past eight
years in office.

The education report card of
George W. Bush is absolutely
outstand ing. More schools
than ever in Texas have received
the state's highest academic rat
ings, (student passing rates on
standardized tests, student's
GPA, dropout rates and atten
dance), since Bush has been
Governor.

"More than six thou and
schools in Texas were ranked
and forty-five percent of the
schools were given an exem
plary rating, the state's highest
rating, which is up more than
twenty-three percent since
Bush has been governor," said
Education Commissioner Jim
Nelson. The percentage oflow
performance schools is only a
small amount of two percent,
much less than before, and
about fifty-three percent of
Texas schools are rated average.

Governor George Bush says,
"We should start by treating
teachers like the professionals
they are, and give them the
training and professional devel
opment they've long asked for.
We need to give them smaller
classes and higher standards.

AI Gore
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George W. Bush

A poll was taken
in which

OLCHS students
were asked: Who
should be Presi-

dent???

made claims to decrease class
size and has attempted to put
emphasis on early childhood
education. However, he has
done nothing but demonstrate
disinterest in this area for the
state of Texas, which he cur
rently governs. Texas currently
has 40,000 teacher vacancies
and a shortage of 12,000 new
classrooms. In the state of
Texas, the attendance rate of
children in preschool is 28%
below the national average.
These numbers completely con
tradict Bush's claims to be con
cerned about America's educa
tion.

George W. Bush is also in
support of giving vouchers to
parents who want their children
to attend private school, once
again supporting his idea of
giving parents the choice of
where their child attends school.
However, Bush wants to give
taxpayer dollars to schools that
are accountable to no one. The
vouchers that Goy.ernor Bush is
proposing only drailn public
money from public chools.
Bush claims that he isjdrpublic
school choice. However, since
he does nothing to rebuild crum
bling schools or reduce class
size, his idea of public school
choice appears to be sending
more children to school in out
dated, overcrowded class
rooms.

AI Gore has proposed sev
eral plans concerning education
and has demonstrated that he
is going to go through on his
word. Bush should stick to top
ics he is more interested in such
as saving the salmon. When it
comes to serious issues, AI Gore
is the only logical answer. AI
Gore should be President.

Brian Caster
Editor-tn-Chief
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Who will be President?
AI Gore George W. Bush

~~----

"I will en ure that there is a
fu lIy quali fied, well-trained
teacher in every single class
room, everywhere in this nation,
by the end of four years," AI
Gore recently said during a
speech given in an Antonio,
Texas. Gore has already dem
onstrated the qualities of a
President by drawing out a well
laid plan to reach new heights
in education.

George W. Bush has done
little yet to support his claims
of "offering 'every parent a
choice of which public school
their children attend." The only
support that Bush may have
towards his claims is the educa
tion ofthe state ofTexas, which
he currently governs. However,
the state of Texas has little to
brag about when it comes to
education.

AI Gore is continuing a plan
initially put forth by President
Clinton, which includes putting
$115 billion towards education.
The GorelLieberman administra
tion has plans to reduce class
sizes by hiring 100,000 new
teachers. Gore has already
started to reach this goal; the
Clinton/Gore administration has
hired 30,000 of the proposed
number of teachers.

The Gore/Lieberman admin
istration is also planning to put
$50 billion towards free pre
school for all 4-year olds. AI
Gore also has plans to give
teachers raises of up to $5,000
and recruit more teachers by
offering 60,000 scholarships to
college students in the field of
education.

George W. Bush also has
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"AI Gore should be President. Bush is all talk.
Bush thinks that by sending out subliminal
messages in his political commercials andpre
tending to be interested in the education ofmi
norities that he will win. Bush makes promises
he could neverafford. II

-Sarah Grana

"Neither should be President. Gore hasn't
shown the capability of being a leader during
the past eight years as Vice-President. George
~ Bush doesn'tseem to have any originalpoli
cies. The plans he has promised are unoriginal
and I doubt he can follow through on them.
Politics today are as full of corruption as the
politics ofany third-world country. The only dif-
ference is that we hide ourproblems. II .

-Nazneen Yasin
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Teacher Feature

The group agrees that by
taying focused and dedicated,

they are able to be extremely en
tertaining when presenting their
message to a congregation or
audience.

Apart from playing at mul
tiple churches, this local band
already had a gig at The Coffee
Lounge and won second place
at last year's Battle of the
Bands.

Some of group's musical in
fluences are Five Iron Frenzy,
The Supertones, Hangnail,
MxPx, TIle Newsboys, and Jars
ofClay.

"I grew up listening to Chris
tian Rock and that's what I've
always wanted to do," states
Kevin Gilde. Music performed
by Six Inch Voices is eitherorigi
nal or from various Christian
bands. Each song fulfills its
main purpose and provides au
diences with respect for per
sonal spirituality.

"We feel that we should stand
up for our beliefs, even if it
means proclaiming them
through our music," said Matt
Dauner.

If thi is a band you would
like to know more about, visit
their website, which includes
photo, member profiles, up
coming gigs, and possibly even
information on their first demo
CD.

Tina Cucci
StaffWriter

Senior Bob Puhr, juniors
Matt Dauner and Kevin West,
and sophomore Josh Gentile
hould definitely be recognized

for belonging to a Christian Ska
Band, Six Inch Voices.

As sophomores in May, 1999,
Matt Dauner, Kevin West, and
Dan Naponiello decided to form
a "punk" band. In December,
they picked up more members
and changed to hristian Ska.

ix Inch Voices includes Matt
Dauner on
drums,
Kevin West
on guitar,
and Oak
Forest's
Kyle Gilde
on bass.
Josh Gentile
fronts the
band sing
ing. Besides
Matt's
drumming,
the horn
section also helps bring out that
wonderful fast-paced Ska
rhythm. With Bob Puhron trom
bone and TF South's Drew Hill
on trumpet, this energetic band
is sure to get one into their (Ska)
dancing shoes.

Members normally rehearse
on un~ afternoons and a few
more d~~ during the week.

"We're.lik -any other normal
band; we have no consistency
in practicing whatsoever," said
Bob about the organization of
the band.

"At time our personalities
conflict. But we have something
greater than our conflicts that
binds us," explains Matt.

"We are a great source of
strength for each other,"say
Josh.

ere...

His favorite colors are green
and white- showing his Spartan
spirit! Mr. Newton is motivated
to continue coaching because
he likes to see what the athletes
have accomplished throughout
the season. He likes exciting
wins, especially during basket
ball season. He also enjoys see
ing students learn, develop, and
be successful. The best thing
about teaching at OL is the posi
tive learning environment that
the staff and students create
together. Mr. Newton's words
of advice to OL students were,
"Never give up. Make sure you
enjoy every moment of high
school, because you'll miss it
when it's gone."

wwwJdc1m!ta.tom
Kids Vista is adirectand easy

to use ite for homework help.
Even though this i doesn't
() If.ine a
and languages, it does offer a
lot ofassistance in the areas of
science, history, and arts. Like
the Internet Public Library, thi
site i basically'a teo t and re
source page.
www.homeworkhcacn.com

I fomework heaven contains
load of information that can be
e~'ily found by selecting your
suqject and your a 'e group. A
few of the features that re on
thi Ite include: tl~ for good
study habit , a the auru , and
sample tests.

the Caribbean beaches.
Mr. Newton attended Stagg

High School. His favorite
classes were chemistry and ad
vanced algebra, both math-re
lated courses. His teachers in
high school encouraged him to
pursue chemical engineering.

Arter graduating, Mr. New
ton attended Northwestern.
While at Northwestern, he de
cided that chemical engineering
was not the path he wanted to
follow. Considering that he
loved high school and also
wanted to have fun while work
ing, teaching seemed like the
best option. Since graduating
coth:ge, he has taught at both
Marist and Lincoln-Way before
coming to Oak Lawn.

IfMr. Newton had to choose
a super-hero to be for a day, he
would choose to be Batman, so
he could drive the Batmobile. If
he could choose one surprising
fact to share with others, it
would be that he has been
teaching for 6 years, since many
think that he is oun er.

your question on the homework
(orum and people who go to
this site can give an answer.

This site offers quotes, en
cyclopedias, and dletiolWies. Jf
you need an urgent question
answered, just go to help @
jiskha.com.
www.ipLorg!youth

')be name Internet Public li
brary says it all. It's grl;lat ifyou
don't have time to go to your
local library, because it brings
the library to you. fhis is the
place to go if you need a little
help on a report or reseurch pa
per. Although it doe n't have
s much to offer a the other

Sit'S, it i stili easy to u e and
great for references.

the web? Clic

Val Olson
StaffWriter

We all know our teachers in
one setting or another. Whether
it be as a coach or in the class
room, our extent of knowledge
is usually limited to the halls of
OLCHS. But not anymore!
We're here to tell you the inside
scoop on all of your favorite
teachers. For the first issue of
the 2000-200 I school year, we
began with Mr. Newton.

Mr. Newton teaches math
and coaches freshman basket
ball and golf, where he is an as
sistant coach. Here's a look at
the side of Mr. Newton you may
not necessarily see in front of a
class or on the sidelines.

Having been raised in Palos
Hills as an only child, Mr. New
ton is very familiar with the Chi
cago-land area. His favorite
holiday is Christmas, because as
he remarks with a smile, he "was
spoiled as a kid." To spoil him
self these days, Mr. Newton
loves to travel, articu larl to

Asia..,.
Slu/IWrlter

Renovations (cont. from page 1)-

www.jiskha.com
This web ite i useful be

cause you can actually post

As th
oom up. ou
may ask yourself; where am J
going to go in for help with my
homework? Powerhour is your
best choice.

However, maybe you forgot
to ask your question during
power hour. Whatever the rea
son may be, below is a list of
homework websites which are
very helpflil.

in each flush is kept constant.
This conserves water. The new
sinks are also designed to con
serve water with their short run
ning times and low water pres
sure. The workshop-like sinks
also prevent splashing which
ultimately prevent slippery haz
ards.

The State of Illinois funded
fifty percent of the renovations
of the bathrooms and the school
funded the other half. Due to a
limited amount oftime this sum
mer, as well as funding, OLCHS
was only able to remodel four
sets of the bathrooms.

To prevent leaks, the school
also fixed roofs above the Au
ditorium gym and above the
swimming pool. ')be good news
for the swimmers is that the pool
was also refurbished, drained
and fully cleaned.

The pool locker room was
retiled and the lockers were re
painted. Other renovations in-

elude retiling of the stairways
and corridor of the auto depart
ment and laying out non-skid til
ing on the ramp in the auto cor
ridor.

The baseball scoreboard on
the field across Southwest
Highway is also new. Don't
worry about freezing this win
ter, because Oak Lawn is also in
the process ofrebuilding five of
the school's boilers.

Dr. Nowakowski ensures
good heating this winter. All of
these renovations were made
possible by local funding.

After a heat wave during the
first week of school, I asked of
future plans for air conditioning.
As of right now there are no
plans to invest in a central air
conditioning system.

The school's main focus is to
fix air conditioning in some of
the computer labs to prevent
any damage to the computers.

,;V( a-Orland DrWing School, Inc
~d\ ~20 off -our regUlar price

for the complete 42 hour program.
For more information call

(708) 425-7111
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OLCHS welcomes 15 new staff members

News Bytes,

Presidential campqign
in full swing

•

Cameras
(Cont. from page 1)

coaching soccer this spring.
Ms. Palak Patel teaches bi

ology, chemistry concepts, and
physics honors. This is her 2nd

year teaching; last year she
taught at Schaumburg High
School. She felt really comfort
able when she came for an in
terview here, and from that point
on she felt that coming to OL
was the right decision. She says
she has great students and that
the rest of the staff is wonder
ful.

Mr. Brian Shelton teaches
Discovering Art and Music,
Symphony and Varsity Bands,
and is the Band Director. This
is his fourth year teaching.
Most recently he has taught
middle school band In
Carpentersville, IL. He says that
all ofhis students are extremely
dedicated.

Ms. Jennifer Swikle teaches
English I and Spanish I. She
heard wonderful things about
Oak Lawn and was also im
pressed with Oak Lawn's Mis
sion Statement. She finds that
teachers have a genuine inter
est in student success and that
the students are wonderful to
work with.

Though nobody is currently
watching the computers around
the clock, once the system is
fully up and running a surveil
lance station will be constructed
in which a paraprofessional will
be watching the computers.

As with any security system,
the issue of privacy is a major
concern. But all the rumors of
cameras in the bathrooms or
classrooms are not true.

Nonetheless, concerns of
privacy violation do come up.
According to senior Bill Rangel,
, It violates our rights. They're
watching your every move. I
realize it's a security measure,
but there are other things that
they could be doing."

But supporters of the system
argue that they can only help.
Mr. Olson, media specialist said,
"The people who are going to
have a problem with them are
the people who are going to get
caught because of them."

In the opinion of junior
Kathleen Jager, "They can re
move some major issues from
our schooL"

The cameras are mainly for
crowd problems and intruders.
This system has already aided
in a parking lot skirmish over the
summer and has the potential to
resolve problems throughout
the school and campus, such as
fights, theft, and intruders.

teacher at other schools. He is
the boys' and girls' swimming
coach and has found his experi
ence so far at OL to be enjoy
able.

Ms. Mary Ellen Martis is the
school nurse. She is a Regis
tered Nurse who has previously
worked in a hospital cardiac
unit, and a private practice in
which she administered allergy
shots. While serving as a sub
stitute nurse here at OLCHS, the
position of full-time nurse be
came available. She is amazed
to have met so many students
within the first few weeks of
school.

Ms. Lauren Meyer teaches
English I, English II and English
IV. This is her first full time
teaching job since graduating
from the University of l1Iinois.
She finds that she is learning a
lot and having a lot of fun in the
process.

Ms. Heather O'Connor
teaches fundamentals of alge
bra and geometry, algebra I, and
geometry. This is her first full
time teaching job. She finds that
the staff is easy to talk to and
get along with, and the stu
dents are friendly and intelli
gent. She is looking forward to

economy. He supports affirma
tive action policies that give pref
erence to women and minorities,
minor tax breaks, paying off the
national debt, and supporting
Medicare and social security.

Bush has chosen former Sec
retary of Defense Dick Cheney
as his running mate. Cheney is
strong on foreign policy, and
has led the Republican team in
calling for increased military
spending.

Gore chose Sen. Joseph
Lieberman CD-Conn).
Lieberman is the first Orthodox
Jew chosen as a running mate
by any major party. Lieberman
is a major player in the Demo
cratic Leadership Council, a
moderate, pro-business group
within the Democratic Party.

Other candidates, from third
parties, include Pat Buchanan
and Ralph Nader. Liberal Ralph
Nader, of the Green Party, is
most famous for being a con
sumers' rights activist. Nader
also supports better education,
ending the death penalty, and
equal rights for all.

Conservative Pat Buchanan,
formerly of the Republican
Party, is the Reform party can
didate. He believes that we
should put America first, cut
taxes, and down size the gov
ernment. He also supports im
migration control, ending re
verse discrimination, ending
abortion, and term lim its on jus
tices and congressmen.

Ms. Jennifer Galante
teaches Art I and Photography.
This is her first time teaching art,
but she taught ESL at Morton
East High School over the sum
mer. Ms. Galante has been hav
ing fun teaching at OL, and is
happy that all of her hard work
in college has led her to Oak
Lawn.

Ms. Beth Lynn Hess is teach
ing 8th period Government and
is a permanent substitute
teacher. Last May she gradu
ated from the University ofJlli
nois. She is excited to have the
opportunity to teach at a school
with such a helpful staff and
student body.

Mr. Mark Kleeman is the
Athletic Director/PE, Health,
and Driver Ed. Division Chair.
He is beginning his twenty
eighth year of teaching; he was
most recently Athletic Director
at Niles West High School in
Skokie, IL. He has found that
OL's students, parents, and staff
have been very warm and recep
tive.

Mr. Charles Malak teaches
Physical Education and Health.
This is his first year as a full time
teacher, but he has previously
been a part time and substitute

David Montgomery
StaffWriter

A presidential election oc
curs every four years. The last
election was in 1996, and fea
tured incumbent President
Clinton against Republican
Senator Bob Dole. This year,
however, President Clinton is
forbidden to run a third time by
the Constitution. His Vice-Presi
dent, Albert Gore, will be run
ning against Texas Governor
George W. Bush, son offormer
president George Bush, de
feated by Clinton in 1992. Thus
far, many people are predicting
an extremely close race.

George W. Bush, the Repub
lican nominee, advocates a plat
form he calls "Compassionate
Conservatism." He calls for
sharp tax cuts benefiting the
rich and poor, less gun control,
a ban on abortions, and limiting
the role of government in
people's lives. He supports a
vouchers system, in which the
government would pay for stu
dents' education, allowing them
to attend a school of their
choice.

Al Gore, candidate for the
Democratic Party, believes the
government should be a "solu
tion, not a problem." The
economy has prospered over
the last 8 years, and the Vice
President believes that the
president deserves credit for his
managing of the burgeoning

Mr. Brian Brandt is the in
ternal suspension teacher. He
recently graduated from Eastern
l1Iinois University in May and
is an OLCHS alumnus, which
was what encouraged him to
teach here. Mr. Brandt is coach
ing boys' cross country, fresh
man girls' basketball and boys'
baseball.

Mr. Patrick DiFilippo is
teaching U.S. History and
American Government. This is
his first full time teaching job.
His experiences at OL have been
great, and he finds that every
one is friendly.

Mr. John FremauIt is an In
dustrial Education teacher. His
classes include Electricity, Elec
tronics, Intro to Industry, and
Woods 1. He taught for eight
years in the state ofOregon and
enjoys being a member of the
staffat Oak Lawn.

win gold. Also schedalled are
time trials for cycling. 6n Sun
day, October I, the men's mara
thon will be held and the Clos
ing Ceremony ofthe Games will
also take place to pass on the
torch to Greece, the host coun
try ofthe 2004 Olympic Games.
All events listed will take place
after 7 PM on NBC.

Serious conflicts arising from
problems with faulty
Bridgestone/Firestone tires
found in many Ford Explorers
have led to a Congressional in
vestigation of the recalled tires.
Over 6.5 million tires have been
recalled after having caused 101
deaths and over 400 injuries in
the U.S. Accidents were
thought to have occurred due
to a substandard requirement
set by Ford for tire pressure,
leading to tread separation or
causing many Explorers to roll
over. BridgestonelFirestone ex
ecutives believe that an in
creased tire inflation would have
led to a smoother ride and more
control. Investigations into the
matter still continue.

Ryan O'Connor &
MeenaBabu
StaffWriter & News Editor

..-- . -----nlear
GAS

More than thirty thousand
homes on the Southwest and
Northeast sides ofChicago are
being inspected for traces of
mercury suspected to have
been released by improper
handling of household gas
meters. So far, over one hun
dred and fifty homes in Chi
cago and in the suburbs have
been found to be contami
nated. Despite the several
health risks that could occur
through contact with mercury,
Chicago's environmental com
missioner does not view the
situation as a major public
health threat.

The excitement of the
twenty-seventh Olympiad in
Sydney, Australia, is soon to
come to an end as the final days
of the Olympic Games draw
near. Featured tonight are the
men's semifinals in basketball,
diving, and volleyball, as well
as the finals of several men's
and women's track and field
events. Tomorrow evening, the
highly anticipated men's and
women's 400-meter and 1600
meter relays will be broadcast,
in which Americans Maurice
Greene, Michael Johnson, and
Marion Jones are favored to

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

Ms. Elizabeth Allen is the
secretary to Dean Edstrom. She
has previously been the secre
tary to the principal at Wilkins
Jr. High in Justice, IL. She has
found that working at OL has
been enjoyable.

This year's freshmen are not
the only new people at OLCHS.
OL has hired fifteen new teach
ers, aides, and division heads
for the school year.

Ms. Suzanne Baldwin is the
Special Education Coordinator.
She has taught in special edu
cation for eight years and was
also an administrator at AERO
Special Education Co-operative
for seven years. She is im
pressed by the friendliness and
helpfulness OL students and
staff have to offer.
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* **.Bush Quenches Thirst? * * *
Bill Palmer
StaffWriter

Until I read up on George W. Bush's
nine year tax cut proposal, I thought
1.6 trillion dollars was an enonnous
amount ofmoney. Silly me.

According to some big-shots with
shiny calculators (CNN's staff), the
average American family would be able
to buy one additional can of Diet Coke
per day with the savings provided by
Mr. Bush's $1.6 tri II ion tax cut.

It surprises me that Bush and his
colleagues proposed this ill-conceived
savings plan as if they were little Ed
McMahons, planning on handing
over-sized checks to all the nation's
people.

I'd quickly give up my family's share
of these possible savings just to hear
the tax cut itself being pitched to
George W. for the first time. I can pic-

ture it now. The man with the plan meets
Bush at a country club a few weeks prior
to campaigning...
George W. Bush: So J.P., why did you
want to see me?
J.P. (tax cut thinker-upper): I've got the
perfect scheme for your campaign. It
seems outrageous, yet it's incredibly
simple. The American people will love the
sound of it. As for the actual results ...
GWB: Enough chitter-chatter. What is it?
J.P.: Two words. Tax cut.
GWB: Ingenious! It was nice taLking to
you.
J.P.: No, don't leave! Wait 'til you hear
the number. A 1.6 trillion-dollar cut.
GWB: Why, J.P., you didn't just say "tril-

-lion" did you? I reckon there's an awful
lot ofzeroes in that number.
J.P.: Yeah, but there's lots ofzeroes in the
population number, so people won't be
getting that much when it comes down to
it. They'll find that out after they vote,

though. I mean, 1.6 trillion is a pretty
nifty number.
GWB: Nifty, perhaps, but say I'm get
ting the tax cut, how much do I save?
J.P.: Well, in your case, you'd get a pretty
decent chunk ofcash, but that's because
you make more money than 99% of
Americans. Don't tell anyone that
though, your goal is to appeal to the
"common man."
GWB: Pocket money is something I
could use. And Mr. "Common Man,"
what's he getting?
J.P.: Families with average income, mak
ing a lousy $32,000 a year, they'll save
about enough to buy an extra can of Diet
Coke per day.
GWB: What about Mountain Dew?
Could they buy Mountain Dew or Sprite
instead? Young Americans like Moun
tain...
J.P.: Mr. Bush! I think you're missing
the point. I only meant that they

wouldn't save much money in the long
run. It's a flat tax cut. Everyone, no mat
ter how rich or how poor, saves the same
percentage. Essentially, the rich get
richer, and the poor get. ..
GWB: Mountain Dew! Great!
J.P.: Sir, it's not about Mountain Dcw!
It's a tax cut with a big, fancy number
that amounts to nothing but looks great
on paper. It's about getting votes.
GWB: Fine, have it your way. Tax cut it
is. Istill say we should play up the Moun
tain Dew angle though. Middle class
folk love that stuff.
J.P.: Forget the soft drinks, do we have a
deal?
GWB: Indeed we "dew," as in Moun
tain...
J.P.: STOP IT!

There you have it. The tax cut is born,
and sadly, many of us are buying into it.
Looks like George Bush is not the only
one who wants to quench his thirst.

Donkeys and Elephants and Politics, Oh My!

Grant Suhs and Lauren Wallace
StaffWriters

Believe it or not, high school stu
dents don't know their politics. This
has been supported by many recent
surveys. A recent poll showed that, on
a multiple-choice test, 75% percent of

teenagers said AI Gore was "a kind of
pastry." There's only one word for this,
shocking.

We here at the "Spartanite" are just as
shocked as the rest of you and have de
cided to create this article to teach you
more about politics. You might say, "Ha, I
already know all my politics." Well, that's
some attitude you've got there, mister. And
besides, ifyou know your politics, can you
name Woodrow Wilson's running mate in
1916? Anyway, getting back to the point,
this column is about the Democratic and
Republican symbols, the elephant and the
donkey.

You may know that the elephant is the
Republican Party's official symbol, but did
you know that it was actually taken from a
political cartoon by a man named Thomas

Nast? In 1874, he used it in one of his
cartoons to symbolize President Ulysses
S. Grant's mother. Nast chose the el
ephant because it is supposedly clever
and easily controlled. When frightened,
though, it is unmanageable. Some other
cartoonists slarted using the elephant,
and it stuck forever. The elephant stood
as the Republican's symbol.

On the Democratic si.de, Nast used the
donkey as a frightening a~al, so it
would scare away the comp ition. The
idea came from Andrew Jac~t>(l,l!t the
time ofhis election in 1828, and was later
used by the cartoonist. Nast'obviously
didn't think very highly of the Republi
cans. According to the Democrats, the
donkey is said to be humble, courageous,
and lovable.

The Republicans view the donkey as
silly and stupid, and the Democrats see
the elephant as ... what a surprise, silly
and stupid. Maybe they're both right...

Disney's Horoscopes
Amy Zavala
StaffWriter/Resident Psychic

Aries: Once upon a time you begin to
realize life is as good as you make it.
The prince you are looking for might
be a frog waiting for a kiss. So dress
elegantly this weekend and smile at all
the frogs you see.
Libra: Don't be late for a vcry impor
tant date. The rabbit knows best so
listen to him and show up an extra 15
minutes earlier so good things will come
about. That special someone will en
joy those 15 minutes more than you
know.
Cancer: Arrrr there maties. aptain
Hook will win if you don't watch out.
Be extra careful when you're talking
with people, you never know who will
tum to you.
Sagittarius: Hold on to your seashells;
it's going to be a bumpy week. Your
boss or teacher may get upset with you
for a stupid reason, but don't let it up-

set you. A change in your luck is just
around the corner.
Pisces: You may wish for a genie in a bottle
to help you with your hard days to come.
Go to 3 different friends; they will help you
out. They have phenomenal cosmic pow
ers.
Taurus: The circle oflife is all around you.
Beautiful people are looking for you so
open your eyes and find them. Don't be
afraid, it may be a start to a wonderful new
relationship. Remember a new friend is
like a diamond in your life.
Gemini: Don't be fooled by someone's
outward appearance. Remember that the
Beast was beautiful on the inside, so give
him/her a chance. Ask them to go dancing
with you, both ofyou will enjoy it tremen
dously. 0 go ask the Beast right now,
before you lose your chance!
Leo: Do you want your nose to grow? If
not, think twice when you're stretching
the truth. Don't exaggerate; you may end
up getting your foot in your mouth. More

people listen to you than you think, and
you don't want to set a bad example.
Aquarius: omeone with extremely big
Dumbo ears will enter your life. Talk to
them, and tell them what's on your mind.
This i the time to get all the things that
have been bugging you off your chest.
Capricorn: Don't fall asleep too early
Sleeping Beauty. The night is young.
Stay out tonight! What at first may seem
boring will magically change. Perhaps
prince charming will be waiting or maybe
your princess is looking at you right now.
Go find them!
Virgo: Be one with nature. Bambi is
counting on you to take care of it. When
you go out this weekend take an extra 5
minutes to enjoy all the beauty around
you. If we are not careful everything
around us will change.

corpio: Whatever you may have lost in
the past will find its way back to your
foot. omeone who cares deeply will find
you and try to make peace. Let them.
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Homecoming From Both Sides

AJ scanned the cafeteria looking for a
suitable target. His date had to be per
fect if she expected to go to the home
coming dance with a stud such as he .
From across the room a pair of brown
eyes are hesitantly cast in his direction.

"Yeah, right," AJ thought to himself,
"This chick must weigh no more than
125Ibs."

Next, a beautiful blonde-haired, blue
eyed, angel caught his eye. It's just too
bad she wasn't a quarter inch shorter.
Finally, the perfect girl walked into the
room. She was just the right height, ex
actly two and seven-eighths inches
shorter than he, green eyes and blue hair.

"So, what approach should he use,"
he thought to himself. He had to be cool.
The first line is crucial. Ifhe is too shy,
she will see him as a pushover. If he is
overly confident, she will think he is ar
rogant. How about, "I lost my phone
number, can I have yours?" Too corny.

AJ ran the possibilities over in his
head as he strutted over toward her table.
He finally came up with, "Hey baby. I
know you're dying to ask me to the dance,
so I'll save you the agony. I'll pick you

choosefrom. The "friendly" clerk brings
me some pairs, and / get ready to try
them on. Thefirstfew pairs don 'tfit, so
I ask herfor a different size. She replies
with, 'Look sister, you ain't no
Cinderella, and / don't have all day!'
Well that just burst my bubble, and /
stormed out ofthe store to a place where
/ would be appreciated. ..

She found a pair for a really good bar
gain (better not tell anyone they're from
Payless).

" Offto pick up my dress, and it's such
an ordeal that / think I'll bring my
friends along again. / hope they are as
excited as / am! The clerk puts it in a
nice white bag and / frolic all the way
home on afashion high. /t's homecom
ing day, and / have everything ready to
go ... almost. My hair isn't quite ready.
There's this curl that's too droopy, and
there isn't enough hairspray here. My
Mom said I looked fine but what does
she know about fashion and looking
like Britney Spears?! / guess I'll just
have to go and make the best of the
whole mess. Hey / rhymed, hee hee!!"

Stop and breathe girls, or you might
just find the Gretchen in you.

PerspectivePerspective····································· Girl's
up at 6:30 on Saturday."

At least that's what he wanted to say. Kevin West
What came out was more like, "Hi. Urn, StaffWriter
so, I was just wondering, you don't have
to say yes if you don't want to. But I My name is Kevin West and I am a
wanted to know if you might want to go reporter. This is my story. I move in on
to the urn dance thing with me." With a a group ofteenie-boppper girls roaming
proposal such as that, AJ wasn't at all Oak Lawn's halls. One of them was
surprised when Petunia said yes. Gretchen and this is her story.

When the big night finally rolled "Another homecoming, another date,
around, AJ couldn't help but be a little another dress, but not just any dress.
nervous. He could hardly keep his hands You know what I'm talking about. /
from shaking long enough to put on his need the one that is just the right shade
stylish Scooby 000 tie. He was fidgeting ofblue, not too dark, not too light. ..
the whole time his mom was drove him to Gretchen's friends just kind ofstared
pick up Petunia. off into the distance. There was going

At the dance, AJ was the life of the to be alot ofstaring off into the distance
party. He swept his date, Petunia, right and smiling and nodding these next two
off her feet. But it wasn't his fault. Her weeks. But Gretchen didn't care. Heck,
dress was too long, and he accidentally she didn't even have a date!
stepped on it. He would've caught her, Gretchen and her girlfriends (and me!)
but he was too busy wolfing down three went out to the mall for, well, a dress.
pieces ofcake. Ifhe ate them all in under. Their first stop, some fancy store where
a minute, he'd get a dollar. He couldn't. she knew she wouldn't find the dress
lose a dollar, just to save Petunia from a : she wanted for the price she needed.
couple of bruises. • Sooo... why not get some new pants?

He made up for it with his unique danc- : After that stop they went to a store that
ing ability. Everyone in the gym was she liked (and could afford) where she
watching him when did the Mashed Po- found every blue dress under the sun.
tato a_~ ijokey Pokey. He could tell Pe- "/ know all ofthem aren't going tofit
tunia w3S\ impressed because she was me, but / try them all on anyway so I can
speechless She didn't talk to him the rest complain about how fat I am and get
of the danc . some sympathy. ..

For the perfect ending to a perfect Finally, she found herself the perfect
night, AJ brought Petunia to the best dress, but she couldn't buy it until she
restaurant in town. He couldn't help but got her shoes. So she put it on hold and
notice her fight the tears of happiness as decided to come back later.
his mom pulled into the Denny's parking "We're back to the mall and offto the
lot. shoe stores. Oh, there are so many to

Guy's

Jenny Campbell
StaffWriter

"Loud Rocks" Released

-,
,

I I don't know about you folks, but I
labsolutely LOVE getting haircuts. I
mean c'mon, what could be better?

I Before you even go for the haircut,
Iyour loving mother rem inds you~
I~ that you need one. Thanks Mom!
Ilf not for those hourly reminders, I
Imight have forgotten. Bea, called my name: Erin. She led me tol
I So finally the wonderful day arrives. a sink where an assistant washed my I
II pause at the door of the salon to let hair with such gentleness. Thanks sir, II
Idown my waist length hair. I walk up in usually put the shampoo in my eyes tOO. I
Ithere like I own the place and add my Then I was led to one of those luxuri-I
Iname to the waiting list, and how I want ous vinyl chairs where a smock with

lmy hair cut. neon orange ducks was fitted "snuggly" I
I Hey, I'm in luck today! There's only around my neck. Who needs to breathe

llone stylist working and 7 people in anyway ... ?
I front of me! This should be a breeze! Bea looked down at the paper I filledl
I I take a seat in the waiting area to out, then up at me, at the paper again"
Ilook for some good reading material. and once more at me. I
IHowever, some little ankle biter took the "Are you SURE this is the hair cutl
lonly Dr. Seuss book, so I was stuck you want?" she asked, frowning. I
Iwith an issue of Turtle Magazine. "Yeah, ofcourse it is," I replied, con-I
I That's when I saw the perfect time fused. It was the same cut I always got'l
passer, a Tonka Truck! The ankle biter YI inch off the back, trim the bangs. I

Iisaw it just as I did. After eyeing each When she was gone I looked up...
other for a moment it was an all out and screamed! I looked like Lisa l

Ibrawl. . Simpson! I
I J almost didn't need the cut after he "What happened?!?!" I sputtered. I
Iwon the truck- he was a hair puller! "It says right here, I inch spikes ... 1
I About 3 days later an elderly woman, You are Aaron, aren't you?" I

~------------------------~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I Katrina Percak
I StaffWriter

I

r------------------------~

geles Times", comes from Xzibit and a
band called Endo, which is one of the
most well blended rap-metal tracks on the
CD. The other tracks are all good, but
not much better than the original versions
just different. They managed to pick hip
hop songs that could eaisly be good rock.
Some ofthe lamer tracks though are "Only
When I'm Drunk", which is a song off
the Crazy Town album and ends after a
completely different beat starts with "Tha
Alkaholiks" rap over it. Butch Vig from
Garbage turned M.O.P. 's "How About
Some Hardcore" into a horrible techno
guitar mess. Finally, on the last track In
cubus does a bad rock cover of an al
ready mediocre Big Pun song, that ac
cording to an interview with Incubus was
only put on the CD because of their own
sudden popularity.

These lousy tracks· were not enough
to bring the CD down though. The best
part of "Loud Rocks" is that it is com
pletely Limp Bizkit and Kid Rock free,
which is a huge feat in itself. I would be
the first to admit that rap-rock is in con
stant danger of being garbage, but don't
pass up "Loud Rocks".

Dave Lundeen
StaffWriter

Hey music fans, tired of rappers more
concerned about platinum chains and
Bentleys than what their album sounds
like, or rockers who managed to find a
record company to sellout to and now all
their songs are about how much they
hate being famous? Well, look no fur
ther, "Loud Rocks" has come to save
Rap-Rock. In the tradition of such rap
rock collaborations as Run-DMC with
Aerosmith and Public Enemy with An
thrax "Loud Rocks" touts some of the
biggest names in Hip-HOp along side
some of the edgiest bands in rock.

"Loud Rocks" is mostly made up of
Rock covers ofHip-Hop songs from Rap
pers on the Loud record label. Loud in
cludes such talents as Wu-tang Clan,
Dead Prez, Mobb Deep, and Big Pun. Pair
these guys up with such bands as Sys
tem ofa Down, Static-X, Sugar Ray, and
Sevendust and you've got a tight CD.
Some of the stand out tracks on "Loud
Rocks" are System ofa Down's cover of
Wu-tang's "Shame" one of the few cov
ers that is better than the original. Static
X added abrasive guitars and a fast paced
indusrial beat to the Dead Prez anthem
"Hip-Hop" which grinds along nicely.
Tom Morello of Rage Against the Ma
chine adds his chunky, squealing guitar
work to a Wu-tang song that fits in well.
They also feature Chad Smith ofRed Hot
Chilli Peppers on drums.

One surprisingly good track, "Los An-
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Volleyball smashes competition

Soccer scores big
Sam Synowiecki spiking the ball into the opponents court. (photo by Rich Swiatek)

Matt Ulanowski
StaffWriter

The lady Spartans have
started their volleyball season
with high hopes and expecta
tions. Excellent effort from the
players and coaching staff
should bring forth many suc
cessful results.

Team members include se
niors Carly Murphy and Amy

Bridgeman. One senior on the
team is a foreign exchange stu
dent, Lucy Groh.

Junior players include Sam
Synowiecki, Karissa Murray,
Susie Cusick, Michelle Williams,
Courtney Roberton, Candice
Noodwang, and Brianne Beyer.

There are also three talented
sophomores who are on the
team. They include Dana
Sullivan, Sarah McKinney, and

Krysten Ballard.
The lady Spartans started out

their season a little shaky, but
lately they have come together
and are making a tum-around.
Coach Nichols has had these la
dies working hard at practices
getting them ready for the
games, and it has paid off.

"Lately we have been work
ing on teamwork. These girls
work well together and their

teamwork is very good. I am
very confident that my girls will
be successful throughout the
season," Coach Nichols stated.
"This is the youngest team I
have coached, and I am very
happy with the results on how
well these girls get along," added
Coach Nichols.

As Coach Nichols is putting
the girls through tough prac
tices, so is Coach McNamara
with the sophomore girls' vol
leyball team. Coach McNamara
commented, "These girls have a
lot of talent and I expect to see
great results from their hard
work."

Sophomores
The girls' volleyball roster in

cludes 'sophomores Bridget
Carlson, Jenny Larson, Jamie
Bartkowiak, Colette Baird, Ann
Kapustka, Sara Altenberg,
Nicole Green, Andrea Anton,
and Erin Roberton. Several
freshmen are on the team also.
Those freshmen include Kim
Dignan, Monica Zubel, Jessie
Goshorn, and Jessie Synowiecki.

The lady Spartans have
played Mt. Assissi, Stagg, and
Evergreen, but have just come
short of victory. Coach
McNamara says that all the girls
need is a little more work at prac
tice and then we plan to rack up
some points in the win column.
It seems that both varsity and
sophomore girls' volleyball will
have successful and exciting
seasons this year.

Freshmen

The frestrman volleyball team
coached by Ms. Surma is off to
a good start this season.

The team has an overall
record of9-2 and are I-I in con
ference. They were recently
victorious at the Maria Tourna
ment on September 9.

The roster includes Cathy
Lally, Maggie McGuinness, Jen
nifer Dilcher, Melanie
Mannerino, Maggie Cronin,
Guinivere Grana, Allison Falls,
Sheena Simon, Samantha Estes,
Samantha Lanham, Alii Mad
den, Ashlie Brown, April
Moderick, and Michelle Girten.

Sue Steffy
StaffWriter

The Spartan boys' soccer
team started their season out
with a sensational win against
the Richards Bulldogs. The
game was very intense. The
Spartans dominated most of the
game. The first halfofthe game
the score was 0-0. Then in the
second half Mark Digrazia re
ceived a penalty kick and
scored. That was the only goal
in the game. Spartans one,
Richards zero!

This year's team is coached
by Kevin Stow. This is Mr.
Stow's second year coaching

the boys' varsity team. He has
led the varsity girls' soccer team
to two Conference wins. When
asked how he thinks this year's
team will do, he said, "We
should take Conference this
year."

The varsity team consists of
seventeen players. The strik
ers are: Mark Digrazia, Alex
Griff, and Joe Costabile. Jeff
Anderson, Charlie Duer, Tony
Walsh, Scott Kreydich, Dave
Berezewski, Mike Goshorn,
Martin Prazuch, and Pat Fisher
make up the midfield.

Bart Mroz, Rick Turek, Dan
Clemens, Dan Pasquarella, and
Steve Berryman make up the

defense. This year's goalie is
Jim Borskie.

The players are confident
about the season. According
to Dan Clemens, "Conference is
a real possibility this year as
long as we stay healthy and play
as a team."

Scott Kreydich agrees that
conference is a real possibiliy.

So far the Spartans overall
record is 4-2-1. Their confer
ence record is 1-0.

Not only is the varsity team
doing well so is our frosh-soph
team. They are coached by
Biaggio Savarino. The frosh
soph team's conference record

is also 1-0.

Mark Digrazia kicking the ball to the goal. (photo by Steve
Peters)

Cross country strides to victory
Amy Zero
StaffWriter

The Spartan cross county
team has begun to write another
chapter in the history of this
school's athletic program. They
are all racing into this year with
personal best times.

Coach David Johnson
coaches this year's girls' team.
This includes: seniors Emily
Buys, Sheryl Stiso;juniors Kelly
Cunneen, Shannon George,
Cassie Gonzales, Laura Mottl,
Dominika Rojewski, Tracy
Schnabel, Melissa Storm, Katie
Vogel, Amy Zero, Candie
Zichmiller; sophomores Krista
Cheek, Kristen Kearney, Anita
Pudzisz, and freshmen
Stephanie Achter, Jessica
Blanco, Amanda Cerf, Kari
Freitag, Ranya Hassan, Tara
Hosek, Natalie Liakopoulos,

Cross Country team prepares to trample the competition. (photo by Bryan Allie)

Danielle Nicosia, Kristin Rawl. times being 16:21 and 16:40 (re- commented on goals. One is to
The girls have competed in 3 spectively) for2.5 miles. v qualify as a team for sectionals.

meets- the Plainfield Invite, a In addition, outstanding Personally, all would like to de
dual Oak Forest meet taking freshman Stephanie Achter has fend conference titles, and see
home the win, and the Reavis taken a top running spot, her new titles created.
Invite. best at 17:08. The boys team, is coached

Laura Mottl and Cassie Captains Laura Mottl, Cassie by Mr. John Leary and Mr. Brian
Gonzales have led the team, best Gonzales, and Kelly Cunneen Brandt. Members include se-

niors Bill Palmer (captain), Bryan
Allie, Rich Swiatek, Doug
Terrell;juniors Scott Kreydich,
Len Musielak, Ryan O'Connor,
Aaron Osmanski, Jeff
Selmeister, Rob Wheeler;
sophomores Nick Spatafore,
Sean Banasiak, RafCovarrubias,
Mitch Daley, Dan Sullivan;
freshmen Jeremy Prendergast,
Justin Lopez, Joe Fattore.

The boys competed in the
same 3 meets as the girls' team,
but recorded their first loss to
Oak Forest. Though the sea
son has started with disappoint
ment, a positive light is found
with a fantastic # I runner, Bryan
Allie, great returning runner Bill
Palmer, and spectacular find in
Jeremy Prendergast. Advanc
ing as a team to sectionals is a
top goal. Coach Leary stated,
"We'll make realistic goals and
give them a run for their money."
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Girls tennis strikes again
Steve Peters
StajJWriter

After reigning as ICA North
Conference hampions in 1999,
the lady partan tennis teams
are ready to defend their cham
pionships once again in the new
millennium.

Coached by Mr. Chuck
Lawson, a retired OLCHS
teacher, the girl 'var ity tennis
team has their standards set
high.

These standards are already
being met. This can be seen by
their 6-1 overall record.

This year, Mr. Lawson has
set up a great team of girls in
cluding: Ausra Brooks at first
singles, Debbie Zwirkoski at
second singles, Christina Koch

. and Nicole Thurzo at first
doubles, Angela Montoya and
Dayna Ilojek at second
doubles, and Meena Babu and
Sandy Montoya at third
doubles.

AI 0 playing for the varsity
team this year are Laura Perez
playing single, r1inda Garcia
and Melissa Ba ke playing
double, Giulia Calafiore and
Jenna Harper playing doubles,
and Liz Kowalczyk and Sam
Manchen also playing doubles.

The var ity squad also has
played in 2 tournaments bring
ing home second place at the
Lockport Tournament and fin
ishing fir t in the Joliet Tourna
ment.

Coached by first year coach
Mr. ampson, the froshJsoph

girl team has turned in a 5-1
record, which is also very good.
Their starting eight include:
Hannah Abdullah at first
singles, assie Fogarty at sec
ond singles, Monica Zavala and
Joanna Kaminski at first
doubles, Audra Brooks and
Kelly Keating at second
doubles, and Joyce Manchen
and Nichole howen at third
doubles.

Becky Puhr, Jamie Hojek,
Jorie Helstern, Brianna Tucci,
Emily Goetz, Alex Vuich, Tricia
Pajac, Christine McNeela, and
Christine Augustyniak make up
the rest of the team.

The team also placed well at
2 tournaments including second
at Thornwood and first at the
Richards tournament.

Debbie Zwirkoski smashing the ball back to the opponent.
(photo by Steve Peters)

Football punts one home

Rob Peterson picking up a fumble by Eisenhower. (Photo by
Rich Swiatek)

Mike Boll looking down field to pass the ball to an open receiver. (Photo by Richard Swiatek)

Freshmen

This year's freshman football
team has been very impressive.
With a roster of less players
than usual for a freshman team,
they have compiled a 4-1 record
and are 3-0 in conference at
press time. The leader of the
team is Brad Scaduto who also
has stepped up to be a key
player for the "Sophomore team.

Other key players are: quar
terback Allen Russo, lineman
Adam Probst, and cornerback
Jim Troy who is leading the
team in tackles so far this sea-
on.

los e fool you. This is a very
good team. Don't count them
out ju t yet.

year, the partan sophomore
teamJ1a r turned with that same
goal'ln mind. However, the
sophdmores have lost 3 very

.. \ .. -
close games.

This can be attributed to the
losses of two very key players.
Quarterback Mike Boll has
stepped up to the varsity level,
while their leading scorer and
tackler from last season, Joe
Debias, suffered an injury in the
first game, and could be out for
the rest of the season.

In their absence, however, a
number ofplayers have stepped
up to fill leadership roles. Gerald
Gilligan, Pat Probst, Dennis

ulit, and Joe Norris have been
leaders all season and are still
intent on being repeat confer
ence champs. Don't let the 3

ophomores
After winning conference last

5, the Spartans have believed
they will finish with a winning
record and have not given up
that belief. The Spartans have
seen some impressive play from
their defense, led by senior line
backer Matt Murphy and strong
safety Tom Gamino. Against
Shephard, the Spartan defense
stopped the Astros over a
dozen times within the 10-yard
line.

This defense has caused and
recovered a number offumbles
and has accumulated 4 intercep
tions, in addition to a defensive
touchdown scored by Cole
Hewitt on a 35-yard fumble re
covery against Eisenhower.

tory.
The bad news is that of the

35 players, only 5 played dur
ing the win over rete Monee
(Senior Tom amino, Mike
Gary, Nick Grabarek, and Matt
Murphy; Junior, Joe Ognibene.)

Five new seniors (Colc
Hewitt, Jim Goldrick, Marcos
Gleffe, and Dan Echavarria)
have joined to help out, but the
majority of this team (86%) has
never played a down at the var
sity level.

As Coach Sebuck would say,
"They're greener than the grass
they play on."

From the first practice on Ju Iy

Mike Martinez
StajJWriter

October 22, 1999: The Oak
Lawn Spartans varsity football
team is playing its final game of
the season again t the playoff
bound Crete Monee Indians.

The Spartans on Iy had 14 ac
tive player and nearly every
body believed that they had no
chance to win. However, the
Spartans pulled offa miraculous
win that night and ended their
season in the best possible way.
This year the partans began
the season with 35 players,
much more than in recent his-

Guys Golf is "driving" away the competition
Becky Powers
StajJWriter

Once again another school
year has started and another
page in partan history i on its
way. The golf team has begun
its season with hopes of win
ning a conference title.

Last year, the partans were
able to attain their goal, but this
year, shorthanded without any
seniors, taking conference
might be more ofa struggle. Mr.
Moonier, head golf coach, be
lieves this year will be a hard

one, but next year there will be
more opportunity to succeed.

This year's partan golfteam
includes: Joel Alford, Marty
Hamilton, Kevin Deetz, Mitch
Downey, Mike McNeela, Scott
Orban, Ja on wiatek, Matt

lemens, luis Kilcoyne, Jeff
Kopf, Justin Thompson, Pat
Verschave, and Nick Winski.

The vast majority of these
golfers are sophomores, so the
competition against the experi
enced varsity members is going
to be one of the disadvantages

to having a young team. How
ever, a clear advantage of a
young team is that everyone ha
more time together, and they can
learn more this year to use for
next year.

This year will definitely be a
learning experience for all ofthe
golfers. They have already trav
eled on the road to success, by
def~ating the Richard Bulldogs.
This will fill the golfers with the
confidence they need to strive
throughout the rest of the ea
son.

Mike Dorian driving the ball to the green. (photo by Rich
Swiatek)
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seen this

man?
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Mr. Moonier and the
adventures of

"Grammar Man"
The Spartanite has discov

ered yet another superhero mak
ing his own legacy at OLCHS.
Mr. Moonier is taking advan
tage of an old Halloween cos
tume he once conjured up by
using it as a teaching tool in pre
paring his junior tudents for the
Prairie tate Assessment Exam.
The helmet features various
grammatical rules applicable to
writing test found in the exam.

School on Wednesday, October
II. After the auditions, top scor
ers in each category are selected
for callbacks to audition again
on the day of the District festi
val for all-state choir or band.

The District I festival will be
held on November 18 at Lincoln
Way East High chool in Frank
fort, Illinois. The festival begins
at3:30p.m.

The state fe tival will be held
from January 24-27 in Peoria, Il
linois.

[MEA qualifiers (L to R) Mike Sullivan, ick Blazina, Josh
Gentile, Meena Babu, Beth Dommer.

triads C3-note chords), and
tonal memory. Tonal memory
consists of listening to a short
melody and singing it back to
show how well one learns mu
sic by ear.

The requirements for band
auditions include preparing all
12 major scales and perform ing
two etudes, which are short
pieces ofmusic. Band stud nts
lou tight read.

The District I audition was
held at Carl andburg High

"Once Upon a Mattress"
enchants the audiences

The cast of "Once Upon a Mattress."

••••••••••- able to find a husband or wife another kingdom so that he may
Brian Caster until their Prince, performed by marry his pregnant love, Lady
Editor-in-Chief Bryan Grant and Justin Lopez, Larken, performed by Sarah

finds a bride for himself. This Goldrick and Debbie Zwirkoski.
would be an easy feat if it When Sir Harry returns, he
weren't for Prince Dauntless's brings with him a moat-swim
mother, the devious Queen ming princess from the swamps
Aggravain, played by Susan named Winnifred, played by
Mueller and Amy Zavala. The Deanne Drechsler. The Queen
Queen demands that each ofthe plots with the Wizard, played by
princesses who come to her Brian Caster and JeffSelmeister,
kingdom, searching for her to rig a test and prove that she
son's hand in marriage, must is not a real princess.
first pass a"royalty test." How- Several members of the court
ever, they all inevitably fail: are onto the Queen's evil tac-

Furthermor ,all is not well in tics. King Sextimus, played by
this magical kingdom; the ladies- Marc Palluck, has been placed

• in-waiting and the knights are under a spell in which he is un
anxious to get married. Sir Harry, able to speak. This proves most

played by Ryan 0' onnor, in- (Continued on page 3)
sists that he find a princess in

"Once Upon a Mattress" is
the latest musical to be per
formed by the Oak Lawn High
School Theater program. The
play is a fractured fairy tale spin
offof the famous "Princess and
the Pea." The twenty mat
tresses and the pea remain the
same, but the rest of the story is
completely different.

Performances for the public
began yesterday and also will
take place November 3, 4, and 5.
Opening Act begins at 7:30 p.m.
in the Little Theater. Tickets are
$4 for students and $5 for adults.

The play takes place in a sad
kingdom, where citizens are un-

Friclay, November 3, 2000

Nazneen Yasin
News Editor

IMEA is the Illinois Music
Educators' As ociation. This
organization sponsor an an
nual competition for musicians
in nine districts in Illinois. Nearly
fifty schools, totaling over 2000
students participated in this
year's District I auditions, which
includes many students from
OLCHS. The audition are held
for both band and choir.

Students from OLCHS se
lected to the District I Choir this
year are: sophomore Josh Gen
tile, junior Meena Babu, junior
Nick Blazina, and. s.enior Beth
Dommer. This year'~ District I
band member is senior Mike
Sullivan.

The requirements for the cho
ral audition include preparing
five songs to be performed at
th i trict fe tival, an m n
strating musicianship skills
through sight reading, singing

Students chosen to perform
in District music festival

Spa

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

Students
chat with
principal

Dr. Fronczak has taken a new
step in acquiring information on
problems tudents face
throughout their education.
With the help of Mr. Murphy
and Mrs. Klusendorf, she has
held lunches with students to
discuss how the educational
process can achieve its maxi
mum potential and how stu
dents can be more successful.

These lunches were held on
October 4 and 5 during all lunch
periods, and on October I I and
12 during 4/5 period.

Issues discussed were in
creased interaction between
teachers and students, more pa
rental involvement, a student's
lack ofself-confidence, and set
ting personal goals.

Dr. Fronczak plans to hold
more lunches and believes that
this method ofstudent involve
ment has provided useful stu
dent opinions. According to Dr.
Fronczak, "I enjoy meeting stu
dents and getting their perspec
tives. It was a wonderful expe
rience and I would love to have
more opportunities to do so."
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Should children be given the same punishment
as adults for the same crime?

Juvenile offender Nathaniel
Abraham faces adult punish
ment for murder

Four students and one
teacher were killed in a
Jonesboro, Arkansas Middle
School

'monkey see, monkey do'. The
development of a ch iId follows
basically the same rule. If chil
dren witness violence and have
become used to it, then they will
probably act violently because
of what they have seen."

At what age should children
receive the same type of pun
ishment for their crimes as adults
do? Psychologists, who can
basically pin point the age in
which children are able to dis
tinguish between right and
wrong, can answer the question
according to what studies have
shown.

Psychologist Dr. Jean Piaget
stated that from ages 7 to 12 a
child begins to deal with ab
stract concepts and at age 12 a
child begins to reason logically
and systematically.

Therefore, Dr. Piaget con
cluded that a child could not
completely distingui h the dif
ference between right and
wrong before the age of 12. lie
believed that at this age, hav
ing full knowledge of what hc/
she is doing, children should
then receive the same punish
mcnt as an adult would.

Children should be held re
sponsible for the crimes they
commit, but they should not re
ceive the same punishment as
adults do. There is still a lot of
time to correct a child's violent
behavior and to treat that child
in a very effective way.

Many psychologists have
high hopes for troubled adoles
cents and their futures. They
tend to support court decisions
to give children a lesser punish
ment. ociety is not accepting
violent children, but rathcr try
ing to correct them to make for a
brighter future.

Beth Ott
Editor-In-Chief

After the Columbine tragedy
and the more recent alifomia
murder of a 3-year-old boy by
two girls, ages 5 and 6, the is
sue of whether or not children
should receive the same penal
ties for crimes as adults do is
heating up. How much respon
sibility can the courts really
place on the child?

Children are young and not
fully developed. They still have
much to learn and can't be fully
held responsible for their crimes.
This is why courts have sepa
rate facilities and punishments
for juveniles. The courts rec
ognize that there is still time to
correct a child's behavior.

Every person goes through
developmental stages in which
they learn how to walk, talk, eat,
etc. Children also go through
stages in which they learn how
to behave and understand the
difference between right and
wrong. Many factors can influ
ence the development ofa child
and the way that they act.

Studies have shown that
most children who commit crimes
come from abusive families, trau
matic backgrounds, have men
tal disorders or have been de
sensitized by violence. hildren
begin to see violence as being
more acceptable and are more
likely to resort to it. If children
are used to seeing violence on
television, video games or in the
home, then they are very likely
to view violence as an accept
able behavior.

Psychologist Dr. chreier
from Temple Univer ity says,
"We have all heard the saying
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violent crime and then lets them
walk the streets and commit an
other crime.

Juvenile offenders have been
committing what would be con
sidered "adult" crimes in greatly
increasing number. Here in the
real world, the "innocent" juve
niles, ages 12 to 18, commit 28
percent of all personal crimes
such as rape, robbery, aggra
vated and simple assault, and
theft. The adult arrest rate for
murder rose 9 percent from 1982
to 1992. The correspondingju
venile arrest rate increased by
128 percent. In fact, the Na
tional Center for Juvenile Jus
tice, which studied such juve
nile crime trends from 1982 to
1992, estimates that the average
arrest rate for violent crime in
dex offenses will increases 101
percent by 20 I0 and the juve
nile arrest rate for murder will
increase 45 percent. The juve
nile justice system is obviously
not doing its job in the fight
against crime in Arhc,ica.

The juvenile justi e system
does not do a proper J b of in
timidation. But then again, how
can it? Ifajuvenile commits a
murder, that person receives
little or no punishment. TIle lack
of intimidation in the juvenile
justice system causes the juve
niles to lose any respect they
might have for authority. And
why not? How could they have
respect for a system that allows
them to do as they please? Ju
veniles will continue to commit
crimes their whole lives without
a reason not to. Why? Because
they can, and they know it. A
stricter justice system is needed
now; the lack of one will only
continue to breed the future of
a criminal America.

Brian Caster
Editor-In-Chief

The juvenile justice system
is simply not doing its job any
more. What is the point ofhav
ing a juvenile justice system in
addition to the adult justice sys
tem? Some would say to reduce
recidivism and rehabilitate
young offenders. But these
noble aspirations are clearly not
met. In fact,juvenile offenders
have been committing very
adult offenses in increasing
numbers. The differences be
tween punishments in the two
di fferent justice systems are so
great that punishments cannot
be fairly dealt to "child" offend
ers.

In a utopian society, the ju
venile justice system would
work. And who wouldn't want
it to? But the idea of rehabi lita
tion simply doe n't work any
more. A report done in 1994 on
juveniles in New York found a
re-offense rate approaching 90
percent. Ninety percent of the
"rehabilitated" juveniles are
going back out on the street and
committing the same crimes a
second time.

A recent study tracking 926
males released from Washing
ton state's division of juvenile
rehabilitation revealed a recon
viction rate within two years of
68 percent, with 53 percent of
thejuveniles committing at least
one violent offense during that
time. This center, which special
izes in rehabilitation, couldn't
even rehabilitate half of the
people that left. I highly doubt
that people enjoy the thought
of having a justice system that
lightly punishes criminals for a
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_ ...-1 "Children don't know the difference between
right and wrong yet. Childhood is the time
to learn how to steer clear of breaking the
law. They also need to learn from their mis
takes by getting a punishment a little less
harsh than an adult's punishment."

-Christina Cucci

"If you teach children that crimes are wrong
now, they might learn their lesson and not
commit crimes as adults. If children are al
lowed to get away with crimes, then they will
act the same when they are older. This is
why there are so many criminals in the world.
A stricter punishment system for kids might
better our society."
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mance that will enrapture you
with much comedy and many
musical numbers.

The play is directed by Mr.
Tom Dzurison and assistant di
rector Monica Zavala. Jean
Brown is the choreographer and
Martha Rowsey is the music di
rector. Dave Jodelka plays the
drums, and Mrs. Carrier over
sees Make-up and Publicity.

men include Caleb Kosek, Bill
Lovecky, Ray Mockus, Aaron
Osmanski, Steve Peters, George
Selmeister, Ed uda and Dan
Thompson.

Will Prince Dauntless finally
marry? an King Sextimus out
smart his wife? Can the Prin
cess pass the royalty test?
Come and find out the story
behind the fairy tale in a perfor-

Play (conlJfrom page 1

)v( a-Orland Dri~ng ~choot Inc
~d\ ~20 off .our regular price

for the complete 42 hour program,

ror more information call
(108) 425-1111

difficult when he must use the
assistance of the Minstrel,
played by Jason Cascio, and the
Jester, performed by Carolyn
D;kselis, to stop his wife's plan
so his son can get married.

The rest of the kingdom must
wait to marry until a suitable prin
cess can be found. The ladies
in-waiting include Tina Cucci,
Christina Derencius, Megan
Hincks, Celine
Metzger, Val
Olson and Jen
nifer Rolniak.

Princess No.
12 is played by
Tori Fisher, and
Guenevere
Grana plays
the Nightin
gale. Ricci
Cisco, Rachel
Kozlowski,
B rig i d
LaJ eu nesse
and Jacqui
Pugh play the
kitchen
wenches.

The gentle
men grow ex
asperated wait
ing to marry
their ladies.
These gentle-

of Mr. carpelli's hobbies are
writing, playing basketball and
baseball, and gardening. Christ
mas is his favorite holiday, be
cause it gives him the opportu
nity to visit with family and
friends. Mr. Scarpelli is al 0 a
big fan of the White Sox and
Bulls. Collecting memorabilia is
another one of his favorites.
Doing so brings back memories
of<ij[ferent events in his life.

If he wasn't a teacher, Mr.
Scarpelli would be in communi
cations, specifically baseball
broadcasting. lIis hero is his
father, for the reason that his
dad worked his entire life with
out complaining and he always
had a smile on his face.

ing people off drugs and alco
hol. We should continue such
acts for the rest of the year.

During the week, ADD sold
sucker and buttons, di trib
uted red ribbons and handouts
on substance abuse, and helped
pass out Red Ribbon Week Chal
lenge Quizzes to students.

Each day of the week ADD
sponsored a different theme
and students dressed accord
ingly. Monday's theme was
"Put Drugs and Alcohol to Bed"
and people wore their pajamas
to school. Tuesday's theme was
"Friends Don't Let Friends Do
Drugs and Alcohol." People
dressed alike to show that they
support each other's choice not
to use drugs.

On Wednesday the theme
was "Be Classy, Don't Use
Drugs and Alcohol" and stu
dents dressed up nicely to
show that they do not need
drugs in their lives. Thursday's
theme was "Be Bright, Don't
Use Drugs and Alcohol" and
students wore bright colors to
show that they are smart enough
to stay away from drug use.

Friday had a theme of "Tum
Your Life Around, Don't Do
Drugs," which symbolized ex
perimenting with another image,
but not with drugs and alcohol.

A demolished car was dis
played on the outhwest High
way side of the school to show
the consequences of driving
drunk. Mrs. Egan hopes that
viewing the wreck will be an eye
opener for teens. SADO hopes
that more people will participate
in this event and that Red Rib
bon Week 200 I will be an even
bigger success!

Red Ribbon Week
•

IS a success
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Teacher Feature omeone you S ou ow
to create a program. snowboarding, and rock climb-Mr. Scarnelli ~e:~aE~~t~~ Another setback to the ing. lie prefers doing stunts

Y group's progress was the diffi- rather than playing sports be-
"Boys will be boys." Well, if culty they experienced in find- cause, "I enjoy what I'm doing!

all boy were as intriguing a ing time to practice in the gym, I just wanna have a good time,
Rob Kaczmark is, that popular because Mr. carpelli was the and that's all I think about when
saying might have better con- only staff member willing to su- I'm out there [perfonning]."
notations clinging to it. ... But pervise them. But other admin- In addition to involving him-
who is Kacanark? What makes istrators have al 0 lent a help- self in stunt show, Kaczmark
his name and persona so recog- ing hand, some even as live ob- also enjoys being a member of
nizabletoanystudentatOL,be-tacles. lie believes that the the enior Class Advisory
sides the obvious good looks most important aspect of the Board and of the Forensics
and charm? The Spartumt€! team. lIe is president of the
thinks it's definitely his pec- youth group at his church, and
tacular creation of the popular he tarted his own deejaying
" uper K tunt Show", so this busines. Kaczmark has
issue features Senior Rob deejayed for many school-re-
Kaczmark as "Someone You lated events, as well as many
Should Know." events unrelated to school.

Kaczmark is the creator of the Kaczmark 's wide range oftal-
"Super K tunt Show," a stunt enls also has led him to film com-
show held annually during the show is that it helps many kids mercials, and he auditioned for
Homecoming Pep Assembly, get involved in a school activ- yet another as of Oct. 24. lie
featuring students who either ity. The amount of work re- hopes to put out a deejaying CD
dance or pcrfonn various stunts quired to create the tunt show by Christmas, while keeping up
on bikes, roller skates, roller successfully is seen in the many with all of his other activities.
blades, skateboards, or, as of hours of dedicated practice put As for his future after high
this year, scooters. in by every student. Kaczmark school, Kaczmark would like to

He first organ ized such a is.emphatic about retuming af- take classes for deejaying on
stunt show during his eighth ter he graduates to continue the radio and find ajob in radio
grade year and continued the coaching future performances broadcasting, while still con
perfonnances for all of his four and helping out as much as tinuing his other interests.
years at Oak Lawn. Kaczmark possible because, he ays, "It' De pite all that's going on in
says he originally wanted to do been a lot offun for me and the his busy life, he refuses to be
bike tricks in the IIomecoming other kids, and I hope it'll stay come overwhelmed. "I just live
parade his fre hman year, but that way once I leave." for right now," he says simply.
Mr. Scarpelli suggested that he Kaczmark is proud that he was "I don't worry about tomorrow,
perform during the assembly in- able to create something that or the next day...and besides, I
stead. benefits and interests so many get some help from my main man

By the time Kaczmark'sjun- other people, since it is based upstairs."
ior year came around, he had entirely upon a personal hobby. Whatever help he receives
fonnedacompletevisionofwhat He began performing stunts has certainly been put to good
he wanted the show to encom- at the end of sixth grade, and use. For now, hi main goal is
pass. He says the most difficult has enjoyed many different ac- to "make the most of my senior
part of organizing the perfor- tivities, ranging from bike tricks, year and keep doing what l' m
mance was getting nearly forty swing dancing, and break danc- doing."
kids to work together effectively ing, 0 skateboarding,

Lindsey Dedioa
StajJWriter

Tina Cucci
StoffWriter

Imagine coming to school
and finding James Bond 007 as
your English teacher. If Mr.
Scarpelli could be anyone for a
day, that could very well hap
pen. lie would like to be James
B nd so that he could overcome
unbelievable odds on a daily ba
sis.

Mr. Scarpelli has been teach
ing at OL for thirty-one year.
lie teache in the English De
partment, and is al 0 one of the
sponsors of Student Council.

While attending Bogan High
chool in Chicago, he played

basketball. His high school var
sity basketball coach inspired
him to pursue a career in teach
ing. Mr. Scarpelli attended the
University ofillinois at Chicago,
where he was actively involved
in basketball.

His favorite color is any
shade of brown, and he also
enjoys music with a pleasant
tune, such as jazz or rock. Some

Every year rhe community of
Oak Lawn establishes a Red
Ribbon Week that promotes
staying away from hannful sub
stances like drugs and alcohol.
This year OLCHS' ADD mem
bers (Students Against De
structive Decisions) and spon
sor Mr . Egan held an infonna
tive scm inar in the Little The
ater on October 18 entitled the
"Agony of Ecstasy."

peakers at the eminar told
of this life-threatening drug's
effects on both users and their
families. Students learned to
recognize the signs of drug use
and how to help a drug user re
cover from their habit.

SADD members created a
chain of paper strips signed by
students pledging to stay drug
and alcohol free. The chain was
connected with other area
schools' paper chains to fonn
one continuous chain for the
Red Ribbon Week Kick-off.

The Kick-off was held on
October 21 at the Vi Ilage Green.
The event included introduc
tory speakers, decoration ofthe
area with red ribbons and ban
ners, and a local business walk
to share the message with the
Oak Lawn community.

OLCIIS Senior Rob Kaczmark
was the OJ during the festivi
ties. Refreshments, pizza, and
prizes were offered to make the
day quite worthwhile. Red Rib
bon Week officially began that
aftemoon and lasted until Oc
tober 27. But SADD believes
that not only one week of the
year should be devoted to keep-



Deborah Zwirkoski.
Second-year recipients are:

Tara Alexander, Meena Babu,
Brittany Barsevick, Wi II iam
Blaettler, Giulia Ca1afiore, Jason
Cascio, Kelly Cunneen, Chris
tina Derencius, Deanne
Drechsler, Michael Goshorn,
Monica Kapustka, Richard
Koch, Amanda Kramer, David
Lundeen, Raymond Mockus,
Laura Mottl, Jonathon Naples,
Diana Ocampo, Ryan O'Connor,
Valerie Olson, Anthony Pape,
Daniel Pasquarella, Nicholas
Purdy, Ryan Wheeler, and Amy
Zero.

Third-year recipients are:
Jennifer Bartkowiak, Emily
Buys, Brian Caster, heryl Cole,
Sabrina Harper, Kasia
Jachymczyk, David Jodelka,
Marjorie Koeppen, Thomas
Miller, William Palmer, Melissa
Renz, and Matthew Ulanowski.

sonal experiences from pro
fessionals. Universities
and colleges, which offer
training and specialize in the
occupation, are listed for
students.

Other important features
on Bridges are financial
aid, scholarship, and home
work help. Bridges offers
links that will make search
ing for scholarships and fi
nancial aid easier. Thi pro
gram is an excellent tool for
students who need help
finding information on plan
ning for the future.

To get more information
please see your coun elors.
The website address is
http://cx.bridges.com.

these type "humor" and
search. Try searching
www.yahoo.com

and their accomplishments
proved to be refreshing inspira
tions to all the members of the
audience.

First-year receipients are:
John Burica, Krista Cheek, John
Ciciora, Karen Dee, Mitchell
Downey, Kiera Dymit, Jeffrey
Fitzgibbons, Erich Grawunder,
Jesse Gubemat, Sarah Hasan,
Jennifer Herrmann, Robert
Kaczmark, Kelly Keating, Jenni
fer Larson, Jenny Le, lizabeth
Lemrise, Jamie Matusiak, Sara
May, and Sarah McKinney.

Also first-year recipients are:
Leighanne Messina, Dorothea
Moeller, amantha Norris, Au
tumn Osmanski, Mallory Plu
ciennik, Megan Powell, rica
Purdy, Becky Raschke, Melissa
Riner, olleen Ryan, Matthew
Smith, James Sokoloski, Nicho
las patafore, Grant uhs,
Lauren Wallace, Sam ina Yasin,
Christina Zizumbo, and

laugh so much that YOlJ' II fall
to the ground.

To visit more web site~ike

Bridges has features to as
sist students in finding career
information, opportunities, em
ployment trends, self-employ
ment, recreation information,
skill needed for certain jobs,
volunteer ventures, and build
ing kills.

One particular feature stu
dents may enjoy is the per on
ality check, where you are asked
about your interests and hab
its, which is then used to pick
fi tTy job for the student accord
ingly.

The site includes informa
tion on job description, educa
tional requirements, number of
hours, salary, real life math prob
lems one would need to know
for the specific job, and per-L ~

Surfing the net? Click here...
r------------------~Special feature: Career searching

Meena Babu
News Editor

The following students were
honored at the Academic Letter
Awards ceremony on Septem
ber 29 for their extraordinary
achievements in academics at
OLCHS. Requirements for re
ceiving the award include main
taining a High Honors G.P.A. of
3.75 or above, while carrying at
least five subjects for both se
mesters ofthe 1999-2000 school
year. First year recipients re
ceived the OL Iionors Letter,
and second and third year re
cipients received Chevron Pin.

Also incorporated into the
ceremony were the Alumni Hall
of Fame Inductions of Mr.
Steven Hirsen (Class of 1967)
and Mr. Clifford Dykstra ( lass
of 1969). Both alumni were very
well spoken in their words of
gratitude and congratulations,

afa Kishta and Sam ina Yasin
StaffWriters
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Students honored
with Academic Letter

www.amuscd.com
This site is "the ultimate

guide to wasting time online."
This site kept me busy becau e
I had to find and search for more
sites. Once you get into this
site, you never want to get out
because it makes you laugh 0

much.
www.nctfunny.com/rhf

Net funny is another excel
lent, humorous site. Ifyou know
any or are looking for smart, stu
pid, funny, or silly jokes - most
likely you'll find it here. This
website has the all time greatest
jokes.
www.laughnet.nct

This site is my favorite out of
the listed three. It has the
coolest and most hilarious
down loads. It also contains
wonderful pictures, movie clips,
and songs that will make you

flight. Carnahan's son Randy
and senior aide Christopher
Sifford also died. Carnahan had
planned to unseat Republican

enator John Ashcroft, and his
name will remain on the ballot,
since the deadline for changing
one's candidacy has already
passed.

Minister Louis Farrakhan of
the nation of Islam recently or
ganized and led the Million Fam
ily March, five years after the
Million Man March. Farrakhan,
who had previously made state
ments critical ofJews and other
ethnic groups, claims he has
"broadened hi view." In his
two-hour speech, he lingered on
the idea that all races are equal
in the eyes of God.

The U.S. military destroyer,
US Cole, was attacked on Oc
tober 12 while refueling at Port
Aden in Yemen. Seventeen U..
sailors were killed, and thirty
nine were injured. Initial inves
tigations have suggested a pos-
ible link to terrorism.

1 _

On Tuesday, October 17,
Texas Governor George W. Bush
and Vice President AI Gore met
for the third and final time in a
presidential debate. Using a
town hall forn1at, 150 St. Lou is
area voters identified by the
Gallup organization as being un
decided took turns asking ques
tions ofeither candidate. Issues
discussed included Medicare
and Medicaid, social security,
education, tax cuts, abortion,
and foreign policy.

Missouri Governor Mel
arnahan died recently in a

plane crash during a private

David Montgomery
StaffWriter
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President Bill Clinton, U.N.
Secretary General Kofi Annan,
King Abdullah II ofJordan and
European Union ecurity Chief
Javier Solana participated in an
emergency peace summit in

harm el-Sheik, Egypt. The
ummit was intended to put an

end to the spree of violence and
killings that has erupted in the
West Bank between Israelis and
Palestinians. Barak and Arafat
eventually agreed to a statement
made by Clinton. 1l1Ough Arafat
agreed to the truce, both the Is
raelis and the Palestinians have
continued the violence.

A hley Foster
StaffWriter

The crew has dug up the
paint and the plywood for Oak
Lawn's fall musical, "Once
Upon a Mattress." The
show's crew has put in many
long and hard hours in build
ing the set for this year's fall
play.

A hand-painted lavender
castle and blue sky cover the
tage, which adds just a touch

of the medieval essence to the
set. This "Princess and the
Pea" spoofwouldn't be com
plete without its towering
stack of hand-sewn mat-

Offer expires 12/31/00 - BRING COUPON
Family owned and operated since 1972L ~
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....
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behind.-the-wheel lessons

Crew for "Once Upon a
Mattress" designs set

tresses which the wonderful tai- Ant h 0 n y
lors have been working very Pap e, Jeff
hard on and will soon be paint- Pape, Carrie
ing. Piecuch, Nicki

The students included in set P i z z a ,
and and stage crew for "Once MeganPowell,
Upon a Mattress" are Amanda Justin Ramel,
Berent, Miriam Bernal, Jennifer Ashley inger,
Campbell, uzie Campbell, Lisa Stuchley,
Christine Crawhorn, Peter RebeccaTerrell,
Dakuras, Val Demma, Jihane WesleyUsyak,
Figuigui, Julie Flores, Ashley Dana Vidra,
Fo ter, Nicole Frazier, Amanda Meg han
Fremouw, Tina Groenewold, Weisgerber,
Heidi Hewitt, Rick Holzle, Rick Kelly Whalen,
Holzle, Kasia Jachymczyk, Pam AdamWinchcll
Katz, Jessica Kenny, Dorie KolI, and Diana

ara Kummer, John Meneghini, Zink.
Wa ne Miller, AJ Na niello Jr.,
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honor." 1\
12.) "Iff could tell the world one thing, it
would be that we're all okay."
13.) "You broke another mirror, you're
turning into something you are not."
14.) "I want you to want me. I need you
to need me. I'd love you to love me. I'm
begging you to beg me."
IS.) "I cherish the thought of always
having you here by my side."
16.) "Although I would like the world to
change, it helps me to appreciate those
nights and those dreams."
17.) "You can't start a fire without a
spark."
18.) "In the arms of the angel, may you
find some comfort here."
19.) "Ifyou really want to party with me,
let me see just what you got for me."
20.) "I never conquered, rarely came; to
morrow holds such better days."
21.) "We didn't start the fire, it was al
ways burning since the world's been tum
ing."
22.) "If you want to be with me, baby
there's a price to pay."
23.) "The paper holds their folded faces
to the floor. And everyday the paper
boy brings more."
24.) "Every little thing I do, never seems
enough for you."
25.) "Time is on my side."

names?) in the 200 Meter Butterfly it was
considered a "great upset." When the
Australian men's 4 x100 Freestyle team
lead by Ian "Thorpedo" Thorpe (There
they go with the nicknames again!) de
feated the Amcrican men's team it was
an "unbelievable upset." The honor of
biggest up et was then given to Ameri
can Rulon Gardener when he defeated
Russian Aleksander "Bear" Karelin (I
guess Australia isn't the only country to
use nickname .) in Greco-Roman Wres
tling. This was Karelin 's first defeat since
1987.

Unfortunatcly, there was something a
little bit offwith gymnastics this year. In
Atlanta, the American women dominated
every cvcnt. This year they were lucky if
they could stay on the balance beam.
(They ended up placing 4lh 0 erall.) Then
during the all-around evcnt the vault was
set too low. All the gymnast are ending
up on their heads inside of landing 011

their fcet. I wonder, was someth ing
wrong? (I ley! Wait a minute! How come
it was okay for the Olympic committee to
mess up and et the vault too low, but
becausc Andreea Raducan took the
wrong medicine she no longer has a
medal?)

My last question to b answered, why
is shooting considered an Olympic sport?
But I think I'd better stop here andju t
hope that the 2004 games in Athens are a
little bit better.

Answers to Trivia Questions:
12.) Jewel 13.) Radiohead 14.) Cheap Trick
IS.) Madonna 16.) Creed 17.) Bruce
Springsteen 18.) Busta Rhymes 19.) a
rah McLaughlin 20.) Blink 18221.) Billy
Joel 22.) Christina Aguilara 23.) Pink
Floyd 24.) NSYNC 25.) The Rolling
Stones

Beth Ott
Editor-in-Chief

Okay, here's the deal. This trivia is
not as easy as you may think it is. We
give you a piece ofa song and you have
to provide the artist who sang it. You
don't get the title of the song, just the
lyric. Feel up to the challenge?

1.) "Thank you India."
2.) "Despite all my rage I'm stilljust a rat
in a cage."
3.) "I played with your heart, got lost in
the game."
4.) "Tell me something that is sure to
break my heart."
5.) "Your picture on my wall, it reminds
me that it's not so bad, it's not so bad."
6.) "I heard the news today, oh boy."
7.) "We all want to be big stars, but we
don't know why and we don't know
how."
8.) "I wish that 1could fly, into the sky,
so very high. Just likc'a dragonfly."
9.)' Though I try to hide it, it's clear. My
world crumbles when you are not near."
10.) "Tell me why, Ican't be there where
you are."
II.) "Heavy rings on fingers wave. An
other star denies the grave. See the no
where crowd cry the nowhere tears of

Melissa Renz
Sta.!JWriter

Olympic Upsets

Four years ago I sat on the edge of
my scat while watching the 1996 Atlanta
Olympic Ganles and seein he Magnifi
cent Seven bring homc thelgold. This
year I had to splash cold w.ter on my
face just to stay awake. Mayo 1 was
expecting too much. It could have been
that the games were held halfway around
the world. Or was it because I knew the
results of the events before they were
televised? (Got to love that 15 hour de
lay!) Alii know is thc 2000 Sydney Olym
pics Gamcs were definitcly lacking some
thing.

First ofall there was the whole "drug
candal." Who could forget poor little

Andreea Raducan. Thi Romanian g)m
l1a t had her gold medal stripped from
her because her doctor accidentally
mixed together two cold medicines caus
ing a banned drug to be in her body.
(What's next? Having your mcdal
stripped becausc you drank a sports
drink that didn't sponsor the Olympics?)

Another aspcct of the games that just
did not sit well with me was how every
victory was an "upset." I didn't think it
was possible to have so many upsets!
When American Mi ty Ilyman defeated
Australia's "Madame Butterfly" Susie
O'Neill (What's up with the Australians
and giving their athlctcs goofy nick-

1.) Alanis Morisette 2.) mashing Pump
kins 3.) Britney Spears 4.) Fenix TX 5.)
Eminem 6.) Beatles 7.) Counting rows
8.) Lenny Kravitz 9.) Macy Gray 10.)
Backstreet Boys 11.) Metallica

-------------------------

Rumor Weed. Not only that though, he
has hi own theme song and a music
video. We're still waiting for the prom
ised action figures. With his purple suit
and super-suction ears, there's nothing
this super-cucumber can't do.

Two very appealing edges to the mov
ies are the facts that they're funny and
that they contain an intermission. The
majority of the intermissions contain a
song and most often they are one of the
infamous "Silly Songs With Lany". One
of the most well known Silly Songs is

The Hairbrush Song.
However, for a change
of pace, a character
named Mr. Lunt{I think
he's a gourd or a type
ofsquash) sang a song
of his own, The
Cheeseburger ong.
Th is song has been
sung by my 6-yr-old
brother, and by mem
bers of the Spartan
Marching Band at the

last horne football game. Because these
songs and all the others are so popular
with Veggie Tales fans, the creators made
not one, but two videos full ofsing-along
songs. If you still haven't quite figured
out the end of The Cheeseburger ong,
the words are written on the bottom of
the screen in the sing-along video.

For tho e of you who are still feeling
left off the Veggie Tales bandwagon, I
encourage you to check this video se
ries out. You can find many of the vid
eos at various stores around the area and
at any hristian Bookstore. Then next
time you hear someone singing "If you
like to talk to tomatoes..." you won't have
to wonder if they were dropped when
they were little. You might find yourself
singing along with them.

Welcome my friends to holiday mad
ness. You haven't even finished your
candy apple' and pumpkin pies when all
ofa sudden, it's time for Chri tmas.

There are several survivor techniques
you must utilize in order to endure this
perilous time. First, stay in bed and don't
peal away the covers until after New
Year's. You're safer that way. But ifyou
must venture into the treacherous world
of holiday madness, there are a few things
you should remember.

To begin with, you need to know how
to shop. The most important thing to
remember is, don't be fooled by the "holi
day spirit". Good will toward men went
out when hristmas sales came in. You
have to be ruthless, if you expect to get
that new Play Station. Don't be scared
to push and shove your way to the be
ginning ofthe line. Camping outside the
store is always an effective technique.

Another thing to remember is to start
early. Instead of waiting till the day be
fore Christmas to shop for everyone, it is
always best to get a head start. The best
approach? Anticipate the mad rush for
presents and go to all of the after Christ
mas sales to start on next year's shop
ping or start shopping now.

In Thanksgiving and Stuff ... ing

Feature...
Page 6

Recently the names Lany the Cucum
ber and Bob the Tomato have become
household words. These two veg
etables are the stars of the ever popular
video series called "Veggie Tales". Origi
nally, this series of 14 movies had been
advertised to the younger generation,
our little brothers and sisters. Now the
high school and college students are
jumping on the vegetable bandwagon,
not wanting to be left
behind.

The series began
about 3 or 4 years ago
with a movie called
"Where's God When
I'm Scared?". From
the title, many people
will immediately realize
that these videos not
only entertain, but aim
to bring in a 'religious'
aspect as well. As
well as Lany and Bob, the movies fea
ture Jr. Asparagus, Jimmy and Jerry
Gourd, the French Peas and many oth
ers. The first non-vegetable who joined
the family was given the name Madame
Blueberry. he starred in her own movie,
which teaches its watchers the essential
virtue ofthankfulness. A few ofthe other
movies also aim to teach a lesson to view
ers about issues like selfishness, cour
age, and the power of words.

Among the e various Veggie Tales
characters, a superhero has emerged.
They call him Lany-Boy. The brain child
of Lany the ucumber, this superhero
has taught many people that you don't
need to be someone that you're not. He
has starred in two movies where he com
bats the Fib from uter pace, and the

abrina Dymit
Entertainment Editor

Jenny Campbell
Sta.!JWnter

If You Like To Talk To Tomatoes...

That Tim~ of Y~ar

It's getting to be that time ofyear again.
Leave an: turning to shades of red and
yellow, there's a crisp coldness in the
wind, and the di tinct scent of holiday
madness in the air. In order to survive
first you need to know what it is.

It begin when the first green leafbe
gins to fade. As soon as fall comes
around, Halloween decorations appear
on every lawn, and hristmas trees in
every store. Ilere i the first clue that
holiday madness is on its way.

When the la t nickers bar is dropped
into some little devil or witch's trick-or
treat bag, Ilalloween is forgotten and
Thanksgiving takes over, all the while
Santas are infesting all the shop win
dows. Then, it hits.

Thanksgiving night, you can look
through your neighbors' windows Gust
be careful, there are laws you know) and
see them packing away the turkeys and
pulling out the elves. You know by day
break all the houses in your neighbor
hood will be illuminated by Christmas
lights, and your neighbors will be scram
bling to make it to the six a.m. sales.
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THE WISHBONE

OaHtP~S lilo at OlOHS

A long time ago,
Back in Plymouth they say.
The Pilgrims got together,

To celebrate a day.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~ Pilgrim Poem ~
: By Lauren Wallace :

• StaffWriter

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nevermind their differences;
They set them aside.

With their new-found friends,
They had no reason to hide.

In today's world it's just a holiday,
A day like Halloween.

A time for love, and repeated stories,
And everything in between.

A day that came to giving thanks,
For all the things they had.

A day that comes but once a year,
Whether it's in good times or in bad.

You run, you hide, it's almost over,
The day is almost through.

You sit and sigh, you'd rather cry,
But next year, they're coming too.

The food is great, the family okay,
You want to leave, but you can't.
What do you do, what do you do,

You run like an elephant!

The Pilgrims and the Indians,
Joined forces together as one.

They celebrated this event,
And shared food, laughter, and fun.

Peace remained in Plymouth,
Religion and food were shared.

Our land remained our land,
The Indians were no longer feared.

IIere comes your grandma,
Watch your cheeks! Your aunts and uncles, too.

o many people, so much time,
They're aII here to see you!

•••••••••••••

••••••••••

proceeded to tell me ofthe story
my uncle had just recited.

Somehow, something just
didn't seem right, didn't seem
enough. I probed some more,
"Isn't there anything else you
remember Gram?" Using acom
bination of intuition and listen
ing to my grandmother's voice,
I think Iactually heard a tear roll
down her cheek.

"Oh sweetie, I knew you'd
eventually look past the fact that
you had drawn a simple wish
bone from our box and listen to
what the past was telling you.
Your uncle was partly right when
he told you the story of that
Thanksgiving turkey, but what
he didn't know was that your
grandfather had been given six
months to live when he brought
me that turkey," my grand
mother said.

"I was terrified that that
would be the last time I'd get to
see that dear man carve our
Thanksgiving turkey. When he
carved the meat from the bones,
I saved that wishbone and let it
dry. Every day I wished upon
that bone that he would live to
see many more Thanksgivings
to come."

"I was too afraid to actually
break the bone and see whether
or not my wish would corne true,
so I lell it whole. Then when
the time came for an object to
be placed into Tradition 1919, I
slipped the wishbone in, and
there it has remained whole, and
so has your grandfather."

scribe my sentiment at my year
long project. A wishbone drawn
from a turkey- a plain, ordinary
wishbone.

Two weeks before the annual
family gathering when the item's
secret was to be revealed by its'
private investigator, my mother
lovingly reminded me if [ had
done the necessary snooping.
Ofcourse I had not, and did not
intend to do so until I absolutely
had no choice. Looking at the
look on her face, I had no choice.

I plopped onto my bed and
called my uncle, the man with
an answer for any question,
even if it's not always the right
one. He had an answer, but cer
tainly not the one I was looking
for. "That must be from the time
your grandfather called your
grandmother from the store,
asking ifshe wanted a fresh tur
key for Thanksgiving.

Of course she said 'sure,
that's what I was hoping for.'
And your grandfather brought
home a turkey- one so fresh he
was still gobble-gobbling
around when your grandfather
dragged him in!" I thanked my
uncle and hung ut:>~,

Sure, it was a funn~ story, but
the anecdote didn't em spe
cial enough to be placed among
the ranks of Tradition 1919.
After thinking long and hard, [
phoned my grandmother, ask
ing her if there had been any
special wishbones in her life. [
could hear her smile in her voice
even over the phone, and she

Val Olson
StaffWriter

Well, it's that time of year
again, the time when one of the
teenagers in my family has to
do a little research. No, it's not
an annual research paper, it's a
tradition; one that was started
years and years ago, the year
my grandmother was born
(1919).

The tradition involves a small
wooden box, ornately carved
with leaves and flowers, and on
the petals of each and every
flower is the first name of each
child born into the konie fam
ily. The carving takes place on
his/her 13th birthday. Now I'm
sure you're t~inking to yourself,
"Wow! A wooden box is one
exciting tradition!" but let me tell
you more about Tradition 19 J9.

Every year, one family mem
ber has the opportunity to place
an object into the box. Obvi
ously not just any object is ac
ceptable- an object that has
deep sentimental value or a spe
cial anecdote behind it is nec
essary.

Every year since my grand
mother was born, one of the
teens with his/her name newly
carved into Tradition 1919
draws an object from the depths
of the past. It is then that teen's
duty to research the reason that
the item was placed into the box.
This year [drew from Tradition
1919. The word disappointment
was an understatement to de-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The family always fights over the po

tatoe because they arc so appealing.

Have a Happy Bird-day Everybody!

Thanksgiving has always becn the most

competitive holiday of the entire year

with our family. Every nc is always try

ing t get a leg up on each other.

o bring your family and also your friends,
Share some quality time.

Li ten to stories, laugh and smile,
And everything will be fine.

Thanksgiving is the best time for the fam

ily to get a breast of what IS gOing on

with everyone else.

Sully's Silly
Thanksgiving Puns

Everyone who has been in Mr. Sullivan's class knows that he i
the "King of Puns." lie decided to share some of his Thanksgiv
ing Puns with the OL HS student body so that they have the
opportunity to make their family laugh this Thank giving.

tions about God and their be
liefs.

So how's Youth for Christ dif
ferent from other programs?
Youth for Christ members be
lieve that teens struggle with
feelings of confusion, anger,
apathy, loneliness, guilt, and
fear. Youth for hrist intends
to provide them a place ofcom
fort where they can tind some
answers in an uncertain world.

Statistics concerning teenag
ers are outrageous! These in
clude 75% of all crimes are be
ing committed by this age
group, one in 12 teenagers at
tempt suicide, and the average
age for first time drug use is only
13. Youth for Christ and Cam
pus Life recognize the e statis
tics and have set a goal to do
something about them.

In fact Campus Life may even
be coming to Oak Lawn Com
munity High School. Youth for
Christ holds periodic banquets
providing infonnation and seek
ing support from OLCI IS par
ents.

For more information regard
ing anything to do with Youth
for Christ or its Campus Life pro
gram, visit their website at http:/
/www.mcyfc.org.

through the Campus Life pro
grams for teens to come to
gether to have fun and explore
issues relevant to their lives in
a deeper way.

Every week there are meet
ings at a student's house where
they explore thoughts and feel
ings that result from today's
society including school, the
workplace, and home.

In addition to the weekly
meetings, Campus Life also
sponsors trips, various rallies,
and Christian concerts ranging
from hardcore P.O.D. to melan
choly Jars of Clay. These out-

ings provide places for teens to
bond with one another, spiritu
ally grow, and just have a good
time.

Campus Life provides
today's youth with an atmo
sphere where they have the free
dom to explore and ask ques-

Matt Dauner
StaffWriter

OLCHS is a school loaded
with programs and activities for
everyone. With at least 50 ac
tivities/sports to join, everyone
can be a part of something.
Among the many " ome
things," a new program emerges
from the shadows.

However this program isn't
exactly new. Currently it's in ef
fect at Stagg and Reavi where
students at these schools are
familiar with the program being
called Campus Life, a subpro
gram of Worldwide Youth For
Christ.

Youth for Christ roots go back
into the late 1930's and early
1940's when young men were
having rallies in the U.S.,
Canada, and England to fire up
people's spiritual lives. The pro
gram was initially for people of
all ages, but in the mid 1950's,
its focus switched to adoles
cents therefore developing the
Campus Life program.

Now what do Campus Life
and Youth for Christ even do?
Youth for Christ, the non-de
nominational sponsoring orga
nization, provides opportunities
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.. .. ... College Bound
Bill Palmer
StaffWriter

High school is supposed to
prepare us for college, right? We
receive an education that makes
us ready for col1ege courses,
but are we ever taught how to
put up with foul-smelling room
mates, abusive frat boys and
back-stabbing sorority sisters?

We solve all of the necessary
equations and read all of the re
quired novels, but when do we
learn how to make the actual
transition from attending high
school to living at a university?
High school will never truly pre
pare us for the lifestyle changes
we must make to be happy at
college.

If you don't believe me,just
ask the former high school big
shots infected with the "Glory
Days Syndrome." They return

from their university week after
week just to "stop by and check
up on their old high school
buds."

Here's a secret, they don't
like you that much. They'rejust
extremely lonely in college and
need a little attention. You can't
always blame them, though.
Going away to college can be a
tough thing to get used to for
the first couple of weeks ... or
months .... or years.

I can just picture my first few
days at a university. It would
be a tough few days, unless I
decide to room with my mom.
No one would be there to drag
me out of bed, toast my Pop
Tarts, pack my lunch, tie my
shoes, comb my hair, pick out
my O4ltfit, brush my teeth, chew
my food, and so on and so on
(Maybe I exaggerated a tiny bit,
but not much.) I would be a

mess.
I might miss classes, or have

no idea where my classes even
take place. My body could be
come sickly and emaciated from
eating nothing but cold
Lunchables and warm Mountain

Dew.
It could be a rough and hor

rible experience to actually learn
how to depend on myself. If I
completed the task, I would
have to face the challenge of
making new friends.

Making friends at a univer-

sity might not be easy to accom
plish. However, thousands of
students mean thousands of
potential companions. All you
have to do is find out which
people are right for you.

For the fella out there whose
idea offriend
ship involves
men in black
robes cover
ing him in
chocolate
syrup and
goose feath
ers while si
multaneously

paddling his behind, then join
ing a campus fraternity is his
best bet.

Don't feel left out though
girls. Campus sororities offer a
variety ofpsychological hazing
rituals to signify new friend
ships with the freshmen mem-

bers.
If neither of these options

suits your taste, college cam
puses often offer a wide array
of intramural sports, cults, pro
test organizations, and militias
which allow you to meet new
and interesting people. Imagi
nary friends and robotic an
droids are also options, but be
warned, they frequently turn
violent during midterms.

There are many other con
cerns about making the transi
tion to college such as compro
mising with your roommate on
the interior design ofyour dorm
(e.g. His He-Man bedspread
looks incredibly weak, so you
both decide to go with Duck
Tales). However, these issues
will be addressed at a later date,
when I actually know what col
lege is like.

The r,e/hman I 5

school principals.
Although this movie is funny,

it also deals with how Ferris tries
to help his friend Cameron deal
with his self-centered dad. Also,
like Animal House, this is one
of those movies that you can
see over and over and over
again. If you haven't seen this,
it's definitely worth a look.

The Breakfast Club (R):
Cliques can be a problem in high
school. This movie sets ajock,
a rich popular girl, a nerd, and a
freak through 9 hours of deten
tion (with Mr. Vernon checking
in every so often) and follows
how they deal with each other.
This movie has great acting and
a great story. It's really easy to
identify with and is a good one
to grab.

P.C.V. (PG-13): This movie
was said to be "the Animal
Iiouse of the 90's," and it'sjust
that. Its plot is similar, featuring
a trashy frat house. Basically,
this movie, staring David Spade,
is a hilarious waste of time.
However, it also takes shots at
political correctness and other
campus fads. Honestly, what's
not to like about a movie featur
ing George Clinton? Give this
one a try.

These are all movies that stu
dents of all ages can get a kick
out of. So, why don't you put
off that studying for a little bit,
go to your nearest Blockbuster
and get a few of these.

GrantSuhs
StaffWriter

Many movies have been
made about life in high school
and college. Keeping with this
month's theme of high school
and college life, we're going to
look at some of the better mov
ies made about them.

Animal House (R): Animal
House (a ut college frat life
during the ~O's) was one of the
biggest mO~~)(-,!1:!aking movies
in the 1970's, and for a simple
reason, it's hilarious! Not to
mention, this movie launched
the career of John Belushi,
Kevin Bacon, and many others.

When I first saw th is movie, I
laughed so hard it hurt, and I
still do each time I see it. That's
another thing about this movie,
it's good each time you watch it
(something that's hard to find).
I'm not going to tell a lot of the
plot, but it centers around the
Delta fraternity and their rivals,
the Omega house, who, along
with the Dean, are trying to re
voke Delta's charter. But,
Delta's not going down easily...
If you enjoy good a toga party
or food fight, then this one's for
you.

Ferris Bueller's Day Off
(PG-13): Ferris Bueller's Day
Off is about a high-school se
nior who ditches school with his
best friend and his girlfriend.
Along the way they "borrow"
his friend's dad's Ferrari and
visit downtown Chicago while
being chased by one of the

way to bum all those Snickers
calories that you accumulated.

However there is no need to
panic! You won't neccessarily
gain 15 pounds. It varies per
son to person. Many college
students don't gain any weight,
and some actually lose some.
Besides, college cafeteria food
is not five star cuisine. Who
knows, you may get sick ofsee
ing one meal being transformed
into four. How many times can
a person eat the same hamburg
ers?

The freshman fifteen is just
an average, so don't get worked
up into frenzy. Keep in shape
by jogging, rollerblading, and
keeping Domino's off your
speed dial. If you keep eating
right and exercising, the fresh
man fifteen will have no power
over you.

Responsibility is most impor
tant during your college years.
You need to know what your
goals are because everything is
up to you. Every decision you
make is going to be helping you
towards your future.

In high school, many stu
dents feel they are forced to be
there and do not really have
much of a choice in what they
are doing. College is the oppo
site. You have more freedom to
choose the classes you want,
except for a few of the required
classes needed for your major.

Compared to high school,
college is not as difficult as it
may seem. The decisions you
make are all up to you. In the
end, everything is for your ben
efit. The things you learn in high
school will help you later. High
school may be more restrictive,
but it will ultimately make col
lege more enjoyable.

ish your brussel sprouts, you
may forget to eat your fruits and
vegetables. Suddenly it seems
that the only fruits you see are
the ones inside your bowl of
True

Another contributor to the
freshman fifteen is a lack of ex
ercise. In college there is no
gym class forcing you to do laps
or sit-ups, so it's all on your
own. Sometimes after a hard day
of studying, the only workout
you get is walking to the snack
machine. That is not the best

trate on subjects that have to
do with their future career
choices. They want to break
away from the monotony oftheir
schedules and want more inde
pendence and freedom.

The days ofa college student
are very similar to this. How
ever, they have a more loosely
constructed fit. A student will
find that he has two or three
classes a day with time in be
tween to work and converse
with his professor. He may even
be able to catch a bite to eat
and have some fun with his
friends.

TIle homework may be a little
longer, but the stressful level
may actually decrease. This is
not the same for all college stu
dents, but most can agree that
their practice of managing their
time in high school has helped
make their college life less
stressful.

Kelly Cunneen
Feature Editor

A11 you college bound se
niors, beware, the freshman fif
teen is coming for you! It's time
to say goodbye to your size zero
jeans and hello to some thun
der thighs and a beautiful brand
new gut! You females should be
especially worried, because the
freshman fifteen preys on girls
more than guys. Aren't you ex
cited to head off for college?

Don't get too worried now,
the freshman fifteen is just a
saying that refers to the weight
which many college freshmen
gain their first year of school.
Constant snacking, late night
pizzas, and ice cream breaks are
the main reasons for the weight
gain. Also without your nag
ging mother forcing you to fin-

Beth Dommer
StaffWriter

rh~ d3right 'Road cr1h~ad

In the next couple of years,
so many things will begin, end
and change such as friendships,
schedules, and even complete
lifestyles.

The transition between se
nior year in high school and
freshman year in college can
change and create new views in
your life. The atmosphere
you've been surrounded with
and everything you've ever
been taught can change.

In high school, most students
feel that their lifestyle is very
stressful. The busy schedules
that fluctuate from day to day
can add to the stress ofa 7-hour
school day plus homework.

Many students feel that some
of the work that they do now
will not benefit them in the long
run, and they want to concen-
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---~ Top 80'S Hair Bands ---~
Dave Jodelka
Feature Editor

Ah, the glorious 80's. No
homework, Transformers and
more than six and a half hours
of sleep. Well, at least that's
how I remember them. But there
was also an uncontrollable phe
nomenon sweeping the nation
at this time. No, not snap brace
lets or Zubaz pants, but 80's hair
bands.

Some ofthese bands actually
paved the way for many of the
mainstream hard rock and metal
bands we hear today. More im
portantly, the majority of them
provided future generations
with many laughs and hours of
corny music. This list is a mix of
the good and 'the bad. Enjoy.

10.CinderellalDokken/
SlaughterlRatUDio- Remember
these guys? Remember any
thing they played?

9. Great WhitelWarrant/
Twisted ister-These three
bands are the best one hit won
ders of the 80's. Some of them
are actually two-hit wonders, a
remarkable feat at the time.

8. White Snake/Winger/

kid Row- These three actually
produced many great hits that
are still heard today. Plu , Kip
Winger and ebastian Bach are
two of the coolest names any
frontman could have.

7. Spinal Tap- Setting the

stage for quality
documentaries, in
credible stage
shows and incom
parable album
covers, Spinal Tap
were a model for
many hair bands
to follow. They
also showed ev
eryone just how
loud an amp gets.

6. Judas Priest- Rob Halford
and company brought a new
sound to the American scene
with their take on British heavy
metal. These guys produced
countless albums and many
hits, one of the true successes
of the 80's hair band genre.

5. Poison- Poison not only
produced classic jams but also
had two of the most powerful
ballads of the decade. In fact,
"Something to Believe In" be
came the first acotr6tic ballad by

.\

J{orosc19pes

an 80's metal band to reach num
ber one on the charts. It stayed
there for eight weeks straight
too. Plus their greatest hits al
bum is only six dollars at Best
Buy!

4. Motley Crue- Talk about a

line of greatest hits. These
guys have produced at least
eight songs that are still played
on the radio, plus many new
ones off their new album. The
Crue were and still are one of
the best jam bands of the era,
and their influence on modern
rock and metal can be heard in
many bands.

3. The Scorpions- The Scor
pions were one the most suc
cessful and influential bands of
the 80's. The corpions flaw-

less blend of ballads, jams and
different styles and feel in their
music made them a model for all
bands, hair bands or not, to fol
low.

2. Def Leppard- Many people
only know DefLeppard because

their drummer had
one arm. How
ever, DefLeppard
were one of the
true success sto
ries of rock and
roll. They were
one of the first
bands to bridge
the gap between
the 70's and 80's,
as well as the 80's

and 90's. Traces ofclassic rock,
as well as 80's metal, and even
sounds now heard in modern
hard rock music could all be
found in their historic music.

I. Guns N' Roses- Even
though they may have been the
biggest jerks of all time, Guns
N' Roses were truly a step
above all of their peers. Their
live shows are still considered
to be some ofthe best ofall time,
except that one at the Monsters
ofRock in Donnington, but we'll

5 ou1tl,y

discard that little incident for
now. Like DefLeppard, GNR's
music influenced many future
bands, and bridged the gap be
tween classic rock, hard rock
and heavy metal. Guns N'
Roses short-lived career pro
duced a slew of hits. Their first
mainstream album alone could
be considered a greatest hits al
bum. Whether it was through
their lifestyle, their music, their
live shows or even their hair,
GNR defined 80's metal bands
as we know them.

1and a half.- Since this really
isn't a top ten, but rather a top
19 list, I decided to break one
more rule. The one true band
that is hands-down the best
band of the 80's, and possibly
ofall time, is Jesse and the Rip
pers. These boys from San Fran
cisco had some ofthe best stage
shows of all time, and some of
the best covers of Beach Boys
songs this side ofKokomo. Re
member the time Jesse went to
Japan, and they offered him Ihis
big money deal, but he turned it
down because Michelle got
sad? Oh geez, I must be getting
tired. That's all folks.

Review

Chino of the Deflones and
Grady ofWill Ilaven, and speaks
of Dana's, Max's step on, mys
t rious death.

To you legions of Slipknot
fans out there, I tell you now
that track number 4, "Jumpda
goat-up," can and will satisfy all
your cravings for a long timc to
come. Thi diabolical duet fea
tures Corey of Slipknot and re
ally docs a great job of playing
to his strengths. They use his
great melodic voice, as well a
his great raspy screaming
throughout the song. The end
i great with heavy guitars back
ing a screaming, chanting
groove done by Corey. This
song is the strongest part of the
entire album; a perfect mix of

lipknot and Soulfly.
While not particularly a

hardcore artist, Sean Lennon
does make a great howing in
"Son Song," adding his synth
backed voice and piano exper
tise to create a strange mix of
mellowlhard rock that ends up
sounding rather coo, ifnot radi
cally different from the usual

oulfly.
I would say anyone who is

remotely a fan ofanything Max
has done in the past owes it to
themselves to pick it up and see
what he's up to now.

Jim Hincks
StaffWriter

Primitive, the second release
from Max Cavelera's Soul fly,
features two new members to
the soulfly "tribe." Fonner SnOl
guitari t Mikey Doling becomes
Soul fly' third guitari t in their
short e 'istence, and Joe NuneL
replaces Roy Mayorga on
drums. The sophomore effort
from thi group definitely picks
up where their last album lell off,
and shows no ill effects of the
relatively new lineup not hav
ing much time to gel. The same
aggression Max put into every
song of previous oulOy and
Scpultura releases is still
present here. Throw in a bunch
of well used guest appearances
by cveryonc from orey ofSlip
knot and Tom Araya of Slayer
to even ean Lennon, and you
have the makings ofa solid all
around album from track one
through twelve.

The album's non-stop metal
thrash combined with head
thumping Brazilian beats for
which Soulfly has become fa
mous for take on a new shine in
songs like"Mulambo" and "The
Prophet." The release's first
single, "Back to the Primitive,"
is a force of its own on the al
bum. The song does a good job
of incorporating both heavy
and tribal elements and mixing
them seamlessly into one as only
Max can do. The second song
off the album, "Pain," starts off
with a classic metalhead's riff
that only gets more powerful as
the song goes on. This song
features appearances from both

wisely when you are speaking
with people.
Leo (July 23- Aug. 22)-
"The moment ofvictory is much
too short to live for that and
nothing else." -Martian
Navraitilova. You may have
won today; however there is al
ways a tomorrow. Cherish the
moment and then move on with
a sense of accomplishment.
Virgo (Aug. 23- ept. 22)-
"A warm smile is the universal
language ofkindness." -William
Arthur Ward. Everyone enjoys
receivmg a smile. Touch a few
today with your smile.
Libra (Sept. 23- Oct. 22)
"There are no short cuts to any
place worth going." -Beverly

ills Travel. Be aware ofall your
surroundings. They are too
beautiful to pa s by.
Scorpio (Oct. 23- ov. 21)
"There is no greater loan than a
sympathetic car." Frank Tyger.
Your ears will be put to work, so
Ii tcn closely. Your friendsjust
necd to talk, and all you have to
do i listen with an open heart.

get dressed up is when they are
going to a party. In that case,
the most popular items are open
backed tank tops, anything
tight, or with animal prints.

There is more diversity in col
lege styles since people from all
over bring their fashion sense
to their college.

No matter what your age is,
you should feel the freedom to
dress as yourself and look how
you want to look.

someone you have been mean
ing to talk to. It will just make
things go easier for you.
Aries(Mar.21-AprilI9)
''I'd rather be a failure, a some
thing I enjoy, than be a success
at something I hate." -George
Bums. Make wise choices on
everything you do, because you
don't want to waste your time
on something that will not ben
efit your future.
Taurus (April 20- May 20)
"The best bridge between de
spair and hope is a good night's
sleep." -E. Joseph Cossman.
Take care ofyourself, get a good
night's rest tonight.
Gemini (May 21- June 21)-
"Ifyou want to truly understand
something, try to change it."
Kurt Lewis. omething in your
life needs to be changed in or
der for you to become truly
happy with who you are.

ancer (Julle 22- July 22)
"Kind words can be short and
easy to speak, but their echoes
are truly endless." -Mother
Theresa. Choose your words

is a major factor contributing to
one's style. Ofcourse there are
the few exceptions to the high
school trends, but for the most
part, high school students try
to fit in as best as possible.

In college, the lifestyle and
"rules" are different, so is the
way people dress. Students in
college find it easier to do the
"roll out ofbed look" than many
high-school students. The only
time that many college students

Amy Zavala
StaffWriter

agittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 21)
"Experience is the name every
one gives his mistakes." -Elbert
Ilubbard. Make your mistakes
this week, but learn from them.
It's the only way for you to im
prove upcoming disasters.
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan. 19)
"Where there is an open mind,
there will always be a frontier."
Charles F. Kettering. Due to

your open mind people seem to
trust in your opinion. Don't let
them down. Listen.
Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18)
"The more original a discovery.
the more obvious it seems af
terwards." Arthur Koestler.
Take the chances with your cre
ations. Don't let others discour
age you, because great things
are to come.
Pisces (Feb. 19- Mar. 20)
"Once you get people laughing,
they're listening and you can
tell them almost anything." 
Ilerb Gardner. Tell a joke to

Fashion is something that is
an important element in school
life to some people. A first im
pression of a person may come
from his or her appearance.

A major change in life, which
includes change of style, is
moving from high school to col
lege. In high school, conformity

Jenna Harper
• taffWriter

Fashion Article~-----
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Although not having any re
gional qualifiers or a conference
championship under their belts,
Mr. Moonier didn't feel the sea
son was a disappointment.

"What the sophomores need
is to learn consistency. One day
they'll shoot great, and the ne t
they won't," states Coach
Moonier.

"This is an ultimate game of
confidence and no fear. It take
a long time to leam the five parts
of golf. You need to have the
putting game, short game, long
game, head game, and manage
ment game. When you try to
do stupid things, stupid thing
don't work."

Mr. Moonier looks forward to
next season, becau e he feels
this team will have a hot.

the most part, evenly spread out
when it comes to their events
that they swim best.

This year's women's swim
ming team consists of the fol
lowing freshmen: Nicole
Cassidy, Angie Bertucci, Laura
Felton, Katie Wantiez, Katie
Haye , Jamie Glowaty, Majd
Sweiss, and Rocio Urbano.

ophomores on the team are:
Ashley Novak, Colleen Ryan,
Sheeanna Sorenson, Sarah

Varsity Golf member, Joel Alford. (photo by Rich wiatek)

will be lip against next year.
As for the frosh/soph squad,

they did earn 2nd place at con
ference and also had two mem
bers named to the Ali-Confer
ence squa~.

ince th' team consists of
mostly frestf'l:l~~~ Mr. Moonier
believes that these golfers hold
a lot of promise.

"I f I can suggest one th ing, it
would be to practice over the
summer."

Jason Swiatek and Pat
Ver chave turned in a few high
lights this season. During a
conference meet against
Romeoville, they both shot the
low for the team with a 37.

Also, Matt Clemens shot the
lowest in the freshman division
at conference.

the girls were going to win con
ference since the varsity team
finished with a record of 6-3
overall and 4-1 in conference.

Also, there is the fact that
there were an overwhelming
number of frosh/soph swim
mers. This is a big help when it
comes to dual meets and the
team needs a few extra points.

Another strong point was
that the team is very well
rounded. The swimmers are, for

Steve Peters
StaffWriter

Jfif Guys Golf Jfif
swings for next year

ince mostly sophomores
dominated the varsity boys golf
team this season, the team
wasn't expected to have a spec
tacular year.

The team was outnumbered
and outsized, but they didn't let
anyone get to them and get their
spirits down. Despite finishing
5lh in conference, with a 3-2
record, the guys gained a lot.

Coach Moonier believes that
going through this season has
made everyone stronger and
more mature.

A junior, Joel Alford, shot
well for the partans this year
on varsity. Although the par
tans didn't have any varsity
members on the All-Conference
squad, Joel almost made it, In iss
ing by only two strokes.
Throughout the year, Joel was
probably the most consistent
golfer on the varsity team.

This year's sophomores had
the chance to play on the var
sity level, and now they know
what they will be up against next
season.

"As the season progresses,
I love to watch the guys ma
ture," says Coach Moonier.
"The name ofany game is prac
tice, practice, practice."

He also believes that golf is
an ultimate game ofconfidence
and no fear. Sure, the varsity
squad didn't win conference,
but now they know what they

Jenny Hernnann, fmishing her race for the conference championship girls' swim team. (Photo
by Steve Peter )

Also, Erica Purdy in the 200
yard freestyle and in the 500
yard freestyle; Katie Wantiez,
Angie Bertucci, Majd Sweiss,
and Theresa Jasmer in the 200
yard free tyle relay.

ome of the varsity winners
were Melissa Riner, Amanda
Duer, Dana Larsen, and Jen
Herrmann in the 200-yard med
ley relay and Amanda Duer in
the 100-yard breaststroke.

Coach Malak had the feeling

~ .!/
Mr. Moonier

Q: What have you enjoyed
about being a coach?
A: I enjoyed having the team
take conference last year for
the first time in Oak Lawn's
hi tory. I also liked watching
Matt Clemens win a medal at
conference for his individual
accompli hments.

Q: Beside teaching &
coaching, what else do you
enjoy doing in your leisure
time?
A: I love to bike. I have biked
across 38 different states. I
have biked up and down both
American coastlines. I also
bike to school almost every
day.

Q: What advice can you give
to future coaches in any sport?
A: A coach should always
continue to read about his or
her sport.

Q: Besides golf, what other
sports do you like and why?
A: I love watching baseball,
especially during the playoffs.
Ilowever, Ilike to be at the sta
dium watching the game in
stead of on television. Other
than baseball, I also enjoy
watching college football.

'ji~ Girls Swimming sweeps at conference 'ji~
Beslic, Dana Larsen, Staci
Merrithey, Bridgetle Beasley,
Dory Moeller, Missy Grygiel,
Krystal McPherson, and
Theresa Jasmer.

The juniors are: Angela
Brackins, Sarah Cronin, Rachel
Laylo, Ryanne Calascibetta ,
Mallory Pluciennik, Liz Lemrise,
and iobhan O'Brien.

The seniors on the team are:
Kelly Ver chave, Becky Pow
ers, Lisa Bonn, and Valerie
Glowaty.

One exciting event that took
place during the swim season
was when the school record for
the women' 200 freestyle relay
was broken on the frosh/soph
level. The four girls that partici
pated in this event were Amanda
Duer, Erica Purdy, Jen Hermann,
and Melissa Riner. They broke
the previous record of I min.
and 58 sec. with a time of I min
and 56 sec. In swimming, every
second counts; in fact, every
tenth of second counts!

TonyPape
ports Editor

Coach's Column

Q: What other sports or ac
tivities do you sponsor or
coach hereat Oak Lawn?
A: I sponsor the very success
ful bowling team that currently
is in first place.

Q: What has been one ofyour
favorite moments while coach
ing?
A: Seeing the expression on a
kid's face when he realizes what
Ihave taught him works. I also
like watching the kids become
stronger and stronger.

Mr. Moonier has been
teaching at Oak Lawn for 31
years. In those years, he has
been the golf coach for five
years.

Q: What coach from either
professional or collegiate
ports do you admire and why?

A: I admire both Phil Jackson
(head coach of the L.A. Lak
ers) and John Wooden (former
head coach ofthe UCLA men's
basketball team.) Iadmire their
styles of coaching and how
they try to be positive with
their players.

Erica Purdy
StaffWriter

Q: What have you learned
while coaching golf here at
OLCH?
A: I have learned that this is a
very difficult game to coach.
Also, once a golfer develops a
bad habit, it becomes very hard
to change his ways and there
fore he does not become very
successful.

The OLCHS swimming and
diving team did exceptionally
well this season under the guid
ance of their new coach, Mr.
Malak, and assistant coach, Mr.
DiFilippo.

The one goal that these swim
mers had was to win a swimming
varsity conference title. They
achieved this goal on October
28, when both the varsity and
frosh/soph squads won confer
ence.

Some first place winners on
the frosh/soph level were
Bridgette Beazley, Dory
Moeller, Nicole assidy, and
Katie Wantiez in the 200-yard
medley relay; Dory Moeller in
the 100-yard backstroke;
Bridgette Beazley in the 200
yard individual medley and in
the 100-yard breaststroke; and
Theresa Jasmer in the 50-yard
freestyle.



In addition, Michael Johnson
became the first per on ever to
win back-to-back 400 meter gold
medals. lie won the gold medal
in 1996 in Atlanta, and made his
tory by winning the gold in

Sydney in 2000.

The American wer also tri
umphant in men's track and
field. IOO-meter sprinter Maurice
Greene honored his promi e of
a gold medal in the 100 meters,
and supported his claim of be
ing the fastest man in the world.

pic ion that he may al 0 be tak
ing steroids. Ilowever, even
though she did not meet her
goal of five gold medals, she
stills won three gold medals and
two bronze medal, which is still
a great accomplishment.

point score on him in the last 10
years. Karelin was heavily fa
vored to win the gold and retire
undefeated, but Gardener pu lied
a surprise upset similar to the
1980 "Miracle On Ice", in which
the heavily favored Ru sian
hockey team was upset by an
underdog American team.

American Marion Jone be
came the first woman ever to
earn 5 total medals (3 gold) in a
single Olympics. Furthermore,
she did all of this under great
pressure from the media. Her
goal of5 gold medals wa made
into a huge story by the media
which put a lot of unneeded
pressure on her. In addition, her
husband's (shot-putter .J.
Hunter) drug scandal also pro
vided a major distraction during
the Olympics and aroused sus-

Every four year, the great
est athlete in the world gather
in one city to represent their
countries in athletic competi
tion. In each of these grand
competitions, the American ath
letes always fini h with success.
This summer in ydney, the
American did not di appoint.
They led the world with 97 total
medals, 39 gold medals.

The greatest highlight forthe
Americans in Sydney was the
miracle win of American Rulon
Gardner over the seem ingly un
beatable Russian, Alexander
Karelin. Karelin was the three
time returning gold medalist in
this event and had never 10 t a
match in 13 year of wre tling,
let alone not having a ingle

Mike Martinez
StaffWriter
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Highlights for the 2000 Olympics

a gold! And, in the Sydney 2000
Olympics the U.. softball team
wa again successful in bring
ing home the gold.

However, compared to the
la t Iympics the U.S. softball
team truggled more to attain
the similar goals.The extra test
made their newest gold all the
wceter. The "big shots" of the

Olympic softball team are Dr.
Dot Richardson and Lisa
Fernandez. Dot Richardson who
played hortstop in the 1996
Olympics and second base in
the 2000 Olympics was the first
per on in Olympic history to hit
a homerun at the Olympic
games.

Lisa Fernandez, U.S.A.'s
number one pitcher, is arguably
the best softball player in the
whole world. She can throw like
no one has ever seen before and
hit better than anyone could
possibly believe. Lisa and Dot
are definitely big assets to the
team.

Also, new editions to this
year's Olympics are the
Triathlon, and women's pole
vault. In women's pole vault the
U.. re eived a gold medal.
The e arejust a few ofthe new
est Olymipc port stories.

New additions to
the olympics

The Olympics: weat, deter
mination, kill, and competiti n.
The Olympic is the all-time
spectators' festival. The Iym
pics are the ultimate goal a well
as the ultimate achievement.
That is e actly the reason it is
important for the Olympics to
grow. There are many new
sports in the Olympics, some of
which people might ridicule, but
to the athlete there is nothing
there to ridicule. To them their
game is tru Iy a sport. It takes
much fighting to get any sport
recognized at the Olympic. It
takes many people and much
time to do so.

A new sport brought to the
ydney 2000 Olympics is Tae

kwando. Tae hvando is a sp rt
of unarmed combat tha a
popularized 800 year ago. By
the 1960's it was gaining notori
ety all around the world.

The Olympic contest con
sist of two competitors using
their hands and feet in a defen
sive strategy. ompetitors score
one point for each legitimate
blow above the abdomen. Each
body protector, which competi
tors are required to wear, is
marked as to where the oppo
nent can strike. Points can be
scored to kicks and punches to
the body. teven Lopez and
Juan Moreno represented the
U.S. men's taekwando team.
Barbara Kankel and Kae Poe
represent the U.. women's
taeh ando team.

oftball made it econd ap
pearance at the ydney .Iym
pics. It had made it d but in
the 1996 Atlanta Olympic games
where the U.. team to k home

photos courlcs~ of cnn com

This year's games have been
labeled the "drug games." There
have been many cases of drug
use in this year's Olympic
games.

The first name that strikes a
person when speaking about
drugs in the Olympics is
C.J.Hunter, a shot-putter who
was injured before the games.

Another name that comes to
mind is the Romanian gymna t
Andreea Raducan who was
stripped of her gold for a cold
medicine that contained a
banned substance. The 10
partially revoked her gold to
prove to the world that they
when they say zero tolerance
they mean it.

There were six positive drug
tests in the Olympics this year.
There were forty-one people
who could have made it to the
games had they not cheated in
preliminaries and nine were
ejected from the games after
they made it to Sydney.

Twenty-seven of those not
allowed to compete were from
China. All that were caught by
China were part of the country's
crackdown against doping.

Doping is not a new thing in
the Olympic games, and it might
seem it is on the ri e, but a
spokesper on for the 10
stated that only six people
caught is not an explosion. The
problem can be controlled.

ness for all involved. This is
set up so that no one has an
advantage out!ide of natural
abilities. .,

The 10 has a andatory
check on all athlete who are
competing. The I mandates
that the athletes are to be te ted
at one of twenty different site.
They ensure that there is no
trace of any of the 150 drug
that have been banned.

There was also a prize to the
individual of roughly haifa mil
lion dollars, which at the time
was an enormous amount of
money.

A a resu It, many ath letes at
the time were known to take any
witch's brew that would make
them faster and tronger. This,
along with other factors, led to
the eventual abolishment of the
original Iympic games.

The six categorie are stimu
lants, narcotics and analgesics,
anabolic teroids, beta
blockers, diuretic, peptide hor
mone and analogues.

The Olympics operate a zero
tolerance policy to ensure fair-

Robert Puhr
Sports Editor

Today, we ee a similar situa
tion with Olympic competitors.
The drugs are stronger and
more potent; however the ath
letes take them for the same rea
son -to better themselves and
to achieve the pride and pres
tige that go along with being the
be t in the world ..

The first time a ban was
placed on the use of drugs was
in 1968. It was only at that time
the International Olympic Com
mittee (IOC) put a ban on drug
u e. The 10 has six categories
for 150 drugs that would not be
allowed.

In the days of the Greeks,the
Iympic pr vided much pride

and pre tige to the city-states
of the athletes.

Many people believe that
drug use in the Olympic is a
new th ing. Drug use in the

Iympic game can be dated
back to the days of the ancient
Greek Empire in 800B .

Doping in the
Olympics
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e ~ Volleyball sweeps conference titles e ())
Matt Ulanowski
SlajJWriler

As the lady Spartans edged
near the end of their season,
they had one big goal to achieve
- win conference! At the be
ginning of the season, the girls'
major goal was to become con
ference champs for the 4th con
secutive year. Coach Nicholas
had the girls working hard ev
eryday after school with 3-hour
practices from 3 to 6 p.m so they
could defend their title.

On October 5, the lady Spar
tans came up with a huge 3
match home court victory over
the Rams of Reavis. Despite
losing the I" match, the Spar
tans upped their intensity level
and came back strong to win the
next two matches. Both teams
had one loss in conference and
were tied for I" place. Every girl

contributed to this great victory.
The lady Spartans have a

couple key players who stepped
up and led the girls out on the
court. These players are out
side hitter Karissa Murray and
middle hitter Sam Synowiecki.
At the Lincoln-Way Invita
tional, Sam Synowiecki was
named to the Lincoln-Way AII
Tournament team.

As the season comes to the
end, the Spartans fmished I" in
conference with a record of9-1
winnning their last two impor
tant conference games. "My
girls have been working hard
and definitely deserved the
conference title. All we had to
do is keep up the hard work and
teaiT'twork," Coach Nicholas
said.

The team is also proud to
boast that they have four all
conference players this season.

Karissa Murray and Sam
Synowiecki for All-Around,
Susie Cusick for defense, and
Courtney Roberton for setter.

Frosh/Soph

The sophomore girls started
out their season with a disap
pointing 0-6 record. The girls
have made a complete turn
around and have been 10-4 since
then. At press time the girls hold
an overall record of 14-12. The
lady Spartans finished first place
in conference also with an im
pressive 9-1 record.

I had a chance to talk with
Coach McNamara and he was
very pleased with his girls' hard
work and work ethics. "I at
tribute the girls success to their
hard work and their ability to
work as a team. I expected to
see a conference champion-

Junior Karissa Murray spiking the baH to seal another Spar
tan victory. (photo by Rich Swiatek)
ship," Coach McNamara said. pionship.

The freshman girls have also Also during the season, the
worked hard this season as they girls took first at the Maria Tour
finished I" place in conference nament and second in the silver
with a 9-1 record. Coach Surma pools in the Sandburg and
had the girls working hard in or- Marian Catholic tournaments.
der to maintain their spot in con- They finished with a near per
ference and bring home a cham- fect record of25-5.

Six in a row for tennis
Joanna Kaminski and
Monica Zavala
SlajJWriters

The long, hard hours ofprac
tice, running... and the tough
yet necessary coaching of Mr.
Lawson have finally paid off.
Ofcourse, the girls tennis team
brings home a trophy for their
6lh year in a row.

The conference tournament
took place on an extremely cold
Saturday morning in October in
Bolingbrook. Oak Lawn started
off winning and just went on
from there, dominating every
school that stood in their way
ofgetting ISI place.

Varsity's overall team record
is 12-1. Highlights from the
starting line-up are: Ausra
Brooks, ISI singles, took 3'd in

Sandy Montoya and Meena
Babu, 3'd doubles, have a per
fect record of21-0.

Nicole Thurzo and Christina
Koch also played extremely well
at Sectionals held at Bremen to
qualify themselves for the state

Tennis state qualifiers Kristina Koch and Nicole Thurzo.

tournament. A few extraordi
nary team accomplishments this
season for the ladies were tak
ing home first place trophies
from the Joliet Catholic and Oak
Lawn tournaments and a sec
ond place trophy from the
Lockport tournament.

Frosh/Soph

The Frosh-Soph team
started off a little bumpy but
pulled through and also came
home w a lSI place trophy.
Highlights were: Hannah
Abdullah,'j ~ singles, took 3rd

place in Conference; Cassie
Forgarhty, 2nd singles, took 2nd.

Joanna Kaminski and Monica
Zavala, at 151 doubles, took 151
place, Kelly Keating and Audra
Brooks, 2nd doubles, also took
lSI place along with Nicole

Showan and Joyce Manchen at
3'd doubles. Contributing to
their success were: Christine
McNeela, Becky Puhr, Jamie
Hojek, Robin Johnson, Brianna
Tucci, Alex Vuich, and Emily
Goetz. Partially responsible for
the team's success is great
coaching of Mrs. Sampson,
who the girls look up to and
admire.

Well, it's been a tough sea
son, and hopefully, the tennis
team will "keep up those win
ning ways" in order to bring
home trophy #7 for next year.
This is not a demanding task to
ask ofa team with such a legacy
ofskill and dedication.

The Spartanite Staff would
like to apologize for omitting
Robin Johnson's name last
issue.

11 years later, X-Country Conference Champs

The girls cross country team begins their conference race. (photo by Bryan Allie)

Diana Daley
StajJWriter

Coming out this season for
the girls cross country team at
Oak Lawn were twenty-three
strong and dedicated runners.
These twenty-three girls have
accomplished more than they
ever intended to do so. Mr.
David Johnson, school dean
and coach, has been a mentor

for these girls and was very im
pressed with the level of the
performance the girls displayed.

The team's leaders were their
three captains Laura Mottl,
Kelly Cunneen (who overcame
a serious injury and earned all
conference honors), and Cassie
Gonzales. These girls ran like
no others. While preparing for
the season, they ran over 200
miles. Two major team accom-

plishments this season were the
Varisty's first place finish at the
Oak Lawn Invite and their third
place finish at the Tinley Park
Invitational. At Regionals, the
varsity team took third place
qualifying the entire team to run
at the Sectional meet on Octo
ber28.

Above all, on Saturday, Oc
tober 14, the girls became con
ference champions for the tirst

time since 1989. Cassie
Gonzales, Kelly Cunneen, Emily
Buys, Laura Mottl, Kristin
Kearney, Melissa Storm, and
Kari Freitag were the top seven
runners who earned the team
this honor. All-conference run
ners included Cassie Gonzales,
Kelly Cunneen, and Emily Buys.
The race was closely won by
one point which meant every
girl's contribution was equally
important.

The frosh/soph team fin
ished second in conference.
Their top runners were Danielle
Nicosia and Krista Cheek who
both finished in the top ten in
their race.

Other honorable individual
achievements this season were
Laura Mottl's record of break
ing 16 minutes (I 5:40) for the 2.5
mile course at the Rich East In
vitational, and Cassie
Gonzales's top time for the Spar-

tans of 16:35 on their home
course, but Laura recently broke
it against Argo with a time of
16:21.

A special mention goes to
Emily Buys and Melissa Storm
who have both had a tremen
dous impact on team while be
ing first year runners. They
made the championship pos
sible while being positive role
models for freshmen such as
Stephanie Acter, Kari Freitag,
and Danielle Nicosia who have
all worked hard to run along
side their teammates. The team
is losing two seniors, but there
is still much strength in the other
grade levels ofthe team, and the
expectations will be set high for
next year. The girls need to de
fend their new title in confer
ence, win the Oak Lawn Invite
for the third time in the row, and
qualify to Sectionals as a team
also for the third time in a row.
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}} Cross country sprints to a fabulous finish
Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

After the loss of many dedi
cated seniors from last year, the
boys cross country team had an
incredible rebuilding season.
The team of the future looks
very promising. A majority of
the team was composed of
brand new runners who suc
cessfully learned to be great
competitors. Even with a fresh
team, the Spartans improved
from last season. All of the top
five runners this year have
earned faster times than last
year's number one runner.

On October 14, the partans
ran very well. The Varsity team
finished third in the SICA North
Conference meet. The weather

Senior Bill Palmer determined to win at recent meet.

was beautiful, and bright au- the three mile course earned him Senior Rich Swiatek and juniors
tumn leaves lined the course. all-conference honor. Finish- Rob Wheeler and colt
First year runner senior Brian ing twelfth and thirteenth for Kreydich all ran terrific races to
Allie had the perfect race. He Oak Lawn were the young tal- contribute to the team's third

-came in second to super natural en ted freshmen Jeremy place finish. Captain Bill Palmer
runner Tony LaChiana from Prendergast and sophomore has been unable to run due to
Richards. His time of 16:53 for Nick Spatafore respectively. his injury at the Powder Puff

football game. Coach Leary
commends his leadership and
dedication to the team for the
past four years.

Flashing back to a couple
other great days in the season
were the Reavi Invite and the
49 school Andrew Tournament.
At Reavis, despite the freezing
temperature and bitter wind,
there were many great accom
plishments. The partan med
aIists at th is race were ean
Banasiak, Dan ullivan, Mitch
Daley, George Selmeister, and
Ryan O'Connor. Ryan also had
the second best time for the team
that day. Freshmen Justin
Lopez, Joe Fattore, and Jeremy
Prendergast not only won med
als at Reavj ,but also they won
trophies at the fiercely competi
tive Andrew tournament.

fi) Guys soccer training pays off in the end fi)
Sue Steffy
StaffWriter

Congratulations are in order
for the boys' varsity soccer
team. TIley placed third in con
ference with a record of 6-4.
Coach Kevin Stow says, "This
is the best season in the history
of boys soccer. Even though
we had three loses in the end, I
thought we played very very
well." Their overall record was
10-5-2.

The guys lost to Brother Rice
in their sectional game with a
score of 1-0. The team was
ranked fourth (4"') in sectionals.
The team had high hopes of
defeating Brother Rice and mov
ing on to regionals.

Scott Kreydich said, "We
started out strong in the begin
ning and then we began to fall
apart, but I thought we were go
ing to pick things up and come
together and win sectionals."

Not only did the team do an
excellent job this year, so did
many ofthe players. This year's
All Conference players are:
Mark Digrazia, Scott Kreydich,
Dan Clemens, Dan Pasquarella
and Martin Prazuch.

Mark Digrazia was the lead
ing goal scorer. He had twelve
(12) goals and nine (9) assists.

cott Kreydich was second. He
had five (5) goals and four (4)
assists. Martin Prazuch had
four (4) goals and three (3) as
sists.

Some of our players also
made player of the week. They
were Mark Digrazia, Dan
Clemens and Jim Borskie.

Frosh/ oph

The Frosh/Soph team also
did very well this year. Their
conference record was 4-4. They
placed fourth in conference.
This year's Frosh/Soph players
were Ken Anderson, Dave
Appel, Mike Brus, John Ciciora,
Andrew Coate, Sean oyle, Neal
Dixon, Victor Emeric, Morgan
Gagne, Mike Hanson, hris
Mann, Ryan McHeffy, Dennis
Sepessy, Alpha Sibbithi, Brad
Skendzel, Matt Smith, George
Sweiss, Joe Szubrych and Chris
Zubek.

Martin Prazuch, Varsity Soccer player, kicks the ball up the
field. (Photo by Steve Peters)

16 Football continues challenging season 16
Adam Winchell
StaffWriter

The Oak Lawn Spartans'
Football teams this year experi
enced both highs and lows. The
freshmen and sophomore teams
were able to put together very
good seasons, while unfortu
nately the varsity team, riddled
with injuries, experienced a los
ing season.

Key players on the varsity
level include all returning se
niors, Tom Gamino, Mike Gary,
Matt Murphy, and Nick
Grabarek.

Tom Gam ino, a strong player
at starting quarterback, experi
enced a season ending injury.
Mike Gary was a great split end
this season. However, a back
injury resulted in a season wrap
up for him as well.

Matt Murphy, an offensive
guard played well even against

people twice his size. Finally,
Nick Grabarek played well until
a sprained ankle took him out
for a few weeks.

Highlights from the season
included the game against
Eisenhower, when Marc Palluck
ran for a touchdown, receiving
a pass from Tom Gamino that
went through two sets of hands
before coming to rest in
Palluck's hands. Grant Arthur
made a similar play later in that
game. As Coach Sebuck stated
many times, "The team is good.
However, they didn't play well
enough. Most guys can be
compared to 5' 10" playing
against 7' guys. Most of them
are stronger, faster, and more or
ganized than us. You win some,
you lose some."

Sophomores

The sophomore record over-

all is 4-5. Joe DeBias, one of the
key players on this team suf
fered an injury taking him out
for several weeks. He unfortu
nately was the quarterback, and
the sophomores soon were in
the same situation as varsity for
a while. Joe Norris finished the
season as starting quarterback.

"I give these guys a lot of
credit. They go out there and
do their best, they are good,
even if their scores show differ
ently," Coach Sebuck stated.

Three individuals made some
very impressive accomplish
ments this season. Joe DeBias
completed three touchdowns in
an exciting game against Argo.
Brad Scaduto ran back a punt
return for a touchdown in a game
against Oak Forest. Ted
O'Malley led the sophomore
football team in receptions. All
three players contributed
greatly to the team's victories.

Fre hmen
Key players include Brad

caduto, a running back and a
defensive lineman who had a
great season this year. With 16
touchdowns, he has definitely
led this team to the top. Alan
Russo, a quarterback has done
a great job this year calling
plays. Defensive lineman, Jim
Troy, one of the smallest guys,
leads the team in tackles. Ed
Tomisik, a defensive end, and a
tight end, is the best receiver we
have. Chris Rybczyk on offense
is another key player. Sean
Stacy, a running back and of
fensive line, has done a nice job;
Adam Probst, Andy Pilney; Tim
Cook; and Steve Trotto makeup
the main line.

Defensive stars include
Trevor Mulrenin, Josh
Martinez, Jordan Trotto, Scott
Staniszewski, and Dave Purdy.

This team lias had many great
plays throughout the year, but
some of the most outstanding
ones include Brad Scaduto re
turning three kicks in a game
against Argo for touchdowns.
In a game against Richards,

hawn tacy had a 65-yard run
up the middle, and Ed Tomiskik
had a one handed interception
against Kankakee.

The freshman team is7-2 and
6-1 in conference. "I'm very
happy with the season so far.
We have a lot of great plays,
and the best thing is, the play
ersjust pick up on things. That
makes coaching fun, Coach
Mayer said.

"This is the best football team
he coached," says Coach
Wargin. "If they get in the
weight room, before they hit var
sity, they can have a good
record on varsity too," says
Coach Mayer.
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HOBY
scholarship

awarded

This year's student ambassa
dor chosen from OLCHS to re
ceive the Hugh O'Brien Youth
Leadership Scholarship is John
Ciciora. The HOBY Leadership
seminar is open to all sopho
mores. Only one student from
each school may attend the
Northern Illinois Leadership
seminar.

Each scholarship applicant is
evaluated from their answers to
three written essay questions.
The questions ask for evidence
of leadership abilities, demon
stration of sensitivity to others,
and the desire to communicate
knowledge to one's peer.

Mo t importantly, the repre-
entativc mu t show personal

pride and dedication in one's
work. John Ciciora easily fits
the position as uch an ambi
tious and detennined student.
John is a member of ophomore
Class Advisory Board, ym
phony l3and, Schola tic Bowl,
Key lub, JV Soccer, and the
Varsity Tennis team this spring.

John is looking forward to
attending the seminar. He be
lieves that "good leaders should
know how to work as a team.
Helping others to work together
is the most important part of
being a good leader."

Students will receive the op
portunity to interact with pro
fessionals in the careers that
they hope to pursue. They also
will meet with other individuals
that share similar qualities, such
as leadership and dedication.

At the end of the three to
four day seminar, one student
will be chosen to attend the 200 I
IIOBY World Leadership on
gress in the summer. The inter
national event will be held in
Washington, D.C.

Meena Babu, Brittany
Barsevick, Amy Basel, Giulia
Calafiore, Jason Cascio, Chris
tina Cucci, Kelly Cunneen,
Christina Derencius, Heather
Donlan, Deanne Drechsler, Jes
sica Exline, and Erlinda Garcia.

AI 0 indu t d w r: han-
n n rg , Mich eJ G h m,
Jenna Harper, John Hui h, Ri
chard Koch, Amanda Kramer,
Rachel Laylo, Elizabeth Lemrise,
Xi Luo, Jacquelline Martinez,
Megan Melvin, Raymond
Mockus, Laura Mottl, Jonathon
Naples, and Thuy Nguyen.

Other inductees include:
Diana Ocampo, Valerie Olson,
Steven Peters, Robert Petersen,
Mallory Pluciennik, Jacqueline
Pugh, Joseph Shelpman,
Samantha Synowiecki, Meghan
Toppel, Katherine Vogel, Kevin
West, Michelle Williams, Samina
Yasin, and Amy Zero.

N.H.S. now has seventy
seven new and incumbent mem
bers.

A Faculty Council reviewed
candidate fonns and made final
decisions as to which students
qualified for NHS. This year's
Faculty Council included Mrs.
Carlson, Mr. Johnson, Mr.

ullivan, Ms. Wessel, and Mrs.
Whiteaker. Mr. ullivan w I
lit >ue t peak r Ii r the mdu 
tion.

This year's induction cer
emony was held Tuesday, No
vember 7. The ceremony in
cluded lighting of various sym
bolic candles, a pre entation of
service pins to senior members,
and the induction of the new
members. Inductees were re
quired to recite the NHS Induc
tion Pledge and sign their names
into the NHS membership book.

This year, forty-six juniors
and seniors joined the Spartan
Chapter ofNHS. Senior induct
ees are Jessica Dunk, Sabrina
Dymit, and Beth Ott.

Junior inductees include:
Erin Anderson, Grant Arthur,

46 Students inducted into
National Honor Society

iIiiiiiliiip

Sophia Matarieh- \ •
" ,

StaffWriter
"

The National Honor ociety
is one of the most prestigious
organizations into which a high
school junior or senior can be
ac pled. In order to apply for
member hIp tn I ,

must show qualitie ofscholar
ship, character, leadership, and
service.

Maintaining a 3.3 grade point
average shows scholarship.

tudents who demonstrated
this scholarship then received
an invitation to join the National
Honor Society.

If students were interested,
they completed an infonnation
sheet and answered essay ques
tions. Teachers who knew the
applicants rated them on char
acter. Students needed to show
superior involvement in two or
more extracurricular activities,
and sponsors or coaches rated
their service and leadership. The leadership seminar will

...-----------------------------------"" take place sometime this com-

Students have much to give :~~I~i~~~~atElmhurstCollege

in Thankc~J.?t~.':.~,~~st !??"2t~!.~Yn~d two
Meena Babu complete meal, and how much more for a total ofone hundred,
News Editor money each student should valued at $3,500 to $4,000. The

Student Council successfully contribute. However, each class dinners were sent to the Church
employed our generous holiday decided exactly what they of the Nazarene, St. Louis de
spirits by putting a new spin on would include in their dinner Montfort Catholic Church, and
our annual Thanksgiving Food and how to collect the items. Faith Lutheran Church.
Drive. This year, Council mem- In some classes teachers had Classes that provided three
bers and their sponsors, Mr. volunteers arrange a method of or more meals were inviled to a
Scarpelli and Mrs. l3ibeau, fo- collection, while other teachers continental breakfast 011 Novem
cused on the quality of the do- organized everything. Some ber 30111 the cafeteria
nations instead of the quantity. classes divided into gr ups of Student Council hopes to im-

Student Counci I was hoping students to make extra meals. prove methods oforgan izing the
for better results than in past The results of this year's dinners and to increase partici
food drives, when people were food drive urpassed previous pation. Both Mr. Scarpelli and
asked to donate canned goods. years. Student Council had Mrs. Bibeau were pleased 'that
This year, each first period class aimedatreceivingonemealfrom this year's tood drive more
was asked to donate one com- each first period class for a to- heavily emphasized the spirit of
plete Thanksgiving dinner. tal of seventy-three dinners. unconditional giving, and hope

Classes were given guide- However, many classes sup- that future collections will be
lines, as to what items to in- plied more than one meal, and just as plentiful.
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Should Napster be shut down?
Napster. com is a popular internet site on which people can download songs of their favorite bands at no cost.

Yes No
tain point, you have to say; hey
they're our fans, let the people
have the music." -Dexter Hoi
land (Offspring)

Artists are starting to look be
yond radio and music videos,
and are turning to Napster for
direct access to their fans. The
server has even helped artists,
such as Tim McGraw, make the
billboard charts.

"It has nothing to do with in
dustry or finance, it's just
people that want music. It is the
same as someone turning on the
radio or making tapes for each
other and I don't th ink it is a
crime. The industry is just
threatened by it because it's the
web and a broader scope of
trading. The first thing we
should do is get all of the mil
lionaires to shut their mouths
and stop complaining about the
twenty-five cents they might be
losing." -Dave Grohl (foo
Fighters)

Many other artists such as:
Moby, Limp Bizkit, Radiohead,
IJole, Dave Matthews Band and
Barenaked Ladies have the
same views. They believe that
it's a good idea and it is a great
way to reach their fans. Some
artists are even flattered by the
fact that fans want to down load
their music offof the Internet.

The amount ofartists in sup
port ofNapster greatly outnum
bers the few who believe that
Napster is stealing their music.
Most likely if someone hears
something that sounds good,
they will spread the word or go
out and buy the album. Even the
artists agree that it is helping the
industry rather than hurting it.

Beth Ott
Editor-in-Chief

Metallica

Napster Creator
Shawn Fanning

Dave Matthews Band

(;jJr1apster
Napster is the world's lead

ing music file-sharing commu
nity on the Internet. It is a great
tool for experiencing new artists
and music. It allows listeners to
expand their musical horizons
by searching for songs on
Napster and giving them a lis
ten.

"We should think ofNapster
1 ....;., ..... as a new kind ofradio, a promo-

tional tool that can help artists
who don't have the opportunity
to get their music played on
mainstream radio or MTV. It can
be a great way for people to hear
your music who wouldn't have
the chance to hear it on the ra
dio." - Madonna

However, the Napster service
is in jeopardy due to lawsuits
that have been filed against the
company claiming that the file
sharing violates copyright laws.
Some musicians have sued
Napster claiming that the com
pany is exchanging their mu ic
illegally and without permis
sion.

Napster believes that per
son-to-person file sharing is le
gal and is fighting for the right
to share music on the Internet.
Despite these few lawsuits, most
artists are in full support of
Napster.

"We think it's a very cool
way to reach our fans. If a band
sells twelve million albums, what
are we supposed to say? Oh,
maybe we could have sold thir-
teen million ifwe had just been
Internet Nazis. Frankly, at a cer-

Napster's bills have to be piling
up pretty quickly, and Napster
must somehow be profitable if
Shawn Fanning is fighting so
hard to keep his web page.

What Napster's attorneys fail
to mention is that the site is
making money. Although exact
prices are unable to be deter
mined, Napster is sure to make
a fortune off of advertising. If
Napster were to go public, as
internet sites such as Yahoo and
Amazon did, the stock would be
worth millions for Shawn Fan
ning. And the attorneys fail to
mention exactly who is being
taken advantage ofto make this
fortune.

One of the principle reasons
for shutting Napster down is
that it is taking away from the
record industry itself. Accord
ing to a recent' survey done by
the Recording In'a~stry Asso
ciation of America,\~2 percent
ofNapster users no longer buy
CD's or buy fewer CD's. Napstcr
should be held accountable for
this.

Even though they "aren't
making money," Napster is still
costing the record industry mil
lions and should be held ac
countable. It doesn't take a
rocket scientist to figure out that
it will be hard to charge a per
son for the same item that they
can get for free elsewhere. The
bottom line is that Napster is
going to bring about the death
of the CD and possibly the en
tire recording industry alto
gether.

The only solution to this
problem is that Napster should
be shut down immediately.

Brian Caster
Editor-in-Chief

The internet company known
as Napster is causing quite a stir
as oflate. Napster is the wildly
popular file sharing service
whose 20 million members have
downloaded over half a billion
songs. This service allows
members to download copy
righted material at no cost what
soever. This pirating service
should be closed down.

Some would say that since no
profit is being made directly
from the music for Napster de
veloper Shawn Fanning, it is a
perfectly legal company. I
strongly disagree. The money
isn't the only reason. The fact
of the matter is that Napster is
taking musical artists' personal
property and distributing it with
out permission. Napster should
be hut down immediately.

One of the key arguments be
ing made by Napster's attorney,
David Boies, is that Napster
isn't piracy since users don't
charge one another for music,
but only trade mp3 files. Since
the service is provided at no
cost, piracy shouldn't be taking
place. Boies' arguments look
nice on paper, but the fact of the
matter is that he is failing to
mention certain aspects.

Napster claims to not be
making money; ifso, then why
fight the legal battle? To have a
good chance of winning the
Supreme Court case, Napster
hired attorney David Boies, best
known for his victory in the
Microsoft Antitrust case.

Spartanite Staff

Spartanite editorials represent the opinions of individua
taff members, not the publication itself. Replies to thes
ditorials are welcomed and can be sent to Spartanite of

Ice room 204.

-Dave Lundeen

"Most musicians make a majority of their
money touring as opposed to record sales.
Napster is taking money away from the
record companies. Record companies no
longer have a monopoly on what music can
be heard."

Student Voice

-Tom Miller

"This free exposure to music helps more
musicians than it hurts. It is cheaper to re
lease a song over the Internet as opposed to
a CD. Lesser-known musicians who do not
have the means for mass production of their
album can release it on the Internet."

Brian Caster
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sure that everyone knew how
to take pictures.

Besides loving her job, Ms.
Galante enjoys many different
things. Her favorite place in the
entire world is downtown Chi
cago and she listens to all dif
ferent kinds of music with the
exception of rap. Her favorite
color is green, and her favorite
holiday is Thanksgiving. The
sports she likes are girls' vol
leyball and basketball.

Ms. Galante doesn't regret
anything about her life, because
she accomplished all of her
goals by herself. She believes
that everything she has done
makes her who she is and she
would not want to change that.

If there was one thing she
could say to the entire OLCHS
student body, it would be to
read the Dr. Suess book called
Oh the Places You'll Go and to
get into photography.

very hard this quarter in prepa
ration for the holiday concert."

The concert selections for
Varsity band include A Susato
Prelude, Three Songs for
Chris/mas, and as a finale,
Prokofiev's Troika. Freshman
Nathan Rogers, who plays trum
pet in Varsity Band, said, .. My
favorite piece is Three Songsfor
Chris/mas because of all the
high notes in the song."

Symphony band will open
with A Copland Tribute, which
honors the composer Aaron
Copland (1900-1990) in an ar
rangement featuring parts of
Copland favorites: Fanfarefor
the Common Man, Appala
chian Spring, and Rodeo. Fol
lowing this medley will be Fan
/asia in G, Sussex Mummer's
Chris/mas Carol, and Sleigh
Ride. .

Symphony Band junior
Rachel Laylo who plays the
flute and keyboards in the Jazz
Band declared, "The music is re
ally nice and having ensembles
is awesome. The ensembles are
new [to the concert] this year
and I think it's a great idea to
include them."

The Jazz Band will perform
many holiday favorites, includ
ing Le/ i/ now, While Chris/
mas, and I'll Be Homefor Chris/
mas. The band will also playa
traditional jazz song called Nice
And Ea!;y Blues.

The choirs and bands hope
to entertain the audience with
their talent. Ifyou would like to
see these students perform
again, refer to the 2000-200 I
school calendar for dates ofup
coming concerts. The annual
pops concert will be held on
May 17,2001, and will feature
these musicians performing to
gether again.

during high school such as
track, student council, choir, art
club, school plays and a mock
United Nations Society.

Ms. Galante attended
Concordia University in River
Forest where she received her
degree in teaching. She origi
nally was going to become a
photographer, but then found
that she loved teaching even
more than photography. The
reason she decided to become
a teacher was because she real
ized that she loved high school
students and wanted to make

ber of both A Cappella Choir
and the VocalJazz Ensemble, will
accompany the all-female Treble
choir on the piano. The choir
will open with This is hristmas
/0 Me, followed by the lively
Carol ofthe Bells and Through
Winter's Window. Also to be
performed are In the Bleak Mid
winter, Wa~ing in the Air, and
finally, Sleig~ §ells, a medley of
well-known Ghristmas songs.

Freshman soprano Caroline
Dikselis' favorite song is Walk
ing in the Air, "because while
singing it, you feel like you're
floating in the moonlit sky."

Accompanied by Mrs. Millie
Watland, A Cappella Choir will
sing sacred and secular music
of the season.

A Cappella will open with
Seasons ofDreams followed by
Brea/h of Heaven, De Glory
Manger, and Ligh/s 01Decem
ber. ACappella's final piece will
be an arrangement oftraditional
carols, entitled Joy: A Medley
ofCarols.

Next, the Vocal Jazz Ensemble
will perform, beginning with
Carol of/he Bells, followed by
Dance of/he Sugar-Plum Fairy,
and another medley featuring
ten familiar carols, entitled A Re
naissance Chris/mas. They will
close with •Tis the Time ofYule
tide Glee.

Junior Nick Blazina, who
sings bass in the Vocal Jazz En
semble and in A Cappella Choir,
enjoys being a member of both
because, "It's really great sing
ing with people who love music
as much as I do."

Under the direction of Mr.
Brian Shelton, who is new to the
OLCHS staff, the bands also will
perform Tuesday evening. Ac
cording to Mr. Brian Shelton,
"The band students worked

Holiday concert to be held

Beth Ott
Edi/or in Chief

Have you seen a young, en
ergetic woman walking up and
down the art hallway? Ifyou did,
then the woman you saw was
probably Ms. Galante. She
never has an unhappy day and
she is constantly making her
students smile.

Ms. Galante is a new member
ofthe OLCHS staff. She teaches
Art I and all of the Photogra
phy classes. Before entering
the OLCHS halls, Ms. Galante
taught at Morton East for one
year.

Ms. Galante grew up in Geor
gia until she was ten and then
moved to Berwyn, Illinois. Here
she attended high school at Im
maculate Heart of Mary. Sur
prisingly, her favorite class was
English, not photography. he
was involved in many activities

Tina Cucci
S/affWri/er

This year's annual Holiday
Concert will take place on De
cember 19'" at 7:30 p.m. Treble
and A Cappella Choirs, the Vo
cal Jazz Ensemble, Varsity and
Symphony bands, and the Jazz
Band will perform for the gen
eral public that evening.

Mrs. Barbara Mateer, choir
director, has stated her enthusi
asm toward the two choirs and
ensemble. "It [will be] most
gratifying and fulfilling to see
and hear months of rehearsal
culminate in such a perfor
mance."

Junior Meena Babu, a mem-

Palestinians bombed a school
bus Monday, November 19th in
the Gaza strip, killing two set
tlers and injuring several others.
Israel reacted with limited rocket
attacks throughout the area.
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
has attempted to bring an end
to the fighting, and Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak has sug
gested peace talks. Nonethe
less, the situation is in a dead
lock, because of an inability to
meet the other's terms.

The debate between Mayor
Daley and the mayors of north
side suburbs continued regard
ing the future ofair travel in hi
cago. Daley's plan would expand
O'Hare International Airport,
and use state-of-the-art technol
ogy to fit more flights in without
fear ofcollision.

Many north-s ide suburbs
have complained that the noise
levels are dangerously high, and
favor a new airport in Peotone.
U.S. Representatives Jesse Jack
son, Jr. (Democrat) and Henry
Hyde (Republican) have joined
the debate supporting the sub
urbs in their struggle.
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David Montgomery
S/ajJWri/er

Texas Governor George W.
Bush appeared the likely win
ner of the Presidential election
when the U.S. Supreme Court
declared that the manual re
counts in Florida were uncon
stitutional. Seven justices
agreed that the recount was
unconstitutional, but that time
had not run out. A manual re
count was Al Gore's best hope
to win the election. The Elec
toral College meets on Decem
ber 18 to decide the President,
but if a dispute remains, Con
gress will decide.

Negotiations dragged out
between United Airlines and
the International Association of
Machinists. United, as well as
several other airlines, has had a
season of labor disputes that
has led to many flights being
delayed or cancelled. With the
holidays being the most heavily
booked season in the year,
strikes can threaten many
flights with cancellation.
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Spotlight on Beth Ott

her poems contain strong symbolism
and imagery.

While Beth looks forward to seeing
her work published, she doesn't have
any intentions of becoming a profes
sional writer, though she will continue
to pursue writing in her spare time.

"Shore," her first poem chosen for
the publication speaks to losing one
self in the sea and instills within the
reader a feeling of finality in terms of
moving on.

Another one of her poems, "Owl,"
reflects Beth's love of nature through
the eyes ofthe bird, which gives life a
different point ofview.

"Watching," the last of Beth's po
ems to be published in the book, is a
story of love, karma and loss.

Beth finds that writing can help her
express her feelings in ideas, and with
talent and luck, her poignant poems
will continue to bring her success in
the future.

OL senior Beth Ott is on her way to
becoming a poet. Three of her poems
have been chosen for publication in the
book Nature's Echoes. The poems are
semi-finalists in the International Open
Poetry Contest, sponsored by
Poetry.com.

Nature's Echoes will be published in
the winter of200 I. It will consist ofpo
etry from writers around the world. The
poems are titled, "Shore", "Owl", and
"Watching," all of which are written in
free verse.

As a semi-finalist in the contest,
Beth's work will be advanced to the next
level of competition being held this
month.

Her poems were compared against the
thousands of poems submitted to the
contest, and her works were selected as
semi-finalists. They were also selected
to be published, because of their artistic
vision and talent. One out of one hun
dred and four poems submitted is cho
sen to be published.

Beth has been writing poetry since
eighth grade and draws her inspiration
from Emily Dickinson and other poetry
collections. It was her dad's advice to
submit her poems to the contest.

All of her poems range in topic,
whether they reflect nature or her feel
ings at that period in time, and many of

Jennifer Rolniak
News editor

your kids to be wearing my clothes."
Other career options Amy would

consider are acting, journalism, or re
porting.

"I defmitely want a career where Ideal
with a lot people or a career with a lot of
communicating with others, something
dealing with people," she said.

Speaking of being a journalist, you
can see Amy's Horoscopes in this is
sue of the Spartanite in the Entertain
ment section of the paper.

Wbep asked, "What will you think
about ten'years from now when you
look back ~Oak Lawn Community High
School and~hat you did here," she re
plied, "I'll probably think, Wow! What
a long time ago. I'll probably be really
grateful that I became involved with
school and participated."

Ashley Foster and Dana Vidra

StaffWriters

Many of you may know Amy Zavala
as your Homecoming Queen, while some
others may know her as Queen
Aggravane in this fall's performance of
"Once Upon a Mattress."

But did you know that she designs
and sews her own very stylish and
unique clothes? When Amy is not busy
performing in plays, competing in Fo
rensics, writing for the Spar/anile or par
ticipating in NHS and Student Helpers,
she loves to make clothes on her
grandmother's sewing machine.

Amy has held her own fashion show
to display her creations. Held this June,
the event delighted an audience of ap
proximately two hundered people. Rob
Kaczmark was the OJ and models donned
Amy's original clothes for a live runway
show.

Her fashion show was also published
in the "Reporter," a local newspaper.
Amy plans to have another fantastic
fashion show this year during the sum
mer.

When asked if she would consider
fashion design as a career, Amy
replied,"Yes, I would definitely go into
fashion design. I want both you and

Freshman Election
results announced

\\t a-Orland DrMng ~chool, Inc

~d\ ~20 off -our regular price

for the complete 42 hour programI

ror more information call
(108j425-1111

Surfing the web?
Click here...

http://www.bsmithwithstyle.com/bswsl
food/cclcbrations/kwanzaa

Stumped on what to do for Kwanzaa?
Check out this site. It has recipes for
traditional dinners (mom will appreciate
this!) and homemade gift ideas for young
and old.

There is also a spot where you can
learn how to make your own personal
Kwanzaa gift-wrap.
. You can impress the dinner table by
telling them about the seven principles,
and what each day during Kwanzaa
brings. This site is particularly good for
thl? Kwanzaa party plarmer in your house.

To find sites like these and more, use
a search engine and type in "holidays."

http://www.4hanukkah.com/
For all you Internet savvy Hanukkah

celebrators, this site is great! Not only
can you learn the history and different
customs of Hanukkah, but you can also
light a virtual menorah!

There are also different links to get to
Hanukkah carols, desktop themes, bless
ings and songs. This site is great if you
want to download cool Hanukkah stuff
for your computer.

This site includes a special Ramadan
message from President Clinton!! This
site is good for those trying to teach new
celebrators ofRamadan just exactly what
it's all about.

http://www.claus.com/
Don't use snail-mail, e-mail the jolly

one instead! You can save on postage
by sending virtual Christmas cards to
friends and family!

Use Santa Spotter to see where the
magical one has been last, and check out
Mrs. Claus' Kitchen to get some great
recipes.

Also you can check the Nauchty/Nice
Archive to see what list you made! You
can also watch Santa cartoons, and learn
how to become an elf! If you have
younger family members, this site is sure
to keep them busy too!!

Amanda Lorenz
StaffWriter

This season while you're doing some
on-line shopping, surf on over to these
sites, have some fun, and learn about
some different holidays.

http://www.holidays.netlrarnadan
Do you get your Ramadan facts mixed

up? If you do, then surf on over here!
You can look at links to different stories
about Ramadan, and learn about differ
ent customs.

There is also a place where you can
send virtual cards (still saving on post
age!) and links to other Ramadan history
pages to friends and family.

Students on the class advisory
board are: Amanda Cerf, Amanda Duel',
Reem EI-Ramahi, Michelle Girten, Jes
sica Goshorn, Guinevere Grana,
Hananne Hanafi, Ranya Hassan, Tara
Hosek, Cathy Lally, Sam Lanham,
Melanie Mannerino, Nahla Matarieh,
Margaret McGuinness, April Modrick,
Catherine Murphy, Sarah Naber, Eileen
Nash, Danielle Nicosia, Jeremy
Prendergast, Kristin Rawl, and Dana
Vidra

The results are in! The 2004 officers
are: President Kari Freitag, Vice Presi
dent Lindsey Stubbs, Secretary Nick
Salerno, and Treasurer Robin
Nemisovski.

The Student Council representatives
are: Amanda Duel', Kari Freitag, Jessie
Goshorn, Tara Hosek, Cathy Lally, Sam
Lanham, Melanie Mannerino,Robin
Memisovksi, Claire McGraw, Margaret
McGuinness, Danielle Nicosia, Nick
Salerno, and Lindsey Stubbs.
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&TIS THE SEASON TO BE GIVING~~~

The holiday season always
seems to revive the generous
spirit deep within every person.
Around every comer, it seems,
one will find people of all ages
engaged in activities that exude
compassion, kindness, and un-

OLjuniorworks to
help the hOlTIeless

MeenaBabu
News Editor

conditional service to the com- smile or two. Teenagers set
munity. aside a portion of their busy

Food, cloth ing, and toy lives to volunteer their time do
drives spring into action. Chari- ing community service.
ties are overwhelmed with do- Residents of nursing homes,
nations from members of the hospitals, and homeless shel
community. ters host more company than

Children go from door to they've seen in months. They
door, singing carols in the enjoy conversations and activi
hopes of receiving merely a ties with sprite young children

Student participates
in charjty fundraiser

and teens who never have less
than a smile on their faces.

Adults fmd themselves work
ing as hard as ever to set a good
example for their children to fol
low, providing just enough en
couragement for us all to realize
how wonderful it is to give of
ourselves for others to benefit.

This spirit of generosity is

spread throughout our commu
nity and is abundant in the stu
dents and staff at OLCHS.

The following stories will
share just a few examples ofhow
our fellow students have partici
pated in acts of selflessness,
both during the holiday season
and throughout the rest of the
year.

MeenaBabu
News Editor

'''Tis better to give than to
receive." It's always important
to be charitable, especially dur
ing the holidays, when the
needy will benefit from kindness
the most. Unfortunately, I re
ally haven't allowed myself too
many opportunities to let my
inner generosity shine through!

However, I recently partici
pated in a charity fundraiser in
mid-November for Thresholds'
Homeless Program by perform
ing in a Piano Play-A-Thon and
collecting donations from vari
ous people. I was excited for
such an opportunity because
the event gave me the chance
to do something I love for a
worthy cause.

I was told that I'd have about
five weeks to raise as much
money as possible to support
Thresholds, a Chicago organi
zation that primarily deals with
psychiatric rehabilitation. The
Play-A-Thon, however, was cre
ated exclusively to benefit mem
bers of Thresholds' Homeless
Program.

In return for my participation,
I would get to perform a piano
solo of my choice at a recital
downtown in the Holy Name Ca
thedral Auditorium.

I never expected the wonder-

ful response I received from the
people I asked to sponsor me.
Everyone eagerly supported the
cause, and word of mouth had
prompted others to approach me
with a donation. Injustone day,
I'd already surpassed my initial
goal ofraising $150.

As my running total in
creased, I began to realize how
much more my simple perfor
mance at the recital would actu
ally mean. Five and a halfmin
utes of Mozart would have to
represent the ineffable gratitude
I felt towards the wondrous
generosity I'd experienced.
How would I ever express my
thanks to the number of people
who gave of themselves for
nothing in return?

Soon I became aware of the
obvious fact that giving is its
own reward. People had told me
that they were happy to have
donated something to such a
worthy cause. The general re
sponse to my incessant "thank
you's" was, "Oh, there's no
need to thank me! It was my
pleasure."

Some people asked me to in
form them of any future
fundraisers. Others even asked
to be signed up for next year!
(Unfortunately, the Play-A
Thon is only a biannual event.)

Overall I managed to raise
$703, with the indispensable

help of my mother, who raised
over $200 herselfby asking her
colleagues to become sponsors.
The total ofall the money raised
surpassed $27,000.

The amount I collected was
high enough to eam me a few
prizes that I'm grateful for, but
in retrospect, I realize that I re
ally don't need them. The de
light I had in collecting every
generous donation and in per
forming at the recital was quite
a reward in itself.

Furthermore, I realized that
one person can indeed make a
difference. To me, that phrase
isn't just a cliche anymore. The
spirit of generosity I encoun
tered through all my efforts re
newed my faith in the individual
and his/her capabilities.

Hopefully, the enjoyment I
had will appeal to others and
truly bring about a season ofjoy
for all.

MeenaBalu
News Editor

Sixteen-year-old Jenna
Harper is never worried about
what to do on the weekend. For
over a year, she has spent at
least one Saturday a month dis
tributing food to the homeless
in Chicago.

She travels downtown from
12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. with a
group of teenagers and a few
adults, delivering food to home
less people at the Olive Branch
Mission, State Street Mission,
and Indiana Street Mission, as
well as those on Lower Wacker
Drive and at Mary's House, an
organization for homeless kids.

Jenna Q.rst heard of the pro
gram fron(\her friend Lindsey
Kupscuk, a {I).ember of the Sev
enth Day Ad\<entist Church.
Although the church does not
sponsor the activity, many of its
members participate, as can
anyone else who is interested.

The food is supplied by
American Bagel and by dona
tions from mem bers of the
church and community. Bagels,
soup, and cookies, among other
food items, are given to anyone
in need.

Jenna and her friends also
provide clothes, blankets, and
sanitary products, have conver-

sat ions, sing songs, and help
the homeless find jobs. During
the winter season, the group
goes out more often to help as
many people as possible.

Jenna feels that her efforts are
truly worthwhile. "I'm glad the
people are being provided for,
and they're happier, too," she
says. "Some [homeless] people
are really grateful, and others
don't want to be bothered. But
we still try to help as much as
we can, and we want to elimi
nate much of the ignorance that
exists about homelessness."

Jenna believes she has be
come more aware of the world
around her, and that her activi
ties with the homeless have
made Chicago seem to be a
friendlier place.

She knows her efforts will
make a difference in many
people's lives, and for that rea
son she will continue to partici
pate as often as possible.

OL teens volunteer to help the elderly
Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

As many of us get swept
away with holiday decorating or
finding that perfect gift, we can
often forget others around us.
However, twelve individuals
have passed on their holiday
spirit to the community.

Students at OLCHS were
given the opportunity to volun
teer in a leaf-raking program.
The program was started four
years ago by Lynn Craig, a mem
ber ofthe Oak Lawn Community
Partnership. It allows students
to spend the day moving from
house to house, raking leaves
for the elderly.

On November II and 18, stu
dents met in front of the Oak
Lawn Village Hall at 8:00 a.m.
House addresses were compiled
at a local senior center, and stu
dents divided themselves into
groups to rake a certain number
of yards. Altogether, the stu
dents helped twenty seniors
clean their yards.

The students who partici
pated were: Sue Steffy, Candie
Zichmiller, Pat Fisher, Katie
Modrick, Katie Vogel, Kristen
Kearney, Jacqui Pugh, Sherry
Cole, Dave Jodelka, Laura Mottl,
Emily Buys, Diana Ocampo, Ed
Wilczek, Jen Wiederhold, Tina
Cucci, Liz Lemrise, Megan
Melvin, Amanda Kramer, and

Tony Gasso.
Senior Dave Jodelka said that

the best reward he received for
volunteering was when "the

Photo by Dan Clemens.

residents carne out and person
ally thanked us for our work. It
was good to know that they re
ally appreciated our help."

Junior Laura Mottl said she
enjoyed helping the elderly be
cause, "we worked really hard,
and we got a lot accomplished."

On December 12, the volun
teers were recognized by Oak
Lawn Mayor Emie Kolb for their
service to the community. In the
winter, students will be given the
opportunity to shovel snow.

According to Mrs. Craig, the
activity benefits everyone in
volved. "The seniors have their
yards raked, and the village is
promoted," she said, showing
her pride in the spirited group.
Because ofthese twelve extraor
dinary students, seniors around
Oak Lawn will be having a more
enjoyable holiday season.
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familiesjoin fora feast called the
Karumie. There they enjoy au
thentic African food.

Ramadan travels from month
to month. The lunar calendar
sets the month in which
Ramadan falls. This year
Ramadan began on November
27 and it will last for one month.
The Muslim people fast from
sunrise to sunset. This means
that they cannot consume any
food or liquids, including water,
while the sun is up.

Also, the people try to be as
simple as possible. Girls are not
allowed to wear makeup. How
ever, if a person is ill he/she is
excused, because a person has
to take care ofhis/her health and
body.

During Ramadan a person
should focus on his/her faith.
It is customary to pray to Mecca
five times a day, and this is es
pecially important during
Ramadan. On the last day of
the holiday there is a celebra
tion called Eid. The people ex
change gifts and celebrate the
month long fast.

ties b ld around Hanukkah.
Many chi~ren receive presents
on all eig ~ nights. Families
make and \at potato latkes.
People play dreidel games and
sing songs,including a Hanuk
kah. A special dance called the
Bora is often a part of the Ha
nukkah celebration.

Kwanzaa is a holiday that
was invented in 1966, by a pro
fessor of African-American
studies in California. Kwanzaa
is a cultural holiday that cel
ebrates the African- American
spirit. Kwanzaa celebrates fam
ily and social values for seven
days, beginning December 26.

Each day is dedicated to one
of the seven principals ofliving
a satisfying and productive life.
Some of these include unity,
self-determination, and faith.
Like Hanukkah, family members
gather to light one candle a
night on the kinara.

The kinara is a seven
branched candleholder. The
family discusses the principle
for the day, and people ex
change gifts. On December 31,

Holiday Customs
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Revenge of the Toys ~ 'I ~
ing friends to think she was a ofnew toys for Boris. Pikachu, a valuable lesson that Christmas. even put peanut butter in Boris'
square. Interior Design Barbie, and My Not only did they learn that accordion.

As Christmas approached, Little Pony took command of money doesn't buy everything As for Esther, Interior Design
Boris and Esther decided to Esther's room. They told Santa and that they shouldn't con- Barbie re-organized her room
write out their Christmas lists. to bring as many new Pokemon form to something they don't and She-Ra and the Care Bears
Boris asked for a Dungeons and toys as he could, as well as a believe in, but they also learned took the knobs otfher Easy Bake
Dragons screensaver and ac- sheet of Pokemon stamps. to never mess with their toys. Oven. Be nice to your toys this
cordion music to "In-A-Gadda- When Christmas morn ing Sure, Boris and Esther got what Christmas or you may end up
Da-Vida". Esther, who was hop- came, both Boris and Esther they asked for, but they also got with something even worse than
ing desperately for the new were surprised to see a few pre- a good variety of socks and Boris and Esther, like Barry
Pikachu that speaks five differ- sents lying near their beds when fruitcakes for presents. He-Man Manilow's greatest hits.
ent languages, decided to ask they awoke. Boris quickly
for clothes. opened one of his and to his

Little did Boris and Esther amazement saw a brand new
know that deep within their c1os- two-pack ofG.1. Joes.
ets, the toys they thought they Boris had forgotten how
had stored away forever had much fun those toys had been.
been making plans. In Boris' He had also forgotten that even
closet, Liono, Michaelangelo, the simplest things could bring
and Snake Eyes had been the about happiness and a smile,
leaders. For years they had without a hefty price tag. Esther
hoped that Boris would just pick was overjoyed with her barrage
them up and look at them one of Pokemon presents. She de
more time, be he hadn't. Now it cided that being happy is more
was time to take action. important than trying to be

The toys made calls to Santa, something you're not.
encouraging him to bring lots Both of the children learned

Dave Jodelka
Feature Editor

A long time ago in a village
far, far away lived the
Humperdink family. They were
the typical American family, two
kids, one boy and one girl, and
a dog named Terry. Boris, ajun
ior in high school, was a com
puter whiz and played a mean
accordion. His sister, Esther,
was twelve, an avid stamp col
lector, and could could name
all of the Pokemon.

Boris used to play with all
sorts of toys when he was little,
but he thought he was too old
and too engrossed in his accor
dion to care about toys any
more. He stored all of his toys
in his closet years ago, never to
see them again. Esther, on the
other hand, still liked toys, but
couldn't let her friends know
that. Esther was hip, and she
didn't want her stamp collect-

Kelly Cunneen

Feature Editor

Throughout the month of
December, many students will
be celebrating holidays. These
different cultural and religious
holidays are an important part
ofthe year. Some ofthese holi
days include Hanukkah,
Kwanzaa, and Ramadan.

Many Jewish people cel
ebrate the holiday of Hanuk
kah, also knows as "the festi
val of lights", which lasts eight
nights. This year it begins on
December 22 and lasts until De
cember29.

The most famous tradition of
Hanukkah would be the light
ing ofthe menorah. A menorah
is a candleholder that has nine
openings. The middle candle is
an extra used to light the other
eight. The Hebrews believe that
the lighting of the menorah
symbolizes God's miracle of
keeping the lights burning for
eight nights when there was
only enough oil for one.

There are also many festivi-

PeifectPresentPicking
Jenny Campbell

StaffWriter

Picture this. It's the day be
fore Christmas Eve. You are
standing in the middle of the
mall, crumpled up bills clenched
in one hand, and a list ofnames
in the other. People are push
ing and shoving all around you.

A look ofdesperation and ut
ter confusion crosses your face.
No, you are not lost, you are
Christmas shopping. You have
fifty people to shop for and no
idea what to get anyone.

Fear not. Available for a

short time only, exclusively in
this newspaper, is the one, the
only, C.G.C.G.G. (Complete
Guide to Holiday Gift Giving).

Don't know what to get all
those ladies on your list? Or
how bout them boys? I know
it's difficult but with the help of
the C.G.C.G.G. anything is pos
sible.

There is of course the usual
blend of clothes and CDs. But
if you really want to get your
brownie points, go for some
thing unique, nostalgic even.
Yes, I am talking about good old
fashioned Lite Brite. A favorite
for anyone, this toy is still on

top seller lists.
The next choice is a bit more

technological than Lite Brite,
but it is sure to please. This gift
is for anyone who always
wanted a puppy, but isn't warm

•

to the idea ofall
the neat little
accessories
that go with
them (pooper-

scoopers and flea collars). For
those people, buy Tekno, a ro
bot dog. This cuddly little ro
bot also holds a spot on the top
seller lists. .

So what do you do if the
good little boys and girls on

your list are more into vegging
in front of the old tube than ac
tually doing anything? Here
comes the C.G.e.G.G. to the res
cue.

This season there are plenty
of movies that are sure to sat
isfy even the most experienced
couch potato's appetite. One
such video is Chicken Run. How
can you go wrong with a movie
about talking chickens?

Well, folks, ~e've saved the
best for last. Here is the item
that will be on every Christmas
list across the country. It is an
old favorite, yet it has been
slightly modernized. e.G.e.G.G.

proudly introduces Holiday Gift
Hit 2000: a tiny silver scooter!

They are smaller, and faster
than the scooters that have
come before them, and they are
silver. Who knows why these
things are so popular and who
cares? Every one has one, so
why not you?

So, when Christmas shop
ping this year, save yourself the
embarrassment of standing .in
the middle ofthe mall, not know
ing where to go first. Bring
along your C.G.C.G.G. and al
ways remember this: save the
blasted receipts cuz they'll be
returning it anyway!
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The Iris Iringle £onspiroty
I walked towards him and he

started laughing too. His verti
cally challenged elves clutched
their tummies with their tiny
hands and began rolling on the
floor with amusement. "What's
so funny, Santa?" I asked as I
attempted to mount the fat
man's lap.

I was devastated when he
pushed me aside. Why would
Santa treat me like this? Why
would thl;: laughter not stop?
These questions ricocheted
around my mind along with
thousands of others. I could
not take it a!1ymore and I
snapped. The last thing I re
member was being dragged off
the imposter Kris Kringle.

Shortly after, my parents sat
me down and revealed the truth
about Santa Claus. I know it is
discomforting, but trust me;
there is no anta Claus. Do not
be fooled any longer.

enact the story o[ Mary and Jo
seph. They hold candles and
proceed from house to house,
asking for lodging. They are
denied at every house until they
reach the home where the fes
tivities are being held and then
are welcomed inside. On Janu
ary 6, Three Kings Day, children
leave out their shoes the night
before and wake up to find pre
sents left by the Three Kings.

In Germany, children begin
looking forward to Christmas in
November. They receive advent
calendars to help them begin
counting down until Christmas.
Many families make advent
wreaths that hold four candles.
There are four red candles and
each candle is lit on each Sun
day before hristmas. German
children also celebrate St.
Nicholas Day. Between Decem
ber 6 and Christmas Day festi
vals are held and childreJ) play
games and win toys, candies,
and gingerbread houses. Many
Christmas customs began in
Germany, such as the use of a
Christmas tree.

However you celebrate, I
hope you have a happy holiday
season!

botic doggy." Our tastes were
similar, but I wanted a shiny new
Snoop Dog CD. Anyway,
things were going great until
one of my high school buds saw
me standing in line. Our friendly
conversation started like this ...

"So what are you doing here
anyway?" they asked.

"Duh!?" I said matter-ot'
factly. "How else is Santa sup
posed to know what I want for
Christmas?"

That was when my confusion
began. My "friend" began
pointing at me and laughing
hysterically. "Santa," he
shouted, "This loser still thinks
there's a Santa!"

His laughter continued, but
he was not alone now. Parents
began giggling and whispering,
and the other mall-goers started
chuckling as well. I was getting
nervous, but at least it was fi
nally my turn to see Saint Nick.

Worldwide HolidaYS

I know that you do not want
to believe it, but please be brave
and read on. Just a couple of
days ago, nothing in the world
could have convinced this high
school senior that there is no
such thing as Santa.

However, yesterday I sadly
became aware that the magical,
merry, fat man we call Father
Christmas, is nothing more than
your average Joe,just some guy
making seven dollars an hour in
a rented red suit. Here is what
happened.

I arrived at the mall early to
complete my annual visit to Mr.
Claus. Ever since I was 12 years
old, I have been the tallest child
in line to meet Santa, but it never
stopped me from talking to the
other eager children.

We talked about the toys we
wanted and this year most of the
other children in line wanted
Santa to bring the, "a shiny, ro-

Melissa Renz
StaffWriter

It's December, the weather is
chilly, and a light snow is falling
on the ground. What is the first
thing that pops into your mind?
Ifyou are like many people your
answer would be Christmas.
However, ifyou listen to people
around the world there are dif
ferent answers to that question.
The holidays are celebrated in a
multitude of ways around the
globe.

A popular celebration in the
Netherlands is St. Nicholas Day.
On December 6'" families ex
change gifts and the children
leave their shoes outside that
night. During the night St.
Nicholas arrives in his ship and
leaves small gifts for good chil
dren.

December 13'" is a very im
portant day in Sweden. It is
Lucia's Day, named after St.
Lucy the Queen ofLight. Early
in the morning the oldest girl in
the family wears a white robe, a
red sash, and a crown of lit
candles on her head and brings
coffeecakes and sweet rolls to
all the adults in the house. Her

-

any conspiracy we know is the
one I am about to reveal.

Readers beware; as hard as it
may be to believe, the following
statement is the unaltered, un
censored truth; a truth that has
been hidden from millions of
non-adults across the world,
including me. Santa Claus does
not exist!

sisters will follow behind her
carrying candles and her broth
ers wear white cone shaped
caps decorated with stars.

Many Swedish communities
have parades and sing songs
about St. Lucy. They are hon
oring the Queen of Light and
asking her to bring hope in the
darkest time ofyear.

Russia celebrates Winter
Festival. It be~n~ in late De
cember when streets come alive
with lights, tinsel, lJud snowman
decorations. On New'Vear's Eve
children wait for a visit from
Grandfather Frost and Snow Girl.
He shakes jingle bells and
wishes children a happy New
Year. Grandfather Frost gives
children little bags filled with
fruits and sweets. Children also
participate in festivities that in
clude folk dancing, singers,
clowns, and magicians. The
Winter Festival lasts until Janu
ary 5"'.

Christmas is an important
holiday in Mexico. Families set
up Nativity scenes and visit
market stalls to buy small toys
and poinsettias. On December
16, children look forward to the
beginning of Las Posadas. For
the next nine nights, fanlilies re-

How the Grinch Stole the Box Office

/

Bill Palmer
StaffWriter

Throughout history, con
spiracies and scandals have
never failed to shatter the trust
and loyalty ofthe public. There
was Watergate and the assassi
nation of JFK, but more shock
ing, perverse, and corrupt than

I

Lauren WaUace
StaffWriter

Despite the fact that every
other sentence rhymed and the
Who's faces were not propor
tioned, the movie, "The Grinch,"
was a hilarious piece, mostly
due to the Grinch himsolf.

Jim Carrey plays "The
Grinch," a lowly, self-pitying
creature who hates Christmas.
Starting out with a rough child
hood, mostly due to May Who,
the mayor of Whoville, the
Grinch decides to forever live his

life alone, leaving behind his true
love, Martha May.

In the beginning ofthe movie,
the audience finds out how the
Grinch came about. He lived
with 2 ladies who brought him
up and raised him like a normal
child. About the time Christmas
came around, the Grinch started
to change. He never understood
what the meaning ofChristmas
meant.

When it came time in class to
give someone a special gift, the
Grinch decided on making a

present for Martha May, the girl
he adored. Needless to say, May
Who, laughed at the Grinch for
his present. That was the end
ofthe Grinch 's life in Whoville.

Throughout the story, Cindy
Lou somehow develops a rela
tionship with the Grinch, mak
ing him realize things aren't so
bad. She eventually persuades
him to come back to Whoville
to accept an award. This award
was presented to people who
needed holiday cheer. Well, the
Grinch went down, only to fur-

ther get laughed at and ridi
culed.

Eventually, the Grinch comes
to a conclusion. He is going to
stop Christmas from coming. So,
he goes through his madness,
stealing anything that repre
sents Christmas. In the end, the
Whos realize Christmas is about
family which makes the Grinch
finally realize what Christmas
truly means.

Carrey combines laughter
with tears to make the Grinch
seem like a wholesome charac-

ter. True, seeing Carrey all green
and a little fat, ruins his beauti
ful appearance, but the costume
couldn't have been more per
fectly designed. It's amazing
how a cartoon character be
comes real.

So, if you're looking for a
laugh as well as a heart-warm
ing story this Christmas, "The
Grinch," is the movie you might
want to see. It is a story that
makes you realize Christmas
isn't only about material things,
but also your family.



Blink 182, either you love
Ithem or hate them. There really
lis no middle ground. Some
Ipeople think they sold out and
Ichanged their music just to make
,more money. Others (mostly the
{emale fans) ignore the musical
,aspect completely and like them
because of how they look.
I Their new cd takes a differ
lent approach from their older al
Ibums because it's a live cd. For
Ithose of you who went to their
Irecent summer concert tour, you
Iknow that half of the show was
Uustthem makingjokes and act
ling crazy on-stage. This cd is
Ino different.
I Mark Hoppus plays bass gui
Itar and does half of the band's
vocals, while Tom Delounge
Iplays lead guitar and sings the
lother halfof the vocals. Travis
IBaker, even though he was in-I
~ured and was not able to per
Iform at the Chicago show, was
Ibehind the drum set throughout
Ithe entire album. Though he
Idoesn't talk at all, he is prob
lably the most talented member
lof the band.
I The cd mostly follows the
Isame format as the concert did.
Its starts out with about 5 or 6

Isongs from their previous cd,
IEnema ofthe State, including the
lever popular singles such as,
~'AII the Small Things" and
I"What's My Age Again." From
Ithere, they play some of their
lolder songs from Dude Ranch.
1Many of the songs off of Dude
IRanch are based on how hard it
lis to be a teenager with all the
Ipressures of girls and parents.
These songs are some of the
lbest ones on the cd. There are
two singles they bring back
Ifrom their first cd, Chesire Cat,
lentitled "Peggy Sue" and "Car
lousel." The last two songs on
Ithe cd are "Dammit," which was
Itheir first single and "Man Over
Iboard" which is the only studio
Itrack not recorded from the con
Icert.
I As I said before, the on-stage
Idialogue between Mark and
ITom wasn't kept out ~fthe cd.
,Most of the content IS mature
and not meant for the ears of
Iyoung children, so be careful I
laboutjust how loud you play it. I
I This cd is one of the best I
IBlink has ever put out, and any I
Ifan of theirs should definitely I
Ibe a proud owner of it. If you I
Idon't believe me, go ahead and I
Ibuy it. You'll see what I mean. I---------

since 1843?
The first formal Christmas

card was designed by J.C.
Horsley in 1843. It was litho
graphed on stiff, dark cardboard
and depicted in color a party
with glasses of wine raised in a
toast over "A Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year to you."
One thousand were printed, and
one still exists.

The custom of sending
Christmas cards caught on be
cause at that time in England
one could mail greetings for
only a penny each. The ex
change of Christmas cards has
grown to astonishing propor
tions. Americilns typically ex
change cards i.1 excess of2 bil
lion cardr each year. In fact, the
first ever phrase on that first
Christmas card, according to
H~lImark, is still the all-time fa
vorite sentiment on a Christmas
card.

Did you know that one of the
reindeer was originally named
Donder?

You know Dasher, and
Dancer, and Prancer and Vixen;
Comet and Cupid and Donner
and Blitzen. Clemente. Moore's
poem, "A Visit from Saint Nicho
las," gave all the reindeer names,
one of which was Donder. This
mistake has come about from the
language the names ofthe rein
deer come from. Blitzen is Ger
man for "lightning," and Donner
is German for "thunder." Donder
is Dutch for "thunder." In the
popular song "Rudolph the Red
Nosed Reindeer," Gene Autry
sang of a reindeer named
Donner. Since the song sold
over two million copies, and
Donner flowed with the lyrics
better, Donder was officially re
placed.

bla you know that
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Re
indeer was created origi
nally as a marketing ploy for
Montgomery Wards?

That's right. .. the immor
talized Christmas legend with
the bright nose that helped
Rudolph guide Santa's
sleigh was originally created
as a story to give away to
shoppers at the retail store
Montgomery Wards. Mont
gomery Wards asked copy
writer Robert L. May to cre
ate a Christmas story as a
promotional gimmick. May
came up with the idea, in part
because of the story of The
Ugly Duckling, to have an
underdog shunned by the
entire reindeer community.
Initial names for the reindeer
included Rollo and Reginald,
but both were rejected for
Rudolph. Rudolph was re
jected at first because the
red nose was often associ
ated with drunkards. But
several sketches were drawn
up and the Rudolph story
was approved. 2.4 million
copies of the Rudolph pro
motional booklet were
handed out in 1939, and 6
million copies were given by
1946.

The Rudolph phenom
enon took off when May's
brother-in-law, songwriter
Johnny Marks, developed
lyrics and a melody for the
Rudolph song and Gene
Autry song. The song sold
over two million copies.

Did you know that Christ
mas cards have been around

Amylavala
SlaffWriter

Sagittarius Nov22- Dec 21
Running out of the most im

portant holiday drink before
grandma comes over may be a
disaster. Make sure you run out
in the cold before she gets there
and get an extra gallon of egg
nog for her and the rest of the
family. The family will be thank
fullater. A big gift will be wait
ing for you under the tree be
cause of your generosity.

Capricorn Dec 22- Jan 19
Send out all those ugly/won

derful Christmas cards to all the
people you love. Also send one
to that old friend from middle
school you have been meaning
to call for the past six months.
The Christmas card will make up
for it.
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• these covers, they played an un-: ~UTu.c.o I1SL~IIlR 1-??2
: JeffAdamow usually well done version of"White: I
: StaffWriter Room" by Cream. • !f (1\ !

: For those of you who are fa- Triptych was yet another band: .J"etJ..eJi .lJk INic Harvey
:miliar with the way Oak Lawn to play at the Battle. They playa: 'rStaffWriter
• High School runs the Battle of heavy style of music with soft Iyr-:
: the Bands, you know that there ics spoken though the microphone.. Brian Caster
: has always been one Battle, and They included no cover songs in: Edilor-in-Chief
• it is traditionally held in March. their set, and strictly played songs:
:Not this year. To try something they had written themselves .•
: new, the Senior Class decided to Many fans of the former band:
• host one in December too. Varuna recognized the distinct stlye:•
• The battle took place on De- of this band. That is because the.
: cember 9 at 6p.m. Six bands par- frontman of both Triptych and:
:ticipated and a few promoted Varuna is the same person. If you:
·themselves by hanging fliers liked what Varuna played, you had:
: around the school. Abitwar, 6 no choice but to like Triptych. •
: Inch Voices, and Euforia (in the Six Inch Voices was the sixth, and:
• form of Evolt) were returning final band to perform for the night.:
: bands from last year's battle. They are a ska band, which added.
:They were joined by My Au- diversity to the types of music:
: thority Figu.re, Triptych, and played that night. They added con-:
• Desiderada. siderably to the list of original.

•: My Authority Figure played songs they've written since last.
:their own brand of punk, and year's Battle. To round out their:
• covered songs by Blink 182, and set, they played covers of songs:
: Billie Joel. by the Supertones. The Gverall per-.
: Abitwar played a very heavy formance of this band was impres-:
:type of metal with fast guitar sive considering three of the origi-:
.Iicks over screaming vocals. As nal band members are no longer.
: in the past, they played some of with them, and one still hasn't been:
: their own songs, as well as cov- replaced. :
·ers originally done by Pantera , The placing of the bands were.
: Metallica and Jimmy Hendrix. as follows: My1\'uthority Figure in:

.- h •: Evolt added to the "heavy 6th place, Evolt 10 5t place,.
• metal", as well as the creative Desiderada in 4th pl~, Abitwar in:
: aspect category at the Battle. To 3rd place, 6 Inch Voices in 2nd place,.
: add interest to their set, the lead and Triptych in Ist place. Triptych:
: vocal ist ran around on the stage received a prize ofone hundred dol-:
-while punching himself in the lars and 6 Inch Voices received a.
:face with a Nintendo power prize of fifty dollars. Originally:
: glove. Evolt played a song they prize money wasn't going to be dis-:
• had written themselves which tributed, but the Senior Class raised:
: they call "untitled", and covered enough money in t-shirt sales to.
:a few songs by Soulfly, System make that possible. :
·of a Down, the Deftones, and Later, anyone who stayed for at:
:Jefferson Airplane. least half the night got a big sur-.
: Desiderada played a very in- prise. Fuzz, the bass player of the:
• teresting type ofjazz mixed with band Disturbed and a 1988 OLCHS:
: blues, including everything in graduate, showed up ~fter he had:
: between. They performed very performed at the TWisted Seven.
: well, especially because they show. :
• have only been together for a Overall, adding an extra Battle to:
: month. The bands they covered the school year seemed to be a suc-.
:were Kenny Wayne Shepard, cess. If you missed out this time,:
• Stevie Ray Vaughn, Jimi Hendrix, you can still make it to the Battle in:
: and Jonny Lang. In addition to March. • 00..

.. ·......·.. :;,p,:.· ..fhfj;;~y ..lbr(")$ca(")12fJ$ .~ -f.·Aqu..;u, Jan 20-li'eb 18- • who love, little 1;htld«n. !, tha..« al,.ady nsed a,.
Get those irritating Christmas This year, be the one to get the best, because someone has

lights out of the box and onto your that special child the gift they broken them in f?r you. Thank
house. Upon doing this you will always wanted. Who them and SalvatIOn Army, be
be lighting up someone's night and knows, he may leave you cause they mean well and love
not just literally. cookies instead! you.

Pisces Feb 19-Mar20- Gemini May21-June21- Virgo Aug 23-Sept 22-
Kissing, especially under the Lots of presents, lots of Parking is al~ay.s a pain, but

mistletoe is an awesome tradition. toys, lots of fun with lots of Christma parkmg I~ awful. Be
But how awesome is it when you bills. Remember when shop- nice and generous this Christ
have to kiss old, hairy Uncle Ted? ping this Christmas that as mas and give up a spot; d~ that
It's always more fun when you are long as there was a smile or strang~r a favor. !hat will be
kissing Brad Pit or Katie Holmes. two because of your pre- your glfl to humanity.
Too bad it's only your imagination. sents, it was worth all the Libra Sept 23- Oct 22- .
Find that special someone to grab money in the world. Fa la la Ja la, la la la la! Chnst-
and kiss under the mistletoe. Cancer June 22- July mas isn't all about the bad car-

Aries Mar21-AprilI9- 22- olers~ouh~ar. 1t'sa.bo~ttheir

Take an adventurous trip and Don't you just love your good mtentlons ofbnngmg the
find the Christmas tree that you relatives, especially the ones holiday joy to your do~r. So
know will light up the holidays. who live 8,000 miles away don't slam t~e door, smile and
This task can be tiring, frustrating from you? As much as you nod for a while.
and annoying, but if you bring a love to see them go, cherish ~corpi.o Oct 23- Nov ~ I
warm coat a smile and your best the little time you get to Thmk twIce before you deCide
singing voice, you will be guaran- spend with them. on returning that gaudy sweat~r.
teed a grand old time. Leo July 23- Aug 22- There are a lot of A~nt Je~nles

Taurus April 20- May 20- Be happy with whatever in the world and the hnes Will be
Good Old Saint Nick is ajolly man you get this Christmas. The horrendous for the next month.
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Boys swimming rides a wave of success
RobertPuhr
Sports Editor

The Spartan boys swim team
has seen great succes over the
past three years and wishes to
experience another successful
season.

The team has worked hard the
past few weeks doing pre-sea
son training and working to bet
ter themselves for a possible
two level victory at conference.
Some swimmers are even look
ing to qualify for state finals.

The team has many new ar
rivals this year who will help
them to achieve their goal of
winning conference on the JV
level. The N members include
Ryan Gage, Andy Petersen, Al
pha Sabbithi, Don Calhoun, Don
Walsh, Justin Thompson, An
drew Coate, Joe Kozlowicz,
Corey Gage, Victor Sabbithi,
Philip Toscano, Chris Rybczyk.

The team also has welcomed

back many members to the var
sity squad and like the JV team
also have expanded their ranks.
These swimmers are Doug
Terrell, Rick Halzle, Paul Larsen,
Bob Puhr, Rob Wheeler, Aaron
Osmanski, and Len Musielak.

The varsity team hopes to
have some ofthe new freshmen
and sophomores help them out
in their future meets.

At press time the team has
had three meets. The first was
the Bremen Pentathlon, which
is ~e typical starter for the var
sity. The team did well and
turned in many good times.
Aaron Osmanski swam a time of
I:03 in the 100 yard backstroke
which is an excellent time.The
meet proved to the team that this
season could be very promis
ing.

The JV team had their first
meet on the following morning
and did well. It gave many of
the new swimmers a chance to
get into the swing ofa big meet.

It is di fficu It to tell at th is point,
but by the end of the season
the JV team may have a better
record than the Varsity. How
ever, their goal is the same as
varsity, win conference and
then see what happens.

Both JV and Varsity had a
dual meet on the first Monday
in December. The meet was
against TF South and the var-

sity took first place. There were
several swimmers who came in
with first place times. Doug
Terrell recorded a time of59:8 in
the 100 yard freestyle. Another
winner was Bob Puhr in the 100
breaststroke with a time of I: IS.
A good time of I: 18 in the
breaststroke was brought in by
Ryan Gage. While the N team
did not win, they did perform

well. They are still gaining ex
perience said several ofthe older
swimmers. They should defi
nitely be ready by conference
said others.

All in all, this looks to be the
most exciting season on record
in Spartan swimming history.
The team encourages anyoneto
come and cheer them on against
ShepardlRichards on Dec. 19.

Bowling team
gains strength Coach's Column

Mr. Malak

Q: What are your goals for
the boys team?
A: The boys' season will be
different as our number ofath
letes will be pretty low, but with
that I feel we have some qual
ity swimmers that can go to the
state championship this year.
I would like to match the girls
swim team's achievement of
winning a conference title.

Q: How do you feel about the
girls swim season which ju t
ended?
A: I thought we would be a
year away from c(:>ntending for
the conference title. It was
great to see the girls do so well
and win it.

Q: Do you have any long-term
goals for the OLCH swim
program a a whole.
A: To continue to win confer
ence championships and move
more swimmers on to the next
level, which is qualifying for
the state championships. I
would like to see some swim
mers leave here with scholar
ships for swimming and/or
continue to swim on that next
level.

In his first year as a teacher
at OLCHS Mr. Malak has taken
over the swim program and has
exceeded everyone's expecta
tions.

He led the girls swim team
to an almost undefeated sea
son with a single loss, by one
point, to the cross-town rival
Richards.

He also led the girls swim
team to an unprecedented feat
in the history ofOLCHS swim
ming, a vars ity con ference
championship, and for only the
second time in its 6 year his
tory, a N conference champi
onship.

Len M~sielak
StajJWr~(e{ ._

Q: What subjects do you cur
rently teach at OLCHS?
A: I teach physical education
and health education.

Q: What other teams are go
ing to be difficult to beat this
season?
A: The largest challenge we
have before sectionals is
ShepardlRichardsiEisenhower.
They already have several fast
distance swimmers.

Q: How long have you been in
volved in the sport of swim
ming?
A: I was a swimmer for eight
years and a coach for eight
years as well.

Dennis Poznak, and senior Jim
Norris.

For every Thursday meet,
there are three teams of three
bowlers each; Scratch, first
Handicap, and second Handi
cap. For those of you not up
with bowling lingo, Scratch
means the three bowlers with
the current highest averages;
first Handicap means the
bowlers with the three next high
est averages; and second
Handicap has the next three
high averages. Handicap means
the amount of pins given to a
bowler, before they even start
the game. Bowlers with higher
averages, have lower handicaps
and vice versa.

As of right now, the three
scratch bowlers include Keith
Charvat and Matt Zylius and
John Burica. To determine each
person's average, the bowlers
practice Mondays after school
at Arena Lanes on 95'" Street and
103,d Street. The highest nine
averages get chosen to bowl in
the conference meet on Thurs
days.

Despite not having as much
publicity as other sports at Oak
Lawn, the bowling team does
their best. Hopefully, they will
finish the season strong, and if
they do so, they may possibly
be bowling for the State Cham
pionship.

Coach Moonier has nothing
but high praise for his team.

"These guys are fantastic. I
think they have a shot to take it
all the way," states Coach
Moonier.

half, with Richards 10 games
behind in second place, fol
lowed by Shepard and Marist
respectively. This follows a
conference win last season.

There is another unique fea
ture of the bowling team. It has
three sets of brothers on it.
These include the Szubrych
brothers (senior Jason and his
brother Joe who is a sopho
more), the Woody brothers,
Uunior Dave and sophomore
Chris) and the Zylius brothers,
(sophomore Matt and freshman
Mike).

These three dynamic duos
have outstanding averages and
help the team along. Granted,
the three pair of brothers can't
carry the team by themselves,
so there are other huge con
tributors to the bowling team's
success.

Bowlers include sophomores
John Burica, Keith Charvat,

Steve Peters
StajJWriter

One of the sports that many
people forget to acknowledge is
bowling. To be honest not
many students even know of its
existence. However, contrary to
the lack of popularity, the team
is increasing in size.

The team is coached by Mr.
Moonier who is an English
teacher here at Oak Lawn High
school. Mr. Moonier is also a
bowler and bowls in the South
west Suburban Bowling Confer
ence every Thursday night.

Other schools in the confer
ence include Richards, Shepard,
Marist, Eisenhower, and Argo.
Like many sports at Oak Lawn,
the bowling team is very suc
cessful. During their first half
of the season, they took first
place in the conference. They
are currently leading the second
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All girls' varsity teams sweep conference
girls knew they had a shot at
conference when they beat
Shepard in a dual meet. Shepard
is a strong team every year, and
in obtaining a win against the
Astros, Oak Lawn decided to set
their sights for higher goals.

The team also did extremely
well at the Tinley Park Invite fin
ishing second overall and ahead
ofother teams in their own con
ference. After success at
Tinley, the girls were able to
handle bigger meet pressures.
Coach Malak commented,"Girls
swimming at Oak Lawn has been
a rewarding experience. I felt go
ing into the season we had a
shot at competing for a confer
ence title but not for a couple of
years." He is very proud of the
hard work put forth by his swim-

mers. Fall 0 200 I, the swimmers
will join the runners in defend
ing a brand new conference title.

o step aside boys, the girl
power at Oak Lawn High School
has reached a new level, and
they're ready for some serious
attention.

They are Debbie Zwirkowski,
Meena Babu, Sandra Montoya,
Dayna Hojek, Angela Montoya,
and Nicole Thurzo and Christine
Koch, both of which are team
captains, state qualifiers, and
MVP's.

The team's biggest competi
tion this season was Argo. The
dual meet against the Argo
nauts was very tense and nerve
racking, but the partans came
out on top winning 3-2. Later in
the season, the girls had to play
Argo for the championship and
won flawlessly. Tennis is the
pride and joy of Oak Lawn.
They are extremely talented,
work tremendously hard, and
with their frosh/soph team also
being conference champs,
there's no reason for them not
to go seven in a row.

Reason two: Volleyball is in
credible. The varsity team has
won four consecutive titles.
Also, this year all three levels
swept the conference titles, so
the teams of the future look
very promising. The team had
four all-confer l)c.e players.
Karissa Murray" nd Sam

ynowiecki are all-c'$nference
players for the seconcfyear in a

row. Susie Cusick made is all- pionship by a single point. This
conference for defense, and year the team had three all-con
Courtney Roberton for her ex- ference runners. They are first
cellentjob as setter. As a whole, year runner Emily Buys, Cassie
the team is very strong and de- Gonzales, and Kelly Cunneen.

tennined. Cassie and Kelly are now all-
Co a c h conference runners for the sec

N i c hoI s ond year in a row.
and Coach The team also had achieved
Michaels a couple other great accomplish
h a v e ments. They earned a third

worked them hard every day of place trophy at the Tinley Park
the season. This paid off on Invitational and a first place
October 5th when the Lady plaque at the Oak Lawn Invite
Spartans defeated Reavis in an for the second year in a row. The
exciting 3-match victory at girls trained throughout the
home. The two teams were tied summer and are continuing to
in conference, so the outcome • run in the win-
of this game was crucial. The ,~. ter. They are
Spartans didn't give up, and at ~ already plan-
the end of the night had suc- ning on de-
cessfully defended their title. In fending their
the fall of200 I, the girls will com- title. Hope-
pete for a fifth consecutive tro- fully next year
phy. you'll read

Rea on three: Girls' cross about the team successfully
country is all about teamwork. wi!1ning conference again.
After eleven years of coming Reason four: Girls' Varsity
home empty handed, the female Swimming won for the first time
runners ofOak Lawn decided to in Spartan history. The team had
do something about it. Every four all-conference swimmers
member put her heart and soul this year. They are Melissa
into the season, and on Octo- Riner, Amanda Duer, Dana
ber 14th, the girls won the cham- Larsen, and Jen Herrmann. The

"OLCHS participates in Chicago Marathon V

Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

"In the history of the SICA
conference, this accomplish
ment has never happened be
fore as long as the other ath
letic directors and I can remem
ber," comments Mr. Kleeman,
Oak Lawn's athletic director,
"What a pride-filled moment in
Spartan history for the girls' fall
varsity teams to all win confer
ence titles." Because of the
combined efforts ofthe athletes

and
coaches,
Oak
Lawn is
o n c e
a g a i n

reaching amazing heights and is
reflecting its greatness in team
work.

There are four reasons why
such an accomplishment was
achieved here at Oak Lawn.
Reason one: Tennis is on a roll.
The 2000 fall season was the
girls' sixth consecutive confer
ence championship -an extraor
dinary streak. The team had
seven all-con ference players.

Ms. Ilabich
Along with Mr. tow and Ms.

Michals, another faculty mem
ber who has participated in two
half-marathons (which are 13
miles in length) and in eight
triathlons is M . Habich,a guid
ance counselor here at OLCHS.

A triathlon con ists of a one
mile swim, 6 mile run, and a 26
mile bike ride. he has run the
Mrs. T's triathlon in 1995 & 2000.

he likes the feeling she gets
when she finishes and enjoys
training for them, achieving her
goal. She loves all three ofthe
events that are included in a
triathlon and also does them for
the numerous health benefits.
Participating with a group of
people with a common goal and
making a connection with these
other people is something Ms.
Habich enjoys.

"My most memorable mo
ment is when my daughter and I
ran a triathlon in August of2000
because we were side by side
through the whole experience."

Her style of training for her
first triathlon was different from
most people. Her training in
cluded running and biking
around the block. "I did this in
order to stay close to home and
train at the same time.

The best sight I have ever
seen is the finish line during my
first race. This is the only rea
son a person should run, for the
feeling they get once finishing."

Training, sacrificing, and
complete dedication are all
things that an individual must
be willing to do if he or she
chooses to run any type of race.

People like Mr. tow, Ms.
Michals, and Ms. Habich prove
if you truly want to do some
thing you have to put every
thing you have into it. This is
because the best feeling a per
son can have is finding out
what his or her limits are and sur
passing them.

of races and what it takes to do
them well. M . Michals, a vol
leyball and track coach here at
Oak Lawn, ran the Chicago
marathon five different times
during the 1980's. he started
doing it, because she accompa
nied a student who was running
as well. After finishing in less
than four hours on her first try,
she decided to run them again.
She says they are a lot of fun.
She has seen many people push
ing themselves to finish and be
lieves it is great to see how far
you can push yourself in order
to achieve a goal.

"If you train enough and do
not overdo it, a person shOuld
have no problems," Ms. Michals
said. She believes participants
should wait until they are in their
twenties to try it and should not
worry so much about time. The
most important goal is to cross
the finish line and enjoy your
self while running. This is be
cause the feeling you get once
finishing is exhilarating; there is
nothing else like it.

sist runners with their injuries.
he dedicated twelve hours to

help people who needed it and
was among 33,000 medical vol
unteers. This was the greatest
turnout of volunteers ever.

After viewing the race from
this perspective, Becky has
learned a lot. "It gives me a
sense of reality and it lets me
see how hard people will push
themselves."

She also said that it is an
amazing sight to see the people
cross the finish line. he en
joys seeing the spectators en
couraging the people and she
loves seeing the people run for
different causes. Her advice for
anyone willing to try running
the race is to prepare yourself,
and go to a doctor for a physi
cal. These physicals can help
in detennining ifa person is ca
pable ofrunning a marathon. It
is important considering there
was one fatality this year due to
a heart condition.

Ms. Michals
The Chicago Marathon of

course is not the only type of
long distance race that exists.
There are many types of mara
thons or even triathlons. They
all take a great amount of dedi-.
cation and sacrifice. Two other
OLCHS faculty members know
what it is like to run these types

Mr. tow
end of the race. Ilowever, how
many ofus can run or even walk
26.2 miles in 3 hours and 57 min
utes?

Mr. Stow ran the marathon
last year as an answer to one of
his friend's dares. He enjoyed
it, but since he sprained his
ankle, he felt cheated and de
cided to do it again in 2000 and
he is most likely going to run it
again on October 7~, 200 I.

Mr. Stow mostly enjoys train
ing, getting in shape, and fin
ishing the race, sleeping and re
hydrating afterwards. His ad
vice for anyone who wishes to
run this challenging race is to
use Mr. Higdon's training pro
gram, because it has helped him
a lot over the past two years.
Mr. Higdon guarantees a person
will finish the race if he or she
follows his steps. Also, Mr.
Stow encourages everyone to
register early and save yourself
some money.

Not only did Mr. Stow par
ticipate, but one ofOak Lawn's
students was a part of the mara
thon as well. Her name is Becky
Powers. She volunteered at one
of the many medical stations lo
cated along the 26.2-mile course.
She attends these races with her
brother, a physical therapist
who volunteers his time to as-

On your mark. Get set. Go!
These three phrases can often
be heard at the start of a race.
One of the most famous races
in the world is the Chicago
Marathon. The race dates back
to 1977 and is now held annu
ally. Mr. Dan Cloeter from Indi
ana was the first winner with a
time of2: 17:52. A marathon con
sists of26.2 miles ofeither run
ning or walking. Every year,
thousands participate from all
over the world.

This year the race took place
on October 22 with 29,074
people starting the race and
27,956 people finishing.

Among those finishers was
Oak Lawn High School's very
own Mr. Kevin Stow. Mr. Stow,
biology teacher, has run the
Chicago Marathon for the past
two years. In 1999, he finished
the race with a time of4:26:33;
however, he would have fin
ished with a better time ifhe had
not sprained his ankle while
running. He came back, though,
and trained hard with the help
ofMr. Kretschmer, gym teacher
and trainer here at Oak Lawn
and Hal Higdon.

Mr. Higdol) runs a training
program over the internet at
www.chicagomarathon.com .
This site helps people prepare
for this very difficult race.

Mr. Stow flOished with a much
better outcome this time around.
He placed 7,270 out of27,956
and had a time of3:57:45. He
was aiming for a time of3 :30:00
but ran out of gas toward the

TonyPape

Sports Editor
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Frosh/Soph Boys B-Balliay up some victories
Sue Steffy
StaffWriter

The sophomore basketball
team started their season on No
vember 24. Their first game was
against Argo High School. The
Spartans lost by a deficit often
points. Their record as ofpress
time is 0-3-1. The team is confi
dent that as the season goes on,
their momentum will build and
they will tum over a new leaf.

This year the sophomore
basketball team is coached by
George Dempsey. Our Spartan
players include Ryan Drish, Neil
Dixon, Joe Norris, Rick Szpytek,
Scott Orban, Jason Swiatek, Ted
O'Malley, Earl Berry, Keith
Trlak, Chris Mann, Chris Hill,
Jason Clarke, Mike Dorian, Amir
Sweiss, and Tom Pike.

The freshman team is
coached by Mr. Chris Newton
and Mr. Marcus Wargin. Mr.
Newton said, "I feel confident
about this team. Freshman year
is the hardest time for any sport
and the guys are doing a nice
job. The players are just start
ing to get to know each other's
moves. It takes time for them to
work together. As long as we
continue to work hard in prac
tice and focus on improvement,
we will be just fine."

This year's freshman Spar
tans are Jim Ditzler, Jim Galbraith,
Bill Howard, Alex Karlstedt,
Frank Liu, Mike Malas, Eddie
Mockus,Rimvydas
Pranckevicius, Ryan Schutz,
Justin Sinkevicius, Sean Stacy,
Oscar Stundzia, William Sweis,
Ed Tomasik, Jim Troy, and Tom

Zero.
The freshmen lost their first

two games on December 5th
and 9th, losing first to Tinley
Park High School with a final
score of 37-49. The leading
scorer of the game was Bill
Howard with 15 points. They
lost the second game to
Richards, with a final score of
58-39, and Ed Tomasik led the
team in several categories.

Overall, this year's freshman
and sophomore teams are off to
a good start. The sophomores'
next game is today at home
against Reavis and the
freshmen's next game is tomor
row December 16 at Reavis High
School. So come on out and
cheer your fellow Spartans on!

Varsity Basketball player, Chris Hill, shoots a free throw as
teammate Bryan Allie looks on. (Photo by Steve Peters)

Cheerleaders soar into the season

difficulty and athleticism that is
seen in this sport. So show your
support by cheering them on
and helping them boost school
spirit!!

Frosh/Soph Girls Basketball team playing great defense. (photo
by Bryan Allie)

the soph~ore boys' basketball
games. \\

Oak La~11 cheerleading and
the sport in gen~ral has evolved
greatly over the past years. The
Spartan cheerleaders want to
continue to excel and make these
squads some of the best that
Oak Lawn has experienced by
achieving great success at com
petitions and showing off the

IN

The tryouts for this year's
basketball season had a tremen
dous turnout of52 girls, 35 from
the JV level. The unbelievable
amount of talent made the try
outs very difficult.

This year's squad includes
sophomores Amanda Benson,
Nicole Bowman, Hannah
Abdallah, Krysten Ballard,
Bridgette Beazley, Jackie
Dinaso, Kim Stanek, Stephanie
Parisi, and Jessica Madrigal.
The freshman cheerleaders in
clude Maggie Foley, Megan
Hincks, Jamie Hojek, Melissa
Huizenga, Becky Puhr, Alicia
Smith, Melissa Schmitz, Jenny
Tringl, and Katie Goldrick.

The N cheerleaders are work
ing hard to build up their new
squad in time for the first game.
Come see what they can do at

girls show tremendous pride and
enthusiasm to their school and
to their sport."

The varsity level now in
cludes four males: Jeff
Selmeister, Mike Goshorn, Pat
Pitcher, and Dan Thompson.
Sophomores Brittany Kopfand
Jamie Tillman also were moved
up to the varsity level. Other
members include Kelly Ulrich,
Sara May, Amy Hill, Adrienne
Olsen, Megan Melvin, Amanda
Kramer, Rachel Laylo, Jacqui
Pugh, Deanne Drechsler,
Rhonda Laylo, Diana Ricci, Sa
rah Goldrick, Diana Ocampo,
Lucy Groh , and Ricci Cisco.

Megan Melvin
StaffWriter

The Spartan cheerleaders are
stepping into their second sea
son of the year with high hopes
ofachieving many goals. Their
plans include cheering for ev
ery boys' basketball game and
maybe even some wrestling
meets. Both levels are also par
ticipating in competitions of
their own including two
regionals held in January and
February. The Spartans are
striving to qualify for the state
competition held in March.

Head Coach Patti Greiman
and assistant Jodi Persson are
beh ind these girls 100% and are
hoping for a great season.

Mrs. Greiman states, "I hope
that the hard work and determi
nation these girls put into their
routine will pay offin the end!"

Miss Persson explains, "The

Frosh/Soph Girls B-ball shoot for conference
Amy Zero
StaffWriter

With December comes bas
ketball here at Oak Lawn, and
the girls' frosh/soph teams are
ready. For many of the girls,
conditioning has been tough,
but hopefully the season will
payoff.

To begin, there are 19 girls
playing on the freshman team
this year. They include Chris
tine Augustyniak, Kelly
Biedrzycki, Ashley Brown, Jes
sica Burns, Kim Dignan,
Amanda Duer, Brandie Engel,
Laurie Felton, Emilia Garcia,
Monica Gawron, Catherine
Lunn, Allie Madden, Robin
Memisovski, Danielle Nicosia,
Anna Ogrodny, Sheena Simon,
Jessica Synowiecki, Majd
Sweiss, Lucy Wodziak.

Led by newcomer Coach
Brian Brandt, the freshman A
and B teams have a record of
10-0, as ofpress time.

Starting offthe season for the
freshman girls' teams were
games against Morton and the
Oak Lawn Tournament.

Leading scorers in the Spar
tans' game against Morton were
Jessica Synowiecki with 14
points and Laurie Felton with 12
points.

On the B level, the high score
was 14 points as well, made by
Amanda Duer. The team also
took first place at the Oak Lawn
Tournament on November 19th.

When asked to comment on
the season, Coach Brandt stated
that great players are often fol
lowed by high expectations.
The girls "work hard, are ag
gressive, and hustle 110% ofthe
time."

A difficulty Brandt has run
into on the court is to choose
which players will play their
"AU game. He feels that many
ofthe girls are capable ofcom
peting on this level, which is "a
luxury for a coach to have."

The team's next game is the
Lockport Tournament, which
will be held tomorrow.

Moving up a level, the sopho
more team this year includes:
managers Katie Laverty and
Audra Brooks, Ann Kaputska,
Jamie Bartkowiak, Christine
McNeela, Sarah Altenburg, Sam
Norris, Sherri Elworthy, Colette
Baird, Kathy Figus, Sarah
Hasan, Nicole Green, Arnie
Habdas, Sarah McKinney.
Thus far they have a record of
9-1. The sophomores also took
first place at the Oak Lawn Tour
nament.

The sophomores are
coached by Ms. Doreen Kestler,
and their number one goal is to
win conference. Even though
they lost their first game to
Morton, they still have high
hopes. There is "a great deal of
talent on the team," states
Kestler. She also feels that there
is not one individual girl lead
ing the team.

--------- -
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Varsity boys basketball slamming into the season

B1'ad Skendzel laying up the ball before the game. (photo by
Steve Peters)

Bill BlaettIcr
StaffWriter

The Spartans are ready for
another exciting season of bas
ketball. Led by Head Coach Ri
chard Panovich and Assistant
Coach Scott Atkins, the Spar
tan squad is optimistic about
the upcoming season.

"The only possible things
that could hinder us from hav
ing a great season are ineligibil
ity and injuries," explains coach
Panovich.

The Spartans are coming into
the season with fewer players
than in years past, but neither
coach thinks that will be a fac
tor in winning and losing games.
What they will miss is the lead
ership and dexterity of former

Spartan basketball great Dan
Malloy. Dan was arguably the
best all around player on the
team, but Larry Spain was also
a very gifted athlete.

Larry's brother Pete should
prove to follow in his footsteps.
Pete had an outstanding year
last year and will hopefully only
get better.

Coach Panovich said, "Play
ers come and players go, but
you have to work with the tal
ent you have and I think we
have a lot oftalent on this team."

Bill Leithleiter, Marty Lally,
Don Hackstock (sophomore),
and Frank Padula are a few star
players who showed their po
tential in Monday night's 55-45
win over Oak Forest. After a
close first hal f, the Spartans
pulled away in the 3,d quarter
and never let go of the lead.
Leithleiter racked up 18 points,
Padula had 13 points and 8 re
bounds, Lally helped out with 8
points, and sophomore Don
Hackstock had II points and 6
rebounds. The Spartan's next
game was Tuesday against
Marian Catholic.

The Spartans fought a losing
battle in this game as they were
out-shot by the Marian Catho
lic Spartans. Oak Lawn ended
up losing by 13 after a good
defensive game played by Frank
Padula.

Andrew was next on the
Spartan's agenda. The Spartans
put up a great fight but were
unable to stop the Andrew at
tack. The T-bolts played an
amazing game but the Spartans
left them stunned with a buzzer
beating half-court shot by
Marty Lally which humbled the
Andrew spirit.

The Spartans next game is to
night, December 15, at 6 p.m. in
the Spartan gym vs. Reavis.
Please come out and cheer on
your Spartans at future games!

Mike Martinez
StaffWriter

It's winter again and that
means it's time for some of the
toughest kids in the school to
compete in the most difficult
sport in high school athletics.
This year the Spartan wrestlers
have have high hopes based on
4 strong returning seniors Nick
Grabarek, Justin Kakos, Rich
Swiatek, and Dan Pasquarella,

smooth out the rough edges and the game. The 2nd halfwe turned
Matt Ulanowski

come together as a team." the ball over and let Thornwood
StajJWriter

In their home opener against take control. The 1st halfshowed
The Lady Spartan varsity Morton, the Lady Spartans us the potential we have, but we

basketball team will be young pulled out a huge victory with just have to play disciplined for
and inexperienced this year with the score 56-28. This was a big the full four quarters!" Jenny
only four returning seniors. victory for the Spartans, be- Sepessy had a double-double
Those seniors include Jenny cause they haven't beaten consisting of 19 points and 10
Sepessy, Sarah Nettle, Liz Figus, Morton on the varsity level in a board.
and Amy Bridgeman. The la- few years. Jenny Sepessy had Coming back from a devas
dies will try to build around the 10 points and 4 assists. Sam tating loss to Andrew, the Lady
experience of 4-year varsity Synowiecki had 8 points and 5 Spartans picked up their game
player, senior, Jenny Sepessy. steals to go along with her 6 re- and defeated Rich Central with
Juniors Sam Synowiecki and bounds. Meghan Toppel added a score of 57-34. OL played
Karissa Murray who saw con- 8 points to the Spartans' score. tough defense and executed well
siderable playing time as opho- All the girls saw action and con- on offense. Sam ynowiecki led
mores on the varsity team last tributed to the victory. the Spartans with II points and
year also will step up their game. The team lost a hard fought 8 rebounds. Dana Sullivan had

The sophomores, who were victory to Thornwood 53-39. 10 points and 5 rebounds.
21-2 last year, will have to grow The Spartans hung with Meghan Toppel and Jenny Varsity Basketball player, Amy Bridgeman concentrates on
up quickly and adjust to varsity Thornwood in the I$I half, only Sepessy pitched in with 8 points shooting her free-throw. (photo by Bryan Allie)

basketball. trailing (22-20) at half time. a piece. Suzie Cusick had 8 working hard at practice as well this year, but I think we should
Coach Haubenreiser, in an Coach Haubenreiser had sev- points and 8 rebounds. as on the court. Coach be in every game." "This is a

interview, stated,"1 think we eral words to follow up the game. Coach Haubenreiser has high Haubenreiser added this com- tough bunch ofgirls who are not
have a lot of potential and ath- "We stuck to our game plan expectations and hopes for the ment, afraid to battle and never givel,ti, abn;~lidW;~;tli~~ il;;;Sthi;la;';~s'~;;i;;~d!"~

in addition to a very strongjun- they will be in the best possible people do in a session, let alone Grabarek, Dan Pasquarella, and
ior and sophomore class. condition for their first meet. as their warmup. This is fol- Mike Oganeku, who are all un-

This year the varsity wres- Sophomore wrestler Matt lowed by an hour of physically defeated as ofpress time, as well
tling team is shooting for three Arthur says, "Nobody will be exhausting endurance drills and as for Grant Arthur who only
state qualifiers in Grant Arthur, able to stop us ifwe keep up the intense live wrestling. After all has a single loss on his indi
Mike Oganeku, and Joe Debias intensity in our practices. Not of this, the wrestlers weightlift vidual record.
and is hoping that there will be one team out there is trying as for an hour. On December 2, the Spartans
even more qualifiers surpassing hard as us. Trust me, it will If this didn't seem difficult were matched up against Rich
their expectations. For the last show." enough, these wrestlers prac- Central, who they defeated, and
month, these Spartans have Indeed these wrestlers have tice in a very small gym with the Bremen, who they tied. Joe
been working extremely hard been working hard. Their thermostat well above 85 de- DeBias gave two-time state run
after school for 3 hours every- warmup, a 2 mile run in under 20 grees in an attempt to cut as ner-up Tim prings from Bremen
day at practice to make sure that minutes, is more work than most much weight as possible. a good run for his money.

First year wrestler Ray The sophomore and fresh-
Mockus says, "I've played soc- man wrestling team both look
cer, basketball, baseball, and like they are headed for success
football, but none of these are this season al o.
nearly as physically demanding Standout sophomore wres-
as wrestling." tiers are Mati Arthur, Blake

Coach Robinson's practices Tomczack, and Pat Probst.
arc very grueling, but have a These three sophomores may
way ofseparating the men from wind up doing some wrestling
the boys. Practices like these on varsity. Standout freshman
would guarantee any team to wrestlers are Trevor Mulrenin
have a successful season. and Jeff Kopfwho may also do

Practice is paying otffor Oak some wrestling on varsity.
Lawn wrestlers Joe DeBias, Nick

Undefeated wrestler, Dan Pasquarella, getting back points from a Grumby Roll. (Photo by Bryan
Allie)
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complications from the outset.
However, things eventually fell
into place after much use ofthe
trial-and-error method in every
thing from d ignin and build
ing the catapults to using them.

Some groups built their cata
pults with springs as the source

tion. Meena had to learn six
new pieces of music before at
tending the festival.

The highlight of the festival
was the world premiere perfor
mance of the piece "The Mys
tic Trumpeter." The music com
bined the efforts of the Honors
Choir, Band, and Orchestra.

"Performing this piece was
unbelievable," Meena said.
"There were nearly seven hun
dred students working together,
led by three conductors. It was
such wonderful music!"

Meena was very happy to
have participated in the festival
and looks forward to next year's
tryouts. "I only wish my friends
could have shared this experi
ence with me," she says. "Any
one can do what I've done; all
they have to do is try out."

Student selected to
All-State Honors Choir

Beth Ott
Editor-in-Chiej

OLCHS junior Meena Babu
was selected to the Illinois Mu
sic Educators' Association's
All-State Honors Choir,..the
highest-ranking choir in the
state. Due to this honor, Meena
participated in the IMEA All
State Festival in Peoria, Illinois.

The festival was held from
January 25-27. The students
practiced for fifteen hours and
then performed at the AII-State
Honors Concert on the 27th at
the Peoria Civic Center Arena.

Meena participated in the
IMEA District I Festival in No
vember, and due to her high
score among the ninety stu
dents in the Alto I voice range
who tried out, Meena was se
lected for callbacks to qualify
for state-level auditions. The
callbacks were held the morn
ing of the district festival.

About twenty first altos made
callbacks, and six to eight of
them were chosen from the' dis
trict to be in the All-State Choir.
Then the top three or four were
selected to the Honors Choir.

Being a member of the Hon
ors choir took a lot of prepara-

Jon Naples, Jason Cascio, and Steve Peters set up their catapult in the Little Theater. The device
was voted by the class as having the most unique design.

be launching bags of candy at forthe plastic baggies ofcandy,
various targets that were set up the students worked again at
above, below, and level with the hitting targets on the fly and
launching area. landing atop them.

nfortunately, since the cata- The project s very open-
pults were built strong enough ended, in the sense that it was
to support a one-kilogram ob- left entirely up to the students
ject, the 125-gram plastic to decide how to begin building
baggies of candy shattered on a mechanism that fit the initial
impact. After a quick cleanup requirements given. Some (Continued on page 4)
and a substitution ofcloth bags people had experienced a few

(Continued on page 4)

The Forensics team took sec
ond place overall at the Regional
meet hosted at OLCHS Febru
ary 3. Everyone who competed
in this meet advanced to the
Sectional tournament.

At Regionals, Val Olson took
fourth place in Verse Speaking.
The second place finishers for
the Oak Lawn team were: Caleb
Kosek in Dramatic Interpreta
tion, Caleb Kosek and Susan
Mueller in Dramatic Duet Act
ing, Jason Cascio in Extempora
neous Speaking, Deanne
Drechsler in Humorous Inter
pretation, Grant Suhs in Im
promptu peaking, Amy Zero in
Oratory Speaking, Brian Caster
in Radio peaking, Amy Zavala
in Special Occasion Speaking,
and also the Performance in the
Round.

The extraordinary competi
tors who took first place were:
Amy Zavala and Marc Palluck
in Humorous Duet Acting, Marc
Palluck in Original Comedy, Sa
rah Goldrick in Declamation, and
Deanne Drechsler in Prose.

On January 27, Oak Lawn.
placed Ist overall at the SICA

MeenaBabu
News Editor

"Ifat first you don't succeed,
try, try again." This all too fa
miliar saying became a veritable
mantra for Ms. Palak Patel's
honors physics class. This year,
in place of participation in the
annual bridge contest, twenty
nine juniors were assigned to
design and create their own cata
pults in small groups.

Aside from hosting parties
and having fun over winter
break, the students had to find
time to build a ffiO':hanism that
would launch an objt?~t weigh
ing as much as one kildiram (2.2
Ibs) anywhere from two'to seven
meters away (6 - 23 ft) upon
their return to school. The cata
pults were to be no larger than
two feet in any diJ I n io ,cUld

neither the targets nor the ob
jects to be launched were re
vealed until the testing day.

On January 8, students de
livered their devices to the Little
Theater to find out that they'd

Forensics team
prepares for state

Jessica Exline
StajfWriter

Honors Physics launches
a new project for 2001

Will the bridge contest become a thing ofthe past?

On Saturday, February 10, the
Oak Lawn Forensics team took
second place among the 41
schools at the IHSA Sectionals
hosted by Downers Grove
South.

Advancing to the State com
petition on February 16 and 17
are Amy Zavala in Special Oc
casion Speaking and Amy Zero
in Original Oration. Also ad
vancing to State are Marc
Palluck in Original Comedy,
Brian Caster in Radio peaking,
Marc Palluck and Amy Zavala
in Humorous Duet Acting, and
Caleb Kosek in Dramatic Inter
pretation.

arah Goldrick took fourth
place in Oratorical Declamation.

Caleb Kosek and Susan
Mueller finished in fifth place
for Dramatic Duet Acting. Also
in fifth place, Grant Suhs in Im
promptu Speaking and Val
Olson in Verse.

In sixth place was Jason
Cascio in Extemporaneous
Speaking and Deanne Drechsler
in Prose.
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Are reality-based television shows
going overboard?

Reality-based television shows include Survivor, Survivor II, Real World, The Mole, 60 Minutes, Dateline, and others.

)'~~ J\f()
made a comeback.

These reality-based televi
sion shows are often criticized
for being unrealistic. But the
basis ofeach show is an element
of reality seen in everyday life,
such as survival of the fittest,
teamwork, and trust in a relation
ship. That element of reality is
taken to a new level, which is
the cause of constant criticism.

For example, the show Survi
vor puts people in the wilder
ness as they fight to survive.
"Survivor" demonstrates,
through the elimination of one
person every several nights, the
element ofsurvival of the fitlest.
This aspect is commonly seen
in everyday life; on the show, it
is more obvious.

Critics of the reality-based
TV craze often forget other
shows that are ba ed around
reality. "60 Minutes" has been
heralded for its impressive work,
yet it is a reality-themed televi
sion show. The show, with the
aid ofcreator Lowell Bergman,
discovered the Unibomber and
was the only show to get an in
terview with Iran's Ayatollah.
The reality theme of"60 Min
utes" made it a popular televi
sion show.

Other shows that have be
come popular due to their real
ity theme include "America's
Most Wanted" and "Unsolved
Mysteries." These reality
based shows were also able to
help police find and arrest crimi
nal suspects.

People focus too much on the
fact that each show doesn't ac
curately depict every situation.
They overlook ju t how enter
taining these shows can be.

Brian Caster
Editor-in-Chief

On August 23, 2000, fifty-one
million Americans had theirTVs
turned on and their eyes wide
open. No, someone wasn't land
ing on the moon. No, Monica
Lewinsky wasn't being inter
viewed by Barbara Walters.
And no, Darva Conger wasn't
searching for new ways to "stay
out of the public eye." Fifty
one million Americans had their
TVs tuned into CBS to see the
season finale of"Survivor."

Feeding off the popularity of
that hit show, television execu
tives spawned clones with new
elements in order to capitalize
on.the reality-television frenzy.
In the end, you have 30 beauti
ful men and women on an island
trying to break up relationships
and seemingly pointless mis
sions only to find out there was
a Mole causing havoc.

Sound like the frenzy has
gone overboard? In actuality, it
hasn't.

Combined, "The Mole" and
"Temptation Island" are viewed
by 20 million people on a weekly
basis. With the debut of "Sur
vivor 11: Australian Outback,"
there may be no end.

The debut of"Survivor" was
not the beginning ofreality-tele
vision. Shows like "Road
Rules" and 'The Real World"
have been around for years. Yet
people forget about the first re
ality-television shows. These
shows date back to the 1960's
with the debut of"60 Minutes."
Reality television has been
around for years; it just recently

"Real World"

"Survivor II"

-Dave Jodelka

-Jennifer Campbell

"60 Minutes"

"Temptation Island"

. Student Voice .
Are reality based shows going overboard?

"After watching an episode of 'Temptation
Island,' I saw how much television quality has
regressed. It is amazing how anyone could
enjoy such trash. The show reflects on how
human relationships seem to mean nothing
in society. Reality-based shows just high
light the wavering morals of its viewers."

"These shows are straying far from their
reality based theme. How many times have
any real people had to solve an international
mystery to survive on a remote island?
These shows prove nothing but the decreas
ing morale of today's society. These shows
are merely an excuse to increase ratings."

Brian Caster

Beth Ott

Meena Babu
Nazneen Yasin

Jennifer Rolniak
Dave Jodelka

Sabrina Dym it

Kelly Cunneen

Tony Pape

Laura Mottl

Bob Puhr

Tony Pape

Rich Swiatek

Mrs. B. Whiteaker

Ms. J. Surma

one completely different than
him or her, let alone a complete
stranger. Plus, the places they
are given to live in aren't exactly
middle or lower class. The most
recent cast lived in a New Or
leans mansion.

The newest reality based
show that is a real joke is Temp
tation Island. Not only is this
program unrealistic, but it is
trashy as well. The show takes
four unmarried couples, splits
them up and places them on an
island where many single people
will try and seduce them.

Now this idea is supposed to
show the strength of relation
ships, but come on! When was
the last time the average person
had ten people trying to seduce
them and get them to break up
with their companion? This
show just brings 'a. ~hole new
meaning to the word idiculous.

The producers ~f these
shows like the real ity-based
theme, because it allows them
to get away with a lot of things
that a scripted show would not
allow; and so far, it is working.

These shows have become
so popular, because they are
supposed to deal with real life
and real people. The truth is that
the people on these shows are
actors, just like Julia Roberts or
Bruce Willis. They are in it for
fame and fortune just like every
one else in the entertainment
industry.

This reality-based theme that
the industry is using is just a
ploy to get viewers to watch the
newest trashy show that they
can come out with. The sad
thing is that people actually
watch them.
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Beth Ott
Editor-in-Chief

Is anyone else sick oCthe re
ality based TV shows that are
being put on the air? These so
called "reality based" shows are
stooping to a new level of low
in the entertainment industry.
Not only are these shows a
scandalous mockery of every
day life, but they are also an in
sult to the minds of television
viewers.

First off, these shows do not
represent reality, or everyday
life at all. One of the older real
ity based shows, MTV's the
Real World, is a perfect example
of this misrepresentation. The
show claims to mirror everyday
life and display how people deal
with challenges and conflicts
with people.

Sure this idea seems real
enough, but the show puts to
gether seven strangers with
completely different personali
ties into a free house to see how
th ings work out. The show also
sets the cast up with a job that
would require definite college
training and experience. How
ever, the group gets to go into
the job without a clue of what
they are doing.

The eattle Real World cast
had their own radio show, while
the cast in New Orleans pro
duced and starred in their own
TV how. In today's society, no
one can really get a serious,
good paying job without a col
lege education, ortraining in the
field.

It is also very doubtful that
anyone would live with some-



Scholastic Bowl has
all the answers

close match against Stagg. A,
January 31, the jlv team lost t
Bradley and Kankakee Hig
Schools, but came back to over
whelm Crete Monee 20- 156

Grant Suhs and David Mont
gomery lead in points. Mr
Astrauskas coaches the junio
varsity team.

The jun ior varsity team is Ie
by captain Grant uhs and othe
members include Krista Cheek
John Ciciora, Adam Lorenz
Jamie Matusiak, Becky Raschke
Alan Dodaro, Dorie Koll, Clair
McGraw, David Montgomery
Shannon Peterson, Jeff Rowe
Ed Suda, and Dave Vognar.

-..A.
Scholastic Bowl members Meena Babu, Tony Pape, Brian Caster,
John Naples, and Ja on Cascio are all smiles about getting an
answer correct.

Wilczek, Meena Babu, and Ja
son Cascio lead in points for the
varsity team. Due to the unusu
ally large varsity team, members
spend much less time than usual
each game actually playing, but
help in keeping track ofrecords,
time and scores.

The junior varsity sailed
through their first meet easily,
with vktories over Tinley Park,
Homewood-Flossmoor, and
Rich South. The Homewood
Flossmoor victory was one of
the most complete in the sea
son, winning by more than 150
points. On January 24, the Spar
tans defeated Rich South and
Joliet, and won in an extremely

The Oak Lawn Community
Iligh School Scholastic Bowl
has competed in three tourna
ments so far in January. So far
the varsity team is 4 for 9, and
the junior varsity is 7 for 9at
press time.

At their first meet, the var
sity team defeated Tinley Park
but lost to both Rich South
and Homewood-Flossmoor.
At the second meet, they lost
to Stagg but were victorious
over both Joliet and Rich
South.

On January 31, they failed
to beat Kankakee and Bradley,
but crushed Crete Monee. Ms.
Heskin and captain Brian
Caster coach the varsity team.

Other members include Nik
Chamis, Aaron Hosek, Tony
Pape, Ed Wilczek, Meena
Babu, Jason Cascio, Bryan
Grant, Dan McGrail, Jason
McLaughlin, Jon Naples, Val
Olsen, Steve Peters, and Amy
Zero. Aaron Hosek, Ed

time he was at a race has never
diminished. Peter became so in
terested in racing, he has cho
sen it as a career.

On Friday Nov. 10, Peter
spent the day at Hawthorne
Race Course to shadow jockey
Randy Meier. Peter also got to
meet.Phil Georgejef, who is an
announcer at the track. Peter
claimed, "It was an exciting day,
and I was glad to meet the best
announcer there ever was."

Peter plans to work in the
carpenter's union while being
an amateur jockey for a few
years, before racing full-time.

While Peter has plenty of
dreams for the future, I asked
him what he'd remember most
when he thinks back to his high
school days. He said "How
much Mr. Vazzana and the work
program prepared me for life."

Katrina Percak
StajJWriter
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Someone you
should know

You may not have heard the
name Peter Percak before this
year, because he wasn't very
involved at OLCH . However,
he is certainly making his senior
year his time to shine.

Not only was he the indus
trial education Student of the
Quarter, but he also is involved
in the Inter-Related Work Pro
gram. "I think he's an excellent
student," says Mrs. Russo, who
has worked with Peter in class
for two years. Another teacher
who has only nice things to say
about him is Mr. Vazzana, who
runs the work program here at
school. Peter is thankful to Mr.
Vazzana who helped him out by
setting up his "Shadow Day."

Peter's ambition is to become
a jockey. When he was
younger, Peter used to visit the
racing track with family. He en
joyed the trips to the track and
says, "The best part of the race
was when the horses were com
ing around the three-quarter
pole and you could hear the
loud pounding of their hooves."
The excitement he felt the first

Mathletes add up the victories
Sara Kishta
StajJWriter

The conference competition
for Mathletes was held on
Wednesday, February 7 at
Shepard High School. Shepard,
Bremen, Bloom Trail, Bradley,
and Richards are in the Division
3 Regional with Oak Lawn. Over
all, the team took third place
among these six schools.

The freshman team took third
place in the categories of linear
equations, congruences and
similarities and radicals. Dave
Montgomery scored a perfect
ten in linear equations.

Sophomores took third place
in systems ofequations with Joe
Derencius scoring a perfect ten,
and sixth place in quadratic
equations.

Juniors finished fifth in the
area of right triangle trigonom
etry. John Huish and Jason
McLaughlin achieved perfect
scores on their questions in
congruences and similarities.

The senior competitors took
third place in limits, with Nik
Cham is, Dave Jodelka, and
Mikas Remeika scoring perfect
tens. Brian Caster, Nik Cham is,
Dave Jodelka, and Mikas

Remeika scored tens in trigono
metric equations scoring a first
place finish in the category.

Jason Cascio tied for second
place in his oral competion on
logarithms with 46 points.

Jam ie Matusiak took first
place with an astounding per
fect 50 in her oral question on
truth tables.

In the group competition, the
freshman/sophomore team
placed fourth. The junior/senior
team took third place.

Freshmen and sophomores
took fifth place in the calculator
competion.

Mathletes is a club open for
any stud rt who enjoys math
ematics. The Mathletes
coaches ar~··"Mt:S. Halwax, Ms.
Portal, and Ms. O'Connor, and
they work with students during
lunch/study hall periods. These
coaches help prepare the
Mathletes for the upcoming
meets. The competitors are pro
vided with packets that deal
with specified topics and the
coaches help them when nec
essary.

Meets held are once every
month on Wednesday nights.
There are four topics for each

student, depending on his year
in school.

At the meets, Mathletes are
assigned five people to a topic
and each group member is given
three written questions that deal
with the topic to which they are
assigned. There are oral ques
tions as well, where one person
represents the school. These
questions are worth fifty points
each. In addition, there are
groups where one set of fresh
men and sophomores and one
set of juniors and seniors par
ticipate in a written test which
is also worth fifty points.

r-----------------------,

(Continued on page 5)

ing what may inhibit a student
from being responsible and to
find methods to increase student
achievement, the OL administra
tion, Dr. Fronczak, Mr. Murphy
and Mrs. Klusendorf, have held
sessions to identify roadblocks
to a student's success in school.
Within groups of parents,
teachers, and students, the
OLCHS administration held
meetings to discuss these is
sues and what can be done to
resolve them. Groups ofstu
dents met with the administra
tors in October

The key to
responsibility

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

Acceptll1g responSibilIty IS

the stem from which self-respect
grows. Responsibility, and thu
self-respect, is a quality many
of us strive towards, but often
it is difficult to define. As stu
dents, we are told to be respon
sible. Teachers are encouraged
to teach responsibility, and, ide
ally, parents should act respon
sibly. But this is usually an ab
stract goal; something every
one would like to say they are,
but really don't understand ex
actly what it is.

With the intent ofunderstand-

$25 OFF
TEEN PROGRAM

.......'''",._, (4 week course or behind-the-wheel only)
FREE home pick-up for

behind-the-wheel lessons

... ,

Len Scaduto Driving SchooZ Inc.
4957 W. 95th St., OClk LClwn, IL

(708)423-1212
BRING COUPON
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If the contest is doomed to
become merely a fading memory,
for lack of better entertainment
maybe next year's honors phys
ics class can launch deli sand
wiches at unsuspecting victims
in the junior/senior lounge ....

and durability in the cafeteria
during lunch periods.

Local bands perform
at Mojoe's Cafe

prised of Aaron Hosek as gui
tarist and lead vocalist, Brian
Murphy on vocals and guitar,
Dave Jodelka on drums, Tom
Miller on the keyboards, Dave
Lundeen on bass, and Mike
Sullivan on the saxophone.

Although the band has only
been playing together for a few
months, there were already
crowds of people who were
shouting out requests for the
group to play, including a cover
of the song "Freebird."

An energized Brian Murphy
declared about friend and fellow
band member Aaron Hosek,
"Aaron can pul1 off any style of
music with his incredible vocal
range, and it was really flatter
ing to see all the fans asking for
more."

Another new band, Triptych,
decided to play an acoustic set
for the Mojoe's show. Original
Triptych songs were translated
to an acoustic style to provide
a different version of each
unique song. That night, gui
tarist and lead vocalist Nick
Blazina and guitarist Mark
Tatara performed the band's
usual repertoire to the eagerly
attentive crowd.

Jonathon Naples, ajunior at
OLCHS, remarked, "Triptych
has an awesome acoustic set.
Playing acoustic was a good
idea, because it gave the three
band show a good variety of
music."

Triptych became instantly
popular with the crowd because
of their creativity and energy
presented during the show.
Nick Blazina agreed, "The show
wasn't super serious at first, but
it turned out to be a lot of fun
just jamming for people!"

Al1 three bands participated
in OLCHS' Battle of the Bands
this past winter. They are all
looking forward to performing
in the next battle to be held on
Saturday, March 10.

project in future years, using the
results she observed this year
to revise the requirements.

Questions still remain unan
swered as to the future of the
bridge contest, most commonly
associated with the spectacle of
splintering wood as model
bridges are tested for strength

Tina Cucci
StaffWriter

Diana Ocampo and Mal10ry Pluciennik pose with their catapult.

It seems that one very popu
lar and exciting way for teenag
ers to mingle and dance the
night away is to attend band
gigs at various coffee lounges
or restaurants in the community.

Three different groups that
have members who attend Oak
Lawn Community High School
recently performed at Mojoe's
Coffee House in Orland Park to
participate in an intriguing three
band show.

On January 6th, Six Inch
Voices, Triptych, and
Desiderada jammed together
musical1y and stunned what
was an original1y tough crowd.
Junior Katrina Percak enjoys
taking pictures of local bands
and exclaimed, "The bands gave
a riveting performance, and to
top that, the members are ex
tremely photogenic!"

The Christian Ska band Six
Inch Voices consists of vocal
ist Josh Gentile, Matt Dauner on
drums, Bob Puhr on trombone,
Kevin West on guitar, Kyle Gilde
on bass, and Dru Hill on trum
pet.

Spartanite readers may recall
reading about these six awe
some guys in the "Someone
You Should Know" column last
fall. OLCHS junior Dan
Naponiello stated, "Six Inch
Voices created such a great vibe
in the crowd."

The bands first demo CD,
which features OLCHS alumnus
Tony Fantozzi on saxophone,
has already sold out, so if there
are plans for more to be sold,
don't walk ...run! Kevin West of
the Voices said, "It's really.nice
to see how all three groups came
together and put on a great
show at Mojoe's."

The new classic rock and
blues band Desiderada is com-

Being new to OLCHS this
year, Ms. Patel has brought
many new ideas to the honors
physics curriculum, the catapult
project being one ofthem. Over
all, most students felt that its re
sults were better than satisfac
tory, but that the project would
need some revisions.

Ms. Patel explained that she
assigned the class to build cata
pults instead of bridges partly
because she is familiar with ba
sic catapult design. And more
importantly, the project would
be "a good summary ofthe top
ics covered [in class] during the
first semester," such as the
study of vectors, kinematics,
projectile motion, and energy.

Ms. Patel agrees that there
will be some changes made. She
certainly plans to continue the

of the team schedules practices
with a coach to work on his or
her individual events for up
coming meets.

Sometimes practices can run
from as early as three to five, or
as late as three to ten. While
practicing, the students con
stantly receive constructive
criticism to improve their per
sonal performances.

Obviously all of this hard
work has paid off. Because of
their excellent performance dur
ing the season, all of the stu
dents eagerly anticipate the
state tournament to be held this
weekend in Pekin, Illinois.

to make calculations that ex
plained how their catapult
worked and what adjustments
they made to accommodate vari
ous targets. Factors taken into
consideration included launch
angle, initial velocity of the ob
ject, the distance of the target,
and the object's mass.

~~---,.,

Bryan Grant makes his debut as the "knife-thrower" during a
rehearsal of the Performance in the Round.

one and only first place finisher
at conference was Amy Zero in
Original Oration.

According to Head Coach
Mr. Tom Dzurison, the team "has
developed and changed for the
better." He feels very good
about the team's successes and
is looking forward to having a
strong team next year.

All twenty-three of the var
sity participants and seventeen
of the novice participants work
hard to achieve their top place
finishes.

During the school week, prac
tices for the forensics team are
long and tough. Every member

of energy, while others used
rubber bands or other elastic
material. Voted by the class as
having the most unique design
was the device created by Ja
son Cascio, Jon Naples, and
Steve Peters, pictured on the
front page.

The students were expected

Kevin West and Amy Zero prepare to launch their catapult, which
was notoriously accurate at shooting oranges at random people.

Forensics
(Continuedfrom page I)
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Catapults (continuedfrompage 1)

Conference competition.
The finalists who placed were

Brian Caster for Radio Speak
ing, Melissa Renz for Radio
Speaking, and Sarah Goldrick
for Prose Reading. Megan
Hincks placed sixth in Original
Oration.

In fifth place were Amy Zero
in Impromptu Speaking, Deanne
Drechsler in Prose Speaking,
and Rob Kaczmark and Ryan
O'Connor in Dramatic Duet Act
ing.

The fourth place finishers
were: Deanne Drechsler for Hu
morous Interpretation, Marc
Palluck and Amy Zavala in Hu
morous Duet Acting, Justin
Lopez in Original Comedy, and
Grant Suhs in Extemporaneous
Speaking. In third place were
Caleb Kosek in Dramatic Inter
pretation and Grant Suhs in Im
promptu Speaking.

The second place finishers
included: Marc Palluck in Origi
nal Comedy, Caleb Kosek and
Susan Muel1er in Dramatic Duet
Acting, and Amy Zavala in Spe
cial Occasion Speaking. The



sible student is. They believe
risk taking, active learning, and
questioning are all actions a stu
dent can take to become a more
committed participant in his
learning. By teaching and pro
moting independence, reward
ing self-reliance, and providing
each child the opportunity to
talk in class, teachers said they
could communicate the need for
students to be able to work on
their own.

Coinciding with student in
volvement was the student de
veloping independent learning
techniques. Two factors within
independent learning are work
ing to the best of abilities and
readiness. Teachers suggested
stressing organizational skills
and encouraging students to
take measures such as keeping
an assignment notebook and
taking notes. Students can
question themselves to check
for understanding, and also
start assignments promptly.
Additionally, setting goals can
help a student become more or
ganized. Attendance also de
termines a responsible student,
according to teachers. They
believe consistent student at
tendance can help a student
learn to the best of his abilities.

While the learning process
differs from one individual to an
other, there are several key fac
tors in determining how to in
crease student success. Stu
dent and parent input has clari
fied the goal of responsibility,
and by achieving a partnership
between parents, teachers, and
students, the administration has
taken significant steps toward
increasing student success. By
finding key factors in the learn
ing and teaching, all three
groups can begin to take mea
sures to increase achievement
in all areas of learning.

about the author of the quote.
There is also a feature in w~ich

you can view the most favorite
quotes.
www.guote2.cek.com

If you're looking for a quote
for school related purposes, this
web site is exceptional. Famous
personalities, along with litera
ture personalities, are listed in
alphabetical order. This site of
fers movie and television quotes
as well, Clueless, Ferris Bueller's
Day Off, and Friends. ("Why do
you have to break up with her?
Be a man. Just stop calling."
Joey)

success. Meeting in Septem
ber with adm inistrators, parents
responded to why a student
may have multiple failures and
what makes a responsible stu
dent. Parents claimed that a dis
like for school can cause a stu
dent difficulty in learning. This
can lead to poor attendance,
and a lack of preparedness, in
volvement, and motivation. Par
ents also stated that low self
esteem causes a student diffi
culty in the learning process.
Students develop a lack ofcon
fidence stemming from multiple
failures, poor organizational
skills, and poor communication
among students, educators and
parents. To become more re
sponsible, active students, par
ents suggested better time man
agement skills, prioritizing, and
setting goals. Parents also be
lieved improving communica
tion among those involved in
the educational process can be
beneficial. Checking for an un
derstanding of concepts, creat
ing an open environment, shar
ing interests, and talking among
one another can raise a
student's level of confidence
and help him to b come more
motivated. Additionally, taking
measures to develop higher self
esteem, such as positive rein
forceme~t and focusing on a
student's 'Strengths, can lead to
greater stu\! nt involvement.

Teachers 'a'lso believe that
student involvement is a key
factor in determining success.
Educators met in groups before
the beginning of the school
year to define what a respon-

www.guoteland.com
One quote site that has an

even larger scale of quotes to
chose from is quoteland.com.
The quotes are divided into cat
egories and then you may
choose sub-categories to find
the exact quote you want.

For example, if you want to
choose a quote by topic, you
can choose from love, friend
ship, dreams, life and happiness.

Here are some intriging
quotes of friendship, life, and
happiness. "When I find my
self fading, I close my eyes and
realize my friends are my en
ergy."-Anonymous. "Learn
from yesterday, live for today,
hope for tomorrow."-Anony
mous. "Happiness is a choice
that requires effort at times."
Anonymous.

This site offers information

Surfing the web???
Click here...

to examine why students may
have difficulty in school. All
three focus groups indicated a
lack ofmotivation as a majordif
ficulty students must over
come. Citing reasons such as
lack of preparedness, goal set
ting and open-mindedness, stu
dents spoke to how a sense of
apathy can develop and nega
tively affect the learning pro
cess. All three groups said that
an increased emphasis on
"hands-on" learning activities
can aid in encouraging students
to learn on their own and make
more real life applications.

Another source of difficulty
is labeling and repressive
teacher-student relationships.
Favoritism and student labeling
was said to promote a lack of
confidence within students,
causing them to give up easily.

Strict rules and requirements,
in addition to unpleasant con
ditions within the school, were
also mentioned as a reason for
student difficulty. Claiming the
discipline code was too authori
tarian, student groups relayed
an opposition to being held to
numerous requirements, specifi
cally the dress code, extra-cur
ricular eligibility and attendance
policies. Students also felt they
were given too much homework
with not enough in-class in
struction to complete it success
fully.

A common thread among the
causes the three groups cited
was the student's attitude to
wards school in general. An
optimistic outlook not only in
students, but in parents and
teachers as well, has a direct
correlation with increased suc
cess, students believed.

In addition to students, par
ents also believe a student's
outlook on school can positively
or negatively affect student

Samina Yasin
SlajJWri/er

If you are pondering for some
inspiration, a good laugh, or
you would like to hear some fa
mous words from a celebrity,
then check out these sites.
www.guotepost.com

At this site you will find ev
ery quote category imaginable
from inspirational quotes
("They build too low who build
beneath the skies."- Unknown)
to television personality quotes
("How is 'education' supposed
to make me feel smarter, when
every time Ileam something new
it pushes some old stuff out of
my brain!"- Homer Simpson.)

There is a special feature of
fered where you are able to post
up your own quote anony
mously if you choose.

The oil tanker Jessica ran
aground near the Galapagos
Islands on January 16, spilling
over 200,000 gallons ofoil and
oil products. The Galapagos
Islands are home to a number
of unique animals, most nota
bly the island's namesake, the
massive Galapagos tortoises.
The government of Ecuador,
whi~ controls the island, has
asked for international dona
tions to clean up the massive
spill.

A massive earthquake
struck the Indian city of
Ahmedabad on January 26,
200 I. The earthquake, one of
the worst natural disasters to
hit India in hundreds of years,
is reported to possibly have
killed as many as 50,000 citi
zens. At least 20,000 are con
firmed dead. The city of4 mil
lion is now the recipient ofmil
lions of dollars in disaster re
lief from nations throughout
the world. Even neighboring
Pakistan, India's long-time en
em ,has sent aid.

(photo by Steve Peters)

joyed college a lot, because it
was a small school and students
were able to take trips. If she
wasn't a math teacher, she
would probably be studying
zoology, marine biology, or
something involving animals.

Besides teaching, she also
loves to watch movies, hang
out, and read in her spare time,
when she gets any. Ms. Portal
is busy as one of the Mathletes
coaches. It takes up much of
her time, but she enjoys putting
the time in.

For those who wish to be
come a teacher, she recommends
that the student study and se
lect a college with good classes.

News Bytes

Teacher Feature
Ms. Portal

Dave Montgomery
S/ajJWriler

Of the two Libyans on trial
for the bombing of Pan Am
flight 103, one will go free. A
Scottish court convicted a
Libyan intelligence officer on
January 31 ofkilling 270 people
and sentenced him to life in
prison. The second, Lam
Khalifa Fhimah, was believed
to be a possible accomplice of
the officer, Abdel Basset Ali al
Megrahi, but was acquitted
due to lack of evidence.

Former Missouri Senator
John Ashcroft was confirmed
by the Senate for Attorney
General 58 to 42. The most con
troversial of President George
W. Bush's Cabinet nominees,
Ashcroft's approval was al
ways in jeopardy. He had come
under approval by a number of
liberal interest groups, notably
the civil rights, abortion rights,
and gay rights movements, pri
marily for actions taken while a
Missouri Senator.
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The key to responsibility (con't)
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Dana Vidra
S/ajJWri/ers

Everybody knows that one
plus one equals two. But what
do you get when you add a
good teacher to someone with
a love for math? You get Ms.
Portal, an Oak Lawn teacher
who enjoys math. She became
a teacher to share her interest in
math with students. Students
are what she believes to be the
best part of teaching. That's
probably because of the influ
ences from her mom. Her mom
is an important role model, be
cause she is also a teacher. Ms.
Portal has been able to see her
mom interact with students.

Ms. Portal always enjoyed
math and was a dedicated stu
dent. Initially, she wanted to
major in biology. She switched
to major in math, because she
loved it so much. She at
tended St. Joseph's College in
Rensselaer, Indiana. She en-
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appear to the viewer.

"A great photo happens
when a photographer sees a situ
ation that evokes an emotion
deep down and can make their
viewer feel that same feeling,"
says Nancy L. Ford, photojour
nalist.

The basic principle ofphoto
journalism is to put the viewer
in a situation that they might
never have expected to be in and
allow them to relate to it,
whether it be at a presidential
inauguration, or in a kindergar
ten drawing class. The art is be
coming so popular that it is fi
nally starting to be taught in the
classroom. It has proven to be
very successful and is receiv
ing an incredibly huge response
in return.

Photo by Kathy O'Donnell

Kathy 0'Donnell created a story about a
boy who decided to surprise his grandpar
ents with an unexpected visit and presents.
However, when he reaches his grandpar
ents' house, he is the one who is surprised.

Whether a pic
ture is understood
and what mean
ings are granted to
a picture strongly
depends on the
context in which it
is positioned.
Many other factors
also playa part in
the process of pro
viding meaning
and emotion for
both the photogra- _
pher and the viewer.

A photographer must make
a good deal of choices before
the final result appears on and
in the paper. The stand and
angle from which he or she
makes the picture, the frame,
the lighting and the manner of
printing of the picture are all
factors on how the picture will

A sports photo
'ournalist can put the
viewer at a basketball
game, while a news
photojournalist can
take people to a dra
matic fire rescue. The
possibilites are end
less as to where a pic
ture can take someone,
which is part of the

~"Iiib<:!~reason that the photo
.ournal ism career is
becoming so popular.

Some photojournal
ist take their careers a

Anyone can go to the store
and buy the local newspaper to
see what is going on in the com
munity. Photojournalists help
make that convenience pos
sible by keeping their viewers
informed with the use of the
photo and adding interest to
the article itself.

The reasoning behind this
success is simple; the pictures
are more realistic than those
seen anywhere else. The pur
pose of photojournalism is to
inform people visually of
events that have occurred so
that the readers can get a feel
ofwhat it might have been like
to be there.

Photography, even more
than film, has been dominating
the information medium in the
media today. Pictures from the
newspapers, more than any
published in magazines or
screened on television, con
tinue to stick firmly in the minds

'ofthe viewers.

Photojournalism
The art and the class

were given an assign
ment to take a picture
and then write a story
about it. Ms. Galante
stressed how pictures
are really worth a
thousand words and
that every person who
views a picture thinks
something com
pletely different from
the next guy.

Photo by Beth Ott
In teaching photo- Beth Ott created a tragic story about a little boy

journal ism to her whose parents would not let him go to the opening of
class, Ms. Galante fo- a new park. He snuck out of the house to go there,
cused on making her but regretfully, never returned.
students look for a ....
story before they took their pic- into the field. step further and also write a
tures rather than just taking ran- column that goes along with the
dom shots. In this respect, she Photojournalists work for picture that he or she took. In
was teaching her students not daily and periodical newspa- photojournalism classes today,
only how to take better pic- pers, magazines, news wire ser- students are encouraged to be
tures, but how to see a story vices, and other news publica- multi-skilled in writing, photog-

that"Uley think is tions covering events in areas raphy, and web and ..----..;.,.--.....---------~
worth-iJhringand ranging from sports to the arts print design.

\ and to politics. It is a career
capturin in their "The best wayfield that is very popular and
photo. on the rise. to get the reader in-

volved is for the
photographer to
get involved,"
says photojournal
ism professor Paul
Russel.

All of the students worked
diligently on their work and tried
to utilize all the skills they had
learned earlier in the year about
taking photos. Some ofthe stu
dents have even approached
Ms. Galante for more informa
tion on photojournalism and
how they could possibly get

~~~~~=JeAture~~~~
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Photo by Katie Bolz
Katie Bolz wrote a fictitious story about a

little girl who was pleasantly surprised when
she had one of the best days of her life and
could not hold back her happiness.

Beth Ott
Editor-in-Chief

Recently in Ms. Galante's
Photo I class, the students

Photojournalism is an art
form that is rarely heard about,
yet surrounds people every
day. It basically combines the
purpose ofjournalism with the
art of photography. The pic
tures that are seen in newspa
pers and magazines are all taken
by photojournalist.

Photojournalism is photog
raphy done with a direct jour
nalistic purpose to capture a
newsworthy event or person.
It differs from other photogra
phy in that its purpose is to tell
a particu lar story in visual
terms.

As a pleasant
surprise to Ms.
Galante, all ofher
students turned
in really thought
out pictures and
stories. She also
couldn't believe
the response and
interest that she
was getting from
the students
about photojour
nalism. In recog
nition of Ms.
Galante's suc
cessful photo
journalism lesson,

.... ... she chose six of

the best assignments to be rec
ognized in the Spartanite.

,
Photo by Christina Koch

Chri tina Koch took this picture and created a
story about a little girl who was unable to talk. As a
result, the little girl was sad in the picture, because
all she wanted to do was communicate her feelings.

Photo by Steve Berryman
Steve Berryman wrote about a devastating loss

that the Spartan soccer team had. However, the
picture and story showed that it is the spirit and
unity of the team that counts.

Photo by Ken Bialek
Ken Bialek approached this picture with an in

teresting twist. He made up a story about a quiet
girl who never.talked and had a big secret- she was
really a cat.



drama, Tom Hanks ("Cast
away"); and Actress, movie,
drama, Julia Roberts ("Erin
Brockovich"). In the comedy
categories: Movie, "Almost Fa
mous;" Actor, George Clooney
(0 Brother Where Art Thou?")
and Actress, Reene Zellweger
("Nurse Betty").

In the land of television
drama TV series: "The West
Wing," Actor, Martin Sheen
("The West Wing"); and Ac
tress, Sela Ward ("Once and
Again") came home with the
globe. "Sex and the City" won
for best musical or comedy se
ries with Best Actor in a com
edy series going to Kelsey
Grammer ("Frasier") Wrapping
up the Best Actress award went
to Sarah Jessica Parker for her
work in "Sex in the City".

And just when you thought
there couldn't possibly be any
more awards to hand out
music's biggest night, the
Grammys. The awards will air
on February 21 at'the Staples
Center in Los Angeles.

music the winners included:
Male Music Performer, Garth
Brooks; Female Music Per
former, Faith Hill; and Musical
GrouplBand, 'NSYNC.

Britney Spears and LL Cool J
hosted the American Music
Awards January 8 at the Shrine
Auditorium in Los Angeles. The
show was fun to watch with per
formances by artists such as
Jennifer Lopez, Britney Spears,
and Toni Braxton.

Winners included: Soul/R&B
album, To i Braxton; and Soul!
R&B duo t>~ band, Destiny's
Child. Dr. Dre was named Rap/
hip-hop artist of the year. Pop/
Rock album honors went to
Creed for their album "Human
Clay." The Country album of
the year was Faith Hill's
"Breathe." The highest honor
ofthe night, the Award ofMerit,
went to Janet Jackson.

Anyone whose anyone in
Hollywood was at the Golden
Globe Awards January 21. Win
ners included: Movie, drama,
"Gladiator"; Actor, movie,
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Who Won the People's Choice
Meli sa Renz
StaffWriter

Lately it seems every time
you turn on the TV, an award
show is on the screen. Re
cently three very important
award shows took place.
They are: The People's
Choice Awards, The Ameri
can Music Awards, and The
Golden Globes.

On January 7 the People's
Choice Awards were given
out in California. Winners
that night included: Dramatic
Motion Picture, "The Green
Mile"; Comedy Motion Pic
ture, "Meet the Parents";
Motion Picture Actor, Mel
Gibson; and Motion Picture
Actress, Julia Roberts.

Winners in television in
cluded: Male Television Per
former, Drew Carey; Female
Television Performer, Jenni
fer Aniston; Television
Comedy, "Friends"; and
Television Drama, "ER." In

""

Best Supporting Actress
I. Judi Dench, Choco/at
2. Marcia Gay Harden, Pollock
3. Kate Hudson, Almost Famous
4. Frances McDormand, Almos
Famous
5. Julie Walters, Billy Elliot

Best Supporting Actor
I. Joaquin Phoenix, Gladiator
2. William Dafoe,Shadowofa Vam
pire
3. Benicio Del Toro, Traffic
4. Jeff Bridges, The Contender
5. Albert Finney, Erin Brockovich

DOWN
I) Best Actress of 1988 and 1991.
2) 1995 Best Actor-Leaving Las Ve
gas.
3) Nominated for II Academy
Awards and didn't win one; The
Color
6) 1992 MovieoftheYear.
7) 1982 Movieofthe Year.
9) Forrest Gump star and 1994 Best
Actor.
13) 1976 Movie ofthe Year.
IS) 1997 Movie of the Year.
18) 001 Academy Award host,
Steve .

answers on page 9

Best Original Screenplay
I.Almost Famous
2. Billy Elliot
3. Erin Brockovich
4. Gladiator
5. You Can Count on Me

Best Adapted Screenplay
1.0 Brother, Where Art ThOll?
2. Crouching Tiger, Hidden Drago
3. Chocolat
4. Traffic

5. Wonder Boys

19) Dead Man Walking ac
tress.

Best Picture
I. Traffic
2. Gladiator
3. Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon
4. Chocolat
5. Erin Brockovich
Best Actor
I. Torn Hanks, Cast Away
2. Ed Harris, Pollock
3. Javier Bardem, Before Night
Falls
4. Geoffrey Rush, Quills
5. Russell Crowe, Gladiator
Best Actress
I. Julia Roberts, Erin
Brockovich
2. Laura Linney, You Can
Count on Me
3. Juliette Binoche, Chocolat
4. Joan Allen, The Contender
5. Ellen Burstyn, Requiem For
a Dream
Best Director
I. Stephen Daldry, Billy Elliot
2. Steven Soderbergh, Erin
Brockovich
3. Steven Soderbergh, Traffic
4, Ang Lee, Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon
5. Ridley Scott, Gladiator

Brian Caster

Editor-in-Chief

ACROSS
I) # of awards won by
Katharine Hepburn.
4) Usual Suspects supporting
actor.
5) 1980 Movie ofthe Year, Or-
dinary '
8) He SHINED as the 1996 Best
Actor.
10) 1996 Movie ofthe Year, The
___ Patient.
II) This RAIN MAN was
1988's Best Actor.
12) L.A. Confidential support
ing actress.
14) The first ever Movie ofthe
Year.
16) 1999 Be t upporting Ac
tress.
17) # II's 1969 film Midnight
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Academ:J Award Worth:J Movies
painful cinematic memories from years. It had something for dialogue, and its Tarantino- against the force of death.

Bill Palmer
StaffWriter

Many film critics have said
that the year 2000 was a terrible
year for movies. I say they're
just being a tad bit snobbish.
Sure, it's easy to condemn the
film industry when it produces
sloppy, big-budget garbage like
Battlefield Earth and Charlie's
Angels, two $90 million films
that remarkably managed to
translate the pleasure of Chi
nese Water Torture into over 90
excruciating minutes of screen
time.

However, there's been a sig
nificant number of good, even
great films during the last year.
As soon as you can block 2000's

your consciousness-the "Dude,
Where's My $8.50" compost heaps
like Dungeons and Dragons, Snow
Day, Reindeer Games, Blair Witch:
Book of Shadows, and Autumn in
New York-you should take some
time to recall some ofthe better mo
tion pictures that graced the silver
screen last year, or at least put them
on a future rental list.

Ever since the year of The En
glish Patient Oscar sweep, I've
somewhat lost faith in the Academy
Awards. Rather than bore readers
with trivial, inaccurate predictions,
I'd rather talk about some of the
films I've enjoyed the most over the
last twelve months.

Director Ang Lee's Crouching Ti
ger, Hidden Dragon was not only
one of 2000's best films, but also
one of the best films I've seen in

everyone; phenomenal mar
tial arts sequences, emo
tional romances, beautiful
Eastern locations, and a
touch of ancient Asian his
tory. It was an exhilarating
epic, with fine performances
from Chow-Yun Fat and
Michelle Yeoh.

On a much smaller scale, I
was almost equally pleased
with American Psycho. This
flawless, darkly comic satire
of greed in the Reagan era
was powered by a great per
formance from Christian
Bale, who played the title
role ofa rich, young, yuppie
serial killer.

I also admired Snatch for
its lightning-paced, innova
tive photography, snappy

esque twisted plot line. In the
same vein as this film was the
almost as entertaining movie
The Way of the Gun, another
crime caper that, Iike Snatch, fea
tured the recently popular actor
Benicio Del Toro.

As far as horror films go, the
year's best release was the re
release of The Exorcist. Still,
The Cell was made great by
"Alice in Wonderland meets
Ilellraiser" visual imagery.

Sam "The Evil Dead" Raimi's
The Gift succeeded not only as
an eerie supernatural thriller, but
also as an effective, engrossing
drama. I was also pleased with
Final Destination, a film that
rose above the call of the stan
dard teen slasher film and turned
out to be a well-done struggle

There were many other enjoy
able films released in the last
year as well. Gladiator, The Pa
triot, and Cast Away were solid
movies, but all were overrated.
Quills was a morbidly funny film
chronical ing the last years in the
life of the Marquis de Sade, and
Frequency was an above-aver
age thriller/drama/science-fic
tion movie. I also recommend
High Fidelity, Titan A.E.,

hadow ofa Vampire, The Leg
end of Drunken Master, The
Legend of Bagger Vance, Meet
the Parents, and Nurse Betty.

All in all, there may have not
been any truly classic films pro
duced in 2000, but there's been
a strong enough selection of
films to keep me coming back to
the theaters.



are there so manyjazz, punk and bands were turning toward big on the list. Any rock artist, blues
dance albums on the list? VH I hair and makeup, Meta II ica kept artist or musician in general can
didn't forget to list The Clash, their sound heavy and unique, tell you that LedZeppelin 4 defi
the Sex Pistols or the Ramones, and created a masterpiece that nitely changed the rock scene
three bands who helped main- influenced many of the newer forever.
stream punk music. Like Black metal bands heard today. Well, I could go on and on
Sabbath, these bands also in- Not only was Metallica about who was excluded from
spired a new genre of music. treated unfairly by VH I's latest the list, or why the order of the
However, the bass player for the list, but one of the most influen- albums does not make sense to
Sex Pistols, Sid Vicious, even tial acts ofall time, Led Zeppe- any sane person on earth, but I
admitted that 011 their entire de- lin, were not given the justice feel I've done enough nagging
butalbum,hedidn'tevenknow they rightfully deserve. Even for now. I still don't see how
how to play bass. He just put though they had three albums Nevermindcould be the second
his fingers where his band mates on the list, they peaked at num- best rock album of all time or
told him to. Talk about an inspi- ber 43. How can you possibly how the B-52's and some band
ration. make a list of the greatest rock called Television could be more

Also, another one of VHI 's albums of all time without in- influential than KISS,
best rock acts of all time, cluding Zeppelin's fourth al- Aerosmith, Black Sabbath or
Metallica, failed to make the list. bum? Every song on that al- Metallica. But what really
Their third album, Master of bum still gets radio airtime to- barnes my mind is how not one
Puppets, is considered by many day. It has "Stairway to DEVO album made the list? I
metal fans and music analysts Heaven" on it too. If that was guess I'll just have to wait until
to be the savior of heavy metal the only song on the album, it they make a Top 100 One Hit
during the 80's. While many should have still been included Wonders list.

NothIng To Do...?
••••••••••• Okay, so you've heard of Iieve Ialmost paid $8 to see that.
Aaron Hosek Bremen Theaters before (it's Now I'm not going to lie to you.
StaffWriter nestled in an abandoned mall on TI1ese movies might really stink.

159"). Sure,thet1oorsaresticky, Heck, the only "good" movie
the "popcorn" has more salt I've seen there is Little Nicky.
than popcorn, and candy costs But it's a cheap way to spend a
twice as much as the movie. All night that would otherwise in
that can be forgiven when you volve sitting around and going
remember that you only paid a home at 10:00 p.m. You can even
buck seventy-five to see mov- solve the pesky drink problem
ies that came out 2 months ago. by attempting to smuggle in an
Why go see a potentially bad entire case of Mountain Dew. If
movie when you can see 5 bad they catch you, watch them
movies for the same price and transform into Imperial Guards
as a plus, you won't feel as if to protect their $1.75 Empire
you're wasting money if you from the evils ofMountain Dew.
walk out of a horrible movie. So there you have it folks.

Some classics that have re- You could go see your Billy
cently played include ... Sixth Elliot or Q!!.illi at a nice theater
Day with Bedazzled starring and get ripped off or you could
what's-his-face and directed by wait a few months and see it at
that guy from Ghostbusters, and Bremen, plus you can see such
Dungeons and Dragons, the classics as Charlie's Angels
only movie that has worse writ- while you're waiting. The
ing than this article. I can't be- choice is yours.

There you are. It's Friday
night and you have nothing to
do. You've gone to the Sub Sta
tion about ami II ion times, you're
carrying about 3 bucks on you
and you need something to do
with it. What Do you do?!?

You could go see a movie.
What's that you say? You don't
have enough money?
Well. .. turn that frown upside
down. What if I told you that
there was a place relatively close
where you could see a movie for
the low, low price ofone dollar
and seventy-five cents. Yeah, I
know what you're thinking right
now. "Boy mister, you're crazy.
How can a movie cost only
$1.75?" Sounds crazy?
Maybe... cheap? Yes!
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What VH 1 is Really About
Dave Jodelka
Entertainment Editor

pJete contradiction of many of
VH I's previous lists. 4 artists
that were among the top I I art-
ists on their Top 100 Rock Acts

I'm sure you all noticed that of all time did not even have an
as the millennium approached, album on their latest list. A prime
there were dozens of top 100 example is Black Sabbath. They
lists for everything. They were listed as number two on
ranged anywhere from the top VH I's Top Rock Acts list, yet
100 movies ofall time to the top they failed to make the Top 100
100 faces of Michael Jackson. albums list. If you were to ask
Many people saw this millen- any metal band around today, or
nium list craze as a means of any metal band that has ever ex
profit, especially VH I. VH I has isted, who inspired them to play,
continued making top 100 lists every one of them would say
throughout the year, scoring Black Sabbath. They paved the
pretty good ratings along the way for an entire new genre of
way. Although many of these music, and their influence can
lists may not be interesting or still be heard today.
agreeable·to many people, one Some ofyou may be thinking,
list that really irked me was their well of course VH I didn't list
Top 100 Greatest Albums of Black Sabbath, it's a list of the
Rock and Roll. greatest rock and roll albums.

First ofall, this list is a com- Well if that's the case, then why

Test your
Simpsons Wit

12) was the name
of the boy tliit\B~rt claimed to
be when he thrl1.~ his voice
transmitter down a ell.
13) What was the name of the
dog that got covered in Cement
at the hydro-electric dam?
14) How does Homer lose his
hair?
15) What is the name of the
band that starred in the episode
"Flaming Moe's"?
16) Where is Springfield located
on a Map of the US?
17) What is the name of the
Comic Book Guy?
18) According to Dr. Hibbard,
what kind of sweat was needed
to remove the novelty items Bart
glued to his face?
19) In a recent episode, Bart
went to a fortune teller who
showed him his future. What
position does Lisa, the current
President of the United States,
appoint Bart to?
20) What was the name ofBart's
identical twin?

Nick Purdy
StaffWriter

I) What is the name ofPrinci
pal Skinner's mother?
2) Who plays the voice of
Lionel Hutz?
3) What is the name of Apu's
brother?
4) What was the name of the
book the dentist showed to
Ralph Wiggum?
5) Who is the unlucky sales
men who just can't seal a deal?
6) Who are Europe's favorite
Cat and Mouse team?
7) What is the name of the
iguana that one of Marge's sis
ters owned?
8) Who is the fat German kid?
9) In what war was kinner
taken as a P.O. W?
10) When Homer was in the
Navy, how did he stop the leak
in the submarine?
II) What is the name of the
song that is the tune for the
doorbell that Marge buys?
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AmyZ3vala
StaffWriter

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
RoofTop Go up high and look
at the stars in the sky. Then,
look at the stars in your loved
one's eyes. The sparkle you
find there will melt you away
into another world. Bring a mug
of Root Beer and two straws up
with you ... that's romantic too!

Pisces Feb. 19-Mar. 20
Bathroom It sounds weird and
not very romantic, but a bubble
bath awaits you. Spice it up and
watch a movie while eating pop
corn. Light some candles and
bum incense to create a perfect,
romantic bathroom.

Aries Mar. 2/- Apr. /9
Chinatown Go downtown and
eat at a Chinese restaurant with

your loved one. And if you
don't have a Valentine, go to the
restaurant anyway. You'll find
someone. Between the chop
sticks and the chop suey, you
will have a fortune cookie of
good times.

Taurus Apr. 20-May 20
Worthbrook Park Bring out the
kid in you. This will show a spe
cial someone you have a great
heart and know how to have
some good 01' fun. Play like a
couple of little kids. Swing on
the swings, play rock the cradle
and don't forget to have a race
down the tube slides.

Gemini May 21- June 2/
Bleachers Go up to the top of
the bleachers and look down.
The first person you see will be
a perfect match for you today,

and maybe the rest of your life.
Call him up to sit with you and
chat, but make sure he isn't
afraid of heights.

Cancer June 22- July 22
Box Seems strange? Wrap
yourselfup in exquisitely styled
wrapping paper and pop out of
the box for your loved one. If
the surprise doesn't scare him
to death, he will be kissing you
later.

Leo July 23- Aug. 22- Dis
covery Zone This is the place
to be. The tangled tubes are a
perfect place to run into some
one cool. Even though he might
be 6 years old, say hi to him and
be nice. This is what you can
do to make someone else's Val
entines Day special.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sep. 22- Lake

Front Listening to the waves
crash on the shore while you
hold hands with someone who
loves you is so romantic. Walk
along the lakefront with the cold
air hitting your face. Buy some
hot chocolate and sip 'till you
feel warm all over and go home
happy.

Libra Sep. 23- Oct. 23- Roller
Rink Go back in the day and
remember the fun you had roller
skating. Remember that special
boy or girl you asked to skate
with you. Remember how you
held his hand and then yours
got all sweaty? That was true
puppy love. Take your friend
there and maybe something
new will start.

Scorpio Oct. 24- Nov, 21
DMV "Nextl" The long lines

at the DMV will give you time
to start and finish a long con
versation with a complete
stranger. This person you
choose to talk with will catch
your eye, so take the time you
get in line with them to heart.
You never know what might
happen.

Sagittarius Nov. 22- Dec. 2/
Coffee house Not only does a
hot cup ofjava warm the body,
it also warms the heart. Here
you will find someone that will
fit your taste perfectly.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. /9
Pet Store That cute turtle in the
window is a perfect gift for your
special Valentine. It's unique,
and much better than a puppy.
Plus, it will give your Valentine
more time to cuddle with you!
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Did you Xnow?

Boy Band Bonanza

Jenny Campbell
StaffWriter

I) It is impossible to fold a dry,
square piece ofpaper more than
seven times in half.
2) Over 2500 left handed people
a year are killed from using prod
ucts made for right handed
people.
3) Tapheophobia is the fear of
being buried alive.
4) Clinophobia is the fear of
beds.
5) Porcupines float in water.
6) The longest recorded flight
ofa chicken is 13 seconds.
7) Cat's urine glows under a
black light.
8) A dentist invented the elec
tric chair.
9) A cockroach can live several
weeks with its head cut offuntil
it dies from starvation.
10) Every time you lick a stamp,
you're consuming 1/IOofacalo
rie.

Diana Daley
StaffWriter

How many times have you
turned on your TV or radio to
find a group of young guys at
tempting to win young girls'
hearts over? Ifyou Iive on Earth
my guess is that's way too of
ten. Some gawk over their hot
looks and bodies, others swoon
over their smooth voices, and
in many cases people do both.
Whatever it may be, it's a plague
that's catching America like wild
fire. These singing, dancing,
and instrument playing males
are known as the bubblegum
pop boy bands.

Many people like and dislike
boy bands. Why is that? Is it
because they don't write their
own music or play their own in
struments? The world is over
populated with boy bands, and

II) The average person has over
1,460 dreams a year.
12) 7% of Americans don't know
the first words ofthe American an
them, but know the first 7 of the
Canadian anthem.
13) 5% of Canadians don't know
the first 7 words of the Canadian
anthem, but know the first 9 of the
American anthem.
14) Over 10,000 birds a year die
fonn smashing into windows.
15) Ajellyfish is 95 percent water.
16) Thomas Edison, inventor ofthe
light bulb, was afraid ofthe dark.
17) In Bangladesh, kids as young
as 15 can be jailed for cheating on
theirIinals.
18) The katydid bug hears through
holes in its hind legs.
19) More Monopoly money is
printed in a year than real money
printed throughout the world.
20) A starfish is one of the oly ani
mals that can tum its stomach in
side out.
21) The elephant is the only mam-

some are indeed fake. A couple of
young guys are put together and
given some singing lessons. After
that they take a few dancing les
sons and then create some hit
songs. The boy band is created.

That, my friends, is not always
the case. In fact, in most cases it's
not even close. Many of the
young voices you hear out there
are guys who have been singing
since they could speak. Singing is
what they believe they were born
to do.

Groups like N'Sync and
Backstreet Boys have been sing
ing for as long as they can remem
ber. They all started out in some
area of the fine arts, whether it was
playing the drums, piano, guitar,
acting, or singing. Many male pop
bands are fully aware ofhow to play
the guitar and have mastered the
piano. However they found danc
ing more suitable. Entertaining

mal that can't jump.
22) Like fingerprints,
everyone's tongue is differ
ent.
23) There are no words in
the dictionary that rhyme
with: orange, purple and
month.
24) A man named Charles
Osborne had the hiccups for
69 years.
25) Chewing gum while
peeling onions will keep you
from crying.
26) The praying mantis is
the only insect that can tum
its head.
27) In Tokyo, they sell tou
pees for dogs.
28) Men are 6 times more
likely to be struck by light
ning than women.
29) The opposite sides of a
die always add up to seven.
30) Slugs have 4 noses.
31) After eating, a housefly
regurgitates its food and
then eats it

people by dancing is not as
easy as they make it look.
Have you ever tried dancing
to some "danceable" song
and tried hitting every note
of it perfectly? Unless you
have iron lungs it's dam near
impossible.

It was Michael Jackson
and Boyz II Men who paved
the way for these young tal
ented men. They were the
top selling pop artists of not
only America, but hundreds
of other countries as well.
Obviously they had to be
good to have become that
successful. Ifboy bands are
so "bad," how come we hear
and see them so often? I
guess we'll just watch them
reach the top 10 charts, sell
out concerts all across the
world, and break sales
records for new CD's.
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Mitch Downey
StaffWriter

Contrary to what many
people think, Green Day is not a
punk band. Much of their mu
sic certainly has some punk in
fluences in it, but even Billie Joe,
lead singer and song writer of
Green Day, claims that while he
is a big fan ofpunk music, they
are more of a rock band than
anything.

In 1998, Green Day's CD
Nimrod demonstrated the
band's versatility as artists with

the popular single "Good Riddance
(Time of Your Life)". While the
song is a favorite ofmany, the slow
acoustic song didn't seem to fit the
band's style of music.

When producing the bands lat
est release, Warning:, Green Day
must have wanted to recapture a
similar sound to that which was
used in "Good Riddance". Nearly
all tracks on the new CD use acous
tic guitars and keyboards that once
were used sparingly by Green Day.

Even the vocals on the album are
different. They seem to have an
influence from soft oldies music.
All this blends together to make
Warning: Green Day's most pop

sounding album yet.
Green Day's newer sound

works positively on some
tracks, and negatively on
others. The two singles of
the CD, "Minority" and the
title track "Warning," are ex
amples ofwhere Green Day's
use ofacoustic guitars work
in their favor. However,
some tracks simply sound
like Billie Joe, lead singerand
song writer ofGreen Day, is
trying too hard to be differ
ent. I found one track to be
pretty cool, when out of no
where a sa 'ophone solo ap
peared. Out the most radi-

cally different of all the
songs lies straight in the
middle of the CD with the
track "Misery." The song
can really only be described
as a polka; yes polka, sung
in a Green Day style.

The lyrics in Warningare
much more sentimental than
those ofGreen Day's earlier
works such as "Basketcase"
or "Longview." This soft
ening may be attributed
from changes Dillie Joe is
going through in his per
sonallife, as he has recently
become a father.

Some songs like "Macy's

Day Parade" demonstrate a newly
found maturity showing Billie's
softer side, and others like "Church
on Sunday" seem to have a certain
innocence that could be found in an
episode of Happy Days.

Overall, the CD is not necessarily
bad. The songs are very catchy and
much more ear-friendly than on any
of Green Day's other CD's. If you
are a big fan of Green Day's softer
side and more particularly their
single "Good Riddance," you may
really enjoy this CD. However, if
you are more a fan of Green Day's
punk influenced sound, you would
likely skip this CD.
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Bowlers come through
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Y leW: For the Love o/the kGc;11J.f!~mna, 10 Mmy
Manny Ramirez signed an eight th~s.e leagues are ma mg $ Ramirez's$l60million for eight
year deal with the Boston Red mllhon or more a year. II years.
Sox for $160 million. This is ab- ~at hap.pe~ed to ~aseba My hope is that sports fans
solutely insane. How can one bemg Amenca s favonte pas

d
- will wake up and realize how

$ time? The game has now turne .person deserve to make 25.2 . h msane these contracts have
million a year? Iagree that play- into a financial fiasco. Fans ave become and maybe some
ing baseball can be difficult, be- become angered and now ~;,.y people will boycott the games.
cause the players are constantly teams stand to lose a.lot 0 . t kelr This is the only way to let the
on the road and away from their fa~s due to the hIgh tiC et owners know that we disagree
families for about half the year. pay loads of money simply to pn.ces. If the players do.no~ re- with the contracts and thcn
However, this does not allow watch Alex Rodriguez or Manny celve the money p~omlse t~ maybe something will be done
players to make such obscene Ramirez play the game ofba e- them, ~hen what Will ~appe~I'1 about them. I know I will never
amounts of money. ball. Most hkely another. stn.ke

l
;~4 attend another baseball game

Now, I know that the players One possible solution that occu.r. We had a stnke m b II until these outrageous salaries
are not the only ones to blame. players, owners, and commis- and It put a damper on base a are reduced significantly. Af
The owners of the teams playa sioner Bud Selig should con- that has never fully I~e~n re- ter all aren't players supposed
huge part in how much money sider is to put a salary cap on all moved. If the ba.seba ~ ay~rs to be playing for the love the
their players earn. What kind of the baseball teams. This were to ~o on stnke agfam, ~ ~~ game, not for the almighty dol-
of person would be willing to would mean that the owners would rum the game 0 base a tar.
pay $252 million just to win a could only spend a certain forever. . . X
World Series? I mean the own- amount ofmoney on their play- How does this affe~t ChIcago
ers are not even the ones pay- ers. The National Football you may ask? ~ubsnghtfielder

ing these players. The players' League and the National Bas- Sammy Sosa IS currently de-
bosses are actually the fans. ketball Association each have manding $85 million over the
They are the ones who have to a salary cap and no players in next five years, or even a con-

Anthony Pape
Sports Editor

Coach's Column

Lawyers, doctors, and the
President of the United States.
What do these three profes
sions have in common? They
are all very well paid occupa
tions. Ilowcver, there are men
out there making more money
than these three professions
put together. These people are
professional baseball players.

Examples of this during this
past off-season, include short
stop Alex Rodriguez who
signed a deal with the Texas
Rangers for $252 million over
the next 10 years. Right fielder

dominated their competition
that day, and Dave was the star.

Dave Woody wasn't the only
bowler to dance around a per
fect game. Joe Szubrych com
pleted the feat on Feb. 7th at
Arena Lanes. Joe's day went
well with a 555 series, making
him a member ofthe 500 club.

Other bowlers qualifying for
the 500 club include Jason
Szubrych who has a 642, Chris
Woody with a 645, and Matt
Zylius who has a 663. Dennis
Pozna!< has a 521 , Keith Charvat
with a 680, and John Burica with
a577.

Coach Moonier is very
happy with the results from the
past two years.

"Winning conference the
past two years has been a long
awaited achievement. We went
through a dry spell and defi
nitely have been rewarded these
past two seasons."

Mr. Moonier, however, is
concerned with next year's

Steve Peters
StaffWriter

After a great first halfvictory
in conference, the Spartan
bowlers have the second half
wrapped up as well. This makes
it two consecutive years ofOak
Lawn bowlers taking both
halves in conference.

This year, Junior Dave
Woody led the Spartans. He
had a great year finishing with
around a 190 average.

However, this wasn't the high
point for his season. As a regu
lar bowler outside of school,
Dave's high game was 289.
That's pretty good, yet he sur
passed this game by shooting a
298. He threw II strikes in a row,
then had an 8 count for his last
ball.

"I knew I missed it right after
it left my hand," says Dave. A1
though he didn't bowl a perfect
game, he had a great day. Dave
led the Spartans with another
career high of his own bowling
a 781 series. His second and
third games were 279 and 204
respectively.

Needless to say, the Spartans

Chris Woody throws one of his many strikes ofthe day. (Photo by Robert Puhr)

______.w_ith a Repe~~m Thisisbecmetheteam

, J(2 will be losing three of its top\<tjrr:::: bowlers. Chris and Dave,8,:- Woody are moving to Florida
and senior Jason Szubrych is
graduating this year.

"These guys will be greatly
missed, but I think we have
enough talent to continue on
our path of success," Mr.
Moonier commented.

"I have had a lot of fun this
year; the guys have remained
consistent and their self-moti
vation has really paid off for
them."

Mr. Moonier would also like
to thank the parents of the
bowlers for all their support and
help.

The end of the season comes
in the middle ofFebruary when
the bowlers travel down to St.
Louis to bowl for the State
Championship. This is a rather
new tradition for OL, because
last year they didn't travel
downstate. Hopefully the Spar
tans will bring home the State
Trophy.
~

Q: How do you feel about
coaching baseball?
A: It's an honor to be able to
coach under Mr. Sullivan. I
had him as a coach here as
well, and it was great. He was
a wonderful coach, and this
year should prove to be a
memorable season.

Mr. Brandt

Q: What's in store for you
next year?
A: Iwould like to coach foot
ball in the future. The biggest
challenge will be to motivate
the athletes to have a positive
work ethic with a lot offocus.

who play like I did in high
school."

Q: After coaching two high
school seasons, what do you
think is the most important
quality to have as a coach?
A: You have to be aware of
the athletes' individual per
sonalities. That's one of the
biggest things, because it
molds the way you can coach
your team.

As for himself, Brandt plans
on continuing school at
Governor's State University in
order to acquire his masters in
Educational Administration,
one day possibly earning the
title ofathletic director. Upon
being asked how long he in
tends on staying at Oak Lawn,
Brandt smiled and said, '" am
content. I enjoy being here,
and I plan on staying."

As the fall season ended, it
was time to meet a new team
and prepare for the winter sea
son. Now coaching the fresh
man girls' basketball team,
Brandt led them to 20-0 over
all, with 7-0 in conference.
Recently the team captured the
North SICA Conference title.

Q: Why did you want to come
back toOak Lawn?
A: For the obvious reasons
family, friends, and it is close
to home. The major reason
was because Ienjoyed the time
that I spent here. It feels good
to be back.

When asked about the
team, Brandt commented, "I
really enjoy coaching the girls.
They have intensity and heart.
That is how the girls have al
ways played. It is rewarding
to be able to coach a group

He's a runner, he's a basket
ball player, hc's an Oak Lawn
alumnus, he's ... the internal
guy. However, Brandt's forte
his first year back to OL is
coaching. Graduating from
OLCHS, Brandt moved on to
Eastern Illinois University, ma
joring in PE, Health, and
Driver's Education. Wanting
to stay close to home, Brandt
applied to OLCHS.

Amy Zero
StaffWriter

Q: Describe your experience
with the boys' CC team.
A: The team tested my abili
ties as a coach. While they
are a bunch ofgreat guys, they
were still a young team; they
had a lot to learn. Discipline,
focus, drive, and work ethic
were the biggest challenges.
At the same time, they truly
prepared me for the year to
come.
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Spartan'leadership scores big for basketball

gymna tics fever has ended,
with a fourth place win in
conference. 0 far this sea
son, they have won second

place against An'drew and
Marian Cathol ic, and fi rst
against Sandburg. The com
bined team scores have been
increasing steadily after every
meet they attend.

Commitment is necessary
for such success. Each of
these girls practice three to
five days a week for at least
three hours a day at the
Racquet Ball and Fitness Club.
They're trained by Dierdre
Nizolek. These girls have
given everything to show that
gymnastics is a sport that
shouldn't be taken lightly.

Perfect 10 for
Dedication

Cheri Cole
StaffWriter

Rumors that gymnastics has
entered Spartan City have been
floating around town. Well, it's
no joke. In the 1999-2000
school year, four of our own
girls have competed under the
Spartan name as individuals.
Now, a team was created to
show spirit and pride for our
student body. Better known
as the Richards Co-op Team,
these girls have worked hard
to get the praise that they de
serve.

This group offour local high
schools has both junior var
sity and varsity teams. J. V. in
cludes Amanda Burns from
Richards. The Varsity team
contains three ofour own Spar
tans: Lauri Cole, Kim Stanek,
and Heidi Wittig, and three in
dividuals from other schools
including Liane Salzar
(Richards), Kristel Sowa
(Shepard), and Tiffany Kato
(Eisenhower). These girls have
worked hard to create a win
ning team.

And so, another year of

•

On Sat-
~ ~ urday,
~ :> January 20,

the fresh-V mao team
IAlJ de m 0 n-

strated how
they are maturing as a team. The
boys were down twenty-two
points at halftime (24-2), but
they united their efforts to come
back and not let this team eat
them for lunch. During the sec
ond half, Oak Lawn showed
great amounts of teamwork and
determination. At one point the
score was 38-37. The Spartans
were only down by one. They
battled the rest of the fourth
quarter hoping for a win, but
came up in the end a few points
shy. The talent and skill they
showed during the game, how
ever, deserves recognition.

The fr hman team is also
proud of i~ individual leaders.

\ .

Moe Ramadan takes a shot from the outside. (Photo by Rich wiatek.)

Bill Howard is the team's lead
ing scorer. Alex Karlstedt is the
team's best rebounder, and Ed
Tomasik is the leader on the
court. These three individuals
have led the team to many well
played games.

The sophomore boys also
had a close game on Monday,
January 22. The Spartans put
forth their all for an entire four
quarters to come out ahead of
Chicago Christian 52-48. They
played aggressively and com
petitively displaying lots of
heart.

The sophomore basketball
team also has some outstand
ing leadership. Joe Norris and
Scott Orban are the team's lead
ing scorers. Rebounders Ted
O'Malley and Chris Hills are
among the best, and Chris
Mann and cott Orban led the
Spartans to victories with their
talent and good sportsmanship.

Frosh/Soph

The freshman and sopho
more boys basketball teams are
wrapping up successful sea
sons. Coach Wargin and Coach
Newton feel their boys are well
prepared to compete at the
sophomore level next year.
Coach Dempsey is proud ofhis
sophomore athletes' willing
ness to work hard at practice and
perform their 100% bests at
games.

Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

basket tosses and difficult
stunts. They are learning
quickly and performing well.
Hopefully their school spirit
and interest in the sport will in
fluence more males to join the
squad.

For all those females and
males hoping to try out for the
2001-2002 season get in shape
and learn how to do those
flips! Tryouts for the varsity
level will be held at the end 0

the school year. JV tryouts will
take place at the beginning 0

the summer.

into every game he plays. Nick
Spatafore has been untouch
able the past few games as a
starter and Don Hackstock is
great on both ends of the court.
Aside from these great starters,
guys like Pete Spain and Brian
Allie always come offthe bench
and play an impressive game.
Pete makes the best of his lim
ited playing time and will begin
to shine with an increased
amount of time on the court.
Pete and Brian are definitely
going to help the Spartans fin
ish off the season strong.

The team's great leadership
and dedication led the Spartans
on January 22, to a tough de
feat'1rom Chicago Christian.
Oak Lawn's defense stayed
alert. The offense played hard,
yet at the end of the fourth quar
ter the Spartans had come up
within one point of Chicago
Christian (68-67).

On January 26, the boys trav
eled to Richards, but couldn't
upset the Bulldogs. Even
though earl ier the Spartans were
in reach ofthe Romeoville par
tans, they had trouble with Bull
dogs who probably aren't even
a better team. The effort and
leadership was there though as
usual.

squad stuck an amazing routine
but missed a victory by techni
cal deductions. The cheerlead
ers showed off their athleticism
once again at Downers Grove
on February I Jtho The varisty
squad finished in first place
which qualifies them to the state
competition in March. The great
turnout ofOak Lawn fans at Oak
Forest and Downers Gove were
greatly appreciated by the
cheerleaders.

In addition, the cheerleaders
will be finishing up the basket
ball season by performing huge
half-times consisting oftheir full
out abilities choreographed
with music on Parents Night and
Senior Night. Come see the
boys throw their unbelievable

Cheerleading
Comer

cganMclvin
taffWriter

The Oak Lawn cheerleaders
ave achieved tremendous
oals since the start of their
eason. After weeks filled with
orning, after school, and
eekend practices, the girls
ave improved greatly and put

ogether competition routines
hat have gone above and be
ond the difficulty of previous
ears. Both levels soared to
uccess at the Oak Forest re
ional competition that they
articipated in on January 21.

The JV level took a 3'd place
ictory, a great accomplishment
or the Spartans. The Varsity

Bill BlaettIer
StaffWriter

The Spartan varsity basket
ball team started off slow but
they're stepping it up both of
fensively and defensively. "Our
offense was good at the start of
the season and now our defense
has been stepping it up; we just
need to have both at the same
time," said assistant coach Scott
Atkins. Hard work and detenni
nation will prevail for the Spar
tans in the long run.

The Spartans have been re
bounding from past losses very
well. Brad Skendzel has been
steady and consistent for the
team, Billy Leithleiter is really

starting to make a name for him
self, and Frank Padula is having
an illustrious season thus far.
Frankie has shown tremendous
athleticism and puts his heart
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Oak Lawn swimming performs well at conference

Swimmer Joe Kozowitz practices freestyle for upcoming sectionals. (Photo by Steve Peters.)

RobertPuhr
Sports Editor

The Oak Lawn boys swim
team has put up an impressive
set ofstatistics this season. The
team is small, however, it has
grown and is becoming a much
better team because ofthat. The
regular season started out well
and it ended much the same.
The teams regular season record
was 5-2.

The team's conference meet
was held on February 3 and the
team did very well. They did
their best and that was more
than good enough to give them
a second place. There were
great times turned in by every
one. There were several con
ference champions including
Rob Wheeler in the 200
freestyle, and the 400 freestyle
relay team of Aaron Osmanski,
Doug Terrell, Rick Holzle, and
Rob Wheeler.

Almost everyone on the team
placed high enough in their
races to get a medal (medals are
awarded for first through sixth
place).

There were several close
races and some of them even
came down to several hun
dredths of a second. One such
race was the 100-yard back
stroke in which Aaron
Osmanski swam a lifetime best
and secured a new school
record, but lost to a swimmer
from Shepard and Reavis.
Aaron's record time was a
1:00:73.

Rob Wheeler also put up
me very impressive races in

cluding the 200-yard freestlyle,
the 100-yard freestyle, the 200
yard freestyle relay, and the 400
yard freestyle relay.

The tag team of Ryan Gage
and Bob Puhr both swam very
solidly in the 100-yard breast
stroke with times of I: 15:46 and
I :07:53 respectively.

Ricky Holzle, Joe Kozowitz,
Don Walsh, and Paul Larson
also turned in good times.

The freshman/sophomore
team also did well this season.

The team performed well at
conference despite the loss of
Andrew Peterson due to an in
jury sustained during the 100
yard freestyle. The rest of the

team did well even with his ab
sence.

Good times were turned in by
Andrew Coate, and Corey Gage
who both swam well in the 100
yard backstroke. Don Calhoun
and Justin Thompson came in
first and second place in their
heat with times of I :29:63 and
1:31 :35 respectively.

The team now moves on to
sectionals. Sectionals will take
place tomorrow. Aaron
Osmanski, Rob Wheeler, and
Bob Puhr are looking to move
on to the state level for indi
vidual events. While they
dream of state the rest of the
team dreams of lifetime best
times.

Girls basketball shows much heart this season
Matt Ulanow ki
StaffWriter

As the Lady Spartans basket
ball season is coming to an end,
the girls are practicing for
sectionals.

The varsity girls have had a
roller coaster season struggling
with injuries and sickness. They
are currently 9-14 overall, and
2-6 in conference. Although the
Spartans do not have the most
marks in the win column, they
have proved how good they can
be on the court in some hard
fought victories.

In conference play, the Spar
tans came together and beat ri
val Reavis 48-46. The Spartans

started out slowly and were trail
ing 16-30 at the half. The girls
came out in a full court man-to
man press and outscored the
Rams 32-16 in the second half.

Contributing to this great vic
tory were juniors Karissa
Murray (I I points), Sam
Synowiecki (6 points), and
sophomore Dana Sullivan who
added 14 points.

"It was the first time since the
second game of the season that
the entire team was healthy,"
Coach Haubenreiser stated.

"The girls really stepped up
the defense and the intensity in
the 2nd half. They didn't give
up and kept fighting. It all paid
off in the end. Everyone

showed a lot of heart tonight,
especially the bench who was
really into the game and helped
us keep the momentum. We
have played with heart and
hustle all year and tonight it fi
nally paid ofT. We really came
together as a team," added
coach Haubs.

The girls basketball program
would like to recognize their 4
seniors: Amy Bridgeman, Liz
Figus, Sarah Nettle, and Jenny
Sepessy. These girls have been
a part ofthe program for 4 years
and have been a big part of our
successful seasons. We would
like to thank them for their dedi
cation, loyalty and contribu
tions to the Oak Lawn girls bas-

ketball program.
Under Coach Kestler, the

sophomore team ended their
season with an overall record of
20 wins and 4 losses. The team
came in second place in their
conference with only two con
feren~ losses. The team did a
specta~lf.lar job in their confer
ence losing only two games.
The two point leaders on the
team were Anne Kaputska and
Sarah Altenburg. Sarah was
voted all tournament at the Ev
ergreen Park Christmas tourna
ment

Last, but definitely not in last
place, are the freshman girls
who carried a record of 21-2,
and 8-0 in conference. They

had an unbelievable season and
had hoped to finish the season
with a record of 23-0. They
didn't quite reach that goal, but
they were still successful
enough to win conference on
their level.

All the girls on the freshman
team have done a fantastic job
this season. The freshman
team's leading scorer was Laurie
Felton. Her average was twelve
points a game. The second best
scorer for the team was Jessi
Synowiecki, whose average was
ten points a game.

All three ofthe teams records
speak for themselves. These
girls had a season that was on
fire.

Wrestlers split season 50-50
chance at the regional tourna
ment to prove themselves, and
advance to the state tourna
ment.

The Spartans finished at 10
10 for the season in duels, which
is a .500 record. Coach Robinson
was pleasantly surprised with
the performance of Nick and
Tommy Grabarek this year, be
cause each of them surpassed
his expectations for this season.

After an exhausting season
with its share ofups and downs,
Coach Robinson believes that
the high point of this season
came at the conference meet
where the Spartans really came
together as a team and captured
second place because of the
hard work of every member of
the Spartan wrestling team.

and Rich Swiatek all won 4th

place in their weight classes. All
of the Spartans will have a

second overall. Grant Arthur,
Mike Grabarek, Nick Grabarek,
Trevor Mulrenin, Pat Probst,

Superstar wrestler, Grant Arthur, turning his opponent over to give him a win for his 27-5 record.
(Photo by Bryan Allie.)
senior Dan Pasquerella narrowly
lost his first place match by I
point, but he wound up taking

Mike Martinez
StaffWriter

After a long and grueling
winter, the wrestling season is
coming to an end. The Spartan
wrestling team worked ex
tremely hard over the last couple
of months, and at last week's
conference meet their hard work
paid ofT.

Coach Robinson was shoot
ing for at least a third place fin
ish in conference, but his team
wound up surpassing his expec
tations and came in second in
conference.

Individual winners were
Tommy Grabarek in the 103
pound weight class, Mike
Oganeku in I12, and sophomore
Joe Debias in 160. Additionally,
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cal duet; Beth Ott, Ed Suda and
Dave Montgomery for instru
mental solos; Ashley Benes, Jen
Herrmann, and Jamie Matusiak
for a mixed wind ensemble; and
John Burica and Andy Dvorak
for a trombone duet.

Students were judged on tone
quality, intonation, rhythm,
technique, interpretation, dic
tion or articulation, sight read
ing and scales. Other areas the
judges looked at were choice of
music, poise, posture, memori
zation and expression.

Kyle Kalchbrenner earned sec
ond place, a $20 gift-certificate.

Other winners were: Saba
Ahmed, James Bruno, Maggie
Cronin, Mike Deplaris, Allyson
Falls, Maggie Foley, Kari
Freitag, Dina Muss, Alex Vuich,
and Derek Zak.

Beth Ott and Katie Huizenga for
a mixed wind duet; Meena Babu
for a piano solo; Amy Zero for a
trombone solo; and the entire
OLCHS mixed vocal jazz en
semble.

Other students earned a Di
vision II or excellent rating.
Those students were: Beth
Dommer, Meg Grady, Katie
Russo, Michelle Panek and
Kelly Verschave for vocal solos;
Megan Hincks and Guin Grana
for a vocal duet; Jeanette
Kossart and Beth Ott for a vo-

projects. Students worked on
their entries during the 3rd quar
ter, and on the day of the ~air

they displayed their work to their
classmates and teachers.

The first place prize, a $30
gift-certificate to Borders, was
awarded to Myles Tomczak, and

~

Students discuss their projects with classmates at the Book Fair.

away with either a superior or
excellent rating.

Solos and ensembles that
earned a Division I or superior
rating were: Meena Babu,
Deanne Drechsler, Beth Ott, and
Debbie Zwirkoski for vocal so
los; Staci Merrithey, Courtney
Messina, Leigh Anne Messina
and Rachel Laylo for a flute en
semble; Beth Ott, Tom Miller,
Mike Sullivan and Colleen
McCalip for a saxophone quar
tet; Katie Huizenga and Jamie
Matusiak for a clarinet duet;

Nazneen Yasin
News Editor

Val Demma
StaffWriter

(Con!. on page 3)

On Saturday, March 3'd, 39 of
Oak Lawn's singers and musi
cians traveled to Thornwood
High School to perfonn at the
Illinois High School
Association's Solo& Ensemble
Contest. Students had approxi
mately one month to prepare the
music they selected. Prepara
tion had to be done outside of
class on the students' own time.
All of the participants walked

Students fi=G===l===o===b===a===lS===o===c===i===e===ty===F===e===s===t===e==x==p==lo===r==es~
visitD.C.

for seminar cultural differences

Musicians compete at IHSA contest

Sue Steffy and Jennifer
Rolniak - '.:,

StaffWriter and News ditor Many students look forward

The nation's capithl 's con- to Global Society Week every
sidered one of the most inter- year. The festival's focus is to
esting places in the country, bring about cultural awareness
and is home to the most power- through student participation in
ful people in our government. various activities. Although
As students, we were able to the numberofminority students
gain an inside look at how Wash- is small at OLCHS, the variety
ington, D.C. works on a day-to- ofnationalities that make up our
day basis by attending semi- high school is very unique.
nars based in the city. The students who look for-

ward to this week the most are
Jennifer Rolniak the participants. Global Soci- Tina Cucci, Josh Gentile, Katrina Percak, and Dominic Doria

Presidential Classroom is an ety Week is an excellent oppor- perform a Ukranian dance. (Photo by Steve Peters)
organization created to involve tunity for all nationalities to ex- dents: Liz Figus (Polish), Samina Indian, Arabian, Vietnamese,
high school students in politics. plain their cultural customs and Yasin (Hindi), Saba Ahmed Filipino, and Spanish music.
The program held specific work- demonstrate ethnic arts. (Urdu), Sara Kishta (Arabic), Jun iors Sam ina Yasin and
shops during each week in their The week before and during Ruby Juachon (Tagolog), Thuy Thuy Nguyen compiled vari
session, and I chose to attend the festival, we heard greetings Nguyen (Vietnamese), Yuvia ous selections submitted by
the Media and Democracy and quotes in the morning stu- Roman (Spanish), ErlindaGarcia students. The activities began
Week. The activities focused dent announcements. The (Thai), and Xi Luo (Chinese). in the Little Theater on Tues
on how publicity can affect greetings and quotes were The cultural music heard in day, March 6, with the annual
policy making. given by the following stu- the halls all week long combined Continued on age 4

I arrived in Washington on t..===========================:::::==============::::==~======.J

~~~~~;~;g:n~~::r:ts~::~ English I students participate
based on media ethics. That af-

ternoonwewereabletovisitthe len annual Book Faler
Newseum, which is a museum
ofmajor news stories in Arling- ·M·ee-na-Ba·b·u-------

ton, Virginia. News Editor
The main activity for Mon-

day was a visit to an embassy. English I students have been
My group visited the Saudi receiving nothing but compli
Arabian Embassy and we were ments since their participation
shown a video about Saudi Ara- in the annual EniJish I Book Fair
bian culture. We also visited the on March 14. Assistant Princi
Smithsonian Museums on pal Anne Klusendorf and Su
Monday. perintendent Dr. Frank

On Tuesday, the group met McKinzie commented that the
with our congressmen and sena- quality of work presented by
tors and toured Capitol Hill. nearly four hundred freshmen
The day began with a seminar was very impressive. Division
by the Honorable Orval H. Chair Cathy Morrin agrees that
Hansen, a fonner Republican the Book Fair was indeed very
Congressman from Idaho, held successful in creating an oppor
in the House of Rresentatives tunity for students to take plea
chamber. The program set up sure in reading literature.
appointments with our Con- Students were required to
gressmen and Senators, and on explain the key ideas discussed

in English I classes by creating
posters, bookmarks, and other
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Is there enough security in schools?
Yes

Beth Ott
Editor-in-Chief

How far are schools willing
to go to reduce the threat ofvio
lence or hootings within
schools? Sure, there have been
several school shootings these
past two years, but when is

nough. ecurity really n ugh?
As schools begin to . hake

with fear, methods such a<; metal
detectors, police presence, ban
ning backpacks, sccurity cam
eras, random che ks and
searches, closing campuses to
visitors and e en cry strict
dre. s codes are starting 10 be
considered and used. Sch ols
are spending millions ofdollars
in funds on airport-style tech
nology for ecurity that is com
pletely ulUlecessary.

ome students in other
school have been required to
carry clear, mesh bags so that
teachers can check for contra
band. Other reports incIud stu
dents being asked to keep their
shirt tucked in at all times, so
that teacher can check t 'e if
they are hiding anything. Now
seriously, how much privacy
and fTeedom must be 'acrificed
in the name of safety?

The general belief i that all
these hyped up security mea
sures will prevent violence from
occurring in schools, but let us
look at this realistically. Forc
ing students to wear certain
c10ules or walk u1fough a metal
detector everyday, invading
their privacy won't exacuy make
them happy. Even recent stud
ies conducted by the National

enter for Education Statistic
over the past two years have
yielded information that more
security isn't helping to prevent
the problems, but i making the

kid angrier.
Who is really benefiting from

the millions of d liars spent on
all ofthis high tech security? I
it community, contra tors, secu
rity firms or politicians? It might
be benefiting all f the above
since the community wants to
feel safe. Politicians like ule way
that security makes them look
to the community, and the con
tractors and security firms made
thirty-eighl billion dollars last
year alone. Ilow much money
will schools spend to 't p some
thing that can not be stopped
WiUl metal det ctors and secu
rity canleras?

A school shooting in a Michi
gan elementary school involved
a seven-year-old b y shooting
a six-year-old girl in his first
grade class. Does this mean
that now ix-year-olds will need
10 walk through metal detect rs
everyday and will be rand mly
earched because of the chance

that it might ha,pp~o again?
The problem wirh the vio

lence in sch ols has othing to
do with ilie amount 0 security
that the school has. Almost all
of the school shooting case of
the past couple of years have
shown that ule culprit were on
a "path to violence" and exhib
ited several waming signs. If
chools want ecurity, then

maybe they should look into a
school-ba ed curricula that em
phasizes problem olving skills,
anger management and other
trategies to help kids develop

better social skills.
Schools have really become

paranoid and need to look at the
problem realistically. How well
can a school really do its job of
providing their tudents with
education when it seems like a
prison?

Security tightens at
Santana High School

Metal detectors,
searches, and police
men have become a
daily routine at some

high schools.

Brian Caster
Editor-in-Chief

afety is something that
hould be expected when a stu

dent enter' a school. That stu
dent shouldn't have to fear for
his life every time he sits down
to get an education. Ilow can
students possibly learn any
thing when they are living in
fear? The answer is simple, yet
very scary. They can't.

The recent" 'preen of school
hooting in citie, like, an Di

ego, alifomia and olumbine,
olorado leaves the question:

Are we safe in school?
Without the proper ecurity

that can make a sch 01 prepared
for a situation such as olum
bine, the answer I Ihal ques
tion i no. ch ols should be
prepared for the problem if it
were to arise, ralh r than wait
until th problem ccurs to do
omething about it.

Security cameras have al
ready been installed throughout
our scho I, which is a step in
the right direction. Ilowever,
our school can g even further
with security. Af1 r receiving a
bomb threat, our school knows
only too well the dangers we
may face. Adding metal detec
tor and random searches
would increase ilie security and
allow students t be able to leam
in a safe environment.

Many object to security cam
eras, metal detectors, and ran
dom searches, noting iliat they
are a violation ofprivacy. How
ever, our school is a public
building, not a private one. If
you walk into any tore, you
have probably gone through a
detector and are already being
filmed. As for random searches,

they are conducted regularly at
any airport in ilie country. 0
what would be violated if
schools did the same thing?
Does a security camera really
stop a person from walking into
a store? Do metal detectors
keep people out of airports? It
just doesn't happen. People
have come to expect to be filmed
or have their bags checked,
knowing they are afe flying in
an airplane. There i a valid
point to a matter ofprivacy, but
safety should be of the utmost
importance. Large amounts of
privacy are of1en whal lead to
ituations such as th antana

Iligh ch 01 shooting.
ven af1er Ule antana High

chool shooling, only several
weeks went by before another
shooting occurred at Granite
High ch 01, wounding three
tudenlS and two teachers.

Ther is bviously no end in the
near future t the reign of terror
that troubled children seem ca
pable ofcreuling. Unless secu
rity is greatly increased, school
hooting' will soon become

something common in the
news. The sho ters in both

antana and Granite High
chools b th told someone they

were going to shoot before they
did, yet little was done about it.

Metal detectors, as well as
ecurity cameras and random

check , can help stop major
problems from occurring. Too
often schools wait until some
thing uch a a bomb threat oc
curs before they take proper
security measures. Until we take
back the security of the schools
from tho e who have violently
taken it from u , the principles
on which a strong education are
built will be lost forever.

Spartanite Staff

Spartanite editorials represent the opinions of individua
taff members, not the publication itself. Replies to the

itorials are welcomed and can be sent to Spartanite of
lce room 204.

'There really isn't much mor' we could do.
We already have videocameras. If we had metal
deteclon, it would 1>e a pain 1> 'cause they'd be
sci oJl' all tllC Lime for lhings like car keys. What
else more is 111 TC to do - seiuTh evcIY(JIle'S back
packs and purses? Anymore security would be
an invasion of privacy."

Student Voice
Do you feel that schools have

enough security?

Krystal Gryz

"It's simple:. If there was then there wouldn't
1>e such a giant uprise in school shootings. These
things ow be stopped, and I feci every effort
necessary should 1>e taken to ensure total slu
dent safety."
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Global Society (continuedfrompage 1)
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
~ Season updates ~
: Forensics and Scholastic Bowl :
• •
• The Forensics Team con- The varsity Scholastic Bowl.
:c1uded their year on February team ended a successful sea-:
.16 and 17 at the IHSA State son by taking 5th at the Re-.
:Tournament. Overall, the team gional tournament. They:
.placed seventh in the state. barely missed advancing on in.
: Individual finalists were: in the All-SICA competition with:
.7th place Brian Caster in Radio 243 points. The team took 2nd.
:Speaking, and in 5th place in Conference. In their three:
• Amy Zero in Original Oration. individual meets, the team.
:Amy Zavala took 3rd place in earned a total 716 points:
.Special Occasion Speaking, throughout the season. •
:and Marc Palluck and Amy Individual scorers were:
.Zavala placed 2nd in Humor- Aaron Hosek with 16 points,.
:ous Duet Acting. Addition- Meena Babu with 9 points, and:
• ally, Caleb Kosek took 9th place Ed Wilczek with 6 points. •
·in Dramatic Interpretation and The frosh/soph team·• •• Marc Palluck took 8th place in rounded out their season by.
·Original Comedy. winning the conference cham- •• •• The state tournament was pionship. During the regular.
·held at Pekin Community High season, the team was 7-2. •
:School. Thirty-six schools Top individual competitors:
·from around Illinois partici- were Grant Suhs, Dave Mont-·• •.pated. gomery, and Becky Raschke.•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

D.C. Seminars
(continued from page 1)

diversity discussion panel. Stu
dents signed up for all events
in the Little Theatre during their
lunch periods. This panel of
OLCHS students shared per
sonal experiences telling how
they adapted to being part or
two cultures.

Students who participated in
the panel this year were: Thuy
Nguyen (Vietnam), Meena Babu
(India), Samina Yasin (India),
Yuvia Roman (Mexico), Diana
Ocampo (Mexico), Rachel Laylo
(Philippines), Safa Kishta (Pal
estine). The moderators for the
discussion panel were Sherri
Elworthy and Amy Zavala.

Some questions addressed
were, "How do you mix your cul
tural beliefs with American be
liefs", "Where are some con
flicts", and" What have you
learned from other cultures?"

There was also an ethnic fash
ion show, in which OLCHS stu
dents modeled fashions worn in
their countries, and described
the significance of their garb, as
well as the occasions when the
outfit would be worn.

Students who modeled tradi-

Dominic Doria performed a
Ukrainian dance and a modem
Filipino dance was performed by
Rhonda Laylo, Rachel Laylo,
ErJinda Garcia, Michelle
Sombero, Ruby Juachon,
Carolyn Siwa and Mary Lou
Paguio. Meena Babu and
Debbie Zwirkoski sang an ital
ian duet, and Theresa Hatter
and Safa Kishta did an Arabian
dance.

The week closed off on Fri
day, March 9 with student Power
Point Presentations created by
world history classes and a per
formance by the OLCHS A
Cappella Choir.

There was also something
different this year. A book of
poetry and artwork was put to
gether called Student Reflec
tions and Artwork. Artwork
was submitted by Julie Flores,
Beth Dommer, Jessica Dunk,
Jennifer Cronin, Suong Nguyen,
Jessica Dommer, and arah
Grana.

Poems were written by Karen
Dee, hristina Cucci, Lauren
Wallace, Autumn Osmanski,
and Safa Kishta.

r-----------------------------,

PSAE Testing Begins
rest before this year's school
tests.

In addition to the ACT
scores, there are other reasons
why students this year should
take these tests more seriously.
A Prairie State Achievement
Award is given by the state in
recognition ofexcellent perfor
mance on the PSAE. A student
can earn an award in each of the
five subjects that are tested.

Besides personal honors,
there are many other reasons
why the PSAE is so important
for students.

When students take the
PSAE, their test scores reflect
the school. If a school's scores
are extremely low, then that
school is placed on an academic
watch list. If the school's test
scores do not improve in three
years, the state of Illinois can
come in and control how the
school is run.

So this year, don't just make
pictures with the bubbles while
you're taking the tests. These
tests can prove to be very im
portant and beneficial for your
future plan .

sp cific knowledge and skills
that every public school student
should learn in school. Teach
ers, parents, administrators and
others contributed their ideas
about what skills students need
in order to both pass high
school a~d succeed in the
workforce. '\n other words, these
tests have ~:coJll1ection to the
entry-level jobs and post-high
school education that juniors
look forward to in the future.

The PSAE will be given on
April 25 and April 26. On the
first day students will take the
ACT which covers English,
math, reading, and science.
The second day will consist of

five hours of testing covering
writing, science, social science,
reading, and applied mathemat
ics. Lunch and breaks will be
given during the test.

Colleges and universities
throughout Illinois will accept
the April 25 ACT scores. Also,
most colleges and universities
throughout the country will be
accepting the scores as well. So
this year's juniors have an ex
tremely good reason to get their

It's springtime and every
school across the state gets
ready for one thing, standard
ized tests! While administrators
and teachers fret about the
tests, many students don't even
take the time to think about
them. To many students stan
dardized tests mean a few days
without physics class, while
they fill in some bubbles.

However, this year'sjuniors
have to feel a little differently
about the tests. This year the
Illinois School Board felt it was
time to do away with ISAT and
IGAP and treat all high school
juniors to the PSAE (The Prairie
State Achievement Exam.)

The PSAE is designed to
evaluate the progress that high
schools have made towards
meeting the Illinois Learning
Standards and measure the
achievement of individual stu
dents with respect to the Stan
dards.

The Illinois Standards are
statements that describe the

Kelly Cunneen
Feature Editor

Len Scaduto Driving SchooZ Inc,
4951 w. 95th St., Oak Lawn, IL 60453
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I *4 Week Teen Program or SIS
I *2 Week Behind-the-Wheel Only Program
I *Free Home Pick-up for Behind-the-wbeelles'lOos
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One of the first things that
we dealt with was the ethics of
being a lawyer. Lawyers are ste
reotyped as unethical people.
While that may be true, not all
lawyers are like that. While I
was there, we had a few speak
ers such as Robert Kearny, who
works for the ACLU, Gregory
Craig, who was the defense at
torney for Clinton during the im
peachment trial and Miguel
Gonzales's (Elian 's father) attor
ney. We also visited a Circuit
Court where we watched a real
trial.

The best thing about this fo
rum was that I was able to par
ticipate in two mock trials. I par
ticipated in a regular trial case
and then a Supreme Court mock
trial. From working on these tri
als, I learned how lawyers have
to prepare for a trial.

While I was in D.C. I visited
the American University Law
School. While there, we had a
professor come in and talk to us
as though we were his class. We
saw what classes are really like.
Another thing that we did was
take a tour of a law firm in Vir
ginia. I went to Banner and
WitcofTIaw firm. This firm prac
tices patent law and copyright
and trademark law. This firm is
working on the Napster case.
Some lawyers showed us
around the firm and then the
group discussed the type of law
they practice.

This was the best experience
I have ever had. It has really
helped me to decide whether I
want to pursue a career in law.
This forum would definitely be
helpful to anyone. It gives you
a first hand look at what the pro
fession is like. This way people
would know what they are get
ting themselves into before they
go off to college.

Tuesday Imet with a staffmem
ber of Senator Fitzgerald. Af
terwards, we traveled to the Na
tional Press Club for a seminar
by Steve Inskeep, a National
Public Radio correspondent.

On Wednesday, the day be
gan with a White House VIP
tour for Presidential Classroom
participants. There was also a
Media Panel invited to speak
and then answer our questions.
The day was concluded with a
play at the Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts.

Thursday was another day to
tour Capitol Hill and attend our
congressional appointments. I
met Congressman Lipinski early
that morning, and afterward met
Senator Clinton in a hallway.
Before I went to my appoint
ment with Senator Durbin's staff
member, I saw a Senate Budget
Committee hearing, where Iwas
able to see Treasury Secretary
Paul O'Neil testify. Before we
left Capitol Hill, Time Goeglein,
Deputy Director of the White
House Public Affairs Office,
gave a seminar.

We visited Arlington Na
tional Cemetery on Friday. We
saw the changing of guards at
the Tomb of the Unknown Sol
dier. The evening consisted of
a graduation banquet and
dance.

Overall, the week was incred
ible in that the program offered
the students ways to experience
politics in a hands-on approach.

Sue Steffy

Iattended the National Youth
Law Forum (NYLF) March 6-11.
I would encourage any Oak
Lawn student who thinks that
he or she wants to become a
lawyer attend this forum next
year. It was a great learning ex
perience.



The Senate is set to vote on the
McCain-Feingold Campaign Finance
Reform Bill. The bill, which bans soft
money donations, has been up for a
vote several times, only to be defeated
by a Republican filibuster. Soft-money
donations are given indirectly towards
a candidate, often through advertising.

After catching Russian spy Robert
Hanssen, President Bush expelled 51
Russian diplomats from the Russian
Embassy. Among those were
Hanssen's 6 believed handlers and
numerous other suspected spies. In
response, the Russians expelled exactly
that number of Americans.
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Dave Montgomery
taffWriter

President George W. Bush's $1.6 tril
lion tax cut passed the House on March
8, 200 I. The cut is across-the-board,
meaning it cuts taxes in all income brack
ets. Many moderate Senate Republi
cans on both sides of the aisle have
expressed a desire to attach a "trigger"
to the cut, so that it will not apply in
the event of an economic downturn.
Bush agreed recently to allow changes
to his cut if it would help it pass.

nle Russian space agency brought
down the IS-year old space station Mir
on March 21 $I and 22nd• In a series of
delicate maneuvers, the first long-term
space residence was brought down into
the South Pacific. All maneuvers took
place over Russia, but the station, af
ter breaking up in the upper atmo
sphere, will come down over a wide,
uninhabited area.

Abrahamsen, Erin Anderson, Brianne
Beyer, Rich Bark, Katie Bolz, Nick Boyle,
Blanca Castorena, Carlo Damazo, Beth
Dommer, Kathy Duda, Jessica Dunk, Kari
Freitag, Sarah Grana, Mary Giglio, Jenna
Harper, Jenn Hermann, Amy Johannes,
Robin Johnson and Ryan Karp.

Other students who participated in
the show are: Jeanette Kossart, AI
Martinkus, Jessica Milton, Katie
Modrick, Angela Montoya, Sandy
Montoya, Dan Naponiello, Sarah Nettle,
Sherri O'Conner, Beth Ott, Bill Palmer,
Maltide Rameriz, Jeff Rowe, Courtney
Schackmann, Richard Sidlauskas, Rodger
Stell, Megan Toppel, Andrea Walsh,
Kerri Weber and Amy Zavala.

Five Oak Lawn students brought
home trophies for their art work. There
were first, second, third place winners,
as well as three honorable mention
awards.

Matt Eary was the star ofthe Oak Lawn
display taking home two awards for his
photography. Matt won first place for
his "Multiple Girls" photo and third place
for another one of his photos entitled
"Pierced Belly".

A second place award was taken by
Sarah Grana for her self protrait. The
hono~~b~mentions were earned by Bill
Palmer ti photo, Beth Ott for her "Toned
Saxophon " print and Andrea Walsh for
a Chicago photo.
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OLCHS students
• exhibit art work.

Tina Cucci and Beth Ott
StaffWriter and Editor-In-Chief

According to Michelangelo, "It is
well with me only when I have a chisel in
my hand." Students at Oak Lawn High
School are using their own "chisels" or
creative minds and are creating amazing
pieces ofart work.

On February 18 OLCHS Seniors Sherri
O'Connor, Sarah Grana, Matt Eary, and
Andrea Walsh participated in a presti
gious art show located in Blue Island.
The excited participants certainly made
an impact at the Studio 99 Art Gallery
where the intriging works ofart were dis
played. Sarah Grana won second place
wh ich is t~e "Artist's Choice Award" for
her pen and ink drawing titled "The Ele
ments." Matt Eary also prepared photo
graphs for Studio 99's art show and won
"Best ofShow"for his "Multiple Girls."

Another art show which includes
many ofOak Lawn's students art work is
the annual Moraine Valley Art Show.
The artwork on display at the show fea
tured sculptures, paintings, drawings and
photography from eleven different high
schools from the surrounding area. The
show began the weekend of March 3rd
and ended on March 14th.

The students who contributed to the
Moraine Valley show were: Lisa

Log on to Gale Group
Samina Yasin
StaffWriter

There is some good news for students
who are tired ofgetting unrelated results
from search engines. Oak Lawn has just
subscribed to Gale Group, a service simi
lar to a search engine. This service is
easily accessible in school because it is
linked on the OLCHS homepage.

Oak Lawn was introduced to Gale
when it was a given a chance to study
five services including Gale. To decide
which one of the services to select, the
Media Center asked a commitee oftwelve
teachers from four departments to evalu
ate the services.

Teachers had students try each of the

five services and comment on them. Af
ter the survey was completed, the school
had enough information to determine
which service worked the best, and
clearly Gale came out on top.

However, there was still one more de
cision to be made. There were three lev
els ofGale which are the Gold, Silver, and
Bronze levels.

OLCHS decided on the Gold level, be
cause it had the most resources avail
able and would be the most interesting
and helpful to the student body.

The Gold level of the service provides
over eight hundred fu II text articles: maga
zines, overview essays, newspaper ar
ticles, and primary documents. It also
has a completely separate Health sec-

tion.
If you have tried to search Gale be

fore, then you may have noticed that you
are given two choices on whether you
want to do the regular Gold level search
or the seperate Health Module search.

The Health Module search is just as
one would think it is. It searches for any
thing that has to do with health. It con
tains medical and health-related topics,
full text medical and health periodicals,
pamphlets, timelines, biographies, and
graphics.

The search results are usually catego
rized in three ways: overview essays,
magazine or newspaper articles, and pri
mary source documents.

The search also will provide a list of

similar subjects that are related to the
search word(s) you entered and give you
more information.

If you are using the Gale Group, you
have better chances finding updated re
sults from 1992 to the present, because
that is the time period in wh ich they be
gan collecting their information to start
the company.

There is a feature on Gale, which gives
you tips on how to get better quality re
sults. So far, Mr. Olson, the Media Cen
ter Specialist, says that G~le is looking
really good and will most likely be a part
ofthe OLCHS' future.

Gale is a great source for all subjects.
You can find Gale in the top left hand
comer ofthe OLCHS homepage.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~ Get college credit in ~
• •

~ high school! ~
~J 'Ii R I . k Mechanical Drafting, Vocational Auto:enm er 0 m8 .
• AT Ed' MechaniCS, Network Academy, A-plus·./Yews ltor . .•
• Computer Repair, Web DeSign and.
• The Business, Family and Life Sci- Graphic Arts II. •
:ences Department and Industrial Edu- To acquire college credit, the student:
·cation Departments offer courses in must be enrolled at Moraine Valley.•
: which college credit is available. How- They must complete a certificate or:
• ever, many students are unaware of this proficiency form, have their final high.
: offer, and while only a few take up the school transcripts forwarded to the:
• offer, a lot of students are already ful- school, and meet with a counselor to.
: filling the requirements. choose courses for the semester.
• College credit for Moraine Valley
: Community College or South Suburban
• College is available to students who re
·ceive a grade of an "A" or "B" in the•• following courses: Sales and Market-
• ing, Word Processing Iand II, Account-.. .
• 109 I, Child Development Laboratory,
• Food Service, Electricity, Electronics,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

\\t a-Orland Driving ~choot Inc

~a \' ~tO off ·our regUlar price

0*~not good vmh other offers -lim~ one]
lor ~e complete 42 hour program.

ror more ·information call

(lO~1425-1111
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ting to know his fellow teach
ers. The aspects of OLCHS to
which he is most keen are the
polite students and supportive
staff.

In his leisure time, he enjoys
music of all kinds and sports
such as roller blading and bik
ing. Mr. Habas' advice to stu
dents seeking careers as teach
ers is to "make sure that they
have a love for students and for
the subject."

His opinion of a good stu
dents is one who is attentive
and conscientious. His future
plans are to continue teaching
as he is currently working to
wards his Masters Degree in
Education.

If Mr. Habas had not become
a teacher, he would most likely
be in medical school. When
asked to finish the sentence; "If
I could be anywhere but here, I
would be...," he replied .....at a
beach on a tropical island."

look on his career and the con
fidence to achieve his goals.

Photo by Rich Swiatek

Mr. Habas would describe the
ideal teacher as being dedicated
to his or her work and available
for students. When asked what
he does differently from other
teachers he replied, "My stu
dents tell me I have a good abil
ity to explain things."

When starting his career last
year as a teacher, Mr. Habas
most looked forward to interact
ing with his students and get-

IFyou do,
you'll only lose in the end.

Keep moving,
don't hold youl'SeIFb~ck.

IFyou nevel' stop I'unning,
You'l'e sUl'e to Finish the I'~ce.

Odds ~I'e iust st~tistics,
they shouldn't be b~l'l'iel'S.

Don't let them hold you b~ck

Fl'Om ~ccomplis.hing youI' dl'e~ms.

Samina Yasin
StaffWriter

Mr. Habas came to OLCHS
last year seeking, as he would
like to put it, his first "real" job
in his teaching career. Mr.
Habas teaches biology, biology
concepts, and chemistry.

Mr. Habas attended college
at the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana. He initially
wanted to major in pre-med, but
he started tutoring at the uni
versity and he enjoyed it so
much that he decided go into
education. Since Mr. Habas still
had a passion for science, he
kept his interest alive by becom
ing a science teacher.

He developed his love for sci
ence through the inspiration of
his teachers. The biggest influ
ence was his education profes
sor from U on, Professor Zola,
who gave him an optimistic out-

~ Too Much Testing~
Jennifer Cam pbell
StaffWriter

As the year comes to a close,
it is time to reflect on what we've
leamed. It is also time for teach
ers to make sure that napping
all year hasn't hasn't been too
detrimental to their students.
The only question is, however
will they know if the months of
pointless babble actually con
tained some actual teaching?

There is a simple way to find
out. Tests. Everyone is familiar
with the usual blend ofachieve
ment tests. The sad truth is,

they just aren't cutting it any
more. Oh, sure, math and sci
ence tests are great if you want
to make sure your students
learned something, but what
about the really important stuff?
When was the last time anyone
was tested on ancient lan
guages? There may be students
walking around who couldn't
translate medieval documents.
And how do you know that
100% ofthe student body is able
to double knot his shoes? Will
the madness ever end?

Have no fear OLCHS, there
is still hope. My proposal for

next year is to institute daily ap
titude tests. Forget about the
old garbage they used to throw
on those things. Who or what
is an analytical skill anyway?

Why not test on useful ma
terial like TV trivia? Does the
administration really want it on
their conscience that half the
student body doesn't know
who Starsky and Hutch are? I
think not.

Other tests should include
such needed skills as connect
the dots, and the mechanics of
paper airplanes. But let's not
limit them to mere pen and pa-

per tests. We have fire drills, so
why not hold air raid prepared
ness sessions? Then, there are
the essential dance lessons.
Isn't it bad enough we've got
students who can't read and
write Pig Latin, or do we have to
add to our troubles by letting
them go out into world not
knowing how to do the mashed
potato?

But to give these tests just
isn't enough. They should be
made graduation requirements.
No student should be able to
graduate until he has passed
every one ofthe new tests. This

will ensure that students leav
ing OLCHS will be prepared to
enter the real world. How stu
dents of the past have managed
without tests on their pig rais
ing skills is beyond me.

Now is the time to prepare for·
the future. We need more tests,
and we need them now. There
has to be tests on every skill and
subject we can find. Who cares
ifstudents are roaming the halls
aimlessly instead of being in
class? As long as they pass
their tests, no matter how much
they cheat, we are going to be
ok.
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Sabrina Dymit
Feature/Entertainment Editor

And first place goes to ... 6
Inch Voices! Like they have
every time before, this band
took the stage last in the battle.
However, they broke their tradi
tions this year. After taking 2nd

place at the other two battles
they competed in, it was about
time to move up, and move up
they did.

This year the band consisted
of the same members as they
had in December. The vocals of
the band are primarily covered
by Josh Gentile. On occasion
he isjoined by Kyle Gilde, who
keeps his halfofthe rhythm sec
tion together on bass. Matt
Dauner is one of the original
members of the band and the
drummer. He has recently
bought a new drum set which is

Kevin West
StaffWriter

Triptych probably had, to
coin the tenn; 'phattest' set at
Battle this year. Overall, Trip
tych took second place at the
battle. For those of you that
didn't make it to the show, or
don't know who Triptych is,
here's the band.

Triptych is a four-piece rock
group whose sound is layered
with intricate drum grooves pro
vided by Jeff Wickman. Mark

b !nch v'bteeS
a well deserved improvement received extremely well by the most the ringleader for the
overhis old one. Kevin West is crowd. "E-mail 284", one ofthe crowd, which was obvious
still the guitarist for 6 Inch first songs they wrote, was when he pulled a few people up
Voices, which comes as no sur- played well, and was another on the stage with him. He has
prise. Dru Hill and Bob Puhr one that everyone seemed to been following the band for
make up the rest of months now, since the
this six person ska summer. A more de-
band as the neces- voted fan would be dif-
sary hom section. licult to lind.

There is not a One song that many
doubt that these tal- didn't recognize would
ented guys have been be "Get Up and Let's
hard at work for the Go", the newest song
year and some odd to the band's archive.
months they have been to- enjoy. It's a catchy tune, and doesn't
gether. Their set was comprised The faithful crowd of fans leave your head quickly. "Dear
ofalmost all originals, and it was that follow the band almost ev- Mom" and "Everyone's Spe
obvious that much time and ef- erywhere they go was also hard cial" were also featured in their
fort were put into those songs. atwork. A circle ofpeoplejump- set, original songs that hold
They opened their perfonnance ing around in the crowd could very strong meanings to the
with a cover of the Supertones be seen throughout their whole current and past band members.
"Adonai", and the show went set. One of the most recogniz- The only downfall of the per
up hill from there. Favorites, able faces in 6 Inch Voices' fonnance was the length. Com
such as "Raison Detre", which crowd is a guy named Jake. He pared to other shows they have
is French for Reason to Be, were was at the battle, and was al- played, this was very short.

T ript~ch
Tatara, who is the greatest local up everything from his heart and I have ever seen since their con-
guitar player I have ever heard, his past. ception.
fills in with his whacked-out At Battle, the band opened up The group's name comes
spacey sounds and upper reg- with a "Real Hardcore Song", a from a three-piece painting
ister solos on -' • called "Triptych." The gist of
guitar. Travis, the painting is that not one part
bass player, ofthe painting looks right with-
keeps the out the other three. Triptych
groove stick- started off with just Mark, Jeff
ing tight with and Nick, but with the addition
Jeff. Then of Travis, their sound has just
comes the riff gotten better.
styling of Already Triptych has been
Nick Blazina with vocals that song which is very fitting for its played on St. Xavier's radio sta
topped off the sound with a name. They moved on to put tion, put on a compilation oflo
soulful perfonnance, conjuring on one ofthe best perfonnances cal rock, and played at a num-

The Nowhere Men

Cover songs that have been
done in the past were over
looked, and even "Food ofLife"
(a favorite of many) wasn't
played. Though disappoint
ment may have resulted because
of that, hardly anyone showed
it.

Every member of the band
would be disappointed if the
reason they continue to play
wasn't made known, and the
reason is their faith in God.
They are all very willing to an
nounce themselves as Chris
tians, and will take any ques
tions or criticism that title might
bring. Often this kind ofa stand
will be looked at with hostility
and anger. However, the cour
age and strength that kind of a
declaration takes may very well
have been one of the reasons
this band has made it this far.

ber ofconcerts around the local
scene. One of the highest goals
of the band is to play at the
Metro hopefully this year. Trip
tych definitely has the talent and
the means to take their music
much further.

Check out Triptych ifyou can
at their next show on April 13 at
the Oak Lawn Ice Arena. They
will be supporting their CD,
Anastasia Breathes ... a fine lo
cal album that was recorded and
mixed at ARS studios. With five
songs for two dollars, who
could resist?

Dave Jodelka
Feature/Entertainment Editor

What do you get when you
cross the stage presence and
attitude of The Clash with the
melodie of The Beatles? You
get The Nowhere Men, a new
addition to the Oak Lawn Battle
of the Bands. This year, The
Nowhere Men placed third and
perfonned an entertaining and
memorable show.

The Nowhere Men are not like
your typical high school band.
First of all, they play covers of
famous BeatIe hits. At the

Matt Dauner
StaffWriter

The third group to play in the
Battle of the Bands was the
most unique band of the night.
Desiderata, the blues-based
band, is composed of six very
talented musicians.

They include Aaron Hosek
singing lead vocals and playing
guitar, Brian Murphy on back
ground vocals and lead guitar,
Dave Lundeen on bass guitar,
Mike Sullivan on tenor saxo
phone, Tom Miller on keyboard,
and Dave Jodelka on drums.

The band played two of their

battle, they played such classics
as "Nowhere Man," "Get Back"
and "Helter Skelter." All three
covers were a real pleasure to
hear. Both the music and the
singing were identical to the
Beatles.

The Nowhere Men also
added a few of their originals,
providing a good balance within
their set. These originals were
unique in that they combined
the sound of 60's rock with the
newer sounds oftoday's rock.

Matt Kotheimer, the drum
mer for the band stated, "Our
main musical influences are
bands like The Beatles, Rolling

own songs titled "How It's
Been" and "I Can't Win," as well
as covering songs by Led Zep
pelin, The Doors, and Lynyrd
Skynyrd. Desiderata got the
crowd moving right away by
opening their set with "Road
House Blues."

Dave Jodelka reflected on the
battle by saying, "Our goal was
to put on a good show and im
press the crowd. Although we
didn't place in the top three, we
feel that we accomplished our
goal anyway." Hosek also re
marked, "I was pleased with the
way it turned out even though
wedidn't win."

Stones and other bands from the
classic rock era. " The mixing of

these two different
genres of music
has created a dis
tinct sound for The
Nowhere Men that
cannot be mim
icked.

What also sets
The Nowhere Men
apart from other bands is the
fact the entire band sings. Matt
Kotheimer (drums), JeffPartacz
(guitar), Ryan Klockner (guitar)
and Matt Daley (bass) all shared
vocal duties throughout the
show.

Desiderata
Although they did not tech

nically win the battle, when the
band played the legendary
"Freebird," they quickly became
a favorite band of the night.
Murphy remarked on "Freebird"
by saying, "When the crowd
got into' Freebird', it was the
coolest thing
I've ever
seen."

Being over
fourteen min
utes long, one
would think it
would wear it
self out, but
the guys kept

Jeff and Ryan even share
lead guitar parts, rather than

having one lead and one rhythm
guitar. By adding extra voices
and hannonies to their songs,
The Nowhere Men create a
unique sound that only im
proves their music.

The Nowhere Men also cre-

it alive. Besides "Freebird," the
band also played other awe
some songs. Also, the crowd
was able to listen to many of the
band members perfonn a solo.
The solos alone were very im
pressive.

One couldn't forget the awe-

ate a certain energy when they
are on stage. Their songs,
whether covers or originals, get
the crowd on their feet and get
people moving. They play with
a lot of energy and transfer this
energy to the crowd.

These guys may be playing
oldies music, but they certainly
don't perfonn like oldies musi
cians. When's the last time any
one saw Elvis launching his
guitar into the air? It was nice
to see a band stray from the
nonn and try something differ
ent. It certainly paid off for The
Nowhere Men, and it hopefully
will in their future too.

some finale ending the band put
on at the end of their last song.
Drummer Dave revealed his true
self when he went absolutely
nuts during this finale - doing
every drummer trick that has
ever existed.

The band had the most elec
trifying ending of the whole
night. Josh Gentile remarked
on their perfonnance by saying
that, "For the short time they've
played together, they're awe
some."

Desiderata will be around and
about, so keep you're ears
pealed. They put on a great
show everywhere they go.
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Dave Jodelka
Feature/Entertainment Editor

Perfonning for the second
time at the Oak Lawn Battle of
the Bands, one of the most en
ergetic and crowd pleasing
bands of the night was Drove.
The foursome has improved
and matured over the past year,
and the results could definitely
be seen in their impressive
show.

The band consists of Steve
Lipetzky on guitar, Marl< LaPorte
at lead vocals and guitar, An
thony Lojewski on bass and
Gary LassandreIlo on drums.
Drove had a welI-balanced

sound onstage which made it easy
to hear each member's individual
talents. Mark's vocals were very
powerful and emotional. He did a
great job of getting the crowd in
volved and looked and sounded
very poised and comfortable
onstage. The bass and guitar com
bination ofSteve and Anthony was
very heavy and tight. Their play
ing was extremely accurate and
sounded great. Gary's work behind
the drums was excellent. His time
was flawless, and he puIled offhis
double-bass beats and fills with
great ease.

Drove's set contained a variety
ofcovers that any metal fan would
enjoy. They played such favorites

as "Whatever" by
Godsmack, "My Own Sum
mer" by the Deftones and
closed with an adrenaline-

pumped version of Linkin
Park's "One Step Closer."
All were performed very well

and sounded just like the origi
nal bands. Also, Drove played
many oftheir own songs, which
went over really well with the

crowd. The maturity and im
provement of the band could
definitely be heard in their origi-

nals, as well as their covers.
Overall, Drove's set was one

of the most intense and enter
taining performances of the
200 I battle of the Bands. Ifyou
didn't catch Drove at the Battle,
you won't have to worry about
waiting until next year. They
play many shows around the
area, and just recently played a
show in Frankfort with Product
of Defiance, another Oak Lawn
metal band. Drove even has
their own CD and a website at
htlp://www.angelfire.com/i12/
drove/index.html. The future is
looking very bright and suc
cessful for Drove.

}l6itwar

()etkunli

Val Olson
StajfWriter

One of the most reputable
band names in OLCHS Battle of
the Bands history is Abitwar.
This three man heavy metal/
death metal band consists of
Ken Korab (18), Ron Collura
(19), and Jason Vorrier (19). Ken
plays bass guitar and does back
ing vocals, Ron plays lead gui
tar and does lead vocals, and
Jason is on percussion. Abitwar
has played in every battle in the
last four years. Abitwar plays a
combination of originals and
cover songs by various bands,

Mitch Downey
StajfWriter

playing first In Oak Lawn
High School's Battle of the
Bands is typically the least de
sired position of all bands, and
with go d reason. The crowd
fot' the first band is usually small
and does not have the same
energy that picks up as the night
goes on. Delkon 5 was unlucky
enough to gct this position, but
they stood up to the challenge
quite nicely. They had a large
crowd at the beginning of their
show, and this crowd only grew

such as Pantera, Metallica, Slayer,
and Jimi Hendrix. Some oftheir ex
citing originals right now include
"Choke," "Crushed," and "Be
lieve." Currently, they are working
on three untitled songs.

Back in 1996, the band was look-

as their set went on.
To most, Detkon 5's music can

be simply described as metal, how
ever the category doesn't sit too
well with the band.

When Justin Antos drummer for
Delkon 5, was asked how he would
describe his music, he ended up
giving out a list of 12 different mu
sical styles, including "progressive,
pop, metal, blues, punk and gos
pel." While some of those descrip
tions may seem a little far fetched,
there is no doubt that Delkon 5 has
been influenced by many different
kinds of music beyond just metal.
For example, one song they played

ing through a dictionary for
a "cool word to adapt as a
name." By the time the band
got to "ab... " they were al
ready incredibly bored.
They found "abattoir," which
is defined as "slaughter-

seemed to have a dark funk
atmosphere.

Overall, Detkon 5 played
a solid show at the Battle of
the Bands. Kevin Reedy
(guitar), Chris Szafoni
(bass), and Justin "Kapow"
Antos (drums) played very
smoothly and lead singer
Tony Tenerelli gave an in
tense performance. AII four
members provided the en
ergy needed to get the en
tire Battle offwith a bang.
Unfortunately, the show was
Kevin Reedy's last as a mem
ber of Defkon 5. When

house." The spelIing was
changed, but the word is still
pronounced the same way. The
name stuck, and from that day
on, Abitwar was formed.

Jason and Ron have been
playing together for about six
years. They began Abitwar with
Jason's classmates from Stagg
High School. After sifting
through an endless number of
singers, the duo kicked out their
bass player after the 2000 Battle
of the Bands and decided to re
fonn. Ron had gym class with
Ken's girlfriend, and she found
out that Abitwar was looking
for a bassist. So she decided to
suggest Ken. After the first re-

)
\\

\.

asked why he was leaving,
Kevin replied "We had problems
and differences in opinions, and

hearsal, Abitwar knew they had
found its new bassist. Ken
joined them last year. The ironic
thing is that all three band mem
bers have known each other
since first grade! All three at
tended Lieb School and
Simmons Middle School. Since
they began playing together, the
band has formed a strong bond
that has strengthened them
more than ever.

To find out more information
about Abitwar's members and
upcoming shows, visit them on
the web at: http://
www.angelfire.com/myband2/
abitwar.

I felt it would be best if we left
on a good note."

problems, they finished
strong with a fan-tastic per
formance of Pantera's

[v@1t
laced with the heaviest metal
songs one could hope for.

While their set was tragi
cally cut short due to time

Jim Hincks
StajfWriter

Among the many spectacles
ofthe night, perhaps one of the
more memorable of this year's
second Battle of the Bands was
the short, yet powerful perfor
mance of the heavy metal quar
tet Evott. Evolt is always one of
the most entertaining bands to
watch, and they certainly lived
up to their reputation.

The shenanigans were in full
throttle as the band tore through
half of its intense set. "Does
everybody know what time it

is?" screamed Evolt's mascot/
dancer, the Pointless Cowboy. This
was the first time a metal band ever
had a dancer on stage, and it was

quite a sight to see. The r:==:"'~.. );&.z!l_lIlIIlIIIII••
Pointless Cowboy
amused the audience
during the set by pranc
ing across the stage
with no apparent place
ment whatsoever.

It was definitely time
to ROCK! With songs
like "No Hope = No
Fear" originally played by Soul fly,
and the timeless Nothingface clas
sic "Breathe Out," Evolt's set was

"Walk" featuring a special guest
appearance by Abitwar guitar
player Ron Collura. The clos
ing song also saw the emotional

return of the Duct
Tape Slipknot mask
to lead singer Ryan
Wheeler's beautiful
face. The band had
intended to play two
more covers,
"Would" by Alice in
Chains and the Black
Sabbath classic

"Paranoid." Evolt also has
many impressive originals that
they were not able to fit into their

set.
Evolt's unique stage pres

ence wasn't the only highlight
of the night. All four members
(including the Pointless Cow
boy), performed with endless
energy and excitement.

With the relentless drumwork
of Ron Johnson backed by the
hard-core bass and guitar work
of Dave Lundeen and Aaron
Hosek, and Ryan Wheeler's
haunting voice, Evolt's perfor
mance can be summed up in one
creative, make believe word;
Metalshenanigariffic. That's
saying a mouthful.
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C()min!! M()vie
Attr-acti()ns

Melissa Renz
S/affWri/er

Spring is here! To go along
with this new season there is a
new slew of movies hitting a
theater near you. All these mov
ies are being released this
month.

First up is the highly antici
pated "Josie and the
Pussycats." The movie stars
Rachael Leigh Cook ("She's All
That"), Tara Reid, and Rosario
Dawson as Josie, Melody, and
Val who are three girls who
dream of becoming rock stars.
The movie, based on the comic
book series, chronicles the their
adventures as they try to be
come the next big thing. This
movie opens April!1 "'.

Also opening April !11h is
"Joe Dirt." David Spade ("Just
Shoot Me") stars with Dennis
Miller and Christopher Walken
in this comedy about a redneck

Lauren Wallace
S/ojfWriler

Wow! Can we say, "chick
flick!" Not only does this movie,
"Sweet November," contain
Keanu Reeves, as he's never
been seen before, we also wit
ness scenes depressing enough
to need two boxes of tissue.
Throughout the film, the story
line drastically changes. One
moment, there is laughter and
the next moment, the tissue is
coming out of the box. However
you feel, this movie is decent.
Although I might add, be pre
pared for the ending.

Keanu Reeves plays a cocky,
arrogant advertising executive,
Nelson Moss. He has it all and
he knows it, except he is missing
one thing. When he goes to take
his driving test, he spots Sarah
Dever, played by Charlize

janitor on a quest for the par
ents that abandoned him. Kid
Rock has a small role.

"The Glass House," starring
Leelee Sobieski ("Joan ofArc")
opens on April 20"'. After their
parent's die in a mysterious car
accident two siblings are sent
to live with their legal guardians.
But they soon discover their
new parents are more interested
in their family's money than its
future.

Opening April 27'" is "The
Forsaken." Kerr Smith
("Dawson's Creek") stars as a
teen who picks up a hitchhiker,
played by Brendan Fehr
("Roswell"), with a taste for
blood. Their cross county trip
turns into a showdown with an
unforgiving gang of creatures
of the night.

"Knockaround Guys" is a
comic drama about four sons
(Vin Diesel, Barry Pepper, Seth
Green, and Andrew Davoli) who
decide to foTlo~'~n the steps of

Theron. He ends up trying to
get answers off her,but he gets
caught and she fails.

Sarah then wants some fa
vors, so she has Nelson take her
to steal some dogs, and she
wants him to stay with her for a
month to help him. When ajob
goes downhill, Nelson gets
fired. His girlfriend left him, so
he had no choice. It was the
month ofNovember.

Sarah sent him a key, and he
ended up staying with her. They
stay together and are happy.
Who else do you know would
meet a stranger otTthe street and
ask them to stay with you?
Anyway, one day, they go to a
party at her friend's. Nelson
asks her to marry him, she de
clines and ends up in the hospi
tal, dying from cancer. Nelson
shows up and takes her home,
but she doesn't want him

their mobster fathers (John
Malkovich and Dennis Hop
per). This flick opens April 27"'.
Sylvester Stallone stars as a re
tired race car drive in "Driven."
In the movie racing-team owner
Burt Reynolds offers Stallone
the chance to train a rookie
driver played by Kip Pardue
("Remember the Titans"). The
movie also opens April 27"'.

In the movie "Slackers"
Michael Marona, Jason Segel
and Devon Sawa ("Final Desti
nation") star as three friends
who have scammed their way
through college. They are then
blackmailed by the class geek,
Jason Schwartzman
("Rushmore"), to help him get
his dream girl or risk being
thrown out of school. No spe
cific release date has been set
for this movie, but it will open
sometime in April.

Remember all release dates
are subject to change. Happy
movie-going!

around anymore.
Well, he returns, proclaiming

his love, and stays the night.
The next morning, Sarah leaves
to let him get his things to
gether. The month was over. He
catches up to her and she tells
him she will always love him,
and he will always have her. he
puts a scarf over his eyes, he
goes to find her, and she is gone.
That's about it.

True, the movie has every
thing, romance, crime, comedy,
but the ending kills everything
that the plot had built up. In my
opinion, the movie is sweet and
makes you feel good, but the
anger will come. There needs to
be some closure, some knowl
edge of what happens after she
leaves. Maybe there will be a
sequel and maybe not. Either
way, ifyou go to see this movie,

leave the baseball bat at home.
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Simpsons Trivia...Yet Again (big surprise there!)
Aaron Hosek
S/affWri/er

In the tradition ofgreat trivia,
we here at Spar/anile give you
yet another chance to test your
Simpson's knowledge.

I.) What doesn't make a lick
of sense?
2.) What is the name of Mr.
Bums'monkey?
3.) What movie features
McBain as a comedian?
4.) Who was the Plow King?
5.) How old is Hans Moleman?
6.) What singer does Mr.
Burns force to perform for
Marge?

7.) What is Apu's last name?
8.) What evil mayor plans to
move the Dallas Cowboys?
9.) Who runs the bartender
contest that Moe wins?
10.) Who voices the evil ge
nius Sideshow Bob?
II.) Who owns the car Little
Bandit?
12.) WhatareChiefWiggum's
sidekicks named?
13.) What is the name of the
worker that Homer drives in
sane?
14.) What character is Moses
in the biblical dream?
15.) Who takes Mr. Bums's
trillion-dollar bill?
16.) What is the name of the
alligator that Homer nearly kills?

17.) What song knocks down
the wall of garbage dividing
Springfield?
18.) What band guest stars
in the garbage man episode?
19.) What is the name of the
movie that Ron Howard pitches
to Fox?
20.) Who wrote Krusty's bi
ography?

I.) Vincent Price driving John
Madden's bus
2.) Furious George
3.) Let's Get Silly

4.) Barney Gumball
5.) 31
6.) Tom Jones
7.) Nahasapeemapetilon
8.) The Mayor of Albuquer
que
9.) Duffinan
10.) Kelsey Grammar
I I.) Snake
12.) Eddie and Lou
13.) Frank Grimes
14.) Milhouse
15.) Fidel Castro
16.) Captain Jack
17.) "Won't Get Fooled
Again" by the Who
18.) U2
19.) The Terminizer: an erotic
thriller
20.) John Updike

" __ '" " AC~UU1'" "~~.....~- •
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Volleyball sets up a promising season
more to come in their sectional.

Coach Mac says, "The more
time and hard work we put in,
the happier we will be at the end
of the game!" Time will only
determine how successful the
Spartans will do. This team will
definitely be packing something
big this year.

A successful season is evi
dent after the boys' great per
formance in their first tourna
ment, the Marist Tournament,
where they placed second over
all. Outstanding efforts were
given by Jeff Mensching in
blocking, Brad Skendzel in set
ting, Matt Ulanowski in attacks,
Bart Mroz in serves, and Dan
Pasquarella in digs.

On March 29, the Spartans
traveled to Andrew without two
of their starting middle. New
comer Jeff Selmeister stepped
up to the challenge and led the
team to an exciting victory. This
proves with teamwork, the boys
can accomplish anything.

place ribbons as a result oftheir
great teamwork.

Lastly, at the Hinsdale Cen
trallnvitational on March 10th,
the distance runners ran mag
nificently. The 3200m relay con
sisting of Laura Mottl, Emily
Buys, Cassie Gonzales, and
Melissa Storm finished second
with every girl running under
2:40. Laura Mottl came back to
run a 5:37 in the 1600m to finish
third, and Kelly Cunneen ran a
13: 13 in the 320Om, which also
earned her third place.

The boys have also been
working towards another suc
cessful season. At the Hinsdale
Centrallnvite held on February
3rd, Jeremy Prendergast took
second in the 32QOm with a time
of 10:56. Dan McGrail and
Mohammed Sobhy ran close
55m sprints with times of 7.4
seconds and 7.6 seconds re
spectively.

At Morton on February 16th,
Steve Hir ran an amazing time of
2: 19 in the 800m to earn him first
place. Joe Fattore also finished
first in the 800m on the froshl
soph level. David Lindelofdomi
nated in the frosh/sophjumping
events placing second and first
in the high and long jumps re
spectively. Joshua S1. Louis
placed fifth in the shot put with
a throw of 33' 10.5," and three
Spartan pole vaulters placed.
Jason Korkosz vaulted 9' to earn
himselffirst place. Dennis Sulit
and Mark Pilny both vaulted
7'6" to earn themselves third
and fourth place respectively.

The girls' and boys' track
teams are very anxious and op
timistic for the continued suc
cess they hope to encounter
during the outdoor season.

froshlsoph team did extremely
well. Keri Freitag and Diana
Daley finished first and second
in the 3200m run respectively.
Jessica Blanco and Krista Cheek
tied for third in the one lap race
with ~pressive times of 20.3
seconcfa Jolene Murray took
first in $Qt put with a throw of
26'7.5". • \ ~.

The following Saturday the
Spartans competed in the Lyons
Invite. The varsity team did
very well. Kristen Kearney had
outstanding jumps in the long
and triple to earn herselfa fourth
and fifth place ribbon respec
tively. Lisa Kimmey took fourth
in the shot put with a throw of
30'11.5," and Melissa Storm
placed third in the 400m sprint.

The frosh/soph team also
looked good on Saturday. Car
rie Redding took second in shot
put, and the 8 lap relay consist
ing of Ashley Brown, Robin

Senior, JetJMensching, preparing one of his powerful serves.
(photo by Rich Swiatek)

leyball team will be striving for conference and expecting a little

Both girl and boy track mem
bers alike have exploded into the
season by earning themselves
incredible times, jumps, and
throws during their indoor com
petitions. They are inspired by
Coaches Lockwood, Michals,
Maloney, Johnson, Robinson,
and Hess.

The first girls' indoor meet
was the Lockport Invitational
held on February 9th. Excellent
individual performances were
frequent. Majd Sweiss placed
third in the 55m hurdles and first
in the high jump. Carolann Hoat
was the leading Spartan in the
55m sprint with a time of8.6sec
onds. Emily Buys came in third
for the 400m sprint, and the 800m
relay consisting of Jessica
Dunk, Candie Zichmiller, Katie
Vogel, and Jenny Larson took

D.J. Sullivan fmishing his last lap in the 1600m run.
( Photo by Steve Peters)

home a second place fmish. Memisovski, Jen Tringl, and
At Fenton on February 28 the Sheena Simon received second

Track explodes into season
Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

conference title and to prove
how well they can play.

As we step up to the varsity
level, all Coach McNamara has
are high expectations and stan
dards. High leadership roles
rest on the hand of seniors:
Dave Jodelka, Ken Korab, Bryan
Allie, Bernie Bolz, Dan
Pasquarella, Bart Mroz, Jeff
Mensching, and Matt
Ulanowski. Coach Mac expects
his seniors to step up and to
lead his team.

There are 5 juniors on the
tl4lID, and 2 of them are I" year
players. Mike Goshorn, Eric
Queen, and Joel Alford make up
the 3 returning juniors. Aaron
Osmanski and JeffSelmeister are
the two new comers. However,
we can't leave out "big" sopho
more sensation Brad Skendzel.
Brad will be playing on the var
sity level this year helping out
the Spartans to achieve a suc
cessful season.

Coach McNamara had many
helpful insights about this up
coming season. "I expect a lot
of hard work out of my players
this year," stated Coach Mac.
"I am going to push them to the
best of their ability and accept
no more than 100%."

With their 3 and sometimes 4
hour practices, the Spartan vol-

Q: What is the most influen
tial statement that you could
say to athletes today?
A: "Don't settle for medioc
rity, try to improve in whateve
you do whether it be in sports
or life."

Mr. McNamara
Q: What inspired you to be
come a coach?
A: "1 think it is the love of the
game. It allows me an oppor
tunity to stay involved in the
game."

Q: As the voUeyball season
begins, what is the biggest
goal you would like to achieve?
A: "I would like to win the con
ference and advance to the
Sectional Championship
game."

att Ulanowski
taffWriter

Q: What do you enjoy most
about coaching?
A: "Watching my players de
velop into good volleyball
players."

Q: Is there any coach or
sports figure that you admire
most?
A: "I like to watch Lou Holtz. 1
think that he is a great motiva
tor."

Q: What sports did you enjoy
playing the most?
A: "I played both basketball
and volleyball in high school,
but I decided to pursue volley
ball while at Eastern Illinois Uni
versity."

Q: Do you have any strong
beliefs that you stress the
most while coaching?
A: "I always challenge my
players to be the best they can
be. To work harder than any
of their competitors, whether
it's their teammates at practice
or opponents during a game."

Coach's Column
Mr. McNamara

Matt Ulanowski
StaffWriter

Spring has arrived and so has
the boys' volleyball season.
Two new coaches step foot on
the court to help bring a title to
Oak Lawn. At the froshlsoph
level, Coach Marek will see what
he can do in his first year coach
ing volleyball. Although Coach
Mac was here last year, this is
his first time coaching at the
varsity level.

The froshlsoph team consists
of 19 players: 9 sophomores and
10 freshmen. ophomores in
clude: Chris Mann, Amir
Sweiss, Pat Fisher, Matt Hunt,
Mitch Downey, Andy Peterson,
Sam Ortega, Tim Kasprowicz,
and new comer Matt Smith.
Coach Marek expects his
sophomores to take charge of
the team and help out the new
freshman players play to their
best ability.

Watching the freshmen at
practice, it seems like there is
some good talent. The fresh
men include: Dave Purdy, Jor
dan Trotto, Mike Malas, Ken
Anderson, Matt Clemens, Nick
Salerno, Victor Emeric, and
Richie Mora. Coach Marek and
his team are working hard for a
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Is NASCAR racing too risky?
Mike Martinez
StaffWriter

On Sunday, February 18,
200 I, NASCAR racing lost its
greatest driver, Dale Earnhardt
(49 years old), due to a fatal col
lision with the wall on the fmal
lap of the Daytona 500. This
unfortunate catastrophe hap
pened in front of a televi ion
audience of millions, ju. t as
Dale' be t friend, Michael
Waltrip won hi first race, and
as his son Dale Jr. finished ec
ond.

This devastating accident
carne as a great shock to the rac
ing community because many
people expected Earnhardt to
win hi 8lh ~inston up cham-

pionship this year, breaking Ri
chard Petty's all time record, and
solidifying his title as the great
est NASCAR Driver ofall time.

On the last lap of the race,
Earnhardt collided head-on with
a wall at 180 mph, which frac
tured his skull and caused his
death. These basal skull frac
tures, which are caused when
the head or neck whip violently
under high G forces, could pos-
ibly have been prevented with

the u e of the HAN device.
The HAN (Head and Neck

upport) device is a neck brace
which prevents the head and
neck from snapping forward like
Earnhardt's did in the colli ion.
Earnhardt, along with other vet
eran drivers, refu ed to u e thi

device, because they claimed
that it hindered their peripheral
vision and was uncomfortable.
However, ifEamhardtwas wear
ing the HANS device, there is a
chance that it would have pre
vented his death.

Nicknamed "The Intimida
tor," Dale Earnhardt was one of
the most feared and most re-
, , /

Dale Earnhardt

spected drivers in NASCAR.
Known for hi aggre sive driv
ing and "win at all costs atti
tude," the ofter side of Dale
Earnhardt was not seen by the
fans.

The same man that struck fear
into his opponents was also
known for offering friendship
and advice to fellow driver ,
while being reluctant to accept
credit for hi generosity. He was
a tough man who considered
racing a "tough man' port"
and never hesitated to bump
another driver in order to win a
race.

Last year when Jeremy
Mayfield gave Earnhardt a
bump, which caused him to lose
the victory, arnhardt dido 't g t

angry and instead gave thi
tatement. "Sure, I would like

to have won, but until you take
the checkered flag, it isn't over.
Door to door, bumper to bumper,
good hard tock car
racin' ....What happened there
is what NASCAR is all about."

Throughout his illustrious
twenty-one year long career,

arnhardt won 76 races and 7
Winston up championships. It
is unfortunate that he didn'l
survive to win an 8th Win ton

up, becoming the only man
ever to accomplish uch a feat.
However, in his ab ence, hope
fully a new hero will arise in
NA CARand will fill the tremen
dou void Earnhardt left in his
death.

Football to the extreme
BiJI Blaettler
StaffWriter

The extremely high powered
XFL which recently made its
debut has been a very contro
versial topic among football
fans. The xtreme Football
League led by WWF commis
sioner Vin e McMahon has got
ten off to a rough start.

Ratings plummeted after
week I and with good reason.

The players are far from being
uperstars and the announcers

are rather obn xi us. Mirme
sota Governor, Jes e "The
Body" Ventura and Jim Ross
know 0 little about football that
it was actually painful to watch.

With exceptton to the notable
"He Hate Me;':'~ players
weren't quite up to ttw people'
standard and neith~were the
teams. All eight team' made the
Cleveland Browns look like a
good team. The lack ofoffen e
and good plays made the first
XFL gaIne an extremely long and
boring game to watch.

The XFL changed a few mi
nor rules. Instead ofa coin toss
to start the game, one player
from each team races 20 yard
for the football, and the first t
grab it wins the choice to either
kick or receive.

Je se "The Body" Ventura

Also, after touchdowns,
teams must go for a 2-point con
ver ion, except it i only worth
I pint. Plus, a punt is a live
ball after it travel 25 yard.

Then there are the rather
senseless new rules like the "no
fair catches" rule. They give
them a 5 yard safety zone so it
kind of defeats the purpose.

rhey also put the college

rules of vertime into effect
where one team starts from the
opposing team's 20-yard line
and attempts to score; the op
posing team then gets a chance
to match it.

The players in the XFL d n't
have a set alary. Their pay is
based upon how many games
they win and the position they
play. A quarterback makes
$5,000 per game, a kicker makes
$3,500 and all other po 'itions
receive $4,500 every game.
However, a player can earn an
additional $2,500 per win. The
average player's 'a]ary is ab ul
$40,000.

The XFL is a feeble compen-
ation for the NFL. It ha,> one

prominent feature, the cheer
leaders. The scantily clad
women are a main attraction for
the football league. They also

seem to spend more time mar
keting their cheerleader than
anything else.

Vince should consider put
ting more money toward real
football players rather Ihan set
tling for roofers who don't
speak English and old, washed
up, former pr fo tball player .
The XFL ha some defect,> to
work out but will hopefully come
up with a solution and become
as pro perou a' the WWF or
the NFL.

Update: Many s urces are
speculating that Vince and hi
wife Linda McMahon are trying
to eparate th mselves from the
XFL, due to a request made by
NB for them to do . o.

Our best team?
since he is stuck on a team that
i going nowhere for the next
decade.

All my life I have been dedi
cated to these teams, and now
I can't even force myself to
watch them on television or
attend their games. This is be
cause I bel ievc that these
teams do not deserve any fan .

Someday I would like to be
come a professional sports
writer or sportscaster. I ju t
hope I am working in a city
where they have successful
franchi e, 0 I can at least
write or talk about wins and
losses. I canjust imagine what
it must be like to write for the
Tribune or the SUI/-TImes. All
they write about is "wait until
next year."

Bears draft selections. Drafting
linebacker Brian Urlacher last
year was the best fir t-round
draft selection since William
Perry in 1985. For example, run
ning back urtis Eni~and

Rashaan a]aam were both huge
disappointments. However, th
bigge t di 'aster in hicago
Bears hi 'tory is current quarter
back ade McNown. He started
last sea on bad and only got
worse. This year will be no dif
ferenl for this quarterback.

Well, I aved the worst for
last, the hicago Bulls. This
franchi 'e ha n't been good
since Phil Jackson coached them
to six championships. The rea
son for thi huge di a ler is GM
Jerry Krause's and owner Jerry
Reinsdorf's horrible sen e for
talent. They cut some of the
best players to ever step onlo
the court: Michael Jordan, col
tie Pippen, Ron IJarper, Dennis
Rodman, and Toni Kukoc. Also,
their biggesl mistake was think
ing Tim Floyd could replace Phil
Jackson. The only player worth
watching n w i Elton Brand, for
whom I feel extremely s rry,

Anthony Pape
Sports Editor

When you travel around
hicag ,you can fmd many at

tractions 'uch as the ears
Tower and the Museum of J

ence and Industry. One thing
you cannot find anywhere in

hicag i a decent profes
sional sports team. Not since
Michael Jordan and Scottie
Pippen led the Chicago Bulls
to six NBA championships
have hicagoans had a team
that was worth supporting.

Currently, we have nine pro
fe sional teams and the only
one that are worth cheering for
are the hicago White ox,
who made the playoff: last
year, the Chicago Fire, and the

In My View: Sweet Home Chicago?
...........- hicago kyliners. made the playofTs three times in

Now most of you are prob- the pa't eventeen years and
ably wondering, who or what i haven't won the World erie
a Skyliner. Well, they are the since 1906. They will m st likely
Chicago teanl in the American be denied playofT berth for the
Ba ketball Association, whjch next few years, becau e their
is a minor league 10 the NBA. owner, the Tribune mpany,
Thi is rather sad that Chicago's doesn' I want to spend any
be t team i unknown to about money. Some Cubs fan may
halfofChicago. Another ques- be considering the ubs for the
tion that may cro s your mind playoffs this year, but all the ac
is who are the other six teams quisitions that GM Andy
that exist here in hicago? WeU, MacPhail made !hi off- eason
they include the Blackhawks, are injury-prone mid-stars.
the Cubs, the Bulls, the Wolve, Now let's talk Chicago £oot-
the Bears, and the nforcers. ball. First, the Enforcers of the

The Chicago Blackhawks XFL have just begun and yet it
have not been good since Tony took five games for them to fi
Esposito was protecting the nally win. Now, the XFL itselfis
goal. They are rarely even tele- nol doing too well, but the En
vised, since the owner Bill Wirtz forcers are just making it worse.
does not want their home games The Bears are also a di grace
shown to the few faIlS they have to hicago, simply because ev
left. They have been improv- ery time they attempt to im
ing, but till will most likely not prove, omething el e goes
make the playoffs for another wrong. For example, they got
fifty years. Now, the Chicago rid of Michael Mc askey and
Wolves have played well the signed Ted Phillip as the new
past few years, but this eason of the Bears, but nothing
they are currently near the bot- has changed and the quarter
tom of their divi ion. back situation has only become

The Chicago ubs have only worse. Another problem is th~
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Spartans take up their rackets
Steve Peters
StajfWriler

After winning conference on
both levels last season, the Oak
Lawn tennis team is ready to roll.
Since losing 7 seniors last year,
there are only two returning to
the varsity squad. As a result,
there will be 7 Juniors, as well
as 2 outstanding sophomores.
This young Spartan team has
their eyes on another confer
ence championship.

The team is led by Marc
Palluck (ir.) at first singles. Other
team members include: Eric
Algarin (ir.) at second singles,
Carlo Damazo (ir.) and Chris
Woody (soph.) at first doubles,
Jim Norris (sr.) and Justin Ramel
(soph.) at second doubles, and

John Foley Ur.) and Jarret
Helstern Ur.) playing third
doubles.

Also playing this year are
juniors Steve Peters and Jason
McLaughlin at fourth doubles,
and senior Ed Wilczek.

The Spartans already took
second place overall at the
Richards Tournament on March
24. All eight starting spots
placed high. There were 2 tour
nament champions, and 6 sec
ond place perfonnances. Coach
Lawson is looking forward to
the rest of the season.

The frosh/soph team is also
looking for another conference
title in 200 I. Coached by Mr.
John Leary, this young Spartan
team has high hopes. Starters
this year include Kurt Bordelli

(frosh.) playing first singles,
John Farrell (frosh.) at second
singles, John Ciciora (soph.)
and Jeff Fitzgibbons (soph.) at
first doubles, Adam Winchell
(soph.) and Charlie Karczewski
(soph.) at second doubles, and
Mike Keneely (soph.) and Joe
Kozlowicz (fr.) at thrid doubles.

The team also is compiled of
Ryan Drish, Chris Fox, Arthur
Garcia, Ryan Karp, Don King,
Matt McLaughlin, Skyler
Shroeder, and Dave Vognar.

Many of these players are
new to competitive tennis, and
they want to learn and have fun.
That's what this season is go
ing to be all about, having fun.
The conference winning tennis
legacy will hopefully be contin
ued in2001.

Varsity singles star, Mark Palluck, smashes for a winner.
(Photo by Steve Peters.)

Badminton comes into the season swinging
Robert Puhr
Sports Editor

Yes ports fans, it is spring
and that means the birdies are
flying, and when birdies are fly
ing that means the OLCHS bad
minton teant is in action.

This year's season looks to
be very promising. Coach
Greiman is looking to send a full
slate of players to sectionals
and believes the team is good
enough to send a full roster to
the state championships as
well. The team is quite excited
and can often be seen running
through the second floor of the
high school. These girls work
hard to be the best at what they
do.

The varsity team consists of
16 girls, while the JV team con-

Junior Varsity sophomore Debbie Zwirkoski smashes a shot as
the Lady Spartans warm-up for a conference meet. (photo by
Steve Peters)

sists of 18.
The seniors on the varsity

team are, Jenny Bartkowiak,
Katie Huizenga, and Kasia
Jachymczyk. The juniors on the
varsity team are Meena Babu,
Brianne Beyer, Giulia Calafiore,
Erlinda Garcia, Jessica Groos,
Rachel Laylo, Rhonda Laylo, Liz
Lemrise, Sandy Montoya,
Karissa Murray, and Kelly
Reilly. There are two sopho
mores on the team this year,
Samant~Emery and Monica
Zavala.

The jv\i6A.m is 18 people
strong. These girls are Debbie
Zwirkoski, Brittany Kopf, Becky
Raschke, Jen Herrmann, Sam
Estes, Missy Huizenga, Jessica
St. Louis, Jorie Helstern, Amy
Hepp, Robin Johnson, Miriam
Bmal, Emily Goetz, Adriana
Mate, Hananne Hanafi, Sophia

Matarieh, Elise Bauman, April
Modrick, and Katie Hayes.

The badminton team has al
ready had three dual meets and
one varsity invitational. The
varsity team took second at the
Downers Grove invitational with
Jenny Bartkowiak taking sec
ond place, Karissa Murray tak
ing first place, Erlinda Garcia
taking second, and Jessica
Groos taking third place. The
varsity's current record is 3-0.
The jv team has perfonned well
thus far and is sporting a record
ofJ-O as well.

The team looks forward to
bettering last year's record and
winning conference. The girls
will be playing their biggest ri
val Shepard High School at 4:30
p.m. on April 10. The girls are
intense and should perfonn very
well this season.

Winter

9~ ,"
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Sports •Highlights ~tt~ntion $~nior6
Sports Awards

Girls Basketball
Jenny Sepessy MVP

Sarah Nettle Sportsmanship

Wrestlioa:
Mike Ogenaku MVP

Dan Pasquarella Sportsmanship

Swimmioa:
Rob Wheeler MVP

Matt 0 'Shea Sportsmanship

Boys Basketball
Bill Leithleiter MVP

Peter Spain Sportsmanship

Cheerleadioa:
Sara May Sportsmanship

All winter sports teams did exceptionally
well this past season. Every player contrib
uted great efforts to establish all the teams'
final records at the end.

Traditionally, every year, each coach
chooses a most valuable player. This per
son represents outstanding leadership and
proves to be a top player on that team.

This year, a new award was added. The
referees' committee decided to start giving
out a sportsmanship award. Getting the
sportsmanship award proves that the ath
lete has class and is willing to win or lose
with a dedicated and optimistic attitude.
Both awards show that the athletes have
dedication, hard work, and leadership.

In addition, the staff of the Spartanite
would like to apologize for an error in the
last issue. The freshman girls basketball
team's record was 23-0.

Compiled by
JessicaExline

~Oak Lawn Communit~
IV" High School Wl

Spartan Athletic
Booster Club

APPLICATIONS AND OET6l.S ~VAJL.!-BLE IN THE
COUNSEUNG CENTER OR ArHt.:E'T1C DEPARTMENT
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XSpartan baseball aiming to take conferenceX

Senior Mike Sullivan delivering one of his signature curveballs.
(photo by Steve Peters.)

Len Musielak
StajfWriter

The OLCHS baseball teams
have begun spring training and
are looking forward to winning
seasons on all levels.

The freshman baseball team,
coached by Mr. Brian Clifton,
has a group of young athletes
who are ready to give their all
for Oak Lawn Baseball.

The freshman team consists
of Mark Behan, Bill Bradshaw,
Mike Brus, Dan Clemens, Jim
Ditzler, Kyle Kalchbrenner, An
drew Hokinson, Bill Howard,
Mike Hubatch, Tom McKee, Ed
Mockus, Trevor Mulrenin, Matt
O'Shea, Adam Probst, Tony
Romero, Allan Russo, Chris
Rybczyk, Frank Sansone, Brad
Scaduto, Scott Staniszewski, Ed
Tomasik, Jim Troy, Nick Winski,
and Tom Zero.

The sophomores, coached by
former Oak Lawn baseball star

Mr. Brian Brandt, are ready for
another conference champion
ship this year. On the freshman
level last year, this team was the
conference champion with a
record of 8 and I, and they are
looking to repeat their success.

This year's sophomore base
ball players are Matt Arthur, Ja
son Berg, Earl Berry, Rafael
Covarrubias, Mike Dorian,
Rocky Gotto, Mike Grabarek,
Don Hackstock, Warren Miller,
Joe Norris, Scott Orban, Tom
Pike, Tony Russo, Brian Smith,
and Keith Trlak.

Last, but not least, is the 200 I
varsity baseball team. The var
sity team this year is made up of

""1l11 returning conference cham
pions. Thejuniors, who join the
varsity team this year, were the
conference champions as
sophomores, finishing their sea
son with a conference record of
8 and 2. The seniors, who are
returning for their last season

at OLCHS, were also conference
champions last year, clinching
the title with an 8 and I confer
ence record.

Seniors Bill Palmer, Jesse
Gubernat, Dana Escamilla, Mike

Sullivan, Mike Gary, Larry
Mann, Glenn Sabatino, Ryan
Schau, and John Sarpalius com
bine withjuniors Mark DiGrazia,
Fred Gillett, Dennis Gorman,
Marty Hamilton, John Huish,

Joe Infusino, Mike Maftean,
Ray Mockus, Rob Peterson,
Steve Tsiamis, and Jim Weaver
to make a team that is destined
for greatness.

The next varsity baseball
game is on April 16" at II :OOa.m.
Come cheer on your varsity
baseball team as they crush
Stagg on their way to winning
another conference champion
ship forOLCHS. You can check
the booster club posters that
are located throughout the
school for future freshman,
sophomore and varsity games.

Update: As ofpress time the
varsity baseball team has a
record of2-2-1. The sophomore
team has a record of2-0and their
next home game is against
Thorton High School at I :OOa.m.
on April 7th. Also, the fresh
man team have a record of I-I
and their next home game is also
against Thorton on April 7th.

fij Girls' soccer kicks into a brand new season fij
Brian Caster
Editor-in-Chief

Last year, the Oak Lawn girls'
soccer team won conference for
the third year in a row. Their
record was a stunning 12-4.
They had six SICA North AII
Conference players. Will this
year be a repeat?

"They have the potential to
do great this year," comments
team Coach Kevin Stow. "This
is the most skilled team I have
ever seen at Oak Lawn!"

On March 20, the Lady Spar
tans crushed Thornton Frac
tional North by a score of 6-0.
Two goals were scored by se
nior Kristen Klimek. Scoring
individual goals were Sam
Norris, Natalie Liakopolous, Sa
rah Nettle, and Monika Gawron.
The strong defense also aided

as the Spartans shut out T.F.
North.

The senior line-up for this
year's varsity team includes AII
Con ference players Kristen
Klimek and Jenny Sepessy; also
rounding out the senior lineup
are Liz Figus, Marjorie
Koeppen, Amanda Lorenz, Sa
rah Nettle, Mary Olejarz.

The juniors playing for the
varsity team include Ali-Confer
ence player Margaret Sionskis,
as well asjuniors Kristy Behan,
Jessica Bolek, Shannon George,
Amy Gorchos, Colleen Kelleher,
Jacquelline Martinez, Mallory
Pluciennik, and Sam
Synowiecki.

The sophomores competing
with the varsity team are Chris
tine McNeela and Sam Norris.
The freshman competing at the
varsity level is Natalie
Liakopolous.

The frosh-soph level is also
looking quite strong this year.
On March 30, in their first game
ofthe year, they crushed Provi
dence Catholic by a score of 3
O. Krysten Ballard scored two
goals and Heather Neumann
scored one goal. Goalie Anna
Kapustka made 8 saves in the
shutout.

The frosh-team has a roster
of seventeen players. They in
clude Krysten Ballard, Lauri
Cole, Sherri Elworthy, Kathy
Figus, Monika Gawron, Jesse
Goshorn, Ranya Hassan, and
Jamie Hojek.

Rounding up the lineup are
Anna Kapustka, Rachel
Kozlowski, Nicole Lassandrello,
Am iera Matariyeh, Heather
Neumann, Anna Ogrodny, Col
leen Ryan, Heidi Wittig, and
Lucy Wodziak. Senior Sarah Nettle dribbles past Providence Catholic. (Photo

by Brian Caster.)

@ Spartan softball looks very promising @

Senior Dayna Hojek keeps a good eye on a ball In the dirt as
Becky Powers cheers on. (photo by Steve Peters.)

Amy Zero
StajfWriter

March rolls around again.
This time ofyear, Oak Lawn ex
periences Chicago weather to a
T: snow, sunshine, rain, and
warm and cold temperatures.
Just ask the girls' softball teams
who are out there almost every
day battling with Mother Nature
to keep their fingers thawed out.

Beginning on the freshman
level, the team this year is
coached by two Oak Lawn
alumni, returning coach, Erin
Haubenreiser, and Kelly Burke.
Making up the team are: Angie
Bertucci, Carianne Brown,
Maggie Cronin, Kim Dignan,
Amanda Duer, Allyson Falls,
Laurie Felton, Maggie Foley,
Tara Hosek, Kristin Kowalski,
Cathy Lally, Sam Lanham,

Allison Madden, Becky
Malivuk, Joyce Manchen,
Eileen Nash, Nichole Showan,
Jessie Synowiecki.

Coach Haubenreiser ex-

pressed hopes for her team to
be at the top of the conference.
She also is enjoying coaching
with Burke, "She puts her heart
into it and having played on the

college level, she can really
teach the girls." Haubenreiser
also stated that the freshmen
"are a great bunch ofhard work
inggirls."

Moving up a level, the sopho
mores are coached again this
yearby Mr. Smith. The team in
cludes: Sarah Altenburg, An
drea Anton, Kristin Born, Cathy
Chojnacki, Laura Fuit, Katie
Hull, Theresa Jasmer, Cassie
Krisik, Amanda May, Sarah
McKinney, Elizabeth Palhegyi,
Erica Purdy, Lindsey Smith,
Dana Sullivan.

Coach Smith commented that
the competition for the team this
year will be Richards and Argo.
One team goal is to win confer
ence. Focus is the major key
which will help the team achieve
that goal. Smith believes this is
very possible and has a posi-

tive outlook on the season.
The varsity team is led by Pat

Mayer and Mike Grzelak. The
varsity players are: Catherine
Fett, Dayna Hojek, Sarah May,
Becky Powers, Nicole Skopis,
Amy Smith; juniors Suzanne
Brand, Susan Cusick, Jessica
Exline, Courtney Roberton,
Meghan Toppel, Michelle Will
iams, Julie Willson, Amy Zero;
sophomore Nicole Green.

"The girls work hard, they get
along, and we're having fun,"
says Mayer. Richards will defi
nitely be competition for the
team but with a positive begin
ning, it will be a great season.
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Amy Zavala has been in ev
ery play since her freshman
year, and has been president
of theater and forensics her
senior year. She has been in

tudent Helpers, Spar/anile,
N.H.S., and th Sup r K tunt
Show. She was Homecoming
Queen this year, was named
the Outstanding Junior Girl,
and is ranked 59th with a GPA
of 3.2. After graduation, she
plans to attend Moraine Val
ley, where she will take Busi
ness Management classes,
with hopes of someday open
ing her own restaurant chain.

Sarah Dwyer has been a
member of class advisory
boards, Student Council sec
retary, Student Helpers, Peer
Mediation, N.H.S., Key Club,
soccer, volleyball, and track.
She will attend Monmouth

show tunes.
Treble Choir sang four pieces:

Ifl Loved You, from "Carousel";
Castle on a Cloud, from "Les
Miserables"; Come To My Gar-

(Continued on page 4)

Throughout the past four years,
Emily has maintained a 3.9
G.P.A. and is 16th in the class.

Je i Murabito was on the
Senior lass Advi ory Board,
has v lunteered as a Sund y
school teacher, and works part
time at Palos Community Hos
pital. She will be an accounting
major at Northern Illinois Uni
versity. She is ranked 17th with a
G.P.A.oO.866.

Marjorie Koeppen has played
soccer since she was a fresh
man, and volleyball since her
sophomore year. She was presi
dent ofN.H.S., and a member of
Key Club, Student Council,
class advisory board, and Stu
dents for Exceptional Teens.
She will be majoring in Animal
Science or pre-veterinary medi
cine at the University oflllTTtois.
Her G.P.A. is 4.365, and she is
ranked3rd.

Varsity nand performs Cartooll CamivaI. (Photo by nrian
Caster) .
performance with the piece Na-
tional Emblem.

Oak Lawn's Treble and A
Cappella Choirs then performed
during the second half of the
concert. This year's theme for
the choir music was Broadway

Outstanding Seniors
nominated

Students perform at concert

(L to R): Jessi Murabito, Brian Caster, Sarah Dwyer, Sarah Grana, Sarah Nettle, Dave Jodelka,
Bill Palmer, Amy Zavala, Marjorie Koeppen. (Not pictured: Emily Buys, Courtney Rhodes)

This year II seniors out ofa
class of335 were nominated by
th ir teachers for the Out tand
ing enior award. Their class
mates vote for two of these
nominees, and the boy ~d girl
with the most votes will then
be named the Class of 2001's
Outstanding Senior Boy and
Girl. The winners will be an
nounced on Honors Night May
31.

Tile IIomilleesfor Outstalld
illg Sellior Girl:

David Montgomery
StaffWriter

Val Demma
StaffWriter

Oak Lawn's musicians carne
to present their selections for
the spring music season at the
annual Pops Concert on May 17.
Unlike the last combined choir
and band concert, the OLCHS
bands were first to perform.

The Varsity Band opened the
concert with Cartoon Carnival,
a Beatles arrangement, A Lillie
Rhapsody in Blue, and selec
tions from Fantasia 2000.

The Symphony Band then
presented Weinberger's Pollea,
music from the movie Gladia
tor, Persuasion, and Variations'
on 'America'. Finally, the Var
sity Bandjoined the Symphony
Band members to close their

Farewell
to faculty
Nazncen Vasin
News Editor

Eight dedicated staff mem
bers are retiring this year.

Ms. Adomenas has taught for
thirty-four years. She has
taught courses such as English
I& III, English II-H, College Pre
paratory Writing, and English
Literature. Ms. Adomenas also
was once a part of the Foreign
Language Department and has
taught the first three levels of
German. She also sponsored the
German Club, and assisted in a
number ofschools plays. When
asked what she-Will miss most.~

about OLCHS she re~lied, "Ev-
ery experience provi~ me with
an opportunity to learn and to
better myself." Her farewell mes
sage is" 'Carpe diem', Latin for
seize the day. Make the most of
the opportuniti to bert r your
selves."

Mr. Astrauskas also has
taught for thirty-four years. He
has taught a variety of courses
such as English I, II,III,IV, En
glish III-H, Advanced Place
ment English, Humanities, and
Expository Writing. Mr.
Astrauskas will miss most "the
students, the students, always
the students, thirty-four years
ofgreat kids." Hiswordsofwis-
dom are "Learning is labor, but Emily Buys has been active
it is a labor of love for students in track, cross-country, Student
as well as instructors." Council, Students for Excep-

Ms. Heskin has taught at tional Teens, N.H.S., Senior
Oak Lawn Community High Class Advisory Board, Photo
School for thirty-four years. Club, and KeyClub. Shewill at-
She has taught English I,II,IV- tend Bradley University and is
honors, Humanities, Reading majoring in special education.
Semin~~dAdo~~e~L~era-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ture. She was a Scholastic Bowl
coach, and worked with Spear.
She will miss "the close friend
ships and the fact that no two
days are ever the same." Ms.
Heskin's words of wisdom for
the students are "students need
to develop a sense of intellec
tual curiosity and to experience
the joy and comfort of reading
for pleasure."

Mr. Hill has been with Oak
Lawn for thirty-three years; it
was his first and only job. He
has taught, consumer educa
tion, geography, economics,
general science, World Prob
lems Seminar. He was a sponsor
for senior class and for National
Honor Society. Mr. Hill also has
been department chair, assistant
principal, ~d principal. He said
he will miss "the kids, especially
those that I taught during my
last two years." His words of

(Continued on page 2)
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award to sophomore John
Ciciora, and World Affairs Semi
nar recognition to juniors Jenna
Harper and Stacie O'Brien. The
girls attended seminars con
cerning political is ues this year.

The cast of "Grease" then
performed the number "Born To
Hand Jive."

Next, perfect attendance
awards were received by 23
freshmen, 14 sophomores, 10
juniors, and 10 seniors.

Mrs. Mateer directed the A
Cappella Choir for their perfor
mance of"Bootjack Jaw Harp."
Mr. Shelton directed the Jazz
Band in "Tenor Madness."

In Fine Arts, Matilde Ramirez
made it to the national level of
the PTSA Reflections contest

thirty-three years. He has in
structed such classes as English
I, II, III, II1-H, Advanced Place
ment English, Communication
Writing, Literature and Film, Ex
pository Writing, and Creative
Writing. Mr. Ricken also has
been director of debate, direc
tor of theatre, speech coach,
and Scholastic Bowl coach.
When asked what he will miss,
Mr. Ricken replied, "the people
at Oak Lawn."

Mr. Leigh was a custodian
for eleven years at OLCHS: He
recently retired in March of this
year.

Their many years of service
are appreciated by the OLCHS
community. They will be greatly
missed.

the secretary of Student Help
ers. She is also in play, orches
tra, crew, advisory board,
Sparlanile, Peer Mediation,
softball, cross-country, and
NHS. Amy's reaction to her title
was, "I was happy and excited
that people recognized how in
volved I am in school."

Amy believes she is an out
standing individual because, "I
think I am a good leader, and I
have fun in my activities and I
get along with all types of
people."

Her future plans are to attend
either UIC or Loyola and to ma
jor in Pre-med.

The other nominees for this
year's junior boy were Jason
Cascio, Bryan Grant, Ryan
O'Connor, Eric Queen, and Rob
Wheeler. Nominees for Out
standing JuniorGirl were Meena
Babu, Tina Cucci, Jessica Exline,
Jenna Harper, Laura Mottl, and
Samantha Synowiecki.

c1uded Grant Suhs, Nick Spat
afore, Becky Raschke, Jamie
Matusiak, and John Ciciora.

The top 5 junior academics
were Meena Babu, Laura Mottl,
Amanda Kramer, Amy Zero, and
Jason Cascio.

The Illinois State Scholars in
the class of 200 I were: Emily
Buys, Brian Caster, Nik Chamis,
Cheryl Cole, abrina Dymit,
Sabrina Harper, Aaron Hosek,
Kasia Jachymczyk, Dave
Jodelka, Tristan Johnson,
Marjorie Koeppen, Ken Korab,
Dave Lundeen, Tom Miller, Jes
sica Murabito, Beth Ott, Bill
Palmer, Tony Pape, Dan
Pasquarella, Nick Purdy, Melissa
Renz, Jen Sepessy, Ryan
Wheeler, and Nazneen Yasin.

Mrs. Carlson presented the
Hugh O'Brien Youth Leadership

what's best for you, and make
each day a special one!"

Mr. Murphy has been a part
of Oak Lawn for thirty-one
years. He taught environmen
tal science and was also the
sponsor of Ecology Club for
three years. He held the posi
tion of dean of tudents for
twenty-one years. He was also
assistant principal for seven
years. The things that he will
miss the most about OLCHS are,
"the great kids and "that Spar
tan Spirit!" His words of wis
dom for the students are, "you
only get out ofschool what you
put in. Work hard and be in
volved'"

Mr. Rieken has been at Oak
Lawn since 1968, teaching for

award. I thank everyone who
nominated and voted for me."

Mike thinks he is an out
standing person because, "I
think I'm outgoing. I try to keep
a positive attitude. I'm friendly
and I make people laugh."

His future plans are to attend
U of I to major in either engi
neering or computer science.

Amy Zero is the president of
Forensics, plays lead in Jazz
Band, was captain sophomore
year of Scholastic Bowl, and is

(continuedfrom page 1)

Outstanding Juniors
announced

m~n.:_ I
Amy Zero and Mike Goshorn (Photo by Rich

Tina Cucci
SlaffWrlier
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Honors Assembly
recognizes students

OLCHS announced a variety
of student awards at the annual
recognition assembly on Friday,
May II. The school presented
awards for outstanding achieve
ments throughout the school
year. OLCHS' principal, Dr.
Fronczak, welcomed the audi
ence and then introduced the A
Cappella Choir, who performed
the National Anthem.

The announcements of the
top 5 academics of each class
began the ceremony. The top 5
ranking freshmen were Jennifer
Cronin, Ed Suda, Dave Vognar,
Suong Nguyen, Dave Mont
gomery, and Ed Mockus.

The five sophomores with the
highest GPA in their class in-

Retirees

Samina Yasin
SlaffWriler

Every year, two outstanding
juniors are voted on by their
classmates to win the lE. Lynch
award. The winners this year
were Mike Goshorn and Amy
Zero. They were recognized at
the Honors Assembly May II.

Mike Goshorn is in Student
Council, NHS, soccer, and vol
leyball. He felt that, "It was a
great honor to receive this

West. Supporters of polygamy
say forcing it underground may
prevent polygamists from seek
ing medical treatment for their
children.

The U.S. Supreme Court Mon
day, May 14 ruled that marijuana
was an illegal substance even
for medical cases. Some people
with certain diseases claim they
need marijuana to combat the
disease. The 8-0 decision, writ
ten by Justice Clarence Thomas,
specifically stated that the gov
ernment can shut down so
called "marijuana cooperatives."

GPAof4.5116.

Bill Palmer has been on
cross country and baseball. He
was the Outstanding Junior
Boy, Senior Class President, and
Homecoming King. He has been
on NHS, Spartanite, and basket
ball. He will attend the Univer
sity ofJowa to major in film and
comparative literature, with
hopes of writing and directing
films. He is ranked 2nd with a
GPAof4.439.

Courtney Rhodes is in the
work program and is involved
in food service at Christ Hospi
tal. He has volunteered at the
Senior Citizens' Dances and has
encouraged many of his class
mates to become more involved
in school activities. He plans to
attend Moraine Valley Commu
nity College after graduation
and is in the upper half of his
class.

Brian Caster was the Editor
in-Chiefof the Sparlanile, cap
tain ofthe Scholastic Bowl team,
a Mathlete, and a theater mem
ber. He placed 6th in state in
Radio Speaking in Forensics,
and has also been in NHS and
Pep Club. He will be attending
Illinois Wesleyan University,
but has not yet chosen his ma
jor. He is 4th in his class with a
GPAof4.22.

David Montgomery
SlaffWriler

Attorney General John
Ashcroft announced that the
execution of Timothy
McVeigh would be delayed
until June I I, but that no fur
ther delays would occur. F.B.1.
director Louis Freeh turned
over more than 3,000 pages
ofdocuments that were never
made available to McVeigh's
defense lawyers to use in the
defense. McVeigh has said
that he will not seek an ap
peal, but his lawyers have not
ruled out legal action.

The first polygamy trial in
50 years is occurring in Utah.
Tom Green, a man with five
wives and twenty-nine chil
dren, has been open about
his beliefon talk shows, say
ing it is a God-given choice.
An estimated 30,000 polyga
mists live in the American

College to become a teacher.
With her GPA of 3.76, she is
ranked 25th.

Outstanding seniors
(continued from page 1)

Dave Jodelka has been a
member of volleyball,
Mathletes, bowling, Spartanite,

tudent Helpers, N.H.S., Jazz
Band, Orchestra, D.A.R.E. Role
Models, Marching Band, and
SnowOake. He is attending the
University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana to become
a high school math teacher. lIe
is ranked Ist in his class with a

Sarah Grana has been a
member of Art Club for all four
years. After graduation she is
planning on attending Colum
bia College to study the arts.

"I would like to study tradi
tional fine arts and art history,
as well as work as a graphic de
signer," she said.

She is interested in becom
ing a graphic designer, art thera
pist, educator, or traditional art
ist.

wisdom for the students at Oak
Lawn High School are to "stay
focused, work hard. School is
your priority, tell those whom
you care about why they made
a difference in your life."

Ms. Kelch is leaving OLCHS
.. .. after having dedicated thirty-

five years to teaching. She has
instructed students in such
classes as beginning and ad
vanced typing, General Busi
ness, consumer education, and
Introduction to Technology.
Things that she will miss the
most are, "the people, teachers,
support stafT, and the students,
and the soup, crackers, crou
tons, and cookies." Her fare
well message is, "Have confi
dence in yourself, strive for

Sarah Nettle has been on
class advisory board, Snow
flake, and Photo Club. She has
also played basketball and soc
cer. She is moving to San Di
ego and attending Palomar Col
lege in San Marcos, CA.

Tile nominees/or Outstand
ing Senior Boy:



Zavala, who played M . Lynch,
stated that, "you learn to think
of others before you do things
in such a large cast. The cast
had the ability to take the per
formances seriously and act
professionaL"

Many students in the cast
feel as though the unity is the
key element for making the
show successful. According to
Sarah Goldrick, who played
Patty Simcox, "I think that the
cast grew-we really weren't
bonding as much as we needed
to at first, but we came together
at the right time for the show."

The show, which had to add
an extra perfonnance to accom
modate the general audience,
was completely sold out. The
public performances were on
May 3, 4, 5, and 6.

dents to go into teaching.
Lauren will now participate in

a six-week summer workshop
based on innovative teaching
techniques at DePaul Univer
sity. She will also intern at Chi
cago area schools.

Lauren is a sophomore at illi
nois College. She is majoring in
early childhood education.

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

OLCHS graduate recognized

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

The OLCHS spring play,
"Grease," concluded a success
ful perfonnance week with the
talents of everyone involved.

The cast of67 people worked
relentlessly to make the show
one ofthe best in Oak Lawn his
tory. According to the show's
director, Mr. Dzurison, "This
Grease is better than the past
two productions of Grease
we've done." He also believed
that, "un ity in the cast was
strong."

While the show dirl have
some difficulties during the ear
Iier weeks of rehearsals, every
one involved learned how to
work with others, which in tum
led to a better production. Amy

Lauren Caster, Class of 1999,
has becn named a Golden
Apple Scholar for 200 I.

She is one of 18 scholars
named by the Chicago-based
Golden Apple Scholarship Pro
gram. The program looks for
students who have an aptitude
for success in the classroom,
and encourages talented stu-

Heights. This studio is where
"Riverdance" star Michael
Flatley danced.

In future years, she hopes to
attend Columbia College and
major in something related to
helping the environment and
animals. She plans to minor in
dance. If she were to pursue a
career in dance, it would be as a
choreographer or dance
teacher.

Jacqui is a very easy-going
and friendly person. She is al
ways upbeat and happy, even
though she admits she some
times gets stressed.

People are often inspired by
her talent, and ollen tell her how
much they admire her dancing
technique. The advice she
would like to share is ifyou want
something badly enough, go for
it.

fJAfJe;
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ISpartanite honored
by ASPA

School newspaper receives
recognition in annual review

fessional journalists operating
a real news business."

The last time the Spartanite
The Oak Lawn Spartanite took First Place with Special I

has taken First Place with Spe- Merit was in 1991. Editors-in
ciaIMerit in the American Scho- Chief Brian Caster and Beth Ott I
lastic Press Association's an- couldn't be prouder of the I
nual review of school newspa- newspaper's progress. Ac- I
pers across the nation. cording to Beth Ott, "it takes I

Out of a maximum of 1000 commitment and a will to con
points, the Spartanite earned stantly improve." Brian Caster
945 points in the areas of con- agrees, saying, "it's taking
tent coverage, page design, steps toward reaching a goaL"
general plan, art, advertising and In addition to the Spartanite
illustrations, editing, and cre- being awarded by A PA, Beth
ativity. Ott was honored with a fourth

In their leller to the place award from the
Spartanite, the American Scho- IlIinoisWomen's Press Associa
lastic Press Association com- tion. Hereditorial on "Who will
mended the dedication of the be the next president of the
staff, stating they were "ex- United States?" will now ad
tremely impressed with the high vance to the nationallevcl.
professional quality of the work In the future, Spartanite
displayed in your newspaper." hopes to take into consideration
In addition to commending the not only the suggestions given
publication, ASPA offered sug- by the American cholastic
gestions on improvements in Press Association, but new I
various areas. ideas from writers as well. I

The newspaper's advisors, The editorial staff has been I
Mrs. Whiteaker and Ms. Sunna, extended to fourteen people I
believe that the achievement next year in hopes of providing I

Catcher in the Rye, and A can be attributed to the coop- expanded coverage. The staffs I
Prayer for Owen Meany. Her eration of the staff. According goal is to work up to the high \
musical tastes include the to Mrs. Whiteaker, "the staffs standards of achiev ment s t t
Beatles and U2, and she strength is their ability to work this year. I
watches the "West Wing" on a as a team. They behave as pro-
regular basis. L - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..J

Moviesthatshe~ikesareThe SprIng play wraps
Natural and American Beauty. ~\

Ms. Meyer's favorite food is \ ..

cornedbeefandca~bage. Ifshe Up'"as a success
could meet anyone III the world,
she would choose to meet Mar
tin Luther King, Jr., because he
was courageous and principled,
inspiring societal changes.

If given the chance to be in
any place other than Oak Lawn,
Ms. Meyer would be in Scot
land, because she thinks the
scenery is beautiful. Fifteen
years from now, Ms. Meyer sees
herself as either still teaching
here or pursuing an advanced
degree.

Ms. Meyer

(Photo by Rich Swiatek)
but now she enjoys performing.
In addition to pursuing ballet,
she also danced jazz for 4 years.
She also has danced in the plays
at OL and has been dance cap
tain for the last two plays, "Once
Upon a'Mattress" and "Grease."

At times she gets discour
aged, like when she watched the
movie "Center Stage" and real
ized how good the dancers were,
but she didn't let that stop her.

Jacqui dances once a week
at the Dance Workshop in Palos

(Photo by Brian Caster)

eighth grade and advanced
placement English teachers
helped her through transitions
to high school and college, thus
helping her focus on her goal to
work with English.

For Ms. Meyer, the best part
of teaching is the opportunity
to work with enthusiastic stu
dents. The different variety of
people with whom she gets to
work makes teaching different
from a nonnal nine-to-five job.

Ms. Meyer's favorite books
include the Great Gatshy,

Teacher Feature

~ot a-Orland Driving School, Inc
~d \' $20 off -our regUlar price

for the complete 42 hour program.
For more information call

708 425-7111

~pArtAlJ1te ~ews
tltlA!I 2;, 2001----

_" li...- Someone you
/}f,; should know

Dana Vidra and Lindsay
Dedina
StaffWriters

"Don't exist in life, live it."
Those are the words that often
are spoken to Jacqui Pugh by
her grandfather and the words
that help her succeed in her life.
Jacqui Pugh is a junior at
OLCHS. Jacqui is 17 and has
been a ballet dancer since the
age of3. Her mom inspired her
to go into dancing and helped
her pursue this hobby. When
ever she gets stressed out or
feels like quitting, her mom is the
one who lifts her spirits. An
other inspiration is her uncle
who was also one of the people
who showed her musicals ofher
idols: Gene Kelly, Vera Ellen, and
Cyd Charisse.

Initially, Jacqui wasn't sure if
she wanted to pursue dancing,

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

Ms. Meyer is a new teacher
in the English Department. She
teaches English I, English II, and
English IV. Ms. Meyer attended
the University of Illinois at Ur
bana-Champaign. She majored
in English and Education and
enjoyed history and film classes.

Her motivation for becoming
an English teacher was that she
enjoys working with the English
language. She wanted to be able
to help others learn to appreci
ate literature. Ms. Meyer likes
English so much that if she
weren't a teacher, she would still
pursue a career related to En
glish, probably in editing or writ
ing.

Some of Ms. Meyer's most
influential encouragement came
from previous English teachers
she's had. Specifically, her



Photo by Steve Peters
year. Bob also will attend Brad
ley University, majoring in Biol
ogy.

Rich Swiatek is this year's
Photo Editor. He has been a staff
photographer since his junior
year. Rich will be attending
Moraine Valley Community Col
lege, but is undecided in his
major.

Nazneen Yasin is a News Edi
tor. This is her first year as an
editor, but she has been a staff
writer since her junior year.
Nazneen will attend DePaul Uni
versity and plans to major in e
business and finance.

The senior editors' hard work
has been greatly appreciated
and they will certainly be
missed.

ondary education.
Beth Ott is currently Co-Edi

tor-in-Chief. Her previous po
sitions include staff writer and
Feature/Entertainment Editor.
She plans to attend St. Xavier
University and will major in mu
sic education.

Tony Pape is a Sports Editor
and also assumes the responsi
bilities of Production Manager.
This year is his first as an edi
tor, but he has written for
Spar/anite since his freshman
year. Tony plans to go to Brad
ley University and major in com
mun ications.

Bob Puhr is also a Sports
Editor, a position he has held
since last year. He has been a
staffwriter since his sophomore

...and welcome to new staff
\\

.,Pops Concert
(Continued from page 1)
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: "Grease" production : Spartanlte says farewell seniors...
: staffrecognized :~e:;aE~/~~
I A special thanks goes out to all involved "behind the I ----------
I scenes" ofthe spring musical, "Grease." They are: Yet a~other .c1ass of ~tudents
I are nearmg their graduation from
IDircctor: Tom Dzurison Set Construction: Joe Giglio OLCHS, and among them are
IProduccr: Barbara Mateer Sct Crew: Saba Ahmed, several senior Spar/anile edi-
IOrchestra Director: Brian Amanda Berent, Alyssa tors for whom this issue is the
Shelton Camerino, Jennifer Cronin, Val last. This year, the Spar/anite

IOrchestra: Aaron Hosek, Dave Demma, Alexander Erdakos, must say goodbye to eight se
IJodelka, Rachel Laylo, Tom Julie Flores, Nicole Frazier, nior editors.
IMiller, Ed Oberdieck, Bob Amanda Fremouw, Richard Brian Caster has been a
IOdenbach, Beth Ott, Mike Holzle, Angelina Kara, Pam member of Spar/anite for 4
I ullivan Katz, Jessica Kenny, Katie years. He is currently Co-Ed i
IChoreographcr: Jeanne Brown Krizka, Sara Kummer, John tor-in-Chief. He has held posi
IPublicity/Makeup: Arlene Car- Meneghini, Len Musielak, AJ. tions as staff writer and News
Irier, Audra Brooks, Kristie Naponiello, Nicki Pizza, Megan Editor. He will attend Illinois
ICiela, Emily DiPierro, Sherri Powell, Carrie Redding, Ashley Wesleyan, but is undecided in
Elworthy, Jamie Glowaty, Sarah Singer, Dan Thompson, Wesley his major.

ILee, Robert Liescke, Staci Usyak, MaryVicich, Dana Vidra, Sabrina Dymit is currently a
IMerrithey, Len Musielak, Dan Rob Wheeler, Sarah Zaorski, Feature/Entertainment Editor.
IThompson, Ed Wilczek, Debbie Diana Zink, Emily Zmek This is her first year in an edito
Izwirkoski Costumes: Mrs. D. Andersen, rial position, but she has been a
IStudent Director: Amy zavala Mrs. K. Baldwin, Mrs. D. staffwriter since herjunior year.
ILighting Design: BAM Light- Conrad, Mrs. M. Drechsler, Mrs. She will attend Southern JIlinois
ling M. Grant, Mrs. L. Kosek, Mrs. University and her intended
ILighting Board: Jessica L. Metzger, Mrs. M.Olson, Mrs. major is in education.
IKenny, Megan Powell L. Purdy, Mrs. M. Queen Dave Jodelka has been a Fea-
Sou ndboard: Kasia Cast Photos: Mrs. D. Lopez and ture/Entertainment Editor for the

:JaChymcZYk, Dana Vidra Mrs. M. Queen past two years, but has also
Set Design: Jennifer Galante been a staff writer since his

.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. sophomore year. He plans to go
to the University of JIlinois to
major in mathematics and sec-

Photo by Rich Swiatek
and Lauren Wallace will be in department and is a staff writer
charge ofthe Entertainment de- as well. Junior Matt Daunerwill
partment next year. Lauren has take on the position of Business
written since last year, and and Production Manager. He is
Mitch is currently a staffwriter. currently a staffwriter.

The Sports Department will The Editor-in-Chief of the
be headed by juniors Laura Spar/ani/e stafffor next year will
Mottl and Mike Martinez, and be junior Meena Babu. Meena
sophomore John Ciciora. has been a staffwriter since her
Laura was a staff writer her freshman year and has held the
sophomore year and a Sports position ofNews Editor for two
Editor this past year. Mike has years.
been a staff writer since his The editorial staff has been
freshman year, and this is expanded to fourteen members
John's first year writing for the in order to extend the
paper. newspaper's coverage and pos-

Next year's Photo Editor will sibly create larger, more in-depth
be junior Steve Peters, who is issues.
currently a member ofthe photo

Meena Babu
News Editor

II *4 Week Teen Program or
I *2Week Behind-the-Wbeel Only Program

I
*Free Home Pick-up for Behind-the-wbeelleswll'l
*Lessoll'lavailable7days aweek (offorigir.alprice)

I *Day and evening classes available during June & July M'USI'HAYEo::uPON
I *Callaheadard reserveyour 9Eat in the nextcbss!! FmtlS:OJNI'

L ~~il~~~~~~~~m~~n-__--~

r-----------------------------,
I Len Scaduto Driving SchooZ Inc,

4951 W. 95th St., Oak Lawn, IL 60453
(108)423-1212

******TEEN PROGRAM******

SIS
•

from "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde";
and Ge/ Happy, from "Summer
Stock." The choir also sang
Bridge Over Troubled Wafer.

Members of the bands and
choirs received awards based
on their participation during the
year and extra achievements.

den, from "The Secret Garden";
and I Got the Sun in the Morn
ing, from "Annie Get Your Gun."

The A Cappella Choir then
presented the following: I Will
Never Leave You, from "Side
show"; One Day More, from
"Les Miserables"; Letting Go,

Awards assembly
(Continued from page 2)

Every year the Spar/anile
loses some of its editors as an
other senior class graduates.
But yet again, another group of
underclassmen is ready to as
sume the responsibi!ities that a
position as an editor requires.
Next year's Spartani/e staffwill
be comprised of fourteen people
committed to building upon the

for her photography. Bausch and Lomb Award. successes of this past year.
Math and Science awards Beth Ott earned the Illinois Next year's News Department

were presented to Meena Babu, Women's Press Association will be headed by juniors Jen-
Suong Nguyen, and Robert Joumalism Award for her article, niferRolniak, TinaCucci,and
Wheeler. Babu holds the "Who Will Be President? Samina Yasin, and freshman
Rensselaer Medalist Scholar- George Bush." Dave Montgomery. Jennifer has
ship and Nguyen is the ICTM The assembly successfully been a staff writer since her
Outstanding Freshman Math commended the achievements freshman year, and is currently
Student. Wheeler earned the of many students. a News Editor. Tina has been a

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • staffwriter since her sophomore

: Class electz·on resul+s year, and both Saminaand Dave
• . . t I are currently staffwriters for the
: Members ofStudent ~oun.cll: Student <?ouncil Jr. Officers: News Department.
.C1a~s of 2004: Karl. Freitag, Co-Presldent~: Amanda The Feature Department will
:Jes~le Goshorn, LaUrie Felt~n, Benson and .Bndget Carlson be led byjuniors Kelly Cunneen
.Gulnevere Gr~na, Claire Secretary:Nlc~le~owman and Val Olson. Kelly has been
.McGraw, Eddie Mockus, Treasurer: Jamie Tillman a Feature/Entertainment Editor
:Ma.ggie .Foley, Melanie Man- Studcnt.Council S~. Officers: this past year, and Val has been
.nenno, Tma Mondello, Reem EI- Co-Presidents: Erhnda Garcia a staff writer since freshman
:Rama~i, Jerem~ Prenderg~st, and Jessica Exline. year.
• Maggle McGUinness, Nick Secretary: Megan Melvm Sophomores Mitch Downey
• Salerno, and Amanda Duer Treasurer: Heather Donlan
•.Class of 2003: Matt Arthur, Sophomore Class Officers:
.Brad Skendzel, Christine President: Jeremy Prendergast
: McNeela, Krysten Ballard, Mike Vice President: Nick Salerno
.McNeela, Sarah Altenburg, Secretary: Amanda Duer
:Dana Sullivan, Amanda May, Treasurer: Maggie McGuinness
.Audra Brooks, Adam Lorenz, Junior Class Officers:
:Monica Zavala, and Brittany President: Monica Zavala
.Kopf Vice President: Adam Lorenz
:Class of2002: Diana Ocampo, Secretary: Audra Brooks
.Candie Zichmiller, Jeff Treasurer: Amanda May
·Selmeister, Shannon George, Senior Class Officers:•.Charlie Duer, Mike Goshorn, President: Matt Dauner
·Ray Mockus, Scott Kreydich, Vice President: Kevin West
:Grant Arthur, Liz Lemrise, and Secretary: Rhonda Laylo
• Sam Sy-nowiecki Treasurer: Rachel Lavlo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Should politically incorrect mascots in
sports be changed?

Yes •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• No
Brian Caster
Editor-in-Chief

"Cowboys finish off
Redskins." This was the title of
a sports article, published in
1998, in the Washington Post.
Perhaps you don't immediately
think ofwhat a redskin is when
you read a title like this, but of
fensive team names and mas
cots are one of the biggest rea
sons that racist stereotypes ex
ist. If a sports team is allowed
to refer to teams as redskins, or
use offensive team mascots
such as Chief llliniwek, the
boundaries that exist between
separate races is never going to
be broken.

So what exactly is a redskin?
A Washington football player,
for one. However, Webster's
dictionary defines a redskin as
offensive slang used as a dis
paraging term for Native Ameri
cans. There is nothing glorify
ing about a team name like
redskins. The term redskin is
just as derogatory as any other
term used in a derogatory fash
ion towards another race.

Another team that represents
the reason we need to eliminate
stereotypical figures in sports
is the Atlanta Braves. One of
the most popular teams in base
ball, the Atlanta Braves are
owned by Ted Turner and in
clude a pitcher named John
Rocker, both ofwhom came un
der controversy several times
for saying racist comments. So
why should we believe Ted
Turner when he says that noth
ing racist is meant by the toma
hawk that graces the front of

every single Atlanta Brave jer
sey?

Even teams such as the Cleve
land Indians do their part in add
ing to the constant stereotypes
of Native Americans. Their
logo, "Chief Wahoo," does not
look at all like a Native Ameri
can. In fact, the Cleveland Indi
ans even admit this, but say that
it is a caricature of a mascot. It
seel1lS odd that a race of people
would be on the same level as
tigers, bears, and orioles.

One of the most significant
stereotypes that exists in sports
today is the tomahawk chop.
Teams such as the Atlanta
Braves and Florida State Semi
noles have crowds of fans that
root their team on by imitating
scalping someone by making a
chopping motion with their arm.

This movement has been so
accepted that people don't even
realize what they're doing. The
tomahawk chop subcon
sciously stereotypes all Native
Americans as savages that run
around scalping people. The
acceptance of the tomahawk
chop would be like saying all
African-Americans carry guns
or that all Caucasians torch
crosses for the Ku Klux Klan.
We all know both statements are
completely false. Yet we don't
glorify either of the latter ste
reotypes mentioned, so why do
we choose to slap Native Ameri
cans in the face?

We decide that the tomahawk
chop is fun. We name our sports
teams after a racially offensive
term. We say that it is just for
fun, but we fail to realize who
we hurt.

Notre Dame's Fight
ing Irish Mascot

Chief lIIinwek

Cleveland Indian fans
cheer on their team

Beth Ott
Editor-in-Chief

The controversy over Native
American sports mascots
seems to be heating up the play
ing field and ruining sports
games for all types of fans. Or
ganizations such as American
Indian Movement (AIM), the
United Methodist Church and
several other establishments
have been rallying up protests
outside of games and causing
so much commotion that play
ers are actually starting to worry
about getting hurt. However is
this is really as big of an issue
as these organizations are mak
ing it out to be?

Simply, the answer is no,
these organizations are blowing
the issue way out of proportion.
The teams that are being at
tacked by these groups are the
Cleveland Indians, Atlanta
Braves, Washington Redskins,
Chicago Blackhawks, Kansas
City Chiefs and the University
of Illinois Fighting IIIini. Ever
since these teams were estab
lished, and over the course of
the years, they have never been
accused of being racist or dis
respectf~\until recently.

What ,~.eryone needs t.o
keep in mll1cjjs that no one IS

forcing people to watch these
games. If it is offensive, then
the simple answer is to just not
watch. People are offended by
a lot of different things every
day, but they just ignore the situ
ation. Why should the entire
sports profe~sion have to make
sure that no one is offended by
their mascots? If this truly has

to be the case, then mascots for
sports teams will be banned all
together.

People are just trying to get
attention and publicity as al
ways. They are ruining legend
ary sports games for everyone
who knows and loves them by
making these mascots out to be
some horrible plot against Na
tive Americans. However, they
are being used as mascots to
show a symbol of respect,
strength and wisdom. The Na
tive American race should feel
honored to have such strong
recognition for their heritage.

AIM should be proud of
these mascots, but instead they
are going way too far. The AIM
organization has even per
suaded some Native American
run libraries to not admit any
people into the buildings that
are wearing apparel that dis
plays Native American ma cots.

Notice also how no other
mascots are being attacked for
their possible "hidden agen
das." Have the Irish complained
about the use of the icons used
for the Notre Dame Fighting
Irish or the Boston Celtics? No
one has heard of any such in
stance, yet it can be looked at
the same way as the use ofNa
tive Americans by sports teams.

The fact of the matter is that
there is no problem. These mas
cots are harm less cartoon char
acters or legendary icons. Just
let the people play their games
in peace and protest when there
is actually a just cause, not a
simple misinterpretation by
people who want attention for
their organization.

S{lartanite Staff

Spartanite editorials represent the opinions of individual
taff members, not the publication it elf. Replies to thes
ditorials are welcomed and can be sent to Spartanite of

fice room 204.

-Dave Jodelka

"As long as the mascot is portrayed in a
positive way, there is no need to change it.
Some teams, like the Florida State Seminoles
embarass their mascot by making him ride
out with a flaming spear. Also, the name
'Redskins' is derogatory and should be
changed."

Student Voice

-Ken Korab

"The teams do not disrespect the names or
organizations ::1 any way because they have
no association with the organizations at all. I
don't think the names that exist should
change, but there shouldn't be any more new
names allowed that might instigate contro
versy."

Beth Ott
Brian Caster
Meena Babu
Nazneen Yasin
Jennifer Rolniak
Dave Jodelka
Sabrina Dymit
Kelly Cunneen
Tony Pape
Laura Mottl
Bob Puhr
Tony Pape
Rich Swiatek
Mrs. B. Whiteaker
Ms. J. Surma

Editor-in-chief:
Editor-in-chief:
News Editor:
News Editor:
News Editor:
Feature Editor:
Feature Editor:
Feature Editor:
Sports Editor:
Sports Editor:
Sports Editor:
Production Manager:
Photo Editor:
Advisor:
Advisor:
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Spartanite Editors-in-Chief say goodbye

To the Editors...

-Brian & Beth

both of you have brought to
the newspaper were essential
to making the Spartanite one
of the top high school news
papers in the entire state of Il
linois, with a reputation second
to none.

The sacrifices that you have
made from your own personal
lives are truly appreciated by
every memberofthe Spartanite
staff and we thank you very
much for all ofyour efforts.

Through the years, you
have become more than just
teachers and advisors to us
and the staff. You have be
come excellent role models and
friends. Thank you once again
for all of the hard work and
dedication you put into this
paper.

There is so much we would
love to say to the both of you,
but words can just not express
the gratitude we feel. Both of
you have been there through
the best and worst times. You
put up with the staff regardless
of how your day has been or
how crabby we are.

There is always this certain
standard that teachers are sup
posed to uphold and we can
honestly say that the both of
you go above and beyond
those standards. You donate
so much of your time to make
this paper work and do an ex
cellent job.

Together, you have taken
Spartanite to levels that not
even the whole staffcould have
imagined. The quality of the
paper is truly the work of advi
sors with "iron fists." The
judgment and expertise that the

UNo person can be a great leader
unless he takes genuinejoy in the suc
cesses ofthose under him. "

-w. A. Nance

To the Supervisors

We hope that we have been
entertaining enough and that
our arguments always had a side
that you could agree with, but
also an opposing side that was
understandable. We had a lot
of fun arguing it out on paper
and we can only hope all the
readers had just as much fun
reading our editorials. Thank
you for all your support and
contributing to the success of
the Spartanite.

not only the school newspaper,
but to the school itself.

Sabrina- The creative input
that you have given provided
the Entertainment Department
with original and inventive
structure.

Nazneen- The News Depart
ment worked smoothly and effi
ciently due to your devotion to
the paper. Your hard work is
valued greatly.

Bob- Your years of service
to the paper are appreciated by
all, those who have had the
privilege of working directly
with you and those who have
written for you.

Laura- You have been an es
sential part of the Spartanite
staff-both hard-working and
dedicated. Your quality stan
dards are appreciated by all.

Thank you.

as a top high school newspaper
in the entire state. Thank you.

First of all, we would like to
thank all ofour readers for con
tributing to the success of the
Spartanite this year. A newspa
per is not truly a paper if it is
never read and all of you make
us what we are. We have had a
great selling record this year and
it makes us very proud that ev
eryone really wants to read the
Spartanite.

Kelly- Your ideas are great
and have been a nice addition
to the paper. I hGpd next year is
a good one for you.. ,

Dave- Your writ ng has
added a lot of humor to the pa
per, as well as to the staff in gen
eral. Who knows where the
world would be without the hu
mor ofDave Jodelka?

Jenny- Your hard work and
dedication has been an asset to

Brian Caster and Beth Ott
Editors-in- hie!

In order to create a high
school newspaper, every gear of
this "engine" must run
smoothly. Without each part,
including advisors, editors, writ
ers, and readers, the Spartanite
would not have become the
quality paper that it truly is. The
Spartanite has been recognized

The editors are an essential
part of the Spartanite process.
They go above and beyond the
line ofduty, contributing count
less hours of time into each is
sue. Their time and effort do
not go unnoticed.

Tony- Pape you are so awe
some! You always know how
to bring a smile to everyone's
face and have been a great as
set to the Spartanite.

Rich- Without photos, we re
ally wouldn't have a paper, so
thanks Rich for all the pictures
you took.

Meena- You are taking the
spot as editor-in-chiefnext year,
and it is well deserved because
of all your hard work this year.
Thanks for making the job easier
on us, and I'm sure there will be
plenty of Swiss cheese next
year.

continue to grow at such an
enormous rate, every high
school student will be affected.

So next time you want to go
the the store, walk. When you
need to get to school, take a bus.
Saving energy is important, but
to high school students, saving
the money that energy costs is
the major concern.

With air conditioning costing
a fortune, students find them
selves doing homework in warm
temperatures. If the heat is too
much to handle, go to the library.
The air conditioning, as well as
the environment, may help you
concentrate.

The reason that major com
panies can take advantage of
their customers is that we rely
so much on the energy. If we
found alternatives to the costly
consequences of energy, the
crisis may just go under control.

but it is hard for people to live
without air conditioning. Many
people need to get to work
through the use of their car, so
gasoline is essential. One idea
that was proposed online would
be, rather than boycotting all
forms of energy, boycott the
major companies that control
the prices. Gasoline companies
such as Exxon and Mobil have
a monopoly on gasoline, and
therefore can charge what they
want. The smaller, independent
companies must charge as much
just to stay in business. Jf
smaller, independent companies
gain control, the larger compa
nies will have to lower the prices
in order to sell their product. .

How many high school stu
dents drive? Judging by the
overwhelming number of ve
hicles in the student parking lot,
many students drive themselves
to school each day. Ifgas prices

1970's, when many citizens
spent hours in line to fill up their
gas tanks. Bush has a few good
ideas to work towards solving
the problem. Bush has asked
for more output from coal-fired
plants and recommended the
construction ofmore than 1,300
new power plants.

This plan sounds fine and
dandy, but let's be honest. The
proposal will spend months in
Congress, be changed around
so many times that Bush's rec
ommendations will not be the
same, and eventually will be
cornea bill.

Meanwhile, American citi
zens are forced to pay enormous
prices just so we can survive the
harsh weather. Citizens need to
take matters into their own
hands, because no one feels like
paying gas bills that are as ex
pensive as house payments.

Boycotting sounds good,

is doing nothing but increasing
the price of gas left and right.

And then there is gasoline.
Prices have already skyrock
eted, partially due to the tax that
Illinois imposes. However, gaso
line prices are increasing all
around the country with no end
in sight. Speculation is that
prices will continue to increase
over the summer, until they
reach about $3 a gallon.

It would be nice if we could
just open our windows and let a
little air in, or just go for a swim
in our pool. For transportation,
we couldjust ride bikes or walk.
But let's face it. We need gaso
line, we need air conditioning,
and we need electricity. These
companies know this, and there
fore are able to extort this.

President George W. Bush
has just unveiled a plan to help
solve the energy crisis that
hasn't been this bad since the

Brian Caster
Editor-in- hie!

One thought that concerns all
high school students who drive
is the fact that, over the sum
mer, gasoline prices will increase
to possibly three dollars a gal
Ion. But the problems with fuel
and energy don't stop just
there.

Rolling blackouts through
out California have caused resi
dents of the state to pay exu
berant prices just to keep their
refrigerators running and their
lights on at night.

Nicor Gas company is charg
ing Illinois residents so much
money for their gas that many
people cannot even afford their
air conditioning. With many el
der residents facing the risk of
health problems due to the heat,
air conditioning is imperative to
keep them alive. Yet Nicor Gas

United States needs some energy!------
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the day, has to starve for seven
hours after lunch and run into
the greatest entourage of hu
man stupidity known to man?
(Ok kiddies, hold on to your
underoos. There's more to this
story than you think. You see,
if you read this story back
ward, you get another inter
pretation of the story. Now, I
don't mean read the sentence
from the last word to the first
word. Then you would be read
ing, "Man, to known
stupidity ... and that doesn't
make a lick of sense. Instead,
start with the last sentence of
the story, starting with, "Why
do I have...." Now, go on to the
next sentence, "Feeling
stres ed, ...." Now keep doing
this all the way to the beginning,
and you will have a brand new
story to read. Ifyou want to see
the true ending to the story,
read it this backward way and
then go on to page II for the
conclusion. Thanks.)

Throughotlt his
many years at
OLCHS, Mr.
Astrauskas has
never given five
dollars to a student
at graduation. So
for all you seniors,
it's your turn to
catch him before
he heads out the
door. It's also Mr.
Astrauskas' last
time to dodge the
new graduates.

Although Mr.
Astrauskas is retir
ing this year, stu
dents of all ages

will always remember his "schol
arship money". As for those
who will never receive the
money, they will be missing out
on a great opportunity.

verely injured and/or maimed
me."

Behind me, the sound of a
tree falling in the woods when
nobody's around frightened me
and I dove out of harm's way. I
wouldn't have felt so bad if that
car of teenagers hadn't seen
me. They think they're real
tough, yelling harsh insults like,
"Nice shirt, dork; get a car, hip
pie," and the most painful of
them all, "Your mama watches
the XFL ... for the football!"

Since their mouths were cov
ered by their hands, I wasn't too
sure if it was them or that
grandma across the street. I had
been hearing insults for quite
awhile, and I finally found out it
was from that car of teens fol
lowing me.

Feeling stressed, I continued
to walk down the street, in pur
suit of an affordable yet tasty
dinner. Why do I have to be the
only person who gets stuck at
school until the wee hours of

Astrauskas has them really
thinking about what college
they are going to go to, and what
they are going to do with the
rest oftheir life.

...and the most painful
of them all, "Your
mama watches the
XFL .. .forthefootball! "

fancy haircuts and their
Digipokeball. Ifthose kids keep
living this recklessly they won't
live to see long division. How
can you possibly expect to ride
a bike well at night if you can't
even see two feet in front ofyou
at night?

"I'm sorry mister. It's really
not my fault. My mommy told
me not to listen to strangers, so
when the stranger on the news
told me not to sit right in front
of the TV during my cartoons, I
didn't listen to him, and now I
have occasional seizures and
lack any night vision whatso
ever."

"Why don't you stay ofT the
road you Kamikaze Huffy-Biker
of Death. You could have se-

Mr. As.rauskas when it is time
to cash in.

When asked about the con
troversy, Mr. Astrauskas said
it's all in good fun. He explained
that he is always present at
graduation, but to cash in, you
have to show him your diploma.
So, when you are in the cafete
ria waiting in line to get your
diploma, Mr. Astrauskas is
speeding away.

Mr. Astrauskas came up with
the idea for scholarship money
to encourage children to think
about their future. Even though
a dime won't get you a gum ball
nowadays, it's symbolic of the
effort it will take to raise enough
money for college. Most fresh
men don't think about college
that on~n, but it does creep up
on them faster than they can
imagine. This way Mr.

dinner; what do you think they
do at Taco Bell anyway?" My
stomach was rumbling and the
only thing I could think or say
was, "What am I supposed to
eat?"

Suddenly, a startling noise
startled me and I ran for the front
door. Ah, good old outside.
Being outside had a way ofdis
tracting my appetite and mak
ing me forget that I was hungry.
If only I hadn't run into that
lousy Ice Cream Truck Man. He
thinks he's so cool (get it?
HlIhaha) with his radio that only
plays one song and his outra
geous prices. What's ourcoun
try turning into? The Ice Cream
Man, a man we've come to grow
and love, tells me he only ac
cepts non-personal checks,
VISA and Euros. Just when I
thought things couldn't get any
worse, they didn't; they got
worser.

Those crazy third-graders
with their fast bikes and their

some sort of currency, most
likely a five-dollar bill. He gives
a coin out to every student
throughout the year, telling them
to keep it in a safe place.

The conspiracy is that Mr.
Astrauskas is always M.IA. at
graduations. Even those stu
dents who were careful enough
to save their coin for almost 4
years can never seem to find

The Astrauskas C@nspiral[j

Dave Jodelka
Feature/Entertainment Editor

I couldn't take it anymore.
Why should I have to solve all
ofthe toughest decisions in life?
He left me with two options, pea
nut butter and bread, or jelly and
bread. What would I choose?
Peanut butter was sounding
good, but I had a hankering for
some jelly. Leave it to a college
kid to eat all your food. He had
just come in from school, and
re-fried, re-processed, re-refrig
erated dorm food can leave a
growing boy quite hungry.

He stated, "There is some
food left. There's one piece of
bread, a spoonful of jelly and
just a little bit of peanut butter.
You whine too much."

How could we buy groceries
yesterday and already be out of
food today?"

"He retorted, "Why don't
you go hunt some squirrels for

Kelly Cunneen
Feature/Entertainment Editor

Ifyou've had Mr. Astrauskas
in class you probably have
some "scholarship money"
stashed away somewhere.
However, what you may not
know is that your quarter will
never tum into anything else.
This is what we at the Spartanite
are now referring to as the
Astrauskas conspiracy.

In every class that Mr.
Astrauskas teaches he always
hands out "scholarship money"
to his students. He usually
hands out nickels, dimes, and
quarters to his students telling
them to save the money until
graduation. He then claims that
if you find him at your gradua
tion, he will trade the coin in for

8.) Defend yourself when they
retaliate.
7.) Finally clean the mold in your
room that's been growing un
der the pile of clothes in your
comer. Yes, th clothes that
have been there since Christmas
break...
6.) Decide to find a job
5.) Sleep until noon instead of
finding ajob
4.) Realize that it's the Fourth of
July, and you were supposed to
be going to summer school
slI1ce June I loll,
3,) Develop a severe allergy to
brooms, vacuums. dishsoap,

cided to share some wisdom
with you. These aren't all
things that I have done or plan
to do, I'm merely trying to pro
vide a variety for everyone else.
There was also the tradition of
a "top ten" to be upheld, so keep
reading.
Top ten things to do this

summer•••
10.) Avoid those awful farmers
tans.
9.) Ambush your little brother
and sister with water guns
(/(:l:' cold water) when the) 're
playing innocently in the back
)ard.

do. It prevents us from having
to think for ourselves as teach
ers give us project after project
to complete.

Some of you may have no
ticed the articles in this issue
about summer movies, new CD
releases and various local
bands. Honestly, are you go
ing to spend your whole sum
mer at the movies? 1didn 'tthink
so. fhere's always the option
ofittll1g around your house,
doing absolutely not/ling, but
how fun is that?

Because I once was at a loss
for summcr aC!lvltics, I h.we de-

Top Ten Things To Do This Summer
sponges and paper towels, thus
preventing you from being able
to help with any form of house
work.
2.) Contemplate how much po
tential scholarship money you
lost because of Mr.
Astrauskas...
I.) Prepare yourself for the up
coming school year by review
ing your old Dr. Seuss books.

So there you have it Ten fan
tastic things )OU can do this
summer, The real trick is think
ing up a bunch more after
you've used all these up the tirst
week of June..

Sabrina Dymit
Feature/Entertainment Editor

With summer quickly ap
proaching (and the heat here in
school makes it feel like
summer's been here for weeks!)
many of you are probably un
sure of what you will do when
June finally arrives. Once you're
released from school for the last
time, your debts are all paid and
your bUSIness here is through.
what are you going to do With
yourselr>1

We don't always realize that
school gi .. cs us something to
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What school are you going to attend and what will be your major?

What is your best memory from
your high school years?

What will you probably miss most about
your high school years?

"I will be attending U of I at
Champaign-Urbana and major
ing in animal sciences/pre-vet
erinary medicine."

-Majorie Koeppen

"I plan on attending Elmhurst
College and majoring in music
business."

-Dave Lundeen

"I'm going to the University
of Illinois and majoring in elec
trical engineering."

-Tom Miller

"I will attend Devry and ma
jor in computer engineering
technology."

-NikChamis

"The band room and the
swimming pool, because I spent
most of my high school career
there."

-BobPuhr

"\'11 miss the min i taco bas
kets and all the sports."

-Jen Sepessy

"I guess I will miss all of my
friends. Most of us are going
our different ways and it is sad
to think about them not being
around."

-Nicole Thurzo

"Riblets and seeing my
friends on an everyday basis.
Oh yeah, chicken parmesan
sandwiches and crispitos too."

-Dave Jodelka

"The cafeteria cookies and a
few teachers who impacted my
life. I will also miss being on
track and all of my track girls!"

-Emily Buys

"I will miss seeing and talk-

"When Tim tried to throw me
into a lunch room garbage can."

-ErinDeddo

"My entire freshman year
was the most fun and unusual
because it was so much differ
ent than my grammar school and
I knew only about three people
who were going here from my
grammar school. It was a new
experience."

-ValGJowaty

"I have a lot of great memo
ries from my high school years.
Many of which have been

"I plan to go to Mount Saint
Clare College in Clinton, Iowa
and major in cytotechnology."

-Amanda Lorenz

"I will attend U of I in
Champaign-Urbana and major
in astronomy."

-Aaron Hosek

"I will attend Illinois
Wesleyan University, but I am
still undecided on a major."

-Brian Caster

"I am going to the University
ofJacksonville, Florida and I will
study radiology and gastroen
terology forCrohn's disease."

-Steve Hir

ing to myfriends everyday. It's.~
also sad because even though
I'm not frien with all the kids /
went to grammar school with, I
have known them my whole life
and / know / will probably never
see them again or at least until
the ten year reunion."

-Sue Steffy

"The cafeteria cheesecake
and the mozzarella sticks."

-Kate Bjork

"/ will miss the teachers and
the close relations I have with
everyone."

-Becky Powers

"I will miss mostly the people
and the fun times I've had.
While it all doesn't seem that
great now, I know I'll miss it."

-Nick Purdy

"I will miss playing in band
and playing on badminton."

-Majorie Koeppen

"The chocolate chip cookies,

shared with friends, family and
well, girlfriends."

-Bernie Bolz

"Swimming a new school
record in the 100 breast stroke."

-BobPuhr

"The band trip to Walt
Disney World my freshman year.
i think that it was my favorite
field trip throughout all of high
school."

-Cheri Cole

"Mr. Maloney for sure be-

"I will attend the University of
Colorado at Boulder and my
major will either be political sci
ence or geology."

-Sue Steffy

"I am going to attend UIC
(University of Illinois at Chi
cago) and major in architec
ture,"

-Ken Korab

"I will attend NIU and major
in biological sciences while I mi
nor in Spanish."

-Becky Powers

"I will be attending Trinity
Christian College in Palos Hills
and major in creative writing, art

the plays and all the people I am
close to."

-Susan Mueller

"All the friends that I have
made throughout my years in
high school, the nachos and the
cafeteria cookies."

-Bernie Bolz

"I'm not going to miss high
school that much because I
know it is just another stepping
stone in life."

-Bill Kill

"I will miss my friends, espe
cially since they are all boys. I
will also miss badminton and
play."

-Kasia Jachymcyck

"How easy it is and all the
people and teachers that I won't
see anymore."

-Mike Strelow

"All the cute boys in big
pants."

-Amy Zavala

cause he is so good and I al
ways end up in a good mood
after his class."

-Ausra Brooks

"Meeting my three best
friends."

-Chrissy Bazian

"My sweet sixteen birthday
and my trip to Italy and France
over Spring Break!"

-Adrienne Olsen

"Playing in my band
Desiderata."

-Aaron Hosek

and music."
-Beth Dommer

"I am going to be attending
DePaul University in Chicago
and will major in biology and

"There are so many, but I
would have to say the best
memories are from all ofthe band
activities that I was in and be
ing first chair in band my whole
senior year."

-Beth Ott

"Probably crew for the plays
because I've gained so many
friendships and it was so much
fun."

-DianaZink

"Stepping in BBQ sauce
freshman year and being dis
gusted by condiments ever

pre-med."
-Adrienne Olsen

"I will attend University of
Illinois and major in aviation."

-Dan Pasquarella

since."
-Jen Sepessy

"Coming back senior year
and looking like a new person.
People still compliment me."

-Alexander Erdakos

"Our third place 400yd free
relay team ofBecky Powers, Val
Glowaty, Jenny Gilbert and my
self."

-Lisa Bonn

"All and any ofthe times I've
spent with my friends."

-Nick Purdy
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Where do you see yourself in twenty years?

Ifthere was one thing you could change
about high school, what would it be?

Do you think you will keep in touch with
the people you know from high school?

"The food in the cafe, be- groups in the middle of the hall- "I would like some escalators,
cause after four years, it gets way." especially ones that go to the
old and boring. We could also -TonyPape third noor. It would be nice to
use moving sidewalks in the have some sort of heated tun-
halls." "Nothing, no regrets." nel connected to the students'

-Amy Zavala -Kate Bjork parking lot for winter, too.
Salami and bologna in the sand-

"I'd probably apply myself "I would change the whole wich fine would be nice."
more and procrastinate less." aspect ofcliques in high school. -Dave Jodelka

-Megan McDermott If there were no defined groups
of students, high school would "Pizza Puffs everyday!"

"I would change the fake at- be so much better." -Brian Caster
titudes that many people have." -deriCole

-Tori Fisher ' " "The petty high school stuff.. ' ... -
"I would let all students, any like people being so immature. I

"I would make a water polo year and any semester, get ex- wish some people would just
team." empt from finals if they met the grow up."

-Becky Powers requirements." -Sue Steffy
-Emily Buys

"I would have been more out- "I would have tried harder."
going in the beginning, so I "Not breaking my ankle two -Denise Healy
would have made it more fun. I times."
would also have tried harder to -Adam McKinney "Teachers pronouncing my
get better grades." name wrong (it gets annoying).

-ValGJowaty "I would have done my home- Il shou Id start later and we
work more often and then done should get out earlier. There is

"I would make people walk a little better in school. Not been just not enough hours in the day
faster in the hallways and teach so lazy." for sleep."
them how to not stop in big -Adrienne Olsen -Kasia Jachymczyk

-Dan Pasquarella

"On a big ranch with twenty
horses and far away from here."

-Kasia Jachymczyk

-Dawn Roman

"Hopefully in Japan."
-Tristan John on

with a hot wife. Maybe a few
kids, see how I feel. I'll still be
like a little kid. I'll have all kinds
of toys and a summer cottage."

-Bernie Bolz

"As captain ofa commercial
airline."

"I'll just be finished working
and maybe married, possibly
with children."

"I will be an orthopedic spe
cialist with my own company
while also working with my
brother, living in a mansion, and
having someone clean my
house for me."

-Becky Powers

"Being 38 years old."
-Dave Lundeen

"I see myself extremely rich

"Married with two children
living in Orland as a lawyer."

-Lisa Bonn

"I'll be a veterinarian at a small
animal clinic, married with one
or two children."

-Marjorie Koeppen

tor with a nice family and my
closest friends still there. I also
see myselfconducting the Chi
cago Symphony Orchestra."

-Beth Ott

"On tour in Europe."
-Tom Miller

"In the mirror, HAHAHAl!!
Probably an old, bald teacher,
coaching something and hope
fully having a great retirement
plan and married with children.
Or touring Europe as a rock star."

-Dave Jodelka

"Married, living the high life
in a nice home and as an archi
tect in Chicago or Las Vegas."

-Ken Korab

"As a very successful and re
nowned music teacher/conduc-

an accountant in a large firm, no
children or pets except for ex
otic and tropical fish."

-Jessi Murabito
-Amy Zavala

"Living either in Chicago,
Jew York, or Los Angeles with
chain of cafelspa/lounge/res

mrants."

"Married, living in Nevada as

"Most of them include Beth
Itt, Dave Jodelka, Jenny
ampbell, Tony Pape, or Sue
teffy. Also, many more ofmy
'iends who I have met along the
'ay as I have gone through
igh school."

-BobPuhr

"I will try to but I think it's
nrealistic. Since I will not be
ving in this area, it will be a lot
arder."

-Jessi Murabito

"Well, some I will and others
probably won't [keep in touch

with). Well, most definitely, my
best friend Jen. Then probably
Katie, Beth, Jenny, Nik, George,
Claire, and hopefully there will
be more. But I know I can for
sure say these people."

-Nicole Thurzo

"With all the people who are
willing to work at staying close
to me, but if I look at it realisti
cally, I won't keep in touch with
probably anyone. I may still talk
to people over summer and my
freshman year in college, but I
know that I will eventually lose
touch with all of the friends I

have now."
-Beth Ott

"Probably; I'll want to keep
in touch with many people. It's
too hard. A lot ofpeople I don't
want to know anymore."

-Jenny Campbell

"I know I will keep in touch
with my true friends-no matter
how far apart we end up."

-Emily Buys

"I will only keep in touch with
the few friends who are close to
me and who I have been in touch

with for a long time."
-Kate Bjork

"Definitely, it would be a
shame not to."

-Kelly Verschave

"I will stay in touch with my
closest friends, but lose touch
with others."

-Jenny Brookman

"No, I know I want to, but it
is really hard and I'm sure I
won't because everyone tells
you to make sure to make an ef
fort but the effort has to go in

both ways. People get busy in
life and you just forget. I know
that I will always talk to Jennifer
and Jason Gilbert, though."

-Val Gorman

"Yes because some of my
close friends are attending
Moraine Valley next year, so we
will be able to stay as close as
we are now."

-Wesley Usyak

"Probably the kids I have
been friends with for about
twelve years, but that's it."

-Mike Strelow
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Lauren Wallace
StajfWriter

Well, it's summer again and
we all know what that means,
going to Six Flags Great America
and traveling down Splash Wa
ter Falls. This year, you also will
get a glimpse of the two newest
rides to make their way into the
world famous theme park, Deja
Vu and V2 Vertical Velocity. Six
Flags also has added new shows
to their lineup that are available
everyday.

Deja Vu is said to be one of

V2 Vertical Velocity

the tallest and fastest roller
coasters of its time. It will have
to compete with the Viper for the
top spot. This ride adds a new
twist for the riders, flying for
wards and backwards over
twists and loops. The fall is 178
feet going 65 mph, enough to
give a head rush. They will then
go on the outside of a loop and
to a I 10-foot high boomerang
turn, with nothing to see but the
sky. Riders go forward once and
as a special treat backwards
once. It looks like the other rides
won't stand a chance.

Also added to the new attrac
tions was V2 Vertical Velocity, a
suspended spiraling coaster.
The ride is propelled forward
and backward at speeds of 70
mph, over a 150 foot vertical
tower. At the top of the first
tower is a corkscrew, made es
pecially to thrill riders right be
fore they hit the top of the
coaster. This ride is much more
advanced than the Giant Drop.

Six Flags also features a great
variety ofshows and games for
the whole fam.ily. Added addi
tions include A"rtIerican Rock,
the Great Russian Circus, and

Deja Vu
IlIusionaria: A Magic Spectacu
lar. The Pictorium is always
available, showing IMAX films.
Games and specific areas for
children also will keep the little
ones interested.

Six Flags Great America is lo
cated in Gurnee, IL, off 1-94 at
Grand Ave. East. It takes around
an hour to get there. The aver
age cost for an adult ticket is
$39.99, but I recommend the
season pass, which is $87.95.
That way you won't miss Fright
Fest in October. Also, check
your Coke cans, which give you
$10 01Ta ticket.

With all of the exciting rides
that Great America has to olTer,
it is imposible to sit at home this
summer and get bored. Grab
some friends and go have some
fun at Six Flags Great America!
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Triptych Plays at World

Kate's Junior Prank

Matt Dauner
StajfWriter

On April 25th, Triptych par
ticipated in Tinley Park's battle
of the bands and won. On Sun
day, June 10th, as a result of the
band's victory, Triptych will
play at the World Music The
ater along with the second place
Nowhere Men and last year's
victors Penny and the Loafers.

When asking vocalist and
guitarist Nick Blazina how he
felt about the battle, he re
sponded by saying, "I thought
there were a lot of great bands
there. We really weren't there
to win, wejust wanted to play."

The band is quite excited
about their show at the World.
"Not many local bands can say

they played there, so it's a privi
lege to us," Nick said. However,
the World isn't the only big
place that the band is playing.

On Saturday, May 12th, the
band traveled to the Congress
Theater downtown to partici
pate in another battle of the
bands. Nick said, "There were
a lot of great bands there too.
The show was phat."

There were over twenty
bands that played and Triptych
won the battle, winning a prize
of 16 free hours of recording
time. The band's looking for
publicity, and shows like these
are just what they need.

Triptych's has their goals set
high. Using the 16 hours they
won, they plan to record another
CD in the near future. This one

Some
bands Gerber
has recorded
in the past in
clude Local H,
Figdish,
Lift poi nt,
Caviar, and a
host of other
Chicago
based bands.
While in the
studio, they
plan to record
the following
songs: Crying

Photo by Laura Mottl Game, Igno-
ranc(l.,. Real

will contain more songs than the HC, Beautiful, Fall, Need Me,
last one and will probably be re- Yellow, On Display and Barri
corded by Andy Gerber at Mil- cade from their first CD,
lion Yen Studios. Anastasia Breathes.

The band also plans to book
a show at the Metro downtown
and eventually hope to have
their new CD played on Q 10 l's
"Local 101." Regarding Local
I 0 I, Aaron Hosek remarks,
"There should be more blues
based rock bands on the radio.
But it would be cool ifTriptych
got played too."

The band is looking for pub
licity and has high hopes for the
future. Nick sees the victory at
Tinley Park to be a stepping
stone toward the publicity and
success that they want.

The CD, Nick believes, will
draw more people into their mu
sic. Look for Triptych to be play
ing at the World on June 10 and
Earthquakes Night Club in
Frankfort on June IS.

Kate Pcrcak
StajfWriter

It's the end of the school year.
It's time for classes to end and
for the fun times to begin. It's
also time for the annual senior
prank.

Being ajunior, I felt a bit left
out the day the seniors did their
prank. So I decided to pull one
of my own that would outshine
all previous devious tricks

I arrived at school and com
pleted the set up of my "mis-
Ion." Here's how 1envisioned

it going. Someone would be
u~ing his or her pencil. It would
break. '1 hen. the) 'd get up to

sharpen it.
However, (here's the

clincher!). There would be no
pencil sharpener! Yes, I had
single handedly (well, I used
both hands... ) removed every
pencil sharpener throughout
Oak Lawn Community High
School.

This was going to be the
BEST prank ever!

J headed off to first period
with a smug smile on my face,
eager to see my prank in action.
Then I came to the realization
that I had Physical Education
first period and no pencils
\\ould be used.

1 he JH:xt two classes were
also uneventful. but I had much

faith in my fourth period class:
MATH!

"Hold on to your multiplica
tion tables boy and girls," I

thought to myself as 1 walked
through the clas room door.

1 took my scat and \\ aiied.
1h 'n I wailed some mOle. 1 hen

I realized I sat down in an En
glish class, so I got up and
walked to my math class.

A mere five minutes later, I
heard a soft "snap!" as the pen
cil belonging to the boy seated
next to me broke. Inearly jumped
into his lap as I shot out, "Guess
you gOlla sharpen that, huh?"

After I winked at him, he
knocked me to the tiled floor and
said, "No, that's okay, I have a
spare."

o clo~e, yet it seemed so far
away. .

Ten minutes later, I heard an
other snap, but nearly cried
when I discovered it belonged
to a girl \\ ith a mechamcal pen
cil

My teacher was solving a
problem when finally I broke my
own pencil in a desperate at
tempt for attention. I went up
to the empty space on the wall
where the sharpener had once
been, and dramatically cried out,
"Oh my! Where, oh where, has
the pencil sharpener gone?!"

Sadly, no one cared. I got
odd looks, and they grew even
tranger when I tried explaining

my prank.
"I give up! No more pranks!

I'm revolting l "

The guy that sits ne.t to me
turned and said, 'You' re not
thut bad looklllg "

I then broke hi 'iparc nUIll
ber two pencil.



and attempted to avoid contact.
Moments later, Iheard the worst
possible word at that time,

"Hello!"
I picked my head up and re

turned the greeting. lie was the
type that just kept talking and
talking. After every question he
had, I tried to answer them as
briefly and dully as possible.

After approximately one
minute into the conversation, in
which he somehow tit about
thirteen questions, my brother
walked up and saved the day. I
ended the conversation as
quickly and smoothly as pos
sible and walked away. I soon
remembered why Ihadn't revis
ited myoid high school.

a dirty look.
She was probably a freshman.
"Oh," I said smiling politely,

"This was myoid locker last
year, I was~ust trying to see if
my old com~.would work."

"Well, why GOA't you take a
lesson in trying not to open
other people's lockers?" she
said with attitude.

Confused, I slowly turned
away and down the nearest stair
well. Thinking of all the pos
sible outcomes and laughing to
myself, I turned left down an
other hall. Looking down the
hall, I saw my junior year his
tory teacher. Not wanting to
have any type of conversation
with him, I kept my head down

minutes of nothing," I thought
to myself, "What should I do?"
Quickly I made the decision to
walk around the halls ofmy old
school.

I began to walk around the
halls of the school and after a
few minutes I came across my
old locker. "I wonder what is
inside right now," I began to
think, "Should I try to use my
old combination?" Afier debat
ing with myself for a few mo
ments, I finally decided to try it.

"No one is in the halls, so no
one will care." I started to dial
the combination, then I heard a
voice.

"What are you doing?"
It was a girl staring at me with

Revisting High School

Down
I A popular summer

beverage
2 A place to go for a week,

supervised by counselors
3 The thing that teachers

don't give you over the
summer

4 The best day of the year
(for students)

5 Cool treats on 95 th Street
7 llTsects that are fun to

catch and put in a jar
II An article of clothing that

exposes 7/8 of the body
12 "Dippin' Dots" are the

___ of the future
13 A skin condition that

causes blistering and
peeling

14 A popular outdoor sport
by the pavilion

15 Insects who have a
mission to annoy humans
at night

I pulled up in my car and
shifted to "Halt," (It's a German
car). Looking at the clock, I had
twenty minutes before my
younger brother was dismissed
from baseball practice. "Twenty

Everyone has an opinion
about high school. Some enjoy
it, while others dislike it. How
wouldyoufeel ifyou came back
from college and visited your
old high school? This is a per
spective that you may or may
not have when you revisit your
old high school.

Debbie Zwirkoski
StajJWriter

Across
6 The Happiest Place On

Earth
8 Who wears _
9 The TV station for Block

Party Summer
10 An object frequently

stolen by Yogi the Bear
12 There's more than com in

Indiana, at __

14 An extended trip to a
place other than your
house

16 A place to cool offon a
hot day

17 An inflatable, spherical,
colored object

18 An event that has a grill,
food, and fun

~pArtAoite cotertAi0-:neot
tl!lAfI 1;, 1001

Summer Crossword
Puzzle

rtiiiVersa:
:A!eS ASJiaa: Sean Banasiak
I c:"lt'tbtue.d tf,."... I StajJWriterI page. '7 I _

,.----------t
I So I went out on a limb and
I took the biggest, most challeng
I ing, nerve-racking, life altering

I
decision of my life. I split the
bread into two pieces and put

I peanut butter on one piece and
!jelly on the other piece. Looks
Ilike Dave won this round.

I
I
I

I'\)
L .I

Beth Ott
Editor-in-Chief

Ari.es (March21-April 19)
Fun in the sun is in store for you
this summer. Go to the beach
and feel the breeze in your hair.
This summer will give you many
moments to cherish and remem
ber forever; all you have to do
is go out and find them.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Friendship is the key to a fun
summer for you. Try your hard
est to see your friends as much
as you can. Good times will
come from this and you will be
come closer to all of those
people that you felt were becom
ing distant.

c;el'V..i.V\.i. (May 21-June 20)
Enjoy nature as much as pos
sible. Go camping and really
"ruff it." Take a nice bike ride or
hike in the woods and be at
peace with nature. This sum
mer will be a soul-searching
journey for you, so really reflect
on it.
call\.Cer (June 21-July 22)
As summer approaches you
think that you are going to get a
break for once, but don't be de
ceived. There is much work that
still lies ahead for you and sum
mer does not make it an excep
tion. Stay focused and keep up
your spirits.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Go on vacation! All your hard
work this year has really paid
off and now you can really get

the break that you have needed.
Go see some wonderful places
and have tons of fun; you
earned it!
vi.rgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Now is the time for adventure
and new experiences. Go out
and do those things that you
always wanted to do, but were
always too scared to try. Make
this summer something you will
never forget by doing the things
you would never do.
ubra (Sept 23-0ct. 22)
Try to expand your horizons
this summer. Talk to people that
don't really fit into your social
group and do things that would
normally not catch your inter
est; you may not know what you
are really missing.
seorpi.o (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

The ocean has been calling you
for a few weeks now and you
will finally be able to answer. Go
visit the coast this summer and
feel the cool waves splash
against your face. This will
make you rejuvenated for the
year to come.
sagi.tta ri.us (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
This summer will be full oflove
for you. Take that special some
one to the beach or on a roman
tic walk down Navy Pier. The
weather is to your suiting and
the possibilities are endless.
capri.eorV\. (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
It's time to get that summer job
that you have always wanted;
you just never real ized it. In or
der to have the fun you want
this summer, you are going to

have to stop being lazy and ap
ply for a job. You can't leech
offofyour parents forever, and
you could use the responsibil
ity.
Aquari.us (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
People will be needing your help
more and more as the summer
approaches, so try to help as
many different people as you
can this summer. Don't worry
about it interfering with your
free time, you will still have
plenty of time leftover for fun.
Pi.sees (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
It is time to do all of the th ings
that you have been putting off
all year. You will finally have
some free time and use it to your
advantage. Make sure you
don't just go out and have fun,
use this break wisely.



will be working on some mate
rial they've been individually de
veloping and eventually will
probably start a different band,
although they aren't sure what
type ofband yet. Six Inch Voices
plans to carry on the Christian
message that their music has
carried since the start. The guys

agreed that if they took away
what they stood for they would
be taking away who they are
and why they're here.

If you havn't gotten around
to seeing this great band play,
stop by Wesleyan Community
Church on June 2. If you are
interested, see one of the band
members for more detai Is. You
can also visit the guys at http:/
/www.angelfire.com/i 12/
6InchVoices/index.html. Six
Inch Voices wanted to thank
everyone for their support.

the other song "Saw Red" fea
tures a duet between Nowell and
No Doubt's Gwen Stefani.

While the songs are great,
there is unfortunately one ma
jor flaw with the cd; it is far too
short. Most Sublime songs are
quick, and with only 10 tracks,
the cd is under just 30 minutes
long. The cd tends to focus on
Sublime's more widely known
pop sounding songs, even
though much of Sublime's mu
sic has more ofa punk-rock in
fluence. Iwould easily exchange
the added bonus videos just for
a few more tracks on the cd.

Overall, if you already own
some Sublime CDS, I wouldn't
really recommend spending
money on this one, but if you
aren't too familiar with Sublime
but like the songs you hear on
the radio, Sublime: Greatest Hits
Nould definitely be a great
choice.

. )
Bob Puhr, and Kevin West, all
students from OLCHS, Dru Hill
from T.F. South and Kyle Gilde
from Oak Forest High School.
The ages of the members vary
from a sophomore to two se
niors. This makes it difficult,
however, because at the end of
the summer both Bob and Kyle

are leaving for college. Accord
ing to Kevin, the guys have de
cided that breaking up is the
best thing for the band "not be
cause they are worried about
continuing the quality of the in
strumentation, but rather the
same insight and who Bob and
Kyle remain to the members of
the band. It would be hard to
try to keep the same band with
out such key members who
helped start it.

As for future plans for the
band, the remaining members

"What Igot" fits well as the first
track of the cd, as the song re
ally represents the laid-back and
lighthearted attitudes of Sub
lime that was frequently dis
played in their music. The cd
also has a few very good but
lesser known songs such as "40
oz. to Freedom" and "Saw Red".

The skalrock "40 oz to Free
dom" was one ofSublime's ear
liest successful songs, which
was originally sold from the
trunks of the band members cars
before they became famous, and

Crossword
Answers

from page 11...

Val Olson
StaffWriter

As the old song says,
"Breaking up is hard to do ... "
Unfortunately, this is the case
for one ofOak Lawn's favorite
bands, Six Inch Voices. Oak
Lawn has grown to love and re
spect both the band and the
message it carries. The band has
been playing, with various mem
bers along the way, since late
May of 1999. Their name comes
from many occurrences that
Kevin West (current band mem
ber) and Dan Naponiello (former
band member) in 8th grade at
McGugan Jr. High School. They
would go to the library during
lunch and be extremely loud and
obnoxious and get scolded by
Mrs. Reker who would always
say, "Please use your six inch
voices people!"

The guys started out playing
in a 3-man band in Kevin's ga
rage and Matt's basement.
They'd play to entertain their
friends and to give themselves
something constructive to do
over the summer. From there the
band evolved, both its members
and its message.

Now the members ofthe band
are: Matt Dauner, Josh Gentile,

Sublime: Greatest Hits
Mitch Downey
StaffWriter

It's been nearly 5 years since
Bradley Nowell, lead singer of
Sublime, became another fa
mous musician to die of a drug
overdose on May 25, 1996.
Sadly, Brad never quite got to
see the explosive success and
recognition that the punk-ska
influenced Sublime received,
with his death occurring just
before their peak. In honor of
Nowell, this month Idecided to
do a review on Sublime: Great
est Hits.

Released in 1999, the cd con
tains 10 tracks and 2 bonus mu
sic videos that can be watched
on a computer. The cd has all of
Sublime's most recognizable
and popular songs including
"What I Got", "Wrong Way",
" antaria", and "Doin' Time".

a computer hacker recently re
leased from prison to help steal
6 billion dollars in unused gov
ernment funds. The hacker can
then regain custody of his
daughter and start a new life.

Tlte Fast a"d tlte Furious.
This movie enters theatres on
June 22nd • Paul Walker stars in
the PG-13 action flick where
there is a Romeo and Juliet ro
mance amidst the street gangs
that adapt sports cars into weap
ons and illegally race.

17,eScore. This comedy with
Robert DeNiro and Edward
Norton is one of an aging thief
who was retired and enjoying
living off his riches running a
jazz lounge, until he is black
mailed to go on one more heist
stealing a centuries old scepter.
This film makes its debut in the
atres July 13"'.

America's Sweetlteart. This
romance which has an all-star
cast including Billy Crystal, Julia
Roberts, and Seth Green opens
July 20"'. The story is ofa mar
ried movie star couple who has
recently split apart. However,
they still need to promote the
new movie 'th~ made when
they were in love.,froblems with
the film lead the ~blicist to di
rect the attention on the reunion
ofthe couple. This romance will
touch your heart while putting
a smile on your face.

19.) Don't leave home without
it.
20.) M'm M'm good.
21.) When you can't brush,
chew on this.
22.) The best part ofwaking up,
is_in your cup.
23.) Moving at the speed of
business.
24.) Is it in you?
25.) The few, the proud, the_
26.) What's on your plate?
27.) Can't beat the real thing.
28.) Cooks who know, trust_

10.) We love to see you smile.
11.) It's all in the mix.
12.) You've got questions,
we've got answers.
13.) That's more like it.
14.) A diamond is forever.
15.) Be all that you can be.
16.) _ is the place for the help
ful hardware man. (Helpful?
MAN???)
17.) Plop, plop, fIZZ, fizz, oh what
areliefit is.
18.) You're in good hands with

~pArtAnite entertAinment========1JAfJe 11
tl!lA!l1;,1001 6 Inch Voices

(Again ..------Katie Vogel
StaffWriter

Everyone's excited about
summer approaching, but what
are your plans for those rainy
days? One suggestion is to go
to the theatre and check out
some summer blockbusters.
Here are some ofthe movies that
will hit the silver screen this
summer.

Wltat's tlte Worst Tltat Could
Happe,,? This comedy open
ing June Ist starring Martin
Lawrence and Danny DeVito is
a story of a billionaire who
catches a thiefrobbing his man
sion. He then takes his lucky
charm ring to get even. A fu
ture ofbad luck for the thiefpro
vides many laughs as he tries
to get his ring back.

Mouli" Rouge is a musical
romance that also opens on
June I SI. The cast is headed by
Nicole Kidman and Ewan
McGregor. This film is set in
1899 when a young poet leaves
home and goes to Montmartre,
where he falls in love with a mis
tress whose way of life is based
on the Can Can. Rated PG-13.

Swordfi!ilt starring Halle
Berry and John Travolta will be
released on June 8th

• This ac
tion thriller follows a dangerous
spy hired by the CIA to coerce

Commerci~[ Trivi~

Jenny Campbell
StaffWriter

Attention couch potatoes
and channel surfers! Too long
has your prolific knowledge of
the boob tube world gone un
noticed. It is time you showed
your peers what you are really
made of. You don't even have
to get up off the couch. Just
take a pen and see how well you
really pay attention to those
commercial slogans.
I.) Like a rock.
2.) Taste the rainbow.
3.) When you run out of any
thing, run out to _.
4.) Got_?
5.) Drivers wanted.
6.) Road map to the automotive
world.
7.) Have it your way.
8.) You are now free to move
about the country.
9.) Melts in your mouth, not in
your hand.

q t/swet"s
r------------------,
I.) FORD 2.) SKITTLES WARE 17.)ALKA-SELTZER I

13.)WHITE HEN 4.)MILK 18.)ALLSTATEINSURANCE
115.)VOLKSWAGON 19.) AMERICAN EXPRESS

16.)VEHIX.COM 7.) BURGER 20.) CAMPBELL'S SOUP I

IKING 8.) SOUTHWEST 21.)TRIDENT22.) FOLGERS I
IAIRLINES 9.) M&M'S COFFEE 23.) MCI I
110.)MCDONALDS 11.) TWIX 24.)GATORADE 25.) MA- I
112.) RADIO SHACK RINES26.)OLDCOUNTRY I
13.)KOHLS 14.) DE BEERS BUFFET27.)COCA-COLA I

'IS.)ARMY 16.)ACEHARD- 28.) CRISCO ..J
~------------------
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Page 15
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Girls badminton triumphs again
Karissa Murray was not to be
outdone and took 18th-24th
place.

In badminton tournaments,
they do not play all the matches
to find out who ranked in a spe
cific place.

The team will only be losing
three of its seniors this year.
These seniors are Jenny
Bartkowiak, Katie Huizenga, and
Kasia Jachymcyck. This is a
mixed blessing ofsorts. This is
because the girls will be losing
three oftheir best influences and
leaders. However, on the flip
side the team will not have to
recover from a startling loss of
players and have to spend most
of next year trying to find re
placements.

Mike Martinez Baseball team? baseball?

StajJWriter 18, Whose ear did Mike 35, Wh'o caught Brett Favre's

The Questions
Tyson bite during a first completed NFL pass?
boxing match?

1. In baseball, who is 19, What NBA player holds The Answers
nicknamed "Junior"? the record for most points (lSJ!fJ~pu~JdPu

2. In hockey, the Quebec scor in a career? ,(q p~p~U~p) ~JAC.:! ll~JS 'Sf

Nordiques became what 20, Whic~two players were ~J!M!::):)1t'J )JJelt'J 'J>f

francise? selecte~'~e~ore Michael UOII!a ,(~Jo:) Tf

3, What was the nickname Jordan in the NBA draft? smdS 0!U01UY ue ~41. 'Zf

offormer Bear William 21. Which baseball team (uosu40r

Perry? hasn't won a World Series ,(pue~ puc 'POOM

4. In tennis, what is a tie since 1908? h.u~)I 'su~w~1J J~~o~) 0(; 'I f

score called? 22, What country did the 8061 'Of

5. How many scoring titles soccer great Pele play for? SIU~A~ 0 I '6Z

did Michael Jordan win in 23. Who won the '94 and '95
'~we~~uo

his career? NBA championships in U! UnJ ~w04 pue '~ld!Jl

6. Who was nicknamed between the Bulls 3 '~Iqnop '~I~U!S e ~U!U!H '8Z

"The Flying Dutchman"? peats? J~Jl!a lU~Jl. 'a
7, What is the NBA record 24. Which NHL star is

UOS!JJCH U!AJlllt'J

for most points scored in engaged to tennis player
pUll 'S~Wllf U!~;)~P3

a single game? Anna Koumikova?
'~u!uuelt'J U01,(~d 'n

8. In boxing, who defended 25. Which team lost the most SIl!S ore.uns ~41. 'SZ

his heavyweight title 25 Super Bowls in the
~Jns PAed 'J>Z

times? 1990's?
SI~)J::>O~ uOlsnoH ~41. 'H

9. Who is the current NBA 26. Which trio ofNFL players I!ZUJS 'ZZ

commissioner? is known as "The sqn:) 0~e::>!4:) ~lll. '1 Z

10. Who is the most recent Triplets? ~!MOSweS

NBA Rookie ofthe Year? 27. Who was the MVP of the
pue uOMn[IlIO w:l:l)JeH 'OZ

11. In what years did Michael last Super Bowl?
Jeqqef-Inpqy W~~Je)l '61

Jordan win the slam dunk 28, What is "hitting the PI~!J,(IOH J~pueA3 '81

competition? cycle" in baseball mean? xos P;}~ UOISOS 'LI

12. Which team drafted Doug 29, How many events are UOS)J::>ef ~!~~~~ '91

Flutie? there in the Olympic S!)p 110:) uOlsnoH ~41. 'SI

13. Which former Northem decathlon?
Wn!pelS 0~e::>!4:) 'J>I

Illinois star running back 30, Which college football
uosU40f u04S~1 '£I

plays for the XFL team did WWF wrestler
SJe~s 0~e::>!4J ;}41. 'ZI

Enforcers? "The Rock" play for? 8861 pue L861 'II

14. Where did the Chicago 31. What is the major league J~II!1t'J ~)J!1t'J '01

Bulls and Blackhawks record for most strikeouts
UJ~lS p!Aea '6

play prior to the United in a game?
S!nOl ~Of '8

Center? 32. Who won the NBA u!ep:lqwe4:)II!M -001 'L

15. What was the original championship in the
J;}u~eM snuoH '9

name of the Houston lockout year of 1999? 01 'S

Astros? 33. Who holds the NFL
;}::>n~a 'J>

16, Who was nicknamed "Mr. single game rushing "h.u~d JOleJ~~P!JP~"

October"? record? JO ,,~~P!J.:! ~41." 'f

17. Fenway Park is home to 34. Who's the 71h all time ;}4::>ueleAY opeJolo:) ~41. 'Z

which Major League home run hitter in
'Jf ,(;}.!J!JD U~)I '1

How well do you know
your sports?------

"The team won the
conference champion
ship this year. It was
the first Spartan bad-

minton championship in
20 years."

the sectional level. The meet
only allows for two doubles
teams and two singles teams.

This puts a lot of pressure on
the iris, however, it did not
seem to affect the Lady Spar
tans at all. In spite of all the
pressure, the girls took second
place in their sectional.

The next level in high school
badminton is the highest and if
you have made it this far, you're
already one of the best around.
The doubles team of Jenny
Bartkowiak and Katie Huizenga
came in 9th-13th place, while

I like all sorts of crafts. Righ
now I spend most of the tim
scrapbooking."

On a more personal note, sh
has two daughters who take u
much of her time. Melissa and
is five years old, while her sec
ond daughter is six months old.
Her "third baby" is her 198
Corvette.

When asked what her favor
ite book was she said, "It migh
be silly because it is a high
school book, but To Kill
Mockingbird."

She has no musical prefer
ence which is why she likes th
battle ofthe bands. She likes t
hear new things and she like
music for its musical properties.
Her least favorite style ofmusi
is probably rap.

Bill Blaettler
StajJWriter

Mrs. Greiman is an amazing
oach, teacher, and person.
he led the varsity
heerleading squad to state,
he badminton team to victory

'n conference and its second
lace finish in sectionals.

She also led three girls to
he state championship tour
ament: Karissa Murray as a
ingles player and Jenny
artkowiak and Katie Huizinga
s doubles players.

This was a major accom-
lishment for them, but it was
ade possible by Mrs.
reiman's enthusiasm, prac

ices, and wisdom.
Her coaching techniques

re very unique in that she de
elops a good relationship
ith all ofthe girls on the team.
he does a good job working
n their weaknesses by vary

'ng the practices and provid
'ng different drills to improve
he skill level of the team.

Players believe that her
riendly and down-to-earth
ualities make her a great
oach and help to strengthen
he girls' attitudes on the team.

Coach Greiman is an alumna
fUIC and has been active in
oaching and teaching ever
ince.

When Coach Greiman was
sked about her favorite
obby, she replied, "Crafting.

RobertPuhr
Sports Editor

Coach's Column
Mrs. Greiman

The Spartan girls' badminton
team has done a spectacular job
once again. All the girls did an
excellent job this season under
the astute guidance of Mrs.
Greiman. The team's overall
record was 10 wins and one loss.

The team won the conference
championship this year. It was
the first Spartan badm inton
championship in 20 years.

This feat was due greatly to
the efforts of Karissa Murray,
Kelly Reilly, Meena Babu on the
singles levels and the doubles
teams of Monica Zavala and
Sam Emery, and Sandy
Montoya and Liz Lemrise. All
of these girls were champions
at the conference meet.

The team then moved on and
sent six oftheir best players onto
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Spartans dominate in sports 2000-01

Fall...
All girls' varsity teams won their

conference titles.
Tennis

MVP's: Nicole Thurzo and Christine Koch
Sportsmanship: Meena Babu

Volleyball
MVP: Karissa Murray

Sportsmanship: Sam Synowiecki
Cross Country

MVP's: Cassie Gonzales and Laura Mottl
Sportsmanship: Kelly Cunneen

Swimming
MVP: Mallory Pluciennik

Sportsmanship: Lisa Bonn

Spring...
Two girl and two boy varsity teams cap

tured conference championships.
Girls I Badminton

Girls'Soccer
Boys' Tennis

Boys' Volleyball

Many athletes qualified for state this season
Badminton

Jenny Bartkowiak
Katie Huizenga
Karissa Murray

Track
Emily Buys

Cassie Gonzales
Laura Mottl

Melissa Storm
Tennis

Marc Palluck

Winter...
Varsity cheerleaders qualify for state by taking

a first place finish at the Downers Grove South
competition.

Freshman Girls' Basketball won their confer
ence title and went undefeated throughout the

season with a record of23-0.

Bowling had a very outstanding season with
David Woody bowling a 298 and Joe Szubrych

bowling a perfect 300.

Wrestling captures second place at confer
ence with outstanding performances from Tommy
Grabarek, Mike Oganeku, Joe Debias, and Dan

Pasquerella.
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@ Girls' softball aims high in conference @

Junior Jessica Exline digs in for her turn at bat during an intense
game against rival Richards. (Photo by Steve Peters.)

Amy Zero
StajfWriter

They've survived through
the snow, the cold weather, and
the 80-degree heat. The Oak
Lawn Girls' softball season has
come to a close, ending with
conference championship
battles.

On the freshman level, the
team's overall record is 19-5.
"Throughout the whole season,
there has been a constant team
effort," comments Coach
Haubenreiser. In conference,
this has proven to hold true with
the girls keeping up an 8-0
record, as of presstime.

The girls finished their sea
son winning conference against
Argo.

When asked to comment
about their season, captain
Laurie Felton stated, "It was
bumpy at first, but we pulled
through."

Moving up a level, the sopho
more team's record thus far is
26-4. Coach Smith believes that
everyone has been hitting and
contributing to that record.
With a 7-1 record in conference,
it is no wonder the sophomores
took conference with a win
against Argo.

"The girls have really stepped
up to the challenge this year.
They have improved every
game. They are definitely com
mitted," says Smith. Captain
Erica I?urdy agrees, "We came a
long way since last year, and
now, every win takes us one step

closer to being conference
champs."

The varsity team this year
has a record of21-13. In con fer
ence, the team is now 5-3, try
ing to hold onto 2nd place. With
somewhat of a slow start, the
team finally got to a point where
there was a team confidence.
That was proven with the girls'
mid-season winning streak. To
finish up the season, the team
defeated Argo, surpassing their
goal of20+ games won.

Senior Amy Smith, who
watches most of the games due
to a back injury, commented,
"Winning is very important to
us. Just from watching the
games, our communication is
strong. Our errors and losses
are truly taken to heart. Every-

one tries to pick each other up
both on and off the field."

The girls' unity has definitely
proven to be one of their strong

points this year. Their will to
win has driven them to a very
sucessful season.

~Girls' soccer scores with impressive season~

Varsity soccer player, Kristen Klimek, sets up for a pas
field. (Photo by Rich SWiatek.)

John Ciciora
StajfWriter

The varsity girls' soccer team
has once again taken home a
conference victory. The Lady
Spartans defeated Romeoville 1
o in the their final conference
game, boosting their conference
record to 9- I.

"We really wanted to win this
one," says varsity player Chris
tine McNeela. The girls have
had a great overall season.

With an overall record of 13
2, Coach Stow is quite happy
saying, "This season has been
going much like last year's. It's
great."

Highlights for the team in
clude a particular game against
cross-town rivals Richards, in
which the girls played a great
game, coming back from being

down 2-1, to win the game 3-2.
The team also defeated an al-

ways-strong Argo team 2-1.
One of the three captains of

the team, Kristen Klimek, leads
the team with 9 goals, as well
freshman Natalie Liakopolous
with 9 goals; sophomore Sam
Norris with 7 goals; and Amy
Gorchos with 6 goals, 3 ofwhich
came in a hat-trick against Chi
cago Christian. Christine
McNeela, sophomore, has also
contributed to the team with 3
goals and 3 assists.

On the defensive end, the
Lady Spartans have only let up
7 goals all season. Leading the
defense is Jen Sepessy. Keeper
Sam Synowiecki and captain Liz
Figus have had great seasons
with Figus destroying the
oposition's offense to take 6
shut-outs for the season, only
letting up 5 goals.

In their final game, the Spar
tans lost their regional in a heart
breaking 1-0 defeat.

The Lady Spartan frosh team
also had a great season. With a

record of 8-1-1 in conference,
the Spartans missed winning
conference by one game. Cap
tains Krysten Ballard and Heidi

Wittig have contributed to the
offense with 13 and 5 goals re
spectively, and Monika Gawron
scored 5 goals.

Accounting for some ofthe e
statistics are two games against

Richards in which the team ab
solutely crushed their cross
town rivals with scores of 4-0
and 2-0.

On the defensive end, Anne
Kapustka is having a good sea
son with 9 shut-outs in 10
games played, giving up only I
goal the entire season.

Leading the way for the de
fense is Captain Heather
Neumann. Neumann has 2
goals this season on corner
kicks.

The team has been very op
tim istic as well as the coach.

Miss O'Connor feels great
about the team. "These girls
are fun. They are aggressive,

but not rude, and they are never

cocky. They are incredible."
This was Miss O'Connor's first

season coaching the frosh team.

)Track and Field finishes with state qualifiers)
Anthony Pape
Sports Editor

Another school year is al
most behind us and with that
comes the end ofanother excit
ing track & field season. The
Spartans did an excellent job
both on varsity and frosh/soph
levels. The lady varsity squad
took fourth place in conference
missing third place by 3 points,
while the frosh/soph girls took
third place in conference.

Excellent individual perfor
mances on the varsity level at
conference were turned in by
Emily Buys taking first place in
the 800m run and Cassie
Gonzales taking third.

Laura Mottl took first place
in the 1600m run and the team
of Melissa Storm, Emily Buys,
Cassie Gonzales, and Kristin
Kearney took first place in the
l600m relay.

The team of Melissa Storm,
Emily Buys, Cassie Gonzales,
and Laura Mottl took first place
in the 3200m relay.

Other great performances
came from Melissa Storm who
took third place in the 400m
dash. Kristin Kearney took first
place in the pole vault and third
place in the long jump and the
triple jump. Also, Lisa Kimmey
took third place in the shot put
and discus events, while Kelly
Cunneen took third place in the
3200mrun.

On the frosh/soph level,
Jolene Murray took first place
in the discus and second place
in the shot put. Jessica Dommer
took third place in the shot put
and second place in the discus.
Dana Larsen took second place
in the 100m hurdles. Also, Dana
took first place in the 300m
hurdles, with Kiera Dymit finish
ing right behind her in second.

Next came sectionals for the
girls on May II. At sectionals,
Kristin Kearney finished fifth in
the pole vault. Also, the team
of Storm, Buys, Gonzales, and
Kearney took fifth in the 1600m
relay, and Laura Mottl took third
place in the mile run.

All ofthe girls did great. State
qualifiers included Laura Mottl,
Melissa Storm, Emily Buys, and
Cassie Gonzales in the 3200m
relay, and Melissa Storm in the
400mdash.

The guy's team also did well
at their conference meet. Great
individual performances on the
varsity level were given by
Frank Padula taking second
place in the high jump, while
Dennis Sulit and Jason Korkosz
both took third place in the pole
vault.

On the frosh/soph level, Jer
emy Prendergast took first place
in the 3200m run. Andre Torres

took third place in the 400m
dash. Dave Lindelof took first
place in both the high jump and
the long jump, and also took
third place in the triple jump.
Also, Kyle Spitzer took first
place in the pole vault while
Mark Pilny took second.

Overall, the season went very

well for both the girl and guy
track and field teams. Coaches
Lockwood, Johnson, Maloney,
Michals, Hess, and Robinson
were very impressed with how
the season went. These ath
letes did a great job and were
rewarded for all of their efforts.
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_ Boys Volleyball sets to go down state _
Matt Ulanowski
S/affWriter

Senior Jeff Mensching blocking an opponent's spike (Photo by
Yearbook)

Lockport and Waukegan, and
tying Lyons, the Spartans ad
vanced to the semifinals. After

As the school year comes to rolling Elk Grove in the semifi
an end, so does the Spartan vol- nal match, the Spartans wanted
leyball season. This year has some revenge against Lyons in
been filled with many highlights. the championship match. An
The sophomore volleyball team intense Spartan team won the
finished their season with an Naperville North toumey, with
impressive 18-11 overall record, a huge victory over Lyons, beat
lopped with a 9-1 conference ingthem 15-10, 13-15,and 16-
record. These boys took an im- 14.
pressive 3'd place in the Lincoln Just when people thought
Way Invitational, defeating things couldn't get better, the
some big teams. The boys de- Spartans eamed the No. I seed
feated Providence and Lincoln in the Lyons sectional. On May
Way, but unfortunately came up 21" in the Spartan gym regional
short in a hard fought match play began. In game I, Senn
against Stagg. defeated Robeson. Then in

The varsity Spartan volley- - game 2, Hinsdale South de
ball team entered the Naperville feated Morton. Finally, in game
North Toumament fired up and 3 the Spartans defeated Senn
ready to play. Defeating with scores of 15-3 and 15-5.

Finishing up the regular sea
son with an overall record of24
10-1, and a conference record of
9-1, the Spartans are showing
no sign of finishing their sea
son before June 2nd •

Clinching conference
champs for yet another year, the
seniors have gone 38-2 in con
ference play in their four years
at OL. Those seniors include
Ken Korab, Dave Jodelka,
Bemie Bolz, Bryan Allie, Dan
Pasquarella, Bart Mroz, Matt
Ulanowski, and JeffMensching.

After speaking with Coach
Mac, he had several inspira
tional things to say. "We have
been working hard to achieve
our goal which is to make it to
the sectional final game and give
ourselves a chance to make it
down state."

Update: Bart Mroz was named
an All-Conference passer, while
Matt Ulanowski was named an
All-Conference hitter. Also,
Brad Skendzel and Jeff

Mensching were named all
around All-Conference players,
and Mensching was nominated
to the All-state team.

XSpartan Baseball ends season on a high noteX

Senior, Dana Escamilla, sends the ball over the fence against
Reavis. (Photo by Rich Swiatek.)

Len Musielak
S/affWriter

The OLCHS baseball teams
have completed their seasons
with great success and are al
ready looking forward to great
seasons on all levels next year.

The freshman baseball team,
coached by Mr. Clifton and Mr.
Anhalt, has had a great season.
The freshman were 5 and 4 in
con ference and 16 and 9 over
all.

The top six batters for the
Spartans this year were: Allen
Russo (balting average .437), Ed
Tomasik (.387), Mike Hubatch
(.378), Tony Romero (.345),
Adam Probst (.327), and Ed
Mockus (.325).

In his first year of coaching
at Oak Lawn, fonner OLCHS
baseball star Mr. Brian Brandt
has shown that his playing

abilities pay offas a coach. The
Oak Lawn sophomore baseball
team has continued the OLCHS
tradition of quality baseball
with a record of4 and 3 in con-

ference and 15 and 8 overall,
defeating cross-town rival
Richards by a score of 3 to 2.

Pitchers Scott Orban (3.39
ERA, 3 wins, 2 losses), Don

Hackstock (3.41 ERA, 5 wins, 2
losses) and closer Mike
Grabarek (3.46 ERA) threw the
strikeouts, as Scott Orban (.351
batting average, 26 RBI's), Keith
Trylak (.362 batting average, II
RBI's), and freshman Brad
Scaduto (.333 batting average,
10 RBI's) drove in the runs for
the Spartans.

Last but definitely not least
is the amazing varsity baseball
team. Coached by Mr. Sullivan,
the \~partans were 5 and 4 in
conft~~nce and 15 and 10 over
all witl1lQAe tie.

Slugging for the Spartans
were seniors Bill Palmer (.359
balting average, 23 runs, and 22
RBI's), Dana Escamilla (.456 bat
ting average, 31 runs, and 14
RBI's), and Matt Murphy (.338
batting average, 16 Runs and 14
RBI's) andjunior Mark DiGrazia
(.468 batting average, 26 runs,

and 32 RBI's).
Opening pitchers Mike

Sullivan (9 Wins, 4 losses,
ERA2.22) and Marty Hamilton
(5 wins, four losses, ERA 5.66)
heated it up on the mound for
the Spartans, with closer Glenn
Sabatino (5 saves, ERA 1.83)
finishing it off.

OLCHS would like to recog
nize the following seniors for
their comm itment to excellence
and quality baseball at OLCHS:
Bill Palmer, Jesse Gubernat,
Dana Escamilla, Mike Sullivan,
Mike Gary, Larry Mann, Glenn
Sabatino, Ryan Schau, and John
Sarpalius.

Overall, Coaches Sullivan,
Brandt, Clifton, and Anhalt were
extremely satisfied with the way
their seasons went. The guys
gave it their all and this showed
in the end.

~BoysTennis captures the conference title

Sophomore John Ciciora returning a serve. (Photo by Year
book)

Steve Peters
S/affWri/er

The boys froshlsoph tennis
team concluded their great sea
son with a convincing SICA
North Championship victory.
The guys had high expectations
going into the toumament since
each starter was seeded num
ber one. They overwhelmingly
controlled the toumament.

First place winners were Jus
tin Ramel at first singles, John
Farrell at second singles, John
Ciciora and Jeff Fitzgibbons at
first doubles, Charlie
Karczewski and Skylirr
Schroeder at second doubles,
and finally Adam Winchell and
Joe Kozlowiczat third doubles.

Congratulations to the entire
team for a great season. This is

the fifth year in a row that the
frosh/soph squad has clinched
the conference championship.

The varsity team got ofT to a
rocky start winning only 3 of 5
conference meets during the
course of the season. However,
the Spartans came back and
dominated the toumament.

Conference champs include:
first singles-Marc Palluck, sec
ond singles-Kurt Bardelli, sec
ond doubles-Eric Algarin and
Jarret Helstern, and third
doubles-John Foley and Jim
Norris. Runners-up in confer
ence at first doubles were Chris
Woody and Carlo Damazo.

This weekend, Oak Lawn is
sending 4 entries to sectionals;
2 singles and 2 doubles teams.
Next year's varsity team is ex
pected to have great success

once again. The eight retum
ingjuniors will be looking for
ward to having the best, most
experienced team in the confer
ence.

Also, there is plenty of
sophomore talent joining the
team, while only losing one se
nior in Jim Norris. Throw this
year's varsity freshman super
star Kurt Bardelli into the mix
and the Spartans have a formula
for a winning tradition.

Although there won't be
enough starting positions to
compliment the amount ofplay
ers, each guy will be an impor
tant part of the team. The team
needs to keep focus

In order to keep the frosh
soph squad in tact, the fresh
men from this year need to be
prepared for next season. From

scouting incoming freshmen at
tournaments and summer
camps, it appears that the 200 1-

2002 season should be just as
successful as this year.
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Welcome to
new staff

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

As the school years gets
started, OLCHS welcomes ten
new staff members for the
school year.

Ms. Blaho majored in Math
and Secondary Education at
Elmhurst College. She teaches
Algebra and Physics, and has
spent one year teaching
seventh and eighth grade ESL
math in San Francisco. Ms.
Blaho enjoys the "students and
the stafT' at OL, and wants "to
help students achieve their
goals and dreams."

Mr. Brandt graduated from
Eastern Illinois University
where he studied physical
education, health and drivers
education. He now teaches
physical and drivers education.
He student taught at TF North
and is now a full time teacher al
OLCHS. As an alumni, he now
finds "it is very rewarding to be
on the staff as a teacher now."
He has discovered that, "most
of the students are hard
working and ... that is all you
can ask for." Mr. Brandt also
coaches sophomore football,
freshman girls basketball and
sophomore baseball.

Mr. Coughlin attended
Illinois State University
majoring in English Education.
He also studied film at Columbia
College in Chicago. Previously,
he student taught at
Washington High School.
English I, II, '" are the classes
he teaches at Oak Lawn. He
explains, "Throughout my
education I have had the good
fortune to learn from great
teachers. Those individuals
motivated me to become an
educator."

Ms. King has attended
Chicago State University where
she earned a Bachelor's Degree
in Education, Govenors State
University for her Master's in
Reading, and is currently
working on a Doctorate at
National Louis University. She
teaches English I and Reading
Strategies. She is in her sixth
year of teaching, having
previously taught at Calumet
Elementary School and
Gwendolyn Brooks Jr. High.
She decided she wanted to
teach here because OLCHS
"seemed very supportive
towards my ideas," and now
believes that OLCHS "will

(cont. on page 4) •

rule could result in hours of
detention after sohooJ.

Chrissy Neiheisel, a senior,
strongly disagrees with the
idea. "Wearing ID's around our
neck is like having dog tags.
They make me feel like less Qfa
person, and we shouldn't be
punished if we forget them one
day."

These plastic lO's have the
wearer's name, picture, year in
school, and identification
number on the front, while the
back includes the rules for
wearing the 10 and a personal
bar code for scanning
purposes. The green lanyard,
has a break-away in the back.

According to junior transfer
student, Mike Femrite, "Myoid
school had flimsy laminated
pieces of paper, so this is
definitely a step up. Idon't like
wearing them around my neck,
because even with the break
aways, they can still present a
choking hazard."

While the OLCHS'
administration realizes that
visible lO's can never solve all
security problems, they believe
it is a start.

The 2001 Homecoming Court. (Photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

cheerleaders, and floats created The court's junior members
by extracurricular clubs. The are Monica Zavala, Brittany
Grand Marshal is Mary- Kopf, Jamie Tillman, Matt
Margaret McHugh, Class of Arthur, Gerald Gilligan, and
1960. Jason Singer. The seniors

The sophomore football include Jessica Exline, Tina
game begins at I I a.m. Cucci, Candie Zichmiller, Amy
Afterwards, the varsity team Zero, GrantArthur, Kevin West,
hosts Reavis at I p.m. The Mike Goshorn, and Aaron
halftime show will include the Osmanski.
Spartan Marching Band, the Students and alumn i are
cheerleaders, pom pons, and invited to attend the
the presentation of the Homecoming dance at 7:30
Homecoming Court. p.m.in the Auditorium Gym.

Company was indeed the best
for th is endeavor." The
agendas were presented with
the idea of success through
organization. As stated by
senior, Jeff Selmeister, "I'm
usually an unorganized person,
so I don't mind having a planner
such as this one."

The other major change this
year is that all students and
staff must wear identification
tags around their necks when
in the building. Many are aware
of the tragic events that have
recently occurred in schools
around the country, and the
OLCHS administration decided
that one way to monitor school
safety is by means of quick
identification. The discipline
committee, composed of
faculty; parents, and students,
voted for this action due to
concern for the safety and
security ofall individuals.

Mrs. Egan, Student
Assistance Coordinator, stated,
"It's the sign of the times. I
think that more schools are
moving towards visible IDs."
Student feedback, however,
was definitely diverse
regarding the wearing of lO's
at all times. Disregarding this

Matt Dauner and Christina
Cucci
Production Manager and
News Editor

This year's Homecoming
begins tomorrow, Saturday,
September 29. Commemorating
OLCHS' 50 years of student
success, this year's
Homecoming theme is "Then
and Now."

Student Council does much
of the planning for
Homecoming, and Mr. Scarpelli,
one of the sponsors, said he
hopes alumni attend. He
believes both alumni and
students will attend, because it
is the first school..tW~nt in honor
of the fiftieth anniv~r~ry.

The festivities will k\:k offat
8 a.m. with an All You ~an Eat
Pancake Breakfast for only
$2.00. The annual Homecoming
parade will begin at 10 a.m. at
51 st Avenue and will proceed
west on 95th Street to the
Warren O. Keneipp Athletic
Field. The parade features the
Spartan Marching Band, the
Homecoming Court,

Christina Cucci
News Editor

"Now and Then" rings true for
50th Homecoming

New changes greet students

As OLCHS celebrates its
Golden Anniversary this year,
the school has implemented
some changes and has tried a
new idea. One new idea is that
daily planners were distributed
to every student, staff member,
and guardian of students. A
change is that all students and
staff in the building must now
wear identification tags.

The new school planners
were given to all students during
registration. The student's
guardians received their copy
of the planner one week after
their child was enrolled at Oak
Lawn. For students, these
planners include a condensed
2001-2002 calendar, the
"Spartan Parent Handbook", a
"Personal Success Guide", and
a place to record homework
assignments and grades
received in classes.

The credit for these books
goes to Oak Lawn's former
assistant principal, Mr. Thomas
Murphy. According to Mr.
Riordan, Oak Lawn's new
assistant principal, "Mr.
Murphy had previously
evaluated different companies
that planned to ensure student
self-improvement. Frankin

News

Oak Lawn
kids care

Tennis
racks up a

victory

Marching
Band strives
for success

Sports

Feature
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SPARTANITESPEAKOUT
OLCHS has made several changes to school policies and the curriculum this year. What's your response?
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

(photo by teve Peters)

"The planners are good. I like
the calendars in the back and
the sports schedule up front,
but I think everything else is just
a waste of trees and space.

"Other than that, I think the
planners are good and I would
recommend them to anyone who
needs to be organized."

Christine Crawhorn,
sophomore

Finally, ask any student how
he feels about his teachers, and
it will be quite obvious that
OLCHS' faculty members truly.
care about their students. Many
teachers have committed them
selves to this school for more
than thirty years, and their dedi
cation and cnthusiasm have not
faded or waned in the least. The
number of new teachers who
have shown an intcrest in tak
ing a position to bring their
knowledge to another genera
tion of students steadily in
creases year by year.

Oak Lawn's sports teams are
led by coaches who are devoted
not only to improving their ath
letes' skills, but also to teach
ing them the importance of
sportsmanship and teamwork.
Club advisors and sponsors are
committed to opening the door
to a vast array of opportunities
for all 1,600 students, offering
their time, advice, and support
in 33 different extra-curricular
activities.

It is clear that there need not
be a wall full of plaques, tro
phies, or medals emblazoning
the hallways ofa school for it to
be fully appreciated by its stu
dents. Nor doe a newspaper
have to recognize an
institution's achievements to
decide whether or not it is a
good school. However, due to
its fifty-year-Iong "commitment
to quality education," OLCIIS
can rightfully accept these ac
colades and many more be
cause its sludents' success has
proven it to be an exemplary
place of education for many
years to come.

Ms. King, English teacher
(photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

"The purpose of the student
planners is organization, which
can be achieved if students use
them consistently for school and
for personal situations.

"My students update their
grading records section each
week. They also use the calen
dar to record homework assign
ments and test dates. The plan
ner seems like a valuable tooL"

ing, spreadsheet, and publish
ing programs.

Now research projects, lab re
ports, and classroom presenta
tions are no longer three-week
long ordeals. Technology at
Oak Lawn ha grown quite rap
idly over the past few years to
provide its students with re
sources that aid and accentu
ate their day-to-day education
immensely.

As you make your way
through the building, take a
minute to speak with one of the
men or women who monitor the
school hallways. As the times
have changed, so have many of
the policies instituted bt.the
administration in keeping the
students and faculty safe.

In a time when student homi
cide and other acts of violence
are becoming realities, OLCH
has been careful to take many
measures to ensure that the
building is kept safe. Such ac
tions includc the hiring of para
professionals, the installation of
security cameras, and the en
forcement ofproper student and
faculty identification.

Although these policies have
been questioned as infringe
ments on privacy and as being
too extreme, they are simply a
means of showing that the ad
ministration truly cares about
the safety Df its students and
faculty. Many parts of the dis
cipline code which have bcen
in usc for many years, such as
zero tolerance and the clo cd
campus policy, have proven to
be lasting and effective ways of
maintaining a safe atmosph~re

for everyone.

Will the new personal planners be
effective tools for students?

(photo by Steve Peters)

Is OLCHS goo~ enough
for its students?

"I think the planners are good
for students. I don't really use
anything else except the sched
ule, but just having the note
book and using it is very help
ful. It helps out a lot with plan
ning schoolwork and other
events.

"I would recommend that ev
eryone use it because it orga
nizes everything very easily."

Sean Banasiak,junior

MeenaBabu
Edilor-in-Chief

dent or faculty member, all
adults should also display an
10. Trespassers could be adults
or students."

Meena Babu
Christina Cucci
David Montgomery
Jennifer Rolniak
Samina Yasin
Kelly Cunneen
Val Olson
Mitch Downey
Lauren Wallace
John Ciciora
Mike Martinez
Laura Mottl
Steve Peters
Matt Dauner
Mrs. B. Whiteaker
Ms. J. Sunna

Deanne Drechsler, senior
(photo by Steve Peters)

Robert Fantozzi, freshman
(Photo by Rachel Laylo)

Mr. Marcus Wargin, math teacher
(Photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

Are student and
staff ID's a necessity?
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"I think the lO's are a distrac- IF;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;

tion and are ridiculous. I believe
that the lO's are intended to stop
trespassing students, but I
don't feel that this is a common
occurence and they are unnec
essary. I would suggest that the
rulebook be followed and the
lO's should be visible, but not
necessarily worn around the
neck. Otherwise, I suggest the
termination oflO's.

"I also feel that it is com
pletely unfair that teachers are
not required to wear the lO's. If
these lO's are for safety and
identification ofan OLCHS stu-

"I think that the new lO's are
a bit of a pain and a hassle to
wear. I think their intention is
for safety. Nobody could walk
into the building undetected by
teachers, because they would
notice that they don't have an
10.

"I don't think we should have
to wear them on the [lanyard).
We should be able to wear them
on our shirts."

"I feel the purpose ofthe lO's
is a proactive way to keep the
school safe. It is not a reaction

E':e::::~-I to problems. _Tpe school is
thinking of the safety of the
school tirst.

"I do wear my sta 10 and I
feel all staff should wear it. We
need to know who belongs in
the school and who doesn't,
whether it is teachers, students,
support staff, or guests."L-__..L...__'-"-.....4. --'

Welcome back, Oak Lawn.
The past month has probably
been hectic, what with the fren
zies ofsettling into a new school
year. And what a year thi is
it's Oak Lawn Community High
School's golden anniversary.
The school's new theme,
proudly printed on every I Iter
head sent out to the public, is,
"Celebrating fifty years of stu
dent success through a commit
ment to quality education."
What defines a quality educa
tion?

Is it the level ofachievement
in standardized test scores? Is

r;======================:::;4 it the number of teachers who
hold Ph.D.'s in their respective
fields? How about the number
of tirst places and gold medals
the students have won? uch a
list ofaccolades might make any
school shine in newspapers and
magazines, but do the students
really care about the statistics?

What really makes OLCHS
more than worthy of celebrat
ing filly years of success can
be seen plain and clear by walk
ing thrbugh the school in a
single day.

Fifty years ago, there wasn't
a single computer in this build
ing. Today, stop by the Harold
F. Wiltshire Media Centcr or any
of the other computer labs at
OLCHS to find that there are
hundreds of computers avail
able for student use, all ofwhich
have access to the Internet and.
have reasonably up-to-date ver
ions of popular word-process-
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Marching Band moves up a scale
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Dave Montgomery
News Editor

Zero, she wants the band to be out in the public more."
"have three [Stevie Wonder] Some of the upcoming
songs blocked by Homecom- events for the marching Spar
ing," and to have a complete tans include a Marching Band
show with pregame by the final concert in the cafeteria, the
game. Mr. Shelton was also op- homecoming pep assembly, pa
timistic. "By next year, Iwant to rade and game, and of course,
have us competing. We should all of the home football games.
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
News Bytes :

•

Tuesday, September II, 200 I,
two commercial airliners were
hijacked and flown into the twin
towers of the World Trade Cen
ter, killing unknown numbers.
Another airplane was hijacked
and flown into the Pentagon,
killingatpund 190, whilea fourth
crashed Iinto the Pennsylvania
countryskie.

The firsl plhile, American Air
lines Flight II out of Boston's
Logan airport, crashed into
World Trade Center I at around
8:45 a.m, Eastern Daylight Time.
Around fifteen minutes later,
United Flight 175 impacted
World Trade Center 2. At 10:09
a.m, Tower Two collapsed, fol
lowed by Tower One at 10:30
a.m. An estimated 200
firefighters were trapped inside

• the collapsing buildings. Some-
• where around 50,000 people
• . h• worked III t e two towers.
• American Airlines Flight 77
• was hijacked after taking off

from Washington Dulles airport.

Those on this flight knew of·
. .

the earlier attacks. Thomas.
Bumett, a San Francisco execu-·
tive, phoned his wife, saying:
that he and some others "in
tended to do something"
about the terrorists. everal
minutes later, the. plane
crashed into the Pennsylvania
countryside in Somerset
County.

Following the attacks,
Atnerica shut down. All air
planes in the air were
grounded, federal buildings
were evacuated. In Chicago,
landmarks such as the Sears
Tower and the John Hancock
Building were evacuated for
fear of another attack. New,
vigorous airline safety stan
dards were quickly imple
mented.

Saudi terrorist Osama bin
Ladin was blamed for the at
tacks by commentators, and
further investigation appeared
to confirm that fact. America
began to mobilize, as Bush an

Approximately 20,000 people nounced a "war on terrorism."
work in the Pentagon, including Congress passed a motion in
most ofAmerica's highest mili- support of this, and Bush au
tary officers. A portion of the thorized the calling up of

: Pentagon collapsed thirty-five 50,000 reserves. Afghanistan's:
• minutes later at 10: 15 a.m. Taliban leaders, who shelter.
: The fourth flight, United bin Ladin, entered into hiding:
• Flight 93, was en route from as Afghan citizens fled the.
: Newark, New Jersey to San Fran- country in fear of U. . repris- :
.cisco when it was hijacked. als. •
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The band playing at Saturday's game. Photo by Steve Peters.

University of Illinois's Band
Day on September 9. There
they played Don McLean's
"American Pie" and John
Phillip Sousa's "Stars and
Stripes Forever," our national
march, with over 3,000 other
students from dozens of
schools throughout Illinois.
The band played at the half
time of the football game be
tween ll. ofl. and Northern l1Ii
nois University.

The band is always trying to
improve. According to Amy

Lisa Had, Heidi Hewitt, Jessica
Kenny, Christopher Kilcoyne,
Yu Luo, Margaret McGuinness,
Edward Mockus, David
Montgomery, Suong Nguyen,
Shannon Peterson, David
Purdy, Ryan Schutz, Justinas
Sinkevicius, Edward Suda,
Adrienne Thurzo, David
Vognar, Nicholas Winksi, and
Thomas Zero.

Every year a Hall of Fame
inductee is recognized at the
academic letter ceremony and
is chosen to give a speech to
the students. This year's
inductee will be Mary Margaret
McHugh Ph.D., an Oak Lawn
graduate. She will be awarded a
plaque during the ceremony by
the school. Ms. McHugh is a
professor at Illinois' tate
University. She is the Director
of Physical Education and a
teacher of education in the
School of Kinesiology and
Recreation.

students are chosen for this
position. This year, the Oak
Lawn Marching Band has two
Drum Majors-Colleen McCalip
as the junior Drum Major, and
Amy Zero as the senior Drum
Major. During the regular band
season, Amy plays the trom
bone and Colleen is a saxo
phone player. According to
Amy Zero, she has to "know all
the music, including different
parts, so I can help people." All
of the band members work hard
to achieve their successful re
sults. According to Colleen
McCalip, "It's not easy. It takes
a lot of time and dedication."

This year's marching band
program includes half-time
songs by Stevie Wonder, "You
Are the Sunsh~ne of My Life,"
"Don't You Worry 'Bout a
Thing," "Sir Duke," and "Isn't
She Lovely?"

Featured songs performed in
the stands will be "We Will
Rock You," "Bohemian Rhap
sody," and "Crazy Little Thing
Called Love" by Queen. Also
played in the stands are other
popular tunes, including "Evil
Ways," "Soulfinger," and
"Can't Tum You Lose."

The band participated in the

Tarkowski,Katherine Vogel,
Robert Wheeler, and Amy Zero.

Recipients from the junior
class are: Sarah Altenburg,
Colette Baird, Sean Banasiak,
Bridget Carlson, Krista Cheek,
John Ciciora, Mitchell Downey,
Kiera Dymit, Jeffrey
Fitzgibbons, Sarah Hasan,
Jennifer Herrmann, Kelly
Keating, Jennifer Larson, David
Lindelof, Jessica Madrigal,
Jamie Matusiak, Sarah
McKinney, Erica Purdy, Becky
Raschke, Melissa Riner, Colleen
Ryan, James Sokoloski,
Nicholas Spatafore, Grant Suhs,
Lauren Wallace, Christina
Zizumbo, and Deborah
Zwirkoski.

This year's sophomore
recipients include: Dalina
Adorno, James Bruno, Susan
Campbell, Andrew Coate,
Kevin Connaghan, Jennifer
Cronin, Kimberly Dignan,
Caroline Dikselis, Emily Goetz,
Jessica Goshorn, Arnie Hadbas,

-c.all ahud and reserve 'tour seat in the ne~t ,lass!!
Famil1 o",n~ and operated sln,e 1'112.

".. Week Teen Program or
"2 Week Behind-the-Wheel Only Program
"Free Home Pick-up for Behind-the-wheellessons
• Lessons available 7 days a week

Len ~Gaduto Driving ~Ghoo\, InG.
4~'" w. ~'iih ~trut, Oa\( La....n, l\\inois (,0453
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JenWied~----·
StaffWriter

Many of us have seen the
Spartan Marching Band at foot
ball games or practicing for their
next event. This year, the
Marching Band has prepared
two shows-one for half-time
and one for postgame-and a set
of "stands tunes"-songs played
in between quarters or plays.

Students who signed up for
a band class automatically be
come members of the Spartan
Marching Band. Students are
sent their music over the sum
mer and expected to know their
parts in time for Marching Band
Camp, which is held the last
week of August before school
starts in the faJ I.

This year the band director
is Mr. Brian Shelton. While he
does not do the actual conduct
ing for performances, he helps
the band during rehearsals with
music and marching. Mr.
Shelton also chooses what mu
sic the band will play.

Drum majors are the student
leaders ofthe band. They stand
at the front ofthe band and con
duct. Tryouts are held for the
drum majors at the end of the
year, and the most outstanding

Samina Yasin
News Editor

Every year OLcils
recognizes students for their
academic achievements from
the previous year. This year the
academic letter ceremony will
take place Friday, September 28,
at7:30 p.m.

First year recipients will
receive the OLCHS patch and
the second and third year
recipients will receive chevron
pins.

This year's senior class
recipients are: Meena Babu,
Giulia Calafiore, Jason Cascio,
Kelly Cunneen, Deanne
Drechsler, Richard Koch,
Colette Kosty, Amanda Kramer,
Jenny Le, Xi Luo, Julius
Machnikowski, Megan Melvin,
Raymond Mockus, Laura
Mottl, Jonathon Naples, Diana
Ocampo, Valerie Olson, Mallory
Pluciennik, Joseph Shelpman,
Samantha Synowiecki,Lynn

Academic Letter
Students receive

I
I
I
I
I
I
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(Photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

see where his ancestors came
from and where writers once
lived, especially because he
enjoys Irish literature.

He listens to a wide range
of music, and his favorite
television shows include "The
West Wing" and "ER." As for
reading material, his all time
favorite book is Midnight's
Children by Salman Rushqie.
A recent movie that he has
enjoyed is "Almost Famous,"
and he likes the movie
"Casablanca." He can "eat
pizza every day of the week,
and I often have."

If Mr. Coughlin were given
the opportunity to meet
anyone in the world in all of
time, he would enjoy talking
with William Shakespeare or
Thomas Jefferson. lIe feels he
is "learning new things
everyday, from my students.
parents, fiance, friends."

With such an open mind,
Mr. Coughlin is sure to find a
home here at OLCHS.

Mr. Panka studied Physical
Education at University of
Illinois in Chicago, and he
currently teaches Health
Education. He has taught for
eleven years prior to teaching
at OL. He grew up around the
area, and wanted to come back
and become involved in the
football program. He is
enjoying OLCHS thus far, and
likes being involved in the
"continual cycle ofacademics.
You're as much a student as
you are a teacher when helping
to bring about the
developement of young
minds."

Mr. Sidlow attended DePaul
University where he earned a
B.A. in English with a
secondary education teaching
certificate. He teaches English
I, II and III and previously
taught for eleven years at St.
Patrick High School in
Chicago. Several of his
colleagues recommended Oak

. Lawn to him, and since starting
here, he enjoys, "The friendly
atmosphere creat'ed by the
faculty and students." He
believes this leads to a good
learning environment.

OLCHS she taught at St.
Scholastica Academy. Her
mother is a teacher, and provided
Ms. Lalich with the inspiration
to pursue teaching. She believes
Oak Lawn "has a strong
community and a friendly staff."

Mr. Lawrence studied
Industrial Technology
Education at Illinois State
University, where he also
minored in History Education.
He teaches Small Engines,
Electricity, Exploring
Technology and Electronics,
and has been teaching for 24
years. Mr. Lawrence truly
enjoys what he does for a living.
"Teaching is so interactive. I
knew that I could never sit
behind a desk all day in an
office."

Ms. Murphy earned a
Bachelors of Science in
Business Education from
Northern Illinois University. She
teaches Consumer Education
and American Consumer, and
has taught at Immaculate
Conception High School priorto
teaching at OL. She believes
OLCHS has a "good
reputation," and students have
a desire to learn.

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

Teacher Feature
Mr. Coughlin

With a "great passion and
love for literature," Mr.
Coughlin has started his first
year teaching at Oak Lawn. He
studied at Illinois State
University where he majored in
English Education and attended
Columbia College Film School
where he learned film studies.
He student taught for a semester
in Washington, IL near Peoria.
In addition to his teachin&Joad,
he is an assistant coach of the
forensics team.

Mr. Coughlin decided to
pursue teaching because he
"enjoys talking about literature
and hearing other perspectives
on it." He finds that students
are energetic and have a lot of
ideas to bring to discussions.
Listening to students' reactions
to literature is his favorite part
of teaching, and he feels it is
important for students to know
how to put their opinions into
understandable words.

His influences include his
many teachers throughout his
education, especially his
professors at ISU who he
believes "challenged the way I
thought."

In his spare time. Mr. Coughlin
can be seen going to the movies,
playing basketball or traveling.
Some of his favorite places he's
traveled to include Ireland and
London. He especially enjoyed
Ireland because he was able to

represent one of the best steps
in my career." According to Ms.
King, "I have always loved
reading because my mom and
dad read to me as a child. I have
fostered those moments into a
desire to demonstrate why
reading and understanding
what you read is the best feeling
on earth."

Mr. Kuchyt majored in social
science education and
sociology at Illinois State
University. Mr. Kuchyt teaches
Global Studies, Sociology, and
Essentials ofAmerican Govern
ment and has previously been
a substitute teacher. Also an
alumni of Oak Lawn, he
"wanted to come back and work
with the same people who in
spired me to become a teacher."
The people he works with "are
all awesome," and he takes plea
sure in "the everyday 'sur
prises '" of teach ing.

Ms. Lalich has attended
Butler University, where she
majored in English, and Loyola
University, where she studied
Secondary Education. English
I, II, III are the classes that she
teaches, and before she came to

about forty concerts all
together. Matt's group played
in churches, schools, juvenile
prisons, and even in the streets.
Matt said that some concerts
were difficult because of the
political turmoil going on in
Guatemala due to the
government raising the citizens'
taxes. The group had to cancel
concerts since they were
targeted as Americans. Matt
explained that their religious
group was not welcomed at all
times. "There were guards with
double barrel shot guns nearly
everywhere."

Matt says that Americans
have it easy, and don't realize
what others have to go through.
"It's different to experience it
first hand."

Matt also added, "It was cool
to have my faith proven to be
so real."

perfectly preserved frescos on
the wall. For anyone who is
interested in Rome, this is a site
you don't want to miss. http://
tlc.d iscovery.com/tlcpages/
rome/rome.htm!.

Rubix Cube! We've all tried
to solve one. This is something
a bit new....a virtual one! Now
it can bother you on the web. A
new perk about it is that with a
push of a bullon it's back to its
original state. Good luck. htlp:J
/www2.rnemes.com/xtranetx/
rubix/rubix.

students realize that instead of
letting our differences divide
us, we can work together to
help one another learn and
grow. In the program's
overview, it was stated, "Teens
will realize that talk is cheap.
Others are making a difference
at their schools, in their
communities, and in their
families, and so can each and
every one of us."

The assembly's message
suggested that we avoid
conflict, accept others, and
unite together. Many students
felt that it was an appropriate
viewing for everyone,
especially since it was one day
after our nation's tragedy.

"It was very relevant to the
attack on America, because it
dealt with diversity amongst
many people," said sophomore
Adrienne Thurzo.

According to Ms. Portal, "I
felt that the student body was
able to get involved because of
the many media sources used."

- \ ..~

of his job as a sound technician
for the performances. Matt was
in charge of cueing several
vocal and instrumental tracks,
mixing them together, and
adding effects.

After two weeks of the
training, Matt left for
Guatemala. Matt and his group
spent a month in Guatemala
City performing concerts. The
group spent four weeks playing
two to three concerts a day,

tank is home to 50 ditTerent
species of aquatic animals,
including major shark species.
Real Player is required to use
the site. http://
dsc. discovery. com/cams/
sharkvideo more.hlm!.

Who doesn't like traveling?
With this site you can virtually
"walk" around a recently
uncovered, neglected part of
Rome restored to its original
beauty. When archeologists
took a closer look at the wal1s
they found that there were

Assembly unites New staff (cont.jrompage 1)
students

Christina Cucci
News Editor
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OLCHS held its annual
motivational assembly on
Wednesday, September 12.
While some students were just
happy to get out ofclass for an
hour, others were truly inspired
by the thoughtfulness that
went into this program.

"Together We Stand" was
the name ofthe 40-minute multi
media experience which was
filled with true-life examples of
teens looking beyond the
violence, racism, intolerance,
and hatred,. The program
encouraged students to
recognize our differences. "The
program was very fitting for the
student body, because we can
relate to it first-hand," explained
Katrina Percak, a senior.

Through a variety of songs,
tv show sequences, and
interviews, the show's intent
was to make high school

Jeanette Kossart
StaffWriter

Most people spend their
summer vacations in places
such as Disney World, Europe,
or bumming on the couch
watching TV talk shows. Not
Matt Dauner. He spent his
summer in Guatemala, South
America on a missionary trip.

Matt left on July 8 for
Willmar, Minnesota for two
weeks of training. The
missionary group came
together to practice their music,
and to prepare for what Matt
calls "culture shock." Matt
said, "As Americans, we
automatically think that people
from other countries are doing
things wrong. So, part of the
training was understanding and
adjusting to the culture shock."

Matt mixed tracks of
instruments and vocals as part

\

Someone You
Should Know

Surfing the Web? Click here...
Erin Slifka
StajJWriter

There are millions oflnternet
sites that otTer everything from
homework help to shopping to
music. While everyone has
been to many sites, here are
some that are a little "out of the
box."

This site will either send
chills up your spine or give a
feeling of majestic calm. It's a
live view of the New England
Aquarium's shark tank. The
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MeenaBabu
Editor-in-Chief

• Spartans Offer Support .

Choosing Friends

Students in Mrs. Land's English class write letters of encour
agement to relief workers. (Photo by Steve Peters)

Senior Val Olson ties to
gether the patriotic sets ofAir
Heads candy that were sold in
the cafeteria to raise money for
the Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund. (Photo by Laura
Dahlstrom)

to send to New York City. The
staff put out jars at all the cash
registers to entice children to
drop in as much money as they
could spare. By the end of the
day the jars were almost full with
students' change and spare
dollars.

made or store bought) to send
to the New York City firefighters
and police officers. Students
hoped that this would raise the
spirits of the heroic workers.

Senior Christina Derencius
said that she wrote a letter to
tell the workers of the impact
they made on our country, She
wanted to tell the workers that
they truly were heroes in her
eyes and thank them for all the
hard work they have put in over
these past few weeks,

Also Bobby Liescke decided
that he too could thank the New
York rescue workers. Since he
works at a day care, he had all
of the children draw thank you
cards for the workers. These
cards will be sent with the other
thank you cards that Oak Lawn
students have made.

The boys' varsity football
team offered their assistance as
well. Senior Mo Ramadan sug
gested that all the football play
ers who were seventeen should
donate blood to the cause.

In addition to clubs, classes
are also offering support. Ms.
Land's English classes worked
for two days on ways to encour
age the relief workers. These
classes wrO!e letters and cards
to thank thd~e for all the hard
work they hcwe done.

Students ar~'fiot the only
ones with ideas. The cafeteria
workers are also raising money

v~ruiD~
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Kelly Cunneen
Feature Editor

Students Help

Several clubs and classes at
Oak Lawn felt that they had to
help out with the disaster in
some way. SADD and Student
Helpers started selling candy to
help out those in need. The two
clubs sold red, white, and blue
Air Ilead candies to help the
Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund.
The groups hope to raise almost
600 dollars to send the victims'
of these tragedies, and so far
sales are going well.

Another way in which the
Oak Lawn students felt they
could help was to start a thank
you card drive. In response to
student suggestions, members
of SADD and Student Helpers
organized the drive. The clubs
urged students to write letters
and thank you cards (home-

classmates, but they would
also be able to speak one-on
one with a counselor if neces
sary.

Among the issues dis
cussed were whether or not the
school still felt like a safe envi
ronment, how kids were treat
ing one another inside and out
side the classroom, and the
topics covered in a typical class
discussion about the events in
New "ork and Washington,
D.C.

For the most part, student
relations had not suffered
greatly, and while a very few
instances of ethnic-based con
flicts were reported, tolerance
for the most part had been
steady. Mr. Riordan stated,
"We just want to make sure
we're doing everything we can
to keep [OLCHSj as safe as
possible for [the students]."
And without a doubt, things
are very much under control.

In light ofthe recent terrorist
attacks that took place in
America and the ensuing dis
plays of passionate patriotism
by American citizens ofall ages,
races, and creeds, OLCHS has
taken many steps to promote an
atmosphere oftolerance, safety,
and overall well-being.

One such step is the
administration's selection of
students to represent their
classmates by discussing their
reactions to these tragic events
and what changes can be made
to help them to cope. Students
were called down to a confer
ence room during the past two
and a halfweeks to speak with
Assistant Vice Principal
Michael Riordan, Principal Dr.
Catherine Fronczak, and Super
intendent Dr. Ben Nowakowski.

The students' most signifi
cant need, as stated by those
who took part in these discus
sions, was to be fully informed
of the situation and to be al
lowed to talk about their feel
ings and questions in class.
Being able to voice their
thoughts very much lifted a
weight off their shoulders, and
many teachers were com
mended for the objective man
ner in which they led their dis
cussions.

In response, the administra
tion allowed students the op
portunity to visit their counse
lor during their lunch/study
period and talk about anything
that bothered them. Not only
would students be able to dis
cuss their thoughts with their

Claire McGraw
StajJWriter

Last night, I sat at my
computer racking my brain for
a catchy opening sentence for
my very first Spartanite article
assignment, due the next
morning. Using my
procrastination skills to the
best ofmy ability, I instinctively
clicked over to America Online,
just for a quick conversation
or five-hoping for some ideas.

Iexplained my dilemma to my
friends, and was not surprised
when they simply laughed at
me. They understood my
typical last minute nature as
only real friends could.

Everyone needs a friend.
Someone to stick up for you
because they know you are
afraid; someone to laugh at all
your jokes-no matter how
lame; someone to be a good
shoulder to cry on when your

hamster dies. Friends make life
bearable.

Why do people choose the
friends they do? I asked several
different people this question.
Almost everyone agreed on
one thing: common interests.
Whether it is a club, class,
hobby, sport, or even sense of
humor, friendships start when
people have things in common.

This is probably because it
is easier to start conversations
and meet people with a shared
interest. Another thing people
thought was important when
choosing a friend was
dependability. Everyone wants
a friend they can trust, someone
they can trust with their secrets.

One other point brought up
was that many friendships start
at a young age and people just
stay close throughout the years.

In contrast, a strong
friendship can result in what I
like to call my "pedicure and

popcorn friends." They're the
ones who love me at my worst
and help me cope with
whatever comes my way (even
if it means sharing a bowl of
popcorn with extra salt).

They're the friends that
know you better than a squirrel
knows its acorns. They walk in
your house unannounced and
rummage through your
cabinets for food, and although
this may sound like more of a
pest than a pal, they are
practically family. Sure, they
might make fun of your
enormous feet, or blab about
one of your embarrassing
stories, but they're always there
when you need them.

People don't necessarily
choose their friends. Good or
bad, friendships just sort of
happen. But I know one
thing a good friend will
always tell you if you have a
green thing stuck in your teeth.

Sarah Lee
StajJWriter

Martin Luther King Jr. once
said, "Men hate each other
because they fear each other.
They fear each other because
they don't know each other.
They don't know each other
because they can't
communicate with each other
because they are separated
from each other."

As explained in the article
"Fear No Differences," our fears
are based on the unknown or
unfamiliar. In these troubled
times tolerance is especially
important when dealing with
the unknown, since anxiety and
panic can keep us from taking
risks.

Getting to know someone
that is 'new' to you is taking a
big risk, but without that risk,
some of the greatest
relationships can not be formed.

We need tolerance when we
encounter unfamiliar things.
We all have different
personalities and we need to
learn how to interact with each
other. Unfortunately, tolerance
can only be developed through
our own personal experiences.

Once tolerance is shown, we
can begin to take a stand for
the things that we value the
most. Varian Fry once said,
"Fear is an emotion that can
paralyze us or motivate us. At
some point in our lives, we will
be called upon to move beyond
that paralysis and take a stand
for the things we value."

It is also important to
recognize that we are all in the
same situations at one time or
another in our lives. We just
need to real ize that we aren't
alone in the world, and we must
willingly take the risk to stand
up for each other and for what
we believe in.
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"Simple Things lte Forget JJ

Summer is a time of forgetfulness
Cuz we're choleric for some fun

But then we get sick of fun, and eventually
Summer melts into fall as everyone claims to hate school

But we're secretly ravished to be back
If even we must relinquish our qualms of being

Over-whelmed with new and frightening responsibilities
I mean do you know where I'm coming from

It's just that everyone wants to be prolific and everyone wants
to have some depth and sometimes it's hard but

That's why we go to school, to learn and grow and
We're learning and growing so what's the problem,

I'm just hungry for some experience-
Oh bell's about to ring I've got to turn this in

... it's not a run-on sentence, is it?

have a chance to hear Alkaline
Trio, but since they are a band from
Illinois, they should have received
special attention. Sorry to any of
their' fans. I'll have to admit that
New Found Glory puts on a great
show, and I should give credit
where credit is due. Everyone was
singing their songs, jumping
around. They are a very energetic
punk group and their latest song
is entitled, "Hit or Miss."

When Blink arrived, the crowd
went crazy for them! Their show is
awesome; from everything to py
rotechnics and bashing ofguitars,
this band knows how to keep the
crowd on their feet. If you ever
get a chance to see Blink 182 in
concert, regardless ofwho is with
them, you should go. It is really
worth your money and time.

Lauren Wallace
Entertainment Editor

This summer provided a huge
genre ofmusic for devoted fans,
which included everything from
Dave Matthews to Blink 182 and
Marilyn Manson. With the
World Music Theater changing
their name, (Tweeter Center), the
time had come to bring a variety
of shows to one place, thank
fully not at the same time. The
Metro, Rosemont, and the
House of Blues were also
grounds for some diversity.
This year I got to witness my
first Ozzfest (yikes) and Blink
182 featuring New Found Glory
and a local band Alkaline Trio.
The transition from metal to
punk/pop was not easy to ad
just to, but I pulled it off. On to
Blink 182!

Considering that Blink 18Tis
a totally different genre, the con
cert was more toned down, and
there wasn't any mud. My
friends tried to start something
but to no avail. I didn't actually

,

throwing war between the
lawn and pavillion people
during their set. The war
continued without slowing
for a good haif-hour. Slipknot
followed up after Papa Roach,
and while they played great,
I could barely see their
trademark masks from the
lawn.

With 20 bands over and 2
left, out came controversial
artist Marilyn Manson. For
the open-minded, Manson
put on an entertaining show.
One highlight was when he
lurched around the stage on
tall stilts during the
"Nobodies". Last came the
host of the whole festival,
Ozzy himself in Black
Sabbath. They played several
classics including Iron Man
and Warpigs.

Overall, the energy of
Ozzfest was an awesome way
to start off the summer.
Lasting from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m., the marathon-like
concert was incredible.

surfers going over my head
every 5 seconds, I was having
more fun than I've had at any
concert.

After that, we made our way
to the lawn to watch the main
stages. Black Label Society
started off, and was followed up
by the only coldly received band
ofthe day, Crazytown. With most
people not considering the
group to be metal, the band was
booed before and after every
song.

Next came the catchy rap
metalists Linkin Park. They had
a decent performance, but lacked
anything too special. Things
really picked up when Papa
Roach hit the stage. Their
intensity sparked an all out mud

By Karen Dee

Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

It was June 8, 200 I, and
some friends and I were
headed over to the Tweeter
Center for the U.S. kickoff
concert of Ozzfest. Never
being at any of the previous
Ozzfest's, I wasn't sure what
to expect. Sun shining and
not a sign ofrain, it looked to
be perfect conditions for the
day.

We walked in about II
o'clock and found out we
missed a few of the early
bands. Over the next several
hours, 10 bands played the
second stages. Some
highlights for me were
Nonpoint with "What A
Day," Godhead's version of
the Beatles's song "Eleanor
Rigby", and Peoria lI1inois's
Mudvayne. Local band
Disturbed came out to finish
things up on the second
stage, and being crammed in
the front row with crowd

The Others or Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon, but then there
are the ones that don't work (i.e.
Jurassic Park 3, Vertical Limit).
There are no good bad movies
anymore, so keep that in mind
before you go see the next Wes
CravenlJohn Carpenter movie.

Well, that's it, folks. Next
month we'll look at some of the
"comedies" coming out of
Hollywood. Like Dude Where s
My Car. which had the most
aliens, ostriches, drug use, and
identical twins I've seen since
Citizen Kane. Until next time,
keep watching.

escape from the movie).
Incidentally, the original
Hal/nting was made on a cheese
stick budget, and is much scarier.

On the other hand some
movies with big budgets, flashy
'special effects, and enhanced
sound aren't that bad... think of

I
The casts of the 1963 and the 1999 version ofThe Haunting.

Take The Haunting from
last year. It was a "horror"
movie with a 60+ million dollar
budget, made absolutely no
sense, and wasn't scary. It
was just a lot of computer
generated things running
around (probably trying to

C Movies You ShOllld've Missed
(3,000 years for this day," or, "But

doctor, if your calculations are
correct... it could mean the end
ofthe world." Those were great
weren't they?

But it seems that bad movies
are getting, well. ..worse. Take
the budget for the original
Godzil/a, and it would buy you
some cheese sticks in the school
cafeteria (tops).

Then, take the budget for the
Godzilla remake (which was a
baj illion times worse than the
original), and you could
probably buy the school a few
times over. So money seems to
be taking all the goodness out
of bad movies.

Remember when bad
movies were really good?
Kind of like in that old Run
DMC song, "I'm the big bad
wolf in your neighborhood,
not bad meaning bad, but
bad meaning good." You
know the ones I'm talking
about, the ones that had giant
turtles with jet engines on
their backs that were always
saving the planet (I'm not
making this up, its called
Gamera: Guardian of the
Universe). Or those movies
with lines like, "I've waited

Grant Suhs
StaJJWriter
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Golfswings in right
direction

Girls'tennis
serves to win

Swimming opens
with a splash

Spartans; seniors Meena Babu
and Sandy Montoya work
together at first doubles.

Debbie Zwirkoski, junior,
competes at second singles, as
Monica Zavala, junior, and
Erlinda Garcia, senior, join
forces at second doubles.

Filling out the lineup are
seniors Jenna Harper and Giulia
Calafiore at third doubles.

The girls are anxiously
awaiting their upcoming
matches in their own Oak Lawn
tournament being held this
weekend.

The girls will also use their
momentum from their wins
against Oak Forest ,Tinley Park,
Morgan Park Academy,
Romeoville, and Richards to
their advantage throughout the
season. The team is currently
2-0 in conference.

At these five team victories,
Montoya and Babu won all of
their matches as did Garcia and
Zavala and Harper and
Calafiore.

The conference meet will be
held at Oak Lawn this year,
giving the Spartans have home
court advantage to winning
another conference title:

Debbie Zwirkoski
Sta.IJWriter

Last season, the Oak Lawn
girls' tennis team took the
conference title for the sixth year
in a row. With such a successful
history, will the team do the
same this year?

Varsity Coach Chuck Lawson
has high hopes for this year,
and is encouraging the team to
work harder than ever in order
to repeat the legacy of the past
six years.

Coach Lawson commented,
"There is some tough
competition for us this year, but
our set goal is to be conference
champs again. With a lot of
dedication and hard work, I
know that we can accomplish a
lot."
The varsity team is utilizing

Coach Lawson's enthusiasm
and commitment to having a
successful season. Currently,
the girls have a record of 5-3,
with much of the season left to
battle.
The girls are prepared to go,

and have been competing very
well individually. Laura Perez, a
senior, plays first singles for the

Sandy Montoya serves up a quick point. (Photo by Steve Peters)

•

Mathematically, this works
out to just over a 37 for each
of the four players, where the
course par is 33. Contributing
to the low scores have been
Alford, shooting a 37; junior
Scott Orban with a game of36;
and Hackstock with a 34,
which was 2 over par on the
course played.

Anxious to get out on the
course, Moonier left in a hurry,
joking, "Now I get to go out
and play, a hole ahead[of my
players], and, if they don't
catch up to me, they'll hear it."

The varsity team is 3-2 in
conference as of press time,
while the junior varsity has a
record of 4-1.

was tough competition, as
they had many state-qualifiers,
and really made it a great
overall experience.

The girls look to be a strong
contender for the conference
title. The team already can
brag about a 3-2 record, (at
press time) and look forward
to improving that record. They
look forward to their upcoming
meet against Richards on
October 17th, which is a key
conference matchup.

All tht: girls are working hard
in hopes of becoming
conference champions. The
conference meet is held this
year at Oak Lawn Community
High School. As Liz Lemrise
says, We are all excited and
ready to have a great year!"

Moonier really looks for in a
player.

"A lot of time spent with
some members of the team is
working on good form,
consistent strokes, and learning
when to use the right club for
yourself."

Moonier went on to mention
three sophomores on the team
(Pat Verschave, Matt Clemens,
and C/lris Kilroin) who, he said,
are having a great season
playing for varsity.

The team has marked some
great scores this season. At
Stony Creek, (OLCHS' home
golfcourse) the team shot alSO,
which is the combined score of
the top four players.

The other seniors who are
putting in a full effort to make
their last season as memorable
and successful as possible are
Tara Alexander, Rachel Laylo,
and Sarah Cronin.

Some very motivated and
determined underclassman girls
have stepped up to be key
players on the team. They
include junior Dana Larson
swimming the butterfly stroke,
sophomore Amanda Duer
swimming the breaststroke, and
Val Guzzo, who is a freshman
and a specialist in the
backstroke. Coach Malak and
Coach Di fil Iipo head the team.

By swimming against Lake
Park, the team had some quality
practice for conference and for
sectionals. The opposing team

toward victory
I--~::---;~-=~~~C;;~$:~~~j~:;:i;;:;~;; the team finish Mr. Leary, the boys coach,

well and strong. has a lot offaith in his team this
J 0 h n son year. He believes that since

would like to see they have a lot of younger
the newer runners they will have a lot of
runners make potential. lie is happy about
goals about the returning members.
who will take Last year they took 3'd in
their positions Conference, and had one all
after th is year conference runner. They also
when the 6 had two runners qualify for
seniors are sectionals. They hope to at
gone. They least keep their 3'd place in

----------------' would like to conference, but they would like
Spartan focus on race ahead. (Photo courte y of Kelly Cunneen) defend their title to do even better.

also took 3'd place in the as a sophomore. The boys as conference champs, and have Mr. Leary would also like to
Plainfield Invite. The boys also have 6 other returning as many all conference runners see more all-conference
record is I-I. members on varsity. as possible. runners this year. JIe would like

The top runner from the two Mr. Johnson, the girls Mr. Johnson believes that if to see the boys post a solid
meets was Jeremy Prendergast. coach, has positive feelings everyone keeps upthehard work record. Since they have a
Jeremy will most likely be about this year's team. He the season will be a good one strong team already, he is
running varsity again this year hopes to see all the seniors on with positive results. hoping for the best.

Cross countr

John Ciciora
Sports Editor

"Golfis a game in which those
who love it, succeed, and those
who could stand to love it
more, need to practice ... " says
varsity Oak Lawn Community
High School golf coach Mr.
Moonier.

"The loss of junior Jeff
Fitzgibbons to a back injury has
hurt us...He has been missed,"
Moonier said.

Jeff is seen, along withjunior
Don Hackstock and senior Joel
Alford, as the key players ofthe
team. Hackstock has played a
consistently strong season
with clean shots, something

This year there is no holding
back the Spartan swim team.
They are diving right in toward
a great season.

To kick ofT their season, the
Lady Spartans opened with a
meet against T.F. outh.
Though the Spartans lost in a
close race, the girl are still
psyched and ready to pick up
and win the next one.

Senior Mallory Pluciennik
has impressed her competitors,
while achieving a personal
record in the 500 freestyle.
Mallory's record-setting time
was 6:21.

Another diving diva is Liz
Lemrise, whose backstroke will
knock any fish out of the water.

Katie Vogel
StaffWriter

Susan Campbell
Sta.IJWriter

The girls and boys cross
country teams had a great start
to a new season. The girls have
a record of 4-0 so far. At the
Oak Lawn Triangular, Laura
Mottl, one of 8 returning
members, came in a close
second place. Her time was
17:39. At the Plainfield Invite,
the girls took Slit place overall.
The girls also defeated Queen
of Peace this year. Spartan
runners held four out of the top
5 places.

The boys cross country team
beat Oak Forest, but lost
against Chicago Christian at the
Oak Lawn Triangular. The boys
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~ Soccer kicks offa promising season 0~
the state, losing game four 3-0.
However, a highlight in that
match was goaltender Jim
Borskie's stunning performance
in the net. Stow praised
Borskie's acrobatic prowess in
limiting a good team to only
three goals. Borskie has saved
more than eighty-percent of
shots-on-goal this season and
is a stronghold in the Spartan
defense. His defensive skill
was underscored in the Spar.
tans' fifth win against t.
Lawrence, when he shut out the
Vikings for a 4-0 win.

So, with a 7-3-1 record at
press time, " ... 1know what they
are capable of. It's their year to
do some damage," stated Coach
Stow.

Christian, followed by a 4-1 win
Dave Vognar against Bremen. In the third
StaflWriter game, Oak Forest fell to the

With the 200 I fall sports sea· Spartan's, its two goals shad
son already in progress, tbe owed by the Spartans' five.
Spartan varsity soccer team car- Forces most prevalent in the
ries a competitive aura and the victories include senior Steve
determination to win. Led by Berryman, strikers Brad
Coach Stow, the team is plan· Skendzel and Alex Griff, assist
ning to improve on last year's leader cot! Kreydich, and the
fine sea on (10-6-4). perennial threat, senior Mark

"This is the most talented DiGrazia. DiGrazia scored two
team we've ever had here, in goals in each of the first three
terms of skill, but also in terms games to secure victories for the
of cohesiveness ... this is a team, and Berryman, Kreydich,
group that's really tight," Coach Skendzel, and GrifT have eight
Stow contended. So it's no sur· goals notched between them.
prise that in those first three Even with DiGrazia's cache of
bouts, Oak Lawn outscored its offense and all other contribut
opponents 14-4. ing efforts, the Spartans

The first game of the season- couldn't overcome Buffalo
featured a 5-1 win over Chicago Grove, one of the best teams in partan defense defends their goal. (Photo by Steve Peter)

A Homecoming to remember for 50 years more

that game. That year McHenry
had a standout season
averaging 9.4 yards per carry
and gaining 718 total yards,
almost half of the team's total
offense that year.

Maybe this year's 50 lk

anniversary celebration will
spark another win for the
Spartans over the Reavis Rams.
Maybe there will be a standout
hero performance by a Spartan
like 1959's McHenry. Maybe
the boys from Reavis will ride
their bus home to Burbank
Saturday afternoon and
remember how well the Spartans
rose to the occasion just like
their predecessors might have
reflected on their game on
November 7, 1953.

Rams. Almost forty-nine years
ago on November 7, 1953, the
Sp\rtans played Reavis in the
sta~ium dedication game.

\ ',-
Spe~11~s.were made by mayor
at the time, Harvey Wick, and
Warren Keneipp of the School
Board, who the new stadium is
now named after. Chris
Coniglio, President of the
Student Council, accepted the
stadium in behlalfofthe student
body ofOak Lawn Community
High School. Coach John Lewis
led the team to another victory
to give them a 5-3 record for the
1953 season.

Six years later under Coach
Fred Parks, the Spartans
defeated Reavis again with a
score of 14-7. The Spartans had
a total of 313 offensive yards

Next up for the Spartans is
their homecoming game in
which they play the Reavis

defense productive and offense
lacking. When the Spartans are
able to establish consistency in
their execution, they will
experience the success they are
capable ofachieving.

Spanans vs. Rams, Stadium Dedication Game (Photo courtesy ofYearbook)

"Maybe tlte boys from
Reavis will take tlle;r bus
Itome ... and remember
how well the Spartans
rose to tlte occas;on just
like tlle;r predecessors
m;ght Itave reflected Oil

tlte;r game on November
7,1953. "

challenges in Bolingbrook.
Ilowever, the partans have not
been able to meet their
expectations they set for this
season. It has been apparent
from the opening game of the
season in which senior running
back Grant Arthur ran for 240
yards and 3 touchdowns that
this is not the same old Oak
Lawn football team.

Unfortunately, the Spartans
have not been able to playa
complete football game. Certain
games the offense has been
productive and the defense
lacking, and other games the

Mike Maninezand Laura Mottl
Sports Editors

Rob Petersen darts pastffSouih defense.
(Photo by Steve Peters)

After a number of
disappointing seasons, the Oak
Lawn Spartans came into the
200 I seasons with high hopes.
A new enthusiastic coach in Art
Panka coupled with the largest
number of varsity players in
years, 49, seemed like a sure
combination for success.

The Spartans worked hard all
through the summer, and
showed great potential
competing against elite teams
at passing camps and lineman

For Head Coach Mary Kay
Nichols, this is going to be a
very exciting season. "With all
these talented girls on this
team," Coach Nichols states,
"there is no reason why they
won't be able to win conference
this year."

The Volleyball team has al
ready experienced victory at a
recent summer league, and they
hope to continue on their road
to glory in the Tinley ParkTour
nament taking place tomorrow.

Spartans block Chicago Christian's chance to score. (Photo by
Steve Peters)

Adam Winchell
StaflWriter

Oak Lawn Girls' Volleyball digs success
Some of the key players in this Sam as one of the top ten play· standing player and knows ex- Shepard Astros with 19 digs and
game are seniors, Sam ers to watch and is a well· actly when and where to hit the nine kills. Oak Lawn smashed
Synowiecki and Susie Cusick. rounded player at her position ball. Coach Nichols states that Evergreen in two games also,
The Dail South/own named as middle hitter. Susie is an out- the whole team is a nice group 15-12, 15-9. Sarah McKinney

ofgirls who get along with each played extremely well with
other very well. seven kills that game. They also

The girls are starting offwith defeated Reavis to continue
the right momentum that will their undefeated status in con
carry them into the successful ference play. The win was a tri
season they are anticipating. umph for the team because their
With a winning record of 6-1, goal this season is to go 10-0 in
which is deceiving because their conference play.
wins are more like crushes, the The girls look to win confer
Spartan's have brushed by ence for the fifth time in a row
teams such as Shepard and Ev- and be undefeated in their con
ergreen Park High Schools. ference. This is extremely pos
Karissa Murray led the team to sible ifthe girls continue to play
a 15-6, 15-13 win against the with their standard intensity.
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Students
audition for

IMEA
David Montgomery
News Editor

(Cont. on page 4)

OLCHS' top musicians went
to ad Sandburg High School
to audition for the IIIinoi Music
Educators Association (I MEA)
District Band and horus on
Wednesday, October 10.
Attaining the District Band and
Choir status is considered a top
honor.

even OLCHS band
members auditioned. Jamie
Matusiak auditioned on
Clarinet, Rachel Laylo on flute,
Courtney Messina on flute and
piccollo, Colleen McCalip and
Ashley Benes on alto
saxophone, Nathan Rogers on
trumpet, and David
Montgomery on euphonium.
The audition music consisted
of the IMEA scales, several
etudes, and a piece that had to
be sight-read, or played without
any practice.

Six chorus members
auditioned as well. Meena Babu
and Debbie Zwirkoski sang Alto
I, Uta Mikolajewska, sang
oprano I, and Jennifer Kohany

soprano 2. Nick Blazina
auditioned for the bass I part,
and Josh Gentile bass 2. (For
any vocal range, I i higher

and this choir was the last to
perform. The songs the
Chamber ingers performed
included "Sing We And hant
It," "Alleluia," "From a
Distance," "Prayer of the
Children," and "0, No John."

Senior Erlinda Garcia said,
"It's great having Chamber
Singers as a class where we can
dedicate our songs to the music
we love for a full period instead
of over a lunch or study hall."

Mrs. Mateer described her
involvement in Chamber
Singers as more ofa coach than
a director, "I gave them the
playbook and after that it was
up to them."

At the end ofthe concert, the
three choirs united to perform
the patriotic number, "An
American Salute." The medley
included songs such as "My
County Tis of Thee," "When
Johnny Comes Marching
Home," "Shenandoah," and
"Battle Hymn ofthe Republic."
The choirs performed this song
in response to the tragic events
ofSeptember I I.

Mrs. Mateer commented, "It
was very fulfilling to see all
three of the choir pull together
and put on a very meaningful
concert. I'm looking forward to
a ·great winter program in
December a welL"

The ca t of"Fiddler on the Roof." Photo by Grant uhs.
meet. He and his wife, Golde affection. Each time one of his Other characters include
(Deanne Drechsler) are daughters tells him of her Tevye and Golde's eldest
beginning to marry off their decision, Tevye struggles with daughter Tzeital played by
daughters. Vente (Val Olson and breaking his people's traditions. Amy Zero and Sarah Goldrick.
Tina Derencius), the town To learn how this strain Hodel, the second eldest
matchmaker, traditionally affects this family, students, daughter, is played by Debbie
arranges marriages, and the staff and their families are Zwirkoski and Candie
father approves. invited to attend the show. Zichmiller. Celine Metzger and

However, Tevye's three Tickets can be purchased from Jaqui Pugh play Chava, the
eldest daughters choose their any cast member and cost $4
own husbands out of love and for students and $5 for adults.

musician hip" according to
choir director, Mrs. Mateer.

Treble Choir was followed by
A Cappella Choir. Their
performance included a
sixteenth century song," ollie
Live with Me and Be My Love,"
the contemporary songs
"Kyrie" and "Let There Be a
Voice," and ended with an
English folk song, "The Turtle
Dove."

Urzula Mikolajewska, a
senior in A Cappella Choir and
Chamber Singers said, "I found
that both choirs worked very
hard in preparation for our fall
concert. This dedication really
made the concert speciaL"

Chamber Singers is a class
new to the OLCHS curriculum,

~partanit
friday, November 2, 2001

Choir concert showcases
students' talents

OL Chamber ingers highlight the fall choir concert.
Photo by Laura Dahlstrom.

Oak Lawn's production Qf
"Fiddler on the Roof' will be
presented on November 2, 3,
and 4 in the Little heater. The
play tells of a Jewish family's
struggles during early
twentieth century Russia.
Despite its setting, the play
deals with emotions and
difficulties to which all
audiences can relate.

The musical comedy takes
place in the town of Anatevka.
With a Jewish population, the
town is deeply rooted in
traditions of faith and culture.
The town also has Russian
inhabitants, and by the end of
the play the conflicts between
the Russians, led by \the Tsar,
and the Jewish people"lkcome
clear. \I

Tevye (played by hson
Cascio) is the father of five
daughters. He is a poor milkman,
and works hard to make ends

"Fiddler on the Roof' continues tradition

Mike Femrite
StajJWriter

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

The OLCH
annual Fall oncert in the
Junior-Senior Lounge on
October 18. The Treble Choir,
A appella Choir, and hamber

ingers performed.
The concert opened with

"Jubilate Deo" performed by
the Treble Choir. The other
selections performed by the
Treble Choir consisted ofa wide
variety of songs such as the
Scottish Lullaby, "Coulter's

andy," Leonard Bernstein's
"There is a Garden," and the
Brazilian folk song, "A Zing-a
Za." All of the songs were
performed with "excellent

~1)
O.LC.H.S
1952-UJ02
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and fast-paced world, the
simple, recognizable chord
progressions and the quick,
easy-to-follow rhythms that
most pop, hip-hop, and
alternative music offer are all
that today's audience can afford
to listen to. It's not too often
that people have the time to
relax to some easy-going jazz or
blues melodies, or to attend an
OLCHS choir or band concert.

People need to realize that
music isn't just about the
hottest band or the female
vocalist whose latest song has
taken over the charts. It is also
an important discipline studied
by professionals around the
world and by kids in the
classroom. It is a unique and
invaluable way of expressing
beliefs, ideas, and cultures.

Music is more than a drum
set and a few guitars; it is also a
very versatile concept that
should be understood and
appreciated for all it is worth.

lyrics, they must be changed or
edited when the song is played
on the radio. It is said that this
is done in order to keep "filth"
off the radio or television, but I
think that if someone finds
something offensive, they
should just change the station
or the channel and ignore it.

I think music censorship is
wrong and unfair. There are
cases when I can't even buy a
CD without parts of it being
censored. We should be able
to say whatever we want, no
matter how offensive it might
be, because that is our freedom
of speech.

-Joe Connolly

~~...

more concerned with the latest
piece ofclothing Britney Spears
is (or isn't) wearing than with
the detai Iso f the Ch icago
Symphony Orchestra's
extensive tours of Europe and
South America. Music videos
and award shows are more
frequently televised than are
internationally acclaimed
recitals and competitions.
Society is more interested in the
exploits of the latest fifteen
year-old pop star than it is in a
twelve-year-old violin prodigy.

Another reason why interest
in Duke Ellington and Claude
Debussy is declining is that
many people are unaware of
how many different musical
events and programs are
available. Downtown Chicago
is home to countless numbers
ofjazz and blues clubs, as well
as a symphony orchestra that
is directed by Daniel
Barenboim, one of the world's
most renowned conductors.

There are so many events out
there that should be witnessed
and experienced, like jazz
festivals in Lincoln Park,
classical concerts at Symphony
Center on Michigan Avenue,
and Latin-American music
celebrations at the Ravinia
Festival in Highland Park, that
go unnoticed because almost
no one knows they exist.

Another reason that so
much magnificent music is
ignored is that many people
rarely have the time or patience
to appreciate it. In this hectic

important parts of the song cut
out.

I don't think anyone has the
right to take away a few words
in a song, or in anything for that
matter, that may express a huge
moment, regardless of whom it
may offend.

Songwriters might compose
their pieces when they are
going through difficult times,
and so they write lyrics to
describe their feelings. But
when portions of these songs
are edited out so as to protect
the "status quo," that
expression offeelings is altered
or lost.

Songwriters seem to have
less freedom in expression than
others do. Artists who create
paintings or sculptures of
naked people, war, bloodshed,
or other horrific imag~s are
oftentimes praised for their
work.

But when musicians write
songs that contain expletiv~s or
offensive pictures within the

Music: is there more to it than
just a melody and a beat?

MUSIC CENSORSHIP"

The term music might be
beyond definition. Some people
declare that it's "anything but
that silly 'rap' nonsense."
Others call it "background
noise," or "something to stop
the baby's crying." So then
what is it?

There isn't any general
definition that encompasses
everything that can be
interpreted as music. There are
the styles ofjazz, blues, and the
classical era that vie for
attention with pop, alternative,
and heavy metal, to name only
a few. But why is it that the rich
and remarkable music of Miles
Davis, B. B. King, and
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
has become more or less
unappreciated by our society in
relation to the sounds of
Slipknot and N'Sync?

It must be made clear that
'music' cannot be defined only
by popular names or groups like
Christina Aguilera, Disturbed,
or Blink-182. Music is 1701

confined to what is played on
local radio stations like Q10 J or
103.5 (KissFM). But these
stations, among a few others,
seem to have taken over the
mainstream.

One major reason for this
invasion is society's
dependence upon the media's
representation of music. It
seems as if the world is much

~pArtAlJite editoriAl
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MeenaBabu
Edi/or-in-Chief

The true definition of music
censorship is, "the cutting out
of pieces of a song that may
offend people and that are too
explicit for radio." As faras I'm
concerned, this is
unconstitutional and goes
against an important freedom
protected by the First
Amendment of the Bill of
Rights-the freedom ofspeech.

There are many songs today
that on the radio sound
incomprehensible or just don't
make any sense at all.

One of these songs is "Stan"
by the rap artist Eminem.
Eminem wrote this song
because it meant something to
him. It is about a deranged fan
who is obsessed with him and
can not live without him-a fear
that many artists as big as
Eminem have.

This song and many othecs
are "butchered" on the radio
and have many of the most
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What does music
mean to you?

"I listen to a lot of different
[music]. The only kind I can
not stand is dance and pop. I
used to be in band, but that
didn't influence my choices in
music a lot. Sometimes I listen
to the radio, sometimes I listen
to CD's. Some ofthe best mu
sic isn't played on the radio.
Some ofmy favorite bands are
local ones who I found out
about through friends."

Co~Ieen Fogarty, freshman (photo by Steve Peters)
"I am involved heavily in

music. I like listening to jazz,
blues, classic rock, and Chris
tian music. I play the trumpet
in the OLCHS bands, and in
Moraine Valley Community
College's Jazz Ensemble. I am
teaching myself how to play
the piano, and I also compose
a few songs here and there.
Music is a large part ofmy life,
and someday it could become a career." _.,

Andrew Coate, sophomore (Photo by Laura Da~lstrom)

"I love to list~ to almost
anything. I guess it depends
on my mood. When I need to
vent my anger, I can listen to
alternative ... if I'm in a good
mood I listen to pop. I listen to
the radio almost any chance
that I get. It helps to hear a
good song after a long, stress
ful day. Music plays a big part
in my life. It...helps me relax."

Erica Purdy,junior (Photo by Rachel Laylo)

"I make an effort not to ...
Ifmit myselfto any certain type
of music. As a [member of
choir and theatre], I look at
music as one ofthe most beau
tiful and creative art forms
there is. Therefore, I believe
music should be expressed
emotionally and truthfully,
rather than financially, like so
many "artists" of today [dol."

Ryan O'Connor, senior (photo by Steve Peters)
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OLCH Marching Band plays in the Chicago Columbus Day
Pa rade. Photo cou rtesy of Mr. Strycu la.

have mastered playing it, be
cause of all the practice."

Senior Jon Naples said, " We
had fun entertaining the audi
ence. It was really great to see
the people who usually can't
make it out to the tootball
games."

Band members who audi
tioned for the IMEA District
Festival performed their audi
tion pieces. These students in
cluded Rachel Laylo, Jamie

• Matusiak, Ashley Benes, Col
leen Mc alip, Nathan Rogers,
David Montgomery, and
Courtney Messina.

Marching Band holds indoor concert
__... The band also played their

Laura Dee half-time songs by tevie Won-
Staj[Writer der, "You Are the Sunshine of

An indoor marching band My Life," "Don't You Worry
concert was held on Thursday, 'Bout a Thing," "Sir Duke," and
October 4. Band parents, stu- "Isn't She Lovely?"
dents, teachers, and the commu- "razy Little Thing Called
nity were invited to this rivet- Love," "Can't Turn You
ing event. From the fast-paced Loose," and "Come Out And
rhythms of"Soul Finger" to the Play" were a few lively selec
slower "American Pie," there tions "from the stands" music.
was something for everyone to "Build Me Up Buttercup"
enjoy. was the band's favorite accord-

The band commenced the ing to David Montgomery, a
program with their football pre- s phomore bariton player.
game music, which included 'The song has a really catchy
"The Washington Post March." melody and we've seemed to

Each day ofRed Ribbon Week,
ADD chose a specific theme to

promote OLCHS choice to be
drug-free. Monday's theme was
"Wake up to no drugs and
alcohol" and students wore
pajamas to school. On Tuesday,
red, white, and blue were worn
as a patriotic symbol to show
"Freedom from drugs, alcohol
and violence." Wednesday
was "Twin Day" in which
students dressed like a friend to
show "Friends Don't Let Friends
Do Drugs." Thursday's theme
was "Use Your Head, Wear Red.
Don't Use Drugs and AlcohoL"
Students and staff wore
somelhing red or something on
their head to show support for
Thursday's theme. Friday's idea
was for students to dress
opposite of their image to show
that "Drugs Tum Your Life Into
Something You Don't
Recognize." Raffle prizes were
awarded to students who
partipated in the theme days.

et Crew: Amanda Berent,
Miriam Bernal, Jeffrey Caster,
Julie Flores, Nicole Frazier,
Amanda Fremouw, Caroline
Gonzalez, Tatjana Iljazi, Teresa
IIjazi, Pamela Katz, Jessica
Kenny, Sara Kummer, Justin
McElwee, John Meneghini,
Dragana Miloradovic, Teresa
Musielak, Nicki Pizza, Dan
O'Connor, Megan Powell,
Roshni Rana, Ashley Singer,
Erin Slifka, Grant Suhs, Dana
Vidra, Jaqueline Zink

Publicity/Makeup: Andrea
Anton, Jessica Blanco,
Kristy Brison, Audra Brooks,
Bernadette Fasiczka, Ashley 
Foster, Jamie Glowaty, Jamie
Grassano, Justin
Haubenreiser, Sarah Lee,
Staci Merrithey, Monica
Zavala

ostumes: Broadway
Costumes

SADD helped OLCHS
celebrate with activities during
the week of October 22-26.
Bracelets, pens, and ribbons
were passed out and lollipops
were sold· the cafeteria.

A crash&! car was placed
near the So~thwest Highway
entrance to •the- school. It
symbolized what could happen
if a person drives drunk.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
"Fiddler on the Roof' :

production staff :
•

recognized ·
A special thanks goes out to all involved "behjnd the
scenes" of the fall musical, "Fiddler On The Roof"

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• Director: Tom Dzurison
·Producer: Barbara Mateer•.Musical Director: Marty
• Rowsey•.Combo: Cindy Simon-Piano,
• Kevin West-Guitar, Edward
: Oberdieck-Percussion
·Choreographer: Thomas
•• Fagan and Cassandra
• Dawe
: Publicity/Makeup: Arlene
• Carrier
: tudent Director: Jennifer
• Rolniak
• Lighting Design: BAM

Lighting
Lighting Board: Jessica

Kenny and Megan Powell
oundboard: Grant Suhs and

Dana Vidra
et Design: Jennifer
Galante

et Construction: TJ.
Kahriman

tage Manager: Nicki Pizza

(off original prlu)
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it. This huge "Pledge Chain"
was linked together as way of
promising to stay drug free.

Mrs. Egan, SADD sponsor,
stated, "The purpose of Red
Ribbon Week is to raise
awareness about drug
prevention and promote a
commitment to a drug-free
lifestyle. It is an opportunity
for our community to take a
collective stand against alcohol,
tobacco and other drugs."

manages publicity and make-up.
Jaqui Pugh serves as dance

captain, and the assistant
director is Jennifer Rolniak.

According to Mr. Dzurison,
the show's director, the group
is working well together,
especially in regards to
overcoming obstacles.

Ryan O'Connor, an officer in
theater, agreed, stating that the
cast "works pretty well together
as far as working together for a
common goaL"

ADD members promote Red Ribbon week. Photo by Rachel Laylo.

Village Green with red ribbons
to show a committment to a
drug and violence-free lifestyle.

To commence the kick-off
events, OLCHS' Seniors
Bridget DeSchaafand hristina
Cucci sang a duet version of
"The National Anthem."

OLCHS, along with other
area schools, participated in the
events on the Village Green by
constructing a red paper chain
with signatures of students on

Ed Suda plays the Rabbi's son,
Mendel. The Constable is
played by Steve Peters.

Also included in the cast are
Tom Rusher, Matt Pender, Mike
Norris, Wayne Miller, Katie
Modrick, Josh Lopez and
Jennifer Rolniak.

The Fiddler is Brigid
Lajeunesse, and dancers
include Katie Vogel, Brandie
Engle, and Katie Goldrick.

The show's director is Mr.
Dzurison, and the producer is
Ms. Mateer. Mrs. Carrier

..u" ahud and r~6~rv~ 10ur 6f-at in th~ nnt dus!!
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((Fiddler On The Roof" (cont.)

SlOP

Christina ucci
News Editor

The igniticance of the red
ribbon began sixteen years ago
with the Illinois Drug Education
Alliance and the Virginia
Federation of Parents who
organized the first National Red
Ribbon Campaign. It was
created in honor of Special
Agent Enrique Camerena of the
U.. Drug Enforcement
Administration, who was
working undercover when he
was murdered by drug
traffickers. The red ribbon has
since become symbolic of zero
tolerance for illegal drug and
alcohol use.

Every year, SADD sponsors
a Red Ribbon Week for the
school and the community. This
year's theme was "I Promise To
Be Drug And Violence Free."

Oak Lawn's celebration ofthe
week began with a kick-offevent
at the Village Green on Saturday,
October 20. The community
was invited to decorate the

Red Ribbon Week.wraps up a success-------

couple's third daughter. Megan
Hincks and Jennica teppie play
the two youngest daughters in
the family.

Justin Lopez and Marc
Palluck play Motel Kamzoil, and
Perchik is played by Eric Queen
and Caleb Kosek. John Ciciora
and Phil Toscano play Fyedka.

Lazar Wolfis played by Ryan
O'Connor and Bryan Grant.
Adrienne Thurzo portrays
Grandma Tzeitel and Guinevere
Grana plays Fruma Sarah. Jeff
Selmeister plays the Rabbi, and

.----------------------------------------------I
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Photo by Rachel Laylo.

number of semi-finalists from
each state is proportional to the
percentage of graduating se
niors from that state who en
roll in college.

Semi-finalists then must ful
fill a number of other require
ments before advancing. Most
ofthe Semi-finalists become Fi
nalists. Eight thousand Merit
Scholarships will be awarded
from the approximately fifteen
thousand Finalists. Many oth
ers will receive scholarships
from private businesses.

ensure student safety, such as
securing the building with
security guards at the doors,
canceling outdoor PE
activities, sports, and Robert
Morris classes within the
building. He also said that
many Middle Eastern students
said they fell safer at school
than on the streets. One parent
commented that he felt the
school was doing a great job
mentoring the students in the
wake of this tragedy.

The meeting was adjourned
after inviting Board members
to Homecoming and the
Academ ic Letter ceremony.

It was settled at the
September 25th board meeting
that Linda Flanagan Vahl, a
Board Member-elect, was to fill
Mr. Rowsey's seat until the
new School Board was
instated.

Another meeting was held
October 17. Information was
not available at press time.
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Board and the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation, it is
taken primarily byjuniors but by
many sophomores as well.lfone
performs well enougn, he or she
will be named a National Merit
Semi-Finalist. This usually rare
honor brings one to the atten
tion of colleges, and is an im
portant step to become a Na
tional Merit Finalist. Some fifty
thousand people out ofapproxi
mately two million students who
take the test perform well
enough to enter the Merit Pro
gram. Those 50,000 are asked to
name two colle~es or universi
ties to which they would like to
be referred by the NMSC. Of
those high scorers, around one
third, or sixteen thousand, be
come semi-finalists. Those who
do not become semi-finalists are
commended, but do not ad
vance, although other scholar
ships remain available. The

Photo by Rachel Laylo.
time. In the last-Chorus, Meena ''I'm very excited," Debbie
not only made the District said. "I'm looking forward to
Chorus, but also advanced to seeing all the other people from
the All-State Honors Chorus. the other schools."

a board meeting would take
place on Wednesday
September 25 to discuss plans
for replacing Mr. Rowsey on the
School Board.

Immediately following this,
was a slide show tribute to
OLCHS's 50 years ofoperation.
The show included yearbook
pictures from 1954 and was
created to ach ieve a better
understanding of Oak Lawn.

The next item of discussion
was the matter of the house
owned by the District, located
adjacent to the north tennis
courts. Improvements were
discussed so that it may be
rented out, but no immediate
plans were made.

Superintendent Dr. Ben
Nowakowski spoke next in
regards to the September 11 th

tragedy. He stated that the
administration was impressed
with the excellent behavior of
OLCHS students and that many
security measures were taken to

Merit Semi-Finalist

Board ofEducation meets

OL student named National

David Montgomery
News Editor

OLCHS senior Meena Babu
was named a National Merit
Semi-Finalist, qualifying for fur
ther advancement along the
nation's premier scholarship
path. Meena is the first Semi
finalist from Oak Lawn in a de
cade.

"It's prelly cool, since all I
had to do is take a test. It was
pretty tough to make it this far,"
Meena said, "but it's still open
to just about anybody who
takes the test."

"I'm extremely happy for
her," said senior Amy Zero.
"Meena never gives herself
enough credit, and I'm glad
she's getting it from somewhere
else."

Nationally, students take the
PSATINMSQT test every Octo
ber. Run both by the College

than 2.) Two prepared pieces
and triads were also sung. Also
tested were sight-reading and
tonal memory.

Following a period of
judging, the results were
returned. ourtney Messina
made the District Band on flute.
"It's a great honor," she said.

Meena Babu, Debbie
Zwirkoski, Nick Blazina, and
Josh Gentile were all accepted
into the (MEA District Chorus.
Meena and Nick have both
been accepted twice previously,
and Josh will part ofthe chorus
for his second year. Debbie had
made the chorus for her first

IMEA auditions

The Board of Education
meeting of September 19
opened with the Pledge of
Allegiance and a moment of
silence in memory of those lost
in the tragic events on the
September I I attacks.

The budget for District 229
was the first topic of
discussion. Right now the
School Board is working to
balance the budget. The Board
had hoped to resolve this issue
by the end of the school year,
but decided that was
unfeasable.

The second matter on the
agenda was the resignation of
Board Member Randy F.
Rowsey, who soon will be
moving out ofDistrict 229. (It is
a School Board rule that all
board members must live within
the district.) It was decided that

Ciulla Ca~fiore and'ennif:l
Wiederhold

. StaflWriters

government does not suspect.
sabotage at this time. •

The city of Kandahar in:
Afghanistan is now the new.
target of U.S air strikes. Raids:
began Wednesday night, and.
many of the targets were fuel:
storage facilities located.
northeast of Kandahar.:
Civilians were killed in a market.
north of the city. As a result,·•more Afghan refugees began.
fleeing to Iran and Pakistan. •

Kathy Smith, Secretary
Christina Castillo, Treasurer
Student Council Representa
tives are:
Furhat Ahmed, Christi na
Castillo, Colleen Fogarty, Pat
Gaynor, Ryan Gilligan, Eliza
beth HofT, Michele Lettiere,
Kathy Smith, and Laura Trotta.

agreed, and said, "It's neces
sary for schools because it's
a good opportunity to give
back to our community." Mrs.
Murphy, who teaches Con
sumer Education, said, "It's the
responsible thing to do."

Miss Haubenriser, a Com
puters teacher, said, "It will
be a great start." Junior Tim
Bergel agreed, saying that it
would be a fantastic idea and
a great way to start.

Christina Zizumbo, an hon
ors student, said, "It's a nec
essary factor of contributing
to the economy and it's a
good way to make a profit."

The Ecology Club plans to
start recycling this month.
They will see how recycling
goes in our school, and hope
it will go well for this year
and years to come. If anyone
still wants to be involved with
these types ofactivities for any
reason the cology Club is
still inviting new comers.

Ecology Club
lends a hand

Mustafa heikh
StaflWriter

The Ecology Club is plan
ning many interesting activities
and is also helping Oak Lawn
to become environmentally
friendly. During the months of
November and December, the
Ecology Club will be holding
fundraisers in the cafeteria
during lunch periods. There
will be a variety of candy
from which to choose. The
money collected will be for a
good cause for the commu
nity.

In addition, the Club is dis
cussing the issue of recy
cling at OLCHS. The Ecology
Club intends to do their best
to make recycling a part of
OLCHS once again. A few stu
dents and teachers were ques
tioned about recycling in the
school. Ms. Zemla said that it
would be a wonderful idea.
Science teacher Mr. Habas
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jamina Yasin started fires which burned:
:«ews Editor ferociously for more than seven:
• Anthrax, a bacterium that hours. The explosions were a.
·forms spores, has been sent to result of a military truck·• •.several locations throughout exploding after being loaded.
~he county. Letters containing with tons of ammunition. An·• •.anthrax have been sent both to exact number of casualties is.
·Senate Majority Leader Tom not known as of yet. The Thai·•.Daschle and to NBC anchor
-Tom Brokaw. The letters were
•.postmarked from New Jersey,
.had similar handwriting, and
:contained threatening
.messages. Senator Daschle's
:Ietter contained anthrax that
•scientists said was especially
:potent. Scientists and
.investigators believe that
:anthrax found in all three places
-can all be traced back to the
:Same place.

••••••••••••• ==....,.--"'.-.i;o;uo
• Multiple explosions took
:place at an army base in
.northeastern Thailand at 9 a.m.
:on October 25. This occurred
.at the ammunition dump in the
·city ofKorat, located northeast•.of Bangkok. The explosions
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:Appointed to the Freshman
.Class Advisory Board are:
·Furhat Ahmed, Kimberly•.Brightmore, Colleen Fogarty,
·Elizabeth Hoff, Michelle Lettiere,
:Katie Roza, and Laura Trotta.
·Class Officers are:
:Pat Gaynor, President
• Ryan Gilligan, Vice President
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:Class of2005 officers
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Teacher Feature Comedy After 9/1 I
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Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

auction raised $360,200 for the
Twin Towers Fund. Jerry
Seinfeld also had a benefit show

During these past couple of with comedians like Bill Cosby,
months, most citizens in WillFerrel,andColinQuinnwith
America and a large portion of all proceeds going to the
the world have families of
been distracted uniformed men
by several very who were lost
u n pie a san t in the attack.
international Bill Maher,
problems. With host of
the tragedy of Politically
September 11, Inc 0 r r e c t ,
military strikes S hoe d
in Afghanistan, everyone just
and many how dangerous
A mer i can s a bad choice of
living with a ( wordscanbein
constant fear of Actor Tom Cruise, a igner of these sensitive
b i 0 log i c a I Leno's bike. times. Maher
attacks, there lies very little was criticized for making some
room for humor. politicalIy incorrect comments

LatenightT.Y.showsmaybe himself by regarding to the
the most directly affected by officials of the U.S. military as
the current events. Jokes about acting "cowardly" through it's
politics usually make up most use of air attacks. Although he
of the material used on such argues his words were taken out
shows. A few months ago, it of context, the comments cost
would have been very common the show some important
for jokes to be made about sponsors including FedEx and
President Bush's presumed ears.
incompetance. Now, such jokes Even with the risks, one
are highly off limits, as all popular satirical newspaper, The
Americans are depending on Onion, attempted to produce
his leadership to lead us uplifting and patriotic humor
through the upcoming even after the WTC attacks.
problems Instead, some hosts ome headlines of their stories
have beenl'i1ltematively airing made in response to the events
some old~r:. skits that are included "God Angcrly Clarifies
unrelated to·ahy-news. 'Don't Kill Rule.'and 'Bush Sr.

Meanwhile, some comedians Apologizes To on For Funding
are trying to do their part to Bin Laden In '80s".
raise money for charities Whilernostcomedian may not
relating to the WTC attacks. try to be as bold as the writers
Host Jay Leno had one of his at The Onion, comedians still
Harley Davidson motorcycles have notable roles to play
autographed by guests that during these difficult times.
come on the show, and has Comedy was especially
auctioned it off on Ebay along important to Americans during
with a matching truck. With World War II, and today
autographs from Arnold comedy can be bel)eficial for
Schwarzenegger, Nicole the same reasons it was back
Kidman, John Travolta, Pam then- to lift American's spirits
Anderson, Ozzy Ozbourne and while also strengthening their
many more celebrities, the patriotism.

IVI

Q. What did you thinkofhigh
school?
A. (Emphatically) I loved high

school!
Q. Did you teach anywhere

priortoOak Lawn?
A. Yes, I taught at Steger Jr.

High and I subbed at Shephard
and Richards.
Q. Why did you want to work

with adolescents?
A. I think it was because at

adolescence, students are
getting ready to become full
blown adults in society. It's
here that you have the last
chance to shape them,

Q. Have you had any
exceptional experiences at
Oak Lawn yet?
A. Seeing students trying hard

to succeed is a bonus for me. I
rea Iize that I can make a
difference.

A: The song came from the
events on 9/ I I and the
recognition of how much we
can take for granted. Our
freedom, is something that, as
American teens we've always
known, but rarely acknowledge.
Our freedom has never been
tested.

Q: What is the mo t
memorable thing that you've
ever done?

A: The most memorable thing
that I've ever done was this
past summer when I went down
to Pueblo, Mexico for a
missions trip. It was a total faith
builder, and it was great to be a
servant to the Mexican people
and to create friendships with
the people.

Q: 0, what else should we
know about Kevin West?

A: Nothing really too
special ....Be my friend?

So there you have it folks;
little facts that you now know
about Kevin. Anything else?
Go directly to the source.

Should KnowYou

face and encouraging words to
students.
Three words she used to

describe herself were, "fun,
down-to-earth, and outgoing."
These personality traits proved
to be true throughout my
interview with her.
Q. What do you teach?
A. I'm a full-time sub and SAS,

which stands for Students
Achieving Success. I help
students with schoolwork if
they need it.

Q. What was your degree
fronrcollege?
A. Certified social science. I've

loved it since I was in sixth
grade!
Q. Where did you go to

school?
A. I went to high school at

Mother McAuley, and I went
to college at Eastern.

Kevin We t
(Photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

The song writing started
sometime last year.
Q: What college and
profession are you looking
forward to?

A: I would really like to do
something with Clinical
Psychology (Counseling).
Music has always been an
integral part of my life. So that
will definitely be noating
around in there. As for college,
I will attend either Olivet
Nazarene University or Judson
College.
Q: What inspired you to write

the song that was played at the
Homecoming Pep A embly?

Mrs.Ade
(Photo by teve Peters)

There are two things you
notice when you enter Ms.
Ade's classroom on the third
noor: One, the posters all
around the room. "Don't wait
for your ship to come in; swim
out to it" is my personal
favorite; and two, her smiling

Lauren Wallace
Entertainment Editor

Someone

Karen Dee
StaffWriter

Recently, Kevin West has been
a popular figure around the
student body. While being
nominated to Homecoming
Court, he also wrote and
performed his own song at this
year's Fall Pep A sembly. It was
inspiring to all and made
everyone want to know: Who
is Kevin We t?
Q: How did it feel to be

nominated to Homecoming
Court?

A: I felt totally honored that
people thought I was qualified
I suppose. It was very cool and
quite an honor.
Q: For how long have you been

writing your own songs and
singing them?

A: Well, Idon't sing very well,
I try though. The song writing
was kind of spurred on by my
faith and that I somewhat look
at my talent as a God-given gift.
I used to use that to His glory.

Sean Banasiak
StaffWriter

I. In the opening titles, how
much does Maggie cost?
2. What type of gas does
Snake's car need to run on?
3. When working for "The
Krusty the Clown Show," what
is Bart's famous punch line?
4. What is the name ofthe gorge
that Bart wants to jump on his
skateboard?
5. What is the name of Marge's
mother?
6. When the Simpson's doorbell
keeps repeating, "Why do birds
suddenly appear?" who is able
to fix it?

7. What is the
name of Patty
and Selma's pet
reptile?
8. What is the
name of
Duffinan's theme
song and who
performs it?
9. What is "Police
Cop" Homer
Simpson's catch
line? America's favorite animated family
10. What is the name ofthe (Fox Entertainment)
monkey that works on, "The 12. What is the band director's
Krusty the Clown how," that name at pringfield Elementary?
is constantly on roller skates? 13. What university is Ralph
II. How do the purple berries going to when he grows up?
taste to Ralph Wiggum?

14. Who is Homer a "Big
Brother" for?
15. What isApu's wife's name?
16. What is Principal Skinner's
real name?
17. What was the occupation
of Homer's half-brother, Herb
Powell, before Homer wrecked
Herb's career?
18. Who are the bullies at
Springfield Elementary?
19. What does Ralph
mistakenly call Superintendent
Chalmers?
20. What is Bart's name in the
very se lect group,
SuperFriends?
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Whether it is for advice or
just a ride, siblings are there in
our lives. It is also widely
agreed upon that they are
annoying pests that get into
your business. "Siblings are
wonderful. They are always
there for you," says Len
Musielak.

"They can be pretty
annoying but they are also nice
and fun to be with," his little
sister Theresa said. Even
though brothers and sisters
may get a little annoying once
and awhile, they will forever be
an important part of our lives,
Thank goodness for siblings.

some of the closest people you
will ever have in your life. You
have grown up with them while
watch ing each other live
through good times and bad.

So, we have all heard the
stories about each other's
siblings, good or bad, but what
do we think about our own?
Jackie Puschkar says, " I just
like having Michelle (a junior)
around". '" think brothers and
sisters have their perks", says
Sam Metcalf, " But they're icky
most of the time." It is widely
agreed among people that
siblings are useful, for several
reasons.

they need love, appreciation
and something in return for all
they do."

Sonia Javrawi agreed saying,
"My parents worked really hard
so my siblings and I could have
a good future".

So go home today, give
your parents a big hug, and say
thank you for all that they do.

However, people cannot
forget to thank the rest of their
family members, like siblings.
When you think of siblings
what do you think? Annoying,
mean, pesky? Or on the flip side
are they nice and helpful.

When you break it down,
your brothers and sisters are

If it were not for them, our
school wouldn't be the same.

Just imagine walking into a
school with garbage cans full
ofgarbage, and pieces ofpaper
all over the floor. Without
custodians, our school would
be a landfill. They also fix
everything around school.
Without these improvements,
this would definitely be an
unpleasant place to be.

The saying "You don't know
what you've got until it's gone"
is truly applicable here at Oak
Lawn. Oak Lawn wouldn't be
the arne without some of the
staff. So, the next time you're
in the cafeteria remember what
all these people do each day,
and just say a simple thank you.
It may just brighten their day.

~yo-w~
adult schedules and working, but "Parents are important people,
it's even harder with children
who don't even appreciate them.
Becky Johnson recognizes her
parent's efforts, "My parents
give me rides to school in the
morning, after they have worked
long the day before." Other
teens feel parents deserve some
credit, like Sara Homerding who
said, "Our parents give us
money and rides, they do so
much for us and we never stop
to thank them."

To some teenagers parents are
just like a bank, whenever they
need money they go to them.
However, Chrissy Butcher
real izes that she needed to thank
her parents when she said,

they're ready in time for us to
eat at lunch.

Ms. Sullivan is the person who
oversees everything and makes
sure everything goes the right
way everyday. he takes care of
the ordering, the scheduling,
everyone's pay roll, as well as
making sure all the bills regarding
lunch orders are p iQ.

After we eat lunc everyone
in the lunchroom is s '11 hard at
work cleaning equipment and
dishes for about an hour after
wards. People like Ms. Sullivan
stay until 3:30 p.m. while others
are done about 1:30 p.m.

The custodians usually arrive
at school around 7 a.m. and stay
until about 3:30 p.m., sometimes
even longer. The maintenance
taff is a vital part ofour school.
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Roshni Rana & Erin lifka
StajJWriters

Have you ever thought of
what you take for granted?
Money? Your health? Your
friends? Well, what about your
...... family! Teens nowadays
never even stop to think of all
the wonderful things their
families do for them.

Teens might not think about
how much their parents do for
them, but Becky Bradford
admits, " My parents do my
laundry, clean up my mess and
whole bunch of other things.
Basically, they do a lot for me."

Parents have a hard time
just maintaining their busy

Anna Polowin
StajJwriter

While many of us are still
sleeping there are people
already at school getting ready
for the day. The person that
many ofus probably never hear
about is the cook, She's UJere
at 6: 15 every morning to
prepare break fast and soon
after to start prep work for
lunch.

A diverse amount of
activities goes on behind the
scenes in the kitchen. These
are the meaningful episodes
that students hardly ever
notice. Everyday the soups
are made from scratch, which
means the cook has to start
preparing them early, so

Swee::t fl 0111£/ C
laire McGraw

StajJWriler

Around Thanksgiving and
the holidays, we stop to be
thankful for what we have. We
also think about the things we
take for granted. However,
many people don't realize that
they take their own city for
granted.

Not many people live far
from a mall, and there are tons
ofmalls around Chicago. Any
one can shop in hundreds of
different stores for whatever
they need, or grab a bite to eat.

Adrienne Thurzo said, "When
you're hungry, it's no big deal
because there's always a fast food
place nearby."

There are theaters scattered all
over playing the latest flicks.
Want something a bit more ac
tive? Try cosmic bowling or
maybe miniature golf. There are
also many parks and pools around
Oak Lawn for all types ofsports
lovers.

Don't like any ofthose sugges
tions? Chicago is just a twenty
minute drive away, or just a ride
on the el. There one can check

out anyone of the numerous
museums. Don't have any
money? There's a free zoo!
Charlie Karczewski agrees say
ing, "Lincoln Park Zoo is awe
some."

Alan Dodaro pointed how
great Lake Michigan is when he
said, '" just love visiting Lake
Michigan; it sure is a great
lake!" While visting this great
lake, check out Navy Pier and
ride the giant ferris wheel.

New York may have Broad
way but we get to preview great
shows like "The Producers"

before anyone else. Don't for
get about all the parades and
festivals like "The Taste of hi
cago." Amanda Kramer loves
the Taste because, "It allows
you to experience a wide vari
ety of foods."

For all you adventu~s, I
have two words: Great America.
This exciting park has more
thrilling rides than Disney
World, and it is a lot closer too!
Tina Derencius says, "Roller
Coasters are so much fun! I
could live at Great America!"

However, the best part ofliv-

ing in the Midwest would be
the seasons. We have the best
ofboth . We can walk around in
shorts and swim all summer, and
then bundle up in great fall fash
ions. Then in a few months we
can go sledding or ice skating.
What more can you ask for?

So the next time you're sit
ting around with nothing to do,
stop and think about what a
great town Chicago is. The truth
is, we are extremely lucky to live
where we do. After all, we have
a lot more to be thankful for than
just a Wal-Mart.

Kelly Cunneen
Feature Editor

I f everyone looks deep
within themselves, they can
remember a time when they
"rode the bench". Most
people think of this as an
embarrasing time in their lives.
However, benchwarmers are a
very vital part to all sports
teams. Without that great
bench, a team will never be
champions. So in this issue,
when we are giving thanks to

those who go unappreciated, the
Spartanite is saying a well de
served thank you to all the
benchwarmers out there.

The phrase "A team is only as
strong as its bench" is extremely
true. Take for example the only
team ever to win state at Oak
Lawn, the 1994 boys volleyball
team. Coach Surma said that this
accomplishment would have
never been possible without her
hard working bench.

Five players on this team never
set foot on the court throughout

the whole season. However,
these five guys were just as re
sponsible for the championship
as the starters. They came to
practice every single day to play
against the stilrters. By doing
this, they made those starters
strong enough to beat the best
in the state.

Seven years later, no one re
members exactly who the start
ing six on the team were, but
everyone remembers the whole
team. All the boys earned state
medallions. The whole team's

picture is hanging up in our
schoooi. So in fact, those who
never played were just as impor
tant as those who did.

Coaches are not the only
ones who notice the hard work
and dedication that the
benchwarmers have. Michelle
Williams, who has been a starter
on the varsity softball 'team
wants to thank all the
benchwarmers.

Without their support and
hard work at practice, Michelle
knows that the team would not

have won as many games. She
recognizes the fact that these
girls go to practice everyday
even if they haven't played in
an actual game all year long.

Someone once said that the
hardest position to play is the
bench, because it's the hardest
to get off. However, ifyou keep
working hard, who knows? So
to everyone who is a
benchwarmer, keep trying to get
offthat bench. You never know
when your day to shine will
come.
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Sarah Lee
StajJWriter

"From every mountainside let
freedom ring." Freedom is
someth ing that we, as
Americans, pride ourselves on.
It is an established part of our
lives as human beings. There
are so many freedoms that we
have the luxury to experience;
Mark Twain was quoted as
saying, "It is by pure goodness
that in our country we have
those three unspeakably
precious things: freedom of
speech, freedom ofconscience,

and the prudence never to
practice either of them."

Since we have been
considered free for so long, the
reality ofour freedom has never
really existed in the minds of
Americans. We all value our
freedom on many different
levels, but have we ever really
stopped to consider if we just
take it for granted?

To many, our freedom means
privacy, safety, and respect.
We have all ofthat and so much
more, and yet, no one ever
questions the terms of our
freedom. Many times we don't

even realize how important it
is. According to the article
"Aunts and Arranged
Marriages in India," almost all
of the marriages that are
celebrated have been arranged.
They believe that marriage
comes first and then love is
second. These people don't
have the freedom to choose
whom they will spend the rest
of their lives with. Think about
it: we have an endless amount
of time to find that one "special"
person, and even then, if it
doesn't work out, we aren't
obligated to stay in a

relationship with him/her. We
are able to choose what we do,
and 0 ften than not, without
anyone telling us what to do.

Benjamin Franklin once said,
"Those who would give up
essential liberty to purchase a
little temporary safety deserve
neither liberty nor safety." We
all enjoy the fact that we have
our freedom and don't have to
go through what many other
countries do. We have had our
freedom for so long that we
wouldn't know what to do if it
were taken away from us. Even
still, knowing this, Americans

don't seem to appreciate the fact
that we are free. Many times, it
feels like we don't value our
freedom enough, for this simple
reason, freedom has always
been there. John F. Kennedy
was quoted as saying "Let
every nation know, whether it
wishes us well or ill, that we
shall pay any price, bear any
burden, meet any hardship,
support any friend, oppose any
foe, to assure the survival and
success ofliberty." Let us stand
united.

J-ISA S7Vc.HL'I
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for GvCtAltt~,..-III!!!I!III------- We don't seriously think down, and we've actually been
Sheena Simon about how much we take po- saved by someone who didn't
StajJWriter lice and also our firemen for even know us. It's their job, and

Many people today don't ac- it can be intense. To be a fire-
knowledge the significance of man, you have to have the heart
our rescue workers. We don't for the job, and you have to
really know exactly all of the meet the mental and physical
consequences that come with standards. To have the cour-
their job and how they have to age to run into a sweltering 1200
deal with a lot ofcircumstances degree home is phenomenal.
and situations that the average The tragedy on September
student would not want to be II, 200 I is proof that rescue
around. Police officers in Oak workers really are heroes. Try-
Lawn and throughout the ing to protect and save other
United States put their lives on people is their job. If anything
the line every day, and we don't remotely close to the World
even realize it. According to Trade Center tragedy were to
police officer Tom Simon, happen here in Chicago, the
"When there are shots fired, or same heroes, our firemen and
there is corruption, other people policemen, would be the ones
run from it while police go to- putting their lives on the line for
wards it." It would be an enor- granted until we are aided by complete strangers.
mous detriment to our town and them directly. We don't think
country not to have these of our I al firemen as heroes
people. until ou house has burned

\ ... "' .. -

Val Olson
Feature Editor
There is a six-letter word that

can make a world of difference
in someone's life. Friend. The
dictionary defines a friend as a
person who favors and
supports. I think it's the little
things that our friends do that
make us so unbelievably lucky
to have them in our lives. When
writing this article, I thought of
some ofthe wonderful things my
friends have done for me, and
asked other students to share
their stories.

Friendship is the nights when
you're upset and the two ofyou
jump into puddles after the
rainstorm like you used to when
you were Iittle kids. It's the
unexpected favorite candy bar
left in your locker just to
brighten your day a little bit. It's
the freshly-baked "feel good"
cookies that magically make you
feel better because she took the
time to make them. It's the lime

Jello shaped into the letters of
your name because lime Jello is
your favorite. It's the late
nights on the phone catching
up. It's the messages written
on the back of school pictures
that make you want to cry. It's
the hours spent to make his
going away gift just perfect.

Friendship is having a
companion to walk to zero hour
with because she wakes up an
hour early every morning for
you. It's the unexpected
concert or vacation that she
surprises you with. It's the
knowledge that there is
someone who will stick up for
you. It's the surprise party
when you thought everyone
had forgotten your birthday.

It's the stories that you've
lived. It's the late night drives.
It's the beliefthat he will dance
at your wedding. It's the trips
you dream of taking together
after you graduate from high
school. It's the smile that
comes to your face every time

you hear a certain song on the
radio. It's looking back at old
pictures and remembering how
things were "back in the day."
It's realizing how much you've
grown and learned from each
other. It's the special word to
describe one's feeling because
"love" is simply not enough.

Friendship means so many
things to each of us, but the
common reaction that I got from
people while writing this article
was that we don't realize how
many special little things have
made our days until we are
asked what we value most about
our friends.

Compiled by Adrienne Thurzo
StajJWriter

"There are many things that I believe I taRe for granted including
friends, family, time, and money. 1really don't thinR that I taRe one
thing for granted more than the other, but I thinR that I taRe these
things for granted because they are things that I have always had.
The sad thing is that a lot of times it taRes a death or a loss to really
realize what you have." -Joshua Lopez (Freshman)

"I taRe for granted hearing because it is something that I was
bom with. I can't thinR of my life being the same if I couldn't talR
on the phone or listen to music. To me it would be so difficult to
live in a workf ofsilence. I really thinR that people who are hearing
impaired are very strong and Inspirational."
-ChriJtina Derenclus (Senior)

"If I had to plcR one thing that I taRe for granted it would prob
ably be my mother. My mom does so much for me and without
her I would be lost. Sometimes I tend to forget how helpful she
really Is." -Guinevere Grana (Sophomore)

"I thlnR that I taRe being able to touch and hold people for
granted. When you are able to reach out and touch someone it
can bring feelings of joy, comfort, and safety. On September 11,
when the horrible attocR had occurred, 0111 wanted to do was go

home and hold my mother and sister so that I Rnew we were all
safe together. Not having them with me really bothered me
because I was not able to reach out and touch them.II

-Adam Lorenz (Junior)
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The Error of Comedies
By 'fIutumn 03men£ki

Thllrll i£ en errey of rlld end gold
In thll trllll£ eround thll fillid.

ThllY twi£t end blow,
Within thll brllllzll

Thet oneil wermlld thll eir.
I rll£t on e bllneh,

611tting my troublll£ fedll ewey.
Thll fell ing IlleVll£

t1evll erlletlld e pedding on thll gre3£.
My 3tllP3 erll3illlntto enothllr'£ ller.

Thll eloud£ grow hllevy
'find e light rein bllgin3.

Thll wind eeU£Il£ e Illef to fell,
It lend£ gllntly upon my knllll.
My lifll willllvllntuelly fedll,

'find I hOPll it will provll to bll e£ blleutiful
'fI3 thet erim30n eutumn Illef.
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ystem ora Down and lipknot

the crowd when they opened
up with Prison Song, the first
track of their new sophomore
album, Toxicity. The co
headliners popular tunes such
as Sugar and hop Suey were
some crowd favorites. During
each song, a video screen
behind the stage added a great
effect with electrifying graphics
and intense scenes.

Finally, a black curtain came
down over the stage and the
lights went ofT. Drum beats and
guitar echoes could be heard as
the crowd and I all waited
anxiously for' 'the other co
headliner of 't~is event,
Slipknot. The nin\. members
gave an intensely energetic
perfonnance that got the crowd
going absolutely crazy. Smoke,
strobe lights, and falling
artificial snow made the set of
the stage look amazing.

Later into the act, the drummer
Joey, who was on a round
platform spinning in circles,
broke into a solo act. All of a
sudden, the platform started to
rise as it leaned forward, making
the crowd stare in amazement
as he was spinning on its side.

The night was almost over
when Slipknotleflthe stage and
then came back out for a desired
encore. They played some of
their most famous songs
including" pit It Out", and
"Surfacing" which ended the
awesome night. Overall, this
years Pledge ofAlliegance was
the best concert I have ever
attended.

Amber Marie Douglass
StajJWriter

Pledge of Allegiance
Tout: 100 I

Oct. 9, 200 I: Tuesday night,
fans starte'd to pi Ie into the
Allstate Arena in Rosemont
Illinois, as the Pledge of
AIlegiance Tour 200 I was about
to begin. As the lights went out,
the first band to play was
American Head Charge. Their
new album The War ofArt has
head-bangin' tracks such as
Violent Reaction and All
Wrapped Up. They were played
well but had a short set of only
25 minutes.
Next, came the local band No

One. They stormed the stage
with songs such as Cut Down
on Me and Nothing. Their
intense performance and
awesome sound erupted mosh
pits in the crowd especially
during their song Chemical. I
was lucky enough to have a
friend of mine, who is a street
team leader for No One,
introduce me to the band
members and get me their
autographs.
The German band Rammstein,

known for their song Du Hast,
carne up next. Their perfonnance
and pyrotechnics during their
set were awesome. I was so
close to the stage that I could
feel the heal from the fire that
surrounded them. Rammstein
has been around for a while and
their new album, MUller, is in
stores now.

Anyone care for System of a
Down? Well I do, and so did

GrantSuhs
StaffWriter

Last issue, I promised we'd
look at some of the so-called
"comedies" coming out of
Hollywood. Well, to be brutally
honest, there's not much to look
at. Sure, I laughed at the
American Pies, just like
everyone else. However, even
they didn't have much meat, or
artistry, compared to the
comedies ofway back when. In
tenns ofmeat, look at it this way.
A classic comedy like The
Producers would be prime rib.
Dude Where~' My Car? would
be Taco Bell someone dropped

on the floor. The problem is
comedies, like many other kinds
of movies, aren't really an art
anymore. It used to be that a
movie had one author, director,
and producer. All the classic
movies were made this way:
Citizen Kane. Casablanca, etc.
Now, committees or focus
groups make the whole film.
These focus groups aren't
especially interested in artistic
The best example would be
(let's come right out and say it)
flatulence. Ever notice that
many of today's movies have
so many (insert bodily function
here) jokes? Trust me, it's not
because every screenwriter in
America suddenly decided that

Most modern comedies can not compare to past classics.

flatulence is an artistically right, just watch Dogma or
workable comedic device. It's Planes, Trains. and
because these movie-making Automobiles. But usually it's
committees wanted to pander handled with about as much
to an immature audience, which sense of hilmor as ex-Vice-
surprisingly, seems to have the President AI Gore hasThe point
most money. Sure, scatologica~ is, the "movie by focus group,"
humor can be absolutely method only works when it
wonderful when it's handled comes to raking in the cheese,

not when it comes to making
quality movies. Of course, I'm
willing to make some
suggestions. Here goes. Start
watching some better
comedies, ones that require
some thinking and/or an
attention span. This is my list
of films that I, as well as many
critics, think are worthwhile:
anything involving Monty
Python, Sleeper, Love and
Death. Take the Money and
Run.AnnieHall.
Deconstructing Harry (all by
Woody Allen, Spaceballs.
Blazing Saddles, and The
Producers (all by Mel Brooks),
and A Fish Called Wanda.
That's probably a good start. .
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Varsity Football finishes season with pride

Coach's Comer:
ArtPanka

echelon teams, and Coach
Panka has set up a
comprehensive speed and
strength training program that
all Spartan football players
must follow in order to play
next year. By following Coach
Panka's offseason workout
program and playing with as
much pride as this year's
seniors played, next year's
varsity football team should
experience success.

proficient team. Brad Scaduto,
the sophomore's leading
scorer, has exemplified the
Spartan's offense while the
entire defensive unit has been
very consistent. The
sophomores have won games,
because their defense has
stopped teams and therefore
allowed the offense to put
points on the board. Ed
Tomasik, playing both tight
end and linebacker has been
a difference maker on both
sides of the ball.

Shane Burke, a freshman
playing fullback and
linebacker for the
sophomores, has been a
strong contributor on. this
team.

The sophomores had a
rough start due to some
mental mistakes and began
the season with an 0-2 record.
Since then, however, the
Spartans have bounced back
drastically.

The 2002 varsity team has
a bright future ahead of them.
Coach Wargin commented,
"These kids are prepared for
varsity and with weight
training and speed training,
they'll be a great asset to the
varsity team."

sacking quarterbacks. Mo
Ramadan and Matt Wagner also
had standout years being the
primary targets in the Spartans'
passing-oriented offense. The
great pride these seniors had kept
them fighting all season long.

This season was a learning
experience for the Spartans, and
the underclassmen now know
what they need to do to be
successful in the future. The
Spartans must become stronger
and faster to compete with upper-

GrantArthur leads the Spartan attack. (photo by Steve Peters)

\\

success
Wagner, is a key element in the
success of this offense.

Another key player is Rich
Krolikowski who is a double
threat, playing both wide receiver
and linebacker. In addition to
their productive offense, the
freshmen are able to get the job
done on defense as well. Their
20-0 shutout of Argo is a prime
example of this tough defense.

leader in touchdowns scored.
He scored touchdowns by
passing, running, and
returning kicks.

In addition to these juniors,
a number of sophomores also
moved up to varsity and made
an impact. Joe Exline, Jordan
Trotto, Steve Trotto, and
Adam Probst all gained
valuable experience by playing
varsity football as
sophomores.

Underclassmen weren't the
only Spartans doing their part
this year, as a number of
seniors played with great pride
throughout the season.
Playing through losses isn't
an easy thing to do, but these
seniors managed to stick it out
doing their best every game
and never backing down from
any team. The senior-led
defense played tough all year.
Vran Ramadani continued
hitting opponents game in and
game out even while playing
with a broken arm. Defensive
tackles Nick Kackert and Rob
Petersen had impressive
seaso~s manhandling
opposing offensive lines and

FroshiSoph Football finds
Bill B1aetler
StaflWriter

The freshman and
sophomore football teams
have shown to be primary
contenders in the SICA Orange
this season. Both teams
contended for the conference
championship. The freshmen
finished 5-4 overall, and the
sophomores finished 6-3
overall and second in
conference.

Brad Scaduto carries the Spartans past the Oak Forest defense.
(photo by Steve Peters)

The freshmen feature a Coach Mayer has attributed much
high-powered offense which of the success of the team to the
has produced 12 offensive addition of Coach Gryzelak who
touchdowns through seven has helped out a lot.
games. The offensive line, led The sophomores have taken
by Jon Wallace and Matt great strides in becoming a

with every team they faced. The
losses of starting running back
Grant Arthur, quarterback Matt
Grein, and linemen Joe
Shelpman and John Huish were
tough losses for the Spartans.
However, a number of
underclassmen stepped up and
did their best to replace these
key senior players.

Juniors Joe Norris, Dennis
Sui it, and Matt Arthur all
stepped up to compensate for
the loss ofGrant Arthur. All of
t~se men proved they are
capable of being big-time
scoring threats and will be even
better their senior year. Joe
Norris finished as the team's

Coach Panka (photo By
Laura Dahlstrom)

better people as a result of
football and what it teaches.

What other sports do you
like besides football?
I have coached varsity
basketball and baseball in the
past. I was a head track coach
for eight years also.

What can we look forward
to in the future ofthe football
program?

A solid program that will
develop into a tradition of
smart, strong, and aggressive
players. A team that the
community and school will
take pride in and a winning
program.

What do you think makes
a good football player?

Mental toughness,
dedication, and 'pain
tolerance (knowing the
difference between an "owie"
and an injury.)

What do you love most
about coaching?

The development of
relationships. Being around
outstanding coaches and
players who come back after
they have graduated and see
how they have become
leaders in society.

Art Panka has just finished
his first full season as head
coach of the Spartans varsity
football team. He has formerly
coached at Batavia High
School, and was a player at
Reavis when they won the
state championship in 1982.

However, Coach Panka is
now an Oak Lawn Spartan
and is doing a good job
getting the Spartan football
program back on track. The
following is an interview with
Coach Panka that should help
the school get to know him.

Mike Martinez
Sports Editor

How was your experience
as a player?

To be a part of a solid
tradition where the town
comes out to every game, and
on top of it, to play alongside
friends and win back to back
conference championships
and a state championship is
something you remember for
the rest of your life.

When and how did you
decide to become a coach?

I knew I always wanted to
be a part of the greatest sport
on Earth after an injury in
college ended my ability to
play. My chance to work
besides former Stagg and
Deerfield coach Jamie
Harrington really fueled my
passion to coach.

What are your greatest
accomplishments as a coach?

To be able to say I've had
the opportunity to work with
great coaches and
outstanding young men from
all socio-economic levels,
races, and home situations,
and to see them all become

Mike Martinez
Sports Editor

It's been a long, challenging
season for the Oak Lawn
Spartans' varsity football team,
and now that it is finished the
Spartans can begin working
towards next season. The
Spartans finished with a losing
record, but despite the losses a
number of positives were
apparent throughout the
season.

The Spartans handled
adversity well, and refused to
roll over and die. The team
continued to fight hard, and
found new ways to compete
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Frosh/soph tennis chalks up another conference win

Varsity golfhitting for the green

only two freshmen who
competed in the tournament
and finished their first year with
a 9-0 record and 1st place
victory in Conference.

As the girls played the two
days of conference, Coach
Sampson, Miriam Bernal,
Colleen Fogarty, Roshni Rana,
Nicole Richardson, and
Melissa Lopez watched their
team and contributed to their
win by cheering them on.

With Conference under their
belts, the 200 I tennis team
would appear to have earned a
break, however, most of the
team will continue to train in th~

off-season.

.:~
-~/, \""'1

~Ylir
The five boys' performances

made a fine finish to a great
season. The team of2002 looks
to have even a better season
because many juniors will be
returning with good experience
gained this year.

~~,~
to, and securi ng an overa II
record of 17-7.

Showing unexpectedly
strong success were the 2nd and
3rd doubles teams. Monica
Zavala and Erlinda Garcia play
ing at 2nd doubles destroyed
any thoughts that they
wouldn't do well with an over
all record of22-5.

At 3 rd doubles, Giul ia
Calafiore and Jenna Harper fin
ished the season undefeated in
conference with an overall
record of 15-8.

"It was heart-breaking when
they lost in conference," said
Lawson referrcing to the 3 rd

doubles team. "They just
worked so hard."

With the girls' season now
over, any unfulfilled aspirations
for this year must wait until next
season. However, if this team
continues with the focus they
had during the season, they will
undoubtedly be out training
hard in the off-season prepar
ing to come back next year with
every ounce of determination,
focus and skill they had this
year.

Joel Alford lines up a perfect shot.
(photo by Steve Peters)

Rounding out the team at 3rd

doubles was Carla Gunderson
and Sam Metcalf. They were the

This year five golfers from
Oak Lawn went on to Regional
play, where they performed very
well. . They were Don
Hackstock, Kevin Dertz, Jason
Swiatek, Joel Alford, and Scott
Orban.

strength, and skill. Meena Babu
and Sandy Montoya finished
their overall season at State
with a tough last match, (set
scores being 2-6,6-4, 5-7) con
sidered by some to be one of
the best matches they played all
season.

"These two had such a great
year," Coach Lawson had to
say. It was quite evident that
the two did have a great year.
Finishing the season with an
overall record of23-3, the girls
also won the Lemont Tourna
ment, were undefeated in con
ference, and seeded extremely
well at sectionals.

The first doubles team wasn't
the only winners of the year.
Laura Perez, at first singles also
had a good year.

"We really struggled at some
ofour meets, but when the time
came, [the end of the season]
we really picked it up and came
through," Meena Babu said
about the team. Debbie
Zwirkoski at 2nd Singles exhib
ited just what Meena had said
by taking 2nd place at confer
ence, defeating two othel"'play
ers who she had previously lost

and Becky Puhr. They too were
9-0 and are 200 I Conference
champs.

only at OLCHS that they not
only showed, but proved to
themselves their dedication,

At the conference meet, three
varsity members obtained all
conference honors. They were
Don Hackstock, Kevin Dertz,
and Jason Swiatek.

On the frosh/soph level, the
boys finished the season with
a 4-1 record. The makeup of
the team is mostly freshmen, so
their chances for next year's
team being strong are very
good.

Freshman Patrick
Prendergast received all
con ference honors at the
conference meet helping lead
his team to a second place
finish. The overall talent of the
frosh/soph team is very
remarkable and could develop
into a great varsity level team.

State-qualifer Meena Babu practices her
ground-strokes. (photo by Steve Peters)

second, with a score of 3-2,
when play was suspended on
account of rain. The next day
started with Emily winning her
first two matches and losing her
last, which earned her 2nd place
in Conference.

Jamie Hojek, at second
singles, also won 2 out of 3
matched' letting her walk away
with 2n place as well.

Leading the doubles teams
were I st doubles players
Nichole Showan and Joyce
Manchen. Nichole and Joyce
beat out Reavis and Argo to
earn a I st place ribbon. This
also clinched their perfect
season at 9-0.

Continuing with the
undefeated trend was 2nd

doubles team of Robin Johnson

cure a team first place victory.
While the team proved they

could win at home, it wasn't

they would have won
conference this year. Coach
Moonier also brought up the
fact that the team is mostly
made up ofjuniors, who, during
their freshman season, won
frosh/soph conference. If these
boys practice diligently over the
summer and take advantage of
the opportunities Stony Creek
provides to Oak Lawn golfers,
they believe they can once
again be conference champs.
The varsity finished with an
ov'erall record of3-5 this season.

A notable outstanding
varsity performance this season
was shown by Scott Orban. He
shot 3 over par with a score of
36 against Richards. It was the
lowest varsity score of the year.

Sophomore Guin Grana returns with
a defensive lob. (Photo by Steve Peters)

Varsity girls tennis aces season

Sam Metcalf
StaffWriter

John Ciciora
Sports Editor

For the past three and a half
months the frosh/soph tennis
team has been giving up their
Saturdays, days off, and hours
of sleep in preparation for the
200 I tennis season. They have
had countless practices and
played many matches in
preparation for their most
important two-day tournament:
tennis conference.

On Friday the 5th, school
ended early for the tennis team
as they traveled to Richards
High School for the first round
of Conference. Emily Goetz,
lead ing the team at the 1st

singles position, won her first
set and was ahead in the

The fall 200 I season for both
the varsity and frosh/soph golf
teams proved to be very
exciting and successful. Both
teams finished second overall
at the conference meet. The
varsity team only missed first
place by one point. Fortunately,
the team is only losing two
seniors, Joel Alford and Marty
Hamilton, so hopefully the 2002
varsity golf team can capture a
conference championship.

Coach David Moonier
mentillned that the absence of
an injured player, Jeff
Fitzgibbons, might have made
a difference in whether or not

Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

What happens when you are
faced with an immense chal
lenge, one seemingly so big that
it seems impossible? Well, if
you are the Oak Lawn Varsity
Girls Tennis team, you rise to
that challenge, as the girls so
plainly showed at their own
tournament.

Considered by many the
toughest of the season, the
OLCHS Invitational pitted
schools Chicago Christian,
Morgan Park Academy,
Richards, T.F. South,
Thornridge and Eisenhower
along with OLCHS in a double
elimination tournament. While
the OLCHS tournament is held
every year, it was a glorious
surprise that the girls stole first
place from all the other schools
attending.

"It was a big urprise, I'm re
ally happy and proud of the
girls," varsity tennis Coach
Lawson had to say. Ofthe start
ers, six of the eight defeated all
other teams to take first. place
home for themselves, and se-



The Spartans serve up a winning point (photo by Steve Peters)

for us," explained Coach Surma.
Two players that stood out

were Jenny Laverty and Brianne
Queen. They excelled in their
performance and worked hard.
One key highlight of the season
was the girls' second place
finish in the Maria Tournament.
They advanced to the finals,
but lost that match. Coach
Surma expects that these girls
will continue to improve next
year.

Both teams this year
improved their skills and gained
a great deal of experience. The
future varsity squads look very
promising.

their second place finish in the
Oak Lawn Invitational. The
team advanced to the finals, but
was defeated in a showdown
with Queen of Peace.

However, Coach McNamara
wasn't disappointed with the
team's showing. "Afier that, the
girls really fared well in
tournament play. They played
hard and were always a top
team, which is something
they've never done before."

Though the freshman team
did not fare as well as the
sophomore team, they still
showed much improvement
throughout the season. "This
year was a. learning experience

Andrew Coate
StaffWriter

The sophomore team
finished strong, winning the
conference title for the second
consecutive season and
finishing with a record of 10-0.
The team also posted an
overall record of 20-6 for the
season.

"I always have very high
expectations of the girls, but
they worked extremely hard this
year to try and meet them,"
Coach McNamara said.

The turning point in the Lady
Spartans' successful season,
according to the coach, was
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Frosh/Soph Volleyball serves a victorious season

Spartan Swimmers succeed at both levels

Katie Wantiez dives into the race. (photo by Rachel Laylo)

The Spartans work on their backstroke. (Photo by Rachel Laylo)

spectacular swim was given by
first place swimmer Amanda
Duer in the 100m breaststroke,
just seconds away from her
previous record of I: 13 :94.
Second place finishers include
Mal Pluciennik in the 500m
freestyle and Val Guzzo in the
individual medley.

The girls' swim team's next
battle is at Sectionals on
November JOlh. They will
compete for an opportunity to
qualify to the state meet or
swim for a last personal goal.

"We can win the races with
our toR.swimmers, but it's more
than j~t that. It's the support
ofthe s~Qnd swimmers to keep
up the leve" that we need at
conference," believes Malak.
Having an equal shot, Oak
Lawn took 2nd in the "3-team
race" to Richards. An excellent
performance was given by the
first place 200m freestyle relay
of Larsen, Purdy, Pluciennik,
and Wantiez. On Saturday, the
girls broke the varsity record
with a time of 1:52. Another

overall and the recent defeat
over Eisenhower, the girls are
staying focused and having
fun. "When their heads are in
the water, that's it. They work
hard ...even though it demands
so much," says Coach Malak.

With an increase of yardage
during practices, there is a
positive response with peaking
performance times. Namely,
Amanda Duer, sophomore,
helps to lead the team. Breaking
the 6 year-old record for the
100m breaststroke, Duer
recently broke her own record
as well. Also contributing
above and beyond include
juniors Dana Larsen and Erica
Purdy, and freshman Val Guzzo.

The team's motivation is
constant from the lanes and on
deck. Both senior captains Liz
Lemrise and Mallory Pluciennik
contribute a great deal. Their
sense of off-season
commitment, leadership, and
experience help to bring the
team to the level they need for
conference.

Pluciennik stated, "Our times
are getting better, and when the
team pulls together, we have the
best chance."

Grassano.
This past Saturday, the JV

swim team took 2nd place at
conference. First place finishers
include Jamie Grassano in the
100m backstroke; the 400m
freestyle relay of Grassano,
Singer, Sweiss, Bertucci; Majd
Sweiss in the 100m
breaststroke. Finishing close
in 2nd were Katie Hayes in the
100m breaststroke; Jordan
Singer in the 50m freestyle.

Hopes were high on the
varsity level. With a 5-4 record

Amy Zero
StaffWriter

With the fall sports season
coming to an end, the girls'
swim team is on a winning
streak. Racking up another
victory against Eisenhower on
October 10, the JV team is now
holding three conference wins.
Many girls have made quite an
improvement in their times.

Sophomores leading the
team include Angie Bertucci,
Katie Hayes, and Jamie

Boys' Cross Country's young runners step up

. The frosh/soph boys celebrate a great finish. (photo courtesy of Laura Mottl)

DaveVognar
StaffWriter

The Oak Lawn Spartan
varsity boys cross-country
team knows well that the
exhausting run they practice
and compete in can take a toll
on the body. After the first
weeks of the new season, the
injury-plagued team ran with a
1-3 record, partly due to the
injury ofNick Spatafore, one of
last year's conference entries,
and freshman David Sexton's
brush with illness.

Spatafore was sidelined with
a sprained ankle, and his return
date was uncertain. With the
absence of its captain, the team
somewhat stumbled, but did not
fall into a losing spell. It instead
overcame the temporary
dilemma and darted into the
conference meet Saturday,
October 13 lh.

Before Spatafore's injury spell,
the team displayed a glimpse of
how good it really could be,
barring health problems. At one
particular meet against
Romeoville and Reavis, the first
three finishers ofthe entire race
were Jeremy Prendergast, David

Sexton, and Nick Spatafore, all

Spartan runners in front.
One week following his

injury, Spatafore was back and
ready to run alongside
Prendergast, who took over the
role of captain in Spatafore's
stead. In the frrst race back with
the full squad, Prendergast
finished first overall, followed

by Justin Lopez, Sexton, and
Spatafore just like the
Romeoville-Reavis meet.

Both the varsity and frosh!
soph team~ competed very well
at the conference meet at
Bullfrog. Varsity came home
with a third place finish, and
frosh!soph took second. Also

Prendergast and Sexton earned
all-conference honors.

At the Reavis Regional three
varsity runners ran well enough
to qualify themselves for the
sectional meet at Rich East.
They were Spatafore, Justin
Lopez, and Prendergast.
Prendergast took fourth in the
meet overall to earn himself an
IHSA medal. Sexton was injured
and could not run in the
Regional meet.

Both the varsity team and the
frosh!soph team can credit their
success to that good old
American style ofhard work. It
is seldom that the entire team is
not practicing running long
distances throughout the
streets of Oak Lawn,or
strengthening in the hilly forest
preserves. Their tale proves
once again the old adage that
hard work pays off in the "long
run."
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Varsity Volleyball spikes an easy championship
an honorable mention. All of
the girls on the team worked
hard and contributed to the
team's successes.

The Spartans racked up very
impressive statistics this
season. Sam ynowiecki leads
the team with 245 kills. Susie
Cusick takes charge
defensively with 186 digs.

Varsity oach Mary Kay
Nichols is very positive about
the girls' season, saying, "Thi
is a very dedicated, talented
team, that commited 100% effort
to being successful."

Debbie Zwirkoski
StaffWriter

tournament team. Dana
Sullivan, a junior on the team,
states, "We have a lot of

The girls' varsity volleyball physical ability and mental
team was serious about focus this season. I think that
success, and continued to we work together well and have
show great ability through a lot of potential as a team."
Regional play. They made it all Looking at their overall
the way to the Regional record of 22-10, it's clear that
championship game losing to the rest of the partans agree.
Lemont with a tough fight. They have crushed tough rivals
Individually they hined, as a such as Richards, Argo,
team they triumphed. With a 22- Bolingbrook, and Reavis.
10 record, 9-1 in conference, All-conference players
they ea ily clenched the include seniors Sam
conference title once again. Synowiecki, all-round; Karissa

In the Tinley Park tournament Murray, all-around; Susie
on September 29'\ the team took Cusick, for defense; and junior,
second place, with Sam Sarah McKinney for hitting.
Synowiecki, Dana Sullivan, and Starting sophomore, Robin h M Ki t h' (Ph b
Karissa Murray on the all- M&misovski, a setter, received ara c nney passes 0pset uP)t e pomt. oto y teve

eter

fi) Varsity and Frosh/Soph Soccer score big fi)
placed second in conference.

The strong showing by both
the freshman and varsity teams
is a sign that the future is bright
for the Oak Lawn boys soccer
program. Many talented Oak
Lawn boys earned for
themselves impressive
statistics and valuable game
experience. Maybe the young
talent and learned determination
will be able to outplay Argo in
the 2002 season to take the
conference title from the
Argonauts.

Joel Ilui h, goaltender on the
freshman team said, "We
played an excellent game out
there, with the intensity needed
to play in a muddy and flooded
field. Our season is over,
because we don't go to state
championship playoffs, only
varsity. Our ending season
could have been better. I
originally thought our team's
capability could get us into 8
I-I in con ference." The
freshman boys record in
conference was 7-2-1. The team

Fro hi oph

but it was stopped by a diving
Argonaut goalie. During the
second half, Argonaut player
Adrian Contreras scored the
winning goal for the
Argonauts.

Before the game, Coach Stow
knew that the team was good
enough to win the game. After
the game he thought that the
team let this one get away. Stow
said, "This is one of the best
seasons for both the varsity
and frosh/soph. They both got
second place in conference, and
played well during the season."

all-conference players. They
are Mark DiGrazia, Jim Borskie,
Scott Kreydych, Charlie Duer,
and Jeff Anderson.

On October II th the Varsity
team was defeated by the
Argonauts 1-0 in a SICA North
battle. The team started with
high hopes of avenging a
previous loss. The team's best
scoring chance came when
Mark DiGrazia's shot hit the
goal post. It was then
rebounded by Alex Griff. He
was in line of a perfect shot,

Jeff Caster
StaffWriter

This year has been one of
the best years of soccer for the
Oak Lawn boys' soccer team.
Oak Lawn now currently has an
outstanding overall record of
11-6-1, and 6-4 in conference.
Before the season, the team
thought these numbers would
allow them to be at last year's
record. The team succeeded in
finishing second in their
conference. There were also 5

On Friday, October 12th the
frosh/soph boys' soccer team
played Bolingbrook and won 5
4. It was a close game, and a
wet one. Rob Fantozzi thought,
"It was a hard game because of
the wet fields. When the players
from Bolingbrook shot, and was
blocked by goaltender Joel
Huish, the ball was hit into a
puddle of water. The other team
got to it before we could."

With 30 seconds left in the
game Bolingbrook ended up
giving the Spartans a hard
earned victory.

Oak Lawn's Alex Griffaccepts the pass. Pat Fisher(13) races down the field at ectionals against tagg.
(photo by Steve Peters) (Photo by tevc Petcrs)

Girls ' X-Country crushes conference competition
Suzie Campbell
StaffWriter

The girls' cross-country team
has done exceptionally well this
season. They have held a
perfect record of 8-0 for duel
meets. They have also had
numerous outstanding
performances at invitationals.
Cassie Gonzales, senior, did
very well at the Rich East invite.
She finished with a time of 16: II
and was a medal winner along
with Becky Annen, Kelly
Cunneen, Laura Mottl, and
Melissa torm.

Mottl and Cunneen, both
seniors, did very well at their
home invite, the Spartan

Classic, despite the cold and the third consecutive year.
rainy weather. Both girls got The varsity team also took
their own personal records with ISI place, with 26 points, at
the times of 16:18 and 16:57. Conference. They had 6 All
They led the team to a first place Conference runners. They were
finish at the Spartan Classic for Gonzales took 2nd; Mottl, 3'd;

The partans charge through the pack.
(Photo courtesy of Kclly Cunneen)

Stephanie Achter, 4't.; Cunneen,
5th; Annen, 8th; and Storm, 9th •

This was compared to only 3 all
conference runners that they
had last year. The team
continued on to run well when
they took second place in the
Reavis Regional and qualified
for Sectionals at Rich East. An
amazing performance was
given by Tracy Schnabel, who
finished fourth for the team.

The Frosh/Soph team did
great too. Stephanie Achter,
sophomore, had a stellar race
at the Tinley Park Invite. he
took I" place in the sophomore
race. She had a fantastic time
of 17:25, which is her personal
record. Even though Stephanie

ran frosh/soph at this meet, she
is a member of the varsity team.
Jessica Blanco had a great time
of 20:04 at Tinley Park for a
personal best.

Suzie Campbell did a good
job at the home meet vs.
Eisenhower. Hertime was 23:20.
Bridget Mitchell finished right
in fTont ofCampbell at that meet
with a time of23:17. Rayna
Hassan did well at the
Romeoville meet. She had her
best time of 18:50. Kim
Berryman, Gwen Gagne, and
FurhatAhmed all ran well at the
conference meet to help the
frosh/soph team earn a fi fth
place finish.



H.O.B.Y

Danielle Nicosia

Award

Oak Lawn
Community
High School

David Montgomery
News Editor

More than 14,000 high
school sophomores receive an
all-expense paid weekend
every year. This is part of the
Hugh O'Brian Youth
Leadership (HOBY), which
awards students who show
promise in leadership abilities.

During this weekend, the
sophomores are brought
together with prominent
business, political, and ocial
leaders to develop their
potential leadership skills.

Oak Lawn Community Iligh
chool has nominated one

sophomore each year for a
long time, and this year is no
e ception. Current sophomore
Danielle Nicosia was
nominated to receive the
IIOBY scholarship.

In previous years, Oak
Lawn has sent other of its best
o m h minar.

John Ciciora and Megan
Melvin were previous
nominees.

The seminar is held over a
weekend at a local university.

Volume XLIX
Number 3

Keating, Brittany Kopf, Jennifer
Larson, David Lindelof, Adam
Lorenz, Je ica Madrigal,
Michael Martinez, Sophia
Matariyeh, Jamie Matusiak,
Colleen McCalip, Sarah
McKinney, Christine McNeela,
Dorothea Moeller, Autumn

m n P w I, ri
Purdy, Becky Raschke Melissa
Riner, Colleen Ryan, Dennis
Sepessy, Sahar Shehaiber,
Jessica Shelpman, Carolyn Siwa,
Bradley Skendzel, Nicholas
Spatafore, Lisa Stuchly, Dana
Sullivan, Jamie Tillman, Lauren
Wallace, Jennifer Wiederhold,
Adam Winchell, Monica zavala,
Christina Zizumbo, and Deborah
Zwirkoski.

The Spartan Chapter currently
has ninety-six total members.

Jacquelline Martinez, Megan
Melvin, Raymond Mockus,
Laura Mottl, Jonathon Naples,
Thuy Nguyen, Diana Ocampo,
Valerie Olson, Steven Peters,
Robert Petersen, Mallory
Pluciennik, Jacqueline Pugh,
Joseph helpman, Samantha

w' c i, an I,
Katherine Vogel, Kevin West,
Michelle Williams, Samina Yasin,
and Amy Zero.

This years inductees are: Tara
Alexander, Sarah Altenburg,
Andrea Anton, Matthew Arthur,
Collette Baird, Sean Banasiak,
Bridget Carlson, Krista heek,
John Ciciora, Susan Czemske,
Mitchell Daley, Karen Dec,
Mitchell Downey, herri
Elworthy, Jeffrey Fitzgibbons,
Don Hackstock, Sarah Ilasan,
Elizabeth Kapustka, Kelly

.H. . Inductees. Photo by teve Pet rs.

OL celebrates 50th

Students inducted into
National Honor Society
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amina Yasin
News Editor

This year marks the fiftieth
anniversaryofOLCHS. One way
the school is celebrating this
occasion is by creating a fiftieth
anniversary website.

The website is special in many
ways. Besides commemorating
the anniversary, it is the first
OLCIIS website that can be
accessed outside of school.
Another unique thing about this
website is that two ofOak Lawn's
very own students took part in
its making.

John Ciciora and Jeff
Fitzgibbons, juniors, came up
with the concept of making a
school website last year. "Junior
Jeff Fitzgibbons and I
approached the school about
designing and maintaining a

website for the school," said
Ciciora. The school asked that
John and Jeff first create an
anniversary site, before a plan for
the school website was started.

Jeff stated, "I'm just happy I
was able to give back to the
school." There are many reasons
as to why the school decided Oak
Lawn needed an anniversary
website. The main purpose was
in the interest of the OLCHS
alumni. "Almost unknowingly
did we become part of OLD-I
history," commented Ciciora.

The school wanted to give
alumni a chance to register their
current addresses and personal
information in a more convenient
and updated fashion. The
website shows upcoming events
for the 50'h anniversary, lists
current faculty and staff

information, and provides an
athletic schedule for every sport
thoughout the school year.

The website also has
information on contacting the
school for the 50th anniversary.
The main event is the anniversary
banquet that will be held March
2,2002 at the Hilton. There will
also be an anniversary open
house, which will be held on
March 3, 2002. An anniversary
committee was formed this year,
consisting of mainly alumni and
led by Mr. Riordan, Mrs.
Klusendorf, and Dr. Nowakowski.
The committee is in charge of
planning all activities regarding
the anniversary.

Mr. Riordan stated, "The
purpose ofthe website originated
{j'om a demand on information
about the 50'h anniversary."

Banquet tickets are now on sale
and the cost is set at fifty dollars
a person. They can be purchased
by contacting the Anniversary
Hotline, which is the school
nwnberwith an extension of5050.
Alumni from the first graduating
class of 1954 through the class
of200 I are invited along with all
students and staff.

The website was completed
quickly in September, but has
been running for a month now,
because it had to undergo an
approval process. The website
will continue to be updated. The
future of the website is not
certain.

Talk of Oak Lawn's very own
website is under way. Everyone
should visit the anniversary site at
www.olchs50.org to witness
school history in the making.
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Finally, people are so busy
trying to make their lives easier
that "quality time" has become
the victim. ociety's pace is
moving so fast that family
traditions and values are falling
apart.

There are so many "instant"
or "no-assembly-required"
products that intend to make life
easier. itting down to a family
dinner is no longer a reality.
Eating TV dinners and Kraft
EasyMac is sometimes as
extensive as a meal gets.

There are now individually
wrapped "slices" of peanut
butter and jelly available for those
who can't afford to spend five
minutes on a sandwich. Worse
yet, one can throw tradition out
the window and purchase a
complete, precooked Thanks
giving or Chri tmas dinner from
the grocery store for as lillIe as
$34.95.

Commercialization is no longer
the only curse of the holiday
season and all things
sentimental; society's own
allitude toward its culture has
crumbled as well. The ends do
not justify the means if values
and independent thinking are
being sacrificed for the sake of
convenience and efficiency.

Are we destined I become a
nation of robots, depending on
technology to survive? We can
only hope that won't be the case.

room for electives. Thisdoesn't
get in the way of OLCHS
graduation requirements, but
many universitie immediately
note the absence of a fourth
year in math or science, or
transcripts that lack a complete
four-year study of elective
disciplines such as art or music.

To make things worse, if a
student is taking honors
classes, there are limited
scheduling choices. Schedul
ing connicts can force a student
to drop an elective course. This
not only takes away a course
the student enjoys, but also
takes away credentials when
selective colleges compare
prospective students.

The bottom line is that Oak
Lawn needs a tenth period. The
courses offered in summer
school are extremely limited, as
are zero-hour cia ses. One
possible solution is to shorten
every period by a few minutes
to create a tenth period.
Another idea is to increase the
zero-hour offerings. Both of
those are perfectly valid
options. Regardless of which
is chosen, something must be
done. OLCHS needs to satisfy
every student's needs.

The Internet can be used to
do almost anything. It nearly
monopolizes every industry or
business in the world. It is
possible to be quite successful
without ever setting foot outside
the house as long as Internet
access exists. One can buy
groceries, pay bills, and eam a
college degree online.

o what need is there to see
daylight when everyone can live
as hermits instead?
"Convenience" prevents people
from interacting with others,
closes them off from the rest of
society, and encourages them to
place infinite trust in technology
that is rarely stable and
constantly changing.

Speaking of technology,
people everywhere are being
bombarded with ads for new
inventions that make living as
easy as pressing a button. For
example, owning a pet is as simple
as buying products that will
regularly feed them and give
them fresh water. There are also
computerized litter boxes that
clean and change the liller as
needed.

For humans, with the existence
of cell phones, fax machines,
pagers, voicemail, e-mail, and
instant messaging, there's no
longer any reason to look a
person in the eye. And caller ID
lets people stop talking to each
other altogether.

and science. Two to four years
of a foreign language are also
generally needed. Those
classes take up four periods of
the day. The three-year
entrance requirement for social
studies uses up a fiflh period.
And OLCH requires four
years of physical education,
which completes the last period
of the day.

So all schedule should work
out-unless, however,
students wish to pursue other
elective interests, such as the
fine arts. Taking four years of
band, chorus, or art would
require a seventh period when
only six are available.

In addition to fine arts, Oak
Lawn offers other courses that
students might take out of
career interest. For example, a
budding architect might take
Mechanical Drafling. A writer
might choose to enroll in
Creative Writing. Technology
electives are also attractive to
certain students.

With the full schedule
described above, it is rather
difficult to fit it all in. Indeed,
with college requirements

, becoming increasingly more
demanding, there's almost no

Does OLCHS need
a tenth period?
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Is convenience making life
more difficult?

Meena Babu
Editor-in- hie!

Dave Montgomery
News Editor

Oak Lawn Community Iligh
School has seven full periods
in the school day. Taking out a
period for lunch leaves six
available for classes. That's
plenty, isn't it? Perhaps for
many, it is. Most public
universities and trade schools
don't have very stringent
admissions requirements that
call for an extensive number of
credits.

However, students who are
interested in attending private,
more selective colleges are
being limited in their course
choices by the lack of time in a
school day. And while a school
has a duty to every single
student, OLCHS i not fulfilling
that duty. The school is merely
satisfying the needs of the
majority by allotting only
enough time to complete basic
graduation requirements; there
should also be time available to
take additional electives and
college prep courses.

To get into good private
colleges, one will usually need
four years each ofEnglish, math,

I saw an advertisement in a
newspaper a few days ago for a
full-size, pre-lit, pre-decorated
Christmas tree. That must be
convenient; after all, spending
time with the family and
continuing holiday traditions
takes too much effort. People
need all the time they can get
nowadays since they're so busy;
but busy doing what?

Convenience at all costs is a
rapidly developing trend in
society. As a result, traditions,
values, and interpersonal
relationships are becoming a

~""III thing ofthe past. "Work" is now
a dirty word, as well as "effort"
and "quality time."

Society's attitude toward
working hard and taking pride in
doing so is becoming more and
more lax he lesser the need for
either, the better. Efficiency is still
important, but "Personal
Responsibility In Daily Effort"
doesn't seem to fit in anywhere.

There are many things that
have contributed to this downfall
in work ethic, although they
actually intend to make day-to
day living easier. These include
the advent ofthe Intemet, the use
of technological gadgetry, and
the decline of the "do-it
yourself' era.

Thuy Nguyen (senior)
Photo by Rachel Laylo

"I enjoyjust spending time
with my friends. I haven't
gotten to see them in a while
due to after-school activities,
and it will be nice to hang out
with them and with my friends
from other school .

"When conversations can
range from comic books to
world affairs, and activities
can range from billiards to
bonfires, I'm expecting every
thing but predictability."

Meena Babu
Christina Cucci
David Montgomery
Jennifer Rolniak
Samina Yasin
Kelly Cunneen
Val Olson
Mitch Downey
Lauren Wallace
John Ciciora
Mike Martinez
Laura Mottl
Steve Peters
Mati Dauner
Mrs. B. Whiteaker
Ms. J. Surma

Caroline Dikselis (s'ltphomore)
Photo by teve ters

"I just like to spend time
doing things over break that
I sometimes don't get a
chance to do during the
school week. I hang out with
my friends and I spend time
with my family.

"I also go bowling more of
ten, and if it ever snows, I'll
go tobogganing too. Basi
cally, I do stuff that I don't
have time for during school."

What s the best way to spend
your holiday break?

SPARTANIT/£
SPE KOUT

~artanite Staff

Mike Norri (fre hman)
Photo by teve Peter

"The best way to spend
the holiday break is to share
it with family and friends. It
is a time for traditions and
making memories, especially
Christmas day.

"The rest of break I enjoy
relaxing and hanging out
with friends. I enjoy totally
getting away from my regu
lar routine and starting fresh
in the new year. It revives
my sense of spirit."

Spartanite editorials represent the opinions of individual
staff members, not the publication itself. Replies to these
editorials are welcomed and can be sent to Spartanite office
Room 204.
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John Burica (junior)
Photo by Rachel Laylo
"For me, the best way to

spend the holiday break is
outside. Usually I spend the
whole break with my family.
We're either having a snow
ball fight, at the movies, or
shopping.

"In the end, the only
thing that mallers is separat
ing school from home and
just enjoying the company
of friends and family."
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Students adjust to life after September 11

Students spread
holiday spirit available to students

Research materials made

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

Most of us have heard our
parents discuss what they were
doing when they heard that
President Kennedy had been
assassinated on November 22,
1963.

Looking back further, our
grandparents can tell stories
about the day of December 7,
1941 and how the bombing of
Pearl Harbor affected them.

We appreciated our parents'
sentiment regarding the impact of
these events, but found it difficult
to understand; we hadn't lived
through an event that cou Id
change our views on life.

However, our blissful
ignorance was shattered on
September 11,200 I. As we heard
about the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the
Pentagon, it became clear our
country would never be a it was
before. We saw first-hand the
massive destruction and
suffering that was brought on
America, and knew what it was
like to experience an event that
changed the country.

OLCH students learned of
the attacks between first and
third period. Many realized
immediately that it was the kind
of event that affected many
people, and almo tanyone i able
to say from whom they fir t
learned of the attacks and where
they were. Though initial
reactions varied from one person
to another, overall, a majority of
students didn't really know how
to react.

"[I was in] shock something
so big happened. I had no idea
something so drastic could
happen all of a sudden," stated
amina Yasin, a senior. Senior

Meena Babu felt confusion as
well. "I didn't know what to
think."

Christina Cucci and
Jennifer Rolniak
News Editors

Many of us are fortunate
enough to have a home-cooked
holiday meal, and we take for
granted how lucky we are. We
rarely realize that for some, a
complete meal means more than
just another holiday feast.

The Student Council held its
fourteenth annual Thanksgiving
food drive during the week of
November 13-19. For its second
year, tudent ouncil
encouraged students and stafTto
gather as many Thanksgiving
meals as possible. tudents in
first period classes organized
ways to help meet the goal of
collecting at least 100 meals.

Rather than focusing on the
quantity of food donations, the

Adrienne Thurzo, a
sophomore, was deeply affected
because her father is a shift
commander for the fire
department, and she was "scared
to death" he would be called to
the site of destruction.

Once students and teachers
found out, it was difficult to think
about anything else. Some
teachers allowed students to
listen to radios or watch TV's in
classrooms to learn more about
the attacks, while yet other
teachers decided it was best to
continue on with the day by not
being idetracked by the attack.

Throughout the day, many
sought consolation by talking to
others. Amanda Berent, a senior,
and ~chelle Michalski, also a
senior, talked to their parents.
Monica Zavala, a junior,
discussed the event in many of
her classes, which she says
helped out. "I'm in psychology
right now, and [the teacher] did a
lot to say how lucky we are and
how we should be grateful for
little things."

It is the little things that make
our life happy that we are turning
to for recovery from September
I I. The con nict has become more
personalized, and we have more
information on which to base our
feelings in the allermath.

"[t' strange," stated Megan
II incks, a sophomore, "but now
I think of time in periods before

eptember I I and after
September II." Prior to the
attacks, stories such as shark
attacks, Congressional budget
cuts and summer box office
profits dominated the news, but
now, while still important, they
seem miles away.

Obviously, the severity of the
conflict stands out not only in
time, but also in the very subjects
we study. Zavala realized that
previously, she'd only read of

focus hifted to contributing
quality meals. According to Mr.
Vem carpelli, Student Council
Advisor, it is more meaningful to
provide a family with an entire
meal rather than donating a large
number of cans.

Through their charitable
efforts, OLCH was able to
provide an astonishing 177 meals
Cor donation to Saint Louis de
Montfort, the Church of
Nazarene, and the Faith Lutheran
Church. Mr. carpelli stated,
"The churches themselves
indicate how they are better able
to help the neighborhood with
our donations."

Classes that donated at least
five meals were treated to a
breakfast from the Student
Council. Fifteen classes gave at
least five meals while six classes
gave 7-9 meals.

events like this in a textbook, but
now that she's actually
experiencing it, she has a totally
different perspective.

Students also are more
appreciative than they were prior
to the attacks. Hincks said she
now understands how lucky we
are to have freedom, especially
when she sees the struggle for
power in Afghanistan. "The fact
that we're in America and have
freedom is a gill," according to
Yasin.

People are also realizing how
precious family and friends are.
"I realized everything could be
taken away," Berent believes,
because before the attacks, the
feeling was "miles away."

As we grapple to understand
what has happened, people al 0

search for closure. According to
Babu, "I believe in de tiny, and I
realized that if something
happens, we're not going to be
there to stop it, we just have to
deal with it."

Junior Grant uhs feels as
though things are mostly back to
normal, but "it's a long and slow
process.' Likewise, freshman
Tom Rusher has been trying to
keep things as nonnal as possible.
"If we're consumed, we're not
able to live life."

In the days following the
attacks, we heard from our
country's leaders that the
terrorist attacks would not go
unpunished. The US started
attacks against Afghanistan on
October 7. Response from
students has varied regarding
the motive for the war. Some

Amy Basel
StaffWriter

Something better and faster
than the Internet? Obtaining
information from reliable sources
and hundreds of results? Is this
even possible?

Yes it is. It is called the Gale
Group and the Electric Library.
From these services anyone can
obtain information from books
magazines, or newspapers.
OLCHS pays for Gale Group while
the state ofillinois pays for the E
library service. Each of these
programs provide full text articles
from over 1000 magazines and 30
newspapers, and includes
thousands ofprimary documents.

In the past, the programs had
to be used at school, which posed
a problem for many students with

feel as though the strikes are
appropriate. "What we're
doing now is good, there's not
much more we can do without
ki II ing everyone in the country.
[We're doing] as much as we
can," Ilincks believes.

Thurzo agrees because in her
opinion, the terrorists killed so
many people that we cannot
move on until we do something
about it.

"What we're doing now is
good," said Suhs. "But we
should focus on other countries
that harbor terrorists besides
Afghanistan."

Others believe bombing
campaigns aren't the way to
solve the problem. Yasin feels
"violence isn't the way, but it
seems it's the only way things
can be accomplished."

Accord ing to Kate Percak, a
senior, it's a "never-ending
vicious cycle," because we're
simply killing their people
because they killed ours.

Babu feels as though the war
is an excuse. "It's convenient
to say that's how we're taking
care of the problem."

There are some though, who
really aren't sure what actions
shou Id be taken in response to
the attacks, Iike Nicole Frazier,
a sophomore, who feels the
attacks shouldn't go
unpunished, but at the same
time doe n't think an entire
country should be punished for
what a few individuals did.

Under tandably, the attacks
drew mu h reaction from
Americans everywhere, and
now that ~-" J<now those
responsible for the attacks,
there have been .uprisings
against people ofdifferent races
and religions. Students believe
Americans must all come
together to achieve a solution.
We cannot be ignorant, in the

busy schedules. But these
companies have provided ways
for users to access the services
from home.

Last September, the Data
Processing Department started
looking into acquiring the source
codes. Home access for
students is already included
whenever a school purchases a
package, so Gale and E-library
gave the school the user names
and passwords that were
necessary for home access. The
Engl ish/Med ia Center
Department chairperson, Ms.
Catherine Morrin, typed up an
informational sheet with access
information and distributed it to
teachers and students.

Many students have already
taken advantage of this new
program. One senior, Kassy

opinion of Yasin, because we
need to "see the Cacts ... and
prepare for the future."

Hincks reiterated this idea
when she stated, "We need to
understand what happened was
not done by all Arab people, but
rather a certain group of people
who felt they had to get back at
us. [We] cannot be biased
towards any religion or race."

OLCHS has taken not only
steps to help the victims of the
attack, but also actions to help
students as well. Counseling
was offered to students, and
extracurricular activities raised
money and created cards for the
rescue workers. The cafeteria
took up a donation for the
victims as well.

It is the victims we have to
keep in mind as we move on.
There are many opportunities
to donate to charities, giving
both money and materials.

There are also more creative
was to contribute. Frazier
helped her younger sister's girl
scout troop create a
performance to the song
"Angels Among Us" and then
sent the tape to the rescue
workers in New York.

In the three month since the
attacks, we've attempted to find
comfort in these difficult times.
September 11,200 I will never
be forgotten, but we have
moved on and learned since the
attacks. America has made
adjustments to adapt to a
wartime environment and as
students, our perspectives
have been forever changed. As
we enter adulthood, the
memories associated with the
event will be with us. Though
our ignorance has been taken
away, we look to the future with
knowledge and hope.

Krizka remarked, "It's more
convenient when I have to work
after school and the library is
closed when I get home."

As Iwas researching, I thought
that it might be fun to try the
source myself. I decided to look
up anthrax. The Gale Group not
only provided 20 articles on the
topic, but it had an article from
Time magazine dated three days
into the future.

To access the Gale Group
simply go to http://galenet.gale
.com, User 10: oak76482,
Password: oak76482. To access
E-library, go to htt :11
www.bigchalk.com/bc/i II inoisl
home,then click on the Electric
Library icon near the bottom of
the page. User Name: IL$# 1
22900 I, Password: ilchOOO I.



Great American Smokeout
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The unemployment rate in.
the United States rose to 5.7%,.
the highest in more than six:
years. This was the result of.
massive layoffs due to the·•slowing economy and after-.
shocks ofSeptember I I. Dur-:
ing the month of November,.
more than halfa million people:
were laid off by businesses.•
The unemployment rate,:
which is up from its low of.
3.9% in Octoberof2000, is ex-:
pected to reach as high as.
6.9% before receding. :

••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~ News Bytes ~
: to do so successfully without:
• David Montgomery U.S. support. According to.
• News Editor •• one leader, a force of2,500 men.
• Hamid Karzai was named was being assembled to capo.
:Prime Minister ofAfghanistan's ture the caves. :

• interim government on Decem- •
:ber 5. Karzai, of Pashtun •
·ethnicity, was a former
:mujahedeen leader. Reportedly
·close to the former king,
: Mohammed Zahir Shah, Karzai
·entered Afghanistan in October
: to rally tribal leaders against the
·Taliban. Other members of the
: interim Afghan government in-
·cluded Foreign Minister
•.Abdullah Abdullah, and
·Muhammed Fahim as Defense
:Minister.
••••••••••••••••••
• United States bombers con-
:tinued their assault on the Tora
.Bora region of Afghanistan,
:where Osama bin Ladin is be
.lieved to be hiding. Tora Bora,
:an enormous cave complex
.around the eastern city of
:Jalalabad, was a Soviet-era for
.tress used by mujahedeen lead
:ers during the 1980's. Area
.tribes had been assaulting the
:complex, but had been unable

stickers also were distributed to
those who pledged to be
smoke-free.

Mike Femrite, a non-smoking
senior at OLCH ,liked the idea
of giving out tasty mints for
the Great American Smokeout.
"However," he explains, "the
usage of mints does not hinder
the obvious smell of smoke on
a person's breath."

One smoker pledged to be
smoke-free by the end of the
year, "1 am finding it very hard
to quit smoking, but I don't
want this addiction to lead to
other addictions in the future,"
she said.

Oak Lawn Police Officer,
Sergeant Bob Foster, explained,
"Cigarettes may not seem like a
big deal at first, but they are
gateway drugs. Cigarettes are
often the first drug used by kids
who eventually abuse alcohol
and illegal drugs like
marijuana."

Furthermore, the Board of
Trustees for the Village of Oak
Lawn in conjunction with the
Police Department have stated
that the Surgeon General of the
U.S. has declared that nicotine
addiction from tobacco
products is simi lar to addiction
to cocaine, and is the most wide
spread example of drug
dependence in this country.

To help reduce the smoking
problem, school and
community programs, such as
the Great American Smokeout,
offer smokers the chance to
change their lifestyle.

formed for students who were
previously caught smoking and
now must attend this "peer
support group." Mrs. Egan
said, "We understand that there
is a smoking problem with
young people, so we began this
program, because peers have
such a powerful innuence on
one another."

The NOT pogram is
approximately an hour long
session in which group
discussion and videos are
shown to reinforce a smoke-free
lifestyle. Ms. Laura Thomas,
Regional Coordinator for the
Cook County Dept. of Public
Health, explained, "During NOT
sessions, the group discusses
what triggers them to smoke,
alternatives to smoking, and
factual statistics about the
addictive drug. We hope that
even ifall of the students in this
program don't quit, they at least
cut down."

During all lunch periods for
the Great American Smokeout,
Ms. Thomas offered students
a smokerlyzer .t~st to measure
the amount ofcarbon monoxide
in students' lungs. h was found
that 2% to 20% 0 students'
normal blood oxygen was taken
up by carbon monoxide. "To
compensate for the shortage of
oxygen, the body has to work
harder with less fuel," said Ms.
Thomas.

SADD also sold suckers and
handed out Great American

mokeout stickers, magnets,
and fact sheets. Mints and
"Kiss me, I'm smoke-free"

tJAfJe 4
OLCHS holds

For many years tobacco
companies have portrayed
smoking as chic, tough,
sophisticated, or glamorous.

Ilowever, moking actually
draws smoke, fire, and toxic
substances into your lungs for
the purpose of giving the body
a dose ofnicotine, a highly toxic
and addictive drug. moking is
al 0 dirty, looks stupid, and
reduces your life expectancy.

Knowing this, then why do
3,000 more young people, ages
13 to 17, take up smoking every
day? Moreover, cigarette
companies·are appealing to the
youth ofAmerica and the youth
are giving into the false images
presented by these companies.

This is why OLCHS'
Students Against Destructive
Decisions (SADD) participated
in the Great American Smokeout
on Thursday, November 15.
The purpose of this nationwide
event was to promote
awareness of smoking habits,
addiction, and health hazards.
The main objective was to
prevent nonsmokers from
starting to smoke, and to tell
smokers to quit smoking.

This year, ADD has actively
shown OLCH ' students and
staff the dangers of smoking.
Student Assistance
Coordinator and SADD's
sponsor, Mrs. Mary Egan,
explained OLCHS' non
smoking program, Not On
Tobacco (NOT). NOT was

Board ofEducation meets

~ Correction
The performances oral. liS' "Fiddler on the Roof' were uccessrul
due to everyone who contributed to its production. The Oak Lawn
Theatre Program (OLTP) expresses their sincere appreciation to two
very important contributors who were unfortunately omilled from the
"Fiddler on the Roof' program last month. Therefore, the Ol;rp
expresses a heartfelt thank you to Joan Courtney, owner of rucker
Barrel Antiques, \~hich is located at 9925 W. 143rd PL in Orland Park,
and the Browsatorium at 9905 S. Cook Avenue in Oak Lawn.

Samina Yasin
News Editor

A Board of Education Mecting
was held on November 26. In the
first item of business, the Board
named Mr. Burton Odelson as the
new board allorney. The decision
was three to two in favor of his
appointment.

In addition, there were two seats
open on the Board. The Board
voted them to be filled by Mr. Jo
seph Amado and Mr. John Iliekey.

The next item on the agenda was
the motion to establish regular
board meetings ofthe Board ofEdu
cation on the third Wednesday of
every month at 6:30 p.m. This
motion was slightly altered when
member, Ms. Linda Flanagan. pro
po cd a time change to 7 p.m. The
new time wa agreed upon by all
the board members.

All members also agreed to relo
cate the meetings to the Media Cen
ter. In hearing the delegations, au
dience members expressed their
opinion on various topics such as
newly appointed members and
their concerns about the academic
environment oraL 11 .

The Board then approved facil
ity usc to the following organiza
tions: OL Park District, Bobby
Noonan Child Care, OL Police De
partment, OL SPEB QUA (Bar
bershop Quartet). and theYMCA
In an important segment or the
meeting, Superintendent Dr.
Nowakowski gave information on
the tate report card of 2000-200 I
to all board members.

Financial mailers were handled
next. The new air conditioning in
stalled in the school and its pricing
was discussed. The motion to ac-

cept the credit from Amber Me
chanical air conditioning work over
last summer, in the amount or ten
thousand dollars, was agreed upon
by all members. The purchase ora
new GMC pick-up truck for the
winter was also approved.

The motion to accept the bid
from the Bechstein onstruction
Company to demolish the house
purchased by the district at 5917
W. 93rd Street in the amount or
$7,900 was also passed by all mem
bers.

Dr. Nowakowski reported that
stafTand administration have been
working with students who had
trouble during the first quarter to
help them through the rest of the
school year. lie also staled that the
school was ready ror the winter
season's snows.

Dr. Fronczak announced that the

first Parent-Prinipal's Forum
would be held on Dec. 12 at 7 p.m.
where security issues and the
school report card would be dis
cus ed. The meeting was then ad
journed.

Mr. Joseph Amado, one new
board member, voiced his c ern
about improving test scores in the
ruture. Vice-pre ident oflhe Board,

Mr. Bob Foster, said, "Now we can
move forward with real business,
kid and their education."

Arter the meeting, Pre ident
Mary erceo commented, "Every
one has a back-to-work attitude
[with] lots or work lellto do."

The next meeting will be held on
Wednesday, December 19,200 I, at
7:00 p.m.
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:Music ConcertJ~1~~
OLCH ' annual holiday concert is to be held on
Tuesday, December 18th at 7:30 p.m. Please join
us in a spectacular musical performance which

features the Varsity Band, Symphony Band, Jazz
Band, Treble Choir, ACappella Choir, and

Chamber Singers. The bands will be performing
many Christmas classics while the choirs will

perform sacred and secular music of the holiday
season.
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The Burbank Houses (Photo by Kelly Cunneen)

Kelly Cunneen
Feature Editor

Every year families across the
nation get out their colored
lights and toy soldiers to deco
rate their houses for the holiday
season. This year I drove
around the area trying to scope
out lhe live best decorated
houses. So, if you are trying to
get into the holiday spirit, check
out these houses.
5. The block of98th and Thlley.
This decorated block has three
houses festively decked out for
the season. Thousands of col
ored lights and plastic figures
line the block.

4. The corner of Laramie and
tony Creek. Four beautiful lit

houses cover this corner, illu
minating the neighborhood.
One of the houses even has a
humungous tree, two stories
high. heck out the anta on
top of the roop.
3. The block of 99th and
Campbell (two blocks before
We tern). This entire block got
into the holiday spirit with
wooden figures and colored
lights. They transformed their
block into a holiday town, with
everything from Santa to

crooge. A huge tree of lights
tops off the block.

2. Just offof Main and Duffy.
This house is the winner of the
Hometown Holiday lights con
test for eight years and running.

Thousands of lights cover this
house, with ones streaming
from the roof all the way down
to the ground.

I. The block of 78th between
Natoma and Normandy. You
cannot miss these houses.
Three houses are covered with
lights, plastic figures, and candy
canes. Moving figures can en
tertain you for hours, and some
houses even have hristmas
scenes. People are already lin
ing up to see the e houses, so
get out there today!

Well tho e are my top five
holiday houses in the area.
Don't worry about finding them,
you can see them for blocks.
Also, check out your area and
find your top holiday houses.

II. In the carol "The Twelve
days ofChristmas," what is the
eighth gift?
12. In The Night Before
Christmas I sprang from my
bed to see what?
13. Who helps Santa make the
toys?
14. What was the gift my true
love sent on the sixth day of
Christmas?
15. In what city did Miracle on
34/h Street take place?
16. In It sa Wonderful Lift, how
did Clarence cleverly save
George's life?
17. According to the song who
was the fifth reindeer?
18. In The Night Before
Christmas. where were the
stockings hung?
19. What is the name ofthe little
girl in most versions of The
Nutcracker?
20. What is the horse's name
that pulls the sleigh in the
song "Jingle Bells"?
21, "Alii want for Christmas
is ?"

Claire McGraw &
Sheena Simon
StajJWriters

I. In Frosty the Snowman, who
brought Frosty back to life?
2. Who lost $8,000 in It s a
Wonderful Life?
3. In How the Grinch Stole
Christmas, what biological
shortcoming made the Grinch
so mean?
4. What were the weather
conditions like when Rudolph
made his first Christmas flight?
5. What is the biggest selling
Christma \single ofall time?
6. What was Scrooge's first
name? ':',_.
7. Where does Santa Claus
live?
8. What article ofclothing had
the magic to enable Frosty the
snowman to begin dancing
around?
9. Who said "God Bless Us,
Every One!"?
10. Name the three reindeer
whose names begin with a "D"?

Kwanzaa starts on December
261h and goes for seven days.
Each day stands for one of the
seven principles of Kwanzaa.

Ramadan is the ninth month
in the Islamic calendar and is a
very important part of the
history in their religion. It is
unique, because in this month
the Koran was revealed to
Muhammed. During this month
it's traditional for Muslims to
fast from sunrise to sunset.
During this month, they also
must restrain form smoking,
drinking and other such
pleasures.

Hopefully this has given
you some insight on holiday
events, other than your own.
So, Happy Holidays, Season's
Greetings, Merry Christmas,
Happy Hanukah, Happy
Festivus, Eid Mubarak, Happy
Winter Solstice, Happy
Kwanzaa, Happy New Year, Feliz
Navidad, and Habari Gani!

aspect of Christmas still try to
enjoy the festive season.

Another popular holiday
during this season is
Hanukkah. Hanukkah is the
Hebrew word for dedication. It
celebrates the Jews' freedom
from Jerusalem and the
rededication of the temple.

When the ancient Jewish
people went to rededicate the
tempte, they found only
enough oi I for one night.
However, the oil lasted for eight
nights, according to legend.
They viewed this as a miracle
from God and celebrate this
miracle today.

Kwanzaa is an African
American holiday started in the
United States in 1966 by Dr.
Maulana Karenga. He started
this holiday so that people of
African decent could celebrate
and learn about their culture.
The word Kwanzaa means
"first fruits of the harvest".

frin Slifka
StajJWriter

How do you celebrate the
holidays? Do you celebrate
with family and friends around
a tree, light the candles of a
menorah, or celebrate with
lights and promise to be good
person? Whatever you do to
feel the sprit of the season, it's
important to you.

It's part ofa tradition and it's
a part of you. However, many
people do not take the time to
try to understand other
holidays. Well, this year is the
year to try, so here are some
basic facts to get you started.

The most popular winter
holiday celebrated in this area
is Christmas. It is the
celebration of the birth ofJesus
Christ. Christmas, in the United
States is celebrated as a
religious and a secular holiday.
This means that those who do
not ce lebrate the re Iigious
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next morning, everything was
hidden under a thick layer of
white. Again, he threw on his
American jacket. This time
Evan also threw on his jacket
and the two boys ran outside
Raul anxious to feel the snow
and Evan anxious to see Raul
experience the snow.

Evan told Raul to stick his
tongue out and try to catch the
falling flakes. Raul smiled as he
felt the bit ofsnow feel cold on
his tongue, and then disappear
as it melted. Evan flung himself
down onto his back and slowly
swung his arms and legs, and
then stood up, leaving behind
a beautiful angel. Raul did the
same; his angel was a little clum
sier, but beautiful nonetheless.
Raul thought to himself how
lucky he was to be experienc
ing winter in America with such
a wonderful family.

and icicles hanging from the
gutters.

When he awoke the next
morning, he immediately peered
outside the window. It didn't
look any different than it had
the night before. Raul was dis
appointed, but now looking for
ward to the snow even more.

Leaving school that after
noon, Raul saw that there were
light Iittle flurries floating down,
landing on everything- on stu
dents' mittens, on the highest
branches of the trees, and even
in the tiniest cracks in the side
walk. Raul was amazed; is this
snow?

He soon learned from Evan
that this was indeed what snow
looked like, but surprisingly
enough, this was only a small
amount of snow, Raul didn't
worry though; the flurries con
tinued and when they awoke the

can" coat. Raul was surprised
that this would not be thick
enough for when the snow
came, but as he had never seen
snow before and Evan had, he
trusted his newfound friend.

As the days got colder, and
the nights grew longer, Raul
saw that Evan had indeed been
right about the jacket; he
would've frozen in the old one!
lie was growing increasingly
exciled about snow. The weath
erman kept saying that the tem
perature was continuing to
drop, and although Evan was
saying that it probably
wouldn't now for at least an
other week, he kept hoping that
one morning they'd wake up
and everything would be cov
ered by a soft blanket of white.

He settled himself down to
sleep with thoughts of snow
flakes swirling to the ground

Val Olson
Feature Editor

He was away from home for
the first time. Raul Braganza
was spending a year in America
as a foreign exchange student
from India, and very excited to
experience an American winter,
as he had never seen snow be
fore. At the beginning of the
school year as he was unpack
ing his belongings inside the
guest bedroom at his host
family's house, he pulled out a
thin leather jacket, much heavier
than what he was accustomed
to wearing.

Raul asked, "Will this be
warm enough for when the
snow comes?" Evan, a member
of his host family who was also
his age, shook his head no and
said that they'd go shopping
and buy him a warm "Ameri-
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No one wants a dark cloud of
smoke following them around
all their life. Ifyou're optimistic,
think about all the good things
not smoking can get you. Ifyou
don't smoke, then don't start.
If you smoke, try quitting. It's
worth a shot.

what she would like to see
herself doing in 10 years she
responded, "I would be the
happiest girl in the world if! was
a political reporter, or a White
House correspondent."

She will begin her future next
semester when she starts an
internship in Senator Durbin's
office in downtown Chicago.
Jennifer was chosen from an
interview to be one of the
interns due to her outstanding
academ ic ach ievement, and
well-rounded, goal-orientated
personality. Oddly enough she
just happened to stumble upon
this opportunity on the Internet
and filled out an application.

Some of the noteworthy
tasks Jennifer will perform
include casework dealing with
voters' concerns, research ing,
and perhaps landing a spot on
the Senator's upcoming re
election campaign. Jennifer will
not receive a paycheck for her
work, but that doesn't bother
her the least. She is so excited
to start this because she
believes it will help her achieve
her goals.

Jennifer hopes to continue
her education at her dream
school, George Washington
University, in Washington D.C.,
with a major in political
communication.

In spite of all her
accomplishments, Jennifer
remains very modest, and does
not see anything spectacular in
her achievements. Since
Jennifer will be leaving our halls
in January due to an early
graduation, it is advised to get
to know her while you have the
chance, because she is
someone who is sure to
succeed!

Should Know
Someone You

Jennifer RoIniak

people either don't smoke or
want to stop smoking for a really
simple reason: fear. Agroup of
non-smokers claim that they
don't smoke due to the fact that
they have a fear of dying from
cancer and other diseases
caused by smoking.

Katie Vogel
StaffWriter

"I won't let my
accomplishments go to my
head. I need to work hard so I
don't blow it by being lazy."
Those are the words spoken by
the one and only incredibly
motivated Jennifer Rolniak. Not
only does this wonder-woman
tackle being an officer of
Forensics, she has been
involved in many theatre
productions at Oak Lawn, and
serves as an editor for our
newspaper. Now this super girl
also has had time to land an
internship in Senator Richard
Durbin's office.

Jennifer's interest in our
government stems from her
father. His interest in politics
increased Jennifer's awareness
and intrigued her into politics.
Last year she participated in a
workshop in Washington D.C.
The Presidential Classroom
Organization for Young
Americans is a workshop that
gives teenagers an insight to
the media's role in politics. This
workshop was a stimulating
experience because it put her
on a clear path for her future.

When Jennifer was asked

becoming smokers. They just
get addicted to the feeling it
supposedly gives them.

Telling yourself that you
want to quit is one of the most
important steps in actually
achieving your goal. From
there, it's all up to you. So, think
about why you smoke and
work from there. Start doing
things that interest you because
chances are, if you're doing
something you like, your mind
won't be on smoking. Keeping
yourselfbusy and your mind ofT
cigarettes will only get you
where you want to go faster.

"I always thought it would
be impossible to stop. Anyone
can do it if they set their mind
to it-a positive attitude is
important," commented a
previous smoker.

Ofcourse there are the health
benefits as to why you should
stop smoking also. Many

Why did you choose to work
at OL? Having grown up in
OL, I felt I could most closely
relate to the students.

How has your first year
teaching been so far?
Wonderful! My students
always keep me on my toes. I
never know what they are
going to do or say.

Have you had any
experiences this year that were
exciting or out of the ordinary?
In high school I was involved
in football, football, football,
so coaching Freshman
Football is very exciting,
whether it be the games or
practices.

Do you have a favorite
vacation spot? I like to do
things that get me outdoors,
like fishing, snowboarding,
mountain biking, etc.

What makes you unique as
a teacher? I drink a lot of
coffee, which makes me hyper,
which makes me a spaz in class.

What advice would you give
to students? When life gives
you lemons, then make
lemonade; which means, make
the most out ofany situation.

always easy, but it is totally
possible. Knowing why you
started smoking in the first place
is an important part in quitting.
A group ofteenage girls feel that
people start smoking "to be a
part of the crowd." Some other
students feel that they started
smoking
t 0

handle
stress
and
o the r
pressures
in their
I i v e s.
AcxmIirg
to the article entitled Tobacco,
The ABC's, "Some kids use
tobacco because it seems like a
grown-up thing to do. In fact,
most adult smokers started
when they were kids." Most
people who try cigarettes for the
first time don't plan on
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New Year's Resollltion: Up in Sllloke

TRACH£RFRATUR£
M~~,Kuchyt

students have chq,(lged, but the
atmosphere and q,ehavior of
high school students are still
the same.

What subject do you teach
and why? I teach Sociology.
Government, and Global
Studies. I think that all subjects
are important because they
deal with everyday life. Effects
of government are found
everywhere, and relationships
between people and different
cultures take place every single
day.

Where did you go to college
and what was your major? I
went to Illinois State
University, and I majored in
Social Science Education and
Sociology. I knew that I wanted
to be a teacher and ISU has one
of the best teaching programs
in the state.

What influenced you to
become a teacher? Call me
crazy. but I like being around
high school students and I love
the atmosphere of a high
school.

What would you be doing if
you hadn't become a teacher?
I would have become a cowboy.

Mr. Kuchyt
(Photo by Steve Peters)

Sarah Lee
StaffWriter

With the New Year upon us,
the dreaded New Year's
Resolutions seem to be looming
overhea.d. We all feel somewhat
obligated to pick and choose
something in order to improve
ourselves. The truth is that
many of us don't really ever
stick to those pesky New Year's
Resolutions. How many say
that they're going to give up
junk food and then one day just
splurge and have an all-out junk
food fest?

That is exactly my point. We
all say we will do something,
but generally, it's hard to stick
with. This year why not try
doing something that will really
improve your health and
personality? Why don't you
give up smoking?

Quitting smoking isn't

Suzie Campbell
StaffWriter

When you walk into room
359, besides the tenacious,
patient man that teaches there,
the first thing that you notice is
a large American flag made tTom
colored index cards with
pictures ofwar veterans on each
one in memory of the
September Il'h attacks. Mr.
Kuchyt, through my interview
with him, has shown himself to
be a fun teacher with lots of
energy.

You went to OLCHSj has it
changed a lot since you went
here? No, I don't think so. The
teachers have changed, the
building has changed, the

Wl1.at's Illside O'llr Lockers?
RoshniRana
StaffWriter

Lockers. When teens hear
this word what do they think
of? A nice, neat place to keep
their books, a storage room to
stufTtheir extra no-need junk in,
or do they think of it as a place
which gives them their iden
tity? Most teens decorate their
lockers depending on their per
sonalities.

For instance, Christine
Crawhorn decorates her locker

by putting some of her favorite
stuffed animals in it; she also
has quite a collection of mag
nets with silly sayings. Chris
tine says, " My locker is mostly
filled with penguins and mag
nets." Having something she
loves in her locker probably
makes her feel at home.

If you take a glance at Jes
sica Schwenn's locker, you will
know that her tTiends are one of
the most important things to
her. Jessica's entire locker is
covered almost with picture of

her and her friends having a
good time. The rest Jessica says
is, "Words cut out ofmagazines
like 'sweetie pie' and 'cutie'
which are cool."

Like Jessica, Erin Slifka says,
" Idecorate my locker with pho
tos of my friends, but I also
have cartoons Icut out of news
papers hanging in the back.
They're cute and make me
laugh." Putting pictures of
your buddies and cute little cut
outs is a sweet and fun way of
showing people who and what

you care about.
Colleen Fogarty says, " Like

most people, I put up pictures
of my friends, but on the door
ofmy locker I put magazine pic
tures of some of my favorite
bands like Short Armtrick and
others. That just shows people
what bands I enjoy."

Putting photos of friends is
very popular but, to put a final
touch on Dragana
Miloradovic's locker, she hangs
up snapshots of all her loved
ones including her family.

Drangana also likes putting up
whatever she thinks is eye
catching, like some sweet sta
tionary that she has which says
"From the heart ... "

Lockers describe a person's
character and display what kind
of a person their owners really
are, whether it's with pictures
of their best friends, their lov
ing families, their favorite
bands, or just a favorite toy
that keeps them happy.

However you decorate your
locker... LOCK it up!



"Morning View" album cover

ofabeach, makingyou feellikeyou
are actually there.

Every song on the CD has a
science fiction feeling to them. TIle
song "Wdming" really is about a
waming, as a piano lingers across
the song with all the rock involved.
Meanwhile, Boyd proclaims"Don't
ever let life pass you by" as the song
picks up and becomes more clear.
Another song. "Under My
Umbrella". has great lyrics about
being yourself instead of trying to
be someone you aren't. The way
everything comes together in the
end of this song makes it an angry
yet deeply philosophical song.

Overall, while it is still agood CD,
I don't feel this CD is that great in
regards to the standards one might
expect from Incubus's previous
releases such as "Make Yourself'
or "Science". Still,l'd recommend
anyone that's been funs ofIncubus
to listen to "Moming View" and
give it a shot.

TRIPITCH

Q

Grant uhs still managed an incredible show.
StaJJWriter with Mark Terteraon guitar and Jeff

Perhaps the most unexpected Wickman on drums.The band
sight on stage at Oak Lawn's Battle wishes Travis the best of luck with
of the Bands his new band
was when four Liftpoint. lie
of the members feels "Ourgoing
of the Emerald separate ways
Society, an Irish was completely
marching band. amicable".
appeared before The guys are
Triptych. The cur r e n t I Y
three, playing looking fora new
the drums along Triptych-Winning Band bass player and
with bagpipes. (Photo by Rachel Laylo) focusing on their
accompanied the band before they future. And what exactly is that
launched into the song "Army" off future? Well. the band is currently
theirlatestCD,Remitter.Thesong, shipping their CD out to
alongwith the album, demonstrates management companies in order to
the aggressive side of the band. gain representation. Of course,
"When we recorded, we told our they're still writing music.
producer that we wanted a record Triptych's influences range
that would punch the listener in the from Craig David to Hatebreed
face," states lead singer/guitarist (and everything in between). Nick
Nick Blazina The new CD does states that their new music has
just that. Recorded with Andy more of a "R&B. mellow" feel
Gerber (whose credits include while still retaining a lot of its
Chicago greats Caviarand Local H) heaviness. So, it seems we can
at Million Yen Studios. the record expect exciting new things from
showcases Triptych's ability to this band in the future. For now.
both rock and to get across a www.triptych-online.comis the
message. "We write and play to source for information. CD's are
get a reaction from our crowd," also available bye-mailing the site
Nick says. By winning the battle, or by going to a show. Triptych
this reaction was definitely met. mp3 's can be obtained at

Even though the band recently www.m 3.com tri chmusic.
split with their bassist, Travis, they

Incubus. Review
Joe Connolly
StaffWriter

As I write this I'm being taken
on a journey by one of the most
talented and innovative bands of
our time. I'm talkingabout Incubus
and theirnewCD"Morning View".
Critics claim this is Incubus'
sophomore effort, but really it is
their senioreffort. They have made
four CDs total, and had three of
them on a major record label. But
for each CD they make. they
become more inventive and take
more chances.

The quintet, consisting of
Brandon Boyd, Michael Einziger,
OJ Kilrnore, Dirk Lance, and Jose
Pasillas II. has changed theirsound
with every CD they have released.

till. they have continued to
intertwine fantastic melodies, great
guitar, lingering drums, and a
talented OJ. whose sounds make
their music much more unique.

Their late t release contains all
the elements that Incubus does
best and is most known for, creating
a different sound for every song
they make. When hearing the first
song, "Nicc to Know You"•one can
quickly tell that this CD is going to
sound very different than their last
release, "Make Yourself'. Their
popular single, "Wish You Were
Here"•is not acoverofa Pink Floyd
song by the same title. but is an
original song. It paints a vivid scene
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The Brian Thomas Band
(Photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

modem day rock. Their name likely
comes from GeorgeThorogood and
the Destroyers, as they did a great
cover ofthe band's classic "Bad to
the Bone".

Project42 came out as the battle
was nearing the end. The group
gave a solid show with a sound
thatat times reminded me very much
like Stain'd. Dominic Doria also
played bass in this band while
sharing vocals with guitarist
Brendan Murphy. Justin "Kapow"
Antos provided very smooth
drumming,

Finally, The Brian TIlomas Band
finished up the show. and
demonstrated the true diversity of
bands that perform at the BOm.
They were the only band to feature
both an acoustic guitar and
bongos. The group played uplifting
music that carried positive
messages, and their performance
eamed them second place.

Overall, the Battle was a very
successful one, and must have
been difficult on thejudges as there
were many very talented bands

compe~

agreed to help them. Just then, the
writers ofthis storysuffered asevere
headache. forcing the readers to
finish this (finish this
sentence).

Soon, they were back on track.
The super group arrived at the
North Pole in __(amount of
time); no, it was actually
__(shorter amount of time).
Anyway. they were greeted by an
odd looking elf whose name
rhymed with Zorn Tero.

"Come quick!" the elf yelled.
"They're about to eat Santa!"

They strolled up to the house
and found Santa tied up with
wrapping paper as thousands of
the__s (same animals) stood
around wearing (type of
clothes) in the (room).
Scooby 000 quickly said,
_____ (words to save

Santa)," but nobody understood
what he had said, but Andrew did.

"Scooby said, 'It's too cold for
all of you to survive in the North
Pole! ,,, yelled Andrew.
Once the captors realized this. they
fell to theground__ing, (verb)
and were eventually returned to the
evil __ (place) from whence
they came. Sean and Andrew had
___ (verb) Christmas!

fjab 1Libs
"So you don't know where we

are?" Andrew said.
"No,1 do... 'No' isa place in the

land of'Good Question'."
They thought about this while

eating some __(plural noun)
that they had found lying around
in a(n) __(noun).

"So where is 'Good Question'
then?" ean asked.

"I don't know," Sebastian
answered.

"So then what is 'I don't know',
the name ofthe country we're in or
something?"

"No," Sebastian said, "I really
don't know where 'Good Question'
is located, but Ido know that anta
is being held ho tage."

So, our heroes headed ofTto the
North Pole to saveSantaClaus from
the disgruntled __s (animal).
As they flew there on their
__(traveling vehicle), they ran
into the cast of"CATS" along with
Leonard Nimoy, Rikki Rocket of
Poison, Carmen Sandiego,
_____ (name), Shaft,
Scooby 000 and Shaggy. They
were together to sing a cover of
"Word Up" by Cameo. AfterSean
chopped down the mightiest tree

in the forest with a herring, the
group was convinced that ean
and Andrew could save Santa and

In Enter-
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BATTLE OF THE BANDS 2001
Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

highlights of this blues based
rock band's performance.
Although this band didn't

This year's December Battle of place in the top three, they
the Bands (BOTB) had over 600 certainly had some very
people attending it. This year's talented musicians.
BOTB also reached to broader Triptych played next in a
audiences, as it had some of the performance that would eam
widest varictyofmusical styles than them first place overall. The
orne previous ones. show began quite different

The opening band of the from lhe others as drummerJeff
evening was the punk band 5" Wall. Wickman, beating a rhythm alone
GuitaristTonyTen religaveoneof on stage, was joined by four
the most energetic performances of members ofthe Emerald Society,
the night as he shared vocals with playing a bag pipe and three other
bassist Dominic Doria, who was inst:r\.Wlents. Then, the rest of
also a member the members
ofProject 42. came onto

Next came the stage
Drove. They and went
played a great into their first
show with song. They
heavy guitar finished up
and piercing with a
screams surprise
provided by appearance
guitarist Steve Brian Murphy of Desiderata by Lucas,
Lipetzky. But (Photo by Laura Dahlstrom) the lead
the crowd just seemed too lifeless singer of another popular local
to lead singer Mark LePorte, which band, Liftpoint.
is a common problem that early Left Out was one ofthe youngest
bands face at the BOm. Things bands to perform at the BOTB.
eventually picked up, and later on This group of Oak Lawn
the group tossed many /Tee CDs to sophomores played some of their
the crowd. own original catchy punk music.

The third act ofthe evening was and played a very accurate cover
Desiderata Lastyear the group was of New Found Glory's popular
disqualified by goingovertheir time song, "Ilit Or Miss".
limit on a long but impressive Another young band. the
version of the song "Free Bird." Distroyers, played next. They had
Outstanding vocaJs,lead guitar, and a unique sound that seemed like a
saxophone were 'ust a few cross between 50's blues and

One (adjective) and
wintry afternoon. our heroes,
Andrew and Sean, were rushing to
scrap together their article for
Spartanite that was due the next day.
They were working on the story
but kept forgetting certain words
in their rush. Suddenly, a rap-tap
tapping was heard at the door. This
was peculiar, since lJ.ere were no
doors ir. the room, nor were there
windows. walls, ceilings, or floors.

"Ahhh!" They screamed
simultaneously.

"Where are we?" asked Sean.
"I don't know." said Andrew.
They decided to __(verb)

ofT into the unknown to find their
location. Suddenly, a giant
__(noun) __ ed(verb) at
them.

"Who are you," Sean asked. "
And where are we?!"

"My name is Sebastian, and No,"
the thing answered.

"Why can't you tell us where
we are?" Sean said.

Sebastian began, "I did, No is
the place you're in."

"al, where's 'No'?"
"Good Question," he replied.

Scan Banasiak and Andrew
Coate
StaJJWriters



I. How the Grincl, Stole
Christmas- Cartoon: Who
couldn't love this green
creature with a tiny heart?
His trial and growth touch
us all in this exotic and
fantastic world created by
Dr. Seuss.

How theGrinch Stole
Christmas

(MGM Animation)

J{c)fC)~eC)p~~ <.i<;:

anything with Charlie Brown
not be in the Top 5?

3. rhe Christmas Story: This
hilarious movie shows the
growing up of an odd kid. He
experiences many new ideas
and does what a lot of us always
wanted too. We see what our
lives would have been like
with a few different choices.

2. A Christmas Carol: This
classic focuses on the rich and
greedy crooge on the eve of
Christmas. He encounters
th ree ghosts that a II teach
him the true meaning of
Christmas and becomes a
better person as a result of
it.

would break out of jail with
tinsel?

6. National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation: The
story of this family's vacation
is a fun filled adventure as
they get into an unbelievable
amount of problems.

5. Home Alone I, 2, 3:
These movies fill all our heads
with ideas on what to do if
burglars were ever to come to
our house around hristmas.
None of us would most likely
be brave enough to try such
stunts, but they are fun to
watch.

4. Charlie BrowlI's
Christmas: !low could

~pArtAo1te eOtertA10meot
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To-p Te~ CV1 vLStVltUiLS MovLes

AChri tma tory
(WB Entertainment)

self through near-suicidal
George Bailey and his
encounter with his guardian
angel.

7. Sallta Clause: This
delightful comedy has Tim Allen
become Santa Clause after the
real Santa falls offhis roof. The
elves are amu ing; who else

Autumn Osmanski
StaffWriter

10. Rudolph the Red-nosed
Reindeer: Classic about the
courage ofa little reindeer with
the red nose is great for kids.
The playful characters are good
for a laugh and can keep the
interest of any audience.

9. Frosty the SlIowman:
Frosty comes alive in this
wonderful Christmas classic.
He sings and dances with all his
friends while trying to stay
frozen.

8. /t's a Wonderful Life:
Inspirational family movie that
teaches the importance ofone's

Lauren Wallace
Entertainment Editor

Sagittarius (11/22-12/21)
Happy Birthday!! This month
get to know your friends a little
more and spend some money
on them! It is a time for learning
and loving.
Best days: 10, J4,28

Capricorn (12/22-///9)
Have time to get to know "you"
this month. Chill out and relax.
The rough times should be over
soon, making way for the good
times.
Best days: 4 & 30

Aquarius (1/20-2/18) You
are busy this month! Space out
your time to enjoy everything
and pay attention in school.
Best days: 6 & 24

Pisces (2//9-3/20) Pay
attention to your significant
other and/or best friend. They
have things they want you to
know. Also, your energy will
come back ASAP. njoy!
Best days: 8, 18,27

Aries (3/2/-4//9) Grades
are getting better for you. Keep
up the good work! Friends want
you around this month Get up
and out!
Best days: 5,23,24

Taurus (4/20-5/20) Listen
to yourself-speak your mind.
Don't let others pressure you,

into becoming something
you're not. Be yourself.
Best days: 11,25,31

Gemini (5/2/-6/21) Can we
say popular? You have so
much to do this month! Don't
let it get in the way ofa crucial
friendship. This person has a
lot to say. Listen!
Best days: I, 15,22

Cancer (6/22-7/22) You'll
be tired this month. Don't let
that get you down. Tell others
how you feel.
Best days: 12,21,28

Leo (7/23-8/22) You can get
a lot this month and you will.
Just put that cute smile to the
test! Everyone loves you and
you are happy. Enjoy!
Best days: 9,20,26

Virgo (8/23-9/22) Parents
are essential this month. Be
around; they'd enjoy your
company. Be honest, say what
you've been holding in.
Best days: 7 & 22

Libra (9/23-10/22) You
hear too much this month. Get
yourselfaway from it. Have fun,
but not too much. You might
regret it.
Best days: 2, 18,24

Scorpio (10/23-/1/21) You
will be rewarded this month,
take it in stride; just don't let it
get to your head.
Best days: 3,21,26

DaveVognar
StaffWriter

And so the trend continues
in Hollywood. Prominent celeb
rities who thrive in their re pec
tive slates of entertainment
crumble like a wafer in the wind
when they 'play the field.' Take
Jason Alexander, for example.
After starring in the popular hit,
Seinfeld, his new television
show, Bob Paterson was highly
unsuccessful. After only airing
on ABC for a few weeks, it was
pulled. So, George really is noth
ing without Jerry. And 'BAM!,'
the popular, vivacious antics of
new age chef Emeril Lagasse
didn't go over well in a situ
ational comedy. NBC promptly

yanked the inane attempt at
comedy from its airwaves. One
trick of the trade, ponies should
not be allowed out of the graz
ing field.

You might say that the e iso
lated incidents don't mailer
around the holidays. That you
are content with ju t silting in
front of an open fire, watching
chestnuts roasi, and listening
to favorite Yuletide classics. But
the spreading epidemic of ce
lebrities marching into foreign
fields of entertainment could
corrupt the entire industry. The
sweet, serenading Christmas
music you used to hear will be
replaced by tunes that will
shock and apall you. Yes, the
greedy tendril of celebrities

who are advancing into fields
they know nothing about could
even spell the end ofChristmas
music, as we know it.

This is not made-up. If
you've ever een A Christmas
~, you are aware of the at
tachment America has to the
adorable young lad who plays
the son in the movie. But how
adorable is he now? Peter
Billingsley, the actor, has just
released an album entitled
Christmas stories. Christmas
songs, clearly an attempt to in
vade the Christmas music indus
try and bring it down from the
inside. The reason why Perry
Como and Johnny Mathis were'
put on this earth was so we
wouldn't be subjected to the

wavering voices of Peter
Billingsley.

Just think of the other celeb
rities, but untalented singers,
that may follow suit. Could you
imagine Gene Hackman belting
out Adeste Fidelis? And
wouldn't Tom elleck's debut
ChrEmcsab.m f Magnum X.
Mas, really get your heart rac
ing? Celebs aren't content like
the rest of us who just listen to
Dr. Demento's rendition of
Jingle Bells, instead of writing
our own. They want a piece of
the Christmas song pie. As bad
as it seems, it is only the begin
ning ofthe problems. Mass hys
teria would break out in the
music industry ifmusicians be
gan to fear that swaggering,

middle-aged actors would re
place their role. U2 's ever mod
est lead singer Bono would be
forced to produce a festive al
bum, The Joshua Christmas
Tree. The newly reunited
Sma hing Pumpkins would re
name themselves the Smashing
Candied Yams and start releas
ing holiday singles. The music
industry seems to be on the
brink ofcollapse, until one hum
bling and beautiful day: Decem
ber 26lh • Christmas is over, and
so is the demand for sappy,
mass produced celebrity Christ
mas albums. Finally, America
comes out of its coma. The re
turn lines overflow at the Sam
Goodys and Best Buys of the
world, and all is right again.



one of the most therapeutic
activities. Running, biking,
lifting weights, yoga, etc. are all
great stress relievers.

Lastly, smoking is used by
teenagers, especially females, as
an appetite suppressant. It is
an obvious fact that exercising
or playing sports is a much
healthier way to stay in shape.
Cigarettes might help one eat
less, but exercise will bum the
calories from the delicious meal
one is skipping.

Sports also will not increase
one's chances for cancers and
heart disease (actually it will
decrea e one's chances), and it
is less expensive and more fun.

One can see that sports can
provide the same benefits that
teenagers are looking for in
cigarettes. What makes sports
the better choice, though? One
doesn't have to be 18-years-old
to be able to legally participate
in athletic activities. On the
other hand, one must be 18
years ofage to legally purchase
cigarettes.

public who have uffered
from tobacco: Baseball
player Babe Ruth died of
throat cancer due to smok
ing. Musicians and smok
ers Duke Ellington and Nat
"King" ole died from lung
cancer. These are just
some of the names of
people that we know that
have died due to the ef
fects of tobacco.

When you think about
how the world will look
back at your athletic or ar
tistic career, would you re
ally want to send the mes
sage that you didn't get to
live your life to the fullest,
that you had it taken away
because of tobacco?

Senior Meena Babu, state
qualifier in tennis, believes
that "being a successful
athlete is hard enough with
out having to worry about
smoking as well. Smoking
just isn't appealing to me.
lt shouldn't be to anyone."

musical group know how im
portant it is to be able to
breathe properly and inhale
a full breath of oxygen. Any
form of tobacco can reduce
or eliminate the vital air that
is needed. For an athlete,
this is a chance they are not
willing to take.

"I '01 a runner and I have
asthma," says Sean
Banasiak, a junior cross
country and track runner.
"Any other breathing prob
lems would hinder my ability
to run." Thousands of high
school athletes across the
nation face similar problems,
making smoking one of the
worst possible habits for
adolescent athletes to en
gage in.

Tobacco companies pur
posely make the tobacco
user become more addicted
to smoking. If this itself is
not reason enough to not
take that first puff of a ciga
rette, consider those in the

tum to cigarettes are because of
peer pressure, the buzz, to relieve
stress, and as an appetite
suppressant. By being part of a
sports team, an athlete finds that
to be accepted he must not
choose to smoke.

Sports teams give students
opportunities to make friends
and feel like they are part of a
group. There is no need to smoke
a cigarette to buy oneself a
friend.

Many teenagers are drawn to
the buzz they get from smoking.
However, many teenagers
involved in sports have
experienced a different kind of
buzz that lasts much longer than
a buzz from smoking. Sports can
be exciting, and good
performances can even give
athletes a high.

Smokin\ is also resorted to as
a stress re'tiever. High school

\.. .
students use.,...clgarettes to
escape from the pressures and
responsibilities society puts on
them. Many people know,
though, that exercising can be

~eeember 14/
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cide, fires, alcohol and all
other illegal dr'lgs COM
BINED."

So the question is, what
does this have to do with
the all-star athlete or per
former? Tobacco can
cause many diseases and
defects that bring upon
more painful slower
deaths.

Smoking affects the en
tire body. While the pri
mary concern about using
tobacco is developing
cancer, smoking can de
crease lung capacity,
cause painful scars, and
increase the chance of
he a rt dis e ase . 0 ft en,
smoking causes the lining
of the teeth to rot, creat
ing difficulty in breathing
for the smoker.

Those in any sport or

involvement in organizations
or sports. Joining other
celebrities in this cause are
professional sports teams.
"They Smoke Opponents Not
Cigarettes. One Thing Worse
Than A Red Card Is A Black
Lung. Their Only Addiction
is the Game," reads an
International Women's occer
Poster.

Student athletes at Oak
Lawn contend that it is pretty
difficult to be a good athlete
and a dedicated smoker at the
same time. Sam ynowiecki is
a senior member of the varsity
basketball team. She stated,
"[Smoking] deprives you of
being the best you can
possibly be."

So byjoining athletic teams,
teens who smoke will be
motivated to quit in order to
perform better. Likewise,
those who don't smoke can
find a reason to never begin.

Why are sports a good
alternative to smoking? The
main reasons why teenagers

Licorice and cocoa:
they're two innocent and
very tasty additives of
many candies and drinks,
the f1avori ng to many fine
foods. They are used in
cigarettes and make the
user want to inhale more
smoke ... Wait! Cigarettes
contain licorice and cocoa
in order to make the
smoker inhale more smoke?
What is that all about?

Smoking is many differ
ent things to many differ
ent people; however, there
is one fact that no one can
argue when talking about
smoking cigarettes:
they're harmful. The
proof? According to the
May 23, 1997 edition of
Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report of the CDC,
"Smoking kills more people
than A.I.D.S, murder, sui-

LaIJT8 Mottl
Sports Editor

John iciora
Sports Editor

In 1999, 34.8% ofhigh school
students were current smokers
according to the National
Center for Chronic Disease
Prevention and Health
Promotion. Over the past
decade, lawmakers have tried
numerous ways to erase this
statistic.

Advertisements aimed at
society's youth have been
outlawed. Joe Camel is an
example ofa cigarette icon that
has disappeared due to its
influence on children. Many
celebrities including Jeremy
London and Boys II Men have
been used to persuade youths
to say no to smoking. The
government has set up many
educational programs that
teach students the dangers of
smoking.

A new technique in the
prevention ofyouth smoking is
informing students about
alternatives to smoking, like

The Truth: smoking is harmful

Get addicted to sports not cigarettes

.",----------------------------------------.....
(/ Two spartan coaches "Wel/,for atltletes or non- '\

atltletes, one cltances tlte
Iwere asked why they felt Irisk of illtroducillg
,smoking is a harmful carcinogens into tlte body I
,habit for athletes to titat may damagetlte body's I
, have. DNA and cause cancer, and I
I for atltletes, tltere is a I
, uBecause smoking de- pltysiological reason. Tar I
, creases a person ~ ability build up ill tlte lungs from I
'to breatlle, and oxygen- ti,e cigarelle smoking ,
Iation is very important to Coach Ke tier prevellts efficiency alld tlte Coach Atkins I
\an athlete." (Photo by Steve Peters) ability to perform at a Itiglt (Photo by Steve Peters) }

" level. /"'"---------------------------------------'

Rob Wheeler
(photo by Steve Peters)

"I don't smoke
because I need all
the lung capacity
I can get for
swimming. "

1!EraK!l

"Because as a
runner, being able
to breathe is very
important, and I
don't want my
lungs filled with
tar. "

Spartan ath
letes were asked,
"Why, as an ath
lete, do you
choose not to
smoke?"

Sam ynowiecki
(Photo by teve Peters)

"It is simply a
disgusting, repul
sive habit. It de
prives you of be
ing the best you
can possibly be."

Kelly Cunneen (Photo
courtesy of Kelly Cunneen)
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Determined wrestlers compete strong at meets
Jeff Caster

taffWriter

The Frosh/Soph season of
wrestling has commenced.
The tir t event for the team
was held aturday, November
24"'.

Team practices, usually ev
ery day, commonly consist of
many drills which improve
technique and style. To im
prove, the wrestlers practice
against other teammates,
which allow them to become
used to challenging people in
their weight class. For endur
ance thcre is plenty of run
ning, which usually consi ts
ofa milc ormorc.

The teams have been prac
ticing hard and will be very
competitive. The freshmen
team on ly has a total of 12
wrestlers; ti fleen wrestlers are
needed to make a complete
team. Now when they have
an event, tcam points are lost,

ophomore Nick
because the teams are incom
plete. The wrestlers have to do
even better, because of this
point loss. However, this does
not stop any of the effort the
team gives to the sport.

alerno pin victory. (Photo by Laura Dahl trom)

Coach Robinson thinks Burke, who wcighs in at 171
that the wrestlers themselves pounds, and Samir hahen,
are showing much effort and who weighs in at 97 pounds.
will do great in the competi- The Coach thinks Burke
tions. Some of the freshman especially wi II bring in points
team's top wrestlers are: Shane because of his strong poten-

tial to wrestle, and his ability
in his weight class. He feels
Shahen's size in his weight
class will allow him to win eas
ily against other wrestlers.
Both of these wrestlers will
help the team to succeed, but
everyone of the players wi II
bring in wins for the team.

The sophomore team has
many more wrestlers than the
freshman team. The sopho
more team is also doing very
well and showing much effort.
Coach Robinson thinks that
this will be a good season for
them. He believes that he has
coached many skilled wres
tlers who will help win many
events, possibly leading them
to a conference championship.

Some of the sophomore
team's top players are: Joe
Sarpaulis, who weighs in at 189
pounds, Kyle Spitzer, who
weighs in at 125 pounds, and
Ali Shahen who weighs in at
112 pounds.

Froshlsoph boys basketball,

drives for \\ uccess
Girls basketball

looking to score big
ketball team. time in each game so far. these girls have. "Withnwnerous

Bill Blacttlcr Kev' West"Assistant Coach Wargin Teamwork is the key for III injuries and girls being sick, the
StuffWriter h' h' StalTWriter h h d das gIven muc praIse to the Spartan sophomores, 'JJ ot ers avesteppe upan came

Basketball is back here at this part of the team, deem- "We have to play together," Even though it's early on in through for the team despite the
OL H . The freshmcn and ing them to be a very profi- Coach Newton explained. the season, the freshmen and absences", Coach Kestler said.
sophomores have been prac- cient team. The freshman and sopho- sophomore girls are already The girls are pumped and
ticing hard and with thc help The sophomores are an- more basketball teams are feelin' the groove of the court. ready for the season. The
of the freshman Head Coach other Spartan team who excellent teams with a great Both teams, freshmen and freshmen team has been doing

idlow and sophomore Head have shown a great work deal of talent and exceptional sophomore, defeated quitewell. With a good record to
oach Newton, the partans ethic and some incredible coaches. Eisenhower at their November jumpstart their season, big

should have a couple of players. Ed Tomasik, Will As the season continues 27th bout with little competition. things can happen ... big things
very competitive teams once Sweiss, Alex Karlstadt, and both of these teams will be- Starting the meet forOLCHS, like a conference title. When
again. Bill Howard are all great ad- come more experienced and the sophomores scored a asked what his outlook for the

The freshmen have many ditions to this sophomore learn a lot about the game. remarkable fifty-one points season was, Coach Brant
leaders who have stepped team. This will give both teams a compared to Eisenhower's responded by explaining how the
up to help them maintain good chance of coming out eighteen. The freshmen also team needs to get back to the
their focu before their first with a winning season and showed their abilities with a like fundamentals of the game and
game. A few of the e out- going into next year with a scoreof57-l9. hustle, hustle, hustle.
standing players are Mike tremendous amount of ath- The coaches couldn't argue Katie Roza, Eda Calbay and

kopis, Mike Mallek, Matt letic ability and confidence. with a4-1 record on both levels Amy Trlak have been doing an
Norris, and hris Gasienica. Coach Sidlow also men- ofplay, but still say more wtltk is excellent job for the team but
The freshmen have shown tioned how, "The team has needed. Coach Doreen Kestler those players have been
extraordinary talent consid- The sophomores have six only played three games so says that, "with some key supported by all the other girls
ering many of them did not new players, three of which far this season, so it is hard retumingplayersandcomingofT that make up our freshmen girls
play at the junior high level are freshmen. So, despite to tell what is going to hap- an undefeated season, I see the basketball team. Theresa
and are competing for the the lack of experience, the pen. However, we had a team as doing very well." Musielak looked at the team as
first time. sophomores have shown whole month of practice be- RetumingsophomoresKathy "doing very well, but getting

"They will pick up a lot as great dexterity in each of fore our first game, which Figus and Arnie Habdas both better." And that is just it, the
the cason progresses," their three non-conference really proved who our team had to agree that "The team is work doesn't stop and these girls
said coach idlow. "Not to games. leaders would be. Mike hardworking and, being friends aren't about to. Come support
mention the freshman B- All of the games have Skopisand Dave Pazdahave onandofTthecourthelpsouta both teams as they dive into
team who have started out been close for the Spartans. really stepped up to lead, lot". Saying: "there's no 'I' in more conference games coming
as a convincingly good bas- The team has lead at half- both on and off the court." team" is definitely the attitude up soon.

..................~~l?!(.~~.:~~~ .
• Girls' Volleyball Girls' Cross Country Girls' Swimming •
• Sam ynowiecki Cassie Gonzales Amanda Duer •
• Karissa Murray Laura Mottl 0 Boys' CrossCountry :
: usie Cusick Stephanie Achter .. Jeremy Prendergast •
• Sarah McKinney Kelly Cunneen • Dave Sexton •
• Boys' occer Becky Annen Tennis.
• Mark Digrazia Melissa Storm Meena Babu •
: cott Kreydich Golf ® Sandy Montoya :

Jim Borskie Don Hackstock Debbie Zwirkoski
• K . D •• Charlie Duer eVIll ertz Football.
• JefT Anderson 1 Jason wiatek Rob Petersen •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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enior Karissa Murray launches a 3-pointer against rival
Richards. (photo by Steve Peters)
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·StaffWriter •• •• •• After a very successful •
.sea on last year, the Spartan •
:cheerleaders are back, aiming :
.to surpass their previous •
•. h h •.tnump s. Last year, t e •
.Varsity squad won the •
:Downer's Grove South :
.Regional Competition and •
:qualified for State. Competing :
.on the Medium Varsity level •
:(fifteen girls or less), they tied :
.for Il'h place in the State •
:competition. This season,
.the girls will be competing in
•.both the Oak Forest and
.Downers Grove South
:regional competitions as they
.did last season, but in the
:Iarger division with twenty
.girls.
: Leading the Spartan
.cheerleaders this season are •
:the nine seniors: Sarah :
.Goldrick, Jacqui Pugh, Megan Junior Brittany Kopfcheer for the partans on high. •
:Melvin, Diana Ricci, Amanda (Photo by teve Peters) :
.Kramer, Deanne Drechsler, squads, including Oak Forest of the support that the.
:Diana Ocampo, and Rachel and and hepard who took the cheerl ead ing program has:
.Rhonda Laylo. fourth and fifth places, received from the Athletic.
: Coach Pally Greiman respectively, at the state finals Department," Coach Greiman:
.stated,"The competition will last year. remarked. "It has really been.
:be tougher this year, but this The Oak Forest regional will an encouragement to see that:
.is probably the most talented be taking place on January 20"', happening." •
:squad that we've had at and the Downers Grove South Our Spartan cheerleaders:
.OLCHS." regional on February 10"'. will be making numerous.
: The varsity squad Deanne Drechsler, a senior appearances at basketball:
.competed at the All-SICA on the squad, showed similar games, and they are planning.
:schools competition on enthusiasm to that of Coach on cheering for a wrestling:
.December 2nd, and they Greiman, commenting, "The match as well. •
:earned a first place title not girls on the team get along really Everyone is welcome to:
.only in the SICA North well, an we are all anxiously support the cheerleaders at.
:Division, but they also took awaiting' our upcoming their competitions and offer:
.first place overall in SICA competitiJp .:_ the same support that they.
:competition. They beat many "One thing that has really received last year during their:
.outstanding cheerleading been great for us this year is all run for state. •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

earned a total of 14 points and 9
rebounds, and Sullivan was
once again on the ball with I I
points and 4 steals. Much of
the ofTense's success in their 57
19 win was a result ofCusick's 7
ass ists.

A key to the Spartans'
success this season will be the
leadership of the team's five
returning seniors. Karissa
Murray, Susie Cusick, and Sam
Synowiecki continually model
great speed, aggressive
playing, and terrific shooting.
Jessica Exline and Meghan
Toppel are very powerful at the
boards making numerous
rebounds and protecting the
basket.

The SICA North conference
championship will not be an
easy title to claim with talented
teams uch as Richards and
Romeoville among the
competition, but Oak Lawn has
proved at the start of the season
that they are a promising
contender. They beat the
Spartans of Romeoville on
Thursday, November 29, on
Romeoville's home court. All
three levels of girls' basketball
won that evening creating an
excitement in all the girls for the
upcoming conference season.

Charvat and Michael Zylius
have to succeed in the
statewide tournament in
Fairfield, III. Last year, the team
accomplished quite a feat,
placing sixteenth at the
tournament, out of more than
forty-five schools. Highlighting
for the Spartans was Charvat,
who scored a high scratch game
01'276 pins.

Bowlers were working
towards finishing even better
this year, as they rolled into the
second half of their season at a
match against Marist on
No~mber 29. Jim Switowski
bowled a I75averageto help the
team win by two games, and
break the first place deadlock
between Marist, Richards, and
themselves. The teams were in
a gritty first-place battle for
weeks, but Oak Lawn pulled
ahead thanks to gusty
performances by Switowski,
among others.

With the season steadily
rolling on and the standings
indicating Oak Lawn's
dominance, the team is ready to
face the nexus of Illinois
bowling talent at the state
tournament later this winter. By
next year, the team could be in
the IHSA, so a swansong reign
of succe s could be expected.

season, oach Janet
Haubenreiser watched her girls
play disciplincd basketball with
well-executed defense to upset
Thornwood, who was ranked at
the time, by a score of 31-30.

They went on to play Andrew
in the champion hip game ofthe
Thanksgiving Tournament. The
girls battled their way to a score
01'22-38 to bring home a second
place finish in the tournament.

Against Morton, the
Spartans proved why they are
currently a team with a 6-1
record. Dana ullivan was the
high scorer racking up 25 points
against the opponent. Susie
Cusick also experienced a great
offensive night by adding 11
points to the team's winning
score 63-57. Felton was sharp
on defense against Morton with
4 steals and 10 rebounds.

Oak Lawn's fifth game was
against Eisenhower, and the
Spartans played like all-stars
that evening. Jessie Synowiecki

Dave Vognar
StaffWriter

To some people, bowling is
not the most exciting of modern
sports; they contend that it is a
sport lacking the complex rules
and fast-paced action of
popular games like basketball
and football. In fact, the Illinois
High School Association does
not even recognize male high
school bowling as a competitive
event. What do Oak Lawn
bowlers think of thi? They
consider it a snub. Nothing,
however, can extinguish the
passion that Oak Lawn bowlers
have for the sport, nor can any
blatant disregard for bowl ing
shadow the talent they po sess
on the lanes.

Membcrs of the Oak Lawn
bowling team practice every
Thursday aflernoon at Arena
Lanes, in preparation to rack up
pins against local high schools
in the team's private league.
The team participates in a
league with Argo, Marist,
Richards, hepard and
Eisenhower high schools.
Although they do hope that the
II/SA ratifie a motion that
would allow male bowling to
become an IH Aevent, they are
content rolling otT as it stands.

Thi is because the real story
behind the team is not its
absence from the IHSA, but
rather the potential that high
scoring bowlers such as Keith

Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

Varsity girls b-ball
shooting towards

conference

Bowling strikes
((( success (((

One of the most CXCltlllg
teams to watch this season is
Oak Lawn's varsity girls'
basketball team. The team may
lack in height (there is no six foot
centers), but they compensate
in speed and skill. Head
Coach Janet Haubenreiser and
her assistant coach, younger
sister Erin Haubcnreiser, look
forward to a tcamthat can make
a promising run for conference
and continue on in Regional
play.

In their first game of the
season, the girl out played Rich
Central to win with a score of
53-38. enior am ynowiecki
led the team with 14 points and
10 rebounds along with
teammate Laurie Felton,
sophomore, who scored an
equal 14 points and dominated
the boards with 8 rebounds.

In the second game of the
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Varsity wrestling pins the competition
Mike Martinez
Sports Editor

After finishing second in
conference last year, the varsity
wrestling team begins this sea
son with high expectations.
The Spartans will miss Dan
Pa quarella and Nick Grabarek
who have moved on to college,
but should not miss a beat with
many key wrestlers returning for
competition this season.

Among them are seniors
Tommy Grabarek, Mike
Oganeku, Grant Arthur, and Joe

helpman who are all expected
to compete for the conference
champions~ip in their weight
classes.

The Spartans endure gruel
ing practices every day in or
der to be successful. Each prac
tice begins with a time two-mile
run, which is different than a
two-mileJog. Atimed two-mile
run is hard enough, however it
is only a warm-up.

Following the run, the Spar
tans drill technique for 45 min
utes. Coach Robinson believes
that proper drilling is the most
important aspect of practice,
therefore these dri lis are allot
ted more practice time than any
other portion of practice.

After the drilling the Spartans
wrestle live for 30 minutes,
which is followed by a 45-

minute workout in the weight
room.

Coach Robinson is shooting
for a winning season, and for
as many individual wrestlers to
win conference championships
and qualify for state. This is
the goal every year, and these
wrestlers are very capable of
meeting and surpassing these
goals.

One dilemma the Spartans
face at the beginning of the sea
son is having a significant
amount of injured wrestlers that
are key to the partans success.
This may hinder the Spartans
early on, but hopefully all the
pieces of the puzzle will be in

enior Mike Oganeku forces his opponent to tap out.
(Photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

place by January 26 th so they of adversity, and the Spartans
can make a run at the confer- wi II have an opportunity to
ence championship. show what they are made of.

Good teams thrive in the face

Don Hackstock concentrates on his freethrow.
(photo by Steve Peters)

taking the season day-to-day, Spartans have experienced a
and improving as the season string of success. On
progresses. November 19 the varsity boys

Early into the season, the won their season opener

Brian Hardt lays up two points. (Photo by
Steve Peters)

hard enough to be a solid,
competitive team that will make
Oak Lawn known for it's
basketball. The team plans on

Varsity boys basketball offto a successful start
against Marion Catholic H.S. by
a core of77 - 63. In their first
victory the partans had five
player in double figures. Don
Hackstock led the pack with 22
points and I I rebounds
followed by Brian Hardt with 16,
Mike Dorian with )3 points,
Nick Spatafore with I) points,
and Brad kendzel with 10
points.

Power forward Don
Ilackstock, the only Spartan
ever to be voted to the all
con ference team as a
sophomore, was also voted to
the all-tournament team at
Andrew H.S. last week.
lIackstock averaged 21.7
points and 8 rebounds in a three
game period. He currently leads
the partans in both points and
rebounds.

Following the Andrew
Tournament, the Spartans came
up with another victory against
Fenton II.S. by a score of 63
54. The Spartans were down
by 10 points in the first half, but
the Spartans rose to the
occasion in the second half.
Don Hackstock led the team
with 24 points followed by Brian
Hardt with 15.

am Ortega
S/(ljjWriter

"I think we will have an
out. tanding season this year,"
tate oach Panovich

regarding the upcoming Varsity
Boys Basketball season.

Coach Panovich has high
expectations for the team, but
he is also aware th, t his players
have set the level high for
them elves. The Varsity boys
basketball team has been
training for months now, on and
off the court.

During the summer league
the Spartans played 40 games
and tini hed with an impressive
record. In the otT-season during
the fall, assistant coach Atkins
had the players in th weight
room conditioning three times
a week in addition to practice
on the court. Coach Panovich
and Atkins held open gyms
twice a week for the players to
practice and to get a feel for the
ball again.

Coach Panovich has not set
any relative goals such as
winning conference or going to
Regionals, but he did set one
goal for the team. The goal he
has set is for the team to work

Varsity swimming roundup
Len Musielak
StallWriter

The months of October and
November are critical in terms
of the Oak Lawn Swim program.
This is the period in time in
which the girl's team completes
the season's final meet, the
I HA sectional. It is also the
time when the boy's team
begins to train for the start of
their upcoming season.

The Oak Lawn Spartan Girls
wim Team swam a great

sectional. Overall the girls
placed 6'h out of 12, only 1.5
points behind Shepard.

The girls 200 meter medley
relay team of Melissa Riner,
Amanda Duel', Dana Larsen,
and Katie Wantiez broke the
Oak Lawn conference record at
the meet. Also, Melissa Riner

finished in second place in the
100 backstroke.

Senior captains Liz Lemrize
and Mallory Pluciennik led the
team not only with encouraging
words, but also with incredible
performances in the water. Liz
finished with a time of 6:20.65
in the 500-yard freestyle, while
Mallory finished 9th overall in
the 200-yard freestyle with at
time of 2: 12.98 dropping 2
seconds from her seedtime.
Their leadership and swimming
talent will be missed next year;
however freshman

Val Guzzo is on track to
assume a leadership role. Val
placed 7th overall in the 100-yard
backstroke, with an incredible
time of I: 10.75, dropping 2.5
seconds off of her sectional
seedtime.

ophomore Andrew Coate works on his free-style stroke.
(photo by Steve Peters)

The Oak Lawn Boys Swim
Team began their official season
on Monday, October 19 after
two weeks of intense
preseason training. The guys
lost some great talent at the end
of last year, with the graduation
of Spartan record holders Bob
Puhr, Doug Terrell and Rick
Ilolzle. Seniors Rob Wheeler
and Aaron Osmanski, this
year's captains, are hoping to
pull the team together in order
to win a conference
championship.

"We lost a lot of seniors at
the end of last year," says Rob.
"Our fresh/soph team has a lot
of weight to carry along with
us. But we will work as a team
and pull through."
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Sandburg high school as Oak
Lawn confidently entered every
event. The forensics team
nearly accomplished the
impossible by advancing 13 out
of those 14 events to state, and
for the fourth consecutive
week, won sectionals over
defending state champions
Downers Grove South by 9
points.

The team overall nded the
season on a very high note,
taking 3,d in the State. "We
went in [this season] rearing to
go, and the extra support from
Dr. Fronczak and Mr. Riordan,
and everyone. really hclped
out," stated Zero. Although the
team won't be the same ncxt
year, with 16 seniors graduating,
Oak Lawn's young speech
team plan on maintaining their
high tandards for another
succes ful season.

In order to see the 3,d Place
in state forensics team, make
plans to attend the forensics
show to be held during March.
For more information about the
forensics team and/or the OL
Theatre Program, visit http://
www.olandolfi.homestead.com.

The following day, Sunday
March 3'd, an Open Hou e will
be held at the school from 1-4
p.m. Alumni will be able to tour
the school and notice all the
changes and additions made to
the school since their
graduation.

Displays of old yearbooks
and art will be set up and
forensics, drama, choir, and
band performances also are
expected to take place.

Tickets are going quickly
and can be purchased by
contacting the Anniversary
Hotline, which is the school
number 424-5200 extension
5050. It's expected to be an
unforgettable night.

This year, Oak Lawn placed
in the top 3 overall at every
tournament including 7
tournament championships.
During the season Oak Lawn
also came out victorious at
Downers Grove South, which
included schools from the
entire state of Illinois, not to
mention the top 10 finishers at
state, and competitors in excess
of 80 r event. At the I A
varsity conference tournament,
Oak Lawn, yet again, won the
SICA North Conference, and for
the second consecutive year,
becamc ICA Var ity

onference champion, bringing
homc 15 medals highlighted
with 4 conference champion .

After conference, Oak Lawn
had to decide on one entry per
event for the commencement of
III A competition with
regionals. OLFP came out on
top for thc third week in a row.
Everyonc placed in the top 3
and advanced to sectionals.
PIR also won regionals. Thc
following week, IIISA
competition continued wiTh
sectionals held at Carl

guests, which will include the
history ofOak Lawn.

Many local businesses have
requested to place an ad in the
program which also will add to
financial funding for the
banquet. According to the
anniversary committee, any
profit will mostly likely go
toward a gill for the school.

The committee includes Mr.
Riordan, Dr. Nowakowski, Mr .
Eichbergcr, and Ms. Krieher,
Ms. Galante, Mrs. Altenburg,
Mrs. Trotto, Mrs. Scaduto, Mrs.
Hochgesange, and Mr. Foster.
Publicity has been taken care
of through press releases to
l>apers, posters, banners, and
mailings.

Palluck took 3,d place in
Humorous Duet Acting.

The other event placing at
state was the Performance in
the Round (PIR). With a cast
and crew of Eric Queen, Steve
Peters, Bryan Grant, Ryan
O'Connor, Jeff Selmeister, Jon
Naples, Mike Norris, Brian
Weems, Josh Lopez, Rob
Nosek, Dave Montgomery,

eline M tz r, Adrienn
Thurzo, Tina Derencius and
Guin Grana, Oak Lawn placed
2nd overall.

decades ranging from the fillies
to present day. A photographer
will be present so that guests
can have something to
remember the night. Food will
be provided by the Hilton. Hot
and cold hors d'oeuvres will be
served.

Tickets are currently being
sold at school for $50 a piece.
Only seven hundred twenty
seats are available, and tickets
are selling quickly.

Planning for the banquet
began quite early in the summer.
The hall was booked in August.
The tickets are the main
financial source for the
extravaganza. A printed
program will be provided for

c:,partanlt~
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teve Peter
Photo Editor

2nd place Performance in the Round. Courtesy ofSteve Peters

the Oak Lawn foren ICS

team (OLFP) concluded the
2001-2002 season on top of
their game Advancing 13 out
of 14 evcnts to the late
tournament, Oak Lawn took
3'" placc overall. Regarding
the state tournament, co
president Amy Zero said that,
"Even though there were a
few disappointments for
seniors, the team strongly
pulled together to take 3'd."
Individuals also saw success
as 6 events placed. Grant
Suhs, ajunior, earned the state
championship in Impromptu

peaking, and performed his
speech on stag~ ,dIJring the
awards ceremony. '. he state
champ said, "It's beetl a great
ride this year." Addi&nally,

aleb Kosek took 5th in
Original Comedy, Jason
Cascio earned 4th place in

t m r n u kin,
Megan Hincks was 4 th place
in Special Occasion Speaking
and Justin Lopez and Marc

Alumni banquet to be held
amina Va in

News Editor

Forensics takes 3rd in state

In celebration of Oak
Lawn's fiftieth anniversary, a
banquet will be held on
March 2, 2002, from 8 p.m. to
12 a.m. at the Oak Lawn Hi lion,
located at 9333 S. Cicero
Avenue.

The main purpose for the
celebration is to gather and
reunite old alumni and staff
who all have one thing in
common--Oak Lawn in their
past. Mr. Ri rdan, assistant
principal, stated, "It gives
people an opportunity to see
old friends."

Entertainment will be
provided by a DJ who is
expected to play music from

~)
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-Mike Goshorn, senior

doing in life. That isn't much
preparation for college or ajob.

Coaches also play an
unbelievably important part in
raising the youth. The best
coaches are the ones whose
main focus isn't their salary or
their winning streak-the ideal
coach promotes teamwork,
sportsmanship, and dedication.

Students will realize on their
own that competition is a big
part ofgetting ahead in Ii fe, but
coaches must make it very clear
that reaching the top won't
happen by pushing everyone
else out of the way. They are in
an extremely convenient
position to emphasize the
importance of working with
other people, and they must do
exactly that.

Overall, children can't be
criticized for failing to be above
average based on their actions
alone. Adults who claim that
children are apathetic slackers
who lack initiative must
understand that they playa
huge role in showing kids how
to act, think, and speak.

The way a child turns out
depends on how much guid
ance he or she receives while
growing up. If there are no
adults to applaud achieve
ments or encourage efforts,
then there's no reason for kids
to aim for anything.

Better leaders come from
better instructors. If society
wants to create a generation full
of confident and successful
young people, it must realize
that it is in large part the adults
who are directly responsible for
making it happen.

Parents are responsible for
the foremost role in influencing
young adults. Children are
incredibly receptive to parental
guidance. Moms and dads who
rarely spend time with their kids,
either under the assumption
that they will become
indcpendent just by virtue of
being on their own, or by
claiming that they are too bu y
arc greatly mistaken.

It is extremely important that
moms and dads attend sporting
events, concerts, or
competitions, offer help in
choosing classes or finding
scholarships, and accompany
their children to college visits.
Knowing that a parent is always
there for support allows a kid
to have complete trust in asking
for and accepting their
guidance.

Teachers must also ease a
teen's passage into adulthood
by encouraging students to
involve themselves actively in
their education. urricula have
to foster independent and
group studies that help
students to connect what they
are learning with the real world.
Teachers should run interactive
classrooms where there is equal
opportunity for participation by
both the teacher and the
students in challenging
discussions and activities.

If a teacher were to pass out
a stack of worksheets every
week or play videos constantly,
letting the kids talk and laugh
as they please, this would
merely promote the idea that
everyone can pick and choose
whatever he or she feels like

Answer this: What takes up
most of your time?

Mccna Babu
Edi/or-in-Chte/

"Forensics and the OL Theater Program occupy the majorityllfmy time. Ienjoy these
activities, but ( wish there was more time for me to become an active member in other
clubs. Also, there is very lillie time left for me to interact with my family, and I only get
to see my friends in an out-of-school setting about once a week."

-Edward uda,sophomore

"Right now I spend most ofmy time on schoolwork. Once volleyball starts, that will
be my life. I love reading magazines and books, and I watch a little TV if! have some
time. I'm happy with my everyday life, but sometimes I would like a little more time to
relax. And I could use a little extra cash here and there."

'The children of today are
the leaders of tomorrow." This
phrase is spoken all too often.
It's a common way of saying
that the future of society is in
the hand of this next
generation of youth who are
currently preparing to face the
challenges of life as an adult.

How are these young adults
supposed to tackle the future?
How do they determine if they
are ready for the next phase of
their lives, and who is going to
show them what it take to
become mature people?

lIigh school is a critical
period of time for teens. Kids
are focusing on a hundred
different things at once. There
are grades, sports, clubs, family
lives, social lives, and jobs to
worry about, not to mention
creating and accepting a self
identity.

Adolescence seems to
present a barrage of endless
problems, and the realities of
growing up suddenly become
apparent. Independence takes
on a whole new meaning as
teens prepare for college or a
job. 0 one thing is for sure: it
isn't merely up to a kid to figure
out how to be a success.

Today's adults are the ones
who are responsible for raising
and guiding youth in such a
way that they become
confident leaders of society.
The adults who carry great
weight in this role are parents,
teachers, and coaches.

"I definitely spend the majority oI'my time on things involving school, and whether
it' academics or sports, trying to maintain them both can become very time
consuming. But for the most part, I am happy with my schedule. (just think that
I need more than 24 hours in a day. Either that, or teachers should just stop giving
homcwork all together!"

-Colcttc Baird,junior

"Myjob takes up a lot of time. I usually work 4 or 5 days a week. Next would be my
social life because when I'm not at work I usually go out. Then schoolwork when I
come home. In the spring I plan on playing tennis and that will become my main time
consuming activity. I suppose a little more free time would be good so I could relax
or play my guitar more, but right now [ have enought time to do the stuff I want."

-Jason McLaughlin, senior

"Both schoolwork and sports take up most of my time on a day-to-day basis. I
don't mind doing choolwork at all, as long as I'm getting good grades. My
favorite sport, soccer, takes up a-lot ofmy time. I love playing. I would never wish
to do more or Ie s of both of these things. They make me happy."

-Tara Ho ek, sophomore

Meena Babll
hristina lIcci

David Montgomery
Jennifer Rolniak
Samina Yasin
Kelly Cunneen
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Do teenagers need help in
achieving their independence?

~PARTANITf£
SPE KOUT

~artanite Staff

Spar/anl1e editOrial represent the opinions of individual
staff members, not the publicntion itself. Replies to the e
editorials are welcomed and can be ent to Spartani/e office
Room 204.

What should be a student snumber
one re~ponsibility as a high-schooler?

"Education should come
fir t. The reason [we go to
'chool] is to learn. High school
IpreparesJ us for college. By
karning all that we can, we can
become better citizens.

"Next 'hould come cxtracur
ricular activities. [They letJ u
make new friends and have fun.
Exploring new talents and
meeting new people is what the
fun part of high school is
about."

Kim Brightmore, freshman (Photo by teve Petcr )
"I think tbat while in school,

your education should be top
priority. Gelling the grades
hould always come before

making the team.
"I still think extracurricular

activities are important, but
they're exact I) what their
name implies: extra! It is im
portant to be in many activi
ties, but they shouldn't be the
controlling factor ofyour life."
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Kevin onnaghan, sophomore (Photo by tcv(!~ters)

"A student's #I res nsibility
should be to get good grade. It's
common for tudents to go to col
legc now, and that means you need
decent grades.

"I think it's ridiculous that some
tudents focus on sports or clubs

instead ofgrades. In order to par
ticipate, you have to be eligible.
To be eligible, you need to pass
most of your classes. No pass,
n play!"

Amanda Bcnson,junior(Photo by teve Pctcrs)
"Thc /II responsibility of

high-schoo leI's hould be to
strive to achieve the be·t one
can, and never to sellie for
mediocrity. Too often, stu
dents don't feel motivated to
achieve more than the ac
cepted norm.

" tudcnts must strive to do
more than just enough to get
b). Only then will a student
be truly successful in selling
foundations for their life."

Jason Ca cio, senior (Photo by teve Pctcrs)
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.Honors Physics Project •••••
is that most ATM machines do·•not carry the currency. •

•••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.---------.EdSuda
• StaffWriter
.-'7---;---:----;--=---
• A volcano in the Congo
·erupted on January 18, spewing•.ash and a stream of lava 1.2
·miles wide over the town of•.Goma, which has a population
·ofaround 500,000. Even though•.a few scientists had predicted
·this eruption, the event•.nonetheless caught the
·majority of the city by surprise.
•.As many as 300,000 people are
·without homes as they fled to
• neighboring Rwanda for safety.

The federal government's.
General Accounting Office on.
January 30 filed a lawsuit in an:
attempt to gain access to.
recorded meetings involving:
Vice-President Dick Cheney and.
his energy task force, which:
included some who worked for.
the fallen energy trader Enron.:
During this meeting, Enron was.

I believed to have played a large:
• role in the development of.

Bush's energy policy. This has·•led to considerable suspicion.•

~~~:••••••••••••
·of a unified economy and •• •• continent. The only downside •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

On December 3 I, twelve of
the European Union nations

:switched their national
.currency to the Euro, which has
:become the most widely used
.currency that is valid in any
·participating nation. The•.European Union nations
• involved in using this currency· .• had promoted It for the purpose

of efficiency and predictions.
This year the class voted the

best catapult to be "Sour
Cream," built by Sarah Hasan,
Sarah McKinney, and Jenny
Larson.

This group's catapult used a
two by four with massive
bungee cords to produce a ma
chine that is capable of launch
ing the mass well over the de
sired distance.

This project was designed to
give students a better under
standing of concepts covered
in the first semester.

"At first I believed the project
would be a hassle, but it turned
into a project that was not only
fun, but very educational in
helping me fully understand the
concepts we covered," said se
nior Rob Wheeler.

John Ciciora's Catapult. Photo by Stcve Pcters

in their hands. The first day of
the launches was an open
ran Students were allowed
to practice launches and be
come orientated with their cata
pults.

The second day was when
the specifications of the launch
were revealed. A mass of 250
grams, a bag of candy, was to
be the projectile.

The targets were anywhere
from five to seven meters away
and one and a hal f meters be
low to two meters above the
launch site. Catapults were
graded on accuracy, reliability,
quality of construction, and
uniqueness of design.

Ms. Patel claimed, "the cata
pults were better than I ex
pected." Students also re
ceived a grade on calculations

For the second year in a row
the Honors Physics class was
given the task of building a pro
totype launcher. The launcher
could either be a trebuchet, faIl
ing mass driven, or a catapult,
elastic energy driven.

The device had to be able to
launch an object, with up to a
mass of300 grams (.14Ibs.), two
to seven meters (6-23 ft) at vari
ous heights. The launcher also
had to fit inside a two and a half
foot cube.

Ms. Palak Patel, the honors
physics teacher, told the stu
dents, "Use any material as long
as it was not obtained illegally."

With these parameters and
high hopes, groups entered
winter break with many differ
ent designs. They met numer
ous times over break to con
struct and do various calcula
tions.

Many of the groups found
the designing to be a difficult
task, because the target loca
tions and the mass of the pro
jectile were not to be revealed
until the day of the launch. All
groups this year were elected
to build a catapult. The elastic
energy was supplied by every
thing from a spring to bungee
cords.

On January 7, students re
turned to school with catapults

Mike Femrite
Sta([Writer

Mathletes add
up to success

)

Scholastic Bowl
David Montgomery
News Editor

~------------------------- J

The junior varsity has nine
members. Dave Vognar, the
team's captain, thinks that "it
was an exciting season, and a
great prelude to next season."
The JV won 8 of9 matches, and
went 3-2 in conference.

"I think this is a rebuilding
year, especially for the varsity,"
said sophormore Dorie Koli. In
addition to many talented se
niors graduating many upper
classmen did not rejoin the
team. Nonetheless, junior John
Ciciora feels that "we've done
pretty well this year." Ms.
Meyers, the JV coach, said that
the current sophomores
"should do very well next year."

After the Scholastic Bowl
team competed at Conference,
the second part of the season
began. The junior varsity's sea
son ended, but the best players
were called up to play on the
varsity team. The Spartans com
peted at SICA All-Conference
on February 20, and will go to
the IHSA Regional Tournament
on February 25. The results of
these tournaments were not
available at press time. Depend
ing on the team's performance
at Regionals, it may advance to
the Sectional Tournament.

The OLCHS Scholastic Bowl
team wrapped up the first part
of their season with a strong
performance at Conference. The
varsity team placed fourth, while
the junior varsity took third.

Scholastic Bowl is a game
consisting of five players per
side. "Toss-up" questions are
asked which anyone can an
swer. If a team gets a toss-up
correct, their team gets the first
chance to answer a multi-part
bonus question. Ten points are
scored for every toss-up, and a
total of twenty points available
for the bonus.

During the season, the teams
competed at three SICA "mini
meets", where they went up
against three other schools.
Both teams performed well, with
the varsity team consistently
taking second place, and the JV
winning one and taking second
in two.

Oak Lawn's varsity team con
sists ofsix members. Captained
by David Montgomery, they
have been 6-3 all season and
were 2-3 in conference. "We've
had a strong season," said
coach Mr. Moonier. "We do
need to get stronger, and be
more consistent."
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first in conference the previous
year. In conference, OLCHS
competes against the top twelve
schools in SICA.

The entire team is eager to
perform well next season, with
the goal ofreturning to Division
II. The spirit of the team is best
summed up by Mike Femrite,
who said, "I think we're going
to do all right. We definitely
have some talent."
The team also looks towards

the next season. Our Mathletes
team will strive to constantly
improve and to make a strong
showing against the larger
schools in this conference.

Additionally, it gives them the
opportunity to learn leadership
skills and cooperation, since
members teach their fellow
Mathletes new skills to make
them more competitive.
Our Oak Lawn Mathletes have

been fairly consistent,
receiving third place in most
competitions. To sum up the
season, Mrs. Halwax said that
she was, 'pleased with the
overall scores."

In this particularly exciting
season, the Oak Lawn
Mathletes were bumped up to
Division II from Division III,
because Oak Lawn had placed
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EdSuda
StaffWriter

The Oak Lawn High School
Mathletes had a strong
showing at conference on
February 6, with an overall fifth
place finish for the school. The
highlight of the night was the
sophomore Truth Tables team
winning first place.

Mathletes, which is run by
head coach Mrs. Halwax and
assistant coaches Ms. Portal
and Ms. Wessel, basically gives
kids who enjoy math the
opportunity to retain math skills
and learn new ones that go
above and beyond the
classroom teachings, all while
having a great time.



(Walking ~ombies

Claire McGraw
StaffWriter

Every morning my alarm
wakes me up before dawn at 6:03
a.m. After going through my
daily morning ritual, I find my
self still asleep by the time my
carpool picks me up at 7: 15. By
the time Istart first period class,
I am a walking zombie-some
thing almost all of the students
at Oak Lawn lIigh school can
relate to.

Numerous studies and polls
show that young Americans are
chronically sleep deprived.
Teenagers'sleep cycles are dif
ferent from those of younger
children, or even adults. Their
biological clocks make it diffi
cult for them to fall asleep early
enough at night to get all the
sleep they need in time for an
early class.

As a consequence, many
adolescents are severely sleep
deprived. According to Will
iam Dement, M.D. and Ph.D. at
Stanford University, this often
leads to serious acedemic, be
havioral, and psychological
problems, as well as a greatly
increased risk for acidents and
injuries.

Dr. Richard Allen of Johns
Hopkins University, Dept. of
Neurology says, "In my re
search, the amount of sleep a
student gets is linked strongly
with academic grades. Sleep

deprivation also contributes to
irritability, angry interactions,
and aggressive acts. Changing
school start times requires care
ful thought and may be incon
venient for some parents of high
school students. However, par
ents and educators should make
this decision based on the
health, saftety, and well-being of
their chi Idren."

One local school district has
already decided to take action
with a later starting time.
Sandburg High School starts at
8:59 a.m. and ends at 3: 17p.m.
Katie Wolf, a senior, enjoys the
new start time. he said, "Now I
can actually pay attention dur
ing my first period; ('m not too
busy trying to hide behind a
book while falling asleep." One
teacher I interviewed said that
she notices a big difference in
the attentiveness and attitude of
her students, because they start
school later.

I asked Steve Gorski, a
sophomore at Sandburg, how
he felt about starting school so
late. "I have zero-hour at
8: 15a.m. I cal} 'J imagine sarting
my first period at 8~00, let alone
going to a zero hou ,before that!
Those kids are cra y!" After
seeing the promising effects of
a later start time at Sandburg
High School, many people won
der if it would help the students
here at OLCH . Isure wouldn't
mind giving it a try.
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arcade, garland, and thread.
Angular connections reveal

a highly disciplined and stable
individual. He/she is usually
well-motivated, but often cares
more about getting the job done
than about being social.

Arcade connections contain
many arches and denote a
person who is reserved and
cautious, often formal but
sensitive. These people often
close their tradition-based
minds on new ideas.

Garland (Ioopy) connections
indicate someone who is
tolerant and socially outgoing.
However, these people may be
too easily influenced by others
and are often subject to
distractions.

Thin threaded connections
signify a clever person who
wants to succeed in his/her
own fashion, but this person's
original ideas may be too
impractical to be worth
considering.

determines his personality and
his attitude towards life.

People often wonder about
days like September 11'" (911).
Was that intentional or merely
a coincidence? ome are
convinced by numerology and
others assume anything can
happen on any given day of the
year. Was the year 666 skipped
because of people's fear of the
devil, or was it just a myth
stemming from superstition?
Even this issue of partanite
has its own little mystery. This
issue is released on February
22,2002 (02-22-02).

Information and predictions
about numerology can be
found in many sites online, as
well as in books, magazines, and
through telephone hotlines.
Try www.numberguest.com for
more info.

appreciate this color will always
have the ability to be heard.

White: This color is
symbolic ofpurity, chastity, and
cleanliness. White is always
used to show innocence and
importance.

Black: This color can be
intimidating because of its
power. Black i also a symbol
of inner strength and
determination.

olor surrounds the world
and is an aspect of everyday
life. It's something that you
can't get rid of. Different colors
affect us in different ways.

relatively uncommon wfltll1g
style. Often people with a left
slant are inhibited, cautious
and modest beings. This
handwriting carries with it the
tendency to be disappointed, to
feel guilty and also to prefer the
past to the future.

The majority ofwriters leave
spaces between lines. Very
wide spacing often shows an
isolated or unhappy individual
who uses the space he/she
writes with as a barrier. If the
lines are evenly spaced, the
writer is seen as well-balanced,
well-adjusted and well
organized. When someone
writes very closely together, it
is often a sign of muddled
thinking.

Most handwriting samples
contain letters that are
connected to one another. In
The Elements of Graphology,
Barry Branston claims that there
are four basic types of
connecting strokes: angular,

Numerology informs you
about different a pects of your
personality, such as whether or
not you are a patient person
and howWell you work with
others. \ ..

Another. '.way to use
numerology is by using the
birthday of an individual. Add
all of the numbers in the date
together until you get a single
digit, eleven, or twenty-two,
and you get the life path
number of that individual.
There are different meanings for
each number, so each
individual's life path and future
varies.

Yet another use of
numerology is through a
person's name. Each letter in
the alphabet represents a
number. The sum of all the
letters in a person's name

Blue is a calming color and is
usually worn by mellow people.
Dark blues are found to lower
blood pressure and reduce
stress.

Purple: This color often
represents royalty, power and
sensitivity. It is also a
representation of passion and
creativity. People who like
purple usually don't have a
problem expre sing how they
feel.

Brown: This color can
represent good communication
skills and a willingness to share
thoughts. People who

usually not very judgemental
about other people's
personal ities.

Yellow: This color
symbolizes caution, jealousy,
and sickness. It can reminds
people of warmth and sunny
days. If you enjoy summer,
yellow might be a color for you.

Cree,,: This color signifies
life, new growth, energy, and
faith. Wearing green on a
gloomy day can really lift your
spirits. Always remember: it's
not easy being green.

Blue: This color is symbolic
of lonel iness, trust and renewal.

can be directly related to what
kind of person you are.

Red: This color symbolizes
heat, danger, power, and
passion. Red is a very
aggressive color and can
stimulate people to make quick
decisions. Because of this,
when you see red your body
automatically shouts,
"Danger!" and stops. This is
why blue and black pens are the
top choice in schools rather
than red ones.

Orallge: This color is
considered the color ofwarmth.
People who wear this color are

Roshni Rana & Erin lifka
StajJWrilers

Have you ever wondered
why some colors are more
appealing to you and less
appealing to others? Or why
you will never see red in a
doctor's office?

From shade of black to
white, colors represent
numerou things. They have
meanings as to why they make
you feel a certain way or do
certain things. Color
psychology is the study of how
colors affect you and your
emotions. Your favorite color

Val olson doing. Our writing is influenced interested in.
Feature Editor by how we are feeling at the A handwriting analysis of

Graphology has many moment we write, which both partners in a relationship
purposes in today's society. accounts for our frequent can confirm compatibility, point
While many people are not changes in handwriting. out weaknesses, potential
necessarily familiar with While handwriting analysis troubles, and help the couple
handwriting analysis, those cannot always detect the exact (or friends) understand and
who have used it are turning to career people should enter into, accept each other's strengths
it more and more to learn about it can definitely point someone and weaknesses.
themselves and those around in the right direction based on The slant with which a
them. character, ability, and person writes is an indicator of

A handwriting sample is a inclinations. For example, it his/her personality type.
picture of tendencies and shows what kind of work According to Chris Morgan, in
potentials; it shows what the env-Konment would be his book HandwritingAnalysis,
writer believes himself to be comfortable in and the general "In the United States, 70% of
and what he feels capable of kinds of jobs they could be the population has a rightward

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... slant." Right slant indicates a
: ~ It f"" It : movement towards other
: "f1, (9~(9/e)e(9 ~e) : people. It suggests an active,
• • adventuresome, demonstrative
• •• Virgo: Aug. 23-Sept. 22 • person who is willing to share
:Suzie Campbell Your same old habits are makin~ thoughts and experiences with
:StajJWriler you feel disinterested in life.: others. This person tends to
.Pisces: Feb. 19-March20 Now is as good atimeasany to- be naturally friendly,
:You've had some crazy dreams make a change in your dail~ sympathetic, and honest. The
:this week that you can't routine. : handwriting of an introverted
·decipher. Don't fret; just ask Libra: Sept. 23-0cl. 23 : person most likely slants
:One of your psychologist Iioid on to your close friends;. towards the left. Left slant is a
:wanna-be friends for help. don't let a little fight send yoU:
·Aries: March 2 I-April 19 in opposite directions. Your:
:Don't think too much of the friends are one of your greatest-
:relationship that you are in right treasures in life. :
:nowt because it may not last as Scorpio: Oct. 24-Nov. 21 :
·Iong as you would like. Remember that New Year'~ Anna Polowin
:However, there are more fish in resolution you made? Now is- StajJWriler
:the sea. the best time to stick with it, sO: -T~w-o-p-I"'u-s-t-w-o-e-q-ua-I"'s-C"""o-u-r.

:Taurus: April 20-May 20 keep trying. : That will always be true, but is
•Your best friend is becoming Sagi//arius: Nov. 22-Dec. 21· there meaning for numbers
:even clo er to you. Don't push Don't let a little: beyond math class and banks?
:him/her away because this misunderstanding get blown: Many may not believe that
·friendship is important. out of proportion. Clear thing~ numbers in a birthday or in any
:Cemilli: May 2/-June 2/ up now before someone gets- ordinary day matter. Then there
:Break-ups can be hard, but hurt or rumors get spread. : are others who decide to look
·making up is even better. So Capricom: Dec. 22-Jall. 19 : at numbers from a different point
~on't give up because ofa little An obstacle may prevent you- of view, which can be done
:fight; keep trying. from getting done what yoU: through numerology.
:Callcer: June 22-July 22 need to, but don't let i~ Numerology is thought to be
:You have been feeling a little discourage you. You need to: one of the easiest hidden arts
.down lately, but a newfound wake up tomorrow and get. to understand. The basic
:friendship should brighten your things accomplished. : information needed is a birth
:spirits. Aquarius: Jan. 20-Feb. 18 : date and a full name, and from
.Leo: July 23-Aug. 22 You have so much energy now- there the numbers can reveal
:Don't let a bad day keep your that you don't know what to dO: almost anything. It can be used
:emotions down in the dirt, raise with it. Try to gather that: to find out about the future,
·your head and be yourself energy and do something fun- while others use it to answer
:again. with a group of friends. : questions regarding their past.
..................................... fI/J
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Scout and stated, "I'm really
excited about this achievement.
It has been a great opportunity
for me to grow and develop as a
leader, and Iwill use everything
that I've learned in Scouts."

Mike Styrcula, a sophomore,
is a percussionist in band and
participates in wrestling. Al
though Mike may not loom like
Grant or Jon, his enthusiasm is
certainly not in "short" supply.
"I feel it is an honor to be an
Eagle, because I've learned
many lessons and skills that will
be used throughout my entire
life," Mike explained. "To me,
as well as Jon and Grant, it's not
just a badge; we've all worked
hard for it," he added.

OtherOLCHS' students, Eric
Raschke and Sean Heilig, were
recognized as Eagles Scouts and
will be featured next issue.

The Bridges program is
beneficial to students as well.
The program contains
educational links to different
sites to help students with
research for school
assignments. It also has a
feature to help students with
homework in different subjects.

It can provide students a
"more directed outlet for
information," according to Mr.
Lockwood. He also believes the
program is more visual than
Echoices, which may be helpful
to some students.

A student can use both of
these sites using access codes
from home or school. The
access ID for Bridges is 00 1790 I
and the password is bridges.
For Echoices, the access ID is
1006596 and the password is
1578gr54.

The school acquired the
access rights in October, and
though this was later than what
the school had hoped, OLCHS
hopes to continue working with
these internet-based programs
to help students. Our society
is becoming more technology
based with "most kids on
computers," stated Mr.
Lockwood, "so we need to be
internet capable."

ing Academic Letter, dramatics,
football, Forensics, Mathletes,
NHS, SADD, Scholastic Bowl,
and tennis. Jon is also the sec
retary of Pegasus club this year
and a percussionist in band.
Maybe the reason Jon received
this honor is because he is such
a well-rounded person. Jon
stated, "A big part of Boy
Scouts in general is relying on
one another and being of ser
vice to others. It helps develop
teamwork and character in the
long run."

Grant Suhs, a junior, also
likes to keep involved in activi
ties. He has taken an active part
in dramatics, Mathletes, Scho
lastic Bowl, and Spartanite.
Grant is also number one in his
class and a Forensics' officer
this year. Grant was especially
proud of becoming an Eagle

decisions about the future.
"[They can make] a better
decision about what they want
to do career-wise and
academically, where to go to
school." He hopes that
students can start these
portfolios as freshmen and
maintain them for their four
years at OLCHS through
seminars and exploring the sites
on their own time.

The program offers insight
into different and unique jobs,
suggestions for careers, and
allows students to discover
what is important to them in
career.

College planning is also a
significant part of Echoices.
The program contains a link to
xap.com, an internet-based
program that allows students to
apply to colleges online. In
addition, it features financial aid
and graduate school
information.

Parents can use this program
as well. They can set up their
own portfolio and browse
through the site's Career Parent
Magazine to be aware of
changes being made in the
workplace. They can also
access financial llid
information.

Christina Cucci
News Editor

If you don't already know
Jonathan Naples, Grant Suhs,
and Mike Styrcula, they are defi
nitely three ofOak Lawn High's
finest. However, these boys
now have one more thing in
common than just being bright,
young gentlemen, for all three
were recently recognized as
Eagle Scouts. All three are mem
bers of Boy Scout Troop 618.
This prestigious honor is
achieved by less than four per
cent of all' Boy Scouts, and
OLCHS is proud to have
'Eagles' among its student
body.

In order to qualify for the
Eagle Scout title one must first
be a Boy Scout. Then, after nu
merous letters of recommenda
tion and a community service
project, a Board of Review, the
Scoutmaster, Regional Boards,
and National Boards choose the
applicants they see most fit for
the honor. The boys must dem
onstrate service, leadership, re
sponsibility, and enthusiasm for
participating in Scouts over the
years.

Jonathan Naples, a senior,
has participated in a variety of
extra-curricular activities includ-

Jennifer Rolniak
News Editor

Bridges.com may be
bridge to success

Should Know

OLCHS has acquired access
rights to two internet-based
programs to help students with
career and college decision
making. Echoices.com and
Bridges.com are sites designed
to assist in the planning that
often goes along with choosing
a college or career. Oak Lawn
students will now be able to use
these programs to their
advantage.

The Echoices program is
actually a part of Bridges, but
contains activities to help
students focus on careers. An
important part of the site is the
resume builder, which allows
users to enter information they
would like to put in a resume
and then see samples of
resumes with the information
they've just entered.

Echoices also allows
students to create portfolios of
information they deem
important to future
possibilities. According to Mr.
John Lockwood, counselor,
who looked into acquiring
access rights to the programs,
these portfolios will be key for
helping with students'

Mr. DiFilippo
Do you have a favorite

vacation spot?
Traveling to Europe was my
most exciting vacation, because
I love the history and the beauty
of Europe.

What makes you unique as
a teacher?
I try to do a variety ofactivities
to keep my students interested
in the material that I teach.

Why did you choose to work
atOL?
I chose to teach at Oak Lawn,
because I was very familiar with
the area. Also, during my
interview process with the staff
of OLCHS, they made me feel
that I was very welcome here.

Are you going to participate
in the Global Society Festival
this year as yoQ'did last year?.,
Yes, my Global Studies classes
are currently plann) g our role
in the Fest. We currently have
some great ideas, but nothing
has been finalized yet.

What advice would you give
to students?
I would say to enjoy your time
here at OLCHS. Try to keep up
with your work and keep
focused on achieving your
goals and dreams.

What do you coach?
I'm an assistant coach for the
swimming team. I coach both
boys and girls varsity swim
teams and junior varsity.

What would you be doing if
you hadn't become a teacher?
I would have become a lawyer
or Iwould have been Papa Smurf
in the upcoming version of
Smurfs On Ice.

classes. "A lot of people don't
take setting standards
seriously," felt Suhs. "I don't
know why it would be our class
in particular."

In some ca es, however,
student standards are very
important. As the American
economy slows, most states
( inc Iud ing III in 0 is), fi nd
themse Ives struggl ing to
balance their budget. Rather
than cast education by the
wayside, or feed its budget at
the expense of other services,
perhaps there exists a low-cost
alternative. The students are
often overlooked in the battle
ofeducation funding. Bush has
taken the right tep by raising
the bar for students. Now
schools need to work to get
students to raise their own bar.

Mustafa Sheikh
StaffWriter

When you walk into room
355, you may find several maps
of the world along with a man
ofgreat integrity. Mr.DiFilippo,
through my interview with him,
has shown himself to be a
clever teacher with lots of
energy.

What subjects do you teach
and why?
I teach Eastern and Western
Global Studies. Most of my
tudents are freshmen and

sophomores. I also teach state
and local government and U.S
History and most of my
students for those classes are
juniors and seniors. I definitely
enjoy all my classes. Global
Studies is now a requirement
and it's been great teaching it.
My classes are mostly
geography, history, and
economics, so there is always
something exciting to do.

What influenced you to
become a teacher?
The main things that led me to
teaching are the teachers I had
in the past. I had many great
teachers throughout my
educational lifetime that
inspired me. I also would like
to inspire my students in that
ame way.

Where did you go to college
and what was your major?
I majored in history at We tern
Illinois University. I mainly
concentrated in the social
science field which includes
history, geography, and
economics.

Have you had any exciting or
out ofthe ordinary experiences
this year?
Being in this Teacher Feature is
the most exciting and out of the
ordinary thing that happened to
me this year. I have been
openly campaigning in my
classes for this prestigious
moment.

gotten more used to B's." In
addition, standards don't
translate directly into student
performance. Many other
factors figure in to how well a
tudent does.

In all grade levels, some
results had to be rejected for
various reasons. Many people
did not indicate their grade
level or gender. Sti II others
indicated incredibly low or
impossibly high scores as their
standard. For example,
accepting all ballots, the
average lowest acceptable
grade for one Biology class was
788%. Disregard ing resu Its
greater than 100%, the mean
dropped to a more reasonable
80.1%. An unusually high
percentage of unusable ballots
were submitted by junior
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Andrew oateand Sean
Bana iak
StaffWriters

Unless you have lived on the
moon, in a cave, hands over your
eyes, earplugs in your ears, your
other pair of hands over your
ears, wearing a funny hat, while
singing "Word Up" by Cameo for
the past 1328.6 years, then you
know that our world is full of
crime. This calls for crime
fighters. Luckily, we have the two
greatest superheroes ever,

piderman and Batman.
Only one question remains.

Who's the best superhero? The
question has boggled
philosophers and scientists for
ages. Here to address this very
important issue is Sean Banasiak
and Andrew Coate.

Sean: The answer is obvious.
Batman is the best.
Andrew: Are you kidding me?

Spiderman is the greatest!
S: Hmmm ... how do we

determine once and for all who is
the best? Ah yes! A good, old
fashioned stupid-off, I mean,
debate!

Lauren Wallace
Entertainment Editor

Phobias, everyone has them,
and some are considered a
disease. But, what about all
those weird phobias that people
hear about, the ones that you
seriously consider to be false?
This world appears to be phobia
crazy, and for whal reason? Is it
genetics or are we all just weird?
I guess to understand the fear,
you have to understand where
the fear comes from. Or youjust
have to become a crazy hermit
and live in a hole, because ifyou
tell someone that you have
arachibutyrophobia, the fear of
peanut butter sticking to the
roof of your mouth, you might

f
Batman (DC Comics)

A: Well, you can go first.
: No, you!

A: No, me! I mean, you!
-FolQhoulSandsix /rol dogs loJer-

A: ... and that's why the
American Revolution had
everything to do with me falling
down the stairs this morning.
Wait, what were we talking about?
Oh yeah, Spiderman is much
betterthan Batman.
S: How do you figure? Do you

not have enough cranial capacity
to fully understand that Batman
is "dah bomb"?

A: But Spiderman has webbing.
He can swing from stinking
buildings and hang upside down
like a three-toed sloth.

Arachibutyrophobia

gel laughed at, and not just a
little bit, but a whole lot.

Honestly, this world isn't
lotally full of inconsiderate
people like myself, but where
do these phobias come from?
That is the question that has
been plaguing me ever since I
had a chance to read about
some of the more unusual
phobias.

: 0 what? Batman can swing
and hang from buildings too. lIe
doesn't have to rely on just one
form oftransportation like stupid
Spiderman. "Look at me, I'm
stupid Spiderman. I can only
move myself/rom place to place
by webbing onto stinking
buildings. I'm not good enough
to swingfrom hygienically intact
buildings like Batman, he's so
great. "

A: Yeah, but Batman can't spin
his enemies into a web like
Spiderman!
S: Webbing? But that's all that

Spiderman has! One word, Utility
Belt. The U-til-i-ty Be-It.

A: No,You fool! Spidermanstill
has his Spider-Grip, Spider
Speed, Spider-Sense, and most
important, his Spider-Strength.
He can lift up to 10 tons! I bet
Batman can't do that. Without
his "utility belt", Batman'sjust a
decrepit old rich guy in tights!

S: Yes, that's true. Wait, you
forgot one other thing Spiderman
has ... Phyllophagousness!

A: Phyllo... what?! Well,
Spiderman has the X-Men. And

Myxophobia
Psychologists have found

thaI mOSI phobias are panic
reactions, generated by a
situation. However, there are
lhose certain cases that seem a
little suspicious. Now, no one
should get offended in any way
by this article. It is intended to
get laughs and eventually get
others' opinions after the list is
read. Basically, I'mjust here to

Spiderman (Marvel Comics)

there's Iike eleventy-billion of
them!
S: Batman has Batgirl, Robin,

and Alfred. Alfred's taking-out
people capacity is like eleventy
billion and five. Anyway,
Spiderman doesn't have a sweet
ride like the Bat-Mobile!

A: Wait, Spiderman had a
Spider-Mobile once. The Human
Torch built it for him! Ha!
S: Dah ... the Human Torch

always tries to do stuff to make
Batman feel inferior in some way,
it never works.

A: You're right; the Human
Torch is pretty stupid.

S: He sure is. Oh yeah, Batman
has got the coolest pajamas.

uncover some of these
mysterious phobias and figure
out where they came from.

In the ist I hold in my hands,
the list op'phobias From Ato Z,
there are'.tJ{H 200 phobias
listed, and these are just a few
of them. The world has
definitely gone phobia crazy. In
this list, 75% of these phobias
are unrecognizable, meaning I
haven't heard of them before.
For example, allodoxaphobia is
lhe fear of opinions. Generally,
everyone in this world has their
own opinions, so basically,
they would be afraid of
themselves, which doesn't
make sense. There is a fear of
going to bed, which is probably
why insomnia is now an illness.

lie has the shoe thingies and
such.

A: Spiderman has those too.
: Oh, that's right, they both

have very cool pajamas. If we
can't decide on who has the more
illustrious pajamas, how do we
decide the outcome of this
argument?

Well, it doesn't appear that
we will solve this argument
anytime soon. You've got the
facts, so make your own stinkin'
choice. In case anyone out there
is still reading this dull,
pointless waste of ink, Andrew
walked around school back in
October and took a survey for
this debate. Out of 100 OLCHS
students/staff, Spiderman was
the winner, raking in 48% ofthe
votes, and Batman was close
behind at 38%. The other 14%
categorized themselves as
undecided. This was because
they either didn't know, didn't
care, or angrily chased him
away yelling various things like
"Who do you think you are?!",
"Get out of the bathroom!", or
"Ni!"

The list has these and many
other phobias to read about,
and I suggest anyone to take a
look at it. The page is posted
on Time. com. Here is a brieflist
of the others you will find there.
Myxophobia-fear of slime;
where has slime been found?

in i s t r 0 p hob i a - left
handedness; that one is just
plain odd. Bromidrosiphobia
body smells; Idon't know ifthat
means body odor or what.

Seriously, I don't know what
the world is coming to when the
number of phobias is
outnumbering the number of
diseases. We don't need all
these phobias. Just try to throw
them out, but hopefully you're
not afraid of the garbage can.

InstantMessengerFun
Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

According to Jupiter Media
Metrix, there will be at least 168
million Internet users in the
year 2003, with about 90% of
those people with access to an
instant messenger. Although
the Internet is still relatively
new, it seems Iike it's just not as
exciting as it once was.

I remember how a few years
ago I would anxiously wait for
the old 28k modem to connect
to AOL, and the satisfying
feeling Iwould get from hearing
the familiar "Welcome" voice.

For most of us now, going
on the internet is no longer a

special thing, but instead just a
habit that we expect to use to
waste time. The following are
things I found with AOL Instant
Messenger (AIM), that can
make this wasted time a little
more enjoyable.

Ever have a problem
squeezing all that vital
information such a quotes,
lyrics, inside jokes, or classic
Irish limericks into your profile?
Well now, with the help of
www.subrofile.com. you can
type beyond the standard text
limit set by AIM. Basically,
Subprofile lets you create your
own personal homepage that
opens up in your AIM profile
window. It is extremely simple

to make, and has a few extras
you can use such as randomly
generated quotes, proverbs,
etc., and your own personal
guest book that anyone who
reads your profile can sign.

Another interesting AIM
compatible utility is the freely
downloadable program
"Extreme Messenger." Among
other things, this program will
organize your IMs in a single
window making them easy to
manage. The program also
offers an easy to use "fader",
which alternates between
colors with each letter typed,
likely leaving the reader in awe
of your coolness.

What I think is most useful

in the program is the instant
messenger log recorder. With
this program, we need to no
longer be hit by the
disappointment of having an
elaborate conversation on
philosophy or the theory of
relativity, then signing off and
not quite being able to
remember the points you made.
The program automatically
saves any conversation you
have and organizes them in a
folder by screen name and date
of conversation.

Finally, another cool thing
that's not usually known is the
screen name "SmarterChild". It
is not really a person's screen
name, but rather is an

"automatic response bot."
Simply by telling the screen
name "hey", it will greet you
and give you a list of
information it can provide such
as recent news stories, movie
times, or local weather
forecasts.

The bot is incredibly easy to
use and quite helpful. As an
added bonus, it can be quite
amusing to try and carry a
conversation with it, especially
at 2 a.m. on weekends when no
actual living person may be
available to talk to.

For those of you who have
the internet but not an instant
messenger, AIM can be
downloaded at www.aim.com.
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Top Albums of 200I
Grant uhs
Sta/lWriter

When I started lhis article, I
thought it would be prelly easy.
But unfortunately (or
fortunately), 2001 was a very
good year for rock music, so the
3 bands came /Tom a list ofabout
30 suggestions which was very
difficult to cut down. Without
any further ado, the best rock
of2001. ..
Best Metu/- Too/ Album
Latera/us

The first thing that's
noticeable about this record is
its size; it clocks in at 78
minutes long, with hardly any
songs under the 6-minute mark.
This would 'Iead one to assume
that the music is incredibly
repetitive which is exactly the
opposite. On Lateralus, Tool
demonstrate incredible growth
in both their sound and
musicianship. Guilarist Adam

Lateralus, the Fourth Release
from TooJ.

Jones' parts are sonically
assaulting and provide furious
rhythms that are complemented
by the proficient playing of
Justin Chancellor on bass.
Danny Carey's drumming needs
to be heard in order to be
believed, while Maynard James
Keenan's ethereal voice floats
over every track. The songs are
incredibly complex, stemming
/Tom Jazz, Middle-Eastern, and
African influences. Overall,
Tool have created an incredible
record which reflects their
influences, artistry, and desire

to keep the art in metal. Key
Songs: The Grudge, Schism,
Parabola, Laleralis.
Best Altemalive-Radiohead
Album: Kitl A, Amnesiac

Radiohead has been world
renowned for their lastest
albums, OK Computer and The
Bends. Due to this, many were
shocked when they completely
scrapped the guitar parts that
made up the foundation oftheir
sound. They abandoned their
original style, and released two
new CD's, Kid Aand Amnesiac.
The landscapes these records
painted were stark and
depressing; Radiohead used
nothing but a variety of
electronic instrumentation to
supplement Thorn Yorke's
wailing voice. The results were
songs that sounded at first
inhumanly cold. Radiohead
created songs that are intended
to challenge the listener. They
weave a dense aural tapestry,

-Ii ',: In:,·... ,
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Kid A, the First CD Released

by Radiohead in 200 I.
consisting ofmany threads. But
for those with the patience and
open mind to meet the challenge,
the songs reveal the same
emotional generosity for which
the band was famed. Key
Songs: Idioleque, How 10

Disappear C omp let ely,
Pyramid Song, I Mighl Be
Wrong.
Best Pop- The Strokes A/bum:
Is This It

I didn' t buy into the hype
that The Strokes were the next
Nirvana. That is, until 1bought
the CD. The Strokes reflect a

variety ofseventies-influences,
the Stooges and the Velvet
Underground for example.
However, they've managed to
tum these influences into music
that is much more fun than that
of their predecessors. Songs
like 'Sometimes' and 'Last Nite'
truly are a shot in the arm to a
genre with less-than-stellar acts
like BI ink-182 and Sum 41. As
an added plus, the Strokes
don't have any numbers in their
name. While their songwriting
is truly superior though, their
lyrics in general could travel a
little deeper. Still, the band
manages to leave the listener
with incredible lines like,
"together we stand, united we
fall apart." The Strokes do have
the potential to become the
next Nirvana, and one can only
hope that this isn't the last we
will be hearing from this band.
Key Songs: Is This II,
Somelimes, Lasl Nile.

Finch: Who are They??
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is not the fastest wa to a girl's
heart, especially ifit was meant
for a guy.

S. A half-eaten box of
chocolate- No one will be
impressed by a box full of dog
slobber.

4. Conversation hearts from
last year- Your girlfriend may not
be the brightest, but she wi II
notice if the candy you give her
tastes like a rock.

3. Perfume that smells like
an old lady- We all love our
grandmothers, but we don't
want to smell like them.

2. Keychain-Ifyou're going
to try and pass off a vacation
souvenir as a gin, give it to your
brother.

And now, the worst gin you
could give:

J. A necklace with another
girl's name on it- Girls don't
even like to see an ex
girlfriend's picture, but to get a
necklace with her name on it is
crossing the line.

If you didn't want to fight on
Valentine's Day, these gifts
shouldn't have been
considered.

Autumn 0 manski
StaffWriter

Valenline's Day usually is a
special holiday for couples, but
nothing ruins the feeling more
Ihan a bad gift. J{ere are some
examples ofunwanted gifts that
were received on this special
day.

10. A gift certificate for a
great store that can only be
used in Zimbabwe- Though a
gin from Zimbabwe would be
neat, no one will appreciate
huvi:lg to tr. vel uround the
world to u e it.

9. Appliances- Valentine's
Day is not the time to give
omeone a toa ter.

8. Power Tools- No matter
how much a girl likes to build,
she won't appreciate a saber
saw on Valentine's Day.

7. Your mother's jewelry
Even ifshe doesn't wear jewelry
all that much, she will notice if
the bracelet she' now wearing
was once your mother's, or
maybe the engraving gave it
away.

6. Old Valentine's Day gifts
you got last year- Areused gift

Members of the band Finch

Joe onnolly
StaffWriter

I was in our local Hot Topic
last month and I heard a ong
that caught my ear and then
the re t of my body. A sound,
lik that ofa violin, but with a
ynthesized beal was playing.

and oul of left field I hear the
moSI gut-wrenching scream
lhal I have heard in a long time.

I hal Intra \Va~ from the
~ong "What II IS to Burn" b>

a band called Finch. They mix
a blend of metal. pun\... emo,
and other lypes of genres to
create a sound all lheir o\\n
The band is made up of five

members. Nale Barcalow, Alex
Linare ,A lex Pappas, Randy

lrohmeyer. and Derek
Dohert>. and Ihey all hail'
from Temecula. A.

I am usually caught by a
band's lyrics or their sound.
Finch mixes both elements.
With their crushing sound,
mixed melodic keys, and some
of the greatest intros and lyr
ics that I've read in a while, I
had to give them a chance.

They appeal to many differ
ent styles of people. Som~ may
like them because of their hard
hitting music, others may look
at how they sing, and others
may just be attracted to them
becau e of their uniqueness.

I recommend anyone to
look into them. Buy their EP
"Falling into Place" or pick up
the "Drive Thru Welcome to
the Family" compilation, made
up of several different bands
such as New Found Glory. The
compilation has the
unreleased track "What it is
to Burn" which will be on their
new full length CD that is
coming out this spring.

Basically, go out and try
this band. You won't be dis
appointed in the least!
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Chicago Bears: from worst to first

Mike Brown returns the game-winning interception against
the Cleveland Browns. (Photo courtesy ofespn.com)

accomplished this season was
nothing short of spectacular.
The Bears showed major signs
of improvement, and rejuvanted
the hope ofthe city ofChicago.

They have a number goals
to accomplish this off-season
including re-signing a couple of
key free agents, and also
planning to make an attmept to
get a big name quarterback
such as Drew Bledsoe.
Hopefully the Bears will
accomplish these goals and will
have a shot at winning the
Super Bowl next year.

The Bears celebrate a win. (Photo courtesy ofespn.com)

However, the Bears did not win
on big plays alone. New heroes
stepped up every week such as
Shane Matthews filling in to lead
a game winning drive, or Jerry
Azumah coming ofTthe bench to
return an interception for a
touchdown, not to mention Brian
Urlacher scoring a TO on a fake
field goal, or the 330 pound Keith
Traylor returning an interception
for 67 yards.

In the end, the Bears miracle
season ended a few games short
of the Super Bowl, but
nevertheless what the Bears

defensive tackles Keith Traylor
and Ted Washington.

These two behemoth
defensive tackles clogged up
running lanes and freed up Pro
Bowl middle linebacker Brian
Urlacher, making it nearly
impossible to run on the Bears.

In addition to the massive
turnaround on defense, the
Bears made a large
improvement on offense even
though they had to do it
without their top deep-threat
Marcus Robinson.

Marty Booker stepped up
big for the Bears, and set a
Bears' all-time record for
receptions in a season while
becoming the Bears go-to guy.

Also, rookie Anthony
Thomas became the Bears
workhorse, rushing for over
1,000 yards and earning
offensive rookie of the year
honors.

Th is Bears team has been
described as "a team of
destiny," and this was
apparent, as the ball seemed to
bounce the Bears way
throughout the season. Most
notable were the Mike Brown
game winning interceptions
and James Allen's "hail-mary"
touchdown reception.

From the first game of the
season in which the Bears lost
a very close game to the
defending champion Ravens, it
was clear that this was not the
same Bears team. The Bears
went on to win the NFC Central
and earn a bye in the playoffs.
Finishing last in the NFC
Central the previous year, made
this year's success so
unexpected.

The main reason for the
Bears success was the dramatic
imJ*oOvement in their defense
which allowed the least points
of all teams in the NFL. This
sudden improvement can be
attributed to the acquisition of

Mike Martinez
S/a./l Edi/Or

After years of enduring
losing season after losing
season, Bears fans were
becoming numb to the pain of
constant losing. A series of
poor personnel decisions and
below average play seemed to
be the demise of a once proud
franchise.

However, this year the Bears
made an unexpected
turnaround and found their
winning ways once again: by
utilizing a smash-mouth
offense, and a suffocating
defense.

Top 10%
.10-15%
o Bottom 30%
o Bottom 20%
• Bottom 10%

Revenue sharing, a robin hood
system where profitable teams
give a percentage of revenue to
money-losing teams, should be
intensified to be sure that every
team has an equal opportunity
to sign free agents and put out a
better product that more fans
would want to see, and hence,
make more profit.

There wi II be pay cuts, but much
like federal income tax, the ones
most affected would be the
highest paid. Bud Selig would
have no reason to contract any
teams, and (yes, Alex Rodriguez)
regulated salaries would even the
landscape of baseball while
increasing competition.

TIley would allow every fan
ofevery team to enjoy the fruits
of baseball, knowing that their
favorite team has an equal chance
to succeed. Contracting teams?
No. Reasonable salaries? It's
about time.

The Feeding Order
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make much money. Unless the
Expos find a gold mine in Quebec,
the laws of supply and demand
will remain in existence. Montreal
has a low payroll and averages a
little over 7,000 per game because
the product is not worth watching.

However, the Los Angeles
Dodgers had one of the highest
payrolls in baseball and lost more
than $45 million from baseball
operations, $7 million more than
Montreal. For Los Angeles to
make money, their revenue from T.V.
contracts, tickets, and
merchandise has to exceed what
they pay their players, which
presents part of the solution:
putting a cap on what the
individual ballplayer can earn
yearly and Iimiting team payrolls.

This way, teams cannot put the
league in debt by paying ridiculous
amounts ofmoney to their players
without making enough money to
balance their gigantic payrolls.

Money Talks
storybook season that saw should fold to remunerate for the I

Barry Bonds shatter the home losses, with the Minnesota
run record and the Seattle Twins and Montreal Expos at the
Mariners win 116 games. They top ofthe list for elimination.
learned that baseball was in rack Selig went as far as petitioning
and ruin. MLB commissioner the Senate Judiciary Committee
Bud Selig claimed the league lost in December for a bill that would
$519 million overall last season, restrict anyone in the league or
despite revenue of $3.5 billion. Players' Association from filing
He suggested that two an anti-trust lawsuit to prevent
unpopular, money-losing teams elimination.

However, there is more than
meets the eye with Mr. Selig and
his precious contraction. There
are many other remed ies
available to rescue baseball from
the red.

Let's face it; these are not the
salad days of baseball. The
commissioner has been
suspected of illegally
influencing the sale of the
Boston Red Sox this off-season
to a friend ofhis from the Florida
Marlins, so the brass of the
Expos can head to Miami and
take up operations there.

There is also a big, scandalous
mess centered around the Twins,
as Selig has connections to a
bank that wants to see them run
out of town. But all can be set
right without kickbacks and
chaos, Bud, and you won't even
have to look like the bad guy.

One thing has to be
established: bad teams will not

Please send them by
March 12,2002. Make sure
that you enclose your name
and address so that we can
return your pictures to you.

Thank you in advance for
your support in celebrating
Oak Lawn High chool's 50th
anniversary.

Alumni
Attention All

The next issue of the
Spartanite which comes out
on April 12,2002 will feature
the accomplishments of
OLCH athletes throughout
the past 50 years. If you have
any memorable moments and!
or pictures related to sports,
please send them to us at
Oak Lawn High chool
c/o Spartanit
9400 Southwest Highway
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453.

DaveVognar
S/a./l Edilor

Baseball gurus around the
country recognize the 200 I major
league baseball season as one of
the best ever, but administrative
actions in the off-season leave a
lot to be desired.

After the World Series, most
baseball fans lost interest in the
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Girls' froshlsoph basketball shows determination

success

Freshman Jenny Laverty dribbl the ball upcourt again t Romeoville.
(photo by Steve Peters)

The freshman girls' sets them apart: they have the
basketball team showed their admirable desire to succeed.
ability to find success by With the freshman team
capturing their conference losing only one game all
title. season in conference, the

The team feels they deserve team was able to not only earn
to win. They feel they a conference championship,
demonstrate something that but take pride in what they did.

Bowling strikes

it's just a rumor.
Fortunately, some of the

top players on the team
qualified to go downstate,
near St. Louis, MO, Febru
ary 14th,15th,and 16thto
battle against some of the
toughest schools in Illi
nois, such as Loyola,
Richards, and Br. Rice .
These players include
Keith Charvat, Jason
Clarke, John Burica, Mike
and Matt Zylius, and Joe
Szubrych. Results weren't
available at press time.

Last year, the team also
happened to go downstate,
with former players Chris
and Dave Woody, and Jason
Szubrych. Wh i Ie there, the
team took 16th place out of
46 teams, with an average
of about 193 after 9 games.
That score is quite impres
sive, considering the lSI
place team had an average
of2l5 after 9 games.

More key points in last
year's season were Joe
Szu brych 's 300 game and
Dave Woody's 298 game,
part of his 782 high series.

While last year's team had
a lot of potential, this year's
team has tapped into that
potential and it has resulted
in uccess for the Spartan
bowlers. According to Matt
Zylius, "We are the best of
the best." The Spartan
bowlers have worked hard
to prove that throughout
their season, and have
found nothing but suc
cess.

Bill BlaettIer
/affWri/er

ended with the Spartans
winning by three points.
Coach Brandt attributes their

The partans have a lot to success to pure hustle. The
cheer about! The entire girls are always pushing

partan basketball program themselves in practices and
has been doing great recently; they're constantly running
however, two of the partan hard through their offense.
basketball teams have been These Spartans wi II not be
doing extremely well and intimidated by tough
continue to be overlooked. opponents, and play every

The fre hman and game like it's their last.
ophomore girls' basketball Coach Brandt explained,

teams have been very "The girls continue to learn the
impre sive this year. They game and have fun. Winning
both have winning records the conference title their first
and have very good chances year at OL H would be
of winning conference. especially memorable for these

The freshman girls finished girls."
9-1 in con ference and 18-5 This team has the talent to
overall. Jackie Pu chkar and bring home conference

rin albay led the team championships year after year.
through this victorious As long as they keep up the
season, but it was their hard work, their success
teamwork and resilience that should translate over to the
carried them throughout the varsity level in coming years. harder, and as a result they
ea on. Kathy Figus and Kim have encountered success.
In their comeback victory Dignan have led the "When we play to our

against Argo, when the sophomores to a strong 14-8 potential, there's no one that
Spartans were down eight record. When these two can beat us, when we play
points with two minutes left enthusiastic players play to down, we have a very difficult
to play, they came together their best ability, they compel time finding success," said
and went on a rally which the rest of the team to play Coach Kestler.

-~ \ .
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: STATE-BOUND :· ._--------• Debbie Zwirko ki ginning of their competition nior Rachel Laylo stated, "We· Lauren Wallace
• Sf rfJu/ 'f • E . Ed'• a rrrl er season. A first place trophy had to compensate for Nicole. nferfammenf I/or

• "New cheerleading uniforms: was not achieved effortlessly, by adding in more tumbling and. A II Oak Lawn needed, in
«S150; new cheer shoes: $50; and the girls have proven their removing some stunts at the. order to stay undefeated
~lew spirit gifts: $25; Hearing determination and team coop- last minute." • during their season, was to
~ournameannouncedasastate eration through their response CoachPattyGreimanenthu-: beat their rival, Richards
.qualifier: Priceless." to some unexpected events siastically commented, "De-. High chool. The team al
• Our partan cheerleaders, prior to the competition. spite the setback and changes,. most accomplished this task
.-vhose first place finish at the The day before the competi- the girls really worked together. on Thursday January 17th
• January 20th Oak Forest Re- tion, Nicole Bowman, ajunior to perform just as well. They. at 4:30 p.m., losing only 2
.gional Competition qualified on the squad, fractured the were determined to get to state· of their 12 games, which
:them for State, proudly display growth plate in her foot during no matter what." : earned them a record of 34
.his T-shirt slogan. The varsity practice. Nicole is a "flyer" for Nine seniors lead the squad:. 2. Jason Clarke had a
~heerleaders are well on their the cheerleaders, and therefore, Diana Ocampo, Diana Ricci,. high game of 278 and a
e..vayto meeting the high expec- crucial to many of the stunts Amanda Kramer, Deanne. high series 01'673. Others
etations that were set at the be- that the squad performs. e- Drechsler, Megan Melvin, Sao. with high series included
• rah Goldrick, Rachel and: Joe Szubrych, 607, and
: Rhonda Laylo, Jacqui Pugh,. Keith Charvat, 610.
• and Dan Thompson. • The team bowls every
• The junior competitors are. Monday and Thursday at
• Jamie Tillman, Krysten Ballard,. Arena Lanes and consists of
• Amanda Benson, tephanie· II people, each with an av-
• P .. B' K f K' •artSI, rtttany op, 1m. erage over 165.
: tanek,JessicaMadrigal,Lauri. According to Joe
• Cole, Nicole Bowman, and. Szubrych, a junior, the
• Bridgette Beasley. The lone. team's hardest match hap-
• sophomore on the squad is· pened to be against
• Lyndsay Stubbs. : Richards. "They give us the
: Jacqui Pugh and Nicole Bow-. best competition."
• man are the two original squad. Mr. David Moonier is
• members who are physically. the team's coach and
• unable to compete. • knows that this season is
• Ooth the varsity and frosh/· the best in league history.
• soph squads competed in the: "The effort from this team
: Downers Grove South Regional. is excellent, the best in re-
• Competition on February 10th.• cent history. We have de-
• In their divisions, the varsity. feated every team by at
• cheerleaders took econdplace,· least 10 games which has. '
• and the frosh/soph squad took. never been done before in
: first place. . . .• our history." .
• The state competition Will. Mr. Moonier also com-
• take place March 9th and 10th. mented, "There are just ru-
• at the Prairie apital Conven-. mors, but next year, there
• (PI t b 't P t ) tionCenterin pringfield. .• may not even be young
• 10 0 Y eve e ers •
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• men's bowling." Hopefu'lly
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Frosh/soph b-ball benefits from strong leadership
throughout the season already.
The captain of the sophomore
team, Ed Tomasik, has been the
"most consistent [player],"
according to Coach Newton.

Others, however, have also
stepped up as the season
progressed. They include Joe
Exline, Alex Karlsted, Bill
Howard, and Will Sweis. Along
with Coach Newton, Coach
McNamara has joined the
basketball coaching staff by
helping out with the sophomore
team. The sophomores boast a
winning record of 11-8 (press
time) and they plan to continue
to play at this level of intensity.

As the both the freshmen and
sophomore Spartans, "march to
victory," everyone is welcome
to come on out and watch two
great teams play some exciting
basketball.

The freshmen have definitely
benefitted from these painful
workouts. In many of their
games, they have battled to the
end putting their endurance to
the test.

One game that Coach Sid low
remembers was against their
first-in-conference archnemesis
team, Bolingbrook. With the
Spartans down by 18 in the
fourth quarter, the team looked
like they would lose an
inevitable crushing defeat;
however the team played
strong until the last buzzer and
reduced the loss to 6 points.
Coach Sidlow stated numerous
times that, "The whole team is
great, and Iam looking forward
to the rest of the year."

The sophomore team also
has some key players who have
shown great dedication

Norris (guard), Mike Skopis
(forward), Dan Higgins (center),
and Tyrone Traylor (forward
guard).

The team has pulled through
both rough and good times with
the help of shooting from Matt
Norris, inside shooting from
Mike Skopis, and Tyrone
Traylor's great defensive skills.
All twelve guys on the team
work hard everyday after school
for two hours and on Saturdays.
The team has displayed
throughout the season a strong
work ethic that the coaches
admire.

The team is also fortunate to
have great coaching. Quite
often, Coach Wargin gets
physically involved in the
players' pract ices to
demonstrate a play or show the
players how they can improve.

.:)ophomore Dave Berezewski leaves no ~hance for the competition. (Photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

Adam Winchell
StajJWriler

As yet another semester of
the school year starts off, the
students at Oak Lawn High
School begin their journey
through the new year with the
same habit as before, studying
for tests, slaving over
homework, marching through
the halls, or conversing with
friends. This year, a great way
to relieve the high school stress,
however, is to watch an
entertaining basketball game
played by our very own
freshman and sophomore
basketball teams.

The freshmen team has some
key players who the coaches
believe have been great leaders
throughout the year. Among
these star athletes are Matt

Joel Huish warms up his
jump shot before the game.

(Photo by Steve Peters)

Girls' varsity basketball enjoys winning season
senior Jessica Exline's 8 points. boards vs. Romeoville when their all-conference players. team's performance this season

Laura Mottl In the second round vs. they beat them with a score of Both Murray and Sullivan were she stated, "The girls played
Sports Editor Glenbard South, the Spartans 53 to 43. Oak Lawn had an named to the all-conference hard all year. They have really

The Lady Spartans finished pulled away with a 43 to 29 amazing fourth quarter in that team while Cusick was given improved and played
up a season worth bragging victory. Sophomore Robin game too by outscoring honorable mention. disciplined basketball. They
about. By employing their Memisovski had one ofher best Romeoville 20 to 4 in the last When asked how Coach grew as a team and became
speed, determination, and team games with 6 points and 6 period. Sullivan was the high Haubenreiser felt about her unselfish players."
spirit, the girls can boast a 16-9 assists. In the third round, the scorer with 15 points. Coach
overall record. The team also Spartans crushed CYS with a Janet Haubenreiser felt that the
earned a second place finish in score of65 to 20. Sullivan and girls' excellent pressure defense
the first Oak Lawn Hoi iday Murray both enjoyed nice stats and great job controlling the
Tournament. from downtown. Sullivan made ball was vital for that win.

The team worked as a unit to 6 three-point shots, and Murray One of the closest games for
advance themselves to the swooshed 7. This tournament Oak Lawn this season was vs.
championship round vs. proved to be a great showcase Chicago Christian where they
Lincoln-Way East, where they for Oak Lawn's talent and won by a close score of 52 to
lost a nail-biter 38 to 46. Sarah teamwork. 49. One reason they pulled
McKinneY,junior, was a leader Oak Lawn also faired well through with a victory was that
on the court that game by this season in conference play. they were 16 for 16 from the free
producing 15 points for her Even though the girls only throw line. That game was also
team. Susie Cusick also proved finished fourth overall in the one of Meghan Toppel's and
to be a key asset by SICA North Conference, they Sam Synowiecki's (seniors)
contributing with 6 assists. showed fellow conference standout games. They

Before the Spartans faced schools they deserved better. contributed 9 and 8 points,
Lincoln- Way East, they had On January 10, the Spartans respectively.
three wins where they beat Argo at home with a final After conference play, the
dominated the court. In the first score 0 f 46 to 32. They Spartans were seeded eighth in
round, Oak Lawn beat Glenbard outscored the Argonauts 13 to the sectional tournament and
East 64 to 47 with Dana Sullivan, 3 in the fourth quarter. Cusick played a tough game vs. Oak
junior,leadingtheteamwith 15 was the high scorer with 10 Park River Forest, which
points, supported by senior points that game. concluded their season. .
Karissa Murray's I Ipoints and They also dominated the The team is also proud of sarahAlten(bpUhrgSCborseseaSpJlyon)a fast break.

oto Y teve eters

Frosh/soph wrestling finishes a strong season
themselves keep their weight Evidently, as seen by their ac- this extra work, finishing the sea- about the frosh/soph team is
managed, to remain in their complishments, the frosh/ son with an 8-7 record. How- that they competed in the sea-
weight class. soph team benefited from all of ever, an important aspect to note son with only half a team.

For numerous reasons, Oak
Lawn ended up having to leave
eight ofthe team's possible six
teen weight class openings un
filled.

With that in mind, not much
room was left for the team to do
particularly well in team scores;
however many individual ac
complishments were made. Joe
Fry, Shane Burke, and Shawn
Creighton all took)" place at the
Oak Forest Tournament. Win
ning the St. Laurence Tourna
ment, Samir Shahen also
showed his determination and
skill. There is much promise for
a fierce varsity team next year.

John Ciciora
Sports Editor

At Oak Lawn Community
High School, there are two cat
egories of students: those who
leave after school, and those
who stay after for extracurricu
lar activities and sports. If you
fall into the latter of the two cat
egories. you probably have no
ticed the last three months that
the second floor halls have been
dominated by the OLCHS Wres
tling team.

Almost every single day, for
the past weeks, the team has run
countless laps in the school's
second floor halls. This has all
been in the constant preparation
and conditioning to not only
build up endurance, but to help
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Varsity B-ball has an outstanding season, future
Sam Ortega
StajJWriter

Head Coach Panovich and
A sistant oach Atkins are
impressed with what the varsity
boys basketball team have
accomplished this season, but
both say that there is plenty of
hard work len in the closing
weeks "I hope to finish the
sea~on strong and with
confiuence," stnted Coach
Panovich. Many other
students and faculty members
hope the boys will look to the
end ofthe season optimistically
and continue their winning
ways.

It seems that the ofTOo eason
training done by the Oak Lawn

partans has paid ofT for they
hold a record of 12-11. Practice
were key to the success of this
year's basketball team.
Assistant oach Atkins
commented that all the little
things done at practice raised
the level ofperforrnance during

the games.
Key players for this year's

Spartans were returning seniors
Pete pain and Brian Hardt,
backed up by juniors Don
Hackstock, Brad Skendzel, and
Nick patafore.

Coach Panovich stated that
it was hard to point out "key"
players because the whole team
·tepped up to many challenges.
Players like Joe Norris and Mike
DOrian came through in some
ditTicult situnllons.

By January 12. Ilackstock
had already accumulated 287
point for the team, while
averaging 17.9 points a game.
Ilardi, the leam's center, was
behind him with a total of 178
12tal points and averaged I 1.1
points per game.

Right behind the big guys
was pain (point guard) with
117 total points and with 7.3
points a game on average.

Mike Dorian, who made a
definite step up this season,
had 113 points, while averaging

7.1 points per game. Skendzel
was the team leader in steals by
racking up 34 of them.

1 he Varsity Boys Basketball
team saw some major victories
against orne top teams. Argo's
and Reavis's only losses came
from Oak Lawn. The Spartans
also dealt a crushing blow to
Kelly II. . by defeating them by
55 points with a final score of
92 to 37

Away at Oak Forest on
February 13, Oak Lawn had
another crushing blow by
defeating their opponents by 20
points. Games like these really
brought out Spartan fans,
becau e Oak Lawn performed
extremely well.

The Varsity boys have been
ranked 9'h in this year's
sectional tournament will face
Providence Catholic H.S away.

All are welcome to come out
and support the varsity boys
basketball team as they
continue to play excellent
basketball.

Junior Nick Spatafore dribbles around the defense.
(photo by teve Peters)

Varsity Wrestlers pinned another terrific season
However, Mike Oganeku

took first place, Blake Tomczak
took second, Tom Grabarek and
Dave Berezewski took third at
the onference Meet. Grabarek
and Oganeku both took second
at the Regional tournament and
qualified for the sectional
tournament.

Grant Arthur also had a third
place finish in the conference
meet to proudly represent the

partans.
The Spartans are also

working towards the future,
with few seniors on the roster,
they have recruited many
sophomores on the team.

ophmores include Barry
Soragan, Dave Beresewski, Joe

arpolious, Jeff Kopf , and
undefeated Trevor Mulrenin. If
they work hard during the off
season in the weightroom, they
can have very promising
careers as seniors.

to the partans; he missed the
entire season due to a serious
ankle injury.

One key injury this year was
to senior Joe helpman, who
would have been a great asset

eniorGrantArthuroverpo\Vers hi opponentforthe victory. (Photo by Laura Dahl trom)

program. especially in wrestling
because every teammate can
make a difTerence.

Don Calhoun and Bill Jerry practice the freestyle in prepara
tion for an upcoming meet. (Photo by teve Peters)

Andy Pilny
Stoj/Writer

As IH A competition grew
closer and closer, the boys var
sity and junior varsity learns
were taking the yards necessary

The 2001-2002 sea on had
been a moderately successful
season for Oak Lawn. They
managed to go through the
season with a record at almost
.500. Each and every week they
compete with Illinois's bests at
meets and tournaments. At one
of their most recent meets
against cross-town rivals,
Richards, the partans
pummeled the Bulldogs.
Winners in that meet included
Grant Arthur, Tom Grabarek, and
Trevor Mulrenin.

The partans did not pull out
a conference championship this
year. One problem the Spartans
faced this season was an
abundance of injuries. Injuries
are one of the most important
things that must be <lvoided in
order to have a winning

Swimmers ride on a winning current
----------- to gain a competitive edge and of the team who took the extra a good chance at conference Osmanski and Wheeler are alsoAmy Zero

prepare for the tough competi- step to swim on the higher level. with a bit more experience." the team captains, quick to in-
StojJWriter

tion ahead. These members include sopho- As for the varsity members, spire, motivate, and create a
Because of the team's size, mores Andrew Coate, Corey their record was 3-6 prior to sec- light atmosphere. In the water,

the frosh/soph totals often Gage, Ju tin Thompson,and tional competition and state however, they are probably the
contribute to the varsity level. freshman Rhett Wheeler, and qualifYing times. Malak saw Br. most intense and focused, and
There are some great member Dan Wagner. The team captain Rice as the toughest competi- the rest of the team takes their

is Matt O'Shea (soph). Also tion for the Spartans. They example to their own lanes.
swimming on the varsity level, ended up placing fourth over- Unfortunately, Osmanski suf
0' hea has proven himself to all in their conference just fered from an injury late in the
be a motivational force not only barely shy of third place. season but still performed at a
for himself but for the rest of To prepare to face a few of superior level.
the team as well. the top teams in the state, the Rob Wheeler was successful

The most improvement the team scaled down their yardage in breaking a very old Spartan
coaches saw this year was in and intensity of practice. With record from 1982 when he swam
Victor Sabbithi (soph) and Joe focus and hard practices all to a first place finish in the 200
Petraitis (fresh). They show year, Malak believed that rest meters freestyle at the
definite promise for the future before such a huge competition conference meet. He became a
of the team, along with the other would produce the ultimate double all-conference swimmer
boys. When asked about times. on that Saturday, February 2, by
next year, Coach Malak stated, hances to qualify for state also capturing a first place
"They know what they have to were in seniors Aaron Osmanski finish in the 500 meters
do. If the boys continue to and Rob Wheeler. As well as freestyle.
work hard and improve, we have being great competitors,
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so well; this weekend was a
great idea." After all the pre
sentations had concluded
Donna Lee Beckett ('56) and
Ellen Sandlgete (' 55) felt that,
"Oak Lawn has come a long
way; we were both amazed
about the incredible talent
these kids have."

This activity tilled weekend
ended after many memories had
been brought back to life and
man friend hip rekind\ d.
Sharon Forkash Case ('6/) was
pleased that when all was said
and done the reunion was a
success. "I think what every
body has done to put this to
gether is phenomenal, I am
proud to be a former Spartan."

the work that was put into as
sembling the murals. Tracy
O'Connor ('96) said, ") loved
looking at the old yearbooks.
Although ) haven't been gone
very long, it was nice to be able
to see familiar faces."

Throughout the afternoon
the former students looked at
Oak Lawn in its present state.
The choir, forensics team and
band all performed in order to

ive th alumni chance to r c
ollect their days in high school.
Most were very enthusiastic
about the program and enjoyed
it wholeheartedly. After foren
sics had performed, Karen
Tuttle Valentino ('77) stated, "It
is great that the team is doing

"It was by complete chance, but
I happened to meet Coach
George at the hotel. 1was very
excited, because he was the
man that taught me all I have
ever learned about basketball!"
Sharon Case (' 61) was espe
cially excited when she saw the
new pool. "This pool is great, I
am very happy for the swim
mers!"

At the open house the audi
torium m erv d as the head
quarters with tables set up for
each graduating decade from
the 1950's through the present.
At each table, murals and year
books were displayed. Most
alumni found this to be very
helpful and appreciated all of

Cast of'Bye Bye Birdie' (Photo by teve Peters)
fulfilling his military and patriotic Metzger. Katie Vogel portrays set. The play will have a cartoon
duties to his nation. Gloria Rasputin. The play is feel to it, with the props being

Premiering on the Ed Sullivan directed by Mr. Tom Dzurison. made two-d imensiona I and
Show, Conrad's song, "One Last David Montgomery is the oversized.
Kiss," is all part of Rosie's Assistant Director. While 'Bye, Bye, Birdie,' is not
scheme to get Albert to stand up While some ofthe plot can be as well known as last year's
to his mother. quite dramatic, the play still spring play, "Grease," most

Other lead roles include Mr. maintains a comical tone people agree it will be just as
MacAfee played by Justin Lopez throughout. 'Bye Bye Birdie's' good. According to senior
and Bryan Grant. Mrs. MacAfee light-hearted atmosphere is theatre officer Jason Cascio, "this
is played by Sarah Goldrick, and heightened by the presence of is a comedy that has been fun to
Josh Lopez plays Randolph stereotypical hysterical teenaged practice for. I personally expect
MacA fee. , funsofanover-idealizedrockstar. the performances to be just as

PlayingUrsulaMerkleisCeline Adding to the comedy is the i~s fun and entertaining."

c.,partanite
April 12, 200~

Theater Program prepares musical
'Bye Bye Birdie' chosen play

Dorie Koil
StajJWriler

On the weekend of March
2-3, Oak Lawn's alumni were
able to become students
again. The weekend began
with a long awaited reception
held at the Oak Lawn Hilton.
Despite the snow, many of
OLCIIS' graduates found
their way to the gathering,
stating that they wouldn't
have missed it for the world.

Mrs. Joyce Campbell
Lynch ('58) flew in from out
of state saying, "This was a
once in a lifetime opportunity,
) could not bring myself to
miss it!" Lynch continued,
saying that, "It is gratifying
that Oak Lawn has come this
far, your entire community
should be pro~d."- \ .

Mrs. Eichberg« ('73), a
member of the pJan~ng com
mittee, was pleasedt..vith the
success of the reunion, "It
was a lot of work, but it was
worth it when I heard ofreac
quainted fri nd hip ."

The following afternoon,
Oak Lawn High's alumni were
able to tour their alma mater
and see some of the old teach
ers. Thomas Campbell ('56)
was excited over his meeting
with his old basketball coach.

Mike Femrite
StajJWriter

OLCHS Alumni return for 50th

After the great production of
"Fiddler on the Roof," the Oak
Lawn Theatre Program (OLTP)
will return this pring May 9-11
to perfonn the musical comedy,
'Bye, Bye, Birdie.'

This play, set in the 1950's,
tells the tale of a rock star,
Conrad Birdie (Ryan
O'Connor), getting drafted and
the comic results of the
emotional ties that people have
to Conrad. The play centers
around the relationship
troubles between Albert
Peterson (Caleb Kosek),
Conrad's agent, and Rosie
AIvarez (Deanne Dreschler and
Guin Grana).

Albert, being a coward, is
afraid to tell his mother (Val
Olson and Sam ynowiecki) of
his love for Rosie. This central
conflict is surrounded by the
relationship problem of Kim
MacAfee (Megan Hincks and
Debbie Zwirkoski) and Hugo
Peabody (Wayne Miller). Kim
has been selected to receive
Conrad's final kiss before

O~
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efficient people, capable of
handling anything that c.omes
our way. [f it rains the day you
intended to go to the beach,
you'll be able to cope with it by
heading out to a movie instead.
Ifyou forget to bring money for
lunch, you'll take care of the
problem swiftly by mooching
off ofother people.

More importantly, life is not
always as predictable as we
would like it to be, and the more
prepared we are to accept and
embrace changes in
relationships, careers, or even
the weather, the more
invaluable experience and
knowledge we will gain that is
sure to benefit us greatly in the
future.

[t is important to realize that
change isn't always a bad thing.
Advances in technology,
medicine, communications, and
industry are perfect examples of
that. The more we change, the
more we grow and prosper, and
the easier it become for us to
adapt to any situation or
circumstance we might
encounter.

So being able to cope with
change doesn't refer to having
enough space in your wallet for
seventeen dollars' worth of
pennies. It means having the
power to handle anything that
comes your way. And that's
certainly nothing to fear.

Change brings variety - if
every day were a Monday, life
would be considerably more
monotonous. Incorporating
variety into one's actions or
beliefs will prove that even little
changes here and there can go
a long way in making life seem
more colorful and exciting.

Some people are so
concerned about conforming to
stereotypical expectations or
fixed traditions that they fail to
see how much more they might
enjoy life by doing something
as simple as changing their
hairstyle or exploring a different
religion. These variations
might seem extreme or subtle
depending on onc's lifestyle,
but since change can be both
rapid and gradual, it is relatively
easy to keep up either way.

Change also offers new
challenges - if we'd never
progressed from addition to
subtraction, we'd never be able
to figure out how much money
we might save with coupons for
the grocery store or offers from
the Rebate Club.

Aside from learning how to
be a smart shopper, being willing
to try new things and take risks
makes it easier for people to
deal with mistakes or losses and
start fresh. For example, finding
a new job may not always be an
easy task, but it can definitely
be a useful experience.

Finally, change helps us
become stronger, smarter, more

MeenaBabu
Editor-in-Chief

Many things change in life:
seasons change, TV shows
change... even change
changes- look at all the new
quarters that are being minted!
Change is a healthy and
necessary process. It brings
variety, offers new challenges,
and helps us become better
people.

Unfortunately, change is
often perceived as an unwanted
interruption or a threat to
establishing routine, and can
make life seem a lot more
dangerous or difficult to
handle. Many pcople fall into
"comfort zones" and are afraid
to address any issue that seems
the slightest bit foreign to them,
whether it's a switch from a
BigMac to a Whopper, or
moving from one's hometown
to a new community.

However, society needs to
realize that change is necessary
for growth and prosperity.
Although living by strict
routines and schedules, and
turning oneself away from
different beliefs or ideas may
seem to make life easier, it
actually prevents people from
experiencing the world and
closes off many opportunities
to develop mentally and
socially.

-"The walk-out was fun because we got out of school that day."
"I loved Mr. Kunde for history. He was my favorite teacher."
"How about when we cooked in Home Economics and they let us bring samples to our study

halls?"
"There was that tornado."

-Sharon Zwier, Nancy Cousineau, and Debby and Diana Breitenbucher (Class of 1969 and 1970)

Several graduates were asked at the March 3rd Open House
to relate their experiences as a high school student here at OL

OLCHS alumni share their
memories of the past

~pArtAlJite editoriAl
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Making changes
is worth the effort

teve Pett~)

\

"I think, for the m st part,
OLCHS should stay the arne.
lt offers a variety ofclasses and
clubs. I wouldn't want school
to start any later, because I
wouldn't want to get out later.
l tarting at) 8:00 is okay with
me. I agree with most of the
rules, but I do think OLCHS is
too strict with some of them."

Dana ullivan,junior (Photo by Rachel Laylo)

"I'd change the courses we
can take. Our foreign lan
guage department only ha
French and pan ish. Other
schools offer not only those,
but German and Japanese too.

"I'd also change the num
ber ofrequired classes. [think
they should offer more
courses in summer school, so
students can take more
classes during the school
year". Rhonda Laylo, enior(Photo by Rachel Laylo)

SPARTANIT£
SPE KOUT

OLCHS has become quite a different
place over the past 50 years. What

changes would you make to this school?
"The main thing we need to

change is the mindframe of the
students and their efforts in
school. Kids these days are just
happy with getting by, and not
trying to exceed expectations.

"Lots ofkids are dropping out
of honors classes, when others
would have stayed if they would
have been placed. [f changes
are made in everyone, this
school will be a better place."

Josh Lope7.., freshman (Photo by Rachel Laylo)
"First of all, I'd get rid of

the tudent'J D's, or at least the
policy that says you have to
wear them at all times. ec
ond, I'd get some new com
puters, because the olle we
have now are obnoxiousl)
slow.

"Finally, I'd get back the
cookies we used to have in the
cafeteria. The new ones taste
worse ... and they're a lot
smaller."

Jeff Rowe, sophomore (Photo by
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"We had some really good teachers. You didn't even have to be in their classes, and you were like
family."

-Austin Morgan (Class of 1965)

"The out tanding memory I have is of Coach George beating me up! He was the number-one
wrestling coach in Illinois. He expected greatness out of his students. And he had two state cham
pions."

-Michael Mcinerney (Class of 1958)

"I can remember working on a really complicated [choral] piece... it was sophomore year... [I was) in
the 2nd soprano section... and with all the emotion [our director) pulled out of us, that was when I
decided that this was what I wanted to do."

-Barbara Mateer (Class of 1966)

Sparfanife editorial reprc ent the opinions of individual
taff members, not the publication itself. Replies to these

editorials are welcomed and can be sent to Spartanife office
Room 204.

"Probably my fondest memory of this school is how, during the tornado, the school pulled together
in the face or adversity, and the community pulled together. People did things for others that you
could only dream of, as far as helping each other out. It made me think about the quality of this town
I was growing up in and this school I was going to."

--Skip Sullivan (Class of 1969)



"I think [the hardest part] was
not having enough time to
digest all the work the kids did.
All [of them] kncw what they
were talking about, and all the
projects were deserving of
special mention."

Ultimately, amantha
Garrett was chosen a having
the best presentation in the
class. Amy Irlak was the runner
up, with Katie Roza taking third.

All teachers felt that the Fair
was a success in encouraging
kids to read. "Thi wasn't a
boring project," felt Dan
Umecker. "It definitely kept me
intere ted." Mr. Coughlin
agreed. "I got a very positive
attitude from most students."
"At the very least," concluded
Astrauskas, "it offers enough
stimulus for kids to see a lot of
different titles."

Top ten finalists await final result (Photo by teve Peters)
the fair, two outstanding
projects are chosen from each
class to be finalists.

On the day of the Fair,
students brought their projects
down..l0 the cafeteria before
first period. During the first
three periods of the day, the
tudcnts circle around the

cafeteria, completing a
scavenger hunt.

The purpose of this is to get
students talking among each
other about their books. English
teachers also ask questions to
presenters. The 26 finalists
were then judged by two former
OLCIIS English teachers, Mr.
A trauskas and Mrs.
Adomcna . "I think we were
chosen because Mrs.
Adomenas and I have been
involved in the book fair since
its inception," said Astrauskas.
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• Ed uda. which usually quells any sign.

B k F · .StajJWr/ter of dissention immediately·00 aIr : On March 9 and 10, in allowed this protest because of:
:Zimbabwe, the hotly contested the unusually large size of the:
.Presidential election was battled group. They secretly arrested.
:at the ballot box. Ultimately, three of the leader of this:
.Robert Mugabe, the president rotest on March 21. •
:of 22 years, kept his office :
-against rival Morgan Tsvangirai, •
:amid accusations from the :
IIOpposition and most of the •
:World that the election was •
.rigged and areas supporting the S.
·opposition had a shortage of ~.
• 2..ballot boxes. March 21, 2002 marked an.
: Pres ident Mugabe is the historic occasion for lobbyists:
.creator ofthe controversial land against questionable campaign.
·redistribution program, which contribution practices, as the·
:takes land away from white Senate passed a soft-money ban:
·fanners with Iittle or no with a final vote of60-40. •
:Compensation and distributes it Soft money exists when a:
·to veterans of the revolution corporat ion or person·
:against England. contribute a large sum of:

money for "party-building·
purposes" like purchasing:
water coolers and campaign·

•offices. Unfortunately, most of.
this money is just uscd for.

I · •genera campaign cxpenses,.
which is what this bill hopes to.

•combat. •
•• In several Chinese cities, •

·such as the industrial city of •
:Liaoyang and Daqing, :
• protestors numbering over 5000 •
:have led a demonstration over :
.the government closing •
: factories and oil wells in the area. :
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Dave Montgomery
News Editor

On March 26, students
showed the fruits of a major
project designed to kindle a love
of learning in as many freshmen
as possible. This was the annual
Book Fair, in which students
gave presentations on books
that they chose and read. The
Fair was created in 1992 by Mrs.
Whiteaker and Mrs. Adomenas.
It was originally held in the
Spartanite room. Everyone in
English I now participates in it.

Students read a book of their
choice. They then fill out a
planning notebook in which
they detail the "nuts and bolt ,"
according to Mrs. Whiteaker.
"It's time-con uming, but it
makes them understand the
novel before they do the
project."

After that, the students have
to choose a method to pre cnt
their novel. Many people write
diaries or letters from the point
of-view of the book's main
character. Other fre hlllen create
dioramas or other graphical
demonstrations of the book, or
choose from other options.
Each student also assembles a
poster about the book. Before

Choir & band concerts bring in the spring

"':loth Year Anniversary SpeL:.ial"
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work titled Von Himmel Hoch,
which was defined by the
interweaving of several voice
parts, resulting in the
polyphonic style that
characterized the time period.
The piece was sung entirely in
German and accompanied by
Mrs. Millie Watland on the
harpsichord.

Finally, the Chamber ingers
performed one particularly
unique piece called An Afro
Celtic Diddle, which combined
traditional Irish rhythms (a la
Riverdance) with African
counter-rhythms to create an
intensely rich and distinctive
blend of musical styles that
ended in a fast-paced climax of
hand claps and stomps.

Because the music chosen
for any of the four annual
concerts is always challenging,
the dedication of the students
in the choral program is evident
in their heartfelt performances.

present unique and challenging
mu ic that covers a wide variety
ofgenres. This year's program
covered works from the
baroque, classical, and
romantic eras, and also
included spirituals and a mix of
sacred and secular music.

Choir Director Barbara
Mateer was careful to choose
selections that would
emphasize the universality of
music as a means ofconnecting
with other cultures by
incorporating such a variety of
languages and styles into the
program.

One of the Treble Choir's
pieces was Dona Nobis Pacem,
a classical work by Haydn sung
in Latin, which featured solos
by Jackie Dillon, Alexandra
Kamberos, Alexis Peterson,
Brittany Siedschlag, and Carrie
Zelek.

The A Cappella Choir
mastered a complex baroque
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Deanne Drechsler, Rhonda Laylo, Erlinda Garcia, Meena Babu, Debbie Zwirko ki, and Tina
Cucci performed the treble ensemble piece, "Dance on My Heart." (Photo courtesy ofJoe Ruger)

took place in the Little Theater,
was comprised mainly of five
piece sets sung by the Treble,
A Cappella, and Chamber
Choirs.

There were also
performances by students who
earned Division I (superior)
ratings at the IH A 010 and
Ensemble Contest on March
3rd, amounting to four solos and
five additional vocal ensembles.
The spring concert is the choir
program's best opportunity to

Mcena Babu
Editor-in-chief

Dee, Rachel Laylo, Lissa
McGraw, ourtney Messina,
LeighAnne Messina, Edward

uda, and Amy Zero.
Immediately after these

performances, the symphony
band stepped in with their
numbers, starting with "March
of the Southerner," followed by
"Sea Songs," "American
Elegy," "Gandalf," and then an
encore performance of
"Jamaican Rhumba."

Following the performance
of both the bands, the jazz band
played, with soloists Andrew
Coate, David Greenberg,
Colleen McCalip, Lissa
McGraw, Ed Oberdieck, and
Amy Zero. Many famous jazz
tunes were played such as "In
the Mood" and "St. Thomas."

Thursday, March 21, marked
the third concert of the year for
the OLCI-IS choir program. The
annual spring concert, which
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Laura Dec
StojJWriter

On Thursday, March 14, Oak
Lawn I-I igh School's varsity,
symphony, and jazz bands
performed in gym 101.

Students who competed in
the IMEA also played their
selections. By the audience's
response, it was obvious that
they really enjoyed the
performances. The band
members and their parents
provided refreshments after the
concert.

Varsity band played first, and
they had some very challenging
pieces to perform this year.
Some of the selections played
were "The Belle of Chicago,"
"Shenandoah," and "Festivo".
In between symphony and
varsity bands, those students
who participated in (MEA
played their music brilliantly as
well.

The performers of the solos
and the ensembles were Karen



voices then presented a
traditional candle dance
followed by modern pop
dancing.

An Irish dance was
performed by sisters, Megan
and Julianne Hincks who gave
a spirited perfonnance. Katrina
Percak and Amy Gorchos
danced to a self-choreographed
Ukrainian folk song which was
aided vocally by Christina

ucci and two other dancers,
Ryan 0 'C onnor and Jeff
Selmeister.

A mixture of Arabian and
Latin dance was perfonned by
Diana Hishmeh, Eman Zeidon,
Kathia Francia, Marlene
Rashid, Laura Perez, Angie
Francia, MarieJla Gallegos, and
Lorena Vasquez.

Friday students in the Global
studies program presented
infomercials depicting the
culture, location, and other
information about different
countries around the globe.
Ryan O'Connor, Josh Gentile,
Katrina Percak, and Amy
Gorchos gave one final riveting
perfonnance of their Ukrainian
folk song and dance.

Also, throughout the week
international lunches were
served in the cafeteria. These
various ethnic meals included
Polish, Asian, Irish, and Latin
dishes.

The Filipino Performers (Photo courtesy of Rachel Laylo)

March 5 in the Little Theater
during both lunch and study
hall periods. The first activity
was presented by the members
of the "Unity Statement
Committee" which
demonstrated to the audience
different types of cultural
awareness activities. On
Wednesday, Urban Gateways
presented "Then and Now:
History of the Blues." "The
audience responded well to this
instrumental program," said
Student Assistance
Coordinator, Mrs. Mary Egan.

Thursday was the day most
awaited for by students,
because their peers perfonned
ethnic dances from their
heritage in the "Carousel of
Culture." Christina Cucci sang
a Ukrainian communion prayer
while Amy Gorchos and Katrina
Percak danced to a se If
choreographed ballet. Yuvia
Roman, Sara Raschke, Jackie
Rodriguez, Elda Rodriguez, afa
Kishta, Julio Barrera, Laura
Romero, and Marianna Romero,
performed the Latin dance
which included dancing to the
music of Latin pop, Merengue,
and the Salsa. Rhonda Laylo,
Rachael Laylo, Erlinda Garcia,
and Michelle Sombero were the
Filipino perfonners who sang a
traditional melody accompanied
by Carolyn Siwa. The~ treble
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Students embrace diversity
at Global Society Festival

amina Yasin
News Editor

OLCHS' annual Global
Society Festival is eagerly
anticipated by OLCHS
students, because it is
dedicated to cultural
awareness. Students
participate to represent a vast
variety of ethnic countries
through various activities. This
is an excellent way for students
to share their traditions and
customs with their fellow
students. Oak Lawn's student
body consists of nationalities
from all different regions of the
world.

Each morning ofthe festival,
students gave a wann welcome
over the intercom just before the
student announcements in their
native languages. Polish,
French, Ukrainian, Vietnamese,
Indian, Filipino, and Spanish
morning greetings were given
by Diana Ocampo, Anne
Kapustka, Anne Guffroy,
Katrina Percak, Thuy Nguyen,
Saba Ahmed, Rachel Laylo, and
Yuvia Roman. Students also
recited quotes and poems which
related cultural recognition.
These short, yet meaningful
verses were recited by Andrew
Coate, Anna Polowin, Tara
Alexander, April Modrick, Tina
Mondello, and Alex Vuich. An
original poem entitled "One
World To Share" written by
senior, Christina Cucci, will
appear in OLCHS' Pegasus
poetry book in May.

Music ofall different origins
was played during each of the
passing periods throughout
Global Society week. Thuy
Nguyen compiled a wide variety
of ethnic music from the
countries of Poland, Ukraine,
Italy, Vietnam, China, Mexico,
and the Philippines.

Activities began Tuesday
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~ Working with
~ Senator Durbin
•
:~J·en~R~o~I·I1·ia·k------- messages with people's opinions
• taffWriler about certain topics. The office.
• also perfonns casework, which·
: It's a pretty well accepted fact consists of us aiding someone:
·that senior year can be an who might be having a problem.
: uncertain time for most students. with a federal agency. Sta~
• From the obvious decision such members do outreach as well,.
: as where to attend college to the which is organizing community:
·Iess important ones like who to events to help the senator meet.
: go to prom with and what to do the people of Illinois. :
• over break. As far as my own role as an.
: Personally, I now have other intern, I've done the obvious, like:
• worries. For instance, whether I open mail and cover phones. I've.
: make the morning train on time, also assisted staffwith their own:
• because my prompt attendance projects. Working with someone.
: depends on only one Metra train. who assists the senator on a:
·I'm also .usually unsure about daily basis is an incredible.
: whether my hair barrette will set learning experience because I've:
·off the metal detectors in the seen so many different.
:morning and whether my faxes perspectives on policy and:
• to other offices will actually get current events. I don't think I'll.
: through. ever forget how during the earlier:
• My worries are a little different weeks of my internship, one or-
: because I dec ided to try the senator's sen ior staft:
• something extraordinary with my members engaged several other.
: education this semester. Since interns and myself in a rather:
• January, I've had the opportunity impassioned discussion on John.
: to intern in the office of United Walker Lindh. Everybody who:
• tate Senator Richard 1. Durbin. works in tfie 'QfJice brings a.
: I first decided to pursue this different baCkgrot with them,:
·political internship over the and they're more n willing to.
:summer with the intention of share their experiences with:
• learning more about the political others who are just learning. •
: field before attending college. As non-traditional as it is,:
• Originally, Ihad no idea Iwanted trading in a senior research paper.
: to graduate early to carry out the for resume paper has been the:
.opportunity, but after most rewarding experience I've.
:discussions with teachers and had. I feel everything I had the:
• parents, I realized that I really opportunity to do and learn in.
: wanted to learn in a "hands-on" high school has thoroughly:
.environment where I could prepared me for this kind of.
:discover more about how leamingexperience. Through my:
• pol icies affect citizens' everyday education and internsh ip, I've.
: lives. discovered that it's incredibly:
• My internship has turned out worthwhile to just learn.
:to be so much more though. everything you can about what:
• Aside from seeing first-hand how you enjoy doing. 0 while my.
: people respond to proposals in concerns may be a little different:
• Congress, I'm able to observe than those ofa typical senior, the.
: how a senator's office functions chances I've taken have paid otr:
• to help each constituent. The more than what Icould have ever.
: most obvious way in which we imagined. :
• help out is by taking down phone •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OLCHS student named
National Merit Scholar

Christina Cucci
News Editor

"Unforgettable." It's not
just a moving lyric to the music
of Natalie and Nat King Cole's
beautiful duel, but it also
describes one of OLCHS'
most unforgcttable
pcrsonalities, Mcena Babu.
AIready an accompl ished
senior at OL HS, Meena now
has one more great
achievement to add to the list,
for she recently has been
named a National Merit
Finalist.

Meena is the fir t National
Merit cholar that OLCHS has
had in nearly 30 years, so it is
no shock that this prestigiou
honor is not merely "given,"
it is "earned." In order to be
con idered a semifinalist one

must meet or surpass a certain
PSAT score, and that number
varies per year and per each
region in the U.S. For our
region, all whose scores
ranked in the 99 percentile,
but did not reach a 214 were
considered "commended."
Meena had to write a personal
essay, send in
recommendations, and
complete an appl ication
similar to that ofa college.

National Merit cholars are
considered to be in the top 1%
of academic-ranking students
in the country. Meena is also
involved in numerous extra
curricular activities in and
outside of school. From
becoming a state qualifier in
tennis to working overtime as
our school newspaper's

Mccna Babu
(Photo by teve Peters)

Editor-In-Chief to
accompanying the OLCHS'
Treble choir, she has been
recognized as a leader and an
extremely well-rounded
individual.

As one can imagine, being
involved in so much can
become kind of stressful at
times, but Meena knows that
all her hard work and

dedication will all payoff in
the future. "People always tell
me that I'm crazy for being so
busy, and often stressed out,
but I honestly love everything
I'm involved in. This is why
when things get rough, I can't
just quit, because I'd be too
upset to give up 011 any of the
things I do," Meena said,
"everyth ing I do means
someth ing to mc."

OLCHS presented Meena
with a plaque, while the
National Merit Scholar
foundation has a certificate to
honor her achievement.
Furthermore, Meena will be
eligible for one of three kinds
of scholarships which include
up to $2,500 from the National
Merit Scholar fund, a
corporate-based scholarsh ip

from sponsoring companies,
or a university-based
scholarship from sponsoring
universities.

This honorable title that
Meena attained has already
proclaimed to help her feel
more confident in preparing for
her future. "You tend to get
kind of nervous about colleges
and scholarships and if
you're going to make it after
graduating. This achievement
made me feel like I've got a bit
of an edge on my future and
that I am ready for what's to
come. Overall," Meena said,
"I'm really happy with how
things have gone the past four
years. I believe that it's been
an excellent mix of good luck
and hard work that's gotten
me where I am today."
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Jes ica Podkulski
SiaffWriter

It may seem like only last year
you were sitting down watching
Beverly HiIIs,9021 0 or waiting in
line at the record store for the new
Salt N' Pepa CD, but believe it or
not, these events happened
almost, or more, than ten years
ago.

While you may have been
worrying about whether to wear
your orange or purple jeans the
next day, there were scientists
and mathematicians constantly
on the verge of new
technological breakthroughs. By
1998, 100 million people had
Internet access. Cell phones and
computers were getting smaller
and more widespread at a faster
rate.

The 90's began with Saddam
Hussein's 'invasion of Kuwait
which caused the Gulf War.
American troops were being sent
to Bosnia as part of the NATO
peacekeeping force. Most
Americans were glued to their
TVs during the time of the OJ.
Simpson trial and the Bill Clinton
and Monica Lewinsky scandals.

Franklin, Bob Dylan, and The
Beach Boys. Meanwhile
Americans of all ages became
obsessed with the British band,
The BeatJes. Later on, they would
become mostly popular with the
younger group, as they moved to
more experimental rock music.

Perhaps the most notable of all
events in entertainment ofthe 60's
would have to be Woodstock. In
1969, a concert featuring some of
the most popular psychedelic
bands of the time, including
Jefferson Airplane, Jimi Hendrix,
Grateful Dead, and The Who, took
place in Woodstock. The three
day festival gathered 400,000
hippies in a celebration of music,
peace, love, happiness... and
psychedelic drugs.

Woodstock fit well as the
symbolic end to the 60's, as the
"hippie" movement would never
reach such a magnitude again.

In 1970, the population of
America was 204,879,000. Milk
cost 33 cents a quart; bread was
24 cents a loaf, and a round steak
would cost you $1.30 a pound.
Overall, the dollar was 2.5 times
more valuable than it is today.

The 1970's are probably
remembered for the clothing and
styles of pop culture.
Bellbottoms continued to be
popular from the 60's, and
miniskirts were fashionable. The
'earth shoe,' with a higher toe
than heel, made you feel like you
were walking across the beach.
Pop art was still popular from
artists such as Andy Warhol
and David Hockney.

Feminists and civil rights
picked up right where they left
off in the 1960's, and forever
changed the way we live.

The 60's

Night Live made its first debut in
the 1970's with comic relief from
the busy workweek. News
coverage developed
technologies to broadcast the
chilling pictures from the Vietnam
War to millions of American
families. Atari started production
of its first video games, and the
introduction ofthe VCR changed
home entertainment forever.

In 1970, the first celebration of
Earth Day observed efforts of
conservation and environmental
protection. Watergate was the
political scandal that ended
Nixon's presidency in 1972. Also
in 1972, Shirley Chisholm became
the first African American woman
to be elected to the House of
Representatives. Jesse Jackson
also led civil rights movements,
and formed PUSH, People United
to Save Humanity, in 1971.

popular comedy shows of (he
decade, while Ed Sullivan's variety
show was debuting several soon
to be familiar faces ofthe time. The
"01' West" themed shows of the
time were very popular, with
Bonanza getting the highest ratings
most ofthe60 'so Meanwhile, movies
became more controversial, as
previous taboos were ignored.
Movies like the six James Bond
films in the 60's had many people
calling for a new rating system.

Icons ofAmerican culture were
becoming close with children all
over the country. MatteI's Barbie
dolls, created in 1959, became
immensely popular with girls all
over the country during the sixties.
Their success sparked rival toy
maker, Hasbro, to create the first
"action figure,"Gl.Joe.

Some of the most popular
musicians of the time included
Elvis, The Supremes, Aretha
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Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor
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••••••••••_ Riesman Plays- Karen Dee also made its first appearance in
Lauren Wallace 2)Player Piano by Kurt I)The Diary ofAnne Frank StaffWriter America with bands like The
Entertainment Editor Vonnegut 2) Cat on a Hot Tin Roof Every student here at OLCHS Selector and The Specials.

3)The Power Elite by C. Wright Musicals- was born in the 1980's, the me Originating in the aribbean
Mills I) South Pacific generation. The U.S. was Islands, the music with its quick
4)The Bridges of Toko Ri by Dance also started to experiencingan amazingamount of tempo and upbeat style offered a
James Michener become popular in the 50's weaJthandinflationduringthe80's, refreshingly different sound. Other
5)The Con ervative Mind by when Alvin Ailey started the yet "shop till you drop" became bands that were popular in the 80's
Russell Kirk American Dance Theatre. everyone's catchphrase. Whether inciudeOingoBoingo. New Order,
Music Artists-Rock N' Roll Martha Graham's dancing we remember the 80's or not, the INXS. Duran Duran, and The
I)BiliHaley techniques also influenced time period has been an influence. Beastie Boys. Bruce pringsteen,
2),&lvis Presley others. Transistor radios also Image was very important, Madonna, and Billy Joel were
3)Jerry Lee Lewis were a hit because music could something America can identify popular solo artists.
4)Nat King Cole now be heard wherever you with today. Tanning salons and TV shows that became popular
5)Perry Como went. Many of these television designer clothingwere everywhere. during the 80's included Marri d
Television-"sitcoms" shows/plays are all too familiar Madonna was an icon for the With Children, Roseanne, and A
I)The Honeymooners and the reruns are still around, young, as well as Meryl Streep for DifferenJ World. Talk shows were
2)Lassie making our parents not seem the old. Sneakers,legwarmers,and Oprah, Sally, and Ceraldo. "Info-
3)The Ed Sullivan Show too eccentric. Besides, we torn jeans were universal. tainment" was also popular,as 60
4)1 Love Lucy already know what our parents Meanwhile, Cabbage Patch Kids Minutes was rated one of the top
5)AII My Children think of our generation today. and the Teenage Mutant Ninja ten TV shows of 1989. Broadway
Theater, Film, and Radio Turtles were enormously popular revivals and new shows like Cats

with children, and video games appeared. Movies of the 80's are
(Atari, Nintendo) consumed hours still widely known today, such as
for both the young and old alike. Fatal AUraction, Rain Man,

Music and media prospered. Cocoon, Back to the Future, and,
Cable TV was created, which most ofall, E.T
included MTV. With MTY, new Even though the 1980's were
dances like break dancing and seen as one ofthe most materialistic
Vogueing were learned. Music decades, westill look back andean't
styles such as pop, rock, new wave, help but understand. The 1980's
punk, and country became popular. held a lot of advancements in

Many say one of the biggest entertainmenl Some ofthe fads are
milestones in music carne with the considered weird now, but many
creatiolJ of rap. Originally are still popular thirteen to twenty-
conceiv&l from prison inmates two years later. The 80's
seeking a\~el for their anger, supposedly were the most
rap went to the streets where it misunderstood decade of the
captured media attention. LL Cool 1900's, and after all (tongue in
J, M C. Hammer, Mi//i Vanil/i, and cheek), who is more misunderstood
Vanilla fee were major icons ofthe than "teenagers toda ."

, The 90's "J,

Names like Bill Gates and Timothy
McVeigh became very common
within the news and media.
Schools began taking more
precautions to prevent school
shootings, like in the small town
ofColumbine. The 90's were an
important time for breaking news
stories, as well as toys and
clothing.

Toys like Furbies and Beanie
Babies were the hottest items.
The Spice Girls and Hanson were
pop icons and then suddenly
disappeared. Cassettes and
record players were history when
CD players and MP3 players
became much more appealing.
Movies like "Titanic" and
"Forrest Gump" were box office
hits.

Fashion trends at the time
were also changing. At one time
the "grunge" look was popular
and just a few years later, "hip
hop" was the new style. Pants
had seemed to grow bigger as
time went on. Designers like
Tommy Hilfiger and DKNY were
very popular with both sexes.

The 90's made way for the new
technology and statements that
were to be made in the year 2000.

The 50's decade was the year
when entertainment really
started to become important.
Television and music became
immensely popular. The 50's
were a time of change and
everyone started to experience
life. True, our tastes are much
different from that of our
parents, but the things they
experienced as kids, we are still
experiencing, except their
television set was in black and
white. Here are a few compiled
lists of what our parents used
to watch, listen, or read when
they were growing up.
The Popular Books of the 50s
I)The Lonely Crowd by David

American culture in the 60's is
often looked back upon as a time of
rebellion. Anew sub-cu/ture called
the hippies, dressed in tie-dyed tee
shirts, bellbottoms, and love beads,
were perhaps the most influential
ofall groups during the 60's.

Rebellion made its way into the
popular literature of the time, as
two of the most popular novels of
the period focused on overcoming
prejudice. They were Harper Lee's
To Kill a Mockingbird, and ylvia
Plath's The Bell Jar.

Meanwhile, books that dealt with
the idea of the government
disillusioning its people emerged,
such as One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest and Catch-22.

The Red Skeleton Hour, The
Andy Criffith Show, and Beverly
Hillbillies were some of the most

Alan Dodaro
SiaJfWriter

The 1970's changed the way
people entertained themselves,
forever changing the ways
people had fun. This decade was
big on movies. New sound
technologie such as Dolby
Surround Sound and Panavision
made movies like "Star Wars,"
"The Godfather," "Exorcist,"
"Apocalypse Now," and
Sylvester Stallone's "Rocky"
much more exciting to watch, and
brought Americans back to the
movies.

In TV entertainment, sitcoms
were making a comeback. The
Brady Bunch gave Americans a
look at the contemporary family.
Sesame Street began to air,
providing a fun way for children
to learn. Meanwhile Saturday
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The changes seen at Oak Lawn High School
were permitted to have
own sports teams. Toda
are allowed to play on an:
boys can, and vice versa.

Oak Lawn has drama
changed since the first be
back in 1952, but chang
needed to improve our s
Some changes have been
better, while others... we
will just have to adjust!
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Many monumental changes
have not only occurred here at
Oak Lawn, but at schools across
the country. Before 1974, girls
could not participate in athlet
ics. There was only the GAA
(girls athletic association)
which allowed girls to play
intramurals. However, in
J974Title IX came into effect
and girls across the country

problem for afternoon classes,
so the campus went back to be
ing closed.

Other discipline changes
have been made here at Oak
Lawn. At one point, there was
no internal suspension. Students
either received an external sus
pension or a detention. How
ever, the administration felt that
internal suspension would be a
good middle ground for stu
dents' actions. The zero toler
ance policy is also new to the
school. This policy has been
enacted to make sure students
understand the consequences of
their actions.

Changes in senior activities
have also been made. At one
point there was a senior break
fast, in addition to the senior
picnic. Also students were al
lowed a college visit as well as
an excused absence ifthey were
to exempt out of finals.

Throughout the week following
September II th Oak Lawn
wasn't its usual self, and during
the Vietnam War the same feel
ings were evident.

Over the years many things
have changed not just at Oak
Lawn, but at other schools as
well. In 1999 an unthinkable
event happened, the Columbine
High School shooting. By now
just about everyone knows ev
ery detail of the tragic event.
Schools all over the countries
have taken extra precautions,
and Oak Lawn has done so as
well.

So as we celebrate the Oak
Lawn High School's 50th anni
versary we look back and com
pare the times, hoping that we
find some things that have
changed for the better. Yes,
things over the years have
changed a great deal. The
people are different, their atti
tudes have changed, but the
spirit of mankind will forever
remain the same.

ripped through the town in
1967. Much ofthe building was
leveled, and the many sections
had to be rebuilt.

The number of students who
roam the hallways has also
changed over the past 50 years.
When Oak Lawn was at its
prime in the 1970's, over 3,000
students were enrolled here.
Nowadays total enrollment only
reaches about 1,500. Just imag
ine how crowded the school
would be if the student enroll
ment was doubled. No wonder
there are so many unused lock
ers!

Discipline changes also have
happened over the years. At one
point Oak Lawn had an open
campus. This meant that stu
dents were allowed to leave the
school for lunch, and either go
home or go out to eat. How
ever, often students did not
come back, and this created a

where. Leaders such as Martin
Luth'er,King Jr. and Malcom X
opene~\everyone's eyes to the
proble that were occurring
with our nation's minorities.
Due to this change our country
became more culturally diverse.

During the 60's the Vietnam
War affected many people. In
1960 the U.S. military sent ad
visers to Vietnam. Many Ameri
cans were not too fond of the
fact that there were American
soldiers fighting in Vietnam.
Opinions varied among the stu
dents at Oak Lawn. Surprising
polls taken in the Spartanite is
sues of the time period showed
that the feelings ofstudents were
split down the middle about
troops being sent to Vietnam.
Many anti-Vietnam teenagers'
ideas clashed with those oftheir
WWII veteran parents, and
families were often fighting.

War is never a positive idea,
and many current Oak Lawn stu
dents recognized this fact as a
result of September 11th.

So much change has occured
in our world over the past 50
years. We have witnessed a man
on the moon, seen numerous
wars, and seen a sheep named
"Dolly" cloned. We also have
seen change right here in our
community at Oak Lawn High
School. While we celebrate the
50th aniversary ofOak Lawn, it
is important to reflect on all the
changes that have occurred in
our high school.

The most obvious changes
have been structural. When Oak
Lawn opened, it was only two
floors and one-sided. Four ad
ditions were built in 1955, 1958,
1962, and 1970. These addi
tions include the cafetoria, the
air-conditioned wing and the
band room. Oak Lawn also had
to rebuild after the tornado

Kelly Cunneen
Feature Editor

Anna Polowin & Susie
Campcll
Staff Writers

Social Changes

Since the opening ofOLCHS
in 1952, students have had to
face issues which impacted their
lives greatly. ne issue that was
dealt with, mainly in the 50's
and 60's was racial segregation.
Until 1954, African American
students were segregated from
Caucasian students. In many
areas they were not allowed to
attend the same schools.

Then a change was made in
the schools, after Brown vs. the
Board of Education. African
Americans were allowed to at
tend the same schools as every
other student. Many schools
began busing children to make
sure that students received a
quality education.

This went hand in hand with
the civil rights movement Dur
ing the 50's and 60's our whole
country became desegregated
and social change was every-

Spartanite throughout the years
Claire McGraw & Adrienne
Thurzo
Stall Writer

We all know that things have
changed over the years, such as
hairstyles, clothes, music, even
our vocabulary. However did
you know that Oak Lawn's own
Spananite has also changed dur
ing the past five decades? With
the first issue printed in 1952,
this newspaper has undergone
quite a few modifications.

For starters, this newspaper
wasn't always called "The
Spartanite". Although the first
publications were entitled "The
Spartanite, the name has been
changed over the years. During
a short tllne in the 80's the pa,
per was named "The partanlte

of Black Oak Grove," and for a
short time it was also known as
"Literally Yours."

In the beginning, the newspa
per only had about four pages
per issue, whereas now there are
usually around twelve pages.
One of the reasons that the pa
pers were so short may have
been that they didn't have dif
ferent sections.

It wasn't until the late 60's
that the newspaper began sepa
rating into different sections:
News, Sports, and Exchange.
Today we have many clearly
defined sections with their own
pages.

The older papers always had
student hand-drawn cartoons
and pIctures, unlike today when
most of our pictures are either

photos or computer graphics. In
the late 70's, the students even
hand-drew the cover for each
issue.

When the "Spartanite" en
tered the nineties, it also entered
the world of color. Today we
use some green ink to outline
our pages and illustrate our
school colors. We also use
many diffement fonts from the
computer, instead of one uni
formed font throughout the en
tire paper.

In the 70's, the newspaper
was printed in a magazine for
mat. it was stapled down the
side, instead of folded like it is
today. They also' had ads like
any other magazine would have.
These were real ads for prod
ucts that teenagers might usc at

the time. They included ads like
"Sew Happy" sewing lessons,
and "Shear Power haircuts.
"Neptune's Garden's" fish sup
pi ies advertised in the paper and
ifyou were looking for a pimple
fact booklet for only three dol
lars, you could find it in "The
Spartanite".

Ads are now very scarce
throughout "The Sparanite" be
cause there are so many stories
and photos. The closest thing
to an ad that you will find in re
cent edition~ would be a coupon
for Scaduto Driving School.

Today's newspaper include
articles such as "Teacher Fea
ture" which was introduced in
the late seventies. "Somone You
Should Know" and Horoscopes,
along with trivia have been more

recent additions to
Spartanite". The older p
did not have any of these
cial features, although tht
have student "Classified
Ifyou were lonely and nee
date, you could find one
personal ads of the se(
There were also "Dear ~

columns where students
get their latest traumas s
by a staff writer.

Over the years, there ha~

a lot of change througtrol
school's newspaper. The I
has changed, the pictures
changed, and the columns
changed. After much res
and consideration, we I

only come to one conclu:
The partanite,just like cI
only gets better with age.
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Whathas stayed the same at OLCHS?

Any Idea Who?

)Ison
ure Editor

and "Most Likely to Succeed."
Another example of how Oak

Lawn has evolved over time is
that there were deans, but girls
and boys had separate deans.
This has evolved to females and
males sharing deans today.

"The light of [the Spartan]
spirit brightens the paths of all
who pass our way." Anyone
who passes through the halls
ofOak Lawn has been affected
by the school. The halls of
OLCHS have seen great
changes since the doors
opened fi fty years ago, but the
mainstays of the school have
kept Oak Lawn strong.

shared by some teachers are
that the decrease in the size of
the student body has
improved. Another plus
teachers agreed on is that
students are offered more
electives than they once were.
Students being offered more
electives was another common
statement.

One of the teachers who has
seen many changes at Oak
Lawn is Ms. Jenkins. When
asked what her favorite thing
about Oak Lawn was she said,
"The friendliness of students."
Ms. Jenkins, being a health
teacher, also likes having
freshmen take health class
instead of during their
sophomore year.

Another teacher who has
seen students change before
her eyes is Mrs. Bibeau. This
veteran teacher with 30 years
under her belt at Oak Lawn said,
"They [The current students]
are more independent and
sophisticated than my earlier
students." Mrs. Bibeau also
remarked, "My favorite part of
the job I do at Oak Lawn is
becoming part of kid's
memories, the kids do as much
for me as I do for them; they
have kept me young over the
years."

OLCHS and the Spartans
have been able to rein over Oak
Lawn for 50 years, and will
continue to do so for decades
to come.

debut in the school year of 1962
63. This is the same theatre
where the fall plays are held
today.

Oak Lawn has maintained its
international flavor by
accepting foreign exchange
students into its student body.
Almost every year Oak Lawn
has had at least one foreign
exchange student.

First appearing in the 1968
Shield was the "Who's Who"
for the graduating Senior class.
Seniors chose the students for
the same categories possible
today, but there were also more
categories like "Cutest Couple"

things more clearly and you
realize what your teachers were
telling you 10 years ago... was
right." She is glad to be part of
OLCHS and says she would
never want to teach anywhere
else ... "I'll be a Spartan all my
life!"

Other Spartan returnees
include: Skip Borkowski
(retired Social Studies teacher),
Brian Brandt (PE/Health/
Driver's Ed. teacher), Grace
Bujak (Teacher aide/ Special
Ed.), Joseph Giglio
(Maintenance), Joseph Giglio
Jr. (Custodian), Gail
Hackstock (Custodian), Wendy
Kriel,er (Data Processing
Operator), Robert Kunde
(retired Social Studi~ teacher),
Wendy Marcorde (Asst.
Superintendent seoretary),
Barbara Mateer (Fih~ 'Arts
teacher), Patrick Mayer (PE/
Health/Driver's Ed. teacher),
James McHugh
(Maintenance), Cheryl
Morisette (Special Ed. teacher),
Rita Saunders (Data
Processing), Alln Smith (Media
Center), Joseph Steppie
(Maintenance), and Skip
Sullivan (Social tudies
teacher).

Not only have faculty
members who attended OLCHS
in its fifty years noted changes,
but teachers who have taught
here for years comment on
changes as well as what has
remained constant. Sentiments

Faculty changes over five decades

evolved with time.
Homecoming is considered

one of the biggest events of
each year. In the early days at
Oak Lawn, Homecoming was an
even bigger ordeal than it is
today. A Homecoming Queen
was chosen then, too. She
didn't have a King for many
years, but had six female
attendants on her court. There
were no males on the court until
1966, when the males were
called "escorts." The Queen
was crowned by one of the
escorts or by the previous
year's Queen, as is done today.

The Little Theatre made its

Roshni Rana & Sam Metcalf
SiaffWrilers

2002 marks the 50 ,h

anniversary of Oak Lawn
Community High School. This
year is very important to the
staff, students and the alumni
of OLCHS. We have the
pleasure of sharing this
anniversary with several alumni
who have returned to the halls
ofOLCHS.

Mrs. Eichberger works as a
secretary in the Dean's Office.
She has seen many changes in
Oak Lawn and says she was
surprised to see many of her
former teachers.

Mr. Kuchyt, one of our
newest teachers, says, "Oak
Lawn Community High School
is a very unique school. The
size, diversity, and atmosphere
of the school make it a very
pleasant place. However, the
relationship that students have
with each other is much better
than it was before." In the next
50 years Mr. Kuchyt wants to
see Oak Lawn Community High
School expand both
academically and athletically.

Ms. Haubenreiser is a
business teacher who has
returned to Oak Lawn. "I really
enjoyed high school. I wanted
to come back and have a
positive effect on my students'
and athletes' lives." Ms.
Haubenreiser says working
where she once was a student
helped her. "I think you see
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paths of all who pass our way.
A true Spartan works in the
lights of the future- guided by
traditions of the past."

Today at Oak Lawn, students
and faculty are guided by the
past far more than is realized.
Taking a look back at the past
hal f-century, it is easy to see
how some things at Oak Lawn
have not changed, but rather
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Fifty years offashion pass through OLCHS
I~ ---

, Basel
.Writer
hen aLeRs first opened
loors, it only had 500
ents and was still under
truction. Approximately
vay through its fifty years,
Lawn's enrollment was up
learly 3,000 students.
Iy, student enrollment here
JCHS is up to nearly triple
t it was when the high
01 opened. This school
been through not only a
ido, but a whirlwind of
ges.
1e of the biggest changes
liS has seen is that ofstyle.

One would not believe how
drastically the dress code has
been altered since then!

According to the 1969-1970
Spartan Handbook, one of the
"most positive approaches a
sincere student can make
toward academic progress is to
be appropriately dressed at all
times." What was appropriate
at the time was far different from
what students so ardently
complain about today.

Dress-type slacks, shirts and
shoes without cleats for boys,
and natural make-up and skirts
for girls were considered
appropriate for school.

Nowadays it's not surprising
to see a Spartan student walk
down the hall sporting flannel
pants, an oversized Oak Lawn
t-shirt, and sandals.

On October 23, 1969 several
girls who were dressed in slacks
were sent home to change into
skirts. Because of all the
problems, the superintendent at
the time, B.E. Wetzel, asked for
proposals changing the dress
standards.

A four-week poll was
conducted to determine what
girls preferred. The poll began
on December 12, 1969. Two
hundred twenty-five girls were

polled as they walked past the
library between 2:45 and 3:00.

Fifty-six percent of the girls
preferred wearing dresses to
school, with slacks close
behind at 44%. Dresses were
preferred by a small margin, but
slacks were not far behind at all.
This poll showed how girls
were limited to wearing dresses
when many of them preferred
slacks.

But what was really popular
in the 70's here at OLCHS were
knits ofall lengths, widths, and
textures. "There was much
more freedom for the students
to decide their own fashion,"

declared a Sparlanile
newspaper dated March 20,
1970. Beads and long
necklaces, arm bags worn on the
shoulder and close to the body,
fringed, crocheted, leather
looped clothes, were most
popular.

But the most unanticipated
discovery was that boys were
not allowed to wear blue denim
pants. Living with that
stipulation today would pose a
problem here at OLCHS. It is
fun to imagine what kids will be
wearing when OLCHS
celebrates its 1001h anniversary
in 2050.
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Battle of the Bands 2002

Ist place band Left-Out (Photo by Heidi Hewitt)

3rd place band Into the Sun (Photo by Laura Dahlstrom.)
the band that played earlier. ska, funk, reggae, swing, and
Fifth Wall was a very fun punk even old time rock 'n' roll.
band that the crowd really en- As music genres continue to
joyed, especially during a mix and new styles are created,
unique cover of Vanilla Ice's one can expect to see these col
"Ice, Ice Baby." laborations and creations re-

Overall, this Battle displayed flected in our school's future
a much broader spectrum of Battles.

genres of music than previous
years. In the past, Battle of the
Bands has been mostly heavy
metal, whereas now students
are more apt to play different
styles of rock. Over recent
years we've had all kinds of
music at the Battle including
classic rock, blues, punk rock,

of the two bands that made use
of keyboard effects, performed
severa I very accurate
Silverchair covers which were
supplemented by background
vocals by Meena Babu.

Fifth Wall, despite contain
ing two ofProject 42 's members,
had a very different sound than

watch and displayed one of the
many unique genres of music.

Other bands to compete in
the Battle were Evolt, Lucky's
Revenge, Project 42, Short
Elvis, and Fifth Wall. Evolt was
the traditional heavy-metal side
of the Battle, hosting a "phat"
drum solo, and a very long and
impressive guitar solo. Lucky's
Revenge was a fun band to
watch, and they played music
defined by bassist Dan
Naponiello as "angsty rock."

Project 42 was another metal
band at the battle and they
rocked as well. Short Elvis, one

Talk Too Much." The band
spent a lot of time practicing for
the battle and it showed on
stage.

Third place went to Into the
Sun or "Baking the Bun" as
Uncle Jake (Ryan O'Connor)
introduced them. Into the Sun
was composed of Andrew
Coate wailing away on trumpet,
Matt Dauner on drums, Kevin
West on guitar, Oak Forest's
Dave Rossi on saxophone,
Bremen's Lauren Jackson on
trombone, and Stagg's Vince
Naples on bass. This band, like
others that played, was fun to

Matt Dauner
Production Manager

On Saturday, March 16th,
Oak Lawn students rocked the
stage at the semi-annual Battle
of the Bands. The winners of
the battle were Left Out, whose
members include Ryan Schutz
on guitar, John Farrell on gui
tar, Mike Kosch on bass, and
Steve McElheny on drums. This
band, hinting the sound of
Weezer, really got the crowd
going. Their solid show and ef
fect on the crowd were two de
ciding factors in earning first
place.

The second place prize went
to the Distroyers, comprised of
Bob "the Bod" Odenbach ( the
man with mad sax appeal), Joe
Wilcox on guitar, Jon Falibene
on left-handed guitar, Dave
Suda on keyboard, and Burt
Odenbach on drums. As with
their previous battle, the band
played classic rock favorites
like "Bad to the Bone,"
"Johnny B. Goode," and "You

Benefit for Oak Lawn's Food Pantry

-April 13. 2002 • 7 P.M. to 9 P.M.

UNIQUE CHIQUE

restaurant has sort of a mod
look going with a lot of
greenery and is a total step up
from their smaller location,
across the street. The Patio is
a great place for a Sunday
afternoon lunch or even a
Friday or Saturday night
outing. It is located on Harlem
Ave. just east of92nd Street (by
Menard's).

LIVE AT FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
(CENTRAL AVENUE AT tOOTH STREET)

Admission 2+ food items
All the proceeds will be donated to
Pilgrim Faith Church's Food Pantry

or the place to go after an
OLCHS-sponsored event.
There's not much you can say
beyond that. Anyone for a
Magic Kiss?

The Patio. The Patio is the
place you don't go to unless
you plan to spend more than
a few bucks. A liz slab of ribs
is definitely on the menu; you
can't go wrong with 'em. The

Dini1i,p Out in Oak Lawn, IL
----------- normal, but not at all dinners to everyone's favorite, a last day of school rejoicing
Kevin West disappointing. Veli's is located pizza puffs. Grassano's pizza
Sta.IJWriter on 95 th St., just west of Cook puffs are the greatest thing

Many of us that have been Ave (park in back) ... go, there since Eli Whitney and the
native Oak Lawners or will be a line, but you won't cotton gin. Owner Gino has
1I0metowners or even those be disappointed. (Others: this to say about the puffs,
few Bridgeviewers have Omelet House-I I Ith&Pulaski; "The pufTs were alwaysathing
noticed the quality that some Blueberry Hill- 84th & Harlem). my mom made when I was
places of commerce have Lunch and dinner usually growing up, and now people
around us. There aren't many, get combined in different love them." Grassano's is
but there are a few places of restaurants, making it located on 87 th St., less than a
business that really stand out versatile, and easy to find a block west of Central Ave.
having total quality. Here great place to eat. Here are a Leona's. This restaurant is
goes, the first meal of the day, few that I believe are your best on the classier side and has
breakfast. We all know that bet. been known not to leave its
you can't just go anywhere for G r ass a no' s P i z z a. customers disappointed. It's
breakfast. When that bowl of Grassano's is a smaller place Ital ian selection is one that
Marshmallow's n' Stars isn't that is also making big waves aims to please. But don't plan
cutting it anymore, you can in the OLCHS area. It is family- on making a trip to Leona's if
check out: owned and maintains you've got a few bucks and 3

Veil's Kofy Kup. Veli's is a personal service and dollars in nickels; this place is
small, somewhat unnoticed friendliness with its on the more expensive side.
place, aside from the senior customers. Grassano's menu But, as everyone knows, it's
citizen population, that offers a large variety of food totally worth it.
deserves a thumbs-up. It has with everything from Oak Lawn Restaurant.
a menu that seems a little spaghetti, pizza, and seafood This restaurant is a classic for

Cteciql7 pigs ql7c/ the powet ofJe//-O
Sean Banasiak
Sta.IJWriter

"A monkey who cannot see
shall not be considered a monkey
at all." Has anyone really thought
about this wise saying? Well, to
begin with, it was an axiom from
Vandon von Psychobabble in 287
B.C., and it has been puzzling
absolutely nobody since then.
Hence, I am here to support the
meaning of this pointless,
irrational, yet astute axiom.

I found this saying on the
Internet while Iwas wasting time
one day. Because it was so
intriguing, I was determined to
find out when and where it
originated.

One day Iwas walking around

aimlessly while eating a bowl of
Jell-O. It was black cherry
flavored. I took aspoonful ofJell
o and put in my mouth. That's
when it happened. All of a
sudden, I was caught in a warp
zone. I knew Iwas in one because
it smelled like a warp zone. I
thought to myself, "The
electrons created from the friction
between my feet and the
pavement must have transferred
to my mouth and combined with
the electrons from the Jell-O to
create this phenomena of time
travel." Iwas correct.

The next thing I knew, Iwas in
Ancient Greece. I was walking
around, checking out the club
scene, and I fell into a magical
hole. I fell to the next level of

ground, probably 300 feet below.
When the dust settled, I opened
my eyes and saw a magical pig
with a birthday hat on and shirts
for his feet. I was about to ask
him who he was, but then I
realized he was my magical guide,
ofcourse. I mean, how could I be
so stupid not to think ofthat right
awaY,duh ...

He told me his name was Nick.
He started to tell me where Iwas.
It turned out I was in the Lair of
Awesomeness, a secret society
ofunpopular philosophers. With
the pressure to create aphorisms
like Plato, Aristotle, and Socrates
did, hopeful philosophers put
their minds together, looking to
create something wise that would
last throughout history. We

walked into the main area and
were bombarded with axioms. We
heard ones such as, "A human
that does not bathe is equal to a
picket fence," or, "The wheel is
as useless as a twig." These
obviously were never going to
be famous, much like everyone
and everything in this place,
except for me. I knew that I was
going to be a rock star.

Nick then took me to meet
Vandon von Psychobabble. On
the way, he was singing "Word
Up" by Cameo, which I thought
was pretty cool, consid~ring it
was some 2200 years before the
song had even been created.
Psychobabble told me "A
monkey who cannot see shall not
be considered a monkey at all." I

thought about it for a minute, and
then it gave me thought. I asked
him what it meant. He told me that
it meant, "The waves in the
Mediterranean Sea can be large
or smaiL" I could make no
connection between his axiom
and explanation. He said, ''Too
bad, jerk," and walked away. I
looked at Nick. He shrugged his
shoulders, punched me in the face
with his shirt and ran away.

The punch was magical and
sent me back to the future. Iwoke
up in the street, on my back, in
front of my house. I thought
about the entire journey for a
second, but then I realized that
all my Jell-O was gone! How
could this happen? I had only
eaten one spoonful. ..

, u_: ...... _ n •• __ :. C,.. h" I Q r fl. n c1.
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The 70s: the decade ofSpartan dominance
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tremely large and school spirit
was at an all time high. One
could only imagine how memo
rable this decade was for alumni
and Spartan sports fans. As
Oak Lawn enters a new millen
nium, new sports are taking
shape. Boys' volleyball has
been a very strong sport during
the 90's and continues to make
strong showings during the
playoffs.

Girls' sports are becoming
more popular, and girls are quali
fying to state in cheerleading,
tennis, badminton, and track.
Girls' volleyball and tennis have
earned many consecutive con
ference titles during the 90s.
Another strong decade could be
on the way.

at the state tournament. In 1980,
the Lady Spartan track and field
team took a close second at the
sectional meet and a tenth place
finish at the state meet.

The most recent memory of
Spartan glory at the state level
was in 1994 when Oak Lawn
made it all the way to the top.
The boys volleyball team, after
taking fourth the year prior and
second at a State Invitational a
few years prior, returned to the
state tournament and came
home with a championship title.
This has been Oak Lawn's only
state title in the past fifty years.
However, Oak Lawn athletics
still exemplify Spartan Pride and
will continue to make honorable
showings at the state level for
the next 50 years to come.

tournament. Such an
accomplishment has yet to be
repeated.

In addition, the Spartans'
wrestling team enjoyed much
success in the 1970's. They
won conference in 1974 and
1978, and finished 2nd in state in
1974. That year, Terry Mulrenin
and Jim Cizek won individual
state championships.

The most dominant sports
program in Oak Lawn Spartans'
history is arguably the track
program of the 1970's. The
Spartans finished first in their
conference from 1970-1975 and
1977-1979. The only year they
didn't win conference was 1976.

During this decade the
school's enrollment was ex-

state wrestling tournament to
finish tenth overall.

The 1970-1971 boys
basketball season was a very
memorable one in Oak Lawn
history. Coach Len Scaduto not
only led his team to a 30-3
overall record, but a second
place finish at the state
tournament as well.

In 1975, Oak Lawn had two
teams place at the state level.
The boys track and field team
took sixth place, and girls tennis
finished tenth place at the state
meet. The following year the
girls tennis team returned to the
state meet and placed seventh.

In 1976, the Lady Spartan
volleyball team had an
outstanding season with a 24-4
record and a second place finish

Mike Martinez
Sports Editor

1952

Throughout Oak Lawn's rich
fifty year history, the Spartans
h~ experienced much athletic
success. In the 1970's,
however, the Spartans
dominated a few sports in
particular. For much of the
decade, the boys basketball,
track, and wrestling dominated
the competition.

The boys basketball team
won the conference
championship in 1971 and 1979,
while remaining competitive in
the years in between. In 1971,
future NBA player, c.J. Kupec,
led the Spartans to a second
place finish in the state

Spartan sports shine during golden years
Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

During the past 50 years, Oak
Lawn Community High School
has made quite a showing on
the state level for a variety of
athletics. From 1953 to 1960,
Oak Lawn High School made
seven straight appearances to
the state meet for boys
wrestling. In the 1958-1959
season, the Spartans earned
themselves a second place
finish at the state wrestling
tournament.

In 1974, fourteen years after
the Spartan wrestlers' last
placing at state, Oak Lawn once
again took second at the state
meet. Once again in 1980, the
Spartans traveled down to the
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Spartan track and field races into outdoor season

Jason Korkosz makes the height. (Photo by Laura Dahlstrom)

Blanco, Jenny Larson, Katie
Laverty, and Sheena Simon.
The 4 lap relay took 4th, which
consisted of Blanco, Krista
Cheek, Laverty, and Larson.
The 12 lap relay consisting of
Storm, Gonzales, Laverty, and
Simon placed 4th.

There have been many
noteworthy moments from the
indoor season. At Hinsdale
Central on March 9, frosh/soph
runner Ada Calbay took 1st in
the 55 hurdles with a time of9.5
that set a meet record. At the
Mt. Assisi Invite on March 22,
the 3200m relay consisting of
Storm, Gonzales, Achter, and
Mottl took 3rd with a time of
10:04 which qualified them to
the Indoor Top Times Meet at
the University of Illinois.

Both teams have displayed
a great deal of heart, strength,
and determination during the
indoor season and plan to
employ thes~ characteristics
along with their talents for a
successful outdoor season.

Joe Fattore raees to the
finish. (photo by Laura

Dahlstrom)
shown depth in all aspects,
sprints, distance, throwing, and
jumping.

On March 2 at the Lyons
Invite, the Spartans place in
four relays. The 3200m relay
consisting of Melissa Storm,
Cassie Gonzales, Stephanie
Achter, and Laura Mottl placed
3rd. The 8 lap relay took 5th,
which consisted of Jessica

the 4 x I lap relay. David
Lindelhof stunned his
competitors by earning 16
points by taking Ist in the 55
hurdles, 2nd in the high jump,
3rd in the triple jump, and 3rd in
the long jump. Andres Torres
took 2nd in the 400m. Brian
Smith took 3rd in the 200m and
2nd in the 600m for a nice
double. Jeremy Prendergast
took third in the 800m and 2nd
in the 1600m with an
extraordinary time of 4:54.
Lastly, Sulit also took 4th in the
pole vault. It was an
outstanding day for the Oak
Lawn track team.

Earl ier in the season two
individuals stood above the
rest at the Hinsdale Central
meet. Mike Childs placed 2nd
in the shot put on the varsity
level throwing 44 feet. Kyle
Spitzer took I st place in the
pole vault and set a meet record
on the frosh/soph level.

The girls also had a terrific
start to the season. They have

-••••••••_ ..... !IIII ••

jumping to a magnificent start.
Great accomplishments are
being made by both senior
ath letes and by frosh/soph
athletes, who are proving
talented enough to compete
possibly at the varsity level.

On February 15, Oak Lawn
competed at Morton for one of
their best team performances
where the varsity team beat
Mount Carmel by a close six
points. The varsity team
placed in many events. Jason
Korkosz, Tony Martino, Dennis

ulit, and Alex GritTtook 3rd in

Laura Mottl
SPOrlS Editor

After a remarkable indoor
season, the male and female
Spartan track and field athletes
are looking forward to a
promising outdoor season.
Head Coach John Lockwood is
leading his team to higher
standards. Fellow coaches that
include Coach Johnson, Coach
Maloney, Coach Michals,
Coach Robinson, and Coach
Panka support him. The entire
team is running, throwing, and

Froshlsoph boys 'baseball steps up to the plate
EdSuda
Sta.IJWriter

Spring is known as time of
renewal, rejuvenation, and the
chance at a fresh start. The Oak
Lawn sophomore baseball team
seems to be in the spirit of
spring, with their spring training
already under way, ready to
battle it out with the
competition.

Last season this team was
19-8, which is a record that they
can boast about as well as
improve upon. Coach Brandt
has high expectations for this
talented team. He said, "If these
kids are as good as they are in
practice, then I see no reason
why we shouldn't be
conference champions." He is
optimistic that the boys will
reach their full potential and

win conference~ \L~e all great
success stories, thi has to be
taken at one step a tl\.ne.

They played against
Chicago Christian on Tuesday,
March 19, and showcased their
sportsmanship and athleticism.
It was a very offensive game for
the Spartans. The final score
was a whopping 7-1. It was the
first victory for the sophomores.

On March 23, they won a
doubleheader vs. Rich South.
The scores were 8-4 and 10-0.
Their overall record is now I I
I.

The freshman team started
the season well with a record of
3-3. In every game the boys
displayed strong, competive
baseball skills.

The freshman team is eyeing
a conference championship as
well. There are many talented

Spartan ball players on the
freshman level that are prepared
to reach for that goal.

There still, of course, needs
to be a few issues that must be
worked out to have a truly
success fu I season. Second
baseman Mike Brus said that
the sophomore team has a lot
of talent, but still needs to work
on communication between the
teammates, and the team should
be more encouraging and
supportive of each other.

With the entire team focused
on the goals of improving their
record and claiming the
conference championship, there
is no stopping the drive to
succeed. Spartan baseball fans
can look forward to this fun and
an exciting season ofOak Lawn
frosh/soph baseball as it heads
into the heart of its season.

Spartan plays smart at the plate. (Photo by Steve Pete~

Kelly McKinney swings for the fence. (photo by Steve Peters)

Froshlsoph softball hitting fot conference titles
promotion of freshman pitcher have a lot ofpower," said Coach and sophomore softball teams. hopes are high, and it's time to

DaveVognar Becky Malivuk to the Mayer. The lines have been chalked, play ball.
Sports Editor sophomore team. She's going But intimidating pitchers

to be playing with her age group with the threat of an extra base
this year on the sophomore hit this year has exponential
team, favored to win its value for the future. Varsity is
conference again. only a year away, so sophomore

So ft ba II head coach Mr. players are using this season
Mayer knows that the as a preparation for the next
experience Malivuk had will be level. Coach Mike Grzelak will
a vital asset to the team. "Becky be the main initiator in this
has already played at the process by working with the
sophomore level, so that girls throughout the season.
should help them," he In an early game this season,
commented. the sophomores shut out I1liana

Mr. Mayer is confident that Christian by a score of 5-0.
the sophomore team can The freshman girls are also
duplicate the type of playing with that classic Oak
production it showcased last Lawn grit with a record of7-0.
year. Sophomore catcher Cathy They are hoping to be the SICA
Lally and Lorie Felton bring a North conference champions.
big bat to the plate for the In the early goings of this.
Spartans, weakening the knees young season, things are
of opposing pitchers. "They looking bright for the freshman

When the cold, icy days of
winter have run their course,
and the mountains ofsnow melt
into spring, softball can't be far
away. And there isn't a better
way to jump into this season of
rebirth than with the girls'
freshman and sophomore
softball teams. These two
talented teams have been
conditioning, nose to the
grindstone, since late February.
Both have an eager outlook and
a hearty attitude, primed to pick
up where they left off last
season.

A year ago, girls were
conditioning for a season that
ended in a conference
championship, due in part to the
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Monica Zavala serves, while Kelly Reilly awaits to smash the
return in a match against Reavis. (Photo by Steve Peters.)

Varsity softball hits for the win
••••••••••_ Roberton, Meghan Toppel, the team will have to overcome will be the answer.
Amy Zero Michelle Williams, Julie Willson, its biggest weakness: speed. "Our biggest obstacle is our
StaffWriter and Amy Zero bring vital senior "With concentration on offense, being smart on the

Whether the weather is hot leadership to the team. fundamentals and many basepaths," stated Williams.
or whether the weather is cold, This season, the team is defensive scenarios, we're Cusick added, "With the
you'll be sure to see a group of working hard on the field and going to improve both our experience under our belts, we
girls working toward success. off with the goal to win angles, jumps, and thinking can make the plays and work
With the final snowfall over, conference and beat the school offensively and defensively," together as a team, bringing
hopefully, the softball team is record for the most wins in a stated Mayer. both the juniors and seniors
taking to the field. season. Last year, the team tied But the coaches aren't the together."

This year, the 18 member it with 23 wins. Coach Mayer on Iy ones with high hopes. Over spring break, the varsity
team is led by coaches Pat commented that the biggest Starting pitcher Suzanne Brand team played important games
Mayer and Mike Grzelak, and competition is going to be the thinks that the key to beating against talented rival clubs.
incl udes jun iors Sarah consistent teams, such as teams like Richards is keeping The first win over the break was
Altenburg, Andrea Anton, Sandburg and Richards. Coach a positve attitude, "We have to agaisnt Morton. Both teams
Cathy Chojnacki, Laura Fuit, Mayer believes that Oak Lawn learn from the preseason errors, had a strong defense, and were
and Nicole Green. can hold its own. and we'll have a great shot." tied 0-0 in the seventh inning

Juniors Katie Hull, arah "Becau e we have so many As for a personal goal, Brand when Erica Purdy came through
McKinney, Erica Purdy, seniors, they know the hopes to beat the recordforthe with a run that started a Spartan
Lindsay Sm ith, and Dana expectations. It makes our job most shut-outs in a season, a rally for the win. Oak Lawn also

ullivan provide even more easier, to work on strategies and unique milestone for a pitcher. defeated Bremen, to bring their
depth to the team, while Dana ullivan takes herswings techniques," commented Four-year varsity veterans record to 7- J with another
Suzanne Brand, Susie Cusick, inthebattingcircIe(Photoby Mayer. Susie Cusick and Michelle exciting partangame.
Jessica Exline, Courtney Steve Peters.) In order to meet these goals, Williamsknowthat experience

Badminton off to a smashing start
••••••••••_ working hard and encouraging Thus far, the girls have had a The spring break gave the so will the success of one of
Debbie Zwirkoski one another to overcome that." very uccessful season. They girls a chance to rest, but they the area's top teams. Both
StajJWriter Karissa Murray, Kelly Reilly, annihilated conference rivals all remained actively playing to squads are off to a great start

Both the varsity and frosh/ Meena Babu, Sandy Montoya, Reavis and Argo, as well as sharpen their skills, techniques, and are preparing for the
soph badm inton teams are Brianne Beyer and Liz Lemrise Linconway East and Stagg in and attitudes for the rest of the challenges that the rest of the
returning from strong seasons are the six seniors who have badminton matches early in the season. As spring progresses, season holds.
last year and arc aiming to returned to take the leadership season. At the Oak Forest Quad
replicate those results this role this season. Tournament on March 30 the
season. The varsity girls won Monica Zavala, Debbie varsity team came home with a
the conference lltle lasl year, Zwirko ki, Jen Herrmann, Becky first place win, and every
and have many relurning Raschke,and ophiaMatariyeh member of the team gave a top
conference champions this are the five juniors on the team, notch performance.
season. Badminton players feel and Melissa Huizenga rounds Asmea Judeh, an OLCHS
a repeat is in order. out the varsity lineup as the graduate, is coaching the frosh/

Coach Patty Greiman stated, lone sophomore. The soph team th is year. Kim
"We have set a lot of high goals combined talent on the varsity Brightmore, a freshman
for ourselves this season, but team is a solid, formidable force badminton player, remarked,
we have a determined group of for opponents in the "She [Judeh] is an active coach
girls who work hard and conference. that pushes us to do our best."
compete strongly, so I think Coach Greiman stated, "We At the Lockport Invitational
we're in good shape to get what have been mixing around our on March 16, the team placed
we'reaimingfor." doublesteam to try to find the second, with many strong

On the Oak Lawn badminton best combinations for the performances from the players.
team, goals are not set only by conference and sectional The players have good reason
the coaches. Karissa Murray, a competitions. Our singles to look toward a remarkable
senior on the team, echoed lineup is solid all the way April. The frosh/soph team has
Coach Greiman's statement, through, but we're still defeated Homewood
commenting, "We've had some experimenting with doubles. Flossmoor, Lincolnway East,
obstacles to overcome this The girls have been very Stagg, Reavis, and Argo in the
year, but the team has been cooperative too, which helps." dual meets thus far.

Varsity and frosh/soph soccer kick off

The pa rtans work on their skills after a rained out ga me. (Photo
by Caroline Dikselis).

Heidi Hewitt
StajJWriter

The frosh/soph and varsity
girls' soccer seasons kicked-off
on Friday, March 8 with an
important practice following a
competitive try-out. Prior to
this, the girls were rigorously
conditioning after school.

The conditioning was very
helpful in getting the girls into
shape and prepared for the
season. These practices were
usually held three days a week
for an exhausting hour and a
half. During this time, both
teams were busy at work. They
ran from two to eight laps
around the second noor of the
school and worked oul in the
weight room. This entailed six

strenuous exercises. They
worked out by doing leg
extensions, back extensions,

squat jumps, tricep curls, box
jumps, and capped it all offwith
the"8-Minute Abs" workout

video. In addition to this, they
ran sprints, some of which
included the grape vine,
frontward sprinting and
backward sprinting.

After the teams were
selected, the frosh/soph
coaches Hannah Shehaiber and
Biaggio Surarizo began to
create their game plans. Varsity
coach Kevin Stow also devised
his team's strategy, in
preparation for the first home
game April I. The girls would
get their first taste of
competition over the spring
break.

On April Fools' Day the
varsity soccer team cast away
the jokes, and pummelled
Thorton Fractional North by a
final score of 15-0. The barrage

ofgoals were complemented by
stellar defense that shut down
any threat by T.F. North. The
girls met up with their share of
challenges, but marched on to
another impressive victory
April 3, shutting out
Romeoville 2-0.

On the frosh/soph level, the
team gained vital experience
toward doing well in their
season with matches against
Chicago Christian and
Romeoville. The team is looking
toward its games in April.

If the varsity and frosh/soph
girls keep up their tenacious
play, there could be two feared
soccer teams in the building this
season. The wins are rolling in,
and the spring is looking bright
for Oak Lawn soccer.
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Boys Volleyball spiking the competition

started off the season with a
loss but should get plenty of
wins as the frosh/soph team
aims to take yet another con
ference title.

As you can see, the Spartans
appear to be on the winning
track. Come out and root for
the Spartans on their road to
victory.

such as setter Matt Clemens,
outside hitter Jordan Trotto,
middle hitter Joe Sarpaulius,
and right side hitter Dave
Purdy. With such quality play
ers returning, the frosh/soph
team looks to be in good shape.

The frosh/soph began their
season on Saturday, March 23
against Andrew H.S. They

Junior Pat Fisher serving the ball. (Photo by Steve Peters)

Coach Kuchyt, the frosh/
soph coach, has also adopted
the hard work ethic of Coach
McNamara. The frosh/soph
players have have been train
ing at 6:00 AM along with the
varsity players preparing for
the upcoming season.

There are many players re
turning from last year's team

is due to the return ofall-SICA
North selection Brad Skendzel
who set a state record with 61
assists in a match.

Middle hitters Mike Goshorn
and Jeff Selmeister with out
side-hitter Eric Queen returned
from last year's sectional finals
team. But the Spartans this
year are a relatively young team
consisting ofeleven juniors and
one sophomore in addition to
the three returning seniors.

Coach McNamara has high
goals for the varsity boys vol
leyball program. He hopes to
defend their conference tit Ie
from tagg, which is a new ad
dition to the Spartans confer
ence this year. Stagg is cur
rently ranked fifth in the state.
Furthermore, he also set a goal
for the Spartans to return to the
sectional finals once again.

Recently the Spartans de
feated conference rivals Andrew
and Richards, and the team is
now4-3.

Sam Ortega
StaffWriter

The long awaited volleyball
season has finally arrived. Af
ter a great season with last
year's varsity volleyball play
ers ending their season at the
Sect ional finals, Coach
McNamera is anxious to get the
new team back onto the court.

Coach McNamara stresses a
very hard work ethic and de
mands the best from every
player on his team.

The volleyball program has
worked long and hard in the off
season awaiting this season.
Coach McNamara held 6:00 AM
conditioning routines three
days a week for the past four
months. The team now holds
three to four hour practices a
day and sometime holds double
sessions to satisfy Coach
McNamara's hard work ethic.

As of March 21, the Chicago
Tribune ranked Oak Lawn vol
leyball as 10111 in the state. This

Boys tennis backhanding the competition
be seeded where during the Frosh/ Soph tennis is really

Katie Vogel
season. working too! These boys are

StarjJWriler M P 11 k harc a uc w 0 was a state really working hard hanging in
Brushing up on their back- qualifier last year says, "We're there with the big boys, and

strokes, the tennis team has al- really working hard, and we will they are doing a fabulous job
ready begun to prepare for their work as a team to achieve great at it.
upcoming season. Their first things this year!" This ener- Great things are expected
match isn't unlil March 23, but getic confidence is reassuring from the boys tennis teams on
they are eagerly awaiting an- knowing these boys will play both levels this year and they
other exciting and successful hard and give it their all. have the talent to accomplish
season. Recently, the varisty Other players who are train- these great things.
boys tennis team took second ing hard and will take over the The boys have won the con
in the Richards tournament. team next year include Jeff ference title consecutively the

Coached by Mr. Lawson and Fitzgibbons, John Ciciora, Jus- past three seasons, and plan on
Mr. Leary, the boys have been tin Ramel, and Kurt Bardelli. continuing that run this season.
working on their skills through- Currently, the team of Steve Look to future issues of the
out the offseason in winter ten- Peters and John Foley are un- Spartanite for updates on the
nis. They have practices at the defeated in doubles competi- boys tennis team as their sea
Evergreen Racquetball Club on tion, while the team of Eric son progresses. In the mean
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Algarin and Jarett Helstern is time, come to one of their

There they not only practice 3-1. In singles competition, su- matches to see this team in ac
their skills, but also play com- perstar tennis player John Foley tion. Kurt Bardelli practicing his serve during winter tennis.

peHVa~Sslt)7Bsa;feeball pitching its way tohihe'playoffs
Mike Martinez
Staff Editor

Following a string of
successful seasons, the
Spartans baseball learn I

looking to repeat that success
once again thi season. As of
now, the partans arc 10-3.

The Spartans pulled off an
early season upset over 1.

Rita, a team ranked number two
in the state, with Jim Weaver
getting the save. After the
game, Weaver was quoted as
saying "We're going
downstate!," and based on the
Spartans performance, making
the state playoffs is certainly a
possibility.

The Spartans lost a number
of key players from last year
including Dana Escamilia, Matt
Murphy, and Bill Palmer, but the
new crop ofSpartans have more
than made up for their loss.

Much of the Spartans
success can be attributed to the
pitching staff. Marty Hamilton,
who is 2-0, aces this strong
slafr which includes Steve
rSlUlllas, Jim Weaver, Scoll
Orban, and Mark DiGrazia.

After six games, Tsiamas has
an ERA (Earned Run Average)
of 0.00, while Orban threw a
near-perfect game. In that game
Orban gave up no hits, no
walks, and had seven strike
outs. The only reason it wasn't
officially a perfect game was
because the catcher dropped
the third strike for one batter
and had to tag him out. In
addition, Mark DiGrazia pitched
a shutout against Riverside
Brookfield.

In addition to the pitching,
the team's hitting has also been
exceptional. Jason Clark is the
team's best hitter, with a .474
batting average, 10 RBI's, and
5 home runs through six games.

Senior Marty Hamilton hurling a fastball.
(Photo by teve Peters)

In one weekend alone, Clark had
4 home runs. Also, senior Fred
Gillet has a .467 batting average,
7 RBI's, and 3 home runs, while
Mark DiGrazia is also hitting
exceptionally well.

While the partans have a
great batting lineup, they also
have very strong defensive
play in the field. Senior Ray
Mockus is a standout in left
field, while the speedy Brad
Scaduto, the only sophomore
on the team, is progressing in
center field. Marty Hamilton is
very solid in the infield as well.

Coach Sullivan feels very
optimistic about this year's
team and believes that they
have a very good chances for
success. He says, "The key is
for the guys to keep their heads
together and stay focus, in order
to be as successful as
pos1ib1e."
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Val Olson has been an active
member ofForensics, Oak Lawn
Theater, Student Helpers,
Spartanite Feature Editor, NHS,
Scholastic Bowl, Spear, and has
been the voice of the Friday
announcements. She maintains
a4.07 GPAand ranks fourteenth
in her class. Val plans on going
to Gustavus Adolphus College
in Minnesota. There she plans
to major in English, focusing
mostly on editing and
publishing.

Yuvia Roman has been ac
tive in both S.A.D.D. and the
Global Society Festival for the
past three years. This past year
she was involved with the In
ternational Club. She will attend
the Universtiy of Illinois at Chi
cago where she plans to major
in Electrical Engineering.
(Story continued on page 4)

She was the yearbook spon
sor in 1979, 1980, and 1982. She
has been the co-sponsor for the
Junior Class for about twelve
years. Aller retirement, she Mrs.
Kotheimer plans to substitute at
OLCH starting next year, but
she wants to live life at a slower
pace and enjoy her grandchil
dren.

Mrs. Kotheimer's most en
joyed sponsoring the Sweet
heart Dance and Prom because,
"It's really fun seeing students
dressed up in their tinest." Her
advice to the students is "When
life hands you lemons, make lem
onade."

(continued on page 4)

Monica Kato has been a
teacher's aid for eight years.
After retirement she will tinally
get the chance to put pictures
into photo albums, "declutter"
her house, visit out ofstate rela
tives, and see what it's like to

Megan Melvin has been on
cheerleading, Student Council,
and Class Advisory Boards for
all four years. Other clubs she
has participated in are Key
Club, Peer Mediation, NHS, and
Student Helpers. Megan plans
on attending the University of

Amanda Kramer has been
on her class advisory board, all
star cheerleading, Peer Media
tion, Student Helpers, Key
Club, S.A.D.D., softball and
NHS, while maintaining a 4.4
GPA, with a class rank ofnum
ber four. She plans to attend the
University of Illinois at

h mp ign·Urban , with ma
Jor in international business.
"I've had an awesome four
years here at Oak Lawn."

Frank Vazzana has been
teaching at OLCHS for thi
three years after obtaining a stu
dent teacher job here. He has
taught U.S History, Work Pro
gram, State and Local Govern
ment, and American National
Government. He has also been
involved with JAB, VICA,
Youth and Government, Key
Club, NHS, Global ociety Fes
tival, Reconstructuring ommit
tee, and NCA North Central.

Mr Vazzana says that the best
decision he ever made was to
go into education. He further
recommends, "enjoy the mo
ment, because time nies by."
Many students will agree that

Dolores Kotheimer was
originally hired to replace an En
glish teacher. For several years
she had a split schedule work
ing between English and Math,
but for the past ten years she
has been only teaching math
classes.

The nominees for Outstanding enior Boy and Girl (Photo by teve Peters)
Spear and Spartan Guard. She high school she plans to major l1linois to become a high school
is also President of S.A.D.D., in psychology at the University English teacher.
and a News Editor for ofl1linois at Urbana. She hopes
Spartanite. Tina is ranked in the to travel with Doctors Without
top ten percent of her class. Borders to help the sick.
She plans to attend St. Xavier
University and to major in law
enforcement.

Susan Cusick has been in
volved in basketball, volleyball,
and softball for all four years at
OLCHS. Susan intends on at
tending Eastern Illinois Univer
sity to major in Business. She
hop s to play oftb II ther a
we I." here are many other stu
dents out there that deserve to
be on the list besides me be
cause ofall their dedication and
time they put in at this school."

Jenna Harper has been in
Art Club, tennis, soccer, Stu
dent Council, Freshman Class
Advisory Board, Peer Media
tion, Key Club, Yearbook,
Spartanite, and Yearbook. Aller

Marj Leable has taught En
glish for thirty-three years. Ms.
Leable was a sponsor for Inter
national Club and has been the
sponsor of OLCHS' literary
magazine, Spear, for all thirty
three years that she has taught
here. When asked about her
after retirement plans, she re
sponded, "Well, for starters, I
plan on taking down my X-mas
tree." Ms. Leable wants every
one to know to always remem
ber that there is humor in every
thing, so "enjoy yourself."

write a book.

Ann Klusendorf has been
with OLCHS for thirty-two years.
She was a math teacher, a math
department chairperson, and
most recently, Assistant Princi
pal. After retirement she plans
on enjoying grand-parenthood
and volunteering in her commu
nity to help parent instill the
joy oflearning in their children.

Outstanding Seniors nominated

~partan/t~
tday 17, 200~

OLCHS bids farewell to faculty

Christina Cucci has been
ctively involved in Peer Me
iation, Student Helpers, Pe
asus, Oak Lawn Theater, NHS,

The graduating class of2002
has been great, but twelve
people in particular have stood

ut from a class of 372. This
ear, these fourteen people

have been nominated to be
warded the title of"Outstand

ing Senior Boy or Girl." The win
ers will be announced at Hon
rs Night on June 6th.

ominees for Outstanding Se
ior Girl:

Becky Annen has partici
ated in cross country, Foren
ics, Oak Lawn Theater, track,

French Club, NHS, Key Club,
Peer Mediation, and Senior

lass Advisory Board. She
lans to attend the University
f Illinois at Chicago to major

in Applied Health'Sc~nces.

\\
Meena Babu has en in-

volved in Spartanite as Editor
in-Chief, president of Ecology

lub, NHS, Scholastic Bowl,
tudent Helper, b dminton,
nd ennis, whIle mamtainmg

her class rank as number I, with
GPA of4.57. Meena also plans
n attending the University of

l1linois at Champaign-Urbana,
ajoring in Materials Science

nd Engineering.

Christina Cucci
News Editor

j hiS year, ten dedicated stalt
members are retiring. While
these departing stafT members
may be leaving their careers,
their eternal knowledge, advice,
and memories will never leave
our hearts.

Dorie Koll & Ed Suda
taffWriters

Marilyn Williams has been
a French teacher for thirty-three
years and the French Club spon
sor for at least 20 years. She
has also taught English and
Spanish. Mrs. Williams' favor
ite part ofOLCHS was all of the
trips she took to Europe with her
students. Her advice to all is,
"Learn something new every
year, so that when you retire
you'll have so many things to
do. Give back to society by
helping others such as volun
teering..." After retirement, Mrs.
Williams plans to go back to
school to become a portrait
painter, learn the piano, and

~)
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What is one ofyour best memories
of the past school year? Reminders of our days at

Oak Lawn will always be
present in our lives. A lot of us
will have plenty ofmemorabilia
lying around, like club t-shirts,
sports awards, or activity
patches; not to mention
yearbooks, senior t-shirts, and
the panoramic photo of the
senior class. And how many of
us have a wallet full of our
friends' senior pictures?

We must come to realize that
with high school having been a
significant time in our lives,
lening go of what we've done
and moving on to the next stage
doesn't mean that everything
will be forgotten. Just because
the past is over doesn't make it
meaningless.

But at the same time, we can't
cling to our memories forever
and be afraid to dream of what
lies ahead. Greater things are
yet to come, and being able to
say goodbye to familiarity is
just as important as being ready
to welcome new frontier .

o 1'm slowly beginning to
accept that 1can't boss around
my editorial staffany more, and
that soon I will be a freshman
once again, so I should
probably ask my benny for
some tips on how to deal with
upperclassmen who pick on her
all the time. But I think I'll be
able to handle it.

Only ten more days, kiddies.
It's been fun.

order to open myself to new
challenges.

Letting go, moving on,
keeping up... they're all ideas
that everyone has to struggle
with at some point during their
lives. ometimes the struggle
Iies in the interface between
adolescence and adulthood. A
lot of times, graduating from
high school is equated with
growing up and accepting new
responsibi Iit ies.

There are the seniors who
can't wait to get the heck out of
here and move on to college or
a full-time job. And then there
are those, like myself, who are
timorous and rather reluctant
about setting foot in the real
world where there isn't always
someone there to catch you if
you stumble.

I have worried that
everything beyond the safe
walls of high school will be
completely different, and that by
leaving this community, I'll be
leaving what I'm familiar with
for something foreign and
unpredictable. But the truth is
that I will never really leave
everything behind.

All of us have changed a lot
over the past four years. Many
teachers, friend , and special
events here at OLCHS have
shaped us into the people we
are today, and we will always
be able to draw upon this
experience for insight and
advice.

Meena Babu
Edilor-in-Chief

As Editor-in-Chief of the
Spar/anile, I had some sort of
say-so in determining the
members ofnext year's editorial
staff. The whole procedure
didn't seem to be a very big deal
until it hit me-this is my last
issue of the Sparlani/e; it's not
my paper anymore; my reign as
the chiefis over!

All of a sudden, this
realization that my empire was
coming to an end put me in a
state of disbelief and terror.
What will become ofthe paper?
Who is going to maintain
control? Will all forms of life
cease to exist?!

Then Mrs. Whiteaker looked
at me with a knowing smile and
said, "Do you know what we
both need to get used to,
Meena?" I decided she was
referring to one of two things:
either how the printer
consistently breaks down every
five minutes, or the one phrase
that I dread hearing the most. ..

"Letting go," I wailed
mournfully. But it is tru I am
going to have to accept the fact
that not only is my leadership
of the Spar/anile nearly done,
but my entire high school career
is coming to a close as well.
And on the day of graduation,
I will have to let go of a lot of
things that are dear to me in

~pArtAlJite £ditoriAI
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Letting go doesn't mean
the past will be forgotten

"One of my be t memories
was from the badminton sea
son. On the bus ride back from
an invite, my friend mistook the
girls' softball team for baseball
players and started yelling out
the window at the 'guys' until
a pectator yelled back that it
was a softball game.

"We still tease her about it,
and it will always remind me of
how much fun the team was."

Dragana Miloradovic, freshman (photo by Steve Peters)

"One of my ~est memories
of the school year is all of the
inside jokes I've had with my
friends. Thejokes were about
anything from our coaches to
Porta-Pon ies!

"In school the next day, we
would hear something and
start laughing. Everybody
else thought we were crazy,
but all of the e jokes made
school really entertaining."

Tom Zero, sophomore (Photo by Steve Peter) .,
\\

"I would have to say fa-
vorite event this year was my

I first Homecoming at Oak Lawn
as a transfer student. It was a
wonderful night, and every
one was having fun!

"It was also the first oppor
tunity ( had to see all my new
friends dressed up and outside
the typical school atmosphere.
It's my first real memory at Oak
Lawn."

~PARTANIT£
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Jennifer Kohany,junior(Photo by teve Peters)

~artanite Staff

was also a staff writer for one
year.

Val Olson is a Feature Editor
and was a stafT writer for the
Spartanite for two years.

teve Peters is the current
Photo Editor and has both writ
ten and taken photographs for
the paper for one year.

Samina Vasin is a News Edi
tor, and she was a staff writer
for one year.

Senior editors pose for their last Spartanite photo. (Not
pictured: Matt Dauner and Samina Va in.) Photo by Grant Suhs

Kelly Cunneen has been a
Feature Editor for the past two
years and wrote for one year.

Matt Dauner has held the
position of Business and Pro
duction Manager, and he has
also wrinen for the paper.

Mike Martinez is a Sports'
Editor and was a staffwriter for
one year.

Laura Mottl has been a
Sports Editor for two years and

Spartanite says farewell
to senior editors

Meena Babu
Edi/or-in-Chief

The last issue of Spartanite
for the 2001-2002 school year
was probably no easier to pro
duce than the very first one, but
it marks the final time the seniors
on the editorial staff had to
scramble around frantically
searching for photographs,
thinking up creative headlines,
and making a few last-minute
corrections on each page.

This year, the Spartanite will
say goodbye to nine senior edi
tors, some of whom have been
with the paper for all four years.
They are: Meena Sabu, Chris
tina Cucci, Kelly Cunneen, Matt
Dauner, Mike Martinez, Laura
Monl, Val Olson, Steve Peters,
and Samina Yasin.

Meena Babu is currently the
Editor-in-Chiefand was a News
Editor for two years. She was a
staffwriter her freshman year.

Christina Cucci is a News
Editor and was a staffwriter for
two years.

Meena Babu
Christina Cucci
David Montgomery

amina Yasin
Kelly Cunneen
Val Olson
Mitch Downey
Lauren Wallace
Mike Martinez
Laura Monl
Dave Vognar
Steve Peters
Man Dauner
Mrs. B. Whiteaker
Ms. J. Surma

Spar/anile editorials represent the opinions of individual
staff members, not the publication itself. Replies to these
editorials are welcomed and can be sent to Spar/anile office
Room 204.

Editor-in-chief:
News Editor:
News Editor:
News Editor:
Feature Editor:
Feature Editor:
Entertainment Editor:
Entertainment Editor:
Sports Editor:
Sports Editor:
Sports Editor:
Photo Editor:
Production Manager:
Adv~r:

Advisor:

"It's pretty hard to single
out just one memory as the
best or as my favorite, but a
a whole it would probably
have to be Mr. olinko's first
period psychology class. Ev
ery day he had something to
tally new to say to us about
life."



Christina Cucci

L
A scene from the musical, • Bye, Bye, Birdie."

Mike Femrite
StajJWriter
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Theatre performs "Bye, Bye, Birdie"_ - .
Theatre production staffis :
the 'backbone' to success :

••
News Editor •
A special thanks goes out to all involved "behind the scenes·1I

of the spring musical, "Bye. Bye, Birdie." They are:
Director: Tom Dzurison et Design: Jennifer Galante
Producer: Barbara Mateer Set Construction: Joe Giglio

always very good. But of Musical Director: Marty Assistant et Construction:
course, improvement can Rowsey Marcus Wargin
always be made, so we took it Orchestra Director: Brian Props: Amanda Berent
as a challenge as tech-week Shelton Set Crew: Amanda Berent,
progressed into performance • Orche tra: Sean Banasiak, Jason Cascio, Jeffrey Caster,.
week." Ashlee Benes, Krista Cheek, Valerie Demma, Bryan Grant,.

With twenty-five seniors Andrew Coate, Karen Dee, Lucy Hoard, Parnela Katz,Jessica:
graduating within the cast, crew, Robert Fantozzi, Jennifer Kenny, Catherine Krizka, Sara.
and orchestra, OLTP felt they Herrmann, Rachel Laylo, Jamie Kummer, Matthew McCrea,
had put on a very successful Matusiak, Courtney Messina, John Meneghini, Celine Metzger,
grand finale to their high school Colleen McCalip, Melissa Anthony Naponiello, Michael
theatre career. Steve Peters, a McGraw, Edward Oberdieck, Norris, Ryan O'Connor, Marc
senior in the cast stated, "I've Nathan Rogers, Michael Pal luck, Matthew Pender, Nicki
had a blast this year. I wish it Styrcula, Edward Suda, David Pizza, Megan Powell, Katherine
didn't have to end." The Vognar,KevinWest,AmyZero Roza, Thomas Rusher, Ashley
grad uat ing sen iors were Choreographer: Tom Fagan Singer, Erin Slifka, Allie Stanko,
honored after the final Assistant Choreographer: Dana Vidra, Jacqueline Zink
performance Saturday evening, Cassandra Dawe Publicity/Make-up: Kristy
being presented in order of the • Publicity/Make-up: Arlene Brison, Bernadette Fasiczka,
number of shows they had Carrier Ashley Foster, Justin
participated in. Assistant Director: Dave Haubenreiser, Elizabeth Hoff,

As the lights faded on closing Montgomery Sarah Lee, Amy Zero
night, those proud 25 knew they Stage Manager: Nicki Pizza Costumes: Mrs. M. Drechsler,
had left there mark by ending Dance Captains: Tina Mrs.M.Grant,Mrs.Hincks,Mrs.
on a high note, carrying on the Derencius, Brandie Engel D. Koll, Mrs. L. Kosek, Mrs. D.•
many Oak Lawn Theatre Lighting Design: B.A.M. Lopez, Mrs. L. Metzger,.
traditions. Even though there Lighting Broadway Costumes :
are a high number ofgraduating potlights: Sara Kummer, •
seniors, there is also a strong : Katherine Roza, Ashley Singer AIso. special thanks /0 Mary:
underclassman presence to • Light Board: Jessica Kenny, Santangelo and the theatre.
carryon the OLTP tradition of: Megan Powell parents for their continued:
performing to the highest. Soundboard: Matt Dauner, support. •

standard. : Dana Vidra\ :.......~ ..•.......................

This year, the Oak Lawn
Theatre Program (OLTP)
performed "Bye, Bye, Birdie" for
the spring musical. The play
was a romantic musical comedy
centering on the courtship of
Hugo Peabody and Kim
MacA fee, and also the
relationship of Rosie Alvarez general problems and
and Albert Peterson. commenting on the large group

Well-known musical numbers musical numbers.
performed in the play were "Put Even though some roles
on a Happy Face," "Kids," and were double cast, the show
"LotofLivin'." Everyone from became better and better each
Albert Peterson, the male lead, and every night. According to
to the teen chorus performed three-time audience member,
with equal enthusiasm. Tina Cucci, "Even though I had
According to sophomore, seen t show the night before
David Vognar, "The play was I still did not know what to
full ofenergy. It was definitely expect. Not only was I
one of the most lively I've seen impressed by each talented
here." actor or actress, but I was

With six performances, there further pleased to see that all
was a great deal of room for cast members had their own
change. "We're going to be special role or at least
changing things until closing something that let them show
night," the director, Tom their enthusiasm in this musical
Dzurison, stated early in the that they worked so hard for. I
production. Indeed, during noticed every single character
each performance, notes were out there and they were each
taken by student director, David doing an amazingjob."
Montgomery, on areas where Matt Dauner, a senior, who
improvement or changes were ran the soundboard had
needed. "Before each watched the show for the first
performance," Montgomery time several weeks before
stated, "I would find the performances. Matt
individual actors and discuss acknowledged, "There was a
things they could do differently, definite improvement in both
and thing they had done well." the scenes and the musical
Following these remarks. he numbers." This was also the
would address the cast as a feeling oforchestra pit member,
whole, giving them notes about Ed Suda, "These plays are

Band and choir to hold final-concert
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EdSuda
StajJWriter

Break out your favorite concert
attire, because on Thursday, May
23, the OLCHS Symphony and
Varsity Bands are performing at
the annual Pops concert. The
Pops concert will begin with the
Varsity Band playing "Saber
Dance,"" horale and Shaker
Dance 2," and finishing off this
portion of the concert with
"Disney at the Movies," which is
a collage offarnous Disney songs
including "Beauty and the
Beast," The Little Mermaid's
"Under the ea," and The Lion
King's "Can You Feel the Love
Tonight."

Following the Varsity Band
performance, the Symphony
Band with be gracing the
audience with "Gavorkna

Fanfare," "Superman," and
finally, "Cartoon." This piece is
a song with a cartoon-like
melody, but not from any specific
cartoon. To conclude the
instrumental section of the
concert, both the Varsity Band
and the Symphony Band will
perform "America the Beautiful."

This is a very special concert
for the band director, Mr. Shelton,
since this will be his final concert
at OLCHS. lIe stated, "I am
looking forward to the concert
and I'm looking forward to
having agreat last performance."

But Mr. Shelton is not the only
one who is saying goodbye to 
the Oak Lawn Bands. enior
Courtney Messina summed up
how she felt by stating, "Oh, I'm
excited. I'm excited and
saddened since this is my last
concert."

For everybody else, this
concert is still equally special. "I
like the Pops concert in particular,
because it's more light-hearted
than the others," said sophomore
Dave Vognar, "It's also more
upbeat, and in some aspects,
more modem."

So if you enjoy the sounds of
woodwinds, brass, strings, and
percussion being played by some
ofOLCHS' finest, come out next
Thursday (before 7:30 p.m. ifyou
want good seats) and spend the
evening listening to the cia sic
and even a few pieces that may
be new to your ears.

Val Demma
StuffWriter

On May 23'd OLCHS' choirs
will perfoml their "50 Years Of
Music" at the annual Pops

concert. This year's theme
celebrates Oak Lawn's 50th

anniversary. Each group is
planning to perform at least one
piece from each decade from the
50's through now.

To add to the variety ofsongs,
some pieces will include
choreography. Much of the
dancing was choreographed by
choir students who are also
involved in OL H ' dance
leams, cheerleading, and theatre,
so they are quite knowledgeable
in how to prepare for such
energetic pieces.

The Treble Choir will be
performing the pop classic
"Build Me Up Buttercup,"
"Crazy," "Wind Beneath my
Wings," and "Wilson Phillips
Medley."

The mixed-voice A Cappella
Choir will present "Here Comes
the Sun,""When I Fall in Love,"
"I Knew I Loved You," and the
famous 1971 hit by Elton John,
"Your Song." Normally, the
choir votes for which songs they
will perform at the concert, but
"Your Song" was chosen by the
choir director, Mrs. Barbara
Mateer. "We're definitely doing
"Your Song" for the Pops
[concert]. It's my favorite," Mrs.
Mateer announced to the choir
during the decision-making

process for Pops concert material.
The Chamber Singers,

comprised of a select group of
juniors and seniors, will sing
"Yesterday," "Jump, Jive an'
Wail," "Georgia on my Mind," and
"Too Hot to arnba." In addition,
as a Pops concert long-honored
tradition, the choirs will perform
Simon and Garfunkel's "Bridge
Over Troubled Water" and invite
all alumni to join them in
perfonning it.

enior Jeff Selmeister of A
Cappella hoirsaid, "I'm eager for
the Pops concert, because our
music is unique to our talents and
it gives us a chance to be a sort of
a show choir."

Tina Derencius, who is also a
senior, is very excited about the
upcoming choral perfomlance. "(
think it's a great theme, because
of the school's 50d> anniversary. I
think a lot ofkids can relate to the
ongs. Plus, a lot of adults can

bear in mind the memories that
these songs may bring back for
them."

For many of the seniors who
have crowded the musical
en embles this year, the concert
will be one ofthe most memorable
experiences they have had at
OLCHS. Everyone is invited to
make this concert an unforgettable
event for all.
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Retiring Faculty
(continued from page 1)

be a "snowbird". Mrs. Kato de
clared that it was her daughter
who had encouraged her to be
come a teacher's assistant. "I
love working with kids, so I'm
glad that my daughter was
right," she said.

John Lockwood has been
working at OLCHS as a coun
selor for thirty years. He has
taught sociology and physical
education at night school. He
has been coaching football for

Eric Raschke twenty years, and track for
(Photo by Rachel Laylo) twenty-two years. After retire-

In order to earn the Eagle ment he plans to travel, relax,
Scout rank, a scout must do and spend time with his grand
21 merit badges and children. "I also plan to spend
"organize and complete a time in a local coffee shop with
project that benefits the Mr. Astrauskas. A Vince
community," Eric explained. Lombardi quote," he continued,
For his Eagle project, Eric "comes to mind, 'The harder
performed a landscaping you work, the harder it istosur
project around trees at render.'"
Centennial Park. To do this Bill Witowski had spent
he organized a number of thirty years at OLCHS. Mr.
different people to assist Witowski, who retired last se
him. mester, taught World Affairs

"Boy Scouts helped me and U.S. History Honors
learn skills for life," Eric among other courses. Senior
said. "For example, in one Tracy Schnabel exclaimed, "Mr.
merit badge, I had to fix Witowski really had a unique
general things in the house." way to prepare his students for
Scouting hasn't been all college."
learning for Eric, though. Myron Trunk, who also re
One of his camping trips was tired last semester, was a sup
a canoeing expedition to the port staff member for eight
Boundary Waters near years.
Canada. "We went for a 10 Jerry Wallin has taught
day trip in the middle of math, physical education and
n owh e re, fe nd i ngoff drivers education over a thirty
whatever got in our way. We four year period. Mr. Wallin
only had what we brought also coached wrestling and
with us." Eric clearly football. "The thing I will miss
exemplifies all the virtues of the most is how well the stu
scouting. dents treated me over the

years."
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: L-R, Top: Dorie KolI,Alan Dodaro, David Vognar, David Mont- :
• gomery, Suzie Campbell, Ed Suda. Not pictured: Samantha •
: Metcalf, Samuel Ortega, Mitch Downey, Lauren Wallace, Heidi:
• Hewitt, Jessica Podkulski. (Photo by Steve Peters) •• •
: 2002-2003 Editors :
-The new editors are: The Editorial Board was·• •
~ditor in Chief: chosen by Spartanite Advisors.
:David Montgomery Mrs. Whiteaker and Ms. Surma,:
;News Editors: current Editor-in-Chief Meena.
·Ed Suda Babu and outgoing senior·· '.;oorie Koll department editors. •
-Sports Editors: For the 2002-2003 school·
:Samantha Metcalf year, the Spartanite will also:
-Samuel Ortega have a new advisor. Ms. Meyer, •
:Feature Editors: an English teacher, will fill that:
.David Vognar role. ''I'm really excited about·
:Suzie Campbell my new role," she felt. "I'm:
.EntertainmentEditors: hoping the Spartanite will·
:Mitch Downey maintain its current standard of:
.Lauren Wallace excellence." Meyer will be.
:Photo Department: assisted by another advisor,:
./Han Dodoro who at press time was still.
:Heidi Hewitt unnamed. :
elessica Podkulski •
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Someone You
Should Know

Summer
Crossword

Puzzle Answers

The summer crossword
puzzle may be found on
page 8.

Across
4. Vacation
7. Ice Cream
8. Flip Flops
9. Sunburn
12. Last day
15. Lightning Bugs
16. Parties
17. Lemonade
19. Beach Ball
20. Baseball
22. Pool
23. Barbeque

Down
I. Bikini
2. Shorts
3. Sand Castles
5. Swimming
6. Mosquitoes
10. Sunglasses
II. Volleyball
13. Picnic Baskets
14. Summer Camp
18. Cancun
21. Park

•••••••·---------• Samina Yasin & David
: Montgomery

News Editors

Only one boy and girl will be
selected as the "Outstanding
Senior," based on votes by their
classmates. The winners will be
announced on Honors Night.

Ryan O'Connor has been in
Theater, Forensics, S.A.D.D.,
Track, and cross country. His af
ter-high school plans include at
tending Bradley University to
major in Education, specifically
English.

plans on attending the University
ofJllinois at Champaign-Urbana.
He is not sure at this time what
he wants to major in, but he's
considering business
management or teaching. "High
school has been a great
experience. I have learned a lot
about people and about life."

Bryan Grant has been an ac
tive participant of Theater and
Forensics for the past four years,
along with Student Helpers and
Scholastic Bowl. He plans on at
tending Moraine Valley College
for two years, and then going on
to a larger school to become a
computer repair technician.

If you don't know Eric
Raschke, he is certainly a
person to meet. Aside from
his other achievements, Eric
recently received his Eagle
Scout rank in the Boy Scouts

Lucas Helder, a 21-year-old of America. This reward,
college student, is the prime Scouting's highest honor,
suspect in a wave of pipe takes hard work and
bombings which has swept determination. But who is
the Midwest in the past few the man behind the badge?
weeks. Helder admitted that he • Eric has a lot of ordinary
had planted 18 pipe bombs in interests. For example, he
five states knowing that likes to listen to music, bowl,
people would be injured, said and ride his bike. But his
a federal prosecutor on interests don't stop there. A
Wednesday. In a preliminary handyman, Eric likes to
hearing in Reno, Nevada, U.S build and fix things. "I like
District Judge Robert to tear things apart," he said,
McQuaid agreed with the "and see how they work." A
prosecutor and decreed that good problem-solver, Eric
Helder should be detained. likes to build model airplanes
without bond. The judge said and cars.
Helder suffered from a mental But these aren't just idle
problem. McQuaid then time-fillers. After graduating
ordered that'h~~face two from high school, he plans
federal charges. The first to go to college for a career
charge was using a\ xplosive in architecture or
"to maliciously destroy public engineering. "I plan to make
property." The second charge a lot of money," he confided.
was "using a destructive His ambition is to build his
device to commit a crime of. own customized car.
violence." A current junior, Eric

receives good grades and
remains very involved in
service activities through
Scouts and other
organizations. Eric has been
involved in scouting since
I st grade .

Seniors (Continued)

Mike Goshorn has been active
in Student Council, Oak Lawn
volleyball, baseball, and soccer,
Senior Class Advisory Board,
NHS, and cheerleading. Mike
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Jason Cascio has been
involved in Theater, Forensics,
Mathletes, NHS, Peer Mediation,
and Student Helpers. All this is
topped otT with a 4.38 OPA,
earning him the rank of fifth in
his class. Jason plans to go to
Knox College with a double major
in biochemistry and creative
writing.

Nominees for Outstanding
Senior Boys:

Amy Zero has been president
of Forensics, Theater, Scholas
tic Bowl, Peer Mediation, cross
country, NHS, class advisory
boards, Student Council, softball,
Jazz Band, and Student Helpers.
While doing all this, she manages
to maintain a 4.5 OPA with a class
rank of three. Amy plans to at
tend Augustana College in Rock
Island, majoring in Pre-Medicine.
''I'm proud to say that Ihave 'zero'
regrets."

·Mustafa Sheikh•.stajJWriter

••••••

: In Israel, there has been
.another a suicide bombing
:which killed 15 people and
.injured more than 60 at a
:gaming hall in Rishan Letzion.
.The bomber had been
·identified to be from the Oaza•.Strip. Israel is preparing for a
·military action in Oaza.•.Officials from the radical
·Islamic group Hamas said•.recently that the Palestinian
·Authority had arrested 14 of
:the activists in Oaza. Chief
·Palestinian Negotiator Saeb
:Erakat said this process will
·undermine· any attempt to
:revive the peace process.

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
: In a riot in India on the
.evening of May 7, two Hindus
:were stabbed to death in the
• Kalupur area of the city of
:Ahmedabad. Ahmedabad is the
• Iargest city in the state of
:Oujarat, where at least 919
.people have been killed in nine
:weeks of religious violence.
.Oujarat has been the focus of
:India's deadliest religious
.clashes in a decade, which
:began Feb. 27 when a Muslim ~

• mob burned a train carrying ~

:Hindu pilgrims leading to ~
• reprisals by Hindus ~
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Jessica Podkulski
StojJWriter

Downtown Chicago
Art, located at 664 N. MichiganAve,
is open all summer with free
admission with a student 1.0. The

Having problems trying to think Art Institute also has many exhibits
of things to do this summer? No open during the swnmer with tree
problem. The great cityofChicago admissions on Tuesdays, and
is just a train ride away. Ifyou're Columbia College features many
tired ofplaces like NorthAve. Beach dance performances throughout
and Michigan Ave., there are plenty June.
ofother places to go as well. Second City might also be of

At Grant Park, throughout the interest. After swimming at the
summer,aretheOlicagoBIues,Jazz, beach, or visiting a museum, stop
and Gospel Festivals, along with by and see the Second City hnprov
The Taste OfChicago fTom June 28 show. SecondCity is located at 1616
until July 7th. N Wells St.; the shows start at 8

If you're looking for a more p.m. and admission is generally$8.
strenuous activity, there is always If you're looking to check out
BikeChicago, running until June 16; new bands, there are a wide variety
the LAT.E. Ride, a 25 mile ride playing at The Fireside Bowl,
through Chicago starting on July Wednesday through Sunday. This
14 at midnight summer you'll be able to check out

Something still hasn't caught bands like Thrice, The Honor
your attention? There's always the System, and Liars Academy. There
various events going on at are also many music events taking
Chicago's Lakefront. Forexample, place at the Metro, usually slightly
Venetian Night (July 27), the larger acts, but always a wide
Mayor's Cup Youth Soccer Fest variety. This summer, bands like
(July2Q-21), oreven Chicago's Air The Hives, INXS, and The Get Up
and Water Show (August 16-18). Kids are performing. When looking

There is also the 3'd Annual for something new, Elvis Costello
Chicago Outdoor Film Festival in never ceases to surprise his fans.
Grant Park from July I6until August You can catch him June 8th at the
27. After riding the Ferris Wheel at Chicago Theatre.
Navy Pier, you could stop by the Whoever you are and wherever
Art Chicago2002 exhibit you are, there is always something

The Terra Museum ofAmerican to do in Downtown Chicago!
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: Understanding Rap :
: affect social commentary. It's just:
• Grant uh like in the movies. In many cases, •
.StajJWriler use ofcommon cultural taboos are •
• •• I've never been into rap much, used purely for sake of entertain- •
• prob Iy because I've never un- ment. Meanwhile, movies like A •

derstdbd it. For one thing, it's hard Clockwork Orange have the same :
to get~rappers' names: Bizzy graphic content, and like rap, it can :
Bone, P-Oiddy, and Kurupt. I've be considered to be used in a mean-
always stuck to rock band ,with ingful way.
more sensible names like Dog Fash- People also need to realize that
ion Disco and the trokes. Another rap is con tant Iy changing. Hip-
gripe ofmine is that rappers always hop has come a long way from the
seem so angry. Maybe they're all days when bad meant good. Just•• mad because the guy who was like any other field ofpcrformance,

• supposed to bring them a melody rap has its share of lousy artists,•• never showed up. and just Iike any other field ofper-
• Now granted. I don't have the formance, there are artists that are•• best perspective on rap music, but progressive and that continually.
• the point of this article is that any- push the envelope. Outkast's·• •one can learn to enjoy this diverse Stankonia, Dr. Ore's Chronic.

form of music. One thing people 2001, and Missy Elliot's latest are·•need to learn is to get past their first recent mainstream rap albums that •
impression of the rap genre. Rap demonstrate the vitality ofrap mu- •
lyrics do contain a lot of graphic sic. :
images that many people have So, how do you get into rap? •
trouble getting past. Some would Even though it's just as valid as :
argue that the disturbing lyrics are heavy metal, punk, pop, or emo,
just here to sell records. That may many still find it inaccessible. My

• be true in some cases, but in other suggestion is to listen to the radio.•• cases they force a person to face Sooner or later, a song will strike
• some aspects ofAmerican society you and you'll be hooked. I'm only•• that aren'ttooapeaJing. Artists like scratching the surface of a very
• Tupac and Eminem may be hard to large body ofwork, it's up to you to•• swallow, but they're very blunt and take the next step.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

level of human frailty. "That "Utopia," a quiet acoustic,
Particular Time" is a thoughtful orchestrally backed piece that
piecejustifying why we do some of haunts the audience into
the things we do in life. contemplatingwhat their ideas ofa

"You Owe Me Nothing in better world would be.
Return" and "Surrendering" are For anyone who does or does
quiettunesthatshowAlanis'smore not have a sensitive side, I
giving side. "A Man" isa surprising recommend Alanis's new album,
song in which Alanis shows she Under Rug Swept. Her maturity is
thinks the stereotypes about men evident in Under Rug Swept, and
are for the most part untrue and for that matter, her singingabilities
unfdir. The album wraps up with are also highlighted.

New Found Glory, appearing at
Warped Tour

year absence from the music
scene. They will be playing with
Puddle of Mudd, which
guarantees an even a better
show.

Last, but not least, is Dave
Mathews Bandwith three shows
at the end of the summer. The
shows are on August 29'\
August 31" and September lSI.
All three concerts are sure to sell
out, so if you don't have tickets,
getthem quick.

There are a variety of major
concerts going on this summer.
Whether it's rock, punk, or pop,
there will be something to please
everyone's ears.
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Ozzy Osbourne, headlining
Oxtfest 2002

include bands like New Found
Glory, NOFX, Bad Religion,
Alkaline Trio, MxPx, and more.

Even before the Warped Tour
there will be the sound of punk
music in the distance. On June
15" Green Dayand BIinlc 182 will
be playing a show at the Tweeter

'"tenter. They will be joined by
Saves the Day. Also in June the
long awaited Korn album comes
out and is followed by a tour
which will reach Chicago on July
5oh

• Korn's last U.S. tour was in
2000 and many Kom fans are
anxious and want to see them
again. The tickets are sure to sell
out quickly due Korn's couple

Alanis's newest CD, "Under
Rug Swept"

an artist leaves you gaping at how
far they've come both musically
and lyrically. Where the artist is in
life will definitelycoincide with the
lyrics. Decent lyrics usually come
from honest and relatable songs,
and one ofthe main things people
usually love about Alanis is her
honesty.

Alanis Morissette's latest
album, Under Rug Swept, is no

§umme.- M()vies
.,
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Anna Polowin
StajJWriler

Summer isn't just all about the
sun shining bright and sleeping
in late. Summer is also about
great concerts and entertainment
for everyone. Here are some of
the biggest concerts that will be
coming to our area.

The concert that wi 11 most
likely gather the largest crowd
this and any summer is Oufest,
which will take place here on
August 100h and II oh. As always,
Ozzfest includes a large number
of metal bands and once again is
foretold as one of the best
concerts ofthe summer. Afew of
the bands that will be playing
include System Of A Down,
Po.D., Drowning Pool, Adema,
Rob Zombie, Lost Prophets and
ofcourse Ozzy Osbourne.

Another concert that makes its
way to Chicago every year is the
Warped Tour. It will arrive on July
270h bringing with it many great
punk bands and attracting
numerous fans. The tour will

Lauren Wallace
Entertainment Editor

Famke Janssen, the agents' arch
nemesis, these aliens tum into
estrogen-charged E.T.s. Don't

Alas, summer is here again, miss out to see more bugs get
usually filled with boredom and squashed.
anticipation for something fun to Halloween: Resurrection
happen. However, it doesn't adds another chapter to the
have to be that way. Along with Halloween series. Michael Myers
all the vacations you can take, is back, again, and is up to his
summer movies are popping up Austin Powers: Goldmember usual shenanigans. Jamie Lee
everywhere, probably faster than Knowles) teams up with Austin Curtis appears yet again, which
you can say supercalifragi ... well to stop Dr. Evil and Goldmember. ofcourse leads to Michael trying
you know. Ilere is the swnmer This is a definite must-see and to attack her. This film stars Busta
lineup of the movies you've got comes outJuly 26, 2002. Rhymes (I'm not sure why) and
to see. Who could forget that lovable Tyra Banks. In this film, a webcast

Here is the prequel to Austin pup Scooby Ooo? This summer is brought to Michael's house
Powers, entitled Austin Powers: you can finally see him on the and turns violent. The victims
Goldmember. This one stars big screen. Scooby 000 and the can only communicate through
Michael Myers again and in this Mystery gang find themselves e-mail. Meanwhile, the re tofus
film, Dr. Evil and Mini-Me escape another mystery to solve in this are trying to figure out why
from prison and Austin Powers family adventure. If you were Michael survived his beheading
is called, yet again. Dr. Evil teams ever a fan of the show, then go in Iialloween: H20.
up with Goldmember(played by ahead and see the movie. It So, you've seen it here, the
Mike Myers), and they plan appears on June 14. summer movies of 2002. Keep
another time-traveling scheme to Those Men in Black are back some ofthese in mind ifyou have
take over the world and kidnap starting July 3. Will Smith and nothing to do, and if you're
Nigel Powers, Austin's father. Tommy Lee Jones team up again pressed for cash, you can always
Foxxy Cleopatra (Beyonce to fight more aliens. Led by see them in the winter.

.~. "UnderRug Swept" .~ <-;:.
exception to her blatant sincerity.
The opening song and second
single, ''21 Thin~ Iwant in a Lover,"
bursts with selectivity and self
respect, and in all honesty, the
thin~ she asks for in a lover aren't
exactly what society would go for.
The next song on the album,
"Narcissus," echoes some of the
hostility from her previous albwn.
In the song, Morissette yells at a
guy she likes but knows she should
not because of his extreme self
absorpsion.

"Hands Clean" was the first
single offthealbum, apop-Iike song
with a catchy tune, tongue-twisting
lyrics, and acute music video. After
that, though, the album somewhat
slows and relaxes into an
introspective groove that brings
anyone who listens to it to some

Karen Dee
StaffWriter

With an individual singer's first
hit album, a reputation is often
earned that can last for that singer's
entire career. This has been very
true with Alanis Morissette. When
Alanis first rose to fume, it was for
her deep hostility and anger
towards, well, anyone. We can all
see that in her 1995 debut album
"Jagged Little Pill." The record
following that one was "Supposed
Fonner Infatuation Junkie," the CD
in which Alanis's single "Thank
You" showed that she was trying
to get over her hostility... honest.

Many times, artists use their
albums to work through tough
times oreven times ingeneral. More
often that not, the latest album of
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-Vicki Had

great time we all had, and our
wonderful tour guide Lousia.
Europe 200 I!

-Candie Ziehmiller

During junior class elections,
seeing Jeff Selmeister strip
ping and walking around with
the monkey!

-Megan Melvin

Going to Europe with our French
class. Iwill always remember the

All the good times we had in
French class, especially French 4
when we took our shoes off and
Miss Williams threw them in the
garbage can. She then sat on it
and fell om

-Becky Annen

Hanging out with my friends and
making new friends. My four
years of playing soccer were
also very memorable.

-Scott Kreydich

Senior year when we won Con
ference in cross country and cel
ebrated by rolling around in the
mud!

-Laura Perez

-Rick Shane

-Matt Dauner

Go to Moraine for 2 years for
basics and criminal law, then
transfer to Moody Bible Insti
tute for teaching.

I plan on going to West Point
and majoring in Engineering.

-Ray Mockus

Go to UIC, study world domi
nance and take-over third world
countries in Northern Asia. Af
ter that I'll study Electrical En
gineering and then retire as a
rockstar.

I want to travel and see Kenya
and Morocco.

I'm going to Mexico and Cali
fornia this year; then I'm going
to Uof! in the fall, and then live
a fun and free life.

-Mike Martinez

1 plan on majoring pre-med at
Loyola University. I then want
to go to the University of Chi
cago for medical school.

-Joe Shelpman

-Monica Rodin

The best memory of Oak Lawn
is sophomore year gym glass
with Team Joe. It was an ag
gressive team but it was fun. I
think I almost could have died!

-Amy Zero

My best memory was being able
to dunk Ms. Edstrom in the
dunking tank!

I am going to study dance at
Northern Illinois University. I
will then join a dance company
in New York and dance on
Broadway.

-Rob Wheeler

Hopefullyhwill go to Marquette
University in~i1waukee, Wis-
consin. \\

-Bri~gid Lajeunesse

After going into investments, I
plan on going bankrupt on a
crash. I will then take out loans
from a loan shark and live off
the streets.

-Jacqui Pugh

I plan on attending Millikin
University and majoring in En
glish Education with a Theater
minor. I then plan to be a high
school English teacher and a
high school theater director.

-Deanne Drechsler

I plan on attending the Univer
sity of Illinois and then 1 want
to become a park ranger. I will
work at Yellowstone National
Park and fish all the time.

-Mike Goshorn

-Aleasha Moust

What is your best memory of Oak Lawn High
School?

What is your most
embarrassing moment here at

Oak Lawn?

Dressing up as Chris Farley/
Matt Foley for Halloween.

-Tom Dugdale

The Senior Citizens' Dance.
-Charlie Duer

The assembly we had right af
ter September 11 tho It was awe
some how everyone came to
gether!

To become a photojournalist for
National Geographic.

-Dan Naponeillo

What are your future plans?

-Amy Gorchos

-Kassy Krizka

I plan to attend Dominican Uni
versity and pursue a career in
photography.

-Megan Toppel
To become a teacher and teach
little kids that come up to my
waist.

Hopefully music, but I am also
interested in graphic design.

-Dominic Doria

I plan on going to Moraine for
2 years and then who knows?
Maybe ('II go to art school or
DePaul.

To get my masters in Pediatrics.
I will also marry a wealthy man
(preferably a basketball player.)

-Sholanda Williams

I am going to SIU (Southern Il
linois University) to major in
advertising. Ialso plan to spend
my junior year in Australia.

-Samantha Lesniak

When I ran around the track and
then decided to hop the fence.
While hopping the fence, I
ripped my pants all the way
down!

-Sam Manchen

When I threw up in study hall
freshman year.

-Caleb Kosek

When Isplit my pants. I'm sure
everyone knows about that one!

-Sam Synowiecki

When I ran into a field goal post
during a football game.

-Joe Estes

When I mistook crazy day for
cross-dressing day.

-Marc Palluck

Having to wear a Vinny
Testerverde jersey 4 days in a
row.

-Bill Blaettler

The time I fell down in the pep
assembly in front of the whole
school. I couldn't see a thing I
was so dizzy!

-Kelly Cunneen

When Jacqui, Candie, and I were
caught in the boys bathroom by a
janitor. Luckily it was a day off
of school!

-Katie Modrick

Embarassing? Everything that I
do that would embarass me, I do
intentionally.

-Steve Peters

When Joe Szubrych hit my
bottle of water out of my hand
and it poured all over me... I
had to go through the rest of
the day with wet pants.

-Lynn Tarkowski

When everyone thought I was
embarrased about wearing my
team swim suit over my
clothes.

When I couldn't speak when
teachers would call on me in
class.

-Anne Guffroy

Falling backwards out of my
chair on the first day of school.

-Jen Wiederhold

When I forgot my prom money
on the last day and I had to bor
row $80 from Miss Leable.

-Grant Arthur

Sitting on marshmallows in Span
ish class. They were stuck to my
butt for the rest of the day!

Jessica Groos

-Angela Brackins

Playing in battle of the bands.
-Andy Clay
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What will you miss ost about Oak Lawn?

Who had the biggest impact on
your life while you were at

Oak Lawn?

If you could do it allover
again, what would you do

differently?

he cream ofchicken soup with
:e! I will also miss the fact that
e sandwich lady knows what
want for lunch every day!

- Kelly Cunneen

he art classes and the dark
om.

-Amy Basel

r. Hill has always been there
r me when I'm having trouble.
e always seems to be in the
~ht place at the right time.

- Scott Kreydich

II of my friends and Mrs.
Impson who always listened
my problems and helped me

It no matter how Iittle and
lint less they were.

- Megan Melvin

llinko's crazy logic.
- Ben Kenny

I will miss the fact that it was
only high school. After
graduation, it's time for the real
world with responsibility!

- Kassy Krizka

My teammates and coaches
from cross country and track.

- Laura Mottl

Mr. Moonier had the biggest
impact in my life because he
taught me not only English but
also how to live and enjoy life.

-Angelika Tofil

Mr. Astrauskas opened my eyes
up to a lot of things that I had
never thought about before.

-Joe Shelpman

Solinko made me realize there is
more to life than what most
people think.

- Mike Goshorn

Of course I will miss the
cafeteria cookies, but most of
all, seeing everyone every day.

- Kristy Nice

Believe it or not, Iwill miss wak
ing up at four in the morning
every Saturday for Forensics
tournaments! I'll miss all the
people associated with this pro
gram and the lessons they have
taught me, and the fun we've
had along the way.

- Val Olson

I would have insisted on going
here starting Freshman year,
instead of going to Queen of
Peace for the first two years of
high school.

- Bridgid Lajeunesse

Wake up earlier in the morning
so I wouldn't have to RUN into
school every day trying to beat
the bell!

- Amanda Kramer

I would speak up more.
Instead of listening to
everyone else I would do my
own thing and not let people
think I'm shy.

- Amy Gorchos

I wouldn't have gotten exempt
from Gym. Instead I would've
taken the easy "A."

-Shannon George

Not quit basketball sophomore
year to be a cheerleader.

- Susie Cusick

I can't really say one person,
but I can say my friends have
impacted me. They've been so
supportive and yet do an
abundantly swell job of
keeping me humble. They're
great individuals who've
helped me to see the world
differently. I am so blessed by
them.

- Matt Dauner

Biagio! Because he can
ALWAYS make you laugh.

- Shannon George

All the gossip.
-Jessica Groos

The people who are only "in
school friends."

-Jennifer Wiederhold

French class.
- Megan DeVos

Being obnoxious in my classes
and having a great time while do
ing it.

- Jason Cascio

I would've enjoyed it 0 much
more because now I know how
fast it really goes by.

- Aleasha Moust

All or a good majority of my
homework.

- Rick Shane

I would have not been so
stubborn and made more friends.
Iwould have talked m f to each
prep, jock, skater, slac~<:~ and I
would have never ma a
category for each person and I
wouldn't have fallen into one
myself

- Danielle Graham

I would play more sports than
just soccer.

- Charlie Duer

Probably take my junior year
more seriously. And tried to
figure out what I wanted to do
earlier.

- Angela Brackins

Ms. Galante is one of the most
caring, and considerate people
ever. She always made me smile.

- Sam Synowiecki

Carlos Castaneda, Bob Marley,
Zach de la Rocha, Maynard
James Keenan, John Lennon
and Solinko taught me to open
my mind.

- Mike Martinez

Mrs. Whiteaker's life-long
advice.

- Christina Cucci

My friends and the mashed po
tatoes in the cafeteria.

- Rhonda Laylo

Being a part ofa team, especially
the girls' varsity soccer team.

- Kristy Behan

Psychology class.
- Lynn Tarkowski

The memories I could've made
for three years if I were here.

- Monica Sanchez

I would've auditioned for the
plays earlier.

- Jon Naples

Get more involved in activities
to get to really know more
people. I don't know probably
halfofour senior class and Iwish
Idid.

- Liz Kowalczyk

Realistically, nothing. I
wouldn't be who I am today if it
weren't for all of the decisions
I've made (good and bad). And
I couldn't be happier.

- Ryan O'Connor

I would have paid more atten
tion to people that I didn't pay
attention to.

- JeffSelmeister

Found out what I was truly in
terested in and stuck with it.
And I wouldn't have procrasti~

nated so much.
- Brittany Barsevick

Definitely, without a doubt, Tom
Dzurison. He taught me about
leadership, responsibility, hard
work, and FUN. People think
that it's just a hard time with
him, but it's like he does treat
you as an adult. And most
people aren't ready for that. He
teaches you to be that way.

-Amy Zero

Mrs. Cryan has always been
there for me, as well as Ms.
Habich, my counselor.

- Vicki Had
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Ohio: Rock and Roll Hall ofFame.
Oklahoma: Cherokee Trails, Little
River Zoo, and Water Parks-Big

plash.
Oregon: National Park in Oregon
Pennsylvania:HersheyCompany
get free samples ofchocolate.
Rhode Island: The Mr. Potato Head
Campaign-statues of Mr. & Mrs.
Potato Head.
South Carolina: Historic State
Parl<s.
South Dakota: Mt Rushmore- see
4 fonner Presidents' heads sculpted
into a mountain.
Tennessee: Grand Oil Oprey and
SmokyMt National Park.
Texas: The Alamo, Six Flags
AstroWorld and Waterworld, and
San Diego Sea World.
Utah: SaltLakeCity-siteofthe2002
WmterOlympics.
Vermont: Ski Resorts, the Green
Mountains, and Lake Champlain.
Virginia: Busch Gardens,
Splashdown Waterpark, and The
Luray Dinosaur Park.
Washington: Space Needle. San
Juan Islands-whale watching.
West Virginia: Caves, Gettysburg,
and Canyon Rim Ranch.
Wisconsin: Wisconsin Dells and
the Water Parks.
Wyoming: Yellowstone National
Park and Dinosaur Safaris-go
digging for fossils.

From the good old New York to
the SunshineStateCalifornia, every
state isexciting in it'sown individuaJ
way. Ifyou don't have time to visit
them all, at least get to the
interesting ones.

Iowa: National Parks and Historic
Sites, Cedar Falls and Cedar Rapids.
Kan as: The Wizard Of Oz
Museum.
Kentucky: Six Flags Kentucky
Kingdom and Abraham Lincoln's
Birthplace.
Loui<liana: National Ifistoric Parl<s.
Baton Rouge-visit the state capital.
Maine: National Parks and Maine
lighthouses.
Maryland: Washington D.C.-VISit
the White House and Washington
Monument.
Massachusetts: Massachusetts
Bay Line-5-hour whale-watching
cruise and tour Boston.
Michigan: Great Lakes Travel;
boating and other water sports on
the lake.
Minnesota: The Mall ofAmenca
shop at the biggest mall in the USA.
Mississippi: Travel on the Gulf
Coast and the Mississippi River.
Missouri: The Arch and the Caves.
Montana: River Trips, Hiking,
Mountain Climbingand Fishing.
Nebraska: Boating, Hiking,
Hunting, and Fishing.
Nevada: LasVegasand theC$inos.
New Hampshire: White Mountain
Trails and Water Country.
New Jersey: Six Flags Great
Adventures-biggest Six Flag.').
New Mexico:R~U.
New York: Statue of Liberty and
Empire State Building. Niagara FaIls
intheU..
North Carolina: IsJands..Ocracoke
and Bald Head.
North Dakota: Lakes,G~and
Valleys.

Summer Crossword
2

Vacationing in the us.
Roshni Rana
StaffWriter

America, the wonderful country
we all live in, has many vacation
spots. It is filled with wonderful and
enjoyable places to visit over the
summer. The e places are both
educational and fun. They bring
excitement and happiness to your
short and sweet summer vacation.
All the 50 states have at least one
"hot-spot" in them.
Alabama: US Space and Rocket
Center Museum.
Alaska: The Alaskan Brewing
FaetoryTour.
Arizona: Gl'(ll"(jCan)OO Hikingand
Backpacking.
Arkansas: Little Rock.
California: Walt Disney Land,
Universal Studios, San Diego Zoo,
and BigBear Lake.
Colorado: Rocky Mountain
National Park. Six Flags Elitch
Gardens, and ski resorts.
Connecticut: Hartford, the historic
sites.
Delaware: Major cities like
Claymont and Dover.
Florida: Walt Disney World, Busch
Gardens, and NASA Kennedy
Space Center.
Georgia: White Water.
Hawaii: SiteoffonnerPearl Harbor,
beaches.
Idaho: The Big Potato.
Illinois: Sears Tower-the tallest
building in the U.S. Springfield, the
Lincoln Museum.
Indiana: Siedefs Point-Theme Pari<.

conflicts in a non-threatening,
open-minded environment.
Recently, this program has hit new
highs, with the introduction of
optional Peer Mediation to the
school discipline code as a means
of correction and prevention of •
future conflicts.

"It seemed like every year, Iwas
creatinga new program. The clubs'
purposes were to encourage
leadership and give kids something
that they could feel strongly
about," said Mrs. Egan.

Mrs. Egan feels that the best part
about these clubs is that they
present an opportunity for
teenagers to change their attitudes,
and thus, their high school lives. •
The clubs are student-focused, so 20

they directly benefit the students.
But Mrs. Egan benefits from these
programs as well.

"I love working with teenagers.
It's what keeps me going, year after
year," commented Mrs. Egan.

And her involvement with kids ACROSS 19. an inflatable sperical object 6. insects who have a mission to
does not end when the 9" period 4. an extended trip to a place other 20. America's favorite past time annoy people at night
bell rings either. She enjoys • than your house 22. big round thing in many 10. worn over eyes to protect :
spending time with her own 7. a cold cone always sunds good people's backyards from sun •
children. Otherjoysofherpersonal on a hot day 23. an event that has agriJI, food 1I. a popular outdoor sport by :
life include reading, and nature- 8. sandals with no backs and fun the pavilion •
relatedaetiv~,$uchasgardening. 9. a skin condition that causes DOWN 13. an object frequently stolen by •
Oflate, she has fumd an interest in blistering and peeling 1. An article ofclothing that Yogi the Bear :
the lost craft ofnJbber-stamping. 12. the best day ofthe year (for exoses 7/8 of the body 14. Aplace to go fora week, •

"I think everyorf~ should have a students) 2. article ofclothinggenerally supervised by counselors :
creative outlet, whether it's 15. insects that are fun to catch worn in the sununertime 18. hottest vacation spot in •
participating in a club at school, or 16. when lots ofpeople go to 3. these are built at the beach Mexico :
having a hobby," said Mrs. Egan. someone's house 5. can be done at the beach or 21. popular summer hang out for :

Despite the rich tapestry of her 17. apopular sumrner beverage someone's house younger kid •

life, Mrs. Egan neverstrays fur from • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
her passion- working with
students. She cares a great deal for
every student she encounters, and
through programs Iike Peer
Mediation, has a positive impact
on the student body.

Teacher Feature

Mrs. Egan
(Photo taken by Rachel Laylo)

Oak Lawn Spartans who are
members of Students Against
Destructive Decisions, Student
Helpers, or Peer Mediation get a
chance to interact with a truly
devoted and inspiring teacher. This
teacher, Mrs. Egan, has spent over
twelve years educating students
about their potential for success.

In the beginning ofher career at
OLCHS, Mrs. Egan wanted to
emphasize that teenagers can
change their perspective on life by
changing their behavior toward
drugs and alcohol. The culmination
of her beliefs and experience in
raising children ofher own carne in
1990, when she createdOak Lawn's
chapter of SADD. The following
year, with the support of OLCHS
teens, she founded Student
Helpers, an organization bent on
easing the transition into high
school life. But she didn't stop
there.

Eight years ago, Mrs. Egan
decided to create a Peer Mediation
program, which was a relatively new
concept at the high school level.
This organization was probably her
most ambitious and successful
endeavor. Peer Mediation
beckoned tudents to negotiate

Summer's Top Ten
bed, get ready, and go to school.

Erin Slifka This doesn't frequently happen
StuffWriter during the summer making this one

Wake up from that book-filled of the best things about summer.
coma because summer is coming! 6) On the flip side ofnot waking
Start remembering the warm glow up early, one of the best things
of the sun when you wake up at 2 about summer is trying to see how
p.m. or the yellow lotion on your many hours you can stay awake.
newest sun-baked crush. If you 5) During the summer words
start thinking about the freedom of become simpler. Suddenly you go
the whole three-month experience, from hearing words like quadratic
your memory will bring you to a and metamorphic, to words like
much sweeter time. Below are the slushy and sand.
top ten things about sunlmer. 4) One of the best things about

10) Sunbum! Sunbum is agood summer is the clothes. Light, airy,
thing, sometimes. Have you ever colorful and your shoulders
noticed that pale look your skin gets actually get to see the light ofday!
during the winter? A mild dose of Say good-bye to pants, hello to
high noon sun will bake that moreleg.
florescent skin right off. Always 3) Did someone say beach?
remember that when you have Beaches are the perfect
sunburn, mosh pits and ocean combination offun and relaxation.
water aren't your friends. Beaches are also good spots to find

9) Road trips! They can be your soul mate.
exciting, especialIywhen taken with 2)Aircooditioning. Scae!! Ithink
the right people. There are endless Imade my point.
possibilities as long as it's in the 1) I think we all know what the
boundaries of this vast continent. best thing about summer is. It's

8) Write this date down on your having more time to spend with the
calendar: August 6". That's right people we care about. So go out
everyone it's time for NATIONAL and spend as much time as possible
WIGGLE YOUR TOE DAY! No with the ones that make you feel
kidding, this is really a holiday. good about yoursel[ ~

7) Relief from your chronic ~'~
school related narcolepsy! Every ~ ~

morning, you drag yourself out of
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Badminton soars to the top

Froshlsoph soccer gets its kicks

The frosh/soph team plays at an away game.
(photo by Steve Peters)

Kelly Reilly practices for an upcoming meet.
(Photo by Steve Peters)

player from first singles season, the badminton team
through second doubles placed reached new heights, and
in the top half of the state picked itself up by the
tournament. to mount one ofthe bootstraps all the way to the
best runs at the state state tournament. As the
tournament in Oak Lawn accolades rolled in, the
badminton history. This Spartans rolled on.

_ .
•

: Coach's Comer
•
: with loss and relationships with
• David Vognar other people."
• Sports Editor As for his favorite memory,•
• Afte')~birty years at Oak Mr. Lockwood says that he has
:Lawn Coh'lmunity High School, too many to choose from. He
.Mr. Lock1t.'ood is retiring from could easily mention the glory
:teaching. rheJocular man, who years ofOak Lawn track or the
.is a bulwark of assistance for success he experienced with
:many Oak Lawn students, football teams of the past. Mr.
.works as a counselor at the Lockwood could have
:school. Beside the task of mentioned the day his.
.helping Spartan students with freshman track team won the
:scheduling and guiding them conference championship two
.through taxing situations, he years ago. Instead, Mr.
~as maintained an active role in Lockwood chooses to
.Spartan sports. remember each great feat, both
• Mr. Lockwood has been athletic and scholastic, in an•.involved with track for twenty- equally discrete and
·oneyears, and is the head coach meaningful way. He has no•.of the team today. He was a favorite.
·mainstay of the football Though his propensity for· .•program, coaching for a honesty has not changed from
:co~bined twenty years as an the early days ofhis career, his.
.assIstant coach and head coaching style has evolved. In •
·freshman coach. To Mr. the beginning, Mr. Lockwood •
:Lockwood, coaching has more was a cantankerous coach:
ero do with teaching life-lessons when he hit the field, whereas •
:than analyzing the box score. he now favors a relaxed:
• "I met life-long friends, and approach. Believe it or not. •
:enjoyed working with kids. "The kids might not tell you:
·Plus, I like to coach," said Mr. so, but I have settled down•.Lockwood. "The most from the early days," Mr.
-rewarding part is when the Lockwood said.
•eStudents are successful on an For the students Mr.
·individuallevel, and when they Lockwood counsels, the
:maximize their potential." athletes he coaches, and his
• He feels that sports teach an fellow faculty members, next
:enduring lesson, and he is year will be an awkward one
eproud to be a part of the without him. His sanguine
:teaching process: "It is spirit may be absent from the
.interesting to see the students playing field and the halls of
•.grow and mature over the years. Oak Lawn Community High
.As a coach, I have learned that School, but he will not be
•.sports teach them how to deal forgotten.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

replied, "We worked hard and
accomplished a lot of personal
goals as well as larger team
goals. I was very happy with
the effort that the girls put
forth."

The badminton season
became even more interesting
after the sectional competition,
a qualifying tournament for
state. Oak Lawn took Ist overall,
and four events qualified for the
state tournament.

Playing in the state
tournament at New Trier high
school May 10 and II, were
Karissa Murray at first singles
and Meena Babu at second
singles, along with the teams of
Melissa Huzienga and Kelly
Riley at first doubles and Jen
Hermann and Becky Rachske at
second doubles.

At state, the girls played
incredibly well. Theteam,led by
9th place finisher Karissa
Murray's flurry of success,
placed 14th in Illinois. Every

Bulldogs had no chance of
scoring.

The Spartans hope to finish
with a winning record this year,
and are on their way. After a
somewhat rocky start, the
Spartans have momentum
moving their way. They are
gaining the vital experience
needed to play varsity soccer,
and doing a great job at it. The
team is young this year, with
more than halfofthe team from
the freshman class, but the
experience that these young
players gain by battling back
from tough losses will greatly
benefit them next year.

Freshmen like Brianne Queen
and Stephanie Bauer are
showing promise for next year's
team. They are learning the
technical aspects ofsoccer, and
reinforcing the basics of the
game with the their own
experiences. Ifthe girls keep up
their winning ways, they will be
sure to continue the Spartan
soccer dynasty.

doubles, and Kelly Reilly at
second singles.

Third place finishers on the
varsity level were Liz Lemrise
at seventh singles and Debbie
Zwirkoski at fourth singles.

Second place finishers
include Becky Raschke and Jen
Herrman at second doubles,
Becky Raschke at ninth
singles, Sandy Montoya at
sixth singles, Meena Babu at
third singles, and Karissa
Murray at first singles.

l11ree doubles teams and
two singles players came home
with personal conference titles:
Meena Babu and Sandy
Montoya at fifth doubles,
Debbie Zwirkoski and Melissa
Huizinga at fourth doubles,
Karissa Murray and Liz Lemrise
at third doubles, Brianne Beyer
at tenth singles, and Melissa
Huizinga at fifth singles.

When asked what she
thought of the girls' season
overall, Coach Patty Greiman

to keep the game tied at 2-2. In
a moment that seemed to play
out like a slow-motion,
Hollywood film clip, forward
Jessie Goshorn scored the
game-winning goal to push Oak
Lawn ahead ofRomeoville 3-2.
Not only did the victory put
Oak Lawn into contention in
their conference, but it rumed
the feathers of conference
favorites.

Another important game
was held on April 9, which
pitted Oak Lawn against the
cross-town Richards Bulldogs.
With a stiff upper-lip and
blazing speed, the Spartans
shut-out Richards 5-0. Gawron
and Wodziak each scored a
goal while Andree Almasi
kicked in two. Freshman
Goalie Renee McWilliams
recorded a shut out with help
from lights out defense
provided by defenders Kathy
Figus, Stephanie Bauer, and
Kristina Reyes. The gritty
defenders made sure that the

Debbie Zwirkoski
StajJWriter

Both the frosh/soph and
varsity badminton teams have
shown great improvement and
determination this season, and
have seen fantastic results. The
varsity has been undefeated in
conference dual meets, and the
frosh/soph team has won every
conference match but one,
turning out a great record as
well.

In the conference tournament
on April 26 and 27, both teams
demonstrated their talent and
fortitude as they battled other
teams in the quest for the
conference titles. Overall, the
varsity team took first place and
the frosh/soph team came home
with second place.

On the varsity team, two
badminton players earned
fourth place finishes: Monica
Zavala and Kelly Reilly
marched to a victory at first

Kelly Cunneen
StajJWr;ler

Th is year's frosh/soph
soccer team had a difficult task
in front of them, living up to the
reputation of Oak Lawn's
amazing girls' soccer program.

The dilemma much like that
of a younger sibling who must
live up to the older sibling's
reputation, the task of playing
competitve soccer at Oak Lawn
can seem daunting. But the
frosh/soph soccer team shakes
otT the hype and expectations
that come with the prestigous
soccer program, and just plays
the sport it loves.

The frosh/soph team is off to
a great start this year, and is
ready to uphold the tradition of
a winning season. The girls are
coached by former Spartan
soccer star Hannah Shehaiber,
who has prepared her team to
play with the same deft
dribbling skills that are a staple
of Spartan soccer.

Lucy Wodziak, Monica
Gawron, and Bianca Emerick,
the three team captains, are
ready to lead the way to victory
by setting an example. The girls
are off to a solid start, showing
flares of brillance when facing
conference opponents. The
Spartans are 3 and 3 against
conference teams.

On April 25, the Oak Lawn
Spartans were victorious
against their archrival
counterparts, the Romeoville
Spartans, in a huge conference
game. Forward Monica Gawron
scored a goal while midfielder
Ranya Hassan headed in a goal
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Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

The Spartan track and field
team enjoyed a third place finish
at the varsity level at their
conference meet on Thursday
May I. Seven athletes walked
away with varsity all
con ference honors, and four
athletes went home with frosh/
soph all-conference honors.
The night was quite a success.

The evening started with
high hopes when the Spartans
performed well in the field
events. Kristen Kearney took
first place in both the longjump
and pole vault and second
place in the triple jump. Jessica
Dommer took fifth place in both
the shot put and discus.

The girls whizzed through
the open races racking up lots
of points. Kelly Cunneen and
Becky Annen placed fourth and
fifth in the 3200m, respectively.

Girls' track and field captured third at conference
Eda Calbay and Katie Wantiez Gonzales. This was the fourth strong finishes by the rest of Jessica Blanco, Carolann Hnat,
captured second and sixth place year in a row the Spartans have the relays. The 800m medley, Larson, and Sweiss zoomed
finishes in the 100m hurdles. won the 3200m relay. powered by Jenny Larson, around the track to eam a third
Cassie Gonzales blazed through The team also gained a Majd Sweiss, Wood, and Katie place finish for the 400m relay.
the finish for a fourth place bundle of points from the Laverty, took fourth place. Blanco, Hnat, and Larson were
standing. accompanied by Krista Cheek

Melissa Storm blew in the 800m relay and placed
everyone out of the water as fourth.
she won the 400m sprint. The frosh/soph team also
Stephanie Achter also medaled competed well in the relay
in the 400m by placing fourth events. The combination of
overall. Cal bay and Annen Sam Garrett, Lindsey Stubbs,
returned in the 300m hurdles to Heather Kwaite, and Amanda
place second and fifth, Cerfearned third place finishes
respectively. Laura Mottl and in both the 800m relay and the
Mallory Pluciennik provided 800m medley. Garrett, Kwaite,
fourth and fifth place finishes and Cerf added Kristen Evans
in the 1600m run, and Megan to their fifth place finishing
Wood sprinted to a sixth place 400m relay.
finish in the 200m dash. The highlight for the frosh!

The team's strength was in soph team that evening was
the relays. Oak Lawn won both when Garrett, Suzie Campbell,
the 3200m relay and the 1600m Stubbs, and Cerfwon the 1600m
relay. The 1600m relay relay.
consisted of Storm, Gonzales, The girls were proud oftheir
Achter, and Calbay. The 3200m accomplishments at the meet. It
relay consisted of Mottl, was a strong closer for a greatBecky Annen stretches over the bar in high jump.
Achter, Jenny Laverty, and season.(Photo by Steve Peters)

Froshlsoph boys' baseball loaded with talent

Bill Howard throwing the heat. (Photo by Steve Peters)

Mike Martinez
Sports Editor

The varsity team in most high
school sports programs often
overshadows the freshman and
sophomore teams. Despite the
lack of recognition, the Spartan
frosh/soph baseball teams have
been doing an outstanding job
throughout the season and
deserve some credit for their
hard work.

The freshmen, coached by
Mr. Clifton, are currently 13-6,
with a 2-1 record in conference.
Much of their success can be
attributed to their productive
batting lineup. The teams
overall batting average is an
astounding 0413, which is well
above average for a team.

Leading the Spartans
offensive game are Michael
Chrapkiewicz who leads the
team with a .542 batting
average, Esen Barnhart who is

batting .500 and leMs the team
in extra-base hits, \nnd Rich
Krolikowski who is ba~ing 0476
and has the lone home run on
the team. In addition,

Krolikowski leads the team in
being hit by pitches.

In addition to the
outstanding hitting, the
freshman Spartans also have

exceptional pitching. Dennis
Vietoris is the ace of the staff,
while Mike Borskie is another
quality pitcher. In addition to
being good pitchers, Vietoris is
hitting 0450 and leads the team
in doubles, while Borskie is
batting a whopping 0489.

Not to be outdone by their
underclassmen, the sophomore
Spartans are having a very
successful season as well.
Currently they are 16-4 and are
on pace to win conference. Mr.
Brandt has done a great job
coaching these guys this year,
and it is apparent in their play
on the field. The sophomores
combine a disciplined approach
with powerful bats and strong
arms, which is the reason for
their success so far.

Even though the Spartans
make it look easy, they've
worked hard for every vi~ry

this season. After losing their
first game of the season, the

sophomore Spartans turned it
up a notch and won their next
12 games, including a shutout
against arch-rival Richards.

Ed Tomasik and Adam Probst
lead the sophomores in the
batting lineup, while Joe Exline
and Tony Romero are standout
pitchers. At press time, Exline
is undefeated while Romero is
4-1. In addition, Eddie Mockus
has played exceptional defense
all season long.

As you can see, even though
the varsity teams get all the
recognition, the underclassmen
remain driven. Whether it's to
prepare for the next level, or
simply to prove something to
themselves, these guys have
worked hard all season, and it
has paid off. They strive to
capture their respective
conference titles, and continue
to progress as they get closer
to the varsity level.

Boys' tennis competes strongly at conference
Steve Peters
Photo Editor

After a slow start, the varsity
tennis team has picked up the
pace in the latter hal f of the
season, with three consecutive
conference victories against
Reavis, Bolingbrook, and Argo,
respectively.

At this point, Jeff
Fitzgibbons and John Ciciora
have the highest seed for
conference, since they are
undefeated (4-0) at third
doubles. The rest of the team
sits very nicely in conference
seeding with high aspirations
of becoming SICA North
Champions for the fourth
consecutive year.

The lineup for conference

went as follows: Kurt Bardelli
(3-1) at first singles, and Marc
Pal luck (2-1) at second singles.
Doubles, in succession, are:
Jarret Helstern and Eric Algarin
(4-1), the new team of Justin
Ramel and Skylirr Shroeder and
the aforementioned team of
Ciciora and Fitzgibbons.

Bardelli finished third overall.
Palluck captured second place.
Helstern and Algarin took a
third place finish. Ramel and
Shroeder placed fourth overall.
Ciciora and Fitzgibbons
became conference champions
by taking first place. The
Spartans took home a second
place finish as a team.

Also, at the final tournament
before conference, the Morton
Invite, Oak Lawn came out on

top of the competition. Placing
second In doubles were Justin
Ramel and Skylirr Shroeder; and
in third, the team ofJohn Ciciora
and Jeff Fitzgibbons.

The frosh/soph tennis team
has had an incredible year,
going undefeated for the entire
season, including conference
meets. Most of these victories
have come by the score of 5-0.

Led by sophomore Bud
Farrell at first singles, the frosh/
soph team continued their
dominance in the SICA North
conference by sweeping the
competition. Joe Kozlowicz, Jim
Allen, Mike Tansini, Rob
Fantozzi, Tony Giordano, Chris
Fox, and Dave Nice were all
conference champions. The
2003 varsity team has promise. Justin Ramel returns the serve. (Photo by Steve Peters)
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Boys' track and field dominates during season
Laura Mottl
Sports Editor

The Spartan track and field
team sported a season of fast
times, soaring vaults, powerful
throws, and colo sal jumps.
The relatively young team
pushed one another to reach
personal records and difficult
goals.

The team developed a great
sense of teamwork and became
a close unit through the season.

On April 13, the boys gave
100% effort at the Lemont Invite.
The 3200-meter relay earned a
sixth place finish. The relay was
led by Nick Spatafore (2: 12). Joe
Fattore and Dan ullivan ran the
second and third legs with times
of2: 15 and 2:21, respectively.

Joe Banasiak anchored the
relay with a time of2:23. Jeremy
Prendergast had a strong
double by placing second in the
3200 meter run and fifth in the
1600 meter run.

Mike Childs took fourth in the
discus throw with a distance of
116' I"and sixth in the shot put
with a distance of43.5 feet.

Heilig took sixth in the discus
with a throw of I 10.25 feet. The
400-meter relay ran a time of
49.37 seconds. The relay
consisted of Joel Mayer, Brian
Smith, Dave Martino, and Alex
Griff. Smith and Griffboth ran
under 12 seconds for their
splits.

On April 16, Oak Lawn
traveled'to Bolingbrook to
compete against the Boi lers.
David Lindeloftook first place

in both the highjump and triple
jump with jumps of 5'4" and
19'5.5," respectively.

Dennis Sulit took first in the
pole vault with a height of9 feet.
Kyle Spitzer placed first in the
pole vault on the frosh/soph
level with a height of 8 feet six
inches.

Andres Torres ran a quick
400-meter sprint with a time of
56.47 seconds. The 800 meter
relay ran a time of I :45.45.

The relay consisted Mayer.
Martino, Spitzer, and Smith.
The boys were fierce and
competitive, but they were just
outnumbered by Bolingbrook's
large team.

Against Argo on April 23, the
Spartans suffered a tough loss.
However, there were many high
points at the meet.

Fattore ran his fastest mile
ever with a time of 4:58.
Sokolowski ran a 50.17 in the
300 meter hurdles. Sulit
reached II feet in the pole vault
to earn himself a first place
finish. Lindelof soared 5 feet
eight inches in the highjump to
earn himself a first place finish
as well.

At the conference meet on
May 9, the boys had two
varisty members become all
conference athletes. Lindelof
earned double honors in both
high jump and long jump, and
Jason Korkosz placed first in
the pole vault. Spitzer captured
first in the pole vault on the
frosh/soph level as well.

This was a very successful
season for quite a young team.

Jeremy Prendergast pas es
Argo at the conference meet.

(Photo by Steve Peters)

Frosh/soph softball goes undefeated

Sophomore Nikkie Veen strike out the competition,
(photo by teve Peters)

amantha Metcalf
SatffWriter

As the frosh/soph girls'
softball teams slide by their
competition, they look forward
to pounding the other teams in
their conference.

The freshman team who has
a season record of 15-1 and a
conference record of5-0 is being
led by strong defense and
excellent pitching by Ashley
Krauchen and Erika Halman.

Top hitters for the Spartans
include Kelly McKinney,
Ashley Krauchen. and Amy
Trlak. McKinney, who has four
homeruns and one grand slam
under her belt this season, also
helps out the team at Ist base.

Pitcher Ashley Krauchen,
also has a few homeruns and
countless triples that have
scored many runs for Oak Lawn.

Shortstop Amy Trlak has
changed the way she hits by
dragging lefty, to use her speed
to the best of her advantage.

Freshman captain Jackie
Puchcar is very optimistic and
positive when asked what she
thought the lady Spartans will
do in conference. She said. "As
long as we work together and
continue to pick each other up
like we have during the first half
of conference, I'm very
confident in saying that we will
go 8-0."

The sophomores, who are
16-4 for the season and 5-2 in
conference. have a very
optimi tic coach.

When Coach mith was
asked what his thoughts were
on his team in conference he
said, "Our biggest competition
is ourselves; if we stay focused
we will do fine." Top hitters for

the sophomores include Cathy
Lally, Nikki Veen, Becky Malivik,
and Lauri Felton.

The Spartans also have had
excellent pitching to go with
their hitting. Nikki Veen has had
20 strikeouts this season while
Becky Malivik has had 15.

In the sophomores rival
conference game against
Richards, the partans out hit,
ran, and scored against the
Bulldogs with a final score of6
2.

When Maggie Foley was
asked what she thought her
team would do in conference
she said, "I think we will do as
good as we did last year, we
have a very strong, dominating,
and committed team."

As softball season winds
down, Oak Lawn can look
forward to more conference
games, more opposition, and

hopefully even a conference
championship. With the way
the ball has been flying off the
bats the frosh\soph girls

softball team is on pace for a
conference championship to
add to the collection here at Oak
Lawn.

Girls' varsity soccer scores big

Natalie Liakopoulos dribbling the ball down the field. (photo by Heidi Hewitt)

Bill Blaettler
StaflWriter

The only thing that can make
the Lady Spartans' soccer
games more exciting is a Brazil
ian announcer giving the play
by play for their games.

The varsity girls' soccer team
is off to yet another victorious
season. Natalie Liakopoulos,
Krysten Ballard, am Norris,
and Christine McNeela are lead
ing the way.

The team has been confer
ence champions for the past four
years and they are competing
for number five this year. The
girls are 6-2-1 this season and
5-1 in conference games.

The Spartans played two of
their best games against confer
ence rival Romeoville. The Spar
tans shut them out in both
games. It shows a lot ofcharac
ter to play all these teams with
winning records and still pull out

undeniable victories.
Sherri Elworthy, Amy

Gorchos and Krysten Ballard all
had spectacular games against
Bollingbrook. Krysten had a
hat trick while Sherri and Amy
added to the Spartans 5-1 de
feat ofBollingbrook.

Amazingly, three people
have produced hat tricks this
season: Krysten Ballard, Chris
tine McNeela, and Sam Norris.

The Spartans will have to put
together a near perfect game
from all of these talented play
ers on May 9ch in order to beat
the resilient Argo team. No team
would be capable of being wor
thy opponents without a great
defense.

Jamie Bartkowiak and Kim
Stanek provide the leadership
and dexterity needed to com
plete a successful team.

This is Jamie's first year at
the goalkeeper position and
she has already shown that

she's definitely the girl for the
job.

Kim is an outstanding de
fender, not only because she is
athletic enough to guard any
one, but she also helps the team
by being vocal. She gives help
ful criticism and notable recog-

nition when it's needed. Kim
and Jamie have been a huge
help to the Spartan defense.

The prospect for this Spar
tan team looks great. The ma
jority of the team will be back
next year and there will be many
new hardworking and talented

juniors to fill the shoes of the
graduating class.

Monica Gawron and Lucy
Wodziak are just two outstand
ing prospects that Coach Stow
is expecting to help the team win
in the 2003 season.

'.
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Varsity softball dives into conference
Amytro
StallWriter

Not only is the weather
unpredictable, but so is the fate
of this year's varsity softball
team. As the girls enter the end
of their conference play, the
team's record stands at 6-1 in
conference and 20-4 overall.

Cross-town arch-ri va I
Richards contributed to the
girls'loss. OnApril25, the girls
racked up their first conference
loss, 6-0. "It was a game of
mental errors," said Coach Pat
Mayer, "they really only had 2
earned runs."

When Richards scored in the
first inning, the girls tried to get
it back, and, quickly, the score
then grew to 6-0. The offense

...

enior Suzanne Brand tosses a pitch. (Photo by teve Peters)
was lacking that game, and With the conference
though girls did get on base off championship threatened,
of errors and walks, there was Mayer replied, "All we have to
never truly the key big hit to do is win the big City Series
~et the Spartan rally started. night game. Then, we split with

Richards, and have the win."
And defeat Richards they

did. Thursday, May 9, Oak
Lawn met Richards once more
for the annual varsity girls'
soflball City Series night game.
With a final score of 2-1, Oak
Lawn came out on top, breaking
rival pitcher Lindsay Lachiana's
perfect conference record. For
the first time in years, the lady
Spartans pulled through with a
great offensive and defensive
game to split for conference.
That is, if they continue their
winning ways.

Adding to the team's
troubles and obstacles are the
injuries of 3rd baseman
Michelle Williams, with a
compound dislocation of her
ankle and 2nd baseman Katie

Hull with a sprained back.
Though it has taken some

major changes in the field, the
two injured players feel that the
team is stepping up. "The team
has been playing its hardest,
just as ifwe were there the whole
time," said Williams. Hull
added, "I think all the girls are
stepping up. From now on
though, it has got to be about
the whole team."

Regional competition begins
at the end of May. Spartan fans
are encouraged to cheer on the
team at their home field,
Patterson Park, on 87th and
Pulaski. The girls look forward
to playing many more
competitive and exciting games
as they wrap up their season.

Senior Mike Goshorn deliver a soaring spike.
(Courtesy of Ms. Icenogle)

outside hitter, leads the team
with 85 perfect digs, 21 ace
serves, and 133 kills. Senior
middle hitter Mike Goshorn has
37 blocks for kills and junior
middle hitter Amir Sweis is
closely behind with 31 kill
blocks.

The team also plans to beat
Marist and Providence in their
sectional to advance to the
State tournament.

The frosh/soph team took
fifth place at the Brother Rice
Invitational. Key players in
clude Matt Clemens, who led
outside hitters, Scott
Stanisewski, and Jordan Trotto.
These players all led the frosh/
soph team to important victo
ries. There only loss was to the
host team Brother Rice. These
guys will be ready to contrib
ute to the varsity team next year.

Invitational, the Spartans
showed the number 10 ranked
team, Naperville North, that the
Spartans were a team to be
respected, even though the
Spartans lost in two games.
The scores ofthe game were 15
10 and 15-13. "We played a
consistent game of volleyball
and we can beat those state
ranked teams, ifwe canjust take
our game to another level."

Another goal for the varsity
boys is to take one of the top 5
places at the Lincoln-Way East
Invitational. "We are on the
brink of a good thing," says
Coach Mc Namara. The
Spartans have the talent to
achieve this goal and the
statistics show it. Brad
Skendzel,junior setter, leads the
team in sets with 3 II assists for
kills, 105 kills, and 19 ace serves.

Boys' volleyball spikes their competition
During the Oak Lawn Allen Russo, sophomore

Sam Ortega
StaffWriter

"At this point in the season
we are hoping to excel and peak
at the end of season" states
varsity volleyball coach Mc
Namara.

The Spartans hold a record
of 14-7-1 and are 5-1 in
conference and plan to continue
to bring home victories for Oak
Lawn. One of Coach Mc
Namara's goals is to defend
their conference title from the
3'd ranked team in the state,
Stagg. The Spartans' only
conference loss came from
Stagg, but the Spartans are all
hoping to upset the top ranked
team by bringing their best
game and preserving their
conference title.

The Spartans took 5'" place
in the Oak Lawn Invitational.

Varsity baseball swinging to State
Mike Martinez
StaffEditor

The 2002 baseball season has
been a wild one for the Spar
tans. Amidst controversy and
crazy weather, the partans
have managed to pull out a very
successful season despite all
the adversity. The Spartans are
currently 18-9 overall, and even
though the conference title is
out of reach, every game is still
very important.

The Spartans have only a few
games left and have a goal of
winning 20 games by season's
end. They have very important
games against conference ri
vals, Argo and T.F. South com
ing up. The Spartans approach
the season one game at a time,
and every win is equally impor
tant to them. Afte.r the regular
season concludes, the Spartans
enter the state tournament be
ginning May 20"'.

This baseball team can con
tribute much of its success to
the heavy contribution from its
seniors. Players including

Marly Hamilton, Fred Gillet, and
Mark DiGrazia have had great
senior seasons and are ending
their high school baseball play
ing days on a high note.

DiGrazia is the team's lead
ing hitter with a .394 batting av
erage, 4 home runs, and 22
RBI's. Furthermore, he is 5-0 as
a pitcher with a 1.167 ERA and
47 strikeouts. Also, Fred Gillet
is batting .3 17 with 4 home runs,
while Marty Hamilton is batting
.328 and has thrown 34
strikeouts as a pitcher.

In addition, Ray Mockus,
Steve Tsiamas, and Jim Weaver
have been great all year with
Weaver batting .300 and lead
ing the team in saves, and all
three have been great in the
outfield. John Huish and Den
nis Gorman have been impor
tant role players for the Spar
tans, with Gorman hitting his
first ever home run in a win by
slaughter rule against
Bolingbrook last Friday.

There were many highlights
this season, but there were two

Junior third-baseman Keith Trlak fields a ground ball.
(photo by Steve Peters)

in particular that stood out. The under the lights at Westside
first was the Spartans first game Field in the "cross-town clas
of the season in which they sic" game by a score of7-6.
defeated #2 ranked St. Rita even In addition to the seniors, a
though they were big under- number of Spartan underclass
dogs. man have progressed signifi-

Even better however, was the cantly this season and next
Spartans defeating the rival year's team looks like a winner.
Richards Bulldogs 2 weeks ago Players such as Scott Orban

(who had an ERA of 1.7 this
season), Tony Russo, and Brad
Scaduto have proved they can
play well on 'the varsity level
and have gained invaluable ex
perience this season.

Furthermore, sophomores
Joe Exline, Ed Tomasik, Bill
Howard, and Adam Probst
have been very productive on
the sophomore level and are
being counted on to produce
on the varsity level next season.

Coach Skip Sullivan sums up
the season by saying, "It's been
a challenging year and lots of

J good things have happened.
Hopefully the guys have
learned a lot about life and char-
acter, in addition to having a
great time playing baseball."

No varsity team has as good
a time as the Spartan baseball
team does, and they still man
age to be successful. These
guys love baseball and have a
great time playing it. Now, the
Spartans will focus on reaching
that 20-win goal and advancing
in the state tournament.
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: 'Footloose' Gears Up for Performances :
•
•••••••••••• Patrick Cooper, as Ilenry,
:Oorie Koll Skeeter, Lyle, and Travis.
.News Editor The chorus is composed
:----------- of Arthur Garcia, Tom
• Oak Lawn's theater Rusher, Diana Flores, Katie
•.program began the new Roza, Kathy Hudson,
.school year by starting work Sham mar Williams, Betsy
:on their musical 'Footloose.' Gentile, arah Zavala,
.This year, instead of having Samantha Barkauskane, Julie
:the large mu ical in the Flores, Nicole Richard on,
• pring, it is being preformed Rob Nosek, Brian MOlll,
:in November, a change that Stephanie Ithal, Amanda •
• has been an easy adjustment Brzozowski, Katie Brown, •
:ror the cast. Katie Gebbia, and Katie, :
• This play, set in the 1980's, Von Vossen. •
:tells the story of Ren Cast or ,Footloose' (Photo by Heidi Hewitt) The Dance Captains are :

.McCormick (Justin Lopez), a his community. Ren is Betty Blast, Katie Goldrick as Brandie Engle and Rachel •
:lively Chicagoan who moves successful in his quest after Irene, Richie Mora as Cowboy Kozlowski. The dancers :
.to a small town that has changing the hearts and Bob, and Brian Weems as include Julie Hinks, Kim •
:banned dancing. After minds of the town. Bomont's Police Officer. Berryman, Sarah Martinez, :
.hearing of this law he spends Adult lead roles include Vi The teenage leads consist of Danielle Rempala, Miriam
:the majority of his time trying Moore, the reverend's wife, George Selmeister as Ren's Best Bernal, Allie Stanko, aitlin
.to convince the town of the played by Becky Puhr, and friend, Willard Hewitt, and John Goldrick, and Jessica
·rule's foolishness, while at Katie Krizka as Ethel iciora as huck Cranston, the Swiatek.•
.th~ arne time, allempting to McCormick, Ren's Mother. town thug. Debbie Zwirkowski, The assistant student
·win the heart of the minister's Adrienne Thurzo and Dave Guin Granna. Caroline Dikselis, directors are dward Suda•.daughter, Ariel (Megan Mongomery play Lulu and and Elise Bauman, play Rusty, and David Vognar.
·Hinks). The antagonist of Wes Warnicker, Ren's Aunt Urleen, Wendy Jo, and Candy, Footloose will be
:this play is the Reverend and Uncle. Principal Clark is Ariel's best friends. Josh Lopez, performed November 71h

·ShawMoore(JoshuaGentile), played by Monica Zavala Mike Norris, and Wayne Miller through 9'h at 7:30pm. For •
:who is unwilling to abolish and Grant Suhs and Ashley play Jeter, Bickle, and Garvin, ticket information ask any :
·the ban on dancing that he Foster play the Coach and Willard's Friends. Other teens cast member and listen to the •• •• helped create and who Eleanor Dunbar. Other adult include Sean Goldrick, Skylir .announcements. So wish.
·strives for religious purity in roles include Dorie Koll as Schroeder, Justin McEllwee, and them all luck. •
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ed uda
News Editor

(Continued on page 5)

Gaddis Park

Renovation

For the next softball
season, our Spartans will have
a much overdue surprise in
store for them: a complete
overhaul of the fields at
Gaddis Park. This news is
welcome as the conditions of
the field have been
deteriorating over the past few
years. School board member
Michelle Moses stated, 'The
fields are in terrible shape...
They have never been safe
and it's gelling worse and
worse."

On July 9'h, the school
board voted 4-1 to completely
renovate Gaddis Park, located
near Kilbourn Avenue and 93'd
Street. This project includes
removing almost all of the soil
because all of the clay has
caused frequent flooding.
There is also talk ofadding a
sprinkler sy t m to the field .
Moses aid, ",'m thinking we
should probably think about
a sprinkler system. I think that
if we're going to do this, let's
do it right."

Dancers, and the
presentation of the
Homecoming Court.

This year's Homecoming
court junior members are
Amanda Cerf, Matt Clemens,
Amanda Duer, Justin Lopez,
Katie Wantiez,and Nick
Salerno.

The Senior Class members
are Krysten Ballard, Malt
Arthur, Amanda Benson, Joe
Norris, Brittany Koph,
George Selmeister, Monica
Z vala, and Ja on in r.

Students and alumni are
invited to attend the
Homecoming dance at 7:30
p.m. in the Auditorium Gym.
The cost of the dance will
be $20 for a couple, or $10
for one ticket.

2002 Homecoming Court
off at the Warren O.
Keniepp Athletic Field.
The parade will feature
the Spartan Marching
Band, the Homecoming
Court, the Spartan
Cheerleaders, and various
other extracurricular
activities that have
chosen to participate by
walking in the pararde or
showing off their float.

The sophomore football
game begins at II :00 a.m.

frerw rd, h var ity
football team hosts Argo
at I :00 p.m. The halftime
show will include the
Spartan Marching Band
(see 'Changes in
Marching Band'), the
Cheerleaders, the Spartan

Spartans Escape to Paradise
Amanda Chebleck
Sta(fWriter

This year our annual
fall celebration,
Homecoming, is being
celebrated on aturday,
October 12. This activity
is used to ce lebrate the
football team and school
sprit.

Each year the Student
Council is responsible for
the planning and
organization of the
Homecoming activities.
The theme chosen for this
year is "Escape to
Paradise." According to
the sponsors Mrs. Pam
Bib e au and Mr. Ve rn

carpelli, this theme has
few limitations; it can be
any individual's vision of
paradise. Both sponsors
hope that to have a large
turnout of both students
and alumni.

The festivities kick off
at 8:00 a.m. with an All You

an 'at Pancak Breakfa t
for only $1.00. The
Homecoming Parade will
commence at 10:00 a.m. on
51" Avenue and will
proceed west on 95'h
Street toward the high
school, where it will finish

News

Sports

Changes in
marching band

Page 4<
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Beyond the
football game
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Volleyball has
smashing season
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Mrs. Lauren May and Mr. Patrick DiFilippo, Advisors

The future of Oak Lawn's band program

Perhaps the most American
part the passing of this bill
may easily go unappreciated.
The bill only says that
schools must recite the pledge
once a day, but holds no
penalty to an individual who
does not wish to participate.
In passing this bill our state is
also subtly acknowledging
that some people may have
reasonable objections to the
Pledge, and merely allowing
the option of participating to
individuals shows just how
deeply America values
freedom.

Having students
voluntarily say the Pledge of
Allegiance and not forcing it
upon them may also give the
recitation a greater meaning to
those that choose to
participate. It would seem to
me that it would be a much
more powerful image seeing
90% of a school saying the
Pledge voluntarily, as
opposed to the frighteningly
un-American image in which
100% of a given school is
forced to participate or risk
punishment.

Overall, the intentions of
the lllinois government are
very admirable
demonstrations of honorable
politics. By encouraging and
not forcing students to
perform this act of respect and
loyalty each day amongst their
peers, the state is setting a
noble example of American
freedom at work.

handsome salary and numerous
benefits, so shouldn't they behave
with a certain amount ofdecorum?

Clinton's talk show does have a
certain amount of promise.
Providing he could manage to talk
about other people for most of the
time, Clinton, in his presidency,
showed agreat deal ofcharisma and
skill in negotiations-and would
presumably be adept at interviews,
and he would be assured good
ratings simply from all his enemies
who would watch his show. And
who else is there who'd fill the void
that Oprah's impending retirement
will leave? Who else has the abi Iity
ofClinton to dominate a room, and
to talk for hours off the top of his
head, often about nothing at all?
Dare we permit such a drastic
reduction in the quality ofdaytime
television? Let's not answer that.

Regardless, Clinton has proven
that he will not fade into the
background, nor devote his life to
a cause as Jimmy Carter has.
Perhaps time will mellow Bubba, but
until then, we most likely will be
provided with his unique blend of
entertainment and controversy
regardless ofour wishes.

really only encouraged the
Pledge of Allegiance to be
recited below the secondary
school level. It is a significant
step to mandate high schools
to recite the Pledge, because
it is safe to assume that most
younger children are likely to
say the Pledge as a routine,
having little comprehen ion of
the impact of the act in their
minds. However, older
students reciting the Pledge
are likely to think more about
what they are swearing to, and
hopefully instilling a greater
sense of patriotism in their
minds.

Encouraging students at
the high school level to recite
the Pledge is above all an
excellent demonstration of the
student's respect for those
that are responsible for how
America is today. This country
has been built by people who
had to fight, suffer, kill, and
die to enable our generation
to have the blessings it has,
and there is perhaps no better
way to respect those people
than by signifying one's
allegiance through reciting a
statement showing your
devotion to the same
philosophies that they died
defending.

flirtation with television networks.
No, not like that. Bubba is toying
with the idea of a syndicated talk
show. Apparently his $10 million
book advance wasn't enough. Or
maybe he's just hungering for a
venue that would place him in the
limelight yet again.

Foul! was the chorus which rose
immediately from America's
numerous legions of Clinton
haters: he'd disgrace the office of
the presidency by stooping so low
after leaving the office. I invite
everyone to take a moment and
consider what a novel concept this
is. Clinton, disgracing the office of
the presidency? Perish the thought.
But regardless of whatever
indiscretions Bill may have
committed while working in the
Oval Office, is it really fitting for a
man so much in the public domain
lo sell people acce s to him? After
all, ex-presidents get a relatively

Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

The Pledge Controversy:
Point: The Pledge ofAllegiance should be recited by

students in public schools.--------
Thirty-one words represent

the values and freedom
America stands for, and this
summer, the state of Illinois
passed a law making it
mandatory for these words to
be recited at least once per day
at the secondary school level.

enate Bill 1634 was passed
unquestioned and
unchallenged in the state
legislature, and Governor
George Ryan thoroughly
endorsed it.

After passing the bill,
Governor Ryan expressed his
intention by saying, "As
leaders of this state it is our
duty to instill a sense of
patriotism in our youth. I feel
that for those students willing
to recite the Pledge of
Allegiance everyday, this
measure will help shape their
civic pride as they grow to
become the future leaders of
Illinois."

Keeping America strong
necessitates that the citizens
of the country to be devoted
and patriotic, and reciting the
Pledge ofAllegiance is one of
the most crucially symbolic
acts to demonstrating oneself
as being a true American. This
bill also comes at a very
appropriate time when our
world teeters on the edge with
possibilities ofwar, economic
crisis, and international
uncertainties.

Previously, our state had
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David Montgomery
Editor-in- hiej

Where's Bubba?

He is one of America's most
polarizing figures, reviled and
admired. And now he's /Tee to do
what he wants.

It's a scary thought, really. Ole
William J., Bubba, Number 42,
loosed on Harlem and the world.
Not that he ever really let himself
be chained. Yes, for those of you
behind on the times, Bill Clinton is
now out ofajob. Which, the several
dozen people who care are
wondering, means what, exactly?

The youngest voluntary ex
president ever, he finds the two
traditional roles of ex-presidents
unappealing to him: elderstatesman
and corpse. The Democrats have
asked him politely to stay out of
their elections, thank you very
much, even the ones who owe their
entire political careers to Bubba. Will
all those who think doing nothing
is even an option for CI inton please
raise their hands?

o what's left? Clinton, who
eclipsed his successor in the news
for several weeks after the
inauguration, has recently made
headlines yet again with his
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Photo Editor
Photo Editor
Photo Editor

Business Manager

achievement below the
possibilities. The problem,
rather, is one of instability.

Students with a strong
interest in pursuing
instrumental music receive
at the same time every
opportunity to succeed, and
numerous seeming
encouragements to fail. Any
four-year program suffers, of
course, from the annual
graduation of seniors. While
this does not of course aid
the band, absolutely
nothing can be done about
it. The heart of the problem
Iies in the changing of
directors. One of the most
important ingredients for a
strong band program is
consistent leadership
guiding it with a firm goal for
the future in mind. Student
leadership can succeed in
the here and now, and often
is the most successful tool
toward capitalizing on firm
foundations to achieve
success. Yet, as previously
mentioned, students are
transient; what the band
needs is someone who will
guide it forward over the
years, providing continuity
that cannot otherwise exist
inside the high school
system. The foremost need
of Oak Lawn's band program
is directorial stability.

All of Oak Lawn's band
directors in the past years
were talented individuals
with a vision of the future.
For one reason or another,
however, all have left their
positions here. Our school's
foremost priority to improve
the band should be to do its
utmost to encourage the
current director to remain.
This program cannot grow to
its full potential without a
long-term leader, and Oak
Lawn will jeopardize its long
standing commitment to the
fine arts if it acts otherwise
in this matter.

David Montgomery
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Mitchell Downey
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Spartanite editorials represent the majority opinion of the
students of the editorial board of the paper. Opinion pieces
represent the opinion of individual staff members, not the
publication itself. Letters to the Editor are welcomed and may
be sent to the partanite office in room 204.

fuJartanite Editorial

Playing Strong

Spartanite Editorial Board

Every school has a
responsibility, as part of its
duty to provide the best
possible education to its
student, t offer quality
fine arts education And Oak
Lawn has nol shirked this
duty. hoiI', band, and art
cia ses let students develop
their arti tic talents during
the school day, while co
curricular activities like
Theatrc, Forcn ic , Photo
'Iub, and Art (ub offer the

same opportunitie outside
of the cia room. Many
talented studcnt have taken
ad van tage o.f a II 0 f the se
program to compete
fa v0 I' a b Iyin s tat e-I eve I
artistic competitions.
OLCIIS has not neglected
its students in thi matter.

Yet there is one thing that
glaringly stands out when
surveying the fine arts
programs at this high
school. The band program at
Oak Lawn has had four
directors in five years. A
large number of freshmen
decl ine to continue their
program in their sophomore
year. To be sure, the band
program does not lack for
talent eit,her among its
students or among its past
director; this is not the
problem. Yet for whatever
reason, the band program
has not had as much
succes at train ing the
talents of the students
involved as other fine arts
program have. During the
2001-2002 school year, the
choir program sent four
student to the district
festival, compared to the
band program's one. The
same di parity existed
during the year before.

Yet what can we, as a
school, do to bolster that
band program? It must be
emphasized that neither the
students nor the directors
are to blame for any
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A Spartanite Discussion
Counterpoint: Students should not be required to say

the pledge in school.

StaffOpinion

Does Websense make sense?

Heidi Hewitt
Photo Editor

As an American, I have cer
tain rights granted by the Con
stitution: freedom of religion
and speech foremost among
them. It is these that are, I feel,
violated when the state in
structs schools to requ ire stu
dents to recite the Pledge of
Allegiance. What, exactly, is
the purpose of rising, placing
your hand over your heart,
and repeating words? Most
people probably don't even
think about any sort ofdeeper
meaning the pledge might
have-to them, it's just some
thing they have to say every
day. Ever since September II,
the flag has come to symbol
ize a collection of values un
der assault by Islamic mili
tanls who are guided by their
own collection of values, reli
gious values twisted into a
grotesque version of the origi
nal. Yet people of all races,
tongues, and creeds fell vic
tim to terrorism on 9/11. So
why are public high schools
now requiring their students
to say the pledge? Is this in
tended to be exclusive of oth
ers? Or inclusive under the
American flag?

Grouping people together is
not necessarily a negative as
pect of the pledge. Americans
need to band together to face
an enemy who strikes from se
crecy and hides among us.
The problem with a manda-

tory pledge is the terminology.
The Constitution is a docu
ment that grants a large degree
of liberty in people's personal
choices, including the right to
believe in whatever we
choose. Some of the most
prominent words in the Pledge
ofAllegiance are "under God".
Because the pledge asserts
th fact that our nation is un
der a specific religious figure,
it is endorsing that religion,
which violates the separation
of church and state. This
strikes at the core of what our
nation stands for. People who
aren't monotheists, whether
atheisl, Buddhi t, Hindu,

hinto, or any number of other
religions, can still love our
country without loving the
Christian God. Quite simply,
forcing students in public
schools to pledge allegiance
to the flag is patriotic; forcing
tudents to pledge allegiance

to God is unconstitutional.
By having students recite

the pledge, the lines between
church and state are being
crossed. Our Founding Fa
thers were deeply committed
to seeing that church and
state were separated, and in
cluded it in the Bill of Rights
for that reason. Over the
years, that focus has dimmed

to its present state. In young
America, religion was cleanly
severed from government. Yet
since the 1950's public gram
mar school students have
been required by law to say
the pledge every day. With the
situation of the world
changed, that requirement has
been extended to public high
school students. Freedom of
both speech and religion make
it clear that students do not
have to say the pledge, yet
this compulsion is still ex
tended to us. People have, in
a sense, been forced to give
up their rights by saying how
thankful they are for those
rights. This contradiction
needs to be corrected.

As American citizens, we
do owe allegiance to the coun
try. We have citizenship, we
pay taxes, and enjoy numer
ous benefits. The star
spangled banner is the sym
bol of our country, and I sup
pose it is not too much of a
stretch to believe that the flag
is a suitable substitute for the
country as a whole (which
would have difficulty fitting
into a classroom), though the
concept of literally pledging
allegiance to a piece of cloth
is ludicrous. The problem is
not so much that students
have to pledge allegiance to
the country or the flag, it is
that students have to pledge
allegiance to a specific diety,
who constitutionally cannot
be endorsed in public schools.

Alan Dodaro
Photo Editor

If you've been having
difficulties getting anything
done on the school's network
computers, you're not alone.
Last year, our school
implemented a stricter internet
policy, which was designed to
block out inappropriate
websites from being accessed
within the building. While
implemented with good
intentions, Websense, our
school's filtering system seems
to be giving headaches to just
about anyone trying to get
anything in the form of online
research. The program is
designed to block keywords,
such as "religion," and
"entertainment," as well as
other items, which are
supposedly controversial,
filtering offensive content from
student use.

Websense seems to be setup
hastily, with little consideration
about which sites to allow or
block. Many sites are blocked
under erroneous categories,
which have nothing to do with
their content. The WTTW site,
which offers abundant
resources and research, is
blocked under the category of
entertainment. Yet, anyone can
log into MTV.com, or America
Online's site for that matter.
Also, a great number of
privately owned, non
commercial websites, which
should e inappropriate for
school viewing, fall through the
cracks of the Websense filter.
This creates a double standard
as valid research websites are

blocked, while many offensive
websites remain accessible to
anyone.

Websense also creates many
problems for teachers assigning
projects requiring visual
images. Students searching for
a picture of a music group or
even a famous work of art can
use an entire class period
finding a "school appropriate"
website, even while attempting
to access credible websites.
Most of these sites have been
incorrectly filed in the
Websense database under
such categories as "shopping,"
"entertainment," "religion" or
even "tasteless" in some cases.

What happens if you need
to write a paper on religion, and
you can't access any material
through school? The teacher
still wants the paper, and you're
left with doing the research on
your own time, whon you
should be at practice, a club
meeting, or even power hour.
I feel that if Websense is here
to stay, much more effort must
be taken to create a better
research environment for all
students. While we cannot
have a free-flow of information
on the school's computer
network, it is necessary to go
back and reevaluate what the
program filters. OLCHS has
spent a considerabl am unt of
money on its computer
systems, yet many of these
resources are going to waste.
When dealing with many
controversial issues, J feel that
it is the school's job to restrict
access to inappropriate
material, not to shelter students
from the entire online world.

Letters to the Editor
ACall for Air Conditioning
Somewhere around 90 de

grees, Oak Lawn feels more like
an oven than a comfortable
place to learn. The heat makes it
more difficult for students and
teachers to perform at their be I
toward the beginning and end
of the school year. Many stu
dents sign up for Ihe air-condi
tioned media cenler, if only for
one period, so they can study
or do homework with full con
centration. In order for the stu
dents to fully benefit from their
teachers and learn Ihe required
material, the teacher must be
able to teach and be comfort
able. Not only studenls have
felt Ihe efTecls of heal--Ieach
ers have been uffering as well.
Neither studenls nor leachers
can dish oul their besl efforl
when Ihey are uncomfortable.
Some teachers are lucky to have
the privelage of working in the
office or media center where
there is, in fact, air condition
ing. However, Ihe school as a
whole would greatly benefit if
everyone had that same privi
lege.

Here at OLCHS, many rules
are laid down to promote safety
and learning. When there is too
much heat a flower wilts. Just
like that flower, students some
times feel tired or sick from the
heat and have a hard time con
centrating. Although there was
never air conditioning in the
past, we all know Ihat tempera
tures have been increasing glo
bally. Air conditioning may not
be administered as a rule, but
having it installed may have just
as much ofan effect. Creating a
safe, healthy, and comfortable
environment with rules and air
cond it ional wi II ensure that
OL II will always be a place
where one can learn well.
--Renee McWilliam
5;ophofllore

Patience on Iraq
Saddam Hussein is a noted

aggressor, a mass murderer,
and a regional bully. His
sympathies have been known
to lie with those who advocate
violent resistance to the
United States, which in his
particular part of the world

happen to be Islamic funda
mentalists. lie has inflicted
atrocities on his own people
and on the people of his
enemies, and has engaged in
ecological warfare. Further, he
is known to be pursuing fully
operational nuclear technol
ogy.

Saddam Hussein needs to
removed from power in Iraq,
for the sake of his people, his
neighbors, and the world. But
a war is not something to
embark on lightly, no matter
how light our casualties may
have been in our pa t confron
tation. Military might can be a
powerful force for good in the
world, when wielded carefully
and firmly. The first President
Bush knew this, and stopped
Hussein's aggression in 1991.
Further, the United States is
committed to humanitarian
principles, which we should
not abandon just because it
suits us to launch a preemp
tive strike. A paper-thin
Republican congressional
majority is no reason to risk
American lives.

Further, any war with the
goal ofa complete governmen
tal overthrow must end not
with destruction but with
construction, with the building
ofa new, democratic govern
ment. In countries like Iraq
without a history of represen
tative government, this means
peacekeepers of some sort to
ensure the new government
can function. America showed
that we could rebuild war-
hattered countries with the

Marshall plan. We should not
shirk this duty after Hussein is
removed.

America will, in all probabil
ity, go to war with Iraq. This
war, however, must be fully
justified, be well planned, and
have a humanitarian plan in
place for rebuilding the
country.
--Grant uh
Senior

Need for a Theater
Oak Lawn's administration

and teaching staff has shown
great appreciation for all the
work that the students have put

in to make every production a
success. Students do a great
deal of work, constructing a
stage to create a suitable envi
ronment for presenting a play.
However, Oak Lawn lacks the
facilities to put together even
more exceptional theatrical pro
ductions. Currently, our thealre
program puts on plays thaI are
easily comparable with many
larger schools in the area, but
with a formal theatre, our pro
gram would shine even more.

What Oak Lawn needs is a
theater which will provide a
venue for performances of
plays, choirs, bands, as well as
assemblie . Currently those
performances occur in gyms,
which have poor acou tics. A
theater would correct this, and
make our school's outstanding
performing arts programs shine
even more. Oak Lawn is almost
unique among area schools in
lacking such a facility, and this
should definitely be the
school's highest priority.
Justin Lopez and Debbie
Zwirkoski
Theatre Presidents
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Recipients from the junior
class include Dalina Adorno,
Andeea Almasi, Ashley
Brown, Susan Campbell, An
drew Coate, Kevin Connighan,
Jennifer Cronin, Kim Dignin,
Alan Dodaro, Ashley Foster,
Emily Goetz, Amie Habdas,
Lisa Had, Kathyne Hayes, Jes
sica Kenny, Christopher
Kilcoyne, Dorothy Koll,
Babara Kowalczyk, Frank Luo,
Claire McGraw, Michelle
Meskauskas, Edward
Mockus, David Montgomery,
Suong Nguyen, Jessica
Podkulski, David Purdy, Philip
Roeper, Alicia Smith, Edward
Suda, Adrienne Thurzo, David
Vognar, Alexandra Vuich,
Nicholas Winski, and Thomas
Zero.

This year's sophomore
class recipients are Allison
Arnold, Kimberly Brightmore,
Laura Dee, Robert Fantozzi,
Christopher Gasienica, (zabel
Gronski, Valerie Guzzo, Joel
Huish, Michele Lettiere,
Teresa Musielak, Micheal
Norris, Carolyn Paulis,
Jacqueline Puschkar, David
Sexton, Ted Sileika, Jordan
Singer, Laura Trotta, Nicole
Venn, and Peter White.

Parents and family mem
bers of the recipientsare in
vited to attend a ceremony on
October II,at7:30 inGym 101.

Every Year OLCHS recog
nizes students for their aca
demic achievement form the pre
vious year with an academic let
ter. This honor is given to all
students who maintained a
grade point average of 3.75 or
above for both semesters oflast
year. First year recipients will
receive the OLCHS honors
patch, while the second and
third year recipients will receive
chevron pins.

The senior class recipients
are Sean Banasiak, Bridget
Carlson, Krista Cheek, John
Ciciora, Mitchell Daley, Karen
Dee, Mitchell Downey, Kiera
Dymit, Jeffrey Fitzgibbons, Sa
rah Hasan, Jennifer Herrmann,
Elizabeth Kaputska, Kelly
Keating, Joanna Kurnyta, Jen
nifer Larson, David Lindelof,
Jessica Madrigal, Sophia
Matariyeh, Jamie Matusiak, Sa
rah McKinney, Leighanne
Messina, Samantha Norris,
Samuel Ortega, Erica Purdy,
Becky Rashcke, Eric Rashcke,
Melissa Riner, Colleen Ryan,
Dennis Sepessy, James
Sokoloski, Nicholas Spatafore,
Lisa Stuchly, Grant Suhs, Lauren
Wallace, Adam Winchell, Chris
tina Zizumbo, and Deborah
Zwirkoski.

DorieKolI
News Editor

OLCHS Marching Band (Photo by Ashley Foster)

to the Saturday home football band keeps on practicing for
games, the band must attend competition in late October.
evening rehearsals on Wednesday After a long, hard season, the
nights from 6:00 to 8:30 p.m. The hard work and time pays off.
band must also memorize all oftheir The smiles and pride can be
music so the drill runs smoothly. seen after the final note of
In addition to the memorization, the the show when the band
band must learn the drill by heart marches off the field, a thrill
on the field so that when it is and enjoyment to all who
combined with the music, the show participate and watch.
nows well. The marching band's show

Marching band has therefore this year is an arrangement
become an extracurricular activity, by the director of Andrew
to a certain extent. With outside Lloyd Webber's "Phantom of
the school performances and after- the Opera." The selections
school practices, the band spends are exciting and can be
as much time on the show as sports captivating to watch and to
do in preparing fora game or meet. hear, showcasing "The
All the time that goes into the Overture," "Think of Mel
show, however, is worth it in the Angel of Music," and "Final
long run. Individual and group Scene." So sit back, relax,
accomplishment can be seen once and enjoy the sights and
the show is finished. As the sounds of the new Spartan
football season winds down, the Marching Band.

Kim Brightmore
StaffWriter

With the arrival of the new
school year came a new band
director, Mr. Greg Perkins. In
addition to this the band has
undergone many changes from
last year. For example, the band
is has been made competitive.
This means that the band will
learn a field show and perform it
in front ofa panel ofjudges. The
band is graded on different
aspects of their performance
including marching style,
appearance, sound, and
composure.

Mr. Perkins has taken up the
task of turning the band into
something this school has never
seen before. He said,
"competitive marching band is,
in its own right, a sport. The
activity involves long practices,
dedication, physical fitness, and
mastery over the aesthetics of
music. The marching band as it
exists today is a hybrid of visual
and musical design, capable of
offering multifaceted shows
within the performing arts.
Students in these activities gain
many IiFe related lessons, such
as working in large groups,
developing skill, and creating
something from nothing. It is
truly a unique art form."

Marching band requires a large
comm itment by the members of
the band. This year, in addition

••
•••••

Texas and Louisiana residents
also were ordered to evacuate
as forecasters held out the
possibility Lili could veer west
of its forecasted track.

News Bytes
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••
• Wayne Miller•• StaffWriter

: President Bush reached
• agreement Wednesday,

October 2, 2002 with House
leaders on a resolution giving
him authority to oust Saddam
Hussein. A similar measure
gained ground in the
Democratic controlled Senate.

(Photo by Renee McWilliams) Bush said force "may become

because they had not learned Here at Oak Lawn, unavoidable" if the Iraqi
the pledge. It states that all talked to students and president refuses to disarm.
students are encouraged to staff have also had mixed "We will not leave the future of
stand and recite the Pledge reactionsabout the new peace and the security of
everyday before the school law. "It's hard to say. I America in the hands of this
day begins. However, the bill understand why it's good cruel and dangerous man,"
also states, as written and to say the Pledge. It helps. Bush said.
interpreted by the State people to take pride in our: :
Attorney General's Office, that country. On the other. •
students who object to the hand, we must be In the largest ground:
pledge on philosophical or respectful of people who operationinAFghanistaninsix.
religious reasons may remain wish to not participate." months,upt02,000U.S.Army :
seated. Those students would said Ms. Levasseur a U.S. troops are searching the.
have to explain their objections II istory and French mountains of southeastern :
to school officials.Some kids Teacher. Afghanistan For Taliban and Al- •
say it's patriotic and a great Skylir Schroeder, a Qaeda holdouts. The troops
way to start the day, others say senior, stated "I feel it's from the 82ndAirborne are part
it's a waste of time and an great. I think every high ofa new strategy that puts more
infringement on peoples rights. school should do it. It's a regular soldiers into the hunt
But what is patriotism? way to honor the past and In other news Coastal for enemy fighters while

Patriotism is one who loves, our ancestors who fought Louisiana residents headed lessening the strain on Special
supports, and defends his for freedom for us." north on October 2 as Hurricane Forces units that could be
country. Does that definition The main purpose for man- Lili churned through the Gulfof needed for a war in Iraq. It ha
reflect on reciting the Pledge dating the pledge on a high Mexico packing 140-mphwinds long been a Focus of U.S. efforts
Of Allegiance? That's for you school level is to give stu- on a track to hit the state's to rid,the country of members
to answer. Everyone wi II have dents a better understanding central coast of six Louisiana of the terrorist network and
a different perspective and ofournation'sfoundingprin- :·parishes. More than 500,000 theirTalibanallies.

everyone will react differently. ciples. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Pledge Made Mandatory
Andreaffilrns
StaffWriter

In August of 1892 a
Christian Socialist, Francis
Bellamy, wrote what would
become the oath of a whole
nation, the Pledge Of
Allegiance. It was first
published in the September
8'" issue of "The Youth's
Companion" which was the
Reader's Digest of its day.
It read, "I pledge allegiance
to my Flag and the Republic
for which it stands, one
nation, indivisible, with
liberty and justice for aiL"
Along with being a socialist
giving lectures and
sermons, Francis was also
the chairman ofa committee
of state superintendents of
education. As chairman he
constructed public school
program. This program
consisted of a raising the
flag ceremony and a flag
salute-his Pledge Of
Allegiance.

Until a short time ago, the
pledge is still said in some
school,s but usually only in
lower grades and never
really in high school. A new
bill, passed by the Illinois
Senate and the Assembly
Education Committee last
August, was formed out of
concern that some children
could not fully participate
in patriotic ceremonies after
the September I I attacks
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Board of Education
September Update

the progress of the recent
decision to install
defibrillators was discussed.
The first one will be located
near the Spartan Gym in order
to accommodate anyone who
needs assistance during a
sporting event. Eventually
they plan to have one on every
noor with much of the staff
trained to use one safely and
correctly.

The Board then finalized the
plan to incorporate ACT
preparatory classes into the
normal curriculum in order to
help all students to raise their
ACT scores. This plan will go
into full effect on student
assessment day, October 23.
The Meeting ended with

Superintendent Dr. James
Briscoe, announcing how
pleased he has been working
at this school, and stating how
impressed he was with the
general attitude of the
students and the incredible
maturity that has been shown
to him.

A Peek at Student Government

Dorie Koll
News Editor

On Wednesday, September
18, 2002, the Board of
Education held it's first
meeting of the school year.
The meeting began with Mrs.
Mary Cerceo's welcoming of
two representatives of Oak
Lawn's student council,
Bridget Carlson and Amanda
Duer. The two ofthem briefed
the Board on the happenings
of the school and student
council. This information was
accepted with praise.

Next, Dr. Catherine
Fronczak took an opportunity
to recognize the hard work
and dedication of the faculty.
She briefed the board on the
various activities and
workshops that many of Oak
Lawn's teachers attended in
order to improve their skills in
the classroom.

After a brief reading of the
minutes of their last meeting

are the calculator
competitions, which help
freshmen and sophomores to
to improve their graphing
calculator skills. "I think
Mathletes helps you a lot in
your regular math class, and
you're recognized for your
ability," said Sara Martinez
after her first competition.

So ifyou enjoy doing math,
or you just want to brush up
on your skills to get ahead of
the class, Mathletes is always
welcomes fresh faces.

Sophomore Mathletes Pacticing (Photo by Kevin Connaghan)

inequalities, and exponents.
Sophomores were determined
to conquer their word
preblems and linear functions.
Juniors worked hard on
systems of equations, while
the seniors were challenged
with vector, statistics, and
models. When asked how she
felt about Mathletes, senior
Sarah Hasan responded, "It is
a challenging way to improve
all your math skills. It
combines all aspects of
mathematics." Other
benefits to being a Mathlete

Kevin Connaghan
StajJWriter
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Mathletes Begin Season

Thi new year looks to be
an exciting one for our OL HS
Mathletes. With the help of
two new coaches, Mr. Bernard
Schmit and Mr. Anlhony
Svozil, as well as the
continuing help of Mrs. Sherri
Halwax and Ms. Karen
Wessel, the team started
practicing the second week of
school. All this preparation
was for the ir first meet on
September 25 at Stagg. The
Spartan Mathletes placed third
ou t 0 f fi ve teams. Some
highlights from this event
were a perfect score of 50 for
oralist David Montgomery.
Double perfect tens were
scored by Eddie Mockus,
Nora Dahbur, and Kevin
Connaghan.

At all of the meets the
Mathlete are challenged in a
number of ways. Each year of
school has different topics
they compete in. For their first
meet, the freshmen started out
with linear equations ,

(off orlgln~' p1'ILO)
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possibilities ofwhat JCAB was
planning on for their
homecoming walking noat.
Several ideas that came up
were pirates, fl ipping cards, a
Gilligan's Island theme, and
Iiterally pairs ofdice.

Sophomore Class Advisory
Board has been focusing their
efforts on creating their own
Homecoming float.

The Freshman Class
Advisory Board has also been
working hard on their
Homecoming noat creation.
Their modified theme is "A
Benny's Paradise," with
references to their feelings on
pennys, and having seniors
bake for freshman. Welcomed
to the advisory board are Dan
Buys, Brittany Cerevic,
Amanda Chlebek, Michelle
Ch lebek, Joanna Coate,
Christina Donlan, Anil Durgut,
Megan Hughes, ara
Martinez, Michael Anthony
O'Sullivan, Michael James
O'Sullivan, Margie Para, and
Bridget kelly. The e
individuals are led by
Freshman Class President
Sarah Zavala, Vice President
Maysa Matariyeh, Secretary
Kaitlin Bauer, and Treasurer
Joel Huish.

Ed uda
News Editor

Student council has been
busy at preparing and
planning for Homecoming
this year. Committees have
been established to tackle the
many sides of this project,
from publicity committees to
running the lunch-time
events. Student Council has
also had the input of the entire
organization on the spirit days
that will be coming up soon.
Also, Student Council is
planning a fundraiser to obtain
enough money so that the
council will be able to
purchase a Spartan head for
our mascot, which was stolen.

The Senior Class Advisory
Board is creating their
Homecoming Float, along with
their window-painting. But
they are already busy
preparing for the next OLCHS
Battle of the Bands.

The Junior Class Advisory
Board has been planning their
homecoming float, which was
decided to be walking. They
were also tossing ideas on
fundraisers, and came up with
possibly a rarne, candy sales,
and/or selling key chains.
AIso discussed were the

·4 Week Teen Pro\:ram 0'

·2 Week Behind-th~WheelOnly Pro\:ram
• Free Home Pick-up for Behlnd-the-wbeel lessons
• Lessons available 7 days a week
'Visit our website - www.•cadutodrlvinffSchooi.com
• £:.all ahud and re~erve 'four ~ea! in the nn! da$~!!

f~m111 o",n.d ~nd op.r~,.d 61nu 111:1.

completed by October 15,
2002, at an estimated cost
of under two million
dollars, according to
Wade. The project was
carried out by McClure
Engineering Associates
Inc. and Gilfillan &
Callahan.

So all Spartans can get
ready to set their sights on
new and improved fields
by October 15th. The only
unfortunate part is that we
have to wail until about
next May for the grass to
be green. But all good
things are worth waiting
for.

r-------------------------------~
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Superintendent Dr. James Briscoe and Board Members
Break Ground (Photo by Alan Dodaro)

was necessary to bring
some pride to the OLCHS
students. To give them an
opportunity to succeed. To
bring us up to par with
other schools."

When asked about the
benefits of this renovated
field, in addition to having
fewer cancelled games due
to flooding, Principal Dr.
Catherine Fronczak stated,
"I think it will help our
athletes excel because
they'll have facilities they
can take pride in." Others
shared this sentimenl with
Mr. Brandt coming to
support the occasion.

The bidding process for
this project has actually
been in the works for "a
couple of years," stated
Ron Wade, OLCHS
business manager. And
official plans for this
proj ect on Iy took from
January, when they were
first unveiled, until July 91h

to have all the details
ironed out, with no openly
expressed resistance
towards the plans. This
project is expected to be

Four Fields Renovation (Cont.)
Other improvements to

the fields include a
permanent concession
stand and restroorns, a
larger parking lot, and a
school bus turnaround.
Additionally, this updated
field will have four softball
fields, one baseball field,
two soccer fields, a
batting cage, a picnic area,
and concrete pathways
which will connect all of
the new fields to together.
This updated field will
take up slightly more
space than the

Board Members pose at
construction scene (Photo
by Alan Dodaro)

prev ious, so the
neighboring district-
owned environmental area
wi II be cleared to make
room. Coach Mike Grzelak
happily stated, "I've
wanted this for years."

The main reason for the
renovation of Gaddis Park
is best summed up by
school Board Member
Robert Foster. "It was a
completly blighted area; It
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than just a football game
Sara Lee
StajJWriter

Each year we have the an
nual Homecoming Spirit Week
where we all show our Spartan
Pride and celebrate for the up
coming events of Homecoming
Day. Of course, there is the
annual football game, but is it
really all about the game? Some
of the football players feel very
confident that they will crush
Argo this year. Others still
haven't forgotten about the
parade, the pancake breakfast,
and the Homecoming Dance.

To start the day we have the

parade, which begins at 8 am.
Students involved in ditTerent
activities at Oak Lawn Commu
nity High School take the time
to create and bu i Id a float
unique to their own club. The
Homecoming Court, along
with other organizations,
rides down 95th street.
Neighbors, parents, and
friends join together to watch
the parade.

"We love the parade because
we get to celebrate the ditTer
ent parts of the school and get
free candy," state a group of
junior girls. After the parade is
the Pancake Breakfast. The
breakfast starts at around 10

am, but people gather as soon
as the parade is over. Students,
teachers, family and friends
gather in the cafeteria for the
breakfast. Senior Nicki Pizza

feels that
the

l:mk
fast is really
about friends and family getting
together to talk and enjoy the
free food. Once the break
fast is complete, and we've had

a chance to digest our food, the
football game begins. For some,
this is the highlight of the en
tire day. The team always plays
their heart out to defeat the op
ponent. This year, it's Argo.
Many Spartan fans gather in the
stands to cheer the team to vic
tory. The half-time show is filled
by cheerleaders, the dance
team, and, ofcourse, the band.

There is no doubt that ev
eryone loves the football game,

but there is still one more home
coming tradition to come. Later
in the evening, after everyone
has had time to get ready, is the
Homecoming Dance. It is the

first semi-formal dance of the
year. Freshmen through se
niors gather in the Auditorium
Gym for a night ofmusic, danc
ing, friends and memories. For
some, it's their first homecom
ing, for others, their last. Either
way, it will be a night to remem
ber. Colleen Ryan, a senior,
claims that the dance is the best
part of the day because you get
to spend extra time with friends
and get to know other people.

So as you can see, homecom
ing is not just about the foot
ball game, it's an entire day of
fun, laughter, and special mo
ments to last the year through!

Homecoming Fashion Strikes a Pose
Erin Slifka
StajJWriter

When it comes to
homecoming there are a lot of
decisions to be made and one
of the bigger decisions is what
to wear. True, it's not as big ofa
decision as who to go with, or
not go with, but it's up there.
So, how do you decide what to
wear? It's easy, just break it
down into little choices: style,
price and color.

Lets start with style. This
homecoming season the stores
are sporting a wide variety of
styles. First, we have the "A
line" dress. This style is
timeless with a high waist and a
flared skirt. This kind of dress
is perfect ifyou not so confident
about your waist or hips.

Claire McGraw
StajJWriter

10. Don't tape a sign saying,
"Will yOLl go to Homecoming
with me?" to a cow and leave it
on her front lawn.

9. Don't dress up as
Chewbacca or a giant tooth
when you ask her.

Second, down the line of
excruciating unending choices
is the very popular strapless.
Don't be intimidated by the lack
ofwhat some like to call, "safety
straps," because with a little trip
to the tailors, they fix your dress
so that you won't be afraid to
throw your hands up and
shout.

At number three, there is
something new, yet o!d. They
are shorter, more 50 's style
dresses and come in many
styles. So if you're looking for
something a little ditTerent you
might want to look into this
style. Now this is a pretty
general overview ofsome of the
more major styles spotted in
stores.

Our next Iittle decision is the
price. Homecoming dresses can

8. Don't call her on the phone
and ask her to Homecoming
while you're in the bathroom.

7. Don't have your
Grandmother ask her for you.
6. Don't spray-paint "Will you
go to Homecoming with me?"
on her car.

usually range anywhere from
$20-$280. The price pretty much
depends on a few things.

n

Details, such as beading, add
money to the price because
there would be more time put
into making the dress. There
are always exceptions, though,

5. Don't send her a message
by carrier pigeon. It might bite
her.

4. "111-way ou-yay o-gay o-tay
omecoming-hay ith-way e
may?" Don't ask her in Pig
Latin ... or in sign
language ... she wi II just be
confused.

because there are rare cases
where a girl can find a fabulous
dress on a clearance rack for
eight dollars. So shop around
because there are always better
prices.

Now to the part that is some
people's favorite and the part
of dress selection that can be
most fun: color! Usually for
homecoming the color choices
have usually been primary
colors and darker versions. From
what is seen at the mall there
are a lot of blues, reds, purples
and blacks. They all look
different because they all have
a different sheens and
shimmers. As always, there are
the exceptions to the rules.
There are a few bold and otTthe
wall dresses in colors like hot
pink and orange out there, so if

3. Don't steal her sandwich at
lunch and hide a note inside the
bologna.

2. Don't ask her by re-writing
the words to "Baby Got Back."
Making up a dance to go alQng
with it isn't a very good idea
either...

you're adventurous then go for
it.

Now guys, no one can forget
about you. For homecoming it's
simple: Dress pants, dress shirt,
and a tie. Shirts should be long
sleeve. Ties should match or
look nice with your date's dress.
There are hundreds ofditTerent
styles and materials that make
up the tie collections at all the
local stores. So get busy and
find that perfect match.

Yes, picking, something to
wear to this years Homecoming
could be stressful but there is a
"look" out there that will be
flattering, will be affordable,
and will just make your eyes
light up. Just remember that
what you wear is not what is
going to make your night
memorable.

I. Don't write her a note and tie
it to a brick and throw it at her
window.

~
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Teacher Feature
Suzie Campbell
Feature Editor

Every year in the feature
section of the first issue of the
Spartanite we do our teacher
feature on a brand new
teacher. This year our new
teacher is Mr. Brian Clifton.
Mr. Clifton is an English
teacher who teaches English
I, II, and III. He is new to 1110St
people here at Oak Lawn, but
some knew him already
because he has coached
baseball here the past two
years. Here is a little bit about
him:

Did you teach anywhere else
before Oak Lawn?
Yes, at Brother Rice for two
years.

What made you want to become
a teacher?
In high school, I transferred to
Oak Lawn and I really liked the
teachers and atmosphere here,
so that made me want to do this.

Why did you choose to teach
English?
I felt there is more to do with
the subject. You can expand
what to do in class, and I love
literature.

Do you coach any sports?
Yes, freshman football and
baseball.

Do you have a favorite
vacation spot?
I would have to say Fort
Lauderdale.

Do you have any siblings?
Yes, one older brother, a brother
and sister my same age, and a
younger sister in seventh grade.

Do you like being from a big
family?
Yeah, being a triplet I always
had a friend and had someone
around. And we are still best
friends to this day.

So far. do you like teaching at
Oak Lawn? .
Yeah, definitely. It was a nice
transition because I already

'knew some people from
coaching here for two years. .

Did you have any teachers
that influenced you to want
to go into this profession?
Several teachers and
coaches influenced my career
choice. It's hard to pick out
just one. They all influenced
me in some aspect whether
in sports or plays or other
activities. They al1 gave me
something.

Thank you Mr. Clifton, and
hopefully your years
teaching at Oak Lawn will be
as good as they were when
you were a student here.
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Baseball's Most Forgettable Moments
~ David Vognar ~ •
-~~, Feature Editor ~

1883- Longtime Chicago Cubs manager Cap Anson refuses to playa baseball game against any
African-American

1919- The Ch icago White Sox throw the world series for cash.

1917- Babe Ruth whacks an umpire in the face after a bad call.

1912- Ty Cobb, flustered over the heckling from a fan without hands, jumps into the stands and
mercilessly pummels him.

1965- When tempers flared out ofcontrol during a nerve-wracking pennant race, San Fransisco -
Giant Juan Marichal took a few swings at Dodgers catcher John Roseboro's head with a bat. :

------1983- Then manager of the Cubs Lee EI ia rips fans for lack ofsupport. The tirade is caught on
tape; expletives included.

1986-ln game six ofthe World Series, the otherwise solid Boston infielder Bill Buckner commits
an error on a softly hit ground ball, costing the Red Sox the series.

2002- MLB recommends the contraction of two teams to cut losses.

2002- On a family outing, William Ligue Jr. and his son storm the field and accost Kansas City
first base coach Tom Gamboa. You know the rest.

Ifthis compilation ofMLB's floundering players, owners and management teaches us nothing
else, it is that beyond the serious problems of drug use among playcrs and "financial deficits,"
baseball is just a funny game. Then again, ifyou belong to the camp ofgrave fans that shudders
at the thought of an imperfection marring the face of baseball, look on the bright side-- at least
baseball didn't strike this year ...

-------.---------.-.---------------------------.-

as much as you want, but when
the time comes for your math
teacher to collect homework
(the homework that you left in

------------------------------------------------------------ When the eyes of the country are lit on the World Series this October, Major League Baseball-your locker wedged between _ will be unveiling the most memorable moment in its history, as selected by fans all across the
last month's Teen People and a : country who cast ballots at their local stadiums. Thirty nominees appear on the Memorable _
stale baloney sandwich), _ Moments ballot, ranging from Don Larsen's perfect game in the 1956 series to the record
excuses won't boost your: breaking 73 home runs crushed by Barry Bonds last season. However, one would be remiss to
grade. _ ignore baseball's embarrassing blunders, its forgettable moments. Below are the sport's black

On that note, There are some - eyes, based in part on a Jim Caple ESPN.com article.
specific things about the school
freshmen should know. First off,
don't buy elevator passes.
Obviously, you take the stairs
unless told otherwise. If
someone has already sold you
passes, ask for a refund. Also,
high school gets easier. It does
take a while adjusting to
though, especially when you
realize that room numbers can
go in numerical order or jump
from 204 to 24. As for the
curriculum, it is what it is. Power
hour and tutoring never fail to - 1969- Two words: Chicago Cubs.
help when problems arise.

Also, don't worry about
upper-classmen brutality
(pennies aren't that valuable).
In the rare event that you do
get bennied, don't encourage
the antagonism by picking up
the pennies they just threw at 1989- Pete Rose is dealt a lifetime ban from baseball for betting on games.
you. Though not all upper- -
c1assmen know it, being polite : 1993- A baseball headed for the right field warning track bonks Jose Canseco on the head and
will get you far. Acting superior - bounces over the wall for a home run. -
to everyone is what will get you : :
nowhere. In that vein, don't - 1994- Baseball players go on strike, canceling the World Series. -
focus on being different; just: :
be yourself. But don't let being - 1996- Former Cincinnatti Reds owner Marge Schott, who had been chided by MLB in -
yourself lead you to sit in the: 1993 for anti-semetic remarks, proclaims 011 ESPN that AdolfHitlerwas, for the most part, a good :
Junior/Senior lounge. Senior - guy. -
upon senior has been found: :
sitting in the regular part of the - 1997- Roberto Alomar ends a heated affray with umpire John Hirschbeck by spitting in his face. •
cafeteria, quite disgruntled, : :
because underclassmen have - 1999- Then Atlanta Brave John Rocker makes incendiary comments about New York's immigrants, _
filled their seats. You will get: homosexuals and minorities in Sports Illustrated.
your chance to sit at those
pretty, dignified tables. Until
then, sit where you belong. The
school doesn't call it the Junior/
Senior Lounge for nothing.

Anyhow, getting into good
habits, and listening to good
advice, will make your student
life easier. Hopefully, these tips
will lead you to a bright future
and a stress-free first year at
Oak Lawn High.

Laura Dee and Ro hni Rana
StajJWriters
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Back-to-school Tips

Coming back to school after
two odd months is hard to do.
But freshmen have it twice as
hard because more than coming
back to school, they are getting
to know a new school. In
addition to the annual pain
involved in getting used to
waking up early in the morning
(instead ofat the crack ofnoon),
and uses for the computer that
go beyond just surfing the net
or chatting with friends,
freshmen have the difficult task
of becoming familiar with Oak
Lawn. Hopefully, with these
tips, all freshmen can make their
first year a great one.

First and foremost, getting
enough sleep is vital; teens
should average eight to nine
hours a night. Eating the right
kinds of food is also important.
Studies have shown that kids
who eat breakfast do better in
school. Doing your homework
in a quiet place or somewhere
where you won't be distracted
is another good idea. Also, if
you know you are going to
have a test, a smart thing to do
is start studying two or three
days in advance. ramming is
never a good idea, but
socializing is. Plan time to
hangout with your friends, and
join clubs.

Organization becomes vital
when one wants to succeed in
school. Keeping binders and
folders to hold your papers
could prove to be the difference
between making the grade you
want and getting stuck with a
lower one. Each person tends
to have his or her own
organizational style; whether it
be keeping separate notebooks
for each class or toting an all
purpose utility folder that lugs
around every scrap of
homework ever done. The point
is, staying organized is a
tremendous aide to doing well
in this school. You can study

needs is more important than
placating others. Do not fear
expressing yourself.

Sagittarius (I 122-1221) Inyour
school year, fairness will playa very
important factor. SOmetimes it may
seem like it is not to your benefit,
but the stars predict that beingjust
wi II evert'tually be to your
advantage.

Capricom(12.22-01.19)
Persistance will be the tool to use
this year if success is one of your
desires. Be sure to validate other
people aqd their ideas, Also, don't
get carried away with yourself,
because an iptluential person is
evaluating you, and that person is
looking for a sign that you are
honest.

Ubra(0923-10.22) This year,
simplifY, simplify, simplifY. This will
make your life much easier. Also,
do not become frazzled by others'
opinions of you. Watch out for
someone who claims to be your
mend; he or she m~y by to take
advantage of you.

Scorpio (1023-11.21) The stars
predict that this year will be a
successful one for you, but first you
need to motivate yourself.
Remember that satisfYingyour own

Leo(0723-08.22) Keeping up
with your school work will be very
important this year. You will need
to work harder than usual to
achieve yourgoal .Do not give up,
for the rewards for your toil will be
doubled in thc end.

Thurus(0420-0520) You will be
faced with a lot ofcompetition this
year. Some ofyour rivalries may be
to your adVantage but others can
be to your detriment. Make sure
not to fOrget about coming up with
new thoughts and ideas to help
fellow students and yourself.

Gemini (05.21-06.21) Decision
making will be important for you
this school year. Be sure to think all

New School Year, New Horoscopes
Aries(0321~.19) Youmaybe of your options through carefully Virgo(08.23-00.22) Yourcreativity
very confused this school year, and and anive at rea istic choices. Ifyou will bloom this hool year, which
you will change your mind often. do not, grave c nsequences await may elevate yo status amongst
The stars predict thatsomeone new you. your peers. Your role in the world
will enter into Yqur life, but do not oflove will reach new bounds this
be too quick to judge this person. Cancer (06.22-07.22) This year year, but be careful in your dating
The only important thing you have you need to become comfortable games: all that glitters is not gold.
to keep in mind this year is not to with change because you will be
take things too personally. facing a lot of it throughout the

school year. Try to come up with
new methods to satisfY your needs.
Howevl'r, do not let these new
methods shroud your personality;
stay true to yourself.

Anna Polowin
StajJWriter

Aquarius(012O-m. 18) Ambition
will be essential if you want to
experience strong relationships and
success this year. The only thing
you should remember is not to let
false perceptions get in the way of
reaching your goals.

Pisces (02.19-Q320) Day by day
you will be gaining more strength
and belief in yourself-as well as
respect from the opposite gender.
Don't let other people's criticism
stop you in your journey to elf
acceptance.The stars portcnd that
a nasty white lie could ruin your
relationships.
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Adam andler in Mr. Deeds

brought a love story into the plot,
which detracted from the action that
was supposed to be taking place.

This summer was the summer of In that respect it was very much
movies. Many major motion like Pearl Harbor,just a bunch of
pictures came out at the end oflast mushy acting with no purpose to
spring and carried right on into this the original story.
swnmer.Oflhosefilms, Iwould like Sp/dermall, starring Tobey
to review some that mayor may Maguire
not have been worth your money This movie was not so bad, but
and time. not so good. It reminded me of
XXX, starring Vin Diesel ofThe BaJman in the way that it has some
Fast and the Furious Mike Myers in Goldmember ordinary person going out into the

Probably one ofthe most exciting world as a superhero named after
movies Isawall summer. The plot Before the movie began, I ~arWars Episode2:Attacko(d,e some animal that affected him. To Longfellow Deeds, played byAdam
really had me interested. The whole overheardafewgirlstalkingbehind Clolles,~a"illgNataliePorlmall true piderman comic fans like Sandler, is a sensitive guy from a
concept of the CIA needing help me about already having seen this alld EHlall McGregor myself, this movie completely small town. One day, he hits the
from an ordinary tunonan seems movie four times. It was a good I wasn't too thrilled with this changed the storyline of how the genetic lottery and finds out that
to be extreniely thrill ing. The very follow up to AIIstin POI-lerS TheSpy movie considering its origi naI characters came to be. My opinion his uncle left him forty mi II ion
first forty-five minutes are nothing Who Shagged Me, because it was trilogy. Ibelieve this one was much would be to let the movie make itself dollars and a Fortune 500 company.
but action. I recommend anyone funnier and, once again, didn't like Epis"OOe I which had very little The plot should have come out of What ensues is total chaos from
who has seen the Die Hard series follow a direct storyline. It was a connection with the original story. the story already written for it, nota an undercover reporter to astealthy
or any James Bond fun to go out good laugh and definitely helps Ithink that this film could have been new story written from a different butler, almost ending in despair for
and see this movie. Mike Myers to achieve an award a little more on the edge. We have source. the lovable Mr. Deeds.
Austill POHlers ill Goldmember, for five outstand ingly hi larious new movie technology that needed Mr. Deem, starringAdam Sandler So there you have it folks. Love
starring Mike Myers movies (Waynes World, Waynes to be used in this film and wasn't. Probably my favorite movie to 'em or hate 'em, these are some of

I saw this movie a week after it World 2, Aus/in Powers. and There were minimal newcharacters come out this summer. It had the the movies recommended to you,
came out only to find that the theater Aus/in Powers The Spy Who that were added, specifically few elements to make you laugh, but and brought to you by me. Go out
was still jam-packed widl people. Shagged Me). newalien-life forms. The movieaJso still feel for the main character. and see yourself a show!

U!]fie !]eJtJtifJ&!]~ oj [feWt [fan" ~ : ~

acto'S being right our of theater, and the presence of ~ i'h& T~p lC> FrUIts .
college, and playing definite Christmas lights hanging from • By Au/umn Osmanski :
departures of the actual the ceiling, gave the •
characters. A forgetful Peter, impression as though it were 10. Watermeloll - There's nothing funnier to watch at a :
a foul-mouthed Tinkerbell, a just a couple ofcollege friends family get-together than your two brothers having a face
ladies-man Smee, and slightly gathering together to put on a off where they whip watermelon rinds at each other.
effeminate Captain Hook are show. Which actually wasn't 9. Starjruit- Guys can't believe it's a real fruit, and the
not traditionally how these that far from the truth, since lotion smells great.
characters are interpreted. But the majority of the cast 8. Lemon - It's so entertaining to watch your friend's face
their great acting, sound and members were recent shrivel up after being dared to eat an entire lemon.
visual effects, and a clever graduates of outhern 7. Peaches - Everyone knows life is peachy, and they
script made this a great show Methodist University. come in those cute containers you can bring to lunch.
to watch. The true test of any critic, 6. Tomato· No one seems to know it's a fruit, and I

Now, if you were to ask any as to whether they truly wanted to sound intelligent.
person who's ever been in a enjoyed something or not, 5. Uglyfruit- Does this really need an explanation? Well
play what one of the most would be to ask if they would· ifit does, I've never actually heard of it before.
important aspects of putting do that again. Would they 4. COCOllut- Nobody knows how to open them but
on a show is, they'd probably watch that movie again? they're always helpful on a deserted island.
tell you that it's the Listen to more music from a 3. KiHli - The hair on the outside makes little kids afraid
atmosphere. The theater that certain band? Dine at a certain to eat it, and makes them think they are brave when they
holds "The House" restaurant once more? Well, finally do.
productions was filled with not only would 1see this show 2. Muskmeloll - Because we have found out that
incredible atmosphere. "The again, but 1 plan to. I plan to muskmelon really comes from the species of muskox, but
Viaduct" theater on Belmont go back to the Viaduct to during the evolution phase the legs were forgotten.
and Western was perfect for watch one of their other I. Cherry - This helps to make eating a banana split
this kind of show. Ticket- shows. And I would not be healthy.
takers who acted as if they surprised if the elements that ~
were your oldest friends, a made this show great were ~
drafty air throughout the also present in a different one. • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mike Norris
S/ajJWri/er

Recently, I had the chance
to attend a play put on by
"The House" theater troupe,
which was entitled "The
Terrible Tragedy of Peter
Pan." The play turned out to
be quite entertaining, despite
being filled which characters
of my early ch iIdhood.

This, however, was not the
typical Peter Pan story.
Instead, this one seemed to
center around the possibility
that all of the fantastic
adventures of pirates, Lost
Boys, and Indians were all
figments of a child's
imaginaton. With this, and
several other dark undertones
playing throughout, this is a
definitely creepier version of
the classic tale.

The play's cast added
another layer to this already
thick piece, WIth all of the

"The Writings of M. G. McCord"
Nick patafore
S'ajJWri/er

Many modern philosophers
go unknown to the public no
matter what genius they
exhibit. Philosopher M.G.
McCord is a man that will
always be cast aside and
looked down upon by the
society of his time, because he
is often viewed a being a
non onformist who people
claim becomes extravagant for
the sake of superfluous
knowledge. It might appear
that no longer can man think
for the sake of thought, but
there has to contain some
Freudian motive for every

action. No longer can there be
actions motivated by pure
conscious thought. So is
McCord a man of thought or
nonsensical extravagance?

Consider the following
extract from McCord's
Philosophia Absano: "I begin
to question my own bravery.
For it seem that one needs
bravery most not for
confronting the external but
the introspective world. It is
the bravery to feel emotion, to
push oneself to the point of
insanity in order to bring their
life rationality.

"My question becomes,
'When has one pondered too
far?' No longer analyzing life,

but dwelling on it. My life i
one that pushes it san ity to
the edge. And why not, a
sanity brought by trict
moderation is a life flown by."

"Insanity is the greater
world of shadows. A world in
which man creates their
perceived shadows. But is the
world absent-analyzed any
greater? For now man is not
creating his own shadows,
but accepting the opaque
vision of others. What is the
world as is? What is the
height of reality, or the summit
of perception? Is a climb on
the base of original thought
possible?

"I wonder at what time my

analyzing wi II become
insanity, where I will not be
analyzing this world, but
rather analyzing a world
thought-intrinsic. In where I
can only reflect back on my
own environment and create.
Insanity can only have
experience in the past, thus it
is the halt of new experience.
A lunatic no longer lives in
new perceptions, only the
unions of past perceptions.

"This may be my greatest
fear, for the mind is something I
should control. What then if I
lose the only thing I control in
this life?"

It is my opinion that this man
is a ne cient swine. Ignorance

grows in many manners, and
grows even faster when reading
brute stupidity. It seems to me
that we could describe acts of
ignorance as McCordian, after
all what harebrained
philosopher would fear his own
san ity?Ph ilosophers are the
ones that should be the sanest
and the most rational. After all,
what is sanity when men of
most rationality are suppliers of
psychotic function?

If you are interested in
philosophy, I would only
recommend McCordian
philosophies simply for the
entertainment value of reading
something so blatantly
benighted.
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~ new Hlu,ic Irom Down Under
Sean Banasiak
SlajJWriler

album. Filled with beautiful and is reportedly walking without
melodies, unforgettable rhythms, a cane. Doctors believe that he
and unexpected melodic shifts, will be able to play live in a few

Outstanding. One of the Diorama is incomparable to months, but probably not until
many descriptions of Diorama, anything in recent popular music. next year, according to the band's
the newes t re lease by the It has an array ofmusical sounds webpage (www.chairpage.com).
Australian act Silverchair (and from brilliantly sung lyrics, a The two heaviest songs on the
ye, the "s" is now officially heart-wrenching piano ballad, as album, "one Way Mule" and
capitalized). Released August well as hard orchestral rock and "The Lever," have lyrics that are
27th, Diorama is the most bone crunching riffs. The dark and filled with angst, fitting
underrated album of2002, and combination ofall these elements the music perfectly. Silverchair
certainly the best. Rolling Stone is sure to leave something for has written darker lyrics for their
claims, "Diorama is one of the everyone, while showing songs because Johns felt that he
boldest musical statements ever listeners that they have not wrote his best lyrics when
made by an Austrailian rock abandoned their roots. distressed. However, he has
band." Bono. the lead singer Not many know about this taken a different route on this
of U2, suggested, "Swim to The members ofSilverchair (from left to right): Daniel Johns, release because it is not being album. The introspective lyrics
Australia to hear them if you Ben Joannou, Chris Gilles played on the radio. This is that Johns writes leave listeners
ha ve to." Now, isn't that many critics to write them off guitarist, said regarding Neon because lead singer Daniel Johns feeling generally uplifted.
convincing enough? as Nirvana wannabes. they Ba/room, "\ wanted to do has a genetic arthritis condition The biggest band from "down

The young trio broke out big contHlUed their career with something that no one was called "reactive arthritis," which under" now set a whole new
in the U.S. in 1995 with their Freak Show in 1997 and Neon doing and no one had done." he has been sufering fTom for the standard for music. I recommend
single 'Tomorrow" off their Ballroom nearly 1999. Johns, the songwriter for better part of a year. The the masterpiece that is Diorama
debut album frogslomp at the However, the newest Silverchair's music, continued condition has delayed the for those who truly listen, and
ripe old ages of 15. Musically, Silverchair album was delayed this desire into Diorama. He promotion of the album because not just hear music. Emotional
they have grown from their due to contract disputes with created a unique sound by the pain has been so severe that twists and turns leave Diorama
debut, which featured a hard, Sony, their former record label. including the Pro Musica Sydney Johns was unable to wa Ik. un forgettable to anyone that
in-your-face rock that caused Daniel Johns, lead singer and Orchestra in most songs on the However, Johns is recovering listens to it.

d eoedpeny:Tn4ill9 tAe Rond less T,nt/eeea .'

before they started,
Summerfest began their huge
opening day fireworks display.
This made Sevendust:S' show
even greater with guitars and
drums going along with the
bl inding nashes of fireworks.

Sevend ust played songs
off of their new release
Animosity as well as stufrfrom
their previous CDs. At times
they even threw in some new
songs that they just came up
with. Some highlights of the
show included the songs
"Praise," "Black," and
"Angels Song."

I had a wonderful time that
day, and I recommend to
anyone who might ever be in
Wisconsin during the summer
to see if it is going on. With
several stages of different
musical genres, there is
something for everyone at
Summerfest.

I and science. "Clock", "Day-
light", and "Warning Sign" are
gentle ballads with the distinct
instrumentation only Coldplay
can boast (not that they would).
"Green Eyes" is a folksy song
ripe with acoustic guitar. It is a
prime example of music many
might call timeless. "A Rush oj
Blood 10 Ihe Head. .. the sec
ond to last song, explores real
ity and what happens when
people get too caught up in it.
It is a good representation of
what seems to be the album's
theme. "Amsterdam" closes the
album out with a quiet, thought
provoking tune wielding the
positive message that "time is
on your side."
Cold play is, in a few words, the
result of a group of music-lov
ing individuals taking the mu
sical road less traveled by.

The members ofSevcndust

was the best band up to that
point. The place was packed,
and you were lucky if you got
a place to stand on the
bleachers while the most
people were down on the
walkway.

About 20 minutes after they
ended, the main attraction
Sevendust came on. Just

-

The members ofColdplay (from left to right): Guy Berryman,
Will Champion, Chris Martin, and Jonny Buckland

ous and passionate, with lyrics states clearly that the men of
like, "If you go, and leave me the band won't tolerate "fake"
down here on my own, then I'll people, and tha tindividuals
wait for you ..." want to find their places in the

The other songs on the al- world and make a difference.
bum are less catchy, but every The fourth song on the album,
song gives the listener some- "The Scientist", is a stunning,
thing to think about. "Politik" haunting song which focuses
their strong introductory song, on the differences between love

Blink 182 and New Found
Glory have also performed
there.

My friends and I spent most
of our time at the Mountain
Dew Rock Stage. When we
first got there, Mad At Gravity
just finished playing, but even
during the intermission they
play tons of great music. Up
next was Dry Cell. This band
was decent but we left shortly,
and came back later when the
group Mushroomhead was
on. We all liked their music a
lot and had only a few
complaints. One was that the
stage was too small for them
but that made little difference
on their performance, and the
other was that the speakers
were too close to one another
and actually made everything
shake.

After Mushroomhead was
Nonpoint. I thought Nonpoint

RC.n.C.IU

their forum and mentioned some
information about Greenpeace
and world hunget on their lat
est album's CD sleeve.

A while after "Yellow" was
played out on the radio,
"Trouble" entered into the ra
dio scene. "Trouble" is often
thought of as a better represen
tation of the band's sound, and
after I investigated the band, I
found this to be true. While
both songs offered tender lyr
ics, "Trouble" had a little less
guitar and its sound just wasn't
as mainstream. With the band's
newest album, the band delves
deeper into their thoughts and
pours out their hearts in a trail
of beautiful, touching songs.
"In My Place" was the first
song released, and it caught my
attention with its simple strik
ing humility. The song is seri-

Mushroomhead album cover
from XX

sit and listen to the music. They
also have their own OJ right
there on the stage.

The Marcus Amphitheater
is where more of the softer
bands play. The Amphitheater
also houses the bigger name
groups like Sheryl Crow, Jars
of Clay, Train, Nickelback,
and Alicia Keys. In past years.

Coldplay's new CD, A Rush
oJBlood to Ihe Head, should be
dedicated to anyone who has
ever dared to defy the standards
that modern society has set for
them. coldplay, comprised of
Chris Martin, Guy Berryman,
Jon Buckland, and Will
Chamption are a band out of
England that blew the minds of
many here in America with their
unique sound and deep lyrics
on their first album, Parachules,
from which the song "Yellow"
was a huge commericial suc
cess. Yet as is evident in their
demanor and is revealed on
their website, the band that met
at college has not let their popu
larity go to their heads or ecome
opportunistic. Instead, used

Ie

Karen Dee
SlajJWriler

Anthony Garcia
SIal/Writer

Hello fellow concert-goers.
Did you go to any good
concerts during the summer? I
sure did. I went to a huge fest
in Milwaukee called
Summcrfest, which is the official
start of many summer activities
along Milwaukee' lakefront.
Most of the music is rock and
techno, but on some of the
smaller stages you get a variety
of older music and some from
other cultures. This diversity
makes Summerfest one of the
best all-around concerts of the
summer.

If you want to Iisten to
techno. there is a whole stage
and seating area just for you
with a dance noor or bleachers,
depending on whether you
want to get up and dance or just
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Frosh/Soph tennis serves up an ace
Samantha Metcalf
Sports Editor

As the fresh/soph tennis team
comes back down from their
high after sweeping conference
last year, they look forward to a
season of hard work,
determination, and of course a
few more titles.

The girls are already
underway with a record of 5-0
in conference. Led by their new
coach, Ms. Perras, the tennis
team is looking even better than
last year. Helping the team out
in singles is sophomore Melissa
Lopez, who has out-served her
competition at first singles all
year.

Incoming freshman Sarah
Zavala has'an impressive record

of 8-0 at the second singles

position. First' doubles Carla
Gunderson and Samantha
Metcalfhave also been helping
out the team by being 9-0 in the
season and 5-0 in conference.

Settling in the middle
doubles position are Christine
O'Compo and Allison Moore.
The two freshmen have
surprised their coaches,
teammates and their
competition with their
improvement over this season.

Rounding out and
completing the doubles teams
are Roshni Rana and Colleen
Fogarty.

These two sophomore's
hard work has finally paid off
with a record of 3-6. In the
girl's first tournament at Reavis
on September 7'\ Carla
Gunderson and Samantha

Metcalfwon 54 out of64 games
to easily take first place at 151

doubles.
At second doubles Ally

Moore and Christine O'Compo
also took first out of 7 high
schools. Taking second place at
third doubles was Roshni Rana
and Colleen Fogarty.

In the singles tourney,
Melissa Lopez walked away
with third place. As for Sarah
Zavala, she took second out of
seven hard-hitting schools.
When Coach Amy Perras was
ask how she thought the season
was going she said, "Becuase of
Coach Lawson's dedication all
I had to do was refine the girls
skills, there is tremendous talent
in the program, some of which
isn't even in the starting line up
this year."

Carla Gunderson returns the serve. (Photo by Jessica
Podkulski)

Debbie Zwirkoski serves up an ace.
(Jessica Podkulski)

new season. He commented,
"Everybody's really committed
to performing their absolute
best and is working diligently
to achieve their personal goals.
I think that as a team we can
accomplish a lot if\-¥e continue
to push ourselves s we have
been thus far."

The starting lineup for the
varsity team is a formidable
adversary for any team to
encounter. Joyce Manchen and
Nicole Showan play in the first
doubles position. Robin
Johnson and Jorie Helstern
compete at second doubles, and
Cassie Fogarty and Emily
Goetz play third doubles.
Debbie Zwirkoski competes at
first singles and Monica Zavala

Varsity tennis looks to regain conference
plays second singles. Kelly
Keating, Guin Grana, and Reem
EI-Ramahi round out the lineup
for the varsity girls.

The team currently retains a
4-0 record in conference, and
is working hard to prepare for
the conference tournament.

On Septern.ber 14'\ the girls
team placed second at the tough
Joliet West tournament.

The girls just finished taking
third place at the Lockport
Doubles tournament and the
Lemont invitational.

With help from seniors
Zavala, Keating, Fogarty, and
Zwirkoski, the varsity Lady
Spartans go on to face their
SICA rivals in the conference
meet this weekend.

Debbie Zwirkoski
Staff Writer

The varsity girls' tennis team
is back and ready for another
new year and great season.
Having missed the conference
championship as a team last
season by one point, the varsity
girls are more determined than
ever to regain the legacy.
Monica Zavala, a senior states,
"Our team has a lot of potential
and a lot of talent this year. I
think that we're well on our way
to winning back our conference
title that belonged to our school
for the past six years."

Coach Chuck Lawson seems
to share Zavala's enthusiasm for
the team, their abilities, and this

Boys soccer kicks the competition
Sam Ortega
Sports Editor

Varsity boy soccer is heating
up to be a good season with
team captains Brad Skendzel
and Mall Smith leading players
like Mauriceio Sanchez and Jim
Borske playing major roles in
offense and defense. The team's
record stands at an impressive
seven wins and four losses and
are undefeated in conference
play.

Three of those losses
occurred against some top
teams and Coach Kevin Stow
commented. "The boys did very
well and stayed in the game with
all the teams. I think it was a
good learning experience."

In a very heated and intense
match against Romeoville on
September 17''', Sanchez and
Hector Martinez helped assist
the Spartans to a close 5-4
victory.

"The boys are playing very
well together." said Coach Stow
when asked about the recent
win.

Another stunning victory for
the boys took place on the
Thursday, September 19'h.
Borske, Martinez, and
Mauricio Sanchez all assisted
in the triumph over the
opponent with a total of six
goals for the Spartans.

As for long-term goals, the
team is working hard on
carrying out their hopes to win
conference and possibly go
even further by winning games
in the regional tournament.

Over on the frosh/soph front,
sophomores Rob Fantozzi and
Joel Huish have taken the lead
a team captains. "We're really
hoping to beat Argo," said
Huish, when asked about what
the team wanted to achieve this
season.

When asked about the frosh/
soph team, Coach Stow
remarked, "they are still
learning." He is really hoping
to build a strong and winning
team this season. With these all
star lineups the season is sure
to prove to be a successful one.

Neal Dixson keeps the ball away from Argo
(Photo by Nick Salerno)
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Cross Country Teams Show Promise Swim

Cross Country Runners lead the pack in the meet against Argo.
(Photo by Jessica Blanco)

Golf plays well
at conference

team
begins

Roshni Rana
Staff Writer

"The Oak Lawn Swim team
has started off great th is
season." said Sophomore
Amanda Esquilin.

The Frosh/Soph team is
currently I-I. They beat T.F.
South in one of their first
meets. The star swimmers on
JV are Shahd Sweiss, Danielle
Eddington, Amanda squilin,
and Stephanie Laidlaw.

The Frosh/Soph coach has
great expectations for this
season. He believes if they
learn their strokes correctly
and learn how to work
together as a team they will
reach their goals,

season

"We have double practices."
another varsity member states
that. " Everyone is doing the
best as they can and some
swimmers have even beaten
their fastest times and with
more divers on the Frosh/
Soph team we have a better
chance at winning conference
this year."

The Record Holders are
Amanda Duer, Val Guzzo,
Erica Purdy, Dana Larsen, and
Kate Watinez. "All the girls
are working towards dropping
times and breaking records,"
say Varsity Coach
Peczkowski, " and that's why
we have double practices."

Another varsity member
states that. " Everyone is
doing the best as they can and

result from all that"
Varsity has been doing

great this season too. They
won at the Shepard Invite and
have been doing really well at
their daily meets.

Val Guzzo says "Our new
Coach has been working
us"Our new Coach has been
working us great and with
more divers on the Frosh/
Soph team we have a bener
chance at winning conference
this year."

The record holders are
Amanda Duer, Val Guzzo,
Erica Purdy, Dana Larsen, and
Kate Watinez. "All the girls
are working towards dropping
times and breaking records,"
say Varsity Coach
Peczkowski, " and that's why
some swimmers have even
beaten their fastest times."

So with conference quickly
approaching, you can bet to
find these girls working,
practicing, and playing hard.

girls' effort. "I have very high
expectations, but the girls have
fared well so far. They're
improving with each race." In
their first race of the year, the
girls had an excellent finish,
taking 2nd in the meet. The top
runners this year include junior
Stephanie Achter, senior Kristin
Kearney, senior Katie Laverty,
junior Ranya Hassan, and
senior Christa Cheek.

The Frosh/Soph Golf team
came in first place at confer
ence this year. Jesse Hidalgo
said, "I think that as a whole
the team is very well-rounded,
we have many people who are
possibly going to be named
all conference, and we are
going to win conference!"
Jesse Hidalgo went on to take
fourth place, right behind
Brandon Sorenson at third.

The frosh/soph teams
reached Coach Mayer's
expectations and were named
Conference Champs. They
also had a great season to top
everything off.

They were 10-2 during
their season, winning 10
games in a row. Some of the
best golfers on Frosh/Soph
team are Don O'Sullivan,
Jesse Hidalgo, Brandon
Sorenson, Dave Karprowicz,
and Ken Russo.

Don O'Sullivan has an
average of39.9, which is one
of the best scores.

All in all the both Oak
Lawn golf teams did great
this year and are looking
forward to doing even better
next year.

work harder. It's something new
to strive for."

Speaking of goals, the girls
have plenty this season,
including defending their
conference title despite the loss
of some the top runners from
last year, and sending as many
girls to sectional competition as
possible.

Coach Ericka Stonitsch has
been pleased so far with the

Roshni Rana
Staff Writer

The Oak Lawn golf team
did great this year. Their
biggest rival was Richards.
"Even though we didn't win
conference by one point, we
still had a great year." said
Varsity Coach David Moonier.

This is the Varsity Golf
teams 2200 year, of not
winning conference by one
point. Coach Moonier says, "
A lot of members are not with
us due to sickness or other
health, but we are still a strong
team."

They proved that by having
a strong record during the
season. During their meet on
September 24 011

, they had
beaten Bolingbrook and did
the same at conference.

The top golfer on varsity is
Pat Verschave with the
averageof39.1. During
conference on September 30th

Scon Orban had a score of 88
along with Justin Thompson
and Jason Swiatek. There 264
points helped the team out a
lot. Man Clemens was the
medallist at conference; he
was the best out of 96 golfers.
The varsity golf team's
regional match was October
8u,.

Returning seniors Sean
Banasiak, Mitch Daley, and
DJ. Sullivan, and returning
juniors Andrew Coate, Andres
Torres, and Tom Zero.

The lead runner of the
fre h-soph team is Josh Lopez,
who ran as the alternate at last
year's regional race. Other
sophomores include Ted
Sileika, Kenny Grant, Dan
O'Connor, and Rob Nocek.
Two very promising freshman,
Tony White and Jeff Achter,
will join starter Dan Buys in
freshman-only races this year.

According coach John
Leary, "In any given year, Argo,
Bolingbrook and Oak Lawn
have the stuff to win
conference. Unfortunately, (his
year'tlnly one can win. We'll see
what happens."

The girls cross country team
is off and running again. This
year,though, they have a linle
added distance. Previously, the
girls ran two and a half mile
courses.

Now, the IHSA has changed
all courses on all levels to 3
miles, the same as the boys'
courses. Though it has been
tough, some girls like the new
challenge. Kristin Kearney
remarked, "[The longer course]
is a better goal. You have to

Andrew Coate
Staff Writer

One minute before the start
of last year's regional race, one
of Oak Lawn' All Conference
Cross Country runners
sustain~d injury while
stretching and could not
compete, which was clearly the
reason that the team did not
make it to sectional
competition.

Three runners did, however,
qualify as individuals, junior
Jeremy Prendergast, junior
Justin Lopez, and senior Nick

patafore, an indication that OL
had 4 quality runners returning
in 2002. The team's main goal
(his year i to "make up for that
major setback" says Coach
Leary.

The addition of freshman
Dan Buys andjunior Joe Fanore
to the forefront will definitely
help. The team looks stronger
than ever based on early wins
over Oak Forest, Chicago
Christian, and a good showing
at the Plainfield Invite where
Prendergast medalled in the
varsity race while Buys and
sophomore Dave Sexton won
I II and 5'h place trophies
respectively in the fresh-soph
race.



Coachs

If you could only say one
thing to your girls/boys
going off to conference what
would it be?

"It may seem
monotonous, but never give
up. Bottom line, never give
u . It's 'ust that sim Ie."

Corner:

amantha Metcalf
ports Editor

Lawson
Mr.

Mr. Chuck Lawson has
been coaching boys and girls
tennis for over 20 years now,
most of them at Oak Lawn
Community High School.

While involved in Oak
Lawn's annual girls tennis
meet, he took the time to
answer a few of our
questions.

Ifyou weren't coaching
tennis, what would you be
doing?

"Well, I would probably b
working at a little store in
Blue Island that my wife
and I own."

What sports doyou play?
"Well, I play tennis of

course. But I also like to play
badminton and racquetball,
but I haven't gotten to play
for a long time."

Which do you enjoy
more... coaching or playing?

"Definitely playing, when
you are coaching there are
so many little things that
you cannot control. But
when you are the player, you
can control your movement,
your attitude, and your win!
loss record."

What is your favorite thing
about coaching?

"By far, my all time favorit
thing is taking a girl or boy
straight out of middle school,
who knows absolutely
nothing about tennis
whatsoever, and teaching
them over four years, and
watching them grow into
conference champs."

sophomore team to provide
strong leadership on and off the
court.

Coach Jame Surma, the
freshman coach, is working
hard to improve the skills of the
freshman team. Coach Surma
stated, "They are improving
everyday." The freshman team
came together and earned third
place at the Maria tournament
on September 14"'.

The Spartans go on to face
Revis, Bolingbrook, and Argo
later this season.

70 yard and also scored the
game-winning touchdown
against Shepard in the
following game.

In addition to leading these
noble partans, Coach Wargin
is assisted by Coach Jon
Lawrence, and Coach Phil
McGee. Practices are a test of
endurance, courage and
strength and on Iy the strong
survive.

The practices also include
work on the team's weaker
points. Coach Wargin stated
that the team sti II needs to work
on receiving the ball though he
also compliments on the
stronger points.

The freshmen have also
opened their season with
several hard-fought and
interesting games

Outstanding players on this
team include JeffSlade (running
back), Brad Gillen (running
back), and John Bergel
(running back). These players
are hoping to lead the team right
into conference.

The only area for
improvement Coach Brian
Brandt states that this team
needs is the extra strength that
more time in the weight room
would give them. "I would like
to win conference this year, but
as long as the team has fun, gets
stronger, and learns from
experiences, I will be happy."

The Spartan football teams
go on to play Argo, Richards,
and Oak Forest this season.

Spartanite
graphIc by

Maggie Cronin
The team plans to have a

great record this year. Among
the key players of the team are
Daren Herman (running back),
Eason Barnhardt (running
back), Ken Daniels (line back,
fullback), Joe Fry (line back,
fullback), and Chris Wendt
(lineman).

In the season opener against
Fenton, Daren Herman rushed

that if the team can put together
a solid receiving core, they can
win conference."

tournament to go down state.
"All the girls are working hard
and I think we can accomplish
most of our goals," Coach Mc
Namara stated.

On the sophomore level the
girls are looking good. The
sophomore girls took fifth
place at the Oak Forest
tournament. Coach Rebecca
Lang commented that the team
is very strong offensively and
is improving their skills daily.
Kelly McKinney and Eda
Calbay return from last year's
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about 20 kills this season.
Outside hitter ullivan has
accumulated 39 kills this season
and 45 perfect digs. Other great
contributors are middle hitter
Jessie Synowiecki with 40 kills
and 15 kill blocks and other
outside hitter Kim Dignan with
20 kills and 75 digs.

The team's goals are to
remain undefeated in
conference to win the title,
advance to the Regional
tournament, and perhaps
surpass the sectional

The girl trying hard to keep the ball off the floor. (Photo taken by Alan Dodaro.)

.
I

coaches and players alike are
looking forward to an even
greater football presence in the
months and years ahead.

In addition to varsity, the
sophomore football team has
started the season with high
hopes and impressive wins.

Coach Marcus Wargin is
very optimistic about the start
of the season and stated, "I feel
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Football starts season off right: A Win!
Adam Winchell
Staff Writer

Oak Lawn ommunity High
School's varsity football tcam
with a record of2-4, is looking
optimistic, in face of their
upcoming season.

The team began its season
on August 30th

. They fought
all the way ti II the last echo of
the whistle but just couldn't
ho Id Fenton. The final score
was 21-0. The Spartans again
lost the following week against
Shepard.

Following these two losses,
the team, determined to break
their losing streak, practiced
extra hard. The excruciating
practices included over two
hours of offense and defense
plays and another half hour of
sprints. Big Green was set on
bringing home a win.

The following game was
against the Crete-Monte
Warriors. As of September 12,
Crete's record was 0-2. The
Spartans, bolstered by
memories of their last meeting
with the Warriors, played tough.

Quarterback Joe Exline's
beautiful passes, assisted by
Fred Scaduto's red zone heroics
and a wonderful interception by
Mike Childs, helped the
Spartans win by the score of 13
6. That marks the first time
since 1999 that varsity has
beaten Crete-Monee.

After breaking this losing
streak, the Spartans went on to

New volleyball coach sets goals for team

"I have a talented group of
girls this season" stated varsity
coach Dennis McNamara. This
is Coach Dennis McNamara's
first year coaching varsity girls'
volleyball and he has a lot in
mind for this season.

This varsity team began the
season working hard with
double essions of practice and
conditioning in the summer
heal. All that training sure has
paid off though for the varsity
volleyball team.

As of right now the Lady
Spartans hold a record of I 1- 3
overall and remain undefeated
in conference. The girls have
defeated conference schools
Bolingbrook and Romeoville
with ease and even though the
Lady partans won in two
games, Reavis gave the girls a
good challenge.

The team leaders arah
McKinney, Dana Sullivan, and
Krysten Ballard have shown
their capabilities on the court
as well as in their statistics.
Setter and opposite hitter
McKinney has over 97 assists
and 20 kills and Ballard has

Samuel Ortega
Sports Editor
NikkieVeen
StajJWnter
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Juniors
Prepare
for ACT

As the juniors get ready
for the ACT test, one
question comes to most
students' minds: "How do
I study for this?" This
year, Oak Lawn Community
High School will be
providing a free ACT
assessment practice test,
along with an ACT
preparation class, which
mandatory for all j un iors.

The ACT practice test
was given on October 23,
2002. This was designed
for students to see where
they are currently standing
regarding their ACT
scores. It will also be used
to determine the level each
student is at to properly
place them in a preparation
class.

The ACT preparation
class will begin November
4 and will run until the
PSAE test, in mid May.
The preparation class will
be conducted during
study halls for all juniors.
This class will be
mandatory and attendance
is expected everyday.

Many members of the
school board feel this will
greatly improve Oak
Lawn's test scores. Last
year, the average ACT
score for Oak Lawn High
School was 19, almost two
points below the state
average. The
administration's hope is to
raise the school's test
scores.

These classes, now
being provided by the
school, can cost up to
$200. Instead of a
student's parents having
to pay this fee, Oak Lawn
High School is going to
provide this class free of
charge.

After roughly five
months of the ACT
preparation class, another
practice test will be
administered by the school
to see what progress the
students have made. With
the results of the second
practice test, weaknesses
will be examined once
again to determine what
areas need to be
concentrated on for the
remainder of the class.
About one month after the
second practice test, the
PSAE, which includes the
ACT, will be administered
to all iuniors.

help of his good friends Willard
Hewitt (George Sehneister) and
Rusty (Debbie Zwir1<oski). After
gaining the attention of the entire
town and the support of the
majority of the youth, Ren sways
the authority into letting him throw
a dance.

The cast is looking forward to
their first perfonnance on ThW'Sday,
November 7~1 at 7:30. The play will
nm through November 9~1. For
tickets, contact any cast member.
The price is $4.00 for students and
$5.00 for adults. WISh them luck and
come support the program.

progressed. The pride and
excitement of the band could be
seen, even as they marched off
the field to clapping and cheers.

After the field shows, there
was the the presentation of
awards for the parade and field
show. The Spartans took third
place in the parade portion of
the competition and fifth place
in the field show portion.
Many band members felt that

the competition was a great
experience. Junior Kevin
Connaghan felt that, "some
lessons learned in life can only
be learned through competition,
and we learned a lot during our
show."

OLCHS band director, Mr.
Greggory Perkins, offered a
fitting conclusion. "I was very
pleased with the performance
overall, and I was actually very
happy with the competition. I
felt it was a positive and
educational experience, and it
showed the potential of the
band to the community."

The Cast of"Footloose" (photo By Heidi Hewitt)
dancing that he helped create
because he strives for religious
purity within his community. Ren
spends the time he has left
attempting to win the heart of
Ariel Moore (Megan Hincks), the
minister's daughter, from her
abusive boyfriend Chuck
Cranston (John Ciciora). Vi
Moore (Becky Puhr) is torn
between her unyielding parental
love and hervows to her husband.

This situation leads to the
climax and ultimate resolution of
the play.Ren is eventually
successful in his plight, with the

consisted of two parts. The
bands all marched in a parade
and were evaluated on their
sound, marching style, and
appearance. The field show
portion of the competition
required that each be judged
on their marching style,
musicianship, general effect of
the performance, and the
difficulty level.

Between the parade and the
field how, the Spartans had
some time to watch some of the
other schools perform. It was a
one ofa kind sight, with shows
ranging from The Wizard ofOz,
to the music from "Ferris
Bueller's Day Off," and even
Russian folk songs. Every
band contributed to make the
Sandwich competition diverse
and exciting.

Oak Lawn was the ninth
band to perform at the
Sandwich show. Complete
concentrationand
determination was shown on
the field as the show

OLe

Dorie Koll & Wayne Miller
News Editor & Staff I¥riter

This year's fall musical,
"Footloose," is being perfonned
by Oak Lawn's Theatre Program
November 7, 8, and 9. The play
tells of a young man's quest for
freedom and his rights as acitizen
through the use of song and
dance. The underlying theme of
the play is to fight for what you
believe in, no matter what odds
are against you.

"Footloose" is set in the small
town ofBomont during the I980s
and tells the story of Ren
McConnick (Justin Lopez) who
moves here with his mother, Ethel
(Katie Krizka), from Chicago.
Bomont has previously banned
dancing, a law that Ren has
trouble comprehending. Ren
spends the majority of his time
convincing the town cowlcil and
the ministerofBomont, Reverend
Shaw Moore (Josh Gentile), ofthe
rule's foolishness. The Reverend
is unwilling to abolish the ban on

Kim Brightmore
Staff'Writer

Band Marches To Glory
~~----

Oak Lawn Cuts Loose

The Spartan Marching
Band finished lip its season
by taking 3rd and 5th at a
competition and an indoor
concert held on October 17.
The band played selections
from Andrew Lloyd Webber's
Phantolll of the Opera
including the "Overture,"
"Think of Me/Angel of
Music," and "Final Scene/
Music of the Nigh!." The Star
Spangled Banner and Spartan
Fight Song, along with the
Washington Post March were
also playcd.

I\t the last home game,
scniors were recognized. The
seniors in the marching band
arc: Sean Banasiak, Ashlee
Benes, John Burica, Krista
Cheek, John Ciciora, Karen
Dee, Kiera Dymit, Erik Fiedler,
Nicole Green, Jen Ilerrmann,
Katie Hull, Jim Kazmierczak,
Jamie Matusiak, Joel Mayer,
Colleen McCalip, Lissa
McGraw, Staci Merrithey,
LeighAnne Messina, Heather
Neumann, and Thad Reese.
"We'll miss the seniors after
they graduate," said junior
Andrew Coate, "but we've still
got the whole rest of the year."

On Sunday, October 20, the
band went to Sandwich,
Illinois to play in the first
marching band competition in
OLCHS history. "It took a lot
ofeffort and dedication," said
Junior Ed Suda, "but we were
able to do something no other
band at Oak Lawn has ever
done." The competition
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his honesty and character, Jim
Ryan has not allowed these
connections impede his
political yearnings. Having
established his own political
tenets Ryan has proven that
he is capable of holding the
seat of governor.

lie has developed three key
issues in which he feels are the
most crucial for the state of
Illinois, with education his top
priority. Ryan will commit
more funds to education and
develop more aggressive
testing plans for struggling
tudents. II is next major issue

involves the state budget and
economy. Ryan says he will
strive to establish fiscal
discipline in the government
while trying to keep taxes
steady. He also believes that
the state's stance on capital
punishment and crime needs
to be reformed. Finally, he will
continue his work on women's
safety by providing funding
and programs designed 10

better detect and prevent
domestic abuse.

As a successful and
persistent politician, Jim Ryan
far outshines his Democratic
opponent Rod Blagojevich.
Blagojevich is unable to
balance his commitment and
devotion to all of the people
of Illinois. Attorney General
Jim Ryan has proven himself
to be a proficient politician
with the ability to change our
state for the belleI'. Askill that
will serve him well a the next
Governor of the State of
Illinois.

Dorie Koll
News Editor

Although Jim Ryan has had
to separate himself from the
scandalous George Ryan
throughout most of hi
campaign, he has proven
himself to be an accomplished
politician who has e tablished
himself as a worthy candidate
for thc office of Governor of
Illinoi. Having done a
succe sful job as Illinoi '
attorney general, and
accomplished most of his
campaign promises, the voters
oflilinoi have finally realized
the folly of their ways. Proof
of this can be found in a recent
poll where Jim Ryan gained
approval and now trails
opponent Rod Blagojevich by
just 6%.

Being one of the most
effective attorneys general in
Illinois' hi tory Jim Ryan put
unwavering attention on the
state of the children and
families ofJllinois and also had
a high interest in protecting
the public in general. lIaving
launched an aggressive
statewide effort to deter
violence in school and
among children he showed his
commitment to the well-being
of youth in Illinois. He has
shown his commitment to the
inlerest of the people of
Illinois by signing an
agreement with tobacco
companies that will bring
Illinois $9.1 billion over the
next 25 years. As governor he
will continue to fight for these
ideas as well as address many
of the issues currently on our
minds.

Even though many have
connected Jim Ryan with our
current Governor George
Ryan, and thereby questioned

Rod Blagojevich,

The Republican

Jim Ryan,

/ )~
,. >;<;;

It
The Democrat

Sl'llrlllUilc graphiCS by
Eddie Rodriguez

• Blagojevich has rightfully
called for the removal of the
trade embargo on uba, a
barrier that does nothing but
hinder bencficial Cuban
American relations.
• Blagojevich wiscly supports
one of the grcatc t economic
opportunities for hicago-the
expansion of 0' Hare airport.
This is thc far better plan than
pouring moncy into new
airports.
• Blagojevich plans to devote
upwards of $300 million to
reform Illinoi 's public
education system. lie plans to
use $100 million garnered from
state tobacco settlement cases
in the betterment ofth system,
and increase the percentage of
funds that the state annually
contributes to public education
from 38% to 50%.
• Endorsed by the ierra Club,
Rod Blagojevich plans to levy
a fee from polluter of Illinois'
lakes and stream' to invest in
their cleaning. Ilc also supports
a Rcnewable Portfolio tandard
lhat would providc Illinois Wilh
alternative Wind cnergy
resources.

As an aggres ive and
tenacious politician, Rod
Blagojevich knows no equal.
Jim Ryan cannot match his
moxie nor his dedication to the
concerns of the people of
Illinois. When Jim Ryan
becomes belligerent and hot
tempered when frustrated,
Blagojevich keeps his
composure, a characteristic that
will prove most valuable while
in the hot-scat in pringfield.

The Governor's Race: A Spartanite Discussion
Rod Blagojevich for Governor Jim Ryan for Governor

The Candidates:DaveVognar
Feature Editor

While Jim Ryan has focused
his campaign on distinguishing
himself fj'om scandal-plagued
Governor eorge Ryan, the
practical Rod Blagojevich
climbed to the top of the polls,
putting himself in a position to
becomc the first Democratic
governor of Illinois in dccades.
And it is not by luck that he got
therc. Blagojevich is a keen,
pol itically clairvoyant
representative from the
Northwest side who has the
gumption to I ad Illinois away
from the candalous muck of the
George Ryan era.

Certainly Blagojevich did not
let the difficult pronunciation of
his erbian last name hinder his
political aspirations. Nor did he
let hi meager beginnings
outline the future ofhis life. Son
ofa middle-clas World War II
POW survivor, Blagojevich
spent two years after high
school boosting his grade point
average to gain acceptance into
Northwe tern University.
Although one questions his
association with father-in-law
Richard Mell, an influential
Chicago Alderman, Blagojevich
IS definitely not riding on
anyone'~ coattails. Let us
consider his platform:
• Blagojevich is againsl a
blanket clemency for Illinois
Death Row inmates, but he is
not opposed to clemency. lie
wants to judge each inmate on
a case-by-case basis. lie
realizes that rashly issuing a
blanket clemency would not be
a prudent maneuver.
• Blagojevich has weathered
criticism, but has not flinched
in his support of gun control
motions in the United States
House of Representatives.

Corrections
Junior Brad Scaduto was mistakenly identified as Fred Scaduto
in the article "Football starts the season offright" (Oct. ) ),2002).
The Spartanite regrets the error.
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President Bush's education
policy, "No Child Left Behind,"
(NCLB) broadly hyped in the 2000
presidential election, is focused on
student accountability. Essentially,
this doctrine holds that student
progress needs to be regularly
measured through standardized
tests. Poor results on these tests
correctly identify areas for
improvement, allowingaction to be
taken to improve America's
education system school by
school. This reduces waste caused
by large, across-the-board
spending, and better addresses
local educational problems.

The largest problem with NCLB
is that it uses standardized testing
to determine whether or not
schools are failing. You see, schools
know this. Standardized tests may
be changed every year, but the
types ofquestions remain the same.

Programs abound which special ize
in training students to'do better on
the SAT, ACT, or what have you.'
This defeats the entire purpose of
NCLB.lnsteadoftestingscholastic
achievement in schools, these tests
now determine which district can
field the most extensive preparatory
program. Te t-training programs
can sometimes raise scores
considerably. When a school puts
a large portion of its students
through a program, the benefits are
clear: the scores will rise.

Yet educators, as a rule, aren't
stupid. They all realize this. There
is a fundamental rule ofeconomics
which holds that as the supply of
something increases without a
corresponding increase in demand,
the object's value decreases. NCLB
creates azero-gain system in which

. progress is relative to other
schools. If the majority of school

districts in the country employ
these preparatory programs,
whether merely encouraging them
or offering them to all students,
then the net ground gained will be
zero-simple test score inflation.
Testing programs are the rage now
because they deliver immediate
though transitory results.

NCLB's goal is to have every
student meeting 100% of the
standards by the 2013-14 school
year. Tests mayor may not be the
only valid way to determine that. If
used as the standard, though, the
program is open to abuse by people
who focus on the goal rather than
the steps to get there. The horse
needs to be put before the cart.
Ultimately, gains should come not
through programs which teach
how to guess correctly on tests but
through solid academic
improvement



,,
every tool they need. It was the'
largest increase in 20 years. The'
United tates will spend as much'
as the world's largest military,
expenditures combined. "Since,
September II, Americans have,
been reminded that the safety of,
many depends on the courage
and skill ofa few," said Bush.

in education, teaching French
II and U.S. History. Ms.
Peczkowski teaches U.S.
History and Global Studies,
and is the boys and girls
varsity swim coach. Dr.
Fronzcak then congratulated
the 2003 National Merit
Commended Student, Becky
Raschke. The National Merit
is an award based on PSAT
scores, making Becky one of
the top high s.chool students
in the nation. Dr. Fronzcak also
shared the plans of the school
improvement committee and
the ACT prep courses.

The Board then reported on
the AERO's education plans,
along with the progress of the
Gaddis Park renovation.

uperintendent James
Briscoe then expressed his
appreciation to the
administration and the Union
Executive Committee for their
prompt work on resolving
problems that arose
concerning the ACT Prep
Program. He gave special
thanks to Mrs. Pam Bibeau and
Mr. Vern Scarpelli for their 20
years of dedication to the
Student Council program,
along with their Homecoming
preparations. He also
commented how impressed he
was with the maturity and
courteous behavior of the
entire student body.

Board ofEducation
October Update
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,~~~---Wayne Miller
Sta.fJWriter

Two men, John Lee Malvo
and John Allen Muhammad,
were arrested on October 24,
2002 for the three-week wave of
deadly sniper attacks, after
they were found sleeping in
their car at a Maryland rest
stop. The arrests raised hopes
ofa conclusion to the intensive
and frustrating investigation
of the shootings that ki lied 10

Festivities at the Red Ribbon Block Party (Photo by Lisa Had) people and critically wounded
dancing, limbo contests, and st udents. Monday was three others since Oct. 2 in the
much more. Pizza and pop "United We Stand For A Washington, D.C. area. An
were sold, putting money Drug Free Land," where assault rifle was found in the
back into the clubs in order students could show not car that matched II out of the
to continue funds for only pride for their country, 13 shootings. The two men
projects and events like this but pride in not doing drugs have been charged with the
for the years to come. by wearing red, white, and shootings.

The police department, blue. Tuesday was "Wake Michael Jordan refused to
headed by Sgt. Foster, had up to No Drugs and pay what he claims was an
an information table Alcohol," which allowed extortion demand of $5 million
available about the effects students to wear pajamas to from a California woman
of drug and alcohol use in school. SA DO encouraged threatening to expose their past
order to raise more students to "Do Your Best, relationship. Jordan filed a suit
awareness on their harms. Take The Test" on against Karla Knafel in Cook
All the police departments Wednesday. Thursday was County Circuit Court, claiming,
enforce thc same ideas and "Drugs and I Don't Mix," in @ I h h d d

~ t lat er attorneys a contacte ,
principlcs of going against which students would wear ! h' d d d dIS attorney an eman e ,
drugs. \\hich IS wh} DARr their clothes backwards, or President Bush signed into moneytokeepquiet.fnhiscourt
and lOU£:. are cldses Inside out. To finish the law a $355.5 billion military filing,JOrdanadmittedhavinga',
formed for young kids to week was Ihe main theme, defense increase package relation hip over ten years ago
learn abo,ut before they "Monkey, .ee, Monkey ~o, giVIng the Pentagon every with Knafel. Healso aidhehad'
encounter It. atu~day thus M<lke" a ~nen~ Dress Like resource, evcry weapon and paid hcr$250,OOO previously. ,created a wondertully fun You, meanIng not to L ..

and educational experience "monkey" with drugs and
for all ages. . letting students dress as

Red Ribbon Week started twins.
off with a bang. ADD SADD receives outside
members made and support from many people in
distributed ribbons for the the community, and every
teachers 10 display in their year they display a vehicle
rooms or on their doors. that was in an alcohol- DorieKoII
Each day at lunch, a raffle related car crash in front of _N_e_\~_s_E_d_i_to_r _
was held with "grab bag" school. Besides all the Red On October 16,2002 the
prizes. To enter the raffle Ribbon Week action within Board of Education held the
you had 10 dress for the the school, SADD also had second meeting of the school
appropriate day and sign in club volunteers passing out year. The meeting was called
at the SA DO table. There ribbons at the library as a to order by President Mary
was a SADD candy sale to way to spread the SADD Cerceo. She then welcomed
help raise money for the club. message to the community. the Student Council

The theme days were only Mainly, this week was meant representative, who then
held on four out of the five creating a huge impact on briefed the board on the
days, because Wednesday the schools and the various happenings of the
was a testing day for all community. school. Seniors Amanda

Benson, Nicole Bauman and
Jamie Tillman informed the
Board of the success of
Homecoming and the school's
athletic victories. They also
discussed the progress of the
fall play "Footloose," which
will be preformed November 7,
8, and 9 at 7:30 p.m.

The Board also approved a
plan that will hopefully
improve graduation rate,
reading scores, and math
scores. They also approved
a curriculum improvement that
allows speech and basic
computer repair classes.

Principal Catherine
Fronzcak then addressed the
school board about the
accomplishments of two
newly hired Social Studies
Foreign Language teachers,
Ms. Margarita Levasseur and
Ms. Kristin Peczkowski. This
is Ms. Levasseur's fifth year

Red Ribbon Week Ends in Success
Lisa Had
Stuj]Writer

This year, Red Ribbon
Week was once again held
during the third week of
October. tudents can show
their support in many ways,
including joining ADD,
participating in projects and
activities involving no drug·
or al ohol, and, most of all,
not doing drugs or alcohol.

There were many students
who came to show that
support at the Red Ribbon
Week kick off on Saturday,
Oct. 19'h. Elementary and
junior hig~ schools from Oak
Lawn, Ilometown, and other
neighboring towns joined
together to share in the
experience. Oak Lawn
Community High chool was
the other school in the area
to participate in the kickoff.

While the younger grades
tied ribbons on the trees
around the park and library,
the high school students
walked along the business
area of 95'h treet
distributing ribbons Latel,
all the grades from all the
schools joincd together
connecting the chains their
schools crcated the week
prior to the kickoff. Oak
Lawn Police Sgt. Robert
Foster took pride in the
ability of all these schools
getting together for not just
a school event, but also a
community celebration.

Spon ors including Sgl.
Foster and school group
leaders like Mrs. Mary Egan,
helped make the event more
special. Their arrangements
made the day complete by
combining information and
truth with fun.

In a way, this event can
be considered an alternative
to doing drugs. A OJ was
hired, bringing music and
gamcs into the event. There
was hula-hoop contests,
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Bad
Homecoming

Yes, Homecoming was a
special time- full of
dresses, dancing, and, this
year, palm trees. And for
most people, it was nice.
Yet, for a select few it was a
Homecoming from hell. For
you unlucky one, who, for
some reason or another,
had a rotten Homecoming,
here are the top ten things
that put a damper on your
big night.

10- You lost your shoes
and you don't know how.

10 Signs
You've Had a

9- You forgot your ID at
home and got hours.

8- The highlight of your
night was the high sugar
content of the punch.

6- Your date never danced
with you.

7- Your car broke down on
the way to the dance.
Hitch-hiking was not an
option.

5- Your date threw up on
you (ewwwwww!)

4- Your "reliable" date
forgot to buy the tickets for
the dance, so you didn't
have a Homecoming at all.

Erin lif1<a
StaffWriter

3- You slipped and broke
or sprained something, and
had to leave early as a
result of your injury. (Call
up the reserves.)

2- You just got your groove
on when you noticed you
were standing right in front
of the dean.

1- Your friend had a great
fix-up date set up for you,
and when you got to the
dance, it turned out to be
your cousin.

die, America says, "Whoop- guy has been dead for years.
Nick Winski & David Vognar dee-do." Who mailed out the Anyone who says otherwise is
Staff Writer & Feature Editor invitations to the Menard's obviously lying." Others like

One would think that with the guy's funeral? Has anyone Szmanda, with "credible
increasing frequency of even taken the time to learn his information," have "proven"
advertising spokesperson name? Or the Maytag man? Or that the Empire Carpet guy is
disappearances, the American the Empire Carpet guy? At what al ive, as well. But can the
publ ic would raise a cry of point did Americans lose the creators ofthis whopper answer
concern. However, the masses common decency to call a question from advertising
either gloss over these heinous someone by name? Still, the "specialist" Maurice Bowman:
atrocities or indifferently shrug epidemic continues. "If the Empire Carpet guy were
off the fact that, year by year, According to some alive,whycouldn'thecomeout
more television pitchmen vanish Menard's employees, Ray and say so?" Crow for dinner
without a trace. It is about time zmanda, the Menard's guy, for you tonight, people with
we get to the bottom of the has not disappeared at all. "credible" news.
situation. uriously, even a man who In reality, tremendous help is

Is it possible that over the shares the same name as the still needed before adverti ers
past few years, some person or Menard's guy claims that the can again feel at ease. Barring
group of persons (or possibly embodiment of Menard's is government intervention, the
rival companies), has alive and well. prospect of which is looking
surreptitiously kidnapped (or "Everyone wants to know Ie s promising every day, a
possibly killed) myriad what happene<1 tothe Menard's veritable generation of TV
advertisers, whose only wish guy," he reportedly said. "I'm advertisers could disappear
was to hawk their product over feeling just absolutely great." before our very eyes. Though
the tube? When sports legends If this sounds dubious to skeptics may try to "disprove"
die, America feels the need to you, you are not alone. the e"conspiracytheories," do
suddenly stop, weep, recount Advertising "specialist" Mark not let them intimidate you.
the glory days of old, and then, Tieman discredits Szmanda, Don't lose focu . Remember,
with a tear delicately hanging calling him "an impostor." He somewhere out there is a
from its eyelid, restore life to claims, "It's common spokesperson who needs your
"normalcy." When pitchmen knowledge that the Menard's help.

_______A_.U_~~~~l u~~~2~~01?n~§ch lodged In the

Claire McGraw happy. Find a way to add some backseat of your car. At lea t,
StoffWriter spice into your routine. that' what the star tell me.

corpio-You are not a lemming, Aries-You may not be aware, Leo-Controlling your anger can
so let your creativity shine. Try but sometimes you have very sometimes be a problem for
making crop-circles on your opinionated views that can hurt you. When you need to, punch
front lawn, or glue seashells to others' feeling. Try to work a pillow, not a brick wall. Don't
your car for a decorative touch. on these occasional negative let litlle things bother you, and

attitudes by coloring pictures, try to be more forgiving
singing positive songs, or just everyone makes mistakes.
giving someone a compliment. VirgO-Learn to be more open to
Taurus-Ilaving fun tends to be other's ideas and suggestions.
a priority of yours. You may Just because your opinion
want to take a break, and start makes sense to you, doe n't
thinking about your future. mean it is right. Another word
Think about your level of ofadvice: don't sti k a fork into
responsibility, and see if you a toaster.
can improve it. Libra-Don't be upset about
Gemini-Reach for the stars! losing an old friendship, and
You sometimes lack self- focus on making new ones
confidence, even though you instead. People change and
are a talented and hardworking you have no control over it, so
person. top putting just try to stay happy and keep
restrictions on your goals, and yourselfbusy. But not too busy.
feel good about your Do not let yourself become
accomplishments. entangled in too many things.

ancer-You desperately need You will end up tripping
some organization in your life. yourself up.

lean out your locker, give Sagittarius-Your tenacious
away your old clothes, or color attitude is not always a good
code your sock drawer. quality, especially when others
Organization will reduce the see it as stubbornness and
amount of stress and chaos in refusal to compromise. Keep
your life, probably boost your your moxie, but give others a
grades, and also get rid of that chance, and you will see how
nasty smell from the moldy humility can benefit everyone.

Sparlalli e
Graphic By' LISl ,. j

SllIchfy :.>
Capricorn-Although you
often crave attention, it may be
time to put aside your own
feelings for a while and focus
on someone close to you. You
have an eccentric personality,
so share it with others.
Aquarius-Things may seem a
bit overwhelming right now,
but try to find time to do things
that make you happy. Take the
time to appreciate your friends,
your family, your pets, or just
someone close to you.
Pisces-It's time to stop being
so picky. You need to stop
worrying and start enjoying
your life. Schoolwork is
important, but you can't be truly
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Death of a TV· Salesman
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• Laura Dee
: StaffWriter

• If you ever get the chance,
• •.you should get to know.
·Justin Lopez. That is, if you.
• •.can ever find a moment when.
.he's free. Be ides be ing.
:presidelll of theater, he is in:
.speech, cross country, track,.

•
e
e

••••••

• ••••••••••••••
: Someone
:You Should
•
: Know••

.and peer mediation. If you

.don't know him yet, you've
:at least heard of him; he was
.onthe homecoming court this
• •.year. •
• Lopez's future plans are.
:either attending Millikin or:
eYale, where he will major ine
:ph ilosophy or psychology.:
.As for this year, Justin loves.
:his Foods class "because it's:
• fun." If there wa omething.
:he could change about Oak:
.Lawn Community High e
:School, it would be student:
.attitudes in general. •
: When asked what he'd:
enever leave home without, e
:Lopez replied ea ily, 'My:
.snuggle bear." The la t ofmy.
:questions was one I was not:
• 0 sure I hould have asked:.
:"What i~ your view on the:
edestruction ofVirgin Prairie?".
:When I questioned him, he:
.was not as passionate on the.
:subject as I was. He replied,:
."More and more, the Oak.
:Lawn society feels that:
.destruction of nature has a.
:benefit for the community, but:
.in many students' opinions, e
:that i wrong." I was a little:
.disappointed that he didn't.
:answer what he thought of:
ethe situation, but maybe that e
:was to avoid any:
.controversy that is caused.
:by the situation. :
• Although Justin Lopez is.
:a busy person, I suggest him:
.to you as someone you.
:should know. Time is ticking,:
.because Lopez is ajunior. •
• •••••••••••••••

Be Healthy! Stay away from
drugs and alcohol. They do
nothing but harm you and your
mind. Eating brain food and
getting enough sleep will make
you successful.
Go To School! Being stuck
home with the flu is one thing,
but not going to school just
because you're too lazy is a
lame excuse. Missing days of
school means that you're
missing work and learning
opportunities. You won't
succeed if you're at home.

Do your homework! Homework
as in work done at home, not
between classes! Often halfof
your grade depends on work
you do outside of class, so
getting your homework done
helps you out a great deal. Plus,
if your teacher gives points for
homework, it can go a long way
toward boosting your grade.
Pay Attention! Sleepirlg is for
nighttime, not during school
hours. So listen up and be
attentive. Listening in class will
give you the edge.

Take Notes! You won't always
be able to remember what your
teachers say, so jotting down a
couple of words every now and
then is smart.Taking notes while
reading your text book helps,
too.
Study! I know it can be boring,
especially when there are other
things you'd rather do, but
going over notes a couple of
times each night, before the big
day, is a good thought. Not
only does cramming not work,
but it is just wrong!

Tips for School Year Success Revealed!
Keep A Planner! Life can be

hard with everything going on.
Especially when you have
games, meetings and a project
due all in one day. Using a
planner will keep you on time
and out of trouble.
JOIN! Join sports and clubs.
Activities bring out the talent
hidden within you. They let
you do something fun and
creative in school with people
who have similar interests.
Being involved will help to make
your future brighter.

Roshni Rana
Sta[[Writer

Volunteer! Raising your hand
to give an answer shows that
you are there and that you
know what the teacher is talking
about. Volunteering to help
people and do things makes you
responsible.
Ma ke Friends! You get by with
a little help from your friends.
They'll help you out if you're
in trouble and, as the old adage
goes, you can never have too
many friends.
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Halloween and All Saints' Day: Origins Explained
encounter a ghost or demon
spirit. People would make
masks to protect themselves,
hoping that the ghosts would
not recognize them in their
disguise.

Halloween and All Saints'
Day originated from the same
area, and both contributed to
the autumnal traditions we
have today. These two events
are usually seen as two
separate, completely different
holidays: one a romp in the
fields of mischief and the other
a solemn religious day of
worship. Who would've
thought that they were once
related?

taken up by most. This
originated from All Souls' Day
parades during which poor
families would beg for food and
would receive "soul cakes" as
charity. The Catholic church
encouraged this activity, which
became known as "going a
souling." Children eventually
joined in the festivities, and
were usually given ale, food and
money.

II might seem an American
lradition to go trick-or-treating
wilh a costume, but it actually
originated from the ellS as well.
It was believed that if one wa
to leave the house on
Halloween, they would

As we wrap up the witch cauldron
lIalloween season, ghost werewolf
the partanite trickortreat pumpkin

invites you to test
monster hauntedyour wordsearch

skills. Find halloween fright
the following spell spirit
twenty spooky vampire candy

ords in
jackolantern costumeunder fi ve

minutes. mask ghoul
Happy Halloween! zombie scary

LSI TSHARRSCHRUAMTI NLI NCCL
CDRERAAAMLDNAETTOIOKLDNMP
L KATII SLTFRTPULWRNYRKMTOI
RPPSHSCPLERWRSNRDCSSLRMMM
1 OTNTKHKTOTI NROTZFUTMREEM
ATCOFERNOUWRGWEOELMGEGNTT
TFERRUATTROEAHMNRDNCERKEO
P L NETL RYMTT P E B TGT RE MASWCF
L UAEONEMI RMRI NCNHKONABTSC
TRMKAEARPPREEEDOMOTGNHBTV
RI CPSWCASFCWI AGL SCUYSTEMO
LANNKAUREII AJ RTEENULDRSZU
J RPNRI 1 RKTWSWHKI I TBTENTFR
ART OE S N A C U C 0 U E A E C MO J R 0 A 0 U
TGI UPROHSHPAEERAI LRNYATCR
L ELULBI PTYLTUNPESHWSARLAO
AAEENUI PHTCNSLMYWANTEAAED
ORUTERLRMDTI 1 LDRLORUSAECE
GPLKI CSI LARL CALRBEL GRORES
TAATSPELMOVOTTSWOONFSTHJA
OMTOEAEERCSTELFNLNPLORTGN
WLKLI TMEYTTSSKUUKI 01 KORTO
ANLKCNTLUTLRI HNATSFEKCACA
SOTSAHUMRLI LGCAGTSMUKUFTR
LMCCRMEAMI NRI LLOGLGSNNSEE

2, which was called All-Souls'
Day, to give the pagans an

incentive to convert to
atholicislll.
Nowadays on Halloween,

trick-or-treating is the activity

celebrated their New Year, on
November I. This day
represented the beginning of a
cold and dark winter that
symbolized death for the Celts.
In the 800s, November I st was
officiallydubbedAII Saints' Day
by Catholic church official in
an effort to steer the Celts away
from paganism. It became the
day to honor saints, no malleI'
a person's n:ligion. All alnts'
Day was ortcn railed AII
hollow or AII-hollowma ,and
the day before was called AII
hollows Eve, which is what we
now celebrate as Iialloween.
Eventually, the church tacked
on another holiday, Novcmber

like other better-known
earth based religions like
Bud d III s III and II ind uism.
Wican also acknowledge
that the way the stars are
rositioned and the phase
that the moon is in has an
effect on how we act and
how other things react.
Ancient and Illodern
followers believe in two
forces, a male force and a
female force, called god
and goddes . They are

described

@ Halloween Fun Factsn-
Ever wonder how trick-or- the witches' powers from each year IS purchased

treating got started? On the negative forces. between eptember 15 and
evening before amhain, U.S. consumers spend as November 10.
people left food on their much as $ 1.5 billion on The biggest pumpkin in the
doorstep to keep hungry costumes each year, and more world tipped the scales at a
spirits from entering the house. than $ 2.5 billion on other whopping 1,337.6 pounds.
Festivalgoers started dre sing Halloween paraphernalia, such This gigantic gourd wa
in ghost, witch, and goblin a decorations and crafts - weighed in October, 2002 at a
costumes so wandering spirits more than $ 100 million ofwhich pumpkin festival in Topsfield,
would leave them alone. To is spent online. Massachusetts.
this day, these are Halloween's Candy corn, anyone? With Of all canned fruits and
most popular costumes. an estimated $ 1.93 billion in vegetables, pumpkin is the

Black cats, tho e customary candy sales, Halloween is the best source of vitamin A. Just
Halloween icons, were sweetest holiday of the year, a half-cup of the orange stuff

as one in originally believed to be beating out Easter, Valentine's has more than three times the
the same, witches' familiars, a kind of Day, and hristmas.ln fact, one recommended daily
yet cosmic sidekick who rotected uarter of all the cand sold re uiremenl.
different. t..========================~========::::J
Together
both of
theses
forces are
called the
divinity or
the spril.

T his
kind of
following
is the
old est
k now n
form of
what we
Iike to call
religIOn. It
was the
predominate
following
a m 0 n g
m 0 s t

people up until 400 AD. Up
until the Middle Ages,
people had to live close to
the land. Early pagans had
to follow nature closely to
survive and they always
thought that some just did
this better than others.
These people were called
witches who practiced
magick.

The word 'witch' is a
generic term that can be
used to describe a male or
a female. Modern day spells
can be used to bri ng better
luck or help find peace.
Oftentimes they center
themselves in a room and
meditate; they don't plot
the deaths of their enemies.

Spllrtanilc graphiC
by Jennifer Cronin

The Truth About Witches

Hopefully, you did not spend
all your energy trick-or-treating
yesterday, because today is All

aints' Day. Although it is easy
to confuse the holiday with
Iialloween, anti many people
do, let us not forget that these
two festivals are vastl}
different.

Iialloween was originally the
festival of SCllIlhwn celcbrated
by thc Celts two thousand
years ago in Europe. SumhwlI
was celebrated as the last day
of the Celtic summer and
harvcst. The next day, the elts

Anna Polowin
StaffWriter

Erin lil1<a
,r..,·wjjWnler

Halloween is just over
and no doubt you've had
an cyeful of spooky tufr.
Not just on TV but also in
article in magazines and
newspapers, not to mention
the new linc of cary
movies appropriately
relca cd to coincidc with
this fear-filled holiday. Yet
there is onc aspect of this
who I e
Iiallowecn
craLy that
doesn't
get the
nearly the
hype or
explanation
that it
should.
witches.

Over the
years of
watching
all the
specials, I
now know
that ghosts
don't look
I ike
children
with sheet~

over theil
heads, and
myths 01
vampire~

are based
on a bloodthirsty lord in the
1500s. Until recently, the
only picture I got in my head
when I thought of witches
was a green-faced, warty
nosed, straw-haired hag
that flies around on a broom.

o I offer you what I have
learned.

The fact is that there is
truth to all this witch stuff
and it stems from an ancient
following that is still in
practiced today. Wicca is
an earth-based religion,
which means that the
followers, known as
Wiccans, feel connected
with nature and have a
respect for the way things
naturally flow. This is just
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M()vies t() See•••-M()vies t() Miss
Myles Tomczak
StajJWriter

(All reviews out of 4 stars)
-Olle flour Photo

Olle 1I0llr Photo is dank,
depressing, and disturbing.
It's also one of the best films
of the year. Robin Williams
plays Sy Parrish, thc
technician at the photo
department of SavMarl. lie
would seem normal enough,
but he's developed an
unhealthy obsession with the
Yorkin family. Whenever Mrs.
Yorkin brings in photos to
develop, he makes an extra set
of copies, for himself. We see
him go to a local family
restaurant, eat alone, and look
at stolen family photos of the
Yorkin family. We get the sense
that this is how things have

missing a single note, and this
is one of the best roles he's
ever done. Writer/Director
Mark Romanek should also be
commended. His first big film
shines with great storytelling.
His ideas and themes are
unforgettable, he doesn't
make y a character you fear,
but one you pity. In the final
act, you don't agree with y's
actions, but you understand

Robin William as Y why he committed them. Anthony Hopkins as Hannibal
Parri h in One Hour Photo That's is the most haunt ing Lecter in Red Dragon

been for years. Ilowever, aspect of the film. urrently does every romantic comedy
when the only things that are leaving theaters. oming to have to end with a wedding?
keeping Sy sane (his work at DVD 1/28/0J. (* * * !t)) (* !t))
the one hour photo, the In Theaters (Quick Peeks) -My Big Fat Greek Weddillg
Yorkin's happy family life) -Sweet /lome Alabama A Greek woman tries to get
begin breaking down, so Reese Witherspoon can't her family to like her fiance,
does his mental state, and save this tired and completely who isn't Greek. Funny, and
what he does can only be unfunny romantic comedy, SOlarI. (* * *)
described as simply about finding true love right -Red Dragoll
unnerving. Robin Williams where you left it, from being A prequel to Silence ofthe
plays y Parrish without anything but mediocre. And Lambs involving FBI agent

Stanley Kubric: Portrait of Brilliance

Will Graham who seeks
Hannibal Lecter's help in
tracking a serial killer. Clever,
stylish, and much closer to the
tone of the original Silence of
the Lambs. (* * *)
-Ghost Ship

A salvage crew discovers
an evil presence lurking in a
ship that has been lost for
over 50 years. Does anyone
even see these movies
anymore? I certainly won't be.
New To Video or DVD
Murder By Numbers 9/24/02,
Jaso" X, Scooby Doo 10/8/02
On Video or DVD Soon
Spiderma" 11/1/02, Star Wars
Episode II: Attack of the
Clolles I 1/12/02, Mell III
Black" I 1/26/02, Lilo &
Stifch 12/3/02, Back To The
Future Trilogy 12/17/02,
Buffy The Vampire Slayer:
Seasoll 3 1/7/02

blow up. This is his best work
in my opinion.

lie brought audiences a
whole new pcrspective with his
Vietnam feature FilII Metal
Jucket.

Finally, the last movie tan ley
Kubrick made before his death
in 1997 was the secdy Eyes Wide
Shut with Tom ruise and
Nicole Kidman. Kubrick ha
claimed it to b~ hi best work.

After his death, the film
world was never really the
arne. It was once said of

Stanley Kubrick that he was a
bright star in a dull sky. That
sky is completely darkened
now.

I'll end this article now with
a quote from Stanley Kubrick,
which pretty much sums up his
entire life in the movie world:
"I f it can be written, or thought,
then it can be filmed."

He also scared the viewers
with the Cold War dark-comedy
Dr. Strangelave, which actually
had to put in a disclaimer in the
beginning, assuring the viewers
that the events of the movie
could never happen, and that
there was very little chance the
entire world would actually

/

Stanley Kubrick on the set of2001: ASpace Odyssey.

friend, and read it in one sitting,
already imagining whom he'd
cast in each of the roles. His
interpretation went over fairly
well, to say the least, such an
extent that the film had to stop
being shown in England, due
to copycat crimes reOecting the
events of the movie.

particularly jazz and
photography. lie began
directing, after living as a
photographer and professional
chess-player, at the age of 23.
His short documentary ofboxer
Walter Cartier would in no way
win him any Academy Awards,
but it did allow him to learn to
use the equipment, and g this
foot in the door in the movie
world.

Over the next half of a
century, Stanley Kubrick
revolutionized the film world.
lIe showed what he fclt the
future would hold in the movie
200 I: A Space Odyssey
(needless to say, he was a little
off in his prediction).

He lured audiences into the
dark and frightening world ofA
Clockwork Orange. Stanley
was handed the book of A
Clockwork Orange by an old

One of till.: mo t innovative
and creative director of all
time would have to be Stanley
Kubrick. I can say this
honestly, for I have seen seven
ofhis thirtecn feature films, and
loved each one of thcm.
Stanley Kubrick had the ability
to bring 10 the screcn a
perspective never seen bcfore,
an idea ncver quite fully
imagined. and create a ncw
feel ing in thc viewer.

Stanley Kubrick was born in
the Bronx in 1928 (which
means, if you've ever paid any
attention to any U.S. History
class, that the U.S. was just
about to start going downhill
right about now). Early on, he
developed a love for the arts,

Michael Norris
StajJWrtter

Local Music: October 13th at the Metro
Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

Recently some friends and I
were able to attend a show at the
Metro. The show was a record
release party for a band you've
probably never heard, Tub Ring.
Opening for them were three
other bands Acumen Nation,
Breaking Benjamin, and Mom-ter
Trux.

The Metro has to be my favor
ite place for concerts. It's a very
small venue (capacity is some
where around 1100 people), but it
is also very professional. One of
the greatest things about seeing
les er-known bands at the Metro
is that those shows are normally
free, as long as you corne before
the first band goes on stage. I
think this is a great service for lo
cal bands because it encourages
people to see all ofthe bands, not
just the headliner.

We narrowly made the show
in time to walk in free during AC/i-

"7 Goolie" ofMonsterTrux

men Nation. I had heard this
band mentioned on Q I0 I's Lo
cal 101 a couple times, but never
had the chance to actually hear
any of their music. Their music
contained a lot of techno and
hard industrial rock elements. I
enjoyed their show, but their
music didn't seem particularly
unique or innovative to me.

Next came the band Break
ing Benjamin. It seemed a little
strange that this band was play
ing second, as they were the

only band signed to a major
record label and a radio single,
"Polyamorous." I must say I
didn't expect to enjoy them too
much as I had heard they were a
more standard nu-metal group.
Aller hearing their guitar, drums,
and bass, they did seem stan
dard. Ilowever, I felt the lead
singer, Ben Burley, made their
music quite interesting with his
peculiar voice.

The next group dared to blur
the line ofdivision that has stood
between monsters and skate
boarders for far too long. Since
we all know that both groups
love to rock, they came together
to form hicago's self-proclaimed
"local monster skate rock" group,
Monster Tria. The band had five
members, and they all wore cos
tumes of a monster, a skate
boarder, or a combination of the
two. Although I found this con
cept brilliant, listening to the
show after awhile was quite un
bearable. Each song had some
punk clements but Iquickly grew

chaumburg Natives Thb Ring

tired ofthe predictable verses fol
lowed by a chorus in which the
entire group yells the same line
into the microphone. While I am
happy I was able to experience
monster skate rock once in my
life, I don't particularly care to
again

Finally came Tub Ring. For
someone who is unfamiliar with
their music, there is no category
I could safely place their music
in. Their use of dynamics al
lows any genre of music to

show up in their songs. With
ollen humorous lyrics about phi
losophy, math equations, and sci
ence, Tub Ring's music is gener
ally very bizarre but light-hearted
and melodic.

Tub Ring performed their
songs perfectly and had incred
ible energy on stage throughout
the whole show, but it is safe to
say that their keyboardist, Rob
Kleiner, stood out the most. It
usually isn't easy to play the key
board and still look cool, but his
antics show that the keyboardist
of a group can definitely be the
most animated. Between laying
on the keyboard and thrashing
manically, Kleiner would ollen
jump on top of his keyboard
stand and balance on top of it
while still playing.

Tub Ring was by far the most
entertaining band of the night,
and I would highly recommend
anyone who might consider
themselves open-minded about
music to find a few songs by them
and certainly see them live.
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Varsity soccer ends their season strong
Suzie Campbell
Feature Editor

Varsity soccer had a great
2002 season. Overall, the
team had a record of 11-8. In
conference play, they held a
conference record of7-3. Key
games for conference wins
th is year were against Reavis
and Richards. Oak Lawn
shutout Reavis twice this
season, despite their All-State
scorer on the team The boys
also beat cross-town rival
Richards three times this year.
Coach tow said, "IllS always
good to beat Richards'"

oach Kevin Stow had
positive thought on the

season. He said, "Coming into
this year I was a lillie afraid, but
the team molded together very
well. The team has the best
chemistry I've coached. There
were no tars, all the players
worked hard, and Ihey all
picked up the slack for each
other."

Oak Lawn took second place
in confcrencc this year, the bcst
finish in the tcam's hi tory. The
boys' first playoff gamc was
held on Saturday. October 26.
The team faced Richards and
won 3-0. The three goals were
scored b) Mike Borski, Kenn}
Andersen, and Brad SI...cndzel.
There were only 2 shots on goal.
and goalie Jim Borski blocked

both.
The next game was up

against state defending team
Sandburg on Tuesday,
October 29. (At press time,
this game had not yet been
played.)

After thi season the
Spartans arc losing eight
seniors. "Next season will be
a challenge, but every year is
a challenge," according to
Coach tow. "Kids from
Frosh/Soph will need to work
harder to fill the hole, which
means worl... ing hard in the off
sea on."

Top players on the team this
year include: Mauricio

anchez with 15 goals and I

assist, goalie Jim Borski with
84 saves for 101 shots, and
Hector Martinez, a freshman,
with 7 goals and 5 assists.

At the end of their season the
frosh\ soph team ended their
season with a record of6-3-11.
Coaches Paul Anderson and
William avarino stated, "We
had a young team this year and
they did great with the talent
they possessed and the skills
they had learned."

The team beat rival teams
such as Richards, t. Lawrence,
St. Rita and hepard. Ileiping
the 'partan lead their way to
victory this year was two of the
six sophomores, Joeilluish and
Rob FantoLi. When askedabout

Huish, Coach Anderson
remarked, "Joel really helped
us kick it up a notch, he is a
great goalie." Fantozi was the

partans chief asset when it
came to defenders.

While the team didn't win
all of their games they gained
valuable experience that they
wi II carryon with them to next
season. " I hope all the players
come back next year, because
if they do we will have a solid
team that will win a lot of
games. We have a really good
shot at winning onference
next year and I definitely plan
on it," . aid coach Anderson.

Good luck with the playoff
season boys!

Swim team leaves adversaries in their wake

Amanda Duel' \\ imming hard. (I'hlo by Erin Slifka)

Kim Brightmore
& Roshni Rana
Staff Writers

With the final weeks of
October creeping up behind us,
the Oak Lawn partan Varsity
Swimmers still have a few
weeks left to their sea on. The
girls this year have a new coach,
Ms. Peczkowski.

Times have been dropping
for many of the girl as they try
to beat their personal be ts and
10 try and ct records. I\s the
season wind' down, four
records have been broken. One
of the records broken was the
200-yard Medley Rclay with
Val Guzzo, Amanda Duer, Dana
Larsen, and Erica Purdy. A
second relay record was broken
this year in the 200-yard Free
Relay. Amanda Duer, Katie
Wantiez, Kelly Ketcham, and

Erica Purdy helped to set the
r cord. Beside relays,
individual record w re broken
by Val Guzzo in the 200-yard
Individual Medley and Amanda
Duer in the 100-yard
Breaststroke. The last home
meet 0 f the sen on was on
October 16. Thi wa a special
night for the seniors because in
the middle of the meet, each
senior was honored and swam
a 25-yard lap for the dedication
that they have shown to the
team. The senior include

rica Purdy, Dana Larsen,
Thercsa Jasmer, Jen Ilcrnnann,
Ashley Nowak, Melissa Riner,
and enior diver, Katie
Johnson. The Spartans last
duel meet of the sea on on
October 23 wa at Richards
High School. Besides crushing
the Bu Iidog , every member of
the varsity tem a hieved a

personal record in their events.
This left the partans at 5-0 in

con ference. The con ference
meet i today and tommorrow
with the diving portion of the
competition on the first day and
the swimming portion on the
second day. The meet will be
held at hepard Jligh School.

The fre h/soph girls swim
team is currently 8-1 with
conference to go. oach Forrest
Wagner explained that all the
girls are swimming well, "I
think the little crrors they're
making arc affecting whole
team. In the end they will either
make us or break us."

Though health problcms are
gelling in the way of their
swimming, Amanda Gaba said,
"We still are having a great
season, and everyone is doing
Ihe be t that they can." They
beat Reavis in a duclmeet with

a score of 104-65. They have
been gelling a lot of second,
third and fourth places in their
meets. To Coach Wagner, that's
what counts. "The second, third
and fourth place finishes help
us win, no mailer how many
first place we have or don't
have," explained the coach.

At the Richards meet on
October 23, all the girls did
great. They were first in all II

events. The top winners were
Kim Brighlmore, Shahd Sweiss,
Stephanie Lnidlaw, and Kelly
Ospina.

Thi is going to be a building
year with the diving team doing
so well. The top diver who ha
been on istcntly doing well is
fre hman Amber Kilmek. The
girl 'had a great season and are
looking forward to winning
conferencc at hepard.

~--

Leaving the competition behind.

Lopez, went on to compete at
regionals. Prendergast and
Sexton received medals for
finishing in the top ten. Once
again the team's hard work and
determination helped them take
third place and qualified them
to move on again to sectionals.
With conference at their
fingertips the cross country
team look forward to return for
another shot.

junior races thanks to Buys,
Sexton, and Prendergast and
their fellow runners. Spatafore
and the rest of the seniors
captured a tough fourth place.
This led to the Grand
Champion trophy and the finish
to a great season.

But the season wasn't over
for everyone. The top seven,
Prendergast, Sexton, Buys,
Zero, Spatafore, Fattore, and

/\Iiteh Daley and Olin ul/ivan Sllrintto the nnish line. (Photo by Shield)

(off .orI9In~1 1"'1"')
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Prendergast, co-captain, took Kinchit Markan. Finishing out
amantha Metcalf first on the team followed by the day with some fancy

Staff Writer Dave Sexton, Dan Buys, Tom personal records were the open
Well the cross-country Zero, Nick patafore, co- runner con isting of Sean

season is over and the boys went captain, Joe Fattore, and Justin Banasiak, Andres Torres, D.J.
out just like they came in, with Lopez rounding off the top ullivan, Mitch Dalcy, Andrew
a BAN. With an amazing seven for the varsity team. Coate, Dan 0' onn r, and Rob
season behind them and defeats Prenderga Iand eXlon were Nosek. With grcnt times and
over schools like Reavis, named all-conference for the 100% effort from all the guys,
Romeoville, and Richards, the second time along with Oak Lawn look second over-all
boys were ready to hit freshman Dan Buys. The Frosh- in conferencc and fell shy of
conference hard. Soph team also had a great day Argo 46 to 49.

Knowing that their biggest due to Dan Villalvazo, Josh Moving on the boys ran their
opponent would be Argo they Lopez, Tony White, who were last race as a team atthe Andrew
set out to take the gold. unofficial all-conference Invitational. Running by grade

After a fantastic race the runners, Jeff Achter, Ted Oak Lawn took first in the
results were in. Jeremy Sileika, Roshen Karingada, and freshmen, sophomore, and

,-------------------------------~
"'?oth Year Anniversary Spet;;a!"

Len ~"aduto Driving ~"hoo\, In".
44151 w. 4fSth '5trut. Oa" Lawn, l\\inoi& (,0453

(7o~)42-'3 - 12-12-
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Volleyball teams have solid seasons
----------- . I' 1998 that Coach McNamara has a lot kills herself Middle hitter win over Argo. The match was
Samu.elOrtega . tltesmce. to be happy for. etter arah JessieSynowi~ckilead the team a close game but the lady
& M Ill L tt The girls worked hard this

Ie le.e e eIre . McKinney has accumulated with 141 kills and has earned 157 Spartans pulled ahead to come
Sports Editor & Staff Writer weekend in preparation for their 1,254 total sets including 280 blocks. Outside hitter Dana out with a win.

first match. The Lady Spartans
"Right now I am proud that assist for kills and also has 104 Sullivan accumulated) 35 kills Returning from last year'shave a first round bye in the

we have accomplished our first and 38 aces. Kim Dignan, sophomore team, Eda Cal bayregional tournament and face
goal of being undefeated in outside hitter, earned 82 kills and Kelly McKinney havethe winner of Bogan of Gage
conference," stated oach and 27 aces. done a great job of providing aPark for the regional title
Dennis McNamara about the Then the Lady Spartans will The sophomore and strong offense at the net and
varsity girls volleyball teum. freshmen teams also had great put up strong blocks as well.face high-ranking teams like
Former coach Mary Kay sea ons. oach Rebecca Lang, Also Jenny Laverty and BrianneQueen of Peace and Mother
Nichols is proud of the team's the ophomore coach, Queen were always there onMcCauley. "I have high
accomplishment but know that commented, "This season has defense.
I . '11 I fi I expectations for the team, and f I

tlere IS 11 a ong way or tIe been very eventful and exciting. The res lman teams,
team to go. I think we can piny with the best I have really enjoyed working conched by Ms. Jane Surma

d S teams in the state," stated
Overall the La y partans with these girls." She added, have also played very well this

h d d f23 7 d Coach McNamnra. . I II dave earne a recor 0 - an "They hnve become very smart season, wll 1 an overa recorCoach McNamara stated
ended conference play volleyball players throughout of 28-2. The freshman won
undefeated. Currently the girls that all he really wnnts though the season and I wish them the conference with a record of9-!.

I· I from the team in the playoff
are working hard to accomp IS 1 be t of luck on varsity." This record was a fitting way to

I f I tournament is that the girls
their second goa 0 tIe season, The Lady partans finished commemorate oach Jane

. . I . I' I work hard and give their best Dana ullivan prepares to hit. .
which IS to ~m tIe reglOna ~It e. their season with an exciting Surma's last year coach mg.
This would be the first regIOnal efforts. The statistics show (Photo by Mrs. Pat ullivan)

Football seasons
• •prove promising

doubles, coming in with a
second place title.

Oak Lawn went on to
sectionals and state on
October 2'3-25. Although no
one from Oak Lawn brought
home a state trophy, Coach
Chuch Lawson has "high
hopes for the years to come."

Cas ie Fogarty and Emily Getz plan their next strategic move.
(Photo by the Shield)

finishers for varsity were first
singles Debbie Zwirkoski,
second singles Monica
Zavala, first doubles Nichole

howan and Joyce Manchen,
and second doubles Robin
John on and Jorie Helstern.
Cassie Fogarty and Emily Getz
rounded out the team at third

Varsity boys scrimmage at one of their many practice. (Photo by Photo Club)

Tennis sweeps conference
and sectionals

am Metcalf
Sports Editor

With the fresh/soph girls
tennis team wrapping up
conference and varsity
traveling downstate for finals,
the the team's future looks
pronllSlllg. The girls
fresh/soph team started off
strong by sweeping all of their
conference meets, which gave
them a bye the first round of
play at Argo.

At first singles Melissa
Lopez battled through two
tough rounds to win a third
place finish. Freshman Sarah
Zavala took second place at
second singles.

At first doubles Carla
Gunderson and am Metcalf
clinched first place for the
second year in a row.

ophomores Colleen Fogarty
and Roshni Ranna took a hard
earned fourth place at second
doubles.

The biggest surprise of
conference however carne with
two freshmen, Alison Moore
and hristine 0' ompo at the
third doubles position. These
two girls took first by
defeating Richards and Argo in
conference and ended with a
final season record of8-1.

The varsity players did
equally as well at conferenc'e
and sectionals. First place

them. I've never been more
proud to have pl~yed with all
of the guys that made up our
team this year." If the team
matches the ded ical ion they
showed this p t off-season to
working out and becoming
stronger and faster, next year's
season will be even more
enjoyable to watch.

The Oak Lawn ophomore
football team started off slow
by losing there first game to
Fenton. Coaches Marcus
Wargin, Phil McGee, and Jon
Lawrence kept faith and made
them work harder to come back
and win their second game
against Sheperd. "We've had
a season of ups and downs,"
explains Coach Wargin. "They
have learned a lot and have
come a long way." Their final
record, reflecting oach
Wargin's thoughts, wns 3-5-1.

The last game of the season
was played against Oak Forest,
to give them their last loss.
Captains Tom Quigley and
Steve Reed led the team along
with star players Eason
Barnhardt (running back),
Darrin Ilerman (running back!
lineman), Justin Carpenter
(running back/corner), and
John Wallace (lineman). oach
Wargin believes the e players
will contribute much to the
varisty team.

The freshman team started
offwith a promising win against
Shepard. Ilowever, they were
unable to reprise that win.

Although the coaches really
made the freshmnn team work
every pract ice, they were going
into their last game with a
record of 1-7.

While their last game
included great plays by Jeff
Slade, Dave Weber, Ryan Colk,
and John Bergel, Oak Forest's
late quarter score resu lied in a
16-14 loss. The freshmen
finished their season with a 1
8 record.

Andrew oate
& Renee McWilliams
StaffWriters

Prior to the opening of this
year's football season, Coach
Art Panka stated that he was
ready to begin a new tradition
at Oak Lawn: A competitive
football program that is capable
ofwinning at any point. Looking
back, it is clear that this goal was
reached.

The partans had their sights
set on the state playoffs.
Though they fell two wins short
of their goal, the Spartans
managed to gain some respect
and attention this year. The team
finished with a record of3-6 (3
4 in conference). Considering
where the program has fallen in
the past few years, and the
lough conference competition,
a 3-4 mark is very respectable.

The partans' off-sea Oil

dedication showed on the field.
The team was definitely
stronger than years past, and
fought hard in staying close in
most games.

While the offense, led by a
record-breaking season by Brad
Scaduto, who rushed for more
than 100 yards, struggled at
time, the defense succeeded in
keeping the scores down in
most garnes, and made many
impressive plays throughout
the season. These included a
spectacular interception by Joel
Mayer to seal the Spartans' third
win of the season, a
Homecoming victory over Argo
and a blocked punt-turned
safety in the season finale at
Oak Forest.

Though the team is
disappointed about the
playoffs, there is definitely a
sense of optimism toward next
year. Quarterback Joe Exline
says, "Spartan football is at a
new beginning. Although we
didn't achieve all of our varsity
goals, we did attain a couple of
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OLCHS Students Celebrate
National Honor Society Induction

Junior Kevin Connaghan
agreed ") am honored to have
been chosen for member hip
to this pre tigious
organization, and hope I will
serve and represent my
community welL"

New NIL sponsor, Mr.
Mark 'Rourke, expressed hi
pleasure at, "having the
opportunity to work with ome
really amaLing students and
indi vidua Is."

aroline Dikselis, a new Nil
inductee, shared her
sentiment about the
organization by saying,
"Whatever I have to do to
continue my member hip is
worth it. It's all a great
experience, with the
communit ervice and al 0 by
helping me to stay involved."

This feeling sums up what
NH i about- helping

tudellt· to become bill',
maintaining active live, and
showing ervice to their
communities. This will help
them hare their talent with
their fellow tudents both here
at OL H and beyond.

ceremony, junior Jennifer
ronin commented, "It was a

beautiful ceremony, and I am
honored to have been a part of
it."

HO.B.Y
Recipient
Rich Hopp
SlajJWrit r

Each year over 14, 000
sophomores attend The Hugh
O'Brien Youth (H.O.B.Y.) lead
ership seminar in which they
are able to work and learn from
other outstanding high
schoolers.

H.O. B.Y. is the nation's only
scholarship program that is
designed exclusivly for tenth
graders, although many mem
bers stay active in the program
for years.

very year OLCHS ends
one sophomore to attend the
seminar and take part in the
scholarship contests involved
with the organization. This
year's recipient is Kim
Brightmore. he was selected
through her nomination es ay,
which discus ed the most re
warding aspects of being a
leader in both school and com
munity.

Brightll10re i excited about
her recent accomplishment and
is anxiously awaiting her com
ing trip to the University of
Ilinoi forthe eminaI'.

(conI page 4)

school organizations for a
period of two years. Inductees
alsohave to be approved by a
faculty council, consisting of
Mrs. Jan arl on, Mr. David
Johnson, Mr. kip Sullivan,
Mrs. Karen We sci, and Mrs.
Barb Whiteaker.

When asked how the new
NH members felt about the

An NH Inductee signs the
member hip record.

(Photo by Heidi Hewitt)

teacher, I really enjoyed this
night," heheb said.

ophomore Michael Norris
also felt this way, " I was
really surpri ed, but pleased,
with the large selection of
careers. It was really
informative," he said.

Although the reaction
was positive for most
students, some were
disappointed with the night.
Junior Katie Goldrick was
not pleased with the
selection of careers. ") felt
that the range of careers was
terrible, there were very few
jobs that I was seeking, and
the people who represented
the careers that were there
weren't as informative as
they should have been,"
stated Goldrick.

The career night sem inars
are completed for this year,
but the administration
hopes that students have
u ed them as building block
to learning more about a
career of their choice.
Although these instituti ns
have been completed
st udents may sti II seek
ca;eers using the OL II's
programs: - hoices and
Bridges.

uhs, and Dennis ulit.
Juniors Saba Ahmed, Angela
Bertucci, Michael Brus, u an

ampbell, Nicole Cassidy,
Andrew oate, Kevin

onnaghan, Jennifer Cronin,
aroline Dikselis, Alan

Dodaro, Amanda Duel', Reem
EI-Ramahi, Brandie ngel, Julie
Flores, Ashley Fo tel', mily
JoetL, Jes i a Goshorn,
uinevere Grana, Amie

lIabdas, Lisa lIad, Ran a
I [a san, Kathryne Hayes,
Ileidi Hewitt, Megan Hincks,
Melissa Huizenga, Je ica
Kenny, Dorolhy Koll,

atherine Krizka, Yu Luo,
Allison Madden, Claire
McGraw,Margaret
McGuinness, dward Mockus,
David Montgom ry, atherine
Murphy, ileen Na h, uong
Nguyen, Danielle Nicosia,
Shannon Peterson, Anna
Polowin, Rebecca Puhr,

heena imon, -dward uda,
M,jd weiss, Adrienne
Thurzo, David Vognar,
Ale 'andra Vui h, and
Nicholas Winski were al 0

inducted into this prestigious
organization as well.

To be eligible for induction,
these students had to all
maintain a J.JJ G.P.A. and be
active in at least three after-

trade careers including
manual and physical labor.
Many students were turned
off by this, and di missed
these careers without
giving them a chance. But
those who went were
delighted that they did.
Freshman Rich Hopp
stated, "I found the career
to be interesting, I'm glad
that) went."

The second night was
dedicated to the public
service careers, including a
wide range of topics, from
police officers to lawyers.
This night was strongly
publicized, advertised by
posters, on parent-teacher
night, and around school.

Many student
supported this event,
which was evident by the
large turnout. Having such
a wide rage of careers,
many felt that there was
omething for everyone.
ophomore amir Sheheb

felt that he learned a lot,
and was excited to learn
more. "I sought out the
lIigh chool instructor
career; Mr. Wargin was the
man I spoke with; he made
me want to become a

Ed uda
News Edilor

On November 18 the Oak
Lawn Spartan hapter of the
National Honor ociety held
their annual induction
ceremony in the Little Theater.
Junior David Montgomery
expressed his anticipation for
this evening by aying, "This
is an event I have looked
fOT\vard to sin e I entered high
sch 01."

The ceremony began with
Dr. James Briscoe, who
humorously commented on the
average life tyle of that
overworked honors student.
lie al 0 congratulated all of the
inducteeson their achievement.
Then, the solemn ceremony
explaining the NilS principle
of leadership, scholarship,
service, and character
commenced, al ng with h wall
memb I' were obligated to
fulfill them.

The two-year members were
jnlr u cd, wilh Ih ir plans for
college and their Future careers.
Aflerwards, the induclion of
the new members officially
commenced. enior inductee
were James Ander on, Joanna
Kumyta, arah Lee, amantha
Norris, amuel Ortega, Grant

Career Night Assessment
Dorie Koll
News Edilor

With the dawning of the
new schoo I year many
tudents and teachers feel

that the OLCH
administration has made
trenuous efforts to prepare

their students for the future.
With the addition of the
A T prep course the
Board's intention was to
raise the test scores in order
to prepare students for the
future. The
administration's intent was
similar with the initiation of
the Career Night eminars.
First held on October 29,
2002, the response was not
a enthusiastic as they had
hoped. But On November
19, 2002, when the second
seminar was held, student
w re much more enthused.

The first career night was
held in light of the
lIalloween cas n, which
made finding spare time
difficult for many students.
It wa also not a heavily
advertised as the second
one, making its existence
unknown to some. This
night was devoted to the

News
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publication itself. Letters to the Fditor are welcomed and may
be sent to the partanite office 111 room 204.

fields have become nearly
obsolete because not enough
·tudents are enrolling. a many
individual arc confronted with
difficult deci ions. Is it fair that
students have to hoo e?

houldn't anyone who is
willing to learn be given the
chance?

Iionors students have also
found it difficult to maintain a
satisfying schedule ince
many honor clas es are
usually taught by only one
t acher and often only have one
to two periods, honors tudents
often have to sacrifice as well.
These few period often
conflict with the elective oftheir
choice. Ilonors student who
also partake in one of the fine
arts are e pecially unlucky, as
they often have to give
omething up. A tenth period

could eliminate many of these
conflicts.

orne argue that summer
school provide ample
opportunities for taking extra
course, but summer school
was designed for students who
have failed a class. Thi makes
it especially hard for the
motivated student to take
summer school because the
classes are often filled before
they register or they do not
have the money to spend on it
a it is quite costly. Further, very
few options are presented over
the summer, mostly classes like
Intro to Tech and Consumer Ed.

A viable solution to all of
the conflict that have been
mentioned would be the
addition ofa tenth period to the
chool day, that would be

completely optional for the
students and teachers
involved. If adequate course
options existed, then this
would eliminate many of the
conflicts in scheduling that
exist and satisfy the needs of
determined and curious
students.

OLCH students are
longing for a chance to take
the classes they want. The
most realistic way to do this
would be to incoporate a
tenth period.

~Age l~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~pArtAoite
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Why Gandhi Bel<?ngs it). Gaza
D 'd M culpability, of course, to bemga refugee; the existence

E
a,:1 .on

c
tg, ~mery of such I usually the result of deplorable acts by an

JC l/or-lI7- Hej " ... agre or natron. And I rael has certamly committed ItS

Since the year 2000, no foreign problem has so share ofaggres ion. The amps are breeding grounds
bedeviled the United States as the Israeli-Palestinian for anti-Israeli hatred and prejudice and serve as a
conflicl. Thi truggle has, of COLU'Se, been a problem primary ource of uicide bombers. Th camps further
for American foreign policymakers since 1948 (when make an excellentargwnent for the brutal itya fthe I laeli
the state of! rael was proclaimed), but in e 2000 the occupation of Palestine.
renewed Pal tin ian int{ada has heightened diplomatic II' the Pale tinian leadership were to only put their
tensions worldwide. Theonen brutal Israel occupation mind to the problem of the refugee camps, it could
of Palestinian-inhabited territory, tht: retaliatory surely be fixed. Aner all, money, at least, is not in short
measurestakenwithoutcarefi I' collateral damage, and supply for a government which builds high-tech
callous disregard for the elected Palestinian leadership compounds for its leaders. Additionally, economic
have all placed I rael in the wrong in thi ituation. independanct: must be obtained in order to make

Yet prool~ ifn t 100% conclusive, exists to prove political independance meaningnll. The Palestinians,
that the Pale tin ian leadership actively encourages at least at one tll11e, had the highest percentage of
telTorist activitie . Demagogues incite mass anger Ph.D's of any modem. a iety in the world, clear
among the Pale tinian people, and foreign fi undations evidence that these often admirable people have
and millionaire offer cash incentives for would-be demonstrated a potential to achieve greatness beyond
martyrs. There is clearly egregious and prevocational simply avast pool oflabar for I raeli jobs. In order to Iin
action being taken by both sides in thi conflict. ince the majority ofthe Palestinian people out ofthe moras
the intifada began, both ide have tried their hardest in which they have been living since the Israeli anny
to a hieve victory. Yet nothing n table has occun·ed. began preventing Pale tinian from travelling to work
Israel, as a civilized, western ~ in Israel, the Palestinian leadership
d./ ~"tf9.'tlUemocracy, has been an ;/' """'" needs to advocate education and
enormous di appointment with ,Iorift. Lv. rai e living condition. More
regard to its behavior. Yet one 1 pressingly, they must also
could argue that the ame ,. provide food and stipends for
expectation cann t be placed on .li1leJlI.S ~; unemployed workers. Once the
the Palestinians. Yet demands .;~~, ',.: immediate demands of food and
must be made, Ie the confli t I basic living supplies are

\ 'r¥ n / .f
continue longer than is ... : I (; ,>\1 .~, addre' ed, Palestinians will be
necessary, for both sides have much abler to take proactiv
shown an inability to end the action and improve their situation.
struggle on their own. Yet what But what of the benefit to the
can the Pal tinians do to end cause of the Pale tinian people?
their struggle with the Israelis Of course endor ing peace
once and for all? Fighting improves the lot of the people,
aggression with aggression has yet what about their freedom? In
tailed miserably; the Palestinians the end, isn't that m re important
must now turn to fighting than discomfort? Yet both ends
aggres ion with peace. can be addressed by embracing

The obvious example of the use ofsuch a tactic is a path of peaceful resistance. urrently, the world is
the passive re istance of Mohandas Gandhi to the polarized over the conflict because it i just that-a
British in India. Almost entirely through non-violent conflict. Argum nts can be made that either side is
protests, he was able to end Great Britain's imperial more in the wrong than the other. Yet ifthe Palestinians
rule-a dominion which had lasted for centurie . The were to cease retaliating, instantly the I raelis would
Israelis have only occupied the West Bank since 1967. become the unmitigated villains. Israeli violence is
And that was a complished by-and-Iarge pea efully, usually a retaliation fora Pale tin ian attack, and ceasing
without massive destruction and death. Why then, these attacks would of course halt retaliation. Any
will not the same method work for the Palestinians? further violence would be nothing more than brutal

ome see passive resistance as surrender. Yet how bullying and abuse. And once the specter of
can one truly say that ifit results in victory'? TI1ere is no destruction has been lifted from over the West Bank,
honor in violence, there is no honor in death. Freedom the Palestinians can more on to other, more advanced
is what the Palestinians have been fighting for at methodsofproteets-economicboycotts, laborslrikes,
fighting itself. Freedom is none the cheaper if it is sit-ins, hunger strikes-tried and true re istence
obtained without the blood of the oppressor. methods which have obtained results throughout

Another sinking suspicion is that the conflict has history.
festered because the leaders do not wi h it to end. Finally, there is the problem ofgetting everyone to
Prominent leaders of both sides in the conflict have go along with such a wholesale endorsement ofpeace.
expressed a de ire to entirely evict the other from the ne hundred percent participation is not of course
disputed land, to drive the Israelis into the sea, to required for effectiveness, but violent minorities must
foreiblyevacuatethe West Bank. ntially, the leaders not be allowed to hijack the peace process. B th side
arc gaming for total victory. Yet both sides have need to agree agree to halt retaliation, and the Palestinian
tremendous intemational upport and, perhap more Leadership rganization must take full responsibility
importantly, have hown an ir n will to succeed and for controlling its extremists. uch has Ix.>en promised
urvive. It i the fact that both sides hare thi before, but if Yasser Arafat has any intention of

ind mitable will that everyon involved needs to realize. producing pea e he mu t, ab olutely M ,T, do this.
Total victory i not realisti ,nor truly po sible. Ifhe doe not control militan than Israel will attempt

To this end, the Pale tinians need [a renounce to control them, restarting the cycle ofviolence.
violence as a political tool. This i , of course, easier The nature ofthe I raeli-Palestinian conflict has been
said than d ne, given the long-festering grudge of rcmarkably similar to the truggle between two
the Palestinians. Yet it i what must occur, and the squabbling siblings. Each one claims justification
problems inherent in uch an undertaking will be dealt for its actions a previou aggre sive action by the
With below. With this violence ended, the millions of other, and tll cycle ofretaliati n continue unabated.
dollaI'S cun'el1lly being givcn t the families ofsuicide Ultimately, one of the tw parties mu t make the
bombers can and should be redirt:cted into conscious decisi n to t p fighting in ord I' to give
humanitarian mt:< ures placing refugees who have peace a chance. It would be nice if! rael would be this
been living in semi-pem1anent refugee camp for part), yet Israel h alway been the d minant part)
decades into actual housing; providing food and aid hen..' it has the modem an11Y, the strict heirarchy, and
for a people who are by-and-Iarge unemployed; is fully c'apable of stopping when it believe it to be
building indu tl) and commerce to make a future sale to do so. Yet it will always feel threatencd as long.
Pale tine less economically dependent on Israel. as the Pale tinians continue violence, and that is why

More than ant: million Palestinians live in conditions It falls upon the Palestil1lans to make the first move and
of inhumane squalor in refugee camps. Ihere is no end the scclningly endlt:ss Violence.

In the passing years the
workload of the average or
accelerated tudent has
increased with added
graduat ion requ irements and
college-oriented courses.
The e two factors alone have
made cour e selection
exceedingly difficult for many
tudents as they try to

complete the electives that they
love for their mandatory load.
As it stand now, the classes

f2003 and 2004 are required to
obtain the forty-two state
mandated credits; thirty-two of
which are required course. The
classes of 2005 and 2006 have
thirty-three required courses on
their schedule, making it even
more difficult for them when
trying to choose appropriate
clas es. For this rca on, it i
hard to understand why Oak
Lawn has not already
incorporated an additional
period to the school day.

With the tandard day we
have now, it is impossible to
take more than even classes,
but the typical student can only
take ix. The reality is that even
seven classes are not enough
to satisfy the needs of many
students. Be ause of the
stringent graduation
requirements, and the ever
changing and demanding
college preferences, the
students of today have to make
sacri fi ces.

Fine Arts students are
finding it especially difficult to
juggle their schedules. Many
of these tudent have had to
makc a choice between their art
and foreign language. This
puts an incredible train on the
student in deciding which one
to take. Often, the student fears
that he or she has made the
wrong decision, and their
college acceptance will suffer.
Others just don't want to have
to decide between an art and
language, because they love
the subjects equally. The fact
is that numbers have gone
down in the enrollment of many
of the Fine Art classe
including band, choir, and art.
Many elective caul' es in these
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Is War the Only Option? Off-beat ID policy?

Letters to the Editor

Iraqi ruins remaining from the 1991 Per ian Gulf War

detention, but I witnessed enough
that it genuinely bothered me. I
believe that Oak Lawn should be
given the option to enforce orne
ecurity measures that can keep

unwanted outsiders out, but this
policy did no such thing. In tead,
only those who were supposed to
be at the dance were punished.

As the Winterfest dance
approachs, I think there are at least
a couple of processes the danee
upervisors here can follow that wi II

be appropriate preventative
measures. TIle simplestone would
of course be to not allow students
who do not have proof of identity
into the dance. Ibelieve this would
be awfully harsh, and most people
would probably agree that they
would take the detention over
having to follow such a policy;
however, this policy (as a
hypothetical idea) at least has the
asset that it could promote the
safety of the students in the dance.

The other alternative, whieh I
believe would be much more
realistic, woul.9 be to make all
students who do not have IDs enter
at a different entrance. There,
administrators could be set up with
omputers where students could

give theirnam and 10 number, and
then the administrator would be
able to determine ifthe tudent was
in fact a student ofOL H or not
based on the computer data and
pi Me. uch a policy would be
uccessful in keeping out people

who do not bel ng, as well as
being, I believe, an adequ, te
punishment to the tudent. who
do not bring their IDs. tudent<;
who brought their 10 would be in
a sense rewarded by being all wed
entrance in a faster moving linc,
whereas the students who did not
bring their IDs would be
inconvenienced with a lower line.

Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

I felt this year's Homecoming
Dance at Oak Lawn was very well
organized and would like to thank
all those who dedicated their time
to making it a sucee s.
Unfortunat Iy, there was one
isolated part ofOak Lawn's dance
policy that stands ut as illogical.

This year, students were told that
they must bring a valid school 10
upon coming to the dance.
Although this policy seems strict, I
thought this might be a reasonable
idea After all, Iperceived theschool
must have obviously formulated
such a policy to secure the safety
ofthe students. uch an idea could
be an adequate preemptive
measure, keeping people who may
not belong in the school out of the
dance. Granted that it would not
stop Oak Lawn tudents who may
have ill intent from coming into the
dance, the policy would still be an
attempt to take whatever realistic
preventions possible.

My presumptions ofth policy
were shattered immediately upon
entering the dance. There was a
serious flaw with the enforcement
ofthe policy: students without IDs
were still let into the dance, but
punished with a detention. I had
to abandon the idea that th is 10
policy was intended for the safety
of the students, be ause after all,
students were till let int the dance
if they didn t have an 10. hi
mean virtually anyone with bad
intenti ns could have walked into
the dance and simply wrinen down
a fal e mim , although certain
checking measures were instituted.

Imust state that I personally had
my 10, so I am not just another
student disgruntled that my
Ilomecoming night began with a

Gender and Our Sports

and its economic interests in
danger.

ne solution is to tage a "war"
that is crafty in its clandestine
design, but will not further divide
Iraq and America The trick is to get
Iraqi scientists and intellectuals to
defect and to stir the Iraqi people
into discontent. Iraq can afford to
10 e a few nuclear warheads, but it
cannot spare the 10 s of the
scientists who assemble the
weapons. This type of war
minimizes bloodshed and, in
actuality, is not a war at all-it is a
public-relations venture. America's
only option (besides waiting for
U.N. feedback) is to stage aTV and
radi war to en ourage the people
of Iraq to prompt a coup. America
doe not need to go to war with
Iraq, but the world needs for the
Iraqi people to appoint a new leader.

For too many years now the
United tates hC\S been interjecting
when it should not be. There is not
enough evidence for Bush to go to
war with Saddam. There is just
cau e for the insider, the Iraqi
people, to let their voices be heard.
We can di. creetly help them.

We must realize that war
should not be used rashl

circumstantial evidence; never
uncovering that smoking gun.

Patently, the prospect ofan irate
addam Hussein with a cache of

nuclear or biological weapons at his
disposal is an image no American
wants to fathom. Hus ein is too
dangerous ofa leader to remain the
figurehead of a country that is a
major player in the oil market.
America may have few options, but
war is not one of them. The
economy, for one thing, would take
a nose div that is, a bigger nose
dive. According to Anthony

ordesman of the Center for
Strategic and International tudies,
oil prices could run up to $80 per
barrel and the United tate would
be literally put over a barrel. War
time debts would soar, driving
America even further in the red; the
unemployment rate could go as
high as 7.5 percent. Economic
growth would be hindered and, a
victory in Iraq notwithstanding,
America would appcarto have won
the battle but lost the war. In
addition, American-Iraqi trife
would galvanize donnant ten'orists
into a frenzied rage, puUingAmerica

David Vognar
Feature Editor

Lastyear we opened up ourgifts
and spread the joy of th season
under the looming threat of a war
against "terrorism." At least this
year we are pitted to duke it out
with a definite entity in the form of
Iraq, not a band of loosely
associated terrorist networks. till,
a war with Iraq is unseuling-and
downright frightening--when ne
really plumbs the motivation for the
conflict and its repercussions. The
United tates must not go to war
with Iraq; the United States must
be smarter than that.

The threat is clear: Iraq has the
potential to build up a deadly
arsenal ofchemical and biological
weapons that pose a threat to the
freedom loving world. And the
threat is serious, as is addam
Hussein and President Bu h's
steel-cold enmity for Saddarn. What
is not serious is Iraq's suppo edly
conclusive 12,000 page report
exonerating addam ofbulking up
on weapon of mass de truction;
Saddam's "land-slide" victory in
the "presidential" election; and

addam's candor with U.N.
inspectors. Thus far, the United
States has been successful in
wrenching support from allies and
members of the U.N. ecurity
Council, but how far this brow
beaten coalitioFl can gQ, no one
knows. ertainly, the actions the
United tates may take are
contingent on the findings of the
U.N. inspector (who are now
poring vcr Iraq's bunkers and
palaces, in search of orne scintilla
ofevidence that would incriminate

addam). Many experts d ubt that
the U.N. will find anything but

Personal M' representation
I don't kn w if anyone t ok a

look at the "Someone You hould
Know" article last issue (Featurc III
1/02), but if you did, y u can un
derstand why thi is being written.
The article said a lot of things that
didn't reflect me, and metimes
made me I k bad. For example, a
question on a "Virgin Prairie" was
asked, and I had no real knowledge
ofthe topic Iwas beingasked about.
So I answered honestly and with
what I felt in my heart. TIle author
wrote that I had just said what I
thought would make me look good
-like Icare about that!

Being chosen as Someone You
Should Know was a real honor for
me. But I wasn't expectinga buneh
of unrelated stuff to be written up
undermypieture. Mostoftheques
tions asked were pointless and un
necessary, with no real develop
ment about who I really am, and
what Icare about. How things were
written in the article, and how things
I said were twisted, ended up
changing a positive article into
something negative.
Justin Lopez
Junior

Editorial Response
The Spar1anite greatly

regrcts the dist0l1ion present
in the article in question. We
would like to extend an
apology to Justin Lopcz for
the misrepresentation of his
character and life in "Somcone
You Should Know." Should
anyonc have a eoncern about
an article. please submit your
conccrn to the Spartanite
Onice (Room 204).

Drama Opportunities
This spring, the Oak Lawn

Forensics and Drama programs are
trying something new. Instead of
putting on a big spring musical, we
will be putting on a Contest Play
and Group Interpretation, which are
two shows that compete on the
statewide level as part of IHSA
This is the first time that Oak Lawn
has taken part in these
competitions in its history, and it's
an excitingopportunity. Oak Lawn
has always had an excellent theater
program, as those who saw
Footloose as well as past
productions wi II attest. Our
forensics team is also well known

for it high tandards and
consistent uccess. With ontest
Play and Group Interpretation, we
arc olTering the best ofboth worlds
by taking our drama program to the
state competition. The first non
musical production here in a while,
it offers a lot ofopportunities.

Therefore, we would encourage
everyone to come and try out.
Participants in the ontest Play and
Group Interpretation will have dle
chance to compete and also to put
on a paid performance. And as part
ofthat performance, there will be a
special show that is cast only with
freshmen. Also, these productions
wi II require a large set and publicity
crew. There are so many chances
to get involved, compete, and
perform, and we hope that you take
advantage ofthem. Whateveryour
interests, this unique spring
production has something to offer
Tryouts will be held in mid to late
January, so stay posted for further
information. It's an exciting time to
be involved with theater, and we
hope that everyone will consider
becoming involved.
Grant uhs& Megan Hincks
Forensics Co-Presidenls

Throughout the our e of a
chool year, mo t students at
L II take part in at least one

sports team. ak LC:IWll has a wid
variety of sports ranging from
football to bowling. Ilowever an
individual student's choices arc
limited by largelyby gender. While
ports such as basketball and

swimming offer teams for both
boys and girls, many other sports
do not. So why doesn't the school
accommodate more students by
providing these opportunities?

Sophomore Kim Brightmore, for
instance, would be interested in
such offerings. According to this
swimmer and volleyball player, if
there were a golf tearn for her to
join, she would Jove to. Similarly
sophomore Kenny Grant and other
OLCHS guys only get the chance
to smash a birdie once ayear during
gym class. Grant claims, "I would
play badminton ifthere was a tearn.
It's a fun game and it would be cool
to compete outside gym class."

Sadly, choices are limited for girls
interested in gol for boys interested

in badminton. WhileOLCl1 would
most Iikely be able to field compl te
and competitive teams in the c
areas, we do not. The same i true
for other gender-limited activities
sueh as fi tball and dance. Even if
an individual want d to cross this
banier, he or he would be met with
much resi tanee and possibly even
ridicule and haras ment.

This problem is not un ique to Oak
Lawn; it exi ts everywhere. While
the Title IX regulations have dOll
much to ensure equality in sports,
there are still many battles to be
fought. For instance, while boys
volleyball is a popular sport here at
OLCHS, it remains a club sport at
many major colleges and
universities throughout the
country. Talented high school
volleyball players, then, are limited
in both their college choices and
scholarship opportunities.
OLCHS, as well as high schools and
colleges around the nation, needs
to commit itself to increasing its
sports offerings and breaking down
gender barriers. All it would take is
some dedicated coaches, little
funding, and some enthusiastic
players.



Chess Begins
Season

Renee McWilliams
StallWriter

The L H Chess team's
season began on Saturday
November 23 at a fre hman
and ophomore invitational.
The team gave their all and
we rca tis fi e d wit h the ir
performance.

The team currently
con i t of fifteen members,
ten 0 f wh ich are
sophomores. The team has
been practicing since thc mid
September in the Media

enter. Practice are 2:35
until 4:00 on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. The season
contain fourteen .1. .A.
matches and two aturday
tournaments.

Mr. Olson has coached
the team since 1983, and has
led the team to the acquired
a record of III wins, 116
losse ,and evcn draws.

n November 26 the
partans faced Tinley Park in

their first SICA game of the
season, which was hosted
at ak Lawn High choo!.

Mike Deplaris make a move
(Photo by Lisa Had)

Playing at board one,
junior Mike Deplairis leads
the team, along with junior
Craig Moss playing on board
two. Olson, renecting on the
fact that the team contains
many sophomores, tated,
"La t year we had a tough
season, but by next year and
the year after we should have
a trong team."

Dave Diesnes recalls
past experiences by aying,
"Even though sometimes we
lose, we still have a fun time
playing, and that is the most
important thing." "Chess
challenges your mind, and is
exciting," stated first-year
member Dan Bugayong.

At the last match, against
T.F. North, Deplaris had a
draw with his opponent on
Board I, junior raig Moss
won on Board 2, sophomore
Todd Suhs beat his
opponent on Board 3, and
junior Joe VanDuren also
beat his opponent on Board
4.

xtemporaneous peaking and
junior d uda in Original Oration.
Mike Norris, Megan Ilinck ,and
Justin Lopez all placed econd in
Humorou Interpretation, pecial
Occasion peaking, and riginal
Comedy, respectively. Lopez and
Hincks placed third in Ilumorou
DuetActing. enior John iciora
and junior Guin Grana placed
fourth in Dramatic Duet acting,
as well a uda and Vognar in
Radio peaking and Prose
Reading. Montgomery, Vognar
and Thurzo placed fifth in
Extemporaneous peaking, Radio
Speaking, and Original ration.
Debbie Zwirkoski and eorge

elmei ter placed sixth in
Dramatic DuetActing.

Although the team did well,
that will not lessen their focus.

ecretary John iciora, a senior,
stated," ven though we did do
well, we will not let it de troy our
mentality, we need to work harder
than before in order to
accomplish anything in the
future. It is only going to get
harder, but also more fulfilling and
fun. We're up to any challenge."
This Saturday the Oak Lawn
Forensics team competes at
andburg at the annual Oaklau 
antaburg Tournament.

ome of the people who
know the dangers of smoking
still smoke. "I don't choose
to smokc. I have to smoke,"
stated "Kevin," a student of
OL II . "Well now allea t I'm
addicted to cigarettes. It's a
bad habit that I can't control,
but I wish I can stop like every
other smoker in this world,"
continued Kevin on why he
wa a smoker. "I start smoking
when I was little, too little to
even know life a a smoker
would be this BAD." When
asked what smoking does to
your body he replied,
" moking gives you lung
cancer and Heart Disease, and
it gives you yellow teeth and
bad breath." moking is so
addictive that even people
who know all of the bad side
effects, and people who want
to quit, cannot. For smokers,
if th Ycould get through one
day of not smoking on the
Great American moke-Out,
there is no reason they can't
go without smoking for
another day or a week. Then,
if they achieved all of that,
what i the reason they cannot
quit smoking all together?
Because of the Great American
Smoke-Out, smokers get an
excuse and a reason to stop
smoking forever.

orne beneficial web sites
about being smoke-free are:
www.health.org,
www.lungusa.org/

, smokefreeclass, and
www.smokefree.org.

for the annual AII- I A novice
competition was held. The
novices made an exemplary
showing by winning the I A
North title and placing third in the
tournament as a whole. Juniors
Julie Flores and Ranya Ha san
were the tournament champion
in Dramatic Duet Acting. Junior

lise Bauman stated, "I wa
proud of the whole novice team,
I think we did really welL"
Bauman placed second in the
tournament in Oratorical
Declamation. Junior Wayne
Miller, who placed second in
Prose Reading, said "All of u
novices did very well today, but
it was an entire team effort,
because many ofour coaches are
the varsity members." Trea urer
Adrienne Thurzo, ajuinor, agrees
with this entiment." Oak Lawn
Forensics is all about team unity,
everyone helps each other," she
said.

This ense of unity really was
shown as the team prepared for
the Thornridge Tree Tournament
held on December 9. The team
did extraordinarily well, breaking
nine contestants into the final,
and having two tournament
champions: uhs in both
Impromptu peaking and

the walls. They also passed
out mints during lunch.

Junior Dana Vidra
commented on why she has
chosen never to smoke. "(
don't want my lungs to be a
black as the ground I walk
on. ophia Matariyeh,
president of SADD, said,
"Smoking is a disgusting
habit, and that it only ha
harmful side effects."
Freshman ole Reynolds
stated why he never smoked.
"[I never moked] because
both of my parents did smoke
for a number oI'years, and just
being around the dirty a h
trays and the smashed out
cigarette butts just made me
want to puke. I have no idea
why anyb dy would want to
put something like that in
their mouth," finished Cole.
When people are surrounded
by second-hand smoke as
they grow up, many are
discouraged from smoking in
their life. They see all of the
bad habits and traits that are
related to moking, and decide
that they will never have
those habits or traits. As more
and more people commented
on why they never tried
smoking, Mr. Coughlin, a
teacher at OL H ,admitted he
tried smoking once but it "was
difficult to breath and I
started coughing with just the
first cigarette." He never took
up smoking as a habit
because, "I was always aware
of the dangers of smoking."

OLCHS Holds Great American
Smoke-Out

Dorie Koll
News Editor

The OL H Forensics team
has made a good showing atlhe
last three tournaments they have
attended. Placing at all of the
team has accomplished a lot, but
they realized that they have a long
way to go and a lot more work to
accompli h. o-Pre ident
Megan Hincks, a junior, stated,
"We've been plea cd with our
progress, but we need to keep
focu ed in order to accomplish
bigger and better things."

At their first competition, the
hepard Harvest Tournament,

the team placed fifth overall. The
tournament champions included
senior Grant Suhs in Impromptu
Speaking and junior Dave
Montgomery in xtemporaneous
Speaking. After the fifth place
victory the team worked together
to capture the econd place title
at the fiercely competitive Turkey
Tournament held at Thornton
lIigh School. Junior David
Vognar received first place in
Radio Speaking and Grant uhs
in Impromptu peaking.

On November26, the Novice
team ventured to Thornton
Fractional North High chool

Dan Montgomery
StallWriter

On the third Thursday of
November the nation takes
part in the reat American

moke-Out, also known as
A . Oak Lawn ommunity

II igh School has participated
in this event for the past
several years. The GA i a
"day to promote being sm ke
free," said ADD sponsor
Mrs. gan. On the other hand,
iI' you are a smoker, the point
is to try not to moke for that
day.

Mrs. Egan continued by
aying, "The idea is to raise

awareness ab ut the benefits
of being mol-e-free." On that
day ADD made
announcement in the
morning, and put poster on
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Forensics Begins VictoriouslyOak Lawn
Activities

at a Glance
Ed uda
News Editor

n December 7, Oak Lawn
ludents, parents, and well

wi hers came out to see their
favorite band perform at the
first Battle of the Bands for the
2002-2003 school year.
Finishing in third place was the
band . volt, in second place

cventeen, and coming out
vict rious in first place, The
Di tmyers. (Story on page 8)

On December 4, the Oak
Lawn Scholastic Bowl team
competed in their first mini-meet
of the season with a 2nd place
flni h. The parlan cholastic
Bowl team defeated Reavis and
Lockport, but lost to the
Richards team. High corers for
the varsity team were David
Montgomery, answering
fourteen bonus questions
correctly, and David Vognar,
with eight correct bonus
question.

tudent ouncil recently
finished off its annual
Thank giving Food Drive, with
a total of 163 meal collected.
(SIOlY on page 5)

urrently, tudent ouncil is
preparing itself for hristmas
fe tivities. This includes
searching for a per on to dres
up as anta taus during the
lunch period, and tudent

ouncil gift exchanges.
The Senior las Advisory

Board has been devoting all
their time to Battle of the Bands
preparations. They put on the
finishing touches to make thi
event great for all.

The Junior lass Advisory
Board is focu ing on
preparations for this year'
Turnabout Dance. The theme
this year is based on the movie
Mou/in Rouge. This dance
replaces the traditional

weetheart's Dance.
Plans are also underway for

a rame that will take place some
time in February most likely.
Prizes will in lude a gift
certificate for four to a brunch
at the II ilton and a tree pizza from
Pizza Plus,among other prizes.
Ticket prices are likely to be et
at $1 perticket r six for $5.

Dan Montgomery
StallWriter

sks.sirs.com, password and
username are LCH. For
facts on science files online

There are many resource go to www.fofweb.com/sub-
based services that OLCH scription, under olchs and
ha aquired in order to olchs repectively. For
a comadate to their students. roilers's Multimedia ncy-
These resources clopedia and New book on
includeGale's tudent Re- Popular cience go to htt ://
source Center at htt :// auth.groiler.com/static/rs-
infotrac.galegroup.com/ pages/cmhs.html; you will be
itweb/oak76482rpa, and Elec- issued your own user name
tric Library, htt :// and password.
search.epneLcom. Both of All of theses resources are
these resource passwords and available at both home and
usernames are olchs. school. The media Center en-

irs Government courages every student to

..Reoorter's, http:// take a look at these web-sites.•
-,-- - - - - --~..-----------

r-------------------~Research Materials Available



November Update
Board ofEducation

163 meals that were donated
to local charities and families.
Twenty first period classes
collected five or more
Thanksgiving meals. The
teachers of these classes
include: Atkins, Nichols,
Scarpelli, Bibeau, Hochstadt,
Wright, Sampson, Long,
McGee, Dickinson, Icenogle,
Galante, Miller, Wessel,

olinko, Kirkman, Halwax,
Persson, Dudzik, and
Peczkowski.

tudent council member
Elise Bauman was pleased
with the success. "I'm glad
so many students participated
because it's for such a good
cau e," she said. tudent
council mcmber Ed 'uda
Slated, "We were all pleased
with the excellent turn ut, I
hope that everyone who
recieved a meal had a happier
Thanksgiving because of it.

over the country.
Senior John iciora, a previous

nominee, enjoys H.O.B.Y. and
the work that is involved with
it. "The H.O.BY seminar is one
of the highlihts of my summer.
-ach year I look forward to the
difTerent activities that Iam able
to participate in becau e of my
involement in II.O.BY I have
been constanly thrilled that I
have been able to participate."

Kim will be joining other
outstading high schoolers like

iciora thi summer and in other
H. .BY-related event.

Wayne Miller
StajJWriter

Kim Brightmorc (Photo by
Alan Dodaro)

W.hile thcre she will
beintroduced to some of the
mo t promi ing leaders from all

During the week of
November 18 through the 25,

tudent council sponsored
their Holiday Food Drive. Each
first period class was asked to
organize and donate a
complete Thanksgiving meal.
Each meal consisted a $20 gift
certificate for a turkey, 2-3 cans
of vegetables, instant
potatoes, stuffing mix,
pumpkin pie preparations,
cranberry sauce, gravy, and
other ingredient.

very class that went far
enough as to put together fiv
or more meals to was invited
to a burfet breakfast.

tudent ounci I asked that
everyone participate because
people would benefit only
with complete participation.

The entire school gathered

Students Spread
Holiday Cheer

H.O.B.Y. (Continued)

~.····New·s··Byte·s··...
• wherever they lead," aid Bush,
• Wayne Miller whose administration initially•.StajJWriter opposed the commis ion. "We
:____________ must uncover every detail and

• In Baghdad United Nations learn every lesson of eptern
:weapons inspectors set out on ber the I I'''.''
• Wednesday, November27, 2002, Kissinger served a National
: for their tir t earch of evidence ' ecurity Adviser and ecretary
.and weapons of ma s destruc- of tate in the Nixon and Ford
:tion in Iraq in nearly four years. administrations and hared the
.They plit up into two teams and Nobel Peace Prize for the 1973 •
:moved out to locations in the agreement that ended the U.. :
• eastern and western outskirts of
: Baghdad. U.N. inspectors, fo
.cusing on the earch for evi
:dence ofchemical weapons, bio
.Iogical weapon and missi les,
: visited a site in the western part
.ofthe Iraqi capital. The inspec
:tion site in ea tern Baghdad wa
.roughlya one-mile compound
:watched over by armed guards :
.and surrounded by razor-wire •
:walls. Iraqi omcials accompanied :
.the six inspectors. role in the Vietnam War. •
• President Bush named This bill marked the third •• •• former ecretary of tate Henry imi lar event in the pa tmonth.•
• Kissinger to lead an indepen- The others include Bush sign- •· .. .• dent board to IIlvestlgate U.. ing a bill creating a Department.
• intelligence fai lur s before the of1I0meiand ecurity and sign- •.. .
• September II terror! t attacks. ing legislation that provides.
• "This investigation should terrori m insurance for the con- •
:carefully examine all the evi- truction and busine s indus- :
·dence and follow all the facts tries. •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

about the band's recent
focus. "One of the rno t
important parts of music is
developing a good ear for
tone quality," he said.
"We've been really
focusing on active listening
as we play, to improve the
quality of our sound."

Junior Andrew oate,
who plays trumpet, enjoy
playing Frank Ticheli'
complex " ajun Folk

ongs," which the band ha
been practicing for weeks
and plan to perform at
contests. Alto saxophonist
Jen lIerrman likes all the
music the band has
prepared for the concert,
but particularly prefers that
saxophone feature "The

hristma Song". The band
als plans to play Irving
Berlin's "White Chri tmas"
and Percy Grainger's "Ye
Banks and Braes 0' Bonnie
Doon."

The band and choir
journeyed to McGugan Jr.
High and immons Middle

chool on Dec. 10,
performing their selections
for the students. "This is a
really great opportunity to
interest younger students
in the band and choir
programs," iciora stated.

will be reffered to as the Wind
Ensamble. This change will
bring Oak Lawn's band up to
the tandards of neighboring
schools.

In Math the addition of Al
gebra IA and IB which will re
place Fundamentals. In ci
ence the course or oncep
tual Phy ics was added ror
tho c students who are not
ready 1'01' Physics by their
junior year. In ocial ciencc
the cour. e of World Afrairs
has been deleted and Iionors
Economic and Economics
has been added.

Bu iness Education they
has decided to allow sopho
mores to take Computer ani
mation, and they have added
Computer Api ications I and II.

Fronczak then announced
the addition ofa new gradua
tion diploma which be offered
to students who take forty-six
cred its rather than forty-two.

Superintendent Dr. James
Bri coe then ended the meet
ing by commending the e cel
lent response students had
about career night and the
upcoming results of the A T
prep course. lie also
commened the success of the
fall play.

event. enior Adam Lorenz
feels that, "While the prac
tices have been long with a
lot of hard work, it's bal
anced well with the fun we
had while practicing."

eniors Josh entile and
Debbie Zwirko ki are two
students that really stand
out in the choir. Both entile
and Zwirkoski have been
selected by the IMEA,
Illinois Music ducators
Association, as outstanding
music students. In addition
to these individual
a compli hrnents, there are
many other accomplishments
made by the choir. The A

appella choir will be
broadcasted on W KG
during the holidays, in
addition to singing at middle
schools, the hamber of

ornrnerce, and TOP at the
Bridgeview courthouse.
Treble Choir will also sing at
the Bridgeview courthouse
later this year.

The OLCII bands have
been extremely busy with its
new band director, Mr.

regg Perkins. The focf.l,s for
many band members over the
past weeks has been on the
quality of the music they
play. Band President John
Ciciora explained a little

After the student recogni
tion OLCHS's new teachers
were recognized. Mrs.
Catherine Morrin pre ented
four new teacher: New Band
Director Mr. regg Perkins the
new band director, -ngli h
reachers: Mr. Brian lifton,
Mrs. Tracy Ilockstadt, and
Ms. Ami Perra',

Mr. Joe McCurdy pre
sented two new teachers: Mr.
Kyle Kowalski III Industrial
Art and Mrs. Mary Lembcke
in Family and Life ciences.

The two new Phy ical Edu
cation teachers were also pre
sented by Fronczak; Mr. Denis
MacNamara and Mr. Forest
Wagner. Fronzcak then com
mended MacNamara and Ms.
Mary Lang, for being nomi
nated for the IH A ports
manship Award for coaching
girl volleyball.

Assistant Principal
Kathleen Benton delivered the
admin istration's recommenda
tion for curriculum changes.
In ngli h the staffha agreed
to add a speech class to the
curriculum guide. In FineArts
course name change have
been approved. Var ity Band
will now be called oncert
Band, and ymphony Band

Lisa Had
StaffWriter

On Dec. 17,2002, OLCH
Band and hoir members will
perform a holiday concert
filled with music that
ex pres es the true sentiment
of the season. Mrs. Barbara
Mateer feel this concert is
one of the highlights of the
year. "We're able to spread
all of the joy and love of the
season," Mateer tated.

The stud nts in choir
chose most of the music for
this concert. The song Mrs.
Barbara Mateer feels best
expres es the j,oy and love
of the season is "Angels'

arol" by John Rutter.
Juniors Shannon Peterson
and aroline Dikselis agree
that" hristmas in about 3
Minutes" is the best song
choir is singing this year
because it mixes a lot of well
known and unfamiliar

hristmas music, but
freshman Kate Donnelly
prefers" lumber Song."
Adam Lorenz favors the
traditional "lIave Yourselfa
Merry hristmas."

The A appella hoir be
gan practicing on October
28, 2002 in rder to ad
equately prepare for this

Dorie Koll
News Editor
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Band and Choir Prepare for
Holiday Concert

The District 229 Board of
Education held it's monthly
meeting on November 20.
Vice-President Bob Foster
opened the meeting, and then
welcomed the student
representitives who attended
the meeting in order to brier
the board on the various hap
penings or the school. Jun
iors Jessica oshorn, Melanie
Mannerino, and Nick Salerno
updated the board on the
progress of the athletics teams
and the carecr night. They
also in formed the board about
the Holiday Fo d Drive that
Student ouncil sponsered
this year.

Next Pricipal Cathy
Fronzcak recogn ized the tu
dents of the Quarter: Allison
Arnold in Foreign Language,
Jenny ronin in Fine Arts,
Taha Goulim in Mathematics,

hris Hills in English, Theresa
Jasper in Family and Life ci
ences, Alex Lamburger and
debbie Zwirkoski in Social

cience,Denni Sepasy in In
dustrial ducation, Roshni
Rana in cience andMikc
Norri in Busine s ducation.



pumps.
This year, dad might

appreciate something besides
a tie (and not a money-clip
either).

For adults, everything from
plants to tool-sets is fair game.
If your holiday-shopping

I budget gives you extra I
flexibility, why not consider the
Segway Human Transporter?
Some claim that it is the world's
first dynamically stabilized,
self-balancing human
transporter; others feel it is just
a snazzy scooter. You be the
judge. Or, shall we ay, let your
pocket book be the ultimate
judge-the egway costs
$4,950.

Whatever your preference
may be, remember to keep your
wits, and don't forget to enjoy
the holidays. hir tmas is a
little more than ju I shopping
for gifts.L .I

wool-knit sweaters from Aunt
Maureen. This year, the
upsetting part i that those
same old sweaters are actually
in style.
Cancer (Jun 22-JuI23) You may
be excited about the freshly
fallen snow that you wake up
to on Christmas morning. Don't
forget about the layer of ice
hiding beneath the snow.
Aries (Mar 2 J -Apr 20)
Although you may be excited
about Christmas morning, it is
no longer "cool" to have
pajamas that match your
siblings. There will be pictures.
Pisces (Feb 20-Mar- 20) It
seems that as you get older, the
quantity, size, and value ofyour
gift seem to be decreasing.

letting" razy Alley Man" crawl
down your chimney at 2:00 a.m.
generally ends on a bad note.
Aquarius (Jan 21-Feb 19) It
takes a boy to build a snowman,
but it takes a real man to watch
him melt into slush.
Libra ( ept24-0ct23) Keep in
mind that the holidays are here
for people to accept one another
and respect everyone equally.
That means-for heaven's
sake-show the bell ringers
some respect.
Gemini (May 22-Jun 21) With
Christmas comes a growing
appreciation for nature.
Remember, watch out for yellow
snow!
Virgo (Aug 24- ept 23) Usually
it's upsetting getting those

Leo (Jul 24 Aug 23) Your
search for the perfect holiday
gift will give you greater respect
for the Home hopping
Network, as well a for free
shipping and handling.
Taurus (Apr 21-May 21)
Financial responsibly rests on
your shoulders this week. If
you purchase your holiday gifts
anytime after Wednesday, the
DOW will fall 248 points into
another rece sion.

corpio (Oct 24-Nov 22)
Though the winter weather
inspired you to go
snowshoeing in the forest, you
should realize that any nonnal
person would just stay home.

apricorn (Dec 22-Jan 20) Ju t
because it's alright for anta,

Truly Santalogical December Horoscopes_
Alan Dodaro and Heidi Hewitt
Photo Editors
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--~eeember 1;, 1001--r--------- ..Never Fear: Santa Claus is Still Coming to Town Hot Toys for
a~e.most likely ov.er a quarter believers: one. "Mature" monitored. The original small the Holiday

Erin Iifka billion Santas walkmg the earth. disbelievers: zero. amount of reindeer formed a _
Sta.IJWriter (Talk about fami Iy rivalry.) On to the next point: how union and went on strike forcing Anna Poiowin

Now, seriously, who is going Then again, we have to factor does he deliver so many Santa to send them into an early _S..t.;"a"ff_W,_r..i..te..r _
around telling everyone that in the reindeer training presents? For this we need to retirement. (I hear that the It's that time of year again.
Santa isn't real? This is a huge incidents, elf uprisings, sub- go back to the basics. As I have severance package wa not hristmas is coming, and with
problem, and I am totally told you before, by this point bad, though.) hristmas comes hristmas
disgusted by whomever is par I ani I r in time there are quite a few There were also the few poor shopping. What's going to
telling such a horrendous lie. Graphic by lauses in existence, which beasts that were put on find a spot underneath your

Jenny Cronin
Obviously he exists. Also, from means there are quite a few disability because of an hristmastree? Whattoywill
what 1 hear there is very little people delivering present. unfortunate accident involving be this year's mu t-have item?
evidence of this suppo ed Notice the term is Clause and contested air space. Let's No one really knows; but pre-
revelation. 0 for whoever is not antas, because hristmas face it reindeer are a thing of dictions can alway be made.
trying to destroy anta, this is cheer isn't sexist; women can the pa t. Besides, the new Harry Potter seems to be
for you: he does exist. help out too. Besides, when rocket-powered sleighs (oh, it I everywhere these days, and

I am a realist if anta has trying to reach uch a large can be done) are much more there's no doubt that Potter will
been in business since the amount of little tots and efficient, make less noise, and make his way underneath I
1600 , it's obvious that it hopeful kids, who would say no appease PTA. And the many hristmas tree. You can
wouldn't be the same anta to help? That's another rational reindeer are just plain old find anything from books to
(unless he had long ago explanation, which makes two happy, chilling at their video games. There are Potter
discovered the founta in of fOrlhe believers and zero for the retirement home in Florida. It's trivia games, action figures,
youth). Ifwe examine the laus pirit-killers. a win-win ituation. and even Ilarry Potter Legos.
"population potential" it makes freezing arctic weather, fratricide "0," you might ask, "oh With all the evidence, how Obvious Iy, there are many
a whole lot of sense. If the and other unfortunate events su per de Iigh t fu I, mart, can you deny that Santa is real? ways to escape to the magical
Clauses procreate at a rate of that may lead to an unfortunate believing writer how do you All the facts are there. Now it is world.
3.5 generations per century, we thinning of the laus lineage. explain that I never see any just a matter of remembering Other hot items this season
must consider that there have till, after all the population reindeer?" Well, my skeptics, what you believe in and include pidennan toys. One
been 14 generations of lauses decline, and the very real that's easy. Clauses don't use forgetting what you made of these is a table-top pinball
flying through the sky. If laus possibility that one Claus them any more. Now don't get yourself forget. Just remember machine. Look for pidemlan
families have an average of 4 couple had all girls, it still leaves in a tizzy- it had to be done. that to keep Santa going strong electronic gloves and web
children, considering they all us with an adequate amount of They were a dying breed and it takes holiday spirit and the I blasters in stores near you.
have at least two boys, there jolly old antas. Pro-Santa had to be conserved and one-of-a-kind Claus longevity. For the wee-ones, leaming

Wh t ' B tt Th F d -C'. h H I·d ? N h· toys seem to be at the top of Ia seer an 00 lor teo 1 ays. ot Ing. everyone's hristmaslist.One
R h . R together and make chocolate as much as you can. Hot these treats. They can be an learning tool is the Phonics
C' 0if.f~~ . ana chip cookies at home. chocolate is helpful only if ornament on your Christmas Tiles, which help with word-
01a rrrtter 7 P' I A I d Ch . b 'Id' d d' Ph'. . Ie. pp e an erry pies you drink it qn cold days, tree or a way to pass time for UI mgan rea mg. OIllCS

10. Fruit akes!Theya:eone can get boring, especially drinking it in the summer is those boring days before Tiles is great for the little boy
of the most popular Chrtstma when you eat them too often. just going to make things Christmas. They come in all or girl who wants to improve
treats around. They're fruity, Pumpkin pie with wh ipped worse. his or her spelling.
heavy and usually not one of cream covered with red and 4. Iioliday M&Ms! Red and For about $80, your little
most deliciou cakes around. green sprinkles is the answer. Green-What else i there to brother or sister can pretend
But they're cheap and a great 6. Popcorn! hristmas say? that he or she is on I with
gift for the family. popcorn, sold in those really 3. ingerbread Man ookies! the hildren's Foren ics Lab,
9. S'more !The melted- big tin container, i the best atching these little cookie sold at discovery.com.
chocolate-topped-off-with-a- nack to eat during the during the hri tma time ompletewith microscope and
mar hmallow-in-between-two holiday season. armel brings warmth to the family. (. petri dish, thi t y is for the
graham-cra kers treat i great popcorn can be fun eaten right 2. hri tmas Cookies! ookie 'parlanitt Graphic future forensic technician.
during the winter season. from the container. made just for the hristmas Y' Jenny ('rOIlIll) tuffed animals are also
8. Ilomcmade Chocolate hip 5. Drinks! Iloliday treats such season are going to taste I being improved by modern
Cookic ! tore-bought a eggnog and hot chocolate bettcr eaten on Decembcr 25 different flavors from the technology, and for $40 you I
cookies are for the rest of the will put you in the holiday than on July 28. original peppermint to rainbow can bring home a FurReal
year. hristmas time is when mood. Eggnog i pecial to I. andy Canes! The sweetest colors that make your mouth Friends at, made by Ha bro.
the whole family can get the holiday sea on, 0 drink andy for hri tmas mu t be all sorts of colors. This robotic feline i so much

like the real thing that it hisses
when its tail is pulled.

For an old-fi hioned classic,
try anyone of palding's
Infusion Balls, which run from
$20-$40 and have built in

agittarius (Nov 23-Dec 21)
Shaking your gifts to see what
they are might not be such a
great idea. Wrapped kittens
tend to develop motion
sickness.



Oak Lawn for 33. I've been
teaching here for 33 years
but it doesn't seem like it.

Q. What do you plan to do
in retirement?
A. Jokingly, I say I'm going
to light buildings on fire. I
want to learn to do options
trading, and be retired,
spend time in trees, live
quietly_ I will play golf, talk
with my wife, a lot of quiet
time. And I hope to continue
investing.
Q. Have you considered
substituting?
A. Only as a thought I want
to dismiss. I don't think I'll
be back to substitute. If I
run out of money maybe I
will. I think I'm going to
make a lot of money in
retirement.
Q. Have there been any
experiences that you know
you will never be able to
forget or do you have a
favorite memory?
A. Most of the unforgettable
experiences are the people.
I have been able to work
along side some wonderful
people. I will never forget
them. I think highly of them.
Q. Are you going to miss Oak
Lawn?
A. Oh yeah, very much. You
don't work some place 33
years and not miss it. I will
miss the students in the
classes, not the classes.
And I will mi s teachers.

Mr. David Moonier.

- -
~~~1
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Q. Do you enjoy being a
teacher?
A. Yes I do. I enjoy
teaching. I'm going to miss
it.

Q. Do you coach any
activities?
A. I coach golf, bowling, and
scholastic bowl. People wilt
be happy when I leave so
they can have the e coveted
jobs. I like golf best,
because I play golf more.
But I enjoy them all.
Q. Have you found your
teaching years to be a
success?
A. That's tough to judge.
You always want to think
you are succe sful. But
whether or not I'm
successful is for someone
else to judge.
Q. Did you teach anywhere
before Oak Lawn and for
how long?
A. I taught at Webber High

chool for three years and at

Quantum Thoughts

When you walk into room
24 you will find a strangely
decorated room with a very
interesting man, usually with
a golfclub in hand. Thi man
is Mr. David Moonier. He is
an English teacher here at
Oak Lawn that, like many
other, is retiring thi year.
Many students have been
able to get to know him over
hi years at Oak Lawn, and
many students and teacher
will mi shim.
Q. ould you explain your
teaching style?
A. I'm a mudslinger. I throw
a lot of mud, some of it
stick, some of it doesn't.
Q. Do you think you leave
an impact on your tudents'
lives?
A. No, I'm not that silly.
Q. Why did you want to
become a teacher?
A. I think I wanted to be a
teacher because, primarily, I
had good teachers and I
wanted to be a role model
like them.
Q. Was it at all what you
expected?
A. By large it has been. You
have to realize students are
people like everyone else.
I'm not all satisfied with
what is taught. The classes
aren't practical. Kids aren't
prepared enough for life.

=============1'JAfJe 7
Teacher Feature: Mr. Moonier

JeAture

Sara Lee
Sta./fWriter
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'**-Winter Sports*-'*
major event. People have been
ice-skating for centurie . This
activity combines artistry with
athletic ability and can be
captivating to a TV audience.

Next on the list of popular
winter sports was downhill
skiing. Downhill skiing, while
traditional, is enjoyable for
people of all ages as 28.2% of
people agreed that it was
definitely a great winter port.

One of the most teadily
increa ing winter sports is
snowboarding. Broadca ting
of snowboarding has become a
profit-maker for the major TV
networks, as well. It i an
inten e, fast paced, and exciting
event. ince 1929, fan have
been trying to introduce
snowboarding into the world of
sports. Finally, at the 1998
Olympics, snowboarding was
declared an Olympic sport. The
new sport of snowboarding
was definitely a big hit.

nowboarding has increased in
popularity since the alt Lake
City Olympics, and now people
all over the country have
started to take up the sport.
Snowboarding's appeal is in the
style and recreational functions
as well as the exercise.

So, if have not already, give
one of these winter sports a try,
and see firsthand why they are
becoming so popular around
the world.

With the cold weather and
the snow season up nus,
many of us are preparing for an
amazing winter break one
filled with snowboarding, ski
ing, and who knows what el e.
Americans have been partaking
in recreational events every
season of the year. But most
recently, winter sports have
taken the world by storm. Ever
since the winter Olympics, par
ticipation in winter sports ha
increasingly risen.

The winter sports survey
done by japan-guide.com was
used to gauge the popularity of
these winter sports, both men
and women agreed that the
snow season is a plus.

Ski-jumping, one of the most
popular winter sports, has been
around since the I 880s. ur
prisingly, it originated right here
in the Midwest. Whether the
fans like to watch ski jumping
on television or actually partake
in the sport, 44.8% of those
polled chose ski jumping as
their favorite winter sport.

Ice-skating, while slightly
more popular with women, was
also quite high on the list. On
average 43% of those polled
aid that ice-skating was the

best winter sport. Olympic fans
know that figure skating is a

Modem Forensic Dentistry and September 11
David Vognar
Feature Editor

The majority of Americans
think that the applicability of
forensic dentistry is limited to
the world of television, in
drama like B 's .S.1.
Un fortunately, these
American are ignorant of the
real merit of the field, which
uses the advances of modern
crime-solving technology to
bring scientific in ight into
the crime-fighting arena. The
public does not realize how
important forensic dentistry is
to crime scene investigation
and modern police work.

While forensic dentistry is
often tenebrous, dealing with
the sometimes-frightening
facets of death, its impact in
the daily lives ofAmericans is
unparalleled. Perhaps more
than ever, in this age when the
threat of terrorism lurks
behind every corner, forensic
dentistry is a vital asset to
this nation and its people.

Today forensic dentistry is
venturing into uncharted
waters, helping to clean up the
dreadful attack that shocked
the nation eptember I 1,200 I.
The American Dental
Association, in a combined
effort to assist the
investigation into the terrorist
attack, exhorted America's
dentists to avail themselves of
the opportunity to assi t in

victim identification.
According to the ADA, over
620 dentists volunteered their
services.

In addition to their
identification efforts, forensic
dentists worked fervently at
the scenes of death and
carnage, lifting debris and
trying to ave human lives. To
these valiant dentists, the
opportunity to lend a helping
hand to their fellow man in a
time of great fear and danger

was motivation enough to
brave the smoldering heat and
precarious buildings
surrounding Ground Zero
which were indeed teetering
toward their own collapse. But
when the effort to salvage
victims from the debris of the
fallen buildings had ended,
forensics dentists faced the
morbid task of using their
knowledge to sift through the
pi les of death and destruction
to try to make sense of it all.

Becau e very little bodily
evidence remained after the
devastating attacks, human
teeth-which do not decay as

rapidly as oth r remains
were the first items to be
examined. Denti t first
examined the teeth for specific
ign that could narrow down

the earch. For example, the
molar structures of certain
ethnic groups are different
from tho e of others.

For nsic dentists also
looked for defining markings
of the dental work done in
different eras of American
dentistry; the older the style
of dental appliances and
appurtenances the older the
victim.

Finally, dentists took teeth
and teeth markings and
checked them with dental
records, hoping to identify
fallen victims and alert their
families of their deaths. In their
analysis of dental remains
from disaster sites and cross
checking of remains with
dental records, forensic
dentists were able to give
closure to the grieving family
members of9/11 victims.

Though in some instances
the searing heat that sent the
World Trade enter crumbling
left very little for the
volunteers to work with, the
brave men and women worked
diligently with what they had.
To these seines ouls,
helping America cope with the
attack in any way that they
could was the only option.

Ted elika
StujJWriter

-ncumbering one's ta k
upon the shoulders of another
i always an easy olution.

uch an action appears to be
especially effective when the
burden is placed on the mercy
of chance. Trusting chance is
trusting time, and both are
deceiving. The likelihood of
something to happen i
expressed by numbers,
though rarely do likelihood
and numbers match up. A
more absurd incident occurs
with luck. In very rare
in tances, chance can
accomplish something for a
person. Thus, bidding for luck
is already beating the odds. It
is an intriguing system
positioned before us.

Throughout life, an
individual learnS to rely on his
skills of planning. A good plan
can always tame a slithery
possibility. Everything is
bound to happen for a reason,
even chance. Spiritual and
natural forces are the outlying
groundwork of probability.
The key idea within this
th inking is that the universe
devises chance, yet, it
appears this is not always
true.

In my opinion, man wa
created with a marvel of a
mind, mysteriou in its clouds

of thought. What lies in the
depths of the human
onsciousness is no match for
hance or luck. Planning of

any sort can be applied
towards the two deceivers to
immobilize their effects. Luck
is completely unl1eces ary. It
i skill, or the lack thereof, that
is responsible for producing
events in life. Everyone can
plan, but oftentimes th risk
of chance and the false
comfort of time are much more
seducing.

Man should use his
aptitude to alter the future
through present actions. The
course of time is much like a
side road next to a highway. If
there were nothing to steer
time in the right direction, life
on Earth would be no more
than a ride on a potholed path.
Living, not a professor,
teaches a psyche how to plan.
The tactics to fight chance
and luck are acquired on a
daily basis where the true
combat is fought.

Make a friend in an enemy.
Sometimes, it is quite
necessary to establish some
ort of trust, even if it is in

your foes. By understanding
what role the two deceiver
play in life, one can harness
their enigmatic powers and
use them for desired benefits.
Learn to manipulate chance,
and you will control time.
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OLCHS' Winter Battle of the Bands

Todd uh ofThe Distroyers

ean Banasiak &
Mitch Downey
Staff Writer &
Entertainment Editor

Diversity is often a key fa tor of
OLCHS's Battle of the Bands
(BotB), and the December 7,2002
BotB was no exception. Bands with
radically different sounds often
follow one another and bring all
different types of people together
for a great time. From metal to
rockabilly, there was something for
everyone that night.

Opening the battle and finishing
311l place was Evolt. With previous
Battle experience, the trio was
consisted of bassist Rob olesby,
drummer ROil Johnson, and lead
singerand guitarist Rob Amato. The
band opened with covers ofclassic
Metallica: "Seekand Destroy,""For
Whom the Bell Tolls," "Wherever
I May Roam," and finished with an
original.

With an enormous stage
pre ence, Amato told the audience,
"You people better start moving, or
else I ain't playing." Amato then
showed a great amount of talent
continuing the show with a Led
Zeppelin solo medley. He then
furthered it by pulling out a violin
bow and played Beethoven's Fifth

ymphony. Johnson also did a very
impressive solo on the drums, while
Colesby let his presence be known
by spinning at an incredible speed
while playing.

Then was the all freshman band
Gooners. The foursome, all wearing
either top hats or winter hats, was
obviously influenced by punk.
They played several cover songs,
includingThe Ramones' "Blitzkrieg
Bop," and "I Feel Fine" by Riddlin'
Kids.

They showed a variety of talent

guitar), and current
juni r Burt Odenbach
(drums). They opened
up with an original that
had a very danceable
rockabilly undo

They then played
some cover songs such
as "Bigtime" by Peter

abriel, "Run, Run
Rudolph' by huck
Berry where acouple of
the guys wore anta
hats, "Move it on
Over" by George
Thorogood, and
another classic
Thorogood song,
"Bad to the Bone." The
band played a very
sleek set and had the

(Photo by Heidi Hewitt) crowd "movin' to their
throughout their time onstage, with groovin'" to their et, which was
three of the four members inging especially evident when one
at least one song. AI 0, on the lone student was spotted dancing with
original song they played, lead an OLCll dean during "Move it
singer and bas ist Jon Trobe left on Over."
the stage while guitari t Ryan In the previou two battles, the
Ilaehniein switched to ba s as band placed third and second
guitarist Steve elucky sang. respectively. This year, the band
Overall, the BotS rookies gave a continued moving up in ranking by
commendable performance. receiving first place.

Fallen Autumn, a group led by The night's hard-core punk
Oak Lawn alum teve Lipetzky, elements were contributed by
played because ofan unfilled spot Terribly Downhill, which is
on the bill. This nu-metat band comprised ofOL H seniors who
played an intense set that had an prefer to go by their stage names.
in-your-face sound. While not Vocals are provided by Russel
competing, Fallen Autumn, Screamington, Logan Bogus is on
featuring two former members of guitar, M@ is on bass, and Frank
Drove, used the opportunity to Castle is on drums.
hand out copiesoftheir latest demo Before the show, when asked
to an eager crowd. You can check how he felt, Castle replied, "I'm
themoutatwww.fullenautumn.com. feeling a bit saucy." He then

Taking it all at the competition continued, "We'll rock not only
was Distroyers. Made up ofrecent your socks off, but your pants as
OLCHS grads Joe Wilcox (guitar, well." They had a lot of interaction
vocals), Bob Odenbach with the audience, including when
(Saxaphone), Todd Suhs (bass Bogus encouraged the crowd not

to clap, but to " ...mak sounds of
Chewbacca or Tu ken Raiders"
(both from the Star Wars movies).

Later, Bogus brought out a life
size cardboard cutout of Hall of
Famer "The Wiz," Ozzie mith,
formerly ofthe t. Louis ardinals.
Theycontinued their set while Ozzie
crowd surfed and was tossed back
and forth between the stage and
the crowd. This resulted in The Wiz
being tom in half and decapitated.
We here at the parianite wi hall
the best to Ozzie in hi recuperation
process, wherever he may be.

The last judged band ofthe night
was Seventeen. Formerly known
as Left Out, the band composed of
OLCH juniors took first place at

the last Battle of the Bands. This
time around the band brought a
much more evolved sound with
mostly all new material.

With influences from Weezerand
Pearl Jam, the bands played one of
the smoothest sets of the evening.
The crowd reallygot into th is band,
singing along with choruses and
swaying to the slower rhythms.

John Farrell fronted the band
with vocals and lead guitar, Ryan
Schutz played rhythm guitar and
offered additional vocals, while
Mike Kosch provided bass, and
drummer teve Mc Iheny gave a

very animated performance.
eventeen's solid and very tight

sounding show ended up
earning them second place
overall.

The finale ofthe night came in
the form of The Nosebleeds.
Possibly one of the most unique
and amusing things to come to the
BotB in years, the group was
actually acollaborationofmembers
from Evolt ( olesby, Amato),
Terribly Downhill (Harvey), and
Seventeen (McKlheny), as well as
freelancer guitarist Dennis
Poznak and bassist David

hwnura.
Once balloons were released

into the crowd, the band's cover

ofAndrew W. K.'s "Party Hard"
began. Mid-way through the
energetic performance, Amato
called for all the other BotB
participants to come on to the
stage to "party hard" with them,
which they did. With everyone
rocking together and Amato
throwing water at the crowd, the
set was a great way to end the
night.

This December's BotB was a
success and all that came had a
great time. Be sure to catch the
next battle which will be held in
the spring.

Top 3 Most Re-Watchable Movies of All Time
Speed2?).

imilarlyto how I've yet to meet
a man who didn't play sports with
his friend, I've al 0 yet to meet
someone who's never watched
A Christmas Story It's just one of
the few true 'must-sees' of the
movie industry.

o what mak these movies re
watchable? What makes us able
to see them over and over again
and not get bored? Well, iflooked
at closely enough, we can see
pretty much the same elements in
each of them. Each one is a story
of an adult looking back on his
childhood, and weaving together
an above-par tory with relatable
characters and just a touch of
humor.

But, it's not even just these
elements that make them re
watchable. mething else,
someth ing different, is what
cause you to actually look
forward to popping that tape in, or
flipping to the station carrying it.
It make you look forward to it,
despite how ollen you've seen it.
After all, A Chrlstll/as Story
doesn't even tart to get good until
around hour 3 Y:z.

AChri tma tory starring
Pctcr Billing ley

nonethele s. When the TNT
network airs its "24 Hours of A
Christmas Story. "' I make sure to
always catch at least a good seven
hours of it. Ofcourse, this seems
to be the only movie that could get
away with that kind of idea at the
right time ofyear.

With its humor and touching
characters, this i perhaps the most
re-watchable movie. Otherwise it
could never get away with airing
for 24 hours. ertainly no one
would watch 24 h urs of Speed 2
despite Willem Defoe's engaging
performance as the villain (wait., did
r just say omething good about

With just the right amount of
humor and vomiting-on
carnival-rides, The Sandlot

,etch itself into your brain as
something that will stick with
you, and manag to get better
each time you watch it.

Stand By Me: This is more
ob cure, and on e again this
doesn't ound like much of a
story. A group of kids get
together and go on a trip to find

~:c:"..,Utify....1lI a dead body they heard about.
~ It seems juvenile and
- disturbing, but this movie does

l~r;:,~~ - a great job of making the plot
seem like the most logical
course ofaction to take. It also
brings together enough
elements of suspense, humor,

drama, and leeches to make the
audience laugh, scream, cry, and
feel reallyawkward. But through
the use of all tho e elements and a
great cast and story, SJand hy Me
reveals more and m re story with
each viewing, making it a large
suggestion for all readers to go and
check it out.

A Christmas Story. This i
something of a more seasonal
movie, but its a great one

andlot is relatable to parents
and children alike

greatest drawsofthis movie (maybe
not so much for the Y-chromosome
deficient readers out there, but
definitely for the guys) is that it's
relatable. I've yet to meet a man
who dido't play sports with agroup
of friends when he was younger.

o this movie, in showing an adult
looking back at memorie f his
childhood stirs memories in the
audience, and makes the movie
part 0 four memories.

Mike Norri
StajJWriter

Yes, it's tnle readers. I, yourmost
humble of narrators, is doing a
"Top 3" article. Ye , the category
eem a little... "eli he," but it'

something I felt I should try
becau e I feel I can d it a little
differently than traditional
countdowns.

Any movie ranked h re is a
classic, meaning no matter how
many times you see it, you can
watch it over and over again, and
still enjoy it. How can I be so sure
that all ofthe movies here will make
the cut? Well, I've watched them
over and over again and Istill seem
to enjoy them just as much, if not
more, each time Iwatch them. The
movies are ... (drum roll) ... The
Sandlot, Stand by Me, and A
Christmas Story (immense
applause). Now let' see why they
make the cut.

The Sandlot: On the surface,
it's just a couple of kid playing
baseball in a small town because
there's not much else to do.

uddenly a moving story unfolds
before you. Perhaps one of the
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BOH 00' Roce-, Roclu The- n,ogoll
Anthony Garcia
SlajJWriler

Hello again. I'm back re
viewing another concert. This
one wa the Bo ar Racer
concert at the Aragon Ball
room. Openers for the how
were Taking Back Sunday and
1120. I went to this show with
several friend " and instead of
giving just my opinion about
the show, I'll be giving ome
comment my friends ex
pressed about the how.

The opening band was
Taking Back unday. The
members of the band just re
cently got together in 2000
200 I after some compl ications
with the vocali t position.

ddie Reyes and John Nolan
play guitar, haun ooper

plays bass, Mark ' onnel is
on drum , and Adam Lazzara
is the vocali t. If you were
there you could ea ily tell that
thi band wasn't the crowd fa
vorite. hri t pher Wh ite aid
"Taking Back unday made
me think of taking my money
back." Like mo t of the people
there, hristopher wanted to
see The sed. At the last
minute, plans were changed,
and The Used didn't how up.

After Taking Back unday
fi n ish ed, the re wa a I 5
minute intermission that
seemed like an eternity. Finally,
H20 came on. By thi time my
friends and I had scattered and
were nearly up to the front of
the stage. I had seen them be
fore with New Found Glory,
and wanted to ee them again

so jumped at
the opportunity
to get 0 c10 e.
The members of
the band are
Toby Morse at
lead vocals,
Rusty Pi tachio
and Todd
Morse on gui
tar, Todd Friend
on drums, and
Adam Blake at
bass. They
played some """""......_.....,
ong off of Tom DeLonge and Travi Barker's ide-

their previous project, Box ar Racer
records FTT Wand Go. Some shows a year so get out there
highlighted songs from the and see them.
show were "Memory Lane," Then again after another 15
"Role Model". If you think to 20 minute intermi sion, thc
you might want to see them main attraction came on. Box
live they perform around 200 ar Racer hasn't been around

for that long. and includes
Tom DeLonge (vocal, guitar)
and Travis Barker (drums) from
Blink 182. The additional
members include David
Kcnncdy at guitar, and An
thony elestino at bass. They
played '" here i ."and "I feel."
They played until about ten
playing all I' their favorites off

fth ir self titled album Box
('ar Racer. They played some
of their favorite ongs from
their self-titled album, includ
ing "There Is" and "I Feel".

Overall, I thought every
thing was excellent and well
played. -veryone I went to the
concert with enjoyed the con
cert, myself included. When
either of these bands come
back to hicago, I suggest
you go check them out.

New Music: Foo Fighters and Rascal Flatts WhyI fao'l Wrile a GoodArlicle",.
Nick pataforc
SlajJWriler

IAllilZlde I simply don't care if I
write a good article.
Time - I d n't nearly have enough
time to become creative. Each day
Ihave only about 4 hours ofleisure
time during which Istare blankly at
awall.
Wntb-ew W.K. - What free time does
a person have when they can listen
to 5 different songs in which the
topic is partying hard, partying
long, or partying "in your face."
People Ihalsay "uhm" or "like" a
101- Fortunately Ican humormysel I'
by counting the amount of times
these phrases are used while these
people give presentations in class.
ID I can never concentrate with
this thing around my neck.
Purpose- ThecditorsofSpartanile
always seem to find fault in my
writing because it does not serve a
purpose. I have not yet found the
purpose ofmy life, so how can I go
about giving them a purpose ofmy
writing? If anybody has figured

Isabel Lopez
SlajJWriler

Foo Fighters lead inger and
fonner Nirvana drummer Dave
Grohl has been quite busy lately.
lIe perfonned as the drummer for
Queens of the one Age on their
latest album, but backed out ofthe
band early in their tour for the al
bum. Grohl has been making head
lines regarding the constant bick
ering betwecn him and ourtney
Love for the song rights of
unreleased Nirvana mu ic. And
recently, Foo Fighter have re
leased their fi urth album, One By
One, which I think is one I' their
best albums to date.

Foo Fighters haveoflen had fast
paced, short and memorable ngs,
but the band has ev Ived since
their first release and One By One
is proof Opening up with the hit
radio single "All My Life:' the al
bum gives a good number of
songs to bang your head to uch
as 'Low,""Times Like'n1csc," and
"Disenchanted Lullaby." By track
six. the beat slows d wn with the
beautifullyarranged "Tired ofYou,"

to have been un-
satisfied with the
album.

Rascal Flatts is 111----------
a trio consisting of
Gary Levol<, Jay De
Marcus, and Joe
Don Rooney. Their
music is a good
composition of

Dave Grohl, the ex-drummer of Nirvana, acoustic and clec-

lead Foo Fighters tric guitars, pianos,
a song about the stmggle of hang- and violins. TIle ngs on Mell are
ing on to a hopeless relati nship. nicely composed with a soulful beat

More tuneful and optimistic that you can it back and relax to,
songs follow such as "llalo" and yet other times it can make you feel
"Bum Away." In the end, One By the urge to g t up and dance.
One top it offwith the seven and a Notable s ngs to Iisten to are
half minute ng, "Gone," where 'The Days," "Mayberry," and
Grohl con 'lantly yells through the "Love You ut Loud." More har-
guitars, "I've been gone so long... monic songs are "Too Good to Be
but Iwill come back." Afteraworth- True,''''Like IAm,""You," and "My
while forty minut Ii tening to One Wo t Fear." Every ng is a love
By One, let's hope so. song, and what's wrong with that?

I'm into altemativelrock and retro Why nothing, of course.
eighties music, and I've never re- List ningtoMeltisarathercom-
ally listened to country music that forting change from the screams
often. Recently, a good friend of and anger being broadcasted
mine introduced me to the sopho- nowadays. If you are a long time
more release by the country group country fan or just an occasional
Rascal Flalts, M>II, and Ican'tclaim listener, Ihighly recommend Me/t.

outthe purpo eoflife, please report
it to me 0 I can then go about
finding the purpose of writing
article in the, partanite.
TheSun Ialways think about what
the un would look like ifit weren't
so bright. Would Ibe unable to see
it if it weren't so bright, or would
eyes pick up Ie ser light if I was
bom in a world oflesser light?
Mitch Downey - Did you ever
notice how Mitch always picks the
really controversial topics in school
that every one seems to have an
opinion about? For instance, in this
issue he wrote about issuing hours
at the school dance. Where as he
wrote about it, I've already served
my hours. I think Mitch needs to
top writing and start experiencing.

My 18'1. Birthday I now have
the ability to buy lottery tickets,
tobacco, indecent magazine , and
prepare for future wars. What
time does that leave me to write?
Soul-d'slroyers - My soul is in
con tantjeopardy of being taken
away. Ilow can I concentrate
when I have to worry about my
oul?

Myles Tomcz.'lk
SlajJWriler

ABANDON ***
I liked Ahondon. The

atmosphere was great, the story
was good, and everyone involved
managed to create a good and
moody film. So what's the problem?
What didn't pu h thi onc into my
favorites category?

The plot sounds pretty
standard. Katie Holmes plays
Katie Burke, a grad student. he's
worried about a job interview at
a prestigious law finn, finals are
coming, and she's still working
on her final thesis. This is
stressful for her, but things get
worse when a detective reopens
the case on Katie's boyfriend
Embry, who's been missing for
two years.

After ignoring the detective,
Katie eventually begins to like
him. Thing get complicated
however, when Katie begins to
see mbry around campus. This
might sound like I'm giving
something away, but I assure you
this is the basic plot and the movie
is far more complex and
intriguing. It doesn't tum into a
basic stalker film, or a simple
ghost story. Abandon is too
smart for that, almost too smart
for it's own good. Maybe that's
the problem with Abandon.
There's too much jammed into
the movie to make it original. A
simpler story would have really
benefited from this kind of
material.

Abandon had all of the right
pieces fora perfect film. Puttingthe
pieces together was where it had

the trouble. When reading about
Abandoned (the original title) last
year, Ith ught it could bea fantastic
movie, Ahandon i merely a good
one.
The Ring **

After viewing The Ring, I
found my elf wondering about
the film. Far too much was left
unexplained. I felt as though I'd
watched the serie finale of The
X-Files all over again. The plot
involves a tape that ends up in
the hands ofajournalistThe idea
behind the tape is that whoever
watches it receives a phone call
infonning them that they have
seven days to live. The journalist
(Naomi Watt) must figure out
the mystery of the tape, before
she meets her fate.

I liked the premise, but the
mistake The Ring makes is asking

The Ringstarring Naomi
Watts

more questions than it answers.
Large plot holes are left open,
many pieces don't fit into place,
and thing don't feel quite
finished. When watching a
mystery, I don't expect
everything to be wrapped up in a
bow, but some sense of closure
or explanation would be nice.

Watching the end credits roll, I
found my elf intrigued with The
Ring, but ultimately unsatisfi d
a well.

The Rmg is more popular in
Japan where its original version
titled Ringu, which has spawned a
sequel, Ringu 2 and a prequel,
Ringu O.
Ghost Ship 1/2*

The words predictable, dull,
and absurd don't begin to
describe the 88 minutes I wasted
watching Gho t Ship. A salvage
crew ofunlikable people stumble
across a ship that's been missing
for forty years, and begin getting
killed offby the ghosts and other
forces on board. When will
people learn that people trapped
in an enclosed setting with
generic ghosts isn't scary
anymore?
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Opinion: Are Professional Athletes Overpaid?
"There are a lot of talented

people out there who do the
same thing that professional
athletes do, but aren't
recognized for it," said
sophomore Teresa Jljazi.

adly, many athletes are
seen to be in it only for the
money and not for the love of
the game.

As sophomore Bridget
Kochan put it, "if you're a true
athlete, money shouldn't matter,
all you should care about is
playing the sport."

• Are Professional
Athletes Overpaid?

All professional athletes do
is playa sport. This seems so
trivial when you consider that
many people play sports
everyday. Professional athletes
do the same thing we do,just at
a much higher skill and pres ure
level. While they deserve to be
paid for their talent, athletici m,
and hard work, they definitely
should not get paid the extreme
amount of money that many
ofthem currently do. They just
don't deserve it and, most
likely, know it.
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society. Sadly, some athletes
make more money in one minute
of regular playing time than a
teacher's entire annual
paycheck.

With all of this in mind, why
should professional athletes
get paid so much for a job that
is of little consequence for
society? While they may be
entertaining, a superstar athlete
is never going to save your
mother's life, protect you from
harm, or make you an intell igent
citizen.

Professional athletes are
people who play sports and
then get paid outrageous
amounts of money just for that.
What they do for a living is
what most people do just for
fun. Are they really worth that
much?

What about people who
make a difference in other
peoples' lives? The difference
between what a superstar
athlete makes and the salaries
in other more meaningful
professions is quite shocking.

For example, a doctor is an
example of a person that helps
people everyday. Doctors take
care of sick patients and help
people who are hurt. While
they get a rea onable amount
of money for this, it is no where
near what professional athletes
make.

Firefighters and police
officers risk their lives everyday
to help others in need. They
save people from fires and many
other harmful things that cause
danger. They are extremely
important in our society and yet
they are paid far less than even
a professional benchwarmer.

Finally, teachers are people
who help students reach their
goals. Good teachC1"s are
necessary for the bettennent of

Roshni Ranna
StaffWriter

The issue of overpaid
atheletes is becoming an
increasingly popular issue a
salaries continue to climb.
People have very different
opinion on this issue.

"I think professional athlete
are highly overpaid," said

ophomore Tatiana Jljazi.
On the other hand, freshman

Samantha imonetta disagreed.
"I don't think they are. If that's
what they do, then that's how
much they should get paid."

The amount of money that
athletes make per game
depends o.n how good of a
player they are. Yet even
mediocre players can earn a
large salary.

In his last year of playing
basketball, Michael Jordan
made $79 million, which is twice
as much as all the US presidents
combined. Even though
Michael Jordan was a great
basketball player, did he
deserve that much?

Erin Ii fka, a sophomore,
doesn't think so. She believes
salaries are out ofcontrol. "You
shouldn't be paid that much, no
maller how good you are at a
sport," she commented.
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team and a special moment for
the senior.

Mrs. Kelly Rumel, the new
girls bowling coach, showed an
equal amount ofexcitement and
enthusiasm for their upcoming
season. She i excited to be the
first girls bowling coach here at
Oak Lawn. While she is
enthusiatic, she realizes that the
girls bowling pr gram will have
a long road ahead of it.

"I'm looking forward to
tarting thi program out well.

We'll only have a varsity team
this year, but we'll be looking
to expand that for next year,"
he said.

oaches and players from
both of the new t am definitely
appear to have th positive
attitudes and strong work
ethics that are needed to kick
off a season correctly. These
qualities will serve them well as
they begin the long season in
the lanes.

that lead the team. zubrych
di tingui hed himself
previou Iy by bowling the rare
perfect 300 game. lie has
continued t bowl exceptionally
well.

The three juniors are Mike
Zyliu ,Burt Odenbach, and Jon
Falibene. The lone fre hman is
Matt Burica, a bowler capable
of holding his own among the
older team members.

According to Moonier, the
team is working hard to prepare
for the beginn ing of the ea on
and howing much promise for
a great year.

zubrych echoed these
perception, commenting, "We
have a good group this year
with a lot to offer, and we have
a lot of fun together. '

ne of the team's main goals
is to qualify for State through
the sectional competition on
January 26,2003. This would
be quite an achievement for the
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DebbieZwirkoski
Stal/Wrlter

Bowling Teams Set to
Compete at IHSA Level

rhis year marks the fir t year
that OL H will have both boys
and girls bowling teams
competing as ortic ial III A
sports teams.

Mr. David Moonier, the boys
bowling coach and a retiring
•ngl ish teacher, stated, "We
have very high expectations for
this group of gentlemen.
There's a lot of talent here, and
I think that we can really do well
in the eason."

Judgi ng from the team's
eighth place finish in the tate
tournament last year, Moonier's
optimism is justifiable. He is
well-appointed to judge this
team as he coached bowling
before it was an IHSA activity
here at OLCHS.

Matt Zylius, John Burica,
Keith Charvat, and Joe
zubrych are the four seniors

ination are
the only
necessary
ingredients.

Lastly, boys diving is
now in full swing. The
coaches and divers are looking
forward to a great season in the
pool and on the board.

Diving Team
Round-Up

tephanie Bauer carne in fir t
place individually.

Fifth, there are several
different categ rie of dives
and th y all need to be
performed when entering any
meet. Front dive, back dive,
inward dive, rev rse dive and
front flip are each required.

ixth, the diving division of
a swim team adds major point
to the over all core at any meet.

eventh, diver dive into
pools at a depth of 12 ft-15ft.
This allows for plenty of room
for the diver to safely enter the
water at the end of the dive.

Eighth, becau e of the pool's
depth, there are very few head

injuries related to diving.
This runs contrary to

popular belief.
Ninth, divers
come in all

shapes
and
sizes.

Drive
and
de

tenn-

Erin lifka
tal/Writer

omething new is making a
plash at our pool and it' not

our sleek wimmers. It's the new
diving teams! Because thi is a
newer activity to OL II ,here

are ten short facts to g t you
acquainted with the sport.

First, the coach is
Mr. Forre t

Wagner, a new
at 0 II

lie ha
teacher
this year.
coached
d i v i n g
before and
has trained
State champions
at other high
schools. He has
high hopes for his
new teams here at
OL H .

Second, our school
uses a low springboard for
diving. We just got a brand
new one this year, which is on
display in the pool.

Third, the diving portion of
a swim meet can take place any
time during a regular swimming
meet. While some swimmers
also participate in diving, many
divers concentrate only on
diving.

Fourth, the girls diving team
came out on top this year in
conference. First-year diver
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to achievc, but winning is still
important to us," tated

ewton.
Key leaders on the team are

teve Reed, Tyrome Traylor,
and ason Barnhart. He hope
that the key leaders will help to
achieve that goal.

The freshman team started its
eason with a los to Rita High
chool. oach Tim idlow

stated, "It was a good game but
we ran into foul trouble.

I am really happy with our
effort though."
According to idlow, the team
is focused on improving
throughout the year and
coming together a a team.

The freshman boys also
hope to do well in their next
tournament, the Nazareth
Christmas Tournament. The
boy hope to earn themselves
a conference championship.

The fre hman players have
also been attending the
conditioning e sions as well
as the open gyms with varsity
and sophomore members of the
teams.

Coach Sidlow said, "I have a
good group of guys and the
work hard and 1hope that they
continue to work hard in the
future."

All involved with this team
have high hopes for the season
and their promi e.

amuelOrtega
, {lOris Edifor

"We've been working hard a
a team all year I ng," state
sophomore boys basketball

oach Chris Newton.
M st of the ophomore
ba ketball players have
participated in the summer
league program.

In addition to training in the
ummer the boys have endured

conditioning with the varsity
members of the team since the
beginning of the sch 01 year.

The conditioning program i
directed by a istant varsity

oach cott Atkins.
Additionally oach Newton
ha al 0 been holding open
gyms for the entire boys
ba ketball program throughout
the chool year.

While the boys have been
training hard to prepare for this
sea on. They op ned up with
an 0-4 record. The losses were
all very clo e games and Coach
Newton commented that they
were good learning experiences.

"We just have to stay on top
and tin ish up strong." he said.

Coach Newton's main goal
for the team is to improve as the
year progre es and to bui Id
better long-teml players for next
year's varsity team. "We have
no set number of win we want

promising season for both the
sophomores and the freshmen.

barely scratched the surface
from being over, it look like a

o Spartans!

Frosh/Soph Girls Basketball Frosh/Soph Boys
Basketball

Season Begins

Erika Hahnan
Sports Writer

The year 2003 is almost here
and so far it's a good start for

ophomore Girl's Basketball.
With a 6-0 record so far, the
sophomore's are working hard
under the coaching skills of
Doreen Piro.

oach Doreen Piro stated,
"With omc hard work, we're
bound to win conference."

Player Kristin Amato's motto
is "one word
... Domination ... it's as simple
and a complicated as that" and
that tit thi team.

The sophomore's taners
consist of Kelly McKinney,
Bianca Emeric, Katie ROlll, Eda

albay, and Jackie Pu chcar.
The sophomores have already
won their

Thanksgiving Tournament
beating out tagg, Andrew
and Rich entral. 'The Fre h
man team is off to a low start",
says Coach John O'Donnell.

"The oaches believe that
before the season end, things
will turn around," he continued.

Basketball girls leading the
team include hana Creighton,

hahd weiss, Mary ronin,
Jessica hathas, Brittany
Goydie, Danielle ddington,
and Kaitlyn Clemens.

Even th ugh the season has

r--------------------------------------------------~

Winter Sports Upcoming Game Schedule
Boys Basketball Wrestling Boys Swim/Dive Girls Basketball Indoor Track
12\13 12\14 12\18 12\19 and Field
Romeville- Home Stagg Quad- Away Thornwood- Away Reavis- Home Boys
12\17 12\20 1\08 12\20-21 2\08
Chi.Chiristian- Away T.F. outh- Away Shep/Richards- Home O.L. Holiday Tourney Hinsdale - Away
12\20 12\21 1\15 12\23 2\15
Richards- Away Rich ast Invite- Away Argo- Away O.L. Holiday Tourney Poole -Away(Bloom)
12\26 12\28 1\ 18 1\03 2\21
LincolnwayTourney HF Invite-Away Oak Lawn Invite Oak Fore t- Away Morton Invite-Away
12\28 1\03 1\22 1\07 3\01
LincolnwayTourney Reavi -Away Thorn chools- Home Thorton- Home Thornwood lnvit
12\30 1\10 1\24 1\09 Girl
LincolnwayTourney Argo- Home hepard Diving-Away Bolingbrook- Hom 3\08
1\07 1\11 1\25 1\16 Lyons Twp. Invite
Bremen- Away Var ity Quad- Hom h pard - Away Argo- Away Away
1\10 1\17 1\29 1\18 3\]5
Reavi - Home Richards- Home Reavis- Home OPRF - H m IIinsdal Invite-Away
]\]7 1\18 2\04 1\20 3\20
Bolingbrook-Away Quad- N qua Vall y Morton- Home hi. Christian- Hom Thornwood- Away
]\20 1\23 2\06 1\23 3\21
Kelly- Home Oak Forest- Away Fenton- II me Romeovill - Away ICA onfer nee

~--------------------------------------------------~



a good team but all that matters
i how we play in the long run."
Panovich wants to be in a good
strong po ition to finish the
season strong

weis commented, "We
have a strong team and I think
that we can on Iy grow stronger
as the ea on progresses. We
are out to let other schools
know that we are not the same
team we used to be. "

A II ba ketba II fans are
encourgaged to cheer on the

partans and see their winning
tradition unfold. In addition to
many away games, they will
next play Romeoville at home
on Friday, December 14.

Also swimming in the meet
were juniors, team leaders, and
retu rn ing val'S ity mem bel'S
Justin Thompson, orey Gage,
Matt 0' hea, and Andrew

oate. Newcomersjunior Victor
abbithi, and sophomore Rhett

Wheeler also competed.
Seniors Bill Jerry, Chris
ooper, junior Don alhoun

and junior diver ean tacey
round out the team.

With the combination of the
team's work ethic, oach
Peczkow ki's high expectations,
and the addition of diving
points through Stacey, the team
looks ready to roll and gain
more respect as a highly
competitive team.

They have upcoming
matches against Thornwood,

hepard, Richards, and Argo.
They will also be competing in
the Bremen Invite and hosting
the Oak Lawn Invite.

"We're working very hard at
conditioning and endurance
practices so we are able to have
a trong finish in the fourth
quarter." Assistant coach kip
Sullivan refers to McKinney,

elt n
and

ynowiecki a a 'Three I leaded
Mon tel'," because f their
out tanding abilitie and
aggre sivene s on the
ba ketball court.

better to gain more wins,"
stated Atkins.

"We have more height and
talent on the court then we've
ever had before," Panovich
stated.

The team leaders consist of
senior Nick Spatafore,

kendzel, and Ilackstock with
good help from AmiI' weiss
and hris Hills off the bench.
These leaders help push the
players during practice, as well
as scoring points and playing
hard defense. weiss and Hills
contribute to the team by
playing good defense and
scoring points off the bench.

"Right now I feel that we are

move forward this season with
goals just as high as ever.

These goals include winning
conference and another strong
showing at sectionals, but
mostly seem to include setting
personal best times as the year
progresses.

The boys got a good jump on
these goals with a solid
showing at the Bremen
Pentathlon on December 6.

even varsity members
attended, each swimming five
events. Two of the more
grueling events in swimming
are among them: the 100 meter
butterfly and 200 meter
freestyle.

The team posted some high
finishes, notably senior. Ryan
Gage's seventh place finish in
the 100 meter brea t troke.
Gage now has his sights set
on the school record in that
event this year.

McKinney says an
advantage the team has is that
they have a good fast break and
they are able to push the ball
up the floor quickly while
remaining in control.

"We have a good chance at
conference and it shows already
that our hard practices and long
hours in the weight room are
starting to pay off with the wins
we have earned so far." she
added.

Haubenreiser said she and the
team are 10 king forward to the

hristmas Tournament that will
take place here at Oak Lawn.

"Our goal is to play some
good basketball and to

c me out with many

-;;Ii~=====--Jl-::;~""""~~"victories and including. taking first place in the
tournament," he aid .

"We have a good group or
girls this year, who are all hard
working, dedicated, and
talented. AII 13 girls on the team
arc contributing to our so far
succe s this season," said
McKinney. "We will go far."

enior Laurie Felton had 15
points and 10 rebounds, and
junior Jessie ynowiecki added
6 points and I I rebounds. The
Spartans did come out with a
win against Andrew with a

score of55- 40.
Sullivan

had I 7
point and
Felton
had
12

rebounds
in that game.

'With only three enior to
lead the team, we are a young
team," said McKinney, one of
the seniors.

"I am really plea ed with our
hard work," said varsity coach
Rich Panovich. The hard work
definitely shows. During
summer league play the
Spartans earned a record of 17
I I, defeating some high
esteemed teams along the way.
Assistant coach cott Atkins
commented, "We played well
this summer, gained team unity,
and played some very
competitive teams."

The team's goals this season
are to play hard and to become
more involved in the games. "If
we do this then everything else
will fall into place, like having
every individual player perform

medley and sixth place in the
200 meter free. Diver Dan
Wagner took ninth place. oach
Peczkowski is looking forward
to a great season and many
chances to see the Spartans
improve.

The boys varsity swim team
ended its season last year with
an excellent conference
showing and some solid
performances at the sectional
level.

AIthough Spartan record
holders Rob Wheeler and
Aaron Osmanski graduated, the
team remains optimistic.

The team, which currently has
only three of 10 members with
swimming experience prior to
high school, showed that it has
the talent to overcome many
obstacles that might stop
others along the way. •

Feeling that the core of the
team is still intact, the boys

Swimming Begins Season Strongly

Boys Seek Wins in Basketball Season

Michele Lettiere
lajJWri/er

The Lady Spartan Basketball
team is looking ahead to a very
good season. Already earning
a record of 5-1 overall and 1-0 in
conference, head coach Janet
Haubenreiser aid, "We've had
a strong start to the season and
things are looking good. We
have a chance to bui Id upon
what we have achieved so far
and to continue to do really well
this season."

The team took second in the
Andrew Thanksgiving
Tournament, defeating many top
teams from the around the area.

The Spartan started off their
season with a win over Rich

entral by a core of 43-40.
. enior Dana ullivan
contributed 14 points and 5
assists, and senior arah
McK inney added 14 points and
7 rebounds. Although the

partans 10 t to Thornwood by
the core of49- 44, it wa a well
played game.

am Ortega
Sports Editor

The boys varsity basketball
team began their new sea on
setting their ights on
establishing a winning tradition
here at Oak Lawn.

The boys opened up their
season against Marion Catholic
in a Thanksgiving Tournament.
The partans played hard, but
lost the close-scoring game.
They went on to win their next
three game, earning second
place at the Tournament.

eniors Brad Skendzel and Don
Hackstock were voted to the all
tournament team.

Joe Fattore & Andrew Coate
lajJWrilers

The freshman and sopho
more boys swimming team is ofT
to a promising start this season.

The team this year features
nine swimmers: Abed
Abdelqader, Kevin assidy, Tom

rlicher, Brian Mottl, Joe
Petraitis, Dacid Rodriguez, Steve

elucky, Rhett Wheeler, and
Tony White. Dan Wagner is the
only diver on this level.

The boys' coach is anew
ocial tudies teacher, Ms.

Kristin Peczkowski. he is
pleased with them so far.

Competing in their first meet
at the Andrew Invitational on

aturday, December 7 the boys
showed signs of a good season.
The relay team of Rhett
Wheeler, Kevin a sidy, Tom
Erlicher, and Joe Petraitis cap
tured fourth place in the 200
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~ Wrestlers: Varsity Girls Basketball Looking
~ Strong
: And..,To.. to Build on Season's Strong Start

StaffWriter

As the days get colder the
wrestling room only gets •
hotler as the guys in green
return for another season of
sweat, pins, and a whole lot
of winning. tarting their

• sea on off with an ea y win
•• against T.F. North by the
• score of 73 to 6, the guys
: won 13 out of 14 matche
• and had 9 pins. •
: oach John Robinson
• aid, UThi is the best team
: we've had here in the last
• decade."
: Returning' tarters include
• Blake Tomczak (weight 119),
•• Jim okolo ki (125), Dave
• BereLewski (135), Kyle
•• Kalchbrenner (140), revor
• Mulrenin (145), Mike.
: Grabarek (152), Barry:
• oraghan (171), Joe.
: arpauliu (215), Pat Prob t :
• (heavyweight), and the.
: injured Mall Arthur. Added:
• to the val' ity Iist are four.
: newcomer: Nick alerno:
• (103), Alai hahen (112), •
: Jo h Martinez (160), and
• hane Burke (189). Leading
•• the team are captain
• Probst, Tomczak, and
: Arthur.
• With a very strong team

overall, the coaches claim
their players are most solid
in the middleweights. Th y
feel confident that the team
will have a good chance at
overpowering their future •
opponen~. :

Along with winning.
matches and long practices, :

• the team has looked to the •
future to set team goals. :
Robinson and his boys look •
to win the team conference :
championship, which would •
mean wins over their two
biggest opponents, Reavis
and Argo.

Backing the varsity is the
well-structured J.Y. team, led
by coaches teve Long and
Jon Lawrence. The team
beat T. F. North 65 to 13. Key
wrestlers include captain
Shawn Creighton (140),

amir Shahin (103), Rich
Berezewski (112), Ryan

• Gilligan (119), and Justin
arpenter (125).
Robinson said, "The key.

J.v. wrestlers will wrestle up
on varsity throughout the
year to strengthen the
team." This speaks very
highly about the future
varsity wrestlers.

With the whole season
ahead of them, the wrestlers
look to go out just as they
came in-with fierce
determination. The sights
are aimed high for this
year's team. They've
already proven themselves
to be a powerful force.
••••••••••••••
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School Fee Increase

Beginning in the 2003
2004 school sea on, the
registration fee for tudents
attending O. k Lawn Iligh

chool will in rease from
$50 a year ($100 for tho e in
Driver' Education) to $175,
which includes the $150
registration fee and $25
technology' fee. Driver's
Education students wi II
now need to pay an extra
$100 instead of $50 in
additi n to these new fees.

tudcnts who drive to
school will also now have
to pay $50 per semester for
a parking permit.

Junior Dorie Koll
responded to thi fee
increase by stating, "I think
this is unfair to both the
students and parents.

tudents who struggle to
meet basic car payments wi II
be unable to spare that
e tra money for parking."

The fcc increa care
seen as a crucial step to help
alleviate Oak Lawn High
School's budget deficit of
an e timated $800,000,
according to

uperintendent Dr. James
Bri coe. lie then goes on to
state that these fee
increases will help to offset
this defi it by an estimated

advance to the tate
competition. Three judges
critique the plays, and then
rank them accordingly.

• The Yearling" is the
second production in this
year's list of performances.
Based on the story of Majorie
Kinnen Rawling's novel The
Yearling, this production tells
the story ofa young boy who
begins his journey toward
becomin a man. This
heartwarming story gives
varying perspectives on
survival and growing up.

"The Yearling" is a group
interpretation. It was based
on a book and is delivered by
a group as if one were
performing it. Each cast
member has their script and
tells the story.

Junior David Vognar narrate 'The Yearling."
(Photo by A/an Dodaro)

Christian (John Ciciora).
Cyrano spends most of the play
helping Christian to woo
Roxanne with out her knowing,
while both try to protect her
from the designs of the Count
de Guiche (David
Montgomery), who would
force Roxane to marry him.
Comedic and tragic events
occur around this storyline.

This production is referred to
as the cont t play. The play
has been cut to forty minutes,
and will compete against other
schools. Each school has
twenty minutes to build and
collapse the set and forty
minutes to perform their piece.
Oak Lawn's contest play will
compete at the SICA conference
and then the IH A sectional.
The top two schools will then

to
Compete

Dorie Koll
News Editor

OLCHS
Theatre

The Oak Lawn Theatre and
Forensics Programs have
implemented a joint activity
this year, which will replace the
annual spring musical. This
year, instead of perform ing
one play in the Little Theatre,
the program will be
performing three:" yrano de
Bergerac," "The Yearling," and
"Alice in Wonderland." Two
ofthese plays will compete on
both the ICA and IH A levels,
while the third will perform
with the other two on the
scheduled production dates.

" yrano de Bergerac" i the
first of the three performances.
As a forty minute cutting of
Rostand's original play Oak
Lawn Theatre' production is
the tory of clever man,

yrano (Justin Lopez), who
has been cursed with an out
of proportion nose. He comes
to fall in love with Roxanne
(Debbie Zwirko ki), who is the
belle of land. Much to

yrano's di may Roxanne has
fallen in love with the good
looking, but awkward

A Spartanite Investigative Report
$226,700 during the 2003
2004 school year. Thi harp
increase was seen as a
necessary measure to allow
the school to make ends
meet, so that no program
w uld have to be cut back
or eliminated entirely. More
money is required so that
the school could offset the
costs of maintenance,
supplies, and technology.
Without these increases, the
deficit wou Id cont inue to
grow every year. These extra
revenues now put Oak Lawn
High School on par with
other schools in the area.

This increase was the
only quick and available
measure by wh ich the
school could raise revenue.
Because of III inois tax caps,
Oak Lawn High School is
not permitted to issue any
additional taxes without a
referendum, which could
take years for approval.

One major change in
store is that permits
allowing a student to park
in the chool lot must be
purchased for the next
school year. Students, after
purchasing a permit for $50
per semester, wi II be
assigned a numbered
parking spot, ranked by
class seniority. This ystem
is meant to encourage

ontinued on page 5

Physics Students Test Engineering Skills
Kevin onnaghan
StaffWriter

For the pa t few year, the
annual phy ics project that
tudents had to build was a

catapult, te ting a student's
knowledge of physic and
accuracy. Thi year, with the
addition of two new physics
teachers, the physics students
built a double-decker bridge.

Every physics student is
expected to de ign and build his
or her own bridge with the
lightest ma s that will hold the
most weight. Many students
were encouraged use an
advanced computer program
that Mrs. Jan Dudzik made
available to her tudents. In this
program a student could load hi
or her de ign, choose what it
would be made of, and then

Michael trycula and hi bridge
(Photo ourtesy of Mrs. Jan Dudzik)

select the types of joints he or
he wanted to use. The program

then gives an estimate of how
much mass it would hold. "With
the new techno logy that is
available I hope that we can see
bridges that hold up more weight
than usual. The program will be
a lot of help because of the new
format of this year's bridge
design," said Mrs. Dudzik.

The physics teachers then
tested all ofthe student's bridges,
although to be tested, they were
broken. The four students who
designed the best bridge will
build a new bridge of the same
design, and on February 27 they
will compete at the Illinois
Institute of Technology in the
Chicago Regional Bridge
Building ontest. This conte t
was started many years ago by
liT to "encourage and excite

future engineers to the world
ofcivil engineering".

There are three conferences:
North suburb, outh suburbs,
and Chicago. One winner will
be chosen from each school by
measuring how much the
bridges can support. These
bridges then move to the
national level and compete
there.

At these contests the
tudent have the chance to

meet with many engineers and
profes ionals who have jobs in
the bridge field. Often the
winning students are offered
internship or summer jobs at
some of the nations best labs
There they get the chance to
understand the problems
engineers face in designing
structure .

(Continued on Page 4)
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anctioned killing as a form of
punishment, is archaic in
nature and cannot be
condoned by a democrat ic
ociety that claims to be as

righteous a the United tates
does. We villify Saddam
Ilussein in Iraq for killing his
citizens by the scores, yet
Americans have no qualms
with frying a death-row inmate
without even getting the facts
straight concerning his guilt or
innocence. Regardless of
personal beliefs or tenets that
mayor may not condone the
death penalty, America's
system is hypocritical.

No one proposes that the
government empty the jail
cells across the nation; that
would be foolish. But former
Governor Ryan's decision that
III inois' capital-punishment
system was too fraught with
errors to in good conscience
keep the system does not
deserve the scorn he has
received.

In the end, Governor Ryan's
controversial
decision needs to
be viewed
carefully. The
victims' families
will never be
appeased; nor wi II
his political
nemeses. But the
decision was a big
step for
democracy.
Regardless, a spot
is reserved in
Illinois history for

George Ryan: a
governor doggcd

h) controvers}. whose last
hurrah m y prove to be more
meaningful than even he could
evcr know.

perscript , all-caps and mall
caps, and difTerent positioning
of word and letters in order to
create a masthead design that
looked avant-garde. Our previ
ous design was functional, but
was fairly plain. There was noth
ing wrong with it, but we felt
that we could provide our read
ers with a better design.

Finally, we wanted to incor
porate a few other points. We
lil-ed thc idea other schools used
of placing the school' address
in the masthead. The staff also
decided to add a motto to our
front page. I" lOa Ily. we moved
the preview ho es to the boltom
of the page, freeing up an entire
column for more news about
Oak Lmn. We of course wel
ClIl1lC ,Ill) suggest Ions, com
rl.llI1tS. or commcnt.. Please
sClld them to the partanitc ()f~

lice III Room 20-1.

commutations wcre a good
thing for Illinois. Ilis actions
prove that IllinOIS is moving
in the right direction. tatc-

First, we wanted to use color
more effectively than we previ
ously had. All our designs incor
porated a so I id green back
ground.

econd, we hoped to u e
font more efTeclively. ur edi
torial staffhad attended a semi
nar led by Mr. Tony MaJeri, e
nior Editor for Design at the
Chicago 1 ribunlC. rhere wc
learned how the human eye re
spond, to different kinds of
fonts. and we tried to switch our
rna. thead to mal-e it IlHllC .C) c
l.i1tLhing

Ihird \\C simpl) \\aIllCO Itlo
look bellcr. 1 he (,Ill c 1)L'ri
mcntcd with subscnpt ano Sll-

His action, whethcr or not
he knows it, wa made out of
nece sity.

The year is 2003: 227 years
after the signing of the
Declaration of Independence,
778 years after the forging of
the Magna Carta, over 2,000
years since the time of Plato.
One would think that after this
long, humans would have
found a better way to deal with
prisoners and the criminal
justice system. The death
penalty has outlasted its use in
modern-day society. There are
better ways to ensure the
safety of law-abiding citizen ,
teach criminals a lesson and
comfort grieving victims,
whose right to seek justice is
rightly founded.

George Ryan's motives
notwithstanding, his

Former Governor George Ryan

Capital Punishment:
Point: All cases of capital punishment should

be commuted to a lesser sentence.

Editor's Note: Our.New Look

Dave Vognar
Feature Editor

David Montgomery
Editor-Ill-Chief

Former Governor George
Ryan, in an effort to make
good on his three-year quest
to rcform the capital
punishment y tern in Illinois,
and in confluence with his
wanting to leave some sort of
legacy in pringfield,
recently commuted all death
row sentences in the state. Six
death-row inmates were
completely exonerated,
though some were required to
serve out the remainders of
other sentences. Others'
sentences were reduced to
life-in-prison. This bold and
unheard-of political move,
though organized by a dubious
man, should be praised.
However, instead of giving
this laudable endeavor its just
due, many local politicians
have taken this as the perfect
opportunity to unfairly
castigate George Ryan. These
officials fail to see the merit
in this earth-
shaking decision,
because they
cannot dissociate
it from the man
who made it.

bviously,
George Ryan is
not a aint. Ilis
association with
the Iicenses-for
bribes candal
uII ied the image

of Illinois state
g vernment
throughout his
cntire telm No
onc, except for R) an's loyal
aioes, i. arguing that he should
win the man-of-thc-year
award.

I'm ure all of you noticed
omething different when you

picked up this issue of the
partanite. omething big and

green, to be precise, and no, it's
not Mr. Atkins in one of his T-
hirt . The partanite is in the

fir t pha e of a planned over
haul, and we decided to start
thing ofT in a big way-by re
vising our ma thead to a new,
llashier design. Thi reflects our
new philo ophy with page de
sign that st. Ie relOforce ub-
t<lnce to creatc a better expen

cnl:C fur our rcaders
AIter survc) IIlg the masthead

de igns of dOlens of other
school and professional rapers,
thc Spartanitc eOltOli,t1 sttln
~dmc up \\ Hit thc pOSSible oc-
ll'ns lor our m,l thead. WI.' had

a number of goals III lllllld.

Editor-in- hier
ew Editor

New Editor
Feature Editor
Feature Editor

Entertainment Editor
Entertainment Editor

'ports Editor
porb Editor

Photo Editor
Photo Editor
Photo Editor

Busincss Managcr

many people that drive to
school each morning, not
having to pay for their parking
space is a nice luxury. The
downside to this, though, is that
your spot isn't reserved. Many
students are willing to take the
chance that they may not get to
park in the student lot, as long
as they don't have to pay
anything. Many parents are not
going to be willing to pay for
their children to park next year.
Therefore, many students will
be $100 poorer. And what will
that $100 a year do to help the
student parking lot each year?
Are student parking fees merely
a convenient way to raise
revenues, or will income from
these new fees be spent at least
in part on improving the
parking situation at Oak Lawn?
The Spartanite, for one,
certainly hopes so.

The Spartanite realizes that
providing a quality education is
an expensive prospect, and for
Oak Lawn to retain its
advantage over area schools
will not be easy. The increases
in registration fees are probably
necessary, bu t do these
increases need to be
implemented immei:liately?
Particularly given the currect
state ofthe country's economy,
the we would ask the school
board to consider thi.
Additionally, the parking fee
hits at students' wallets directly,
and students have a right to
know where their money is
being spent.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pArtAoite
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Are school fee increases justified?

AIrs. Lauren Ala)' and Atr. Patrick DiFilippo. Advisors

Spartanite Editorial

Price of Excellence

Svartanite Editorial Board...

Spartllnitc editorials represent the majority opinion of the
stuocllts 01 thc editorial board ll! the paper. Opinioll piece
repl c I:llt thl: upln ion 01 InOI\ idual st,tIl 111 CI11 bel s. not thc
publication It,clf I cttcrs to thl' I ollor alc \\ckol11cd and
l11a\ bc sent to the Spartanitc oflict' In rool11 204

David Montgomery
Dorothy Koll
"dward uda
usan Campbell

David Vognar
Mitchell Downey
Lauren Wallace
Samantha Metcalf
Samuel Ol1ega
i\ Ian Dooaro
IklOI I kwitt
.Icssila Pool-ulsl-I
Cl1I"I~t1nc Cra\\horn

To all Spartans:
The Sparhmitc is the onicial student newspaper of
OLCHS. and in keeping with that position. we want

to provide you with the best possible newspaper. One
of the key parts of that is making the Sp~lrtanitc the

student voice-which we do by having a section
devoted to Letters to the Editor. Anyone in the school
who wants to express an opinion about anything-the
school. the world. or something else- can do so by
submitting it to the Sp~lrtanitc office in room 204.

We reserve the right to reject inappropriate material.

It has been brought to the
attention of the citizens of the

ak Lawn Community High
chool district that the 2003

2004 school year registration
fees, a well as other fees, will
be increased.

The partanite feels that
while these increa e may be
imperative to ak Lawn's
budget, the peed of the e hikes
is what's most jarring. A better
olution would be to gradually

rai e fee over everal years. If
it had happened that way, thcn
parcnt and students wouldn't
ee the increase as such a shock

and would be more willing to
accept it.

Through. investigative
reporting done by the

partanite, it was found that
chools in the area have higher

registration fees than Oak Lawn
prior to the 2003-2004 school
year. Other schools, however,
have begun remodeling, whieh
requires higher fees to be able
to pay for those costs. It is
understood that books and
classes are expensive, and that
money for them is necessary,
but why is now the best time for
this?

Oak Lawn is one of the better
chools in the area, but a rapid

in rea e in fees for the security
of knowing students are getting
a good education may not be the
be t option.

One aspect ofthe fce increa e
that may affect tudent more
than their parents is the new
parking pcrmit fee. For the
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A Spartanite Discussion
Counterpoint: Clemency should be proferred to Death

Row inmates on a case-by-case basis.

StaffOpinion

Don't Call It a Comeback

Mitch how his Turtle Power.
fa t that the TMNT have already
conquered time in their third film,
so any such argument of their
aging process is invalidated.

Putting it simply, this is not a
comeback. The Turtles haven'tjust
been layingaround idly eating pizza
in the past years. No, the Turtles
have actually gained even more
tone and muscle than before, which
mayor may not be related to the
recent years increased popularity
of athletic enhancement drugs
such as creatine. These new
mu c1es look like they will be
needed, as legendary villain

hredder now appears to be
sharper and shinier than ever.

Unfortunately, thi journalist's
personal opinion is that the general
publicof2003 will be fanoo ignorant
to appreciate the genius of the
TMNT. Children these days can
not enjoy cartoons unless they are
ridiculously over-marketed and
have accompanying card games,
and the TMNT never have nor
never will be affiliated with such
things. The TMNTwould never be
sell-outs.

But without selling out, we may
quickly ee the TMNT return be
deemed a "marketing failure."
While the nescient masses may be
blinded by their own stupidity, Iam
confident a select few elite
individuals will appreciate the latest
installments to the TMNT saga.
What the return will lack in financial
success will be made up
exponentially in artistic credibility.
While perhaps not on the "big
screen," I predict that we will see
many future TMNT installments on
independent film circuits.

Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

Modem mainstream animated
entertainment is in a state of
emergency. Quite frankly, Icannot
even think of what animated
television serie are popular
anymore, and I wne this is due
to inept script writing and lack of
creative effort. It i my educated
gue s that unless something
changes, the entertainment
industry as we know it could
entirely collapse.

Alas, a solitary ray of hope
emerges from the tormy sky: the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles will
be returning to the mainstream
media. On February 8on Fox, after
years of mysterious hiatus, the
TMNT hope to instill new life into
the stale w rid ofSaturday moming
animated programming.

After the original cartoon series
began, it took only 3 years for the
TMNT to make the adaptation to
film, which had people allover the
world celebrating and singing the
words to "Turtle Power," a song
written by M. . Hammer at the top
of his game. Exactly a year later,
crowds rejoiced again, this time
busting rhymes along with Vanilla
Ice's "Ninja Turtle Rap." Then, in
what many considered to be the
stunning finale to the TMNT
movies, the Turtles tied up the loose
ends left in the previous two
movies by travelling to 1603 Japan
inTMNTIIl

Not only will the TMNT be
entering back into the weekly
animated senes spotlight, but plans
for another TMNT film are
underway with director John Woo
(Mission Impossible 2, Face/Of!)
manning the helm.

However, many nay-sayers
would like to argue that by this point
the TMNT must be well beyond
their primes, citing that the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles of the past
now must be less interesting
Middle-Aged MutantNinja Turtles.

uch people are oblivious to the

inmate are innocent?
Although Ryan denied the

accusations, many feel that his
"humanitarian mission" to clear the
death row came, in part, for political
reasons. Recently, many ofRyan 's
top aides were convicted for the
alleged "license for bribes" scheme
which involved corruption on the
highest level ofstate politics while
Ryan served for ecretary of tate.
While never convicted, Ryan i
believed to have had knowledge
that his aids were destroying
docunlenlS that would have served
as evidence against him.

Another huge problem is the
budget. If anyone convicted of
murder can only receive a life
sentence, then the taxpayers must
support them for life, mean ing three
meals a day for up to fifty years.
This occurs as Illinois faces one of
the largest financial crises in state
history, piraling billions ofdollars
into debt.

All of these "coincidences"
made many believe this was Ryan's
failed attempt to end his term with a
positive image. Despite the
motivation, it is clear that this action
will affect many different aspects
ofstate government. Critics ofRyan
may push to reduce the power of
clemency, so that this kind of
incident does not happen again.
Also, other tates may adapt similar
policies for capital punishment.
Maryland has already adopted
Ryan's controversial moratorium
refonn last year, and several other
states have been considering
similar reforms. While I feel that
this was a mistake on the part of
Mr. Ryan, Ido believe that reforms
would be a welcomed addition to
our justice sy tem. Yet, it is
unsettling to feel that the many
victims of those who would have
died on death row now seem to
have died in vain.

deeply betrayed.
Ryan, a Republican, admitted

that he entered Illinois politics with
a trong belief in the death penalty.
However, after reviewing several
cases, Ryan noticed the system
contained flaws and corruption.
Before leaving office, Ryan
propo ed over 85 possible
modifications to Illinois's
legislatures. One such proposal
includes mandatory videotaped
confessions of convicted
individuals. Despite his "noble"
attempts at improving the system,
there is definitely a strong line
between reviewing policy and
granting clemency to all alleged
killers, especially when he did not
review every case.

Many high ranking officials,
including current ovemor Rod
Blagojevich, disagree with Ryan's
decision. Ryan's critics feel that
while there are indeed problems
with the system, life imprisonment
is no better fate than death. How
does it benefit a wrongly accused
person if their sentence changes
from death to life behind bars? Is it
within our moral system to be
concemed with the well-being of
oursociety's murderers? Also, how
can the decision ofone individual,
despite their rank, supercede the
entire court system? Does Ryan
really have the authority to exhibit
this degree of control in a
democratic state?

Human error is a factor in all
aspects of life. There will always
be a case where someone is
wrongfullyjailed; the system is not
perfect. If there were inaccuracies
in several cases, can we assume all

AI Dodaro
Photo Editor

Before leaving office, furmer
Govemor George Ryan, in one of
his most controversial decisions,
granted clemency to all death row
inmates awaiting execution. Not
only did this decision seem rushed,
it s also making many people feel
uneasy about Illinois's punishment

stem. Familie ofmurder victims
feel betrayed by the former
govemor. Mo t feel that years in
court, fair representation, and
evidence analyzed with the latest
technology are more than enough
to prove a person guiltyor innocent
ofa capital crime. 0 why should
the word 0 fone man who does not
specialize in any form of
criminology?

Ryan defends his views,
believing that what he did was right,
and hopes that it will persuade the
legislature to rebuild the justice
ystem. Ryan's clemency decision

affected 156 inmates on death row
and I I others who were charged
with capital crimes, but are currently
waiting to be sentenced. Ryan
started his pardoning with four
death-row inmates who, in his
opinion, werephysicaJlythreatened
and forced to confessing to crimes
they did n t commit. He felt that
these men should receive full
pardons because he felt that they
were 'victim ofthe system." Yet,
many criticize Ryan for using the
cases of these individuals for the
basis of commuting the sentences
of nearly 170 individuals who the
courts deemed deserving ofcapital
plmishment.

Even more un ettling, Ryan did
not review every case, as he had
originally promised in 2002. This is
ahugesetback for fumi liesofmurder
victims looking for some form of
closure. Many ofthese people feel

high chool class fills A LOT of
spots in public universities,
meaning that those outside of that
top tenth face a much tougher
battle to gain admittance. Under
any sy tern intended to redress past
racial grievances, those on the
borderline will suffer. An important
thing to note, however, is that racial
diversity is only part of colleges'
goal of a diverse campus. All you
have to do is something to make
yourself stand out. Ultimately,
failing to get admittance into a
college is not the fault of an
affinnative action program. The
fairest system to assure racial
diversity is for everyone,
regardless of their skin color, to be
the best they can be.

probably has to do with the legacy
of past racism. Denial of equal
education to past generations has
had the unfortunate effect of
severely lowering the bar. The best
way to have kids raised by parents
who value education. This is
difficult ifAfrican-Americans and
otherminorities face great obstacles
in entering establishments of
higher learning-which they often
do ifno special steps are taken.

Unfortunately, any steps taken
to redress this will have the
unfortunate consequence of
making things unfair for whites,
even those which do not
acknowledge the exi tence ofrace
as an issue. Guaranteeing the
admission of the top 10010 ofevery

aren't going to have any trouble
getting into a state university
anyway, regardless of the color of
their skin. The chief selling point
for Mr. Bush eems to be not that
this plan is terribly effective, but that
it is a plan ofaction which does not
admit that the problem exists. It
would be wonderful if prejudice
would cease to exist ifwe refused
to mention it, but that doesn't
happen. America avoided
mentioning it for nearly 100 years,
until Dr. King made us mention it.
Racism isAmerica's monster under
the bed, and, like those monsters, it
can only be defeated when
confr nted.

Unfortunately, the reason certain
minoritie perform lower on tests

The Road to Utopia
Are we there yet, or is this yet another road
block on the way to a color-blind America?

has long been a disparity between
the standardized test cores of

aucasians and tho e of certain
minorities. But how are we to deal
with this problem?

President Bush has proposed a
plan adopted in various fonns in
states includingTexas and Florida.
Thi idea would have all public
univer ities in a state guarantee
admi ion to the top 10 or 20
percent of every high chool's
graduating class. The goal is that
even ifAfiican-Americansd more
poorly on standardized tests than
do whites, they would still be
represented fairly at state colleges.
But doe this really solve
anything? People in the top 10% of
their high school class probably

The woods' are lovely, dark and
deep,

But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go hefore I sleep...

-Robert Frost, "Stopping By
Wood On ASnowy Evening"

We are on a joumey. It is a trip
few are particularly opposed to
taking, yet it i as controversial as
any. The problem lie with the fact
that while the beginning of the
journey is fairly defined, the end
remains ambigu us. This journey
is that toward equal race relation
in the US, toward truly being able
to say that all men are judged "not
by the color oftheir skin, but by the
content oftheir character," to quote
Dr. King. Unfortunately, getting rid
of the problem of racial conflict is
not simply a matter ofclosing our
eyes and wishing it wasn't so. There

David Montgomery
Editor-in- hief
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Oak Lawn Activities
at a Glance

A Glimpse at the Outside
World: Job Shadowing

Theatre (continued from pagel)

Ed uda
News Editor

The Junior lass Advisory
Board is busy preparing for
Lhe 2003 TurnabouL Dance,
enLiLled "Thi ' pecLacular'
Evening." Thi dance, held

n February 81h from 7:30
10:30, will co t $25 per couple
or $13 per single Licket. In
addiLion to the ticket sales for
the dance, there will be a
Lifesavers winter green Mint
sale in order to raise funds for
the Junior lass Advisory
Board.

tudent ounciI was busy
planning and finally executing
Winterfest Dance. They later
meL to di cu s how the dance
went, and some possibilities
of improving iL for next year
(see article page 5). They are
al 0 busy preparing for
upcoming Flower Day.

Photo lub is currently
planning Photo Week, in
which the school will be
decorated wiLh posters and
nyer containing information
on photography te hnique
and "fun fOLo fact ." During
this week disposable cameras
wi II be di tribuLed to various
tudents. Their images will

be developed and di played
in a collage formaL for school
viewing.

The Oak Lawn Theatre
Program held try-ouLs for Lheir
spring how on January 16.
Forty-four students were
casted in the following plays:
" yrano de Bergerac", "The
Yearling", and "Alice in
Wonderland." "The Yearling"
and" yrano de Bergerac" will
be competing on the IIISA
and I A level . (see article
page I)

Th Oak Lawn cholastic
Bowl teams competed aL
Lincoln EasL on January 22.
The Varsity team took third
place overall, winning two
game and losing two. On

The group inLerpreLation will
al 0 compeLe on the SI A and
IH A levels at the same
competitions as the contest
play. It will be ranked in much
the same way at sectionals,
except the top three group
InterpretaLion will advance to
staLe.

The Lhird play, 'Alice in
Wonderland," will not be
competing on either level. It is,
of cour e, based on Lewis

arroll's novel, and is the tory
ofAlice ( am imonetta) as she
has fallen through her mirror
and lands in wonderland. This
play is unique in the facL that it
is cast almo t entirely out of
people who are underclassmen,

Wednesday January 29 the
Scholastic Bowl team
competed in their third SI A
mini-meet at Argo lligh chool.
They will compete for the
North ICA title on February
19 at Reavis High chool.

On February 5, the Oak
Lawn Mathletes will head out
to their Conference meeL at
Thornwood High School. If
the partan Mathletes come
out in either first or second
place, they will move up from
their current Division III rating
to a Division II.

The OLCH Bowlers have
had a phenominal season.
They will be competeing in the

tate competition on January
31 and February I, at O'Fallon
High School. (see article page
12)
The Oak Lawn Forensics

competed at the Downers
Grove South TournamenL on
January 24 and 25. They
advanced thirteen into emi
finals and then broke Debbie
Zwirkoski, John iciora, Justin
Lopez, and Megan Ilincks into
finals. Zwirkoski and iciora
placed third overall. Lopez and
Hincks were the tourpament
champions in Ilumorous Duet
Acting. The team is currently
preparing Lo battle it out at
Conference on Saturday,
February) at isenhower High
School. They are aiming to
make thi their third
consecutive year taking first
at Conference. So come on out
and support the team.

Ms. Jen Galante is currently
planning a group for an
American ancer walk. For
information on planning daies
and important meeting see
Ms. Galante in room 240.

Registration will begin Lhis
monLh. Seminars and
information are currenLly being
held and distributed. tudents
have the opportunity to
choose from new classes Lhis
year. (see article page 5)

or who are new to acting.
Although they will not be
competing against other
school, they have the
opportunity to be part of the set
crew for the contest play, so that
they still can be involved in the
competitions.

All of the theatre members are
excited by this great
opportunity they are embarking
on. Junior Dave Vognar is very
confident that the play he is in,
"The Yearling", will do well. "I
am really looking forward to the
competetive aspect this
activity. 1think we will do well."

Junior Justin Lopez is also
looking forward to the play he
is in, "Cyrano de Bergerac." "I'm

Lisa Had
StaffWriter

For those who may not
know, Oak Lawn has created
a new opportunity for
Ludents to investigate job

intere ts, Job hadowing.
This program can be

compared to the studenL
helper program where eigth
graders shadow high
schoolers in order Lo get a
little biL of understanding
where high school life is
concerned. Here, juniors and
seniors are offered the chance
Lo leave school for one full
day to follow a person at a
workplace and learn what
skills and knowledge are
involved for specific careers.

Junior and enior students
that wish to participate must
fill out an application and
decide on a place Lo go and
ob erve the workplace. The
tudenL mu L then supply

con ent from a parent of
guardian, permission from the
ho t company they will attend,
and provdie their own
transportation. After that
they wi II set a day to attend
their job shadowing.

Thi student will not be
penalized for missing school;
job shadowing counts as a
full day of school even though
the stud nt won' Lactually be
aL school. However, all school
discipline rules still apply,
since the tudents will be
representing ak Lawn

ommunity High School.
Each student is expected to
acL as one would at Lhe
chool.

Mr. frankVazzana, who is in
charge of job shadowing
opportunities, strongly
believes in the benefits of this
program. For week he has
been encouraging and
advertising job shadowing to

very excuted about this great
oppourtunity. The script is
great, and we have a great cast."

The ICA conference
tournament will be held at
Bloom High School, on March
14 and 15. The IHSA sectional
is going to be held on March
2 I and 22 at Reavis High
School. The State competition
will be held the following
weekend at the College of
DuPage in Wheaton. All three
plays will perform April 10, II,
and 12, at 7:30. The theatre
program encourages everyone
to enjoy all of these plays by
supporting them through the
competitive phase and paiq
performances.

~.......~
uong Nguyen trie out being a teacher. (Photo by

Alan Dodaro)
students through clubs as doing, and thi helps them to
well as over the intercom. make decisions about Lheir
When asked why he thought future. Habich said,
this was an importanL and "Job hadowing is a greaL
beneficial opportunity, he experience to have, and to see
responded, "This is a program what ajob really entails."
that allows the student to Among some of the benefits
experience a career in real life, ofjob shadowing are being in a
not just from a book or a "real life" learning situation,
computer." accessing career information

Counselor Julie Habich also not found in a classroom,
supports job shadowing having a chance to apply
because her children took the classroom learning, connecting
opportunity to do job time in high school to the future
shadowing. Her son went to career of choice, reinforing
his "dream job," and when he career decisions, teaches
found out the actual job students about community, and
requirements, he realized it the communiLy to observe the
wasn't what he wanted to do young people that hold the
at all. Her daughter on the fULure.
other hand went and fell in Junior Suong Nguyen, who
love with the occupation she participated in the event, said,
saw first hand. "It gives you a hands on

Job shadowing not only approach to learning the ups
offers a chance to observe a and downs of my career
job a person might have choice(s). In my case [ learned
interest in. It also J:lelps more about the behaviors of
students to find out what others that [ might work with,
types of activities they enjoy like children."

Health Career Night
On Tuesday March 25 there will be another informational ca
reer night. Focusing on the Health ervice Careers, this event
allows students to be able to speak with representatives from
the occupational careers, and learn about possible programs
available to high school students. The careers that will be
represented are:

• Acupuncture • Medical Office
• Adult day Care Assistant
• Chiropractic • Naprapath

Medicine • Nursing
• Dentist • Orthodontics
• Dental • Optpmetry
• Dental Hygienist • Pharmacy
• Emergency Medical • Psychiatry

Technician • Phlebotomy
• Health Information • Radiological

Technology . Technology
• Massage Therapist • Sports Therapy

Don't forget March 25, 2003 in the OLCH cafeteria at 7:30
p.m!
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Before Increase

School Registration Technology Parking Driver's Education Total '0 t-
Lyons 204 $125 None $200 None $325
Thornton $95 None $IO/month $150 $185
Bloom 206 $150 None $IO/month $150 $240
ell. D 218 $2 0 None one one $230
Reavis $100 None $50 $80 $150
Bremen 228 $50 $24 $50 $50 $124
OL'II 229 $50 one None $50 $50
District 230 $100 $35 $100 $60 $235
Evergreen Park
231 $80 None $IO/Month $50 $170
Ilomewood
Flos moor 233 $165 $100 None $75 $265

Aller Increase

School Registration Il:chnolog) Parking Dri\er's Education 'Iotal Cost-
Lyons 204 $125 None $200 onc $325
fhornton $95 one $IO/month 150 $IR5
Bloom 206 $150 None $IO/month $150 $240
CIISD 21 R $230 one None None $210
ReaVIS $100 None $50 $80 $150
Bremen 228 $ 0 $24 $50 $50 $124
OLCIIS 229 $150 $25 $50/ eme ter$IOO 51'..25
District 230 $100 $15 $100 $60 $235
Evergreen Park
231 $80 one 10/Month 50 170
IIomcwood
Flossmoor 233 $165 $100 onc $75 $265

- ost of Driver's Education not included

In New York City on January
22, a federal judge threw out a
clas -action lawsuit that
blamed McDonald's food for
obesity, diabetes, and other
health problems in children.
The uit wa filed by familie
of overweight children in the
Bronx. The judge stated that
the law is not intended to
protect people from their own
immoderation. "If a p rson
know or should know that
eating copious orders 0

UP RSIZED McDonald'
products is unhealthy and may
result in weight gain ... it is not
the place of the law to protect
them from their own excesses,"
the judge aid. "Nobody is
forced to eat at McDonald's."

into the treets, although the
Mexican capital uffered little
damage. At lea t 10 quake
ranging in magnitude from 3.9
to 4.5 shook the coa tal area
after the initial earthquake. The
aller hocks did little additional
damage.

Physics
continuedfrom page /

The two new physics teachers
are really looking forward to
this year's contest and project.
Dudzik commented, "It is hard
to predict how the designs are
going to look because they are
very different compared to
bridges I have seen because
of the fact that this year the
bridges wi II be tested in two
different vertical positions
instead of the usual horizontal
positions."

Mr. Anthony Svozil agreed.
"The students have put a lot
of hard work into this project
and it will all come back to
them when they ee how much
fun it is to test and break the
bridges. They will be amazed
at how a bridge that weigh
less than twenty-five grams
can hold more than fifty kilos."

The students are also
looking forward to the contest
as well, and they hope that all
their hard work will payoff.
"After all the hours I spent
building my bridge I sure hope
that it holds more that just a
few pounds", said junior
Jennifer Cronin. Junior
Caroline Dikselis said, "The
bridge project is an exciting
way to learn more about the
physics we are studying and
see how it applies to the real
world. Plus, building the
bridge was a lot of fun."

News Bytes
Wayne Miller
, taJJWriter

President Bush gave a
message to the anti-abortion
rights rally, saying Americans
must "protect the lives of
innocent children waiting to be
born." Bush urged the Senate to
enact laws to ban human cloning
and a fonn oflate-tenn abortion.
"Partial-birth abortion is an
abhorrent procedure that
otTends human dignity. Human
being are not research material
to be u ed in cruel and reckle s
experiments." lIe said he would
sign both ban into law.

Twenty-five people were
ki lied and at least 300 were
injured in the 7.8 magnitude
earthquake that hit western
Mexico on January 21. The
quake also disturbed Mexico

ity, which is nearly 300 miles
ea t of the fault line. The shock
sent terri fied residents fleeing

increases are a neces ary
step in maintaining the
quality of Oak Lawn High
School's programs and
facilities. He believes that by
allowing the school to
generate more revenue, the
students will be able to
better-perform in academics,
because they will be able to
compete on a more even
ground with neighboring
high schools. This money is
a step in Oak Lawn's quest to
provide a quality education.

Curriculum Night
hI

discussing the importance of
As ey Foster h . h . h . I

iff
. C ooslOg t e ng t curncu um

Sta Writer C h . d"d I d 'lor eac 10 IVI ua stu ent s
needs.

Although Curriculum Night is
designed for the benefit of both
parents and students, every
student will have the
opportunity to tailor an academic
program that is right for them.
Therefore, during registration
time counselors will discuss with
individual options with
students. These "pre-
registration" periods took place
on January 28, 29, and 30.
Incoming freshmen register later
in February.

The highlight of Curriculum
Night was the introduction ofall
the new classes that will be
available to students next year.

Such classes include
economics and economics
honors, sports medicine, dance,
fitness, modern American
history, as well as a myriad of
new technology courses. Two
other new courses that many are
excited are about are speech and
drama classes.

With so many opportunities
to choose from, every student
will be able to find a class that
suits his or her academic needs
as well as his or her personal
wants.

New Offerings at

Registration for next year's
classes has begun here at Oak
Lawn. Students are currently
trying to decide what type of
classes you want to have, need
to have or should have for next
year.

To that end, the Oak Lawn
Community High chool
Curriculum Night was held in
the Auditorium gym on
January 24. The presentation
consisted of all the heads of
the divisions discussing the
school curriculum for the 2003
2004 school year.

During the presentations
the speakers discussed what
classes are available to the
students and what
requirements need to be met in
order to take certain classes.

Speakers included Mr. Joe
Marchese (Social Studies and
Foreign Language), Mr. Mark
Kleeman (Physical Education,
Driver's Education, and
Health), Mr. David Johnson
(Math and Science), Ms.
Catherine Morrin ( nglish,
Fine Arts, and Media enter),
Mr. Joe McCurdy (Career and
Technology), and principal Dr.
Catherine Fronczak each

when purchasing more
current supplies.

Freshman Daniel
Montgomery aid, "I don't
really Iike the idea of paying
more money to attend a public
chool. But I guess it's

nece ary 0 that our school
can keep all ur extracurricular
activities."

Dr. Briscoe then stated that
although he doesn't believe
the student body or their
parents wi II be happy about
paying the higher fees, these

Junior get down and boogie.
(Photo by Heidi Hewilt)

The most important part of
the dance is the music. Several
students commented on how
good the music was, and what
a variety they played, ranging
from Modem Pop, Classic Rock,
Oldies, and even some Swing.
Amanda Benson, a senior at
OL H , commented, "The DJ
played good music. I really
liked the variety." Nicole
Bowman, another senior at
OL H , said the Winterfest
dance was good for the
students because, "It gave
students a chance to unwind at
the end of a long exam week."
he said.

Fee Increase
Continued from page /

car-pooling by the students,
so that the number of
vehicles in the student lot
will decrease. New fee
will be added to other
classes as well, to help cover
the cost of supplies. With
the average textbook
costing between $70-$ I 00,
these fee increases would be
necessary to help offset the
large costs encountered

Dan Montgomery
StaJJWriter

Winterfest Dance

On January 18, about 225
students attended Oak Lawn
Community High School's
Winterfest Dance.

This is an annual event in
where students gather to have
a good time dancing to relax
after finals. The Student
Council sponsored this dance,
bringing food and setting up
decorations. Their co-sponsor
Mrs. Pam Bibeau said, "The
dance was very successful. It
gave kids omething to do on a

aturday Night. It was one of
the few dances that were casual.
You didn't need a date, and it
didn't cost that much money."

The tudent Council worked
hard to decorate the gym for this
dance. They placed giant snow
flakes on the bleachers to
enhance the winter-like
atmosphere of the gym. The
dance started at 7:30 p.m, and
lasted until 10:30 p.m.

When asked on her thoughts
about the dance, Jenny
Madden, a sophomore at Oak
Lawn Community High chool,
said, "I had a great time. The
music was good and all of my
friends had a good time."
Freshman Matt Meuhe
enjoyed watching fellow
students who were break
dancing throughout the night.
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Singles' Appreciation Day

Someone You Should Know

(off orl9lno' prl")
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$20

place on the third aturdayof
October. When you walk into
a I Iallmark store then you will
see almost a replica of
everything you aw in
February. If Valentine's Day
isn't a fabri ated holiday then

wee test Day definitely is.
What happened to the one day
a year a pect?

Valentine's Day has become
a Hallmark holiday and there's
not much to do about it. No
one kn ws where the old
Valentine's Day has gone, and
it doesn't seem like anyone is
trying to find out. On February
14 th when you rush into the
nearest IIallmark store at the
last minute, think of what the
meaning of Valentine's Day is
before you spend all the money
inyourwallet. Believemeyou'll
have plenty of time to think
while standing in the never
ending line.

u

same anymore. Most people
think that the greater the gift the
better the reaction of the loved

parlanile Graphic
by Jenny ronin

one later. orne go to extreme
measures to spend hundreds of
dollars to satisfy the needs of
one person. What happened
to the love?

A couple years ago
Valentine's Day was the only
day of the year like it. The fact
that it only happened once a
year made Valentine's Day more
significant. Recently there has
been competition. Now
Sweetest Day usually takes

"?oth Year Anniversary 'Spet:ial"
Len ~"aduto Driving ~Ghoo\, InG.

4lfS1 w. tISth '5trut. Oa~ La.... n. I\\inoir. (,0453
(1o~)42-"3- 12-12-
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"4 Week Teen Program or
"2 Week Behind-the-Wheel Only Progrllm
"Free lIome Pick-up for Behlnd-the-whe.. lessons
.. Lessons avuilable 7 days It we~k

·Visit our website - www.SCildulotlr;\Jlng.chool.cfln.
• £:.a\\ ahead and reflerve 'four flea! In the ne",! c.\a&&!!

Faml\1 o",nod and oporatod ..nc.o t'!12.

February Horoscopes
Taurus: (April. 2 May 20) You're going to have to pull
Except for the whole "I believe your resources together, break
in God" thing, becoming a nun the old rule, and rise above
seems quite the logical career your peers ifyou ever expect to
move. come up with the world's finest
Gemini: (May21-June 21) "Yo'Mama"joke.
A fter debating over the corpio: ( ct. 24-Nov. 21)
overwhelming task of college You'll encounter many new
enrollment, you decide to obstacles as you work yourself
become a religious extremist as up the career ladder this week,
part of a South American cult. some may include falling out
Hey, the Kool-Aid's good, the of-control pianos, a few
tax breaks are wonderful, and dropped hand grenades, and
you've already got your tunic. the occasional senior citizen
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) that gets in your way.
Sometime a hello means more agittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
than just "hi," but a temporary Looking ahead, this new
restraining order is almost semester will bring you new
always the sign of a greater "hopes" and "aspirations." It's
personal problem, as you will either that or "prolonged
soon come to learn. misery" and "extreme grief."
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Yup, it's definitely one of the
Deciding to become a pirate this two.
week will result in dastardly Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
results, as your cardboard box Assessing your post-semester
deemed the .51. Livingston grade thi week will lead you
doesn't handle well on the to the conclusion that has been
harsh waters. repeated time and again
Virgo: (Aug. 23- ept. 22) throughout the course of human
You'll yet again face another life existence: those who fail history
or death situation this week in are doomed to repeat it ... in
the woods, and when it's too summer school.
late, it'll finally dawn on you Pi ces: (Feb. 19-March 20)
that the mother bear will always A major curve in the road oflife
catch the guy who stole her won't mean the end this month;
cubs. that is, unless you forget to tum
Libra: (Sept. 23 ct. 23) becau e you're on your cell.
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Alan Dodaro
Photo Editor

Anna Polowin
Staf!Writer

Christmas may be over but
Valentine's Day i just around
the corner. At this time of the
year if you walk into any
Hallmark store y u wi II see just
about each and every shade of
red. Card, bear , candy and
just about anything to do with
Valentine's Day is right at your
service. It seems like just the
place to get the perfect gift for
your loved one, but is
Valentine' Day ju t not what it
used to be?

Has Valentine's Day become
a Hallmark holiday? I'm afraid
o. This holiday i being kept

alive merely for profit for the
card companies. What
happened to the good old
Valentine's Day with Oowers
everywhere and upid? Let's
face it, Valentine' Day isn't the

Valentine's Day or Hallmark Day?

Welcome to a new year
fellow partans. It's hard to
believe that 2003 is already 1/
12th over! Time just tl ie when
you're easing into a new
emester. I (ere' a brieflook of

what's to come in your
wonderful lives ...
Aquariu : (Jan. 2 Feb. 18)
After working long and hard
last week, today you deserve a
reward. It may be time to
purchase that Walker: Texas
Ranger poster you've been
eyeing for the past few days.

Aries: (March 21 April 19)
After long discussions,
evaluating your choices, and
consulting your top advisors,
you will decide to take a page
from former Vice President AI
Gore's book, and formally
announce not to run for
president in the upcoming 2004
elections.

new movie "Biker Boyz," a
movie that no girl in her right
mind would see. Girls can spend
all day getting their nails done,
while the guys go check out the
IFMA Motocros show at the
Allstate Arena that night.

JIere's probably the be t part
ofitall.Areyouli teningguy?
No gifts. No jewelry he is never
going to wear, no clothes that
won't fit which will ave a fight
about her ize, and no
expensive dinners that leave a
permanent dent in your wallet.
This extra element al 0 help
out the ladie a well. Did you
know that the average price for
guy's cologne i $65! Mo t
girls are lucky ifthier guy smell
like Zest, let alone any type of
cologne that can be throw at
them.

o why should one be a
Valentine's Day skeptic?
Nothing good can come of it.
For years, people have
celebrated it, and have you ever
heard one good story come of
it? Have you ever heard a "and
we lived happily ever after after
we spent Valentine's Day
together"?? When you force
two people to express their love
to each other for a full 24 hour,
nothing good can come of it.

What are you lookingfonvard
too most about the end of the
year?

raduation and not doing track
this season.
What will you miss most about
Oak Lawn?
My friend and some tcacher .
Whillteachers have influenced
your life the /IIost?
My favorite teacher are Mr.

olinko, Mr. Hill, Mrs. Bibeau,
Mrs. May, Mr. carpelli, Mr .
Jenkins.
Ifyou had to choose olle thing
that you wouldn ~ live without.
what would it he?
My bike or skis. Both because
I don't know which I would
rather have.
Who do you look up to most?
My close family and friend,
and Chad, my dog, becau e he'
my guy.
What is your biggest fear?
My car breaking down in the
middle of nowhere on my way
to Wyoming.
What:S your favorite cafeteria
food?
Cream ofChicken oup is good
and the ice cream machine that
I di covered this year.

am Metcalf
,ports Editor

Okay, besides the fact that
Valentine's Day is the prototype
of a Hallmark holiday gone
haywire, why else does it
regi tel' low on some people's
priority list for February?
Boyfriend are over-rated, and
girl friends are a wound to the
wallet. And one might have to
drop hints, dress up, and imply
remember when Valentine's Day
is. A new holiday is in order.

ne where it's okay, or even
better, required to be single.

Throughout most ofthe year,
being single is perfectly
acceptable. You're keeping
your options open, you're
playing the field. Whatever
your excu e, people will
naturally buy it. Until that one
day comes tliat you have been
dreading since la t March,
Valentine's Day. For some
reason on February 14th

, if you
don't have a boyfriend or
girlfriend, you need to find one
and fast. .. but why? February
14 th should become the new

ingle ' Appreciation Day.
The girls can catch t.hat new

ch ick tl ick you know that no
guy would take you to see. And
the guys can go checkout the

What cluhs and activities are
you iJ71'olved in?
Track, Cro s ountry, Peer
Mediation, tudent H Ipers,
andNH .
Do you plan 011 running in
'ollege?
Not for a team, but I plan on
skiing and hiking a lot.
What college do you plan on
aI/ending?
University of Wyoming,
because I like the mountains.
Do you knoll' what you are
going to major in?
Pharmacy

Suzie Campbell
Feature Editor

Ever wonder how people can
be so involved in chool, get
good grades, and still have time
for a life? Well if you want to
know, then ask enior Mitch
Daley, because he do it all.

Attention Students:
Do you have problems or worries?

Well have no fear, write to Dear Suzie!
Starting in the March 7th Spartantitc,

an advice column will appear.
You can write in about your problems and

have Dear Suzie advise you.
Please submit your letters to Room 204 and

then be sure to read the next Spartanite!



The 2003 Cooper S
North American Truck at the
Detroit Auto Show. With a wide
exterior and classic leather
seating, the XC90 is a suave
truck in a year of old rehashed
models.

Of course, price-tags like
$200,000 for the BentleyAmage
and $333,000 for the Rolls
Royce Phantom would make
any car-buyer wince, grab for
the pocketbook and think twice.
Mean ing, partans, that the
auto-sector's debonair models
this year are not for everyone,
especially students. More
moderately priced new models
are just as sleek, like Subaru's
2003 Forester and the 2003 Land
Rover Discovery. In essence,
2003 is the year of bold for
automobiles--boldness in
interior comfort, boldness in
power, and boldness in style.

car.
The Jaguar S-Type R follows

the style-over-budget
paradigm. This car runs on a V
8 engine and is complete with a
wood-trimmed interior. The
Brits went all out on this S-Type,
pulling out all the stops. This
car is forged with luxury and
chutzpah; from its snazzy
interior decor to its celerity and
versatility on the road.

For less pretentious new
models, Volvo and Mini USA
offer new and innovative ideas.
The Mini Cooper, Cooper S
built on the European-styled
small city vehicle-won the
North American Car ofthe Year
award and is the epitome of
style in a compact size. With a
comfortable interior and all the
stereo amenities, it aims to
please. The Cooper S is a mix of
a Ford Focus and a punch
buggy, but has the jazzy look
of a European street-rover.

The sly-style is not just
limited to cars though, as
Volvo's XC90 showed as it
picked up the award for the best

Cadillac's new concept car, the ixteen, recently made waves at national auto shows.

quarter-of-a-million bucks and
is said to drive like a muscle-

The Volvo XC90

The "Dope" Rides of 2003

David Vognar
Fealure Edilor

Although Detroit has yet to
introduce the Bat-mobile to the
world-wide market, it is well on
its way. A sleek, stylish and
sophisticated look is
dominating this year's car
designs.

Take Cadillac's ixteen, a
concept car with a price tag of
$250,000, for starters. This car
is driven by a V-16 engine and
has all the zip one would expect
from a 1,000 horse-power

engine, and then some. But the
real drawing point to the Sixteen
is its smooth contours and
obsidian-black shine. With an
elongated grill and hood-area,
this new Caddy looks like a-

distance that they might lie
away from him. Thus, he
suppresses the psyche trying
to quench the thirst for further
realizations.

There are possibilities to
bond with all creatures and
powers of the natural and the
supernatural that no science

could ever explain.
Those who look for the
answer in an equation
do not reach their
optimum potential.

If there was no
challenge ahead, there
would be no journey
that leads towards it.

Discovery of the true purpose
of life might never be realized,
but staying with the preset
array of rules prevents any
escape from the ordinary.

The imprisoned conscience
offers no hope in finding an
answer, and therefore there is
no purpose in trying to search
for it. Beyond the doubts, a
true inner connection thrives in
the journey of life, not the
destination.

The path towards the end is
the definition of truth and
infinity. As human life
advances, more trials arise,
equally infinite. By now, one
might realize that there was no
true beginning to the travel,
either. Becoming affixed to the
single passage would
undermine the purpose of the
mind. For it travels not by
command, but by free will.
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Quantum Thoughts
~Infinite Connections~

Ted Sileika
Stal/Writer

Boundless and limitless are
human minds, as are the ways
they perceive the universe.

Numbers have no way to
describe such a phenomenon,
for a mind cannot express its
abyss ofemotion and
power. A constant
force, outwitting any
scientific explanation,
compels man to gaze
beyond the social
confines. The
perspective of no
restraints will be
enabled by the ability to see
with eyes closed-with a mind
open to the infinite
connections.

It would be quite a pointless
existence to appeal to the set of
regulations established by
those who fear to look further.
The mathematical conception
of infinity can only be
described by offering a
multitude of links between
numbers.

Yet, must this knowledge be
applied only to science? Once
again the mind is held back by
the social contract to accepting
certain restrictions. Such a
concept cannot be easily, ifever,
surpassed. One must persevere
to explore what infinite
capabilities the given intellect
offers.

Wondering at the stars, a
modern man thinks of the

The Day ofthe Shadow: The Whole Skinny on Groundhog Day
for protection. 0 why do we
look to these animals for
weather forecasts?

In 1723, the Delaware Indians
made their home in what they
called "ponksad-uteney,"
meaning "the town ofsandf1ies.
This is now the town of
Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania.
Ground hogs were as important
to the Delaware Indians as
monkeys were to Darwin. The
Delawares believed that life
began with smaller animals in
"Mother Earth" and it was from
them that people "emerged."
The ground hog was an
honorable ancestor. In fact, the
name wood chuck comes from
the Delaware legend of"Wojak
the groundhog."

Renee McWilliams
SlaffWriter

Every February 2, people all
around the world patiently
await the waking of a
groundhog from its burrow to
predict the fate of the world.
Sounds a lillie foolish, right? As
Groundhog Day nears, some
may begin to wonder how this
unique holiday came to be the
most popular source of
meteorological predictions.

The groundhog, also known
as a woodchuck or a whistle pig,
weighs in at about 1.8 to 2.3 kg
and reaches about 40 to 60 cm.
Its bushy tail alone is 10cm
long. Since the ground hog is
rather slow, it uses its burrow

During the 1700's German celebrated its fir t official many as 30,000 have watched
set tie r s Groundhog him wake up. Phil, who shares
brought the Day, in the his predictions with all of
tradition of town where America, is dubbed the "Seer
"Candlemas the of Seers, age of Sages,
Day" to the Delawares Prognosticator of
new world. once lived. Prognosticators, and Weather
It was Eventually, Prophet Extraordinare."
thought that the Since 1887, there have been
if the sun popularity of 92 accounts where Phil has seen
came out on Groundhog his shadow, fourteen accounts
February 2, February2'sChiefCulprits 0 a y where he hasn't seen his
and an animal's shadow would increased,and in 1993 the movie shadow, and nine accounts
be visible in the wee hours of Groundhog Day was made, were records were not available.
the day, there would be six more starring Bill Murray and Andie For three consecutive years
weeks of frigid weather. The McDowell, enshrining the Phil has seen his shadow,
Gennans looked to a badger, but custom. predicting six more weeks of
people in Pennsylvania decided Since the movie's release, winter. Which begs the
on the groundhog. And so on people have gathered to see the question: Will his "shadow
February 2, 1886, groundhog Punxsutawney Phil streak" end this year? Perhaps
Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania by the bus-loads; sometimes as only Phil knows for sure.

New Year's Resolutions: To Keep or Not to Keep
. January; some might make it to amount he or she wants during don't like getting up early in the hard to do. You have to change

Rosh", Rana I 'ddl f F b b h fi I k f d' . d' t"'1 ...t". t 1e ml e 0 e ruary; ut t e Irst coup e wee so a let, mornmg an gomg lor a m. e a lot ofthmgs m your hIe, to do
Sla/fWrtler only a few will be able to keep the person is more likely to get jog. When it comes to school better in school. Some people

The year 2003 has finally their resolution all the way to tired of it and give up. But if resolutions, some students aren't ready to make this
arrived, and with that, New March. one choses to have a realistic don't like opening a book and sacrifice and that is why they
Year's re olutions have been Why are these resolutions resolution in which one decides actually reading it from cover aren't able to go through with
made. These resolutions vary so hard to keep? They are hard to lose a reasonable amount of to cover; they would rather read it for more than half a month.
from vows to do better in school to keep because some are just weight per week, then the the back cover, which is the Laziness and the
to swearing off tho e extra impo sible resolutions. resolution will stretch much easy way out. When people unwillingness to change one's
goodies. But how long are we Resolutions like losing five longer. make New Year's resolutions ways are the main reasons
going to be able to keep these pounds a week aren't realistic Laziness is also one of the hoping to do better in school, resolutions can be so tricky to
resolutions? ome people and therefore very hard to keep. reasons people don't stick to they also have to realize that adhere to for the new year, let
might give up by the end of If a person doesn't lose the their resolutions. Some people doing better in school is really alone a couple of months.



>( on television! I mean, Bill
u. Clinton did it, so why can't this
u

guy? I honestly wasn't too fond
of this program, becau e you
see how shallow people can be
for money. I e pecially feel bad
for van, who ha to live a lie,
but might actually fall for one of
these girls. I think most of
America is just waiting for the
ending, when the truth unfolds.
I l' you want to check it out, it's
on Monday at 8, on Fox.

The e three shows are just a
dose of all the great televi ion
that has unfolded this season.
There arc also The
Bachelorette, a spin-on'wnh the
econd place runner-up Ii'om the

bachelor, 111)' Life liS a Sltc(Jm, a
show about four families
competing to be placed on their

wn show, a well a your old
favorites. TV might finally be
interesting, e cept for all those
commercials. 0, ifyou feel like
being a couch potato for a little
bit longer, you have something
to keep you busy. You'll just
have to try and work it off in
the spring.

Joe Mllhon.Jirt"

too interested in thi producti n.
ft was somewhat intriguing but
it isn't one of my top-rated
shows. Anyway. it appears on

unday at 7 on the WB, if you
would want to check out seven
celebritie trying to live the
common life.

Joe Milliol1aire- Wow, do I
feel bad fI I' those girls! lie's no
ordinary J e, I'll tell you that
much' This was a creative way
for a bunch ofproducers to make
some ea l' money. Who
wouldn't be interested in
watching someone live a huge lie

~ (or haven't) changed. The object
for most is to get the girl and get

~~=t;~~~~~' revenge. It's all about finding that
10 t love or beating up the bully
that constantly made fun ofyou.
Thi show is sure to be a hit and
it appears on two nights:
Thursdays at 7 and undays at 8
on the WB. I would check it out;
you never know if you could
po sibIl' appear on High l chao!
Reullioll.

The Surreal Life- N w, who
came up with the idea for thi
one? In this reality series, seven
celebrities are put into on house
to live together for the next few
weeks. It's pandemonium when
you see who is coming to the
dinncr table. Fonner Motley Cnlc
membcVince Neil, M. . I lammeI'.
and Gabriele Carteris, former
90210 tar, arc just a few. In the
fir t show, you could see how
quickly difference of opinion
mattered. All of the celebrities
had to go buy food with only 500
dollar, which didn't seem to be
enough. If anything, I would
watch the show for Vince Neil; I
think he really make it. I wasn't

High Sc 001 Reun Ion
II/gh School Relilliol1

Wouldn't it be great to spend
Jour ten-year reunion on an
Island in I lawali'! I thlllk It would!
In this reality series show, 13
member' of the graduating class
or"1992 from 0 k Park River
Forestlligh chool, get together
to hare their pa t and move on
toward the future. nce I sa\ the
previews for it, I wa already
hooked. ome of the characters
are Dave (The Bully), Natasha
(The Popular Girl), Dan (The
Player), and Ben (The Nerd).
What's great about this how is
eeing how much people have

nneW Relea/e flom Good Challotte

Lauren Wallace
Emertainment Editor
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'fJr Television's Hottest Shows of the SeasonS
I

As January turns into
February, the seasons slowly
start to change, bringing hot ,
weather and even hotter
television how. This winter,
many new programs have
popped up on such channels as
the WB and Fox that have gotten
their watchers hooked. When we
hould be getting out and 10 ing

tho e holiday pounds, many are
tuned into uch programs as The
BacheloretfL· and High School
Re 11/7 lOll. nfortunately, there
arc the few others that fail to
compete and will keep many
watchers tuned out.

Lately, I had the fortunate
chance of witnes ing a new
season of TV coming into play.
From comedy to reality, and
everything in between, thl: C

shows arc on the top of my list.
tarting with High chool

Reunion and ending with Joe
Millionaire, these shows are
sure to have my eyes glued for
hours on end.

* *

hard times that many feel
during their childhood and
teen years." motionless" is
another slow song and is about
a guy writing a letter stating
that even though hi girl left
him, he will be okay. "Movin'

n" is the final song on the
0, which happens to be a

pretty good closing track
about getting on with your life
through hard time .

Altogether I would say that
this was a pretty good album.
Also, in addition to the album,
you get a music video to
"Lifestyles of the Rich and the
Famous," which you use on
the Internet to unlock live
performances.

....

Apparently
living up to Being
John Malkovich
isn't as easy as

harlie Kaufman
thought it was
going to be.
Adaptation is

Nicholas Cage and MerylStreep ;.. AdaptaJwll not nearly as

average American, to the head intriguing as pike Jonze and
of the NRA ( harlton Heston). harlieKaufinan'searliereffort,nor
There's also an animated short as entertaining. Nicolas age
story involving the history of plays Charlie Kaufinan (co-writer
America that's so poignant, it ofAdaptation, and writer ofBeing
hurts. School House Rock could John Malkovich) who finds the
only dream of being this real. task of adapting a novel into a
Questions are asked, and some screenplay much harder than he
of them are answered. This film thought it would be. Unlike
isn't about answering Being John Malkovich,
questions, it's about asking Adaptation gets bogged down
them. Most documentaries trying to be creative. Bizarre
simply document an event or storytelling only works ifthe tale
problem, but Bowling For is worth telling. In Being John
Columbine has something to Malkovich, it was. In
say about them. Adaptation, it isn't.

differed from
the previou
tracks. "ay
Anything," wa
again another
relatively slow
song about a
guy talking
about a girl that
has been on his
mind and is

Joel, Benji, Billy, and Paul of Good Charlot e waiting for his
about a boy confessing his love chance to tell her how he feels.
for a girl. "Hold On" was "The Day That I Die" is a song
another slow type of song with about a guy that wakes up one
almost the same type of mood day and knows that this will be
as "My Bloody Valentine." the day that he dies but it is also

"Riot Girl" was finally the the best day for him.
song I had been looking for. It "The Young and the
was a fast beat song which Hopeless" is about all of the

tampering by the studio.
After some research I

discovered that the film was
heavily re-shot after initial filming
was complete. They is the result
of another copy and paste job
from Hollywood, and it shows.
cenes don't flow togeth I' right,

and the pacing suffers. I'm
giving the impression I disliked
They, but I didn't. It has some
style and substance, but not
nearly enough as it should.
Leaving crucial plot points
unanswered is a mistake for any
movie, but you know a movie was
decent when you actually wanted
to know the questions that were
left unan wered. With They, Idid.
Bowling For Columbine:

* • * *
Bowling For Columbine is

Michael Moore's documentary
about America's overt obsession
with guns and violence. The film
involves his discussions from
various viewpoints like the

Gotta Love Those Movies!

Anthem," was a pretty good and
catchy song. The third song,
"Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous." has been heard by just
about everyone as a heavily
played radio single.

"Wondering" was the fourth
song on the 0, and I believe
that either this ong or "The
Anthem" will be the next to hit
radio stations. "The tory of My
Old Man" is an okay song where
the band is singing about their
father who deserted them.

"Girls and Boys" was next
and this song wasn't the best, I
felt, because it took a different
tum than the first. "My Bloody
Valentine" can almost be
considered a romantic song

Wes Craven's new hit Tiley

What are the crazy marks the
characters who see these things
are finding on their bodies? Why
i the city plagued with
blackouts? Why can these
creatures only go in the dark? Are
the creatures even real? Are they
simply fabrication of a
psychology major under too
much pressure?

I'm sure that many more parts
of this movie would have made
sense, had there not been any

Anthony .~lrcia

StajJWriter

Good harlotte ha just
released their new album, The
Young andthe Ilopeless. Overall,
this wa a fairly good CD which
had several well sung and played
song. The band, which consists
of Joel, lead vocals, Benji at
vocals and guitar, Billy on guitar
and Paul at bass, has only been
around for about four years. The
Young andthe Hopeless is Good
Charlotte's second CD, the flTst
being their self- titled debut CD.

The album starts off with the
song "A New Beginning." This
song was just an instrumental
song to start ofTthe album. "The

Myle Tomczak
StajJWriter

Wes Craven Presents:
They * * 1/2

We Craven, the creative
genius behind the cult classics
The Hills Have Eyes and La t
HOl/se on the Left, is brilliant at
ripping true emotion from his
viewers at any cost. He had
absolutely nothing to do with
They, however, his name was
slapped on to try and sell tickets.
Iguess the $12 million box-office
gross is proof that it didn't seem
to work too well.

The story centers around
psychology major Julie realizing
that the night terrors she
experienced as a child have
returned, and they might have
been more than just her
imagination. The next 80 minutes
involve her descent into madness
as she tries to solve the mysteries
surrounding these night terrors.
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Isabel Lopez
StaffWriter
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Younger Pete with the enigmatic superhero Artie,
The trongest Man in the World

barometers ofa show's ability to the paper, and I grasp onto the
entertain is in its ability to relate power of the press with an iron
to its audience. And even as it fist. But, that doesn't mean
had such lovable and out-there you can't have a voice. With
characters as "Arty: The this article, as will be for any
Strongest Man In the World" and future Top3 article, you, as the
"Papercut," we as an audience reader, can feel free to think
fOWld ourselves relating to the up a different list, and submit
two brothers named Pete and it to the Spartanite. [f I feel
their daily dilemmas. We were yours is better, or that it
rooting right along side them includes something that I
through thick and thin, and often forgot and feel is correct, [just
found ourselves laughing as a may be so inclined to issue a
result. retraction, an apology, and

Well,tllat'smylist Don't like my give praise to a better list-
picks? Too bad,you don't write for maker than myself.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

: New Mu~ic: Saliva and Matchbox 10 :• •••
!?

••
•••I.''I,... Jf' '0 ., •

••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ---Mathchbox Twenty - More.
• -Saliva - Back Into Your System Than You Think You Are •
• Who could forget tlle soundtrack With the release of Yourse/fOr:

song, "Hero,"sungbyChadKroger Someone Like YOli back in '96,.
•ofNickleback and Josey Scott of Match box Twen ty became.

Saliva from the movie Spldennan? known by their underground pop/ •
When "Hero" hit the airwaves, alternative sound and lead singer:
Saliva already had two singles out Rob Thomas's unique voice .•
from tlleirdebutEverySixSeconds After collaboration .with Santana:
and a couple other soundtrack and the fairly good release of.
songs. SoWlding similar to Fred MadSeason, tlle bands tllird major:
Durst and Lajon Witllerspoon of release, More Than You Think You.
SevendllSt, Saliva had potential as Are, has hit the shelves. :
a metaVrock band. The album gives the listener a.

• So then comes Saliva's follow- good energetic opening with:
up albwn, Back InJo Your System, "Feel." Unlike Mad Season,.
asolid sophomore effort. BacklnJo which consisted of mostly:
YmlrSystem feeds tlle listeners what brokenhearted love ballads, More.
many bands ofSaliva's metal genre Than You Think You Are is:
has to offer: aggression, angst, and equally divided ofinfectious pop.
atouch ofbittersweet love. The first songs such as the first single,:
single from the a1bwn, "Always," "Disease," and occasional.
can grow onjust about any listener ballads. Matchbox Twenty keeps:

• ifplayedenough. their sound the same, but.
After shouts and screams experimentations with soul are:

towards lovers and enemies, the evident at the end of the song.
yelling subsides for a moment but "Downfall", which incorporates:
the angst remains with "Rest In a gospel chorus. •
Pieces," which may be tlle albwns Overall, due to the band's:
soft spot oftlle twelve songs. The return to a more pop-feel to some.
screaming dies down completely of their songs, I would:
with the final song, "Famous recommend this CD to anyone.
Monster,"asloweeriepiecewhere who may have liked YOlirse/fOr:
the piano overcasts the guitars. Someone Like YOll, and [ think.
Keep Saliva in mind ifyou're a fan that More Than You Think YOll:
ofsuch bands as Sevendu t, Papa Are could potentially spit out just.
Roach, or Limp Bizkit as many hits as their first CD. :

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

fat cow, this cartoon was
occasionally nying over my
fragile, immature mind with some
of its jokes. But, this show was
always one to please, and never
once left me not laughing out loud
as much as possible. There's not
much more to say about this
show, other than it's great ability
to combine wldeniably intelligent
humor with immaturity, the
perfect combination for a nine
year-old such as I was.

Clarissa Explain It All:
Yep, before Melissa-Joan Hart
was developing witch-like
powers or starring in horrible
movies named after Britney
Spears songs, she was dealing
with typical teen problems such
as a best friend who never used
the door, but rather preferred
the window, a younger brother
with capitalist ambitions, and of
course, building video games to
vent frustration on your family.

Pete & Pete: This is
unquestionably (at least in my
mind) the greatest show of all
time. One of the biggest

trong Bad's schemes are tllwarted.
Although the website was

founded on the character of
Homestar, it is trong Bad who
provides some of the most
memorable humor. Always
wearing boxing gloves and a Lucha
Libre mask, Strong Bad has a voice
very reminiscent of the character
Cheech from "Cheech and hong."
When he's not simply stirring up
trouble witll Homestar and fiiends,
trong Bad can be found in what is

perhaps the most consistently
hilarious part oftlle website "Strong
Bad E-mails." Updated almost
every Monday, in tllese cartoons,
Strong Bad responds to actual e
mails sent to him (and yes, he types
perfectly well witll boxing gloves).

[n the Columbia Chronicle,
creator Matt Chapman stated "We
just try and tllink of the stuff tllat
makes us laugh. Remember all the
hilarious stuff tllat happened in
grammar school? Well it's still
funny."

His brotller Michael Chapman
went on to explain "Homestar
might look like sometlling for kids,
and for tlle most part it can be. But
our audience seems to be mostly
20-30 year olds."

Besides hysterical content, one
oftlle most pleasant aspects ofthe
site is tllat tlle CaJ100nS are not linked
with any major companies and
there are no advertisements. The
website is now fueled by tlle money
tlle Brotllers Chaps make on tlle
site's merchandise.

Iwould recommend tllis website
tojustabout anyone, especially funs
ofsuch Cartoon Network shows as
"Sealab 2021" or "Space Ghost
Coast to Coast". With a perfect
blend of wit, nonsense, cute
animations and pop 80's culture
references, there's sometlling for
everyone with Homestar Runner.

Rocko and the gang from
Rocko's Modern Life

I'm thinking I might accidently
leave off one of the greats. Not
all could make the list though, and
inevitably, I was forced to leave
such shows as "Hey Dude,"
"Fraggle Rock," and the newer
"Invader Zim" offofmy list, but
trust me, they were runners-up for
the article. But the Top3 I did
decide were "Rocko's Modem
Life," "Clarissa Explains ItAII,"
and the greatest show ofall time,
"Pete & Pete."

Rocko's Modern Life: TIl is
was not the typical cartoon.
Centering on a nervous wallaby, a
Jeny Louis-esque turtle, and a big

girlfiiend, and apparently the only
female living in their world. Then
there's Porn-Porn, Homestar's best
fiiend whose popularity and high
IQ often help Homestar get out of
real tough situations.

Othermain characters include the
"Brothers Strong," whose
personalities are accurately
described by the second words of
their names. Strong Mad is a large
character thatgets confused by most
anything, and resolves hi
frustrations though the act of
smashing. Then there is Strong Sad,
a gray downtrodden character with
elephant feet who is often looked
at as a drag to the other characters,
but the group still keeps him around
anyways.

The last Strong brother, but
certainly not the least, is Strong Bad.
A the overall arch-nemesis of
Homestar Runner, Strong Bad
thrives upon causing chaos, which
he usually attempts accompanied
by his brother Strong Mad and the

evoryGody, 3t's HOHttlst", n~HHtl'!

Mike Norris
StaffWriter

Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

o here Iam, once more, ready
to begin another Top 3 article. I
had quite a bit offun with the last
one, and I feel this may be the
same case, but I must leave you,
the readers, forewarned. The

topic ofwhich I'm about to bring •••••
up has been known to incite ~_':""'':;'"__...:!'o'''''''''
intense emotions from persons of
our age group. I must leave you
to know that this is merely an
opinion article. My decisions
occasionally seemed to be made
without rhyme or reason, but
they're my decisions. With that
being said, on with the article!

Today, we'll be discussing the
idea of the "Top 3 Nickelodeon
Shows of All Time." Yes,
Nickelodeon, the network ofour
youth. And now, we (and by
"we," I of course mean "I") will
rank them as we (there I go with
the "we" thing again) see fit. I
must tell you; this was quite the
diftlcult article to write, for there
were so many great shows that

When Flash animation first
appeared on the Internet in the mid
'90s, it revolutionized computer
animation with its simplicity to use.
Online Flash cartoons quickly
became common on the Internet,
yet gcnera lIy the mo tpopular ones
contained a dark atmosphere and
got their laughs through language
or violence.

Then there's the world of
www.homestarrunner.com. First
conceived by Matt and Mike
Chapman (The Brothers Chaps) as
an idea for a children's story in
1996, is was when the brothers
utilized Flash animation that the
characters becanle hilarious.

Most of the website's focus is
on Homestar Runner, the annless,
athlctic, good-spirited, but often
tremendou Iy dumb hero of the
cartoons. TIle "Yearbook" section
of the websitc explains Homestar

W';;~~Noslalgia forNick: Top 3 Shows

Homestar Runner with his main man, Pom-Pom
Witll "TIlis guy is everyone's best yellow rodent-like creature known
friend. He is two to three times only as "The Cheat." Usually he
better than the next best person in attempts tllis through villainous
the world. That's why he wins deeds such as throwing a
everything and everyone loves him marshmallow roasting party on the
so much." same day as Marzipan's tofu roast,

About a dozen otller characters or sabotaging Homestar in a
inhabit the world of Homestar jwnpingjack contest. As in many
Runner, including Marzipan, classic Saturday morning CaJ1OOllS,

I[omestar's ecologically active good almost always triwnphs, and



The new design has been
quite the controversial issue
among hicago's citizens, even
spurring a court battle between
a historical preservation group
and the Chicago Park District.
In the end, the renovation
moved forward with the last
major piece of steel being in
stalled just last week on the
one-year anniversary of the
start of the massive construc
tion project.

While Chicagoans will either
love it or hate it, here's hoping
that with a new stadium the
Bears will be able to regain some
of the magic they have lost.

with a 6:27.20. In the 100-Yard
Free, Ryan Gage and Matt
O'Shea both had personal
bests. Ryan had a 55.57 and
Matt had a I:00.18. In the 100
Yard Backstroke, Don Calhoun
had his personal best with a
1:39.29.

As Conference approaches,
Coach Kristin Peczkowski said,
"I am very happy with the
progress the team has made. I
am looking forward to doing
well in conference."

Before conference begins,
there are a few meets left, all
held at Oak Lawn. On Feb
ruary 4th, Morton faces our
Spartans. On February 6th, the
Spartans will face Fenton. On
February 7th, conference be
gins. Friday night is the diving
portion and will be held here at
Oak Lawn.

The following Saturday, Feb
ruary 8th, the swimming por
tion will be held also here at Oak
Lawn. Come on out and cheer
our Spartans on to victory!

tional gatherings. It will con
tinue as the home of the Chi
cago Bears and will feature im
proved seating, better
sightlines, an enlarged con
course, ample restrooms, im
proved concessions, and other
services.

The new design will also
save the historic colonnades for
which Soldier Field is best
known. The project is being
funded by the Chicago Bears
and the existing Illinois Sports
Facilities Authority bond issue
that is made possible through a
portion of the Chicago hotel/
motel tax.

and Diego Medina in the 50
Yard Free. Each had a personal
best with a 3 1.49 for White and
a 36.67 for Medina.

Another personal best was
had for White in the 500-Yard
Free Style with a 7:29.85. In the
100-Yard Butterfly, Ehrlicher had
a I:21.66 for his own personal
best.

In the 100-Yard Free Style,
David Rodriquez with a I: 19.76
and Medina with a I:42.73. Both
had personal bests.

Finally, in the 100-Yard Breast
stroke, Petriatis had a time of
I:27.32 for his own personal
best.

On the Varsity level, there
were also some personal bests
achieved. Ken Grant in the div
ing portion had 96.30 points for
his best score of the season yet.
AIso, in the 50-Yard Free styJe ,
Matt O'Shea had a 25.91 and
Chris Cooper had a 39.94 for per
,sonal bests.

In the 500-Yard Free, Corey
Gage had his own personal besi

November27, 1926: Formal Dedication ofSoldier Field

and the 1944 wartime vi it by
President Franklin Roosevelt.

It is a national landmark, not
only shared with Chicagoans,
but Americans alike. Over the
years the stadium has gone
under minor construction, add
ing lights, seats, and sightlines.
But nothing compares to what
is happening now.

The $606 million construction
project that will improve Soldier
Field is scheduled to be com
plete in fall of this year. The new

oldieI' Field will be a state-of
the-art multiple use venue that
is expected to attract new civic,
cultural, religious and educa-

Oak Lawn Swimming
Hosts Conference Meet

Kim Brightmore
& Joe Fattore
StaffWriters

Senior Ryan Gage does the backstroke leg of the individual medley. (Photo by Alan Dodaro)

As the boys swimming sea
son comes to a close, there are
still many meets to swim and
many personal best times to
be broken.

On January 22, the Spartan
swimmers went up against
Thornton. On the Fresh/Soph
level, many personal bests
were accomplished.

The 200-Yard Medley Relay
of Kevin Cassidy, Abed
Abdelgader, Tom Ehrlicher,
and Joe Petriatis had a time of
2: 19.03. Following the 200
Yard Medley Relay,
Abdelgader had his personal
best in the 200-Yard Free style
with a 2:41.34.

In the 200-Yard Individual
Medley, Cassidy had his per
sonal best with a time of
3:14.00.

There were two other per
sonal bests by Tony White

The new design for Soldier Field.

team has been working hard and
they will continue to
throughout the season, they
have been successful so far and
hope to win conference."

The freshman girls
basketball team coached by Mr.
Ray O'Donnell have also been
hard at work. The Lady Spartans
have earned an overall record
of5-11 and a conference record
of3-6 so far.

"A lot has gone wrong during
the games, and that is why we
cannot always come out with a
win after some very close
games," said O'Donnell. "We
are going to practice even
harder so that we can do better
for the rest of our season."

Starters for the Spartans
include Shana Creighton, Shahd
Sweiss, Mary Cronin, Kaitlyn
Clemens, Danielle Eddington,
Brittany Gaudie and Jessica
Chathers.

The freshmen girls plan on
working hard and finishing out
the season with victories. Come
out and watch the Lady

partans play and good luck
ladies on the rest of your
season.

New Desi
Samantha Metcalf
Sports Editor

oldieI' Field was built in
1924 on a budget ofa mere $13
million, and named in honor of
World War I Army and Navy
veterans. That field has seen
the rise and fall of countle s
coaches and players, such as
George Halas, Mike Ditka, Dick
Butkus, and the legendary
Walter Payton.

The team that has occupied
oldieI' Field since 1971, the arena 300 by 887 feet.

Chicago Bears, even did a little Unlike many other stadiums
dance all the way toSuper Bowl of its time, Soldier Field catered
XX and brought back to a wide variety of events such
Chicago's first Super Bowl tro- as rock concerts, thrill shows,
phy and its fi.rst singing foot- rodeos, tractor and truck pulls.
ball team in January of 1986. circuses, fireworks displays,

Built of concrete faced with stock car races, sunrise ser
granite-textured cast stone, the vices, marching band concerts,
general design followed that of open-air operas, skiing and to
ancient Greek and Roman sta- boggan events, including the
diums, and the signature fea- ski jump.
ture was the classic Doric col- It has also held unforgettable
onnades that rose 100 feet events such as the 1926 Army
above the playing field. The Navy game, the epic 1927 Jack
massive seven-acre facility in- Dempsey vs. Gene Tunney
cluded exterior dimensions of heavyweight rematch featuring
678 by 1,184 feet and a central the controversial 10ng count,

Girls Sophomore
Undefeated in

Michele Lettiere
StaflWriter

Conference
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The freshman and
sophomore basketball teams
have been working hard after
school everyday and it has
certainly shown so far in the
season.

The sophomore girls,
coached by Mrs. Doreen Piro,
have an overall record of 12-6.
They are undefeated in
conference with a record of5
oand are currently ranked first
in their conference.

Not only have the
sophomores been practicing
hard on the court but they
have also been working out in
the weight room to build up
their strength and endurance
for a better performance on the
court. Katie Roza had an
outstanding performance
when playing Joliet scoring 20
points for the partans.

It is an outstanding
accomplishment on the
sophomore level to put that
many points up on the board
in a single game.

Also greatly contributing to
the Spartans success are
Biancia Emeric, Eda Calbay,
Amy Trlak, Jackie Puschkar,
and Kelly McKinney.

The Lady par1ans took first
in the Thanksgiving
Tournament that took place
here at Oak Lawn earlier this
season. Coach Piro said, "The
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Varsity Girls Basketball
Sets Season Goals High

Effort shown in
FroshlSoph
Basketball

Although the team tried hard
and never gave up, the

partans were unable to
triumph.

Coach Tim Sidlow remarked
that though they were hard
losses, the team learned a good
lesson that will, hopefully,
benefit them down the road.
"Winning isn't nearly as weet
unless you know what it feels
like to lose," added idlow.

Outstanding players so far
this year have been Rob
Bridgeman (11 points vs. Argo),
Paul Lee, Ryan Haehnlein (10
points vs. Argo), and Dan
Madden (9 points vs. Argo).
They are all-around strong
players on a team which holds
lots ofpromise in general.

idlow said, "It is fun to
coach kids that work hard every
day and we are starting to reach
that level of competitiveness
that will really help us later on
in the season."

This year the sophomore
boys seem to be struggling with
the competition this season.

The boys currently hold a
record of 3-14 and 0-5 in
conference. Coach Chris
Newton stated that "Regardless
of record we want to get better."

The freshman boys
basketball team i having a
good year so far. The team was
victorious against Bremen on
January 20. Both games were
won through a terrific offense
and an even better defense.
Most recently, the boys beat
Argo by the score of 52-41.

However the partans did
lose two heartbreakers th is
season. By a margin of only
two points, the freshmen lost
close games to both Chicago
Christian on December 17 and

Reavis on January I I.

Joe Fattore & Dan Buys
taffWriters

have high expectations for the
team.

"We want to finish the
sea on strong and not be
satisfied with the record we
have right now. We would like
to see us win 20 games, 17 wins
is the most I can remember by a
girls basketball team at Oak

Lawn. We are also hoping to

earn a top seed in our regional.
We believe we have a good
chance of winning the regional
this year," commented
Haubenreiser.

Half-time is over and the
game faces are on, expectations
are high and potential even
higher. The ladies go on to cap
off what may be their best
season yet. With their
hardwork/skills combined with
millions of fans equipped with
the ultimate "Big Green Noise
Machine" shirts, our lady
Spartans will surpass their
goals and lay a solid foundation
for next year's team.

shot at regionals. With just over
half the season spent, the

partan ladies are still going
trong.

Two of the team finest,
seniors arah Altenburg and
Dana Sullivan, made the all
tournament team.

The team is led by their three

senior captains Altenburg,
ullivan, and arah Mckinney.

All three are starters along with
juniors Jessie Synowiecki,
Laurie Felton, and Kim Dignan.
The rest of the team consists of
Ash+ey Brown, heena imon,
Arnie Habdas, Kathy Figus, and
Allie Madden.

"Our team is looking forward
to the next half of conference
and continuing to improve our
skills," said Dana Sullivan.

However, no team can be
successful without great
coaches. Behind the plays and
the practices is head coach
Haubenreiser and assistant
coach kip Sullivan, both who

Andre Torre
StaffWriter

As the season progresses
the ladies in green continue to
improve their record, kill, and
team morale.

The lady partans are
currently 14-5 overall and 3-2 in
conference thank to wins
against tenth ranked Oak
Forest, sixth ranked Thorton,
Chicago hristian, and
conference rival Argo.

"We're off to a great start. It
has been an exciting season so
far. We have beaten ome
ranked team and have done it
by playing good "team"
basketball," said oach Janet
Haubenreiser.

The varsity team also took
third in the annual Oak Lawn
Christmas Tournament with
wins over Lemont, Glenbard
East, and Queen of Peace. If
the ladies keep their efforts up
they may be looking at a clear

Wrestling cont'd Basketball cont'd
At the Homewood Flossmoor

tournament the partans ran
away with first place for the
second consecutive year. The
team had eight first place
finishe out f the possible
fourteen weight classes.

In the grueling Dekalb
tournament, the team finishcd
eventh out of I0 tcams, placing

only Prob t in the final. lIe
fi n ishcd in econd, wh iIe
Tomczak and Arthur al 0 placed
third.

A the end of the eason
approaches, the wrestlers arc
looking forward to their goal:
a conference championship and

advancement in the state series.
The team is confident it can
make a run at the team title at
the conference tournament on
February I at Reavi .

"We are going to need our
tuds to pin and our less

experienced guys to tel' it up
and get some points for us,"
com mcnted Robinson. The

partans have a chance for a
many as ix individuals to win
thcir rc pective weight cia se ,
and others to place a high as
top four in theirs. ood luck to
them at the conference
tournament and for a great
fini h to a already great ea on.

Write
for the

Spartanite!
Stories will next

be assigned
February 4th!
All sections
need writers

and
photographers!

remaining conference games
there will be a chance for tying
for the conference title. The
team also has aspirations to
perform well in the State
tournament and to continue to
continue to enhance their skills.

Hackstdck and fellow senior
Brad kendzel were again voted
to the all-tournament team at
the Lincoln-Way Christmas
tournament.

" kendzel i a very vital
player in our defense. He does
the things that don't show up
in the stat like lowing the
opponents 0 ffense,"
commented Atkin.

Hackstock scored his 1000'h
point of his high school career
two weeks ago against Bogan
High chool. He i second on
the all-time scoring list in Oak
Lawn hi tory. Last week the
Daily outhtown named
Ilack tock the player of the
week for the second time this
eason and he also received this

title from the hicago. un
Times earlier in the eaon.

"I'd rather accompli hour
team goals, and I would gladly
trade tho e awards 111 for any
regional or sectional title," said
Ilack tock.

Winter Sports Schedule
Boys Basketball 2/15 ReavisHS 2/4 Reavi H Boys and Girl

Home 10:15 Away 7:30 Indoor Track and
1/31 Romeoville I Is 2/17 t. Rita HS 2/6 Bolingbrook H Field
II me 7:30 Home 10:00
2/1 Romeoville H 2/21 Bolingbrook II Away 7:00 2/8 Hin dale . Invite

Away 10:45 Home 7:30 2/11 ArgoH Away 10:30

2/4 A. A. tagg II 2/22 Bolingbrook II Home 5:45 2/15 Poole Invite

Away 7:30 way 10:30 2/12 Oak Forest H Away 9:00

2/4 A. A. tugg II 2/27 Argo Jl Away 6:00 2/21 Morton Invite

Away 7:30 Ilome 5:45 A.way 5:00

2/7 Richards I IS 2/28 Argo IIS Boys wim/Dive 3/1 Thornwood Invite

I lome 7:10 A\\u} 7:30 Away 10:00

2 11 E\ ergn.:en Park IIS 2/8 SICA Con. Meet 3/8 Lyons I\\'P.lnvite

Ilome 7:30 Girls Ba ketball Awa) TBA A\\ay 9:00
2112 I..,vergn:en Park II S Wrestling 3 1t) IIinsdalc C. Invite
Awa) 5:30 1/30 Richards JIS Awa) J 1:~0

2114 Reu\is liS I lome 6:30 2/1 SICA (. Meet 3120 '1l1ornwooJ 1m ite
\\\:1)' 7:30 211 Richards liS V:F Awuv A\\av 4:15

1lome 10:00 IBA



Boys Bowling Advances to State Tourney

From left to right, the Conference champs John Burica, Matt Burica, Keith Charvat, Mike Zylius,
Matt Zylius, and cott Orban pose with their first place plaque. (Photo courtesy of Mr. DavId Moomer)

Alan Dodaro
Photo Editor

What do you call the first
place finishers in conference
and sectionals, which also
managed to get the second
highest pin total? flow about
the Oak Lawn bowling team?

Coached by Mr. David
Moonier, this year's bowlers
have wept through the season,
defeating anyone trying to get
in their way. The team is now
looking forward to their trip to
State, where they will
undoubtedly make Oak Lawn
proud.

When .asked about the
strength of the team, Moonier
credited the high averages
throughout the season, thanks
to the hard work of all players.
After all, a 2 15 team average at
conference and a 212 average
at sectionals really pays off.

Contributing to the team's
success is junior Mike Zylius
who scored an impressive 227
average during sectionals
alone.

Senior Keith Charvat also
contributed to the effort by

scoring an impressive 269 game
high during sectionals, boosting
his average to a remarkable 233.

enior Scott Orban was also
a team strength, contributing a
213 average during sectionals,
as well as a conference average
of199.

Senior John Burica continued
his success with a 200 average
for post-season play.

Moonier feels that this
season was the result of a
building process, the direct
result ofyears ofdetennination
and practice.

Last year, OLCHS ranked 8th
in State ofIllinois, and this year,
the team hopes to take it all
home.

The team also saw changes
this year, as OLCHS bowling

became part of the IHSA
con ference sports. Th is
brought changes in certification
for bowling balls, a more fonnal
atmosphere during the game, as
well as solid rules and
regulations for the game.
Moonier sees this as a
welcomed addition, as bowling
at OLCHS is now an official
IHSA sport, meaning possible

college scholarship
opportunities for Oak Lawn's
hihg achieving bowlers.

Before traveling to Fairview
Heights, where the team will
compete for the tate title, it's
not a surprise that the team is
practicing and reinforcing their
skills.

"These are five very
competitive young men who
love to bowl; they started to
practice as soon as they
finished conference. This tells
you they want to get better;
unlike most teams who settle for
what they have, our bowlers
keep trying to improve, and it's
clear that they feed off of each
other. As soon as one of tbem
bowls well, they all seem to
follow."

Clearly, we can expect great
things from our determined
bowlers. With an impressive
finish in both conference and
sectionals, the upcoming trip to
state will be both rewarding as
well as challenging. No
matter the outcome, however,
we can rest assured that Oak
Lawn is home to some of the
best bowlers around.

Basketball Team
Hackstock Leads

(Cont'd on page II)

takedown tandem like this in the
history of the Oak Lawn
wrestling program."

Several wrestlers are on pace
to break the record for wins in a
season also. The mark of 29
wins is still in place but with
three wrestlers currently with 27
wins, the mark is highly unlikely
to last past this season.

In recent competition, the
host Spartans defeated Argo for
the first team in over a decade.
Winners were Samir Shahen
(weight 103),Alai Shahen (112),
Tomczak (119), Arthur (130),
Dave Berezewski (135),
Grabarek (152), Barry Soraghan
(171) and Probst (215).

The team also competed in
three tournaments throughout
the season. In the Rich East
Rocket tournament the partans
took fourth place out of 16
teams. First place finishers
were Tomczak (119) and Probst
(215).

broken at an alarming reu.e this
season. Several wrestlers have
broken the record for quickest
pin in their weight class,
including Arthur and fellow
seniors Mike Grabarek and Jim
Sokoloski.

However, the most noticeable
record that has fallen would be
the record for most takedowns
in a season, due to the fact that
two individuals may break it
this season. The previous mark
was 94 by Grant Arthur in the
1999-00 season. This year it
has been eclipsed by Tomczak,
who has 113 at the time of this
publication, and with almost a
month left in the season, looks
to add quite a few more to that
total. Matt Arthur currently has
87 takedowns to his credit, and
should also pass the 94
takedown mark left b.y his
brother.

Robinson added, "Both of
these wrestlers are offensive
juggernauts ... we haven'r had a

Senior Mike Grabarek pins a wrestler. (Photo by Alan Dodaro)

Wrestlers Throttle Argo
Blake Tomczak
Sta.IJWriler

Walking into a wrestling
practice, you feel the brutal,
almost suffocating, heat that
the team practices in every day.
These practices are the main
reason why the wrestling team
is what Coach John Robinson
calls, "the best team we've had
here at Oak Lawn in over ten
years."

Led by senior captains Blake
Tomczak, Matt Arthur, and Pat
Probst, the Spartan varsity
wrestlers have compiled a
tremendous 16-5 dual meet
record, up quite a bit from the
II-II record of last year.

Arthur said, "I would
contribute the winning ways to
the great leadersh ip by the
teams captains, it was
something that was missing in
past years and has made quite
the difference this year."

Another reason for the great
performance of the team is its
conditioning. Every day the
team runs timed sprints around
the second floor hallway so
they can be in better shape than
their opponents. After the
running the team heads down
to the wrestling room where
they drill technique and go
through grueling live wrestling
sessions, then the team
finishes up by going to the
weight room for some strength
training.

Obviously this hard work
has been paying off, with tearv
and individual records being

enior Don .hckslock takes a
jump-shot from the arc.

(Photo by fleldl Newllt)

Panovich and assistant coach
Scott Atkins both stated that
the Spartans still have hope at
placing high in the conference
play. If the Spartans win their

(Cant 'd on page 11)

Sam Ortega
Sports Editor

The Spartans have been
heating up the courts as well
as the scoreboard as the
midpoint of the season
approache .

"We got a slow start
beginning conference," stated
Coach Rich Panovich.

Currently the Spartans hold
a record of 1-3 in conference
play and have an overall record
of 9-7. The Spartans played
hard against conference teams
Richards, Reavis, and
Romeoville, but in al three
games the team fell short of
victory.

The Spartans delivered a
crushing blow to conference
team Bolingbrook last Friday
night defeating them 62-54.

enior Mike Dorian led the team
with 23 points and five assists
followed by senior Don
Hackstock with 14 points and
four assists. Dorian shot 7\7
from the three-point arc, tying
a school record for most
consecutive three pointers.
This record has remained
unchallenged for 15 years and
Dorian is only the third person
ever to challenge the record. In
the last three games Dorian has
shot 13\ 14 from the arc. The
Spartans defeated Bolingbrook
62-54.



to Life Source Blood ervices.
The benefits of such mobile

blood drives such as the blood
drive that was held at Oak Lawn
on February Twenty-seventh
are innumerable. Because such
a large number of students vol
unteered to donate their blood,

and have more time to perform
thorough work on their exams.
With onIy two or three finals per
day, students are able to better
prepare for finals, as opposed
to having as many as four under
the old system. This ystem
was also meant to benefit the
teachers, giving them the
opportunity to stretch grading
over more time, making them
Ie tressed and rushed. This
idea was summed up by P.P.S.
Director Mary Lee Lockwood
when she stated, "I think the
whole idea was to allow for
students to be able to have
additional preparation time for
each final and Ie finals per
day."

Another reason this change
to the finals schedule occurred
was to make better use of the
tudent's and teacher's time in

school. Faculty had expressed
concern about the practicality
of the normal schedule the day
after finals, which la ted only
until I:00. This day was seen as
one where little could ever be

(Continued on page 4)

Ashley Fo ter
StajJWriter

EdSuda
News Editor

Have you done anything
to help save someone's life
lately? Many students can
answer this question with a
positive response. On Thurs-

For the first time in Oak
Lawn High School history,
the finals schedule was
dramatically revised to fit the
student's ever-changing
needs. Students previously
had to take their finals over a
two-day period, with
seventy-five minutes given
per final, and a third day
where students would meet
with their teachers to discuss
the results of the finals. This
schedule was modified to
what is in place today- finals
over three day with ninety
minutes allotted per final.

The previous system wa
modified for a number of
reasons. The main goal of
spreading the final exams
over three days was for the
benefit of the students,
according to Principal Dr.
Catherine Fronczak. The
intent wa to lessen the
workload of the students so
they can be more prepared

Sepessey donate blood in the Auditorium gym.
(Photo by Jessica Podkulski)

day, February 27, numerous Life ource was able to obtain a
generous juniors and seniors wide range ofblood types. With
volunteered to donate their the variety of students that do
blood. Life ource Blood Ser- nated blood, the nurses, tech
vice set up dozens ofstations nicians, and staff were able to
in which juniors and seniors obtain all blood types that will
could graciously donate their be priceless to the blood banks
blood. These stations were of Life Source and eventually
set up in the auditorium gym to any potential patients that
so that Upper P.E. students might need a certain type of
were allowed to donate dur- blood. Another positive conse
ing the period of their gym quence of voluntary blood do
class. The blood drive was a n tion is the u ful components
huge success. Many of our th t the donat d blood an be
juniors and seniors were will- separated into.
ing to donate their own blood (Continued on page 4)

Modified Finals Schedule
Implemented
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Blood Drive Held

The team's ultimate 5th
place fin ish was the
culmination ofan entire season
of work and competition.
.. peech is an evolving
process," said Mike Norris, a
sophomore. "What you start
with is never what you end
with." OLCH teacher and
speech coach Mr. ean
Coughlin agreed. "Each
practice I have has its own
goals, new things to
accompl ish," he elaborated.
"No two sessions are the
same."

III A speech is broken up
into 13 events, each with a
different focus. tudents can
enter I or 2 events at a time,
with schools fielding up to 4
people per event per week for
most of the year. Starting at
Regionals, however, each team
choses only one competitor
per event to represent their
school in the State
competition. The top 4
speakers in each event
advance from Regionals to

ections, with the top 3
Sci n J fini b m vin on
to the tate tournament. nee
at tate, competitors perform
twice, for three judges each
time, in rounds of
approximately 6. Each judge
rank the round. The top 6
speakers in each event then
advance to a final round, where
they perform for 5 judges.
highest and lowest rank in this
final round are then dropped,
the remaining ranks tallied,
and the state rankings
decided. Each team then
receives points based on how
well they do in

(Continued on page -I)

he explained. "We more than
proved our worth-we faced
orne really tough competition,

but held in there."
One of the highlights of the

tournament was the strong
showing of the Performance in
the Round (PIR). In PIR, a
group of competitors, usually
ranging in size from 5 to 20,
performs a 15 minute play, book,
or other performance. Rather
than performing to an audience
on one side, however, PIR
performs in the middle of a
circle, with people watching
from all sides. This year's piece
was MaryZimmerman's
Metamorphoses, a collection of
Greek myth. The PIR, under
the direction ofOL II alwnns
Jessica Wheeler and Anne
Lundeen, chose from those
myths both the story of King
Midas and the tale of Baucis
and Philemon. The
Performance in the Round won
the Regional competitl n held
at Reavis High School, then
qualified for State with a third
place finish at the Downers

rove outh jona!.
Advancing to tate Finals on
the night of Friday, February
22, the PIR turned in a strong
performance aturday
morning, and ultimately
recieved 6th place. "The best
part about being involved in the
PIR is that it's a learning
experience,' stated Becky Puhr,
ajunior in the PIR. "I learned a
lot about both myself and
working with others."
Metamorphoses combined
traditional acting with group
choral work and choreography
work, musical accompaniment,
and sound effects.

The Humorou Duet ofJustin Lopez and Megan Hincks. (Photo by Doric Koll)

9400 Southwest Highway, Oak Lawn, IL

Forensics Team Competes at
State Tournament

David Montgomery
Editor in 'hiel

Oak Lawn's top-ranked
Forensics team continued it
recent string of successes on
the Statewide level on
Saturday, February 23, when
the individual events team
placed 5th overall. Five events
placed statewide to give the
speech team its 5th top 10
finish in a row. Incumbent state
champion rimt uhs repeated
his feat of last year by winning
Impromptu Speaking for the
2nd year in a row. Other
high lights of the tournament
included: in 3rd place, the
Humorous Duet Acting team
of Justin Lopez and Megan
Hincks; in 4th place, Grant
Suhs in xtemporaneous
Speaking; in 6th place, David
Vognar in Radio Speaking,
Adrienne Thurzo in Ver e
Reading, and the entire cast of
the Performance in the Round.

"It ha n't been a fluke that
we've done so well over the
past few years," explained
uh , nj r. OJ ak a n h

one of the best coaching staffs
in the state. The key is that
students here know how to
take advantage of good
coaching and use that to
succeed." Oak Lawn remained
on equal footing with other
highly competitive schools in
the state, advancing the same
number of events to the tate
tournament as eventual
champion Glenbrook South
and runner-up Downers Grove
South. Lopez expressed similar
sentiment following the
tournament. "I'm really proud
ofwhat our team did this year,"
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the situation in the Gulf, and
keep Iraq from having the
ability to develop nuclear
weapons.

While Saddam appears to
take a passive approach to gain
support against American
involvement, he is closely
involved in terrorist plots to
bring bloodshed to the world.
The Iraqi government currently
offers $25,000 to families that
have sons or daughters willing
to give their lives in suicide
bombings. This information
shines new light in the supposed
cooperation of Iraqi officials.

While I don't believe that
President Bush's arguments
claiming that Iraq is a direct
military threat to the United
States, I do feel that Saddam
will strike if the opportunity
presents itself. Yet with all eyes
currently focused on Iraq, the
odds of an Iraqi provoked
con tl ict are slim. If Saddam
orders troops to attack, it will
be at a time when

President Bush is focused on
involving America in yet
another international mess.

addam is mart; he knows how
to pi y the game f international
politics. It i thi very reason
that makes Iraq a credible threat
in today's world of global
conflict and unclear action. I'm
ure that one day the ba ic plot

behind this whole mess will hit
the airways a a very bad

panish soap opera ... and that's
some very scary stuff.

for the rest of the world would
be incidental." Were it not for
the fact that his record is in the
public domain, one might sus
pect that our president's father
had failed to teach him two very
important lessons when he was
a child on't try to boss your
friends around, and never hit the
other kid first.

As it is, we're left to wonder
where Dubya picked up these
bad habits, but their effects are
plain: even in European coun
tries where the governments
have supported us, command
ing majorities of the population
still oppose American action
against Iraq without the express
consent of the United Nations.
Europeans have taken their anti
war stances because they know
what horrible things war does.
America last fought a home war
in 1865; Europe was 1945. Per
haps we shouldn't dismiss good
advice so rapidly.

150,000 U. . troops already in
the Gulf. An estimated 75% of
the U.S. naval forces are
already present in the waters off
the coast of Iraq.

IfSaddam wanted to cripple
the U.S. military, this would
present itself as a open avenue,
but not without consequences.
If Saddam would launch an
attack, this would come with
harsh military and political
repercussions from the U.N.
and allied countries. Because
ofthese factors, I don't feel that
Saddam is a threat directly to
the U.S.

Iraqi officials have been busy
disarming their weapons, a
major step in the peace process.
It is also true that Iraqi officials
have been basically cooperative
with U.N. officials, in the
disclosure of weapons.
However, as we've seen in the
past, the second we turn our
backs is the perfect opportunity
an Iraqi led counterstrike. A
witnessed in Afghanistan, as
soon as world power eye
something new, the little guy
disappear, until an event such
a 9/11 happens. This is why I
feel that addam is in no state
to launch an all out war on the
civilized world, however, I feel
that it's vital that the efforts of
U.N. inspectors go on to watch

which the world could work to
gether toward the benefit of all
involved. There were bumps on
the road, to be sure, but all in
all America enjoyed tremendous
progress diplomatically.

Indeed, the principal Euro
pean dislike for America was
rooted in the fact that we seemed
to be contagious. Today, the
only contagious thing about
America eems to be opposition
to the policies of its government.
But what can you expect, when
President Bush's National ecu
rity Advisor believes, as' the
Chicago Tribune of March 2,
2003 quotes, that "the United
States [should] pursue foreign
policy in its own national inter
est, and any corollary benefits

Iraqi Disarmament:
Point: Iraqi deception cannot be allowed to delay a
total disarmament of weapons of mass destruction.

Unbent and Unloved
The Bush administration may have got-

ten its war-but at what cost?

Alan Dodaro
Photo Editor

David Montgomery
Editor-in-Chie!

With all of the global news
today focusing on Iraq, many
Americans feel that President
Bush is losing touch with the
bigger threat of terror in the
world. Last year the focus was
bringing down terrorists
worldwide, now however, we
look to an organized country to
be the root of the supposed
"axis ofevil." While I feel that
Saddam poses no direct threat
to the United States, I do
believe that Iraq has the
capability to cause a
considerable amount ofdamage
to foreign interests. A decade
ago, this was seen in the Kuwait
invasion. Interested in the
wealth of the small country,
Iraqi services arrived in force
to take control of the country.

addam also possesses the
power to lead attacks elsewhere
in the Middle East, threatening
the oil supplies ofSaudi Arabia
and other gulfstates.

While the weapon today are
more powerful than those of the
Gulf War, there i no way for
Iraq to launch a weapon ofma s
de truction against the United
States. I(owever, addam can
target closer allies, uch as
Egypt, Pakistan, Turkey, Israel,
or audi Arabia. The e
c untries are at risk of an Iraqi
attack, if one should come.
Also, many American troops
are bidding farewell to their
families, and joining the

One of the most remarkable
features of the 2000 Presiden
tial election was how even on
areas in which the two major
party candidates disagreed, their
positions seemed like different
pictures drawn with the same
ink. Commentators lamented
how Americans were pre ented
with so little choice on almost
every issue, and the American
public accepted as truism the
Naderite criticism that the
Democrats and the Republicans
were essentially the same party.

Two years later, much to our
chagrin, we're beginning to re
alize just how wrong we were.
The Clinton-Gore administra
tion focused its foreign policy
on leading the world bravely
forward. A sense of contagious·
optimism was prevalent. A"new
world order" was in place, in

Editor-in-Chief
News Editor
News Editor

Feature Editor
Feature Editor

Entertainment Editor
Entertainment Editor

ports Editor
port Editor

Photo Editor
Photo Editor
Photo Editor

Busine Manager

The ACT was originally in
tended to reflect educational
quality. By making it the be-all,
end-all of educational funding,
however, schools have been
placed in a tight situation. Their
funding, and indeed even the
jobs 0 f the teachers at the
school, are now contingent
upon strong performances on
the standardized tests by the
school's students. Now, the as
sumption that the A T cannot
be prepared for has been proven
completely wrong, and in a
spectacular way. Test-prep pro
grams make millions ofdollars
a year by promising, and deliv
ering substantial improvements
in test scores. In individual
cases, this is not admirable but
has little effect.

The problem comes prepara
tion programs are instituted on
a grand scale. When every stu
dent is actively preparing for
the ACT, SAT, or other relevant
test, what ends up truly being
measured is not which school
teaches English, math, or sci
ence the best, but which chool
teaches the ACT the best.
Teaching to the test completely
undenn ines everything the ACT
and tests like it were created to
do and they aren't even the
most efficient way to raise test
scores. If a cho I has low test
cores, teacher in the relevant
ubjects should ensure that their
tudents learn, without deviat-

ing from the nonnal curriculum,
all that tandardiLed tests ask
for. Teaching tudents cute
tricks like "555-6667" and
"when in doubt, gue " doe
improve core, perhaps unfor
tunately. But not nly an teach
ing tudents what the te t is sup
po ed to test be more efficient,
it al 0 is hone t.

For a chool to artificially in
flate students' te t cores not
only run again t the second
principle of the ACT, but also
the fir t-students are not given
accurate information about
themselves.
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Subverting the purpose of the ACT

Mrs. Lauren May and Mr. Patrick DiFilippo. Advisors

Spartanite Editorial

Wagging the Dog

Svartanite Editorial Board....

partanite editorials represent the majority opinion of the
students of the editorial board of the paper. Opinion pieces
repre ent the opinion of individual staff members, not the
publication itself. Letters to the ditor are welcomed and
may be ent to the partanite office in room 204.

David Montgomery
Dorothy Koll
Edward uda
Susan ampbell
David Vognar
Mitchell Downey
Lauren Wallace
Samantha Metcalf
Samuel Ortega
Alan Dodaro
Heidi Hewitt
Jessica Podkulski
Christine rawhorn

The ACT was first adminis
tered in 1959, when large num
bers ofAmericans began decid
ing to attend college. The pur
pose of the A T, according to
the A T website, was twofold:
to help students make informed
decisions about their future, and
to "to provide infonnation help
ful to colleges both in the pro
cess of admitting students and
in ensuring their success after
enrollment." How students per
fonned on the standardized test
would let colleges know how
intelligent a student was in sev
eral different academic areas.
The ACT, like other standard
ized tests, wa intended to re
flect the combination of natu
ral intelligence and the quality
of education a student had
recieved.

There was, people believed,
no real way to prepare for the
test other than to get a good
education. omeone who had
had a strong ngl ish curriculum
would naturally do better on the
English and Reading sections of
the test. The test was supposed
to be a mea uring block, the
only truly impartial method to
compare the academic achieve
ment of particular students.
That was 1959.

Today, things are a bit differ
ent. . tandardized test' ha
cea ed to be a de criptor-in
deed, it ha in many respect
ceased to be true.' tandardized
test' i today simply a
buzzword, a concept most
people support without truly
under tanding. Due to their up
posed impartial nature, the g v
ernment ha cho en standard
ized test (like the A T) a it
meth d for determining
whether a chool is providing
the quality of education it
should be.

This is its lfnot the problem.
The probl m i rather inherent
in that program, derived from a
major failure on the part of the
government to comprehend ba
sic human nature.
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A Spartanite Discussion
Counterpoint: Inspectors must be given time to work

before precipitous action is taken.

StaffOpinion
Take Me Out To... US. Cellular?

Reinsdorf claimed, "We had
to cut some corners," the first
time around and getting this
money from U.S. Cellular will
enable the taxpayer-funded
stadium to be renovated
without having to take money
from taxpayers.

When New Comiskey was
built, Oriole Park in Baltimore
was renovated at the same time;
blowing away Comiskey Park's
renovations. Oddly enough,
the same architect worked on
both ballparks.

Many Chicago White Sox
fans, myself included, are
disappointed to see the name
go since it has been such a large
part of Southside history.
Charles A. Comiskey III, the
grandson 0 f the team's founder,
has said he was disappointed
that the family name was being
taken off the stadium, but can
understand that it is part of the
business.

Now, instead of the ballpark
being a place where Chicago

ox fans can go for a good time,
the old Comiskey has now
turned into a corporate
advertisement. Comiskey is the
l5'h out of30 major league parks
to sell it's name to a corporation.
Many Chicago Sox fans are
disgusted by the name change.
The classic Comiskey Park sign
that can be seen while driving
down the Kennedy Expressway
will soon be no more. A nice
flashy, catchy sign for U.S.
Cellular Field is will take its
place ... for the next 23 years
anyway!

Jessica Podkulski
Photo Editor

After 93 years, Comiskey Park
embarked on a monumental
alteration. Many of you might
be thinking a change for the
good - maybe a new scoreboard
or some minor renovations.

Well, there will be
renovations, but at a very large
cost to Chicago's White Sox
fans. No longer will Chicago's
southside flock to Comiskey
Park to watch another exciting
game. For the next 23 years
White Sox fans will now go
watch the Sox games at U.S.
Cellular Field.

Now, I know many people
may be thinking that the White
Sox may be moving to a new
field, or possibly getting a
whole new field in the same
spot. Sadly to say, this isn't the
case at all. White Sox General
Manager Jerry Reinsdorf
recently opened up the season
by selling the naming rights to
one of Chicago's biggest past
times in history for a mere $68
million. Not only has he sold
the naming rights, but he has
sold them to a company who
promptly renamed the park
"U.S. Cellular Field."

Reinsdorf claimed the $68
million would go towards
renovations to the newly named
U.S. Cellular Field, yet oddly
enough, this ballpark was only
built in 1991. If Reinsdorf
would h ve budgeted and put
more care into building the field
in the first place, perhaps we
wouldn't be visiting U.S.
Cellular Field this summer to go
to a Sox game. Many White Sox
fans have criticized the stadium
as being a concrete blob with
frighteningly steep steps to the
upper deck.

being sure that U.N. inspectors are
partitioned a sufficient amount of
time to uncover the "smokinggun"
would improveAmerica's image to
incredulous nations of the world,
who view America as a roistering
world-power, trying to push around
the "little guy"- Iraq. [f U.N.
weapons inspectors do discover
evidence that would support
Bush's cause, America would no
longer don the image of"Biff, the
schoolyard bu lly." And that
unwelcome stereotype is
potentially lethal, both for our
nation's economy, as well as
alliances. Nevertheless, great
measures can be taken to improve
foreign-relations simply by taking
measures to ensure that the world
knows America did not go to war
on a whim. Supposingthat GulfWar
II does indeed take place----having
been initiated by the uncovering of
indisputable evidence of Iraqi
nuclear, chemical or biological
subterug America will appear to
have acted less unilaterally. And in
a world in which a drove of
secondary states are vying to
control American hegemony, the
less unilateral ism, the better
America's popularity abroad.

Therefore, it becomes essential
that U.N. weapons inspectors are
given ample amount of time to
inspect suspected Iraqi sites for
weapons of mass destruction. Not
only will a time-extension help the
President's cause, but it will help
ameUorateAmerica's imbued image
abroad. Although it may be too late
to stop a war in Iraq-the Bush
administration seems dead-set on
it-it is not too late to make certain
that our lawmakers do it the right
way.

that could plausibly be used to
enrich uranium in one leg of a
nuclear-refinement process.

President Bush's arguments may
have some truth to them, but to
gamersupport for war specially
from America's sullen European
allie he needs validation of his
fac . Many of the key facts that
CoUn Powell argued to the U.N.
Security Council earlier this month
were circumstantial. ([rrefutable
evidence was hard to come by, and
the "smoking gun" was still out of
its holster.) For instance, the high
grade aluminum tubes could have
easily been used for the production
ofstandard-issue rocket latmchers.

What the President needs is a
voice that flanks his allegations with
an authoritative timbre. President
Bush needs for U.N. weapons
inspectors to uncover incriminating
evidence that certi fies the
President's claims about Iraq's
duplicitous and dangerous nature.
So far, the U.N. teams have only
uncovered incidental rods thatmay
or may not have been involved in a
missile-making process. The
President needs notjust to spot the
inspectors more time, but he needs
to encourage them to search for the
truth. In encouraging U.N.
inspectors to take their time
inspecting, he improves his own
chances oftoppling a corrupt Iraqi
regime, and improves his nation's
credibility.

Credibility, therefore, becomes
the crux ofthe situation. However,

At the close of the Korean War
in 1953, Dwight D. Eisenhower
expressed his feelings about war,
saying, "Under the cloud of
threatening war, it is humanity
hanging fonn an iron cross."

Eisenhower's sentiments ring
true today, especially under the
looming threat of war with Iraq.
However, the United States must
not be too hasty to jump into
conflict. A clear-cut definition of
Iraqi intransigence must be
elucidated to meritwar, although the
brazen hawks in theBush
administration might argue
otherwise. Allotting U.N. weapons
inspectors more time to inspect Iraqi
facilities that are supposedly
creating weapons of mass
destruction will not only bring the
truth of the Iraqi-conflict to the
world, but it will also improve
America's image abroad. It just
might be enough to quell the calls
for war.

President Bush assails Iraq for
toying with weapons inspectors.
He claims that Iraq has faci Uties that
produce the deadly chemical agents
sarin, mustard and VX. He claims
that Iraq has not fully accounted
foranthrax-prouducing materials or
chemical warheads, and that it is not
fully cooperating with U.N.
inspectors. The Bush
administration insists that Iraq is
hiding something, whether it be a
nuclear-weapons program or
materials that may be used to build
weapons in the future. In addition,
President Bush points out, Iraq has
frequently sought out aluminum
tubes from over I [ different nations

David Vognar
Feature Editor

Longer Days for
Broader Education

As ajunior here at Oak Lawn,
thinking about my future wor
ries me because I'm limited as
to the number of classes [ can
take. I know I speak for many
students when ( say we need
to extend the school day, and
add an extra period. This will
help students get into better
co liege . Then they can take
classes that interest them and
will help with the career they
wish to go into. Luckily our
school has added more
classes for the 2003-2004
school year, which [ am very
eager about, but ['m also up
set because [ won't be able to
take them. [ have no room in
my schedule for them. [n or
der to get into good colleges,
the average high school stu
dent needs four years of math,
science, and English, as well
as three years of social stud
ies, which doesn't give us
much room for anything else

in our school day. This year [
am taking azero hour gym
class because I simply wanted
to take a photo class. [ wish
to go into theatre and we cur
rently have no speech, the
atre, or set design classes,
which fortunately is changing
next year. [ wish to be enrolled
in those classes next year but
I can't be without tak ing yet
another year 0 f zero hour. [
don't want to be limited to the
college I choose just because
my high school couldn't give
me the same opportunities that
most high schools give.
OLCH students are compet
ing for colleges with high
school students from around
the nation, and most of them
are exposed to more classes
than we are.Another period
would also enhance test
scores. We need to give more
opportunities to the students
that wish to succeed. [ am
very excited about all the new
classes added for next year,

but those classes will not get
filled unless we expand the
school day and add another
period.
Guinevere Grana
Junior

Lighten Student Loads
As a student, ['ve found that
my back hurts from my heavy
backpack, and other students
are in the same position. We
need to do something about
this before a lot of students
start developing back prob
lems. One solution is to split
heavy textbooks into two
smaller books, with one per
semester. Another is to have a
"classroom" copy that re
mains at school, and a "home"
copy to be kept at the
student's house. Also, more
and more textbooks are being
released on CD form, and since
everyone has access to the
school computers, an effort
could be made to shift to this
method of textbooks. Until
this is a viable solution, how-

ever, something needs to be
done to alleviate heavy loads
before students develop per
manent back problems.
Jessica Ball
Junior

Support OLCHS Bands
Do you playa musical instru
ment? Well, most students
don't at Oak Lawn. cores
have students who started
band in 5th grade still enjoy
it. But so many people who
aren't involved don't appre
ciate the band. Playing an in
strument is hard work that in
volves all parts of the brain. [f
students would realize that
band is an extremely di [ficu It
thing to do, it would get more
respect. Teams like the cheer
leaders and Forensics team
have the support of lots of
students and so do well. [mag
ine what OLCHS' bands could
do with the support of the stu
dent body. We could become
an awesome program that the
whole school could easily be
proud of.
Nathan Rogers
Junior

Racism Danger
It seems pretty ridiculous to
me that everyone feels good
enough to die for our country,
yet not everyone is good
enough to settle problems
here in the U.S. Racism has
been a problem for so long that
it seems to be overlooked. [f
racism continues to be a prob
lem, upcoming generations will
suffer. The media is a major
contributer. If the media
would focus on what kind of
an example they are setting for
future generations, rather than
all the money they are making,
maybe a change could begin
to occur. Until then, educat
ing people against racism is
our only defense. We need to
open people's eyes to the not
so-perfect world around them,
so we can understand how
cruel we really can be. [f the
world was more open-minded,
there wouldn't be so much
violence going on, and the
world would be a more peace
ful place to live.
Mike Zylius
Junior
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everyone is wei ome. ee Ms.
Candi wetz in room 30.

The Key Club is continuing all
oftheir community service efforts.
On February 9 lh they went
bowling at Miama Bowl in a bowl
a-thon for spastic paralysis
research foundation. They also
traveled to Joliet on February 220d

to pack potatoes for Chicago land
food pantries.

The Oak Lawn hess Team will
be heading down to State on the
weekend of March 7th, 8th, and
9th

• They will be performing 8 long
matches against I I I schools from
across the state. A II th is
magnificent entertainment will be
held in the Peoria ivic Center in
Peoria, IL. ompetitors will be
Mike Delaperis, raig Moss, Todd
Suhs, Joe Van Duren, Dave
Deesnis, Dan Bugayong, Jim
Tracey, and Adam Wood.

Group Interpretation and
Contest Play are preparing for
their fir t competition on March
14 and 15.

number of minutes per day,
which is three hundred. The
main challenge of this chedule
revision, according to
Lockwood, was trying to
ba lance the fina Is to meet
minimum state requirements
while easing the student's
workload by giving them only
two to three finals a day. To meet
the three hundred minutes while
keeping the number of finals
down, the administration, along
with Teacher's Union leaders,
created a schedule that gave
students ninety minutes to
complete a final, along with a
study hall, which is the system
OLCHS students now enjoy.

Rob Fantozzi, junior Ed
Oberdieck, and junior Nathan
Rogers. The concert concluded
with four other selections from
the Wind Ensemble.

In addition to this being the
annual winter con-

cert, the
Wind En-
semble also
made a re
cording of
several
pieces that
will be sub
mitted to Su
perstate. Su
perstate is

n Illinois
oand festi
val featur-

ing the best in the state's high
school's bands. Ifselected, Oak
Lawn's band would perform at
the Krannert Center for the Per
fonning Arts in Urbana.

Oak Lawn High
School at a Glance

Instrumental.Music Department
Performs Winter Concert

Finals Schedule (cont'd)

Kevin Connaghan
StaffWriter

Mathletes competed at
conference on February 5. They
did well placing third, only
seventeen points behind the
first place team. This was the Oak
Lawn Mathletes' final
tournament.

Scholastic Bowl went to
conference on February 19. They
took a close second in
conference behind Stagg. Junior
David Montgomery was earned
a spot on the All-SICA team,
which selects the best players
out of all teams.They now will
go on to compete in Regionals
at Brother Rice High School on
March 10.

Spanish Club is planning a
field trip to a dance studio to learn
different types of Latin dance
such as salsa and merengue.
Afterward they will go out to
lunch for fine Mexican cuisine.
The trip i March 8 lh and

accomplished, which
influenced it conver ion to a
finals testing day. This new
system al 0 puts ak Lawn
High School on an even level
with neighboring high schools,
which already use the three-day
system.

This modi fication was first
mentioned about two years
ago, but no serious proposals
were made until the first
semester finals of the 2001
2002 school year. The initial
proposal, which called for half
days for students and a teacher
workshop the other half of the
day, was rejected by the state
for failing to meet the minimum

keeps you on your toes." In
the event in which uh has
enj oyed the most success,
speakers walk into the round
not knowing what they are
about to speak on. They are
then given a prompt, which can
be a person, quote, or thing,
and have 8 minutes to come up
with a speech and perfonn it.
"I'm just glad that I was able to
end my speech career on the
note I wanted, and have a good
time doing it," he concluded.
"Even though my time is over,
however, Oak Lawn speech is
not. It has great potential and
I'm going to miss it."
Forensics head coach Mr.

Thomas Dzurison
agreed with Suhs'
sentiments. "We've
got a great group of
kids for next year,
we could do very
well, do some
challenging
things," he stated.
The Foren ic
team, with a
membership over
40, ha only 4
seniors.
" I~ vel' yon e
including me
thought that this
year was going to
be a rebuilding

year," Dzurison continued,
"But we did better than that.
We have great coaches, great
kids, and great support from
the school."

With strong hopes for future
seasons, Oak Lawn's
Forensics team plans to
continue its succes es and
improve on them, all the while
keeping the focus not on
winning, but on each student
doing his or her best.

saying, "Giving blood hurts
more than eating a sandwich,
but less than seeing someone
die." All and all, most students Kevin Connaghan
believed that the blood drive StaffWriter

--.;.;...------~was a great way to help others The Instrumental Music De-
out. AI Martinkus shared his partment held their Winter Con
thoughts on the blood drive, cert on Thursday, February 27.
"Giving blood feels good The Concert Band,JazzOrches
because someone else will need tra, and Wind Ensemble par
it." "Donating blood is a good ticipated.
idea because others benefit The
from it and it saves lives," evening
stated Caroline Dikselis. beg a i n

The requirements to donate with be
blood were donors had to be at gan with
least 110 pounds and the t h r e e
student has to be of junior or sea
senior status. If you missed son a I
your chance to donate blood s e Ie c 
but still want to generously t ion s
donate blood, you can wait till fro m
another blood drive is hosted the
at Oak Lawn. Ifyou don't want Con-
to wait, Life Source has a blood cert Band. This was followed
donation center where you can. by the Jazz Orchestra's four se
donate your blood at 4807 West lections featuring solos by jun
95th street. ior Andrew Coate, sophomore

1\vo-time State
hampion Grant

uh as pictured on the
IH A peech Program

where he took 6th. "I've always
been interested in the field of
broadcasting," Vognar explained
about his choice to do Radio,
"so this event is along the lines
of what I want to do."

Despite stellar performances
in Impromptu Speaking (I ) for
two straight years, returning

tate Champion Grant uhs in
many ways had the greatest
challenge of all of Oak Lawn's
State entries. "I'd be lying if I
said I didn't feel any pressure to
live up to last year," said uhs
about the expectations laid on
him by judges and competitors.
"That picture didn't help," he
added, referring to a photograph

donated blood were a little leery
when it came to donating blood,
everyone who donated blood
was a good sport about
volunteering. The biggest
problem that students had with
donating blood was, of course,
receiving a shot from the
syringe. Although receiving a
shot in order to donate blood
bothered some students, mo t
students found that the good
feeling of donating blood in
order to help others was a more
powerful feeling than the
temporary pinching of a shot.
For example,junior Becky Puhr
stated, ''I'm not going to lie,
giving blood hurts but hey, if
someone doesn't die, it's well
worth it." This shows the
generous spirit of our upper
classmen who donated their
blood. Another junior JefTRowe
had other opinions about the
blood drive. When asked what
he thought about the blood
drive, Rowe responded by

taken during his performance
last year, which was then u cd
in an adverti ement by the photo
company, placed on the back of
the program, and distributed to
every competitor, coach, and
judge at the tournament. "I've
done several events in my 3
years in speech," uhs
continued, returning from his
tangent, "But my favorite has to
be Impromptu Speaking. You
never know what to expect-it

Forensics (Cont'd)

Blood Drive (Cont'd)

The highest and lowe t rank in
this final round are then
dropped, the remaining ranks
tallied, and the state ranking
decided. Each team then
receives points based on how
well they do in tate Finals,
with a Ist place finish worth 6
points, 2nd worth 5, and so on
down. These points are then
added to determine final team
placing in the State.

Two events Oak Lawn
advanced to State were duets.
"Duets have a unique feeling
to them," explained Lopez.
"You never feel alone, you've
always got someone to depend
on, to react to. When I do a
duet, I'm not
performing, I'm living."

"I've found
Humorous
Interpretation to be the
most fun event for me,"
said sophomore Mike
Norris. 'There's
something nice about
trying to be every
character."

Adrienne Thurzo
took 6th place in State
with her two poem in
Verse Reading. "The
key to doing well in
Verse lies in your
under tanding of the
piece," advised
Thurzo. "You have to become
the author and understand
what you're doing. Ultimately,
you have to give the
impression that you're doing it
for the first time."
"Original Comedy is my

favorite event," Lopez
explained, "because that kind
ofacting come naturally to me."

Dave Vognar was Oak
Lawn's Radio entry, advancing
all the way to the State Finals,

With the variety of students
that donated blood, the nurses,
technicians, and stafTwere able
to obtain all blood types that
will be priceless to the blood
banks of Life Source and
eventually to any potential
patients that might need a
certain type of blood. Another
positive consequence of
voluntary blood donation is the
useful components that the
donated blood can be
eparated into. With the

student's donated blood,
technicians can separate the
donated blood into such things
as whole blood, platelets,
plasma, stem cells, and other
special products for ho pitals
and healthcare customers.
Because Life Source operates
an average of many to serve
many purposes receive ten
mobile stations daily, donated
blood.

Although many of the
juniors and seniors who



nessed. There were no survi
vors on the plane. Iran has had
a series of unfortunate acci
dents regarding planes over the
past years.

nutrition, nursing, optometry,
phlebotomy, psychiatry,
radiology, and veterinary
medicine.

Medica I office work,
working with the aged,
occupational medicine,
orthodontics, pharmaceuticals,
sleep specialties, pulmonary
science, sports training, and
generally therapy will also be
discussed.

Junior Ashley foster is very
excited about this upcoming
night, " I've alwa~s wanted to
be a doctor, and the other
careers nights were good, but
this one seems as though it was
developed for me."

Junior Wayne Miller also
feels this way, " I'm interested
in sports medicine, I've signed
up for the class next year, but
this explanation should help me
more."

This event will be open to all
students and parents. Both will
be able to speak with
professionals and learn about
the career of their choice.
Moraine Valley Community
College, South Suburban
College, Robert Morris College,
and Northwestern Business
College will also be in
attendance.

AIso, Entrepreneur of the
Year in 2002, eattle Sutton, will
be in attendance. Sutton is the
founder and owner of Sutton's
Healthy Eating, a successful
business devoted to nutrition
among adults.

News Bytes

Health Career Night
Planned for OLCHS

Dorie Koll
News Editor

In an effort to prepare every
student for their inevitable
future the OLCH
administration has gone to great
lengths once again in order to
properly educate students of
their options in various careers.

This effort has been seen full
force with the recent initiation
of"Career Nights" as well as the
extended effort of internet
programs such as bridges and
e-choices and the new
institution of job shadowing,
according to Career Facilitator
Mr. Frank Vazzana.

Once again the Career,
Technology, and Family/Life
Sciences Department, headed
by Mr. Joe McCurdy, is
sponsoring a career night
focusing on the health-related
professions.

The Health Career Night is
scheduled to be held on
Tuesday, March 25 in the
Auditorium Gym at 7:30. This
night's focus is a number of
health-related occupations.
Students will have the
opportunity to speak with
professionals in order to learn
about different schooling and
field options.

Presentations will occur
including those from the fields
of acupuncture and holistic
medicine, audio logy,
chiropractic medicine, dental
science, emergency medicine,
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process. Any student is able

to join this organization and 111.----------
show their support. Galante Dan Montgomery
believes that" tudents on the StajJWriter
committee are the backbone of 111-----------

The United tates, along with
the cancer walk and the Britain, will try to pass a new
future." deadline requiring Iraq to com-

Today the Relay For Life pletely comply with UN weapon
program has spread to junior inspectors. Ifthi is passed and
high schools, high chools, if Iraq does not meet the terms,
and colleges everywhere in military action will be pursued
the U.. and the world. There again t addam [Iussein. Brit-
are now 12 local high school ish Amba sad or Jeremy

groups and 16 major college Green tock said, "A decision one
groups that participate in the way or the other must be made
multiple relays held each year. within weeks." Twenty-one people were
The number of teenagers killed in a stampede at a local
involved is increasing while nightclub in Chicago.
the age is decreasing. Youth Suppo edly, a fight broke out
involvement is definitely on the dance floor, and security
growing. guards then proceeded to mace

Mr. Matt Popovich, a the crowd. The crowd rushed
volunteer at the American to the one open entrance in
Cancer Society and a speaker chaos. [n the process 2 [ were
for high school organizations killed and many more were
about the relays, claimed injured. The city of Chicago
"Cancer affects everyone. and nightclub owners are in
From when you're born to disagreement on whether or not
when you're great On February 9, 2003 three the club should have open.
grandparents, and the more hundred and two Islamic revolu- Later that same week, nearly 100
knowledge and awareness tionary guards and crewmembers people were killed in a night
that's out there, the better. The died in a plane crash in south- club in Rhode Island after a
moment your friend or family eastern Iran. This plane crash pyrotechnics display for the
member is affected you are too. may have been caused by bad band Great White set the club
Getting the high schools weather, but was the worst air- ablaze. Governement officials
involved spreads hope and plane accident Iran has ever wit- are looking into both tragedies.
more awareness among ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
youth."

For more information about
cancer re earch and the cancer
walk, you can go online to
www.cancer.org, call the local
office at (708) 633-7770, or go
see Galante in room 240. And
for those looking to join the
Relay For Life team or planning
committee, you're more than
welcome.

Planning ommittee is putting
together a kickoff party on
March 27 with food, music from
live bands, and more
information about Relay For
Life. The main concern for this
committee and the American
Cancer ociety is to pread the
knowledge and concern of
cancer research to today's
youth and gain more youth
support, dedication, and hope
in return.

To help rai e money for the
Relay For Life, outside
businesse have donated at
least $250. ome companies
even donate gift that can be
raffled off for more funding

To help get the government
more-aware of and involved in
the cancer walk, a well as gain
the support among students,
the Planning Committee is
considering the use of"Picture
in a box." "Picture in a box" is
where a person takes a photo
of a person participating in the
relay, or someone with cancer,
and sends it to his or her
government representative. It's
like putting a face on cancer
and at the same time sends a
sympathy plea to the
government. This al 0 reminds
government elected officials
that the teenage voters of the
future care about cancer
research.

The Relay For Life Planning
Committee is split into 6 main
sub-committee. These sub
committees are: Publicity,
Advocacy, urvivorship/
Luminaria, Entertainment,
Sponsorship, and Logistics.
Each sub-committee is handling
one part of the planning

"4 W ••k T ••n Pro.:ram or
"2 W.ek Behind-the-Wheel Only Program
"Free 1I0me Pick-up for Behind-the-wheel I•••on.
"L...on available 7 day. a week
·Visit our website - www.scadutodrivlngchoo/.com
"Coall ahead and reurve ~our "ut In the nnt c.1a",,!!
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New Final Schedules (cont)

Lisa Had
StajJWriter

A branch of The Relay For
Life Planning ommittee ha
recently been develop d within
OLCH and consist of
students who want to support
the American ancer ociety.
The Relay for Life i an event
that is devoted to provide
funding for cancer re earch.

According to the American
Cancer ociety website, "Relay
For Life is a fun-filled overnight
event designed to cel brate
survivorship and rai e money
for research and programs of
your American ancer ociety."
Basically, teams of8-12 take tum
walking in the relay during an
all-night se sion. Each team
member collects pledges and
donations from friends, family,
and community members.

The sponsors for the Relay
For Life Planning Committee are
Ms. Jen Galante and Mr. Brian
Kretschmer as well as volunteers
from the American ancer
Society. Both sponsors feel that
this is a great opportunity for
both adults and students to learn
more about cancer research.
Other clubs, including ADD,
have been recruiting student
volunteers to join teams for the
relay. The committee feels that
the more people who become
involved, the more mental and
monetary support that will be
raised for research. In fact
Galante is looking for at least five
to 10 more volunteers to
participate in Oak Lawn High's
teams for the cancer walk.

As part of the recruitment
process for the cancer walk, the

How did you feel about changing the finals schedule from 75 minutes each over two days to 90
!minutes over three days?

Sophomore JUl1lor SenIOr
Too much time given 10.3% 12.7% 37.8%

Beneficial, since
more prepared 27.6% 11.4% 2.7%

Beneficial, since less stressful 44.8% 48.1% 40.5%

No difference, since finals will be longer 6.9% 8.9% 0%

Good if teachers don't lengthen finals 0% 7.6% 5.4%

No Opinion 3.4% 6.3% 8.1%

Other 3.4% 1.3% 2.7%

~ews
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Relay For Life Event Planned
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Ted i1eika
StafTWriter

Where there is a hint of pain
there is no trace of a human.
Pain emerges as a quality of
damage and suffering, all of
which man' mentality was
programmed to avoid. Rarely
does anyone understand the
message that pain hides and the
les on that it teaches. We fear
angui h due to the momentary
loss of the constant euphoria
called life. The body appears
impo sible to deceive; yet that
is only an illusion of the
constant and involuntary
protection. The flesh staggers
to keep guard, overestimating
everyth ing.

More armor equals more
protection. Thus, how can one
lose. However, in a battle the
victors are the least protected.
Means of sentry and shielding
only weigh down a warrior,
suppress mobility, and imprison
the mind behind suffocating
metal. Flesh suppresses the
unity between mind and soul.
Any time pain is inflicted flesh
retreats not to be harmed again.
It is a coward's way and every
man's way.

Pain lurks silently waiting to
strike, to test the will of the
encountered. In a sense, it
causes man to draw a shield,
which undoubtedly prevents
further anguish ofa similar kind.
What the flesh covers behind
is what the mind may see, that
even the fearsome pain recedes.
Humans can and do defeat pain,
except they back off too soon
without claiming the spoils of
victory.

Flesh alone is useless and,
a one can notice, it avoids
forming an ally. Mind should
be exposed, to threat or
cordiality, and the soul should
not uffocate either. Weakness
is temporary and must not be
transmitted towards everlasting
elements of the univer e. Mind
and soul must be permitted to
unite over pain and thrive as a
one, without the qualm of a
body. True pain fuses mind and
soul.

a job gives not only a lesson in
time management, but help
pass the time. AI 0, many
students get jobs to experience
fields they're intere ted in.

Of course, it can be hard
having a part-time job and
school, but it all depend on the
person and the cia ses they're
taking. The student's prioritie
will affect the schoolwork and
their job.

One thing is for ure: people
should not look down on
students for working. In tead,
they should be praise them,
because they are showing
dedication, time management,
and money management.

Each case is different, but
these characteristics are seen in
many people that work a part
time job while attending high
school.

sneaker combo, while for the
winter boots and leather shoes.
A single pair of shoes cannot
be worn for more than one
season or one month for that
matter, it is simply not done.

A woman also dates a wide
variety of men. What does this
have to do with shoes? Well
while dating a tall man a woman
needs to wear a tall stiletto, and
while dating a short guy she
needs to wear a flat Ked. Then
if you break up with a guy, you
immediately have to get rid of
all your shoes you've ever
worn on dates with him because
the memories alone can throw
you into an endless abyss or
misery.

In conclusion, there really is
a reason why women need so
many pairs of shoes. If you
don't already know, then I'm not
going to tell you!

interviewed had a GPA of3.5 or
better. Ofthese 18, most of their
GPAs fell upon getting a job,
while four said it stayed the
ame. This decrease or

maintenance of GPA could be
becau e of dreaded senioritis.
Most senior take easy classes
their senior year in order to have
a break before college. This
could result in their GPAstaying
the ame. While it could also
result in lowered GPA because
of lacking off and not paying
as much attention to studying.

When asked why these
students worked, many
explained they were saving up
for college. This was either
because their parents wouldn't
pay for it, or their parents
couldn't afford it. However,
many work because it gives
them something to do. Having

ronin C;::.:....-.

of woman's hands all together
are changes in seasons. For
summer you need to have your
appropriate flip-flop, backless

because of needing to do well
in school in order to keep their
job or be able to stay on extra
curricular activities.

Six Juniors worked 10 or fewer
hours a week, and the other 14
worked between I I and 30 hour.
Eight of these 20 people stated
that their GPA went down after
getting a job. Especially in
junior year, time is a factor that
affects the GPA. While working,
and preparing for college,
students must learn time
management in order to maintain
a balance in their schedule.
Having ajob affects how much
time you have to do homework,
which could result in the
lowered GPA.

Ofthe seniors, two worked 10
or fewer hours a week, and the
other 18 worked 11-35 hours.
Eighteen of the people

partanite Graphic by Jenny

form. Shoes al 0 have a very
short life span. A pair of hoe
can go from "in" to "out" faster
than you can break them in!
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Quantum
Thoughts

Students and Part-time Jobs:
How are Grades Affected?

Why Do Many Girls INSIST on Having So Many Shoes?
combination then you can see Another thing that has a big
where all the shoes are coming effect on shoe wear that is out

Laura Dee
StajJWriter

Like mo t people, I associated
a part-time job during the
school year with a lower GPA.
However, after completing a
survey in which I questioned
si ty people, (20 sophomores,
20 juniors, and 20 eniors), I
have come to a conclu ion that
the GPA ofa working individual
varies according to who the
person i , rather than the
number of hours they work
weekly.

fthe 20 ophomore polled,
10 worked about 10 hours
weekly, and-the other 10 worked
11-25 hours. Of these, thirteen
had a great GPA or 3.5 or better.
Five people aid that their GPA
went up after getting a job.
This increase in GPA could be

am Metcalf & Erin lifka
Sports Editor & StajJ Writer

There is nothing stronger or
more widely misunderstood,
than a bond between a woman
and her shoes. As long as they
live men will never understand
it and most women will spend
their entire lives justifying
themselves to others over it.
But, no matter how badly they
are ridiculed ... women wi II
continue in their search for the
perfect collection of shoes.

The perfect shoe can boost
confidence, get someone
noticed, and complete the ideal
outfit. The hoes also need to
match. Match the belt, match
the hat, and match the purse all
at the ame time. 0 ifyou have
12 hat and 6 belts then you
have to have a pair of shoes
that will match each possible

Calling All Harry Potter Fans: Five is Coming
Anna Polowin
tajJWriler

ince the year 2000, Harry
Potter fans have been waiting
for the arrival of the next book
in the series. Ilarry Potter and
the Goblet of Fire has left fans
everywhere unsure of what will
happen ne t, and thirsty for the
new adventures of Harry and
friends during hi fi fly year at
Hogwarts.

Finally, there is hope. The
fifth book, Harry Potter and the
Order ofthe Phoenix, is arriving
in bookstores allover the
United tates injust a few short
month on June 21,2003.

There have been many
rumors allover the newspapers,
and especially the
internet, on why it is
taking J. K. Rowling so
long to publish the book.
The truth is much simpler
then many have been lead
to bel ieve by the
gossiping media.

J. K. Rowling is not
having a writer's block,
and in many interviews
she states that she never had
any experience with writer's
block. Much of the book was
done for a long time; Rowling
has just been perfecting it. AI 0

much of her writing has been

delayed by the court case she
wa involved in after the author

Nancy tauffer accused her of
tealing ideas.

For fans awaiting the fifth
book, as well as the last two
books, J. K. Rowling has some
words of reassurance. In an

interview she said, "I swore to
myself! would see him

through to his seventh
year at Hogwarts and
unless I get hit by a bus
before then, I'll do so."

There are many
rumors about what's
going to happen in the
upcoming book. Fans
are abuzz with
expectations and
prediction. For

instance, Mrs. Figgs', the
Dursley's neighbor with all the
cats, is expected to appear in
the book. This time there will
be new information learned
about her.

There will also be a new
Against the Dark Arts teacher,
who will be a female for the first
time. Additionally, Harry is
expected to meet up with crafty
Hogwarts Professor Lupin once
again.

What will really happen and
what won't happen is a mystery
until June 21". Then, all the
crazed and anxious Harry Potter
fans will rush into bookstores
and later devote the day to
reading.

o wherever you may be on
June 2 I" be ure to pick up your
copy of Harry Potter and the
Order of the Phoenix before it's
too late.
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It's never to early to start planning....
Dems Gear Up for 2004 Election Bids

Whatever Happened
to Quality Television?

Mike 0' ullivan
StajJWriler

With President Bush's term more
than halfover, speculation over the
next pos ible president is on the
rise. Election Day isn't until
November 2, 2004, but people are
talking like it's happeningtomorrow.

When the word 'nominate' is
mentioned, some might start
naming the people who they would
like to see in office. Others don't
bother spending time on what can
be a fun little fantasy and only care
to know who is actually running.
They are missing out; likely
candidates for the Presidential
Election 2004 may include:
President George W. Bush
Incumbant and former governor of
Texas, Bush has showed us he
could be a great leader after the

Democratic presidential hopeful, from left to right, Da chic, Gephardt, Edward and Kerry

September II attacks. Additionally, Senator John Kerry
his high approval rating practically Adecorated Vietnam veteran, Kerry
ensures the Republ ican served in the U.. Navy from 1966
nom+nation. until 1970.
Senator Thomas Daschle Congressman Richard Gephardt
Daschle is currently the enate's Gephardt ran for president in 1988
Democratic leader. He served in the and considered challenging Bill
Air Force during the Vietnam War. linton in 1992.
TheRcvercndAi harpton SenatorJohn Edwards

harptonisawell-known civil rights Edwards is both young and
activist who helmed failed charasmatic He has served as a
candidacies for the U.S. Senate in U.S. senator since 1999.
both [992 and 1994. Caro[ Mosely Braun
SenatorJoseph Licbennan Fonner Senator from JII inois, Braun
YoumayrememberLiebermanfrom was the first female African
the2000 elections. He ran underAl American to serve in the United
Gore as the Democratic nominee for States Senate.
vice president. After claiming he HowardDean
would not challenge Gore in 2004, FormergovemorofVermont, Dean
Lieberman threw his hat in the ring has history on his side considering
upon Gore's announcement that he that governors have won every
would not run for president in the presidential election in the last
upcoming election. quarter-century except in 1988.

Alan Dodaro
Photo Editor

Do you remember the good
old day when you'd sit around
the TV with Mom and Dad and
take time to enjoy an entertain
ing night of TGIF? Whatever
happened to those days? The
days when quality programming
meant something more than
flashy Japane e cartoons and
dramas that had valid
toryline .

[t eems that since the late
1990s, the quality of television
programming has decreased
sharply. Networks no longer
worry about the value of the
shows they air. Everything is
based on ratings and who can
push the limits ofnetwork tele
vision through violence, sex,
and action.

While TV networks strive to
push the envelope, little
thought is given to the sub
stance of the storyline. Many
shows, including the reality TV
shows, seem to exist only for
ratings. Networks no longer
care about what they're airing;
from Fox's Who Wants to Marry
A Millioniare to ABC's more
recent The Search for America :s
Sexiest People.

The diminishing respect for

view intell igence has roots in
the fact that there are so many
new ompetitors in the
primetime lineup. CB ,NB ,
and AS used to be the sole
champion of primetime, but
today they are joined by pro
grams on the WB, Fox, MTV,

NN, Nick and various other
network who are all vying for
market space. The sheer num
ber of networks has saturated
TV. ritically-acclaimed shows
like Friends, ER, Dawson~'

'reek, Law & Orde/; and The
West Wing are surrounded by
programs that do not make the
grade.

De pite the grim appearance,
there may be hope for TV. As
the class ics such as Friend
draw nearer to a close, an en
tirely new wave is coming our
way. Newer shows, such as
NB 's Scrubs and CB 's SI,
look promising, having secured
an audience in just their sopho
more years. This demonstrates
that despite the garbage that
ha hit the airwaves recently,
there may be some hope left for
the millions of TV fans out
there.

Some sound advice: keep an
open mind. Watch anything at
least once, and then form your
own opinions.

Erin lifka
StajJWriter

As many students noticed
during the registration process,
Oak Lawn will be offering many
new c1asse in a variety of areas
for the next academic year. The
entire student body sh uld be
thankful to all tho e who put in
time and effort to make the e new
clas es pos ible.

The new offerings are good
ways to begin to compile a more
thorough and interesting
curriculum. Ilowever, some
vital clas es were lell out of the
list that are extremely important
to our development a young
adults. Here are ome

In Academics, a Little Variety Can Go a Long Way
suggestions for future curriculwn anyone. That' why I propose a world e should learn to course could encourage a future
additions. "religions of the world" class. I communiCate with our fellow teven Spielberg.
Astronomy personally love leaming about the humans, esp.ecially with the Botany and Horticulture- Do you

There a very few electives one diversity present in our world's countries with whom we do think you have a green thumb? If
can take in the science religions. business. so, this class could be for you.
department, especially for those Political dence Home Repair The tudy of growing, planting
interested in sciences other then With the world in such This could be a very useful and the overall science of plants
physics, chemistry or biology. disarray, maybe it's time to take a class for anyone. [n preparation could be a very interesting c1as .
(We won't go into Astrology.) look beyond our own democratic forthe real world, we all need to We could even build a green
An interested party told me that system. A political science class know how to fix a leaky faucet, house and ell fresh fruits and

and burg has an a tronomy would also be useful to anyone repair a broken screen or change veggie in the cafeteria. [ can see
class, which is very successful. looking into a high power ahingeonacabinet.Also, foran itnow.
For all of you who don't know position. Good luck changing the encore, ['m picturing an interior These were just some ideas for
about astronomy, it is the study world. designing course, possibly a bigger and more exciting
of tar, planets, galaxies and the Language taught by Martha tewart. expansion in our curriculum.
universe. Is it ju t me or are we lacking a Lights- amera -Action Variety is, aller all, the spice of
Religion little in our language department? To go along with our new life. Additionally, the more

Obviously, this is a pretty I mean only French and Spanish? speech and drama classes, how experiences to which you are
touchy subject, but a little more What about Japanese, Farsi or about film c1as es? From filming expo ed, the better prepared you
understanding couldn't hurt Russian? [n this ever-changing to different styles of media, this will be throughout life.

Learn to Stop Worrying and Look Spec-tacular
~~~Ii!II------- many bespectacled people. mented. Contacts can often help eye shade, if only tempo-
RoshniaRana Most of the people who wear Small, cute, and stylish people take the focus offof rarily. haded contact
StajJWriter glasses have no choice in glasses, which are cheaper their faces. The lenses also lenses allow them to do thi

As the years go by, new the matter; they have vision than contacts, are back in make people feel better easily and conveniently.
fashion trends tend to come problems. But there are a lot style. Contacts, prescribed about themselves and their ven people who don't need
and go just as fa t as you of people who wear glasses or not, are also making their faces. Freshman Bridget prescribed eyewear have be-
can say "bell-bottoms." just to be trendy. Kochan explained this gun purchasing this new
New styles of pants, shirts, The thick, black, _1"""!'I..........r1I phenomena. "When I product for the look alone.
skirts and hoes are devel- horn-rimmed glasses wear contacts, [feel The batt Ie between
oping every year. ven hair- are back. The e more confident about glasses and contacts might
styles are changing year af- anteojos change the myself, and since never come to an end, see-
ter year. But one of the big- tone of the face and they're so comfortable ing how there are people
gest changes in fashion is have been giving [ don't feel a thing who love stylish frames and
eyewear. Eye-glasses and student a smarter when they're on." others who enjoy trendy
contacts are becoming more and cooler appearance. This way up the fashion chart. Still, other people are be- easy-to-wear contact len es.
and more popular with every is good news for people like Freshman Sara Martinez ginning to chose contacts However, what is definitely
passing minute. freshman Brigit Goudie. "I commented," I like contacts over glasses to change their certain is that glasses and

Glasses, which were in- can't wear contacts, because much better than glasses, eye color. There are a lot of contacts are no longer items
vented hundreds of years I dread the thought of touch- because now my face isn't folks out there who want to you have to be reminded to
ago, are still cheri hed by ing my eyes," she com- hidden by frames." experiment and change their wear.
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Now she haunt the town of
Darknes Falls as a "Dark"
tooth fairy, attacking children
on the night they lose their
final baby tooth.

One boy named Kyle
manages to outsmart her and
ends up in a mental hospital.
Twelve years later, Kyle
returns home to protect his
childhood sweetheart and her
brother from "The Tooth
Fairy." That's the set-up.

The legendary and
critically acclaimed, WHAM!

competing, the winning band
will find out that they are not
going to get a record
contract, but actually a
WHAM! (George Michael &
Andrew Ridgeley) poster
and CD, "Make it Big," their

breakthrough 1985 albumII~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II
featuring "Wake Me Up
Before You Go Go." Then,
they wi II be asked to be the
opening act for the WHAM!
Reunion Tour. This should
be an interesting one.

There they are, the reality
TV shows of our bright
future. One can only wonder
in awe of what brilliance will
be hitting the small screen
next.

heard many people mention
that Final Des/ina/ion 2 had
a mediocre story, but the death
scene make up for that. Are
w that obsessed with death
that we're rating movies by
violence and gore?
Darklless Falls 1/2 •

Running a short 75 minutes,
Darkness Falls still moves at
a slow pace. 100 years ago,

Matilda Dixon was burned for
a crime she didn't commit.

Jennifer Garner play ydney
Bristow in Alias

tho e around her afloat. Smart
writing, interesting layered
characters, great action, and

movie. near weekly cliffhangers
Quality Television highlight this old-fashioned

I've noticed a decline in the spy show.
amount of good shows on 24 - Tues., 8:00 (FOX)
television these days. The Each episode is one
only shows that manage to get continuous hour in a day of
much attention are ones about Jack Palmer's life, who is
whiny bulimic Friends, currently trying to stop a
Bachelor's, or Survivor's. I'm nuclear bomb from destroying
going to take this space to L.A. Suspenseful and
examine some really great gripping each week.
shows that are currently on the Allgel- Wed., 8:00 (WGN)
air, and in danger of Much more adult in tone
cancellation. when compared to other

the contract). However, Alias - SUIl., at 8:00 (ABC) shows of the same genre.
if t his is not don e, ydney Bristow is a secret Angel manages to stay fresh

agent who's trying to balance with smart torytelling, razor
teams will basically

her CIA duties, while trying to sharp dialogue, and strong
wear a sign on their

keep the relationships with characters/situations.
bac k read ing "I d iot"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:il
for ten days straight.

Telepltolle Alley
With the popularity of
Fox's "American Idol"
and "Joe Millionaire"
TV writers are drooling
over the idea of a
combination of these

'-_~~ -...Itwo. Heavy metal
In all Iikelihood,thisman pities you. bands will be

computerized pens will be competing for a record
used to electronically count contract. ... or so they think.
the repetitions completed. After episodes of

till not giving the
amount of contestants
that will be on it, the
show has said that
there will be races
where cars are hooked
up to the pens and the
speed of the clicking
will move the cars
faster or slower all
depending on the
speed of the clicking.
Watch out for this
sleeper, it is sure to
smack America in the
face.

Catclt Tho Claus- This
one is going to be great. Five
teams will be on the search
for the uncatchable Kris
Kringle. These teams will be
starting from International
Falls, Internationalland, and
are given $10,000 then are on
their own. Camera crews
follow these crazy teams of
3 on their search for "Tha

lau .n

It is being reported that
$20,000 will be given to a
team finding Rudolph or Mr.
T. If no teams find Santa,
they wi 11 all be forced to play
Connect Four for 17
consecutive hours (it's in

Spring's Hottest New Shows

Myles Tomczak
StaffWriter

Filial Destillatioll 2 •• 1/2
Kim has a premonition ofa

car pile-up that will claim
many lives, and manages to
save nearly ten people from
death when the event occur .
However, it appear they were
meant to die in that accident,
and now death is coming for
them. The survivors track
down lear Rivers, the sole
survivor of the original Final
Destination, and they try to
stay alive.

The sleeper hit Final
Destina/ion used thi arne
story, but it was fresh and
interesting. Final Destina/ion
2 is like beating a dead horse.
The film crawls from one
elaborate death scene to the
next.

Forget the script or
characters, this film is about
watching people die. I've

tJAfJe 8 ~pArtAlJite
£l!}Areh 7/ 100;

M()vies t() Miss~ §h()WS t() Cat£h ~
_ •••••••••_ The rest of the movie

involves characters running,
screaming, panting, and
bleeding.

There's also a rule that
controls the plot. The Tooth
Fairy can't go in bright light.
Thi rule raises some
questions. What exactly
does the tooth fairy do
during the day? What about
the nights where there isn't
a new baby tooth? I can
imagine her during summer
day, sitting in a dark cave,
making jewelry out of teeth
to sell on Ebay. Now that
would have been a scary

Reality television shows
are still very popular after a
few years of success. Now,
the newer shows have crazy
twists and un ique ideas.
With all these shows, some
must wonder what is next.
Here are some of the top new
reality TV shows that will be
airing in my imagination
soon.

lIardcore Kllittillg - This
new show will put a new
spin on the ever-popular
knitting. 10 contestants will
be pitted against each other
on various events every
week. Following the
contestant through their
warm-up to their reactions at
the end of an event, the
show will start off with the
easier events (socks,
gloves) and then move on to
the more rigorous events
(blankets).

It is rumored that the final
episode will include the fan
favorite "knitting of a floor
rug," which will most likely
include pyrotechnics and
fire somewhere. Points will
be given out based on the
quality of the rug. The
contestants will be timed
and whoever finishes last
will be hard core eliminated,
hardcore style.

Pell Clickillg 20X4T
Have you ever heard that
annoying pen clicking in
class, or were you the one
who was clicking the pen?
Well, if you liked clicking
your pen you should tryout
for this new reality TV show.
People will be pushed to
their threshold of performing
pen clicking. Special
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Bands that have Cited Mike
Pallon as an 1Ilj/llence
-Papa Roach -Finch
-Bu h - Iipknot
-Linkin Park -Iep
-Staind -Incubus
-Limp Bizkit -Tool

- ystem of a Down

away, so I'll just leave it as saying
that this was one incredible film.

In a deleted scene of"Pulp Fic
tion" Uma Thunnan's character
talks to John Travolta about people.
She says thatyou can tell a lot about
people by how they answer cenain
questions. Like Beatles people and
Elvis people. Now, Beatles people
can like Elvis, and Elvis people can
like the Beatles, but at some point,
somewhere, deep inside of them
selves, people need to make a deci
sion of who they are; whether a
Beatles or Elvis person. We can see
that the same is true fi r Qu ntin.
Either you like him, or you don't.
I'm a Quentin person. Are you?

say t e east, e an pr uces
schizophrenic genre-hopping
composations that can be compared
to Iittle else.

Falltomas - omprised of
Panon, Buzz borne (Melvins),
Trevor Dunn (Mr. Bungle), and ex-

layer drummer Dave Lombardo,
the band's music is equally
innuenced by hardcore metal,
cartoon music, and film
soundtracks. With songs
constructed of tiny cells, often
bursts, ofsound and music, the band
has so far released two significantly
different Ds.

1be band's first relcase, Amenaza
al Mundo, may be very difficult to
digest, but is undoubtedly unique.
Full of meticulously calculated
unpredictability, the music has no
lyrics, yet mostly focuses on Patton's
ability to make bizarre vocal sounds.
Their next D, Director s 'ut,

contains all cover songs of movie
themes, but altered so much into the
band's own styles that the ong
seem completely their own. Trust
me: you have probably never quite
imagined "The Godfather" theme
quite like they do.

Tomahawk - Perhaps easily the
most "straight-forward" of Mike
Patton's many projects. With many
less dramatic genre-shifts and
changes than his usual work,
Tomahawk sounds like a blend of
heavy-metal with a deranged fonn
ofcountry. Patton doc n'tappearto
be breaking any new ground with
this band, because while his unique
vocal style is as evident as ever, the
other elements of the songs are
surprisingly typical.

his career. With a focus upon
making music for personal
fulfil~nentratherthanmainstream
success, Patton consistently writes
or participates in innovative genre
mixingprojects that haveyet to find
a place on the radio.

These projects are often
criticallyacclaimed in the press, but
relatively unknown to the general
public. Besides Patton's past with
Faith No More, some ofhis most
popular projects include Mr.
Bungle, Fantomas, and
Tomahawk. If you ever find
yourselftired ofthe radio and need
to hear something different, you
might want to check some ofthese
bands out.

Mr. BUllgle - Before Faith No
More, Mike Patton was in a band
that was togethersince high school,
Mr. Bungle. Not allowing it to fall
as asid project, Patton stubbornly
continued collaborating with the
band, and did notwant it associated
with his other band Faith No
More. To achieve this, in 1991
while touring, the band played
shows and took promo photos
masked and fully costwned so he
could try and avoid recognition.

The music of Mr. Bungle is
difficult to explain, especially
consideringthe sound has changed
dramatically between each of the
bands three main CD releases. To

The (Regretful) rounder of lu-metal

"This man is one of the main
reasons wherefore we make music
at all." Scrj Tankian, lead singer of

y tem of a Down, said thi
regarding Mike Patton to Gelman
magazine Visions. Lead singer
Coby Dick of Papa Roach wa
quoted by online magazine
Loudside as saying with a childi h
enthusiasm "Oh man, Iwanna meet
Mike Panon. He's like, my idol."

You may mo t likely be familiar
with Patton as the lead singerofthe
band Faith No More, a band mo t
recognized by their 1989 radio
single "Epic." However, most
people don't seem to think much
more of Patton beyond him being
pan ofa "one-hit-wonder" band.

Even though Faith No More's
popularity with the masses dropped
after the success oftile ingle faded,
the band continued to put out highly
acclaimed albums, which often
blended elements of thrash, funk,
and metal. Now many popular
bands cite Patton and his projects
to be one oftheir largest influences.

While Patton may be viJ1Ually
idolized by many of music's most
famous acts today, the feeling
doesn't appear to be mutual.
Magazines have called him the
"Godfather"ofnu-metal, yet Pan n
has often expressed his disdain
towards the mu ic most popular
bands that cite him as an influence
play. Forexample, when the ubject
arose in the East Bay Expre s,
Patton responded with "They like
Faith No More for some reason. I
don't hear the connection, or maybe
[just don't want to."

Today, Patton is widely
considered to be one of the most
interesting and talented vocalists of
modern music, and has been
obsessively involved in more than
thirty different projects throughout

Tarantino's film Reservoir Dogs focu ed on the
dialogues of jewel thieves after an unsuccessful robbery
There's a rat amongst them, but they well, the incredible cast and writ-
don't know who. The catch here is ing of this movie shines through
that none of them knows the oth- as just an all-around great movie.
ers, as they refer to each other in The movie was a blend of ten-
"Clue'"-like pseudonyms, such as sion mixed with suspense, humor
"Mr. Orange," "Mr. Blonde," and mixed with drama, and Travolta
the irreverent "Mr. Pink." The mixed with Jackson. There re-
movie was made on a budget of ally isn't too much more an audi-
practically nothing, such to an ex- ence could want.
tent that the actors had to bring in Four Rooms; Imight get some
their own costwn .With great and controversy on thi call. You ee,
impli tic style and approach, the this isn't entirely a Quentin

movie leaves the audience with a Tarantino movie. Instead, the movie
sense ofawe. And, failing that, usu
ally makes it so that no one is able
to Ii ten to " tuck in the Middle
With You" thesame way everagain.

PulpFictjon: Withamovieun- Mitch Downey
der hi belt, and orne recognition Entertainment Editor
and fame going for him, Quentin
made "Pulp Fiction" following
"Reservoir Dog" and cenainly
proved he was m re than just lucky,
but I 0 talented with his film-mak
ing. With great dialogue and sto
rie that tie themselves up pretty

Top 3: QUBntin Tarantino Films
centers on a bellhop (played
bylim Roth) in a hotel, who,
throughout the duration of
one panicularly odd New
Year's Eve, visits four differ
ent rooms. Each of the
rooms, which end up being
egments all unto them

selves, were written and di
rected by adifferent director.
And the director and writer
ofthe final segment is none-other
than Quentin Tarantino.

The interesting thing about all
this is that we see an evolution oc
cur in Tarantino. In "Reservoir
Dogs," we notice his acting as Mr.
Brown is sub-par at best, and real
ize it's probably for the better that
he kills his own character off. In
"Pulp Fiction," we see a slightly
more matured actor as Tarantino,
who manages to come off like an
actual actor. Finally, in this movie,
we see Tarantino as an actor, giv
ing an incredibly suspenseful and
hilarious perfonnance. I can't say
too much about this pan of the
movie without giving too much

Mike orri
Staff Writer

Herewefindow-selvesatan ther
one ofmy Top3 anicles, and hope
fully this time without controversy.
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, right
now I'd like to thank the countless
nwnber of people who reminded
me that, yes; "Salute Your hons"
was perhaps the greatest show of
all time, far defeating "Rocko's
Modem Life" in fan appreciation.
But now we're moving on to a dif
ferent topic. We're venturing back
into the world ofdirectors and mov
ies, and find ourselves in Quentin
Tarantino's realm.

Quentin Tarantino is an odd
choice to review. He, like few other
directors out there seems to have a
huge following ofgreatly devoted
funs, and then people who hate him.
So, now I'll take the burden upon
myself to rank his top three mov
ies. There were lots ofgood choic ,
ranging ftom such runners-up as
"Jackie Brown" and a very pecial
episode of ER. But I've decided
they are; in third, "Reservoir Dogs."
In second, "Pulp Fiction." And, fi
nally, ranking a be t Quentin
Tarantino movie, is the linle- een
"Four Rooms."

Reservoir Dogs: ne thing that
can be said of Quentin, it' that he
i a little dark to say the least. And
this movie cenainly illustrates that
point. The movie centers on agroup
ofjewel thieves who make a hei t,
when things suddenly go wrong.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~ AFI: Sins..t~~ Sorrow
: Jessica Podkulski ;:' ••••

• Photo Editor.-----------
• Many people have probably
•.heard about a band called AFI
• either on the radio or MTV in the
: past year. Since their last release,
• AFI has been getting a lot of
: attention, but they are not a new
• band. Their upcoming albwn Sing '-----II

: the SoITOW seems to be gening a changingsound, there arestill songs
• lot of anention, even though the like "Death of easons" and
: albwn isn't due out wltil March II. "Dancing Through Sunday" that
• For those of you who are old arereminiscentoftheirpreviousLP
•• school AFI funs and have heard the The Art ofDrowning.
• new single"Girls Not Grey" on the As for Davey's gut wrenching
: radio or the band's website, you vocals' they've been toned down a
• might be thinking AFt has let their lot on this album. Instead ofDavey
: funs down by leaving the Indie label pelting out these songs, they have a
• Nitro Records and moving to the much softer tone to them. AFt's
: corporate label Dreamworks. Their lyrics are much more hean felt than
·anticipatedreleaseSingthe orrow previou albums like hut Your
:isdefinitelyanewsowldftomAFI, Mouth and Open Your Eyes
• which should be expected looking because, as Davey put it, he was
: back at older releases. "finally ready to let himself bleed
• Beingable to hear the new record out on paper."
: before its release, I can definitely Throughout the albwn, AFI has
• say this is yet another AFI albwn compiled songs that give a good
: that is sure to blow you away. TIle taste as to where they've been and
• band, consisting of Davey Havok where they're heading. The songs
: on vocals, Jade Puget on guitar, range ftom slow to fast, singing to
• Hunter on bass, and Adam Carson creaming, techno to punk, and an
: on drums, has evolved their sound array ofother surprises in between.
• once again. Once again, AFI has come up with
: Songs like "The Leaving ong" another new and innovative albwn
• and "M iseria Cantare" give a that is sure to 'wow' everyone.
: glimpse into the new direction AFI If you want to catch them live,
• is heading to. For old fans who they will be playing the Rivera on
:aren't looking forward to the April 12.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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~ Dance Team Competes j

P.E. Department Changes
2003-2004 Curriculum

dependable swimmers on the
varsity team is senior Ryan
Gage. He has dominated the
IDO-yard breast stroke all year,
taking lSI place in the Shepard
Invite and 2nd place in
conference with a I:09.83. His
determination and will to
succeed have certainly paid off.

Junior Matt O'Shea
continued all season long to
swim strong in the relays and
in his sprints. Justin
Thompson emerged this
season as a IDO-yard flyer. His
continued hard work is shown
as his times keep dropping.
After hitting a wall last year
time-wise,junior Andrew Coate
stepped it up in practice and
has seen 200-yard free and 100
yard free times drop to a
competitive level, making the
medal stands at virtually every
invite.

ophomore Rhett Wheeler
became a dependable free-style
swimmer in all areas. He was
key in many of the relays and in
conference took sixth in the 50
yard free with a 26.00 and 5th in
the SOD-yard free with a 6:0 1.12.

Junior Corey Gage has
become faster at his backstroke.
He swam the backstroke leg of
the Medley Relay and took
sixth in the IDO-yard backstroke.

ophomore Don Calhoun and
sophomore Victor abbithi
were just as important to the
team's success.

The team suffered a little bit
by having a rough meet
schedule the 3 weeks before
con ference.

The team, however, did well
in sectionals and took a fifth
place out of ninth. Good job
Spartans!

~~~~1113"'"

in Sectionals
Kim Brightmore
StaffWriter

Boys Swimming
Takes Fifth

As the swimming season
wind down, the boys are still
working hard to drop times.
With conference as a practice
for sectionals, the Spartans are
determined to do well in the
upcoming event.

On the frosh/soph level,
many of the boys had best
times and took home ribbons
in the conference meet.
Sophomore Tom Ehrlicher had
a 1:19.55 for his 100-yard
butterfly and took second in
conference. In the 100-yard
breaststroke, sophomore Abed
Abdelgader and sophomore
Joe Petraitis took second and
third in the meet with a 1:21 .02
and 1:21.68.

The frosh/soph team placed
third in each of their relays.
Also swimming well for the
boys is freshman Kevin
Cassidy, who placed sixth in
his 200-yard 1M and IDO-yard
back stroke. Freshman Tony
White took 5th in the 100-yard
freestyle with a 1:09.65.
Freshman Brian Mottl, a
freshman, stepped up to swim
for varsity in some individual
events this season. He has
done extremely well and will
become a key swimmer for the
Spartans next season.

OveraIl, the frosh/soph team
has stepped up to the chaIlenge
and has met it. They swim
stronger in every race they
swim.

On the varsity level, the team
has shown that size doesn't
matter. For being a small team,
the partans are still very
competitive. One of the most

students who have completed
the fitness requirement may
take two per year.
On the other hand, the next two

classes, ports Medicine and
Junior Leadership Training,
require departmental approval
and placement. ports
Medicine is a course being
taught by OLCHS Athletic
Trainer Mr. Brian Kretchmer.

It wiIl teach students basic
medical terminology,
fundamental human anatomy,
and physiology, signs and
symptoms ofcommon injuries,
first aid care for athletic injuries,
and taping techniques for
athletic injuries. This course is
highly recommended for those
who are interested in the
medical or paramedical
professions.

Junior Leadership Training is
a special zero hour class that
prepares juniors for being a
leader in a freshman P, . class
during their senior year.
Leaders will assist the freshmen
P.E. teachers in their daily
functions.

This course focuses on
leading warm-ups, managing
equipment, assisting students
with special needs, and
officiating small games.

AIthough the standard P. E.
waiver still tands for those in
sports and band, many of those
planning on taking those
waivers may want to recon ider

their options.

and Adventure Education.
Dance, a one semc;ster class,
will include instruction in line
dancing, swing daoce, party
dances, multicultural dances,
square dance, and aerobic
dance. This is a basic class and
no prior experience in dance is
required to enroll.

Adventure Ed, another
semester class, is based on
teamwork, problem solving,
increasing self-esteem,
communication skills,
chaIlenge, trust, risk-taking, goal
setting, and play. Students wiIl
also be introduced to basic
climbing skills.

Cross training is one semester
of training in cardiovascular
fitness, nutrition, and weight
management. tudents will
engage in cardio-training,
power walking, aerobics, aqua
aerobics, lap swimming,
ultimate frisbee, and weekly
classroom in truction.

OLCH 'new Weightlifting
class is basically what it sounds
like. Students will participate in
learning the theories
techniques and progressions
involved in muscular strength
and endurance training.

tudents will be using free
weight, weight machines,
polymeric equipment, andjump
training equipment.
None of these classes require

prerequi ites and any junior or
senior may enroll. Additionally,
they are all one-semester 0

••••••••••••
• The OLCH Var ity Dance team was cored at a "Superior" rating at Morton High choo\.•• (Photo Courtesy of Ms. Jen Galante)
• ••• p ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sam Metcalf
Sports Editor

Along with many of the
changes to OLCH ' curriculum,
one of the biggest is to the
physical education
requirements.

Freshman and sophomore P.E.
classes wiIl remain untouched,
but a wide variety of classes
are being added to
upperclassmen's schedules for
the 2003-2004 school year.

A new requirement setting
in for the graduating class of
2005 is the new fitness
program. This class is one
semester long and includes
swimming, first aid, Cardio
pulmonary resucitation (CPR)
training, and general personal
fitness.

An old favorite that is stiIl
around is Team ports. This
course includes flag footbaIl,
tennis, basketball, voIleyball,
lacrosse, ultimate frisbee, and
badminton.

For those who want to play
as many games a pos ible
without fonnal competition, the
Games class is for you.

tudents enrolled will play
badminton, volleyball, softball,
bowling, ultimate fri bee,
colonybaIl, cageball, kickball,
and golf. Thi i a one semester
class.

For those who want more ofa
modern clas , there are two
new classes for you, Dance

VSF
V F
VS

Girls Soccer
Badminton
Baseball
Softball
Boys Tennis
Track & Field

3/29/03
3/3] /03
3/22/03
3/26/03
4/9/03
4/]/03

Upcoming Home Sports Schedule
Providence Cath. HS VSF 11 :OOA 4/15/03 Richards HS
A.A. Stagg H VSF 4:30P 4/3/03 Sandburg HS
(Chi) S1. Rita VS/JV 11 :OOA 3/24/03 Hinsdale Ce'ntral
Maria H.S. VS 4:30P 3/27/03 De La Salle H.S. VS
Andrew H.S. SF 4: 15P 4/10/03 Chicago Christian VSF
Stagg H.S. VSF 4: 15P 4/03/03 Tri vs. Breme'n VSF

4:30P
4:30P
4:15P
4:00P
4:15P
4: 15P



Math Teacher Mr.
Marcus Wargin

"They sold out. omi key
was tradition, it was

history."

Spartanite Opinion:
Comiskey Park or U.S.

Cellular Field?

tudent Teacher Ms.
herr! ~ibson

li..... .;,enior Don Hackstock

"W" for White Sox or "U" for U.. Cellular?
Junior Danielle Nicosia supports the outh side!

"The Sox are bad.
People are better offgoing
with the Cubs!"

--..;-..",

Jessica Podkulski
Photo Editor

"It's only a name and the
fi Id could u c the money

for renovation ."

ophomore Laura Trott

"Bad, it's very bad.
Comiskey is not a ceBular

phone company.
Baseballs are not phones.'

transition to a corporate title.
The new namesake leaves the
impression that the park is
simply one large advertisement,
just another symbol of the
growing cell phone industry.

omething about U.S. Cellular
Field doesn't feel as natural as
Comiskey. To many, though,
the new park was never really
Comiskey since it didn't have
the same feel as Old Comiskey.
While the renaming may be
official, the part will always be
known as Comiskey to many
fans. It just feels right. Those
fans who just can't accept the
fact of the renaming will have
to wait until the lease expires in
23 years before another change
can happen. This will bejust in
time for the 2026 season.

By then, U.S. Cellular Field
may be a household name, and
the loyal Southsiders will once
again face the crisis of losing
their ballpark to another new
industry giant.

was at the Lonnell Poole Invi
tational at Bloom Township H. .
In the 200m run JeffKopfran a
27.74, Brad Skaduto ran a 28.17,
Rick Krolikowski ran a 26.43,a
and Dave Phillips ran a 28.6. In
the quarter mile run Joe Exline
ran a 1.08.38 while Torres con
tinued to improve by dropping
his time to a 58.78. In the mile
relay consisted of Jeremy
Prendergast, Joe Fattore, Den
nis Sui it, and Brian Smith and
together they ran for a time of
4:23.03. In the 600m run Fattore
ran a I:47 while Peterson ran a
I:45.84. The Spartans are mov
ing into their next two meets at
Morton H.S. and Thorwood
H.S. Best ofluck to all the boys
at their next two tournaments

Best ofluck to all the boys at
their outdoor eason.

The park will see an
impressive $68 million dollars,
paid over a period of23 years.
Reinsdorf hopes that this
money will help improve park
facilities, making the stadium a
more enjoyable experience for
all patrons.

When constructed the new
field had very little aesthetic
qualities, looking more like a
concrete me S than a ballpark
worthy ofChicago. While there
are currently no set plans for
renovation, Reinsdorfpromises
that the upper deck would see
a considerable overhaul.

Other considerations have
also affected the interest in park
renovation. Reinsdorf looks
forward to transforming

omiskey into a world-class
stad ium in time for this season's
much-anticipated All-Star game
on July 15.

While the money being
generated is a great result, fans
still feel uneasy about the

for Oak Lawn was Jeff Kopf
with 7.2 second, Brad kaduto
with 7.3 seconds, and Joel
Mayer with 7.4 seconds.

The varsity performed very
well in the 200m race with Joe

xline running at 28.2 seconds,
Andres Torres with 27.5 sec
onds, and Jordan Trotto with a
time of29.1 seconds. In the Var
sity quarter mile Torres started
his season off with a promi ing
59.8 second run while senior
Andy Peter on ran a 64.3 sec
ond time. On the sophomore
level Ken Daniels ran a 6.9 sec
ond 50m dash. On the fresh
man level Joel Martin ran a 26.3
second in the 200m dash and
dave Phillips ran for a time of
27.9 seconds.

The boys continued improv
ing into their next meet, which

This summer, one of
Chicago's best known
Southside destinations will
receive a new name, as well as
some much needed
renovations.

This destination is, ofcourse,
U.S Cellular Field, formerly
known as omiskey Park and
home to the hicago White Sox.
This Southside ballpark has
earned a place in Chicago's
history for over 90 years, and
in 1991, was completely rebuilt
next to the original stadium.

The renaming comes with
criticism, as many fans feel that
this move destroyed part of
Southside history and believe
the legacy was sold for a pile of
money. Despite these claims,
White ox owner Jerry
Reinsdorf said the money
would help make the ballpark
more fan-friendly.

Alan Dodaro
StaffWriter

~ports
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Southsiders Bid Farewell to

Track Performing well

an Old Baseball Legacy

Joe Fattore
StajJWriter

The boys track team started
its season of on a promising
note. The partan have al
ready participated in their two
meets; the Hinsdale entral and
Bloom Township Invites.

Head Coach Art Panka re
marked that, "At both meets
there was some tough competi
tion, we weren't looking for a
victory but rather ee how our
athletes are going to perform in
the outdoor season. We have
a whole sea on to win meets but
now is the time where we have
to weed out injuries or flaws in
training." At Hinsdale Central
the Spartan sprinter tumed in
some very promising results.
Running the varsity 55m dash



Girls Basketball Wins Regional Title

Rough Season for Varsity Basketball

state competition.
Rumel was very delighted

with the team's progres and
commented, "This has been a
lot of fun and I am pleased with
the progress of the bowlers
form beginning to end. We had
individual bowlers who im
proved their games and it is a
fun sport. I look forward to next
year."

minutes we are more than of
winning a regional title."

At this point of the season
senior Don Hackstock leads the
team with 427 points, 137 total
rebounds, and 6 I assists.
Senior Mike Dorian has
accumulated 193 points, 57
assi ts, and 82 rebounds.

enior Brad kendzel has
played good hard de fen e with
a team high of46 steals and also
leads the team in assists with
69. Many believe the partans
are surely capable ofwinning a
regional title with these types
of numbers.

" hris Hills ha stepped up
for the team and also has been
showing leadership 011 the
court by being verbal and
having good work habits.
Eason Barnhart has also been
effective this eason by
bringing the ball up the court."
commented Coach Atkins.

o support the partans in
trying to win a Regional Title in
the upcoming tournament.

replied, "This was the most en
joyable, best year for girls' bas
ketball that the school has ever
had!

The team worked well to
gether worked hard, had a posi
tive, winning attitude, and
played good team basketball.
Everyone's support and contri
butions are what made us the
strong team we were."

sportsmanship and consistency
is Carmella Tirrito whose high
game was a 225 bowled at the
Eisenhower Invitational on
February 3.

Also, at sectionals, Tirrito
came in as the fourth highest
game out of lOin a serie and
competed in the state tourna
ment as an individual with I, 103
pins knocked down in six games.

Figus, Ashley Brown, and
Sheena Simon.

The three team managers,
enior Theresa Jasmer, Hasan,

and Senior Erica Purdy, also
were a tremendous help and
upport to the team.

When asked to comment on
the team's progress and accom
plishments throughout the sea
son, Sullivan enthusiastically

6 assists led the Spartans to
their victory.

Senior Mike Dorian also
contributed to the win with 15
points. Se(lior Brad Skendzel
banged the boards to assist the
team with his I I rebounds and
his great defense. Indeed, the
whole team played very well that
night.

Overall, though, the
Spartans' record is not what
they had hoped. Currently the

partans are I I-13 and 2-7 in
their conference competition.

"Regardless ofour record we
are focused on finishing the
conference strong. And at this
point of the season we can
concentrate on fixing the
mistakes we have made
throughout the season." stated
Panovich.

Assistant coach Scott Akins
commented," You never really
know when it comes to the state
tournament because if we play
well as a team and playa good
solid game of basketball for 32

finishing the regular sea on
strong as well as the tate
tournament," stated varsity
coach Rich Panovich.

Recently, the Spartans
defeated Evergreen Park H.S.
by a score of 60- 54. Senior
forward Don Hackstock who
had 3 I point , 9 rebounds, and

Var ity Girls Basketball Team Po es with Regional Championship Plaque.
(Photo Courtesy ofCoache Janet Haubenreiser and kip ullivan)

girls accomplished. The thr e
seniors were very strong lead
ers and they did a great job set
ting an example for the other
girls. We're all going to miss
them next year."

Rounding out the team were
nine juniors including Felton,
Kim Dignan, Amie Habdas,
Jessie Synoweicki, Danielle
Nicosia, Allie Madden, Kathy

younger Zylius and the new
bowlers recruited for next year.

In girls bowling news, this
was the first year for the team
and they had a strong nine
bowler turnout.

The team is run by Mr . Kelly
Rumel. he stated, "With such
a small group, the bowlers feed
offofeach other and learn form
other players games."

amuelOrtega
ports Editor

The heating of the weather
and the longer days are signs
that the basketball season is
drawing to a close.

"At this point of the season
we are mainly focusing on

enior Chris Hills prepares to attack the board.
(Photo Courtesy of Ms. Jen Galante)

Bowling Finishes First IHSA Season
team's fate rests with the Leadlllg the gIrls team III She averaged 184 pm m the

Debbie Zwirkoski
tuffWriter

Determination, teamwork,
drive ... the e are three words
that one could use to describe
the varsity girls basketball team
at Oak Lawn.

Using these strong team char
acteri tic , the girls worked their
way to a 21-7 record, the best
varsity girls basketball record in
school history.

In addition to that impressive
accomplishment, the team also
took second in conference and
won the regional tournament.

Individual achievements also
added to the succes of the girls
basketball eason. enior Dana

ullivan and Junior Laurie
Felton were named AlI-Confer
ence athletes and senior Sarah
McKinney received an Honor
able Mention to the Ali-Confer
ence team. ullivan was named
as an All-Area player as well.

ullivan, McKinney, and fel
low sen ior Sarah Hasan led the
team. When asked to comment
on the team's season, Coach
Janet Haubenreiser commented,
"We had a really great season
and I'm really proud of what the

Adam Winchell
StaffWriter

The boys bowling team fared
well in the State competition
placing fourth overall in the
state rankings. eniors John
Burica, cott Orban, and Matt
Zyliu , and along with junior
Mike Zylius all had strong show
ings. With so many seniors, the

leaders
Heading
to State

Grant uh
StaffWriter

Cheer-

Although partan sports
teams have all had ucces ful
seasons this year, it looks like
they are going to be outdone
by the Oak Lawn ommunity
High School heerleaders, who
are once again heading to tate
competition.

The cheerleaders have had
an incredible run this far. Aside
from putting on great half-time
shows and assemblies, the
squad has had a winning record
competitively as well.

At the Oak Forest sectional,
the Oak Lawn cheerleaders took
home first place medal and
qualified for tate.

Later on, the team took
second at Downers Grove
South but beat their original
qualifying score by over four
points.

Also, an encouraging sign
for next year is that the junior
varsity cheerleading squad also
had an amazing year, taking
fourth place in their division.
Obviously, the current JV
cheerleaders will be asked to
step up and replace the
graduating seniors next year.

As a result the cheerleaders
are headed to the Prairie State
Convention Center in
Springfield, Illinois forthe IH A
State final. There are 44 other
medium varsity teams
competing at this tournament.

The teams are judged on
many different categories
including routine difficulty,
spirit, tumbling, and
appearance.

Oak Lawn will face long-time
rivals such as the Highland,
Triad, and t. Viator teams.
Each of the e teams should
prove solid competition for the
Spartan cheerleaders.

The team, however, remains
optimistic. "There's no reason
why we can't bring home gold
medals," commented senior
Jessica Madrigal.

Indeed, Oak Lawn has an
experienced team led by seniors
Brittany Kopf, Amanda
Benson, Jamie illman, Jessica
Madrigal, Kim Stanek, and
Bridget Beasley. The team is
also supported byjuniors Alicia
Smith, Megan Hincks, Becky
Puhr, Lindsey Stubbs, and
Missy Huizenga.

Freshmen and sophm res
Stephanie Bauer, Katie Kapala,
Melissa Casey, and Brooke
Kopfroulld out the team.
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An Evening ofTheatre "Signs ofCourage"
Stanek will be recognized for
her achievements along with
the others who advanced to
nationals alongside her, as
well the National Honorable
Mentions.

Stanek, as a result of her
photo, had received $100 from
the OLCII PTA, along with
the advancement from the
school to the district level.
From there she went on to
state. The selection of her
photo to advance to nationals
makes her only one out offour
people in her division to be
selected. This means that, to
get to this level, Stanek was
up against a total of 17,468
photo entries in Illinois alone.

The PTA Reflections
Program judges thousands of
entries from students who are
between preschool and twelfth
grade every year. The contest
comprises of four categories:
literature, musical
composition, photography,
and the visual arts, which
includes murals, collages,
drawing, and print making.

whole felt about the United States
led war against Iraq. Asurvey con
ducted by News Editor Edward
Suda revealed surprising trends
among a representative slice ofthe
OLCHS student body.
Warsupportcd--with conditions

While 68.8% of students ex
pressed support for the war effort,
the numbers dropped to nearly
even when such support was quali
fied in tenns ofwar without United
Nations sanction. Aslender major
ity ofstudents also felt that Presi
dent Bush had not clearly shown
the link between the Hussein
regirneand

(Continued Page 5)

Kim Stanek's Award-Winning Digital Munipulation

EdwardSuda
News Editor

On March 22, it was
announced that Kim Stanek,
a senior at Oak Lawn High
School, had advanced to the
nationals in the PTA
Reflections Program in the
area of photography. The
purpose of this program is
the recognize the artistic
achievements of students by
holding an annual
competition where students
submit their creations,
which all somehow relate to
a common theme set by the
program. The theme this
year was "Courage," and

Stanek translated what this
word meant to her by taking
patriotic images and
digitally manipulating them
to form almost a collage.

The Nationals Awards
Ceremony is scheduled to
take place at the Sheraton
Chicago Northwest Hotel in
Chicago Heights on April 25.
During this ceremony

vent another attack of the scope
and scale ofSeptember II. When
the Bush administration an
nounced its new national secu
rity doctrine of preemptive
strikes, and decided that Saddan1
Hussein's Iraqi regime posed the
greatest threat to U.S. security,
the firestonn intensified. Massive
anti-war protests struck the coun
try for the first time since the Viet
nam War. Students from across
the country walked out ofschool
in protest, includingsome at Oak
Lawn. Followingthe demonstra
tions at OLCHS, the Spartanite
decided to address the issue of
how Oak Lawn students as a

Dave Montgomery & Ed Suda
Editor-in-Chief& News
Editor

The third play, Alice in
Wonderland, was directed by
Oak Lawn theatre students and
was geared toward students
new to acting. This Play was
not able to compete but did
perfonn last week as the first act
of the show. Students in this
play were pleased with what
they had learned. Freshman
Bridget Goudie stated, "This has
been so much fun, I've learned
so much." Freshman Sara
Martinez agreed by stating, "1 'm
glad that I've become involved
with this program."

All of the theatre students
have been pleased with the
success ofthis new concept and
look forward to doing it nextyear.
"This was an entertaineing
experience because it mixes up
what people think nom1al theatre
is." Becky Puhr said as she was
expressing her feelings toward
next year as did Megan Hincks,
"This has been a great
experience for all of us. We
leamed a lot to apply to our lives
now and in the future."

OLCHS Students Voice
Opinions on Iraq

Following the September II at
tacks on the United States, a curi
ous sense of unity settled over
the country. "United We Stand"
became the unofficial national
motto, citizens of every political
bent sported American flags and
rallied behind a previously con
troversial president. Then, how
ever, the United States was the
clear victim. As time passed and
the focus shifted from the in1medi
ate response, a national debate
arose over the best way to pre-

The Fourth in tate Group Interpretation
(Photo courtesy of Ms. Jen Galante)

Interpretation (GI) It consists of
a small group of students
interpret a piece of literature
dramatically. Oak Lawn'sGldid
very well as they were given a
Superior ranking at SICA, and
Received third place at the IHSA
Sectional advancing them to
State at the College Of DuPage
in Glen Ellyn, Illinois for the
weekend of March 28-29. At
State, The Yearling advanced
into the State Finals and
receivedfourth place.

Members of both Casts were
placed into the All-State cast. To
earn this award, four out of five
judges must nominate the actor/
actress to be placed in it. Both
Justin Lopez and Debbie
Zwirkoski, cast as Cyrano de
Bergerac and Roxanne
respectively, were placed into
this cast. Representing The
Yearling were David Vognar,
Michael Norris, and Nicole
Cassidy, who were the Narrator,
Jody Baxter, and Ma Baxter, were
awarded this prestigious honor
as well.

Justin Lopez and Debbie Zwirkoski as Cyrano de Bergerac
and Roxanne. (photo courtesy of Ms. Jen Galante)

Dorie KoJl
News Editor

OLCHS Theatre has gone to
impressive lengths to try new
activities this year, and the
program has been exceptionally
successful. With the implement
ofa competitive phase into their
standard spring plays, the theatre
program has gone out of the
boundaries of their traditional
schedule.

This spring, rather than
putting o'n a large-scale
production as they did in the fall
Oak Lawn theatre has put three
shows together that will compose
of their spring assembly. The
Three Shows: Cyrano de
Bergerac, The Yearling, andAlice
in Wonderland were presented to
thepubliconAprillO, II,and 12
in the Little Theatre, but two of
the three were able to perfonn
more than this because they
circulated in competition on both
the SICA and IHSA levels.

Cyrano de Bergerac was
classified as a Contest Play in that
the cast prefonned a forty-minute
play with a full set in multiple
locations in competition with
other schools. Cyrano de
Bergerac did very well in
competition as they accepted a
Superior rating at the SICA
Conference Festival held at
Bloom High School on March 14,
and was awarded second place
at the ISHA Sectional hosted by
Reavis High School on March 22,
which allowed them to advance
to the State Competition. There,
they were ranked as sixth among
all of the plays in the state.

The Second Play, The
Yearling, is classified as a Group
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Spartanite Editorial Board

Spartanite Editorial

Journalism in an age of terror

Michigan takes many points into
consideration when choosing their
students. Grades, test scores,
cuniculum, geographic diversity,
and race are all factors that help the
college select their students.
Admissions are not based solely
uponrace. That isjustone ofmany
factors to help create a better
learning environment for students
at the university.

Many organizations have even
given University ofMichigan credit
for their outstanding work in help
to create abetter atmosphere for the
students. The Ford Foundation
donated a $600,000 grant to the
university in 200 I for theirdiversity
in higher education. Other
organizations have donated money
on account of their leadership and
diversity.

One alumnus from the university
of Michigan, Richard Rogel, the
founder of Preferred Provider
Organization of Michigan, said,
"Diversity plays a powerful role in
the development of excellence in
higher education and, by
relationship, in our society." This
statement shows that Mr. Rogel
valued his years at UM and felt that
diversity was a major role in his
education. Another alumnus,
Sanford R. Robertson, contributed
$5 million to the University of
Michigan to show his support for
the university especially in their
intellectual quality and diversity.

Clearly the University of
Michigan has had a positive effect
on its students and they feel that the
diversity of the school was a very
important aspect oftheir education.
The corporations that are attacking
the school need to realize the
purpose and policies of the school
do notjust focus on racial diversity.
That isjusta key point in the fate of
the student body.

America's attempt to impo e re
gime change on Iraq seems like
nothing more than the new imperi
alism. George W. Bush has man
aged in a few months to do what
Saddam Hussein could notmanage
with 20 years ofcontrolling Iraq's
media-rnaking the Iraqi dictator
into a hero. Ordinary Muslims who
despise Saddam and his brutal re
gime are rallying to the defense of
their country, much as Americans
ofall political bents united behind
President Bush following the Sep
tember II attacks. What we must
do is disassociate America from the
Iraqi invasion, and everything that
it connotates, by surrendering the
reconstruction mandate to the
United Nations. We must, most
importantly, also ensure that what
ever critics say now, several years
down the road no one can dispute
that the situation ofthe Iraqi people
has improved.

university feels that this isn't an
issue though. By exposing the
students to a diverse school, these
students have been found to
perform better than students in a less
diverse area Astudy done by Prof
PatriciaGurin showed thatstudents
who are exposed to an environment
that challenges their beliefs and
ideas forces them to have a more
open mind and a racial tolerance.
This will also help them to create
and maintain friendships with
people of different races and will
help them to work more efficiently
in a diverse workplace.

The University of Michigan
School of Law also had a lawsuit
filed against them under similar
conditions. UM feels that having a
diverse school of law will help the
field oflaw prosper with diversity.
When attorneys and judges come
from many different ethnic
backgrounds, then courtrooms
across the country will be able to
function better knowing that they
do not discriminate against people
of certain races. This will help to
give fair and honest trials
throughout the country. Many
people believe that this is true.

President Bush himself told
officials that diversity in colleges
and university is very important to

our country. He also has stated that
universities should strive to achieve
an assorted array ofstudents in their
student body. They should be from
different ethnic backgrounds and
different areas of the country, or
even world. Having a diverse
university will in so manyways help
the country. The University of

far. Yet we cannot battle the entire
world. Direct action must be taken
now to preventaprolongedstruggle
between the U.S.-led West and the
Islamic world.

We have passed the point ofno
return with regards to Iraq. Any re
treat now would be infinitely more
dangerous to the U.S. than holding
to our present course. Yet we must
be conscious ofan era which, while
trivial in the minds ofmany West
emers today, remains a fresh wound
to much ofthe Islamic world-im
perialism. This featured West~m

ers attemptingto dominate and con
trol "native" populations, demean
traditional customs, and force adop
tion of Western ways. To many,

Susan Campbell
Feature Editor

The case against the affirmative
action policy at the University of
Michigan is notvalid. It is perfectly
legal to use affirmative action in
choosing the admissions ofstudents
to auniversity. Havingset standards
for the diversity of the school, in
the long run, will help the students
of University of Michigan. By
exposing themselves to a racially
diverse community, the students
will be able to work more easily
with their colleagues of different
ethnic backgrounds in their later
jobs. Byshowing their acceptance
to people ofother races, as adults,
these men and women may be more
qualified for their jobs.

The University ofMichigan is a
prestigious school, and each year
thousands of students apply, and
some students are turned down for
various reasons. By having the race
ofa student as a factor in deciding
the fate oftheir admissions, it may
give a student a chance to be
accepted thathe orshemaynothave
had before. Every student has the
ability to apply themselves in
school, but not all students think
theyhave the chance to do this. UM
is giving these students a fantastic
opportunity.

One company that has placed
charges against the University of
Michigan is General Motors. The
reason they are filing this lawsuit is
because they feel that students
should be accepted by their
academic standards before racial
standards. General Motors hires
many graduates from University of
Michigan each year, and they feel
that they shouldn't have to worry
about the credibilityofthe students.
This factor shouldn't be an issue
according to General Motors. The

David Montgomery
Editor-in-Chief
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Affirmative Action:

Staring into the Abyss

Point: Definite college admissions action must be
taken to ensure a diverse Michigan campus.

Political scientist Samuel Hun
tington ignited a furious debate in
1993 with a Foreign Affairs article
arguing that the future of global
conflict would be between differ
entcivilizations. This struggle, Hun
tington argued, was inevitable and
the West, as the dominant power,
would have to take action before it
was eclipsed by rising civilizations.
This thesis seems to hold consider
able weight among members ofthe
Bush administration, who have ad
vocated the overthrow ofmany in
sufficiently pro-U.S. Middle East
em governments, among them Iran,
Syria, Saudi Arabi and Iraq.
Now, America stands staring into a
great, temble abyss, one from which
escape may prove impossible.
America is, the world generally
agrees, the mostpowerful nation by

Americans, soldiers nonethe
less, in danger, a line had been
crossed. Nothing was gained by
Rivera's map in the sand, and a
great deal could have been lost.
Fortunately, it seems, Saddam
Hussein doesn't tune into Fox
any more than George Bush
watches Al-Jazeera.

Occuring simultaneously as
Rivera's debacle, however, was
another, seemingly parallel case.
Peter Arnett, who was a
Baghdad correspondant for
NBC and National Geographic
at the start of the war, was fired
by NBC for saying in an inter
view on Iraqi state television
that the U.S. warplan had failed.
As impolitic as Arnett's remarks
were, they did not justify the fir
ing of a journalist with more
than 40 years of experience.
Freedom of the press cannot be
a double standard. IfAmericans
invaded Iraq to restore freedom
to its people, punishing people
who try to use one of those free
doms-freedom of the press
is not an auspicious start. While
the Iraqi state-controlled televi
sion station was not very free,
Arnett's remark was off-hand
and followed by a comment that
the United States wou1d now be
moving on to a different, better
warplan. Further, while Arnett
was getting tired for making his
comments on Iraqi television,
dozens of "armchair generals"
and pundits were saying far
more critical things at home.
Had the United States actually
declared war on Iraq, the situa
tion might be different. But the
U.S. wasn't fighting a war
against Iraq, we were launching
a military campaign against
Saddam Hussein. Barring a state
of war, nothing Arnett did was
illegal, treasonous, or even un
patriotic. Peter Arnett's saga
may have passed almost as
quickly as it arrived, but we can
not fail to learn the lessons it
gives us for modem journalism.

Each reporter, in the end,
must find his or her own balance
between their country and their
responsibility to the people, and
hold to that course.

Mrs. Lauren May and Mr. Patrick DiFilippo, Advisors
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One of the foundations of
modem democracies is the ex
istence ofa press free from gov
ernment control. We are all
taught in eighth grade that such
a freedom is, in fact, guaranteed
by the United States Constitu
tion. Technically, ofcourse, this
is correct. But as in all things,
the reality is a bit less black and
white than most people would
like. The media has a responsi
bility to report the facts, but
completely unbiased reporting
is all but an impossibility. This
is not, ofcourse, the issue. What
is a problem is identifying at
what point ajournalist's duty to
his or her country clashes with
their duty as a journalist.

With reporters now being
"embedded" with U.S. military
units, the world needs to re
evaluate at what point "embed
ded" becomes "in bed with."
Admittedly, embedding may be
the best way to ensure that ac
curate information reaches the
public. But even barring actual
military censorship, embedded
reporting is tricky. When your
safety depends on the fighting
ability ofthe people you are sup
posed to be covering, impartial
ity is difficult to maintain. And
how easy is it to write critical
pieces about men and women
with whom you eat, sleep, and
travel? For the vast majority of
Americans who are not involved
with the military, the media is
the only source of information
they have. While of course in
formation that endangers sol
diers should not be revealed, the
American system ofchecks and
balances (which has worked for
200 years) necessitates a pow
erful Fourth Estate in the form
of the media to ensure that the
military does not grow power
ful behind a veneer of secrecy.

There is, however, such a
thing as going too far. As a case
in-point, look to Fox's Geraldo
Rivera. The world could toler
ate Rivera when all he was do
ing was trying to hunt down
Osama bin Ladin
singlehandedly. But when
"hard-hitting" reporting placed



only thing French about
French's Mustard is the name,"
something has to be wrong
with this cultural frenzy. In
some cases, the desire to not
be associated with anything
French lead to more than awk
ward food names. In alifornia,
three dry cleaning stores called
French Cleaners were vandal
ized, with one of them set on
fire. Incidents such as these
place Americans as a whole un
der scrutiny, because many
people throughout the world
are left wondering what will
happen if their nations ever de
fies the U.S.?

Relations between the
United States and France can
not be allowed to sour over
uch the issue ofa military strike

that France feels is not justified
at this time. France and the U.S.
have had a long history ofmili
tary alliances. Ifit weren't for
France, we may not have even
been an independent country.
And if it weren't for American
aid, France may not have been
liberated from the occupying
Gennan army in World War II.
Alliances are a two-way treet.
and because America ha been
allied with France for uch a
long time, our alliance should
not be something that can be
thrown away and rejected so
easily. The United tates needs
to respect France's right to ob
ject to our policy without fear
of repercussion. The results
would be a greater national
unity and a more favorable glo

bal image, be
cause the
United tates
w uld be
portrayed as
it should be:
a land of re
spect and tol
erance.

People
who are dis
plea ed with

France's reaction to our conflict
with Iraq have every right to ex
press their feeling. But when
these method of expression
are based on ignorance or turn
to violence, problems occur. We
are taught to accept all facets
ofAmerican culture, regardless
of the national origin. Lashing
out on a people or culture that
doesn't agree with u com
pletely upsets the very fabric
that America i made up of. Be
cause our country is so diverse
in its races and cultures, lead
ing a movement against a cer
tain culture is extremely harm
ful to any sense of national
unity, which is urgently needed
in times of crises. United we
stand? Not until we can learn
to accept all our fellow citizens.

StaffOpinion
Would you /ike Freedom Fries with that?

EdSuda
News Editor

French people have not been
looked upon kindly by Ameri
cans for quite some time. But
what started out as the stereo
typing of French people as
snooty toward their lesser
American counterparts has
now turned into a full-fledged
backlash against this formerly
very close ally. The anti-French
movement gained considerable
ground when the French gov
ernment refused to support our
invasion of Iraq on the basis
that they believed more time
should be given to allow the
United Nations inspectors to
complete a more thorough in
vestigation.

When a government dares
to oppose the United States'
desires, the widespread scorn
now inflicted upon them is
completely un-American and re
flects badly on us on the global
level. One of America's most
prized rights, that ofdissent, is
being attacked here, because
the United tates is showing the
world what happens to those
who don't see every situation
quite the way we do. As a "pun
ishment" for France's acts of
opposition, our government de
cided it would be in the nation's
best interest to change the
names of French fries to Free
dom fries and French toast to
Freedom toast in the three re 
taurants in the Capitol building.

The renaming of food in re
spons to a movement away
from a culture has happened
many times before. In World
War I, the names of hamburg
ers and sauerkraut were
changed to Liberty steak and
Liberty cabbage, respectively.
This men
tality was
also re
sponsible
for Ameri
cans almost
adopting
German as
our na
tional Ian The House renamed "French Fries"
g u age "Freedom Frie " in it restaurants.
when our
forefathers first gained
America's independence. This
cultural backlash doesn't seem
like a big deal, but when Wash
ington endorses the anti
French sentiment, it promote
a blanket of hatred. A govern
ment that by principle preaches
tolerance should not be attack
ing any particular culture or
people, no matter where they
stand on a particualr issue or
controversy.

This slide in Franco-Ameri
can relations has had more far
reaching effects than just the
renaming two foods not even
of French origins. People asso
ciated with French culture are
becoming defensive. When
mustard-maker R.T. French is
forced to publicly state, "The

Michigan is going about it the
wrong way. Instead of using the
system as a basic conspectus of a
student's qualification for
admission, the University uses it
as a fuel rod to diversify its student
body. The sad fact is that, though
colleges care about exposing
students to varying viewpoints,
they also count on having adiverse
student body to attract funding and
boost reputation. In deciding who
is in and who is out, colleges must
consider diversity, but academics
should always preponderate any
other factor; students are coming
to colleges primarily to learn, not to
experience diversity.

Michigan's policy does not
provide for certain scenarios that
would, in effect, nullify its program.
Consider the possibility that a
bright son or daughter ofawealthy
black family is accepted over a
bright, impoverished white young
man or woman. In this case, the 20
points that were awarded to the
African-American applicant were
unjustified, while the equally
qualified other applicant-who

could have used
assistance for
admission-wa turned
d wn. The system, which
posit that all African
Americans require som
sort of assistance to enter
college, is almost insulting
to the race as a whole.

The solution to this
dilemma is as complicated

~ as the admission proce s
:: itself. First, Michigan

admissions policies, and
others like it, must not
stand. Colleges need to

find diversity not only in race, but
in personality, intelligence and
intere ts, which are much more
valuable than the diversity of kin
tones. This type of diversity runs
the gamut of races and ethnicities,
and ensures an equal
representation of almost all
ethnicities. haracter -and not kin
color needs to be examined. If
points-systems assistance is to be
awarded, it should not be done in
confluence with affinnative action;
rather, socio-economic subsidies
should be considered. Using this
method, universities would
consider students from
impoverished areas under
mitigating circumstances, and
would not brand certain races as
needing point boosts, thus
reaching out directly to students
whosuJferfTomalackofeducati nal
opportunities.

Affinnative action in college
admissions is a vestige of a past
age that needs to be updated to the
modem world. The Supreme Court
must rule against Michigan's
admissions policies, for they
alienate more qualified students
and do not serve to the highest
standards the purpose of a
diversified student body.

beinganative 0 Ichigan and even
having alumni parents. Points
systems are standard at colleges
across the nation, but Michigan
severely abuses the methodology.
On Michigan's ISO-point scale, 20
points are awarded for African
American, Hispanic and Native
American applicants, while a
perfect SATscore is only worth 12
points. (Most students are
accepted after accumulating 100
points, so being aminority alone is
a fifth ofthe way to acceptance.) Of
course, awarding points to children
of alumni, and students from the
upper peninsula is unjust, but the
weight of those points pale in
comparison to minority points, and
are also not at issue.

College is a time ofexploration'
exploration of the mind and
exploration ofdifferent cultures and
life-styles. Diversity, therefore, is

key to a well-round d college
education. Nevertheless, as
President Bu h aptly pointed out,
tmiversities in alifomia, Florida
and Texas use admi ions systems
that accept the elite students from
a panoply of high-schools,
including low-income schools,
which ensures comparable
diversity levels. Unlike Michigan,
colleges in these states look for
qualification and diversity in one
single swoop, which ensures low
income students are not at a
disadvantage to more affluent
students. Affinnative-action was
envisaged to dojust that level the
playing field to ensure that
minorities are given an equal
opportunity.

It cannot be emphasized enough
that racial diversity is important,
e pecially at the college level.

chools have a iduously
attempted to bring the world to
college students, to expose them
to different cultures and
environments that most aptlymirror
the real world they will oon be
entering. WhiIe educatingstudents
in the various fields ofcollege study
holds merit, preparingyoung adults
for a successful, satisfYing life is
much more important. However,

~ ~~
Jennifer Gratz (left) and Barbara Grutter ay

that their race cost them college admis ion

David Vognar
Feature Editor
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A Spartanite Discussion
Counterpoint: Affirmative action at the University of

Michigan is not the best way to ensure diversity.

This month, the Supreme Court
will preside over two landmark
affinnative-action cases concerning
the legality of race-based
admissions at the University of
Michigan. The frrst case involves
Michigan's general admissions
policy (Gratz v. Bollinger) and the
second (Grutter v. Bollinger)
pertains to the entrance
qualifications for its law school.
Surely, the outcome of the judges'
decision will send tremors
throughout academia, in which
institutions attempt to integrate
diversity into their repertoires.
However, one must realize that the
system that Michigan uses to
develop a diversified, unique
student body is neither just nor
effective. Therefore, the justices'
decision must irrefutably denounce
the University of Michigan's
affirmative action policies as they
now stand.

In all actuality, this month's
marquee case is only a rehashing
of prior Supreme Court
cases, in which the
justices failed to dole out
a definite, resolute
decision. In 1978, the
court ruled in University
0/ California v. Bakke
that the Univer ity of
Califomia-Davis Medical
School's policy ofsaving
16 spots for specialized
minority applications was
unconstituti nal. Thus,
the court banned racial
quota or a required
amount of In inority
students per entering class-but
upheld the legality of taking race
into account in the college
admissions game, which is
respon ible for the highly
contentiou uproar surrounding
today's court cases.

Though Mi higan does not
employ the use of racial quotas in
its general admissions policy, a
diversity percentage factor very
similar to racial quotas is used at
the law school. Here, students who
may be more qual ified for entrance,
withhigher ATscores betterhigh
school records and more
impressive interviews and essays,
are bypassed 0 Michigan can meet
its prescribed diversity levels.
Though the name and mathematical
calculation methods may be
different, the law school's
admissions policy does equate to
racial quotas, clearly in
contradiction with the Court'
Unwersity of alifornia v. BakJce
ruling.

However, the legality of
Michigan's general admission
policy cannot be considered an
open-and-shut case. For
undergraduates, prospective
students may earn points in avariety
of areas, including SAT scores,
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March and April Update
Board ofEducation

The Spanish Club was very
busy this past month. They
sold Fannie May candies to
raise money. With the money
that they raised they will go to
a Mexican Art Institute. Previ
ously Spanish Club has visited
a dance studio where they were
taught "sensual moves of
Cumbia, Bachata, and Salsa,"
says active member Susie
Pacheco. To complete their trip
they went out to eat at La
Condesa.

Last month the OLCHS Scho
lastic Bowl Team mae a good
showing at the IHSA regional
competition held on March 12,
2003 at Marist High School.
They took second place in a
close race against Marist High
School.

Sophmore Class Advisory
Board held their Senior Citizen
Dance on Friday, March 28.
This is an event looked forward
to every year by the senior citi
zens of Oak Lawn. Students
were given a chance to earn ser
vice hours and have fun.

Yearbook is preparing the
student class pages. They have
been gathering quotes for the
yearbook. The next yearbook
will be out in the fall.

On the weekend of March 7,
8, and 9, the OLCHS Chesss
Team ventured to Peoria, Illinois
to partake in the IH A state
competition. The team did not
place, but did very well in the
preliminary rounds ofcompeti
tion. Great Job Chess!

Author James W. Bennett (Spartanite Photo)

I classes were able to sit in a
discussion forum to speak with
him about his book and the im
portance of reading and librar
ies. Borders Books was sta
tioned in the Media Center and
were selling Bennett's books as
well as other young adult fic
tion.

Bennett was very impressed
with the way OLCHS students
compose themselves and be
have. English Division Chair
Mrs. Cathy Morrin stated "It was
a wonderful chance for our stu
dents to get inside the mind ofa
person who writes a book."

Dan Montgomery
StaffWriter

All of the clubs around
OLCHS have been really busy
this past month. Student Coun
cil is preparing for Teacher Ap
preciation Week and is also try
ing to find a new name for Four
Fields, also known as Gaddis
Park by going directly to the
student body. This is our
newly designed baseball, soft
ball, and soccer fields are.

Junior Class Advisory
Board is preparing for a won
derful Junior-Senior Prom to be
held on May 16, 2003 at the Od
yssey Country Club in Tinley
Park. Tickets will go on sale on
April 29 and will continue until
May9,2003.

Last week Students Against
Destructive Decisions, SADD,
held a red ribbon block party,
in honor ofAlcohol Awareness
Week. On Friday, April II the
Oak Lawn Village Green was
crowded with activities revolv
ing around the alcohol-aware
ness theme, enjoyed by many
families and OLCHS students.
Also, in honor of Alcohol
Awareness week, ADD spon
sored "Dead for a Day," an ac
tivity in which the club chooses
students who could be dead
from drunk driving statistically.
Selected were given a balloon,
T-shirt, and a tombstone on
their locker. The only catch is
the student cannot talk the rest
of the day. (see article Page 5)

DorieKolI
News Editor

James W. Bennett
visits Oak Lawn

OLCHS at a Glance

In honor ofNational Library
Week young adult author
James W. Bennett came to Oak
Lawn High School. He is the
Author of such famous books
as Plunking Reggie Jackson,
Old Hoss, I Can Hear the Morn
ing Dove, and Dakota Dream,
a book read by all English I stu
dents.

Bennett was in the library 'all
periods and student were able
to visit him and speak with him
about his literature. All English

Mrs. Barbara Whiteaker's
class, and one aspect of his
project that made it superior
was his original fifteen-page
sequel of the novel heread
as his creative response,
showing superior effort.

All of the students did a
great job this year and really
displayed their many
talents, and most felt it was
a great experience for them.

Freshman Sean Goldrick
opted to read Dean Koontz's
novel Sole Survivor. " I really
enjoyed reading this novel,
as well as participating in the
Book Fair. It was alot of
Fun." Freshman Michael
Tallorito found the
experience to be rewarding,
'This was cool, I wish I
could do it next year."
Freshman Sarah Zavala
shared this sentiment after
reading her selected story,
Absolutley Normal Chaos,
by Sharon Creech. "It was
really cool to compete
against my classmates, and
it was fun to spend time on
this in English class. I think
I learned alot."

PTSA representative Mrs.
Lynn Craig gave an account
about the activities of the
PTSA, including the Spring
Arts and Crafts Show, and the
modification of their scholar
ship program.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Matusiak
voiced their opinions on the
dire need for a longer school
day in order for students to
be able to take adequate
classes in scheduling. Mrs.
Matusiak also stated her con
cern regarding the lack of un
derstanding towards band
conflicts.

The meeting ended with
many of the board members
offering congratulations to the
state qualifying cheerleading
and speech teams and ex
pressed their support of the
extra funding for education.

months, the 2002-2003
English J classes participated
in the projects and events
relating to the book fair. On
Tuesday March 25, 2003, the
students of English I showed
off all of their talent and
creativity through their
various projects. The
students of English I
displayed their skills and
effort through the art,

literary, and analytical
aspects of their projects.

Not only does the Book
Fair aid students in their
English skills, it also is a
c han c e for stu den t s. t 0

compete against their peers
in contest. The students are
evaluated by both the
English I teachers and also
by their fellow classmates.
The English I students
presented their projects in
the school cafeteria for all to
view. In the cafeteria, the
projects were judged and the
effort evaluated by the
teachers. This year's winner
was freshman Brad Gillen,
who chose the novel Rose
Madder by Stephen King.

The winners circle of the OLCHS Book Fair
(Spartanite Photo)

counselor for next year. The
Board then approved the res
ignation of a few of the cur
rent employees, as well as the
modification of the staff retire
ment plan.

The board also listened to
updates from student council
representatives concerning
school activities. Senior
Monica Zavala, junior Maggie
McGuinesss, and freshman Sa
rah Zavala briefed the board
on the recent eventsas well as
the progress of Battle of the
Bands, Contest Play and
Group Interpretation, Book
Fair, ACT Prep class, Flower
Sale, and the choir concert.

Dr. Kathleen Benton pre
sented a report regarding the
excellent progress of both the
intranet site as well as the
OLCHS's new external site.

Ashley Foster
StaffWriter

Oak Lawn Community
High School has many
traditions that have been
passed down through the
years. Some of these
traditions include pep
assemblies, spirit week,
school dances, and huge
masses of supportive fans
attending sporting events.

One academically
important tradition that
ex ists at Oak Lawn
Community High School is
the annual English I Book
Fair. The purpose of the
Book Fair is to aid English I
students in analyzing and
applying critical thinking
techniques to literature that
is read both in and out of
the classroom. Through the
Book Fair, students can
choose their own novel to
read and complete a series
of projects that are related
to the literary analysis and
expression of literary
elements that are present in
the novel. The students in
Engl ish I classes are allowed
to choose their own novel,
and then pick the projects
that they think will most
effectively demonstrate the
requirements of the project
while expressing the
student's creative side.
There are eleven possible
projects that students can
choose from and create for
the fair. Additionally
students create a bookmark,
make a poster about the
selected novel, write an
analysis of the work, and
construct a plann ing
notebook relating to the
novel.

Last month's Board ofedu
cation Meeting was Held on
Wednesday, March 19. The
meeting began with the open
ing statements of Board Presi
dent Mary Cerceo. This
spring meeting held many of
the concerns of the upcom
ing school year including em
ployment and scheduling ad
justments.

The Board approved the
hiring of Mr. Robert Collins
as the new music teacher for
the 2003-2004 school year, as
well as Ms. Jennifer Samaska
to replace the current Media
Specialist staflf. Mr. William
Denton was hired as an En
glish teacher and Ms. Susan
Stone as the new guidance

English I Book Fair
----------- During the past several Brad Gillen is a student of

Dorie Koll
News Editor



(Locations ofsu pected AR
ca es as of April 10,2003

courte y of the World Health
Organization)

The dramatic rescue of aU. .
Army private, Jes ica Lynch,
held by Iraqi forces was
displeasured April 2nd by the
fact that elite U.. Forces also
discovered I I corpses; all of
which were bodies of American
oldiers.

News Bytes
common cold. But cene like the
one that played out at an Jose
Intemational Airport are not sur
pri ing as officials seek to pre
vent the mysterious illness from
wreaking disorder in the United

tates by meeting planes and
ships coming from areas where
the disease is epidemic. Incidents
such as this have led to ques
tioning of whether Americans are
reacting too strongly to this po
tentially menacing disease.

(Map of Iraq courtesy of
www.interaction.com)

Wayne Miller
StajJWriter

On April 2nd U.S. coalition
forces destroyed two and
severely damaged a third top
Republican Guard division. U.S.
troops came within 30 miles of
Baghdad and were
"threatening the core of the
regime" of addam Hussein.
The advances brought the
troops well within the "red
zone" around Iraq's capital,
where Iraqi forces threatened to
use banned chemical weapons,
and U.S. soldiers were wearing
protective suits as they
continued to advance.

ome future activities could
also be incorporated into indi
vidual classes. In English, the
students could all write letters
to victims ofa drunk driving ac
cident, as a way to help stu
dents realize the consequences
and understand the reality of
the decisions they make, and
to take this message more seri
ously.

Mrs. Mary Egan said, "Al
cohol-related car crashes are
the leading cause of death
among our nations' youth."
She believes that, "Students
respond best to messages given
by their peers. That is why it
was 0 important that SADD
presented this message to the
student ofOLCH ."

At the end of the week, on
Friday, April 11'\ there wa a
Red Ribbon Block Party. That
community event was held to
let all ages know more alcohol
awareness. SADD will also
continue this message in May,
with the Prom Promise.This year

ADD is giving away a free clip
key chain for every person to On April 2, five passengers
sign the pledge. on a 100 passenger plane report

The usage and effects of al- symptoms of the pneumonia
cohol usego way beyond Alco- like virus that is spreading
hoi Awareness week and Prom, across outheast Asia. After
and is becoming more danger- being examined, none of the
ous. Alcohol Awareness hopes five that reported being ill
to eliminate these problems. turned out to have the much

Alcohol Awareness week feared SARS (Severe Acute
left, but this quote remains, Respirtory Syndrome), a pneu- (privateJe sica Lynch
"Think not drinking will hurt monia-Iike virus, is in the same courtesy ofCB News)

your social Ii fe? Try not breath- l~f~am~i;1~O~f~d~i~s~ea~s~e~s~w~it~h~th~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ing." L:

cho en to die couldn 'ttalk all
day and had to carry around a
black balloon. Special T
shirts were even ordered this

Junior Dorie Koll died at 8:00
on April 10 for ADD'

"Dead for a Day"
(Photo by Alan Dodaro)

year for the members of ADD
and those participating in the
day. This is definitely appeal
ing as a fun activity, but it's
also an event to pread
knowledge and truth.

Other possible activities
for future Alcohol Awareness
weeks include a mock arrest,
and blackout day. With the
mock arrest, teachers and stu
dents were sent to "jail" for a
drug/alcohol related accident
or usage until enough pledges
were signed for their release.
Black out Day was just a day
to turn off all the lights and
take time to remember those
who died due to an alcohol
related accident.

Lisa Had
SlajJWriler

ews
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How Aware of Drugs and
Alcohol are You?

Every year, OLCHS has an
Alcohol Awareness week.
Seeing as the month of April
is National Drug and Alcohol
Awareness month, the week
of April 7'h through April Il'h
was cho en to represent this
special week. SADD club
sponsors all events that raise
awareness of drugs and alco
hol. Each day, ADD club pre
sented the announcements in
the hope that the students
would care about the deci
sions they made.

On Wedne day, April 9,
there was an a sembly featur
ing a guest speaker, as done
in previou years. This year
the speaker was Pastor Steve
Troglio, and while each
speaker discussed the same
thing, all the speakers had
their own e periences to add.
Pastor Troglio wanted to
spread the message his own
way with stories and anec
dotes both familiar and new.

Then, on Thursday, April
10, SA DO hosted "Dead for a
Day." On "Dead for a Day",
every 28 minutes someone in
the school died. Members of
SA DO chose students, teach
ers and other faculty members
to die that day. The SADD
members then appointed
people in the club to dress as
the grim reaper and go around
"killing" people. The people

Iraq (Continued From Page 1)
lives. Their selections were from
a great number ofgenres. By the
end of the night they had sung
in five different languages includ
ing, English, Latin, French, pan
ish, and Zulu.

The concert clo ed with the
piece, "Hope for Re olution",
sung by all the choirs. It was
made up ofan old European chant
and an anti-apartheid song from

outh Africa. The song was done
so wonderfully that it the end it
got a standing ovation by many
of the audience members.

The celebration continued in
the Media Center with refresh
ments and many complements
and congratulations to the choirs
and Mateer. "Mrs. Mateer is a
great teacher and she will cer
tainly be missed by all next year,
and she will never be forgotten",
said junior Guin Grana, an alto in
both the Ensemble and A
Cappella Choirs.

The choir is not only about
performing concerts though. On
April 5 the choir took a trip to
Argo to perform at contest. Be
fore the contest junior and choir
member Megan Hincks stated,
"We are really looking forward to
seeing how we stand up against
other choirs in the state".

Zwirkowski who sang, "At
(empt from Love's Sickness to
Fly" by Henry Purcelli. Then,
was Senior Josh Gentile sing
ing "Amarilli, mia bella" by
Giulio Caccini. Finally was one
of the most spectacular perfor
mances of the night, a trio of
Jennifer Kohany, Debbie
Zwirkowski, and Josh Gentile.
They sang "Ecco, quell fiero
istante" by Mozart and per
formed it flawlessly. The audi
ence was very impressed by all
three of these performances
and their applause showed
that.

Then was the female group
of eleven girls from both the
Treble Choir and A Cappella
Choir called, for lack ofa better
word, "Ensemble." They
opened with "Butterfly", a se
lection symbolizing the life ofa
butterfly. After this they sang
"Shenandoah", arranged by
Mary Goetz. Their last song was
"Las Amarillas," a Latin song
with a strong, driving rhythm.

The last, but certainly not
least group to perform was the
A Cappella Choir. They started
the night off with a recently
composed song that expresses
how important songs are in our

Kevin Connaghan
StajJWriter

The Annual pring hoir on
cert was held on Thursday
March 20, 2003. Being Mrs. Bar
bara Mateer's last spring concert
many different genres, selec
tions, and musical styles were
included. Mrs. Millie Watland
was th choir's accompanist for
the evening.

The first choir to sing was the
Treble hoir and they started out
the night with an upbeat, joyful
song written by Ruth Artman
called "The Voice of My Be
loved". They continued on with
a number ofsongs that really re
flect the times and of them were
wonderfully sung. Some of the
songs included "The Drinking
Gourd","Curnana", and a set of
two folk songs.

Next, the next group to sing
was actually a number of di ffer
ent ensembles~ or groups ofsing
ers who sang in contest. The
Solo and Ensemble Competition
for choir was held on March 8,
2003. OLCH sent four different
ensembles and all of them re
ceived superior ratings, three of
these four performed at the con
cert. First was Debbie

Spring Choir News---------40.2% of respondents who
identified themselves as
"Independents" or"Other" bucked
prevailing trends. Independents, on
average, supported aunilateral war
but doubted the connection
between Iraq and terrorism, while
tho echosing' Other" agreed with
President Bush as with regards to
terrorism but opposed military
action without United Nations
approval.

enior Mitch Downey felt that
he could "not possibly claim to be
strongly in favor or against awar"
as he felt that Americans were not
well enough informed. Independant
seniorNick Spatafore, on the other
hand, said that, "I don't support
any war, although I understand
those who do."

Freshman Maysa Matariyeh,
while identifying herself as a
Republican, opposed the war on
all questions, pointing out that,
"We should care as much about
North Korea as we do Iraq."

Perhaps as revealing as the
direct response to this survey,
however, was the fact that Oak
Lawn students are pol itically aware
and involved enough to form
definite opinions about major
current events that will shape the
world in which they live.

terroristorganizations, while 60.9%
believed that the war would lead to
additional terrorist attacks against
the United tate. A junior who
wished to remain anonymous
expressed sentiments that seemed
to be prevailing: "I believe the Iraqi
people should be liberated, butI'm
not sure this was the best way to
go about it."
Demographic trends

In addition to the core
questions, the Spartanite survey
also asked que tions about those
filling out the survey. When the
demographic questions were
analyzed, two prevailing trends
developed. While majorities of
males supported the U.S. war even
without U.N. approval, support
among females was less solid with
majorities opposed to unilateral
action. "It's not right what Bush is
doing..." explainedjuniorTheresa
Hatter. "...Killing a lot ofinnocent
kids [and] civilians." In contrast,
senior Burton Odenbach feels that
"war is one of those things that
gets things done."

The partanite survey also
requested responders to identifY
their political affiliation. While
Republicans generally support the
war by large majorities and
Democrats were more critical, the
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Love Is In the Air

New Year. In many places,
though they do not have
hares but rabbits (bunnies)
that almost replaced the
Easter hare all together.

The bunny was first used
as a symbol of aster in l6'h
century Germany (side note:
these were also the people
who first introduced Santa
and the Chri tmas tree). The
first edible bunnies were

mostly made of
sugar and icing
also in Germany.

hildren there
also made nests in
baskets and put
them outside and
believed the

aster bunny
would put the
eggs in them for

safekeeping.
German ettlers

introduced the 'a tel' bunny
to America in the 1700's in
the form of the story
"Oschter Haws" (Easter
bunny). This was
considered children's
greate t plea ure next to a
visit for anta during the
winter. It wa also a myth
that the" chter Haws"
actually laid the colorful
eggs he brought to the
children.

After all this research [
still think thc Easter bunny
is creepy and weird. You
can't change my mind but
make your own opinions but
just remember they say he
lays the eggs. Gross!

What are some activities
that you enjoy to do in your
free time?
Well, !like to run, and I also
like to 1V0rk out.
What are your plan for the
future?
I plan to go to, which is
almost a definite thing for
me, Michigan tate, where I
will major in clinical
laboratory science.
What field of work are you
intere ted in?
I plan to become a Forensic
Pathologist.
Who ha upported you the
most in life?
My mother.
In what ways has she
supported you?
When I was a Freshman, I
was in a few sports. One
day, I slipped a disc in my
back and that prevented me
from doing the things
(sports) ! had always done.
It was very depressing for
me, but Illy mother helped me
get though it

The Great Ea ter Rabbit

Erin lif1<a
Sta./fWriter

I was thinking about the
Easter bunny the other day
in geometry and I have come
to a conclusion that the
whole idea is kind of scary.
A giant rabbit of wild pastel
colors sneaking into my
house late at night and
hiding eggs filled with
assorted
goodies.
Like it's
s 0 m e
consolation
for
busting
into my
house.
Anyway
[ decided
to figure out where all this
giant tre passing rabbit talk
came from.

In the pagan time the
" aster hare" was a
companion of the old
goddes of spring and
fertility, 0 tre. The hare
was picked a the ymbolof
new life because they are
very fertile animals that
always seem to be plentiful
after winter. Long before this
millennium even started
parents told their children
that if they were good (what
a lie) the magic hare would
bring them gifts for the
spring fe tival. The e
presents often consisted of
painted egg that
represented growth for the

Why Is a Big White Rabbit Hopping
Through My House?

Someone You Should Know
---Elizabeth Kapustka---

Elizabeth Kapustka,
better known as Ann, is a
senior. he is a great
example of somebody that
you should know, because
even though she suffered
from a traumatic health
problem that changed her life
forever, she still continues
to be active in sports and

school.

Mike 0' ullivan
Sta./fWriter

What clubs or activitie are
you involved in?
I am currently involved in
Peer Mediation, Stu(1ent
Helpers. Senior Class
Advisory Board. and also
Key Cluh.

$20

5.lt might be a good idea to
do some spring-cleaning.
However, don't get carried
away-grandma needs those
dentures to masticate the stale
nursing home food.
6.Log on to http://
www.romantic-illusion.net/
~Thi site is for fans of
the spring eason. urf
through the fan pages and
message boards ... all
dedicated to celebrating the
season. hat with other
springophiles. Then, slowly
walk away from the computer.
7. rEad!! ----ome e e
cummings PO e TrY
8. Learn how to say 'spring'
in different languages. (In
Spanish, primavera; in French,
...)
9.Go sledding.
1O.Relax, stock up on perfume
and love potion, and enjoy the
season!

you can have twice the amount happened that it was just Orson
of foolishness in their two-day Welles doing a play, "War of the
celebration. The Portugese Worlds," over the radio.
throw flour and also have Unfortunately, many believed
double the pranks. his words as fact and chaos

America's celebration of resulted. A good tip: "Don't try
April Fools Day is rather this at home," or on Earth.
diverse. Jokes range anywhere "Experience is something
from the ancient "kick me sign," you get just after you need it,'
putting baby powder in a someone once said. Now that
friend's hair dryer, to even more Apri I F00I day is over, here are
extreme pranks. ven the media a few pranks that could have
squirreled in a few pranks. In been experienced:
Germany in 1993, radios blared I.) Fill the sugar bowl with salt.
that in Cologne people running 2.) Who needs a dollar on a

n fishing line, just superglue a
f'. quarter to the idewalk, or by a

d k payphone.
ttl 3.) Your victim is in for a., J spill ifyou staple a bunch

• of paper cups to each
--~ other, filt them with water,

and leave it in their room.
Make sure it' not small
enough to fit through

" the doorway.
4.) all someone's hou e

several time that day a king
for omcon who doe n't live
there. Then, at the end of the
day, call there again, po ing as
that fake per on, and ask if there
are any mes age for you. It
work bettcr when different
people call each time.
5.) You could just kecp smiling
at someone on April Fool Day,
It may drive them crazy when
thy can't figure out why.
6.) Put having cream on the
receiver of a phone' call it with
your cell phone, and watch their
new hair-do.
7.) Paint clear nail polish over a
bar of soap.

in the
p a I' k
couldn't run faster than six mile
per hour, so they didn't disturb
the squirTels that were in mating
sea on. Also in 1999 it wa
claimed in a magazinc that
someone di covercd how to
end email telepathically.

People believed, in 1986, when
it was said that thc 'iffel Tower
would be moved, and jn its
place would stand a tadium for
the Olympic. Ilowever, on

ctober 30, 1938, peopl were
terrified to hear from a radio
station that arth was being
attacked by other worlds. It so

outdone her elfagain. But, for
orne, the spring sea on is,

welt, just another season.
So, the Feature

ommittee Against Ennui has
complied a list to perk up the
despondent, liven the Ii tless
and avail ourselves of the
opportunity to make a Ii t. The
following tips should help you
harness the power of the
season:
I. Belt out" inging in the
Rain" every possible
opportunity, even if it's not
raining.
2.Create springtime garden out
of Flaming Hot heetos.
3.Go to ba ebalt games. Do
not go shirtless. Do not rush
the field. Do not attack first
base coaches.
4. Read Rachel arson's Silent
Spring. Then, watch The

ilence of the Lambs. ompare
and contrast.

Renee McWilliam
Sta./fWriter

APRIL FOOLS!!! The
partanite had to pult a prank

or two even though April 1st
was a few weeks ago. 0, now
that we have your attention,
here is the real story about April
Fools Day.

"The first ofApril is the day
we remember what we are the
other 364 days of the year, '
Mark Twain once said. But any
fool will know this isn't the real
explanation of such a largely
celebrated historical holiday.
So, what is the history behind
this 'round world
celebration?

April Fools day was non
existent, until Pope Gregory,
in France, decided to alter the

hristian calendar. In 1652, the
New Year began on January
first, instead of on April 1st.
Thereafter, anyone who
continued their celebration of
the New Year on April first, wa
con idered a fo I... or were
they?

In France, the so-called
"fool," was called a "Poisson
d'Avril" or an April Fish. They
were called this due to the
newborn fish that arrived in
April and were easy to capture.

0, a practical joke in France
would be to tape a paper fish to
omeone's back. In ngland,

you can only execute your
plan in the morning, and the
fool i called a "noodle." In

cotland you are an "April
awk," ifyou are the victim, and

By the sound of the rain
trickling down the
windowpanes, and the cracks
ofbats at U.S. ellular Park, it
is clear that spring is upon us.
And watch out, because it is
gaining ground fast! Not only
is it time to bring out the old
spring wardrobe, but it is also
the perfect opportunity to
open up sentiments long
hibernating under the gelid
freeze of winter.

Of course, the advent of
spring seems to pepper the air
with love, so stocking up on
hard hats might al 0 be a good
idea. Frankly, it seems like one
has to try not to think about
love during such a beautiful
eason. Yes, it is the time of

year when people begin to
think that Mother Nature has

DaveVognar
Feature Editor

r-------------------------------~
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~A look at different cultures' ways ofcelebrating marriage~

They Tie the Knot Over There, Too

throughout history than any
folk legend. It is a marvel how
thoughtless, bourgeois politics
operate and control our
middling society.

One can vote and speak his
mind, but not without a basis.
Oftentimes, this basis does not
exist, for it is once again a
fantasy derived by the common
man to bring up importance to
his dim witted existence. Those
who branch out from another
tree rarely survive in the sea of
ignorance, for they are seen as
the outcasts, people only trying
to fit in with the normal.

Why i it that so many of us
accept ignorance over reality?
It is a mystery of the mind,
locked up forever (since under
ignorance, a mind cannot exi t).

ati fying self and
accommodating the vial
mundane environment has
become humanity's prime ta k.
With eyes hut, people drift
about expecting the seldom
acknowledged elitists ofsociety
to perform society'
progres ion, all the time taking
the credit for the creation as an
achievement of humankind.

The under-credited masse.
those who drive the world
toward progress, sit quietly.
But by doing so, they build
upon the failure of humans,
giving away the honor that is
rightfully theirs. It should break
one's heart to comprehend such
a destabilized order of society.
Yet, it is only human for the
unappreciated to feel
compassion for the ignorant,
thereby giving up some
personal dignity. And so the
cycle starts again.

Ted ileika
StaffWriter

Quantum Thoughts
r-JThe dull, the ignorant,

the Almightyr-J

Society is only as good as
the next per on in line. Hence,
our country's image has been
greatly distorted over time, by
the stance of the common man
alone. For every talented and
outgoing being out there the
world houses a herd oflazy and
ignorant people. We keep on
wondering why the world has
stood at a standsti II at the brink
ofachievement, but still far from
tremendous advance. People
gaze upon what is no more than
a self-inflicted illusion, an
escape from the utter reality of
being just plain average.

Man stand upon the
highest mountain and judges
what he ha made with his
talents. Yet, some look upon
creation and find fault in them.
The lack of intelligence and will
to create puts the entire world
in an abysmal situation. To
ome people, the next is as good

as the last, which is not
progress. A man who works
and struggles to do better for
mankind's soiled reputation is
looked down upon as an
unequal, while the common
citizen has more ignorance
driven influence than he or she
ought righ.t to have.

Man often ponders the
origin of uch "nuisance" as
creativity. The mirage of
achievement was created by the
brief glimpse of what the few
talented have done, celebrated
dreamily by those who rely
upon it. Our society took heed
to listen to the common man,
who has served more fallacies

German celebrate marriage
at a wedding reception

government official to the left.
Once the government official
signs the marriage certificate, the
couple kisses and dances the
celebratory Turki h wedding
dance.

In Bangladesh, parents choose
their chi Idren' spou es. Two
families will arrange a meeting of
their children, and if the two
decide to wed, the families will
prepare for the ceremony. Then,
the couple's parents arrange a
party on the wedding day. On
the wedding day, a religious man
and a government official must
be present at the ceremony for it
to be legal. Only when they are
present can the bride and groom
ign the marriage registration

book. Allerwards, the religious
man organizes a prayer party,
where people pray for the new
couple. Aller the ceremony, the
groom's parents take the bride to
their home.

All around the world, people
celebrate weddings differently,
but the purpose i the same-to
join two love-linked people
together. Nowhere in the world
are weddings unimportant, and
hopefully it will stay that way.

carried out in the country home
to the Rhineland, liederhosen and
Oktoberfest Germany. In
Germany, the level of education
one receives determines the age
at which he or she marries. The
higher a person's education level,
typically the older that person is
at marriage. Before the wedding,
friends and family break porcelain
dishes in front of the couple to
bring them a happy and lucky life.
This event is commonly called
Polterabend. Until recently,
Germans had to be engaged a
year before getting married, but
short engagements are common
now. Ilowever, even today,
couples must give a six-week
notice before they can be manied.
For the wedding it elf, most
people marry at city hall. TIle rest
of their friend and family wait
outside to whi k the couple away
to the church ceremony. Aller
the ceremony, they go to the
reception in a nower-dappled car.

The type of wedding two
espou ed Turks have depends
on their parents' economic and
social statu. In th villages, the
wedding festivitie continue for
two day, u ually starting Friday
evening nd finishing noon
Sunday. itizens of Turkey
celebrate two different
ceremonie : one with the family
of the bride and one with the
family of the groom. When a
couple wants to marry, the
groom' family must file a request
with the bride's family, and the
latter mu t approve. Then, it is
up to the couple and the families
to decide on the wedding date.
At the ceremony, which is often
held in a grand h tel ballroom,
the couple its at a table with
witnesses to the right and a

A newly-wed Vielname e pair
in traditional wedding garb

the wedding day, the groom's
family must come to the bride's
house, and the couple must
worship their ance tor at the
altar. Later, the brid put on the
jewelry the groom has bought for
her and puts the ring onto the
groom's fing r. Then, the couple
goes to the groom' house for a
small feast and re eption.

Europeans also have unique
wedding ceremonies. One of the
most interesting traditions is

Laura Dee
StaffWriter

Spring is here, and most people
couldn't be happier. The snow
has melted, the air is warm and
fresh and the trees are budding.
It's a beautiful time ofyear, which
is why it's not surprising that so
many Americans have their
weddings in spring. But how
about the rest oCthe world? How
do they celebrate weddings?

In Vietnam, couples take
wedding-planning very
seriously. On the day before the
wedding, the bride's and groom's
families construct frame from
coconut leaves and put them in
front of their hou es. Then, on

April Showers Bring ... Spring-time Horoscopes!
Alan Dodaro & Anna Polowin
StaffWriters

You can smell it in the air
no, not the noisome fumes of
pollution, but the optimistic
smell ofspring. It is the time for
love, the time of rebirth and the
time ofcelebration of nature and
the beauty of life. However,just
because it is spring does not
mean that sarcasm is dead. Nor,
for that maller, are horoscopes.

0, for those partans who look
to fate for just a little guidance,
here is what the stars are cal ing
for this season:

Aries: (March 21-ApriI19)
You will soon become the

younge t recipient of the Nobel
Prize, as you discover a minute
society of technologically
advanced creatures Iiving on
"Smelly Kid's" gym suit. Er ...
that is, it i important that you

don't forget to Iisten to other
people and be receptive to their
needs.

Tauru : (April. 2o-May 20)
You will appreciate the music

ofMacy Gray a lot more as soon
as you learn what she's doing
with those matches in your
driveway every night at 12:30.
But do not be too quick to
judge. Even pyros need T.L.C.

Gemini: (May21 une21)
A new moon thi week hints

at either a gradual shift in
values, or a udden change in
your long di tance phone
carrier. Try to uphold the honor
ofbeing a Gemini this month.

Cancer: (June 22-July 22)
Do not get carried away with

yourself this pring. ure, it may
be the time for ba eball, love
and rebirth, but that does not

mean you and your girlfriend/
boyfriend are exceptions to any
public decency rules at Major
League ballparks.

Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22)
Be prepared next month.

Meaningless evidence, a used
tooth brush and a packet of
McDonalds' ketchup are all
you'll have to create the best
"come from behind win" on an
upcoming Court TV special.

Virgo: (Aug. 2 ept. 22)
This week marks the end of

teenage hij inks and fun times
at the osmo-Bowl, as you
finally acknowledge your fate
and step into the cut-throat
world of bee keeping.

Libra: ( ept. 23-0ct. 23)
Oh, no! So much for the lost

and-found. That missing page
in your history book may very

well hold the fate of the world,
or the secret to Joan Rivers'
longevity.

corpio: (Oct. 24--Nov. 21)
You don't need a degree in

sociology to real ize that the
world would be much more
splendid if everyone shared
your fascination with small
shiny objects. Try to convince
people that your ideas hold
merit. But do not force your
ideas on other people.
Remember, if you are
perceptive to other peoples'
need, they will be perceptive
to your strange tendencies.

agittariu : (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
A few snazzy documents

and several thousand minions
are all you'll need next month
to forally tum Iceland into your
very own evil empire. Just keep
an eye on tho e U.N. guys.

Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Despite your efforts to prove

otherwise, you'll be
di appointed to discover that
there is indeed a correlation
between running with scissors
and injury.

Aquarius: (Jan. 2o-Feb. 18)
Your seemingly unexpected

boycott of meat this week
won't turn as many heads as
you would have thought, as
you've been a vegetarian for six
years now. Keep up the good
work.

Pisce : (Feb. 19-March 20)
A trendy name and a

happening location are all
you'll need to open a very

uccessful doll house cafe.
Now, all you need is a trendy
name, a happening location and
people small enough to fit into
a dollhou e cafe.
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OLCHS' First 'Be ond the Battle'

Oak Lawn ommunity High chool's fir t ever Beyond the Battle changed the pace ofthe traditional Battle of the Bands. Offering alumni band opportunities to
play allowed the return ofsome familiar faces to our tage. For all of tho e out there that attended, be sure to thank Cheryl Morisette for making the whole thing

po ible. (Photos by Lisa Lockhardt. Collage by Mitch Downey.)

8 Mile: What)s All the H~pe About?? ~···C~~~~~t·tipd~te;·'()j···~
as worried about this as she is about back off. The struggle between the • •
her "boyfriend" staying with her. characters only brings them closer : Isabel Lopez :
She is depicted as a truly horrible when Rabbit does decide to • StaffWriter •
mother who allows her addiction compete in the last battle. These : •
to get the best of her. Everything battles are where the true rappers. The weather is starting to
that we have heard in Eminem's compete to get glory. Rabbit ends : warm up, flowers are blooming
songs appears true-to-life in this up winning the competition and • and the birds are coming back
movie. gets the respect that he was fighting : to sing, but ifyou are interested

Has anyone ever seen lueless? to gain. The whole time he was • in hearing something other than
Well, that is Brittany Murphy, the trying to get noticed for what : birds singing, then there are
shy, lovable girl named Ty that he could do; that's all a true • many concerts to look forward

: to if you have the cash. with legendary rockers destined
• In April, look forward to the for the Rock Hall of Fame, Tom
: one of a kind "complicated" Petty and the Heartbreakers.
• (lame pun purposely intended will be performing sold out.
: at the expense ofeye rolls) Avril shows at the Vic Theater on:
• Lavigne on the 191h at the UIC April 16th

, 17mand again on Sat- •
: Pavilion. The month of May urday the 20m. :

• starts off with Pete Yorn play- Country fans, if you Iike.
• ing on the first at the Riviera Brooks N Dunn and Rascal:

Theater. Not looking forward to Flatts, you'll be pleased to hear.

EminemandMehkjPhiferstarin8Mile. that? Well, try Matchbox they are both stopping by May:
comes to Cher's chool as a total artist really wants. Twenty on May 2nd with"Special 16mat the Allstate Arena. •
outcast. We would never imagine As a self-accomplished artist guest ugar Ray at the United Metal heads, Ozzfest 2003 is:
this girl to become what she depicts who now has the money to afford Center. approaching! On July 201h

, the •
in8 Mile. Murphy plays Eminem's whatever he needs, Eminem has The next day, Di turbed will Tweeter enter has an array of:
"girlfiiend"inthisfihnandbasically truly struggled with many inner be in town with Taproot, performances such as Korn,·
ends up breaking his heart. demons to get where he is today. It Chevelle, and Unloco at the Marilyn Manson, Disturbed, :
Throughout the film, Murphy truly is amazing to see someone come Aragon. A few days down the Chevelle, Ozzy, and many more. •
believes Rabbit can become a star. such a long way when all he • line American Hi-Fi will be mal<- Ifyou can't make that, don't de- :
With her support, Rabbit tries to receivedweredoubts.Hedidhave .ing an appearance with spair; on July 26m, Metallica,·
succeed, and lets go what she did a lotto suffer while he was growing : Mellencolin and The Un een on Limp Bizkit, Linkin Park,:
to him in the past. up, and his music is just a way to • May IOlh at the Metro. Remem- Defton and Mudvayne will be •

Mehki Phifer plays one of express those feelings. I have : ber Pearl Jam? Well, on May performing at the Hawthorne:
Rabbit's good friends who keeps become offended by some of • 18m, the United Center will be Race Course. •
telling him to take the next level and Eminem'slyricsbefore,butnowl :occupied by them and their Also, to all you punk fans,:
compete in the "battles." The know why he writes them. Most • screaming fans. Further down the Vans Warped Tour 2003 is •
battles involve two rappers music is written to get anger and the line, Coldplay will make an coming to town on June 29mat :
competing in a fre tyle rap, and depression off of your chest. By appearance at the UIC Pavilion the Tweeter Center. The·
with each victory they advance a writing lyrics, this is Eminem's way on June 9th

• till haven't seen Warped Tour features bands •
level until they win the title. When of getting out what he holds deep anything of interest? There's such as Andrew W.K.,
Rabbit steps up to his first battle, inside. If it's okay for artists such still a little something for every- Dropkick Murphys, Less Than
he chokes, immediately getting asAvril Lavigne, why is it not okay one. Jake, and many more.
laughed at because he is a white- for Eminem? 8 Mile showed us a Those who want a bit of retro Well, that's the concert an-
boy trying to beat the "natural" darker side ofEmi~em's life one can look forward to glam rock- nouncements for this year.
rappers. He isdeterminednoltoset that most of us couldn't poS:Sibly ers Poison on May 25 th 'at the Keep your ears open for up
foot in that place again. Phiefer imagine. Now wejust have to give Tweeter Center. More retro dates announced on the radio,
keeps pushing because he believes him the respect that he truly styles include a reunited and if you can't make it to any
that Rabbit can do it, only to have deserves for being one ofAmerica's Fleetwood Mac June 261h at the concerts, there's always the re
Rabbit get in his face and tell him to most inspiring artists. Allstate Arena. Reminiscent liable radio and personal CD's.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Lauren Wallace
Entertainment Editor

Sometimes it's hard to imagine
thata movie can be as good as your
fiiends tell you. It is also hard to
imagine that a rapper could star in a
good movie, especially when it is
Eminem. Now, we all know that
Eminem has a bad reputation, but
what we didn't know is how real
his songs are portrayed according
to the movie 8 Mile.

When the movie hit the big
creen, I was a little apprehensive

to see it. True, Ihave heard many of
Eminem's songs and I know how
brutal they can be, but the movie
discovers something in Eminem
that most of us may have not seen
before. It shows de pair, heartache,
and the reasons why Eminem may
choose to write about what he
does. The movie was emotionally
involving for anyone who chose
to watch it. Idefinitely recommend
this film for anyone that chose to
doubt Eminem and everything he
stood for. This is a glimpse into what
he had to face growing up.

Eminem is the main character,
called"Bunny Rabbit" in the movie,
with his costars Brittany Murphy,
Kim Basinger, and Mehki Phifer. I
have seen many films with Kim
Basinger as the main actress, but
never have I seen her play such a
powerful role. It is hard to imagine
Kim Basingeras an alcoholic and a
deadbeat mother; we all remember
her from Batman. Basinger plays
Rabbit's mother who is living with
a man that graduated with Rabbit.
Before Rabbit's birthday, Basinger
gives Rabbit a car. What Rabbit
doesn't know is that this car
doesn't run.

Throughout the movie, we
witness the characters struggling
with poverty, though Basinger is



The main characters from ony's new game, Tile Getaway.

Flying Squad" and is determined If you don't feel comfortable
to arrest Charlie Jolson. Frank driving on the left-hand side ofthe
Carter differs from Hammond road, it's okay because halfofthe
because he does not have to time you will be forced to go
worry about police ramming his down one-ways or drive on
vehicle, but does have to worry sidewalks. Most of the cars used
about gangs. in The Getaway are real, unlike

This game actually reminded the Grand Theft Auto series
me of Driver for Playstation. where the cars have' names that
The main reason for the sound similar the actual natne.
comparison is that a good deal Some of the cars are the Honda
ofthe gatne revolves around the Civic, Lexus L ,Nissan Skyline,
streets and there is a lot of Jensen SV8, and MGZT.
driving, however unlike Driver, Since the gatne is produced by
there are numerous parts of the Sony, and costs $39.99 instead of
game where you are performing the usual $49.99 on other popular
different missions depending on games. Rumor has it that there is
if you are Mark or Frank. Also, another game with the same
the cut-scenes have amazing characters in production. This game
detail.Unfortunately you cannot will not be a continuation but rather
bypass some of the longer cut- a prelude covering the events
scenes. leading up to The Getaway. From

Unlike some other games that what I have heard it will continue
revolve in real places, the streets following Mark Hammond and
and landmarks are placed with "The Collins Gang" along with
amazing accuracy. While driving Charlie Jolson and the "Bethnal
through London you can stop at Green Mob."
Buckingham Palace, Big Ben, The Getaway was Sony's best
the British Museum, London selling game during the month of
Eye, and St. Paul's Cathedral. February, with over 304,000 units
The writers of Game Informer sold. For the inexpensive price of
noted that when reviewing the $40, Ithink that this game is a great
game in London, they could find deal, and would suggest any fans of
their own hotel by using the street the GrandTheftAutoseries to pick
maps. it up.

eason I, Felicity 
Seal'On I, 24 - eason
I, AllIn The Family
Seasons 1-2, Babylon
5 - Season I, Baret/a
- eason I, Friends
Seasons 1-2,
Malcolm In the
Middle - eason I,
TheX-Files-Seasons
1-6, The SimpsonI,' 
Seasons 1-2 (and
many more),
Dawson s reek-

..........__1.-...._"""-_..__.... .... Season I, Friends -

The foul-mouthed boys of South Park Season 3, FamilyGuy
Kyle, Cartman, Stan, and Kenny. -Seasons 1&2.

later sets. The audio also Upcoming
suffers as well. There are some TheX-Files-Season 7(5/13/03),
slight "pops" every now and Dark Angel - Season I (5/20/03),
then, butthankfully they aren't Cheers - Season I - (5/20/03),
very noticeable, or distracting. Frasier - Season I (5/20/03),
Also included are some promo Charlies Angels - eason I (5/27/
spots, two music videos, and 03), Bu.lJy the Vampire Slayer 
some publicity footage of the Season 4 (6/10/03), Felicity 
characters appearing on other Season 2 (6124/03), Kingofthe Hill
series/awards shows. The set -Season I (J/1/03),Angel-Season
can be picked up for roughly 2 (9/03), 24 - Season 2 (Fall 03),
$29.99, which really is a good Alias - Season I (9/2/03)
deal. •As an update to my last article.

Currently Available FOX and ABC have renewed 24
Six Feet Under - Season I, The and Alias for their 3,d seasons.

Sopranos -Seasons 1-3, The Shield Whether ornotTHEWB wi II renew
- Season I, Buffi the Vampire Angel for a 5'h ea on remains
Slayer - Sea ons 1-3, Angel - undecided until May.

features included. Online
shopping is recommended,
considering the high retail price.
While most retailers are selling
the set anywhere from 60-90
dollars, Iwas able to find it online
for about $45.00 with shipping.

South Park - eason I
Who would have guessed the

series would currently be in its
7'h season, already hitting the
100 episode mark? Despite the
crude humor, South Park still
manages to get across an
interesting and smart message
or moral in every episode. All
the episodes are presented in
their original 4:3 aspect ratio.
The picture quality is average
at best. The episodes come
across rather bland. This could
be in part because of the
construction paper process used
to animate the show, later
abandoned for computer
generation in season 2.

Everything simply looks very
like the early days of DVD,
when the full benefits of the
formal were unavailable. It's
clear that Warner Brothers
simply used the same transfers
as the previous RHINO
releases. Hopefully we can
expect better video quality in

The Getaway ~o~-_!llllllii"'_-

Claire Danes and Jared Leto from
1994' "My So-Called Life."

has been given a 5.1 surround
sound remix (completely
unnecessary ifyou ask me). The
audio-quality is above average
for a series that ran almost a
decade ago, with all dialogue
and music located mostly in the
front speakers, and for the most
part clear. The video quality,
however, suffers from a faded
and dull look. This might be due
to the way the series was
originally filmed, yet it's
omewhat distracting.

Other than that, it's a small
price to pay for such a great
series. There are no special

R....of

Myles Tomzcak
Staff Writer

The recent trend of television
series hitting DVD in the past two
years has been amazing. At fl1'St
only shows such as THEX-FILES,
which had a large cult following,
were considered profitable on
DVD. Now the market is nearly
flooded with full season releases of
TV shows, new and old.

My So-Called Life - The
Complete erie

Anyone remember this short
lived series starring Claire
Danes? ABC pulled it from the
schedule due to poor ratings
(despite critical acclaim) and
has admitted it was one of Ule
worst decisions they've made.
The series chronicled Angela
(Claire Danes) and the many
changes she went through with
her new crowd of friend in
sophomore year. Fans were
disappointed that the series
ended on a cliffhanger, but now
fans old and new can relive the
series, over and over. BMG
Special Products has released
the complete series in a box-set.

The 5 disk set contains all 19
episodes in their original 4:3
broadcast ratio. ach episode

Anthony Garcia
ean Banasiak StaffWriter

Sta.IJWriter I'm sure several people out
As the spring months get there have . een tho e

nearer, it's a giant time for commercials about the new game
summer music. Many bands release from Sony called The
and artist are announcing Getaway. Ifyou haven't recall
tours, particularly at outside these commercials are either
venues or festivals. This completely animated or contain
summer, many tours are hit- real footage from the game. This
ting the Chicago land area, game has been in production for
an d perh aps non e harderawhile, and was finally released
than the reemergence of the in January, ending the suspense
popu lar early/m id-n ineties on one ofthe most wanted games
festival Lollapalooza. of the year.

Co-founded in 1991 by This game takes place entirely
Jane's Addiction singer Addiction frontman in London with voices from
Perry Farrell, this summer Perry Farrell. English actors. The story revolves
festival has been noted in the Jane' Addiction is the around two main characters, but
past for its strong core of only band to have played the has many other developed
rock acts, including '90s tour before, although all characters. "Mark Hammond"
heavyweights Pearl Jam, four members of Audio lave (voiced by Don Kembry) and
Soundgarden, Alice in have played it (Chris Cornell "Frank Carter" (voiced by Joe
Chains, and The mashing with oundgarden in 1992 Rice) are the two playable
Pumpkins. Also, the tour & 1996 and Tom Morello, characters. Other characters
has had a nose for other to- Tim Commerford, and Brad include "Yasmin" (female
be gigantic bands before Wilk with Rage Against the assassin voiced by Anna
breaking to the masses, in- Machine in 1993 & 1996). Edwards), "Charlie Jolson"
cluding an appearance by Lollapalooza will be (Leader of the "Bethnal Green
Nine Inch Nails in 1991 and heading out this summer Mob" voiced by Ricky Hards),
Tool in 1993. This tour is against other heavy hitting "Nick Collins" ("The Collins
not just about hard rock, as tours such as the Summer Gang" Leader), " han Chu"
the sound has ranged from anitarium Tour (featuring (Leader of the "Triads"),
Meta II ica and Th e form er Lo II apa looza act "Jamahl" ("Yardie" Leader), and
Ramones in 1996, to Korn Metallica), Ozzfest, and "Police Chief McCormack."
and Snoop Dogg in 1997. Vans Warped Tour, which is The basic plot for Mark

After a fi ve-year absence, sure to turn up the competi- Hammond is that Charlie Jolson
the tour is still as diverse as tion. has kidnapped his son and is
ever. The tour bill, as of the Lollapalooza is scheduled holding him until Mark
beginning of April, includes to hit 31 cities in the U.S. accomplishes several dangerous
Jane's Addiction, Incubu, between July 3'd and August missions. During these missions,
Audioslave, Queen of the 30'h. Chicago gets its share Mark will encounter force from
Stone Age, The Donnas, on July 12'h at the Tweeter other gangs, and the police,
and Jurassic 5. Updates Center in Tinley Park, 10- depending on how he acts, or
about line up changes can be cated at 19100 S. Ridgeland drives, around London. Frank

~fo~un~d~a~t~w~w~w~.Io~I~la~p~a~loo~za~.~c~om~.~A~v~e~nu~e~.~~~~~~~~~ Carter is a member of "The
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John Farrell returning the ball. (photo by Alan Dodaro)

School.
Freshman Booke Kopfwas

the starting pitcher of the first
game, with six strikeouts in three
innings. The big hitters for Oak
Lawn were Brooke Kopf, Jackie
Puschkar, Kelly Mckinney, and
Katie Kapala.

Holly Czimra relieved Kopf
in the fourth inning to clinch the
first win for the Spartans with a
slaughtering score of 14-4. Dur
ing the second game Ashley
Krouchin went to the mound
and with help from her defense,
she pitched a scorless game.

Amy Trlak, Ashley Krouchin,
and Brittney Miller supplied
amazing hitting. When Fresh
man Brooke Kopf was asked
how she thought her team
would perform in conference
she said, with great confidence,
"[ think we'll do just fine if we
get put everything together
that oach mith has been
teaching us."

~pArtAlJite
OZ\pr1l17, lOOl

Sophomore
Softball Wins

Kri ten Amato takes a swing at the ball. (Photo by

Athlete§:
Make §ur-e

yuur- vuice i§
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§par-tanite!

Rogers Hornsby, a Hall of
Farner, known for his hitting as
well as his fielding as a second
baseman once said, "People ask
me what I do in winter when
there's no baseball. I'll tell you
what I do I stare out the win
dow and wait for spring."

ince the beginning ofFeb
ruary winter has been over and
for the girl's sophomore soft
ball team ofOal< Lawn Commu
nity High School, long after
noons of practices and games
has taken it's place.

The girls have been add
ing wins to their pre-conference
record. With a standing of 5-3
the girls have been improving
and advancing their skills. Their
most recent game (at press time)
was a double header on April
12 against Hillcrest High

Samantha Metcalf
Sports Editor

Skylirr Schroeder at first
doubles, senior John Cicora and
junior Joe Kozlowicz at second
doubles, and seniors Jeff
Fitzgibbons and Justin Ramel at
third doubles.

"This year we look really
strong, and we're goi ng to
home the conference title,"
Karczewski aid.

Reynolds also fini hed their
weight cia s with great totals
lifting 265 and 260 pounds,
respectively.

Overall the Spartans took
first place twelve times
throughout all the weight
divisions and events.

Oak Lawn can thank the
determination ofall participants
for their impressive finish. The
talent of the team's lifters can
leave coach Art Panka looking
to impressive seasons for years
to come.

team-but all of the players are
highly skilled and dedicated to
tennis," said coach huck
Lawson, "I expect to have a
good year."

The team of nine consists of
junior John Farrell at first
singles, sophomore Rob
Fantozzi at sec nd singles,
seniors Charlie Karczew ki and,

had impressive lills. Placing
first in the bench press, squats
and power clean, Brad
Scaduto succeeded in holding
off the competition. caduto
also rounded out his weight
class with the mo t weigh lifted,
an impressive 1,250 pounds.
Junior Jeff Kopf was right
behind him in econd, lifting
1,175 pounds. Kopfalso placed
second in the dead lift
competition, missing imeon's
first place rank by a mere 5
pounds. Pat Probst and Cole

Tennis Striving to Win
Conference championship

The varsity boys' tennis
team is off to a great start this
year. In both of their first two
games this season, the boys
won5-0.

"Our number are small-we
only have nine kids on the

Christine Crawhorn
Sla./JWriler

Spartans Lift Their Way
to Powerlifting Glory

Alan Dodaro
. la./JWriler

The Spartan powerJi fters
competed against several local
schools at the second partan
Invite on Saturday, March 22.
The Oak Lawn Ii fters were
divided into green and white
squads. The Oak Lawn green
quad came in an impre sive

first place, lifting a grand total
of 17,765 pounds, defeating
Simeon by 2195 pound. Oak
Lawn individual finishers al 0

JeffKopfbench pressing 1401bs. (Photo Alan Dodaro)
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-- Nick Winski
Junior

"I live on the south
side...ofcourse
I like the Sox."

-- Danielle Lanham
Freslunan

-- Dragana Miloradovic
Freslunan

"I like the Sox.
They're a better crowd."

"Cubs are better because
they have Sammy Sosa,
and they have prettier

colors!"

-- Emily Goetz
Junior

--Becky Klups
Freshman

-- Saleem Jafilan
Freshman

"I like the Cubs
better...why not?
I hate the Sox!"

"I like the Sox just
because they're better."

"I like the Sox better."

Spartanite
Photo Opinion:

Who's better--the
Sox or the Cubs?

Setter and captain Weber leads
the team with 33 assists, 5 kills,
5 aces, and 9 digs. Middle-hit
ter Larson leads the team in kills
with 16 kills, 8 assists, 10 blocks,
and 2 digs.

The sophomore team cur
rently has a record of 3-1 and 1
oin conference play. So far, the
Spartans have defeated Oak
Forest, Riverside-Brookfield
and Richards and their onl;
loss came from rival school
Andrew.

The Spartans also have a
goal to place high in their first
tournament, which will be at
Lincoln-Way Central.

win conference since we really
have a lot talent" commented
Lang.

The team is lead by talented
players such as freshman Dave
Weber, Steve Larson and
Michael Hunt. '

"The guys help all the other
players that might be struggling
and br.ing up the level of play
by their great leadership capa
bilities," she said.

. Hunt currently has 14 digs, 6
kIll blocks, and 9 kills within
three games. Sophomore out
side-hitter Steve Reed has ac
cumulated 25 digs, 2 aces, 6
blocks, 5 kills, and 5 assists.

c2\pril 171 100;

The sophomore boys volley
ball team has started off their
season with a lot ofexcitement.
The boys have been anxiously
anticipating the season.

They have been training
hard during the off season with
jump conditioning exercises
under the varsity coach Den
nis McNamara, sophomore
Coach Rebecca Lang, and
freshman coach Marry
Lembcke.

"Our goal this season is to

Samuel Ortega
Sports Editor

Sophomore Volleyball
Mimics Varsity Success



Varsity Baseball Starts Season Strongly

Scott Orban pitching the game agianst Bremen High School.
(photo by Alan Dodaro)

Dan Buys
StajJWriter

The Spartan varsity baseball
team is filled with optimism af
ter a 19-11 fin ish last year, and
placing 2nd in conference. The
team is looking to build on last
year's successes.

This year the team's goal is
to win conference and although
most teams come into a season
having a goal, not all of them
have a realistic hot at winning
the title. This years partans
have a great amount of talent.
Coach kip Sullivan com
mented, "I f the Spartans play
to their potential, a shot at con
ference will follow." Hoping to
lead the Spartans to that shot
at conference are seniors cott
Orban, Tony Russo, Mike
Grabarek, Rocky Gotto, and
Matt Arthur.

This season the Spartans
have some tough games sched
uled. They started the season
with 2 tough losses against sec
ond ranked St. Rita and local
powerhouse Ilinsdale Central.
These games were very tough

and especially challenging
since it was the first two games
of the year. Although you al
ways want to start your season
out with a couple wins, the Spar
tans can build on these losses
because of the strength of both
of their opponents.

The Spartans wasted no time
staying disappointed though.

In their third game they came
up with that always hard to get
first win. This win came at the
expense of Chicago Christian
who lost by the score of3 to I.
Orban led the team by pitching
the whole game and allowing
only three hits, and four strike
outs. As for the scoring senior
Keith Trlak and junior Ed

Tomasik handled that with RBI
groundouts. After this effort
against Chicago Christian the
Spartans kept it going with a tie
against Riverside Brookfield.
Hopefully after these success
ful games the guys can keep the
momentum going throughout
the year.

This is just the beginning of

a season that is sure to bring
great things for our varsity
baseball team. Some ofthe big
gest games of this year come
later such as rival games against
Reavis and Richards. These
games are especially important
because the conference title al
ways seems to be won by one
of these three teams.

If our guys can have their
way versus Richards and
Reavis they should be able to
clinch their eighth. Some of the
juniors that will assist the se
niors in striving toward clinch
ing a conference title in their fi
nal year are Tomasik, Adam
Probst, Bill Howard, Joe Exline,
and Brad Scaduto.

This all-important run at a
conference title begins April 29
when the team travels to
Romeoville to take on the Spar
tans in the conference opener.
Hopefully if all goes well and
the team continues to play well,
our Oak Lawn team will have
clinched the conference title
and will have made a nice, solid
run in the IHSA State playoff
series.

Volleyball on theWay to a Winning Season
Samuel Ortega
Sports Editor

As it begins to heat up out
side the Spartan volleyball team
wi II surely be heating up the
court as well as the
scoreboards.

Coach Dennis McNamara is
known to have a strong work
ethic and it has pushed the
boys to work hard all through
out the off-season. Coach
McNamara has held early morn
ingjump training sessions three

days a week at six in the morn
ing before school for about four
months. The goal of the train
ing sessions was increase the
vertical jumping capabilities as
well as stamina in the team.

"We are certainly a team that
works very hard to become a
better team," stated McNamara.

Their hard work has paid off
for them since the Chicago Sun
Times has ranked the Spartans
as number lOin the State
rankings and has also been
ranked I I'h in the state by the

Chicago Tribune.
"It's really great to be recog

nized by the newspapers as a
good team, but it's only the pre
season and our team is out to
prove that we belong on that
list of the top ranking teams,"
commented McNamara.

The Spartans main goal this
season is to win back the con
ference title that they lost last
season to Stagg.

There have also been new
changes added to the game of
high school volleyball this sea-

son. All conference games will
now be played by a speed score
up to 25, which means after ev
ery side out or kill a point will
be given to that team. The play
ets will also now be able to hit
the net on a serve.

On April 10 the Spartans won
their first conference game
against Richards. The Spartans
went on to beat the Bulldogs
by the scores of 25-12 and 25
14. Senior right-side hitter Don
Hackstock had five kills with se
nior outside hitter Brad Skendzel

with three kills. The Spartans
currently have a record of6-2.

The Spartans are extremely
anxious for there upcoming
tournaments at Downers Grove
South and Lincoln-Way Central
as well as when they host there
own tournament on April 26
during spring break.

, I am really hoping to meet
some other State ranked teams
along the way at the tourna
ments to test where we really
are amongst those other teams"
commented McNamara.

Lady Spartans Badminton Starts the Season

Jenn Herrman returning the birdie. (photo byAlan Dodaro)

RoshniRana
StajJWriter

The Oak Lawn varsity
badminton team has begun their
season. The girls are
determined and have been
working very hard. They had
their first invite on March 22 at
Downers Grove North High
School. They placed fourth
overall.

First place winners were
juniors Hananne Hanafi and
Emily Goetz at 2nd Doubles.
Second place winners were
senior Sophia Matariyeh and
junior Alicia Smith at fourth
Doubles. On March 24 they had
their first meet at Lincoln Way
East High School. They won
with the score of 9-6. This
year's seniors are Becky
Rasche, Jen Herrmann, Debbie
Zwirkoski, Monica Zavala and
Sophia Matariyeh. The
remaining team are juniors
Melissa Huizenga, Miriam
Bernal, Robin Johnson, Goetz,

Hanafi, Smith, and sophomore
Carolyn Paulius.

During their first home meet
against Stagg the girls did great.
They defeated Stagg with a
score of 15-0. On their second
away game against Homewood
Flossmoor, they won with a
score of 13-2. The team's
current score is 4-1. At the
Lockport Invite, varsity did
great coming in at first. First
place winners were Goetz and
Hanafi at second Doubles.
Paulius came in third at third
Singles. The team beat Reavis
at their first conference meet,
with a score of 15-0.

This year, there is a separate
freshman and a sophomore
team and both are working hard
and putting in a lot of effort.
Sophomore Teresa Iljazi
commented, "Our coach works
us hard, so we can succeed
throughout the season."

Their first invite was on
March 22 at Lockport. They got
placed second overall. The

freshman and sophomore
teams' first meet was also on
March 24 at Lincoln Way East
High School. Both freshman and
sophomore teams defeated
LWE. On March 31 they faced
Stagg and ended up with a
score of 15-0 for both teams,
crushing every player. The team
is currently 5-0. On April 2 they
had a game against Homewood
Flossmoor and finished with a
score of 15-0 for both teams.

So far their toughest meet
was against Sandburg, but that
didn't discourage the girls. The
freshman and sophomore team
both finished offSandburg with
a score of I 1-4. Both teams are
doing well and hoping to do the
same for the rest of the season.
On AprilS, they were at the
Lincoln-way Centrallnvite. First
places winners were sophomore
Tatiana I1jazi and sophomore
Laura Trotta at first Doubles,
sophomore Colleen Fogarty
and sophomore Carla
Gunderson at second Doubles

and sophomore Amanda Tadla
and sophomore Hollie
Boetscher at third Doubles.
Furhat Ahmed came in second,
playing second singles. The
team came in second overall,

bring home a great plaque. On
April 7 they had their first
conference meet at Reavis High
School, the girls did great once
again, ending up with a score
of 15-0.



been a badminton state
qualifier, NHS member,
Mathlete President, and
ecretary of tudent Helpers.

In addition to all of these
activities, she is ranked
second in her class.

The nominees for
Outstanding enior Boy s
involved than the female

nominees. Mitch Downey,
an entertainment editor for
Spar/anile. also is an active
member in Nil ,has been on
the boy's volleyball team for
all four years, and is sixth in
hiS class. Downy previously
was involved III S.A.D.D and
the school's golf team. John

iciora, ranked ninth III hiS
class, has been a member of
the tennis team, Drama.
I'orenslcs, I IOBY, Nil . Jazz
Band, the [. fL (Foundation
for Teaching Economics to
Leaders), and has been om:

of the voices of this year's
student announcements. Keith
Charvat would "guess to say"
that he has participated in
bowling and Senior lass
Advisory Board, along with
membership in the Business
Professionals of America.
Mitch Daley claimed
member hip in cross country,

track, tudent
r-;~~---:-liiiiiiiii~:-------"'"'ii':""i:;' Helpers, Peer

Mediation,
S.A.D.D., and
NH . He's
also had the
honor of
being a
DARE role
model, as well
as working
on the chool
Discipline
Committec.
A dam
Winchell
remained
very involved
in high
school a a
member of
wre tling,
tennis,
Drama.
partanite,

tudent Ilelpers,Clas Advisory
Boards, and NilS, ranking
thirty-fifth in his clas. And
finally, there is Grant uhs, who
IS currently ranked first in his
cia s. lie has also been a
member of the Forensics and
fheater programs, and has been
Involved in Matheletes,
Scholastic Bowl, 'partanite, and
French Club in the past.

Well there you have It ladies
and gentlemen Your nominees
for most outstanding senior boy
and girl, winners ~~ill be
announced on Ilonors Night.

Mike Norri
StajJWriter

Outstanding Seniors Nominated

It s that time of year again
for the nominees of the
Outstanding enior boys and
girls to be announced. It
certainly i a tough lot to
choose from this year, with an
excellent crop ofseniors from
all activities
and groups
that are up for
t h i
prestigiou
title.

Debbie
Zwirkoski is
up as a
nominee. he
holds the rank
a fourth in
her class, and
has been
involved in

hoi r
En emblc,
NH , Theater,
Forensics,

tudent
Helpers,

badminton,
and th
, par/anl/e
throughout
her four years here at OL Ii .
Jennifer Larson, eighth in the
class, was captain oCthe track
team, along with being
involved in II, Key lub,
and Student. for b.ceptlOnal
Teens Dana, ullivan is a
student ~~ho seems to have
just about done it all here at
Oak l.av,n High School ,he
has been on the basketba II,
volleyball, and softball teams.
She also has participated in

liS. SenIOr Class Advisory
Board, Pep Club, and tudent
Ilelpers. Becky Raschke has

Mediation, and tudent
Helpers. In her sophomore
year she attended a youth
conference as part ofthe Hugh
O'Brien Youth Leadership
organization, and this summer
she will be attending a World
Affairs seminar for students
with exemplary leadership
qualities. Nicosia has had an
academically sound high
school careers a she ranks in
the top ten percent of her
class.

David Vognar i a graduate
of immon Middle chool.
lIe has a grade point average
01'4.48 and is ranked as second
in his class. lie has had an
amazing extra urricular career,
a he has been involved in
Mathletes, chola tic Bowl,
Peer Mediatiol., Theatre, and
NIl . For two years he ha
been a tate qualifier in his
Forensics event and this year
he took sixth place. He i al!>o
a Featur ditor of partam/e.
Thi y ar r ceiv d
Ren selear Med I, an award
given to one Junior each year
from the math department In
accompaniment to the medal
is a $60,000 scholar hip, to a
math school.

•
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Outstanding Junior
Boy and Girl

Selected

Outstanding Junior Danicllc icosia and Dave Vognar.
(Photo By ALan Dodaro)

New Spartan Athletic Complex Opened for Use

Lisa Had
taffWriter

Every year two juniors are
chosen out of approximately
four hundred to be considered
the most outstanding members
of their class. For many years
both a male and a female have
been receiving this award in
honor of former Oak Lawn
teacher Mr. Jo eph Lynch.

To be judged for this award
two or more members of the
OL liS faculty must then
nominate the tuden1. The
students are then posted on a
ballot, and then voted on at the
annual senior class elections.

ut of twelve nominee the
two student who are
considered to be the mo I

outstanding in their clas are
Danielle Nicosia and David
Vognar.

Danielle Nico ia is a graduate
of 1. Gerald's Elementary

chool. he ha shown
ut landing qu Ii i in

leadership and service
throughout her high-school
career. For the past three years
Nicosia has been involved in all
of the class advi ry boards,
basketball, NilS, Peer

Doric Koll
Ne,I's Editor

La t October the Spar/amll!
gave an introduction to the
work that would be taking place
in the area near hrist 110 pital
known as Gaddl Park. The
former nature re erve, wpuld
now become a new athletics
complex for the usc ofOLCl1
athletes. The School Board,
with the help of the new super
intendent Dr. Jame Briscoe,
had previou I decided the
project would benefit many of

our student a thc propo cd
athlctic fields did not currently
exist as Oak Lawn IIigh chool
propcrtie . Therefore, in late
July of 2002 construction be
gan on the desolate field to
create a ncw area to be proud
of for Oak Lav,n Students.

After approximately nine
months of construction the
new center opened with the
dawn of a fre h oftball sea-
on. On May 2 and 3 the park

hosted its grand opening el
ebration. complete with a par
tan hallenge, games betwcen

OLOI teachers and baseball
and softball players, sack
race , face painting, and othcr
family oricntated evcnts. On
Saturada} evening the ccl
ebration closed with a dis
play of firework as well as
the naming of the ficlds be
Il1g the partan Athletic Com
plex, to . erve the needs ofall
of our athletic teams and
events.

The multiplex includcs
fields for girl softball and
occer a' well as various

other sports. There is a new

field hou'e located on the
premises in which athletic
equipment can be tored.
This i also where refre. ments
will be sold during gamcs
The complex is located in a
convenient position, being
only a few miles away at 93'"
and Kastner, and is easi Iy ac
cessible to our athlctics
teams, especially since girls
softball formerly played at
Four-Fields, just one block
east ofthc new complex.

Many OL I[ athletes are
pleased with this new addi-

tion to the Oak Lawn homc. Jun
ior Maggie Foley, varsity soft
ball player stated, "It's really
neat that they have finally rec
ognized oflball and given it it's
own field. The party was a lot or
fun, and thc fields are awe
some!"
Junior Alii Madden agreed with

Foley, "It's cool that we got our
own field, and it really not too
far away from were we u ed to
play anyway. ..

The Oak Lawn Sports Com
plex is currently open for all
schelduled home games.
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a sporting event. Women don't
always have to be a "house
wife" and sit at home and clean
house and do laundry. There are
many woman that every day go
work out and strengthen their
bodies to help themselves
prepare for their next game,
meet, tour, or whatever kind of
sporting even they are in. This
is just as much part of their life
as it is for professional men
ath letes. Ann ika i n't going to
start a new revelation. Women
are not going to start pouring
into the PGA just because
Annika did. he was asked by
a sponsor to join the tournament.
This i just one tournament; four
days of a woman competing
with men. It may be some sort
of rating booster for the
network that broadcasts the tour,
or it may not be. The only for
sure thing is the fact that by
participating Annika won't be
doing any harm to any of the
male player on the tour. She will
not continue to play with the
PGA; he will return to the
LPGA where she ha her career
when the tournament i over.

Annika orenstam is a great
athlete and is very well
respected by her peers. ome
of her male peer may see this
as a difficulty, but that is their
own problem. If men have to
throw a big fit about a woman
participating in a "man's" tour,
then they should realize that
they are just acting like little
children and should learn to play
nice.

back in the black is to buy more
Dubya's! And don't worry about
little things like owing foreign
ers money. That's what we've got
soldiers for, i n't it, to keep those
uppity out-of-towners !Tom get
ting out of line?

Plus, Dubya's Patented Tax
Cut Elixir is not a one-time pur
chase. Your first shipment will do
wonders, ofcourse. But,just be
tween you and me, there're some
parts of Dubya's that won't last
forever. Gotta get the balkers on
your side, right? Well, once
you've bought Dubya's, it'll be a
piece ofcake to just extend those
portions forever! You can double
the money you spend on
Dubya's-which will of course
mcrease the benefit you get out
of it.

Of course, Dubya's doesn't
only work for your economic
problems. Once you've bought a
halftrill ion to a trillion dollars of
it, Dubya's Patented Tax-Cut
Elixer is just nifty for getting rid
of nasty problems like Social

. Security and Medicare. Once you
buy Dubya'5, these nasty pro
grams will just wither away.

Associated Press, "lfI'm drawn
with her, which I won't be, I
won't play. I hope she misses
the cut. Why? Because she
doesn't belong out here." This
was not the first or la t time that
Vijay expressed his thoughts on
this matter. A few days after
making that comment he tried
to apologize by twisting his
words around. He wanted to
make it seem like he didn't
attack Annika, although to most
everyone else it seemed like he
did. He also stated that he meant
to say that he wouldn't be paired
with Annika, because she would
be in a different class than he is
in. He also said that he hopes
that if he doe n't make the cut
she doesn't either, because he
would be ashamed that she i
better than he is. AIthough their
average score are fairly close
to each ther, ingh at 69 and
Sorenstam at 75.66, ingh
realized something that must be
bothering him. The fact that
there is a chance that Annika
may be able to beat him, or any
woman for that fact, seems to be
getting under hi skin. Both
athletes are very good players
and Annika is just stepping out
on a big limb to test her abilities
as a golfer.

Like a lot ofmen, Vijay ingh
can't accept the fact that a
woman can actually do well in

hire all ofyour idle hands.
What's that? Ridiculous. Call

ing Old Man Jones a miser is just
plain slander lass warfare, that
is. Ofcourse he'll spend it. I tell
you, nothing irks me more to see
honest, hardworking mill ionaires
like Mr. Jones losing some of
their money to taxes. Trust me,
what's best for Mr. Jones is best
for all ofyou.

Now, mind you, Dubya's Pat
ented Tax-Cut Elixir won't be
cheap. But it'll actually pay for
itself! After all, the only way to
make money is to cut income.

You don't have the money to
buy Dubya's? Oh, that is not a
problem at all. Just borrow the
money-there's plenty of for
eigners who'd love to float a loan
to you. Once Dubya's starts
working, you'll be able to pay
back the loans. Ofcourse, the best
thing to do once Dubya's gets you

Gender Equality:
Point: Annika Sorenstam's entrance in the PGA tour

nament is an important gender rights milestone

Snake Oil and Fool's Gold

usan Campbell
Feature Editor

This weekend the Bank of
America olonial tournament
will take place in Forth Worth,
Texas. This isju toneofmany
PGA golf tours that take place
every year. Thi time, though,
the tournament will be a little
bit different. For the first time
in 58 year a woman will be
participating in a P Agolftour.
This isn'tju t any woman, but
the one of the top women in the
LPGA, Annika orenstam.
Annika is the one of the best in
her divi ion, and now he would
like to test her kills against
some of the be t men in the
PGA. Thi is just a case of
another woman trying to how
that women are equal to men,
not inferior.

Women have been
segregated !Tom men for years.
The existence of the WNBA
and LPGA show this. ome
men have a fearthat women will
actually beat them, 0 they don't
want them to be able to play
professional sport with them.
By playing in the tour, Annika
is showing that he is not afraid
ofmen and believes that she has
a fair chance to beat some ifnot
all of them.

Many men believe that
Annika should not be able to
participate strictly because she
is a woman. One man in
particular, Vijay ingh, has
expressed his strong opinion
about this to many members of
the press. lie told the

David Montgomery
Editor-in- hiej

So you say your economy's in
a bit ofa blue funk, eh? Well don't
you worry. It just so happens that
I know a !Tiend with just the thing
for you. His name's George W.
Bush-he's got a bona fide de
gree from Yale-and Dubya's
Patented Tax-Cut Elixir will do
right wonders for you.

Oh? Not sure ifDubya' is for
you? Well, let me tell you,
Dubya's will cure whatever eco
nomic ills you may have. Why,
there was a town down the river
with just the opposite problem
you've got-they had too much
money. It was positively un
healthy, the way the gold was pil
ing up. And let me tell you, after
a good strong dose of Dubya's
Patented Tax-Cut Elixir, that
problem was gone forever.

But for your problem. Well,
Dubya's will fix that in ajitfy. For
example, Old Man Jones is the
richest man in your town. Well,
after a dosing with Dubya's he'll,
be even richer. Jones' II then
spend his newfound wealth to

Editor-in-Chief
News Editor
New Editor

Feature Editor
Feature Editor

Entertainment Editor
Entertainment Edit.or

ports Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Photo Editor
Photo Editor

Business Manager

prit behind both the Northbrook
hazing and the Wheaton party
binge, is one of the primary av
enues through which adoles
cents act out their desire to be
have irresponsibly. Being drunk
does not excuse one !Tom ac
tions committed while inebri
ated but rather adds to them. It
is one of the greate t shames of
the modern world to see so
many talents teen with bright
futures ahead of them wa ting
their lives on drugs and alcohol.

ertainly not all of the anti-drug
propoganda is literally true, but
enough has been conclusively
and scienti fically veri fied to
make drinking alcohol alone an
obvious mistake. There's noth
ing like killing brain cells for a
good night out, eh?

As senior near graduation,
the reflection has begun. High
school is commonly thought of
as the be t time of ones life.
While there are plenty ofoppor
tunities for fun in high chool,
tudents need to remember that

though high chool may be the
best time in your life, its al 0 one
ofthe shortest. ollege, careers,
and more await do""n the road.
Jeopardizing your en,tire lifeju t
to up the entertainment value of
four years does not make sen e.

This, of cour e, is the sort of
thing that dra onian teacher
and parents tell children as part
of a diabolical plan to remove
any fun from the adolescent's
life. That's why students need to
take responsibility. There are
plenty of students who are not
wasting their live on destruc
tive vices. Those who have cho
sen irresponsible paths, like the
Northbrook hazer, need to re
alize that this is not a case of
teens vs. adults. Making respon-
ible deci ion does not simply

mean ab taining from the vices
yourself. It means making sure
your friends know that what
they're doing is wrong and de-
tructive, and helping them to
top. It is an in tinctive reaction

to resist change imposed from
above; change mu t, in the end,
be brought on by peers.
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Spartanite Editorial

Teenage Responsibility
These past several months

have not been a good time to be
an adolescent in the Chicago
area. We have been treated to
sensational new storie about
high chool hazing and teens
rampaging through vacationing
neighbors' homes. chools have
taken disciplinary action, sus
pending the students involved
and, as per their contracts of
under tanding, banning them
from extracurricular activities
and sports. But school don't
bear the re ponsibi Iity for teen
age recklessne s. [t comes down
to parents and teens. But for
current teenager, past apathy or
irresponsibility on the part of
parents is a past tragedy. The
damage has been done; it i now
up to u ,as adole cents, to take
ownership for our actions rather
than relying on others to do it
for us.

Perhaps it's not our fault. It's
the media, the politician, our
parents, the terrori t , the
United Nations, or Bigfoot. In
the end, whether we've arrived
here because ofdefinite choice
we've made or we've been
pawn in the hand of adistic
adults, hand-wringing does
nothing to solve the problem.
Unle we take action now, we
may find ourselve to be the
next feature on the 6 0' clock
news.

This problem has not prung
out of thin air. Irre ponsible
youth have created havoc in big
cities for decades. That, of
course, is not OUR concern. We
are affluent suburbanite, who e
parents and grandparents fled
the cities to avoid that e act
problem. But how do explain
when the perpetrators of teen
age violence are not inner-city
delinquents but prosperous
Northbrook athlete? Thi i a
problem that affects us all.
Maybe every other adole cent in
the world will chose the path of
irresponsibility, but if even one
per on changes their life to one
of better choices, the world will
be a better place.

Alcohol, identified a the cul-
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A Spartanite Discussion
Counterpoint: Annika Sorenstam's participation in the
PGA tournament may actually harm women's rights

wa worthwhile. Junior Dorie
Koll stated, "Contrary to some
of my peers, A T Prep did help
me to have a greater
understanding of the A T
subject matter. I respect the
admini tration for creating this
class. Not only did they save
money for the students that
planned on attending a similar
class elsewhere, but also gave
students, who at one time did
not care, a chance to boost their
scores." Also, junior Amy
Rushing felt that "the class
didn't teach me much, but we
had a lot of great class
discussions."

What this ACT Prep class
needs to succeed is a complete
modification. The majority ofthe
junior class felt that having this
class every day proved to be
overwhelming and eventually
repetitive. To alleviate this, the
administration should consider
implementing even three days
per week, to allow the students
two days "off" from the class,
so that their study halls will not
be completely eliminated, and
band and choir students will still
be able to participate in seminar.
Keeping the junior class in a
study hall will also eliminate
potential di fficulties in placing
the student after the class is
over, since they still will go to
study hall throughout the year.

Also, the class rotation
system must be modified so that
each student can reach his or
her maximum ability. Currently,
the class rotates every eight to
ten days, between English,
Math, Reading, and Science.
This system already in place is
harmful to the individual who
may, for example, r~quire more
help in English than he would
need in cience. Even though
he needs extra help, it is
unavailable because of the fixed
schedule. Instead of a rigid
timetable for students and
teacher to adhere to, the
schedule should consist of one
full rotation of eight days per
subject, and afterwards, create
an open-class system within the
four A T teachers of the
rotation, so that students may
further hi abilities and succeed
more easily on the ACT.

The A T Prep class is a
worthwhile endeavor, and by no
mean should be abandoned.
But change must be
implemented so that the student
body can reap the full benefits
of such a course. These
changes will allow both the
school to maximize the average
test scores and help students
to realize their full potentials.
And that confidence is what
makes any venture worthwhile.

Ed uda
News Editor

StaffOpinion

Prepped or pooped?

As of May 9'h, the Oak Lawn
High chool juniors were
officially finished with the
school-mandated ACT Prep
Class. Thi yearlong course that
took the place of a student's
study hall was intended to aid
the junior cIa s by giving the e
students the opportunity to
practice for the ACT. The
process began by having every
student take a pre-ACT test to
place the students in their
respective preparatory classes.
The classes were determined by
the student's ngl ish scores
and their study hall period. On
the second to last day before
Spring Break, the juniors took a
post-ACT exam to evaluate their
progress. The intent of the
second test was to provide the
student with insight on where
they still need to improve and
where they have improved.

My objection here is not to
the concept of the class, but
rather its management. While
the intent ofthis class is positive
on the participants, the actual
result seemed to be quite
different. Forcing all students to
take the c1as , even those who
would rather not participate in
such a class, detracts from the
quality of the class in terms of
the learning environment as well
as the progress made in the
class. Junior Maggie Cronin
stated, "The ACT Prep elass
helped me a lot, but it didn't
help that th~ people who didn't
want to take it were a distraction.
If the class were optional, I'm
sure more people would have
signed up for it than what the
teachers would expect. I think
the teachers underestimated the
amount of students that care."

The general consensus of the
junior class was that, although
they felt the class was beneficial
in certain aspects, the lack of
organization and constant
repetition of techniques proved
to be detrimental to the overall
program. Junior Nick Winski
stated, "[ACT Prep Class] was
like study hall, except we were
being forced to work. Not much
was accomplished, and what
was learned had very little
value. It was very poorly
organized." This sentiment was
shared by junior Ranya Hassan,
who said she "felt it had
positive intentions. IIowever,
due to poor preparation and
lack oforganization skills, many
student I spoke with felt it wa
not helpful and rather
inef~ ctive." What i felt is that
there need to be greater
communication between the
teachers within the rotation, so
that, while some information
may overlap, the course does
not become repetitive and dull
to the student.

While many tudent did find
fault in this program, some
student still did feel this class

at an unfamiliar locale under
unfumiliar conditions.

In the weeks prior to what could
be a seminal event this weekend,
more than a few ignorant comments
were made about ren tam's right
to play in a PGA event. I question
neither her talent nor her right to
play in the PGA-but she should
qual ifY for it. Again, by accepting a
free pass from the sponsor to play
at Colonial she is only trolling for
criticism of women's golf instead
of championing the sport. If she
qualified for the ColoniaJ, shewould
be sending an immediate message
that-gasp!-women can play
golf, too, boys.llowever, the LPGA
and or n tam now look like they
need a crutch to compete with men.
Annika Sorenstam was supposed
to be disproving that egregious
type ofthinking, but instead she is
only providing fuel for the fire.

Memorial Day weekend will be
an interesting one both for the sport
ofgolfand gender equality. Should
Sorenstam win, would she be
invited to more PGA tourneys, even
become a member of the
association? These questions will
be answered by orenstam's
performance, which is the
unfortunate part about this whole
issue. Success would be a boon
for the LPGA, women's goLf and
gender equality in general-failure
would negate every valorous
motive that orenstam had
intended when she accepted her
invitation. The crux ofthe situation
is that so much speculation is
hanging in the balance, all on the
hinge of one uncertain
performance, that the ends might
not justifY the means.

toward the future and accept a few
reaJities. For one, the prom isn't the
high point ofour liv . Eventually,
we're going to need to realize that
there's more to the world than high
school. We need to accept
responsibility for our actions.
Another point: thing's never tum
out exactly the way you plan (and
ifyou don't bother to plan...watch
out!). Some ofus have more years
of high school ahead. For the
seniors, some are headed to college,
others to the workforce, or
vocational school, or the anned
services, or their parents'
basements. Whichever path we
choo e, we have to b ready to
adapt and improvise like John and I
did so well.

Iwas lucky en ugh to spend my
prom with two lovely ladi and one
other fine gentleman. I had a
fantastic time, and it's an experience
that I probably will never forget.
But remember, prom, senior year,
and graduation aren't ends to
anything. They're beginnings. In
life, we'reg ingtopayupfrontand
take wrong exits, but that doesn't
mean we'll never dance.

supererogatory press coverage
could make too much of

orenstam's play. Ifshe succeeds,
all will bewel~ but ifher perfonnance
is, well, underwhebning, the media's
intense coverage would make the
LPGA intoametaphorical effigy. Her
performance will, undoubtedly if
not unfairly, represent to people
worldwide the caJiberofLPGAgolf.
Itwould be ashame ifan anomalous
performance from the Swede
superstar would serve as a black
eye for women's golf. To that end,
the propensity for an out-of
charactergolfouting exponentially
rises because orenstam is
stepping into what Billie Jean King
calls "unfamiliar territory". King
should know: she matched-up
against Bobby Riggs September20,
1973 in what was dubbed a"Battle
of the exes." (King gave Riggs a
good drubbing, winning 6-46-36
3.) And that unfamiliar territory
could be too much even for a
champion like Sorenstam, who will
have to contend with a 7,080 yard
course, 700 yards longer than what
she is used to d ling with in the
LPGA.lfplaying competitivegolf
is difficult for old-hands in the PGA,
it might be impossible for
Sorenstam to make waves on her
first go at it. And if she fails, the
good ship LPGA scuttles with her.
Sorenstam is unwittingly putting
the vel)' organization she desires
to publicize in aprecarious position,
vulnerable to hersingle performance

But prom did get started with a
bang. OkaY,aetually, it was more of
a thud, followed by a loud whoop,
whoop, whoop! Our limodriver had
hit aparl<ed car in front ofmy house,
setting offits alarm. He tumed out
to be a nice guy though, and, we
got to and through the dance
without incident. Luckily, we were
able to get reservation for a horse
and carriage ride downtown. The
rest of the night was relaxed and
romantic, or it would have been
witllOut the foul-moutlled carriage
driver. The next day, we'd planned
on going to see a drive-in movie.
We printed off Map Que t
directions for tlle way home instead
ofthe way there, so we went on 294
North, 1-80 ast, and I-57 North,
when we needed to be on 294

outh, 1-80 West, and I-57 outh.
At this point, the end of tlle stOI)'
shouldn't urprise you".the
theater had been closed for
months.

Even thOUgll prom has passed,
we still have our be t days in front
ofus. And whether we have plans,
are rushing to make them, or don't
have any at all, we need to look

David Vognar
Feature Editor

I am a strong proponent of the
advancement of women in the
workplace; I think that the 16% rise
in female high-paying jobs since
1983 is remarkable, but more
improvement can be made; and I
am in high duress that average
women's salary is only 78%ofwhat
men make. However, I do not side
with the way in which Annika

orenstam, the world's best female
golfer and the virtually ind mitable
force in the Lady' Professional Golf
Association (LPGA), went about
her decision to play in the Bank of
America Colonial golftoumament
in Fort Worth, Texas, a PGA men's
toumament scheduled May 22-25.
Those running the tournament
offered Sorenstam a special
sponsor's invitation, exempting her
from the standard qualifying
procedures. orenstam was one of
eight players to receive an
exemption. Though orenstam's
decision to accept the invitation was
a bold mov which peaks to her
confidence and golfwherewithal
-it could prove to be a detriment to
the LPGA and to herself. The worst
result could be the antithesis of
Soren tam's objective: th LPGA
will draw negative attention instead
ofapositive vibe and the vel)' port
which she is promoting could suffer
a setback.

Certainly, the atmosphere in Fort
Worth is going to be just short of
frenzy this weekend. With the world
press descending upon the city, the
tour is certain to become a circus
like event, which is not necessarily
a bad thing. However, the

GrantSuhs
Sta.!JWriter

My dad says about one truly
funny thing a month, and his quote
for May carne when we were talking
about prom. He said," on, prom's
going to be the be t day of your
life... ifyou die the w kafterwards."
Well, the dance i over, and I'm still
alive. While it probably wasn't the
be t day I'll ever have, it certainly
was an intere ting one, and it's a
tol)' worth telling.

For weeks, my good friend John
and Ihad been telling our dates tllat
our plans after tllC dance were a
"surprise," meaning that they did
not, in fact, exist. Anotllerthing we
dragged our feet on was the lim.
Apparently, most people booked
their limousine three to four
months in advance; I w making
frantic phone calls about a week
before. I did eventually find one,
but the name of the company
should have tipped me off to
po ible trouble... Little Bo Peep
Limousine. Anotherwarningsign:
they asked for cash up front for ''tax
purposes."
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All Youth Relay For Life to be Held
celebration for the lives that
have battled cancer. Luminaria
donors light the way for hope,
progress, and answers, as well
as lighting the track through the
night.

For the rest of the evening
teams are invited to stay in a
tent provided by them and
enjoy the satisfaction of
helping others as well as the
activities planned for the night.

Everyone at Oak Lawn High
chool is helping in some shape

or form. The organization
committee includes Ms. Jen
Galante, Mr. Brian Kretschmar,
Mrs. Lauren May, and Ms. Janet
Haubenreiser. According to
Galante and Kretschmar the
school goal was 20 teams and
all were overjoyed with the 54
team accomplishment. Parents
are also welcomed to help and
support the Relay. If you are
unable to participate you can
do your part by giving a pledge
to any participant of the relay
for Life or to the comittee.

The American Cancer
ociety thanks those who are

participating and helping to find
a cure for cancer and Luminarias
in honor of people who have
died fro} cancer can be
purchased for $5 each from any
participant ofthe Relay for Life.

staying awake through the
night.

The first lap of the relay will
be reserved for survivors ofthe
disease and caregivers of those
who have had cancer. After the
first lap has been completed
there will be the Luminaria
ceremony in honor ofthose who
have not survived the plight of
cancer. Luminarias represent
remembrance, honor, and

Juniors watch the film entires in theJunior- enior Lounge
(photo by Alan Dodaro)

idea to host a film festival when requirement allowed
he read about a local high participant to be unique and
school hosting a similar event. creative while filming.
Knowing that many OLCII Participants that wanted to
students have become take part in the film festival were
interested in the art of film given notice of the contest one
making, he presented the idea month in advance in order to
to the tudent Council. The allow them to work. The result

counci I board of this extra time was evident to
received this many students and faculty, as
with great they saw what they thought
enthusia m, was a superior job in filming
and the plans and directing.
began right The films were judged by a
away. The panel of council members, and
simple criteria the tundet Council sponsors
were that films Mr. Vern carpelJi and Mrs. Pam
may not exceed Bibeau, before viewing in the
t wen t y junior senior lounge, where
minutes, and all they would be judged. Seniors
entries had to Jim Sokoloski and Nick
be viewed by Spattafore won the award for
stu den t best stunt, Jim Sokoloski for
c 0 u n c ii, best actor, Juniors Matt O'Shea
before being and Justin Thompson for
played at the special effects, Juniors Andy
festival on Flores for best song, and
May 15. These Andrew Coate and Phil
ope n- end e d Toscano for overall film.

total of funds contributed by
OL HS to be about $540,000.

The evening's festivities will
begin on Saturday May 3 I at
7:30 P.M. and will finish on
Sunday at 6:00 A.M. Teams are
to spend time together camping
out, enjoying music, and
participating in fun activities.
This is done as an overnight
event because cancer never
sleeps therefore; participants

A the school year winds
down, students have been
preparing for prom, gelling
ready for graduation, thinking
about finals, and anticipating
the last day ofschool. Another
event that often marks the
upcoming end of the school
year is Spring prit Week .

tudent ouncil sponsor this
week, to mark the upcoming
Prom, which is held at the end
of pring prit Week. This year,
however, the annual tradition
did not just have the u ual
dres up days and events, but
al 0 included a new tudent
activity, the first annual film
fe tival held on May 15,2003.

tudent Council sponsor,
Mr. Vern carpelli fir t had the

Student Council Film Festival
Ashley Foster
StaffWriter

forces is probably 111

custody also.

The Relay for Life Planning Comittee ( partanite Photo)

An Iraqi itizen views the
wreckege of the war.

(photo Courtesy of MSNBq

German scientist
announced Tuesday May 13
2003 that they have isolated
key protein that the SAR
virus needs in order to attac
the body. Medicatio
designed to inhibit the protei
may already exi t. Meanwhile
China ha eased some SAR
quarantine order in the hard
hit capital ofBeij ing as leader
are struggling with th
question as weather or not t
reveal the spread of the viru
or to comply with Communis
principals. On May 12, Greec
and Nigeria said they may hav
their first cases of AR

On Thursday May 29 a dinner
will be served to the cancer
survivors participated in the
event. Volunteers from the
Relay for Life teams will attend
in order to serve and honor
those who are in attendance.
On Tuesday May 27 the funds
will be collected at bank night.
Each team member had to
achieve a minimum goal of$1 00,
approximating the minimum

News Bytes
Wayne Miiller
StaffWriter

Illinois Govenor Rod
Blagojavieh visit Lima to view

the damage.
(photo ourt y ofM Bq

The former leader of Iraq's
iological weapons program, a
oman known as "Dr. Germ," i

n U.S. custody. Rihab Taha is
he former director of bacterial
nd biological program for
addam Hussein. The former
hief of staff of Iraq's armed

Midwe tern and outhern
tate were battered the week
f May 4, with the National
eather ervice reporting more

han 380 tornadoes in the fir t
II day of May. Many houses
nd outbuildings col lap ed
nto piles ofdebris, possession
.nd appl iances were scattered
bout, and vehicle were over
umed. Pre ident Bush met with
amilie on Tuesday, May 13 in
rder to console the trauma
ized citizens. The tornados
illed approximately fifty
eople, and have injured hun
reds.

Wayne Miller & Dorie Koll
StaffWriter & News Editor

During the first weekend of
June Oak Lawn Community
High chool will be hosting
their first annual American
Cancer ociety Relay For Life.
According to school
coordinator Ms. Jen Galante,
"Cancer has affected almost
each and everyone of us in
some manner and now we (Oak
Lawn High chool) are doing
something about it."

very student of Oak Lawn
High chool was invited to
participate in this fun and new
event on Saturday May 31
through June I· 2003. The
planning festivities began with
an initiation party on Thursday
March 27, in which fifty-four
team of about eight to twelve
tudent each, regi tered to

participate in this event. Over
the last two months these teams
and their captains have pent
time planning their succe sand
petitioning for funds to
contribute to the charity.

The week prior to the event
will include various activities
involving the organization of
the event as well as honoring
those in our lives that have
concurred the plight of cancer.
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Honors Assembly

tJAIJe,
Chamber ofCommerce

meets at OLCHS

Danielle Nico ia and Maggie McGuines receive their award
(photo by Alan Dodaro)

reward those who have talented junior artist, Jennifer
improved the most in academics, Cronin, who at the SICA Arts
attendance and/or behavior. Festival was acknowledged as

Margaret McGuinness and the best of school.
Danielle Nicosia were also The music department also
acknowledged as the 2003 world acknowledged the
affairs seminar representatives. achievements of Seniors in
These two ladies will spend time band and choir. Choir members
at a seminar to test Joshua Gentile and Deborah
theirleadership qualities. Zwirkoski were recipients of the

There were also some Illinois Music Educators
departmental awards. In the Association District I Chorus
math and science division, awards. Band member Jamie
Stanislaw Antol and Ted ileika Matusiak received the same
both received a certificate for award for District I Band.
outstanding achievement in Deborah Zwirkoski was also
mathematics. David Vognar honored with the Illinois Music
walked away with another award Educators Association AlI
from the math division, called the State Chorus award.
Rensselear Medal. tudent Besides all these award and
Council also announced the achievements, there were also
student council member for next choir and band performance.
year's classes. The band performed pieces

In the fine arts department, from their performance at state
many artistic students were in which they received a fir t
recognized. At a Moraine Valley place uperior ranking. The
art exhibit contest, Bridgette cho ira I 0 sang a beaut ifu I
Beazley ranked first place, rendition of "Bridges Upon
Anthony Russo took second Water." verall, the recognized
place, and Jennifer Ilerrmann achievements of Oak Lawn
received an honorable mention. students and the fanta tic
Other fine art students received musical performances created a
awards, including Ryan Karp wonderful atmospere to an
who eamed sixteenth place at an already great assembly.

Lisa Had
StaffWriter

Oak Lawn's annual
recognition assembly was
once again an inspiring event.
Not only were awards given to
the top five students in each
class, but also attendance and
other division awards were
handed out. The music
department also created a
lovely atmosphere during the
assembly.

The freshman top five
students all had G PA's above
a 4.4, the highest being 4.57
held by Brigit Goudie. Tied for
second in the class were
Stanislaw Antol and Roshan
Karingada. Another tie was for
fourth in the class, held by
Sara Martinez and Daniel
Montgomery. The sophomore
class had five top students
with GPA's ranging from a 4.35
to a 4.5. Number one in the
sophomore class was actually
a tie between Ted Sileika and
Peter White. The ranking of
third was also a tied between
Laura Trotta and David

exton, and the fifth ranking
student was Kimberly
Brightmore. In the junior class,
a difference of .02-.03 points
separated the top three from
each other. The number one
ranking was held by Edward
Suda, with David Vognar,
number two in the class, and
David Montgomery, number
three in the class, following
close behind. The fourth spot
was a tie between uong
Nguyen and Nicholas Winski.
The seniors will have their
own special assembly to find
out Valedictorian and
Salutatorian.

There were a number of the
Oak Lawn tudents who
ach ieved perfect attendance
for the year, and for a couple
of seniors all four years.
Brother and iter teve and
Jennifer Lar on both received
this award as well as many
others.

The Most Improved
Students' awards were given to
two seniors, Jillian Budz
(nominated by Mr. Wargin) and
Atif Helal (nominated by Mrs.
Habich). The Kiwanis lub of
Oak Lawn gave this award for
most improved student, to

Academy ofArt Contest. Jason
Singer was the first place VICA
winner for digital photography,
topping all other students, and
Kimberly tanek was a 2003
PT A Reflections national
finalist for her photograph.
Among all these Seniors was a

David Montgomery
Editor-in-Chief

On Tuesday, May 13, OLCH
hosted the Oak Lawn Chamber of
Commerce luncheon from 12 to I:30
P.M. in the media center. The high
school provided entertainment and
presentations to supplement the
Chamber's usual meeting agenda.
The Chamber, which consists of
entrepreneurial businesspeople
from the village of Oak Lawn,
expressed its appreciation for the
high school's support by making a
$1000 donation to the PTSA
scholarship fund. The donation will
fund two scholarships to seniors.

Dr. James Briscoe,
SuperintendentofDistrict229, gave
a briefspeech before the assembled
Chamber. Briscoe spoke on the
report presented the Board of
Education by the citizen's
committee assigned to study the
issue ofOak Lawn's facilities. The
Chamber was told how the
committee recommended either a
completely new facility be built, or
an extensive addition be made. The
desired features to be contained in
such an expansion, the Daily
Southtown of May 18 reports,
include a new fine arts auditorium, a
fieldhouse, and modem science
laboratories. "This luncheon is a
great opportunity to invite the
Chamber into our chool," Dr.
Briscoe explained. "We can give
them a flavor for our students and
programs. I hope it's something we
can continue to do."

OLCH ' presentation also
included two performances. The A
Cappella choir sung "Bridge Over
Troubled Water"; a piece they are
preparing for their upcoming
concert. "[This] has always been
one of Mr . Mateer's favorite
ongs," junior Amanda Fremouw

explained.' ince this is her fina1 year
here, we decided to perform it [for
the Chamber]." Additionally, Grant

uhs, a current OL II senior,
performed an impromptu speech on
the topic of "high school hazing".

uhs is a two-time tate Champion
In Impromptu Speaking in Forensics.
His speech was received with great

applause. After concluding, Suhs
received an invitation from David
Kobak, the President of the Oak
Lawn Rotary Club, to speak at the
Rotary Club's upcoming meeting.
The Chamber also recognized
efforts by an Oak Lawn senior,
Jason Singer. Singer recently
completed work on the Chamber's
web site,
www.oaklawnchamber.com. For
his efforts, the hamber paid

inger $500. "I was referred to the
chamber because ofmy web work
for the school," Singer explained.
The web site explains about the
chamber, and provides useful
information. Singer is continuing
to work on the site, and hopes to
continue to add features.

The web site will not be the sole
responsibility of Singer. Another
feature of the luncheon was the
induction ofseveral new members
into the chamber. Mike Kavka, a
representative ofthe BickettGroup,
also intends to provide support in
this medium and others. The
Bickett Group, which Kavka
represents in the Oak Lawn area,
specializes in brand identity
getting company's products and
names out on the market. ''I'll be a
technical advisor to the Chamber,"
Kavkasaid, "includinghelping with
the web site. I'm looking forward
to helping out and working with
the Oak Lawn area." Other
bu inessmen inducted into the
Chamber were Adam Bell from
Morgan Stanley, and Bill Bames
from Wireless ommunication.

The luncheon showcased some
of the school's best talent, and
strengthened the connection
between cOlnmwlity leaders and
the school. Kobak, who is also the
President of the hamber,
explained that the hamber
"extends a helping hand to the
school, through fundraisers and
parades... We also benefit the
community by keeping merchants
abreast of new developments, by
bringing them together." The
partnership has thu far been
successful for both involved
parties, and looks to continue
thusly for the future.

OLCHS Band and Choir to Host Popular Music Concert
Kevin Connaghan
StaffWriter

On Thursday, May 22, 2003
all of our Oak Lawn
Community lIigh School's
bands and choirs will be
performing at the annual Pops
Concert. This concert is
exactly what it sounds like, a
concert ofpopular music. This
year's theme is Music of the
Movies and most of the songs
will be revolving around this
theme.. ongs once performed
by Judy Garland, Bette Midler,
and others will be sung by our
Oak Lawn choir, and songs
composed by such
outstanding composers as
John Williams, George
Gershwin, and others will be
performed by our bands.

The first band to perform

will be our OLCHS oncert Band.
Their first song is "The Alamo
March," a very up-beat and
festive march by one of the
march kings, Karl King. Their
second song is "Air For Band,"
a very light and uplifting piece
by lare Grundman. Their
closing piece will be "Harry
Potter Overture" by John
Williams.

The OLCHS Jazz Band will be
playing three very well known
songs: "Malaguena,"" tompin
at the Savoy," and
" ummertime." Even if you
don't recognize the songs by
their names, come out to the
concert, and there is no doubt
that you will recognize them
when they are played.

The last band to perform is
our OLCHS Wind Ensemble,
which recieved a superior rating

at contest, making them the first
Oak Lawn band to do so in the
last seven years. They have
se lected a very cha Ilenging
program for the night's concert
including" econd Suite in F",
followed by "The Lord of the
Rings uite", closing with the
very well known song "Stars
and tripes Forever".

The choirs here at the school
will also be perfonning. This
being Mrs. Mateer's very last
concert here at Oak Lawn (see
article page 6) she decided to
completely follow the theme as
nearly every song in from a
movie. "Way You Look
Tonight," "May It Be," "He
Lives in You," 'What a
Wonderful World". and "It Had
to Be You" are just a few of her
selections.

Fir t up will be the Treble

Choir. They will be singing "The
Rose, ""A Whole New World,"
the theme from "Ice astle," and
"Diamonds Are a irl's Best
Friend."

Next is the choir known
simply as The -nsemble. They
will be singing a great number
of songs including: "Stupid
Cupid," "What'll I Do,"
"Somewhere Out There," "Over
the Rainbow," and "All That
Jazz." The Ensemble will also be
performing at our first ever Relay
for Life event, a twelve-hour
walk to raise money for cancer,
on May 31 and June I.

The last choir will be the A
Cappella Choir. Their program
has also held very true to the
movie theme with songs such
as "Way You Look Tonight,"
"May It Be," "He Lives in You,"
"What a Wonderful World," and

"It Had to Be You."
Then the A- appella hoir

will bejoined with choir alumni
for the traditional closing piece,
"Bridge Over Troubled Water".

Both music directors had
much hope for the success of
the concert. Mrs. Barbara
Mateer said about the choir,
"All the members have had
much fun preparing for the
concert because they are fun
song that we enjoy singing...
all the choirs are very well
prepared". Mr. Gregg Perkins
added, "I am very happy with
increased level of musicianship
of the program and the quality
of performance has become
self-evident through their hard
work and pursuit of
excellence." The Pops Concert
hopes to be an eventful night
for all OL HS mu ic lovers.
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Mrs. Helen Bourbula
Media Speciali h 37 Years

Mrs. Arlene Carrier
Foreign Language Teacher

23 Years

What were some of you favorite memories from the time you
have worked here?

"The key memory is th moment ofthe silence when the 1994 Boys' Voll yball D am won the first and only State
Championship for Oak Lawn II. . Then the pandemonium ofthe parents, teachers, kids, and players that followed. '

-Ms. Surma
"I have a collection ofmemories, but one keeps coming back. As I walked into a study hall door, a student was

sitting, leaing back in his chair with his mouth wide open. He was seated sideways under a p ter ofa faucet with the
watcr running. I Ie looked like he was drinking it. He then went on to art schooL"

-Mrs. Kanner
How do you feel about leaving this school after so long?

"I fI el as ifl'vejust finished reading a very satisfYing book and hoping there is a sequeL"
-Mr. Scarpelli

"I am happy to be tarting a n w chaptcr in my life, but I really will miss not eeing all my friends everyday."
-Mrs. pirakes

"I feel I will miss all the chang s that take place each year. Each fall I have looked forward to n w students and
change in the building and among the staff."

-Mrs. Kanner

Mr. Thomas Blasgcn
Night Foreman 32 Years

Mr . Pcnny Erickson
Art Teacher 33 Year

What do you plan on doing in retirement?

" eek enlightenment and se what peopl are doing with themselves outside the world I've lived in for so long."
-Mr. carpelli

"My immediate plans are to enjoy the summer in Wisconsin."
-Mrs. Mchale

"I will continue to work ith stud nts at an academy on a local college campus. I hope to extend my volunteer work
at the hi torical society serving my c mmunity.'

-Mr. menos
"I have achurchjob, will catch up on my cross stiching projects, and make my gardens even more spectacular."

-Mrs. Mateer

Is there a particular staff member that you will miss from
Oak Lawn?

" ancy Ros ow - She i alway pleasant, miling and accomodating ven after serving teachers all day"
- Mr. carp II i

"I will definitely mis the peopl I see everyday. They are a part ofm;' life here at schooL"
-Mrs. Kanner

"Many stafTmembers, namely Mrs. Mateer and Mrs. Watland."
-Mrs. Carrier

"I will miss m<.UlY man) people, but 1110 t ofaliI will miss Donna Brehovsk) with whom [ have shared an oflice for 17
years. We have shared a wonderful friendship. We ha e shared many laughs and a few tears during these years."

-Mr. Mel lale

What other jobs did you have before you came to Oak Lawn?
"I taught Industrial Education at another school"

- Mr. Lawrence
"In high school I worked in canning factories [or com, tomatoes, and asparagus. And I taught at a small town school:

Hoopston High chooL'
-Mrs. Edstrom

Mr. David Lawrence
Media peciaJist 30 Years

Mrs. Barbara Mateer
Mu ic Teacher 19Years

Mrs. Janet McHale
Registrar 3 I Years
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Mr. David Moonier
English Teacher 33 Years

Mr. Edward Olson
Media pecialist 29 Years

Mr. Vern carpclli
English Teacher 33 Years

Did you always think that you'd go into this profession?
"I never once thought about going into a different profession. Although broadcasting [or the White ox sounds like a

funjob.'
-Mr. carpelli

" 0, my career planning wasn't as definite as many people today."
-Mr. Wright

, Middle hitter on volleyball or center on a pro women's basketball team - too short."
-Ms. urma

Are you married?
" ince 1970, eptember, the same month I tarted teaching here."

-Mr. carp IIi
"Yes for 33 years. My hu band is retired, and we have b en traveling some and hope to do more."

-Mrs. Zabran
"Yes, since 1974."

-Mr. Wright

Did you have a part time job in high school?
"No. I also never allowed my children to work in high school either, I u ed to tell th m that high school was their job

and grades were their pay."
-Mrs. pirakes

"Yes, 1worked in 2 different neighborhood bakeries. My friends worked there too and we had fun. We remain
cIo e friends today."

-Mrs. McHale
"Yes as a counter girl at a drive-up restaurant known as o'Danny s Dip and ip on Harlem Avenue in ummit."

-Mrs. Zabran

Do you have children?
"I have three sons Ron, Bill and teve. And 1have four grandsons, Tim, Paul, Micheal, and Lu,ke."

-Mrs. Kanner

How do you enjoy spending your free time?
"Partying!"

- Mr. Lawrence
"Traveling, reading, playing the piano, going to the theatre and opera.'

-Mrs. Carrier
"With my family, friends, and r latives. Also cooking, woodworking, working on the computer, watching TV."

-Mr. Wright

Do you plan on getting a place to go to relax when you retire?
"I have one on the bach in Florida, but mayb a cottage near the ocean."

-Mrs. Zabran
, In the future I want to Iive on the boat Ihave now."

-Mrs. Edstrom
"Ifit s different than our house, I hope it son Mapquest."

-Mr. Wright
"Ye ,the couch in the living room."

-Mr. menos
"We would like to have ahome n ar water either in Northern Wisoncon inor maybe outh to the area called 'Land

Between the Lakes' in Kentucky."
-Mr. Kann r

Mr. Ralph Wright
acial cience Teacher

30 Years

Mrs.Dorothy Zabran
Nurse Assistant 26 Years
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With the prom over, and
the melancholy emotions it
inspired in full bloom,
seniors need only to count
down the days unti I
graduation. Here's hoping
that the evening was special,
and you danced the night
away.

have been an extremely
bittersweet affair.
"Boyfriends and girlfriends
who plan on going to college
far away may be comi'ng to
the realization that high
school sweet-hearts were
just that: high school sweet
hearts," said one senior.

Whether going or not, most
senior seemed t have a
certain respect for prom .
"Prom is a la t chance to
make a leaving impression,"
said one enior. "And it's
expensive, but you can't put
a price on memories. One
day I may look back and
prom will be one of the few
memories I'll have of high
school. Besides, why not
go?"

In truth, prom was the last
dance of high school for
seniors. To that end, many
seniors viewed it as their
quasi-going away party--a
celebration, if you will. It
was, in effect, one of the last
times that many seniors
could gather together with
each other, aside from the
various other end-of-the
year functions. But those
functions do not have the
same special type of shared
intimacy or subtlety that is
the essence of prom.
Ancient tribal cultures had
hunting rituals as a sign of
passage into adulthood,.and
we have spectacular dances.
For high school couples
especially, the dance could

"It's too expensive, and
it's stupid, anyway," aid a
senior who wi hed to remain
anonymou . A week later, he
was asked to prom, and then
couldn't stor talking about
how wonderful it was. And
although many cnior did
go to prom, many believe it
wa a bit expensive.
However, it can often be the
pinnacle of one's high
school career, and with that
in mind many were willing to
fork over thc necessary
clam. thers tended to
disagree: "Prom is a
senseless waste of my hard
earned time and money,"
said senior Elise Schroeder.
And for that same reason,
many seniors made other
plans on prom night.
"Instead of prom I'm going
to Motorhead and Anthrax,"
said Lisa Lockhart.
However, the vast majority
were pro-prom from the
beginning. enoirJulie
Felton, Cassie Andrews, and
Kristi Williams, for instance,
believed that prom was "one
last chance for everyone to
be together in a positive
atmosphere. "

The Mighty Class of2003 Rides off into the Sunset
anyone 0 f those assiduousand conscientious the truth. And in a world in seniors know it. The rest of
Northbrook hooligans, work the e seniors displayed which ethics-both in the this school may never
metaphorically, of course. day-in and day-out while business world and in unlock the secret to this
Just ask rant uhs, state walking the halls of Oak general seem to be an class's ingenuity-or why
champion speech team Lawn is Becky Raschke. The after-thought, these seniors seniors named Raschke seem
member, to atte t to the truly University of Pennsylvania will be a great asset. to come away with huge
one-of-a-kind spirit his class awarded Raschke a Honesty is an important scholarships-but it sure
espouses. "When you get prestigiou scholarship that characteristic, and these can learn from it.
down to it," aid uh, "this entered her into the school's
class really is a pecialone. honor program. The
We have all kinds of university i an Ivy League
character, and it's been a school with an rigorous
good ride." This is the class academic program in which
of guitar-players strumming Rashcke hould fit just fine.
for dollars in the student Ju t recently,
parking lot, the class of kids another Raschke, Eric
who are not afraid to wear Raschke to be precise, was
tuxedos to school or sing awarded a full scholar hip to
karaoke in the cafeteria Devry Univer ity. The Ii t of
during chool pirit Week. academic achievers goes on
Maybe the lass's mo t and on (and this whole page
endearing quality is its could be filled with the
defiance of modern stories of colleges recruiting
standards that tend to senior to play occer on
hackle creativity and their field or fill their class

trammel the form of free rooms with inspired
expression thi senior clas afflatus). But then again,
has clung to for it four would you expect anything
years. Ie s from such a group?For

An upshot of the bold four year, this clas has met
spirit that trul> epitomizes up with challenges and
the cia s is the faced them with a gritty
accompany ing pl<ludits; determination th<lt would
unrivaled uniquenc led to litter<ll) whither an
strong uccess-, both artichoke. Such is their great
academically and in extra- charisma; such' is their
curricular activities. Today's mature gumption.
seniors have rai ed the bar Verily, thi' high school
for excellence at Oak Lawn will miss the presence of our
and et <I benchmark that will scniors. This bunch of open
inspire students to strivc to minded teenagers hoots
pu h themselves to the limit. str<light from the hip
Ate. t<lment to the they're not afraid to peak

David Vognar
Feature Editor

With the winding down of
the 2003 chool year, a
metaphorical tear falls from
the eyes of every Oak Lawn
student, having to part with
this year' truly special
brand of seniors. (Most
eniors-and the friends

they leave behind will cry
actual tears.) The eniors'
pertancity i commendable,
their hijinks uproarious, but
their inimitable chari ma
marks their reign atop the
school a one of the mo t
unique .in recent hi try.

This may ound like an
obituary, but it's not and,
for that matter, it shou Idn 't
be. After all, the seniors are
just moving on to another
stage in their hopefully long
and illustriou lives. To that
end, returning to the
obituary scenario, let u
celebrate their times.

Let' not make gro s
generalization about thi'
senior class; though every
single one of these students
spends hours stud} ing
everyday to achieve their
high caliber ofsuccess Also,
let' not try to c mpare our
bevy of friendly,
understandIng and fun
senior with any others,
because they <Ire truly
incomparable though they
could beat the pants ofT of

Prom Review:
Reflecting on that Special Night

Laura Dee
. tajJWriter

In today's world, a dis
turbingly high percentage of
people drop out of high
school, but our partans
stuck to it. And that's why
our school rewards the se
niors with seme ter exam ex
emptions (provided a B av
erage in each cia s), the se
nior picnic, and--especially
-- the senior prom.

The enior picnic may
hold tons of fun for eniors,
but prom is what romantics
have imagined since their
days of wool-gathering
while sitting in fre hman
biology.

Some of this year's
seniors (we won't name
names) made pacts with
friends sophomore year, so
they would have omeone to
go with to prom if their
perfect prom date didn't
materialize. However, some
"mature" seniors we
interviewed, subscribers of
the new blase fad sweeping
America, denied any desire
to attend prom.
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Seniors Say Sayonara, Reminisce upon their Memories
schoo I song in front of the
entire junior senior lounge
my freshmen year for benny
day." From freshmen year to
senior year, plenty of
memories have been made
and each one is just as
valuable as the next. Keith

harvat commented, "One of
my favorite a pects of Oak
Lawn was the freedom that
eniors had, even when just

walking down the hallway."
They started off as puny,

Iiltle freshmen nervously
shambling into the big

partan gym on the first day
of chool. They are now
mature--ifnot a litllejaded--
eniors who will oon be

walking out of this buildnig
and into the big world of
adult situations and real-life
issues. What will they be
taking with them when they
walk out? Surely, nol just
them elve or their P.R.I.D.E.
pins. Many wonderful
memories, trong
friendships and hared good
tllnes are just some of the
valuable things that this
year' senior of the class of
200 will always havc with
thcm as souvenirs of the four
grcat years they spcnt
learning and cnjoYlng
thclIlsclve at Oak Lawn.

She laments that she will
ncver see her
"acquaintances" again, so
having them with her during
high school was great.

I[owever, many Oak Lawn
seniors will not only be
saying goodbye to the
chool, but they will be

departing from the town, as
wcll. Out-of-state college
and cross-country
adventures afford seniors a
chance to take advantage of
their newfound
independence. eniors can
branch out into the world,
find themselves and have a
whole lot of fun in the
process. Ilowever, there is a
down-side: in doing so,
seniors will have to say
good-bye to their hometown.

Getting closer to
graduation and ending one's
career as a high school
student is a traditionally
depressing experience for
the average American teen,
in which he or she feels a
sense of nostalgic sadness.
For generations, seventeen
and eighteen-year-olds have.
walked out the doors of their
respective high schools
knowing that, although they
were leaving behind great
friends and memories, the
future cannot wait. However,
as the seniors move on to
another stage of life, the
memories and special things
they will take on with them
will assuredly make things a
lot better.

would probably be winning
first place at Badminton
sectionals and the feeling I
felt at that moment."

Many memories have
been made but how could
anyone forget about the
cafeteria food? According
to Ashley Nowak, "Oak
Lawn's food was not bad.
Also I did like how the food

was always half price on the
la t day of school."

From the cafeteria to the
classroom many events have
found a place in the seniors'
memory banks. Wh ether
serious students or jocular
ones, for everyone Oak
Lawn held many memories.
A for Christina Zizumbo:

"The best memory I can
think of was when a certain
senior boy emitted a certain
obnoxious ga from a certain
behind during a certain
Russia presentation in a
certain Mr. Wright's class."

Senior am Ortega said
that hi favorite memory from
Oak Lawn was his freshman
year English class with Mr.
Jerry Astrau ka, now
rctired. "Ilis cla's was
enlightening and fun," said
Ortega. Jolene Murrays said,
"My favoritc mcmory would
have to bc singing the

list, but teachers are also
making their way to the top.
Nicole Bowman says the
most significant thing

\

she'll miss arc.ber teachers,
"I'll mi s the bonds I've
made with the teachers
throughout my high school
years." The source of
knowledge and guidance at

ak Lawn i surely its
knowledgable teachers,
many of whom eniors say
make an immeasurable
impact in their live.

Extra-curricu lar acti vities
will also be sorely missed by
the senior class' outgoing
athletes and activity-
members. enior Becky
Raschke says, "I will miss
badminton the most."
(Raschke went to state for
playing badminton with
doubles partner Jen
Herrmann.) And Kristin
Kearney, who will also miss
her sundry after-school
clubs and activities,
comments, "I will miss cross
country and track the most."

Everyone wi II miss
something they are close to
and something that has left
an indelible mark on them
during their school career.
But Herrmann has a
different opinion. She says
she'll miss "the
acquaintances I've made
during high school. I will
miss the people I talked to
during class time, but didn't
spend the rest of my time
with them."

I'm going to mis coming
here everyday and just
seeing the people who I have
grown to love the mo t."

Mo t seniors have grown
accu tomed to the routine at
Oak Lawn and being able to
see their fellow classmates
almost everyday for the past
four years; letting go of that
will be difficult. Lee also
enjoyed the plays, saying,
"Oh, and the plays have
been awe orne too!"

Over the years, many
student have praised the
Oak Lawn plays. Pam Katz
said that, "Being a part of
seven play at Oak Lawn will
alway be memorable."
Plays and other after-school

activitie have been large
parts of these Oak Lawn
seniors'lives. Activities will
alway leave a mark in an
individual's memory.

Jennifer Herrmann said,
"I'll definitely remember all
the familiar faces and people
that I talked to in all my
clas e', I-nowing that I may
nevcr sec them again." Each
senior al Oak Lawn has met
new pcoplc over the years
and now no one knows
what's going to happen aftcr
graduation. I[crrmann also
addcd, "My best moment

things you'll miss. Such
experience can be painful,
but are ne essary parts of
life that only help the
individual grow and become
stronger. Leaving high
school is surely one of
those experience.
Graduating from high school
and leaving an environment
that you have been so u ed
to for four long years is
really tough for eniors.
Senior are moving on to
bigger, better and definitely
more independent things,
but they'll miss a lot f
thing about Oak Lawn
High.

Like all seniors, Jamie
Matu iak says she'll mis
her friends most of all. " I
will definitely miss all the
friends I've made during my
high chool career." ophia
Matariyeh, echoing similar
sentiments, agrees. But
besides friends, other high
school seniors say that food
is a commodity that really
sets their high school
experience apart. Audra
Brooks says, "I will miss the
selective lunches the most,
especially the pasta days
which I look forward to
every week." Debbie
Zwirkowski also says she'll
miss the food, saying that
her favorite is "the chicken
rib sandwiches."

Friends and food, the two
best things about high
school, are always on top of
seniors "Things I'll Miss"

activities to daily events,
eniors had some wacky,

zany and down-right fun
experiences at Oak Lawn.

arah Lee said, "The be t
memories of school have
definitely been just
spending time with friends.

Four great years have
passed for the eniors at Oak
Lawn, and with the four
years came plenty of great
memories. From after school

Anna Polowin
SlaffWriler

Ro hniRana
SlaffWriler

Leaving somewhere
you've been for a long time
is always a difficult thing to

Missing OLCHS Already
do, whether it's a vacation
spot or a friend's house after
a long stay. Leaving that
place will always make you
feel down-right gloomy and
fill you with memories of
things you did there, the
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their lives. Early reports give this
one some great hype. Horror funs
wanting to see the duo battle it out
should have plenty to enjoy. The
movie is supposed to feature a
greatly choreographed fight
between the two horror kings.
The film takes place between
Ja on Goes To Hell and Jason X
in the Friday the 13th timeline,
and after Freddy's Dead: The
Final Nightmare in the A
Nightmare On Elm treet
timeline.

subculture. Bands like
Minor Threat and Black Flag
influenced the Straight Edge
movement and the new punk
subculture. Good Charlotte,
AFI, and the Bouncing Souls
have all been influenced
either by the straight edge
movement brought about by
Ian McKaye of Minor Threat
or the pol itical ideas
introduced by the MC5.

Reggae music, believe it
or not, ha also played a
vital role in many different
musical genres. Bob Marley
and Johnny Nash have been
very large mu ical influences
on bands like ublime,
Rancid, and Common Rider.
Bob Marley is commonly an
e teemed Reggae artist, but
Johnny Nash and newer
bands like Operation Ivy and
The pecials are rarely
appreciated for their
contribution to the
evolution of Reggae music.

ublime, Rancid and
Common Rider may not
sound like Reggae at first,
but throw them on the
record player a few more
times and it's clear that
Johnny Nash and The
Specials gave these guys a
few ideas.

Many of these bands go
unappreciated although
they've played such an
important role in the music
cene today. Within time,

hopefully bands will start to
give a little more credit to bands
they've stolen ideas from, and
a little less to their stolen ideas.

Updates
hearing the album in it's en
tirety, am I satisfied? Yes.
Am I surprised? Yes again.
Do I recommend it? You be
the judge of that.

• ••••••••••••••••
• Concert Updates •• •• -Foo Fighter: May 25th @ •
·UIC Pavilion •• •• -Local H: May 25th @ the •
·Double Door •• •.-Jack John on and Ben •
·Harper-June 6th UIC •• •• Pavilion •
·-Beck, Da hboard Confes- •• •• ional-June 11th UIC •
·Pavilion •• •• -The White tripes-July 1st •
·and 2nd at the Aragon •• •• -R.E.M.- ept. 26th @ United •
·Center •• ••••••••••••••••
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the 13t

\ and Nightmare On Elm
Street films. Monica Keena, Jason
Ritter, and Kelly Rowland star as
teens ttying to escape the film with

Concert

Like a Rolling Stone

It's a little over 300 words,
so it may need to be cut
down. The conclusion may
also need to be changed
because it's not very good.

Looking back throughout
history, music has played an
important role in most
Americans' lives, but sadly
very few people stop to
think about where these
bands came from. Now, there
are new bands constantly
emerging from an
underground scene or a
record company. The new
wave of "pop culture" has
been greatly influenced by
bands of pa t decades, often
without acclaim.

Take the new "indie"
bands, like the trokes, the
Vines, the Hives, and the
White Stripes, if you will.
These bands have corne out,
made millions selling
records, and most people
think it's some new music
genre only these bands have
discovered. Little does
anyone know, bands like the
Velvet Underground, the
Rolling Stones, and the New
York Dolls had been doing
this nearly thirty years
earlier.

The new up-and-coming
punk scene usually pays
tribute to bands like the Sex
Pistols, the Ramones, and
the Clash, but always seem
to forget many of the other
bands that shaped the punk

Jessica Podkul ki
Photo Editor

Madonna from the video hoot
ofAmerican Life

much. Closing off, the lyr
ics of the final song, "Easy
Ride," reminded me of a
more grown up," imple Kind
of Life," by No Doubt. The
overall album is composed
with a smooth acoustic gui-.
tar that collaborates well
with Madonna's voice. After

+

destroy John Conner, and bring
Judgment Day to the world. Linda
Hamilton and James Cameron
chose not to return. Edward
Furlong's alcohol troubles kept the
role of John Conner out of his
hand. 0 who's coming back
exactly? Arnold chwarzenegger
returns to hi familiar role as the T
800, while Nick tahl takes over as
J hn C nner. laire Danes will play
the new female lead, and ncwcom r
Kristanna Loken takes on the role
ofthe T-X, the new tenninator sent
to kill John onncr.
Lara rort Tomb Raider: The

radleofLife-7nS/03
Angelina Jolic returns as Lara

roft in this sequel to the box office
smash Lara roll: Tomb Raider.

py Kid 3D: GameOver-7nSI
03

What looks to be the final
segment in the py Kids trilogy, this
one will come with actual 3D
glasses to view the movie with. No
word yet on ifthe entire film will be
3D, orjust egments. Early reports
are leaning that it's just select
moments of the film, so don't get
too excited.
American Wedding-
8/01/03

With only a few of the original
two films cast members returning,
this sequel to the American Pie
films involves Jim and Michelle's
marriage, and the bachelor party

tiner has planned. A box office
giant is expected with this one,
considering the first two films
grossed well over $200 million
worldwide.
Freaky Friday- 8108/03

Jamie Lee urtis and Lindsay
Lohan star in this Disney remake
about a mother and daughter who
switch bodies for a day.
Freddyv~J~n-~15/03

The film that's been in planning
since 1988 looks to finally be
happening. The plot involves a
forgotten and powerless Freddy
using Jason as a killing tool.

verything goes fine until Freddy
has back his power, and wants
Jason out of the picture, but Jason
i n't too happy that he's been used.
The film h w promise to retum to
the darker roots ofthe earlier Friday

pens to all of us, don't be so
mean to yourself Madonna.)

While trying to figure this
woman out, the retro
Nintendo-sounding "No
body Knows Me" plays
while Madonna sings what
the title suggests. ong ten,
"Die Another Day," is from
the movie of the same name,
and could be considered the
oddball song that fits in per
fectly with the album be
cau e of its fast-pace beat
and stand out lyrics.The re
maining ongs are mostly
about love and compassion
for another and finding the
love within oneself. Religion
is mentioned but not forced
upon the listener ... that

ReleaseNe'ftf

in the direction of being the
Spidennanof2003.
28 Days Later - 6127/03

Terminator 3: Rise of the
Machines - 7/02/03

The future ofthe human race is
again at stake when another
terminator is sent through time to

Don't worry, this is not a sequel
to the rehab comedy staring
Sandra BuJlock. The film involv
a virus that leaves many of the
world's population dead, and the
survivors battling not only the
virus and the infected, but each
other as well. TIlis is supposed to
be a return to the darker zombie
films ofthe past.
Charlie'sAngels: Full Throttle
6n7/03

Cameron Diaz, Lucy Liu, and
Drew Banymore all return in this
sequel to the surprise hit Original.
Both films are based on the POP!JIar
seventies series about female
detectives who fight crime.
Legally Blonde 2: Red, White,
& Blonde - 7/02/03

Reese Witherspoon got a
hefty $15 million to return as
Elle Woods. This time the
blonde tackles the legal system
in Washington D.C. Sally Field,
Bob Newhart, and Luke
Wilson also star.

American Life; what I paid
for was different, but not
disappointing.

The first song begins with
Madonna asking ifshe'd ever
see stardom and ends with
her rapping about her' three
nannies, an assistant, a driver,
ajet, a trainer, a butler, a body
guard or five, a gardener, and
a stylist...I'm just living out
the American Dream." Well, I
guess I should start saving
my money up. In the song,
"I'm So tupid," Madonna be
comes a Iittle harsh on her
selfas she explains how fool
ish she was wanting to be
come a part of the "pretty pic
tures" and the "pretty
people" around her. (It hap-

Summer Movie Preview
Myles Tomczak
StajJWriter

I abel Lopez
StajJWriter

'The Great One,' 'The
oddess,' 'M,' and the infa

mou 'Material Girl' are just
a few of the nickname I have
heard throughout my life to
de cribe one who goes only
by her first name, Madonna
(Trivia fact: her real name is
Madonna Louise Veronica

iccone.) After years of con
tinuing tardom, top selling
albums and movie rolls, Ma
donna recently released
American Life. I purchased
American Life as a skeptic,
a king myself if it is worth
the money I spent. ontro
versy is what I expected from

Bruce Almighty - Sn3/03
Jim arrey plays Bruce Nolan,

who after cursing god's name, is
given the power to be 'God' for a
day. If he can't make the world a
better place, apocalyptic things will
occur. Jennifer Ani ton plays his
wife. -xpect the usuaJ Jim Carrey film,
with one exception, thi one almost
looks to have a bit ofa park.
Wrong Thm - S130/03

A group of friend finds
them elves trapped in the
wilderness being stalked by three
cannibali tic in-breeders. liza
Dushku of Buffy fame stars along
with Jeremy isto. FOX dropped this
into May without even a trailer to
promote it Expect very few TV spots
or promotion. Unless word ofmouth
is good (early word isn't) expect this
one to sink taster than Anna Nicole
in quicksand.
2 Fa t 2 Furious - 6/06/03

The sequel to the surprise hit The
Fastand the Furious rromises more
action and thrills. Though Vin Diesel
wil1 not be returning, Paul Walker is.
However, with the recent flopofBiker
Boyz these teen racing movies are
beginning to show a downward
trend.
Rugrats Go Wild - 6/13/03

The cross-over movie involves
the Rugrats clan coming into
contaetwith TheWild Thomberrys
after their vacation plans end up
leaving both familie stranded on a
desert island. Both sets ofcharacters
are based on popular Nickelodeon
hows stil1 currently on the air.

The Hulk - 6n0/03
This is the big creen adaptation

of Ule popular Marvel comic book
character's adventures. The hype
revolving around this one points it

Madonna's
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Cub Seout Wishes They'd
Tauglll Nim Now To Chew
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Nutter Butters 'Ruiled
Ferever' For Nutter
Butter Factor} Werl<er

threatening to leave for
Memphis, Tennessee or
Charlotte, North Carolina
if a new Capitol with a

~~::::~~~~'~,!!~'=3K~'~'ii~!!~1~!!'~!i~,.~ij~"~~~~I~'!"~!"~I"~!~fl. retractable dome wasn't
'Weird AI' Yankovic Nears Completion built in Washington. .
Of 'livin' La Vida Mocha' One might asswne the

intended humor of this
fictional incident would
be obvious, but China's
widest circulating
newspaper, Beijing
Evening News,
apparently could not tell.
A freelance writer,
mistakenly thinking the
article was legitimate,
simply translated
portions of The
Onion's article and
wrote it as his own, and
the newspaper
eventually published it.
Need less to say,
readers quickly
discovered the mistake

Area Stylist Would Love and the paper retracted
To Do ,Tulia Roberts' Hair the story.
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sadness are actually the same thing. The Onion's history took place after paper at www.onion.com. The
It's your body's inability to react to they published an article entitled Onion has also published several
stimuli that doesn't make sense. "CongressThreatenstoLeaveD.C. books including Our Dumb
Sometimes you laugh so hard you Unless New Capitol Is Built." The Century, The Onion s Finest
cry, sometimes you cry so hard you article is written like astereotypical News Reporting and Dispatches
laugh. And I find that fascinating." sports article, where Congress is ji-om the Tenth Circle.

Offbeat, vet Right on ,Target

Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

eotertA10m·eot
ll!lAfI 22/ 200;

flJ America's Finest News Source
Brownfield may be right in the

aspect that perhaps no one may
appreciate the humorofThe Onion
more than professional newspaper
writers. At least 70 journalists
showed up when Onion Editor Rob
Siegel was invited to speak at a
Chicago Sun-Times luncheon,
while local PulitzerPrizewinnerBlair
Kamin couldn't draw such acrowd
earlier thatyear.
Then again, Kamin has never

been involved in a publication that
has proudly boasted such
fabricated headlines as "National
Funk Congress Deadlocked On Get
Up/Get Down Issue", "Children,
Creepy Middle-Aged Weirdos
Swept Up In Harry Potter Craze,"
ancL.:'Scrappy Band Of Lovable
Misfits No Match For Rich Kids."
The Onion certainly may not be

well loved by everyone, and this
could often times be the result of
the paper's philosophy of being a
dominantly censor-less publication.
No subject seems to be too taboo
for the paper, as The Onion has
even published a paper soon after
and relating to thc events of 9-1 I.
However, Siegel states that those
articles were given particular
attention by all staff members, in
order to prevent any of the
contents to appear offensive or in
"bad taste."

As another editor of the paper,
Scott Dikkers expressed his opinion
towards Onion's frequent diving
into subjects considered too taboo
for humor saying to a CNN

While walking through a store in
downtown Chicago, out of the
comerofyour eye you might catch
a newspaper with the headline
"HeroicPETACommandos Kill 49,
Save Rabbit" Now thatsounds like
something that might make it into a
tabloid or the Weekly World News,
right? Well, the difference with that
newspaper is that it is intended to
beajoke.

The Onion, self-proclaimed to be
"America's finest news source,"
was formed in 1988 in Madison
Wisconsin by two guys working
out of their house. Quickly The
Onion earned a cult popularity
status especially around college
campuses in the area. Now The
Onion is distributed as a free
humorous publication in major
cities nationwide out ofNew York
City.

While usually fueled by actual
news stories, all of the Onion's
articlcs arc fictional. The paper
mimics the generic writing styles of
popular newspapers so well, that
The Onion may be as good as any
satire can get. Los Angeles Times
taff writer Paul Brownfield

described The Onion to the Online
Journalism Review "It takes that
dull language that newspaperese,
and turns it on its head. That's
probably what a lot of reporters
would secretly like to beable to do."

~

Conan's old sidekick Andy Richter has enjoyed success with
his own show featuring offbeat humor similar to Conan's

Mike Norris
Staff Writer

I had trouble thinking of a
topic for thi i sue. As far as
entertainment goes, I've tackled
most everyth ing I know. I've
covered Tarantino and Kubrick,
and stopped to talk about
Nickelodeon for awhile. 0

basically, I've written about
everything I truly care about
(cntcrtainmcnt-wise, of course).
So, I was planning on writing
about turn-of-the-century
fanning tools and the effect they
had on mating patlcms of wood
ducks.

But then I realized, no one else
really cares about the mating
patterns of wood ducks. And
mating wood ducks have about
as much entertainment value
as ... well ... the Di covery
channel, Iguess. So I sat up late,
thinking of something
entertaining to write about.

At I I:35 pm, it hit me. The
band was playing, the opening
footage was rolling, and Conan
O'Brien made his unusual walk
to his monologue, just like every
weeknight. Suddenly, I had my
topic --- offbcat humor.

That's really what makes
Conan worth watching. His
humor is so out there, so offbeat,
so weird, it takes a certain kind of
viewer to truly enjoy it. lie's

the Simpsons
(who can forgct
the infamous
Music Man
parody, , The
Monorail"
episode?). ince
then, his offbcat
comedy has poked
its head
elsewhere. Even
his longtime
sidekick Andy
Richter left to start
his own show
(which
consequently
feature the same
typc of humor
where we can see

America's most popular offbeat show. that weird humor
developed a cult following inthe shining through. Conan's
near decade he's been doing Late been on Late Night ever since
Night, and whether he's doing David Letterman left, and it's been
his famous sketches, "If They a gift for fans of offbeat humor
Mated" (I always wondered what everywhere. Odd humor is hard
the offspring of Joe Leiberman to corne across these days. Every
and Shania Twain would look show that has a quirk or a scent
like), or "In the Year 2000 (despite of originality seems to be taken
the fact we're in 2003), or the ones off air as soon as it goes on.
he does with Mr. T., he always Conan is funny, because he's
leaves his loyal viewers busting real. Unlike many comedians and
with laughter. actors on sitcoms, everything

In one way or another, Conan's Conan does, he does because he
touched each of us personally. wants to. He's on television
He wrote for Saturday Night Live nightly, and was on People
for several years (you know, back magazine's list ofthe world's most
when it was funny and the cast eligible bachelors (that is, right
was talented), and even wrote for up until he got engaged a little

over a year ago).
As long as he's on the air,

people will keep watching, and
keep laughing. No matter how
proper, uptight, refined, or self
absorbed a person is, a little part
ofthem will always want to laugh
at a hand-puppet ofa dog telling
people he wants to poop on
them. Now that, ladies and
gentlemen, is entertainment.

In honor of Conan, I present

my "Top 5 Off-Beat hows ofAll
Time" (only 5 because it's the last
issue, and I want to make it
important). Idon't have my usual
time for explanation, so just enjoy
and look into my choices
nonetheless.

5) The Simpsons-The older
episodes were great, but the
recent stuffjust can't compare to
the classic episodes.

4) Unhappily EverAfter-A
talking rabbit played by Bobcat
Goldthwait; what more could a

person want?
3) Family Guy - This series,

recently cancelled by the FOX
nctwork, has realsea cd the /irst
two scasons on DVD, proving
that a cult status can keep a show
alive.

2) Andy Richter Controls the
Universe - Conan's long-timc
sidekick finally got his own
show; and I fcel it could be quite
possibly the funniest show out

I) Married ... With Children
- Nothing more needs to be
said. This show did it all, and
made us laugh at the same time.

I know, there are a lot of key
shows missing. Just to name a
few, The Tick (both animated and
live-action), Malcolm in the
Middle, The Clerks Animated
Series, and That's My Bush! But,
again, it's my list, it's my article,
and it's my opinion. With that
being said, for at least a year, I
bid thee ado.



maniacs.
Max Payne was one of the

first games ever to introduce
the bullet time module. With
bullet time you are able to take
better aim on enemies because
it slows down the time, but lets
you fire in regular game time.
The game includes a huge
variety of weapons from a bat
to a sniper rifle. You can also
pick up some types ofweapons
in which you will be able to use
both of them at the same time.

The only problem I had with
the game was that some parts
seemed rather impossible
without some type of code on.
For instance at some points you
have to take on an entire police
force, a mess of thugs, or
towards the end, a line oflasers
that when you cross them will
set off explosives.

With long lasting game play,
and with the bullet time feature,
even the hard fighting sequences
are fun to try over and over again.
I didn't like the PC version at all
because when I tried playing it,
the game wa pitch black except
for Max's outline. However,
the P 2 version is the
complete opposite and you
can see everything. For $20, I
would definitely buy this
game a we II a the others I
have mentioned.

Red Faction, a classic game from Playstation

Dude, what's your point?

Faction is worth it because even
after you beat the game, it is still
fun playing the multiplayer mode
against computer enemies.
AceOJmbaJ4

Ace Combat 4 is a flying air
fighting game. It was created by
NameD, and was released in
November of200 I. The game takes
place in a fictitious war involving
Stonehenge being a weapon of
mass destruction. You are a fighter
pilot trying to take outotherenemy
fighters and strategic ground
forces and bases. Unlike otherplane
gamessuch asTopGun: WarZone,
Ace Combat 4 has easy mobility.
Throughout the game you are able
to upgrade your plane and choose
other weapons that are specialized
for a specific target. For instance,
there are weapons that are used for
Air to Ground targets or Air to Air
targets. Unlike Red Faction, Ihave
no real complaints about this game,
and would highly recommend it for
anyone that likes /light simulators.
MaxPay"e

Max Payne was developed
by Roek Star Games and was
introduced into the PS2 market
in December of 200 I. Max
Payne was originally developed
for the PC market and was a
success. You take the role of
"Max Payne," a New York City
cop who comes home one day
to find his wife killed by two

Anthony Garcia
StaffWriter

PS2 has released everal gam
for their "greatest hits" seri so
far. In order to qualitY as a greatest
hit, a game must be out on the• market for at leastnine months, and
sell at least 400,000 copies. Out of
the games I have played that are
considered greatest hits, I have
chosen a few that I think are the

Gramma-ma makin' a trizzle best.
of cookies. Red Fadion

However, after intensive re- Red Faction is a first person
search, I have uncovered then shooter game created by THQ. You
entire song. "C" is for cookie, take the roll of"Parker,"a miner on
that's good enough for me. Mars. In the beginning you receive
"0" is for Orson Wells who, a message that a revolution has
through Animal Farm's expla- begun against "Ultor," the boss of
nation ofcommunism, allowed the mines. There are two other non
Big C to really understand playable main characters, Eos and
"The Man" who was holding Hendrix. Hendrix is a worker for•him down, The next "0" is for, Ultor, but believes that he treats the
well, this one is just a type-o. miners unfairly and has agreed to
"K" is for knitting, "I" is for I help the rebellion. Eos is the leader
honestly can't think of any- ofthe Red Faction members. This
thing for this. "E" is for Men game has a unique feature called
in Hats and the afety Dance. Geo-ModGeo-Mod,orGeography
You might say that that last Modification, allows you to blow
one has no relevance. To that huge craters into walls to bypass
I say, "A B-G frrrrryy." some locked doors, or in the

• f The Latin origin of multiplayer mode to find hidden
• Cap'n C-Dawg. Holla. "cookie" is quite an interest- weapons.
:other mediocre wi II never be ing one. "Coo" means aghh Although it has obviously been
.known ... never. However, (as in drooling). "Kie" means a favorite among game players, I
:one fact is that cookies made round. Obviously you didn't have a few complaints on this game.
.by ladies in their Golden need to read that because it's One ofmy major complaints is that
:Years, such as grandmoth- self-explanatory. the game is unbelievably short.
.er , are always better. The Cookies are a universal Although many of the levels do
:reason for this cannot be food. They can be eaten for take longer than others, it still
• ex p Ia ined. On e the 0 ry, break fast, Iunc h, 0 r for doesn't take very long to beat the
:though, is that Chanukah! Be sure to enjoy entire game.
• Another mystery of co k- the cookies in the chool caf- Another one of my complaints
:ie i quite possibly the mo t eteria, for they are a special is that the Geo-Mod feature isn't
.popular song ever written on kind. When they are made just used enough throughout the game,
:cookies. The title is" is for right, they not only can be but rather only during the
.Cookie" by the ookie Mon- eaten for satisfaction, but also multiplayer mode; there you are
:ster. What is so mysterious can be rolled into a ball and able to hame the full power ofit.
.about thi ? If you think about thrown (within the comfort of Like all of the "greatest hits"
: it, Cookie Monster on Iy ex- your own home, obviou Iy not games, it only costs $20, and even
.plains what the "c" is for. in school.) though it's too short, Ibelieve Red
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Don't read this - you'll waste your time
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rTiie·MysteryofCookie~~J(\~8f(\fi()n2'8 *·Gre(\h~8f l'jif8"
.~IIII!!!I-III!II!IIIII--_.
• ean Banasiak•• StaffWriter.-----------
• Cookies bring endless joy
:to people all over the world.
.Endlessjoy, that is, until the
:cookie is finished, thus not
.being endless by any means.
:However, in our great Ameri
.can society we uncon
:sciously take these round, or
.chunky (whichever way you
:prefer), for granted. It's time
.that humanity admires what
:is referred to as "the
·cookie."
: ookies everyday find
.their way into kid's and
•.teenager's hearts, stomachs,
.and nostrils. What makes
:one cookie fantastic and an-

ick patafore
StajJWriter

We overestimate our actions...
thinking every action of our day
is important. Our time is divided
into sections and we attempt to
utilize it as efficiently as po sible.
I've begun to take a step back
and look at the mindless actions
ofday to day life. I love watching
the actions of people as I do a
flock ofbirds. Meaningless mo
tion ... and yet it does have mean
ing in a worldly sense - for what
would the world be without mo
tion?

I've begun to take my actions
within this frame ofmind. Yester
day, I drove to Jewel without the
intention of purchasing any
thing. Iwalked into the store and
immediately walked to the check
out lines. I chose the line I
thought would move the slow
est. I ended up standing behind
an old woman with many items.
As I stood there a middle aged
woman carne behind me holding
a couple of items. While stand-

ing there I suddenly felt very
peaceful. I've tood in many lines
before but this wa the first time
I wasn't going to buy anything
when I got to the front. When
the old woman was done Iwalked
past the cashier and out ofJewel.

I then went back home to eat a
beefsandwich. After filling up, I
headed to Grassano's to not or
der food. I walked into
Grassano's and up to the counter.
The girl working asked me what I
wanted -I told her I wasn't hun
gry. She was a little confused and
asked me if I wanted anything.

ince Grassano's had nothing for
me to buy except food and I
wasn't hungry I told her that I
would leave. She gave a con
fused laugh and I walked out. At
another time during the day dark
clouds started to fi II the sky a it
began to thunder - I walked to
the basketball courts. Unfortu
nately, it never rained and I
played basketball.

I now call people who I know
will not call me back. The e are
the people who will not read

this article becau e they are ef
ficient users of their time. If I
am about to do omething ex
citing I do not tell these people.
This way they won't call me
back.

There are some exercises that
can be practiced within the day.

all someone who is very busy
tell him or her to call you back

- wait at your desk until they
do so. If they do call tell them
to meet you somewhere - when
they say they can't go, walk to
that meeting spot and wait. Start
a 1983 wrestling card collection
in order to make a puzzle, when
finished, makes a picture of
Hulk Hogan.

After a day ofcompleting all
these exercises you will notice
that the day wa not much dif
ferent than an efficient day. As
a matter of fact, you may dis
cover the actions of your day
do not matter nearly as much
as you safely pre umed they
do. You are actually extremely
insignificant and meaningless
to most people' live.

Mike Norri
StajJWriter

I can't really think of a good
opener. omething is escaping me;
my ability with words, my
playfulne s of the language, my
generalized tact is gone. So I'mjust
going to ask it right out, Oak Lawn.
What's wrong with you?

There's something wrong with
all of us. Add ordinary teenage
problems, irregular teenage
problems, hormones, tests, friends,
family, homework, testing, and
whatever else irks you, and you're
bound to have issues with
something.

I have issues with deadlines.
I just can't do it, ladies and

gentlemen. omething about me
makes me unable to cope with
deadlines. I mean, right now, as
I'm typing, thjs arti Ie is past.its
deadline. I just can't do it. And I
don't think I'll ever bea functioning
!TIemberofsociety.

But this article isn't about my.
issues. It's about yours. Actually,
it's about all ofours. And their role

in cinema.
Everyday, we see movies where

some level of ourselves is up on
that screen. That's why we watch.
The only rea on we're ever
interested in anything is because
we connect to it. "Hey, Peter Parker
likes cameras. 0 do (! Gee Ihope
everything works out for him."
"Hey, Kevin pacey plays an alien.
Sometimes I feel alienated. Gee I
hope everything works out for
him!" "lIey, Marrissa Tomei
reminds me of one of my ex
girlfriends. Gee Ihope she falls off
ac1iffl' We feel for these characters,
and get pulled into the story.

So, next time you say"it wasn't
my kind ofmovie," or"I didn't like
that character," or "Why do I hate
Marissa Tomei?" Just remember.
It's not necessarily because it's a
bad movie. Maybe it just doesn't
connect with you. Maybe you
don't envision your life on that
silver screen.

That is, unless it's the sequel to
"Dude! Where' My Car?" In
which case, if you find yourself
liking it, you need help.
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dence, we will be able to accom
plish everything that we
dreamed of during high school.
Whether we are going away to
school or just staying at home,
we have to set out to fulfill our
goals. It's been a long journey,
regardless ofthe good times and
bad; we've traveled it together.
Now, we will go on to live our
lives, most of the time without
the help of our friends. Never
forget who your' friends are,
they are going to be the ones
that help you get through the
tough times. Most of all, never
forget what you learned in high
school. That was only the be
ginning.

while repetitively listening to a
tape of Alvin and the
Chipmunks Sing Christmas
Carols in the middle of May to
be the same person I am today.
I've simply changed too
much-every thought and
interaction I have continues to
change me, causing me to
become a new person with
every passing moment.
Moments from now, Mitch
might be 70 years old reading
this same article thinking it is
surprisingly relatable even
then, or possible thinking,
"haha ... the jibberish I would
write to make a deadline."

Like a book, special
occurrences in our lives may
signify the end of one chapter
and the beginning of another.
The end of high school may be
an example ofa conclusion ofa
chapter of my life, or better yet,
an entire end of part I. As I am
deciding that the first part of my
life may be reaching its stunning
conclusion, I am presuming that
the next part of my life will
probably be titled Mitch II: The
Vengeance or Mitch II: Outer
Space Shenanigans, if either
turns out to be applicable.

upposedly, sequels aren't
normally better than the
originals, which may make
things disheartening.
Thankfully, we have sequels
like Terminator /I and Weekend
at Bernie:5 If to prove that it's
possible for things to continue
to get even better.

So long, partanite readers.
I won't waste your time a
moment longer as I plunge into
the future.

is still this year's Super Sec
tional game.

Academically, the English
program and its teachers are
what I'll never forget. Mr.
Astrauskas especially moti
vated me to excel in school, and
for that I am forever grateful. Mr.
Astrauskas, Mrs. Whiteaker,
and Mr. Moonier all made their
classes extremely fun and en
lightening.

Everything else at school was
kind of a blur, except a special
day on November 16, 1999, that
made my Oak Lawn experience
memorable. I won't say what
happened, because in a few
weeks I'll be graduating, and so
I can. Good-bye!

may associate an instant with
being fast, but at the same time
an instant could also appear to
be very long-it really just
depends on what is one's mood
at the time. No matter where I
was at some point in my life, I'm
still just right here where I am
now.

And where I am now is at
another end, writing for a high
school newspaper for the last
time in my life. To me, every end
may contain a certain degree of
melancholy, because every end
serves as a reminder that we are
pushing further through the
chapters of the stories of our
lives. Looking back into our
memory has the same feelings
as one does when reading a part
of a book for a second or third
time. While we may be seeing
the same things we did before,
we may never enter the same
world we were in when we
initially experienced it, and thus
may never feel entirely the
same sensations we once had.

What seems most interesting
to me, and may be universally
true for everyone, is that while
there appears to be a main
character in the story ofmy life,
this character is really many. I
can't possibly consider the
same person who once could
sit for hours at a time playing
Monster Party on Nintendo

after a bad day like that, things
could only get better, and they
sure did.

My happiest moments here
come from playing volleyball
under coach Dennis
MacNamara. We've won Con
ference three times under him.
The only thing I really didn't
Iike was all the running, but
thanks, Mac! My most memo
rable moment here at Oak Lawn

Ortega

Wallace

Mitch
Downey

Sam

Lauren

I want to experience a little more
before I make that call. All of us
have so many qualitie that will
help push us to that next level.
Heck, ifwe made it this far, why
can't we make it farther?

College may be a challenge
for many of us. Things aren't
going to be as easy as they
seemed in high school. With a
Iittle bit of patience and confi-

Samuel Ortega
Sports Editor

Hours ago I was in pre
school impatiently laying
through naptime. Minutes ago
I was in third grade racing to
get a swing during recess.
Seconds ago I was trudging
through a junior high an
insecure uptight mess.
Moments ago I was reliving the
childhood I didn't allow myself
to have during such years of
insecurity by playing childhood
games chasing my friends, all
of whom old enough to be
drafted, though forests and
backyards armed with sticks,
capturing, fortifying, and
defending swing sets and lawn
ornaments.

That's an example ofhow life
feels to me, except the order of
events is not usually so clearly
defined, but rather they are
blended to create a single
unified blur where the most
prominent and clear memories
are not necessari Iy the ones
which occurred most recently.
If there's one thing I feel I've
learned while living on this
plane ofexistence, it is not that
life is short: it is that life is
instantaneous.

An instant is simply an
almost imperceptible measure of
time. As it is imperceptible, we

Lauren Wallace
Entertainment Editor

Mitch Downey
Entertainment Editor

Well, that's it, we're finally
done. I low did four years go by
so fast? I thought it would take
forever. We've all lived a short
lifetime ofmemories that we will
probably never forget. They
say high school will be the best
four years ofour lives, but I think

My first day here at Oak Lawn
was not a very good day for me.
I came late to first period, re
ceived hours, and every five
seconds I got extremely lost in
the halls! And guess what: no
one ever sent me in the right di
rection, so I never made any
thing better. But I was told that

for the next year, and she will be
assisted by Michael Norris, cur
rently a sophomore staff writer.

The Spartanite Feature Edi
tor for the 2003-2004 school year
will be current sophomore Erin
Slifka. The assistant Feature
Editor wi II be Roshni Rana.

Filling the shoes of two-year
Entertainment Editors Mitch
Downey and Lauren Wallace wi II
be two capable writers. The En
tertainment Editor for next year
will be junior Myles Tomczak,
while junior Isabel Lopez will as
sist.

Current Sports Editor Sam
Metcalf will return for her sec
ond year. The position of assis
tant Sports Editor is currently
vacant at this time, and the
Spartanite is looking for quali
fied applicants.

Alan Dodaro, a current Photo
Editor, will fill his position for
his final year at Oak Lawn.
Christine Crawhorn will remain
the paper's Business Manager
for her senior year.

The current Spartanite Edi
torial Board welcomes all new
Editors, and is looking forward
to a year of exceptional student
journalism as the Spartanite
enters its 51 st year.

tainment was always the section
that no one had to worry about.
Lauren's own writing skill was
lent to articles such as music and
movie reviews. Lauren and
Mitch together have taken an
unenviable task and more than
surpassed any expectations.

Sam Ortega has been a staff
writer and Sports Editor. During
his year as Sports Editor, Sam
capably dealt with a dearth of
sports writers through effective
leadership and personal respon
sibility. Sam faced some of the
greatest challenges of any edi
tor during his year on
Spartanite Editorial Board, and
has perfonned admirably.

Jessica Podkulski has been a
photographer, staff writer, and
Photo Editor. The task of man
aging all the photos needed by
a newspaper turned out to be a
difficult job, but one that Jes
sica did not shirk from. Jessica
contributed to the Spartanite's
shift to digital photographs, a
transition that has been well re
ceived on all fronts.

These four graduating edi
tors have left the Spartanite
changed in their wake, and are
certain to use their experience
here to move on to better things.

New Editors Welcomed

David Montgomery
Editor-in- hief

The Editorial Board of the
Spartanite for this past school
year has been exceptionally tal
ented. It is not without a bit of
sadness that the Spartanite bids
farewell to our four graduating
editors. These four students
have provided skillful and tal
ented leadership to the paper
for the past year, and their abi Ii
ties will always be missed.

Mitch Downey has been a
staff writer and Entertainment
Editor. He, along with Lauren
Wallace, were the heads of the
Entertainment department in its
first year of existence and have
left an indelible handprint on that
section's makeup. Mitch's inter
est in journalism and popular
entertainment like movies and
music combined to make him an
effective editor for this section.
Under Mitch, Entertainment be
came a section with consistently
good writing.

Lauren Wallace has also been
a staffwriter and Entertainment
Editor. Her sense of responsi
bility made Entertainment a re
lief to work with. As press time
approached every issue, Enter-

Spartanite Bids Editors Farewell

From left: New editors Myles Tomczak, Roshni Rana, Mike
Norris, Isabel Lopez, Erin SlifKa (photo by Alan Dodaro)

David Montgomery
Editor-in-Chief

It is a truism of high school
that the student body changes
dramatically every year. With
new freshmen and graduating
seniors, classes, sports, and
extracurriculars are in a con
stant state of evolution, and the
Spartanite is no exception. Ear
lier this year, the Spartanite edi
torial board, in conjunction with
our advisors, Mrs. Lauren May
and Mr. Patrick DiFilippo, cre
ated a new organizational chart
and chose some of our most
outstanding staff writers to fill
the new positions.

I will be returning as Editor
in-Chief for my senior year, but
will be assisted by two Associ
ate Editors-in-Chief. The Copy
Editor will be David Vognar, for
merly in Feature, while the Man
aging Editor will be Susan
Campbell, also promoted from
Feature. Both positions will aid
in the day-to-day management
of the paper, as well as having
more specific duties related to
public relations, proofreading,
and the Op-Ed pages.

Current News Editor Dorothy
Koll will serve in that capacity
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Badminton Wins Conference Title
Roshni Rana
taffWriter

The Frosh/Soph Badminton
team smashed its way to vic
tory. The team ended its sea
son with a score of 11-0.

The girl's tarted out their
conference season great, by
beating both Argo and Shepard
15-Q.

On April 17, they went to Oak
Forest High chool and de
feated them with a score of 14
I. On Apri I 19, they were at the
Hinsdale Central Invite. opho
mores Laura Trona and Tatiana
IIjazi got 2nd place at Is, doubles.

The team got 4th overall. The
sophomore team's hardest con
ference meet was against Brad
ley-Bour. HS, but that didn't
discourage the girls.

They beat Bradley with a
score of 11-4. On April 26, they
were at the andburg Invite.
First place winners were sopho-

more Furhat Ahmed at 3rd Tatiana Iljazi and Laura Trotta
singles and Freshman Amanda and 2nd doubles sophomores
Tadla at 4th singles. Teresa Iljazi and Kim

Second place winners were Brightmore.
freshman Brittany Goudie and Their conference ended on
Kelly Kearney at 4th Doubles. May 3, where all the singles
They placed 3rd overall. They players took no worst than
had their la t meet on April 29th third.
at Thornton F. South H beat First place singles winners
them with a score of 15-0. were sophomores Furhat

On May J, they had their con- Ahmed at 2nd singles, Laura
ference meet at Shepard High Trotta at 3rd singles, Kim

chool; the team took I" place Brightmore at 6'h singles, Carla
overall with over 40 points beat- Gunder on at 7th single, 01
ing seven other schools. leen Fogarty at 8th ingles,

All 15 spots on the team were Roshni Rana at 9th ingles,
placed. All five doubles teams Dragana Miloradovic at lO'h
ended up in the top 2. singles and freshman Amanda

First place winners were Tadla at 5th singles.
sophomores FurhatAhmed and Third place winners were
Roshni Rana at 3rd doubles, sophomores Teresa IIjazi at I"
sophomores Colleen Fogarty singles and Tatiana IIjazi at 4th

and Carla Gunderson at 4'h singles. The girls had a great
doubles and freshmen Amanda undefeated year and are look
Tadla and Holly at 5th double. ing forward to doing the same

econd place winners were next year.
Ist doubles sophomores Good job on a great season.

Sophomore softball
leads conference Season

amantha Metcalf
ports Editor

The girl's sophomore soft
ball team started their season
out slow but is going out with a
bang. The team's regular sea
son record holds more wins
than loses but the girl's confer
ence record is a solid 5-2.

Most of the conference
games have been close games.
Against Rishards the girls went
7-3 and against Reavis the girls
won 8-3. But it was against
Argo when the team really came
together. After the first two in
nings the score was 3-0 in
Argos favor and the Spartans
had yet to see any base run
ners.

Then in the top of the 3rd the
partans rallied back. The rally

started with a hit up the middle
by Kelly McKinney. The team
followed McKinney's lead and

started to hit, incluCling suc
cessfully executing two ,sacri
fice bunts laid down by Jackie
Puschkar and Samantha
Metcalf. The final score was 10
3 in the Spartans favor.

The girls then went on to
face Romeoville. Romeoville
gave the partans their first
conference loss with a score of
2-0 in Romeoville's favor so the
girls were out to even the score.
Early base runners for
Romeoville were taken care of
by a throw down from home to
second by Metcalf on the steal
and by Michelle Lettiere suc
cessfully completing a pickoff
play at first.

Ashley Krauchun held her
ground while pitching and let
very few runners on base. In the
fourth inning the score was all
tied up at 0-0 with Lettiere on
second base and Brittany Miller
up at bat. Miller took a pitch,

and then hit a rope deep into
left field.

As Lettiere scored and Miller
was halfway to third the ball
connected to its relay and was
on its way home.

Miller was waved on by
Coach David Smith and she
crossed home plate just before
the ball to give the Spartans a 2
run lead.

Throughout the rest of the
game McKinny, Kristin Amato,
Amanda Cingrani, and Lettiere
all managed to score more runs
for Oak Lawn while the defence
only gave up one run to
Romeoville.

When pitcher Ashley
Krauchun was asked what she
thought about her team's late
game comebacks she said, "I
think it says alot of our team
and our offence that we can
come back after being down so
many times."

Andrew Coate
StaffWriter

the Oak Lawn girls' track
team has been doing very well,
this season. The long grueling
practices are almost over, and
it's about time to see ifthey have
paid off.

As conference rolls around,
the girls are getting nervous,
yet excited at the same time.

Top seniors this year include
Jennifer Larson, Kristen
Kearney, and Krista Cheek.

Top juniors are: Katie
Wantiez, Jessica Blanco,
Jessica Domer, Majd Sweiss,
and Sarah Naber.

Leading the Frosh Soph
team are sophomores, Eda
Calbay, Jenny Laverty, Meghan
Wood, Sam Garret, and
freshmen, Shana Creighton,
Ann Purpura, Joanna Coate,
Missy Usyak, and Kim
Hayward.

She also has a very good
chance at winning hurdles on
the varsity level in conference,
as only a sophomore!

Junior, Jessica Domer has
been very successful this
season in shot put and discus.

Freshman Theresa Wantiez
has had to learn how to pole
vault in one day, and is
competing in that event for
conference.

"The JV team has a good
chance at winning conference
because of the girls' natural
talent, that, and they have the
determination to win. We've
worked hard this season,
suffering through Coach
[David] Johnson's tough
practices, lets hope it pays off."
Says Ann Purpura on the teams'
outlook for the end of the
season. The team certainly
hopes Ann is right in her
prediction.

Good Luck girls!
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--Jill Hewitt
Sophomore

--Jackie Puschkar
Sophomore

"A League ofTheir Own
because Madonna rules!"

"Love and Basketball
because is proves that girls
are better at basketball!"

--Joe Norris
Senior

"Field ofDreams
because it's loosly
based on my life,"

Veen are leading the offensive
attack this season to bring in
the runs.

The newly renovated softball
fields are finally finished and
the team is glad to be able to
play on them now.

"We've had a big come back
with our hitting, our defense is
doing really good and working
together, that's really important
and hopefully we can pull it off
to win conference," said
Chojnacki.

Come out and see the
Spartans as they continue to
strive to break the record for the
most wins in a season.

play, and also to beat the school
record for most wins in a
season, which was set by last
years team with 24 wins.

Senior Nicole Green added,
"Argo will also be a tough
competition this year so we'll
have to play really good then
and we also hope to win our
regional, and possibly go on to

tate."
Green was rated one of the

top 10 catchers in the area, and
senior Cathy Chojnacki is
providing good pitching at the
mound. Seniors Sarah
McKinney, Erica PurdY,and
Green with sophomore Nikki

Varsity Softball Striving
for Another Record
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favorite sports
movie?

Michelle Lettiere
StaffWriter

The varsity girls softball
team is off to a good start this
season, with an overall record
of 15 -13 and a conference
record of4-2.

"We have set a lot of goals
for ourselves this year and we
hope to work hard -as a team to
achieve them," stated senior
Dana Sullivan.

The main goal of the lady
Spartans is to be conference
champs. Another team goal is
to defeat Richards both times
this year during conference

The OLCHS Varsity Softball team meets for a pre-game huddle with Coach Mayer.
(photo courtesy ofShield)

Oak Lawn Hockey?
Cobra Hockey Offers Opportunities

Nick Chigas
StajfWriter

Oak Lawn Hockey? You may
be thinking to yourself, "Wait,
we don't have a hockey team!"
Fortunately for the many
interested hockey players in the
student body, you would only
be partly correct.

The Cobra hockey team is a
high school team consisting of
students from Oak Lawn,
Shepard, Richards, and
Evergreen Park High School.
The team is not recognized here
or heard on the
announcements, but the
Winter/Fall team of 18 boasted
seven players from OLCHS:
Freshmen Nick Chigas and
Jordan Helstern, sophomores
Bob Cole, Kelsey Coffey, Mike
Covarrubias, John Hojek, and
junior Mike Harper.

While many Spartans may be
unfamiliar with the team, that did
not stop the Cobras from

having an outstanding season.
Their 35-12-1 record helped
them place third in the
Suburban Hockey League.
This league includes some of
the best teams in all of Illinois,
including Fenwick, Joliet
Catholic, and Lemont
Bolingbrook.

The games against Fenwick
were always close and exciting,
including their last playoff
meeting. Despite losing 4-3 to
Fenwick, the game received a
large turnout of fans
supporting the Cobras. The
team went on to defeat Lemont
Bolingbrook for the third place
honors.

The State tournament was
another accomplishment for the
Cobras, although they just
missed making the fmal four.
Libertyville staged a comeback
in the final minute of the
quarterfinal game and beat the
Cobras in overtime. In SICA
play, Harper lead the team to
first and second round

victories and a trip to a best of
three championship series
against Andrew. While the
teams split the first two games
with a 4-3 score each time, the
third game was all Cobras as
they shut-out Andrew 4-0.

Assistant captain Hojek
finished the season with 45
games, eight goals, and 13
assists. Cole played in 48
games, scoring 6 goals and 15
assists. Helstem had 11 assists
and 3 goals, while Coffey added
19 goals in 46 games. Chigas
had 10 goals and II assists in
33 games, while Harper had 16
goals and 30 assists. Goalie
Covarrubias finished the
season with a winning record
on 14-4-1.

The Spring season has only
just begun, but already the team
is growing. Students Brad
Hojek and Mike O'Sullivan
have joined those already on the
team. Stats, schedules, and
photos are posted on
www.cobrahockey.com.

"The Sandlol
'You're killing me,

Smalls!"-enough said."

--Mo Abdelrasoul
Freshman

"The Natural
because I'm a

Robert Redford fan."

--Mrs. Pam Bibeau
EnglishTeacher

"The Replacements
becuase it's funny."

--Theresa Wantiez
Freshman



Volleyball Working Hard to Reach State
amuelOrtega

Sports Editor
The varsity boys volleyball

team ha been having a tremen
dous sea on th is year. They
are lead by a great coaching
staff: varsity coach Dennis
MacNamara, assi tant coach
Rebecca Lang, and assi tant
coach Mary Lembke.

With only a couple games
left in the regular sea on the

partans hold a record 01'23-8
and are 9-0 in conference play.
On May 12 the hicago Sun
Times ranked the partans as
tenth in the tate behind team
like Naperville North,
andburg, annel, and Lincoln

Way Ea l.

Recently the boys played the
number one tate-ranked team
Naperville North at the Lmcoln
Way East tournament on May
9. The partans gave them a
very good game taking the team
into three games, but were un
able to defeat the Huskies. e
nior etter and right- ide hitter

North and outh Iligh Schools.
On May I, their conference

tournament took place at
hepard High chool. They got
econd place overall with 28.5

points.
Fir t place winners were jun

iors bmily Goetz and Hannannc
Ilananafi at fourth doubles and
junior Alicia mith and sopho
more arolyn Paulius at fifth
double.

econd place winner were
Ilerrmann and Ra kche at first
doubles and lavala and
Johnson at third doubles.

r· irst place winners on May
3, were Raschke at ixth singles,
lavala at eventh singles and
Paul ius at eighth singles.

econd place winners were
Goetz at fourth singles and
Mirim Bernal at tenth singles.

Third place winners were
Johnson at third singles and
Ilerrmann at ninth singles.

On May 8, two doubles teams
and two singles players went
to Ilinsdale outh J ligh School
for sectionals.

Ilerrmann and Raschke got
first place and advanced to
State where they finished in the
top 16.

Zavala and Johnson are also
advanced to state. Overall the
tcam came in second, a solid
hawing by anyone's defini

tion.
The team will urely miss all

the departing seniors next year.
The coaching staffwill be look
ing to the solid crew ofsopho
mores and juniors to fill the
void left by such talents as
Raschke, Herrmann, and
lavala.

Junior Allan Russo gets up to hit pa t Ei enhowers block.
(Photo by am Ortega)

of 10-1 but is also ending e
niors Jen Hermann, Becky
Raschke, Monica Zavala, and
junior Robin Johnson to state.

They crushed Reavis, Argo,
hepard, Oak Fore t, Bradley,

and both Thornton Fractional

Melis a Huizenga smashing the birdie.
(Photo courtesy ofShield)

Badminton Goes to State

him with 126 kills, 69 digs, 10
aces, 14 blocks, and 102 assists.
Hackstock comes in third in
kills with 89 and also has 20
blocks. lemens has accumu
lated 349 as ists and weiss
leads the team with 41 blocks.
The hicago un-Times has
also placed kendzel onto the
All-Area team.

The Spartans also have great
aspirations on becoming one of
the elite eight teams in the State
tournament this year.

"We have played and prac
ticed hard all season long, and
for the first time of my four
year coaching I believe that
our team is peaking at the right
time," commented McNamara.

The partans have ranked
second in their sectional, just
behind th Lyons Township
squad.

The players invite allthe fel
low partan to cheer them on
in their regional matches, held
at home on May 27 and 28, and
their ectionals, held at Reavis
on the 30 and 3 I.

Roshni Rana
Staff Writer

This years OLel1 varsity
Badminton team not only
ended it cason with a score

Brad Skend.zel had nine kills, thir
teen assists, and four blocks.

enior right side-hitler Don
Hackstock and junior out-side
hitter Allen Russo both contrib
uted to the game with eight kills
each. Other contributors were
junior setter Matt Clemens with
ten assists and senior middle
hitter AmiI' weiss had three
blocks.

"We played very hard against
Naperville North and took them
into three games and I am glad
to know that we can hold up with
the other State-ranked teams,
but we just need to push a little
harder," commented McNamara.

The Spartans went on to de
feat Maine ast, Lincoln-Way
Central, Stagg, and Illiana hris
tian to take first place in the i1
vel' division, which i the same
as taking fifth place, at Lincoln
Way East. kendLel wa voted
onto the AII-Tournament team.

At this point in the sea on
Russo leads the team in
kills( 164), aces(35), and digs (71).

kendLel follow clo ely behind

Baseball Optimism
O B

been able to put up the kind of
an uys

.)taf!Wf'/ter numbers that he was hoping for
at the beginning of the year, still

oming into the 2003 eason though, each player is
thing look great for the guys contributing and helping the
val' ity baseball team. At team which will help this team
midsea on though, many toward havinga winning re ord.
thing haven't yet worked out Although this sea on has had
as planned The teams record its hare of ups and downs,
stand. at 12-12. While this there are still many
record would be welcomed by opportunitie for good to come
Illany of the other baseball from this season. The
programs around the area, the conference sea. on i still young
Spartans were looking for and ifmistakes arc avoided, the
something a little better. oach tide could change. According

kip Sullivan commented "It's to Coach ullivan, the defense
very fru trating, we have been needs to improve a lillie bit
in every game, but in every before things will fall into place.
game there seems to be a The guys need to play
turning point, either for the consistent on defense, and
good or the bad. We aren't Coach ullivan said, "We need
playing con i tent ba eball and to cut down on both mental and
sometime it eems that we find physical errors on defense." If
ways to 10 e." the partans accomplish that, it

Even with the negatives that should put them in a beller
thi eason has hrought, there position to win ballgames. Both
are still many po itive. The kinds of errors can deva tate

partans ha e two player that your team, and as coach ullivan
are really gelling it done on the stated, "In every game there
field. Jason Clarke and Scott seems to be a turning point,
Orbin are playing great either for the good or bad." If
ba eball. larke is hitting clo e these mental and phy ical error
to 500 while Orbin is having a are avoided there is a much
great year pitching, keeping the belle I' chance that the team can
,partan in almost every game benefit from the turning point
that he pitches. They have rather than be hurt by it.
always been there for the Coming into the final stretch

partans and coach ullivan of the sea on, the guys must
·tated thi about the two, "I am pull together. Richards ha looks
not urpri ed with their play. strong and they beat Oak Lawn
Coming into the sea on I knew 9-6 on Monday May 5.
that both of them could Although this wa a very tough
contribute greatly to this team." loss, there will be another
Coach Sullivan was not chance to beat them. If the
surprised with the Spartans stay sharp and focus
performance of Orbin and on what need to be improved

larke, but he has been on, they can make a go d
somewhat disappointed with howing in the home stretch and
the play of some of his other consider this season a major
player. They ju t haven't success.




